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Kayap6 warriors, Jan., p. 78

Kaypro, Jan., p. 30

Kirkwood gaps, Aug. , p. 62

Kiwi eggs, Nov. , p. 20

Lacewings, Aug., p. 46

Larvae, Dec, p. 10

Latrines, as information sites, Aug., p. 38
Leaf topology, Aug.

, p. 54

Levi-Strauss, Claude, Feb., p. 34

Limestone

Caves, June, p. 20

Wasatch formation. May, p. 90
Linguistics

Animal, May, p. 86

Mobilian Jargon, Sept., p. 4

Linnaean classification, Aug., p. 16

Lion, Dec, p. 92

Lipalian Interval, Jan., p. 18

LIVING MUSEUM
Discovery Tours, Hawaii, Dec, p. 81

Fulton Fish Market, Aug.
, p. 72

Guale Indians, Mar., p. 92

Kayapo warriors, Jan. , p. 78

Kemp's Ridley turtle, Nov., p. 90
Margaret Mead Film Festival, Sept., p.

80

Native American art, July, p. 74
Neblina, Apr., p. 93

"The Princess of Brazil, " Feb.
, p. 92

Lodgepole pines, Aug., p. 58

Logging, Jan., p. 10

Loon, common, Sept., p. 58

Maharashtrian untouchables, Oct., p. 31

Makah Indians, July, p. 74

MAMMALS
Arctic hare, Jan. , p. 101

Badger, Dec, p. 50

Beluga whale, Jan., p. 41

Bighom sheep, Aug., p. 58

Black-footed ferret, Feb., p. 62, p. 68
Bottlenose dolphin, Apr., p. 70

Brown bear, May, p. 102

Brown capuchin, Feb., p. 44

Dall's sheep, June, p. 82

Dog, Dec, p. 4

Domestic cat, July, p. 46

Feral horse, Apr. , p. 32

Ice Age, Sept.
, p. 74

Irish elk. Mar. , p. 54
Lion, Dec, p. 92

Prairie dog, Feb. , p. 68

Raccoon dog (Tanuki), Aug., p. 38
Rhum goat, Nov., p. 40
Sperm whale, June, p. 4

White-fronted capuchin, Feb.
, p. 44

Wolf, May, p. 6; Aug., p. 24

Yak, Jan., p. 56

Mantracks, Aug., p. 4

Marine biology, Nov., p. 48

Mars, Jan., p. 84; June, p. 74; Nov., p.

80

Marsupials, origin and distribution. May, p.

60

MATTER OF TASTE
Culinary authenticity, Jan., p. 102

French food. May, p. 98

Grains, Apr., p. 102

Japanese-American cooking, Feb. , p. 34
Mulberries, Oct., p. 102

Oil and vinegar, July, p. 80

Saffron, Sept., p. 82

Snook, Aug., p. 80

Star fruit, Dec, p. 86



Sturgeon, Nov., p. 98

Sweet potato, Mar. , p. 96

Tibetan food, June, p. 76

(see also "Recipes")

Mead, Margaret, Sept., p. 80

Meadowcroft Rock-slielter, Dec, p. 20

Mediterranean islands, Sept., p. 50

Mesozoic land ecosystems, Nov., p. 30

Meteorites, Aug., p. 62

Meteorology (see "Weather")

Mexico

Nahua Indians, Jan., p. 66

Zapotec Indians

Radish sculpture, Dec, p. 58

Textiles, Mar., p. 66

Mice

Deer, Sept., p. 44

White-footed, Sept., p. 44

Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Oct., p. 48

Miranda, June, p. 12

Mites, Mar., p. 100

Mobilian Jargon, Sept., p. 4

Monterey Peninsula, May, p. 44

Morphology, Sept., p. 16

Mosquito, Apr., p. 106

Mountain formation

Borah Peak, Idaho, June, p. 28

Himalayas, Nov., p. 56

Mulberries, Oct, p. 102

Multiple amplexus, Oct., p. 106

Nahua Indians, Jan., p. 66

Native American art, July, p. 74

NATIVE AMERICANS
Art, July, p. 74

Guale Indians, Mar., p. 92

Mobilian Jargon, Sept., p. 4

Ogiala Indians, Feb., p. 6

Sioux Indians, June, p. 46

NATURALIST AT LARGE
Ivory-billed woodpecker, July, p. 26

Sperm whale, June, p. 4

NATURAL MOMENT
Arctic hare, Jan., p. 101

Blenny, Feb., p. 102

Brown bear, May, p. 102

Butterfly fish, Sept., p. 92

Caribbean frog, Oct., p. 106
Dall's sheep, June, p. 82

Finch, Aug., p. 84

French grunt, July, p. 88

Lion, Dec, p. 92

Long-homed beetle, Mar., p. 100

Masked booby, Aug., p. 84
Mite, Mar., p. 100

Moray eel, Feb.
, p. 102

Mosquito, Apr., p. 106

Pacific tree frog, Apr., p. 106
Sea anemone, Sept.

, p. 92

Slug, Nov., p. 104

Wrasse, Feb., p. 102

Naturalists, Apr., p. 28
Navajo Lake, May, p. 90
Neblina, Apr., p. 93
Neoteny, July, p. 16
Nest predation and defense. Mar., p. 38
New Worid peoples, Nov. , p. 8
Nurse logs and regeneration. Mar., p. 30
Nutrition, July, p. 6
Oaks, Oct., p. 40
Oceans and lakes, salinity of. Mar., p. 14
Ogiala Indians, Feb., p. 6

Oil and vinegar, July, p. 80

Old Stone Age. Oct., p. 70

Olympic National Forest, Mar., p. 30

Organic optimality, July, p. 16

Ostrich, Masai, Dec, p. 34

Overexertion and health risk. Mar., p. 34

Owen, Richard

Archaeopteryx, Sept., p. 16

Structuralism, Oct., p. 16

Owl, eastern screech, June, p. 56

Ozark National Forest, June, p. 20

Pagoda, Sept., p. 34

Pakistan, Sept., p. 26

Paleobotany, Nov., p. 30

PALEONTOLOGY
Burgess Shale, Jan., p. 18

Dinosaurs, Aug., p. 4

Dwarf mammals, Sept., p. 50

Ice Age mammals, Sept., p. 74

Lipalian Interval, Jan., p. 18

Mantracks, Aug., p. 4

Marsupials, origin and distribution, May,

p. 60

Panama, June, p. 36

Papua New Guinea, June, p. 24

Parental care, Dec.
, p. 34

Penguins, Feb., p. 54

Philippines, May, p. 36

PHOTO ESSAYS
Bottlenose dolphin, Apr., p. 70

Hooked slipper snail, May, p. 44

Leaf topology, Aug. , p. 54

Little blue heron, Jan., p. 50

Quechua Indians, Feb., p. 40

(see also "Natural Moment")
Phyletic dwarfs, Nov., p. 20

PHYSIOLOGY
AIDS, Feb., p. 28; May, p. 78

Fitness and fecundity. Mar., p. 34

High-altitude blood adaptation, Jan., p.

56

Pine forest, Jan. , p. 10

Pines, piiion, moths and, Dec, p. 42

"Planet Earth," Feb., p. 84

PLANETS
As evening stars, Oct., p. 96; Dec, p.

84

Formation of, June, p. 12

Jupiter, Nov., p. 80

Mars, Jan., p. 84; June, p. 74; Nov., p.

80

Plate tectonics

Asia, Nov., p. 56

Mid-Atlantic Ridge, Oct., p. 48

POLLUTION
Acid rain, July, p. 62

Effect on loons, Sept., p. 58

Strip mining, Aug. , p. 30

Population genetics, cats, July, p. 46

Prairie dogs, poisoning of, Feb., p. 68

Prescott National Forest, July, p. 30

Priapulids, Feb., p. 18

Primates

Capuchins, Feb., p. 44

Primatology, Oct., p. 88

Quahaug, May, p. 98

Quechua Indians, Feb., p. 40

Raccoon dogs, Aug., p. 38

Racism, Apr., p. 16

Radish sculpture, Dec, p. 58

Rain forest, temperate. Mar., p. 30

Rattlesnake, prairie, Nov., p. 66

Reasoning, animal. May, p. 86

RECIPES
Amaranth Porridge, Apr., p. 102

Arrowhead Mills Amaranth Salad Dress-

ing, Apr., p. 102

Azuki Bean and Endive Soup, Feb., p.

34

Baked Tilefish with Star Fruit, Dec, p.

86

Boniatillo, Mar., p. 96

Carambola Ice, Dec, p. 86

Clam Chowder, May, p. 98

Dandelion Salad, July, p. 80

Iranian Stew of Quinces and Lamb with

Saffron and Split Peas, Sept., p. 82

John Evelyn's Salad Dressing, July, p.

80

La Rouille, Sept., p. 82

Murrey, Oct., p. 102

Poached Sturgeon with Walnut Sauce,

Nov., p. 98

Pudding aux Mures, Oct. , p. 102

Shogok Katsa, June, p. 76

Skewered Snook, Aug., p. 80

Syllabub, Jan., p. 102

Tosa-Style Grilled Beef, Feb., p. 34

Yam Puree, Mar., p. 96

Red dwarf, Jan., p. 80

Red squirrels, reforestation and. Mar., p.

22

Reptiles

Kemp's Ridley turtle, Nov., p. 90

Prairie rattlesnake, Nov. , p. 66

REVIEWS
Company ofAdventurers, Nov., p. 82

Ecological Imperialism: The Biological

Expansion of Europe 900-1900, Dec,
p. 74

Gathering the Desert, Mar., p. 74

Gavagai! or the Future History ofthe Ani-

mal Language Controversy, May, p.

86

In Praise of Wolves, Aug., p. 24

In the Wake of Columbus/Spanish Sea,

Jan., p. 74

On the Track ofIce Age Mammals, SepL,

p. 74

"Planet Earth", Feb., p. 84

Return to the High Valley, June, p. 24

The Case for Animal Experimentation,

July, p. 66

The Chimpanzees of Gombe: Patterns of

Behavior, Oct., p. 88

The Machinery of Nature, Apr., p. 28

RITUAL AND RELIGION
India, Oct., p. 31

Ogiala Indians, Feb., p. 6

Tibet, July, p. 34

Zapotec Indians, Dec, p. 58

Rocky Mountains

Glacier National Park, May, p. 6

Gunnison National Forest, Aug. , p. 58

RODENTS
Deer mice, Sept., p. 44

Voles, Mar. p. 22

White-footed mice, Sept., p. 44

Saffron, Sept., p. 82

Salad, July, p. 80

Sam Houston National Forest, Apr., p. 98

Sand dunes, Jan., p. 88



Santa Catalina de Guale, Georgia, Mar., p.

92

Science vs. religion. May, p. 18

Sea anemone

Red Sea, Sept., p. 92

Washington State, Nov., p. 48

Seed dispersal, blue jays and, Oct., p. 40

Seymour Island, Antarctica, May, p. 60

Sheep
Bighorn, Aug., p. 58

DaU's, June, p. 82

Shorebird migration. May, p. 68

Sidereal month, Dec, p. 84

Sioux Indians, June, p. 46

Siriono Indians, Mar., p. 6

SKY MAP
Fall, Oct., p. 96

Spring, Apr., p. 82

Summer, July, p. 70

Winter, Jan., p. 84

SKY REPORTER
Brown dwarf, Jan., p. 80

Comets, June, p. 70

Kirkwood gaps, Aug. , p. 62

Red dwarf, Jan., p. 80

Solar bubbles, Mar. p. 84

Slugs, Nov. p. 104

Snook, Aug., p. 80

Solar bubbles. Mar., 84

Solwind, Mar., p. 84

SONORAN DESERT
Blister beetles, Apr., p. 74

Ethnobotany, Mar., p. 74

Weavers Needle, Dec, p. 28

Southwest, Mar., p. 74

Speciation, Aug., p. 46

Speleothems, June, p. 20

State of the Earth 1986, Apr., p. 41

3tone Age, July, p. 6

Stone arches, natural, Sept., p. 68

Stream siltation, Aug., p. 30

Strip mining, Aug., p. 30

Sturgeon, Nov., p. 98

Sugar maples, Oct , p. 80

Sunset Crater^ Arizona, Dec, p. 42

Surface to volume ratio of planets,

June, p. 12

Sweepstakes Dispersal, Sept., p. 50

Sweet potato. Mar., p. 96

Synodic month, Dec. , p. 84

Tantric art, July, p. 34

Tanuki, Aug., p. 38

TAXONOMY
Linnaean classification, Aug. , p. 16

New species, Apr., p. 93

Fishes, Aug., p. 72

Television, Feb., p. 84

Textiles, Mexico, Mar., p. 66

Third World, Apr., p. 41

THIS LAND
Big Thicket, Texas, Apr., p. 98

Blanchard Springs Caverns, Arkansas,

June, p. 20

Bradshaw Mountains, Arizona, July, p.

30

Nordhouse Dunes, Michigan, Jan., p.

88

Olympic Rain Forest, Washington, Mar.

,

p. 30

Panther Creek Cove, Georgia, Feb., p.

98

Peralta Canyon, Arizona, Dec, p. 28

Pink Cliffs, Utah, May, p. 90

Red River Gorge, Kentucky, Sept., p.

68

Tajique Canyon, New Mexico, Oct., p.

80

Taylor River, Colorado, Aug. , p. 58

Tionesta Forest, Pennsylvania, Nov., p.

74

TfflS VIEW OF LIFE
Allometry, July, p. 16; Nov., p. 20

Archaeopteryx, Sept., p. 16

Archetypal form, Oct., p. 16

Burgess Shale, Jan., p. 18; Feb., p. 18

Earth's age, Mar., p. 14

Formation of planets, June, p. 12

Imaginal disks, Dec, p. 10

Linnaean classification, Aug., p. 16

Racism, Apr., p. 16

Science vs. religion. May, p. 18

ThuD, Pakistan, Sept, p. 26

TIBET
Buddhism, July, p. 34

Geology, Nov., p. 56

Yaks and nomads, Jan., p. 56

Tibetan food, June, p. 76

Tonto National Forest, Dec, p. 28

Topaz, Feb., p. 92

Tornadoes, Nov., p. 74

TREES
Hemlock, Nov., p. 74

Lodgepole pine, Aug., p. 58

Mulberry, Oct, p. 102

Oak, Oct, p. 40

Pine, Jan. , p. 10

Pmon pines, moths and, Dec, p. 42

Sugar maple, Oct, p. 80

Tubers, Mar., p. 96 .J

Turtle, Kemp's ridley, Nov., p. 90

Urban planning. Sept, p. 34

VB8B, Jan., p. 80

Virus, May, p. 78

Volcanoes, Dec, p. 81

Voles, Indians and. Mar., p. 22

Walcott, CD., Jan.. p. 18

WEATHER
Arctic hurricanes, Dec, p. 66

Tornadoes, Nov., p. 74

Wind shear. Mar., p. 48

Weavers Needle, Dec, p. 28

Whales
Beluga, Jan., p. 41

Sperm, June, p. 4

Wilberforce, Bishop Samuel, Apr., p. 16

Window plants, Oct, p. 64

Wind shear. Mar., p. 48

Witchcraft, Oct, p. 6

Wolves

Recovery of. May, p. 6

Book review, Aug., p. 24

Woodpecker, ivory-billed, July, p. 26

Worm, priapulid, Feb., p. 18

Wrasse, Feb., p. 102

Yak, Jan., p. 56

Zapotec Indians
,i

Radish sculpture, Dec, p. 58

Textiies, Mar., p. 66
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All do-it-yourself

fluid ctiecks (oil

level, power steer-

ing fluid, etc.) are

arranged in front of

the engine. Thiey are

also color coded to

make them easy to

find, easy to check.

A new, optional

multiple port fuel

injected V-6 engine

designed for sim-

plicity and respon-

siveness. Plus a

new four-speed

automatic transaxle

so well designed,

under normal use it

requires no sched-

uled maintenance.

The hood features

gas-charged struts

which assistyou to

raise the hood and
hold it open without

a prop rod.

20" windshield

wipers clear water

nearly all the way
to the driver's roof

pillar to aid visibility.

Optional electrically

heated Insta-Clear'"

windshield clears

itself of mist and frost.

Optional dual sun
visors provide sim,

taneous front and
side protection fro.

the sun. Built-in

extensions providi

protection when tt

sun is low in the si

FORD'S NEW CONCEPT IN ENGINEERING
BEGAN WITH YOUR NEEDS FIRST

FORD TAURUS.

ENGINEERING.
FOR PEOPLE.

Taurus was not simply

engineered to work well, but

also to be easy to use.

This means making sure

Taurus is a car that is easy to

live with day to day That is satis

fying to own, maintain and

operate. And a car that accom-

modates the needs of the drive!

the needs of the passengers,



=atpassen-

we their own
id fresh air

or balanced

t

Child proof rear

door locks. Plus 37
other Lifeguard

Design Safety

Features.

Front seat head
rests adjust up and
down, forward and
back. Seat belts are

simple to use, com-
fortable to wear

A covered storage

compartment holds

magazines, and
other personal

items, neatly out of

the way.

The trunk can
comfortably hold 12

standard grocery

bags with plenty of

clearance for the

bread and eggs.

The trunk includes

tie-down points to

secure smaller

loads from rolling

about in turns. The
LX includes an elas-

ticized cargo net for

added convenience.

Buckle up—Together ^-e can sa\'e liv-es.

at provides ample room for

i ggage.

THE LIFETIME
SERVICE GUARANTEE.
Participating Ford Dealers

•ind behind tlieir work, in

writing, with a free Lifetime

"r\ ice Guarantee for as long
\'( )u own your Ford car Ask
sec this guarantee when

oLi \ isit your participating

l»rd Dealer

BEST'BUILT
AMERICAN CARS.
At Ford Quality isjt)b 1. A

1985 surve\- established that

Ford makes the best-built Amer-
ican cars. This is based on an

a\'erage of problems reported

by owners in a six month
period on 1981-1984 models
designed and built in the LIS.

i\e you dri\en a Ford.

iteK?



The Princess Diana Bride Doll

The magnificent tiara is authentically

recreated and includes a real 1/2 point

diamond.

We neckline is accented with a dainty

taffeta bow and the bodice is adorned
with an abundance of hand-sewn
sequins and pearl-like beads.

Each earring contains a real 1/2 point

diamond.

Shown smaller than actual size of 18" in height.
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'^he ultimate library of science fiction classics —
und in genuine leather, with accents of 22kt gold!

A fantasy come true

!

ehold... the ultimate library of science fiction

classics! For the first time, the greatest master

-

s by the greatest science fiction writers who ever

will be issued in luxurious leather-bound editions,

early classics to award-winning epics of our time,

]Masterpieces of Science Fiction will encompass the

lie history of science fiction! And three of today's

nlst writers — Isaac Asimov, Ray Bradbury, and
rs k Herbert — will each sign his greatest masterwork

!

Towering works of

the imagination !

He are timeless, towering works of the imagination.

w invite you to explore new worlds, encounter

ge phenomena, entertain new possibilities. The

s have everything: great plots, unforgettable

cters, colorful writing. Nothing could be more vivid

the pictures, worlds and concepts these authors

to life in your mind!

d the great science fiction classics are recognized as

important works of literature. They are rich with

ishts into psychology, religion, politics ... human
atlre and the meaning of life.

j/iid now all these masterpieces will appear for the first

time in fine collector's editions. Permanent, leather-

bound editions to be treasured ... and to be read again

and again. For devotees of science fiction and for

admirers of fine books, this is a collection that has been

long overdue.

Personally signed editions

of today 's most celebrated

science fiction classics !

Recognizing the importance of this collection, three of

todays greatest science fiction writers will hand-sign

their greatest masterpieces for each subscriber. Isaac

Asimov will sign The Foundation Trilogy. Ray Bradbury,

The Martian Chronicles. Frank Herbert, Dune. You can

imagine how desirable these editions will be to collectors

now and in years to come — not that you would think of

parting with them!

Original classics by the authors

who invented science fiction

!

Tlie Masterpieces of Science Fiction will comprise an entire

history of the genre. The library will include works of

Jules Verne, H.G. Wells, Edgar Rice Burroughs, and Sir

Arthur Conan Doyle. All in beautiful, leather-bound,

heirloom editions.
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Isaai. Asimov will personally ii^/i h

for each subscriber

mcistLrpiiLL The Foundation Trilogy

There will be splendid editions of Arthur C. Clarke's
2001; A Space Odyssey ... Fred Hoyle's The Black Cloud ...

Robert Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land ... Ursula K.

LeGuin's The Dispossessed. Also being considered for the
collection are John Brunnefs Stand on Zanzibar ... Sam
Delany's The Einstein Intersection ... Frederik Pohl's
Gateway ... Larry Niven's Ringworld ... and Roger

Zelazn/s This Immortal. Many of the works included i

this collection have received the Hugo Award, the

Nebula Award ... or both! These are the highest honoj

in science fiction!

The editions themselves are masterpieces.

Each volume will be fully bound in genuine leather ^

spine, entire front cover and entire back cover. The s|

will be decorated with precious 22kt gold. The front i

back covers will be embellished with deeply inlaid

original designs.

Each book will be printed on acid-free paper that \

last for generations. Pages will be gilded along all thil

edges for beauty and durability. And each volume w|
come with its own permanently sewn ribbon page

marker. Altogether, these will be among the finest

leather-bound books available anywhere.

Convenient acquisition at a

very favorable price .

Tiie Masterpieces of Science Fiction will be available onl
j

advance reservation directly from The Easton Press. I

privileged subscriber to this distinguished series, yor
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The Ghost Forest
Nineteenth-century logging left Michigan's vastpine

tracts stripped, stumped, and subject tofire

by John Eastman

Up hill and down, extending miles

across northern Michigan, the pine

stumps endure. They squat in hard-core

silence, cracked and ravaged by age, in-

sect, lichen, and fire, eroding like up-

thrusts of an old geology in a modern sea

of bracken fern and aspen. They are time

warps in the landscape, relics of the

golden age of timber, amputees of an

America I never knew. Today they form a

ghost forest of sullen carcasses littering

the slopes and plains that bridge the in-

land seas.

Bill's tract of ghost forest, some forty

acres of field and scrub, lies on a dirt road

that angles about a mile off the Mance-

lona-Gaylord highway near Michigan's

mitten tip. This is moraine country,

dumpings left by glacial ice, with high

ridges and dips marking the sites of melt-

ing during the great continental spring-

time 10,000 years ago. Past Bill's cabin,

the road, now a rocky trail, rises into sec-

ond-growth beech-maple forest.

Bill's cabin is a stump of sorts itself, a

shingle-and-board structure hammered

together by Bill and his dad in 1954 over a

capped oil well. They intended and used it

as a deer hunting shanty, but like so many
of us hotshots in our late forties, Bill has

lost interest in shooting to kill. He now

uses the cabin to host his friends on occa-

sional long weekends.

The ghost forest grows on you only

when all the laughter and good fellowship

go home. I bunk in by myself for weeks at

a time, using the cabin as a base for hik-

ing, scribbling, and cloud watching. True

silence would affect one as unbearably as

a constant scream, but there is never si-

lence here. Yet the sounds that emerge

after the final joke and the last "so long"

as the cars roll out are of a type often

mistaken for silence. The first day or so

alone consists of perceiving the stir of

trees, the sounds of insects and birds, fa-

miliar languages too easily voiced over by

the human larynx. It is like switching from

operetta to Gregorian chant. One puts

more into listening and seeing; nerves fine

tune to different modes, become auditory,

sightful.

No living person will ever experience

the Michigan pine forest as it was in the

10 Natural History 1/S



Log drivers on the Muskegon River, 1880s

Muskegon County Museum
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Nineteenth-century lumbering was as disciplined as a military siege.

nineteenth century. This was a landscape

so shagged in immense trees that observ-

ers could only bring it into focus by means

of its own mythology and superhero, Paul

Bunyan. The written accounts of persons

who actually saw this forest consist of

awed understatements, implicit double

takes. In another generation or two the

story will be wholly legend, its now-obvi-

ous, stump-ridden truth only a matter of

belief, as are all historical chronicles.

A few protected fragments of this forest

survive here and there as living museum
specimens. But since a forest community

is like a natural lake or prairie—you can't

duplicate a chunk of it, you can only repre-

sent it—it is all or nothing, and the great

pine forest of Michigan has been nothing

for almost a century. The pulpwood plant-

ings and Christmas tree lots that currently

make much of northern Michigan a vast

tree farm are pitiable representations,

bearing no more resemblance to the

pretimbered landscape than our annual

December glut does to peace and good

will on earth.

The white and red pine forest began on

an east-west line from Saginaw to Lake

Michigan and extended virtually unbro-

ken to the Straits of Mackinac and above.

Large-scale lumbering began about 1875

and had clear-cut all but small islands of

the forest by 1900. The literature and lore

of Pinus strobus, white pine, the only five-

needled pine east of the Rockies, is vast.

Thoreau likened its stratified boughs

clouds and each pine to "a great grc

feather stuck in the ground." The lea

(needles) are almost five inches lo

three-sided, and end in a sharp point. T

of its surfaces are white-lined. A poc

magnifier shows what a finger feels r

sliding back from the tip, that the need! h:

minutely toothed. Pine leaves rem Ir

green and functional from spring to Oc h
ber of the following year, then turn bro ta

and linger for another year or so bef ilj

falling to what Aldo Leopold called "|i-:

accumulated wisdom" of the duff. if

These details form part of a larger ar it-

omy, for pine is the larynx of the wind, s

other trees unravel, comb, and dispe !:•:

moving air so thoroughly. Yet they £
t";

seem to concentrate the winds, wring
fs:

mosaics of sound from gale weathe; k

voice echos, cries, sobs, conversatic t ;

maniacal calls. With the help of o tr

slight imagination, they are receiving i li: ,•

tions to which all winds check in, filter t-:

out their loads of B-flats and F min b:

processing auditory debris swept from ;''(

corners of the sound-bearing world, ij
:

Other trails, straight old oil roads, ci i

.

and parallel the ridges. Across Bill's k.

fenced land passes a section of the 1 1:,

railroad bed on which the Shay locoi »::;;

lives and flatcars hauled out the li ]':

Shovel gangs came before the tini t:

crews, clearing and grading passa k\

through the woods for the temporary r; i
;
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hugh a Shay locomotive could run on

lie poles if necessary. These gangs pulled

ij.he rails when the crews lumbered on,

R'ing the graded trails winding through

I ilum of oozing, fragrant resins. The
jpemeral railroads enabled year-round

v«k in the woods rather than winter-only

e;ons when timber could be skidded out

ir.now.

Vhen timber crews descended on an

ri, events moved swiftly. Men teemed
r teamed, surrounding and infiltrating

ction of forest. Lumbering was an at-

a:: operation, as thoroughly strategic

Ti disciplined as a military siege. The
Oist, suddenly noisy as a factory,

wrmed with men in a hurry. Harvest

oimenced as the first axes bit. Activity

u;ed with the rip of the crosscut, the

Tin, rush, and slam of the trunks as they

e; the yells, laughter, and cussing of men
.I'gry and tired on the precise schedules

f logger's life. Division of labor was also

rnse. Sawyers didn't touch axes, and
riimers kept clear of haulers.

lost of the trees were notched about
'at high above the ground, and each of

JJi cut surfaces seen today, although

eply eroded, represents the straining

ncles of two men. Axmen first chopped

,

';dge on the side where they wanted to

i;,the tree. Then, with a crosscut more
i;i six feet long, the sawyer team worked
3iird the notch from the opposite side,

rling wedges behind the cut as they
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Muskegon County Mu;

An axman and two sawyers flank a tree

progressed. The movements of these men
became so rituahzed from repetition that

the felling of a pine must have been a

graceful choreography from the first ax

swing to the final gift of the tree to gravity.

Today only the outer shells of the

stumps still show remnants of the original

cuts. The ax bite is a little lower than the

saw cut. You can instantly deduce where

the men stood, exactly the direction in

which the tree tipped, leaned, and

smashed (if everything went right). Log-

gers preferred to lay a tree on the downhill

side, so they usually worked uphill to clear

space for later falls. It can all be read in

the old surface cuts.

So each stump tells a story. I find it

hard to imagine them as ever having lived,

as cores that fountained vertical streams

upward to the canopy, lifting gallons of

groundwater to the sky. Most of the

stumps measure from two to three feet
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across at the cut surface (not including the

thickness of long-gone bark). The largest

stump near Bill's cabin measures forty-

two inches across with a near fourteen-

foot circumference, a bulwark of a ruin

that shelters a bed of Canada mayflower

beneath its cavernous base. A stump of

this size means that the tree soared here in

the early 1600s or before. The men who

brought it down could not have been outfit

rookies; old men of the woods climbed the

slope for this job, and they probably did it

for an audience, showing the youngsters

how a real logger takes a tree.

When a pine forest falls, it stays down
for longer than a human lifetime. White

pine cannot sprout from stumps, and its

seed germinates only in the subclimax

plant environment prepared by a long se-

quence of previous stages. Plant ecologists

believe that white pine sprouted in the

fire-cleared openings of the climax red

pine, a two-needled species, as a thrc

back in the sequence of plant dominan

Lightning most often ignited these anci(

fires, disrupting the red pine uniform

and thus patterning the primeval forest

mosaics of different plant-growth stagi

But fire also wrote the forest's epita]

For as the loggers harvest-danced we

ward across the continent, a savage cari

ture of the old, self-healing fires follow

The stereotypical "forest fire," previou

unknown to large areas of the Americ

landscape, was fed by the massive f

bed, much deeper than any natural wii

fall, that the loggers themselves had p

pared; in some areas, the slashings of p
tops and branches lay hip deep or higf

Thus invited, the holocaust came dur

the 1890s, not long after the last axn

failed to pick up their sticks. Unlike i

slow, rejuvenative ground fires that Mi
igan forests had always known, this

ferno not only swept but scourged

ground. And subsequent, less infer

fires have repeatedly moved through

ghost forest. Why so many of the stun

survived is a mystery.

They are, of course, collapsing into

crumpled ground bit by fragment e;

year. Their exteriors are stone-hard,

sured shells, bored by insects a

splotched with lichens and chari

patches that still smear black on fing(

One theory of why they survive is that

heat of fires caused the preservative res

of the heartwood to migrate outward

ward the sapwood, making the interi

vulnerable to decay while "petrifying"

rim. That the exterior shells trap moist

is evident, for most of them are vats ful

damp, red powder. In the second-gro\

forest of the slopes, yellow birches of

germinate in these punk vats, which tl

become pedestals for the living trees. 1

birch eventually overgrows the stur

sending root struts down to the grou

and where the underlying stump has

cayed away, a birch remains elevated

its prop of thick legs with no middle s

port. Thus do the carcasses of one foi

raise another entirely different stand fr

the original.

So the big forest is gone, but the ancij

languages can still be heard. At nigh I

sometimes rip apart nearby stumps .1

drag pieces of them to the firepit near

cabin. The wood seems eager to combi'.

sputtering old greases, pouring an (

smoke of resins compounded in the

toric canopy, blazing the hot light of i

gusts before my time. In campfires occ

the final cremation of the pine empire

John Eastman is a writer who livesf

Kalamazoo, Michigan.
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This View of Lifi

A Short Way to Big Ends
by Stephen Jay Gould

As creatures of convention, we fill our

literature and mythology with symbols of

harsh treatment meted out to misfits. We
may shape, often with considerable vio-

lence, the offending objects to our pre-

ferred size (the bed of Procrustes); or we

may abandon items of potential value

(The Pearl of Steinbeck's novella) be-

cause they bring nothing but trouble in an

unsuspecting world.

As a different, but perhaps more com-

mon, strategy for the suppression of nov-

elty, we may admit the threatening object

to our midst, but provide an enveloping

mantle of ordinary garb. Thus, through

the centuries, clothing has hidden our co-

pious variety or permitted the dangerously

different to dwell among us (the wolf as

Red Riding Hood's grandmother). The
customs officials of a small West Indian

island once reclassified my snails as honor-

ary insects because the government's per-

mits for the export of live animals men-
tioned only birds, beasts, and bugs.

This kind of cover-up, so often amusing

in our daily lives, can be quite dangerous

in science, for nothing can stifle originality

more eff"ectively than an ordinary mantle

placed fully and securely over an extraor-

dinary thing.

I wrote last month about an outstanding

example in my own profession. The most

exciting of all fossil faunas, the soft-bod-

ied Cambrian invertebrates of the Burgess

Shale (about 530 million years old), in-

cludes about a dozen creatures with basic

anatomy so different from anything living

today that we must grant them taxonomic

distinction at the highest level of new
phyla. Yet CD. Walcott, the eminent pa-
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leontologist who found the fauna during a

respite from his "other" job as head of the

Smithsonian Institution, managed to sup-

press this uniqueness by shoehorning ev-

ery last Burgess organism into a modern

group. Moreover, Walcott's numerous

publications contain not the slightest hint

of any doubt, not a whisper about any

possible alternative.

What made Walcott so sure about his

interpretation—and so wrong? To resolve

this dilemma, we must recognize the

larger intellectual puzzle that Walcott

faced and understand his hope of find-

ing a partial solution among the Burgess

organisms.

Walcott was America's premier geolo-

gist of Cambrian strata, rocks from

the first period of our adequate fossil

record. No expert on Cambrian rocks

could avoid the primal dilemma posed by

their fossils, a paradox that had led Dar-

win himself to despair
—

"the case at

present must remain inexplicable; and

may be truly urged as a valid argument

against the view here entertained" (sixth

and last edition of the Origin of Species,

1872).

Cambrian seas teemed with life pre-

served in an abundant fossil record. But

when geologists of Darwin and Walcott's

day studied rocks of earlier, Precambrian

times, they found nothing organic—not a

trace of anything potentially ancestral to

the diverse assemblages of trilobites, mol-

lusks, brachiopods, and other creatures in

Cambrian strata. This geologically abrupt

transition from blankness to a rich fauna

including representatives of almost every

modern phylum has been called, in well-

chosen metaphor, the Cambrian exp

sion. (Studies that began in the eai

1950s and continue at an accelerati

pace today have revealed an extensi

Precambrian fossil record, but the pre

lem of the Cambrian explosion has r

receded, since our more extensive lal:

has still failed to identify any creature tl

might serve as a plausible immediate <

cestor for the Cambrian faunas. Our lar

suite of Precambrian organisms incluc

bacteria, blue-green algae, other sim]

creatures, and at the very end of Preca

brian times, a single fauna of multicellu

animals that may represent an entin

separate experiment in complex life, no

set of ancestors for the later, and famil

creatures of Cambrian seas.)

Where, then, are all the Precambri

ancestors—or, if they didn't exist in reci

nizable form, how did modern complex

get off to such a fast start? Adam Se(

wick and Roderick Murchison, Darwi

opponents and Britain's leading experts

these early strata, simply argued that

Cambrian explosion represented Go
initial decision to people (or at least

invertebrate) his earth. Darwin, sensi

the challenge to evolution, admitted

If numerous species, belonging to the sa

genera or families, have really started i

life at once, the fact would be fatal to

theory of evolution through natural sel

tion. For the development by this means

a group of forms, all of which are descenc

from some one progenitor, must have b<

an extremely slow process; and the progs

tors must have lived long before their m(

fied descendants.

Two different kinds of explanations
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the absence of Precambrian ancestors

have been debated for more than a cen-

tury—the artifact theory (they were there

but the fossil record hasn't preserved

them), and the fast-transition theory (they

really weren't there, at least as complex

invertebrates easily linked to their descen-

dants, and the evolution of modern ana-

tomical plans occurred with a rapidity

that threatens our usual ideas about the

stately pace of evolutionary change).

Darwin, making his characteristic (and

invalid) conflation of leisurely, gradual

evolution and change by natural selection,

rejected the fast-transition theory out of

hand. He insisted that any complex Cam-

brian creature must have arisen from a

lengthy series of Precambrian ancestors

with the same basic anatomy: " It cannot

be doubted that all the Cambrian . . . tri-

lobites are descended from some one crus-

tacean, which must have lived long before

the Cambrian age." He then added:

If the theory [natural selection] be true, it is

indisputable that before the lowest Cam-
brian stratum was deposited long periods

elapsed, as long as, or probably far longer

than, the whole interval from the Cambrian

age to the present day; and that during

these vast periods the world swarmed with

living creatures.

Instead, Darwin searched for a believ-

able version of the artifact theory, finally

proposing that, in Precambrian times,

"clear and open oceans may have existed

where our continents now stand." Such

tracts of uninterrupted water would have

received little or no sediments. Hence our

current continents, containing all rocks

available to our view, rose from an area

that accumulated no strata during the cru-

cial span of late Precambrian faunas,

while regions of shallow water that did

receive Precambrian sediments now lie in

our inaccessible oceanic depths.

We can understand Walcott's utterly

confident and stubbornly conservative ap-

proach to the Burgess animals only in the

light of Darwin's dilemma for the Cam-
brian explosion. Darwin had died in 1882.

committed as ever to the artifact theory,

and still frustrated that no satisfactory

version had ever been presented. Darwin
never altered his final assessment, quoted

earlier, "the case at present must remain

inexplicable . . .

."

Walcott, writing early in our century

just a generation after Darwin's death,

adhered firmly to Darwin's vision. The
theory of evolution, still a tender shoot

requiring careful nurture, specified a long

and gradual Precambrian approach to

anything so complex and varied as the

Cambrian fauna. Thus, when Walcott

found the Burgess animals and, in one
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swoop, doubled the diversity of Cambrian

anatomies, he feared the unintentional

challenge offered to the linchpin of Dar-

win's resolution—the artifact theory.

Walcott had long maintained a firm

commitment to the artifact theory. It pro-

vided the keystone for his entire approach

to Cambrian life and geology. Walcott

never doubted that Cambrian complexity

and diversity required a long series of

abundant Precambrian ancestors of simi-

lar anatomy. He wrote in an early article

of 1891:

That the life in the pre-Olenellus sea was

large and varied there can be little, if any,

doubt. ... It is only a question of search and

favorable conditions to discover it. [Olenel-

lus. as then defined, was the oldest Cam-
brian trilobite, so read Precambrian for pre-

Olenellus.]

And in one of his last papers (1915):

When the advanced stage of development

of some of the earliest-known forms is con-

sidered it seems almost certain that such

existed far back in Precambrian time.

Walcott had long defended a particular

approach to the artifact theory that a pro-

fusion of new Burgess phyla would have

undermined. The artifact theory de-

manded long Precambrian histories for

many modern groups in the absence of

any Precambrian fossils. Therefore, Pre-

cambrian existence would have to be in-

ferred from some aspect of later, recorded

history.

Suppose that twenty major groups of

invertebrates exist today. What pattern

for their history would best support the

artifact theory? Walcott sought ammuni-

tion for the artifact theory in stability. If

the number of basic anatomical designs

had not changed throughout life's re-

corded history, then such stability must

surely guide our concept of what came
before. Could a system so constant for

hundreds of millions of years arise in a

geological flash just a moment before?

Protracted stability surely implied a very

long and stately approach from common
ancestry deep in the distant Precambrian

mists, not a gigantic burp of creativity

from a starting point just below the Cam-
brian borderline.

We can now understand why Walcott

was virtually forced into his conservative

account of the Burgess animals—and we
note in this story a fine example of how
theory exerts its subtle but inevitable hold

upon observation. He read his new fauna

in the light of thirty previous years spent

(largely in frustration) trying to prove the

artifact theory as an ultimate tribute to

Darwin from a Cambrian geologist.

Walcott faced two basic choices for the

Burgess. He might, first of all, grant th"

uniqueness that seems so evident to u|l

today. But a raft of new Burgess phylH

would threaten his most cherished belie
1

1

If evolution could produce ten new Can
brian phyla and then wipe them out just i

quickly (for most never appear in youngt

rocks), then what about the Cambria
|

groups that do survive to modern time!

Why should they have a long and hone

able Precambrian pedigree? Why shou!

they not originate just before the Can

brian, as the fossil record, read literal!

seems to indicate? This argument, (

course, is a death knell for the artifa(

theory and a boon to the fast-transitic

theory.

As a second choice, he could shoehoi

all Burgess creatures into modern group

and give the strongest possible boost to tl

artifact theory. For such a condensation i

diversity increased the roster of modei

groups already represented right at tl

start of life's recorded history—ar

greatly enhanced the apparent stability •

major designs through time. Obvious!

and with both vigor and delight, Walcc

chose the second alternative. What do

any man do when faced with destructi(

or affirmation? Walcott extended this se

ond argument as far as he could, claimii

that the primary significance for Burge

animals lay in their indirect support f

the artifact theory of the Cambrian expl

sion. He wrote in 1916:

IVIy own investigations have been mainly

the Cambrian and Precambrian strata a;

have involved new and somewhat startli

discoveries that helped to show how ve

much earlier life was developed on c

planet than we had previously supposed

In his technical descriptions of Burgt

animals, Walcott emphasized over a,

over again that the more modern grou

he could identify in the Burgess, the mc

confidence he gained in long Precambri

histories—despite a continuing, total £

sence of evidence. When he thought

had identified members of each mode

crustacean group in the Burgess he wro

The Cambrian crustacean fauna sugge

that five main lines or stems . . . were
j

existence at the beginning of Cambri!

time, and all of them had already had thj

inception in . . . the period of Precambrij

marine sedimentation. . . . The five

classes are represented as having had a Ic!

line of crustacean ancestors, a view tha
|

correct would manifestly necessitate a p

longed Precambrian period for the devel

ment of the crustacean fauna now founc

the Burgess shale.

And, after hiding almost every interest

Burgess oddball in the Annelida (sj

mented worms), he concluded that
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annelids go to prove that the Cambrian

fauna was highly developed and differen-

tiated in Precambrian time."

But Walcott approached the artifact

theory from both geological directions

—

down from the Cambrian, as discussed,

and up from the Precambrian—and his

argument about the Precambrian has be-

come, in the typically perverse manner of

our textbook histories, his most enduring

legacy. (Most textbooks contain a tradi-

tional, almost mandatory, two- to three-

page introductory section on the history of

their discipline. These travesties of schol-

arship dismiss the fine thinkers of our past

with two-liners about some error, usually

misinterpreted, that show how stupid they

were and how enlightened we have be-

come.)

C. D. Walcott was a fine paleontologist

and able administrator of the nation's big-

gest museum. He never obtained a college

degree but parlayed his enthusiasm for

fossils into several positions at the pinna-

cle of American science. He worked with

Powell in the Grand Canyon, later headed

the U.S. Geological Survey, and finally

the Smithsonian Institution. Yet ask any

student of geology about Walcott, and if

you get any response at all, you will proba-

bly hear: "Oh yeah, that doofus who in-

vented the nonexistent Lipalian interval to

explain the Cambrian explosion."

However, with the preceding discussion

of the Burgess and the artifact theory in

mind, I think we can finally understand

the story of the Lipalian interval prop-

erly—and recognize Walcott's proposal as

a reasonable, if outstandingly wrong, in-

ference within his general commitments.

The artifact theory was a central neces-

sity in Walcott's scientific perspective. He
made an inference from the Burgess, but

he needed a more direct argument from

the Precambrian. Where had all the Pre-

cambrian animals gone? Other ideas in-

cluded a universal metamorphism (or al-

teration of rocks by heat and pressure),

which had destroyed all Precambrian fos-

sils, and an absence of fossilizable hard

parts among Precambrian creatures.

Walcott rejected the metamorphism the-

ory because he had found so many unal-

tered Precambrian rocks and argued that

the hard-part theory, while probably true,

could not explain the entire phenomenon.

Walcott was, primarily, a field geologist

specializing in Cambrian rocks. Following

the proclivities of any field man, he ap-

proached his growing interest in the prob-

lem of the Cambrian explosion in the obvi-

ous way—he decided to search the latest

Precambrian rocks for the elusive ances-

tors of Cambrian fossils. He worked for

many years in the western United States,

the Canadian Rockies (where he discov-

ered the Burgess), and in China, but he

found no Precambrian fossils. From the

standpoint of this frustration, he tried to

reconstruct the geological and topo-

graphic history of the late Precambrian

earth.

Walcott eventually reached a conclu-

sion opposite to Darwin's speculation but

in the same tradition—the rocks that

might have housed abundant Precam-

brian fossils just aren't accessible to us.

Darwin had suggested a vast Precambrian

ocean with no continents nearby to serve

as a source of sediments. Walcott argued

that the late Precambrian was a time of

uplift and mountain building, with conti-

nents far more extensive than today. Since

life, according to Walcott and others, had

evolved in the oceans and not yet colo-

nized land or fresh waters, these vast Pre-

cambrian continents permitted no marine

sedimentation in areas now accessible to

us. (Walcott wrote long before the era of

continental drift and never doubted the

permanent position of continents. Thus,

today's accessible places for geological ob-

servation are the centers of more extensive

Precambrian continents—areas devoid of

late Precambrian marine sediments. Ap-

propriate sediments might lie under miles

of deep ocean, but no technology then

existed to recover or even to sample such

potential treasures.)

The infamous "Lipalian interval" was

Walcott's name for this time of Precam-

brian nondeposition. As a gap more por-

tentous than anything later devised by

Mr. Nixon and Ms. Woods, Walcott pro-

posed a worldwide break in marine sedi-

mentation near continents just during the

critical interval of extensive Precambrian

ancestry for modern groups. In a famous

address to the 1 1th International Geologi-

cal Congress, meeting in Stockholm on

August 18, 1910, he stated:

I have for the past 18 years watched the

geological and paleontological evidence

that might aid in solving the problem of

Precambrian life. The great series of Cam-
brian and Precambrian strata in eastern

North America from Alabama to Labra-

dor; in western North America from Ne-
vada and California far into Alberta and
British Columbia, and also in China, have

been studied and searched for evidences of

life until the conclusion had gradually been
forced upon one that on the North Ameri-
can continent we have no known Precam-
brian marine deposits containing traces of

organic remains, and that the abrupt ap-

pearance of the Cambrian fauna results

from geological and not from biotic

conditions. ... In a word, the thought is

that the Algonkian [late Precambrian] pe-

riod . . . was a period of continental eleva-

tion and largely terrigenous sedimentatiot

in non-marine bodies of water, also a period!:

of deposition by aerial and stream processe;

over considerable areas.

"Lipalian," he added, 1.

is proposed for the era of unknown marinf|

sedimentation. . . . The apparently abrupi'

appearance of the lower Cambrian faum /

is ... to be explained by the absence neaiil

our present land area of the sediments, anc^

hence the faunas of the Lipalian period.

Walcott's explanation may sounc

forced and ad hoc. It was surely born o

frustration, rather than the pleasure o

discovery. I hope I have shown, howevei "^

that the nonexistent Lipalian was not i'"''

fool's rationalization, as usually presente(

in our textbooks, but a credible synthesilis

of geological evidence in the context of i

vexatious dilemma. If Walcott deserve

any brickbats, direct them at his failure t
j,

consider any alternative to his favorei

way of thinking about the artifact the

ory—and at his false assumption, impose

by the old bias of gradualism, tha
'

equated evolution itself with long se

quences of ancestral continuity for an

complex creature. For, even if the nonexi;

tent Lipalian represented a credible syr

thesis of geological information, i

rested—as Walcott knew only too well-

upon the most treacherous kind of argi

ment that a scientist can ever use: negativ

evidence. Walcott admitted: "I fully rea

ize that the conclusions above outlined ai

based primarily on the absence of a m;

rine fauna in Algonkian rocks."

And, as so often happens in the face
( jr,;-

negative evidence, the earth eventually n
\;

sponded, offering to later geologists abui

dant late Precambrian marine sed

ments—still with no fossils of compk
invertebrates. The Lipalian interval ende

up on the trash heap of history.

Why, then, do I bother to tell this ol

story at all? I do not proceed from ani

quarian interest alone but have resu

rected Walcott's Lipalian because 1

based both his particular theory and h

general approach upon a deep and inte

esting error of reasoning that still plagu

us. The story of Walcott's error is instru

tive for our times, not a cardboard homi

about superstition and inflexibility.

I have been keeping an informal tal

for many years and have reached the co

elusion that most interesting errors in t!

history of science reflect just a few cot

mon fallacies of reasoning. My prima

candidate must be the confusion of cc

relation with causality. The universe

chock full of spurious correlations,

choose the most obvious example, mc

processes are going somewhere, either

:

creasing or decreasing. Everything that}]
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waxing—the price of bread, the age of the

earth, the frequency of terrorist attacks

—

correlates strongly, but only a fool would

use the common increase as evidence for a

direct causal relationship. Yet when the

processes are not so obviously different as

those cited abo\'e, we often make the false

inference and advocate a causal link from

the correlation alone.

My second candidate—Walcott's er-

ror—is a spinoff from the problem of cor-

relation and cause: the assumption that a

big difference demands a long period of

time for its slow development. The larger

the effect, in this fallacy, the longer the

time for its origin. This line of reasoning

would work only if we inhabited a bald

(and uninteresting) world filled with ob-

jects of no vibrancy or internal struc-

ture—lumps of inert matter that simply

respond to the force and duration of an

external push. In such a world. I suppose,

a big difference between two lumps de-

scended from a common ancestral lump

would imply either a major force or a

smaller force applied for a very long time.

But natural objects are wondrously

complex and recalcitrant. The more intri-

cate they grow, the more the\' become

subject to quirky shifts of a magnitude not

always predictable from the size or dura-

tion of the causal input. A tiny nudge

applied to an inert lump may budge it only

a small and predictable amount, but exert

a small force on the San .Andreas fault at a

crucial moment or give a human brain just

one increment of information at a time of

instability, and watch out. We have an

intuitive feel for this property of complex

systems, for we have enshrined it in our

metaphors—the straw that broke the

camel's back, the kingdom lost for want of

a horseshoe nail. I would argue that the

most fascinating property of our complex

world as we find it—and the chief joy of

those historical sciences that deal directly

with nature's intricacy—lies in this very

failure to find a simple relationship be-

tween intensity of immediate cause and

observed outcome. Small inputs, chan-

neled through complex systems with

meaningful histories, may engender large

and unexpected results. Complex objects

push back; they may augment or amplify

a causal input or direct it to unexpected

results.

Yet evolutionists have often forgotten

this most essential property that evolution

itself grants to organisms—and have

made the false equation between magni-

tude of diiTerence and time since common
ancestry. In particular, since Darwinian

evolution, as usually conceived, is a small

force at any one moment, leading to great

effect only by accumulation in the fullness
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of time, we may appreciate Walcott's

commitment. Cambrian organisms are

enormously complex and different.

Walcott never doubted that their common
ancestor must be sought way back in the

Precambrian. while a long sequence of

creatures, with anatomies increasingly

more like Cambrian forms, must have

evolved throughout the Precambrian.

The alternative, the fast-transition the-

ory, does not appeal to miracle or truly

instantaneous appearance. It does not ad-

vocate an origin of life near the Cambrian

boundary, and it does not propose a trans-

formation in one generation from amoeba

to invertebrate. It only asks us to appreci-

ate the principle that large changes may
take little time because complex systems

can respond rapidly to small inputs at cru-

cial intervals.

I do not doubt (indeed we know from

direct evidence) that ancestors of Cam-
brian creatures had a long Precambrian

history. But why assume, as the artifact

theory proposes, that these ancestors

looked like their Cambrian descendants

throughout their slow and steady late Pre-

cambrian transformation. Why should

Cambrian trilobites imply Precambrian

arthropods with segmented bodies and

paired appendages: and Cambrian bra-

chiopods. Precambrian shelly creatures

with two complex valves. The transition to

Cambrian anatomical complexity may
have been a geologically rapid, late Pre-

cambrian event, spanning perhaps ten mil-

lion years (a decent chunk of time, after

all)—a tiny temporal postscript, relatively

speaking, to Precambrian billions. Nega-

tive evidence remains dangerous, but in a

century since Walcott began his work, we
have found copious evidence of Precam-

brian life distributed throughout the

world, but no fossils of complex inverte-

brates belonging to modern groups

—

while the proper status of many Burgess

organisms as unique anatomical designs

surely suggests that major experiments in

form can wax and wane in episodic, rather

than stately, fashion.

Nonetheless. Walcott's error of equat-

ing big difference with vast time is no

fossil of reasoning. Professionals continue

to make the same mistake, and this classic

fallacy channels our thinking away from

interesting and potentially fruitful alter-

natives. The Cambrian explosion remains

a common field for this error. At the first

North American Paleontological Conven-

tion in 1969, J. Wyatt Durham, world's

expert on the diverse Cambrian echino-

derms, tried to infer the duration of Pre-

cambrian ancestry from the complexity of

Cambrian fossils. He followed Walcott's

tradition exactly:

The diversity of organization present in thi

early and middle Cambrian indicates tha

the ancestral stock must have existed be

fore the beginning of the Cambrian; if th<

rates of evolution were at all comparable ti

those of subsequent time, the ancestry o

the echinoderms must extend well back inti

the Precambrian.

Durham estimated that 100 to 500 spe

cies, stacked end to end. might gradual!

transform a common ancestor (not a sir

gle cell, but already a complex creatur

bearing the shared characters of all late

descendants) to a Cambrian result. E;.

timating the average duration of a specie

at 6 million years, he first calculated 50'

million to 3 billion years before the Can
brian for the common ancestor of echinc

derms. But Durham recognized this est

mate as too large, for 3 billion years i

close to the origin of life itself, and he onl

sought a common ancestor for echim:

derms. So he revised his average specie

duration downward to the minimum of

million years and accepted 500 millio

before the Cambrian as a best estimate (

common ancestry.

Durham then tried to link the echim

derms with other related phyla (includin

us vertebrates) and doubled his estimai

to one billion years for the common ance

try of this major limb on life's tree-

comfortable middle position for a readir.!

of life's history as gradual ascent: I

The ancestor . . . appeared slightly over

billion years before the beginning of tl

Cambrian, about half way along the "la

der of life" subsequent to the first knov

appearance of organisms.

Quite a long time for no recorded c\

dence! (Remember that Durham's cor

mon ancestor shares the defining traits

these related phyla and should therefo

be easily recognized for what it will b

come. It is not an amoebalike form wa

ing for a final moment of accelerati

glory.)

Durham's specific fallacy is easy to I

cate. He piled species one on top of tl

other in a ladder of ascent, not permittii

any new form to arise until its immedia

ancestor had run a complete course. B
evolution occurs more often by splitting

lineages than by transformation. Perha

we do need 500 species to get from coi

mon ancestor to Cambrian echinoder

But number 379 does not have to v.;

until 378 finishes a full life of gradi

change toward its descendant; 379 m
branch offjust after the origin of 378, w
380 splitting soon thereafter—and

three then coexisting or competing. Ir

branching bush, 500 species may ar

with dispatch. But Durham's general f
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lacy is our old friend—the assumption

that big differences must record long

times of steady transformation.

To choose a final example from the

other end of geological time, and to illus-

trate the generality of this logical fallacy

with an example maximally removed

from Walcott's case but perhaps even

more immediately important to us, con-

sider the old issue of when our human
lineage diverged from its last point of com-

mon ancestry with apes (represented to-

day by our closest relatives, chimps and

gorillas).

Genetic similarity at the biochemical

level indicates a recent time of divergence,

some five or so million years ago (see my
column of April 1985 for why such data

provide good estimates that avoid the fal-

lacy discussed in this essay). Nonetheless,

Charles Oxnard, a skilled English anato-

mist now at the University of Southern

California, has resurrected the older idea

of much longer independence for our

lineage (see his book The Order of Man,
Yale University Press, 1984).

Oxnard is our leading expert on the

quantitative study of skeletons. He has

used the techniques of multivariate analy-

sis—a set of statistical tools, forming the

basis of my own technical work as well,

that can integrate large suites of measure-

ments and extract general estimates of

similarity and difference from all mea-

sures considered together. Oxnard has

spent years studying the australopithe-

cines, the group of African hominids con-

sidered by all experts to be our closest

genealogical cousins (probably our ances-

tors as well). Oxnard has argued in several

books and articles that australopithecines

are anatomically more different from us

than other experts imagine. He views

them as bipedal like us. but also capable of

motion with all fours (probably for climb-

ing) in a manner "far more sophisticated

than that of which any human is capable."

In short, he sees australopithecines as

uniquely different from apes and humans,

not as imperfect people on the way up.

So far so good. Perhaps Oxnard is right

about his anatomical and functional

claims (I do not have the expertise to

judge). But I can criticize the fallacious

inference he then draws from his multivar-

iate measures of anatomical distance—for

it is the same error that Walcott and Dur-

ham made for the Precambrian. Oxnard
assumes that he can make an inference

about time of ancestry from extent of ana-

tomical difference. Since australopithe-

cines are, in his view, so much more unlike

us than previously allowed, but still our

genealogical cousins, our divergence from

them must be more ancient than conven-

tion dictates. The still earlier division cm

ape and human lineages must then bei

pushed even further back—well beyond

the five million years of biochemical data.

From this longer period of human sepa-

ration, Oxnard draws a string of radical

implications. Perhaps humans did evolve

from ramapithecines (a group of 1 0- to 1 5-

million-year-old apes, once viewed as

promising ancestors before biochemistry

suggested the earlier date, but now linked

by good anatomical evidence with orang-

utans, not with apes nearest to us). Per-

haps the human lineage split in Asia after

all (as accepted for so long before African

discoveries toppled this old claim).

Most importantly, Oxnard then revives

the oldest hope of the ancient search for

ways to proclaim humans as unique and

apart, despite continual assaults from so

many sciences against this deepest of all

human wishes. If, he argues, humans have

been separate from apes for many more

million years than biochemistry will allow,

then our minds are not in thrall to an

animal heritage. We have been separate

long enough to shape our brains, and our

souls, in our own special way:

Rather than being a thin veneer, human
psycho-social characteristics . . . may in ac-

tuality be an enormously thick, complex

psycho-social sludge overlying what is, in

comparison, only a very thin sliver of prior

animal behavior.

I appreciate the noble sentiment and

accept the extent of mental difference be-

tween us and them—for much as I have

campaigned to incorporate us properly

within nature, I cannot deny that our leap

in conceptual ability is the most porten-

tous and startling evolutionary invention

ever introduced on the surface of our earth

(our brain is surely the first biological

structure with power to destroy the entire

tree that nurtured its origin). But. to recall

Walcott's error, this remarkable differ-

ence between us and them need not record

an extended time of evolutionary indepen-

dence—big effects do not imply long

times.

No organ is so intricate and full of po-

tential as the human brain. No structure

in all biology is a better candidate for

radical outputs from small inputs. No ob-

ject in all nature is so potentially free from

the correlation that dull and simple lumps

of stuff may show between time (or

strength) of cause and magnitude of ef-

fect. The "proper study of mankind" re-

sides in the joy and frustration of this

complexity.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Computer Groupies
By sharing information, computer users learn to cope with humanity's latest invention

by Jack Kugelmass

Joe King is an expert on computer soft-

ware although he has had almost no for-

mal training in the new technology. His

first contact with computers came when

he worked for a large corporation that

started using data processing, but his pas-

sion for them developed later, when he

needed one for his own publishing and

consulting business. He settled on the

Kaypro, a workhorse machine favored by

noncorporate types, particularly writers

(it's inexpensive and comes complete with

word-processing software). Initially, King

was able to handle problems he encoun-

tered using the machine by calling the

manufacturer in California. The company
was helpful, but it couldn't always answer

questions relating to software. In the win-

ter of 1982. King and about ten fellow

Kaypro owners in the New York area be-

gan to meet each month under the aus-

pices of the New York Amateur Com-
puter Club. Most in the Kaypro group

were at a fairly elementary level, although

a few were professionals who could delve

into the machinery and address complex

questions. Today there are several hun-

dred dues-paying members, a modem-op-

erated bulletin board, and a newsletter

Like tens of other first-time attendees

at one of the group's meetings, I handed

over $12 in dues, attracted less by the

annual subscription to the newsletter than

by the free black mug with the Kaypro
logo that was offered as an incentive for

joining that evening. For many new mem-
bers, that free mug can turn out to be

expensive, because they are overwhelmed

by the technical banter and do not return

after the first meeting. But others get

hooked because participation offers the

opportunity to master something that has

become the current totem in humanity's

age-old love affair with the machine.

To the uninitiated, the monthly meet-

ings seem like the ultimate trivia game.
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The players are of various ages and both

sexes, although men in their thirties and

forties predominate, and the questions are

invented by experts and novices alike. The

action usually takes place in an audito-

rium or university lecture hall (smaller

computer groups can meet almost any-

where, from a business office to a private

living room). The rules are simple. Some-

one asks a question, someone else at-

tempts an answer. There are no points,

although reputations are made by the fre-

quency and accuracy of the responses. A
woman is having trouble with her printer;

George suggests she try a different type of

ribbon. The chairman recommends that

she see George "at the break," the twenty-

minute interval between the general ques-

tion-and-answer period and the subse-

quent division into smaller special interest

groups, or "SIGs." The woman insists the

ribbon is not the problem. The chairman

advises her not to see George at the break.

A man explains that he is having trouble

with his keyboard: Can he buy a new one?

The answer is yes, but he receives another

suggestion: "Open the keyboard and use

cotton and alcohol to clean off the connec-

tors. It's a lot cheaper than buying a new

one and just as effective."

Whereas the New York Kaypro user

group includes many men and women
with no prior experience with computers,

the parent New York Amateur Computer

Club (NYACC) caters to those with more

technical interests. Here the majority of

participants are male. Founded in 1975,

NYACC is the second-oldest computer

group in the United States (the Home
Brew Computer Club, on the West Coast,

is slightly older). In addition to the usual

questions and answers, NYACC meetings

regularly feature guest lecturers. At one

meeting I attended, a member of the

group, a bank executive, spoke about how

to build an IBM "clone"—a non-IBM

computer that can run all the programs

produced for IBM machines. He devoted

Photographs by

Unofficial vendors occupy Iheparking lot at a computer show in New Jersey
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much of his talk to anecdotes about hunt-

ing down parts, like three-millimeter

screws to install disk drives. "How long

did it take to build the clone?" one mem-
ber asked. "You can do it within an hour,"

he replied cheerily, apparently forgetting

the 1 0,000 three-millimeter screws he had

been obliged to buy, and the time he had

spent looking for a wholesaler. "All you

need is a screwdriver—you don't even

need a soldering iron. And thirty minutes

of that one hour was spent looking for my
glasses."

Finding and fitting parts is one of the

satisfactions for those club members inter-

ested in building their own equipment.

This past year the Associated Computer

Group of New Jersey held its tenth annual

Computerfest and show in Trenton, at-

tracting hundreds of vendors from the

East Coast area. While the commercial

vendors set up booths indoors with elabo-

rate displays of equipment, the hobbyists

set up shop in the parking lot. From the

trunks of their cars, they sold everything

from used, often obsolete, equipment, to

the most minute parts of a computer's

innards. People go there to look for parts

to upgrade their equipment and to unload

items they no longer use. One man de-

scribed the fair as the kind of place where

"nobody really makes any money because

everybody just shifts a computer or two to

the left."

The infiltration of American life by

computer technology happened so rapidly

(in little more than a decade) that the

formal channels of education were unable

to keep pace with the changes. In the same

way that, earlier in the century, automo-

bile owners formed groups to service their

cars, computer user groups arose to fill the

gap between the need for information and

its availability. They are still a growing

phenomenon, particularly because new

groups spring up to help stranded owners

whenever a computer company goes out

of business. Although there are no precise

membership figures, there are more than

three thousand groups in the United

States alone, with a total membership

probably numbering in the hundreds of

thousands. Individual groups range in size

from a half dozen to thousands of mem-
bers. The world's largest is the 15,000-

member Toronto PET User Group (PET
was the original name for Commodore).

Other than dues, there are no qualifica-

tions for membership in a user group. Con-

sequently the groups are fluid, and if they

are to survive, they must adapt to the

needs of an ever changing and frequently

very diverse membership. Even at

NYACC, there is a range of expertise,

and it sometimes leads to comical ex-

changes. One man cannot figure out why
his computer isn't doing what it's sup-

posed to. Someone suggests that he load

the programs onto the hard disk, then "put

a virgin disk in drive A." "I did that, and it

didn't work." "I told you. Put in a virgin

disk." "I did!" "Did you put in a virgin

disk, an unformatted disk?" the adviser

asks, by this time exasperated. "No, it

wasn't unformatted." "Well, a virgin disk

is an unformatted disk," the adviser ex-

plains, with a slight trace of humor in his

voice. "Oh," the man responds, innocently

taking the bait. "I didn't know what a

virgin is." Everyone laughs.

User groups run the gamut from fairly

elementary, hobby-oriented clubs con-

nected to such mass-market machines as

Commodore and Atari to sophisticated

groups that focus on learning program-

ming languages more advanced than BA-

SIC (such as C, a versatile language that i

allows the program to run on a variety oi

computers and that closely controls com-

puter hardware functions). Some of the

groups have a businesslike concern with

mastering specific programs for on-the-

job use; others are just intrigued with ex-

ploring the possibilities generated by com-

puters.

Members may remain in a group be-

cause they feel attached to a certain typt

of computer they have long owned, ever

though they have acquired another. {A

member of the Kaypro user group refers

to his two machines as "that IBM and m}

Kaypro.") Or, like craftsmen who appre

ciate old-fashioned, well-made tools, thej

may have a fondness for an old operating

system, the underlying numerical codf

that activates the computer hardware

Bob Huber, who is trained as an engineer

markets IBM systems; he is also the chair f^

man of a group that has a technical inter

est in an operating system known as CP;

M. CP/M (Control Program/Microproc

essors) was the first standard operatinj

system for microcomputers. Huber is apjui

palled by the amount of memory used b;

IBM's more advanced operating system:

You begin to feel that they have so muci reli

space available that they're not really writ ,„

ing tight, good programs. They got it. The;

use it. They waste it. CP/M people have ti

think differently: they have only 64K o

memory; they can't squander it. And the;

do some really, really good stuff.

a

A compute) but! s n// //ci//s( j^luit puiJaiDis his uLntity as a hacker
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User groups have a certain sense of U
(the users) against Them (the manufac

turers). Members have all experienced th

frustration of unintelligible manuals, mis

information, and given the general uncei

tainty of the market, the nagging fear tha

their model or even the manufacturer ma;

not survive the latest shakeout. Conse

quently they have learned to rely upon on

another for information, advice, and if th

machine is no longer manufactured, hel

in repairing broken machines and know

edge of where to secure parts. (Eve

where manufacturer's representatives ar

available, members of user groups are ol

ten more knowledgeable about the repai

of their machines, particularly older moc

els.) At one group's meeting, member
with malfunctioning machines set up thei

portable units and discussed the problerr

they experienced, soliciting suggestion

and reviewing the "documentation" tk
would guide them through the maze (

circuits to the chip that probably was

fault. I asked one man how he felt aboi

having to learn to repair his own con

puter. "I like it," he replied. "It gives me
greater sense of control over the machinij

ml
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I wouldn't have bothered with if I didn't

have to, but I'm glad I can do it."

Similarly, user groups invariably en-

gage at least their core members in the

more esoteric aspects of computer soft-

ware, even when they have no prior knowl-

edge of the field or practical use for the

information. Once they have begun to

master the ever expanding range of com-

puter technology, they are eager to learn

more. Here the line dividing business

needs and hobby becomes indistinct.

Members look forward to meetings as a

chance to talk some shop with similar-

minded people and to go out for beer and a

snack afterward. One of the side benefits

of membership is the chance for people

from diverse backgrounds to meet—busi-

nessmen with artists, programmers with

writers and poets. The shared dilemma

and the sense of Us versus Them help

solidify these relationships into bonds of

friendship.

Many of the people who attend user-

group meetings know little about comput-

ers. If they share one thing in common

with the more expert members of their

groups—the ones who attend perhaps just

for the challenge of the questions—it is

being excited by the presence of some-

thing new and powerful in their lives that

they are terribly eager to master. Gene

Tulchin, an art professor turned computer

addict, believes that this excitement lies at

the heart of peoples' involvement with

user groups, particulariy as they begin to

get the hang of the programs and see the

connections between the things they've

learned:

Perhaps it's a little bit of eureka. I think the

correct phrase is the shock of recognition.

It's not what it can do or what / can get it to

do, but "Look what can be done!"

Computer groups help people master

not only the more esoteric aspects of com-

puter use but also the most elementary

tasks of how to turn on the machine and

follow basic instructions. Much of it is

handholding, and the time commitment

can be considerable, particularly on the

part of group officers. Joe King estimates

that during his tenure as chairman he de-

voted some twenty hours a week to the

Kaypro group. Some of the time expended

is needed to arrange locations for meetings

and line up speakers (who generally report

on new equipment and programs), but a

good part of the time is spent answering

emergency calls from members. In one

case a woman called after midnight, fran-

tic because she could not print out her

dissertation, due the following day After

making a quick diagnosis over the phone,

King put her in touch with another mem-
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Two kids mind their father's "store." the latest in small-scale enterprises.

ber who was able to solve the problem.

The dissertation went in on time:

As I recall, she offered the chap an honorar-

ium of some sort, and he informed her that

she could either give him his regular fee,

which would be $2,000, or shake his hand

and thank him. She shook his hand. She

also invited him to dinner.

Although some manufacturers provide

toll-free numbers in case of user difficul-

ties, many problems spring up outside of

normal business hours, requiring the help

of a sympathetic and (since not everything

can be explained over the phone) locally

available expert. User groups give assis-

tance at the meetings or by providing the

home telephone numbers of group mem-

bers. Jay Salzman, the current chairman

of the Kaypro user group, has a low key,

good-natured manner. His patience with

first-time users stems as much from his

own experience mastering the machine

and its peripherals as it does from his

personality. He spoke of how he learned to

use a modem (the device allowing com-

puters to communicate with one another

using telephone lines) to contact the

group's bulletin board, a computer-oper-

ated message exchange.

A year ago, when the bulletin board was in

its infancy and 1 was in my infancy with the

modem, I was on the board and couldn't get

going. And up on my screen like Christmas

lights was, "Hold on now, good buddy.

Let's get your ass in gear!" I'll never forget

that. With that he proceeds to prompt me. I

don't know who he is now. Lo and behold,

I'm going so fast I'm confused, and I don't

record the instructions. The next night 1

call and I say, "I'm embarrassed." He says,

"It happens to all of us." And he walks me
through it again. Only this time I knew I

was getting it. I said, "Boy, you'd make a

hell of a teacher! By the way, let me knoj

what you do." And he says, "I'm a Catholj

priest."

Like Salzman, King continues to con

tribute time to the Kaypro group, despit

the occasional nuisance call. Just as somi

people helped him get started, he no\

feels that it's his obligation to help othen

a repayment of sorts to the original sourci

of information. King also believes in th \

so-called hacker's ethic, the principle-

i

formulated by the maverick pioneers c,

computer programming—that the fre;

flow of information is vital to the survivs

,

of society.

In their obsession with mastering th

new technology, the early hackers n

garded any system designed to exclud

them as a challenge. They would brea

into supposedly secure computers and e?

plore their programs, operations, and dat

banks, purely for the pleasure of unlocl,

ing their secrets. As Sherry Turkic wrot

of hackers in her book The Second Selj,

these people have little interest in th^

applications of the machine. For then

"the means-ends relationship is droppec

The fascination is with the machine itsel

Contact with the tool is its own reward.

The early hackers' demand that knov\

edge be shared emerged in support of th

fascination. In his book The Hackers. Sti

ven Levy notes that the hackers" cth'

stipulated that "access to compute:

. . . should be unlimited and total" an

that "all information should be free." Lit

other contemporary hackers, King lives b

a less orthodox application of that princ

pie: "Yes, it might be your profession i

sell it. Fine. Sell it to your clients. Don

try to sell it to your friends or people wl

could become your friends." This con

mandment to share knowledge is centr
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to the culture of user groups. Salzman

summed up the attitude of most members

of his group in the following way:

I don't really feel they're takers. 1 feel

they're there to learn as opposed to take. In

fact, in sifting through the membership

data base, I was surprised to see under the

"comments" column the number of people

who used the words, "would like to help" or

the phrase "can help someone with" or

"will help."

Jeremy Shapiro is the organizer of the

Northstar user group in New York. He is

a sociologist in his mid-thirties who is cur-

rently pursuing a master's degree in com-

puter science. Soon after he bought his

machine he began attending NYACC
meetings. At the time he was interested

strictly in word processing: "I didn't know

anything about computers. I didn't even

know how to turn it on or what to do with

it." There were a few Northstar owners

who attended the meetings, one of whom
lent him some software and custom built a

cable that would interconnect his printer

and computer. The two began meeting

regularly with another Northstar owner

and in time others joined the group. Ac-

cording to Shapiro,

I've been struck by the ethic of shared

knowledge and information and mutual

help that exists in the microcomputer cul-

ture in general. From the beginning that's

one of the reasons I've put energy into the

user groups. I don't know exactly what the

basis of it is, but one thing is the belief in the

valueof gifts, even if it's just information

—

people going out of their way to look up

articles that they read to give some people

some information.

User groups are at odds, in a way, with

the mores of the mainstream culture be-

cause they mandate a form of community

among their members that, in Shapiro's

words, "emphasizes sharing and the de-

nial of private property" Perhaps the pur-

pose of such sharing is similar to that of

gift giving in nonmarket economies: the

network of exchange defines the bound-

aries of the group, and the giving of gifts

makes an individual a full-fledged mem-
ber. As the essayist Lewis Hyde notes in

his book The Gift, gift giving can be a

means through which "a person comes

into his or her social being." Here, a per-

son's social being is membership in a kind

of scientific community made necessary

by the vastness of the intellectual under-

taking. The gift, mainly the sharing of

information, also contributes to the forma-

tion of "a group mind . . . capable of cog-

nitive tasks beyond the power of any single

person."

Perhaps the most concrete example of

the free flow of information in computer

air,;.

\fc:

user groups is the distribution of "publi

domain" software, consisting of bot

copyrighted and noncopyrighted pre

grams donated by individual progranlfi

mers. Originators usually specify that ij

public domain it is available only for noi

commercial use and often reserve the op

tion of making commercial use of the pre

gram themselves. Donations are made t

any of several major public domain librai|lc,

ies and reach the librarians of local use

groups through bulletin board system!

Librarians test the programs and prepar

disks, each containing a number of publi

domain programs, which they sell at nom:

nal fees to group members (revenues helj

cover a group's operating expenses). !

The Kaypro user group software librai

ian in New York is Ken Thorpe, a fortj

year-old computer wiz. He comes to th

monthly meetings carrying a shoppin,

bag containing copies of the latest disk th

group is selling for an $8 charge. There ar

well over twenty other disks available, anib •:

Ken brings along a couple of copies of)ar

each so that new members can catch up

During the time allotted for commercia

announcements. Ken usually gives a shot

summary of the contents of the disk b

currently has for sale and the usefulness o

the programs on it. One of the service|ip.

Ken provides as librarian is backup in

formation and help to group member

who purchase a disk. This is in addition ti

the sixty hours he devotes to putting to

gether the average disk, writing up tb

instructions and other documentatioii

and making the copies.

At one meeting, Tina Smith, an experi

enced programmer and one of tb oilc

founders of the group, spoke at grea lA

length about an easy to use data-base (list id)

keeping) program she had written an( w

made available on the group's curren di

disk. She welcomed the opportunity t(s-

have direct contact with potential users isi

her work and hoped that the foUowinj

month's meeting would provide the feed 15

back she needed to continue "debugging'

the program. Although Ken got a goo(

deal of feedback in the form of question

about how to use the program, Tina go
.

little response. The Kaypro group, shi

readily admitted, was writer, rather thai .

"techie," oriented and was not the besi,-,

forum for discussing a data-base program'
..

Sometimes, particularly within smaller -

more informal groups, the free flow

information includes the unauthorize(u,

duplication of copyrighted software—ife

relatively easy thing to do with floppife

disks and quite illegal. A member of oni
.

user group admitted that since he ac

.

quired his machine he has spent betweet;

$500 and $ 1 ,000 on software but probabl;

li
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ns about $5,000 worth of programs. A
imber of another group stated that he

1. 400 programs but uses only 50. He
;;ilains jokingly, "What we do isn't really

itiling, because we're just trying out the

X'grams."

•ilvlembers of user groups are of two

inlnds on the issue of pirating software.

vne defend it in much the same way

-jiicals of the sixties believed in "ripping

li' the system. Others are a little uneasy

ta ir the ethics of pirating, particularly

<fi en it hurts individual programmers as

ii 1 as corporations. One user-group

ber, who believes in equal access to

rmation on political grounds, has gone

lugh several different phases of belief

his issue. Currently he operates under

following rule of thumb: programs

tit cost less than $ 1 50 he buys; those that

[t more he pirates. He is critical of the

;);essive profits of some software compa-

riis, but he is also aware that program-

irs (he has recently become one him-

) are entitled to fees for their work:

example, I was using this program

ed Power—somebody had just given me
'tf. copy of it. And I went to this computer

c(ference in California and met the guy

WD wrote it. I told him I was from this user

iig up, and he said, "I'm really upset be-

'C ise I heard people in this group are copy-

[ii
I

this program." And you know he was an

a ual person. And I went back to New
,'1 :k and bought a legal copy of the pro-

;g|m.

1 jjroups grapple not only with the ethi-

c dilemma of pirating but also with the

»n ;ure and extent of the service they

s luld provide for members. According to

;( raid Gold, an anthropologist who is

IS dying user groups in the Toronto area,

t Ire tends to be some tension in the larger

[ia I more successful groups between busi-

ir s-oriented members, who would like

I ir group to expand and turn a profit by

rfrchandizing its newsletter and related

i|.ns, and the rank and file, who see the

up as consumer or user oriented. The

le is difficult to resolve, particularly

biiause the hacker's ethic persists as the

u:lerlying tenet of user groups.

Computer culture was invented by

kers, and it is carried on, much like a

Ired tradition, by their successors. Al-

ugh many today make their living as

inputer experts, the culture persists be-

ciise it addresses and, to the extent that it

Cii, modifies humanity's ambivalence to-

wrd its own creation—the machine. It

di;s so by reasserting human control,

bnging a formidable machine into the

fimework of human social exchange. At

i\ same time, it justifies the fascination

wh technology by defining a loftier

mission, the search for pure knowledge.

User groups champion the sharing of

information, and in them, as one chairper-

son points out, "status is based only on

specific knowledge rather than on pre-

sumed expertise." The groups transform

novices into experts and then back again

into novices as individuals begin to make
their way through the intricacies of par-

ticular programs and attempt to commu-
nicate their knowledge to others. As Bob
Huber put it,

One of the things that's hard to do with a

computer is to be expert on anything.

Things will happen, and you still won't

know why the devil they're happening.

They're immensely complex. You can think

you know just about everything and come to

a meeting and find out that you don't. And
somebody who knows absolutely nothing

can ask you the most inane question, and

you realize all of a sudden you hadn't con-

sidered something like that.

Jack Kugelmass is on the faculty of the

Max Weinrich Centerfor Advanced Jew-

ish Studies at the YIVO Institutefor Jew-

ish Research, New York City. His book

The Miracle of Intervale Avenue, to be

published this spring by Schocken Books,

was written on a Kaypro.
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|1 lite whales, waiting to ascend the river at high tide, gather in the crystal clear water

/ ir one ofthe arms ofthe Cunningham River delta, in Canada 's high Arctic.

A^hite Whales on Holiday
; ousands gather each year atfavorite Arctic inlets, apparentlyforfun and chitchat

xt and photographs by Fred Bruemmer

^s the tide rises, the white whales begin

t iwim up the channels of the Cunning-

ifn River's broad-fanned delta on the

th coast of Somerset Island in Cana-

s high Arctic. As the whales surge

3ugh the cool, green, pellucid water,

tering bow waves curl against their

bIff-browed heads, and their large, heart-

ped flukes rise and fall in smooth ca-

Jice. They jostle each other playfully

a squeak and grunt. White whales are

most talkative of all whales. They have

;pertoire of several hundred sounds,

a I because they often trill and whistle,

ors called them "sea canaries."

late gray immatures and glistening,

t^wnish gray calves ascend the river with

adults. Neonates swim close to their

riksive white mothers, usually above her

] ear her side and aft of the dorsal ridge,

f fiting from the turbulence pull of the

mming adult or, as the Canadian scien-

Keith Kay has put it, from "the hydro-

lamic frictional coupling between

ilfher and calf."

n their favorite river channel the

les pass close to a twenty-foot alumi-

-pole tower, built on a gravel bar and

ed by a small observation hut. As they

e near the tower, the vanguard of the

throng of whales are a bit apprehen-

;. They turn upon their sides and glance

\ he tower with small, dark, sloe-shaped

s. Unlike the fused and rigid neck ver-

ae of most whales, those of the white

le are flexible. The whales turn their

ds and look up at the scientists and

nicians of Canada's Arctic Biological

ion, who, in turn, look down at them.

Wne person makes an abrupt movement,
tq whales may panic. They groan and

^Hll, and the scientists' hydrophones pick

ija frantic cacophony. The whales rush

down the river, and even whales far in the

inlet may respond to the alarm and dive.

The whales can communicate over great

distances. "The instant a white whale is

shot or harpooned," noted the explorer-

naturalist Peter Freuchen, "the rest of the

herd disappears at once . . . [even] those

far away in adjoining fiords . . .

."

At Cunningham Inlet no one bothers

the whales. Their frantic fear soon yields

to timid curiosity and they swim up the

river again, rolling sensuously in the rela-

tively warm, swift-flowing water. After

nearly teii years of work by scientists of

the Arctic Biological Station, the white

whales are probably the most intensively

studied whale group in the world.

Lancaster Sound, along with Barrow

Strait, the eastern section of the famous

Northwest Passage, is one of the richest

sea-mammal regions of the entire Arctic.

After battling Baffin Bay pack ice for

weeks, the British explorer William Ed-

ward Parry was delighted when his ships,

the Hecla and the Griper, entered Lancas-

ter Sound in July of 1 8 1 9. It was an arctic

Eden. As polar bears ambled across the

ice, the sailors tried to lasso them. On ice

floes "sea-horses [walruses] ... lie hud-

dled together, like pigs, . . . and are stu-

pidly tame." Giant bowhead whales lolled

leisurely in the leads. On July 30, Parry

saw eighty-two bowheads. Narwhals were

"very numerous," and white whales "were

swimming about the ship in great

numbers . . . [with] a shrill, ringing sound

not unlike musical glasses badly played."

Parry had discovered the "headquarters

of the whales."

Whalers responded immediately to this

news. In the ensuing years, they killed the

bowhead whales. When these became rare,

they took any sea mammal that could be

turned into oil and profit. The slow-swim-

ming, easily panicked white whales were a

favorite target. In 1 883, the whalers killed

2,736 in Lancaster Sound and Baffin Bay.

It was easy. Massed in favorite bays and

inlets, the white whales were driven into

shallow water, and Capt. William Adams
reported that "when the tide recedes the

white whales are left aground . . . and then

the slaughter commences. "In 1910. his

crew killed more than 700 white whales in

one inlet alone. The blubber from six to

seven white whales yielded a ton of oil.

The hide—good for belts and boot laces

—

was sold in Britain for one shilling and six-

pence a pound.

When most of the whales were gone, the

whalers went. Over the past seventy years,

however, the whales have made a come-

back. The bowhead, hunted to near ex-

tinction, is still rare in Lancaster Sound
and Barrow Strait, but both narwhals and

white whales now number more than

10,000 in this region.

The white whale, or beluga (a name de-

rived from the Russian byely. or "white"),

is a shallow-water, cold-adapted, circum-

polar whale. Some 50,000 inhabit North

America's arctic and subarctic seas, and

an equal number live in the seas to the

north and east of the Soviet Union. An Ice

Age relict population of about 500 lives in

the Saint Lawrence River. Adult belugas

are swathed in fat. which serves as an en-

ergy reserve and protects them from the

sapping chill of arctic water. The blubber

layer on an adult whale can be six to eight

inches thick and constitutes more than a

third of its total weight.

Since belugas vary greatly in size and

weight, their populations in various parts

of the north are probably discrete. In the

Soviet Union, the largest live in the Sea of



Okhotsk where males attain a length of

twenty-one feet; the smallest are the

White Sea belugas with males only thir-

teen feet long. In North America, the larg-

est white whales, weighing nearly 4,000

pounds, are found along the Greenland

coast. Baffin Island whales weigh 2,800

pounds, and the Hudson Bay whales, at a

mere 1,300 pounds, are practically petite.

Belugas appear compulsively gregari-

ous; pods vary in size from a few animals

to more than 10,000 reported from the So-

viet north. A few, though, are solitary and

these single whales with wanderlust can

end up in the oddest places. One white

whale ascended Siberia's Amur River for

more than 1,000 miles. Another was seen

in the Yukon River 600 miles from the

sea. A young white whale entered Scot-

land's Forth River in 1932 and was killed

not far from the famous bridge that spans

the Firth of Forth. Several have been seen

in Alaska's Lake Iliamna; three appeared

off Denmark's coast, one in 1964 and two

in 1965; and in 1980 tourists on the small

Balearic island of Formentera, in the

Mediterranean, were startled to find an

eighteen-foot beluga washed up on the

beach. The most famous of all the straying

whales, though, was a beluga that swam

up the severely polluted Rhine in 1966.

Promptly, but erroneously, dubbed Moby
Dick (Melville's famous white whale was

an albino sperm whale), it swam leisurely

upriver past Diisseldorf, Cologne, and

Bonn and became the sensation of Europe.

Apparently oblivious to heavy river traffic

and to the tens of thousands of whale

watchers on shore and in small boats, the

whale spent a month holidaying in the

Rhine before returning to the sea.

Certain bays, inlets, and, especially, es-

tuaries attract white whales, and they

mass in their favorite spots each summer.

When in 1789 the Canadian explorer Al-

exander Mackenzie reached the mouth of

the river named after him, he recorded

that "one of my men saw a great many ani-

mals in the water which he took first to be

Pieces of Ice. ... I immediately knew

them to be whales." Today about 4,000 to

5,000 white whales spend their summers

in the Mackenzie River delta region.

The whales migrate great distances, of-

ten in large numbers. In March they move

northward along the west coast of Green-

land, and "the herd," said Peter Freuchen,

"may number many thousands of ani-

mals .
..." On May 21,1914, while cross-

ing the Beaufort Sea ice by dog team, the

explorer Vilhjalmur Stefansson saw the

northward migration of white whales in

leads of open water. During the next two

or three weeks he saw thousands of them

heading toward the Mackenzie delta. In

1960, a Russian scientist studying wal-

ruses near Wrangel Island off northeast-

ern Siberia observed "a very large school

of beluga . . . fifteen kilometers long . . .

."

They were all migrating east toward the

Bering Strait.

As soon as ice permits, the white whales

take up summer residence in their favoril|

inlets and estuaries. About 4,000 assen'

ble in the mouth of the Nelson Rive

1 ,000 in the mouth of the Churchill Rive

and 1 ,500 in the Seal River estuary, all c

the southwest coast of Hudson Bay. Aboi

'

4,000 belugas summer in Creswell Ba

southern Somerset Island, and at high tic

many ascend far up the Creswell Rive

And 1 ,000 to 1 ,500 gather in Cunninghaii

Inlet, northern Somerset Island. Tl

whales arrive in the three- by five-mile i

let about July 15, leave en masse two (

three times during their sojourn (perhaj

to feed), and abandon the inlet altogetb

about August 20.

The presence of so many whales in su(

confined areas intrigues scientists ar
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r the tide rises, whales begin to swim upstream, left. They may
drawn by the river's relative warmth, and the sweet water may ease the

hing oftheir molting skin. But they are wary in these narrows. Ifanything

arms them, they turn and rush toward the broader waters ofthe inlet, below,

iile sending alarm signals to whales throughout the area.

jrries conservationists because the

assed whales are vulnerable to hunting

ley were, until recently, hunted in the

lurchill River) and to disturbance as in-

islrial development of the north pro-

eds. (Some years ago, a consortium

lied Polargas planned to build a giant

tural gas pipeline from the high Arctic

the south that would have passed

rough Cunningham Inlet. In deference

I ihc whales, the proposed routing was

ill fled eight miles west of the inlet. This

Iiojcct is, at present, in abeyance.)

Scientists have advanced three reasons

f these mass gatherings of white whales:

ie estuaries are rich in food; they are a

ifuge from enemies; and they are rela-

i'ely warm and safe nurseries for cold-

snsitive newborn beluga calves. In recent

:
ars, Thomas G. Smith of the Arctic Bio-

Igical Station, who now heads the long-

1rm study of white whales at Cunning-

lim Inlet, has proposed two more; the

'hales come into the inlets to molt and

Icy come to loaf and play,

or all whales, the white whale is the

list specialized feeder. It eats anything it

< n get, benthic or pelagic—from marine

-irms, bivalves, whelks, crustaceans, and

sculpins, to flounders, salmon, char, and

cod—consuming between sixty and one-

hundred pounds a day. While the im-

mensely numerous arctic cod are the

whales' major food, more than one hun-

dred prey species have been recorded. Yet

whales killed in their favorite inlets and es-

tuaries nearly always have empty stom-

achs, and Smith believes that their abrupt

but brief (they usually return in a day or

two) summer departures from Cunning-

ham Inlet are feeding sorties.

Apart from humans, the white whale

has only two enemies, the killer whale and,

on rare occasions such as ice entrapment,

the polar bear. "In the icy regions," wrote

the nineteenth-century whaler-naturalist

Charles M. Scammon, "the Orca (killer

whale) delights in the pursuit and destruc-

tion of the White Whale . . .
." Fat and

slow, with a top speed of nine miles per

hour, the white whale cannot hope to

elude a pack of swift, sleek killer whales

capable of speeds up to thirty miles an

hour. For the belugas, the shoal waters of

estuaries are a haven from killer whales.

Most beluga specialists agree that the

principal reason white whales congregate

in estuaries is probably to make life easier

for neonates. Belugas mate in late spring,

and after a gestation period of fourteen

and a half months, most calves are born in

July and August, when the white whales

are in the estuaries. While adults are

sheathed in thick, insulative blubber, a

newborn calf has only slightly more than

an inch of protective fat. Immediately af-

ter birth, the calf is nudged to the surface

to breathe by its mother or an "aunt" (a fe-

male remaining close to the mother during

parturition), and thereafter it often rides

upon its mother's back like a small space

shuttle atop a bulky 747.

The protective mother uses her body to

shield her calf from any danger and nurses

it often by squirting extremely rich milk

(containing about 35 percent butterfat)

into its blunt, little snout. The Canadian

white whale experts A. W Mansfield, Da-

vid Sergeant, and Thomas G. Smith be-

lieve that the "comparatively warm water

of many rivers prevents the newborn calf

from suffering from thermal shock or dan-

gerous heat loss until it has put on a suffi-

ciently thick blubber layer ..." to with-

stand the sapping cold of the arctic seas.

Even in midsummer, the water tem-

perature of the arctic seas hovers at a few

degrees above freezing, but arctic estuary

water can be surprisingly warm where

meltwater from extensive plateaus trick-

les toward rivers across sun-warmed earth

and rock. (The whales do not gather in the

estuaries of icy, glacier-fed rivers.) The
water temperature at the mouth of Cun-

ningham River is 46 to 50° F, at the Seal

River 53 to 60° F, and in the Mackenzie

delta's Kugmallit Bay, where Inuit have

hunted the massed white whales for at

least six centuries, the surface water tem-

perature reaches 64° F in July.

The warm water is probably beneficial

to the newborn calves, but it is not essen-

tial. I have seen females and neonates

among ice floes in the Bering Strait and in

the Chukchi Sea, and in Inglefield Bay of

northwest Greenland, and Smith has ob-

served them frequently among extensive

ice fields in the Canadian north, where the

water temperature is close to freezing.

Nor is warm water the sole reason belugas

gather in estuaries, since immatures, cows

without calves, and fat old bulls are also



A neonate, below, rides atop its mother. A calfoften plays or rests upon its mother's

broad back and can cling with surprising tenacity to her rubber-smooth skin. When the

whales are startled, right, they dive abruptly to escape danger.

part of the summer crowd, along with the

gravid females.

Smith believes belugas also mass in

shallow water to molt. The idea is not new.

Ludwig Kumlien, a scientist with the

1877-78 Howgate Arctic Expedition to

Baffin Island's Cumberland Sound,

wrote; "One thing I noticed, when they

[the belugas] go up the fiord they have a

dirty appearance and color, and, accord-

ing to some whalemen, are covered with

parasites; but after they have been rolling

and rubbing themselves on the sand-

beaches for a few days, they look much
smoother and their color is a creamy

white."

In 1980, biologist K. H. Finley watched

white whales ascend the Mucalic River in

arctic Quebec's Ungava Bay. The turbid

water hid their activities, but "it became

apparent that several of them had been

rolling on the bottom as their sides and

backs were streaked with dark mud."

Inuit beluga hunters told Finley that when

the whales arrive at the Mucalic River

they are "fat and yellow" but when they

leave in the fall they are "sleek and
white." One hunter, Nawkawalk, ex-

plained that "belugas go to the rivers for

warmth. And like seals they molt their

skins. They molt in the warm water. The

whales acquire a new layer of skin. ... I

have seen this in the muktuk [whale skin]

I have eaten."

At Cunningham Inlet, some adult belu-

gas are the mellow yellow of ancient ivory,

others are marble white. But whether

these are the colors of before or after the

molt is difficult to tell. The whales, often

many hundred, come in from the inlet on

the rising tide. Some scratch on the river

bottom and one can hear in the hydro-

phones the click-clack of moving stones,

but most whales prefer to rub and roll

upon the tide-flooded gravel beaches.

Splashing with powerful flukes, they drag

one side across the bottom, then the other,

repeat it on their backs, and finally, with a

humping motion, undulate their bellies

across the grit and gravel. Smith thinks

the rubbing helps to slough off the old, yel-

lowing epidermis.

The whales give every indication of en-

joying their molt. They splash in the shal-

lows for hours; occasionally, they keep it

up too long. A safe sport on the rising tide,

gravel scratching can be fatal on the ebb.

The water recedes, a whale gets stuck, and
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A white whale, left, rubs its belly on grit and gravel in shallow water near the coast,

probably to ease itching or to hasten the summer molt by scraping offthe old
epidermis. The whales are curious and often ' 'spy-hop, "below, near shore to get a

better view oftheir surroundings.

immediately becomes frantic with fear. It

thrashes violently, cries loudly, and tries to

hitch and hump its massive body into

deeper water. Most whales usually suc-

ceed. But one bright arctic night some

years ago, three whales—an adult and two

immatures—swam at high tide across a

submerged gravel bar onto a flooded

plain. They returned too late, and on the

ebb the gravel ridge barred their way. The

whales splashed frantically but in vain. As

the trapped whales screamed and groaned

and trilled, the free whales, massed

nearby in a deep river channel, answered

in a chorus. I waded out into the river.

Normally this would have spooked the

whales instantly. But this time they ig-

nored me. They surged back and forth a

few yards from me, apparently desper-

ately concerned about their stranded com-

rades. We kept the trapped whales wet to

save their sensitive skins and eyes. When
high tide refloated them, they joined the

excited herd in the deep water beyond the

gravel ridge.

At Cunningham Inlet the white whales

play frequently and most seem to "talk"

incessantly. The range of sounds that they

produce is astounding. Various scientists

have likened beluga sounds to bird calls,

the bellow of a bull, the gritting of teeth,

the grunting of pigs, the putt-putt of motor

boats, the shrill scream of a woman, a

squeaky snore, and the lowing of cattle. To

this already impressive list, Canadian bi-

ologist Keith Hay, who did the first study

of the Cunningham Inlet whales in 1974,

added the following comparisons: a rusty

hinge, a bell sound, a horse's whinny, a

baby's cry, and a lecher's whistle. The
whales, said Hay, also burp, chirp, croak,

squeak, grunt, moo, mew, scream, and

yap. In addition to all this brouhaha, the

whales also produce clicks and pings, ap-

parently for echolocation.

According to the Russian beluga expert

S. E. Kleinenberg, the whales" "supra-

cranial air sinuses [or air sacs] are the

source of sounds, and the passage of air in

them enables them to produce a wide vari-

ety of sounds of different frequency and

intensity. The valve of the blowhole itself

and parts of the pharynx also participate

in the production of sounds. . . . The melon

[a fatly bulge, \\ ith high sound conductiv-

ity, on the beluga's forehead] makes con-

centration and focusing of the beam of

sound possible."



Three whales, caught in shallow water as

the tide ebbed, were saved by the staffof

Canada's Arctic Biological Station, who

doused the animals ' sensitive skin and

eyes with buckets ofwater until the high

tide returned.

The active whales vocalize more. They

appear to be very curious. If you stand on

the beach at Cunningham Inlet, they of-

ten swim past with raised heads or, tread-

ing water energetically with their broad

flukes, push themselves halfway out of the

water for a better look. (In aquariums

white whales can recognize a familiar per-

son among a crowd of strangers.)

The whales like to play with stones and

seaweed. A male beluga dives and

emerges with a long frond of seaweed

swirling about its head. Other whales in-

stantly rush at him, and there is a great

deal of bumping and squeaking as they

tear his trophy into tatters. A whale may

swim around for hours with a plate-sized

stone held firmly in its mouth. And often a

whale will surface with a stone balanced

skillfully but precariously atop its head.

This rarely lasts long. The moment other

whales spot the stone carrier, they bump
and jostle him until the stone falls off.

This play with stones. Smith thinks, is

the amusement and pastime of very intel-

ligent animals. Another "game," though,

may have a tragic origin. We have occa-

sionally seen whales carrying planks or

pieces of driftwood on their backs or

heads. Smith believes these are females

that have recently lost their calves. When
a calf dies, the mother tries to support its

body at the surface in the life-giving air,

sometimes for many days. When she fi-

nally loses the calf, she may adopt a chunk

of wood as a surrogate baby.

Early in August the first whales leave

Cunningham Inlet. Noticeably fewer as-

cend the cooling river. The molt is presum-

ably completed, the calves' fat layer may
have doubled since birth, and food beck-

ons elsewhere. By mid-August only a few

stragglers remain and they are gone by

about August 20. The white whales at

other arctic summer resorts leave at

roughly the same time. They spend the

winter in polynyas, extensive areas of open

water in the Arctic. Next July the white

whales will return to the swift-flowing wa-

ter of the Cunningham River, to molt, to

play, to bear their young—and to "talk"

loudly and endlessly, but despite the best

efforts of Smith and his colleagues, no one

as yet knows about what. D
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A Matter of Gravity
Photographs by Peggy and Erwin Bauer

The Ponchatoula heronry near Louisiana's gulf coast harbors

a handful of cattle egrets and dozens of pairs of adult little blue

herons and their young. The four-acre swamp pond offers prime

breeding habitat, and by late spring each year, the activity

borders on chaos. Just after dawn, the heronry begins to buzz

with incoming and outgoing flights of little blues tending

offspring in various stages of development. The downy
hatchlings are nestbound, but lanky white youngsters a few

weeks old venture from the flimsy nest of twigs onto tree limbs to

practice hopping and flapping. (Little blues don't acquire the

species' characteristic slaty plumage for two years.) Coated with

algae and ringed with softwoods, the Ponchatoula swamp
provides favored nesting sites in trees overhanging the water, as

well as the preferred shallow, freshwater feeding grounds. Adult

little blues wade in ponds, marshes, and flooded grasslands.

stalking fish, frogs, crustaceans, and insects. After consuming

the prey, they return to the heronry and bring up the partly

digested food for the two to five ravenous chicks in each nest.

The heronry is a raucous place of screeching, greedy, vying

siblings. "The actual act of feeding," wrote a judgmental Dr.

Cordier in 1 923, "is ... a vicious and terrible affair." Both

parents feed young; chicks stimulate the adult to regurgitate bj

grasping the parent's bill and wrenching it downward with,

Cordier noted, "bulldog tenacity." Access to the bill means

survival to a chick. Weak and timid birds simply starve. If no

stiff wind wrecks the nest and no crow or raccoon raids the tree,

runt may be dispatched by a brother's well-aimed wing jab.

Even when all the obvious perils are checked, life in a heronry

remains precarious.

Early last June, photographers Erwin and Peggy Bauer
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headed for the Ponchatoula heronry. For several days, they

monitored some fifty pairs of little blues and their chicks from a

blind of vines and honeysuckle about fifty feet from the action.

They had focused on a nestling's bid for food when a small

drama began. A lunge for the parent's bill set the gangly young

heron off balance. As the chick screamed and struggled, the

parent offered no more than a moment's startled glance at its

contortions. For a full five minutes, the chick struggled to right

itself, finally managing to hook its neck over the limb and win

back its perch. But young herons are abundant and predators are

patient. Another swamp dweller eyed the birds and waited.

When the next chick fell, the Bauers were alerted only by a swirl

and a slight lapping sound as the alligator surfaced and moved in

on its prey. The end was a matter of just one gulp and a token

that nature, in the end, is always efficient.

—

Judy Rice

'MWr
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For hundreds ofyears, yak caravans have been the essential vehicle of

Tibetan trade. Although some ofthe animals in present-day use have been crossbred

with other bovines, many are descendants ofthe originalpure-blooded

wildyak and have retained that indigenous animal's physiological adaptations

to the oxygen-poor atmosphere ofthe Tibetan plateau.



Tibet's All-Purpose Beast of Burden
On the oxygen-poor Tibetan plateau, yaks—atui their nomadic owners—

have adaptedphysiologically to a high-altitude life-style

by James W. Larrick and Kathy B. Burck

Yeshi Lhamo, a 68-year-old Tibetan,

gestured animatedly as she described her

nomadic hfe as a yak milkmaid. "When I

was a girl, men from our village would

travel four to five months across Tibet in

long yak trains to get salt at Ch'iang-t'ang.

Forty or fifty animals for each man!" In

Yeshi's youth, Tibetan nomads conducted

a thriving trade—bringing the salt south

across the high Himalayan passes into Ne-

pal and India, where they would then ex-

change it for grain and other goods. Yaks

played a central role in these efforts. Al-

though the trans-Himalayan commerce
diminished after the Chinese occupied Ti-

bet in 1 959, nomads and their animals still

ply the steep trails and mountain passes of

the area.

We had seen many yak caravans along

Nepalese trails in remote regions near the

Tibetan frontier, where we were setting up

medical clinics and studying the physiol-

ogy of the people who lived at these high

altitudes. There we began to learn first-

hand about these animals and the people

whose lives revolved around them.

Our interest in how living organisms

adapt themselves to extremely high alti-

tudes was one of the factors that had

brought us to this corner of the world on

expeditions in 1972, 1977, 1980, and

1985. Sometimes called "the roof of the

world," the Tibetan plateau stretches

across central Asia, north of the towering

Himalayas, 12,000 to 20,000 feet above

sea level. No trees or shrubs grow at these

heights, and agriculture is difficult; ani-

mal husbandry thus constitutes an essen-

tial part of the livelihood of those who
inhabit this region.

Herds of wild yaks (Bos grunnlens)

once roamed the Tibetan plateau, but so

many were killed or captured for domesti-

cation that they have been brought to the

edge of extinction. Today fewer than 500

remain in the remote pastures above

16,000 feet. Distinguished from their do-

mesticated relatives by heavier builds,

larger and longer horns, and more stub-

born and nasty personalities, yaks were

until recently hunted for food. Yeshi had

never seen a wild yak near her village, but

she had eaten their meal: "Eight or nine of

our [domesticated] yaks were necessary to
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On theirjourneys, Tibetan nomads pitch their tents wherever they may be while it is

still daylight and herd their animals close to their tentsfor the night. Women milk the

femaleyaks, called naks, several times a day.

carry down meat from a single one of

them," she recounted.

Domesticated pureblood yaks are cur-

rently raised in the Himalayan highlands

regions of Ladakh, Sikkim, Nepal, and

Mongolia, as well as in Tibet. But pure-

blooded yaks are not the only bovine spe-

cies found in these regions; crossbreeds

with humped Zebu cattle (Bos indicus)

and hill (Tibetan) cattle {Bosaunus

typicus) are also common. Not surpris-

ingly, given the central role these domesti-

cated animals play in the lives of the no-

mads, there are many words both in

Tibetan and Nepali for each breed, gen-

der, and individual. The word yak, for

example, refers only to the pure-blooded

male Bos grunniens. Nak means female

yak in Nepali; dri or dree is the Tibetan

word. In Nepali, the generic term for any

crossbred animal is dzo, but each off-

spring, grandoffspring, and great-grand-

offspring (male or female) has a kind of

surname that depends on parentage. In

addition, each animal has a given name
based on its physical characteristics. Two
of Yeshi's favorite animals were called

Gyangsetama, or "colorful one from a dis-

tance," and Shego-gama, "clear, white,

and round as a mirror." Most purebred

yaks are black with a few flecks of white

sprinkled over their coats. A pure white
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yak is a rarity. In sixty years of raising

yaks, Yeshi had only owned one.

In Yeshi's home village of Damshung,

there are about two hundred families;

each keeps at least one hundred yaks and

sometimes several hundred. Here, most of

the animals are killed for meat at the age

of ten to eleven years, although occasion-

ally a favorite animal is spared and al-

lowed to live the normal yak life span of

twenty to twenty-five years. Yaks mature

in five to seven years, a longer period than

that of lowland cattle but consistent with

human populations that live at high alti-

tudes, where a slower growth rate, pro-

longed adolescence, lack of adolescent

growth spurt, and delayed sexual matura-

tion is typical. In Damshung, and else-

where on the Tibetan plateau, naks are

usually mated in autumn so that they will

calve nine months later in the milder

weather of April or May when the chances

of calf survival are greatest. Naks used for

milk production are bred every other year.

Curiously, and for unknown reasons,

crossbred yak cattle have a longer gesta-

tion period—ten months—than pure-

bloods. Crossbreeding also has its effect

on fertility: although first-generation fe-

male crossbreeds are fertile, their broth-

ers, because of a defect in the production

of sperm cells, are not.

>!r^'

Ycihi told us thai the best times of h

youth were when she accompanied tl

yak herds over the mountain passes, vis

ing pristine lakes and flower-filled hig ^

land pastures. For one or two months di j

ing the short summer, the nomads broug ;.

their yak herds far from their home v 5

lages to higher grasslands. At those hi|

altitudes, the atmosphere contains or

about half the oxygen of sea-level air, ai

the nights, even in summer, can be bittei

cold.

To survive in that hostile environme!

yaks have evolved some highly specializ

strategies over the millennia. Domes

cated purebloods retain certain of thi

wild relatives' traits: exceptionally hea



tts and very few sweat glands, a com-
)iation of heat-conserving characteris-

i< that makes it next to impossible for

hm to survive in lower, warmer climates.

'bably more important are the physio-

i cal idiosyncrasies of the yak blood-

:i am. The red blood cells of Bos

\ nniens are only about half the size of

: 56 in sea-level bovines, and there are

., ';e to four times as many of them per

•i i of blood volume. Surprisingly, how-

:^!r, yak blood contains a comparatively

:rill amount of the oxygen-carrying pro-

ei, hemoglobin—a mere 12 grams per

I (I milliliters, even less than the 1 6 grams
)fiiuman beings living at sea level. The
'; city of hemoglobin is puzzling. Euro-

pean mountain climbers and South Amer-

ican Indians of the Andean high plateau

have proportionately more hemoglobin in

their blood than people who live at lower

elevations, and the increase seems to be

roughly linear with increasing altitude. If

hemoglobin is the key to increased oxy-

gen-carrying capacity, why don't yaks

—

living where atmospheric oxygen is in

such short supply—have an especially

high volume of the protein?

The larger number of smaller-sized red

blood cells may be part of an alternative

mechanism for obtaining oxygen. Theo-

retically, small red cells with their high

surface-to-volume ratio, can pick up more

oxygen molecules than larger red cells.

thus partly offsetting the need lor extra

hemoglobin. It is also possible that yaks

have a type of hemoglobin analogous to

that in the human fetus. Human fetal he-

moglobin, with its greater affinity for oxy-

gen, is able to pick up sufficient amounts

of the element from the low concentra-

tions in fetal blood. Blood tests we made in

our clinical work on Tibetans and others of

Tibetan stock, such as the Sherpas and

Tamangs of Nepal, indicate that their

blood appears to have a greater affinity for

oxygen than does the blood of other peo-

ple. Chronic mountain sickness (a disease

that afflicts .Andean natives, as well as

lowlanders when they climb to high alti-

tudes) is unknown among Sherpas and



Tibetans. Their resistance could be re-

lated to blood adaptations.

Whatever physiological similarities

may or may not exist between yaks and

Tibetan nomads, there is no doubt that the

animals are of utmost importance to the

economy and life style of these high-alti-

tude people. Yak skins provide both cloth-

ing and shelter. Yak hair is of two variet-

ies: long, coarse outer hair and fine,

underbelly inner hair. Blankets, rope,

bags, mats, slingshots, halters, and tents

are made from the outer hair. In his book
Seven Years in Tibet, Austrian mountain-

eer-adventurer Heinrich Harrer relates

s how well-suited the nomads' yak hair tents

were to the windy cold of winter on the

Tibetan plateau. (Yeshi told us she lived

some of her life in such a tent but usually

resided in a more permanent stone house

in Damshung.) The fine inner hair of the
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yak is used for blankets and for clothing.

"Only hair from young yaks two or three

years old can be used for clothing. The
hair from older animals is too coarse,"

Yeshi told us.

Yak hides are used to make oblong-

shaped boats known as coracles, which are

nine to twelve feet long and six feet wide.

They are constructed by stretching raw,

uncured yak skin over a framework of

birch or willow branches obtained from

trees that grow at lower altitudes. These

boats are used for downstream transporta-

tion on some of the larger waterways.

They are too unwieldy to be rowed or

towed upstream but are light enough for

one man to carry on his back when he

returns upstream to his starting point.

Hides are also made into belts, carrying

sacks, and saddlebags and are used for the

soles of traditional Tibetan boots (the boot

tops are usually woven). For these pi

poses, the hides are cured so they can

worked more easily. According to Yesl

"To cure hides, we treat [them] with s;

and then with butter. This makes the sk

soft so we can use it."

Yak meat is a staple on the Tibet

plateau, where agriculture is almost nc

existent. Tibetans are Buddhists

therefore not supposed to kill animals iP-'i

food. To get around this difficulty, peoj ^

in major cities such as Lhasa used to

cruit members of the lowest class of

betan society—a stratum akin to the

dian Untouchables—as butchers. In t

nomads" home villages, however, peoj

slaughtered their cattle themselves. I

males were usually slaughtered at sixte

to twenty years, five or six years later th

males, and only after they had lived c

their milk-and calf-producing life spi

.



)etans are also not averse to eating ani-

ls that have died accidentally or have

;n killed by such wild beasts as snow

pards or wolves.

,j \ny meat obtained in winter is eaten

sh or put in "cold storage"—hung up

ler the roofs of houses. In summer,

at is cut into strips and smoked over a

;. The highland people trade some of

ir meat, as well as live animals, to low-

ders for grain, especially barley, used

r making the Tibetan staple food of

'•nipa. a paste of roasted barley flour

1 i butter that is rolled into balls and
- en with the fingers.

Dccasionally, Tibetans bleed their

yes, ostensibly for the animals' health.

Te blood, however, is sometimes mixed

'•h salt and a bit of water and left to

^'idify. It is then cut into pieces, fried or

bilcd, and eaten. Alternatively, the blood

Agriculture is impossible on the high plateau, but at lower altitudes, Tibetans grow
barley and other grains, using theiryaks to pull theirplows. Yakdung, helow.is

gathered, pattedflat, left to dry out, and used later asfuel, primarilyfor cooking.

may be mixed with tsampa and baked into

a form of bread.

When she worked as a milkmaid, Yeshi

milked her naks two or three times daily in

order to prepare butter and curd, a form of

yogurt. Damshung, she said, was "known

all over central Tibet for the quality of its

butter." As in days past, butter is still

made in churns (dongmo) the size of

twenty-five-gallon drums: "I fill the

dongmo with yak milk and give it 200

strokes ... the butter floats to the top and

I take it out and store it inside a yak

stomach wrapped in yak skin," Yeshi re-

counted. Her butter fetches a premium

price—currently twelve yuan for 2.2

pounds, about $1.50 per pound. Curd is

prepared early in the morning "from yak

milk brought just to boiling" to which old

curd is added. "By evening we would have

delicious curd."

Nak milk and its products—butter,

cheese, and curd—are also staple foods.

Milk is generally not consumed fresh, es-

pecially not by adults, but curd and but-

termilk are relished. Solidified buttermflk

makes a dry cheese called sherkam. Milk

slowly dehydrated by boiling until it as-

sumes the consistency of toffee is known

as korani (in Sherpa). Most of the milk

goes into the production of butter, a prod-

uct needed both for daily living and for

religious affairs. Butter is used for cook-

ing, as an ingredient of tsampa. and is

spread on flat Tibetan bread. Another use

is the famous Tibetan butter tea. "The

black tea comes in bricks, from China,"

Yeshi told us. "We break off part and boil

it, then we mix it with butter and salt in

the dongmo." After churning in the

dongmo, the butter-tea mixture is quite

homogenized.

Tibetans always offer their guests hot

tea and Yeshi sipped hers with relish as

she talked with us. We found the tea

barely palatable, tasting something like

warm seawater. Tibetans are known to

drink twenty to forty cups per day of their

salty butter brew. This large consumption

of salt may partly explain the prevalence

of high blood pressure we found in the

inhabitants of several Tibetan villages.

Yak butter is also burned in small

lamps lighted in the course of Buddhist

ceremonies. Heinrich Harrer described

rooms in monasteries where hundreds of

these lamps were flickering around the

gilded idols. Most families have their own
home altar where several butter lamps (

burn continuously. In addition, the butter

is a major ingredient in huge sculptures,

sometimes two or three stories high, fash-

ioned by monks for religious ceremonies

such as the New Year celebration. The
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fully loadedyak can carry up to 120 pounds even on a steep pathway.

ik horns inscribed with prayers, below, are installed in monasteries

Nepal as protection against evil spirits.

mlplures are kept in the shade to prevent

i:lting and are later burned as oflerings

1 the gods. Because of heavy religious

t|nsumplion, a large amount of yak but-

tr is produced.

I

Butter, a valuable trade commodity for

I'c nomads, is sometimes used to pay

gcs to those who work in the fields or

l(lp to build village houses. It is also used

hair grease and for curing yak hides to

make leather. Because of the cold Tibetan

climate, butter is often stored for a num-

ber of months in the yak stomach contain-

ers described by Yeshi. However, the two-

week-old butter we sampled would surely

be considered rancid by Western stan-

dards.

Yak horns were sometimes made into

utensils. In the Khumbu region of north-

eastern Nepal, the Shcrpas place yak

horns in their monasteries to protect them

from a Dracula-like spirit, called Bhul in

Nepali. Tibetans inscribe mantras on yak

skulls and hang them up in their homes.

Yak tails are most frequently used for

rope making, but they are used for reli-

gious purposes as well. Tail hair also deco-

rates the prayer cylinders erected on the

roofs of monasteries. Because of its rarity,

the most highly valued hair used for this

purpose is the white tail called gnuri

shanker in Nepali. Interestingly, yak tails

were often exported. Before the advent of

synthetics, for example, the beards of de-

partment store Santa Clauses in the

United States were made of black yak tail

hair bleached white.

Even yak dung is precious. It is an im-

portant source of fuel, especially for Tibet-

ans living above the tree line. In the past,

soot from burned dung was collected and

made into ink that monks used m their

inonestaries.

In years past, yak caravans made trade

possible throughout the rugged Himala-

\ an region. Today yaks and crossbred cat-

tle make shorter hauls. They can be seen

slowly climbing and traversing the steep

and narrow trails between villages and set-

tlements. We often watched the caravans

plodding along in trains as small as two or

three animals and as large as twenty or

twenty-five. Although they were easy to

outdistance at a normal human walking

pace, fully loaded yak trains often covered

ten to fifteen miles in a day. A typi'^al

animal weighing only 600 to 800 pounds

might carry a load of 100 to 120 pounds.

We rarely observed riders on yaks; drivers

generally followed on foot, poking the rear

animal with a stick so it would keep those

ahead of it moving.

Yaks" noses are often pierced, and a

brass, wood, or leather ring is inserted to

aid in controlling the animals. .Xs evening

approaches, yak trains stop at caravansa-

ries and the animals are unloaded and

allowed to gra/x until morning. Some of

the large trains include several unloaded

animals that arc rotated with loaded ones

on a day-to-day basis. In the agricultural

regions at lower elevation, where barle\

and other grains arc grown, yak teams pull

the heavy wooden plows, .\ccording to



anthropologist Christoph Von Furer-
Hainiendorf, until the 1930s, the plows
were pulled by men.

More than twenty-five years have
elapsed since the Chinese occupied Tibet

and the Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader

of the Tibetan people, fled to India. The
invasion of their homeland brought con-

siderable hardships to the Tibetan no-

mads. "The years after 1959 were bad
times," Yeshi remembered. "People were
taken away, all our yaks were confiscated,

and many individuals, including my hus-

band, Norzang, fled." Much of the trans-

Himalayan trade diminished and with it

the number of yaks. In the 1960s, Nepal
had an estimated 200,000 yaks. By the

1980s, the number had dwindled to fewer
than 20,000.

Yeshi still spends part of the year in

Damshung where she, her parents, her
grandparents, and her children were born
and raised. She lives with her oldest son,

the second of five children, and has ten

grandchildren, most of whom also live in

Damshung. Have things changed since

the bad times following the Chinese occu-
pation? we asked. "Now things are better

than they were," she answered. "The Chi-
nese gave back our yaks about six years
ago and two years later they let a Tibetan
lead the village commune. But we still

have to pay yearly taxes in the form of
milk, wool, and meat." Tibetans currently
give twenty gyma (about twenty-two
pounds) of butter for each nak they own,
and for every 100 animals in their herds,
one yak is killed and given to the Chinese
for meat. Although the Chinese sharply
curtailed the Tibetans' nomadic life style

when they organized communes in the
villages, things may be changing. Yak car-

avans have recently been reorganized for

limited trade within Tibet. Trading activ-
ity across the Nepal-Tibet border is still

restricted, although both governments
may soon relax their security and permit
the revival of trans-Himalayan trade.

We asked Yeshi what she would most
wi.sh for the future. "I am old," she said,

"but for my children and their children, I

would want them to have the freedom to
cross the mountains in yak caravans and to
see the beauty of our land." D
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Hemmed in by mountains to the north and the south. Tibet has been largely cut off

from the rest ofthe world. Following the Chinese takeover in the 1 950s, active trade

across the Himalayans was restricted. But limited trade has since been revived within

Tibet,andyak caravans are again plying their way through the mountains.
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lomi Indians in San Pablito cut paper

rages ofspirits, left,from locally made
jrk paper and colorful commercial

jpers. A Nahua Indian shaman, or

irer, below, cuts images ofdisease-

msing spiritsfor a cleansing ritual.

Paper Spirits ofMexico
laborate rituals, long hidden in remote Indian villages, provide a glimpse ofAztec cosmology

y Alan R. Sandstrom

"If you want to see something, Alan,

me to my compound this evening."

[ith Antonio's simple invitation, I had

y first opportunity to witness a ritual

oted in the ancient religious practices of

esoamerican civilization.

Five months earlier I had arrived in a

Ijahua Indian village in the Mexican state

(! Veracruz to study the relationship be-

1 ecn horticultural practices and religious

uals. I selected a village in the township

Ixhuatlan de Madero, in a remote re-

j[)n of the Sierra Madre Oriental, in the

pe that ancient rituals survived there,

fens Lenz, an explorer, reported in the

'40s that traditional rituals abounded in

te area. He noted that shamans, or cur-

ts, cut paper into silhouette likenesses of

;iriis for use in curing and fertility ritu-

;.. Historians have long known that the

/'iecs cut paper for their rituals, and the

Ijssibility that the practice continued

Efiong their Nahua descendants was in-

t'guing to me.

The villagers I interviewed were more
tan willing to talk at length about their

(Itivation techniques, but they were less

frthcoming about religious matters.

\sk the shamans, they know about such

tings" was the typical response, yet the

lir practicing shamans in the village as-

-tcd they did not know about such

tings either. I proceeded with caution,

^|eping in mind what Lenz had written in

t8: "It is dangerous to penetrate the

rra de Ixhuatlan beyond a certain

f]int. This is particularly true if the object

the trip is to gather information on the

fgano-Christian customs of the Indians

vio live there or to collect samples of

ipers they cut for their offerings and

Mchcraft."

Then one day, when I was visiting my
fend Antonio's compound, I noticed a

othesline strung through the open area

Paul Jean Provost

between buildings. Hanging from the line

were some seventy-five tiny cloth outfits,

miniature versions of the clothing worn by

Indians in the village. When I asked him

about the clothes, Antonio extended the

invitation.

That night, as 1 approached Antonio's

compound along a path through the tropi-

cal forest, I could hear the slow, repetitive

violin and guitar melodies that accom-

pany all important Nahua rituals. When 1

entered the thatched dwelling, fifty peo-

ple turned and stared at me through thick

copal incense smoke. Antonio rose to greet

me and, one by one, each person ap-

proached to touch their fingertips to mine,

softly intoning piali, the traditional

Nahua welcome.

Greetings completed, Antonio (who 1

later learned was an apprentice of the

most powerful shaman in the village) ex-

plained that the community ritual they

were undertaking was held each year be-

fore the spring planting. It petitioned the

spirits for rain and insured fertility of the

fields. He told me that thunder and light-

ning spirits carry rain inland from the sea

to caves at the summits of twelve sacred

hills, where it is released by Apanchane
(Water Owner), the female spirit of water

who dwells in the river. In addition to

addressing these spirits, the ritual dedi-

cated offerings to the seed spirits

(xinaxili), who control the germination

and growth of each crop in the field.

The center of activity was an altar on

which the shamans had placed paper fig-

ures representing these seed spirits. The
shamans made olTcrings before the fig-

ures and spattered the blood of sacrificed

chickens and turkeys over them. Previ-

ously, women and girls had washed and

dried the tiny clothes that I had seen dur-

ing the afternoon. At the close of the ritual

twelve days later, the figures would be

dressed and returned to a special wooden
cabinet, where they would remain until

the next year's ceremony.



Right: At a ceremony to protect

village leaders, a Nahua shaman
renders the altar sacred with incense. On

the altar he has arrangedpaper cutouts of

messenger spirits who will take the

offerings to guardian spirits. A paper sun

hangs above them. Below: A corn spirit

figure, clothed as an unmarriedfemale, is

one ofthe seed images used in a Nahua
cropfertility ritual.

The Nahuas view the seeds as unruly

children who must be coaxed and cajoled

to stay in the village and do their work.

The villagers keep paper representations

of the seed spirits in a cabinet, along with

tiny chairs, grinding stones, sleeping mats,

and other comforts so the spirits will not

be tempted to run away. Copal incense is

burned and young girls are assigned to

dance before the cabinet from time to

time. Concern for the seeds culminates in

the ritual I witnessed, when the images are

given clean clothes and offerings of food,

cane alcohol, animal blood, tobacco, mu-

sic, and dance.

In the months that followed my first

experience, I observed dozens of rituals

featuring paper figures. The villagers' ini-

tial reluctance to reveal these activities to

me, Antonio explained, was because mis-

sionaries and civil authorities do not ap-

prove of the old rituals and have tried to

put a stop to them. The Nahuas thus con-

ceal their activities—so effectively that

one Mexican schoolmaster, teaching in lo-

cal villages for twenty-seven years, had no

idea that any ancient rituals survived or

that paper figures were the main compo-

nent of Nahua observances.

The use of paper as a sacred substance

has a long history in Middle America. A
stone paper beater discovered on the Pa-

cific coast of Guatemala dates to 1000

B.C. Virtually every sixteenth-century

Spanish chronicler of Indian society wrote

about the numerous uses for paper, par-

ticularly in religious observances. Fray

Bernardino de Sahagiin, for example, re-

corded that before Aztec traveling mer-

chants went on a dangerous mission, they

cut pieces of paper into banners with

forked ends.

And thus they did paint the paper; they

gave it lips, nose, eyes. It resembled a man.

Thus they did make a representation of the

fire [god]. Then they cut the [paper] which

pertained to the earth [god], whom they

called tlaliecutli. He was bound about the

chest with paper; also with the liquid rub-

ber they gave him lips, nose, eyes. He also

resembled a man.

The ritual continued as the merchants

painted several more deities on cut paper

and laid them out in a courtyard. Then,
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standing before the fire, they beheaded

sacrificial quail and drew their own blood

by piercing their ears and tongues. They

offered the blood to the fire and then spat-

tered it upon the papers. In another in-

stance, Sahagun writes:

Those who, through the advice of their

astrologers, were able to ward off a disease,

chose a very lucky day, and on that day

burned, in the hearth of their homes, a great

many papers on which the astrologer had

painted with ulli [gum] the images of all

those gods who, they guessed . . . had

helped them to ward off that illness. The
astrologer [after thus painting them]

handed them to the man who made the

offering, telling him [the name of] the god

painted thereon; the man then burned all

the papers; they gathered the ashes and

buried them in the courtyard of the home.

Paper was also used to make holy books,

adornments for statues, clothes for priests

impersonating deities, and sacred banners

and flags. Slips of paper accompanied the

dead on their journey to the underworld

and were burned in great numbers as of-

ferings to various deities. The Aztec de-

mand for paper was enormous; according

to tribute lists, conquered towns sent mil-

lions of sheets and rolls of paper to the

Aztec capital each year.

The inner bark (or bast) of fig and mul-

berry trees and the leaves of the maguey

plant were the chief materials from which

paper was made. Hundreds of towns and

villages in Mexico engaged in its manufac-

ture, and many present-day place names

reflect this ancient activity. In the state of

Morelos, for example, are Amayuca

(Amayocan), which means "place where

paper is made," and Amatitlan, which

means "place of many paper trees or of

much paper." These names are formed' .

from amatl. the Aztec word for paper '

Because of the connection between paper

and native religious practices, the Chris-

tian Spanish conquerors began systemati-

cally eliminating traditional papermak-

ing. Possession of paper was sufficient

grounds to arrest a person for idolatry.!-';

Papermaking rapidly declined, and by tkit

nineteenth century, most students of pre-!';

Hispanic civilizations assumed that it had

vanished.

Then, in 1 900, an American anthropol-

ogist named Frederick Starr, traveling ir

the remote mountainous region of easterr

Mexico, found Otomi Indian villages ir

which traditional papermaking had sur-

vived. He observed women extending fi

bers on boards using stone beaters resem'

bling those uncovered by archeologists

He became the first Westerner since thi

early sixteenth century to witness and de



be this process. Even more remarkable

wj his discovery that the paper was still

bmg used in religious rituals. Entering a

itill shrine in one village, he saw an altar

aered with paper images that had been

sfinkled with the blood of sacrificed ani-

irls. "The most curious was cut into

giups of human figures, some of which

till crowns and horns, or tufts of hair,

apn the top of their heads. These were

seJ to be decorations for Montezuma, in

WDse honor a feast was given."

subsequent research has revealed that

Nhua, Tepehua, and, to a lesser extent,

Tionac Indian shamans from the same
rtion also cut paper figures for ritual use,

bi only the Otomis in the village of San

P)lito, Puebla state, continue to make
trlitional bark paper. San Pablito sup-

pits sheets of bark paper to the painters of

fc; images, who sell their colorful art-

W"k in tourist markets. These paintings

ai called amates, another word derived

frTi amatl. In addition, several shaman
eirepreneurs from this village have been

sicessful at selling samples of their cut

puer figures in the international tourist

itrket. Shamans from other villages,

h(vever, almost exclusively use industri-

al' manufactured tissue paper, which
tly buy in the local markets. One Nahua
slman explained to me that tissue paper

is cheaper and preferable because it

comes in colors.

Once I had witnessed a ritual, the

Nahua shamans opened up to me and

began to explain the identity and design of

their paper shapes. The figures are three

to ten inches tall and are cut with scissors.

Most are anthropomorphic and front-

faced, their hands raised at the sides of the

head. Various distinguishing features are

either cut into the body or protrude from

the arms, head, or sides. Each shaman has

a slightly different inventory of figures

and style of cutting, but paper figures

from neighboring Otomi and Tepehua vil-

lages are similar to those I collected

among the Nahuas.

Paper figures can be loosely classified

into five types. First there are those repre-

senting the major spirits—Sun, Earth,

Stars, and Water—in their many aspects

and manifestations. A second group repre-

sents disease-causing malos aires, or "bad

airs'" {ejecatl in Nahuatl), the souls of

people who have died tragic or violent

deaths. These spirits wander eternally,

like predatory animals in search of vic-

tims. The seed spirits, which are responsi-

ble for the crops, make up a third category

of paper cuttings. Fourth are the images of

witness or intermediary spirits, which act

as messengers between humans and major

spirits. Finally, there are miscellaneous

images used as altar adornments or in spe-

cialized rituals such as love magic.

Paper figures are important in most rit-

uals presided over by the shamans. A com-

mon ritual is a curing, or cleansing, de-

signed to rid a patient and his or her

surroundings of malos aires. Others in-

volve disease prevention, crop and human
fertility, harvest rites, life crises such as

birth and death, and love magic. Rituals

share in common a sequence of acts to rid

the area of malos aires, to which is often

added an offering to major spirits or their

intermediaries. A ritual directed to ances-

tor spirits, for example, requires the cut-

ting of paper figures of malos aires for the

preliminary cleansing and of intermediary

spirits who take offerings to the realm

where the ancestors live. A small curing

ritual may require only seven or eight fig-

ures, while larger rituals may involve up to

five or six hundred.

On one occasion the local headman,

Manuel, invited me to participate in a

cleansing held to protect him and the

other men who are village leaders from

disease during their terms of office. By
this time I had attended so many rituals

that I was expected to help in the prepara-

tions. At Manuel's house, the shaman di-

rected me and the other participants to

gather the necessary offerings to the ma-
los aires and various guardian spirits: to-

bacco, sacred herbs found in the forest,

copal incense, raw eggs, cane alcohol,

beeswax and tallow candles, cornmeal,

and sacrificial chickens and turkeys. Ex-

pensive bottles of soft drinks and beer,

purchased at a distant market, were also

required. As we assembled the necessary

offerings, the shaman took out a sheaf of

paper and began to cut images of the ap-

propriate spirits.

When all was prepared, the shaman
bathed each chicken and turke>' in incense

smoke. Chanting to various spirit helpers,

he broke the birds' necks and laid the

birds on the earthen floor. (These were

cooked and offered to the spirits later in

the ritual.) The shaman then laid out on

the house floor an altar composed of sev-

eral paper images of malos aires and some
of the offerings. He chanted over the fig-
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/; An Otorrii shaman spatters paper

ires andsacred herbs with sacrificial

ken blood. The chicken will be

ked andpresented to spirits so that

kv may consume its essence. It will

kn be eaten bypeople in attendance.

ow: To draw out spirits in the

lent 's body, the shaman rubs the

ient with the chicken and a bundle of

<erfigures and sacred herbs.

Jis, imploring the spirits to accept the

Jljrings and to depart from the village

eljers' bodies and their surroundings.

T'i shaman then formed a bundle of pa-

pi| figures and altar adornments and

ri!bed it vigorously over the men while

mning, xiahke! xiahke! ("begone! be-

lifter replacing the bundled items on

tf: floor, the shaman began a long chant.

Sirling a smoking incense brazier, he

dilicated the offerings to the malos aires

H asked the spirits to leave the men and
tljir families alone. After a while, he

spread the tobacco, raw eggs, cane alco-

hol, cornmeal, and other offerings on the

paper figures before him, enticing the

spirits to come and feed on their respective

images. Then repeating the command
xiahke! xiahke!, he turned the paper fig-

ures over and violently ripped them to

pieces. This final act was designed to dis-

orient the malos aires, preventing them

from finding their way back to the men.

The spirits were thus forced to return to

their places of origin.

The shaman repeated the procedure of

making an altar and then destroying it at

six additional locations: at the house en-

trance, on a trail leading from the house,

at a crossroad, by the stream where the

family bathed, at a prehistoric ruin be-

lieved to be a doorway to the underworld,

and near the family fireplace, in which a

guardian spirit was supposed to live. Each
of these locations was cleansed of malos
aires to rid the surroundings of danger and

to protect the men on their daily rounds.

The shaman made a final offering at the

peak of a sacred hill, before images of

witness and intermediary spirits, go-

betweens who would take the offerings to

the powerful guardians who would actu-

ally protect the men.

While he was cutting images of the ma-
los aires, the shaman observed that these

spirits were filthy and disgusting. In Span-

ish they are called basura. or "garbage."

The shaman said they live in dank caves,

tangled underbrush, or stagnant pools of

water. He portrayed them with infectious

spines or dirty matted hair. Several were

cut with animal horns, linking them to the

spirit Tlauelilo (Wrathful One), who is

the Nahua equivalent of the Devil and is

believed to rule over unclean animals. An-

other shaman explained, "These are bad

spirits; they make you sick, they ruin your

corn, they kill your children." Any disas-

ter, from crop failure to barrenness to ma-

laria, is linked to these malevolent spirits

of the dead. Sorcerers send misfortune in

the form of malos aires, and mental disor-

ders are also attributed to them. Many
spirits are attracted by people's misbehav-

ior. Gossip, anger, slander, and acts of

sorcery draw them into the village, where

they seek out victims at random. Thus, an

individual's bad deeds endanger everyone.

The names of malos aires are revealing:

Tlasole Ejecatl. Filth Wind; Mictlan

Tlasole Ejecatl. Underworld Filth Wind;

Apantlasole Ejecatl, Water Filth Wind,

and so on. People the world over safeguard

their cultural and social systems by identi-

fying agents of disruption with filth and

dirt—in short, pollution. Examples of pol-

luting behavior in Western culture include

incest, which is a disruption of the kinship

system, and, on a more mundane level, the

placing of a tennis shoe on the dining-room

table, which offends the order of a house-



A patient's image is bathed in copal

incense smoke to strengthen his spirit ant

make him healthy. The Indians believe

that the smoke makes apaper image

sacred and carries the message ofthe

ritual upward.

hold. The malos aires are Nahua personi-

fications of pollution. They are associated

with misbehavior and so represent viola-

tions or disruptions of social norms, ele-

ments of disharmony in village life. The

malos aires are former human beings who

have turned against their living kin. Since

they are attracted to a village by the mis-

behavior of the inhabitants, they are pol-

lutants put there by the very human be-

ings upon whom they prey.

Initially I collected samples of the pa-

per figures to get an idea of the extent of

the spirit pantheon, but as the collection

surpassed 1,000 specimens, I realized the

futility of the task. Almost anything can

have a paper image made of it. Examples

include plants, animals, human beings,

musical instruments, houses, fire, and wa-

ter. A seemingly endless number of spirits

are propitiated in rituals. In addition, any

single spirit may have multiple manifesta-

tions with contradictory characteristics.

The Nahua Earth spirit, for example, is

represented in rituals as Tlali, Earth;

Tlaltepactle, Tlalticpac, Tlalticpa, all as-

pects of Earth's surface; Axcatlaltipatli,

Earth as a Whole (literally "Belongings of

the Earth"); Tlalimematsi, Wife of the

Lord of the Earth; Tlaxwewentsi, Lord of

the Earth; Tlaltetata, Father Earth;

Tlaltenana, Mother Earth; Tlalsisme,

Aunt of the Earth; Tlaltepa, Earth Place;

Semanawak Tlaltentle, Edge of the

Earth; Moctezuma, Devouring Earth; and

so on. Shamans stress that these are the

same spirit, even though Tlaltenana is a

benevolent provider while Moctezuma is a

monster that devours dead bodies and

leads the malos aires.

The multiplicity and contradictory na-

ture of spirits in the Indian pantheons led

explorers to disparage the Indian reli-

gions. After a visit to the Otomis, Victor

Von Hagen wrote, "Such is the lament-

able decadence of Mexican paper," while

Dard Hunter observed, "Paper among the

Otomis does not concern the intellectual."

Lenz commented, "In many regions it was

not possible to eliminate all of the vestiges

of idolatry that even now exist in the ab-

original mentality." With the pantheon of

spirits changing from one village to the

next and even from one shaman to an-
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other, modern ethnographers as well are

tempted to describe the native religion as

polytheistic and leave it at that.

But the design of the paper images sug-

gests that there is a unifying inner struc-

ture in Mesoamerican Indian religious

thought. At the center of each image is a

human figure set in its characteristic

stance—a feature that does not vary with

the cultural affiliation of the shaman who

cuts it. Shamans add to this core a series of

markers that define the character of the

spirit being depicted. These include color,

headdress, clothing, shoes, hair, spines,

and, in the case of seed spirits, fruits and

vegetables. This form of depiction allows

the viewer to distinguish specific individ-

uals in a group of spirits while simulta-

neously providing continuity among them.

In my view, the religion is not polytheis-

tic, that is, based on a belief in a number of

individual spirits each with a name,

personality, range of power, and specific

domain. Instead, the underlying similarity

of the paper figures leads me to embrace a

suggestion made by the late Eva Hunt, an

authority on Mesoamerican religions, that

these religions have a pantheistic quality.

In pantheism (a term usually reserved to

describe certain Eastern religions) the en-

tire universe is sacred, and the spiritual

entities that constitute the pantheon are

but transitory manifestations of the great

unity. Everything is related, and those

things that appear to be separate—even

opposite—are actually the same thing.

The earth, for example, is not a solitary

spirit that makes crops grow, but an as-

pect of a greater whole, containing within

it all of the complexities and contradic-

tions of the universe.

Through their rituals and paper images,

the shamans temporarily break the unity

into manageable segments in order to re-

store harmony and balance between

humans and the powers in the universe.

Since the Nahua are horticulturists, the

spirits conceived and given form are typi-

cally connected to cultivation—spirits as-

sociated with aspects of the earth, water,

sun, seeds, and of diseases that rob both

plants and people of their vitality. When I

puzzled over why the paper figures were

so similar, Antonio simply replied, "Be-

cause they are the same thing." I noi

realize what he meant: the paper image

are the same spirit in different guises.

The earth is inextricably united wit

everything else, but temporarily becomf

a separate entity when being addressed i

a ritual or when a shaman cuts its imag

out of paper. Furthermore, when aske

about this spirit, the shaman will descril

its nature as it appears in that particuli

context or paper image. Thus, on differer

occasions, Antonio described the earth aj

a beneficent provider, a bringer of rain

devouring monster, and a leader of mala

aires. When I questioned him about thi

he replied, "The earth is all these things

The unity that Ues at the heart of thi

Indian religion partly reveals itself amii

the color and diversity of the ritual prac

tices, the complex pantheons, and th

stacks of blood-soaked paper image!

When I asked the Nahua shamans abou

this unity, they replied that Toteotsi (Ou

Honored Deity) was the one spirit, an

pointed to the sun. The sun, which occi

pies a similar position in Otomi an

Tepehua pantheons, is a creator deity th?

looks down upon earth from its place i

the sky. When portrayed anthropomo:

phically in cut paper, the sun exemplifit

the principles of action, movement, an

power. Thus, the underlying unity appeal

to be the principle of animation itself; thi,

which imbues objects, animals, plant

and people with a vital life force.

One Nahua word for spirit, tona, lite

ally means "heat" or "sun," as if the sun

the source of the animating principle. Tt

Tepehua word for their religion

Halakiltunti, The Moving of Things. An

the pre-Hispanic Aztecs, who conceive

of the current, human era as the fifth

the history of the cosmos, called it A'^fli

Ollin, or Four-Movement. This name, us

ally linked to their idea that our era w

end in earthquakes, may also undersco

that activity is the organizing theme of oi

age. As a symbol of an animate being, tl

human figure, which is the core element

the shamans' paper figures, provides a v

ible representation of this principle of ai

mation, affording us a glimpse of tl

cosmology of the great city-states of a

cient Mesoamerica.

•





Review!

After Christopher Columbus
by John R. AJden

The 500th anniversary of Columbus's

landfall in the New World is almost upon

us. Although he was indubitably preceded

by others, Columbus initiated the Euro-

pean colonization of the Western Hemi-

sphere and for practical purposes should

be credited with its discovery. But the

upcoming quinquecentennial celebrations

seem destined to reopen a number of other

longstanding issues. The first will be the

question of where Columbus actually

landed. More generally, historians will

want to reexamine the progress and conse-

quences of Spain's exploitation of these

remarkable new lands.

Two new books mark the opening salvos

of what promises to be a fascinating series

of debates. In the Wake of Columbus
contains seven scholarly papers arguing

what is delicately called "the Columbus
landfall problem," an issue that even now
engenders controversy. Spanish Sea, by

contrast, presents a thorough, careful de-

scription of the Spanish exploration and

colonization of the lands around the Gulf

of Mexico. Both are worth reading.

It may come as a surprise to hear that

there is any dispute about where Colum-

bus first landed. The nautical historian

Samuel Eliot Morison said it was Wat-

lings Island, and the people of the Baha-

mas felt confident enough in that identifi-

cation to rename Watlings "San Sal-

vador," the name with which Columbus
christened his landfall. But if the contribu-

tors to In the Wake of Columbus agree

about anything, it is that there are a fistful

of reasons to question Morison's choice.

The source of this modern-day confu-

sion is simple. The original journal of Co-

lumbus's first voyage has been lost, and

the only document left to work with is an

abstracted copy made by the Spanish

chronicler Bartolome de Las Casas during

the first half of the sixteenth century. This

summary of the Diario de Colon is gener-

ally considered reliable, but Las Casas did

omit some sections of the original docu-

ment and edit others. In the end, there is

In the Wake of Columbus, edited by

Louis De Vorsey, Jr., and John Parker.

Wayne State University Press. $25; 232

pp.. illus. Spanish Sea, by Robert S.

Weddle. Texas A & M University Press,

$34.50: 457pp.. illus.

no way to determine just how accurately

he reproduced the original ship's log. Sub-

sequent transcriptions have only magni-

fied the problems that interpreters of the

Diario face.

To clarify the impact of these issues, it

is necessary to understand how investiga-

tors attack the landfall question. Colum-

bus's log has a fixed starting point in the

Canary Islands and a generally agreed-

upon landing at Cuba's Bahia Bariay; in

between, is an elaborate but frustratingly

vague description of a meandering sail

through the Bahamas. Thus, the location

of San Salvador can be identified by work-

ing forward from the Canaries, backward

from Cuba, or from details in the descrip-

tions of the various Bahamian islands that

Columbus visited. Unfortunately, each

approach produces a different answer.

The confusion springs from several

sources. First, there are internal con-

tradictions in Las Casas's version of the

original log. Where he has written las isla,

for instance, we cannot tell whether the

voyagers saw islands (the plural article) or

an island (the singular noun). At another

point. Las Casas seems to have miscopiec

sueste (southeast) as gueste (west). Is tht

extant punctuation Columbus's own, q

does it come from Las Casas? Each d

these issues introduces uncertainty int(

the sequence of events recorded in th

Diario de Colon.

There are also problems with transli

tion. After all, the Admiral of the Ocea

Sea was little more than a partly educate^

sailor from Genoa, and his fluency in Ca^

tilian Spanish is open to question. As J

result, we don't really know whether hi

used the words isla (island), isleo (smaj

island), and isleta (tiny island) consis

tently and to make meaningful distino

tions. And what about punta (pointj

angla (wide cape), and cabo (cape)

golfo (gulf) and canal (channel)?

Finally, there are questions about t]

accuracy of Columbus himself. Althou]

the president of the Leif Ericson Society

hardly impartial, there is some truth to hi:

observation that Columbus "didn't knov

where he was going; and when he gd
\

there, didn't know where he was; an

when he returned, didn't know where h|

had been." This confusion went beyon(

Columbus's failure to recognize that hi

hadn't found Asia. On more than one oc

casion he sounds thoroughly lost. Hi

rarely mentions details such as whether hi

approached the northern or southern era

of an island, and he unquestionably exag

gerated in calling one harbor "largi

-

enough for all the ships of Christendom.'*,

A smattering of hyperbole seems forc:

givable, for Columbus had every reason ti

magnify the importance of what he hai

found. But the possibility of systematic

exaggeration gives students of the Colum

bian voyage altogether too much latitud

in interpreting the evidence of his log

I
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These problems and a host of other eso-

'

teric disputes—whether San Salvador or

Grand Turk is shaped more like a bean

pod, whether Columbus mistook the faint

star Alfirk for Polaris, how far one could

see from the Santa Maria's crow's nest, or

the distance an Arawak Indian might pad-

dle a canoe in a day—make the great

landfall debate entertaining indeed.

There are not many answers to be found

in this book. But because of its many his-

torical, linguistic, geographic, ecological,

navigational, and anthropological com-

plications, the issue of where Columbus
first set foot on the New World proves a

fascinating one. There is much to be

learned from the glorious can of worms
that In the Wake ofColumbus opens, and

the book certainly offers an enjoyable way
for landlubbers to begin their exploration

of the Bahamas.

For many people, however, this sort of

debate seems immaterial. Columbus un-

questionably found land, and what really

matters is that within a few score years the

Spanish had destroyed the world they en-

countered and were creating something

new. For readers interested in the results,

Robert Weddle's encyclopedic Spanish

Sea offers a more attractive venture.

Weddle's book is a narrative history de-

scribing Spain's effort to explore and colo-

nize the shores of northeastern Mexico
and America's Gulf Coast, He begins with

the initial penetration of the Gulf of Mex-
ico—the titular Spanish Sea—in 1508,

and with Ponce de Leon's discovery of

Florida in 1513. The Spanish lost interest

in these northern lands, however, when
Hernandez de Cordoba (commissioned

for the voyage because "he was very able

at kidnapping and killing Indians") dis-

covered Maya cities on the shores of the

Yucatan. The riches of Mexico drew the

invaders westward, and it was not until

1 528 that a serious attempt was made to

explore along the northern shores of the

Spanish Sea.

But the long delay hardly mattered.

Through an accident of ocean geography,

Spain was able to monopolize this vast

region for nearly two centuries. Primitive

European sailing vessels could not breast

the powerful current of the Gulf Stream,

and they were forced to enter the Gulf of

Mexico either by hugging Cuba's north-

ern shore or sailing the length of the Ca-
ribbean to the 125-mile-wide channel be-

tween Cuba and the Yucatan Peninsula.

Few foreigners were willing to risk such

voyages in the face of the Spanish fleet.

Although the Spaniards were able to

keep other Europeans out, they never did

manage to settle this coast themselves.

Expedition after expedition set off to
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ireater Florida (a territory that encom-

assed everything from Georgia's Atlan-

c coast to Tamauiipas, Mexico) only to

e driven out by starvation, hostile Indi-

£ 'ns, and disease. By 1685, when Weddle's

:udy ends, America's Gulf Coast was still

ot colonized and the French and English

ai 'ere ready to move in.

Spanish Sea presents a catalog of rea-

ms for this Spanish failure. Spain's expe-

!' itions were invariably undermanned and
-: ndersupplied. Every attempt seems to

' ave been plagued by poor planning, weak

:adership, chronic discontent, and oifi-

• ial interference. Many of the vessels sail-

: ig this sea were unsound, and more than

ne sank in port. Hurricanes regularly de-

royed ships carrying food, messages, and

enforcements, and the invaders' brutal-

y inspired fierce aboriginal resistance.

(Unfortunately, Weddle is primarily

ancerned with what, when, and where; he

i' ever analyzes this parade of failures to

>cplain why. In essence, I would suggest

K lie Spaniards failed because their efforts

iHfere parasitical. Instead of working to

Klipport themselves, they stole their food

b om native villages and did their best to

! aslave any Indian they could catch. Al-

lough the conquistadors were preter-

aturally brave when faced with a fight,

lost proved willing to starve before they

ould stoop to working the soil. They were

ble to conquer empires, but when they

ncountered tribal societies that could

mply slip out of their way, the Spaniards

ere helpless.

This culture of conquest was not, of

purse, the Spaniards' only problem. The
lew World was underpopulated, and

)yal policies restraining trade kept the

Mexican and Caribbean colonies chroni-

ally underequipped. When twenty-two

rench pirates could terrorize a town as

hportant as Campeche, as happened in

561, it is hard to see how the Spaniards

Duld have mounted an adequate colonial

>tpedition even if the political will to do so

ad existed.

Still, the tales of adventure Weddle re-

ntes are so gripping that in the end his

ick of analysis hardly matters. Hernando

•e Soto's four-year exploration of the

imerican southeast is only one of a dozen

f so exploits that the author describes

fith candor, skill, and grace. Weddle re-

reates the excitement and challenge of

'lis era, and Spanish Sea provides a fine

itroduction to a surprisingly neglected

eriod in colonial history.

ohn R. Alden, an anthropologist and

Titer living in Ann Arbor, Michigan, is

•orkingon a history of the National Wil-

'erness Preservation System.
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Europe's heritage to the scenic won-
ders ofSouth America. From the Mid-

dle East to Australia. Even the rich

treasures of India and the Orient.

With over 140 departures to choose

from, we're sure you'll find at least

one that will particularly delight you.

For further information about Swan
Hellenic Art Treasure Tours, see your

Travel Agent or send in the coupon
below for a free colorful

brochure.

Join us for a
•'

. deeper apprecia-

tion of the world's

HELLENIC
A Division ol P&O Cruises

500 FIFTH AVENL'F
NEW YORK. NY lOUO
|212| 719 1200 t)r |800) 2211666

Please send me your Swan Hellenic Art Treasure

Tours Brochure.

Addri

City.

.
,,'/iHife5Afr

CHINA
Stay in the best hotels

on the best-selling tours.
Only Pacific Delight, number one to China and the Orient, offers

China's leading luxury hotels on every one of its best-selling tours in

1986. All at unbeatable value. Choose among 23 different fully-

escorted itineraries, 1 7 to 25 days, with frequent weekly departures.

All visit the must-see Golden Route cities. Then you may cruise the

Yangtze or journey to Tibet. Venture on to other Asian capitals, or to

Russia on a round-the-world adventure. Send for our 1986 China
Experience" brochure with complete details. Then talk to your

travel agent.

— GO WITH THE REAL EXPERTS"
Pacific Delight Tours, Inc., 132 Madison Ave., New Yor(<, NY 10016

(212) 684-7707 (N.Y) or toll-free (800) 221-7179 (U.S. and Canada).

Please rush me your 1986 CHINA EXPERIENCE " brochure.

Address-

Cly

My travel agent is_

^ PACIFIC DELIGHT TOURS, INC.



A complete listing of Evergreen and Hard-

wood Seedlings and Transplants, Land-

scape Ornamentals, Rooted Cuttings,

Ground Covers. Container-Grown Plants,

plus money-saving Special Offers

We ship to all

U.S. States and Canada _

Please send FREE CATALOG to:

Name

State

Zip _
MUSSER FORESTS

D Box 1 0F-A I ndiana. PA 1 5701

1986 WHALE CENTER
NATURE ADVENTURES
featuring Whales of the World

Cruises Wildlife Tours lo Australia, Ba|a,

Antarclio Galapatios Spji of Cortez, Alaska —
Help Support Our Nonprofil Whale Conservalion tdorls' ^1 1

FREE CATALOG

C<'
Whale Center, 3929 Piedmont Aie ,

Oakland, CA 94611

(415)654 6621

^ .««>**

NORTHAVEST PASSAGE
Cruise Adventures

Nortliwest Passage • Greenland • Canadian Arctic •

Maritime Provinees. Join us as we cruise the Northern
waters, retrace the voyages of famed explorers, and
view the eclectic wildlife. Naturalist guides accompany
all expeditions. Departs August 1986 and 1987. 20-23

days
"'-"'- --'--' """ '"" """'

Dept. NHOl, 723 Broadway E. Seattle,WA 98102

City JAS_
CRUISES D Antarctica D Amazon D Cfiilean fjords D Halle/iComel

BOnent Express DlmperialPeliing Express UParis lo Peking Express
Trans-Siberian Special D LAlft) EXPEDITIONS D OOURMET

ADVENTURES D AROUND THE WORLD BY LUXURY JETD PRO-
JECT SPACE VOYAGE

FACES
Exciting new magazine for children!

FACES: The magarine about people— all

over the world! From China to Peru,

FACES explores the fascinating worlds of

anthropology, archeology, and far away
places. An unusual magazine for unusual

children 8 to 14 years old. Published by
Cobblestone with the American Museum
of Natural History. To order (or give a gift)

send $16.50 to: FACES Magazine, Room 3.

20 Grove Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Museum Members, take $2.50 discount off

subscription price!

A Warrior's Last Stance
On a chilly afternoon this past October,

a muscular Italian-American named
Richard Liotta stood in a wood-frame

mock-up of a Museum display case, naked

except for an athletic supporter. Sculptor

Karen Atta coated Liotta's body with vas-

eline, and using the same materials and

methods that an orthopedic surgeon uses

to set a broken limb, made an eight-sec-

tioned mold of his body. For forty-five

minutes an electric heater warmed Liotta

and kept him from shivering as Atta and

four assistants applied strips of gauze

soaked in plaster

When they hardened, the plaster molds

were set aside. Later, they would be used

to make a mannequin of a Kayapo war-

rior, an aboriginal Indian from central

Brazil. The warrior is the seventh in a

series of life-size figures being made by

the art studio of Elliot and Ivan Schwartz

for the Museum's Hall of South American

Peoples, scheduled to open in 1988. The

image of the Kayapo warrior required a

model with a certain body type. The
Kayapo are tall, strong people. "They are

easily six feet, and some are taller," says

Laila Williamson, anthropology exhibit

associate. "They work outside and spend

hours, sometimes days, in the forest on

hunting trips." Richard Liotta, who is six

feet tall and weighs 167 pounds, was a

good physical match for the warrior Be-

sides, he says, "It's somewhat suited to

myself as a person. There's really no dif-

ference between someone who grew up as

a hunter in the Amazon and someone who
grew up on the Upper East Side. The
survival instincts are the same."

The Schwartz studio is housed on the

second story of a red-brick walkup in the

warehouse district of lower Manhattan.

Here, Robert L. Carneiro, curator of

South American ethnology, and William-

son coached Liotta in the role he was to

portray. Because these Indians still live in

a tribal society, much as they have for

centuries, anthropologists have been able

to live among and photograph the Kayapo.
For half an hour, Carneiro and Williamson

described to Liotta the habits and customs
of the Indians and showed him pictures of

a Kayapo warrior Liotta's naked body was
painted black except for his hands and

feet, and his arms and neck were deccf

rated with bands of red, white, and blue

glass beads. Using photographs as a guide,

Carneiro, Williamson, and Atta set Liotta

in various positions, looking for one that

was comfortable for the model, as well as

anthropologically correct. "It might look

good to us," Williamson says, "but if it's

not comfortable to Liotta, then no Indian

would be in that pose either."

The ideal representation would show

the warrior erect, a wooden club in hL<

upraised hands, ready to strike a charging

enemy. But the restricted space of the

display case prevented the use of this pose.

An alternative was chosen—Liotta as-

sumed a crouched position, the club to his

side, just above his shoulder. (This stance.

I suggested, resembled that of a baseball

At the I

American i

Museum
Middle Eastern Dance

Middle Eastern dance, often called

belly dance, originated in prebiblical

times and formed part of a group of reli-

gious rites that venerated motherhood

and prepared women for the physical ef-

forts of childbirth. On Sunday, January 5,

at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. the dancer Morocco

will perform several Middle Easterr

dances in the Kaufmann Theater. The

program is free. For additional informa-

tion call (212) 873-1300, ext. 559.

Paul Robeson: Man of Conscience

In honor of Black History Month, the

American Museum and WNET/Thirteen
will present a lecture on Paul Robeson,

black actor, singer, and civil rights activ-

ist, and show the Academy Award-win-

ning documentary Paul Robeson: Tribute

to an Artist. Through the story of Robe-

son's life, this film examines attitudes and

policies in this country toward people of

color and toward dissent in the 1930s,

'40s, and '50s. The program will take

place on January 9, at 8:00 p.m. in the

Main Auditorium. Paul Robeson, Jr., will

introduce the documentary and answer

questions from the audience. Tickets are
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The Living Museum

lyer squaring to bunt, but Williamson

I nged at the idea. "We tried very hard to

; oid any baseball imagery," she said.)

Two weeks later, Atta began putting

1 b pieces of the mannequin together. The

I 'A, cast from the mold in solid steel and

c^ered with plaster, were placed on the

r; a cardboard square of Liotta's foot-

nts, made while he posed, showed the

dact positioning. The back half of

1 atta's torso and legs, already cast in half

inch of plaster, was strung from the

diling and lowered onto the feet. Polaroid

1 otos showed the proper positioning.

ta plastered two steel rods protruding

I im the foot casts into the back of the

t so and plastered the seam between the

t so and feet. She repeated this process

I til all eight sections were assembled.

The warrior's height and build came
from Liotta, and a North American In-

dian will eventually give the mannequin
its face. It was Atta, though, who gave the

Indian the specific characteristics of the

Kayapo body. The torso, for instance, was

filled in from the hips to the underarms.

As Williamson explains, "The South

American Indians don't have waists, as we
do. They have a tubular body build." The
mannequin's feet were redesigned as well;

because the Kayapo wear no shoes, their

toes are spread.

The finished warrior will be placed be-

hind glass as part of a section on warfare.

There for the next fifty years, perhaps

even longer, he will crouch, his club raised

to strike.

MarshallSchwartzman

{ e and can be ordered from the Depart-

I ;nt of Education. Please enclose a self-

dress, stamped envelope. One ticket per

I
rson, please. For additional information

( 1(212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

!

,fpanese Fantasy Dance Suite

The New York-based Saeko Ichinohe

I Ince Company will perform a program

;ed on Japanese folklore and mythol-

(jy. Among the creatures to be portrayed

i ; the Kirin, a composite beast with a

( igon's head and a stag's body, and the

1 ku, a fabulous beast that eats bad

( ;ams. The program will take place in

I ; Kaufmann Theater at 2:00 and 4:00

1 1. For additional information please

(212) 873-1327. ext. 559.

' e Story Concert Players

Jamaican folk tunes, a Russian tale,

i d North American legends are all part

Tales and Tunes from Around the

i )rld. on Sunday, January 26. Christine

( mpbell and the musicians of the Story

< ncert Players will perform dramatic

1 :ms, chamber music, and folk tunes in

t s program designed for a family audi-

« ;e. At the show's conclusion, children

I ly participate in a series of informal

\ rkshops about musical instruments,

f k traditions, and the dramatic arts.

' ;kets for Tales and Tunesfrom Around
I ' World are S3.00 for members and

3 00 for nonmembers and must be or-

( ed in advance. The performance will

take place at 10:30 a.m. and 2:30 p.m. in

the Kaufmann Theater. For additional in-

formation please call (212) 873-1327.

Pioneers the History Books Forgot

Black people arrived with Columbus
and explored with Balboa and Cortez.

They became gold diggers, cattle brand-

ers, pathfinders, homesteaders, outlaws,

and sheriffs. Women too were an integral

part of western expansion. On Thursday,

January 30, at 6:30 p.m.,two guest speak-

ers devote a slide show/lecture in the

Main Auditorium to the pioneers whom
most people never hear about. This free

program is presented in conjunction with

the exhibition Masterpieces ofthe Ameri-

can West and is open only to members.

Tickets must be ordered in advance. For

additional information please call (212)

873-1327.

At the Hayden Planetarium

Halley's Comet: Once in a Lifetime,

narrated by Leonard Nimoy, is back at

the Planetarium. This Sky Show discusses

how comets are formed and where and

how to look for them. The second feature,

Hayden: The Golden Years, not only

lakes viewers back through the past fifty

years of astronomical discovery but also

peers into the future to ponder what the

next five decades might bring. The show

is narrated by Charlton Heston. For time

and price information please call (212)

873-8828.

rL.L.BeanS

FREE
Spring Catalog
Features quality apparel and footwear for men and

women who enjoy the outdoors. Fishing, hiking,

camping, canoeing, and cycling equipment Fur-

nishings and accessories for home and camp. All

fully illustrated and honestly described. Our 74th

year of providing dependable mail order service.

We pay all regular postage and handling charges.

D Send FREE Spring Catalog

Name

Address.

City

State Jip-

L. L. Bean, Inc.

^ 79 1 Ca»co Si., Freeport. ME 04033

y Learn Spanish ^

On Your Own!
Not just a phrasebook. but a real language

course! More than 29 hours of recorded material

make this self-mstructional cassette 'book course

a truly effective way to learn Spanish.

The course consists of a senes of cassettes

recorded by native Latin-Amencan Spaiush speak-

ers, and accompanying textbook. You'll learn to

speak Spanish the way you learned English — by

listening and repeating It's easy, and takes only

25 minutes a day Your cassette player becomes

your "teaching machme " You learn where and

when you want to. and at your own pace.

The course was developed by the Foreign Ser-

vice Institute to train US State Department per-

sonnel. In addition, it has been used successfully

by thousands of our mail-order customers.

Packaged in handsome vinyl binders, the course

IS available in two parts, OixJer either, or save

10% by ordering both:

3 Volume I: Basic. I 2 cassettes 1 17 hr, I. man-

ual and 464-p text. SI 35.

3 Volume II: Intermediate: 8 cassettes 1 12 hri.

manual and614-p te,xt.S120

(CT residents add sales tax i

I

PKxie ordei^ call toll-trce 1-800-243-1234
|

To order by mail, clip this ad and send w-ith

>our name and address, and a check or mone>

order — <:k charge to your credit card iMS.A. Mas-

terCard. .\mEx. Diners I by enclosing card number,

expiration date, and your signature

Tr> It for 3 weeks at no risk — we promise

pnampt refund if not completely satisfied. We offer

courses in 42 languages, send for free catalog,

auoiaPGRum
k R,>-.m .\41 .

Qf- rt'.^ad S- ,
Gu:i>".?-d, CT •'.'f'iy i
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A TeUtale Wobble
The slight oscillation ofa dim star led

to the detection ofits tiny companion object

by Stephen R Maran

There is a strange, dim object orbiting a

tiny star, known as VB8, about twenty-one

light-years away from the earth in the

constellation Ophiuchus. The object was

first observed in December 1984. and

astronomers have been trying to classify it

ever since. It, too, has an unimpressive

designation—VB8B. (VB stands for the

late George Van Biesbroeck, an astrono-

mer who spent much of his career at the

Yerkes Observatory in Wisconsin and dis-

covered the tiny star. The number eight

means the star is eighth on Van Bies-

broeck's list of stars. The second B indi-

cates in astronomer's parlance that the

object is the faint companion of VB8.)

Some astronomers believe that VB8B
may be a red dwarf—the least massive of

all types of stars. Other astronomers say

the object is probably a brown dwarf.

These are hypothetical objects presumed

to have been formed, like stars, by con-

densation from interstellar clouds but, un-

like stars, with a mass too light to ignite

the steady nuclear burning of hydrogen in

their centers that is a necessary stellar

characteristic. Brown dwarfs are gener-

ally conceived of as objects that may be

more massive than planets, but are even

less massive than red dwarf stars. The

suggestion has even been made that the

object may be a planet orbiting the star

VB8. There are arguments for and against

each of these propositions, and those who
do not work in the field may ask, what dif-

ference does the classification of the

object make?

Red dwarf stars are believed to be the

most numerous of all stars in our galaxy,

so one more would not have great signifi-

cance. Since brown dwarfs are hypotheti-

cal objects, detection of one would con-

firm the hypothesis. Planets, however, are

an altogether different matter. If VB8B
should be a verifiable planet orbiting a

star—as our earth orbits our star, the

sun— it would be the first extrasolar

planet known to exist outside science fic-

tion. Further, because planets are proba-

bly a necessary precondition for life, the

identification of VB8B as a planet might

add substance to the possibility of other

faraway planets that might harbor extra-

terrestrial life.

Robert Harrington, of the U.S. Naval

Observatory in Washington, D.C., a noted

investigator of star positions and motions,

found through precision measurements on

telescopic photographs of the star VB8,

made at intervals over the years, that it

wobbles somewhat as it moves through

space. This led him to suggest that the tiny

star had an even smaller companion,

whose slight gravitational attraction

caused the star to revolve in a diminutive

orbit around their common center of mass.

Since the center of mass is itself moving

through our Milky Way galaxy, the star is

actually orbiting around a moving point,

and the orbital motion appears to an ob-

server on the earth as a wobble.

If the theory of a wobbling star sounds

familiar, it is probably because many peo-

ple have heard of Barnard's star (also in

Ophiuchus), named for another deceased

American astronomer. In the 1960s, a

Swarthmore College astronomer an-

nounced that Barnard's star is wobbling as

it moves, and he claimed that the wobbles

are the result of two accompanying plan-

ets. That finding remains unconfirmed tc

this day, and some astronomers have spe-

cifically rejected it, but observations with

the Hubble Space Telescope, to be

launched on the Space Shuttle next Au-

gust, are expected to settle the question.

Since the announcement about Bar-

nard's star, astronomers have monitored

the motions of many other nearby stars, on

the lookout for telltale wobbles. Harring-

ton, in particular, has reported finding sev-

eral such wobbles of low-mass stars in the

sun's vicinity, presumably caused by the

presence of even lower-mass and hence

fainter companions that might be brown

dwarfs or planets or very-low-mass red

dwarfs. However, prior to the December

1 984 announcement concerning VB8B, no

visible light or other radiation from any of

these low-mass companions had ever been

directly measured or photographed. Since

the existence of the claimed planets of

Barnard's star had also never been inde-

pendently confirmed, the significance, if

any, of Harrington's wobbles was an open

question. Direct detection of the light

from one of the tiny companion objects of

a Harrington wobbler such as VB8 would,

therefore, lend much support to Harring-

ton's reports. That feat, for VB8B, was

accomplished by three astronomers from

the University of Arizona, in Tucson, led

by Donald McCarthy, and was the subject

of the above-mentioned December 1984.
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BRUNCH
WITH A
BRONTOSAURUS.

At the American Museum of Natural

History, you can brunch with the animals.

Because downstairs we now have a

beautiful restaurant we call (what else?)

the American Museum Restaurant. Here

an anthropologist can dig up surprises like

Maryland crab cakes or huevos rancheros.

A taxidermist can stuff herself on raisin

bread trench toast. And a zoologist can go

ape over our frittata with bacon. Even a

regular West Sider can have his taste buds

tickled. Imagine that.

m
AMERICAN MUSEUM

RESTAURANT
AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

CENTRAL PARK WEST AT 79TH STREET

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10024

(212) 874-3436

LUNCH :Mon.-Fri. 1 1:30 AM-4:00 PM
AFTERNOON TEA: Every day 4:00 PM-5:00 PM
DINNER: Wed., Fri., Sot. 5:00 PM-7:30 PM
BRUNCH: Sat. & Sun. 11:30 AM-4:00 PM
Free Admission to Museum after 5 PM Fn. & So'

Due to a generous grant from Mobil



announcement. The McCarthy team used

a new technique called infrared speckle

interferometry. which enables observers

to find faint sources of infrared light that

are located close to relatively bright stars.

The speckle interferometry technique re-

vealed a dim object next to VB8, which

was glowing feebly in infrared light and

was apparently too faint and too cool to be

a star of any known type.

The McCarthy group concluded that

they had detected VB8B. the companion

object of VB8 whose existence Harrington

had inferred from that star's wobble.

Since the companion was too faint and

dim to be a star, they called it a brown

dwarf and claimed it was the first directly

observed extrasolar planet. (Not all

astronomers distinguish brown dwarfs

from planets. If the object orbits a star,

these astronomers would say the dwarf is a

planet.) That claim, which attracted

worldwide attention, led to a controversy

over nomenclature.

At a January 1985 press briefing in

Tucson, which I chaired, McCarthy de-

fended calling VB8B a planet, pointing

out that although the object is much more

massive than Jupiter (according to esti-

mates by other astronomers made since

that briefing it may weigh in at seventy

Jovian masses), it is denser than the planet

and has about the same diameter—that is,

it has more mass packed into a compa-

rable volume. If it were put in Jupiter's

place, VB8B would shine—in visible

light—by the reflected light of the sun.

Further, as seen from the earth, it would

then appear to have about the same
brightness as that of Jupiter.

If VB8B were a low-mass red dwarf

star, it would then, by definition, shine as a

result of nuclear reactions that would

steadily burn hydrogen at its center for

billions of years. But experts on theoreti-

cal models for low-mass stars, such as

Francesca D'Antona of the Osservatorio

Astronomico di Roma, in Italy, agree that

VB8B is not massive enough to burn hy-

drogen in that way.

I once agreed with the initial assess-

ment by McCarthy that the first extraso-

lar planet had been found. More recently,

however, I have had the opportunity to

explore the semantics of "planets" and

"brown dwarfs" with experts from around

the world who attended a meeting this

past fall on brown dwarfs and I am no

longer sure. The current trend in astro-

physical semantics, I learned, is not to

distinguish planets from brown dwarfs ac-

cording to their respective masses or by

whether or not they orbit a star or even

according to whether or not they shine by

their own light. A more appropriate set of

definitions, according to an expert on star

formation currently working in the Space

Station office at NASA Headquarters in

Washington, D.C., distinguishes between

planets and brown dwarfs according to

their respective methods of formation.

Both planets and brown dwarfs are

substellar objects, meaning they have

smaller masses than the tiny red dwarf

stars. However, brown dwarfs can be de-

fined as substellar objects that formed, as

stars do, by the condensation and frag-

mentation of interstellar clouds of gas and

dust. Planets, in contrast, form by the

accumulation of matter in the swirling

disk that develops around a condensing

star. Brown dwarfs are fragments of a

cloud that may have formed many stars as

well; a planet is an aggregation of matter

from a disk surrounding a single star.

Philosophically, I prefer the Space Sta-

tion expert's definition of planets and

brown dwarfs to those previously used.

But unfortunately, for those of us who
were not present at the Creation, that se-

mantic clarification does little to help re-

solve the case of 'VB8B, since we did not

see how it was formed. Here help comes

from Italian astrophysicist D'Antona who
points out that brown dwarfs generate en-

ergy by compression under their own grav-

ity for about 100 million years after their

formation. They then slowly radiate their

heat into space, cooling down for billions

of years. From the measured temperature,

reported to be about 2000° F, and the

brightness of VB8B, D'Antona concludes

that it may be a brown dwarf but is more

likely to be a "transition object." The lat-

ter term, which she recently coined, refers

to objects that are slightly more massive

than brown dwarfs, but less massive than

red dwarf stars. Red dwarf stars burn hy-

drogen at a steady rate, whereas transition

objects, after shining by gravitational con-

traction for roughly 100 million years in

the manner of brown dwarfs, eventually

produce some nuclear energy. They are

expected to shine by the combined effect

of nuclear reactions (like a star) and the

release of compression-generated internal

heat (like a brown dwarf) for tens of bil-

lions of years thereafter.

If we can believe D'Antona, (and I

know of no better authority), VB8B is nei-

ther a star nor a planet, and it may not

even be a brown dwarf, although it is close

to being one. However, even if the theoret-

ical calculations on which her conclusion

is based should be confirmed, the question

of what VB8B is may remain unsolved.

The reason is that the crucial factor in

D'Antona's classification of VB8B is the

approximately 2000° temperature of the

object. The temperature, in turn, was de-

termined from McCarthy's state-of-ih^

art observations of the intensity of ligl

from VB8B, as received at two dilTerei'

wavelengths of infrared light. But, recer

calculations by a group of planeiar'

astronomers, also at the University of ,'\r'

zona in Tucson, suggest that the atmc'

spheres of brown dwarfs and such relate

objects as the above-mentioned transitio

objects are liable to be cloudy, like th

atmosphere of Jupiter. The infrared ligh

from these cloudy atmospheres woul

have complicated spectra whose intens;

ties at the wavelengths of observatio;

might reflect the chemical composition c

the atmospheres more accurately thai

their temperatures. In other words, thi

2000° reported temperature of VB8B ma;

be wrong. If so, D'Antona's interpretatioi

of VB8B as a transition object intermedi

ate between a brown dwarf and a red sta

would have to be revised. If the VB8B i;

actually significantly hotter than re

ported, it might be an extremely low-masi

red dwarf star, whereas if it is cooler thai

reported, it would more probably be i

brown dwarf.

The age of VB8B is another complicat-

ing factor If the object is younger than a

billion years, it may well be a brown dwarf

that hasn't had enough time to cool sub-

stantially. If it is much older than a billion

years, it would have had plenty of time to

cool and thus, if it is as hot as 2000°, it is

more likely to be a low-mass star or a

transition object rather than a brown

dwarf.

Regardless of what VB8B may be, its

detection by the McCarthy group stimu-

lated immense curiosity among astrono-

mers interested in brown dwarfs and the

so-called missing mass. Studies of the

Milky Way and other galaxies suggest

that they contain far more mass than is

seen on ordinary telescopic photo-

graphs—that is what "missing mass" re-

fers to. That unseen mass, theorists say,

must be present in the form of dim objects

or vast numbers of subatomic particles

probably of an as yet undiscovered type.

Other scientists have proposed that the

missing mass consists, at least in part, of

brown dwarfs.

To look for more objects like VB8B and
in order to see if they exist in sufficient

numbers to account for the missing mass
in our galaxy, astronomers have been

searching selected regions of space with

increased intensity since the December
1984 McCarthy announcement. As re-

counted at the recent meeting on brown
dwarfs, however, all, or almost all, of these

scientists have had no luck so far in the

search. Of special note is the failure of an

extremely sensitive electronic camera de-
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tvloped at the AT&T Bell Telephone Lab-

;(itories in Murray Hill, New Jersey, to

.ii d brown dwarfs in photographs made

;t th a 158-inch telescope in Chile. That

Hi itrument should have detected the

Ai /arfs at distances of dozens and perhaps

u indreds of light years from the earth.

j|( itronomers searching through the huge

lij talog of measurements made by the In-

II
ired Astronomy Satellite, which sur-

ijl
yed the sky in infrared light during

III 183, have thus far also failed to turn up

m own dwarfs, although they would be

esent in the catalog if brown dwarfs are

imerous enough to account for the miss-

g mass. A further search for brown

il
varfs in those satellite data is currently

ider way. A variety of other observa-

)nal techniques have been employed by

)servers who have used ground-based

lescopes in the search for brown dwarfs,

ith negative or inconclusive results ex-

;pt in one case.

The exception was a search conducted

i Michael Hawkins, an astronomer at

le United Kingdom Schmidt Telescope

nit in Siding Spring, Australia, which

lay have turned up a baker's dozen of

arported brown dwarfs. He used a com-

uter-controlled laboratory measuring in-

rument and a sophisticated computer

nalysis program to determine the bright-

ess and positions of hundreds of thou-

inds of images of faint stars on wide-

ngle photographs made with the 48-inch

chmidt telescope at Siding Spring. Com-
aring photographs of the same sky region

lade with this telescope in 1980 and

984, the computer search isolated thir-

en extremely red and faint objects,

'hich seem to have relatively similar di-

ections of motion, among the hundreds of

housands of images on the plates. Those

hirteen objects, according to Hawkins,

re brown dwarfs. This finding, which re-

uires confirmation, surprised some
stronomers who did not consider the pho-

ographic technique to be sensitive

nough to reveal brown dwarfs.

Until that confirmation comes, VB8B
vill continue to excite the imagination of

istrophysicists as the most likely known

;ase of a substellar object located outside

)ur solar system. The most exciting out-

;ome of future research would, of course,

3e that VB8B or another object from Har-

"ington's list is not a red dwarf star or a

Drown dwarf or a transition object, but a

genuine planet!

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

'ist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed here are his own.
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Mars Is the One
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Four planets stretch out to the right

(west) of the sun in the morning sky this

month. Too bad we can't see them in day-

Hght; their maneuvers would be interest-

ing to watch. As it is, we will miss the first

two, Venus and Mercury, entirely; they

simply rise too late to be seen. But Saturn

and Mars put on a fair show, along with

the nearby star Spica, especially from the

4th to the 8th when the moon cavorts

among them.

Saturn and Mars are the only planets

we can see with ease in the January sky.

Mars is still a bit dim, but its position

relative to Saturn and Spica make it easy

to spot. Mars is worth getting to know this

month, as its relatively rapid easterly mo-

tion takes it closer to Saturn, which it

passes in late February. But the best view

of Mars will come in late spring and early

summer, when its opposition (from the

sun) brings it close enough to us to rival

Jupiter in brightness.

As for Jupiter itself, we still have a fair

shot at it during its waning days as an

evening star. Look low in the southwest

shortly after sundown. Unfortunately, it

will be too low for viewing late in the

month when it is about to make the switch

from the evening to the morning sky.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

January 1 : Moonlight will welcome rev-

elers home this morning and greet them
after ten tonight, EST. The gibbous moon
is four days past full, drifting across the

border between Leo and Virgo tonight.

January 2: Earth is nearest the sun for

the year (perihelion).

January 3: Last-quarter moon is in

Virgo, climbing up the sky after midnight

with the spring stars, just ahead of bright

Spica.

January 4-7: It's worth getting up to see

the morning moon parade past Spica and
the planets Mars and Saturn, as it moves
out of Virgo, through Libra and Scorpius,

and into Ophiuchus. Spica is just behind

the moon on the 4th. On the 5th, the moon
is between Spica and Mars on the 6th

between Mars and Saturn, and on the 7th,

it passes below Saturn. The reddish star lo

Saturn's right is Antares in Scorpius.

Compare its brightness and color to that

of Mars.

January 8: The moon is nearest the

earth (perigee) for the month and rises a

little before dawn. Next time it's visible, it

will be an evening crescent.

January 1 0: New moon is in Sagittarius,

at 7:22 a.m., EST.

January 12: If you found the slim cres-

cent moon in tonight's sunset sky, low in

the late twilight glow, you should still be

able to see Jupiter near it. If not, look for

the crescent tomorrow night when it is

higher and brighter.

January 13: Moonlight is ordinarily a

problem in finding Comet Halley; its

brightness masks the faint comet. But the

crescent moon may be a help tonight,

when it will not be bright enough to be

troublesome and the comet is nearby to its

right.

January 15: The crescent moon is a bit

east of the vernal equinox tonight, below

the two easternmost stars of the Square of

Pegasus. Those two guides may help you

fix the position of the vernal equinox

among the stars.

January 1 7: First-quarter moon (at 5: 1

3

P.M., EST) is directly south of Aries's

bright stars as darkness falls. The moon is

very near the junction of three constella-

tions—Pisces, Aries, and Cetus.

January 19: Venus has been dawdling

along all month only a few degrees to the

sun's right. In the part of its orbit most

distant from the earth, the planet moves

easterly (to the left) somewhat faster than

the sun. It passes the sun today (at supe-

rior conjunction) and enters the evening

sky, but not until April will it become a

conspicuous evening star. The moon is at

apogee tonight as it moves from Aries into

Taurus.

January 21: The Pleiades (the stars

known as the Seven Sisters) are slightly to

the right (west) of the gibbous moon.

January 22: Look to both the right and
left of the moon tonight. Aldebaran is the

orange star to the right, among the V-

shaped stars of Taurus's face; Pollux and
Castor, in Gemini, are the twin stars to its

left.

January 24: Moonlight can't quite hide

Pollux and Castor, which are very nearly

in line with the moon and above it.

January 25: The full moon (at 7:3 1 p.m.,

EST) is in Cancer.

January 26-28: Leo hosts the moon on

these nights. On the 27th, the moon passes

above Regulus, the Lion's brightest star:

on the 28th, it passes below Denebola, the

end of the Lion's tail.

January 29: As the moon slips into

Virgo today, it moves a few degrees above

the autumnal equinox.

January 3 1 : The moon rises with Spica,

Virgo's bright star, for the second time

this month. (January 4 marked their pre-

vious encounter.) Obviously, the moon has

gone full circle around the earth since

then but it is still two days behind its phase

when it passed the star on the 4th. Mer-

cury follows Venus past the sun today,

also in superior conjunction.

Halley's Comeback
The best opportunity to see Comet Hal-

ley from the mid-latitudes of the Northern

Hemisphere is in January. The comet is in

the sky during most of the evening, above

the western horizon at sunset and setting

after dark. It will not be easy to see, but if

you want to see it you can, providing you

know where to look and what to look for.

You will be looking for an object very

much like a fuzzy star with a hazy cloud of

light attached above. It will have a small,

starlike, sharp center that is less than half

as bright as the North Star. A faint halo of

light surrounds the central region, a cloud

of glowing gas about one-fourth as large as

the full moon appears. The tail is above, an

elongated patch of light about as bright as

the Milky Way, perhaps three or four

times as long as a crescent moon but much
fainter, blowing out from the comet in a

direction opposite to the sun, which is be-

low the horizon.

Don't expect to see the object by simply

glancing at the sky and looking around for

it. It is so dim that you should use binocu-

lars and choose your time and place care-

fully There was a full moon on December
27 but by January 1 moonrise occurs

about 10:00 p.m., so the western sky in the

early evening will be without the moon-
light that tends to obscure dim objects.

New moon is on January 10 and by the

1 2th there will be a crescent moon in the

sunset sky That shouldn't cause any prob-

lem for a night or two, but by the 1 5th the

crescent will be wide enough and bright

enough to scatter a considerable amount
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Celestial Events

'he illustration above gives the exact datesfor the comet 's positions as it passes

hrough the stars ofAquarius. This diagram will be updated each month to letyou

:now where Halley's comet will appear.

The position ofthe comet relative to the horizon is shownfor three different times this

month. That is. at 4.00 a.m.. the comet is about on the horizon; at 3:00 a.m.. n is a bit

higher;andat 2:00 a.m.. it is still higher

of light in the west (exactly where you

want to look for a faint comet) until

shortly before the moon sets at about

10:00 P.M. The setting moon will make for

a pretty sky, but it will ruin comet hunt-

ing, and the hunt will get more difficult

throughout the rest of the month as the

waxing moon brightens and stays up later.

The comet will be in the constellation

Aquarius, low in the west after dark, be-

low the Square of Pegasus. The diagram

shows its position among nearby stars

nightly, as it drifts slowly to the right

(west) past them. It is best to search for it

with binoculars (preferably 7 X 50 ones

that provide enough magnification and a

good, large-searching field of view). Use

the Square of Pegasus, easily recognized

from this month's Sky Map, to start from.

After dark, Pegasus stands diagonally

above the west, with its southwestern star,

Markab, lowest, and its northeasterly star,

Alpheratz, highest. Follow the line from

Alpheratz to Markab downward to the

right, about the same distance as that be-

tween the two stars. Then point your

binoculars there and search slowly back

and forth at the right, drifting up and

down slowly as you search. Don't get dis-

couraged; you may have to go back sev-

eral times to start over again. But patience

will reward you.

For practical purposes, you should look

between January 1 and 15, although if you

have already found the comet, experience

may help you find it again later in the

month. Moonlight is only one of the prob-

lems: weather, atmospheric pollution, and

light pollution from populated areas arc

others. Two weeks ought to be long

enough to wait out the weather for clear

skies, unless we are awfully unlucky But

you will need clear or almost clear skies:

partly cloudly ones aren't good enough

when searching for a dim object.

Choosing an appropriate viewing loca-

tion can materially enhance your chances,

especially if you live in or near an urban

area. First of all. choose a place with a

clear view to the south and the west, no

matter where you live; a place with no tall

trees, buildings, or hills to obscure the

western sky Get to an area where there

are no direct lights to impair your night

vision adjustment, and give your eyes time

(about fifteen minutes or so) to become



adapted to the dark. Your viewing site

should also be chosen to avoid looking

toward atmospheric haze or the glow of

urban areas. Since you will be looking

west, the best location should be west of

urban areas, because urban haze usually

drifts to the east and southeast, but that

may depend on local weather conditions.

If the sky above you is exceptionally

clear and dark, it may be possible to see

the comet with the unaided eye, especially

if you have located it first with binoculars

or a telescope. It brightens slowly during

this viewing period, and the tail should

grow, nearly doubling in brightness and

size from the 1 st to the 1 5th of the month.

On January 1, it will be more than 30

degrees high at the end of twilight and

should be in good viewing position for two

hours or so. Even on the 15th, we should

have about an hour to see it after night

begins. But by January 25, it will go down

just as twilight ends.

The winter Sky Map shows the sky for

January, February, and Marchfrom lati-

tude 40° north at the evening hours given

below. To use the map, hold it vertically

in front ofyou with south (S) at the bot-

tom and match the lower halfof the map
with the stars you see when you face

south. As youface in other directions, roll

the map to bring the corresponding com-

pass direction to the bottom of the map
The stars move westward continuously

during the night. By morning (before

dawn), stars on the western half of the

map will have set, those on the easterr.

half will have moved into the west, ana

new stars Ithose of the spring eveningSi

will have risen in the east. The map repre-

sents the sky at about 2:00 a.m. on Janu-

ary 1; 1:00 A.M. on January 15; midnight

on January 31; 1 1:00 p.m. on February 15,

10:00 P.M. on February 28; 9:00 p.m. on

March 15; and 8:00 p.m. on March 31.

The map can also be usedfor an hour or

more before and after the times given.
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Nordhouse Dunes, Michigan
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

The westerly winds blow across Lake

Michigan, shifting the grains of sand that

wash up along the eastern shore. Where

the wind strikes a plant or another impedi-

ment, sand is deposited and begins to ac-

cumulate as a dune. An obstacle to the

blowing sand, the dune continues to build,

changing shape and wandering until vege-

tation becomes established on it and more

or less stabilizes it. Sand dunes in all

stages of development, from embryonic

mounds to 1 50-foot ridges clothed in ma-

ture forest, can be seen in the Nordhouse

Dunes, located about halfway between

the Michigan towns of Manistee and

Ludington. Part of Manistee National

Forest, Nordhouse Dunes occupies more

than four miles of shoreline, extending

inland more than one mile. The undis-

turbed series of sand habitats found there

includes, in addition to the dunes them-

selves, pools edged with rushes, and

troughs where small flowering plants

somehow survive periodic burial in sand.

Although no one knows the original

source of the sand deposited in the Lake

Michigan basin, apparently it was

brought there by glacial action. The bed-

rock of shale, which at the shoreline is

concealed below nearly 500 feet of sand,

has been overlain by glacial "drift"—sand

and other deposits—ever since a lobe of

the Late Wisconsin glacier covered the

area nearly thirteen thousand years ago.

When the glacier receded, the sand depos-

its were at first inundated by a glacial

lake. The water level fluctuated, however,

with several successive glacial lakes form-

ing and then receding, periodically expos-

ing large amounts of sand, which was

blown eastward by the strong winds. To-

day, sand on the lake bed continues to be

washed ashore by wave action and distrib-

uted by the wind.

The dunes are accessible from the Lake

Michigan Recreation Area to the north or

from a parking lot near the end of sandy

Nurnberg Road. From the parking lot,

Nordhouse Dunes Trail leads to the shore

of Lake Michigan, crossing from the

older, stabilized dunes to the younger,

ever changing ones. For three-fourths of

its length, the trail winds up and down
forested ridges, but the ground underfoot
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is sand and not the rich organic soil so

common beneath other forests.

Where the sandy ridges are moist, there

are well-developed stands of red maple,

American beech, paper birch, large-

toothed aspen, and red oak, punctuated by

Canadian hemlock with its short, deep

green needles. On the forest floor grow the

ghost white stems of Indian pipe, topped

by its single nodding flower. Indian pipe is

one of a few flowering plants that com-

pletely lack chlorophyll, the green-

pigmented compound involved in photo-

synthesis. As a result, this plant depends

on the organic matter in which it grows for

its supply of nutrients. Growing with the

Indian pipe are other delicate wildflowers

of the northern states, including the four-

inch tall dwarf dogwood, trailing arbutus,

wild lily of the valley, and starflower. The
tiny but strongly scented wintergreen is

abundant along the trail.

On drier, wooded ridges, the trees of the

moister soil give way to oaks and pines.

White, red, and black oaks predominate,

but white pine, jack pine, and red pine are

plentiful. Brian Hazlett, a Michigan bota-

nist, has noted that there are great num-
bers of young white pines growing in the

drier woods, which suggests that they will

dominate this habitat in the future. Be-

cause of the reduced moisture, few

wildflowers live beneath the trees.

The sand underfoot becomes progres-

sively looser and the vegetation of the '

ridges sparser as the trail approaches

Lake Michigan. Finally, the trail rounds a

bend, aff'ording the first glimpse of Lake

Michigan and the shifting white sands of

the open dunes. The beach proper, which

extends inland from the lake for a few

feet, is nearly devoid of vegetation be-

cause of the constant wave action from the

lake. Where a line of driftwood has come

to rest, however, a low ridge of sand paral-

lels the lake bank. Known as the foredune,

this low ridge develops when the wind

strikes the driftwood, depositing sand on

the windward side. The constantly enlarg-

ing foredune provides a place where seeds

may become lodged. Although most flow-

ering plants are unable to withstand the

desiccating summer heat, two tiny annu-

als with succulent leaves have adapted to

the arid conditions. One is a three-inch tall

mustard known as sea rocket, while the

other is a milk spurge that lies prostrate on

the sand. Only annuals are able to survive

in this habitat, because the furious winter

storms that chum the sand would destroy

the roots of any overwinte'^ing perennials.

In some places wave action creates

breaks in the foredune, and the sand is

blown through these openings and forms

dunes behind known as blowouts. The

blowout dunes are constantly changing

and shifting as more and more sand passes

through the openings in the foredune. Be-

cause the plants growing there are farther

from shore, the flora of the blowouts is

richer than that of the foredunes, but it is

still relatively sparse.

During the summer, one of the most

conspicuous plants is Pitcher's thistle,

with its prickly leaves and beautiful laven-

der-pink flower heads. It is so uncommon
in the United States that it is currently a
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I ndidate for listing as an endangered spe-

es by the U.S. Fish and Wildhfe Service,

le thistle's dense covering of woolly

drs, which impede the evaporation of

ater from the leaves, enables the plant to

;'oid desiccation. A similar covering of

ijnsely matted hairs also protects the

nowy orange-flowered puccoon from the

ind and sun.

As the blowout dunes build, perennial

ants, many of them grasses, gain a foot-

)ld on them and serve as additional ob-

acles to the wind. Most efficient in sta-

lizing and actually building a dune is

larram grass, Ammophila breviligulata,

hich sends out underground stems,

illed rhizomes, in a radial pattern be-

jath the surface of the sand. The stems

id leaves of the grass provide areas

here grains of sand become lodged. The

idial growth widens the dune. At the

ime time, the marram grass continues to

row upward to lift itself above the sand.

and the dune increases in height. Another

grass that aids in the stabilization is sand

reed, whose stiff, wiry leaves, stems, and

roots resist the mechanical action of the

wind. The extensive network of roots and

stems below the sand surface binds the

sand even after the plant dies.

Eventually the dunes build up into

ridges that are receptive to colonization by

trees. Once forest is established, some five

hundred years after the dunes begin to

form, the ridges become fairly permanent.

Two conspicuous forested ridges, the

Algoma and Nipissing, run north-south

about a mile inland from the bank. Hiking

trails follow their crests.

Throughout the complex of sand dunes

at Nordhouse are troughs and depressions

that have been carved out by the wind.

Sometimes the depressions are gouged out

to water level and become filled, forming

dune pools. Sand-tolerant wetland plants

find the edges of the dune pools suitable,
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xTk-, day tours only $545.00 plus

Sb;^ airfare includes: 6 all-day

_^^T field trips, experienced

I guides. Stay at clean, com-

fortable Mt, St. Benedict Guesthouse.

All meals. Double rooms, shared bath,

staff gratuities, transfers. Ask for bro-

chure. Group promoters — ask for spe-

cicil rates.

WONDER BIRD TOURS
500 Fifth Avenue, Suite 257

New York. NY 10036

(212) 840-5961

We'll fly you there on
BWIA International

The mushroom Russula grows on the dune forest floor.

and a community of rushes, bulrushes,

and horsetails develops. The dry troughs

are home to the glasswort, whose fleshy,

jointed stems lack leaves, thus preventing

excessive water loss.

A number of environmental conditions

constrain the growth of vegetation in the

various dune communities. The driving

winds not only shape the dunes but liter-

ally sandblast living and dead trees. (As

Henry Cowles, the pioneer plant ecologist

at the University of Chicago noted at the

turn of the century, mushrooms on the

windward side of logs are virtually petri-

fied because sand grains became embed-
ded in the soft, growing tissue.) The sand
itself—mostly large-grained, white quartz

sand—is a porous substrate, poor in nutri-

ents. Water percolates easily down
through the sand, washing away what few
nutrients there are and becoming less

available to plant life.

The light in the dunes is intense, espe-

cially along the banks of Lake Michigan,

where the sparse vegetation is surrounded

by the reflecting sand. Exposure to strong

light can kill chloroplasts, the plant cell

organs responsible for photosynthesis. Fo:

protection, the leaves of most dune plant

are covered by a thick cuticle (wax layer

or by hairs. Because of the paucity o

vegetation and high exposure, tempera

tures on the dunes are more extreme thai

in surrounding areas—higher in summe
and lower in winter. At the same time, thi

growing season is shortened because th(

sand does not hea^up until late spring am
cools rapidly in the autumn.

Despite the limitations of the environ

ment, however, a succession of plant com
munities succeed in colonizing and sta

bilizing the shifting sands of Nordhousc

Dunes. The process is constantly beinj

repeated slightly westward, as new sup

plies of sand are added to the shoreline. A
a result, the diff"erent stages of ecologica

change are arranged in orderly fashioi

across the landscape.

"This Land" highlights the biologica

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national for

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin

guished professor of botany at Souther,

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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[he #1 Fitness Exercise in the Wor

...can now be duplicated at home!
You deserve the best. Now you can

have it.

Cross country skiing is rated the

number one cardiovascular and muscle

toning exercise in the world. It's better

than running. Better than exercise

cycles, or rowing machines. Even better

than swimming!

The unique design of fit 1 duplicates

cross country skiing. It firms and tones

every major muscle group in your

body. And it gives you the best

cardiovascular workout available.

FH 1 features variable resistance set-

tings for aim and leg movements. It

can challenge you no matter what your

level of fitness! Duplicate the resistance

of a casual glide across a flat field . .

.

or a tough trek through the Rockies.

The electronic console provides

immediate feedback on your heart rate,

speed, distance traveled and elasped

time. Data that guarantees you're

getting the maximum cardiovascular

workout in the minimum amount of

time.

nt 1 can get you in the best shape of

your life. All on one simple machine.

To leam more on how \ou can enjoy

the number one fitness exercise in your

home, call anvtime for our free

brochure.

1-800453-1212
Ask for operator 23

mn
for those who demand the best



Ln extraordinary new series

of official legal tender coins—

the first of its kind ever issued

by any government ...



The Government of the British Virgin Islands announces

T/^^TREASURE COINS
of the Caribbean

IN SOLID STERLING SILVER

A collection of 25 silver Proof coins, portraying the most important

sunken treasures of the Caribbean—recovered and unrecovered.

ivailable by subscription only.

'ace value: $20 U.S. I Price for

Collector's Proofs: $25 U.S.

'rice guaranteed for subscriptions

ntered by January 31, 1986.

THE CARIBBEAN ... crossroads of

empire and wealth. Where galleons,

nen-of-war and marauding privateers

hallenged the elements—and one an-

jther— in their quest for treasure. And
A'here, today, adventurers explore for

hose ships that went down long ago

—

aden with riches beyond measure.

Now, for the very first time, you can

icquire a collection of official coinage

hat embodies this seafaring heritage of

he Caribbean. A collection of monetary
;oins unlike any other ever issued.

Consisting of 25 sterling silver coins

that recapture, in superb sculptured

detail, the legendary treasures of the

Spanish Main.

'NEGADA

mrurf Pw^

As legal tender of the British Virgin

Islands, the coins will bear a face value

of $20, equal to $20 in U.S. currency
The coins are large—the size of cov-

eted pieces of eight. And Proofs will be
struck only in solid sterling silver. The
use of this precious metal is becoming a

rarit>' in world coinage—especially in

coins of this size and weight.

Portrayed on the coins will be the

most significant treasures of the fabu-

lous ships of fortune lost in the Carib-

bean. Each has been selected through a

major initiative involving marine ar-

chaeologists, treasure-divers, and such

noted repositories of maritime records

as the British Museum, Lloyds of Lon-

don, and the Archivo General de las In-

dies —the leading authority on Spanish

colonial shipping.

There will be coins showing the great

riches ofempire . . . bejeweled rings, e.x-

quisite works of silver and gold, royal

revenue and private wealth that never

reached its destination. Odier coins will

depict significant archaeological finds

—offering a view of life during the age

of e.xploration. And perhaps most in-

triguing of all will be the silver coins

portraying those treasures stiWundiscov-

ered—but whose existence is known
through drawings, ships' manifests,

and maritime disaster reports.

Taken together, these 25 match-

ing denomination coins will constitute

the most comprehensive series ever is-

sued on a unified theme. A collection

unequaled in scope by the coinage of

any nation in our time.

The collection is available by sub-

scription only. The Government of the

British Virgin Islands has authorized its

official minter, The Franklin Mint, to

accept and fulfill valid applications.

Subscriptions entered by Januar>' .31,

1986, will be accepted at the guaran-

teed price of $25 for each sterling siK'er

Proof To make this guarantee possible,

die minter will contract for sufficient

silver, at current prices, to cover the en-
tire series of coins for each subscriber.

Each Proof coin will be accompanied
by a reference folder and location map,
relating the intriguing story of the treas-

ure portrayed. A special presentation

case for the collection will be provided
at no extra cost.

By entering your subscription now,
you and your family can share a unique
adventure in collecting— as you build a

valuable treasure of solid silver coins.

To acquire your collection at the guar-

anteed price, return the accompanying
application by Januarv' 31, 1986.

OFFICIAL SUBSCRIPTION APPLICATION

T>?>^TREASURE COINS of the Caribbean
The Franklin Mint
Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for one Proof Set of "The Treasure

Coins of tile Caribbean" consisting of 25 coins of the British Sigiiatine.
Virgin Islands with the face value of $20. each, to be minted in

solid sterling silver and sent to me at the rate of one per month.

I need send no money now. I will be billed $25.* for each silver

Proof beginning when my first coin is ready to be sent. This price

is guaranteed to me for the entire series. My presentation case

will be sent to me at no additional charge.

*Plus my state sales tax and SI. for shipping ami handling City, State, Zip_

Please mail by January 31, 1986.

Mr./Mrs./Miss-

.\ddress



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

St . 2nd fl„ Astoria. NY 11103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART. Northwest Indian masks.

Graphics. Eskimo sculpture. Hopi Kachinas. Navajo
rugs. Box 55277. Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-

2559

i HAWK — Ai

f painted blue.

FAfYRUS-
sky godnl Egypt

d, block, white on

handmade papyrus, 5"xS"...$15 ppd.

Utile frame add S16 Chetk/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25<.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

50 W. 76 SI. • NY 10023 • Depl. N186

— Gallery open by appouttment only.

,

INDONESIAN DANCE MASKS, $30—$100, request

photos, other masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

SHROUD OF TURIN—Beautiful 19" x 23" poster Ex-

cellent reproduction of life-size Face. B/W print.

$12.65. Brother Sun, Box 1106, Englewood, Florida

34295

Books/Publications

BOOKFINDING LIBRARIANS locate any subject or title,

150,000 different titles in stock, indexed by author,

subject & title PAB," 2918 Atlantic Ave., Atlantic City,

NJ 08401 or (609) 344-1943

FREE CATALOG of discount science and nature
books Orphic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd., Suite 200,

Dept NH, Northridge. CA 91324

LAWRENCE BLOCK'S BOOKS FOR WRITERS. Telling

Lies for Fun & Profit, $8 Writing the Novel, $10 Affirma-

tions for Writers (tape), $12. All postpaid' Wnte For

Your Life, 3750 Estero #107, Ft. Myers Beach, FL
33931

NATURAL HISTORY used, out-of-print and rare. Free
Catalog. Morns Heller—Books, PO. Box 529, Monti-

cello, NY 12701

NEW! Authontative guide to winter bird feeding. First in

a series by former director NJ Audubon. Send $2 65
The Wood Estate, Dept. NH-01, Box 588, Linden, NJ
07036

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
2.000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog Hamilton. Box
15-Y. Falls Village, CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors
All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscnpt
report. Carlton Press. Dept NHA. 1 1 West 32 Street
New York 10001

RARE. OUT-OF-PRINT natural history books. Free cat-
alogs. Marcher's Books. 6204 N. Vermont. Oklahoma
City. OK 73112

Camps

PRAIRIE TREK and
TURQUOISE TRAIL EXPEDITIONS
Since 1926 the Expeditions nave made it

^^J
possible for young people to explore in trie

mountains, canyons and desert country of the

American Southwest. Emphasis is on environ-

mental studies, archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and
camping. Seven and four-week sessions begin July 2 for boys
ages 12 to 17 and girls ages 13 to 17.

MOUFnAIN ISUNOS AHD DESERT SEAS. A two-week
natural history expedition for adults into the Borderlands of
southwest New Mexico and southeast Arizona. Led by Dr.

Frederick Gehlbach of Baylor Univ. August 3-16. ARCHAE-
OLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OP THE AMERICAN
SOUTHWEST. Two weeks exploring prehistoric and contem-
porary Indian cultures. College credit ff;3il5bie. Led by Dr.

Wnda Trevathan of Npai Mexico State Univ. June 8-22. THE
FAMILY TREK. A week exploring the Old West with Lucy

Kluckhohn. August 1 7-24. ftr details contact THOMAS BILL-
INGS. DIRECTOR. P.O. BOX 149S7NH. ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW MEXICO 87191 Phone 505-293-3853.

H}^Marl^t
Collectors' Items

FREE: Stamp Catalogue, Shelron, Box 547N, North

Miami, FL 33161

PORCELAIN DOLL COLLECTORS: many colorful, styl-

ish groomed, well-dressed collectibles available Free

information. SPLINC, Box 409/^, San Diego, CA 921 12

RECEIVE VALUABLE MINERALS MONTHLY! Write to-

day! Mineral of the Month Club. 13057-HT California

Street, Yucaipa. CA 92399

Computers

STRICTLY FOR THE BIRDS Easy IBM PC-compatible

software lets birders organize, up-date and print-out

multiple annual and life lists in seconds—with a fast

plain-English single entry system Or let our subscrip-

tion service computerize your lists for you We'll send

you current print-outs and target lists regularly, plus a

handsome binder to store them in Bird-list software

and Tony White's Sighting Records service from Bird

Commander, PO Box 34238, Bethesda, MD 20817 or

call (301) 229-7002

Correspondence

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests.

Free reply. Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

Education

CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities- -plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4 95 Unifunds. Box 19749-RM.
Indianapolis, IN 46219

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE
IF you ARE NOT INTIMIDATED by science

and math and HBnt a secure career path, look

into the undergraduate or graduate program in

environmental science at Llniversit>' ofSan Francisco.

T TC|T?f*S\ Call (415)666-6553

Uk3J? '-S,' or (800)CALLUSF

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resident

camps, summer programs and schools in US. and
abroad, serving children 6-16. Most visited by pub-
lisher For guide and free referrals give child's age.
grade, interests, geographical preference and en-

trance date. Established 1940. Vincent/Curtis Rm.
216, 224 Clarendon St

,
Boston, MA 021 16

--^ International

Salzburg |^^^^™«^
A co-ed .American boarding
school in Europe's most beau-
tiful city. Grades 8-12 & P. G.
Highest academic standards.
Advanced Placement courses.
Extensive travel, skiing, sports
and cultural excursions. .^^^__^^^^.^_^^^
For catalog write: SIPS, Box 125, Moosslrasse 106
.^5020 Salzburg, tel. (662) 844485. 8465 11.

telex 632476 saint a.

MOTHER EARTH FATHER SKY, 1986 Native Amencan
Summer Workshops: Papago Basketweaving with
Frances Maneul. July 6-12: Hopi Basketweaving with
Jessica Lomatewama, June 29—July 5: Navajo Weav-
ing with Bertha Stevens. July 13—19; plus on-site
workshops. For more information, please contact
Idyllwild School of Music and the Arts PO Box 38
Idyllwild. CA 92349 (714) 659-2171

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA-^HE WORLD! 50,000 jobs' Big pay All

occupations Tiansportation. Latest reports $2 00
Jobworid, Box 3S1-NH. Cypress. CA 90603
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AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Jobs! Big Pay! Transporta
f.

tioni Newest Handbook, $2.00. Australian International L

Box 19107-RM, Washington, DC 20036
|:

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bullef:

tin lists environmental job openings throughout thfl:

U.S. Free details: EOV, RO. Box 670, Walpole, Nkf

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc
I:

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RM. Washington, DC 2003(

TEACH HERE—ABROAD. School, College openings '

USA $7 00: Overseas $7.00. England, Japan, Saudi

Australia $7 00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton, M^
02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda'"

lions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3 0Ci

Fundsearch, Box 19107-RM. Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countries

Sampler: 4/$2,98, Free brochure. Multinewspapers
Box DE-201, Dana Pomt, CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major compa
nies. Free brochure, Sobol House, 103 Richardsoi

Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS' Discove
largest selection of weird and unusual succulents-
over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegates

living stones, and oddballs. Send $1.00. "Catalog c

Unusual Succulents. " Dept. 1—553 Buena Creek, Sai

Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE. $6 00 per pound prepaid. I

pound minimum shipment. Floura Bros, Box 44C
Blackduck, MN 56630

Ocean Fresh Maine Lobster
Now have your own live lobster
guaranteed to arrive overnight
from the fisherman to your door!

FREE BROCHURE includes other fine

ZToTcHnre" 1-800-556-2326
DOWNEAST SEAFOOD EXPRESS ^
BOX 138. BROOKSVILLE. MAINE 04617 V*'*'-'

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% origin;

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Direc

tory"—$2 00 Disposal, Box 19107-RM, Washingtor
DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

ANTIQUE MEDICAL, SURGICAL, DENTAL, instri

ments Microscopes. Nauticalia. Three illustrated cat;

logues $10.00. Alex Peck, ROB 710-5, Charleston, I

61920(217)348-1009

COMET T-SHIRTS, wildflower earrings, and other ni

ture gifts Catalogue Wolf River Traders, Box 20!

Hartland. Wisconsin 53029

DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS' DINOSAURS! T-shirt!

Fossils, Rare Books, More Free informative cataloc

Saurus, Dept NH4, 530 South 400 East, Centerville, U
84014

"I V OWLS " Bumper Sticker, $1.00. Sample Coller

tor's Newsletter $2.50 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 Nh
Fresno, CA 93755



iscellaneous Tours/Trips

;PLORE OLD WESTERN TOWNS with 1:770 Re-
oductions of 1890's insurance maps showing build-

j outlines & usage. Send for ordering information
jps, 6025 Rose Arbor, San Pablo, CA 94806 (415)
2-7742

EAS. INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presenta-
n to industry National exposition Call free 1-800-

:8-6050 Canada. 1-800-528-6060 x831

loto/Optical

MOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-
s since 1923 Alignment performed on our US. Navy
llimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your
noculars." published in Audubon Magazine Mirakel
Dtical Co., Inc 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie NY
'192(518)731-2610

NJOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEITZ. B&L,
jshnell, Fujinon. Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &
achine Tool, Box 541-H. Scranfon, PA 18501 (717)
1-2542

IF YOU LOVE NATURE.
Docui ] reel v photography and

ing big dollars Discover a new life ol adventure, travel

personal success Noted Photojournalist Bill Thomas, author of The
amp. The island and many other books and magazine articles shows

5t one day to one week Upcoming Everglades-fO.OOO

Inds, FL. March 2-9: Okefenokee Swamp Cumberland Is . GA Apr

1?0: Maine Coast. Sept 7-14. Arizona Desert—Oak Creek Canyon.

i' 9-16 Biii Thomas" Touch of Success Seminars, P.O Box 51532.

fanapolis. Indiana 46251

JJOY NATURE at far out prices. Complete inventory
cameras, lenses, binoculars & telescopes & many
ore of the worlds fine optics at discount prices Buy
the month B/L compact waterproof 7x24 only

13995 For your free catalog call or write Garden
scount Optics (est. 1969) 135 W. 29th St.. NY, NY
)001 (212)868-1420

:iTZ ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
ptolytn, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-
)ries Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

jsired. Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day re-

;ived. Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

eal Estate

OVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
tes. campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyers
uide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands, Box
)107-RM, Washington, DC 20036

ecordings

lARE HIS MASTER'S VOICE LPs, 1952-57 Unplayed,
int Condition! Hundreds of Titles. Catalogue $5 (re-

ndable) The Source, Box 56, Merion, PA 19066

entals

OBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone's
irow from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

sling, fishing, scuba Birdwatchers paradise. Bro-
lure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West
dies

ilesorts

i
ARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY Beautiful small inn on planta-

on on island of Bequia, St. Vincent Grenadines. Come
xplore. Pool, tennis, beach Call or wnte Spring on
equia, Box 19251, Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612) 823-
202

MALL-SPECIAL Selway Lodge deep in Montana—
laho's Bitlerroot Wilderness. No electricity, phones.
:3ads Guests join Irailnde into Lodge. Cozy cabins,
lempling meals Berry wines. Blue skies. Sparkling
treams Horses Mountains. Quiet. Secluded. Selway
odge. Box 1100-H, Hamilton, Montana 59840

A BEST BUY: BELIZE! Mayan rums, mountain water-
falls, jungles thick with wildlife Dive and fish the hemi-
sphere's largest barrier reef Explore Belize with small
group and expert guides. (800) 344-MAYA, (904) 372-
5169, PO Box 2381N, Gainesville. FL 32602

A-1 SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde-
pendent. Africa, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara, Asia, India, Ne-
pal, Malaysia, Indonesia, S Amenca: Brazil, Ecuador,
Peru, Galapagos Islands, Alaska. Safaricentre Interna-
tional, Nationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800) 624-
5342

IF YOU HAD A TERRIFIC TRIP
WHY IS IT ANY OF MY BUSINESS?

Have your outstanding photographs hand-printed by
an award-winner professional photographer It will

turn them into works of art Prints, from 30"x40"
to 8x10 are mounted, sealed & frame-ready Call or
wr«e for a price-list Satisfaction guaranteed

LA MOITTE TEUNISSEN STUDIO
8 Park Ave Manhassel. N Y 11030 516-627-2062 0316

ADIRONDACK SKI TOURS Explore the Easts great-
est wilderness on crosscountry skis and snowshoes
with naturalist guides Experience the peaceful beauty
of a northern winter and pristine lakes, forests and
mountains in the land of deer, bear, beaver, otter, pine
marten, bobcat, coyotes and great-horned owls Each
five-day session is limited to 12 adult guests and
geared to both novices and experts Daily excursions
followed by relaxed evenings in cozy backwoods
lodge. Hearty meals, congenial company, fireside pro-

grams featunng distinguished ecologists, photogra-
phers and conservationists. For brochure write or call

Adirondack Ski Tours, Saranac Lake, NY 12983 (518)
891-1080

ADVENTURE-BELIZE—Very small party jungle, cave
& Maya site exploring in wildlife paradise. Tikal and
island extensions. Truly an enjoyable experience (813)
346-1997 Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Dnve, Sara-

sota, Flonda 34242

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALjAPAGOS. Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists. Kenya and Tanzania safaris,

Rwanda mountain gonllas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba. Over 80 trips worldwide Free color catalog.

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415) 524-5111

Unusual Irekkmg (walkpngi expeditions to the loot

,
'7 ol Ml Everest & Annapurna Wildlife

India safaris in search of rare Asian birds and

&lLl___l mammals Explorations of remote Bhutan.
Nepal Sikkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 35 day programs from S670 00 • airfare
Free Brochures

HiwaIav^am TtavcI, Imc.
PO Box 481-1

Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0068 Toll Fri ! 1800) 225-2380

ALASKA WILD WINGS. Thousands of shorebirds, wa-
terfowl, seabirds, and gulls, puffins, eagles, seals, and
sea otters. $750-$1500/week. Starting 26 April. The
Mickelsons, Goose Cove Lodge, Box 325N, Cordova,
Alaska 99574

ALASKA'S FINEST: SPECTACULAR Lake Clark Park.

Guided boat travel, hiking, comfortable tent camps.
Affordable wilderness adventure. Distant Shores, 421

W. 88th Ave., Anchorage, AK 99515

ALASKA'S natural history. Enjoy spectacular coastal

mountain and sea panarama at deluxe award-winning

wilderness lodge Fishing, observation of marine

mammals, sea birds, eagles, wildflowers, big game
and fully guided natural history outings for all ages. 12

guests maximum. Private accommodations, gourmet
meals. Brown bear observations near McNeil River at

Chenik Camp. $1480/adult/6 days/5 nights. 15th year

of operation, references. Kachemak Bay Wilderness

Lodge, China Poof Bay, Box 956NH, Homer AK 99603
Phone (907) 235-8910'

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise"

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive. Akron, OH 44313

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of small
group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt. Barner Reef. Write Goanna Tour
55 Guide Street. Clifton Beach. 4871 Old Australia

AUSTRALIA! Programs for individuals and groups at

affordable prices Natural history, birding and general
interest tours Global Quest International, Inc., 120
East Buffalo St., Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635 In

NYS (607) 272-0105 collect

BELIZE SAILING EXPEDITIONS— to remote coral
reefs, atolls, islands Snorkeling reef explonng with

expenenced diver marine biologist Limited to 8 partici-

pants. April, May, $695 International Zoological Expe-
ditions, Sherborn, MA 01770

BELIZE WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS—coral reef islands,
unexplored caves, primary rainforests, remote Indians
See Belize with the expertsi No one can show you the
wildlife and country as "we can' From $40 per day all-

mclusive International Zoological Expeditions
Sherborn. MA 01770

WILDSCREEN86
Visit this great BBC-sponsored TV festival

of wildlife and conservation films in Bristol.

England. October 8-14. 1986.

JOHN KAY, DISCOVERY TRAVEL CENTER
CHEVY CHASE, Md. (301 ) 656-1 300.

BICYCLING IN FRANCE 1986—2 week tours to: Dor-
dogne Valley May 14; Loire Sept. 8: Provence Sept. 24.
Details Nan Rheault, RED. Ill, Vineyard Haven MA
02568

BIRDS OF BELIZE—volunteers needed special or-

nithological research expedition with experienced
tropical ornithologist— netting, banding, surveys, spe-
cies accounts February, Apnl, May departures $985
all-inclusive. Zoological Research Institute, Sherborn
MA 01770

BLUE, HUMPBACK AND GRAY WHALES in Baja Call-

forma Orcas and Jumpbacks in Alaska We have pro-
vided outstanding whale, bird and nature study tnps
for over 15 years. Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean
Dr

, McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

BORNEO! Orangutans, Mount Kinabalu, and much
more Departures in July, August, September Voyag-
ers, NH1

, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

BOTSWANA BIRDING EXTRAORDINAIRE and Halley's
too. March 13-30—Land cost all inclusive $2850 00 per
person double— Limited space available so act Now!
Semjon Lass Associates, P.O Box 657, Lexington MA
02173(617)862-2165

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

'Tours by professional naturalists, historians,
astronomers, photographers, etc to the
unique of California and Baja Halley"s

Cornel: Gray Whales: Condors; Eagles: Channel Islands-
Big Sur; Gold/Wine Countries: Indian Rock An: Pioneers-
Giani Sequoia: Brisllecone: Wildllowers; Volcanoes-
Fossils: Death Valley, etc. 1 day — 2 weeks
Small/mediumi'large groups Counlry/Viclorian Inns,
historic hotels mountain lodges, research stations &
living With nature" Gourmet picnics in picturesque
settings Great Gomel viewing m S. California & Baia!

P.O. Box 3709, Beveriy Hills, CA 90212. (213) 274-3025.

CANYONLANDS BACKPACKING with naturalist-guide

to highlight geology, prehistory. Arranged upon re-

quest—spring or tall; various abilities. Canyonlands
Field Institute, Box 68N, Moab, UT 84532

CHINA ARCHAEOLOGY TOUR 6,"9-6/30,/86. All-inclu-

sive Beijing, Xian, Luoyang. Datong. pottery army,
monastery lodging, Buddhist grottos, Guilin cruise.

$3389 Bowers Travel, 5563 N 7th St , Phoenix, AZ
85014(602)263-1234

CLOTH: THE ANDEAN ART 3 weeks of travel, trek and
study in the Peruvian Andes with Ed Franquemont.
Dates: June 1-21, 1986. For more information
AWASQA. 14 Magnolia Ave., Cambndge, MA 02138



JlieMarl^t
COSTA RICA Unsurpassed variety of wildlife—850
bird species' Explore spectacular primary tropical

rainforest, mountain cloud forest, and lusfi Pacific

beaches Small group, expert leaders Relaxed place,

glonous weatfier, deligfitful accommodations. Four

nights in an ocean-front inn March 28-Apnl 6 and De-

cember 20-31, 1986 Nature World Explorations, 11442

High Hay Dnve NH, Columbia, MD 21044 (301) 730-

0877

SOUTH AMERICAN NATURALIST
ADVENTURE Dls.covcr Brazirs liiilc known

P.WiTANAL, Cruise silent rivers rich in over 60(1 species of birds.

2'ili

:apybaias. piranhas. Wander amonj^ penguins, sea

sea lions in Arcentina's wild VALDKS PENINSULA.

TURTLE TOURS
IsiM |)(|)| Ml \'i N1 1U022 (212) S^S-kO-l

EAST AFRICA at affordable prices Kenya and Tanza-

nia programs for individuals and groups Lodge ac-

commodated and camping safaris Global Quest, 120

East Buffalo St ,
Ithaca NY 14850 (800) 336-6635 In

NYS (607) 272-0105 collect.

EAST AFRICA! Kenya camping adventures, walking

safaris. Mount Kenya trek From $1995— 18 days, in-

cluding air Photographic workshops with top nature

photographers Or create your own safari by combin-
ing our 3-9 day Kenya and Tanzania excursions Voy-

agers, NH1
,
Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI fea-

turing Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, Olduvai Gorge
& Mary Leakey July 25-August 13, 1986 A once-in-a-

lifetime 2,000 mile educational holiday adventure in the

land of the Serengeti, the Mara, Ngorongoro Crater,

Amboseli plus Mombasa Personally meet Richard
Leakey at Koobi Fora, and Mary Leakey in Nairobi

Under the knowlegeable leadership of Christopher J

Schuberth, Geologist and Curator of Education, Illinois

Stale Museum, Springfield, IL 62706, (217) 782-5955,
Call or write for brochures & information.

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

camping safan through Kenya or Tanzania From
$85000 + airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
color brochure U S agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

pioneers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel

Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

EXPLORE SOUTHWESTERN ARCHEOLOGY, Ecol-

ogy, Anthropology, Geology Learning Adventures,
1556N Georgia, Boulder City, Nevada 89005 (702) 293-
5758

FLORIDA—Back roads and natural areas with expert
guides Wanderlust Tours, Florida Conservation Foun-
dation, Dept NH, 1203 Orange Avenue. Winter Park
FL 32789

FOLKART TOURS; China. Japan, Greece. Peru. Folk-
ways Institute, 14903N SE Linden Lane. Oak Grove.
OR 97267

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare. 8. 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Ecuador/Peru options University credit available. Jo-
seph Colley. Last, Inc. a, 43 Millstone Road, Randalls-
town, MD 21 1 33 (301 ) 922-31 1

6

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
lftlCflSFb0BTS415-435-«.22

1606nQ Juanito, Tiburon, CA 94920

HALLEY'S COMET/NEW ZEALAND & AUSTRALIA
Apnl 1986 Special itinerary Princeton Nature Tours
282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

HAWAII natural history tours. Departures in August,
September. October Voyagers, NH1. Box 915 Ithaca
NY 14851

IDAHO RIVER TRIPS! The Remote Owyhee, famous
Salmon or wild Lochsa! Also, Yachting in Turkey. Free

brochure: ROW, Rt. 12, Box 854A-N, Spokane, WA
99223 (509) 534-2024

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins; island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists.

8/9 day expeditions December-April Special
limit-load trips available Pacific Queen/Fisherman's
Landing, 2838 Garrison Street, San Diego, CA 92106
(619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 30 years

experience. Perry Mason Safans, Box 1643, Darien. CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS; Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co , Box 3042-N,
Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

NORTHERN ITALY ART, ARCHITECTURE, Archaeol-

ogy Tour—May29-June 17 Rome, Florence. Ravenna,
Tuscan hill towns Two weeks in enchanting medieval
castle (restored, all modern comforts); day trips; Siena,

Assisi, Arezzo, Pisa, San Gimignano, Chiusi Free bro-

chure: Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Dept N, 131

Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call

(203) 322-8709

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION
MOONLIGHT EXCURSIONS UP THE AMAZON RIVER. TAKE

GUIDED BIOLOGICAL, BIRDINIG, PICTORIAL AND ZOOLOGICAL
TOURS INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE AMAZON VIRGIN FOREST.

EW OF HALLEY'S COMET, AN UNFORGETABLE SIGHT. TOUR
MA AND HER GOLD AND ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUMS. 8 DAYS,

NCLUSIVE FROM NI.AMI : SI, 198. 00. YEAR ROUND TRIPS
TO SUPPORT LOCAL
CONSERVATION AND <^K)v ""-"ERNESS EXPEDITIONS, SA^ " "'0 WASHINGTON AVE.,SW

ROANOKE, VA. 240
(703) 342-5630

^^^^.^^ WILDEI

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-
sions Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH. Greenwich,
CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERU. Manu National Park & Inca Trail Trek to Machu
Picchu, 7/3-26 and 7/31-8/23/86, $1950 Inti Raymi
Festival Tour, 6/19-7/5/86, $1740 Tambopata River
Rafting Expedition and Machu Picchu, 8/6-25/86,
$1790 Small groups, expert leadership Peruvian Ad-
ventures, 444 Redlands Ave

,
Claremont CA 91711

(714)626-2905

SAHARAv7ylXXrllVrl 17 day adventure on foot,

4WD whic. and camel. Spectacular rock and sandscapes
and prehistoric art. Small groups guided by Ibareg
nomads with English speaking escort. Monthly IW
departures hegin Oct. From $2,450 all inclus.

lUKlLh lOURS
(X-pt. NH 2SI E. Slst St.. N^'C. N\' 1(1022

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE Solomon Sea
Islands in traditional Melanesian outngger Alaska's
Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' brigantine
schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips Nor-
wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean, Hawaii Over 80 trips,

small groups Free color catalog Wilderness Travel!
1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley. CA 94707 (415)
524-5111

SCANDINAVIA—LENINGRAD ART. Architecture
Tour—May 2-22. Special visits to museums, design
centers, stave churches, palaces. Magnificent fjord
cruise Expert guiding, limited size group Brochure-
Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Dept. N, 131 Daven-
port Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-

SEE HALLEY'S COMET, Australia or Galapagos, with
leading scientist! Budget rate March/April Forum
Travel, (415)671-2900

SEE HALLEY'S COMET from where it can best bif

seen, the highlands of Northern Chile. At the same timi
''

visit the highest lake in the world, home of the Aymar.
|,

Indians, tour prehistonc cave art sites, and visit thi

huge coastal geoglyphs of the Atacama desert Fo:

those interested an accelerated course on astronom'''

of the Southern Hemisphere will be offered as well a;|i

talks on the pre-Columbian Andean people. You wi|

also be able to see the world's oldest artificially murr
mified humans B days, April 6-14, 1986,31,300 inclua;

ing air fare from Miami. Contact Dr. M.J Allison

Institute de Antropologia, Universidad de Tarapaca
Arica, Chile '

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS: Africa, Europe, Asia,

Latin America, Australia/Oceania, Mideast Affordabli'

Tours, Nature Expeditions, Hiking, Biking, Special In'

terests From Amazon, Costarica, Galapagos, Peru,

Kenya, Tanzania, Yemen, to All Europe, China, Mada.,,

gascar, Nepal, Papua, Sahara. Seychelles, And More"
Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, Califor

ma 94523 (415) 671-2900
i

Himalayan
^^^

Himalayan Excursions offers a wide variety of treks

river rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of Nepal.

For brochure please write or cable:

TAHITI AND HER ISLANDS—Unique cruise/land prol
gram featuring seven islands including Bora Bora anci
Moorea, plus four days at luxurious Tahitian resort 1

'

"

days total, reef walking, shell collecting, fish viewing '

explonng volcanic mountains, dense jungles— lec'^

tures by experts! Write "Hamilton's Tours of Distinc

tion," 188 East Post Rd., Suite 302, White Plains, N't

10601 (914)682-9414

TREKKING ADVENTURES; Nepal, India, Europe, East
Africa, New Zealand, Australia. Folkways Internationa

Trekking—Call 800-547-7400

TUCSON AUDUBON SOCIETY Ecology field studies!

emphasizing Sonoran Desert plants, animals, geology
May 2-5 Meals provided Camping. University credit

Brochure Desert Institute, 30-A North Tucson Blvd
Tucson, AZ 85716

UTAH NATIONAL PARKS—natural history, geology
outings with congenial experts Also SW literature

photography, watercolor, outdoor education work
shops Canyonlands EDVentures, Box 68N, Moab Ul
84532

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featurinc
the Whales of the World. Expert naturalists! Cruises^
expeditions to Australia, Baja, Alaska, Sea of Corfez
Galapagos, Antarctica. Free Catalog! Whale Center
3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland, CA 9461 1 (415) 654
6621

ALASKA—HAWM—NATIONAL PARKS video cas-
sette tapes VHS/Beta $39 95 ea Encounter Produc-
tions, 2267 NW Pettygrove, Portland, OR 97210

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video Breathtaking music. Critically ac-

claimed Details Free. Beerger Productions, 321 7-V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the Marchl
1986 issue

$2 75 per word; 1 6 word ($44) minimum. Display classi-\

lied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be pre-l

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-l

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL"
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay-
able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURALI
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St.,|

New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov, 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication
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Lf^CS
i.SO AVAILABLE ON STEREO RECORDS
: 1488-391482. Bach:
I tndenburg Concertos,
1) 6 (complete)—Kapp,
(nd (Counts as 2-
()/to/-CBS Mosterworks)

16983. Bach: Organ
I islerpieces—foccoto &
iiue in D Minor, e^c.

. Newman (Sine Qua Non)

'081. Bach: Goldberg
' riallons—Glenn Gould
I g/ta/-CBS Masterworks)

.0647. Bach; Unaccom-
iinled Cello Suites 1,2

334243. Brahms: Piano
Concerto No. 1—Weissen-
berg; Muti, Philadelphia
Orch (D/g/to/-Angel)

328039. Brohnns: Sym-
phony No. 3; Haydn Vari-
ations—Mehta, New York
Phil. (CBS Masterworks)

333518. Bruckner: Sym-
phony No. 7-Chailly, RSO
Berlin (D/g/to/—London)

325183. Dvorak; Sym-
phony No. 9 (New World)
— Soiti, Chicago Symph.
Orch. (Dig/to(—London)

333575. Elgar; Enigma
Variations; Pomp And
Circumstance Marches-
A, Davis. Philharmonia Or
(Digitol-CBS Masterworks)

331314. Gershwin; An
American In Paris— plus
Grainger's Fantasy on
Porgy Si Bess—Labeque
sisters (Digital—Ange\)

323543. Handel; Royal
Rreworks Music: Oboe
Concertos 1-3—Karl Mur

330413. Mozart: Greatest
Hits-Gould, Previn. Szell,

others (CBS Masterworks)

321224. Mozart: Overtures
—Don Giovanni; Cosi fan
tutte; Marriage of Figaro;
etc Marriner, Academy of
St Martin (D/g/(o/-Angel)

338228. Otienbach; Galte
Parislenne; Gounod:
"Fausf Ballet Music- ,, ... ,_,

Dutoit Orch, symphonique monic (D(g/to/-London)
Montreal (0/g/to/-London)

318691. Prokofiev: Love
For Three Oranges Suite;
U. Kl)e Sulte-Michael
Tilson Thomas, Los Angeles

321729. Schubert: The 331942. The Academy-
Impromptus, Op. 90 & 142 By Request. N Marriner
—Murray Perahio, piano cond works by Schubert,
(Digital—CBS Masterworl's) Bach, etc (Dig/fo/—Angel)

334771. Sibelius: Sym- 328013. Nancy Allen-
pt>onles No. 4 and 7— virtuoso trarpist in music
Berglund, Helsinki Philtrar- by Ravel and Debussy
monic Or (D/grto(—Angel)

326405. Stravinsky; The
Rrebird (complete ballet)

With Rampql, Tokyo String
Quartet (Digital—Ar\ge\)

^ 328146. Willi Boskovsky
Dohnanyi, Vienna Philtiar- cond. Symphonic Waltzes

•" by R Strauss, Tchaikovsky.

338244. Stravinsky: Rite
0( Spring-Dutoit cond.

Weber e'c '.C"g,'fa/-Angel)

334276 Canadian Brass

Orchestre symphonique de f
Montreal ('D/grra/-London)

chinger, Stuttgart Chamber Phil (CBS Masterworks)
Orch fag,to/-London) 245043. Rachmaninoff;
332569. Haydn; Symphony Piano Concertos Nos. 1 8i 2 ForStrlngs-Muti, Phila

No. 94 (Surprise), No. 100
(Military)— SoIti, London
Phil. (D/g/to/-London)

321190. Uszt: Hungarian
Rhapsodies 1 & i, more-
Boskovskycond, (Angel)

—Ashkenozy; Previn,
London Sym (London)

334565. Rachmaninoff;
SympfKjny No. 2 (complete
version)—Rattle and L,A,

Phil, (Digital-Angei)

Orch (D/grfo/-Angel)

336441. Tchaikovsky;

Pacheibei Gobrieli etc
(Digitoz-CBS Masterworks)

337279. Ptocldo Domingo
—Save Your Nights For
Me. Lo^e Came For Me
tytana. etc rCBSj

4578-394572. Bach:
!)te Sonatas—Rampql,
ite, Pinnock, harpsi-
.|ord, etc, (Counts as 2—
?/to/—CBS Masterworks)

8178. A Bach Celebra-
-n. Christopher Parken-

3 plays music from Bach
intatas arr, for guitar
tid orch (DrgrfoT—Angel)

9714. Bartok: Concerto
Ir Orchestra; Dance Suite
tBoiti conducts Chicago
m ('D/grta/-London)

'8004-398008. Beethoven
3no Sonatas—Moonlight,
opassionota. Tempest 3
ore A, Brendel (Counts
2-Vox Cum Ldude)

15075. Beethoven:
vertures—Coriolan,
imont Fidelia Lenore,
c Tennstedt London
ill (D/g/to/-Angel)

12494, Beethoven;
'mphony No. 3 (Eroica)
Bernstein dnd New York
:iilharmonic (Columbia)

!1570. Beethoven; Sym-
lony No. 5; Schubert;
/mph. No. 8 (Unfinished)
Maazel, Vienna Philhar
iigita/—CBS Masterworks)

>2874, Beethoven;
^mphony No. 9 (Choral)
Ormondy and the Phila-

3lphia Orch (Columbia)

J1595. Bizet: Carmen
jile; LArlesienne
jltes 1, 2—Ozowo, Orch
qtional (Digital—Ange\)

13293. Boiling: Suite For
ute and Jozzplano-
3mpal, Boiling (Columbia) 333524-393520, Dvorak;
,32448, Brahms; Sym- Slavonic Dances (Op A6.
ihony No. 1-Tennstedt 72); American Suite—
ond, London Philharmonic Dorati, Royal Phil, (Counts
irch, p/grfo/-Angel) as 2—Digital—London)

329144. Chopin: Waltzes,
Mazurkas, Polonaises
—Ivan Moravec, piano
(Digital—Vox Cum Laude)

330100. Chopin; Piano
Concerto Uo. 2; Saint-
Saons: Concerto No. 2—
Licad; Previn. London Phil,

334508, Mohlor:
Symphony No. I (Titan)-
Muticond^ Philadelphiq
Orch (Digital-Angel)

329094-399097 Mahler;
Symphony No. 2 (Resur-
rection)-Lorin Maazel,
Vienna Phil, (Counts as 2-

318451, Ravel: Bolero;
Pavane; Dophnis Et Chloe
(Suite No 2)—Andre Previn,

London Symphony (Angel) (CBS Masterworks)

(Digital-CBS Masterworks) Digrfo/-CBS Masterworks)

324439. Copland: Rodeo; 318824. Mendelssohn:

331447. Ravel; Ma Mere
L'Oye (Mother Goose);
etc-Dutoit Montreal
Sym (Dig/fo/—London)

324533. Resplghl; Feste

Violin Concerto; Serenade 330159. Bob James—
-Pinchas Zukerman; Zubin Rameau. The )az2 artist
Mehta, Israel Philharmonic performs works by the
(Digital—CBS Masterworks) French Baroque composer

on synthesizers Superbl
(Qig^ai-ces Masterworks)

321851 WynlonMarsalls
Ploys Trumpet Concertos.
HavOr,, MijrrT'e. l Mozart
(Digitai—'^bS Masterworks)

329607. Wynton Morsolls-
Purcell, Handel, Torelli, etc,

(Digito/-CBS Masterworks)

331959-391953 Mormon
Tabernacle Choir—Great
Choruses of Bach and
Handel, ; Counts OS 2-
CBS Masterworks)

327551. Luciano Povarotti
—Mamma. Popular Italian

songs arrirgr-'jby Henry
M:;- - ' ' :' : ^ondon)

337444 Eugene Ormandy-
inMemorlom .'.o-'ksby

Sibelius. P Strouss, Barber,
etc (Digitol—Angei)

324397 Sutheriand/Horne/
Povarotti-Live From Lin-

coin Center. A truly grand
programi (D/grfo/—London)

320887 Kirl Te Konowo-
Verdl and Puccini Arias.
(D ": '

";
'

'''
'.' iiterworks)

333112 Andreas Voilen-

329169. Tchaikovsky:
SymptKjny No. 4—Lorin
Maazel, Cleveland Orch

324897 Vivaldi; Four

f^?^°,!^y°°^S'-
ambers weider-White Winds

mon Man—Dordti, Detroit
Sym, ('D/g/fo/—London)

335679. Debussy; La Mer;
Nocturnes-Andre Previn,

cond London Symphony
(D/g/ta/—Angel)

304931. Debussy: Images
For Orchestra; Prelude
To An Afternoon Of A
Faun— Previn, London
Sym CDigita/—Angel)

Schumann; Sympfrany
Uo. 4—Tennstedt Berlin

Phil (Drg/toZ-Angei)

Orch Notionol de France
(D;gita/-CBS Masterworks) !ai'„,t','

;•,"
'-"sj'^

Romane?Pin'es & FounToins 323147 Wagner: Orchestral 334763 John Williams-
Of Rome-Dutoit Orch de Music from "Ttie Ring"— Bach, Handel, Morcello
Montreal (D/gital-London) Sir Georg Soiti, Chicago Concertosorr tor guitar

318436. RImsky-Korsakov;
Scheherazade— Svetlanov,
London Symphony (Angel)

325100. Solnt-Soens:
Carnival of the Animals
-also works by Debussy
Sotie Philip Jones Brass
Ensemble (Dig/to/-London)

331082. Salnt-Saens;
Sympttony No. 3 (Organ)

Sym, (Digiro/—London) (Digital-CBS Masterwori<s)

330142 Mendelssohn:
Violin Concerto; Soint-

Saens Concerto No, 3-
Cho Lioriqiin, F^.'jmiascon
(Digital-CBS Masterworks)

328740. Mozart: Piano
Concerto 24 (Coronation);
Rondos—Murray Perahia.
English Chamber Orchestra Hurford; Dutoit MontTeaf
(Digital-CBS Masterworks) Sym, (D/gito;-London)

337782. Mozart: Diverti- 322487 Schubert: "Death
menio, K 543-KrerTier; and the Maiden"; "auartet-

if you )oin now and agree to buy 8 more selections
Kashkashian;Yo-YoMa tsotz—Tokyo String Quartet - ._,,=> '

(DIgital-CBS Masterworks) (Digital-Vox Cumloude)

>4NYn
FOP $100^M^^l^^ ^m H plus shipping^ ^^^^^ ^M ^^ and handling

you )oin now and agree to buy 8 more solectiot
(at regular Club prices) In the coming 3 years

lere's a wonderful opporlunlty to start or add to your collection of the
rorld's greatest music —on easY-to-play carefree tape cassettes! As a new
lember of the Columbia Classical (ilub, you can get any 11 cassettes for

inly $1 00, plus shipping and handling, (Or you may take your 11 selections on
lereo records) In exchange, you agree to buy just 8 more selections in the
ext three years, at regular Club prices (which currently are $798 to S9,98,

lius shipping ond handling; multi-unit sets and some digital recordings may
le somewhat higher)

taw the Club works; every four weeks (13 times a year) you'll receive our
^usic Magazine, It describes the "(Classical Selection of the Month" plus
cores of classical releases, as well as selections from other fields of music. In

iddition, up to six times d yedr you may receive offers of Special Selections,

isuaiiy at a discount off regular Club prices, for a total of up to 19 buying
ipportunities,

here Is no obligation to accept the "Selection of the Month"—you order
inly the recordings you want when you want themi A special response card
M be enclosed with each Magazine—mail it by the date specified to order
>r reject any selection And if you want onty the "Selection of the Month", do
lOthing— it will be shipped automatically You'll have at least ten days in

/hich To make your decision— if you ever have less time than that just return

ie Selection at our expense. And you may cancel membership anytime
if ter buying 8 selections, or continue under our monr^y-saving bonus plan,

D-Day Free Triol; we'll send details of the Club's operotion with your introduc-

ory shipment If you are not satisfied for any reason, return everything within

3 days—your membership will be canceled and you will owe nothing

pecial Start-Your-Membershlp-Now Offer; you may also choose your first

election now—and we'll send it to you for at least 60% off regular Club
>rices (only $2,99), This discount purchase reduces your membership obliga-

on immediately—you then need buy iust 7 more (instead of 8) in 3 yeors,

ust check box in application and fill in the number of your first selection,

OTE: selections with two numbers are 2-record sets or double-length topes. Each of

lese "double selections " counts as 2—so write in both numbers, i5> 1965 Cdumbla House

COLUMBIA CLASSICAL CLUB, Columbia House, Terre Haute. IN 47811

Please accept my membership application under the SEND Mi T

terms outlined in this advertisement Send me the 11 II SELECT*
cidssicdl selections listed here for only SI 00, plus ship-
ping and handling, I agree to buy eight mote selec-
tions (at regular Club prices) in the coming three
years—and mdy cancel membership at any time after
doing so

Send my selections in this type of recording (ctieck one);

DTAPtCASSFnES DSIEBEO RECORDS

3Mr.

DMIU

Address

City

PtinI First /tome

-Apt.

wore £tp

Do you hove a telephone? (check one) OYes ONo S39/S86

Do you have a credit card? (check one) DYes DNo

Also send my first se4ecllon tor at least a 60X discount
(or which I will be billed an additional S299 i then need

buy only 7 more (instead of 8) r 1

at regular Club prices, tn the I
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Striking

Courtship
Photograph by Art Wolfe

These two practitioners of the sweet sci-

ence were found by photographer Art

Wolfe not far from the Eureka weather

station on Ellesmere Island, the large,

cold, mainly uninhabited piece of Canada

that reaches more than two hundred miles

past the Arctic Circle. Unlike most of

their relatives, arctic hares are gregarious,

clumping into packs that can include as

many as several thousand individuals.

Bush pilots claim to have watched vast

seas of them massed on the tundra.

Why they pack together is only one of

the behavioral mysteries that surround

arctic hares. For much of the year, they

spend hours at a time crouching motion-

less on the snow, their thick white fur mak-

ing them nearly invisible. Come spring-

time, mating commences. Some spring!

When Wolfe shot this photograph last

April, the temperature was thirty below.

Some mating! The animals begin by

standing up on their hind legs and taking

swats at each other, males against males,

females against females, and males

against females. (Or so ethologists think:

It's hard to get close enough to an arctic

hare to discern its sex.)

"They'd box for sixty or seventy sec-

onds," Wolfe reported, "slugging away

but with their heads to one side so they

wouldn't get hurt. It really looked silly.

When they weren't boxing or sitting, they

were running all over creation, chasing

each other."

What happens after the boxing is not

well known. Wolfe never saw any actual

mating, and neither did most of the natu-

ralists who have made the trek to Elles-

mere Island. There are reports that the

creation of little arctic hares is accompa-

nied by violent frenzies. But verification of

this, and much else about this species,

awaits a visit by a biologist with pluck,

dcterminalion, and many layers of ther-

mal underwear.

Charles C. Mann
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The Real Thing
What are the criteriaforpreserving an authentic culinary heritage?

by Raymond Sokolov
1

For the entire time I have paid attention

to food, the cry of every serious person in

the field has been "authenticity." Sur-

rounded by bogus adaptations and sub-

stitutions for classic and traditional foods,

two generations of writers and chefs have

battled for the real thing.

They have battled against ersatz in-

gredients and distorting processes in in-

dustrial products. They have campaigned,

often in violent language, against recipes

and restaurants that falsified our culinary

heritage. The best of them spent their lives

promoting authentic food ideas by pub-

lishing authentic recipes and insisting on

authentic ingredients.

No one writing in the English language

has fought harder and more intelligently

for gastronomic authenticity than Eliza-

beth David. For forty years, David has

been leading a crusade with her pen, in

cookbooks that brought the real food of

France and Italy, as well as her native

Britain, within the reach of everyone. And
since the early fifties, she has also pursued

this mission as a journalist in various Brit-

ish publications. Her articles have now
been collected {An Omelette and a Glass

of Wine, Viking Press), and while they

range widely across many areas, from the

arcana of sardine preservation to a vivid

account of the white truffle market at

Alba in the Italian Piedmont, these still-

important essays achieve an unacknowl-

edged unity as an investigation of authen-

ticity in the kitchen.

I think I may be making David sound

something of a tedious caterwauler, but a

brief glimpse of her method, as she lets fly

at bogus mayonnaise, should remove any

impression of shrill pedantry.

In "The True Emulsion," which ap-

peared in The Spectator during the sum-

mer of 1962, she begins: ""With the may-
onnaise season in full blast, once more the

familiar complaints about bottled mayon-
naise and salad creams are heard in the

land." Now if you have missed the buriec i

allusion here to the cooing of turtle doves

in the Song of Songs, it should still bt

obvious that the lady is mocking food pur

ists at the same time that she joins them ir

deploring bottled mayo. For David it is noi

enough to repeat an old grumble. She ex

amines it and finds legal, historical, anc

social causes for the abomination.

False mayonnaise predominates or

English tables not because people are toe

lazy to make the real thing but because

they actively prefer the fake. Why shouk

this be?

David shows how food experts had beer

misleading the public since as far back ai

Mrs. Beeton in 1865. But the coup dt

grace came in 1906, when the renownec

chef and author Herman Senn revisec

Beeton and substituted two recipes, eaci

wrongheaded in its own way. The first

although basically correct, called for mon
than two cups of olive oil, a disconcert

ingly huge amount, especially considering

"the national English fear and dislike o!

olive oil." This, David argues, encouragec

cooks to choose the preposterous seconc

recipe, a sort of custard including plentj

of milk. "Ry the thirties," she writes

"there was already a vast public brough

up in the belief that mayonnaise was <

sauce which could only be produced in i

factory, which contained no olive oil—anc

tasted mainly of acetic acid. And that it

what the great majority of people havs

come to expect when they see mayonnais(

announced on a menu. It is not unnatura

that they should be suspicious and indig

nant when confronted with the authentic

sauce."

So, if you are Mrs. David, you speak ou

to combat the historical corruption of pub

lie taste; you decry a flawed system o

labeling laws; and you wring your hand:

over ingrained English indiff"erence to thi

actual ingredients of foreign dishes whosi

exotic names are blithely attached to any
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of Taste

lag that the chef or the manufacturer

)ases.

t would appear that we have settled the

rtter of authenticity. Unfortunately,

I henticity is as slippery a notion as hap-

)iess. Everyone (or almost everyone) is

( it, but it is hard to get people to agree

)iwhat it is.

Perhaps you are thinking that an au-

Imtic dish (or recipe) is one honored by

(!g tradition in a settled cultural milieu.

: t this implies that an authentic recipe is

:: one preferred by most people in its

untry of origin. And yet this test of

:pularity (in the dish's native region) is

II at all what food experts or folk of

incd taste would probably say was deci-

le in establishing a recipe for, say, the

ithcntic potato chip.

Surveys show that Americans prefer

jghtly rancid potato chips to fresh, be-

;usc they have always eaten commercial

:ips "aged" in the bag. You and I, of

:urse, will not settle for anything less

;an hand-cut chips that we deep fry in

i;sh lard and then consume immediately.

If you have ever made your own potato

:iips, with lard or vegetable oil, you will

low how different they are from those

[oduced in factories. But perhaps you

:iject to the example. You want a case

nerc popular taste has not been cor-

ipted by technology, but one where dis-

jeement arises among lifelong users

bm the same culture.

Look no further than the American

juthwest. Texan chiliheads abhor beans;

ew Mexicans routinely put them in their

rsion of chili. Similarly, each village

ong the French Mediterranean coast has

> own "authentic" mixture of fish for its

m "authentic" bouillabaisse.

But aren't these really distinct regional

iriations, each authentic for its town or

ate? If so, to what size must we whittle

)wn our definition of region without al-

wing free rein to dozens of equally au-
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thentic, neighboring recipes for dishes all

bearing the same name?

There is, in fact, no limit to this. In my
family, people disagree about the authen-

tic way to make dishes handed down from

the same older relative. And I myself

waver frequently between the versions,

which must mean that even an individual

is too large a cultural unit for determining

authenticity.

So what should the inquiring gastroeth-

nographer think when an informant, per-

haps his Aunt Betty, tells him how she

makes apple pie? How can he be sure that

the old gal is not passing off some bogus

flapdoodle on him just for laughs? Or be-

cause she doesn't know any better.

If this fieldwork were taking place as

part of the first scientific contact with a

hitherto isolated people (let us call them

the Mem!tomos), the ethnographer would

want to ask around the village a bit and see

how the informant's pie matched up with

others. If they were all the same, he would

clearly have found out what an authentic

pie was. But if they were only similar;

some had top crusts, some had cream

added to the apple mixture, some had only

butter in the crust, others only marga-

rine—but all of them had a circular crust

baked with apple slices on top—then he

would have to decide which features were

fundamental and which were variations or

extra fillips. Otherwise it would be impos-

sible to publish just one recipe and assert

that it, with certain possible variations,

was the authentic apple pie of the

Memltomos. The careful ethnographer

might want to poll all the cooks and ask

them what they thought was the essential

pieness of their pie.

This process of taking an average or

Platonizing an ideal recipe from the raw

data of individual cooks' testimony is not,

however, what has typically occurred in

even the most scrupulous studies of re-

gional or ethnic foods. In every case I

know of, from true anthropological work

with preliterate people to the reportage

conducted in France by Curnonsky, only

one or, at most, a very small number of

practitioners were consulted. Then their

recipes were written down and acquired

the prestige we attach to the "authentic"

practices of the naive.

Publication leads to codification. From

many Homers, each singing the tradi-

tional epic-formulaic material in his own

way, the Greeks passed on only one. Once

the Iliad and the Odyssey had been tran-

scribed, they became official texts, memo-
rized and studied to the point of stultifica-

tion by the time of Theocritus.

Something like that has been happen-

ing in the 1 50 years or so since the great

early nineteenth-century chef Careme

Elizabeth David's Everlasting Syllabub

(slightly adapted from An Omelette and a
Glass of Wine. Viking Press)

1 lemon

5 ounces white wine or sherry

2 tablespoons brandy

Vi cup sugar

1 Vi cup heavy cream, boiled down
to 1 '/3 cup and then chilled

Nutmeg

The day before the syllabub is to be made,

put the thinly pared rind of the lemon and

the juice in a bowl with the wine and

brandy and leave overnight. Next day,

strain the wine and lemon mixture into a

large and deep bowl. Add the sugar and
stir until it has dissolved. Pour in the

cream slowly, stirring all the time. Grate

in a little nutmeg. Now whisk the mixture

until it thickens and will hold a soft peak
on the whisk. The process may take 5

minutes, it may take 1 5. It depends on the

cream, the temperature, and the method
of whisking . . . .When the cream is ready,

spoon it into small glasses, (2 to IVi

ounces) but fill them to overflowing. Once
in the glasses, the cream will not spoil nor

sink nor separate. As suggested by Sir

Kenelm Digby [the seventeenth-century

British author] , a tiny sprig of rosemary or

a little twist of lemon peel can be stuck

into each filled glass. Keep the syllabubs

in a cool place—not in the refrigerator

—

until you are ready to serve them. They
can be made at least two days before they

are needed. The quantities given will fill

ten small syllabub or custard cups or

sherry glasses and will be enough for four

to six people. . . . Remember that in their

heyday syllabubs were regarded as re-

freshments to be offered at card parties,

at ball suppers, and at public entertain-

ments, rather than just as a pudding for

lunches and dinners, although they did

quite often figure as part of the dessert in

the days when a choice of sweetmeats,

fruits, jellies, confections, and creams was
set out in a formal symmetrical array in

the center of the table. . .

.

Note: In most American homes, since a

cool place of the sort commonly available

in Britain will be hard to find, it is best to

serve this dish shortly after it is made.
Refrigeration will solidify the syllabub

and change its nature. The reduction of

the cream simulates the greater richness

of British cream.

codified his magisterial practice. The

grand dishes of the nobility were frozen,

given standard form. In other words,

haute cuisine acquired criteria of authen-

ticity that were modified—mostly simpli-

fied—but which remained essentially un-

altered until twenty years ago. In this cen-

tury, the process of codification—one

almost wants to say licensing—was ex-

tended to the regional cooking of Frana

and, gradually, to ever more remote local-

ities and foods: the Mekong Delta and its

fish, India and its desserts.

Writing down these exotic food ideas

has been and continues to be an important

and laudable activity. Without it, whole

cuisines would vanish as the world inex-

orably homogenizes. But authentication is

a Procrustean bed; it lops off the messj

edges of cooking. Cookbooks not only pre-

serve; they overdefine and delimit cookinf

when they set forth a single version of a

dish and, explicitly or implicitly, suggest

that other versions are spurious.

Mrs. David, for instance, ever the evan-

gelist for the foods of the Mediterranean,

where she formed her basic tastes, as-

sumes without discussion that the authen-

tic mayonnaise will use olive oil. But there

is a perfectly respectable tradition ir

northern France and elsewhere that em-

ploys peanut and other neutrally flavored

oils. And its proponents are as committed
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tciheir practice as those who insist that

tily ideal mayonnaise will avoid vinegar

a:)gether in favor of lemon juice.

fo be fair to her, David is not a purist,

p"e and simple, and often presents the

ce for many versions of the same basic

dh. And she goes out of her way to praise

cinary mavericks like Edouard de

Pmiane, whose original contributions to

F;nch food provoked a furor from tradi-

tionalists. Indeed, she holds him up as a

picursor of the nouvelle cuisine: "I won-

d' how many of the younger of today's

p)fessional chefs realize that some of

t;ir most publicized inventions were not

t';ir's at all, but were derived, however

iilirectly, from the Polish and Jewish rec-

ips pubHshed or described by Pomiane in

h. books and radio talks of the 1930s.

Wchel Guerard's confiture d'oignons, for

tance, surely derived from Pomiane's

h of sweet-sour onions in which the

jeetening elements were sultanas and

\in d'epices, the spiced honey cake of

jntral Europe, and which Pomiane had

hum borrowed from the Jewish cookery

(his native Poland."

Without directly saying so, David is

lUtely aware of the tension in ail cooking

tween the traditional and the new. An-

ropologists might call this same opposi-

in a conflict between the synchronic and

e diachronic point of view. In plain lan-

lage, we can regard mayonnaise as a

ven, a static artifact existing outside his-

ry, whose authentic nature is as un-

langing as a primordial totem. Or we can

ppose that mayonnaise had and contin-

!S to have a history, that its authentic

iture is redefined each time you or I

hip some up.

Both points of view are, I think, always

did, in cooking as in the rest of life. The
nchronic strand is always there, making

nse of the diachronic. Our notion of au-

entic mayonnaise underlies our cer-

inty that an egg and oil emulsion aggres-

k'ely flavored with chipotle chilies from

lexico is still a mayonnaise.

This interplay between the previously

bfined—the authentic—and the newly

/olved, makes judgment and taste possi-

le. If we know what mayonnaise has

3en, we have a baseline for discrimina-

ons about the mayonnaise that a chef has

ist created. These discriminations are

ifficult. They rest on the elusive idea of

ithenticity. But without some rough

:nse of where we have been (the authen-

c), we cannot reasonably embrace the

5W or reject the bogus.

'aymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

al interests are the history andprepara-

on offood.
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To reach the white whale study site,

naturahst-photographer Fred Bruemmer
(page 40) flies to Resolute, in the high

Arctic, and then hitches a helicopter ride

with scientists to the mouth of the Cun-

ningham River. Once there, he shares

duties at the research station, including

rebuilding the watchtower in the river (it

has to be taken down each fall because of

ice flows). He even prepares meals, al-

though his cooking abilities are notorious

throughout the Arctic. Mostly, he hauls

water, washes dishes, and cuts firewood.

He also photographs whales, preferably

around midnight when the low, reddish

sun casts interesting shadows. Bruem-
mer, who has been studying the white

whale for two decades, found his most

useful source was Beluga (Delphinap-

terus leucas): Investigations of the Spe-

cies, a 1969 study by Soviet biologist

S.E. Kleinenberg and his colleagues. An
English version of the 376-page book has

been published in Jerusalem by the Is-

rael Program for Scientific Translations.

Born in Colorado, not far from Dei a

ver, James W. Larrick (page 56) consic i

ers himself a natural mountain climbe if.

with an innate curiosity about humai.i

adaptation to high altitudes. He has \::

medical degree and a Ph.D. in mem.

brane receptor biochemistry from Duki

University. Larrick's particular focus ;

on tribal groups "from both a medic;

:

and cultural point of view." Followin ;

that approach, he has done research i|i[

Nepal and the Andes as well as in othsff;

locations off the beaten track. "The syiji.

ergy between humans and animals, hf
tween the Tibetans and their yaks, f(l!:;

example, illustrates the 'biocultural' ailii

aptations of the preindustrial popul;|i;i
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tjis I have been studying," he says.

ihy B. Burck, Larrick's wife and coau-

; is also an M.D. with a Ph.D. in mo-

lar genetics. She shares her hus-

id's research interests in medicine

anthropology and accompanies him

oijoint field trips.

n addition to the book mentioned in

hir article, the authors recommend two

jlers for those interested in learning

n^re about life in Tibet: Going Higher:

7? Story ofMan and Altitude, by C.S.

Huston (Queen City Printers, Inc.,

Briington, Vt., 1983); and Man at High

Aitude. by O. Heath and D.R. Wil-

li;ns (Churchill Livingstone, London,

Sedition, 1981).

Don't
Buy a
Big
Tiller

For a
Small
Job!

Buy a Mantis!
If your garden is an acre or more, you

may want to buy a big tiller. If it's any

less, you should buy a Mantis-20 (and

hire somebody to plow or till your

garden once a year).

Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs. The
Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and

older gardeners love it)!

Simply turning a 300 lb. tiller in a

backyard garden without running over

crops (or yourself) is a challenge. Mantis,

on the other h^nd, starts with a flick of

the wrist... turns on a dime... and weeds
in and around plants, between narrow

rows and along fence lines.

Most big tillers were designed to just

till (although many now offer clumsy

"add-on" attachments to try to justify

their high cost). The Mantis-20 was

designed from the beginning to pre-

cisely match a small, powerful engine

to a variety of useful attachments for

your yard and garden. Tiller. Cultivator.

Furrower. Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn
De-Thatcher. Hedge Trimmer. |

Despite the fact that the Mantis-20 is a .

tough, durable, precision instrument... [

it costs a fraction of what you'll pay for

a big tiller.
|

3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial!
|

Finally, look at the warranty. Most

machines are partially covered for 90 I

days to a year. The Mantis has a L/7ef/me

Don't let its small size fool you!

Warranty on the tines (if they ever break,

we II replace them). A Lifetime Replace-

ment agreemeni on the engme. And. best

of all, a 3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial (if

you don't like it, we'll take it back and give

you a full refund!).

"We have a 30' x 100' garden that Is

fenced to keep woodchucks out. We
own a Troy-Bllt and had to take the

fence down each time we wanted to till.

Not any more! With our Mantis, we get

In and out easily. My wife and I both

think It's a great little machine!"
Ben St. Germaine
Gansevoort, NY 12831

EARLY ORDER BONUS
MAILTHIS COUPON TODAY!

I

[y^mzis
Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Rd., Dept. 827
Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006

D Please send more Information on the

Mantls-20 Tliler/Cultlvator .and your
special FREE limited lime otter!

Name

Address

City

Slate .Zip.



Authors, continued

In 1972, while doing fieldwork among

the Nahua Indians of Mexico, Alan R.

Sandstrom (page 66) was startled to ob-

serve them cutting paper images of spir-

its for their rituals, an ancient practice

considered obsolete in that particular In-

dian group. In an attempt to document

the Nahua spirit pantheon, Sandstrom

(at left) began collecting samples of all

the different paper figures, but the task

soon reached unmanageable propor-

tions. In his article for Natural History,

Sandstrom writes of his conclusion that

the complex Nahua religion can best be

understood as a form of pantheism. The

turning point in his thinking came after

reading a book on pre-Hispanic Meso-

american religion, anthropologist Eva

Hunt's The Transformation of the

Hummingbird: Cultural Roots of a

Zinacantecan Mythical Poem, pub-

lished in 1977 by Cornell University

Press. A book by Sandstrom and his

wife, Pamela Effrein Sandstrom, Tradi-

tional Papermaking and Paper Cult

Figures ofMexico, will be published this

spring by Oklahoma University Press.

Sandstrom is an associate professor of

anthropology at Indiana University-

Purdue University at Fort Wayne. His

other research among the Nahuas has in-

vestigated how their religious and sym-

bol systems support their horticultural

practices and, more recently, the cul-

tural change brought about by the dis-

covery of oil in the region where these

Indians live. He has also studied the tra-

ditional Tibetan medical system and the

adaptation of exiled Tibetans to life in

northern India.

Seattle-based Art Wolfe (page lOO;

flew to Ellesmere Island last spring tc

photograph the northern wolves. A pro

fessional photographer for eight of hi;

thirty-four years, Wolfe is the author ol

the recently published The Imagery Oj

Art Wolfe (Arpel Graphics), a compen
dium of nature photographs taken on hi;

travels. The Eureka weather station or

Ellesmere, where Wolfe spent four days

may be the northernmost place on ths

planet where human beings live the yeai

round. He got there by flying to Reso
lute, near the North Magnetic Pole, on £

package tsjir of the North Pole. "Foi

$8,000, you could do it, too," he says

"You go up there and they give yoi

champagne and crackers for a fev

hours." From there, Wolfe rode the sup

ply plane to the weather station.

"It was light all day long," he says

"The best shooting time was about 2:3(

A.M., when the sun gets as low as it's go
ing to get and there are some nice pinks.'

He could get within a few feet of tht

hares at the station because "they wen
really bold and would hardly move out o:

the way for the wolves that were scav

enging there." But the particular pair ir

this month's Natural Moment were i

long way away. Wolfe used an 800-mn-

lens to photograph them.
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Volcanoes explode.

Continents joust.

Fires burn on the ocean floor.

Solar winds rage at a million

miles per hour.

On Januan 22nd. the world

premiere of a seven-part PBS
television series called "Planet

Earth" does more than scratch

the surface of the globe.

Daring camerawork
transports you across the seven

continents, from the Antarctic

to a Pacific atoll, from the

Amazon to an Indian desert

from the depths of the sea to

the edges of space.

Pioneering production

techniques place you in the

footsteps of the dinosaurs, the

grip of an ice age. the acid

clouds of Venus.

Scientists guide you through

our planets past and present

and speculate upon its future.

Watch "Planet Earth"—

a

television event so dramatic it

makes all the world a stage.

PLANET
EARTH

See the world pi'emiere of

"Planet Earth" in seven one-

hour episodes on PBS.

Beginning Wednesdav
JanuaiT22at9:00PMET.

Please cheek your locdl UstuKjsfor

liroddeast times.

\hijitrfunding for this series (ind the

reldled e(illr(ie television eouisc ^iixwided

hy llw {niie'nUnjICPB Projeet. Produced

hy li Ol\l)/Pittsburgh in nssocinlion with

the \aliunalAcademy ofSciences.

C.orijtinilefuiuHng [vovided by



THE NEW SAAB 9000 HAS ACHIEVEDAN IDEAL BALANCE.
75% LUXURY SEDAN AND 75% SPORTS CAR.

You've driven in a sports car. Remember
the way it hugged the road? The way it took the

turns? The way it accelerated? The way you felt?

(You could accept the negatives, such as

comfort which approximated that of the front seat

on a roller coaster

)

You've also driven in a luxury car. Remem-
ber the legroom? The storage space? The relaxing

seats? The way you felt?

(You could also accept the negatives, such

as the fact it drove like the Queen Mary.

)

Saab asks you not to accept negatives.

Rather, add up the positives of both aspects of the

new Saab 9000.

On the sports car side, there's performance
in the form of a 16-valve, intercooled, turbo-

charged engine that takes a car from to 60 in

hardly any seconds and maintains speed and fuel

efficiently for hours on end.

A suspension with McPherson struts that

sits a Saab 9000 on a road as if car and asphalt or

car and macadam or car and dirt were one.

The steering, of course, is rack-and-pinion,

so the driver can't help feeling and knowing what's

happening between the tires and the road.

The brakes are large-diameter discs, power-
assisted and, with a dual-circuit system, almost
"fail-safe!'

On the luxury sedan side, there's Automatic
Climate Control. You tell your Saab 9000 what

temperature makes you feel the most chipper and

it, through microprocessors, keeps you happy.

Size: People in government (the EPA)
charged with such things have declared the Saab

9000 a "large" car.

Considering the legroom, the elbowroom,

and the carrying space (up to 56. 5 cu. ft. ) that

may even be a mite bit of an understatement.

The touches: Seats and a steering wheel

that adjust to even the most extraordinary anatomy. ..'

Instruments? Within your reach and so

well-thought-out that your eyes, so used to being

5-spee± 21 EPA adjusUd cT/i

assaulted on the road, will come to appreciate the

soothing green illumination.

The exterior? Well, check the pictures on
this page for a few seconds. Then see a new
Saab 9000 for yourself at a Saab dealer, where
a perfect balance always exceeds the sum ^^^
of its parts. q/^^n ^^

The most intelligent cars ever built. ^^
h speed, tr^ length and ic
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All do-it-yourself

fluid checks (oil

level, power steer-

ing fluid, etc.) are

arranged in front of

the engine. They are

also color-coded to

make them easy to

find, easy to check.

A new multiple port

fuel injected V-6

engine designed for

simplicity and respon-

siveness. Plus a new
four-speed automatic

transaxle so well

designed, under nor-

mal use It requires no

scheduled mainte-

nance.

The hood features

gas-charged struts

which assistyou to

raise the hood and
hold it open without

a prop rod.

20" windshield

wipers clear water

nearly all the way
to the driver's roof

pillar to aid visibility

Optional electrically

heated Insta-Clear'"

windshield clears

itself of mist and
frost.

Optional dual sun

visors provide simul-

taneous front and
side protection from

the sun. Built-in

extensions provide

protection when the

sun is low in the sky.

FORD'S NEW CONCEPT IN ENGINEERING
BEGAN WITH YOUR NEEDS FIRST

FORD TAURUS.
ENGINEERING.
FOR PEOPLE.

The Taurus wagon was

designed and engineered with a

clear understanding of the spe-

cial needs of a wagon buyer It is'

designed to carry many differ-

ent combinations of people and

cargo.

Taurus seats feature a lower

back support for comfort mile

after mile. The seats are made
of a high-density foam for pro-



.lar seat pas-

. ngers have their

<vn heat and fresh

.ducts for bal-

.\ced comfort.

Child proof rear

door locks. Plus 37
other Lifeguard

Design Safety

Features.

Front seat head
rests adjust up and
down, forward and
back. Seat belts are

simple to use, com-
fortable to wear

The standard roof

rack adjusts for dif-

ferent length loads.

Special brackets are

available for skis or

bicycles.

Room for up to 19

full-size grocery

bags with the rear

seat up. In addition,

the load floor is low
to make loading

easier, and to pro-

vide rear visibility

over normal loads.

The cargo floor fea-

tures four rugged
tie-downs to help

secure smaller

loads. An elastl-

cized cargo net is

also available.

An optional picnic

tray folds out of the

rear of the wagon.
Folds back in when
not in use.

Buckle up—together we can save lives.

3nged comfort... less fatigue

All controls are placed

/here your hands can easih

nd them. And the switches

ature a "user friendly"

lesign that allows

ou to read

their function by touch,

even at ni"ht.

Above, you will find a list of

just a few of the function and

comfort features which ha\e

been designed into the

Taurus w agon.

There are more. Many
more. But v^e hope these

few will gi\e wui a .sen.se

of just hew well the

Taurus wagon is made.

I law you drixen a Ford...

aieh?
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Putting on the Dog
For the Oglala Indians, canine stew is a spiritual delicacy

by William K. Powers and Maria N. Powers

Although the dog may be man's best

friend, the relationship is not entirely re-

ciprocal. Archeologists and prehistorians

tell us that over the past 10,000 years of

canine domestication, humans have used

the dog as hunter, herder, beast of bur-

den—and source of food, particularly

when other food supplies have been

scarce. People today generally believe

that dogs depend on humans, but during

the long period in which humans and dogs

evolved their somewhat skewed symbiotic

relationship, the opposite was often true.

In any case, dogs enjoy a special status as

the first animals privileged to share their

lives with humans.

In the past, societies have erected

shrines to dogs, imitated them, and most

of all anthropomorphized them. In main-

stream America, dogs have been human-
ized in a particular way: not only are they

part of the family, they are also childlike.

People force dependency upon them, look

after their health, and safeguard their

rights. Societies for the prevention of cru-

elty to animals seek legislation against

their abuse, abandonment, and vivisec-

tion. Above all, no matter how much they

may be exploited, dogs are not eaten.

Westerners have not always been so

sensitive. Early nineteenth-century travel-

ers ate dogs, although not as a delicacy.

Explorers Lewis and Clark and painter

George Catlin sampled dog stew among
the Indians, and writer Francis Parkman
reported that both the aroma of a stewing

dog and its taste were respectable, al-

though lacking the savor of venison. The
flesh of wolf dogs was relished by the

em.ployees of the Northwestern and Hud-
son's Bay companies, who did not gener-

ally eat dogs of European descent. But
today a taboo against eating dog
distinguishes most Americans from the

Oglala, a Native American population of

20,000 living on the Pine Ridge Indian

Rev. J, Strzok, S,

A pet dog sprawls near Leo American Horse, instructor in Lakota studies at Pine
Ridge, an Oglala reservation in South Dakota.
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FollowIn
Nobo(^'s Footsteps.

The Northwest Passage is one of the most isolated and beautiful regions left on the globe. Voyage
with us there and you'll spend days seeking out whales, walrus, otters and seals. And exploring Eskimo
settlements, Aleut fishing camps and the ruins of Viking villages.

All in a manner wholly unfamiliar to early explorers like Bering and Amundsen:
Aboard the luxurious 5-star expedition ships. World Discoverer or Society Explorer, so honored

by the venerable Fielding's Worldwide Cruises guide. Both ships have earned the world's highest
ice-safety rating.

You can also take the World Discoverer on our Route of the Vikings voyage, visiting little known
comers of Scandinavia, Great Britain, Iceland and Greenland.

Where you'll see breathtaking ijjords, ancient moss-covered dwellings, and herds of legendary musk ox.

On our Alaska/Aleutian Island journey the itinerary is equally in-

Mguing. Points of interest include the rugged Aleutian and Pnbilof

Islands, known as the Galapagos of the North. Bogoslof Island, which
once was completely submerged and reshaped by volcanic eruption.

And Alaska's glacier-lined Inside Passage.

Of course, each expedition is joined by distinguished anthropol-

ogists, ornithologists and historians. Groups are small and intimate, never

numbering more than 140 people. Programs range from 10 to 35 days.

Prices from $2,500 to $20,000. For more information, send in the

coupon. Or call 1-800-426-7794. And when you do, inquire about Project

Space Voyage, the first passenger orbit of earth, scheduled for —^^
October 12, 1992. o * ^ 1" JV r^ • ^
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Educational

programs

avaSable

JUNGLES OF PERU
Its sheer immensity, abundance

of fauna and flora, its beauty and

tranquility make this last frontier

a haven for the nature lover

Representing the world's greatest

wilderness area, the Amazon
possesses more species of plants

and animals than any place on earth.

You will feel a sense of adventure

while exploring the natural and

cultural history of nature's greatest

spectacle-the AMAZON.

Monthly Departures
8 days all inclusive

From Miami

For more information and free brochure call

TOLL FREE

Oglala women preparefood at Pine Ridge Reservation, South Dakota, ca 1880.

Reservation in South Dakota (they are

one of a number of groups popularly re-

ferred to as Sioux). For the Oglala, eating

dog is not only a socially permissible culi-

nary practice, but dog stew, its most com-

mon form of preparation, is considered a

delicacy.

None of the characteristic rituals of the

American dog cult are found among the

Oglala. Dogs are not brushed, bathed,

groomed, clipped, trained, clothed,

leashed, or buried in pet cemeteries. The
Oglala place no particular value on pure-

bred dogs; the large majority of their ca-

nine population is made up of mongrels. In

English, the Oglala often refer to their

dogs as Indian dogs. Only a few relocated

Oglala actually own purebred dogs, which

they occasionally bring home to the res-

ervation, much to the amusement of their

relations. As in mainstream American cul-

ture, dogs are considered to be a kind of

human and are imbued with individual

personalities, often compared with those

of their masters. But Oglala dogs are not

thought of as children, they are adults.

They spend their lives outdoors, even

through the severest winters, and survive

exclusively on table scraps and whatever

they can scavenge from refuse heaps or

steal from their dog neighbors. Children

are cautioned to beware of packs of wild,

cavorting dogs that roam the towns at

night, as if they were humans on a spree.

The average Oglala household owns

more dogs than the average non-Indian

household, and six to ten are not uncom-

mon. Dogs are considered useful for pro-

tecting the house from the incursions of

strangers, as well as for announcing the

presence of friends. Anyone living on the

reservation soon becomes accustomed to

dogs barking all night long, and the reason

for their nocturnal howling is frequently

discussed the next morning, because

herald not only the presence of hu

but that of ghosts as well. In Lakot

language of the Oglala, the expn

sungwapa, "dog barking," is a met;

for any general commotion. It refer

example, to the place of a celebr

where unattached dogs typically

from one tent to the next beggir

handouts.

Although veterinary medicin<

reached the reservation, and a
\

health program succeeded in eradi<

rabies some thirty years ago, dogs a

customarily treated by vets. Mad
mean dogs, and those perceived to \

minally ill with mange or some otl

ness are simply killed. Even a favori

that has lost a momentous battle

itinerant porcupine and whose snou

revocably riddled with quills is not c

ered worthy of medical attention,

that are losers in nature's battles i

moved from the social system: thi

most frequently shot and dispatcl

the local dump.

Aside from these differences! -

Oglala classify dogs much as other /
j|

cans do. They recognize the taxo

relationship between the various me
of the family Canidae. The dog {sui

kin to the wolf {sunkamanitu

"large wild dog," or sungmahetu,
"

ground dog"), the coyote (sungn

"wild dog"), and the red fox {si

"reddish dog"). When the Ogial

came in contact with the horse, thi

sidered it a kind of dog, a sacn

(sunkawakan). The Oglala name tl p

dogs, sometimes with names that fc

an expanding social universe, one ^li

ited by white men of various sor *-

though many dogs are given '

names such as Mato (Bear), Pispiz; '

j



JUST$4.95.
WITH MEMBERSHIP

Now you can own any movie here for

$4. 95 with membership in the CBS
;o Club! That's less than the price of a

;le movie ticket, less than the price of

u|.t rentals, and it's yours for keeps!

,
Choose from the best, too. The Empire

'•fkes Back, Ghostbusters, Casablanca and
1 e. There's no membership fee, and you
' t have to buy a lot of movies.

Just two more within the next year.

I movies you order will be mailed and
lid at regular Club prices which currently

J ie from $39. 95 to $79. 95 per cassette-
ii shipping and handling. (Extra-long films

n specials may cost a bit more.

)

BONUS PLAN-SAVE 50%

After buying two movies at regular Club
s 111 the next year, you can cancel. Or
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rie Dog), Sunka (Dog), or Ite Hanska

(Long Face), others bear such appella-

tions as Blackie, Butch, Sparky, Craw-

ford, and Mahomet.

For a dog to be given a name means

much to its master and even more to the

dog, because named dogs are not eaten.

Or put the Oglala way, one simply does

not name a dog that is likely to become a

candidate for the stewpot. This designa-

tion is made early in a dog's life, because

the preferred eating-dog is a small puppy,

between seven and ten weeks of age. An
older dog is regarded as too tough and

stringy to chew. The person who owns a

named or unnamed dog that has managed

to survive to give birth to a litter achieves a

certain status among Oglalas, for eating-

dogs are always in demand for important

rituals. Some Oglalas raise dogs for eating

purposes, and they treat puppies more like

a herd than a litter.

Once a dog is selected, its ritual killing

is presided over by a medicine man and

two female assistants. The medicine man
anoints the puppy with red paint, drawing

a line from the tip of the puppy's nose to its

tail. The red line is symbolic of the red

road, the Oglala equivalent of the straight

and narrow, which represents all that is

beneficent in the world. The medicine

man extols the virtues of the anointed dog,

calling it mitakola, "my friend," and ex-

presses to those assembled how difficult it

is to sacrifice this worthy and faithful

creature. He then faces the dog west,

while his assistants take their places on the

north and south sides of the dog. Each

woman places a noose around the dog's

neck and secures it snugly. The medicine
William A. Edwards Collection, courtesy of Heritage Center, Inc.

man, armed with a blunt instrument

stands behind the dog, that is, at its east

and at his signal, the women pull thf

nooses tightly while the medicine mat

strikes the dog over the head.

The Oglala liken this manner of killin;

the dog to its being struck by lightning

and this guarantees that the spirit of th(

dog will be released and travel to the west

where it will join the Thunder People. Th(

Oglala believe these are the spirits witl

power over life and death. The Thunde

People are themselves symbolized b;

lightning, underscoring the belief tha

storms from the west bring with then

rains to cleanse Mother Earth.

The medicine man and his assistant

delineate sacred space by standing in thi

place of three of the four winds. Thi

fourth direction, the west, is left open ti

permit the passing of the dog's spirit. Th
Oglala beheve that the spirit of the do]

reaches the west immediately, thus join

ing the living and the dead. The dog i

choked so that it will utter no cry, becaus

the howl of a dog is equated with death. A
the same time, since the breath has not lef

it, the dog is regarded as spiritually alive

The term for breath is ni, the same tern

for life. The dog, then, is regarded as a

exemplary messenger of the people, am

the dog's spirit carries with it the people'

prayers for health and long life for all thei

relatives.

Once sacrificed, the dog is thrown on a

open pit fire to singe off its hair. The tw

women then wipe off the remaining hai

and wash the body in cold water. The
then butcher the dog, cutting the flesh c

the animal into approximately three-inc

Mi.

A Pine Ridge camp on July 4 1919 The day s celebration included the Kettle Dance.
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squares. These pieces, the liver, and the

intact head (which will be given to an

important man) are placed in a kettle and

boiled in water for several hours. No
spices are added. The bones and other

innards are burned in the fire.

The skin is left on the meat to insure

that the meat remains intact during the

cooking; according to the Oglala, this is

done so that the total dog may be con-

sumed. When the Oglala feast on common

meat, they anticipate that the cooks will

prepare more than can be consumed, that

the participants will eat beyond satiety,

and finally, that they will carry whatever

is left to their homes for future consump-

tion. But to feast on dog means that very

little will be prepared relative to the num-

ber of guests present, that only the oldest

men and perhaps the oldest women will be

served, and that each will consume only a

few morsels. Nothing will be left over. For

the Oglala, meat is a gastronomic deli-

cacy, but dog meat is a spiritual one.

As is true of many Oglala institutions,

the origin of the dog feast is attributed to a

famine. Sometime in the indefinite past,

the story goes, Oglala hunters vowed to

the Great Spirit that if they could locate

food, they would provide a great feast for

their dogs. Upon finally discovering a herd

of buffalo, the hunters kept their vow,

quickly kilhng the animals, butchering

them, and placing the meat in a great pile.

They then led their dogs to it, and the dogs

devoured it. In myth, human food is con-

sumed by dogs, so that in reality, dogs

may be consumed by humans.

Until well into this century, there were

three special occasions on which the

Oglala consumed dog. One was a feast for

prominent men. The second was a ritual of

the fraternal society of "clowns" (Heyoka

Kaga), men who had dreamed of thunder

or lightning and were thus required to live

out their lives in an antinatural manner

—

speaking backward, going naked in the

winter, and generally inverting normal be-

havior. The third was the Vuwipi ritual, a

curing ceremony conducted in a darkened

room for a patient suffering from "Indian

sickness," any illness believed to have

been endemic before European American

conquest.

Common to all these occasions was a

ritual dance, the Kettle Dance, which was

performed before the dog was eaten. They

differed in that humans performed the

dance in the first two cases, while the

spirits of the Thunder People (those to

whom the dog is sacrificed) were believed

to perform it during the Yuwipi ritual.

Northern Europe.
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William A, Edwards Collection, courtesy ol Heritage Center, Inc.

Dancers salute the dog in the kettle during a Kettle Dance, July 4,1919.

With minor variations, the choreography

and significance of all three were the

same. Today the first two situations do not

obtain except in an occasional reenact-

ment of the Kettle Dance, and then nor-

mally without using a dog. But the spiri-

tual version—the Kettle Dance as it is

performed in the Yuwipi ritual—persists.

In the twenty-eight years that we have

worked at Pine Ridge and at other res-

ervations, we have witnessed the Yuwipi

ritual countless times. A medicine man
officiates, invoking the spirits of birds, ani-

mals, and the Thunder People to join the

ordinary humans in the meetinghouse.

These spirits are supposed to commune
with the medicine man and guide him in

curing the patient for whom the meeting

has been arranged. The patient may actu-

ally be in the room, but frequently the

medicine man asks the spirits to visit a

patient in a hospital and report back on

the patient's condition. While other foods

are served at the conclusion of the Yuwipi,

dog stew is present in the sacred space

throughout the meeting.

Although the room is pitch black, those

present believe that the medicine man can

see everyone clearly, including the spirits.

Without entering a state of trance, the

medicine man describes what is supposed

Northern Europe.
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to be happening, repeating everything the

spirits tell him. He reports when the spirits

have been coaxed into the meeting (as

part of their inducement they are offered

dog stew and tobacco) and what instruc-

tions in curing procedures they have given

him. At this point, he says that the spirits

demand the dog stew, and he tells the

singers to sing the Kettle Dance songs.

The Thunder People are described as

being about three feet tall, daubed with

clay, and wearing moccasins and breech-

cloths. As the first song begins, the Kettle

Dance calls for them to salute the kettle

by raising first their right hand, then their

left, then both hands. Speaking on behalf

of the medicine man, the singers intone:

GreatSpirit, pity me;

I want to live, that is why I do this.

During the second song, the Thunder

spirits are described as dancing around

the kettle with forked spears, symbolic of

lightning, stabbing the choicest morsels of

dog stew:

They stand in place in the sky;

These, the Thunder People, stand

in place.

And finally, the spirits are believed to

eat, while the singers conclude:

Over here they are eating dog.

In the west, the Thunder People

are eating dog.

Sacredly, they are eating dog.

According to Oglala belief, the Thun-

der People are simultaneously performing

the ritual in the meetinghouse and in their

homes in the west with the spirit of the

sacrificial puppy. At the conclusion of the

Kettle Dance, the medicine man says that

the spirits have gone home. The lights are

turned on and the people partake of the

substance of the dog stew in the same

manner that they believe the spirits have

partaken of its essence. The people eat, as

the Oglala say, not meat, but pejuta.

"medicine." For them, eating the dog stew

is salutory, not nutritional, and the ritual is

performed so as to guarantee health and

long life. I do this, goes the song, so that I

may live.

For the Oglala, the dog is man's best

friend because it is man's best sacrifice. It

is the animal closest to humans. Like

humans, dogs are clever, sagacious, and

brave, and they cling dearly to their lives.

Like humans, they exist in an unpredict-

able, profane world and are equally

unsike, "pitiable." Historically, their lives

have been similar to those of humans; they

have hunted and gathered precisely the

same foods that humans have, from buf-

falo to table scraps.

Because of the similarity of dogs and
humans, Oglalas have sometimes deemed

them worthy of imitation. For example

early this century the late Clark Wisslei

an anthropologist at the American Mu
seum of Natural History, reported on i

fraternal society called the Dogs. Mem
bers of the society painted their mouth

with a horizontal red band representin]

the bloody mouth of a feeding coyote

They were said to be particularly gooi

warriors and horse stealers, and durini

their rituals, they imitated the ferocity o

dogs. This was the only fraternal societ;

recorded whose members took names re

ferring to characteristic types of dog be

havior and in which a taboo against tb

eating of dogs was rigorously enforced.

The Dog Society is now defunct, how

ever, and dogs, like some humans, ar

simply unfortunate beings: they ar

whipped, beaten, shunned, and starved

yet both people and dogs persist, ofte:

against formidable odds. The Oglala rec

ognize and bemoan the diminution of thei

once proud horse herds and the buffalo'

loss of freedom. Even the buffalo hen

that roams over the northern part of th;

reservation is fenced, protected, and cor

trolled. The Oglala fear that the value

they once cherished have come to an em

because the white man has decreed it.

The white man also disapproves of dot

stew. Whites usually do not kill dogs e>

cept under humane circumstances, an-

they certainly do not eat them. In thi

context, the feast of dog stew, so alien t

whites, becomes an act of differentiatio

for the Oglala. The custom has gained i

importance in the past twenty years, a

other distinguishing features of India

culture have been lost. At one time onl

the elderly ate dog stew, but today mer

women, and children of all ages partic

pate freely in the feast.

With the continued pressure on th

Oglala to adopt mainstream ways, th

ceremoniousness of the dog feast is likelj

to increase still more. The modern whit

man eats buffalo, deer, and elk, som(

times even horsemeat. But as long as th

white man does not consume dog, he doe

not consume those who do.

The preceding article is adapted fror

the authors' article "Metaphysical Ai

pects of an Oglala Food Systerri," put

lished in Food in the Social Order, edite

by Mary Douglas (New York: Russe,

Sage, 1984). William K. Powers, who bi

gan visiting the Pine Ridge Reservation i

1947 at the age of 13, is professor c

anthropology: at Rutgers, the State Un
versity of New Jersey. His wife an

collaborator, Maria N. Powers, is a n
search associate at the Institute for Ri

search on Women, also at Rutgers.
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Play It Again, Life
Ifthe great experiment were rerun, the ending might be

a world ofwiwaxiids or a seafilled with littlepenis worms

by Stephen Jay Gould

Prediction must be the most difficult of

human arts, a source of constant embar-

rassment for the best-laid guesses of mice

and men. My special badge of merit goes

to Abraham Lincoln for his unintended

taunt to a hundred million schoolchildren

forced to memorize the Gettysburg Ad-

dress: "The world will little note nor long

remember what we say here . . .

."

Understanding after the fact confers no

special perspicacity. The real test for any

diviner can only lie in grasping the out-

come at the outset. Correct predictions, in

themselves, offer no proof of true wisdom,

for how can we distinguish dumb luck

from horse sense? The only good experi-

ment is, alas, the most undoable of all

intriguing thoughts in a world of irrevo-

cable history—to run back the tape and

play it again, Sam.

This famous old thought experiment

applies with special fascination to life's

history—and for a particular, parochial

reason. Humans arrived just yesterday on

a stage not noticeably prepared for our

advent. Would we appear at all if we could

rewind the tape to an appropriate begin-

ning (say the origin of modern phyla in the

Cambrian explosion more than 500 mil-

lion years ago) and simply let it run again?

If anything like human intelUgence

graced the replay, we might feel more
secure in a certain sense of inexorability.

If the rerun began with trilobites and

ended with trilobites, we might treasure

our fragility and thank our lucky stars.

Our usual suspicion that we rule by

right (and necessity) arises from the com-

mon conviction that, however noble the

sentiment, the Preacher was no prophet

when he proclaimed: "the race is not to the

swift, nor the battle to the strong" (Eccles.

9: 11). Does not evolution (at least for ver-

tebrates) pass through a sequence of ad-

vance from fish to amphibian to reptile to

mammal to human? If evolution has

moved along such a linear path of

progress, how could the story have un-

folded in any basically different way?

Whatever is, is right. We bolster this dubi-

ous interpretation with the cardinal mis-

perception of retrospective history. From

a vantage point at the top of the pile, the

slopes seem so obviously inclined toward

the summit. But again I ask: Can anyone

read the final form of a drip castle in the

first handful of wet sand?

I believe that the greatest impediment

to understanding this thought experiment

lies in our lamentable tendency to inter-

pret complex issues as dichotomies with

only two possible and contradictory out-

comes. In thinking about the rerun of life's

tape, we usually entertain two alterna-

tives—either the replay will generate

something close to the original story (lead-

ing us to argue that life's history makes

sense and had to unfold as it did), or the

second showing will differ markedly from

the first enactment (leading us to con-

clude that life's history doesn't make
much sense and could have ventured

down a million other pathways). The his-

tory of life, in this dichotomy, is either

sensible or random, orderly or chaotic.

I wish to suggest a third, or middle,

position. I even believe that I can present

some good, if inferential, evidence for it.

Suppose that the rerun varies greatly from

the original, but that the new version

makes perfectly good sense too. Perhaps

our world is not random. The race does go

to the swift, but each time you play the

tape, different lineages win the relay for

wondrously diverse reasons. We cannot

know who will be swift and why, but win-

ners prevail for good cause. Actual events

are accidents in the important sense thai

any outcome records but one possible re-

sult among millions, but each pathwa>

yields to rational interpretation. This third

view represents historical contingency ir

its deep meaning—the enormous com-

plexity and multifarious opportunities

that make history quite unpredictable, bur

sensible after the fact. If we understooc

contingency in this light, we might steer z

proper course between the reefs of strici

repetition (to preserve sense) and random

ness (to acknowledge the likelihood of dif

ferent outcomes). Unpredictable does noi

mean chaotic.

Since our fossil record is largely the

story of marine invertebrates (dinosaurs

are famous, but rare by contrast), let us

consider our current faunas and ask

whether a Cambrian observer could havej

predicted the outcome. Marine animals^

are amazingly diverse, but clumped ai

several nodes of overwhelming success

You will find a few aplocophorans, £!

kinorhynch here and there, and even, ilj

you are lucky (or happen to be hoverinj

over a deep-sea "vent" fauna), a po

gonophoran—but the main inhabitants ol|

the ocean floor reside in great abundance'

within few groups: clams, snails, echi-'

noids, crabs, and polychaete worms. Al

these creatures do very well, and biologists

have demonstrated the functional basis oi

their success, but could we always have^

sensed their victory?

As we press the rewind button ancj

watch the tape go back, our obvious stop^

ping point must be the middle Cambriar

Burgess Shale, our unique "window" or

soft-bodied marine life just after the Cam
brian explosion (and subject of my las

two columns as well). As we saw las
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A priapulid worm,from Special Papers in Palaeontology No. 20, 1 977

month, CD. Walcott, discoverer of this

fauna early in our century, shoehomed all

its members into modern groups. Since he

also tended to force Burgess organisms

into well-known (read abundant) classes

and phyla, his Burgess bestiary favored

groups that still dominate today—and we

might grant a kind of stately inevitability

to life's tape. But both of my earlier col-

umns also emphasized, as their common
theme, the exciting reinterpretation that

has recognized a fauna of surpassing

strangeness in the Burgess, an assemblage

containing a dozen creatures so different

from anything living today that we must

recognize them as new phyla in our classi-

fications (the highest level of taxonomic

distinction below the kingdom Animalia

itselO-

How does this new interpretation speak

to our thought experiment in rewinding

life's tape? We might ask two related

questions: First, were the unique Burgess

phyla doomed by inadequate design to

their brief existence as failed experiments

in the first flowering of animal life? Sec-

ond, for living groups with Burgess repre-

sentatives, would we have known, at this

outset, which were destined for domina-

tion and which for peripheral status in the

nooks and crannies of an unforgiving

world? Consider an example of each ques-

tion—as an illustration for the "might-

have-beens" of evolution.

Case 1: The fate of Burgess phyla. The
Burgess fauna will reorient the thinking of

anyone who suspected that modem ani-

mals must have exploited all possible de-

signs because creatures can eat and move
in just so many ways. Consider Opabinia,

with five eyes at the base of a "head" stalk

armed with teeth at its front e(

Anomalocaris (the "odd shrimp") with

one pair of appendages in front, a mouth

surrounded by a circlet of plates below,

and an expanded wedge-shaped shield

housing the gills, above and behind; or

Halhicigenia (the name speaks for itself)

with seven pairs of fixed spines supporting

a trunk with a globular "head" at one end

and a spiked "tail" at the other.

Wiwaxia corrugata, the subject of my
first Burgess column, lies among the odd-

balls. Its simple, wormlike body sported a

nearly complete cover of elliptical plates,

called sclerites, and two rows of spines

along the back. Simon Conway Morris,

author of a new monograph on Wiwaxia

(the initial inspiration for this trilogy of

columns), places this animal among the

Burgess enigmas but proposes a poten-

tially distant relationship with mollusks

For Conway Morris discovered two bars

of teeth, inserted at the front end of the

gut and similar in form and position to the

distinctive radula of mollusks.

Clams and snails represent one of life's

greatest success stories, yet only a few

specialists have ever heard of Wiwaxia

But who can say that a replay of life's tape

would not see the mollusks dive to an early

death and wiwaxiids flourish. We know

nothing about design or abundance of

mollusks and wiwaxiids that would lead

our hypothetical Burgess zoologist to spec-

ify outcomes without the benefit of hind-

sight. Wiwaxia was not a fragile rarity in

Burgess times. Its sclerites fossilized, and

we can therefore trace its abundance and

distribution beyond the Burgess. Conway
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Morris cites six genera of described Cam-

brian sclerites that might be wiwaxiids.

Mollusks, moreover, had not yet proved

their success. We know only two genera of

tiny clams for the entire Cambrian, while

the larger array of small, twisted, or cap-

shaped shells may be snails or mono-

placophorans. But we have no definite

proof that all are even mollusks.

Conway Morris, after pondering the op-

eration and distribution of wiwaxiids for

many years, could not convince himself

that any predictable inadequacy had

sealed their fate. He wrote:

In conclusion, if the clock was turned back

so metazoan diversification was allowed to

rerun across the Precambrian-Cambrian

boundary, it seems possible that the suc-

cessful body plans emerging from this ini-

tial burst of evolution may have included

wiwaxiids rather than mollusks.

Moreover, the current domination of

clams and snails within the mollusks

seems equally uncertain from a Cambrian

perspective. Clams presumably evolved

from rostroconchs, an extinct group with

an outer covering that seems to include

two symmetrical valves (as in clams) but

actually grows from a single starting point

and then folds over along a pseudohinge.

My colleague John Pojeta has just told me
that rostroconchs outnumbered clams for

the first 100 million years of their coexis-

tence. Our Burgess zoologist might well

have placed his money on the ultimate

losers.

Case 2: Relative abundances then and

now. Consider the current distribution of

two phyla sharing the most common of

invertebrate body plans—the flexible,

elongate, bilateral symmetry of "worms."

Polychaetes, the major marine component

of the phylum Annelida (including earth-

worms on land), represent one of life's

great success stories. The best modern

epitome, Sybil P Parker's McGraw-Hill

Synopsis and Classification ofLiving Or-

ganisms, devotes forty pages to a breath-

less summary of their 87 families, 1,000

genera, and some 8,000 species. Poly-

chaetes range in size from less than one

millimeter to more than three meters; they

live nearly everywhere, mostly on the sea

floor, but some in brackish or fresh water,

and a few in moist earth. Their life styles

also span the range of the thinkable: most

are free living and carnivorous or scaveng-

ing, but others dwell commensally with

sponges, mollusks, or echinoderms, and

some are parasites.

By contrast, consider the priapulids, lit!

erally, little penis worms. Priapulids an

burrowing worms with bodies dividec

roughly into three parts: a rear end witl

one or two appendages; a middle trunk

and a retractable front end, or proboscis

Both the form of the proboscis and it

power of erection from the trunk, inev

itably reminded early male zoologists o

something else to which they were, m
doubt, firmly and fondly attached—

hence the burden of nomenclature fa

these creatures as Priapulus, or the "littli

penis."

The armature of the priapulid probosci

might give some cause for alarm in unwar

ranted analogy. The lower portion sport

twenty-five rows of little teeth, or scalid

(in most species). An unarmed collar, o

buccal ring, surmounts the scalids, whili

the upper end contains several inscribe(

pentagons of teeth surrounding the centra

mouth. Most priapulids are active carni

vores, capturing and swallowing their pre;

whole, although one species may feed oi

detritus.

But when we turn to Parker's compenj

dium, we find but three pages devoted tij

priapulids, with a leisurely description o

each family. Priapulids just don't contrib|
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te much to an account of organic diver-

-ty. Zoologists iiave found only nine spe-

ies, allocated to six genera and three

imilies. For some reason, priapulids do

ot rank among the success stories of mod-

rn biology.

An examination of priapulid distribu-

lon provides a clue to their relative fail-

re. All priapulids live in unusual, harsh or

larginal environments—as if they fail to

ompete in the shallow, open marine envi-

onments frequented by most "standard"

rganisms of the sea and can hang on only

/here ordinary creatures don't bother,

wo priapulid families (with one species

ach) include miniaturized worms grown

small that they live among sand grains

n the rich and fascinating (but decidedly

unstandard") world of the so-called inter-

ititial fauna. Most priapulids (seven spe-

.ies in four genera) belong to the family

'riapulidae, larger worms (up to twenty

Centimeters) of the macroscopic sea bot-

om. But these priapulids do not inhabit

he richest environments of the shallow

vater tropics. They live in the coldest

ealms, at great depths in tropical regions,

lut rising to shallow waters in the cold

limates of high latitudes. They can also

: lolerate a variety of unusual conditions

—

Iow
oxygen, hydrogen sulfide poisoning,

ow salinity, sharp fluctuations in salti-

less, and unproductive regions that im-

pose long periods of starvation. It does not

;train the boundaries of reasonable infer-

;nce to argue that priapulids have man-

iged to keep a toehold in a tough world by

; opting for difficult places devoid of sharp

competition.

. We might assume that such a striking

difference in today's seas recorded some-

thing so intrinsic about the relative mettle

if these two groups that their geological

listory should be an uninterrupted tale of

Dolychaete prosperity and priapulid strug-

gle. If so, we are in for yet another surprise

'rom the redoubtable Burgess fauna. This

Srst recorded beginning of modern soft-

bodied life contains six genera of poly-

:haetes and six genera of priapulids. (See

Simon Conway Morris's monographs on

both groups

—

Special Papers of the

Palaeontological Association of the

United Kingdom, no. 20, 1977, for the

priapulids; Philosophical Transactions of

the Royal Society of London, vol. 285,

1979, for the polychaetes.)

This difference between past and

present extends well beyond this bald nu-

merical statement, impressive enough in

itself. The Burgess priapulids are, numeri-

ically, a major component of the fauna

land, perhaps, the earth's first important

!soft-bodied carnivores. Ottoia prolifica,

Almost common of the Burgess priapulids.

swallowed its prey whole. Hyolithids (con-

ical shelled creatures of uncertain affin-

ity) were favored as food. Thirty-one spec-

imens have been found in the guts of

Ottoia, most swallowed in the same ori-

entation (and, therefore, almost certainly

hunted and consumed in a definite style).

One Ottoia had six hyolithids in its gut.

Another specimen had eaten one of its

own—the first recorded example of canni-

balism in our fossil record.

Polychaetes, by contrast, are much
rarer numerically, if equal to priapulids in

taxonomic diversity (and range of ex-

ploited environments, with active swim-

mers, burrowers, and sediment eaters

among the polychaetes). Simon Conway

Morris remarks: "In comparison with the

situation in many modern marine environ-

ments, the Burgess Shale polychaetes had

a relatively minor role."

Obviously, something dramatic (and di-

sastrous) has happened to priapulids since

the Burgess. Once they had no rivals for

abundance among soft-bodied forms, ex-

ceeding even the proud polychaetes of

current majesty. Now they are few and

forgotten, denizens of the ocean's spatial

and environmental peripheries. The entire

modern world contains no more genera of

priapulids than the single Burgess fauna

from one quarry in British Columbia

—
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while Burgess priapulids occupied center

stage, not the tawdry provinces. What
happened?

We do not know. It is tempting to argue

that polychaetes had some obvious biolog-

ical leverage from the start and were des-

tined for domination, however modest

their beginning. But we have no idea what

such an advantage might be. Conway
Morris makes the intriguing observation

that Burgess polychaetes had no jaws and

that these organs of successful polychaete

predators did not evolve until the subse-

quent Ordovician period. Perhaps the ori-

gin of jaws was what gave polychaetes

their edge over the previously more abun-

dant priapulids.

This tale is plausible and may be true

but we do not know, and a correlation

(jaws with the beginning of dominance)

need not imply a cause. In any case, our

hypothetical Burgess geologist would not

have known that the modest polychaetes

would evolve jaws fifty million year

hence.

The distribution of modem priapulid

does indicate a basic failure relative t

Burgess abundances, but who knows th

whys or wherefores'? And who can say the

a rerun of life's tape would not yield

modem world dominated by priapulid:

with a few struggling jawless polychaete

at a tenuous periphery. What did happe

makes sense: our world is not chaotic. Bi

many other plausible scenarios woul

have satisfied any modem votary c

progress and good sense, and priapuli

dominance lies firmly among the migh

have-beens.

Are these Burgess fancies a commo
property of life's history throughout or a

oddity of uncertain beginnings supersede

by later inexorability? Consider one moi

might-have-been: When dinosaurs pe

ished in the Cretaceous debacle, they le

a vacuum in the world of large-bodie
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irnivores. Did the current reign of cats I

id dogs emerge by predictable necessity

• contingent fortune? Would an Eocene

aleontologist, surveying the vertebrate

orld fifty million years ago, have singled

at for success the ancestors of Leo, king

r beasts?

I doubt it. The Eocene world sported

lany lineages of mammalian carnivores,

aly one ancestral to modem forms and

ot especially distinguished at the time,

ut the Eocene featured a special moment

1 the history of carnivores, a pivot be-

veen two possibilities: one realized; the

ther forgotten. Mammals did not hold all

le chips. In 1917, the American paleon-

)logists W.D. Matthew and W. Granger

escribed in the Bulletin of the American

fuseum ofNatural History the skeleton

f a giant predacious bird from the Eo-

sne of Wyoming, Diatryma gigantea.

hey wrote of "this magnificent and quite

nexpected bird skeleton":

Hatryma was a gigantic bird, ground living

nd with vestigial wings. In bulk of body

nd limbs it equalled all but the largest of

le moas and surpassed any living bird ....

he height of the reconstructed skeleton is

early 7 feet. The neck and head were to-

'illy unlike any living bird, the neck short

nd very massive, the head of enormous

ze with a huge compressed beak.

The gigantic head and short, powerful

eck identified Diatryma as a fierce carni-

ore, in sharp contrast with the small

eads and long slender necks of more

eaceful ratites (ostriches, rheas, and

neir relatives). Like Tyrannosaurus with

_ ,s diminutive forelimbs, but massive head

nd powerful hindlimbs, Diatryma must

ave kicked, clawed, and bitten its prey

ito submission.

,: Diatrymids, distant relatives perhaps of

ranes but no kin to ostriches and their ilk,

.;; anged over Europe and North America

: or several million years. The plum of

; iominant carnivory could have fallen to

;• he birds, but mammals finally prevailed,

; nd we do not know why. We can invent

c tories about two legs, bird brains, and no

:: eeth as necessarily inferior to all fours

-i .nd sharp canines, but we know in our

3 leart of hearts that if birds had won, we

, :ould tell just as good a tale about their

nevitable success. A.S. Romer, leading

,; 'ertebrate paleontologist of a generation

i!
ust past, wrote in his textbook, the bible

i)f the profession:

'-
^he presence of this great bird at a time

• vhen mammals were, for the most part, of

' 'ery small size (the contemporary horse

-
:
vas the size of a fox terrier) suggests some

-r nteresting possibilities—which never ma-

(|(
jerialized. The great reptiles had died off,

!,|,;
jind the surface of the earth was open for
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conquest. As possible successors there were

the mammals and the birds. The former

succeeded in the conquest, but the appear-

ance of such a form as Diatryma shows that

the birds were, at the beginning, rivals of

the mammals.

In all these speculations about rerun-

ning life's tape, we lament our lack of any

controlled experiment. We cannot insti-

gate the actual replay, and our planet pro-

vided only one run-through. Wiwaxiids

are gone forever, and priapulids fell on a

global scale. But the crucial Eocene pivot

between birds and mammals provides

more and different evidence. For once, our

recalcitrant and complex planet actually

performed a proper experiment for us.

This particular tape did have a rerun in

South America—and this time the birds

won or at least held mammals to a respect-

able draw!

South America was an island continent,

a kind of super-Australia, until the Isth-

mus of Panama rose just a few million

years ago. Most animals usually consid-

ered as distinctively South American

—

jaguars, llamas, and tapirs, for example

—

are North American migrants of postisth-

mian arrival. The great native fauna of

South America is largely gone (or surviv-

ing as a poor, if fascinating, remnant of

armadillos, sloths and the "Virginia" opos-

sum, among others). No placental carni-

vores inhabited this giant ark. Most popu-

lar books tell us that the native South

American carnivores were all marsupials,

the so-called borhyaenids. They neglect to

say that another prominent group—the

phororhacids, or giant ground birds

—

fared just as well if not better. Phoro-

rhacids also sported large heads and short,

stout necks, but they were not closely re-

lated to Diatryma. Birds had a second and

separate try as dominant carnivores in

South America, and this time they won.

From the smug outlook of our placen-

tal-centered parochialism, we may say

that birds could triumph in South Amer-
ica only because marsupials are inferior to

placentals and did not offer the kind of

challenge that conquered predacious

ground birds in Europe and North Amer-
ica. But can we be so sure? Borhyaenids

could also be large and fierce, ranging to

bear size and including such formidable

creatures as Thylacosmilus, the marsu-

pial sabertooth. We might also sneer and

point out that, in any case, phororhacids

quickly snuffed it (along with borhyae-

nids) as soon as superior placentals

flooded over the rising isthmus. But this

common saga of progress will not wash
either. As G.G. Simpson, our greatest ex-

pert on the e^ rilution of South American
mammals, wrote in one of his last books

{Splendid Isolation, Yale Universitj

Press, 1980):

It has sometimes been said that these am
other flightless South American bird:^

. . . survived because there were long no pla

cental carnivores on that continent. Tha
speculation is far from convincing . .

.

Most of the phororhacids became extinc

before, only a straggler or two after, placer

tal carnivores reached South Americs

Many of the borhyaenids that lived amon;

these birds for many millions of years wer

highly predacious .... The phorochacid

. . . were more likely to kill than to be killei

by mammals.

We must conclude, I think, that Sout

America does represent a legitimate r£

play, round two for the birds. i

One may properly ask, in conclusion, ij

all these reveries really make any diffe

ence. Who cares, in the old spirit of Ame
ica at its pragmatic best? It is fun to imaj

ine oneself as a sort of divine disk jocke;

sitting before the tape machine of tim

with a library of cassettes labeled priapi

lids, pogonophorans, polychaetes, and pr

mates. But would it really matter if all th

reruns discussed in this essay produce

their unrealized opposite—and we inhal

ited a world of wiwaxiids, a sea floor li

tered with little penis worms, and fores

full of phororhacids. We might be shucl

ing sclerites instead of opening shells :

preparing our clambakes. Our tropl

rooms might vie for the longest Diatryn

beak, not the richest lion mane. But wh:

would be fundamentally different?

Everything, I suggest. Our literary me

aphors have correctly captured the then

of contingency—from the old saw abo

kingdoms lost for want of a horseshoe na

to Marty McFly struggling to unite 1

prospective parents in Back To The F
ture. The divine tape player holds a m
lion scenarios, each perfectly sensible. L
tie quirks at the outset, chosen for i

particular reason, unleash cascades

consequences that make a particular f

ture seem inevitable in retrospect. But t

slightest early nudge contacts a differe

groove, and history veers into anotb

plausible channel, diverging continuaj'

from its original pathway. The end resu

'

are so different, the initial perturbation i

apparently trivial. If little penis won;

ruled the sea, I have no confidence th

Australopithecus would ever have walkl

erect on the savarmas of Africa. For oi-

selves, we can only exclaim: O brave

-

and improbable—new world, that \'>

such people in it.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, ge -

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvc i

University.
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A Modem-Day
Plague
The AIDS vims hasfound a niche in our society,

and it acts as ifit wants to stay

by Jonathan E. Kaplan

A generation has grown up since the

last lethal communicable disease swept

through the United States. To those under

thirty, AIDS must seem a wholly new

phenomenon, but epidemics have always

been with us. In our early history, small-

pox decimated Indian populations, and in

colonial times, yellow fever and cholera

periodically wreaked havoc in the cities.

Influenza killed 500,000 in the United

States in the winter of 191 8/19: and in the

early 1950s, polio increased at an alarm-

ing rate before the Salk vaccine effec-

tively halted the epidemic at mid-decade.

Other infectious diseases have played im-

portant roles in world history: typhus de-

termined the outcomes of military cam-

paigns: plague killed one-fourth of the

population of Europe in the late four-

teenth century.

Acquired immunodeficiency syndrome

(AIDS), the devastating illness caused by

human T-lymphotropic virus type III, has

already proved itself a formidable mem-
ber of this elite group of epidemic dis-

eases. AIDS destroys the immune system

and renders the victim susceptible to a

variety of unusual infections and tumors.

First recognized in 1981 by astute physi-

cians in Los Angeles and New York, cases

of AIDS in the United States have in-

creased exponentially. One thousand

cases had been diagnosed by early 1984,

and 10,000 in early 1985. As many as

25,000 cases will probably be recognized

before this summer begins. AIDS eventu-

ally kills nearly all of its victims: at least 75

percent of patients diagnosed before Janu-

ary 1983 have died. As many as one mil-

lion others in the United States have been

infected with the AIDS virus but few have

any symptoms of the disease. About 5

percent of this already infected group

i

(another 50,000 people) will be counted

among the "new" cases of AIDS within

the next few years.

Although epidemics frequently hit

some elements of the population more

than others, AIDS has the unique feature

of targeting very specific minority groups.

From the beginning, homosexual men

were recognized as being at highest risk,

and they still account for 73 percent oi

adult cases reported to the Centers foi

Disease Control in Atlanta. Intravenous

drug users account for almost all the rest

(17 percent), with the remainder being

found among hemophiliacs, recipients ol

blood transfusions, heterosexual partners

of persons in high-risk groups, childrer

bom to mothers infected before or during

pregnancy, and emigrants from countries

where the infection is prevalent.

How hard AIDS has hit homosexual;

can be appreciated by comparing its inci

dence rates nationally (usually expressec

as new cases per 100,000 people per \ear

with those of polio and chicken pox ii

another subgroup of the population: chil

dren. In 1952, at the peak of the polii

epidemic, for instance, the incidence o

that paralytic disease among children un

der fifteen was about 32 per 100,000. T\m ^

years ago, the incidence of chicken po),

among five- to nine-year-old children wa;

172 per 100,000. Among never-marriec

males fifteen years and older (the demo
graphic group within which most homo
sexual males are presumed to be in

eluded), the 1984 AIDS incidence rati

was 14.3, about half that of polio in chil

dren at the epidemic's peak. In never-mar

ried men in Manhattan, however, thi

AIDS rate was 263.2; and in San Fran

Cisco, 339.8. In other words, AIDS ha

been cropping up among never-marrie(
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men in San Francisco at twice the rate

that chicken pox hits young children in the

United States. Incidence per 100,000 is

also alarmingly high among intravenous

drug users (167.7 in the United States,

261.1 in New York City, and 350.0 in

New Jersey), Haitians who entered the

United States after 1 977 ( 1 1 .0), and per-

sons with hemophilia type A (345.7).

An even greater appreciation of the im-

pact of the AIDS epidemic can be had by

looking at death rates. AIDS is a fatal

disease, but the death rate lags behind the

incidence rate because of the time it takes

for the disease to run its course. The na-

tional death rate for AIDS in 1984 was

about 0.5 deaths per 100,000—at first

glance not too frightening a figure com-

pared with the ten leading causes of death

in the United States, which range from

heart disease (335 per 100,000) to suicide

(12 per 100,000). However, among males

aged thirty to thirty-nine in New York

City, the death rate for AIDS in 1984 was

88 per 100,000, higher than the rates for

homicide and liver disease, the second and

third ranking causes of death. When one

considers the average age of the AIDS
victims (thirty-six) and their expected life

span (sixty-five), the number of years of

potential life lost in this group is disturb-

ingly high. In fact, among single men aged

twenty-five to forty-four in the United

States, AIDS is the fourth leading cause

of potential years lost. In Manhattan and

San Francisco, it ranks first.

The high rates of AIDS in these risk

groups can be readily explained by the

established routes of transmission of the

AIDS virus—blood or blood products (in-

travenous drug users who use contami-

nated needles, hemophiliacs, and recipi-

ents of blood transfusions) and sexual

contact (gay men, heterosexual contacts

of persons in high-risk groups, and persons

from countries in which the disease is

highly prevalent).

How is it, in this age of advanced tech-

nology, antibiotics, and vaccines, that the

AIDS virus has gained such a stronghold

in our society and specifically in these

high-risk groups? The answer lies in some
special properties of the virus that set it

apart from other epidemic-causing agents

in history. First, the virus appears extraor-

dinarily well adapted to human blood lym-

phocytes, specifically to a subpopulation

of these cells called T-helper cells, which

serve as orchestrators of the immune sys-

tem. In a small number of those infected

to date with the virus—about 15,000

—

the virus has produced sufficient damage
to the T-helper cells to result in the condi-

tion we call AIDS. But in the vast major-

ity of the million or so persons infected in

the United States—perhaps 80 percent

—

the virus, for reasons that are not under-

stood, leaves the host free of symptoms. A
few of these persons—perhaps 5 per-

cent—will develop AIDS in the next few

years, but most will probably never be-

come ill. Most important in terms of the

future of the epidemic is that these asymp-

tomatic persons will continue to harbor

the virus in their blood for years, possibly

for life. The immune system manufac-

tures antibodies against the virus, which

can now be measured in a blood test, but

these antibodies do not appear capable of

removing the virus from the blood. Our

current interpretation of a positive anti-

body test is that it indicates the presence

of a current AIDS-virus infection. Persons

who test positive provide a sanctuary for

the virus but may not be aware of their

infection. Many, if not all of them, are

capable of transmitting the virus to others

through contact with blood or contami-

nated needles, through sexual contact, or

to children during pregnancy or at the

time of birth.

Another property of the AIDS virus is

that it does not appear to be confined to

blood lymphocytes. Recent studies of

AIDS patients with neurological condi-

tions, such as dementia, have shown that

the virus finds its way into the brain. This

finding is extremely ominous from a thera-

peutic point of view because brain tissue is

separated from the bloodstream by a

physiologic-anatomic obstacle called the

blood brain barrier, which some antiviral

drugs cannot penetrate. When and if an

effective antiviral compound is discovered

(and we have a very poor track record of

finding such drugs, as opposed to antibac-

terial compounds), the presence of the

AIDS virus in the brain may pose a diffi-

cult stumbling block to its eradication.

Finally, the AIDS virus has already

given notice that it does not lend itself

easily to the creation of a vaccine. In vac-

cines, components of infectious organ-

isms, called antigens, are used to stimulate

production of antibodies by the immune
system. The AIDS viruses that have been

isolated to date show substantial variation

in their genetic composition. Since the ge-

netic material directs the production of

virus antigens, it follows that the AIDS

Erratum: In "A Tree of Life Grows in

Brazil" (December 1985), two photo cred-

its were transposed. The photograph of an

Apinaje woman peeling babassu fruit,

page 44, was taken by Michael J. Balick;

the one on the far right of page 45 should

have been credited to Randall Hyman.
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virus might prove to have many important

antigens and that many vaccines will be

required to include them all. Researchers

are currently seeking an antigen common
to all strains that might be suitable for use

in a vaccine, but the process of discovering

such an antigen, creating a vaccine that

will stimulate production of antibodies

that will neutralize the virus, and testing

the vaccine may take years, if it can be

accomplished at all.

The AIDS virus has several built-in

mechanisms of survival, both in the indi-

vidual and in the community-at-large, that

are quite unlike any of its epidemic prede-

cessors. Influenza virus, for example, per-

sists in human beings for only a few days

and stimulates antibodies that protect the

patient from subsequent infection. Once

the supply of susceptible individuals in the

population is exhausted, the virus either

disappears or finds refuge in such animals

as pigs, horses, and birds. The epidemic of

1918/19 was over by the spring of 1919.

Yellow fever virus is dependent on a mos-

quito

—

Aedes aegypti—for transmission

to humans, and infection is short-lived.

Environmental conditions become unsuit-

able for the survival of the mosquito in the

fall in temperate climates, and epidemics

in colonial America waned in September

and October. Smallpox, like influenza,

may quickly exhaust a susceptible popula-

tion. But this virus (unlike influenza) has

the additional disadvantage of having no-

where in nature to reside once humans are

no longer available. This feature of its

epidemiology allowed the possibility of

quarantine of patients and interruption of

transmission, which, coupled with vac-

cination, led to eradication of this disease

in 1 980. Polio and measles are other exam-

ples in which vaccination has led to epi-

demic control.

What can we expect from AIDS in the

next five to ten years? Will the incidence

continue to rise in the high-risk groups?

Will other population groups experience

high incidence rates? The answers to these

questions will depend on how we intervene

to prevent transmission of the virus, since

it is abundantly clear that the virus enjoys

its stable relationship with man and will

not disappear on its own. We have already

witnessed the development of methods to

prevent transmission through blood and

blood products by heat treatment of clot-

ting-factor concentrates used to treat he-

mophiliacs (simply heating at 56° C for

ten minutes destroys the AIDS virus), and

screening tests for blood donors, which

have rendered safe the nation's blood sup-

ply. Several antiviral compounds that

might be used to treat patients who al-

ready have AIDS or who are otherwise

infected with HTLV-III are being tested,

but it is doubtful that any will prove eff'ec-

tive and become available for at least five

years. Similarly, for reasons already dis-

cussed, an AIDS vaccine to prevent the

initial infection is probably years away.

Since sexual transmission of the virus is

the primary mode of spread and will be so

for years to come, we must resort to pre-

vention—a change in sexual behavior—ii

we are to contain the epidemic.

The gay population has demonstrated

that such change in sexual behavior is

possible. Recent studies in San Francisco

indicated a substantial decrease in num-

ber of sexual partners between 1984 and

1985, and a decrease in specific high-risk

sexual practices. Unfortunately, in San

Francisco it is probably too late. As man>
as 75 percent of gay men in this city ma>
already be infected. Thus, even a substan-

tial reduction in number of sexual part-

ners per year may be ineff"ective in reduc-

ing the spread of the virus since the

probability that any given partner will be

infected has increased dramatically.

A question of great concern to hetero-
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exuals in the United States is how the

lisease will spread in the "general popula-

ion" (a somewhat unfortunate term, since

10 minority group merits exclusion from

he general population). At present, the

)revalence of the virus in the U.S. popula-

ion, as determined by blood donors (per-

ons in high-risk groups are asked to ex-

:lude themselves), is only a fraction of one

)ercent. Thus, there is a low probability of

icquiring the infection sexually from one

ivho is not a member of a high-risk group,

t is also clear that "promiscuous" individ-

lals (here defined as anyone with more

ban one sexual partner) are pressing their

uck. For one does not always know

whether one's sexual partner is a member
)f a high-risk group or whether he or she

las been a sexual partner of a person in a

ligh-risk group. The question is, Will het-

jrosexuals heed the warning provided by

he gay population and modify their sex-

ial behavior before the prevalence of in-

"ection increases to levels where such

modification will no longer be effective?

AIDS in the United States will proba-

oly increase for at least five years and

Derhaps longer owing to the appearance of

:;he disease in those already infected and

:;o continued transmission (primarily sex-

aal, but also among intravenous drug us-

ers and from infected mother to child).

Incidence will also rise among promiscu-

ous heterosexuals through inadvertent ex-

posures. In other words, AIDS will be

contracted by men who have been sexual

partners of female drug abusers or prosti-

tutes, and by women who have had sexual

relations with intravenous drug abusers or

men whom they did not know to be bisex-

ual. Incidence in this group will not rise as

dramatically as it has among gays, how-

ever, because heterosexuals tend to have

fewer sexual partners than homosexual

men and because some modification of

sexual behavior may occur before the

prevalence of infection in this group rises

too high.

In his celebrated novel The Plague, Al-

bert Camus wrote, "There have been as

many plagues as wars in history; yet al-

ways plagues and wars take people

equally by surprise." The AIDS virus in-

deed took us by surprise, and it has thus

far enjoyed an advantage in its relation-

ship with the human organism. It remains

to be seen how we, collectively and indi-

vidually, will respond.

Jonathan E. Kaplan, M.D., is an infec-

tious disease epidemiologist with the

Centersfor Disease Control, Atlanta. The

opinions expressed here are his own.
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Matter of Taste

Cross-Cultural Cooking
IVill sweet potato fettuccine, catfish sashimi,

:>r pears with mushroomsform our fixture cuisine?

)y Raymond Sokolov

Almost twenty years ago in Paris, I

bund myself interviewing Claude Levi-

strauss in his laboratory at the College de

France. It was all quite unexpected and

(.ntimidating. I had never read a word of

:he great structural anthropologist's

ivork—something I had certainly in-

tended to do before I met him—and had

to ask the questions cabled to me by the

Newsweek science editor {The Savage

Mind had just been published in the

United States, and my magazine hoped to

dress up its account of the book with a few

quotes from the author.)

That day I had merely meant to make
an appointment with the professor's secre-

tary; I stopped off in person at the college

because the phone there was out of order.

But Levi-Strauss was in his office, nattily

attired and dictating a letter accepting the

offer of an honorary degree from the Uni-

versity of Chicago. He would see me right

then and there.

Fortunately, I had brought along the

cable from New York. I took it out and

translated the questions into French. They
were naYve. Also, my retranslation of The

Savage Mind back into French did not

duplicate the original, which is La Pens'ee

Sauvage. My improvisation

—

La Men-
talii'e Sauvage—was not totally witless,

but it wasn't the real title, as Levi-Strauss

gently explained.

He disposed of the two questions in the

cable quickly. In what school of anthropol-

ogy did he put himself? His own. What
practical applications did he think his

The nouvelle cuisine has adapted

Japanese ideas offoodpreparation.

Photograph by Aaron Rezney; (rom /In American Taste otJapan, by
Elizabeth Andoh (William Morrow & Company)

work brought to the lives of ordinary peo-

ple? None.

I sat there in acute embarrassment, un-

able to think of anything else to say, but

unwilling to admit it. Perhaps the ridicu-

lous situation reminded him of his field-

work in the Amazon, where he had faced

tribal informants as totally unable to com-

municate with him on his level as I was.

He chose, at any rate, to switch from the

nominally intellectual arena to that of the

physical. He led me into his lab and

showed me his most treasured possession,

a bank of files containing abstracts of eth-

nographic research from hundreds of

thousands of expeditions to every corner

of the world. This symbolic tour de monde
brought the encounter to a graceful close.

Some time later, after I had read

through much of the man's mazy synthe-

sis of myriad myths from the Americas, it

occurred to me that the giant file must

have played a crucial role in the develop-

ment of his thought. With such easy ac-

cess to so many myths, from so many
scattered peoples, all in one place, he had

naturally tended to see them as all ema-

nating from one collective brain, from a

single savage mentality.

I was reminded of all this the other day

as I reshelved my collection of cookbooks.

Here was my own gastronomic equivalent

of Levi-Strauss's file. I have the food of

the world's peoples at my fingertips, in the

abstract and comfortingly definite form of

recipes. Without much real effort, 1 can

range through this database of the edible,

comparing how Tibetan and Irish cooks

have treated lamb, scanning all that peo-

ple have thought to do over the centuries

with rice or eggplant.

This freedom is a new development in

human life. The production of reliable

cookbooks about the cuisines of the world

did not begin in earnest until twenty years

ago. Since then, essentially oral or, at best,

local traditions of food preparation have

been transcribed and translated so anyone

with a will to do so can acquire easily

accessible records of virtually the full

range of human food practices and store

them in one relatively compact place.

For most people in the world, this is of

no direct importance. But to food-mad

novelty seekers in the industrial nations,

the recipe database supplied by modem
cookbooks is a creative prod that encour-

ages them to think of the previously anar-

chic diversity of human cuisines as a uni-

tary phenomenon, multifaceted, yes, but

all of a piece. Just as one great file

lumping together all the cultures of the

world encouraged Levi-Strauss to shuffle

the myths of the planet as if they were

cards in one vast deck, so our library^ of

cookbooks makes it natural for cooks and

restaurateurs to combine methods and

dishes from hitherto discrete cuisines as

part of a single grandiose repertory.

This hypermenu, if you will, is normally

referred to as the nouvelle cuisine. For the

essence of the new cookery is its openness

to unprecedented combinations of food

known to no traditional cuisine. Even in its

beginnings in France, the nouvelle cuisine

subsumed Japanese notions of plate deco-

ration into classic French dishes. Soon ex-

otic ingredients followed, the kiwi fruit

being the arch example. But the latest

stage in this deracination of cooking has

been taking place in this country; where

chefs much less constricted bv culinar\-
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traditions than their French counter-

parts—and more willing to pick up new

ideas from books and travel—have manip-

ulated authentic recipes so as to invent

new dishes synthesized from historically

disparate elements.

The process is still in its infancy and has

so far largely involved adding exotic in-

gredients, particularly folkloric American

or Asian ingredients, to classic European

recipes. Sweet potato fettuccine is only

one example.

Two new cookbooks go even further to-

ward full cosmopolitanism. They both at-

tempt to merge American food, broadly

conceived, with Japanese. The results are

successful in quite different ways. Eliza-

beth Andoh is an American with years of

experience in Japan. Her first book. At

Home with Japanese Cooking (Knopf), is

the best book in English on traditional

Japanese cuisine. Now, in An American

Taste ofJapan (Morrow), she embarks on

an exercise in "cross-cultural cooking"

that seeks to "integrate Japanese ingredi-

ents, kitchen techniques, and culinary phi-

losophy with American foodstuffs,

kitchen appliances and eating habits."

Colette Rossant, born in France but re-

siding in New York and well known here

as a food writer, has made two extensive

trips to Japan and built on those experi-

ences in developing the recipes for what

she aptly calls Colette's Japanese Cuisine

(Kodansha).

Several restaurants combining Western

and Japanese cuisines preceded the ap-

pearance of these books. French-trained

Japanese chefs have also done their part to

bring together the industrial world's two

most dynamic cultures. But the codifica-

tion of the trend in two books in a single

season marks a new stage in the full inter-

nationalization of cooking.

Andoh is as saturated with traditional

Japanese food and culture as an American

is ever likely to be. Beginning as a student

in Japan more than twenty years ago, liv-

ing soon after in the bosom of a Japanese

family, she now teaches Japanese cooking

in New York. So when she branches out

into cross-cultural improvisation, it is no

impromptu affair. Indeed, much of what

she has put in her book records actual

cross-cultural dishes already entrenched

here and in Japan—or she improves on

them. For example, take aka dashi, dark

bean soup with bean curd and okra. Japa-

nese have embraced the okra introduced

to them by Americans. They even like the

ropy texture it acquires when fully

cooked. But Andoh knows that many
Americans detest gluey okra; so she

blanches it before adding it to the soup,

revamping it for American taste.
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Conversely, in mirugai no omi-otsuke,

rassel and leek chowder, she invents a

Jpanese soup, with a dashi (kelp and bo-

ro) broth and bean paste, to exploit two

in-Japanese ingredients (mussels and

hks) popular with Japanese living

{iroad. And she has a clear recipe for the

lost established American-Japanese ne-

(Dgism, the California roll: a sushi filled

' th avocado and crab meat.

Many of the recipes are ingenious appli-

I lions of Japanese methods to the Ameri-

1 n larder and to American dining prac-

i;es. Tb^a-style grilled beef takes a

ichnique originally meant for fresh bo-

ito and adapts it to a meat-centered diet

lee recipe). It is the inspiration of

.ndoh's Japanese sister-in-law, a New

.:rsey suburbanite for many years.

Much of Andoh's provocative new book

iiows us ourselves through Japanese eyes,

'n every page, you feel the sensibilities of

inigres evolving a workable new way of

iting on our shores. Menu plans are al-

lost completely Americanized. And a

lopstick cuisine has been made to ac-

)mmodate larger pieces of food more

Dpropriate in a land where knives and

irks are universal.

Andoh has also thought deeply about

le presentation of food at the table, a

ipanese preoccupation. And she has

)und several hybrid solutions in her chap-

;r on "Setting the Cross-Cultural Table."

ipanese symbols are worked into ori-

ami-style folded paper decorations and

doilies." Color illustrations show actual

wd service on modem craft objects in-

jired by traditional Japanese pottery.

Like most of what Andoh presents,

lese objects and the cross-cultural craft

lovement they spring from, are part of a

rocess of cultural hybridization already

,t work in the world. Andoh has undoubt-

dly refined and advanced it, but she is not

iventing it. Colette Rossant, with her

luch more limited background in Japan

nd knowledge of things Japanese, oper-

tes, as she puts it, "using Japanese in-

;redients and my own intuition."

The resultant combinations are not so

nuch cultural crosses as cultural colli-

ions. Cold raw pears served as an appe-

izer with cooked oyster mushrooms, pine

luts, shiso leaves, and sansho pepper may
trike you as a completely random notion,

t certainly rests on no precedent known to

ne. I will reserve judgment until I am able

taste it, but the radical ingenuity that

ies behind it is no accident.

I had once a Japanese guest, an older

!;entleman, for dinner," Rossant writes. "I

iecided to be very 'Japanese' and use

izuki beans. Azuki beans are small red

Deans that are often simmered with sugar
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to make a sweet red-bean paste that is

widely used in Japan for sweets and con-

fections. My distinguished guest took one

sip and asked me what it was? 'Well,' I

answered, very sure of myself, 'azuki

beans, naturally' My guest looked away

and never finished the soup. I had de-

stroyed a tradition. My other guests, how-

ever, loved it. I tried it again in Japan and

met with great success. Try the soup, but

avoid serving it to older gentlemen!"

The point seems to be: If it tastes good,

tradition be damned. So far as it goes, this

principle is just fine with me, but I think it

runs into one big obstacle. What do we

mean when we say something tastes good?

Doesn't tradition play a crucial role in

determining taste? Where Rossant's new

recipes do truly please guests trying them

for the first time, isn't it likely that she has

contrived unusual combinations that actu-

ally parallel earlier food ideas? Or is she

tapping a lust for novelty? Twenty years

from now the answer will be in. Try to

remember to ask yourself in 2006 if people

are still eating azuki bean soup and pears

with mushrooms.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

Tosa-Style Grilled Beef

(GyunikuNo Tosa-Zukuri, slightly

adapted from An American Taste of

Japan, by Elizabeth Andoh, Morrow)

1 V2 pounds filet mignon or London broil

2 cloves garlic, peeled and cut into

slivers

1 tablespoon vegetable oil

% teaspoon salt

Vi teaspoon freshly ground black

pepper

Ice water

Marinade:

Vi cup soy sauce

2 tablespoons sake (Japanese rice

wine)

2 tablespoons rice vinegar

I tablespoon lemon juice

1 tablespoon ginger juice (extracted

from freshly grated ginger)

Vi cup honey

2 scallions, trimmed and finely minced

(green and white parts), about Vi cup

Garnish:

Vi cup freshly snipped chives (optional)

Dip:

Juice of 1 lemon

Vi cup soy sauce

1. Choose a slender piece of beef, r

thicker than 1 V4 inches. Make seven

shallow slits in all the surfaces of th

meat and insert slivers of garlic inl

them. Brush the meat with a thin lay*

of oil, then salt and pepper both side

2. Sear the meat over hot coals or in

very hot preheated broiler. Turn it one

after 5 minutes or when well browne(

Sear the other side of the meat, too. (!

using a rounded filet, you may have t

turn the meat at quarter turns to brow

evenly.) The meat should be rar

though not raw, inside. You can judf

the degree of doneness by light!

squeezing the meat with blunt tongs

;

the thickest section; the firmer tl

feel, the better done the meat is. Id

ally, you'll encounter a bit of resistant

at the surface, but feel the core to t

more flexible. The internal temper
ture will be about 1 40 degrees.

3. Remove the meat from the grill ar

plunge it into a bowl of ice wate

Gently lift the meat out of the wate

leaving any fat behind. Pat the me;

dry on several layers of paper towelin,

4. In a glass or ceramic container larj

enough to allow the grilled steak to 1

flat in a single piece, combine the mai

nade ingredients. Stir well to distri

ThePromise.
Renault Alliance's European technology will give
you superior room, riding comfort and driving ease.



ute. Let the meat sit in the marinade,

covered, at room temperature for 3

hours or in the refrigerator overnight.

If the marinade doesn't completely

cover the steak, turn the meat several

times to insure even flavoring.

Serve chilled or at room temperature.

Just before serving, remove the meat
from the marinade. Slice the steak

across the grain into '/4-inch slices. Ar-

range these slices, domino style, on a

large platter. Cover the top with

snipped chives if you wish. Combine
the lemon juice and soy sauce to make
a dipping mixture, which is served sep-

arately.

Yield; 6 to 8 servings

Azuki Bean and Endive Soup

(Slightly adapted from Colette's

Japanese Cuisine, by Colette Rossant,

Kodansha)

10 ounces azuki beans, soaked over-

night

1 '/2 quarts dashi (see below) or chicken

stock

4 whole Belgian endives

2 tablespoons butter

1 tablespoon sugar

Juice of Vj lemon

Salt and pepper

Garnishes:

Watercress

1 additional endive, thinly sliced

1. Drain the beans and wash once more.

Drain and place in a large saucepan
with dashi or chicken stock. Bring to a

boil, reduce heat to low, and simmer
until beans are mushy soft, about 45

minutes (for faster results, cook 15

minutes in a pressure cooker).

2. Wash the endives and trim the bot-

toms. Melt the butter in a saucepan
over medium heat. When the butter is

frothy, add the endives and the sugar:

brown on all sides. Reduce heat to me-
dium-low, add the lemon juice and 3

tablespoons water, season with salt and

pepper to taste, then cover and cook

until the endives are tender when
pierced with a fork.

3. Drain the beans over a large bowl, re-

serving the liquid.

4. Puree the beans and the endives in a

food processor, adding some liquid if

necessary.

5. Pour the puree into a large saucepan.

add some stock (the soup should have

the consistency of a thin puree), cor-

rect the seasoning, and heat.

6. Pour the soup in bowls, garnish with

watercress and very thin slices of raw

endive. Serve with French or Italian

bread.

Yield: 6 servings

To make dashi:

Buy a 1 2-inch length of the kelp called

kombu and 3 cups of dried bonito flakes

(loosely packed when measured) at a Jap-

anese food supply outlet. Wipe the kombu
with a damp paper towel and make sev-

eral crisscross incisions with the point of a

sharp knife. Then place the kombu in a

saucepan with 7'/2 cups cold water. Slowly

bring the water to the boiling point over

low heat, then remove the kombu before

the water starts boiling. When the water

does boil, raise the heat to medium and
add the bonito flakes. Cook for one

minute, skim the surface, then remove
from heat. When the bonito flakes settle

to the bottom of the saucepan, strain the

stock through cheesecloth or a very fine

strainer.
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The Iceman
Climbeth
Photographs by John Wright

Once an active volcano, now the highest peak in th«

Ecuadorean Andes, Chimborazo knows both fire and ice. Boul

ders that once flowed as lava now share the slopes with pocket!

of ice. Compact and dense, the mountain ice seems to take oi

the hardness of the terrain, while Chimborazo itself offers th(

mountaineer physical hardships: steep slopes (of more thai

20,000 feet), scant oxygen, and the threat of an avalanche whei

the sun loosens the frozen joints of the rocks.

A few Quechua Indians mine the ice of Chimborazo. A
daybreak, an iceman and two or three of his brothers rouse <

dozen donkeys and leave their tiny village in the foothills to star

the ascent. At the lower altitudes they stop to cut and gathei

pampas grass. After a five-hour climb, they reach the lode of ice

at about 1 8,500 feet. Armed with axes and crowbars, the mei

chop, pry, and flake the embedded ice from the rock, then cut i

into portable twenty-pound blocks. The blocks are insulate{

with the pampas grass and loaded onto the donkeys, forty t(

sixty pounds per beast. The men and animals return to thi

village late that night. In the morning, the iceman hauls the ia

to the town of Riobamba and makes his transaction, receivinj

twenty cents for each block from the vendor with the ice-shavinj

machine.

The rewards of scaling mountains are relative. The Quechui

iceman makes the trek because his mountain ice is to refriger

ator ice as diamonds are to sand, and tomorrow is market day a

Riobamba. He'll do it all again next week.

—

J.R.

Scottish-born photographer John Wright lived in Ecuadorfo
three years. His work has also taken him across the Sahara am
2,000 miles down the Amazon River The Hidden Forest, hi

forthcoming book ofphotographs, is about the South Ameri

can rainforest.
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Afemale brown capuchin in estrus (top) grooms the dominant male

ofher group. Females try to mate with the dominant male, which will later

extendprotection to infants he has sired.

Charles HJans(
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Capuchin Counterpoint
Divergent mating andfeeding habits distinguish two closely related monkey species ofthe Peruvianforest

by Charles H. Janson

I found my main study group of brown

capuchin monkeys where I had left them

the previous evening, in the trees overlook-

ing the oxbow lake Cocha Cashu. It was

the foggy dawn of a dry-season day in

southeastern Peru. As the light strength-

ened behind the tall forest canopy, I began

to make out three clusters of the cat-sized

animals, each huddled in the fork of a

major branch. Straight overhead was the

group's dominant male, noticeably larger

than the others. Next to him lay the domi-

nant female and her two offspring: one an

infant barely old enough to leave its moth-

er's back; the other a robust two-year-old.

Two other adult females, each with a

youngster, were nestled together else-

where in the same tree. Not far away, in a

neighboring tree, an immature female

rested next to an adult male, while another

adult male sat alone in a nearby branch.

When the sun touched the tops of the

trees, all eleven monkeys set off toward

the southern edge of their home range, a

'/2-square-mile area that extended from

the lake to the Manu River, a tributary of

the Amazon. Soon the group reached the

tangled vegetation that resulted from the

yearly flooding of the river and began to

feed on the nectar of the brushlike red-

and-yellow flowers of a Combretum vine.

As the monkeys moved rapidly from one

vine to the next, drinking nectar from each

cluster of flowers, I struggled to follow

through the thick undergrowth. The

bright orange-red pollen of the flowers

quickly coated the monkeys' normally

white facial fur. Even after visiting all the

flowering vines in the area, the monkeys'

hunger was hardly satisfied, so they

forged ahead to the bank of the Manu,

where a large fig tree was just beginning to

come into fruit.

When a brief inspection showed that

the figs were still unripe, the monkeys

turned away from the river and reentered

the darkness of the mature forest. With its

diversity of plant species, the forest is nor-

mally an easy place for the monkeys to

find food. But fruit is very scarce in the

middle of the dry season, and on many

days the brown capuchins could ease their

hunger only by eating the watery leaf-

stalks of the Scheelea palm.



GuntherZiester; Peter Arnold. I

Below: The dominant male ofa brown capuchin groupfeeds on a Scheelea/rw/r,

tolerating an infant that sniffs at thefood. The male 's behavior toward other group

members affects their access to manyfood sources. Right:A brown capuchin

chews on pith, which constitutes about one-tenth ofthe animal's diet.

Hearing some birdlike whistles up

ahead, I knew that the long morning's

search for fruit had ended—one monkey

had discovered a rich food tree and was

alerting the others to the find. The prize

turned out to be a fruit cluster in a

Scheelea palm (the oily pulp surrounding

the hard seeds is one of the capuchins'

richest and most favored foods). Although

this species of palm is common in the

group's home range, it provides only a few

clusters of ripe fruit at a time because the

plants do not reproduce in unison.

The dominant male was soon at work

extracting a fruit from the cluster. Be-

cause the fruits are tightly packed, great

strength and perseverance are needed to

remove the first one, but the rest are easily

picked. After fifteen minutes of vigorous

pushing, twisting, and biting at the lower

edge of the three-foot-long cluster, the

dominant male succeeded in loosening a

fruit. He then played "king of the cluster,"

sitting on top of the bunch of fruits while

he stripped the hard, brown husk off his

find, exposing its dry but tasty flesh.

I was busy writing down my observa-

tions when I was interrupted by a sudden,

loud scream; looking up, I saw the domi-

nant male chasing a slightly smaller adult

male away from the cluster. With food so

scarce, and so rich a food source at stake,

such confrontations are frequent, often

more than ten per hour. The show of ag-

gression is rarely more than a quick lunge,

a threat, or a chase. All members of the

group seem to know the strength of their

adversaries, and a quick reminder from

the more dominant monkey resolves most

disputes.

At first the dominant male fed alone,

but soon he was approached by the youn-

gest of the five juveniles, which had all

followed him when he entered the palm.

The baby was not chased away as the

subordinate male had been. When the in-

fant crawled up on the cluster, poked curi-

ously at the dominant male's toes, and

grabbed at the fruit in his hands, the male

continued eating, repeatedly giving soft

calls in apparent contentment. Soon the

youngster picked up a fallen, partly eaten

fruit, sat beside the dominant male, and

finished the pulp.

In the next few minutes, three other

juveniles came to the cluster and retrieved

fresh or fallen fruits beneath the male's

gaze, but he ignored them completely.

This peaceful scene was not disturbed

even when, ten minutes later, the domi-

nant female came up hesitantly and pried

a fruit loose. Behind her came the second-

ranking adult female, but she got no closer

than ten feet, when a quick lunge by the

dominant male sent her scurrying back to

the tip of her palm frond.

After the male had eaten about fifteen

fruits, he moved off the top of the cluster

and continued feeding a few feet away.

Now the other adults began to approach

the fruits, but the subordinate adult males

were still not allowed near the cluster. If

one dared to advance within five yards,

the dominant male at once threatened or

lunged at him.

The dominant male remained in the

palm for another hour, until he had eaten

his fill, about forty fruits. Then he left the

palm and rested belly-down on a large tree

limb fifteen yards away, all four feet dan-

gling over the branch. With his departure,
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a free-for-all ensued, with the other adult

males rushing in, chasing out females and

juveniles, and grabbing three or four fruits

at a time, hobbling away with them
clutched in their hands and feet. At one

point, however, an adult male was a bit too

rough in pushing a young monkey away
from the cluster, and the baby squealed its

distress. A great crash followed at once, as

the dominant male jumped into the palm
to defend the infant. All the capuchins

except the juveniles cleared out of the

palm. With eyebrows raised and canines

bared, the dominant male glared threat-

eningly at the offending male, who gri-

maced submissively from the safety of the

next tree.

As the cluster dwindled to less than one-

fifth its original number of fruits, I heard a

few nervous chuck calls and noticed sev-

eral of the monkeys looking off in the

direction of some approaching, crashing

noises. White-fronted capuchins, close rel-

atives of the brown capuchins, were arriv-

ing. Slightly smaller than brown capu-

chins, and much paler in coat color,

white-fronted capuchins travel in groups

of from eight to twenty animals—groups

that are larger on average than those of

brown capuchins. The first three ap-

proaching animals were adult males; fif-

teen group mates followed behind. The
brown capuchins suddenly seemed to have

disappeared—only the dominant male re-

mained visible near the fruit cluster, fac-

ing the oncoming group. The three white-

fronted capuchin males stopped about

twenty yards away, and one male draped

his arm over another's shoulder. All three

gave a threat display, staring with wide-

open mouths to expose their long canine

teeth. The solitary brown capuchin re-

turned the threat by arching his shoulders,

frowning, and sticking out his lower jaw to

expose his shorter, but stouter, canines.

Suddenly, two of the white-fronted capu-

chin males rushed in toward the brown
capuchin, which quickly retreated some
thirty yards, where he watched as the new
group plundered the remains of the palm
fruit cluster



The feeding etiquette of the white-

fronted capuchins at the palm fruit cluster

differed markedly from that of the brown

capuchins. All the adult males took turns

feeding on the fruits; no one of them

monopolized the cluster for more than a

few minutes. Group members fed in the

order of arrival, the adult females behind

the males, the juveniles bringing up the

rear. Aggression was rare and not primar-

ily between adult males. Juveniles gener-

ally avoided adult males, even the domi-

nant male. If they did get near the leader,

the juveniles squealed submissively even

though he had made no move to threaten

or chase them. With all the group mem-
bers feeding at once, the remaining fruits

soon disappeared, and the white-fronted

capuchins left to find other food.

As I followed the monkeys on through

the forest, I wondered at the great social

differences between these two closely re-

lated species. Why was there so much
aggression within the group of brown ca-

puchins and so little in the group of white-

fronted capuchins? Why were juvenile

brown capuchins tolerated by the domi-

nant male, while juvenile white-fronted

capuchins seemed to fear their dominant

male? Why did the dominant male brown

capuchin defend his group alone, while

several male white-fronted capuchins co-

operated?

Differences in social behavior often go

hand-in-hand with differences in the habi-

tats exploited by two species or with dif-

ferences in the way they utilize a shared

habitat. For example, scientific compari-

sons of many primate species have shown

that group size—an important aspect of a

species' social structure—relates to where

a species feeds. Those with large groups

usually feed in large fruit trees, which are

generally scarce, whereas those living in

small groups avoid the large trees and feed

mostly in small ones. Small groups cannot

defend large trees in competition with

large groups. Spreading out in large trees

also makes the small groups more vulner-

able to predators such as eagles. I was

curious to know whether there were simi-
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ar connections between the two species'

use of their environments and the con-

trasting types of social behavior I had ob-

served. With several colleagues and assis-

tants who worked with me in the Cocha
Cashu Biological Station in Peru's Manu
National Park, I spent more than four

years unraveling these connections.

One of the things I tried to determine

early on was whether the two species dif-

fered in feeding behavior, but finding a

difference was not easy. Both species'

feeding activities were the same by a num-

ber of measures: percentages of time spent

feeding on fruit, leaves, and insects; food

species eaten; and techniques used to ac-

quire foods. After several years of study.

Left: A low-ranking brown capuchinfemale consumes spittle bugs she has

found at the base ofthe compound leaves ofa lowland mahogany tree. Insects

accountfor about one-sixth ofthe monkey's energy intake. Below: A white-fronted

capuchinjuvenile carries a youngerjuvenile on its back. In this species, namedfor its

whiteforehead, the youngsters in a group often stick together rather than

staying with their group's dominant male.

however, a subtle, but consistent, differ-

ence appeared. The more robustly built

brown capuchin can feed more easily on

tough fruits and hard seeds than can the

more slender white-fronted capuchin. For

instance, the large, tough fruit clusters of

the Scheelea palm are a major food source

for brown capuchins but are exploited

only rarely by white-fronted capuchins,

which can open up a cluster only with

great difficulty.

This slight difference in ability to break

open and eat different food species is con-

nected to a more striking difference in the

sizes of fruit trees used by the two capu-

chin species. The tough, hard fruits that

the bickering brown capuchins can eat are

typically found in understory trees fifteen

to sixty-five feet tall with crowns less than

thirty feet in diameter. These small-

crowned trees produce a limited supply of

fruit, which a brown capuchin group can

quickly exhaust, forcing the monkeys to

use many trees every day. Because these

small trees arc quite common, however,

brown capuchins derive more than half

their fruit diet from them. The smaller,

softer fruits preferred by the more peace-

ful white-fronted capuchins are often

found in canopy trees more than 1 00 feet

tall with crowns up to 165 feet in diame-

ter. Fruiting trees of such size are uncom-
mon, but often produce enough fruit at

one time to feed a group of white-fronted

capuchins for a whole week.

The contrast in tree size is also related

to the difference in group size: brown ca-

puchin groups are on average smaller than

those of white-fronted capuchins. More
striking, however, is the difference in the

level of competition for food between the

group members of each species. Individ-

uals of both species quarrel over food, but

the size and productivity of the feeding

tree strongly affect whether aggression is

needed or able to boost an individual's

share. As I observed in the small-crowned

Scheelea palm, aggression among the

brown capuchins is very effective at keep-

ing subordinate group members away
from the food and allowing the dominants

and juveniles to feed at their leisure.

When I tallied up how many Scheelea

fruits each group member ate, I found

that strong, aggressive individuals did

much better than timid or weak ones, with

two major exceptions. Even the most both-

ersome, weak juvenile was allowed to feed



beside the dominant male, and so it could

eat many more fruits than if it had to fight

for them. But subordinate adult males

consumed far less than expected, because

the dominant male was especially vigor-

ous in chasing them off".

On a later occasion, when the same

brown capuchins were feeding spread out

in the large crown of a canopy fig tree,

they got along much better with one an-

other. In the midst of an abundance of

fruit, brown capuchins rarely find it

worthwhile to fight, and dominant mon-

keys feed only slightly faster than do

subordinates. White-fronted capuchins

feeding in large-crowned fig trees behave

similarly They are generally more peace-

ful, then, because they habitually use

large, productive fruit trees where an indi-

vidual does not need to fight for its share

of food.

This difference in the extent of compe-

tition within each of the two capuchin

species does not explain the contrasting

patterns of aggression that occur within

each group. Why is aggression especially

high among adult brown capuchin males,

yet barely noticeable among white-

fronted capuchin males? Why can baby

brown capuchins enjoy the tolerance and

protection of their group's dominant male,

while young white-fronted capuchins re-

ceive no such favoritism? These riddles

cannot be answered without an under-

standing of capuchin mating behavior.

When I first saw a female brown capu-

chin in estrus, I thought she was ill. She

followed closely behind the dominant

male for hours without stopping, whining

constantly and wearing an unusual gri-

mace. She also kept trying to touch the

dominant male's rump, as though playing

tag. He appeared to take little notice of

her, however, except for occasionally

chasing her a few yards away, as though

he wished to be left in peace. After an

entire day of this tension, the male and

female finally chased each other for sev-

eral minutes and then mated.

This courtship was unlike the descrip-

tions I had read of male baboons viciously

fighting over access to an estrous female.

The dominant capuchin male often ran

from the female, and they did not actually

mate until he finally stopped running. Fol-

lowing copulation, the female ran around

behind the male and sat mounted tightly

on his back for eleven minutes, substan-

tially longer than the three minutes the

male took to mount her. Other adult males

showed no interest in the mating pair and

never tried to interfere with them. This

pattern of active female and passive male

participation in courtship was not unusual

for brown capuchins—I saw it many more

times with different females and in differ-

ent groups. In every case, the dominant

male was the female's focus of attention.

A female's active courtship of the domi-

nant male makes it much more likely that

he, and not some other male, will sire her

infant. The advantage for the female is in

gaining the dominant male's protection

for her offspring. The male does not offer

such protection indiscriminately. Natural

selection especially favors a male's care of

an infant if it is his own. In fact, the domi-

nant male brown capuchin only protects

infants bom to mothers that actively

courted him. I observed that when a new

male rose to be dominant in a particular

group, he would not extend protection to

any infants sired by the previous dominant

male, even if they were bom after he as-

sumed power.

The reason the dominant male's protec-

tion is important seems to be connected to

the brown capuchin's feeding habits.

When food is scarce and found primarily

on small-crowned trees such as Scheelea,

the dominant male can determine if and

when other monkeys get to feed. His toler-

ance of a particular group member
strongly affects that monkey's food intake

and thus its health. The dominant male's

protection is especially important to a

baby monkey's survival because infants

are too small to win fights on their own.
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Le/f;An adult brown capuchinfemale uses her tail to balance on an Astrocaryum

mlm. Below: A juvenile brown capuchin eats thefruit ofa Scheelea palm.

The largefruit cluster is easily picked clean, once thefirstfruit has been worked

"ree. The brown capuchins, which are more robust than their white-fronted cousins,

ire better equipped to break into this richfood source.

oth photographs by Charles H. Janson
~— i;

Young monkeys soon learn to exploit

this protection. They squeal at subordi-

nate males long before they come close

enough to interfere, bringing the domi-

nant male rushing to chase intruders

away. Juveniles are so pampered in this

way that they prefer to stay with the domi-

nant male rather than with their own

mothers. Subordinate males learn to avoid

this clique, instead looking for food alone

at the edge of the group.

The mating system of the white-fronted

capuchins is quite different. When I

watched a white-fronted capuchin in es-

trus, she did not actively pursue the domi-

nant male. He, on the other hand, was

clearly interested in the female's sexual

condition and often sniffed her urine, ap-

parently detecting the presence of hor-

mones that indicated when she was most

fertile. The dominant male white-fronted

capuchin pursued the estrous female and

sometimes even forced her to copulate

when she was unwilling. Yet, in spite of his

interest, the dominant male could not pre-

vent the female from approaching subor-

dinate males for matings. At least one

estrous female I observed spent more time

with the group's second-ranking male

than with the dominant male.

Because female white-fronted capu-

chins do not prefer to mate with any one

male, several males in a group are equally

likely to be the father of a given offspring.

In this situation, natural selection does not

favor strong male care of infants, and in

fact, white-fronted capuchin males do not

especially protect infants. The youngsters

survive despite the lack of strong male

protection because they feed mostly in

large-crowned fruit trees where there is

little competition for food.

Understanding the mating systems of

the two capuchin species helps explain the

very different patterns of aggression be-

tween group members. Because the domi-

nant male brown capuchin is usually the

father of most group infants, he not only

tolerates the babies but actively protects

them from aggression. The subordinate

males, which only rarely sire any group

infants, displace infants whenever food is

at stake. Thus, the dominant male's pro-

tection of infants places him in conflict

with the rest of the group's adult males.

This habitual conflict reduces the possibil-

ity of adult male cooperation in other

types of situations.

In the case of white-fronted capuchins,

where several males are equally likely to

have sired a particular infant, males show

no special favoritism to particular juve-

niles. Males rarely displace feeding

youngsters, but they also do not defend a

juvenile when it squeals. Consequently,

young white-fronted capuchins do not fol-

low any adult male, not even the dominant

male. Instead, they form a distinct sub-

group, often accompanied only by an

adult female. With no conflicts over juve-

niles to separate them, several white-

fronted capuchin adult males often are

found together in the preferred, central

area of the group.

Once I understood these differences. I

was also able to understand why the brown



An immature brown capuchin explores a flower
Jany Sauvanet; NHPA

capuchin dominant male has to defend a

food tree alone, while the white-fronted

capuchin males cooperate in the defense

of food. Because the dominant male

brown capuchin fathers most group in-

fants, he stands to benefit most by defend-

ing the group's resources. Subordinate

male brown capuchins do not share

equally in the benefits of defending a tree.

Not only does the dominant male's aggres-

sion deprive them of equal access to food,

but they are also unlikely to be the fathers

of group infants.

White-fronted capuchins do things dif-

ferently. Because all the males are likely

to be fathers of some group infants, all

have a vested interest in defending food

for the group as a whole. Thus, all males

usually help drive other monkey groups

from their large food trees. Males gain an

advantage by cooperating; each male low-

ers his own risk of injury while defending

the food tree more effectively than if he

were alone.

The difference in male cooperation be-

tween the two capuchin species shows up

in their reactions to dangerous predators,

such as the harpy eagle, one of the world's

largest birds of prey. When an eagle at-

tacks a brown capuchin group, the domi-

nant male is the only individual that re-

mains exposed. He gives a distinctive

barking call that, by its frequency and

loudness, tells his group how close the ea-

gle is. Often the brown capuchin domi-

nant male is so aroused that he gives ner-

vous chuck calls for a full hour or more

after the eagle has flown away.

White-fronted capuchins do not display

such "heroic" behavior when danger

threatens. The dominant male typically

rushes for cover when an eagle attacks.

When the initial assault is over, he may
come out and threaten the perched preda-

tor, but generally not without the aid of

other adult males. By cooperating, each

white-fronted capuchin male reduces his

own risk of injury. After the predator has

flown away, the dominant male does not

remain vigilant or continue giving alarm

calls longer than other group members.

The difference in male cooperation be-

tween the two capuchin species has an

important effect on feeding behavior. As I

observed at the Scheelea palm fruit clus-

ter, white-fronted capuchins can easily

displace brown capuchin groups from

food trees. Normally when two monkey

species fight, the winner is the species with

the larger body size. Yet the larger and

considerably more robust brown capu-

chins rarely win against white-fronted ca-

puchins, even when two groups have equal

numbers of members. The secret of the

white-fronted capuchins' success is surely

the cooperative behavior of their males.

The only white-fronted capuchin groups

that I ever saw lose to brown capuchin

groups were ones in which there was only

one adult male.

The story ends up where it began, with

white-fronted capuchins displacing brown

capuchins from fruit trees. The two capu-

chin patterns seem consistent and self-per-

petuating, but how did they arise? One

possibility is that originally there was a

divergence in diet, with the brown capu-

chins evolving into a robust form that

could exploit tougher fruits and nuts.

These tougher foods happened to be lo-

cated in understory trees. Because these

trees were smaller, periodic competition

for food occurred within groups of brown

capuchins, resulting in smaller groups and

a preference by females for mating with

the dominant male. As this new mating

pattern became characteristic, coopera-

tion between males decreased, and the

brown capuchins eventually were forced

to relinquish their claim on the larger trees

to the white-fronted capuchins.

Without evidence from appropriate fos-

sils, we can only guess at the order in

which these patterns emerged, and other

scenarios are possible. For example, the

ancestors of today's white-fronted and

brown capuchins may have first diverged

in their mating patterns, and this diver-

gence may have eventually forced—or en-

abled—brown capuchins to exploit the

smaller trees. We can be sure, however,

that each aspect of capuchin social behav-

ior and ecology has influenced every

other. Instead of regarding any single fac-

tor as a primary cause of the others, I

prefer to consider all of them to be mutu-

ally reinforcing adaptations to divergent

life styles. D
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The Falklands' Johnny Rook
The versatile but vulnerable caracara survives byplaying

the roles ofvulture, hawk, and crow

Text and photographs by Ian J. Strange

The small Special Forces tent I had

borrowed for my field expedition was in

shreds. Green strands of the tough syn-

thetic material fluttered in the wind, and

the normally durable guy lines were

frayed as though they had been used for

months; yet this brand-new equipment

had been pitched for only a matter of

hours. I surveyed the wreckage and

thought, "Hell, the army will never be-

lieve that half a dozen birds did this." But

the culprits were still there, demolishing

what was to have been my home for the

next few weeks. I had made the acquaint-

ance of one of the world's rarest birds of

prey, found only in the Falklands and a

few wind-swept islets off Cape Horn.

Called Phalcoboenus australis by scien-

tists, and striated caracara by informed

bird watchers, the bird is better known in

the Falkland Islands as Johnny Rook.

Nineteenth-century accounts of the

Falkland Islands refer to a bold and in-

quisitive raptor, a caracara, or "carrion

eater." Early mariners labeled the birds

sea eagles or rooks, then later Johnny

Rooks. I had puzzled over the name until I

landed on a remote island in the Falklands

archipelago, one of the few remaining

strongholds of the species. There I saw a

sight that must have presented itself to the

sealers and penguin oilers who had walked

these shores more than 1 50 years earlier:

on a coastal green, large groups of gentoo

penguins were busy building nests. Sta-

tioned around the colony's perimeters

were the sinister, dark, silent rooks, watch-

ing and waiting. I had seen a similar scene

in England—rooks on freshly turned pas-

ture—and remembered that to the nine-

teenth-century whalers and sealers, the

gentoo penguin was known as Johnny Pen-

guin; here surely was the derivation of the

name Johnny Rook.

Capt. Charles Barnard, a sealer from

Nantucket, who in 1812 and 1813 was
marooned on New Island, in West Falk-

land, wrote one of the earliest accounts of

the species. He described the bird and
discussed its early naming:

These birds, generally known among seal-

ers by the name of rooks, partake of the

form and nature both of the hawk and the

crow. They are about the size of the largest
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From its nesting site, an adult striated caracara surveys a large mixed colony ofblack-

browed albatrosses and rockhopperpenguins. Caracaras raid sea bird coloniesfor

eggs, chicks, and disabled adults.
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Brown-plumaged immature caracaras are notoriously inquisitive, below. Whenprey is

scarce, the birds'pokingandprying may uncover vital newfood sources, but the

curiosity ofyoung birds, particularly about humans, has also led to theirpersecution.

Right:An adult tends two newlyfledgedyoung in the dense cover ofprotective tussock

grass. A recent meal accountsfor thefull gray crop oftheyoung bird in theforeground.

hen hawks common to the United States; of

a black color, and shaped something like a

rook. Their claws are armed with large and

strong talons, like those of an eagle; they are

exceedingly bold and the most mischievous

of all the feathered creation. The sailors

who visit these islands, being often much
vexed at their predatory tricks, have be-

stowed different names on them, charac-

teristic of their nature, as flying monkeys,

flying devils, etc., etc. I have known these

birds to fly away with caps, mittens, stock-

ings, powder horns, knives, steels, tin pots,

in fact every thing which their great

strength is equal to. On landing at any

place, we always find some of these birds,

who visit us for the purpose of reconnoiter-

ing; and if we have any meat in the boat,

they give the signal by commencing such an

ear-tormenting cawing, that we are soon

surrounded by additional numbers; they

compel us to secure our provisions, by cov-

ering them with the sails of the boat, which

we fastened down by stones, and then direct

the dog to lie down by them to prevent these

harpies from hauling off the stones and

sails, to get at and devour the provisions.

These winged pirates have been known to

attack a man, when passing near their nests

while their young ones were there. From
their color, mischievous disposition, and
feeding on carrion, they appear to belong to

the crow species; while, on the other hand,

from the size (being twice that of the com-
mon crow), strength, audacious boldness,

their form, and largeness of their talons,

they appear to be connected with the hawk,
which, when pinched with hunger, have

been known to feed on carrion. I should,

from these characteristics, call them the

vulture-crow, I shall, however, continue to

distinguish them by the name they are most
generally called by sealers, viz. rooks, until

some ornithologist shall affix to them their

appropriate name.

Ornithologists place the seven species

of Central and South American caracaras

in the family Falconidae. Although they

share the talons, hooked beak, and acute

sight of true falcons, the long-legged, often

ground-running caracaras outwardly bear

little resemblance to their streamlined

cousins, which are built for aerial attack.

The relationship between caracaras and
falcons is founded on basic but less obvi-

ous characteristics such as skeletal struc-

ture and molt pattern. Although its name
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emphasizes its taste for carrion, the cara-

cara is a predator as well as a scavenger

and, like the aggressive sea bird the skua,

is known to rob other predators of food.

My long-term studies of the caracara's

feeding ecology have shown that the bird

is omnivorous, resorting to every available

food source to survive. This is particularly

true of the bird in recent times.

Charles Darwin found this species to be

"exceedingly common in the Falkland Is-

lands." Darwin's two short visits to the

Falklands—in March of 1833 and 1834—
were to the north of the main island of

East Falkland and in particular to Port

Louis, at that time the first and only settle-

ment in the islands. Today the species is

rarely seen in this region of the archipel-

ago and then only as a vagrant. Yet

Johnny Rook is common in its few remain-

ing breeding areas, especially in the west

part of the Falklands. Like Barnard, Dar-

v/in and other naturalists have written of

this species' scavenging, carrion-eating

habits; the result is a picture of a tenacious

survivor species. Why, given its adaptabil-

ity, did the striated caracara disappear

frorn its former stronghold in East Falk-

land and in the other main islands?

In Darwin's day, fewer than one hun-

dred settlers lived in the Falklands, and
sheep ranching, one of the islands' chief

occupations today, had yet to commence.

As sheep farming grew on the main island

of East Falkland, the populations of the

striated caracara declined, despite the po-

tentially plentiful source of carrion in the

form of sheep and lambs.

The bird's notorious inquisitiveness has

led to its persecution and has sparked

much misunderstanding and folklore.

What has been termed the caracara's mis-

chievous nature is a form of curiosity

mixed with opportunism in its continual

search for food. The interest in my tent,

for example, has a parallel with the bird's

investigation of a molting sea elephant.

Often a caracara will probe and pull at

pieces of a seal's skin, looking for food.

Until some ten years ago, bounties were

officially paid on the beaks of these rare

birds, because of their supposed depreda-

tion of sheep. I suspect that many imma-

ture caracaras, being the most brash, still

meet their end because of their persis-

tence in trying to balance on a radio mast

and steal its brightly colored piece of insu-

lation tape or in trying to ride a clothesline

in a strong wind, seeming to take great

interest in items of apparel.

The number of caracaras may also have

been overestimated. In March—the same

month that Darwin first observed the spe-

cies—numbers of dark-plumaged, imma-



ture birds, those more generally seen and

described, disperse from their breeding

sites. Settlements lying close to offshore

island breeding grounds may attract these

young birds, which scavenge about the

sheep runs and "haunt the neighborhood

of houses for offal," as Darwin observed.

I These young birds are especially curious

I
about humans and this has led to the rene-

I gade image popularly ascribed to the spe-

cies as a whole. Beyond this, I have

watched as more than forty birds scav-

enged about a single settlement, a sight

that gives those unfamiliar with this spe-

. cies the impression of large populations.

In fact, young birds from many different

breeding sites gather to form flocks, and

groups of immatures disappear almost as

suddenly as they materialize; many of

them die in their first winter. The stron-

ger, more aggressive ones reach maturity,

but only 2 to 3 percent achieve adulthood,

find the right niche in what is a specialist

environment, and breed successfully.

Loss of habitat, as well as attempts to

extirpate the caracara, led to its decima-

tion in the Falklands. Few records remain

to give us a true picture of what Port Louis

must have looked like during Darwin's

visit, but one of the Falklands' most im-

portant habitats—islands of tussock

grass—then flourished in such areas. Tus-

sock grass was quickly eaten after the set-

tlers introduced cattle and sheep. Salt tol-

erant and growing only in coastal sites that

offer the richly nutritious waste from sea

bird and seal colonies, the grass forms a

dense cover, with individual stools, or

clumps, reaching heights of more than ten

feet. Half of the Falklands' breeding bird

species use these grass-covered areas for

nesting or feeding. One of the islands'

three seals, the southern sea lion, also pre-

fers these grass-sheltered sites for breed-

ing. My studies have taken me to many
parts of the East Falkland mainland

coasts that Darwin may also have visited.

Today there are no caracaras, but there is

evidence of a once-rich coastal area of

tussock grass that supported bird and seal

life. Small petrel colonies remain, the rem-

nants, I believe, of substantial populations

on which Johnny Rook once preyed. Colo-

nies of seals—another species on which

the caracara relies during certain periods

of the year—were also much larger along

this coastline.

Much of my research on the general

ecology of Johnny Rook was carried out

on a remote island in the Falklands, sepa-

rated from the nearest land by some forty

miles of open sea. Getting to, and living

on, the island was often a logistic night-

mare, but the lure was its large, isolated

population of caracaras. This minieco-

system provides the species with the same
conditions that prevailed before humans
settled the Falklands.

The island is a mile in length and 900

yards at its widest point. Dense tussock

grass covers two-thirds of the island; the

rest is bare rock and rock-strewn clay sub-

soil. From October through March—the

Southern Hemisphere's summer—much
of this bare ground is covered by a huge,

mixed colony of black-browed albatrosses

and rockhopper penguins, a colony that

numbers about two million birds at the

height of the breeding season. The island

also holds a colony of 540 pairs of gentoo

penguins, several thousand pairs of fairy

prion, large numbers of Wilson's storm

petrel, diving petrel, some songbirds, and

a number of sea lion colonies with a total

population of some 250 animals. Located

on the line where the tussock meets the

perimeter of the island's main bird colo-

nies are the nesting territories of some
sixty pairs of striated caracaras, an amaz-
ing density for such a small island, but one

that has remained at a constant level since

my arrival on the island in 1965.

My work has shown that the caracara's

complex feeding ecology is intenvoven

with the life of local populations of birds,

mammals, and invertebrates. The key to

the caracara's feeding pattern is shifting

food availability, seasons of plenty alter-

nating with great privation.

In September the colony nesting areas,

deserted since .'Vpril, slowly fill with black-

browed albatrosses. Prions (small petrels)



The rockhopperpenguin nesting season in late October, the austral spring, is a time of

plentyfor the caracaras. Swift ground runners, caracaras dash into a colony, seize an

egg, and often elude defendingparentpenguins.

return to nest burrows beneath the loose

rock debris that covers parts of the island.

The homecoming of these species consti-

tutes an influx of food for the caracaras.

Prions are preyed on directly. Pairs of ca-

racaras having territories within the nest-

ing areas of these petrels even adopt

seminocturnal behavior in order to grab

the prions as they return to their breeding

grounds at night. Of the lens of thousands

of black-browed albatrosses coming back

to the island, a very small percentage of

weak, diseased, and injured birds afford a

supply of carrion, as do debilitated male

rockhopper penguins, which appear dur-

ing the first few days of October after an

absence of nearly six months. The density

of the penguin colonies also results in fa-

talities as the birds struggle to maintain

their territories.

When the populations of adjacent colo-

nies of rockhoppers and albatrosses boom
in October, caracara pairs begin to defend

their turf more tenaciously. Immatures
are no longer tolerated and are forced out

into neutral zones to scavenge and prey,

generally as a group, well outside adult

purview. Adults, as well as holding nest

sites, guard well-defined feeding areas im-

mediately adjacent to the nest. All the

nests in my study were placed so as to give

the caracara a commanding view of the

feeding area. Nests were commonly built

on the fringes of the tussock grass, which

serves as cover. With prey species such as

penguins and albatrosses nesting right up

to the tussock-grass perimeters, the cara-

cara is presented with a larder literally at

its doorstep, one that effectively comes to

the predator rather than forcing it to ex-

pend energy in search of prey. I found

feeding territories to be small, some pairs

preying in areas less than 120 yards

square. At the start of the albatross and

penguin breeding season, the impact of

predation in constricted areas is not evi-

dent. Toward the season's end, however,

the separate preying territories are clearly

defined by the empty nests of black-

browed albatrosses, rockhopper penguins,

and king cormorants in the immediate vi-

cinity of caracara nests.

Caracara breeding begins in the third

week in October, when the first egg of a

clutch of three is laid. Timing coincides

with the main flush of rockhopper egg

laying. By late November, just as the first

caracaras are hatching, female rockhop-

pers, after a period spent feeding at sea,

beach and relieve the incubating males.

This exchange of parental duties in the

overcrowded colonies dislodges an ex-

traordinary number of near-to-hatching

eggs from the nests. Thus, at the critical

stage when the newly hatched caracaras

require soft, high-nutrient food, protein is

served up in the form of developed pen-

guin embryos.

As the young caracaras develop, the

hatching of rockhopper penguins begins,

followed by that of black-browed alba-

trosses. Rockhopper chicks are an impor-

tant prey for the striated caracara, which,

unlike many hawks and falcons, spends

much of its time on the ground. As Darwin

noted, caracaras "run extremely fast, very

much like pheasants." This ground speed

is used to advantage when the birds prey

on young rockhoppers. A young caracara

runs into a colony, seizes an unguarded

chick with one foot, and then, partly hop-

ping and partly flying, drags or lifts the

bounty clear of defending parents. When
rockhopper chicks become too large for

the caracara to seize directly, natural

chick mortality compensates. As one of

the few predators of the islands' penguin

and albatross populations, the caracara

plays an important role in controlling the

number of these birds by weeding out less

alert, weak, or diseased individuals.

The later-breeding king cormorants,

which form colonies in association with

albatrosses and penguins, provide a third

flush of edible eggs and young. At this

stage of the season fresh provisions are
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also delivered in the form of immense
amounts of squid, lobster krill, and other

marine animals that are brought ashore by

albatrosses and penguins for their young.

As the adults feed their chicks by regur-

gitation, the food that spills is scavenged

by caracaras.

Young caracaras become independent

by early February. Growing rockhoppers

leave the rookeries for the sea, but large

numbers of dead young litter the now de-

pleted colonies. Juvenile caracaras, which

feed mainly on prions and other petrels,

now have an opportunity to test their pre-

dation skills. Fully fledged petrels emerge

from underground nest chambers and

head for the sea, depriving the less-skilled

young Johnny Rooks of ready rations. The

majority turn their attention to black-

browed albatrosses. Normal, healthy alba-

tross chicks are now too large for the cara-

caras to overcome, but many of these will

die before they are fully fledged and capa-

ble of leaving the colony in April. Still, for

the caracara, the days of plenty are

steadily dwindling.

By midwinter, in June, the island ap-

pears lifeless; the once-packed colonies lie

quiet and desolate, a sea of mud and

guano. The only obvious signs of the once-

teeming breeding ground are the pedes-

tallike, raised mud albatross nests and the

remains of young birds. Mud-soiled young

caracaras roam the deserted colonies,

hungry for carrion. When the food surplus

of the warmer months diminishes, scarcity

controls the caracara population. Many
young caracaras will die, unable to com-

pete with more aggressive individuals for

limited food supplies. The more skilled

adult birds and some plucky immatures

home in on marine mollusks, the inverte-
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Below:Afemale caracara preens a chick. Caracaras lay clutches ofthree eggs at

nesting sites on afew remaining islands having tussock grass. Parents take turns

brooding and attending theiryoung Right: Forced out ofbreeding territories by adult

birds, immature caracarasform groups and scavenge carrion. These congregations can

give thefalse impression that caracaras are numerous. Many young birds, unable to

compete with more aggressive individuals, will starve during the winter

brates of the tussock-grass stands, and

groups of resident gentoo penguins. Gen-

toos feed at sea, but continue to occupy

roosting sites ashore. Although feeding of

young gentoos has long been discontinued,

these sites become littered with what ap-

pears to be regurgitated food, which the

most resourceful caracaras exploit.

Two Falkland mammals, the southern

sea lion (a year-round resident) and the

winter-based fur seal are vital to the cara-

cara's winter well-being. These seals seek

the higher ground and protective tussock

grass in the winter months. Their excre-

ment becomes a vital food source for the

remaining caracaras. The few current

breeding sites of the Falklands' population

of caracaras have associated colonies of

both gentoo penguins and seals. Only the

existence of these colonies, adaptable eat-

ing habits, and the exploitation of every

available resource can insure the cara-

cara's survival.

No records document the number of

gentoo penguins breeding on the north

coast of East Falkland when Darwin re-

corded the Johnny Rook as common, but

there is little doubt that there were many

more than at present. Sea lions, now

scarce along that coast, were also prolific.

After sealing and settlement depleted

these forms of wildlife, the caracara sim-

ply disappeared from the scene.

A more enlightened view of this rare

raptor will increase its chances of survival

only if the interdependence of the Falk-

lands' potentially rich wildlife is taken into

account. A healthy marine fauna is the

lifeline of the islands' bird and mammal
populations, on which the caracara in turn

relies. Based on knowledge gained from

fieldwork, such as the importance to the

caracara of tussock grass, seal and sea

bird colonies, and minimal winter rations,

some twenty offshore tussock islands have

been set aside as reserves. Protection of

offshore animal life, by restrictions on the

overfishing now threatening the islands, is

the next step needed to safeguard the

Johnny Rook. D
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A young black-footedferret
Franz J. Camenzlnd

Decline and Fall of

the Black-footed

Ferret
The last known colony ofthe animal is dying off

despite well-meaning efforts to save it

by David Weinberg

The answer arrived last October, on the

very day Wyoming scientists and wildlife

managers were sitting together in Chey-

enne trying to figure out why the last-

known black-footed ferrets in North

America were rapidly disappearing. The

latest estimate of the much-celebrated fer-

ret population in the little town of

Meeteetse, Wyoming, was thirty-one fer-

rets, down almost a hundred animals from

the year before. But privately, researchers

were saying they would be grateful for

thirty-one animals; that there were proba-

bly only fifteen or twenty left at Mee-

teetse. One complicating factor was that

during the summer, plague had deci-

mated the prairie dog colonies where the

ferrets live. Because ferrets feed almost

exclusively on these members of the squir-

rel family, some observers felt the ferrets

were starving to death. The problem with

this idea was that none of the large prairie

dog towns had been entirely wiped out by

the plague. The ferrets, which are proba-

bly not directly susceptible to the disease,

still had food.

Seizing on this last detail, the Wyoming

administrators adopted the most sanguine

view of the situation, one that coinci-

dentally permitted them to do nothing.

Ferret numbers seemed to be dropping

because the young were dispersing from

their parents' territories, officials de-

clared. Confronted with evidence that in

the previous three years ferret young had

not dispersed so early, the administrators

simply dismissed the dispersal research.

"What we have here is a bunch of damned

fools running around saying the sky is fall-

ing," said Harry Harju, the head of Wyo-

ming's ferret project.

Four days later, at the meeting in Chey-

enne, the sky landed: Tom Thorne, Wyo-

ming's wildlife veterinarian, burst in with

the news that the black-footed ferrets of

Meeteetse had canine distemper, a fatal

disease. One of six ferrets that had re-

cently been taken into captivity had died

of the disease; another was critically ill.

The animals hadn't been in captivity long

enough to develop it there—they must

have contracted the illness while they

were still in the wild. "You should have

seen it, everybody's mouth dropped

open," recalls one witness. "An entire

roomful of people looked like they had

been kicked in the gut."

The news simplified things immensely

If distemper was widespread in the

Meeteetse population, the animals were

doomed. The only thing to do was to trap

the remaining black-footed ferrets and re-

move them from the wild. In captivity,

they could be vaccinated against distem-

per and, if they hadn't already been ex-

posed to the disease, they could be saved.

State officials insisted that a few outlying

prairie dog towns be left untouched, so

that the public could be assured that there

still were some ferrets living in the wild. A
press conference was scheduled for later

in the week.

What state and federal officials didn't

say at that press conference was that they

had little hope of finding ferrets in those

outlying areas; that in one of them, called

Long Hollow, no scientist had seen a

black-footed ferret in the past year; and

that even if a few ferrets were on the

periphery, there was little hope they could

survive in such small numbers. What offi-

cials didn't sa\—because they could

barely face it themselves—was that four

years after the Meeteetse ferrets had been

found, there was a strong possibility that

the animals were becoming extinct.



Prairie dogs are the majorprey offerrets, and large, healthy prairie dog colonies are a

key element in the black-footedferret's survival. Butpoisoning campaigns in thefirst

halfofthe century cut prairie dog numbers by as much as 90percent in some areas.

Most recently, an outbreak ofsylvaticplague hasfurther reduced their numbers.

Jim Brandenburg

Only a year earlier, in 1984, virtually

none of the researchers working at

Meeteetse would have taken seriously the

idea that the little, masked, catlike

mammals living in northwest Wyoming

were in imminent danger. In the summer

of that year, there were more black-footed

ferrets in the area than you could shake a

spotlight at. Twenty-five litters had been

born to one of North America's most en-

dangered mammals. Elated researchers

shined their lights around the hilly prairie

dog towns of the Pitchfork Ranch in

Meeteetse and reflections from ferret eyes

shined back everywhere. Two different es-

timates that summer put the population at

128. "There were ferrets all over the

place," says Kathy Fagerstone, a re-

searcher with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service. "We knew there'd be high mor-

tality over the winter, but we thought we

could keep the population at a hundred."

Actually, the number of black-footed

ferrets had been increasing in Wyoming
ever since the population was first discov-

ered on September 26, 1981. It was on

that day, as most ferret followers already

know, that Lucille and John Hogg's dog,

Shep, killed an animal that got too close to

its food bowl. When Lucille brought the

animal—which had lovely, fine fur—to

the local taxidermist to have it mounted,

the taxidermist suspected they were deal-

ing with an endangered species and called

in government people.

Within a few weeks, scientists had

found the Meeteetse colony, the first

group of wild black-footed ferrets anyone

had seen in seven years. By December,

researchers from the Fish and Wildlife

Service were joined by scientists working

for Biota Research and Consulting, a pri-

vate firm headed by Tim Clark of Idaho

State University—and the first studies of

the Meeteetse ferrets began.

Those studies have consisted mainly of

tracking the animals to get some feeling

for their movements and natural history in

winter and summer, as well as keeping a

close watch on their numbers. The tech-

nique Clark's group has used is spotlight-

ing, which involves walking or driving

around the 8,000 acres of prairie dog colo-

nies and shining high-intensity lights.
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Black-footed ferrets are active at night,

when they rummage through prairie dog

burrows trying to find and kill their drows-

ing prey. In July, when the young ferrets

first venture up to the edge of the burrows,

they are fairly easy to see and count. By

repeatedly checking the same spots over

the course of a night, the researchers

make sure they get accurate counts.

The first summer spotlight survey may
not have been complete, according to Bi-

ota staff members, because nobody knew

exactly how large the study area was. But

field workers discovered twelve litters and

counted sixty-one animals. The following

summer, 1983, the count was eighteen

litters and eighty-eight ferrets. During the

winters following these surveys, Tim
Clark and his colleagues tracked the fer-

rets through the snow and looked for the

characteristic trenches the animals inad-

vertently build when excavating a prairie

dog hole.

For those doing counting work, the

1984 population explosion in the Mee-

teetse ferrets was certainly a gratifying

event. One fieldworker. Brent Houston,

personally spotted more than eighty ani-

mals. There didn't seem to be a better

chance to get a captive breeding program

started, and it was about this time that

Clark and others began prodding Wyo-
ming's Game and Fish Department to pull

some animals out of northern Wyoming.

You can't really talk about the recovery of

a species unless you have at least a few

populations, they argued. With the Mee-

teetse population at a peak, a number of

animals would certainly be lost over the

winter. Why not take some into captivity?

A meeting had been held in April

—

before anybody knew that the ferret popu-

lation would boom—to discuss captive

breeding. Wyoming Game and Fish em-
ployees professed interest in a program,

but nothing happened during the warm
weather. And so the arguments were re-

peated, this time more emphatically, at a

ferret workshop held in Laramie in Sep-

tember. Conservation groups, such as the

World Wildlife Fund and the New York
Zoological Society, both of which have

funded Biota, offered to help raise money
if Wyomii 3 would produce a plan. "They



were out there in the parking lot until two

in the morning talking about it," recalls

one person who attended the conference.

"There was some fist pounding going on."

But that was the last anyone heard about

captive breeding that year.

Wyoming officials say that they have

never been against captive breeding as a

way to enhance wild populations. They

simply resented the pressure that they

were getting. "We were being stam-

peded," says Harry Harju. "The pressure

was on and we weren't going to be pushed

into it." Harju and other state officials

offer a variety of reasons for not pursuing

the idea that year. They didn't feel that

the ferrets were in any imminent danger;

besides, institutions, such as the National

Zoological Park, that offered to take fer-

rets were not capable of managing a large

captive breeding program for these ani-

mals. "They could have taken them and

held them but that's just a waste of every-

one's effort," says Bill Morris, the chief of

the Wyoming Game and Fish Depart-

ment. Adds Harju: "No one, but no one,

suggested taking ferrets for nonselfish rea-

sons. If you really look at it, they all had

selfish motives. That's the nature of hu-

man beings."

In fact, it may have been the state of

Wyoming that was being selfish. For, as

officials acknowledge, they never seri-

ously considered allowing ferrets to leave

the state. "We'd have no control over

them," Harju says. Instead, Wyoming
wanted to build its own captive breeding

facility, and at the time there was no

money to do so. "We were told by some of

these institutions, such as the zoo, that if

we did it, there'd be no problem with

money," says Harju. "Then when we said

we'd do it in Wyoming, their response was,

'No, naw, we're not interested in that."
"

To Harju and other Wyoming manag-

ers, the prospect of pulling together a com-

plex, controlled breeding program for

black-footed ferrets in less than a year

may have seemed overly ambitious or

even impossible. Wyoming is a conserva-

tive, fiercely independent stale whose

public officials are certainly not quicker

than other bureaucrats to introduce

change. They didn't believe captive breed-



A black-footedferret peers outfrom a

burrow. This species was thought to be

extinct until the Meeteetse, Wyoming,

population was discovered in 1981.

Now it, too, is threatened.

ing was an urgent matter—even though

their own wildlife veterinarian, Tom
Thorne, had warned them from the begin-

ning that canine distemper could devas-

tate the Meeteetse ferrets. At any rate,

they were willing to take a slight gamble,

which they just happened to lose. This

outcome raises yet another question

—

whether local people, who may not see

that sending some ferrets to Virginia may
be far superior to letting them die in Wyo-

ming, should be running endangered spe-

cies programs.

"It was a missed opportunity," says

Max Schroeder, the ferret coordinator of

the Fish and Wildlife Service. Tim Clark

is more harsh. "We shouldn't be in this

situation," he says. "We had a biologically

viable situation that we didn't capitalize

on. If we had taken some animals out, we

would know now if we can breed them.

Assuming they did breed, we'd have forty

or fifty ferrets in captivity, and we could

afford to gamble a little bit If this

animal goes extinct, it will be because of

human incompetence."

This is strong talk, but it's not uncom-

mon in the small community of ferret re-

searchers and managers working out of

Colorado, Wyoming, and Montana these

days. A kind of bitterness has crept into

relations between some of the groups, par-

ticularly between the state of Wyoming
and Biota. Wyoming spent about $75,000

of its own funds on the ferret project last

year, but very little of that went for pri-

mary research. Biota got grants from con-

servation groups and other out-of-state

sources. This has put the state of Wyo-
ming in the awkward position of getting

most of its information on the black-footed

ferret from people it doesn't supervise and

can barely control. Most of the state's an-

tipathy is directed at Tim Clark.

"My problem with Tim is that he makes

hundred dollar statements based on ten

cents worth of data," says Harry Harju.

"And Tim gives nobody but Tim Clark

credit for doing anything." Harju is refer-

ring partly to Clark's publicizing some of

his research findings without first getting

state approval. At one point, the World

Wildlife Fund wrote angrily to the Wyo-
ming Game and Fish Department, de-

manding an explanation of their policies

on the black-footed ferret. "Their [Bio-

ta's] field people are top-notch," says

Harju. "But if you spend all your time

putting out brush fires, I'm not sure it's

worth it."

Part of the problem here may be the

West's longstanding resentment of East

Coast conservationists who, westerners

believe, have no practical knowledge of

the land or wildlife management. Clark

admits that he did some maneuvering

along the way, but feels he was forced into

doing so because of Wyoming's passive

approach to ferret management. "They
don't understand our role in the program,"

Clark says. "They see us solely as a tech-

nical adjunct. But we can't be constrained

by their limitations. Our goal has been to

force them to make some decisions, even if

that means taking an adversarial stance

. . . .We will do whatever it takes to get to

ferret recovery."

The first sign that something was going

wrong at Meeteetse came last June. Sonya

Ubico, a graduate student at Colorado

State University, began a routine study of

diseases in the prairie dog towns there. Of
seven samples of fleas she sent to the Cen-

ter for Disease Control, five tested positive

for plague. It was too early to tell how the

animals were being affected, but as Kathy

Fagerstone wrote in a memo in late June,

"the situation could become very serious

in the near future."

Steve Forrest, one of Biota's senior re-

searchers, drove to Meeteetse that month.

"I just went to check it out," he recalls. "I

was standing out there by a prairie dog

hole and this prairie dog literally comes

out of its hole, spasms, and dies in front of

me." Forrest, shaken by the experience.
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started looking for ferrets. He walked

around with a spotlight for three consecu-

tive nights and didn't see a thing.

It was at about this time, in early July,

that all the ferret people realized they had

a serious emergency on their hands. In a

major effort to kill the fleas carrying

plague, Dave Belitsky, the state coordi-

nator for the ferret program, gave the or-

der to dust the prairie dog burrows with

carbaryl. Since there are more than

100,000 burrows at Meeteetse, this job

went on for much of the summer. At any

one time, as many as six people were doing

this work. Nonetheless plague spread

through more than 20 percent of the prai-

rie dog colonies at the Meeteetse ferret

site, killing many prairie dogs.

Simultaneously, Biota researchers and

the Fish and Wildlife Service had begun a

major spotlighting effort, to get their first

census of the ferrets for the new year.

These counts showed severe losses, up to

89 percent in one spot known as West

Core. The total population estimate was

58 animals. If the number of prairie dogs

had been stable, this decline (from 128

animals the previous year) would not have

been considered alarming. But, as Biota

wrote to Harry Harju in August, "A small

ferret population living on an eroding prai-

rie dog base is more vulnerable to extinc-

tion than ever before." The research group

again urged Wyoming and the Fish and

Wildlife Service to look into the causes of

the decline and to remove ferrets from the

wild while there was still time.

The following month, Wyoming finally

acted, pulling the first two ferrets out of

Meeteetse and promising that four more

would be taken shortly. Simultaneously,

Clark's staff and Fish and Wildlife Ser-

vice biologists began a second census of

the black-footed ferrets. This time they

used a mark-recapture technique, in

which ferrets were captured, marked, re-

leased, and recaptured a month later. The
ratio of marked to unmarked animals in

the recaptured group became the basis for

a population estimate. In October, re-

searchers received the results of the sec-

ond count, and they were horrified. They
now estimated that only thirty-one ferrets

were living at Meeteetse. What this meant
was that they were continuing to lose fer-

rets at a time of year when the population

should have been stable.

For the next two weeks, all the players

involved in what had quietly become a

black-footed ferret crisis argued fiercely

over the meaning of the new numbers.

When Harry Harju officially received a

copy of the mark-capture report, he im-

mediately scheduled a meeting for Octo-

ber 22. Meanwhile, another drama was

starting to take shape at Sybille, the state

research station where six ferrets were be-

ing held in captivity. One of the mature
male ferrets had developed a slight red-

dening on the top of its head and had
become listless. Tom Thome, the wildlife

veterinarian, thought the animal might
have scabies and began treating it with

antibiotics. A few days later, an NBC tele-

vision crew visited the station and filmed

the animal, which had suddenly become
more active—burrowing and scratching

around the cage. Thome remembers
thinking, "Good, he's feeling better." In

fact, as Thome knows now, the animal's

condition was worsening. By that Sunday,

the ferret was unresponsive, dehydrated,

and refusing food. When Thome returned

on Monday evening, the animal was dead
of canine distemper.

A couple of days after the Cheyenne
meeting, Tim Clark and Brent Houston

retumed to Meeteetse for one final trap-

ping expedition. The state had told the

Biota people not to come immediately, but

they came anj-way Clark, usually an in-

tense but cheerful man, was gmmpy and
in a grieving sort of mood. During the time

that had elapsed, state officials had en-

larged the area in which no trapping was
permitted, and the Biota staffs mood had





"hefuture ofthe black-footedferret may depend upon the capture, captive breeding,

nd reintroduction ofthefew remaining wild animals and their offspring.

hanged from shock to outrage. Steve

'orrest was furious that animals with a

ood chance of being exposed to distem-

ler were being left out of the evacuation

irogram. "It's absurd," he said. "We're

;oing to lose the whole ball game if they're

oing to play it that way. The point is, the

ntire complex of prairie dog towns is all

elated. A lot of mixing of ferrets goes on.

'he extinction rate on those very small,

)eripheral colonies is very high. They

state officials] are living in a dream world

f they think those animals have a good

;hance to survive."

Clark and Houston met Dave Belitsky

t the Pitchfork Ranch that night and the

wo groups divided up spotlighting duties.

i;iark and Houston saw no black-footed

errets at all the first night. Belitsky saw

me, but wasn't able to trap it. On the

econd night, Belitsky caught his ferret.

Zlark and Houston also caught one and

aw a second one. They might have caught

he second ferret, but the state of Wyo-

ning didn't have enough cages ready for

he ferrets yet, so they had to let it go.

3rent Houston caught that ferret, an aduh

emale, two days later. By the end of the

irst week the trappers had caught a total

)f six black-footed ferrets and the state

;alled a halt to the operation.

Lucille Hogg, the woman who had

found the first ferret at Meeteetse four

years earlier, was appalled and told every-

body so. "I wish I had never said anything

about it," she said. "I feel guilty, like I

caused this. Maybe if I'd never said any-

thing, those animals would be okay."

Other people were thinking the same
thing; a painful, but unavoidable, conclu-

sion was that people had somehow carried

As of early December 1985, eight ferrets

remained in captivity. Two had contracted

canine distemper and were expected to die.

Six were healthy and nearing the end of the

canine distemper incubation period.

—

L.R.

distemper to the black-footed ferrets of

Meeteetse—either last summer when the

area was being treated for plague or per-

haps even before that. "A lot of people will

say, 'We knew when you found those ani-

mals you were gonna kill them,' says one

state official. 'You should have just left

them alone.'

"

But such negativism may be unfair; ani-

mals such as coyotes or raccoons could

have brought in the distemper. In any

case, the overwhelming cause of the disap-

pearance of the ferrets has been that

ranchers poisoned prairie dogs for most of

a century, not that scientists tried to save

what few ferrets are left.

The Meeteetse population may always

have been doomed, simply because of its

size. According to Mark Schaffer, a popu-

lation modeler with the Fish and Wildlife

Service in Washington, D.C., for an ani-

mal the size of a ferret, a population of

fifty or a hundred probably wouldn't be

large enough to prevent inbreeding. Five

hundred may be the smallest number of

animals possible for a viable population.

At best, Meeteetse may only have been

a nursery for the black-footed ferret, a

reservoir of wild animals that might have

been used to help the species get back on

its feet. Over the course of this winter, we
will learn whether that is still a possibility.

And there is always the chance, however

slim, that there are more of the animals. "I

don't think we've lost the ferrets, even if

we lose Meeteetse," says Harry Harju.

"I'm convinced there are more ferrets

here in Wyoming. We've had sightings in

Medicine Bow, Lost Cabin, South Camp-
bell County, even the east side of the Big-

horn Basin. Not all of these people are

seeing things."

David Weinberg is a writer and a former

senior editor 0/ Natural History.

On the Track of the Last

Black-footed Ferrets

by Louise Richardson

After an hour of searching, I began to

wonder whether bouncing across the Wy-
oming prairie in the back of an icy pickup

truck on a January night wasn't slightly

crazy. Suddenly we stopped, and the high-

powered spotlight on the cab roof fixed its

beam on a distant point, a prairie dog

mound. An emerald flash bounced above

the mound, then stopped, suspended in

the beam of light. With binoculars I

glimpsed the black mask and the face

behind the emerald eyes, my first look at

one of North America's rarest mammals,

the black-footed ferret. This one was dig-

ging inside a prairie dog burrow—proba-

bly trying to get at the sleeping occu-

pant—and as it brought up each new load

of dirt, the ferret stared into our light,

which reflected a vibrant green. After a

few minutes, we left it to its nocturnal

dealings among the burrows and prairie

dogs, its major prey.

Early the next morning, my colleague

Tim Clark and I returned to the scene and

found a fine five-foot-long column of dirt

trailing away from the burrow. A gener-

ous spattering of ferret tracks in the snow

led to other burrows and on out of sight,

mapping the ferret's activities of the night

before. Over the next three years, tracks
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and diggings were just two of the ferret

signs we learned to read as we explored

ferret behavior.

At the time, January 1982, we were just

beginning research on the only known

population of black-footed ferrets in the

world, which had been found earlier that

fall near Meeteetse, Wyoming. One of our

first goals was simply to find out how

many ferrets were living at Meeteetse,

and by following their tracks that first

winter, we got a rough count. In March we
estimated that at least twenty-two black-

footed ferrets inhabited the area.

The mink-sized, predatory black-footed

ferret is the North American represen-

tative of a Holarctic polecat group. Its two

closest relatives are the Siberian polecat

and the European ferret; the latter was

once used for hunting in Europe and is

now commonly domesticated and sold in

the United States as a pet. Ferrets are

mustelids, or musk producers, as are

skunks and weasels. The Meeteetse ferret

population lives along the western edge of

Wyoming's Bighorn Basin, at the base of

the rugged volcanic buttresses of the Ab-

saroka Range. Where the GreybuU River

and its tributaries leave the mountains for

the Basin, they flow between a series of

long, plateaulike terraces stretching east-

ward. The scene is rangeland—grass and

scattered low shrubs—a place where graz-

ing bands of cattle, horses, and pronghom
antelope wander. By far the most numer-

ous terrace residents are white-tailed prai-

Franz J.Camenzind

in adult black-footedferret hunts its prey. Theferret's diet ofprairie dogs is

occasionally supplemented with mice, ground squirrels, and cottontail rabbits.
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e dogs, burrowing members of the squir-

;1 family. A complex of prairie dog

)wns—two large core areas and several

•nailer satellite towns—provide almost

,000 acres of ferret habitat, complete

'ith more than 1 10,000 burrows. In sum-

ler, the distinctive burrow mounds are

ilive with prairie dogs busily foraging

mong the vegetation and echoing a noisy

iarrage of warning and territorial calls. In

'/inter, all is quiet, seemingly abandoned,

Vhile the prairie dogs hibernate deep in

heir burrows.

: The link between ferrets and prairie

ogs contributed to the ferret's current

evere endangerment. The prairie dog is

ot only the ferret's major prey source but

Iso provides it with ready-made burrows
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for shelter and for rearing its litters of two

to five young. Extensive prairie dog poi-

soning campaigns and agricultural devel-

opment during the first half of this cen-

tury were so effective that prairie dog

numbers dropped by as much as 90 per-

cent throughout a historical range that

once stretched from Canada to Mexico

and from the Rocky Mountains east to the

Great Plains. Ferrets that occupied the

same range also disappeared. By the

1950s and 196Gs, concern over the rapidly

vanishing native prairie ecosystem finally

prompted some researchers to look at prai-

rie dog reductions and their influence on

ferrets. From 1964 to 1974, a handful of

South Dakota researchers systematically

collected natural history data on ferrets

for the first time. They observed eleven

ferret families during this period, but by

1974 so few ferrets were left in the wild

that continuing studies became unfea-

sible. By 1980, no other ferret populations

had been found, and many thought it time

to declare the ferret extinct. Then the

Meeteetse ferrets were discovered.

In December 1981 the only clues we

had about ferret winter behavior were that

ferrets were active and made some distinc-

tive sign above ground. Because the

Meeteetse ferrets were the only popula-

tion known to exist, we needed to direct

our research specifically toward recover-

ing the species from the edge of extinc-

tion, while disrupting the animals as little

as possible. Snow tracking proved to be an

excellent study tool. It minimized distur-

bance of the nocturnal ferrets but illumi-

nated their behavior In addition, we
learned about ferret habitat (essential for

reestablishing ferrets in other areas) and

the animal's aboveground signs (needed tc

refine our techniques for locating new

populations).

In time, our study of information from

nearly 250 ferret track routes gave out

research team an enlightening, but cer-

tainly not complete, picture of ferret win-

ter activity. Active sporadically during

the cold weather, ferrets travel, on aver-

age, a mile a night. They sometimes movt

about above ground for several nights in a

row, even at temperatures as low as

— 37°F, or after making a fresh kill, they

may stay in one burrow for up to six nights

and days.

Ferrets do not adopt a particular "der

burrow." Instead, they move more or less

nomadically throughout their 100-acre ac-

tivity areas, a surprisingly large range foi

a small mammal. This knowledge helped

explain why ferrets are so endangered and

also made clear the extent of land re-

quired to reintroduce a ferret population

When agricultural development and poi-

soning campaigns whittled extensive re-

gional prairie dog colonies to small scat-

tered pockets, ferrets in turn were

probably so dispersed among them thai

both their individual chances for survival

and their ability to find enough other fer

rets to maintain a genetically healthy

population were severely reduced. Only

large prairie dog complexes (several thou-

sand acres), made up of several fairly

closely spaced prairie dog colonies, car

support a successful breeding populatior

of one hundred to two hundred ferrets.

Ferrets avoid spending long periods ol

time above ground. Instead, they bound ir

zigzag fashion from burrow to burrow

stopping frequently, head out of burrow

^k*
s^:MMih..-

Tracks encircle shrubs against which a black-footedferret has rubbed its scent glands

to mark territory. Except in the breeding season,ferrets are solitary.
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)eriscope style, to peer suspiciously about.

;Vn individual may visit as many as 400

!)urrows a night. This behavior helps fer-

ets dodge a multitude of predators, in-

;luding coyotes, bobcats, and great

lorned owls and other raptors. One morn-

ng we read the account of an attack from

igns in the snow; fortunately for the fer-

et, the strike was unsuccessful. The ferret

lad just begun its foray and was fifteen

.'eet away from its second burrow when a

golden eagle hit. Amid the scuffling de-

gressions were marks where the great

)ird's wing tips had pushed into the snow,

probably during takeoff—tip to tip the

;pan measured about six feet. Ferret

racks continued for another twenty feet

jeyond the battle zone and into another

jurrow. The following night the ferret was

Dut among the burrows once again, a little

Dit warier, perhaps, of large descending

ihapes.

Because ferrets typically eat and defe-

cate underground, enumeration of prey

terns was difficult. We needed to learn to

what extent ferrets live off the prairie dog

towns and to what extent they supplement

their diet with other prey. Not until our

I

thirty-second ferret track route did we

, find the curious zigzagging trough in the

;inow we later called a "kill drag." I fol-

;
lowed ferret tracks to a burrow where they

]
reemerged alongside a three- to four-inch-

wide trough speckled with bloodstains and

prairie dog hair. The ferret had dragged

• its prey to a different burrow to eat later or

possibly to cache. Ferrets sometimes drag

[iprey more than 1,000 feet (once, 4,000

[feet) before finding a suitable burrow.

I
They also follow drags made by other fer-

;i rets and rob them of their kills.

Two more winters and twenty-three kill

drags later, we verified from drags, scats

(feces), and several prey carcasses that

prairie dogs led the ferret winter prey list.

We also learned that ferrets eat carrion

and so could be victims of poisoned bait.

Surprisingly, three drags were cottontail

rabbits (but not the larger jack rabbit),

which are about the same weight as, and

certainly faster than, the ferrets. Ferrets

also feed on mice in winter, but apparently

eat ground squirrels only in summer

Ground squirrels also hibernate in winter

and make burrows in the ground. They

live along the periphery of some of the

Meeteetse prairie dog colonies, as well as

in colonies of their own. Ferrets could

probably fit into these smaller burrows,

but they never used them or dug out hiber-

nating squirrels.

Although they are solitary hunters, fer-

rets sometimes share parts of their activity

areas with neighboring ferrets, typically

when the neighbor is out of the area. We
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A prairie dog emergesfrom its burrow in early spring.

expected some variation in space use be-

tween males and females, but often could

not sex animals from the tracks even

though males are larger than females. We
did distinguish between the tracks of one

large male and one small female and

found that his activity area was larger

than and sometimes overlapped hers.

As we learned from other studies,

mustelids have evolved an interesting spa-

tial strategy to separate animals of the

same sex and to reduce conflict between

individuals. Males, being polygynous, es-

tablish large territories that exclude other

males and encompass the territories of one

or more females. Females, however, estab-

lish smaller territories, their primary con-

cern being food for their young, which

they rear alone.

The mustelid key to maintaining spatial

separation and also avoiding outright con-

frontation between individuals (and any

injuries that may result) is scent marking.

Scent signals the presence of one individ-

ual and warns away others, except during

the breeding season. This is one way ani-

mals can share certain common areas of

use but minimize face-to-face encounters

We suspected that ferrets scent marked,

but we were not sure of just what to look
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Jr in the snow. Urination is one form of

;£nt marking that, along with ferret scats

i d the distinctive digging, has been well-

escribed and photographed by earlier re-

sarch. Mustelids as a group are also

liown to have well-developed anal and

Iteral scent glands, which they rub on the

]Ound, shrubs, rocks, and other promi-

::nt features.

Weasels and stoats, smaller cousins of

e ferret, perform two scent-marking

ihaviors: "anal drag," pressing pelvic

ent glands against the ground while

riggling back and forth; and "body rub-

ng," rubbing lateral scent glands against

)jects. By mid-February each year, we

)ticed an increase in scrapings and

ampings in the snow on the ground and

•ound bushes near burrows. Until 1984,

ihen I cautiously approached an adult

[ale during our summer litter surveys, we

puld only assume that the ferrets were

.ent marking. As with many of the fer-

:ts we have observed, his fear was routed

/ curiosity. When I came to within

venty feet, he inched toward me, sniifed,

lOved back to his burrow, and proceeded

) wriggle his dragging posterior vigor-

isly along the ground. Then he jumped

nto a nearby bush and slithered his head

hd body through it, rubbing his neck,

ides, and belly all over the bush. Sud-

enly, he was back wriggling on the

round—all in about five seconds. Here

as a dynamic rendition of the two

iiustelid scent-marking behaviors. The

brret came close to me once more, then

owly loped off to explore other burrows,

was impressed not only by the marking

isplay but also by the strength of the

esh odors he had deposited. There was

jo question as to his classification in the

hustelid family.

Tracks and scent marks gave us clues to

he timing of the ferret breeding season,

n February and March, ferrets scent

lark more often and travel much longer

istances at night. Again, our hunches

/ere supported by other mustelid re-

earch. Male mustelids typically cover

nuch larger areas in the breeding season,

nd captive female black-footed ferrets

leld at the Patuxent Wildlife Research

Center in the 1970s came into estrus dur-

ng these months.

Unrelated to scent marking but particu-

arly useful in locating ferrets is the ferret

ligging, which I had seen in progress that

irst night. Ferret diggings vary in fre-

juency throughout the year. We easily

ound and marked them during the winter

vhen prairie dogs were hibernating. But in

Vlarch our recorded diggings began to

iisappear. A little sleuthing pointed to

Drairie dogs as the culprits.
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For prairie dogs, spring signals the end <

of hibernation and the beginning of bur-

row maintenance. Old collapsed burrows -

are unplugged and new debris, anything

lying on the ground near the burrow, is

fastidiously scraped up in a circular fash-

ion around the burrow opening. Day by

day, we monitored the disappearance of

ferret diggings, now part of the newly

maintained burrows. Although we sur-

veyed the study area extensively during

the summer, we rarely found a recog-

nizable ferret digging until November,

when once again the prairie dogs hiber-

nated. Summer diggings were much
smaller and easily confused with diggings

of other animals, including prairie dogs.

This was an important discovery be-

cause U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

guidelines for ferret searches required

that prairie dog colonies be surveyed for

ferret signs (diggings or the extremely

rare scats or bodily remains) only between

May and October. Only after searchers

had found a digging, skeletal piece, or

other definitive ferret sign could they spot-

light at night for ferrets, a much more

effective survey technique in summer be-

cause females and their litters are then

very active above ground. Search tech-

niques and guidelines are now being

changed to key sign searches to winter and

spotlight searches to summer. We can

only speculate on how many ferrets or

ferret populations might have been missed

during past searches.

With the help of the U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service team, our research also

included spotlight surveys from mid-July

to mid-August, 1982 to 1985, the time

when the litters are playing above ground

as a group. This was also the only time

when we could really watch ferrets, al-

ways an exciting event. Probably born m
May or early June, the litters, protected

and nursed by the mothers, stay below

ground for about the first month of their

lives. After these four weeks, the young

are nearly half-grown, and the female I

weans them and introduces them to the

world above ground and to the new bur-

rows, sometimes forcibly dragging them

about by the nape. From then until early

August, the female relocates her young to

new burrows every few nights and pro-

vides them with prey. Throughout Au-

gust, the young play above ground at night

and even during the day, staging mock
battles with rough and tumble antics and

exploring their outside world. Later in the

month, the female begins to put the young

in different burrows, the first step toward

solitary adulthood. In September ju\e-

niles leave their natal areas to find and

establish their own territories.
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This is tlie time we chose for our

lark-recapture work, when we trapped

nd marked about one-third of the popula-

on, allowed them to mix for a couple of

'eeks, and then trapped again. By tallying

le numbers of marked and unmarked

nimals caught at the second trapping, we

erived a population estimate. (Our best

ear was 1 984 when the estimate was 1 28

irrets.) Capturing animals marked the

revious year gave us some idea of how

)ng ferrets live in the wild (the oldest was

t least three years old) and when females

rst breed (in their first spring). We found

hat some adults remain in established

erritories for more than a year. From

982 to 1984, radiotelemetry studies run

'y the Fish and Wildlife Service research

;am in late summer and fall revealed that

oung did indeed disperse to other prairie

lOg towns within the complex and possi-

)ly beyond, but that in the process, a large

umber died from predation or possibly

rom wounds inflicted by prairie dogs

hemselves. Prairie dogs are as big as fer-

ets (male prairie dogs are larger by al-

nost 2 to 1 ) and are certainly capable of

vounding and possibly killing a ferret.

^igh juvenile mortality is common in the

nustelid family, and we learned to expect

hat by spring the ferret breeding popula-

ion would be considerably lower than it

lad been the previous fall.

In the ferrets' case, unlike that of many
)ther endangered species, habitat remains

ntact and reintroduction sites exist,

riopes had been high after the 1 984 count

-hat some animals could be taken into

:aptivity to start a captive propagation

urogram, while still leaving a large popula-

lion in the wild. Captive propagation was a

lecessary intermediate step toward estab-

ishing new ferret populations because the

vild population was so small. When ani-

nals are released to a new site, mortality is

)ften so high that more than thirty ani-

nais are needed for release. Taking that

tnany ferrets from Meeteetse would likely

Irain the population beyond recovery.

The story of the ferrets in 1 985 was one

)f decimating diseases striking both prai-

ie dogs and ferrets, plummeting numbers

)f wild animals, and capture eff"orts (see

sreceding article, page 62). Today the out-

ook for the ferret in the wild is grim. Only

, A'ith the best of luck and good care, will

% the last few wild ferrets and those in cap-

i'tivity breed this year, thereby reviving the

]{ Meeteetse group, and eventually spawn-

5i
ing new populations. The cold nights, the

li
lost sleep, the recent worries will all have

i been worthwhile if someday anyone with

>. an interest in wildlife can see ferrets hunt-

; ing, exploring, and playing exuberantly in

the wild.
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Events

Games Planets Play
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Venus left the morning sky in January,

and this month Jupiter enters it. Saturn

and Mars remain morning stars, although

they switch positions, left for right, and

during the last week of the month, Mer-

cury gives us our best shot at seeing it in a

long while. All the moving around, how-

ever, doesn't really improve our sky pic-

ture materially. The position and motion

of Venus will keep that brightest of all the

planets too close to the sun to observe for

another two months. Jupiter will recover

more quickly from being lost in sunlight;

we should be able to see it in the morning

by the end of March. Saturn and Mars
provide the greatest planetary interest in

February as their tortoise-and-hare tactics

move Mars out in front of Saturn late in

the month. This is one time the hare

(Mars) wins for keeps. Even Mars's retro-

grade motion this coming summer doesn't

help Saturn catch up. Watching Mars
brighten as its July opposition from the

sun approaches will also be engrossing.

A fine opportunity to view Mercury

comes toward the end of the month but a

clear and unobstructed western horizon

will be necessary. The planet's brightness

compares with the brightest of the stars

(Sirius and Canopus), and it will be high

enough at sundown to see before it sets.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

February 1-2: This is one of those ex-

ceptional days without a moonrise even

though the moon is up till after ten this

morning. Last night it rose just before

midnight; tonight it will rise just after.

Last-quarter phase occurs at 11:41 p.m.,

EST, but we won't see the moon until it

rises in the wee hours of the morning on

the 2nd, in Libra, very near' the star

Zubenelgenubi. (That's a name no star

gazer will ever forget!)

February 3-4: The moon repeats its

performance of January with Saturn and
Mars, but more quickly since the planets

are now much closer to one another. On

the 3rd it passes above both during a pe-

riod of thirteen hours. Moonrise is about

2:00 A.M. on the morning of the 3rd. From
about 4:00 a.m. on (when the moon is high

enough), look close to its left for the two

planets; Mars is nearer the moon. On the

morning of the 4th, the planets are above

the moon with Saturn closer to it. The
reddish star to the moon's right is Antares,

in Scorpius.

February 4: Perigee moon (nearest the

earth) occurs today.

February 5-6: The waning crescent

moon is low in the southwest both morn-

ings, difficult but not impossible to see.

The next opportunity for moon watching

will come after the new moon.

February 8: New moon is at 7:55 p.m.,

EST, just before it leaves Capricomus to

enter Aquarius.

February 9: Comet Halley reaches peri-

helion (nearest the sun) today, 54 million

miles distant. This event last occurred on

April 20, 1910.

February 10: Saturn requires almost

thirty years to circle the sky, thus it

changes its stellar position very slowly.

The planet has taken a long time to pass

Antares, the brightest star of Scorpius,

which is near it this morning. It won't pass

the star again for another thirty years.

Don't confuse the star (which is below

Saturn) with Mars (which is close by and

to the right of Saturn). That is easy to do

since both Antares and Mars are similar in

brightness and in their reddish color

February 1 1 : Our first chance to see the

young crescent moon in the evening twi-

light will come tonight, just as it passes

below the vernal equinox.

February 14: Aries's bright stars, Ha-

mal (the brighter) and Sheratan, can be

seen above the moon tonight.

February 16: The time of first-quarter

moon (at 2:55 p.m.) nearly coincides with

that of apogee moon (about 5:00 p.m..

EST). Almost the only effect will be a

slight decrease in the range between high

and low tides, usually at neap tide (wher
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the quarter moons occur). The Pleiades

(the tight star cluster known as the Seven

Sisters) is just above the moon tonight.

February 17: Aldebaran, the reddish

star of Taurus, is below the moon when it

becomes visible tonight.

February 17-18: Mars caught Saturn

during the night, moving below it from

right to left. The two planets will appear

nearest one another on the morning of the

1 8th and will separate slowly thereafter.

Jupiter is in conjunction with the sun on

the 1 8th, ending its sojourn as an evening

star.

February 19-20: Gemini is home to the

moon these nights. On the evening of the

20th, the moon is near the "twin" stars,

Pollux and Castor

February 21-22: Trace the moon's mo-

tion in orbit these nights as it moves

through the dim stars of Cancer, away

from Pollux and Castor, toward Leo's

Regulus.

February 23: Regulus is below the

moon in the early evening.

February 24: Full moon, still in Leo, is

at 10:02 a.m., EST
February 25-28: The moon moves

through Virgo as it rises later nightly, wan-

ing through its gibbous phase. The star

below it on the 27th is Spica.

February 28: Mercury's greatest east-

erly elongation today offers the best

opportunity in a long while to see the

planet. Evening elongations are always

better in the late winter, and the planet is

always brighter during an evening appear-

ance before its greatest elongation (dis-

The diagrams show the celestial

sphere—the expanse of the heavens—
with the earth at the center. On or about

March 20, Halley's comet will be about

twenty-five degrees south of the equator

(in red). In the top illustration, an ob-

server is pictured at about the latitude of
New York City, 40 degrees north latitude.

From that perspective, the comet's path

(white line) will be low in the sky to the

south. During the hours before sunrise,

the observer will see the comet low in the

southeast with its tail extending higher.

As the comet climbs higher, however, it

will disappear in twilight and daylight.

The bottom view (for a Southern

Hemisphere observer at 20 degrees south

latitude) shows the comet at the same
time. Well before daybreak, it will be

above the horizon; by daybreak it will

have climbed higher. The comet will not

be any brighter nor will its tail be any
longer, but it will be much easier to see

and will be more readily visible for a
longer period of time each night.
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tance) from the sun occurs. With a clear

westerly horizon, you should be able to see

the planet during the last week of Febru-

ary, low in the west during the last third of

the twilight period.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

ary issue shows the evening constellations

and stars for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Halley's Comeback

If we could put the earth in Venus's

position on February 9, when Comet Hal-

ley is nearest the sun, we would find it

halfway up in our sunset sky that night,

less than 25 million miles distant, at its

greatest brilliance, and with an enormous

tail (50 million miles or more long). Judg-

ing by 1910, the tail might stretch all the

way over to our eastern horizon. Such is

the view that people had of the comet

during some of its past appearances.

But Earth and Venus can't change

places, and we happen to be on the wrong

side of the sun when Comet Halley

reaches the climax of its show. Our posi-

tion, virtually opposite the sun from the

comet, will prevent Halley from being vis-

ible. Earth is some 93 million miles from

the sun, and on February 9, Comet Halley

will be about 54 million miles from the

sun. Our distance from the comet that day

is about 144 million miles.

This is the thirtieth appearance of

Comet Halley in recorded history, and it is

one of the worst in terms of viewing the

comet. Ironically, however, it will also be

the best from a technological point of

view. Modem astronomical instruments

will enable us to learn more about Comet
Halley (and about comets in genera!)

from this appearance than we did from all

the others combined.

If a great flowering of cometary knowl-

edge doesn't result from observations of

Comet Halley this year, it will be very

surprising. Astronomy has never been bet-

ter prepared to study a comet. No other

bright comet gives us seventy-six years

notice of its next appearance. All the other

great, spectacular comets of history have

been surprises; unknown objects that un-

expectedly raced in from very distant re-
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gions of the solar system, giving us only a

few months notice at best to prepare for

observing them. All the other periodic

comets (a hundred or so) are not very

conspicuous objects; they are much small-

er than Halley's comet and many have

orbits that do not bring them close enough

to the sun to match Halley's performance.

True, there have been other opportuni-

ties to study Comet Halley, three to be

precise, since Edmund Halley predicted

in the early eighteenth century that it was

periodic. However, during previous ap-

pearances in 1758 and 1910, astronomers

were in no way as well prepared as they

are now. The principal objective in 1758

was to find out whether a comet observed

in 1531, 1607, and 1682 would actually

return that year. If so, that would indicate

that it was indeed the same comet that

periodically returns to the vicinity of the

sun, as Edmund Halley predicted. We
learned much more about the comet dur-

ing the 1910 appearance (a particularly

good one for earth viewers) from the appli-

cation of photography, photometry (the

measurement of brightness), and spectros-

copy (the analysis of the light spectrum

from an object), but those new astronomi-

cal techniques were then still in their in-

fancy.

Astronomical instruments, methods,

and techniques have come a long way

since Comet Halley was first observed

photographically in 1910, indeed even

since the 1950s, when our modern theories

of comet structure and origin were first

advanced. This is the first time that the

vast array of scientific, technological, and

electronic apparatus developed in recent

years for studying celestial bodies has

been mustered to study a comet. Prior to

the 1910 event, the reappearance of the

comet was first confirmed in September

1909, seven months before its perihelion

(April 20, 1910), on photographs taken

with the 24-inch telescope of the Yerkes

Observatory in Wisconsin, probably the

best photographic telescope of its day. At
the time of its sighting, the comet was

about 1 0,000 times fainter than an object

the human eye can see.

The first sighting during this appear-

ance of Comet Halley, on the other hand,

took place forty months before the perihe-

lion date. It was first sighted in October

1982 with a charge-coupled device (an

electronic instrument that amplifies weak
sources of light) attached to the 200-inch

Hale telescope at the Palomar Observa-

tory in California. This instrument and
telescope, which didn't exist in 1910, were

able to record the comet's p; esence when
it was 5,000 times fainter than at the 1 910
recovery.

We may not see Comet Halley well

with our own eyes in 1986, but with our

modern tools of the space age we will learn

what it looks like in greater detail than

humans ever could before. A battery of

sophisticated telescopes and imaging

techniques will be turned on the object

from all over the earth and from space.

Four space vehicles have been launched to

intercept the comet and one more to fly

between it and the sun. The latter, Japan's

Sakigate, will pass some 4.3 million miles

sunward of the comet to monitor the solar

wind that it encounters. Meantime, the

other four will sweep past the comet in

early March, about a month after it passes

perihelion and becomes accessible again

to earth-bound instruments.

Japan's Planet A spacecraft will fly

past at a distance of 1 20,000 miles to sam-

ple magnetic fields, gas clouds, and the

effects of the solar wind on the outer re-

gions of Halley's coma (its gas cloud) and

its inner tail. The other three space vehi-

cles will have equipment designed to "see"

the comet nucleus "close up."

Eleven European nations (which makt

up the European Space Agency) are re

sponsible for Giotto, named for the four

teenth-century Italian painter whose im

age of a comet on the famous Thi

Adoration of the Magi has often sparkec

comparison with Comet Halley
Equipped with electronic apparatus to de

tect and transmit images of the comet':

appearance and to sample its gas, dust

and charged particles, Giotto will fl;

within 3,000 miles of the comet's nucleus!

Two Soviet spacecraft, Vega I and //, wil

fly past at 6,000 and 4,000 miles, respec

tively, with missions similar to that o

Giotto.

The United States did not plan to send i

spacecraft to Halley, but American scieni

tists have contributed to the design of in|

struments the space vehicles will carri

and will play a vital role, through the U.S

tracking network, in monitoring the fligh

of the spacecraft and guiding the vehicles

approaches to the comet. The Unitei

States will also launch a special flight c

the Space Shuttle carrying Astro-I,

package of instruments especially d«

signed to observe Comet Halley fror

above the earth's atmosphere.

Thousands of professional and amateu

astronomers will join in the Comet Halle

space watch, to photograph and monitc

the comet by means of a vast internatiom

network of instruments coordinated man
years ago. Never before has so much e:

fort been directed at seeing, tracking, an

analyzing a single comet. And you ca

enjoy it all on television in the comfort (

your living room!
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Prime Time
Science
by Jeremy Bernstein

A few years ago, inspired by a spate of

television programs, such as Cosmos and

The Key to the Universe, that purported to

teach science to the layperson, I was im-

pelled to formulate three laws that I felt

had been violated by one or more of these

science programs. I fixed on three because

of Arthur C. Clarke's remark made to me

when he was discussing his three laws. He

said, "'If three laws were good enough for

Newton, they are good enough for me." In

the best Mosaic tradition, I will restate my

laws and then explain them.
|

1. Do Not Try to Make Things More Vi-

sual than They Are.

2. Do Not Speak More Clearly than You

Think.

3. Don't Overplay Your Hand. J

ok

The first law was inspired by the ten-

dency of Carl Sagan (and others) to force|,i

visualization on everything—even if it

sacrificed credibility. If, for example,

Kepler's mother was in danger of being

burned as a witch, then we had to have the

actress playing Kepler's mother looking as

if she was in danger of being burned as a

witch, describing her discomfit to the ac-

tor playing Kepler No one, of course, has

any idea of what Kepler or his mother or

anyone else depicted in these little dramas

would really say. To me this sort of thing is

phony and annoying. The second law is, I

must admit, a well-known saying of Niels

Bohr No one knows everything; yet the

tendency of scientists and, above all, non-

scientists on these programs to say, "We

have found . . .we have done experiments

. .
.

," when in most cases all they have

done is read a book or a script, is equally

phony and annoying. The last law was

inspired by a paragraph in Nigel Calder
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Reviews

Dk The Key to the Universe, in which

Ider expresses his fear that physicists

uld not come up with the technology he

;ded in time to make an exciting televi-

h program based on his book. That is

Janet Earth. Produced by WQED/
''tsburgh in association with the Na-

inai Academy of Sciences. To be shown

ionally on the Public Broadcasting Ser-

,e (PBS) beginning Wednesday, Janu-

' 22, at 9 P.M. EST (check newspapers

local time).

t what we need, I thought, a television

irnalist telling scientists what to do, and

len, so as to accommodate his television

siedule; thus my third law.

I am pleased to report that the new

fence television series "Planet Earth,"

ich premieres on PBS on Wednesday,

liuary 22, does not violate any of these

The series was coproduced by

QED, Pittsburgh, and the National

iademy of Sciences and features many
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I I can read carefully before I invest or send money. I

I

understand that it containscomplete information on

I advisory fees, distribution chargesand otherexpense;

1 Also send information on D Keogh/Pension (70).

n

Name-

I

Address_

I

City

. NH-R6-32
I

TH^anOTardcROUP
%JO! INVtSTMtNTi

Rour
COMPANIES

CHINA
Stay in the best hotels

on the best-selling tours.
Only Pacific Delight, number one to China and the Orient, offers

China's leading luxury hotels on every one of its best-selling tours in

1986. All at unbeatable value. Choose among 23 different fully-

escorted itinerahes, 1 7 to 25 days, with frequent weekly departures.

All visit the must-see Golden Route cities. Then you may cruise the

Yangtze or journey to Tibet. Venture on to other Asian capitals, or to

Russia on a round-the-world adventure. Send for our 1986 China

Experience" brochure with complete details. Then talk to your

travel agent.

— GO WITH THE REAL EXPERTS—
Pacific Delight Tours. Inc.. 132 Madison Ave.. New York. NY 10016

(212) 684-7707 (N.Y.) or toll-free (800) 221-7179 (U.S. and Canada).

Please rush me your 1986 CHINA EXPERIENCE" brochure.

Address-

Cily

(=^ Fy\CIFIC DELIGHT TOURS, INC.



Giant
Inflatable
Dinosaur

Inflate our accurately detailed King
of the Dinosaurs to a full 30" x 54"'

T>Tannosaurus Rex is made ot heavy

weight vim I with detail^ ^^-^

printed in 3 colors Ad ^;^

light for young and old

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-227-1114
In California 800-782-0033. Use Visa, M/C, AMEX or send

check to: The Nature Company. Dept. NH. P.O. Box 2310.

Berkeley, Ca 94702. (Calif, add 6% sales tax).

SEND Sl.OO FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG.

It's

just

one

short

step

between

floors

with

Elevette"!

Step into this modern home elevator in-

stead of cUmbing up and down the hard
way. "Elevette" is a life-saver for the
handicapped or elderly ... is a conveni-
ence for the whole faniily. And the variety
of color-coordinated designs includes one
to complement your decor.

Yirite for free color-illustrated cata/og.
Facts on "Elevette": ^__
budget-priced, single-seat

StairLIFT; Inclinette, the — ir..
deluxe single-seat lift;

INCLIN-ATOR, lift for

2 people. Tax deductible
when recommended by
doctor.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
DEPT. 17

P. O. BOX 1557
HARRISBURG, PA 17105-1557

distinguished scientists, seismologists, pa-

leontologists, geologists, oceanographers,

the odd physicist, and the like. To what

end, I shall come back to in a moment.

That is part of the good news. The rest of

the good news is the narration by Richard

Kiley and the photography. I am a sucker

for Richard Kiley's voice. I believe he

could read the telephone directory and

make it sound interesting and convincing.

What he says about auroras and volcanoes

certainly sounds interesting and convinc-

ing—especially with the wonderful pho-

tography that accompanies the narration.

I am also a sucker for volcanoes and auro-

ras, to say nothing of mountains and

oceans. I found the underwater photogra-

phy showing that eerie stuff coming up

from a site of sea-floor spreading abso-

lutely riveting. I could watch that stuff

ooze out of the earth and listen to Richard

Kiley describe it all day. For many viewers

this may well be all the good news they

need to know.

Now for what I think is the bad news

—

the script. Before going into more detail,

let me present for the first time to a clam-

oring public Bernstein's fourth law:

In Any Science Documentary Do Not Use
the Following Words or Phrases; Vast,

Spectacular, Giant, Incredible, Strange,

Exciting, Violent, Enormous, Bizarre,

Hotly Debated, Astonishing, Fantastic, and

Fueling the Fires of Our Age.

If this seems too Draconian, one might

soften it to read: Do Not Use Them Very

Often. This law is certainly violated by the

"Planet Earth"—and often. At times I

thought that if I heard something de-

scribed as "astonishing" or "fantastic"

one more time I would become catatonic.

But this is a relatively minor cavil; symp-

tomatic perhaps, but minor The major

problem with this series is its purpose. Is it

education? Sort of. It is part of a college

credit course. Is it entertainment? Sort of.

How many college courses are narrated by

Richard Kiley? In the end it is neither. I

challenge anyone who looks at "The Solar

Sea," the program that deals with auroras,

to define, even on the most superficial

level, what an aurora is, based on informa-

tion in this program. We are told that

"charged particles called 'plasma' " im-

pinge on the earth. This is the beginning

and the end of the discussion of the con-

cept of plasma. One gets the impression

that somehow these particles, whatever

they are, are the aurora. Nowhere is it

explained that the function of the imping-

ing particles is to excite the molecules of

the atmosphere, which in turn, radiate.

The real science is treated almost as an
embarrassment, and one feels that the

scriptwriter can hardly wait to show us an
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elderly Eskimo who, when the aurorJ

comes, protects himself with a knife. Tha;

is interesting and it is about as scientifit

as the explanation of an aurora, howevei

it probably belongs in a program abou

anthropology.

In these programs scientists are showi

walking or riding in Jeeps on their way t<

dig at things. "Looks like this is going to bt

a good coring . .
.

," one of them will sa>

We are supposed to believe we are in th(

presence of real scientific discovery. In

stead, I felt that we were in the presence o

some embarrassed scientists trying

sound as if they were in the presence o

real scientific discovery. There are

course, a few veteran scientific perform

ers, like Luis Alvarez, who seem right a

home describing such theories as the ex

tinction of the dinosaurs, but they are th

exception. What I am trying to say is tha

this program is not bad. It is just not goot

enough.

Maybe the situation is hopeless. Televi

sion is just the wrong medium, at least ii

prime time, to teach science. I think it i

hopeless if it insists on behaving like televi

sion. We can't slow it down to ask ques

tions. If only I could have asked Richan

Kiley, What charged particles? Al

charged particles? All the time? All o

them are always called "plasma?" Bu

that wonderful disembodied voice is ol

and running and no one can turn back th

clock. The people who produce these pre

grams always respond to such complaint

by insisting that no one would watch

program consisting of real scientists givin

real lectures to real students. If they ar

right, then this sort of program is jus

another form of entertainment. And i

that's what it is, then I prefer an old Bo
Hope movie.

The real scientific teaching experienc

consists of a human, often covered i

chalk dust, often secretly terrified by th

sudden discovery (faced by most of us wh
teach) that he or she doesn't quite unde

stand what is about to be explained. Rol

ert Oppenheimer once said to me that h

liked classes that met more than once

week. "I can correct on Wednesday th

mistakes I made on Monday," he addec

In a series like "Planet Earth," Wedne:

day goes on just as if Monday never haj

pened. No mistakes are ever acknow;

edged or corrected. The pity is that it a

trickles over the surface of one's mind likj

Muzak in an elevator

Jeremy Bernstein is aprofessor ofphysic

at the Stevens Institute of Technolog

and an adjunct professor at Rockefelk

University. He is afrequent contributor i

The New Yorker and other publication.



THE BEST OFALASKA.F
My advice to anyone planning

I Alaska vacation on their

vn—get your hands on this

lide!"

If you're planning your own

aska vacation this year, begin

ith Exploration's ALASKA FOR

HE INDEPENDENT TRAVELER

ochure.

Here's why. Alaska is

imense. There are dramatic

emorable vacations there

f every person, taste,

yie and interest.

:
ALASKA FOR'

IDEPENDENT

RAVELER gives

Du all those

noices— in

:e place!

xploration's

LASKAFORTHE
^DEPENDENT TRAVELER,

carefully explains

II your choices.

Everything is here for plan-

ing your own Alaska vacation.

lach city in detail. Wonderful

ccommodations. Cruising the

nside Passage. Attractions,

.ctivities. Transportation,

pecial hints on planning and

what to experience. And all the

prices and information you need

to plan your Alaska vacation.

Also, the best tours, cruises

and cruise tours to Alaska!

If you want the convenience

of a preplanned locally hosted

vacation-ALASKA FOR THE

INDEPENDENT TRAVELER IS

also for you. Each preplanned

vacation is designed for your

comfort and ease, and

includes the best Inside

Passage cruises, cities

and attractions of

Alaska.

your free ALASKA FOR THE

INDEPENDENT TRAVELER

vacation guide. Some of our

unique and very special

Yes, please send my free

ALASKA FOR THE INDEPENDENT

TRAVELER brochure.

Ask us: you can have the Alaska

vacation you want.

We've got the best selection

of Alaska travel, cruises, attrac-

tions, and value-packed vaca-

tions for 1986.

See your travel agent or

call us toll free at

1.800-426-0600 ( in Seattle,

call 624-8551) to request

experiences of Alaska often sell

out quickly, so plan now and

make your reservations early to

ensure the vacation you want.

Exploration Holidays and Cruises

1500 Metropolitan Park BIdg.

Dept, CZO

Seattle, WA 98101

_ EXPLORATION
*^^^ HOLIDAYS AND CRUISES

= A DIVISION OF EXPLORATION CRUISE LINES. INC

ONE OF THE ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES



TheMarl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS, Free booklet

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49tti

St , 2nd fl„ Astoria, NY 11103

rAFYRUS
I HAWK — Ancient Egyption sky ijoi)

painted blue, red, black, white on

handmade popyrus, 5"x5"...$lS ppd.

Lucite frame add $16 Check/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25«.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

50 W, 76 SI . NY 10023 • Depl. N286

_ Gallery open by appomnnent only.

.

AFRICAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $15-$475. request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

HANDPAINTED SAFARI SHIRTS Elephants, lions, ze-

bras, giraffes. Distinctive, beautifully detailed paint-

ings on back panel of extremely durable, long-sleeved

shirts Great on men and women. Send for free bro-

chure: Solomons Porch, 177 Main Street, Suite 307,

Fort Lee, NJ 07024

Books/Publications

FREE CATALOG of discount science and nature

books Orphic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd
,
Suite 200,

Dept NH, Northridge, CA 91324

LAWRENCE BLOCK'S BOOKS FOR WRITERS Telling

Lies for Fun & Profit, $8 Writing the Novel, $10 Affirma-

tions for Writers (tape), $12, All postpaid! Write For

Your Life, 3750 Estero #107, Ft Myers Beach, FL
33931

NEW! Authontalive guide to winter bird feeding. First in

a series by former director NJ Audubon Send $3 00

The Wood Estate, Dept NH-02, Box 588, Linden, NJ
07036

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton, Box
15-Y, Falls Village, CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report, Carlton Press, Dept NHB, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

THE WHITE WREATH by Louis Kish Plausible, fasci-

nating novel of a new ice age! II realistically and dra-

matically happens Here and Now, Hardcover, $10,70

pp, publisher. Moneyback guarantee. Todd &
Honeywell, Dept. N, 10 Cuttermill Rd., Great Neck, NY
11021

THINKING OF ADVENTURE'? Send for our free catalog
of travel & field guides, maps and phrase books.
Dreams, (NH2), PO. Box 50054, Santa Barbara, CA
93150

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resident
camps, summer programs and schools in US and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-
lisher. For guide and free referrals give child's age,
grade, interests, geographical preference and en-
trance date Established 1940, Vincent/Curtis Rm,
216, 224 Clarendon St,, Boston, MA 02116

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS D-ARROW. Boys & girls

12-17. Canoe tnps in Maine & Quebec 4, 6 & 8 week
adventures. Challenging and safe Certified leader-
ship. Small groups. 30th 'year Write Claire & George
Darrow, HCR68, Box 16(N). Cushing, Maine 04563 Tel

(207)354-8128

PRAIRIE TREK and

TURQUOISE TRAIL EXPEDITIONS
Since 1926 the Expeditions have made it

^Bc/ possible for young people to explore in the

|j5^j^y mountains, canyons and desert country of the

American Southwest. Emphasis is on environ-

mental studies, archaeology, native cralfe. backpacking and

camping. Seven and four-week sessions begin July 2 for boys

ages 1 2 to 1 7 and girls ages 1 3 to 1 7.

MOUNTAIN ISUtNDS AND DESERT SEAS. A two-week

natural history expediUon for adults into the Borderlands of

southwest New Ijlexico and southeast Arizona. Led by Dr

Frederick Gehlbach of Baylor Univ August 3-16 ARCHAE-

OLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN
SOUTHWEST. Two weeks explonng prehistonc and contem-

porary Indian cultures College credit available. Led by Dr

Wenda Trevathan of New Mexico State Univ. June B-22 THE
FAMILY TREK. A week exploring the Old West with Lucii

Kluckhohn. August 1 7-24. For details contact THOMAS BILL-

INGS. DIRECTOR. P.O. BOX 149S7NH. ALBUQUERQUE.

NEW MEXICO 87191 Phone S0S-293-386S.

Collectors' Items

FREE Postage Stamp Catalogue, Shelron, Box 547-N,

North Miami, FL 33161

Correspondence

INTERNATIONAL PENFRIENDS, worldwide friend-

ships, 153 Countries, All Ages, write RO. Box 2672,

Glenwood Spnngs, CO 81602

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through penpal club.

133,000 members All ages IPF-C, Box 65, Brooklyn,

NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RN,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 )Obs! Big pay. All

occupations Transportation Latest reports, $2,00,

Jobworld, Box 681 NH, Cypress, CA 90603

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Jobs' Big Pay' Transporta-

tion! Newest Handbook, $2,00, Australian International,

Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 570, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3,00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— All occupations! Free information!
lntermountain-4Y, 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs,

CO 80907, 1-303-630-7478 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings,
USA $7 00: Overseas $7 00, England, Japan, Saudi,
Australia $7.00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA
02162

Financial

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-
tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3.00.
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RN, Washington, DC 20038

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countries!
Sampler: 4/$2.98. Free brochure Multinewspapers,
Box DE-202, Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major comp,

nies Free brochure, Sobol House, 103 Richardsc

Blvd., Black Mountain, NC 28711, (704) 669-8031 ,

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discow

largest selection of weird and unusual succulents-

over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegate

living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00 "Catalog

Unusual Succulents," Dept 2—553 Buena Creek, SiL

Marcos, CA 92069

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $6,00 per pound prepaid,

pound minimum shipment Floura Bros, Box 44'|3

Blackduck, MN 56630

lot

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% ongir

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Dir£

tory' —$200 Disposal, Box 19107-RN, Washingtc

DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

AT LAST! Reasonably pnced Exotic Leather (e

snake, salmon) Goods (wallets, handbags, bri

cases) Large selection Free Folio MacFadden, f

#4-B160A, Middlebury, VT 05753-8501

JEWELRY BY EUROPEAN GOLDSMITH For brocht

send SASE to: Marijn, 1615 Broadway #512, Oaklar

CA 94612

"I V OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00. Sample Colli

tors Newsletter $250 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 ^

Fresno, CA 93755

PENDANTS Natural amethyst, rare red tiger eyes, p

ished petrified wood, snowflake jade, bloodstone

cased periodots, natural feldspar moonstones. Plea

specify which pendant $19.95. ppd. L.E, Niece, P

Box 8209, Richmond, VA 23226

SOLID GOLD 14K Ladies Bracelet, $14,00 postpaic

Guaranteed, Sent immediately. Sunshine Gold, E

1004, Miami, FL 33233-1004

STEEL JAW LEG HOLD TRAPS BANNED IN N
Sportsmen have their trophies—now we have oi

Jaws welded open, given wrought iron finish, mount

on solid wood panel, brass plate announces extii

species $29 95 -I- $3 00 P&H (NJ residents add t

SETS Trophy Trap. PO Box 174, Ogdensburg
07439

TRAVELERS . , , STOP SEARCHING for dry spot

bathroom Hanging utility kit , , , $1 1 95 -I- $2.95 pc

age Send for Free Travel Accessories Catalog. P

senger Stop, 732 Dulaney Valley Ct., Towson '

21204 Great values

UNIQUE GIFTS—Personalized Sponge-Cards. Y

idea, our creation' All Shapes—Animal, Mineral, Ve

table Any Sentiment or Occasion. (5 Word Mi

$2.00/Card to Spongecraft, PO B 630237, Riverdi

NY 10463-9992

Miscellaneous

EXPLORE OLD WESTERN TOWNS with 1:770

productions of 1890's insurance maps showing bt

ing outlines & usage Send for ordering informati

Maps, 6025 Rose Arbor, San Pablo, CA 94806 (4

232-7742 _,
:!11

FLORIDA LIVING' Lively, accurate information. Whi ji

good, what isn't. Three monthly issues $11.95;

issues $29 Wall's Florida Newsletter, Box 347, Mi

Florida 32754
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II AS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presenta-

li to industry National exposition. Call free 1 800

E:)-6050 Canada, 1-800 528-6060 x831

FTIREMENT PARADISE OR VACATION HOME
(;am International marina-based yactit life Mediter-

fiean, Caribbean, Mexico, Puget Sound elsewtiere,

I believable bargain. For information write South Seas
(tamaran, Box 2257 Ft. Meyers, FL 33902

I'loto/Optical

E'JOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing binocu-

l3 since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy
(limator Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Eioculars," published in Audubon Magazine Mirai^el

(4ical Co., Inc 331 Mansion St ,
West Coxsackie, NY

'192(518)731-2610

erhaps the best pair of

inoculars on the market."

LEITZ TRINOVID
Leirz Trinovid'^^ binoculors ore rhe

singulor choice of rhose who
demand rhe obsolure besr. With

Trinovid binoculars every
movemenr, every deroil, every

color hue becomes vividly real

See for yourself why
Trinovid's, produced by
rhe monufocrurers of rhe

famous Leico" comeros,

^ ^^l^^*' hoveeornedrherepurarionos
b^l^Bl^^ rhe world's finesr, ond why
^^^^^ fh^y ore quoronreed for a
^P^ lifetime- Order now ond

?ceive rhe no questions asked" 2 yeor domoge
.rorecrion. Up ro 61% discount, Kequp^t h

omplere line of sporting optics.

Resorts

dEnii
NOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS LEITZ B&L
I shnell, Fujinon Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &
hchine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)

1.1 -2542

IF YOU LOVE NATURE. . .

ument what you see anO leel with photography ahd

~ share youf love and concern thru publishing while earn-

ig dollars Discover a new life ot adventure, travel

personal success Noted Pholojournalist Bill Thomas, author of The

amp. The Island and many other books and magazine articles shows

in just one day to one week Upcoming; Everglades-10,000

nds, FL, March 2-9, Okelenokee Swamp, Cumberland Is ,
GA Apr

20; Maine Coast. Sept 7-14, Arizona Desert—Oak Creek Canyon,

/. 9-16. Africa, Aug 86; Antarctica, Jan 87 Bill Thomas' Touch ol

Seminars, PC. Box 51532. Indianapolis, Indiana 46251

10TOGRAPHERS: Photo Library seeks color and

mages on all natural history subjects. Earn extra

;ome. Write or call for details: Taurus Photos, 1 18

•St 28th Street, NY, NY 10016 (212) 683-4025

sal Estate

- IR SALE: Two adjacent lots on Fripp Island, South

irolina—a private residential island The lots were

, lected, at the inception of the resort by a Naturalist/

nithologist for its lovely high land, beautiful timber

; ,d splendid view of the vast marshland. $45,000/

tch.
Murdock, 4145 Alder Street, Eugene, OR 97405

33) 345-8305

: 3VERNMENT LANDS . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
- es, campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyer's

1 ,jide" plus nationwide listings—$3 00 Lands. Box

o,lj)107RN, Washington, DC 20036

fjentals

\MAICA PRIVATE ESTATE, three Villas. Beautiful nat-

al cove, saltwater pool. Fully staffed, accommodates
to 10 Blue Harbour, c/o M Scott. PO. Box 770,

uesta, NM 87556 (505) 586-1244

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY Beautiful small inn on planta-

tion on island of Bequia. St Vincent Grenadines Come
Explore Pool, tennis, beach Call or write Spring on
Bequia, Box 19251 , Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823
1202

Tours/Trips

A BEST BUY BELIZE! Mayan ruins, mountain water-

falls, jungles thick with wildlife Dnve and fish the hemi-

sphere's largest barner reef Explore Belize with small

group and expert guides (800) 344-MAYA, (904) 372-

5169, PO Box 2381N, Gainesville, FL 32602

A-1 SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde-

pendent, Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Botswana, Trans Sahara, Asia India, Ne-

pal, Malaysia, Indonesia S America Brazil, Ecuador,

Peru, Galapagos Islands Alaska, Safaricentre Interna-

tional, Nationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800) 624
5342

India

& Nepal
mammals Explorations ol remote Bhutan.
Sikkim, Ladakh ahd tropical Sn Lanka 10

lo 35 day programs from $670 00 * airfare

Free Brochures

HiwaIaviam TtavcI, Imc.

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists. Kenya and Tanzania safaris,

Rwanda mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba Over 80 trips worldwide Free color catalog

Wilderness Travel, 1760 NA Solano Avenue. Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415) 524 51 11

ALASKA, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS A Rare Opportunity for

the Naturalist Marine Mammals, Archaeological Sites,

Flora, Volcanoes Exceptional Birding, Small Groups

For Brochure Contact Aleutian Expenence Tours,

3400 Kvichak Circle, Anchorage, Alaska 99515 (907)

522 1323

ALASKA natural history expeditions 12 days in July to

Denali Parks by train and raft Backpack with wildlife

biologist/naturalist to study and foto nature Gourmet
meals, Wenger, 2900 Boniface, Suite 602, Anchorage,

AK 99504 (907) 337-6283

RCT/C The
Gentle

Rafters

'ATERWAYS
invites you to join us in an adventure you never thought

possible' Float the Coppermine River - like a jewel,

glistening in the midnight sun of Canada's N W
Territoriesl The tundra, far above the Arctic Circle,

awaits With its flora and wildlife lor you to see and
pholographi Peek into the eyries of falcons and eagles,

or fish lor arctic char and grayling in teeming waters'

Large, safe inflatablesl No molorsi Skilled guides'

Small groups' Se\ and age are no harrier Guud health

and a real line ofthe outdoors are the only prerequ

Two week trips July & Augus
Mori trips

'^^^ARCTIC WATERWAYS Inc
Slevensville, Ontario, Canada

LOS ISO ph (4161 382-3882

OUR 11th YEAR ON THE COPPERMINE!

ALASKA'S natural history. Enjoy spectacular coastal

mountain and sea panorama at deluxe award-winning

wilderness lodge. Fishing, observation of marine

mammals, sea birds, eagles, wildflowers, big game
and fully guided natural history outings for all ages. 12

guests maximum. Private accommodations, gourmet

meals. Brown bear observations near McNeil River at

Chenik Camp $1480/adult/6 days/5 nights 15th year

of operation, references Kachemak Bay Wilderness

Lodge China Pool Bay, Box 956NH, Homer, AK 99603

Phone (907) 235-8910

ALASKA'S FINEST: SPECTACULAR Lake Clark Park.

Guided boat travel, hiking, comfortable tent camps.

Affordable wilderness adventure Distant Shores, 421

W 88th Ave ,
Anchorage, AK 99515

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, PA
19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs featur-

ing Amazon Jungle, pnmitive Indians, birding, Cana-

dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $799

including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sight

seeing, small groups, adventure and more! Write for

brochure

AMAZON JUNGLE. Small group, customized tours,

Quabaug Bird Conservation Foundation, 315 Palmer

Road, Ware, MA 01082

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland

from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Wnte Goanna Tour,

55 Guide St , Clifton Beach 4871 Old. Australia

BICYCLING IN FRANCE: 1986 tours Dordogne in May.

Loire and Provence in Fall 10 speed and hotels pro-

vided Brochure Nan Rheault. RFD 111. Vineyard Ha-

ven, MA 02568 (617) 693-2273

BIKE FRANCE WALK BRITAIN Exciting hassle-free

tours for the novice or the enthusiast For your free

brochure call or wnte Travac Tours, 1275 Carling Ave-

nue. Ottawa. Ontario, Canada KIZ 7L3 (613) 728-1934

"Oh beouli/ul cilv

steeped rn sentiment as she lies.

Spreading her gardens to the mooniighl.

And whispering from her towers

The last enchanlmenis o/ the Middle Ages
-Matthew Arnold

4r. OXFORD
CAMBRIDGE

UNIVERSITY VACATIONS
The most prestigious and exciting one and

two «;eek cultural vacations for adults.

Write for free color brochure:

UNIVEKSITV VACATIONS Dept. N
9602 N.W. 13 St. MUmi. FL 33172

TOLL FREE 800-792-0100

BLUE, HUMPBACK AND GRAY WHALES in Baja Cali-

fornia Orcas and Jumpbacks in Alaska We have pro

vided outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips

for over 15 years Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean
Dr ,

McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839 0178

BORNEO! Orangutans. Mount Kinabalu, longhouse

visits, and much more. Departures in July, August,

September Voyagers, NH2, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

CHINA: BEYOND THE WALL. Horseback, mounta'n

bike, walking trips More countryside, less cities Tibet,

Inner Mongolia, Mountains of Sichuan. Boojum Expe-

ditions, PO Box 2236, Leucadia, CA 92024 (619) 436-

3927

CHINA NATURE TOURS: far west, tropical south, as

well as cultural highlights Other tours to Trinidad,

Puerto Rico, Galapagos, Spam, Japan, Texas. Anzona,

Britain, Europe, Israel, Brazil. World Nature Tours, Box

693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

COLORADO CAMERA-ELK HUNTS Wilderness horse

pack trips into prime elk habitat—an experience of a

lifetime Uncompahgre Fur Company, Box 935, Delta,

00 81416(303)874-8196

COLORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
Summer horse pack trips. Fall color ndes, & Camera-

elk hunts Uncompahgre Fur Company, Box 935, Delta,

00 81416(303)874 8196

EAST AFRICAN ADVENTURES Reasonably-pnced,

authentic wilderness adventures Our Journey to the

Source series includes Kenya walking and camping
safaris. Mount Kenya hiking. Combination lodge and

camping safaris to Tanzania and Kenya. From $1995

—

18 days including air Also deluxe photographic work-

shops led by professional photographers Wnte Voy-

agers, NH2. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851



_TlieMarK^t
UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• The SAHARA desert, guided by T^iareg nomads

. Birds in the PAiNTANAL, penguins in PATAGONIA

. Jivaro Indians in the ECUADORIAN AMAZON

!Slh SIM St Dept Ml N'^l Vl 10022 (212) 355-1404
|

IDAHO RIVER TRIPSi The Remote Owyhee, famous

Salmon or wild Lochsa! Also. Yachting in Turkey, Free

brochure- ROW. Rl 12. Box 854A-N, Spokane, WA
99223 (509) 534-2024

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI fea-

tunng Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, Olduvai Gorge

& Mary Leakey July 25-August 12, 1986 A once-in-a-

lifetime 2,000 mile educational holiday adventure in the

land of the Serengeti, the Mara, Ngorongoro Crater,

Amboseli plus Mombasa Personally meet Richard

Leakey at Koobi Fora, and Mary Leakey in Nairobi

Under the knowlegeable leadership of Christopher J

Schuberth Geologist and Curator of Education, Illinois

State Museum, Springfield, IL 62706, (217) 782-5955,

Call or write for brochures & information

EXPEDITION HALLEY -86—PERU— April 4-18 Opti-

mal Comet viewing and archeoastronomy Led by Prof

G Reed Optional extension to Ecuador and Galapa-

gos Islands Call IPMC Ltd (800) 221-2216

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

HALLEY S COMET
BAJA & CALIFORNIA DESERTS

COMETFLIGHTS
Land & Air! It's wildflowcr season, too!

Professional astronomers, naturalists &
historians. IVi hour flights to 11 da\s in

Baja, S95toS1595. Variety of land tours in-

clude meals, transporation & lodging or

campout fees Comet Flights with Air Cal.

Variety ofother lours. (213) 274-3025

PO. Box 3709, Beverly Hills, CA 90212

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California,

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration; su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April Special

limit-load trips available Pacific Queen/Fisherman's

Landing 2838 Garrison Street. San Diego. CA 92106

(619) 726-2228; (619) 224-4965

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 30 years

experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT

06820 (203) 838-3075

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Experience Baja California,

Mexico! Naturalist Hostedi Photographyi Whales!

Birdingi Islands! Baja's Frontier Tours, 3683-A2

Cactusview Drive, San Diego, California 92105

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking lours Hike

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and

Great Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineranes designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co ,
Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland

expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-

sions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -Nh, Greenwich,

CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From

$850 00 + airfare Optional Kilimaniaro climbs Also

South Africa. Egypt. Botswana, more Free 12 page
color brochure U S agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

pioneers in Afncan adventure travel Himalayan Travel,

Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

FOLKART TOURS; China, Japan, Greece, Peru Folk-

ways Institute. 14903N SE Linden Lane. Oak Grove.

OR 97267

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley, Last, Inc , 43 Millstone Road, Randalls-

town, MD 21 1 33 (301 ) 922-31 1

6

GALAPAGOS
you, 9 other adventurers and our ficensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROGHURE-
mCR GFLOflTS 41 5-435-4622

1606nbJuanita,Tiburon,CA 94920

GREAT BARRIER REEF ADVENTURE. Dive under, sail

on. fly over Australia's magnificent Great Barrier Reef
See exotic reef fish, colorful parrots and duckbilled

platypus Scuba, windsurfing, sailing instruction as
well as hiking in tropical rainforest included Write Ar-

lene Blum's Great Himalayan Treks, PO Box 5455,

Berkeley, CA 94705 or call (415) 654-1879, (800) 227-

8747 (outside CA)

HAWAII natural history tours. Departures in August,
September, November Voyagers, NH2, Box 915, Ith-

aca, NY 14851

PERUVIAN AMAZON TION

lOONLlCHT E.XCURSIONS UP THE AMAZON RIVER. TAKE

BIOLOGICAL, BIRDINIC, PICTORIAL AND ZOOLOGICAL

TOURS INTO THE DEPTHS OF THE AMAZON VIRGIN FOREST.

EU OF HALLEY'S COMET, AN UNFORGETABLE SIGHT. TOUR

MA AND HER GOLD AND ARCHEOLOGICAL MUSEUMS. 8 DAYS,

00. YEAR ROUND TRIPS

SUPPORT LOCAL
CONSERVATION AND
PERUVIAN CHILDREN
FOUNDATION

WILDERNESS EXPEDITIONS, SA
WASHINGTON AVE.,SW

ROANOKE, VA. 2A016

703) 342-5630

THE ATACAMA DESERT is the land of eternal spnng

and the home of an important group of prehistoric

Andean people from Northern Chile Come and take an

archaeological vacation with tours and lectures on

these people past and present, participate in archaeo-

logical research with a group of University scientists-

see the world's oldest mummies Enpy the hospitality

of Northern Chile 2 weeks, June 15-28, 1986, $1,500

including airfare. Contact Dr M J, Allison, Institute de

Antropologia, Universidad de Tarapaca, Anca, Chile

TIBET/CHINA BICYCLE TOURS World's first bicycle

tours of Tibet! 12 days in the fabled Lhasa Valley

including excursions to Xigaze and the Yarlung Valley

All tours begin in Beijing Monthly departures, Apr-Oci

1986, 21 days, $3987 including air from West Coast

Plus 5 Other Great Itineraries for 1986. In depth, lei

surely exploration of the Chinese countryside YangtsE

Valley, South China, Inner Mongolia, Guilin/Yunnan

plus exciting new Great Wall Tour— bicycling nortf

from Beijing to the coast, following the route of thi

Great Wall of China Small groups, fully escorted, fre

quent departures throughout the year, 18-25 days

China Passage, 302 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 1000'

(212)564-4099

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE Solomon Sea

Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger Alaska's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' bngantine

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht tnps Nor-

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean, Hawaii Over 80 trips,

small groups Free color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

SCANDINAVIA—LENINGRAD ART, Architecture

Tour—May 2-22 Special visits to museums design

centers, stave churches, palaces Magnificent fjord

cruise Expert guiding, limited size group Brocfiure

Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours, Dept N 131 Daven-

port Ridge Lane, Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203) 322-

8709

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS Africa. Europe. Asia.

Latin Amenca. Australia/Oceania. Mideast Affordable

Tours. Nature Expeditions. Hiking. Biking. Special In-

terests From Amazon. Costarica, Galapagos, Peru,

Kenya, Tanzania, Yemen, to All Europe, China, Mada-
gascar, Nepal, Papua, Sahara, Seychelles, And More'

Forum Travel, 91 Gregory (#21), Pleasant Hill, Califor-

nia 94523 (415) 671-2900

SPERM WHALES! 3-day offshore adventures for the

whales, dolphins, seabirds of the North Atlantic Each
1985 trip saw 11 cetacean species' Expert guides,

comfortable boats, extraordinary wildlife $450 Seafar-

ers Expeditions, 96 Harlow St . Suite D-B4, Bangor, ME
04401 (207) 942-7942

TAHITI AND HER ISLANDS—Unique cruise/land pro-

gram featuring seven islands including Bora Bora and
Moorea, plus four days at luxurious Tahitian resort 1

1

days total, reef walking, shell collecting, fish viewing,

exploring volcanic mountains, dense jungles—lec-

tures by experts! Write 'Hamilton's Tours of Distinc-

tion," 188 East Post Rd
,
Suite 302, White Plains, NY

10601 (914)682-9414

f^^
EXCURSIONS

Himalayan Excurs

G. P. O. Box 1221

Kathmandu. Neoa

TREKKING ADVENTURES: Nepal. India, Europe. East

Africa New Zealand, Australia Folkways Internationa

Trekking—Call 800-547-7400

UTAH NATIONAL PARKS— natural history outings witl

congenial experts Outdoor Education, Photography

SW Literature workshops Naturalist guided backpack

ing upon request. Canyonlands EDVentures. Box 68N

Moab. UT 84532

WE UNCOVER EXCITING TRAVEL. Uncommon Des

tinations Offbeat Expeditions Free Details. Unique f

Exotic Travel Reporter. Box 98833-N. Tacoma. W/

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featurini

the Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruises

expeditions to Australia. Baja. Alaska, Sea of Cortez

Galapagos, Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Centei

3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland, CA 94611 (415)654

6621

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS—Maine/Canada. Sma
parties personally guided/instructed. Incredibly variei

wildlife Katahdin Outfitters, Box 34N, Millinocket. Ml

04402 (207) 723-5700

Video

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter e>

ploration Video Breathtaking music. Critically aci

claimed Details Free, Beerger Productions, 3217-V

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the Marc

1986 issue

$2 75 per word; 1 6 word ($44) minimum Display class

fled IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be prs

paid. Rates are not structured for agency or cash di;

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATURA
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay

able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATURA'

HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St

New York, NY 10024 Please include your person;

address and telephone number, issue preferred, an

suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, tw

months prior to cover date (the January issue close

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads.

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be ser

upon publication
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Tmtlenecks.

Not since Nature has anyone built them
better -or to sell for less- than Lands' End.

Quality in a Lands' End turtleneck

begins where it should. With a

beefier cotton fabric (or poly-

cotton if you prefer). And generous

proportions. We want a garment with

some body to it, in a size that more than

holds its own against shrinkage.

Then we add stretch in all the places

you need it most. (You know where they

are. ) And all the little niceties of

tailoring—like tape reinforcing the

shoulders.

Finally, in a typical Lands' End burst

of good nature, we said: "Let's offer all

the expected colors, but splash some
surprises into the spectrum as well.

"

(Would you believe fiesta pink and slate

I blue and black and an eye-popping

.eggplant?)1A11 this and
a victory on price.

Once quality was in hand, we sewed in

• our label, and came to grips with price.

We're happy to say we won, and so do

you. Imagine, a basic turtleneck for as

low as $1L 75. Plus a range of other

prices and styles—including mock
turtles our buyer swears first saw
service on the flight decks of aircraft

carriers.

To get the ftill dramatic effect of our

turtleneck collection, you must see it

spilled out on the pages of our catalog.

In full color. With full descriptions,

prices, and other tempting details.

What excites us about them is

that once again, it proves that in

whatever we set out to offer, if we try

hard enough, we can bring quality to

terms with price in a value equation you

can get your mind around. And then we
simply always have to remember to

treat you the way we hope to be treated

ourselves.

The short, sweet
guarantee.

The woods are full of guarantees (your

word) or warranties (the word the

makers like). Some of them are more
literary than others. Even ours used to

be a little wordy, until it dawned on us

that if it was really unconditional, which

it is, it could be said in two words.

So now we say it that way.

GUARANTEED. PERIOD.

And it applies to everything we sell

—

from sweaters to soft luggage to shoes

to ski wear and whatever else we find to

offer you next.

Send in the coupon for our free

catalog. Better still, call our toll-free

number (800-356-4444) 24 hours a day.

However you do it, get the catalog. You

won't know what you're missing until

you do.

Then, should you decide to order

one of our Lands' End turtlenecks, we
promise you won't be sticking your

neck out.

Please send free catalog.

Lands' End Dept. P-28

Uodgeville, WI 53595

Address

.

City

_Zip_

Or call Toll-free:

800-356-4444
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American Museum of Natural History Js

HALLEY'S COMET TOURS #
Join Museum scientists on outstanding \jMM
tours at the best times and locations for :. S^&
viewing Halley's Comet. ' :S|;|"

Australia - Halley's Comet and Wildlife : pgs- : S;®?
Adventure: April 5-19, 1986 -^ISS^S?'
A world famous Australian ski resort - 'uk-.^^^"'-
is our base' for viewing Halley's

; :M^4^fi^- x • -j j «
Comet at the peak of its visibili- : SJil^S^^ iTn , ^
ty. Other highlights include : ;sSI*if^'' „^jV*aS
rational parl^ with kanga- <n^0'': ^lidhfe Ad

roos, koalas, penguins - -/'n-M:^--- -^pn' n
and deluxe accommo- •;;*

tions at Heron Island ^;: vf
on the Great Barrier %';

Reef. $3,471 per ,;^:*

person including
!

| '

'

round-trip air- :

''

fare from San -'^

Francisco.

g^^^ Trinidad & Tobago -

^^^vW Halley's Comet &
^- Wildlife Adventure:
P- April 11-20, 1986

Tobago's exquiste Amos
Vale beach resort is our

base for viewing Halley's

at the peak of its visibility.

amidst exquisite coral reefs, and
uperb birding in Trinidad. $1,895

;r person including round-trip air-

fare from Miami.

American
Museum of
Natural

^«2irBii History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St. • New York, New York 10024'

(212)873-1440 or outside New York State call toll free (800)462-TOUR

CHINA TIBET, CENTRAL
ASIA, INNER MONGOLIA,
MANCHURIA, YELLOW
RIVER CAPITALS, EAST ASIA
CRUISES
We feature small group travel with exten-

sive itineraries and programs to worlds
new and historic destinations, deluxe and

first class hotel accommodations Viewing

of art and archaeological treasures,

incredibly beautiful landscapes. Tours are

led by expert directors. For information, or

private travel,

please call or write tO:

TILLER INTERNATIONAL
209 Post Street, Suite 1015,

San Francisco, CA 94108
(4151 397-1966

Natural Island HiJeauay

LITTLEST
SIMONS ISLAND

A secluded, unspoiled island.

BirJ.ng. beachcombinB. fishinB, hiking, h.Tseback
tiding oi relaxing on a secluded 10.000 acre island with

miles of unspoiled beaches, forescs, marshes, ponds, and over
200 species of birds. Never more than 25 guests at a time.

Excellent food and charming accommodations. Professional

naturalists on staff. Get awav from the crowds on one of
America's most beautiful islands

P.O.Box 1078 N
St. Simons Is., GA .11 522
Phone(m2)63«.7472

UTntsit
SIMONS ISAND

NEN^ WIDE SHOES
EE-EEEEEE, SIZES 5-13

Extra width for men who need
it, in excellent variety, styling

and quality. Available

only through our
FREE CATALOG.
Send for iti w

THE WIDEST SELECTION
OF THE WIDEST SHOES ANYWHERE!

ADDRESS _

CITY.

HITCHCOCK SHOES, INC.
Dept. 72B, Hlngham, MA 02043

The
Princess

of Brazil
The Brazilian Princess, a light blue td

paz, is the largest cut gem in existena

Across its face it measures five and fivi

eighth inches, and from the plane of ii

face to its pointed base, it is almost fi\

inches deep. At 21,327 carats (about nir

and one-half pounds), it is five times as bi

as the next largest gem in the collection (

the American Museum of Natural Hi

tory—a green topaz. An anonymous di

nor contributed the Princess to the Mi
seum this past December, and it will be c

temporary display until June.

The Brazilian Princess came to tt

United States in the form of a sevenf
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movingMuseui

e-pound crystal, found in the 1960s

ar Teofilo Otoni, a mountain region in

stern Brazil known for its gems. (It was

e of the largest of several such crystals

ind at the time.) The technology needed

cut such a large gem did not then exist,

d for more than ten years the crystal

nained in storage. When a precise cut-

ig method became available in the mid-

70s, gem cutters worked for more than

i^ear to create the gem.

The crystal from which the gem cutters

rved the Brazilian Princess formed deep

derground in igneous rock formations

own as pegmatites. As the igneous

WARM
OASIS
WESO Ceramic

Tile Stoves com-
bine classic beauty
and a delightful
even heat no con-
ventional stove
can match. The
gentle radiant heat
of a WESO is like a

tropical breeze on
a cold winter or
fall evening. And
you can choose
from 8 popular
styles and 7 de-
signer colors.

Write today for a
FREE brochure
and the name of
your nearest au-
thorized dealer.

WESO
Ceramic

Tile Stoves
Dealer Inquiries Invited

D Send me your free catalog and name
of nearest authorized dealer.

Name

Address.

City

State -Zip-

WESO Ceramic Radiant Heat
2962A Pleasant Drive, Lochmere, NH 03252
603-524-9663 ext 292A

CtllNfl:
THE ANCIENT
SILK ROUTE

||||il|gover China's fabled

|idl||&ute with an expert

j^i|i|||j;in lecturer and a pro-

^(||i|ali;;:;e«cort . Explore

j|^ill|||i|||iiy^^^

l|«t:|pi:v'FlangzhDu and Beijing.

|i||||^t;;;j8-Oct. 9.1936,;

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79tli St.

New York, NY 10024

(800) 462-TOUR
(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

Natural History &
Cultural Expeditions
Track thie rare Mountain Gorilla in

Rwanda. Explore with us the famed
wildlife parks of Kenya and Tanzania.

In India observe tigers from the backs o(

elephants. Experience the diverse

cultures and unusual wildlife o(

Indonesia. Cruise the Galapagos
Islands by small yacht, and explore the

Inca histories of Ecuador and Peru. In

Belize and Mexico study early Maya
civilizations with an archaeologist.

Our expedition leaders are experts in

their fields. Groups arc small and

personal. Join us for the experience of a

lifetime! For free literature write or call:

Geo Expeditions
I'd. Box 3656-03. Sonora. C.\ 95370

Telephone 309, 532-0152



i^^iiMagefl.

il^LWool
Mattress Pad
MANUFACTURER DIRECT

Soft 100% Merino Wool cushioris and cradles

your body for a deeper, more restful night's

sleep. Even the best mattress creates pressure

points on tlie shoulders, hips and back. Soft.

thick Merino Wool conforms to the contours of

your body, relieving pressure points. Many
people report they fall asleep faster and etyoy a

more restfid sleep.

W OOi is a natural insulator. In winter, the

pad retains body heat to keep you warm. In

summer, the pad keeps you cool by absorbing

moisture.

As an exclusive and superior design innova-

tion, we have eliminated the standard elastic

straps and have designed the pad like a fitted

bottom sheet to hold the wool more firmly in

place.

I /It* Wool Bureau has given this product the

Superwash® designation. It can be machine
washed and retain its original softness,

resiliency ana durability. Non-allergenie. Does
not itch.

IH an independent study of our wool pad con-

ducted by the University of Wisconsin, 83% of
the participants reported a better night's sleep.

Ij you don't enjoy the best night's sleep you've
ever had. simply return the pad for a complete
refund. Delivery: We ship within 24 to 4S hrs.

TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-356-9367 Ext. F204,

or use the coupon . Or, call or write for your
free catalog featuring 23 dovvTi comforter styles,

down pillows, designer doun coats, and many
other natural products designed to improve the

quality of your life.

100% Merino Wool Mattress Pad Style £511 i

nCrib (28" X 52") ^39 GQueen (60" x 80") '109 !

QTwin (39" X 75") '69 DKing (76" x 80") '139 I

DFull (54" X 75") '89 Color: Natural
|

Soft Down Pillows Style §701 I

'45 DKing, '55
I

nStandard, '35 ~jQi

Colors: ^\A- Blue —Beige —While ^Dusty Rose

order by phone toll-free i

1-800-356-9367, exi. f204. |

Use vour credit card. OR ORDER BY MAIL: I

DM.C. aVISA DAm.Exp. DDiners Club DCheckJ

QTY
_Exp.Dt.

PRICE
( S =S_

Acct.#_

nSend Free

Catalog
Ship.,Hd]g. & Insur.-S5 p)er pad =$

S2.50 per pillow =S
•UPS 2nd Day Air =S

Total =S
^ 'We siiip UPS ground service unless you request

otherwise here. UPS 2nd day air add S8.50.

Name
Address

City Slate Zip

i 500 Company Store Road, la Crosse, Wl 5
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magma cools, water, gases, and rare ele-

ments are suspended in cavities within the

hardening rock. According to George

Harlow, associate curator of mineral sci-

ences at the Museum, this solution is anal-

ogous to a soup supersaturated with min-

erals that begin to crystalize. The liquid

acts as a conductor, transporting the min-

erals to the growing crystal. This process

takes only a matter of months, Harlow

says. Topaz is often found in oversize

crystals, and many of the world's larges

gems have been cut from this mineral.

In addition to its size, the Brazilia

Princess is remarkable in a number c

other ways. It has no visible flaws, rare i

any gem but particularly unusual in on|^j

this big. As Harlow explains, the large

the rock the more likely that it will hav

internal defects, such as cracks or bul

The Brazilian Princess topaz, shown actual size



es. The Princess is also a dramatic exam-

e of the advances in gem cutting that

ive been made since the rough crystal

as found. The gem's surface has 221

recisely cut facets. These large, polished

anes emphasize the gem's clarity and

•eat size. "It is an example of the lapi-

iry art taken to extreme," Harlow says,

[t gives an idea of what is possible."

MarshallSchwartzman

The price of looking it up just went way down!
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70%—or $50—markdown from the original price! Now. you

can bring this widely respected reference into your home, office, or

classroom. And just look at what the Webster's contains:

• Over 320,000 Words
• More than 3,000 Illustrations

• 19 Encyclopedic Supplements
• A Thumb-Indexed Format

This Standard Reference Has Over 320,000 Words

For more than 40 years, the Webster's comprehensiveness has made it

the standard reference. With over 320,000 words and phrases, the

Webster's New Universal Unabridged Dictionary continues that great

tradition. The Webster's defines common and obscure words, words used

in other centuries and words newly created in the sciences and the

humanities.

More Than 3,000 Illustrations

SAVE $50 i

GIANT PANDA (6 ft, long)

The Webster's is strong on visuals, too. Finely detailed pen drawings ap-

pear throughout the text. These illustrations help make the Webster's a

fun, visually exciting learning experience, especially for children.

• 16 pages of full-color Maps
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» Commonly Used Financial and

Commercial Terms
• A Dictionary of Foreign Words

and Phrases

A Tradition of Quality

Concise, correct, complete definitions have

been the hallmark of the Webster's since the

distinguished philologist Noah Webster pub-

lished the first edition in 1806. The Webster
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Wonderful Yarns

Be inspired by 32 color pages full of

unusual hand-dyed yarns, luxurious

silks, mohair, linen, cotton, cashmere,

camelhair. alpaca, ribbons, and natural

Maine Wool. Discover special books,

baskets, buttons, and totes. Browse

with your Yarn Sample Set and enjoy

choosing your next easy-to-knit project

with MARTHA HALL yarns.

Name ^

Address —
City

State

.

Zip-

D SI for 32 page color catalog.

a $10 for 6 card Yarn Sample Set of over2riO

yarns and a bonus Gift Certificate.

MC/VISA/American Express Accepted

MARTHA HALL
4671 Main St., Yarmouth. Maine 04096

207/846-9746

ART&
ARCHEOLOGY
TOUR TO

TIBET
Discover the extraordinary

art, temples and landscapes

of Tibet luitli an expert

Museiini lecturer and a pro-

fessional escort. Explore

ijiasa and Shigatse in Tibet,

'^"len Guiliti. Guangzhou,

ifhangbai, Xinn and Beijing.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at ~9th Si.

Ne\\ ^ork. NY 1(»24

(800) 462-TOUR
(212) 873-1440. (212) "99

''l
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CHARTERS

TURKEY
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AEGEAN

Cruise the exotic Hirkish coast

and ttie islands of the Aegean. . .
Enjoy

the beauty and explore history

and culture in total comfort aboard a

professionally-crewed sailing yacht.

Let Ventura arrange a vacation you'll

always remember For complete
information, call:

VENTURA YACHTS
Sand's Point Seaplane Base
Port Washington, NY 110.50

TOLL-FREE 1-800-645-6308
(In New York, 516-944-8415) ^^jg:^

CHINA
TIBET & ORIENT
EXPERIENCE THE
UNUSUAL & EXCITING

1986 Exclusive tours Include:

ARCHAEOLOGY (21 Days)

GOURMET TOUR (23 Days)

WATER FESTIVAL (23 Days)

SILK ROUTE (21 Days)

5 TIBET ITINERARIES

featuring Nepal and

Kathmandu
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gSlilllja Museum of

Discovery Tours

• Fascinating destinations

• Distinguished Museum lecturers

• Congenial companions

• Meticulous travel arrangements

call or write tor detailed itineraries

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79 SI New York, NY 10024

(2121873.1440

BRITAIN'S COASTS
bxplore a Discover

Scenic Footpaths

Fascinating History

Wilt) Moors, Birds, Flowers

J^M • Delightful Inns

Small guided groups, easy walking lours Phone
or write for free descriptive color brochure

BRITISH COASTAL TRAILS Inc. To/. 203329.7612
79-J Counliy Club Rd, Stamford, CT 06903

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonaction.
All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll
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UNION CITY. NEW JERSEY 07087-0195
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At the

American
Museum
Black History Month

In honor of Black History Month, mu-

sical performances, films, and slide shows

will take place throughout the month of

February. Demonstrations of Afro-Carib-

bean healing, American gospel and rag-

time music, African carving, weaving,

folktales, traditional instruments, and

much more will be included in this month-

long celebration. For a free listing of

events call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514 or

write: Black History Month, Department

of Education, American Museum of Nat-

ural History, 79th Street at Central Park

West, New York, N.Y. 10024.

Human Origins

At the age of six months, Richard Lea-

key was taken on his first anthropological

expedition. He has been involved in the

search for our human origins ever since.

Among his well-known discoveries are a 2

million-year-old skeleton of Homo habilis

and a 1.6 million-year-old skeleton of

Homo erectus. On Monday, February 1 0,

at 6:00 p.m. and 8:30 p.m. Leakey will dis-

cuss some of the many fossils he has found

along the shores of Lake Turkana in the

African Rift Valley and the controversies

that have arisen concerning the interpre-

tation of the fossil record. The lectures

will be held in the Main Auditorium.

They are $6.00 for members and $9.00 for

nonmembers. Tickets must be ordered in

advance. For additional information call

(212) 873-1327.

Family Film Festival

In cooperation with the Museum, the

Media Center for Children will present

two days of children's films. This free

event will be held in the Kaufmann The-

ater on Saturday, February 15, and Sun-

day, February 16; the program is the same
each day. Screenings will run from 10:00

A.M. to 5:00 P.M. and will feature the fol-

lowing:

10:00 A.M. Histories: Actual and Mythi-
cal

11:00 A.M. Transportation: Usual and
Unusual

12:45 P.M. Animals: Stories and Docu-
mentaries

2:15 P.M. Folktales: From Near and Far
Away

For additional information call (212) 873-

1300, ext. 559.

The Call of the Loon
To the Cree Indians, the loon was

known as the Spirit of the Northern Wa-
ters. The Ojibways called it the most

handsome of birds. To the Chipewyans,

the loon's call was an omen of death. This

large, sleek bird of the north country

seems to wail, yodel, hoot, mew, and

laugh. In a slide-show program on Satur-

day, February 22, at 11:00 a.m. and 1:00

P.M., Scott Sutcliffe will play recordings

of loon calls and discuss the breeding hab-

its and conservation of these spectacular

birds. This free program will take place in

the Kaufmann Theater and is open only to

members. Tickets must be ordered in ad-

vance. For additional information call

(212)873-1327.

Oassical Dances of India

On Wednesday, February 26, dancers

Indrani and Sukyana will present four

styles of Indian classical dance in the

Main Auditorium. Indrani and Sukyana
are the daughter and granddaughter of

Ragini Devi, the famous dancer and pio-

neer of India's dance revival. The pro-

gram will begin at 7:00 p.m. in the Main
Auditorium. It is free, and seating is on a

first-come, first-served basis. For addi-

tional information call (212) 873-1327,

ext. 559.

At the Planetarium

The Muppets have returned to the Sky
Theater to take preschoolers on a journey

to explore rainbows, sunsets, and distant

stars. In Wonderful Sky, images of Big

Bird, Cookie Monster, Grover, and other

favorite Sesame Street Muppets encour-

age children to sing along as they learn

about weather and the sky. Wonderful

Sky will take place on the first Saturday

of every month through June 7. Reserva-

tions are recommended. For information

call (212) 873-5714.

Courses in the Spring

The Department of Education's spring

lectures, workshops, and local field trips

begin in late February. Several of the

many courses offered this season include

Archeology ofthe British Isles, Ancestors

Revisited, Greek Civilization and Asia,

Sex and Gender, Ethnic Communities in

New York, and Navajo Weaving. For a

free brochure call (212) 873-7507 or

write: Department of Education, Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History, 79th

Street at Central Park West, New York,

N.Y. 10024.

J
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Umbrella leafis one ofthe many plants growing in Panther Creek Cove

that have counterparts in eastern Asia.
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Panther Creek Cove, Georgia
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

"Mixed mesophytic" forests—moist,

shaded forests with a mixture of trees,

mostly hardwoods—are the dominant for-

ests in the southeastern United States.

Some of the best are found in the southern

Appalachian Mountains, located in steep,

shaded ravines known as coves. The ample

moisture and rich, fertile soil of the coves

support a lush growth of trees, shrubs,

wildflowers, and ferns. Recently I ven-

tured into one of these coves on a visit to

the mountains of northern Georgia, near

the eastern edge of Chattahoochee Na-

tional Forest. Here a picturesque moun-

tain stream known as Panther Creek

snakes its way between alternating ridges

and ravines. By hiking the ridge from the

summit of Black Mountain toward Pan-

ther Creek, I was able to sample the mag-

nificent forest of Panther Creek Cove, one

of several coves in the immediate area.

The ravines drop off abruptly on either

side of the ridge, but by clinging to the

standing vegetation one can reach the

cove, which is not easily accessible from

other directions.

Oaks, hickories, and pines cover the dr)'

ridge, a solid mass of green from spring

until fall, when the brilliant red of the

scarlet oak and the golden tones of the

black oak contrast with the green needles

of the yellow, table mountain, and pitch

pines. In some places, a dense under-

growth of shrubby pink rhododendron and

mountain laurel makes hiking difficult,

but a few feet down from the ridgetop.

these plants disappear as the increasing

shade favors the growth of carpets of

maidenhair and broad beech fern. Lico-

rice-scented sweet cicely, blue-berried co-

hosh, and doll's-eyes (named for its white,

glasslike fruits) poke through the fern

layer in great numbers, .'^bove the ferns

and wildflowers rises an abundance of

flowering dogwoods and pawpaws. High

overhead, beech, tulip poplar, white bass-

wood, sweet buckeye, red maple, and

some two dozen other tree species form a

canopy so dense that little sunlight pene-

trates to the forest floor, even at midday.

Some of the trees are of e.xceptional size,

soaring well above one hundred feet.

Here and there the forest floor is lit-

tered wiih the half-decayed, moss-covered



Panther Creek Cove

For visitor information, contact:

Forest Supervisor

Chattahoochee National Forest

601 Broad Street SE
Gainesville, Georgia 30501

(404)536-0541

trunks of trees struck down by lightning or

old age. Occasional boulders provide crev-

ices for wildflowers such as the leathery-

leaved hepatica and the dainty bishop's-

cap, whh its snowflake-shaped petals.

Walking fern sends its slender-tipped

leaves out across the rock surfaces.

Deeper into Panther Creek Cove, the

vegetation becomes even more lush. The
maplelike leaves of the Canadian water-

leaf seem to be everywhere, and at one

place, an acre is solid with the arching,

verdant fronds of glade fern.

On my visit to Panther Creek Cove, as I

neared the foot of the ravine, just where

the cove bottoms out into the flat flood

plain adjacent to the creek, I came upon a

vine with red-tinted flowers that I couldn't

identify at first glance. It was the climbing

schisandra. An uncommon vine related to

magnolias, the climbing schisandra's

nearest relatives live in China, Japan, and
the Himalayas. It is one of many plants

living in the Appalachian coves that have

close relatives in eastern Asia. The red

maple has a counterpart in Japan, and the

sweet buckeye is closely related to a Hi-

malayan buckeye. There are only two
kinds of tulip poplars in the world, the tall,

stately species of the eastern United

States and a similar one in central China
Similarly, the white-flowered silverbell, a

plant generally restricted to Appalachia,
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resembles the Macgregor's silverbell of

central China.

The list of comparable species in the

Appalachians and eastern Asia extends

over many genera and includes magnolias,

sweet gums, dogwoods, wild hydrangeas,

blue cohoshes, horse sugars. May apples,

and ginsengs. Ginseng, whose root is

highly prized in the Orient, is a story in

itself: Natural History readers may recall

that two hundred years ago, the first

American ship to trade with China sailed

to the East with thirty tons of ginseng

collected in the wilds of Virginia and

Pennsylvania (see "Yankee Doodle Went
to Canton," February 1984). The parallels

between the two regions can also be de-

scribed in broader terms: the trees that

make up the forests are almost all decidu-

ous, the wildflowers usually have stoi

rootstocks, and the forests develop o

mountainsides that have dense shade an

rich soils.

Ever since 1790, when the Italian boti

nist Luigi Castiglioni first noted the siml

larity between the flora of the eastei

United States and that of eastern Asi;

many diverse theories have been offere

to explain the origin of these separate!

floras. Hui-Lin Li, a botanist at the Ur

versity of Pennsylvania's Morris Arb
return, and one familiar with the floras i

both continents, proposes that both ai;

remnants of a great, moist forest that e
|

tended over all the Northern Hemisphe-

and arctic region during the Tertiar

some fifty million years ago. Geologic

changes, including mountain uplifting

climatic variations, and glaciation, ha'

altered the flora of many lands in tl

Northern Hemisphere. But the Appal

chians and central China, which occur

the same latitudes, are both geological

very old, and they have remained rel

lively stable for the past several hundrs

million years.

The species of the two areas are n

identical, as we would expect given the

long isolation. But the visitor explorii

Panther Creek Cove may pause to refle

that a similar cove, with magnolic

silverbells, tulip poplars, climbing scl

sandras, and May apples, exists sorr

where halfway around the world.

"This Land" highlights the biologic

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national fc

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is disti

guished professor of botany at Southe

Illinois University at Carbondale.

Appalachia's climbing schisandra has relatives in China, Japan, and the Himalayas
\



Enhance ISbur Home with a Lovely Iris . .

.

Portrayed in Beautiful Hand-Painted Porcelain

• Strictly limited to 15,000 worldwide

> Created by the internationally

renownedMaruri Studio

> Portraying all the beauty ofone of
the world's most kgenduryflowers in

hand-paintedporcelain.

All over the world, nature lovers con-

isider the graceful Iris among the loveliest

flower varieties. Each spring thev wait

lanxiously for these lush, purple-blue
'blooms to appear—so they can admire
ithem in the garden and in their homes
llbefore they fade.

Now the stunning beauty of the Iris

bloom can grace your home vear-round

—

in a hand-painted, porcelain masterwork
that will endure for years to come.

A Flower Rich in Heritage

The Iris has always been a favorite of

royalty: poets call it the "fleur de Louis"

orfleur-de-lis after French King Louis VII.

Edward VII added this Iris-like image to

the English coat of arms. In the Orient,

art masterworks from every dynasty pay

tribute to the Iris flower

—

a traditional

symbol of shyness and modesty.

Because of its rich, historical legacs-

and its exquisite beauty, The Hamilton
Collection chose the "Iris" as the pre-

miere offering in an important, new col-

lection oflimited edition sculptures created

to honor legendary flowers.

The original sculpture for "Iris" rep-

resents the work of The Maairi Studio,

which boasts a centuries-old heritage of

excellent craftsmanship. This outstanding

studio earned the coveted commission for

"Iris" because of its artisans' demon-
strated skill in naturalist art.

To create a limited edition which is

totally faithful to nature, Maruri crafted

12 separate molds for the "Iris" sculpture.

After casting, each piece was fired and then

carefully hand-painted in eight separate

colors. The resulting "Iris" sculpture bears

a descriptive bottomstamp and will be

accompanied by a numbered Certificate

of Authenticitv, attesting to its status as

part of the limited edition of 15,000.

"Iris" premieres a collection of hand-

painted figurines that includes the "Lily,"

"Orchid," "Lotus," "Poppv," "Cherry
Blossom," "Wisteria," and "Chinese
Peony." Subscribers to "Iris" will receive

the succeeding seven issues in the collec-

tion at intervals of approximateh' two

months.

Furthermore, the guaranteed issue

price for each sculpture is just $55.00

—

which is about half the $100 that such

masterworks would likely cost in retail

stores. This price is payable in two con-

venient installments, with the first due

prior to shipment, and an invoice for the

second installment accompanying
shipment.

Better yet, vou mav order "Iris" and

each succeeding scTilpture at no risk under

the terms of The Hamilton Collection

100% Buy-Back Guarantee. Enjoy each for

up to 30 days before deciding whether to

keep it. Ifyou should return one, you will

receive a full refund of all you hax'c paid

for it, releasing vour series rights for avail-

ability to another collector

Because of the elegance of this orig-

inal "Iris" art masterwork, the superb

reputation of Maruri and the figurines

exceedingly affordable price, a .sell-out for

this first issue could occur relatively quickJ}'.

Therefore, we cannot guarantee this offer

after the final date shown in the Reser-

vation Form. To a\'oid disappointment,

order today.

FINAL POSTMARK DATE:

February 28, 1986

Limit: One collection per subscriber

Please enter my subscription resen'ation tor the

Lajeiidary Flon'm Figurine Collection, begin-

ning with "Iris," and comprising eight hand-
painted, porcelain figurines—each strictiv

limited to 15,000 worlilwide. The original issue

price for each is S55,00 (plus S2.14 postage

and handling) payable in two equal install-

ments. Sculptures will become available for

shipment every v\\o months. 7 1 290

1 prefer to pa\- my initial installment for "Iris"

as follows:

n With this form. I enclose m\' initial pa\

ment of S28.57* by check or money order.

By credit card. Charge S28.57* ro ni\- credit

card as follows (clicclv one onl\-):

DMastcrCaal [H Dmers Cliib DVisa
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The Natural Moment.

Water Pick
Photographer J eft Rotmaii stepped oft' a beach on the Red

Sea and almost immediately came upon a reef that looked to

him like an underwater equivalent of the front porch of a general

store Tucked into the cracks and crevices of the reef were little

holes, and hned up around them were queues of fish—especially

moray eels—that appeared to be socializmg Rotman descended

to within a couple of feet of a big moray for a closer look. The

moray was perhaps six feet long and as thick as a man's thigh: its

jaws appeared to be bone-crushingly strong Morays are sharp-

eyed predators that use their tubular "nostrils' to sinft out food

This one, though, was taking a break from the hunt. Around its

head darted a pair of wrasse—a species of cleaner fish—which

were picking worms, fungus, and the like from the moray's head,

body, and gills.

rhe eel remained motionless while the cleaner fish darted and

nibbled next to its sharp teeth. Although Rotman knew better

than to attribute human emotions to animals, he found it hard

not to interpret this eel's expression as one of deep contentment.

The kind of symbiosis he was watching is as close as animals can

get to a free lunch By sitting quietly while the wrasse worked,

the moray got rid of a load of annoying and unhealthy parasites;

the wrasse, in turn, got a hearty meal,

Morays, however, are at some risk when they take it so easy

In certain areas of the Red Sea there is a fish, known as the

sabre-toothed blenny, that looks like a kissing cousin of the

wrasse but preys on moray eels. An unsuspecting moray heads
for a spot in a reef where it knows cleaner fish like to hang out.

Settling in to be spruced up by what it assumes to be a wrasse, it

may be attacked by a blenny Chomp goes the blenny Biting oft"

a piece of the moray's lower lip and then rapidly swimming
away, the blenny teaches the eel that nothing is really free.

Charles C Mann

Photograph by Jeff Rotman
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Authors

When research on five monkey spe-

cies in Peru's Manu National Park sug-

gested that competition over food af-

fected other aspects of monkey social

behavior, Charles H. Janson (page 44).

now an assistant professor in the Depart-

ment of Ecology and Evolution at the

State University of New York at Stony

Brook, decided to explore those relation-

ships in depth. He focused on the white-

fronted and brown capuchins and found

that, despite their close genetic relation-

ship, the two differed considerably in

their mating, fighting, and other interac-

tions. When organizing and interpreting

his observations, Janson drew on the

comparative studies compiled in Pri-

mate Ecology: Studies of Feeding and
Ranging Behaviour in Lemurs, Mon-
keys, and Apes, edited by T.H. Clutton-

Brock (New York: Academic Press,

1977). Janson was also influenced by an

article by Richard W. Wrangham that

emphasized the importance of food-

patch size in predicting the degree of co-

operation between members of a pri-

mate group ("An Ecological Model of

Female-Bonded Primate Groups," in

Behaviour, vol. 75, 1980, pp. 263-99).

Janson has two current research inter-

ests: the patterns of territory use by ca-

puchins and the evolution of seed dis-

persal by vertebrates.

For the past twenty years, British-

born Ian Strange (page 54) has made the

Falkland Islands his home. A naturalist,

conservationist, and wildlife artist,

Strange is an adviser to the government

of the Falklands on wildlife and environ-

mental issues and also serves as Crown

Agent Stamp Designer. The Johnny

Rook first captured his attention in the

mid-1960s, during a survey of remote is-

lands in the Falklands group. His eco-

logical study of this raptor, the first ever

undertaken, has most recently been sup-

ported by an award from the National

Geographic Society. Strange has written

four books on the Falklands, including

the richly illustrated Penguin World

(Dodd, Mead, 1981) for adults and

young adults.

The ideal ferret tracker likes camping

in brisk weather (—30° F), burning the

midnight oil (ferrets are nocturnal), and

riding in well-ventilated vehicles (backs

of pickup trucks). Louise Richardson

(page 68) has covered a lot of northwest-

ern Wyoming under those conditions,

and she has the credentials: a master's

degree from the Yale School of Forestry

and Environmental Studies and e.xperi-

ence as a teacher of mountaineering and

wilderness skills. If the black-footed fer-

rets are rescued from extinction, much
credit will be due to field scientists like

Richardson who have gathered a fund of

knowledge on the ferret's natural his-

tory. She is currently working on a guide

to snow tracking Rocky Mountain

mammals.

Jeff Rotman ("The Natural Mo-

ment," page 102) has been an underwa-

ter photographer for ten of his thirty-six

years. His portrait of a moray eel, made

in January 1984, was shot off the tip ol

the Sinai Peninsula in the Red Sea

Rotman shot the picture with a Nikon F
2A in an aluminum underwater housing

with a synchronous flash timed to l/6(

of a second. Despite its fearsome reputa

tion, this eel rested peacefully whih T

Rotman fiddled with his lens. Rotman'

recent book of photographs, Undersec] \

Life (Stewart, Tabori, and Chang, 1985 !

features his work in the Red Sea.
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Seat belts save lives.
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In Markesan, Wisconsin,
there's a doctor who still practices

a rare art: The house call.

And what makes his visits

truly remarkable is the fact that

Dr. Alan Lippart routinely drives

through some of the worst weather
conditions imaginable to respond
to an emergency

How does he do it? In a Subaru
"On Demand" '"Four Wheel Drive
Wagon.

As Dr. Lippart says,"the

residents in the Markesan area
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on my Subaru to get me through
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"Moreover, there's ample cargo
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ago, Dodge Caravan
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like it. No other vehicle
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and rain. And no other

vehicle like it offers a
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mile Protection Plan*

Which means Caravan is

still at the head of its

class.
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A Marsupial Idenrified

Edmund Lear's painting on Natural

History s December 1985 cover is labeled

an "unidentified marsupial." The animal

is known as a Parma wallaby {Macropus

parma). as might have been ascertained

by consulting the Museum's Mammology
Department. The twentieth-century name

for the viverrid on pages 66-67 is

Mandinia binotata.

Marie A. Lawrence
American Museum ofNatural History

Rituals of Pleasure

I would not quibble with Raymond
Sokolov when, in "Tofu or Not Tofu" ("A
Matter of Taste," December 1985), he

defends the acknowledged wastefulness of

meat consumption by pointing out that

"our taste in food helps us define our-

selves" and provides a ritual of familiar

pleasure that is salutary. Sokolov notes

correctly that reducing such waste in our

own society will not necessarily translate

into heightened protein production for

others that happen to be on the brink of

starvation.

But when he goes on to assert that "the

best policy in agriculture is the one that

attempts to supply people with as much of

what they want as is humanly possible,"

he carries his point too far. One must

4 Natural History 3/86

recall that probably a number of plant and

animal species are being rendered extinct

in Central America right now as a direct

consequence of our country's desire for

whopping quantities of beef. We will

never know when we might have a strong

need for one of these vanishing species.

Daniel Shively

Indiana, Pennsylvania

Sokolov's most outrageous comment is

that because food gives us rituals of plea-

sure, giving up meat would mean giving

up pleasure as most people define it.

Acknowledging the problems created by

meat eating, he reminds us that thrift and

a sensible use of the world's food resources

aren't the only virtues in life. That may be

so, but they certainly beat selfishness and

gluttony by a long shot.

Jane Cartmill

Encinitas, California

Crayfish: Tyrant or Prude?

Is the rusty crayfish a "Lake-Bottom

Tyrant" {Natural History, August 1985)

or a platonic vagabond? Drs. Lodge,

Beckel, and Magnuson, in describing the

rusty crayfish's advance through the lakes

and streams of Michigan, Minnesota,

Wisconsin, and Ontario, characterized the

species as one that aggressively clawed its

way to the top of the food chain. The
authors' depiction of the devastation the

rusty has wreaked is accurate, but I be-

lieve they were less than objective in their

evaluation of the mechanisms responsible

for the intruder's rise to ecological promi-

nence. The authors contend that adult and

juvenile rustics are more aggressive than

other species of crayfish, and that this

pugnacity translates into competitive su-

periority and. eventually, the replacement

of meeker species.

This hypothesis has not been substanti-

ated. In fact, juvenile crayfish are signifi-

cantly less aggressive than adults and
rarely interact antagonistically; adult ag-

gression is more size-specific than species-

specific; and any conclusions concerning

the impact of aggression on competitive

abilities and predator avoidance are

largely speculative.

The strongest evidence to date suggests

that the advance of the rusty crayfish is

due to its provincial sexual preferences

and its association with more "sexually

liberated" species. The authors suggest

that frequent matings between crayfish

species may be an important factor in spe-

cies replacement because such unions

may produce infertile hybrid offspring.

Interspecific matings do indeed lead to

reduced numbers of young, but it has yet

to be determined whether these offspring

are infertile. Rusty crayfish do not (as the

authors state) misidentify mates more of-

ten than other crayfish; they are much
better than their neighbors at recognizing

mates of the same species. Whereas the

male rusty's predilection for female

rustles results in higher relative reproduc-

tive rates, other, less discriminating spe-

cies waste a large part of their reproduc-

tive allotment on unsuccessful inter

specific matings. Thus, the irrepressible

rusty crayfish is less a tyrant than a stal-

wart prude.

Mark J. Butler

Florida State University

Tallahassee. Florida

The author replies:

Mark Butler is correct in pointing out

that there are conflicting findings regard-

ing competition and reproductive isola-

tion. It is not, however, clear whether the

contradictory findings result from poorly

designed experiments or from real differ-

ences in species, populations, or ecosys-

tems.

We did not attempt comprehensive cov-

erage of the interaction of Orconectes

rusticus with all other crayfish species in

all places. Butler extrapolates too readily

from other sites and species to the three

Orconectes congeners in northern Wiscon-

sin, but he is helpful in pointing out in-

stances where the speculative nature of

our article was perhaps not adequately

conveyed.

We do not intend to suggest compe
tition is the only important factor in the

replacement of congeners by O. rusticus.

In fact, we emphasized the importance of

the interaction of competition, predation

and reproductive interference.

David M. Lodge
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Territory Folks
In Bolivia, Indians and ranchers maintain an uneasy alliance againstfarming interests

by Allyn MacLean Stearman

Rising out of a marsh in Bolivia's Beni

Department is an old Indian burial

mound. It is one of hundreds built centu-

ries ago by the Moxos people, who at one

time dominated large areas of the region.

Like so many Native Americans, the

Moxos gradually gave up their lands when

settlers moved into their territory. Today,

the mound is inhabited by the Siriono In-

dians, who call their village Ibiato, "the

place of high ground."

Until relatively recently, the Siriono

were nomadic, hunting and gathering in

the forests to the east of Ibiato, near the

Brazilian border. The 1930s brought two

kinds of disruption, however: confronta-

tions with frontiersmen trying to gain a

foothold in the wilderness where the Indi-

ans hunted, and raids by a hostile indige-

nous group to the south, who took captive

Siriono as slaves. To protect the frontiers-

men, the Bolivian military set up pacifica-

tion camps where the Siriono were to be

"civilized." At the same time, both Catho-

lics and Protestants established missions

to offer the Siriono alternatives to the ex-

cesses of the military camps. Ibiato was

originally a Pentecostal mission, founded

to encourage the Siriono to become settled

horticulturalists. Ironically, the expan-

sionism that forced the Siriono out of their

homeland was not followed by a signifi-

cant influx of nonindigenous people.

Well into the 1940s, small bands of

Siriono vacillated between hunting and
gathering and seeking refuge at missions

and camps. Ultimately, most gave up the

struggle, realizing that their former way
of life was no longer possible. But the

safety of a sedentary existence cam.e at no

small cost. Confined in settlements, sul'>-

jected to forced labor, and exposed to in-

fectious diseases, the Siriono perished in

great numbers. Perhaps 3,000 to 5,000

6 Natural History 3/86

Siriono once ranged the Bolivian low-

lands, but only about 500 are alive today.

Many have traded their language and cul-

ture for the European customs of the na-

tional society. Against all odds, however,

the 267 Siriono of Ibiato have survived the

turmoil intact. While other villages suc-

cumbed to assimilation, Ibiato alone kept

its language and cultural heritage, its

Siriono flavor and life style.

The central part of the Beni Depart-

ment, where Ibiato is located, consists pri-

marily of thousands of acres of tall grass.

During the rainy season, rivers and

streams overflow onto the flat savanna,

creating immense grass lakes. The forest,

where slash-and-burn horticulture is feasi-

ble, is limited to small hammocks, or islas

(islands), and to narrow bands running

along the edges of waterways. Because of

the threat of flooding and the extensive

expanses of natural grass, almost all of the

territory has been devoted to cattle ranch-

ing for centuries, and it remains sparsely

populated.

The 15,000 or so acres of mission land

the Siriono lay claim to include both forest

and pasture, neither of which they use in

ways consistent with local practices. Al-

though the Indians do not yet hold legal

title to this property, their tenure at the

former mission is well estabhshed and the

issue of ownership is rarely raised. Rather,

the ranchers and other local people com-

plain that the Siriono do not make "good

use" of their land because they neither

farm it intensively nor keep large herds of

cattle. More than fifty years after expo-

sure to horticulture, the Siriono remain

unenthusiastic farmers, each man rarely

planting more than a couple of acres of

rice and corn a year. Only a few of the

villagers own cattle, which are usually sold

or consumed before they produce off-

Joe LeMonnier

Grassland

Forest

: Traditional Siriono' Homelan
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The Siriono: A
The Siriono Indians of lowland Bolivia

were a little-known group of foragers who

gained international notoriety through the

anthropological work of the late Allan

Holmberg. As a young graduate student at

Yale University in search of a dissertation

topic, Holmberg was encouraged by ex-

plorer-ethnographer Alfred Metraux to

carry out fieldwork among the Siriono In-

dians. In the 1930s, during one of his expe-

ditions, Metraux spent time at a Siriono

camp and considered them to be one of the

most primitive groups in South America.

Holmberg's research in 1941-42 con-

firmed Metraux's observations: the Siriono

had no means of making fire; they had no

domestic animals, not even the dog; their

shelters were little more than piles of palm

Qassic Case
fronds; they did not construct watercraft;

they did not v/ork stone, bone, or hides; and

they had no religious or medical special-

ists. The results of Holmberg's ethno-

graphic analysis were published in 1950 by

the Smithsonian Institution as Nomads of

the Long Bow, but the book gained an even

wider readership when it was reissued in

1969 in paperback by the American Mu-

seum of Natural History Press. It has

again been reprinted by Waveland Press,

making it one of the longest-running and

most widely read ethnographic accounts in

anthropology In 1984, forty-three years

after Holmberg's original research, I trav-

eled to lowland Bolivia to determine what

had become of the Siriono.

A. MacL. S.

spring. The missionaries, who left Ibiato

more than twenty years ago, encouraged

the Siriono to begin a communal herd, but

because of harvesting, it has now dwin-

dled to just a few animals. With plentiful

game, the Siriono see no reason to stock-

pile meat in the form of a cattle herd.

Hunting continues to provide each

Siriono family with meat an average of

four days a week, and the gathering of

traditional wild foods insures a variety of

nutrients in the Siriono diet. Many native

peoples who give up foraging find that the

change brings a marginal existence. This

is true of the Trinitarios, Ignacianos,

Chimanes, and other Indians who use

slash-and-burn methods to grow rice, com,

plantains, and manioc in the western part

of Beni Department, which contains nu-

merous forested areas interspersed among
the savannas. These indigenous groups

now form part of the lowland Bolivian

peasantry that subsists primarily on pro-

duce from their homesteads. Protein defi-

ciency is common among these people be-

cause their diets include neither proper

combinations of vegetable proteins nor ad-

equate amounts of animal protein. Do-

mestic animals such as pigs, chickens, and

ducks can be found on most small farms,

but since they compete with humans for

food, not enough are raised to furnish con-

sistent supplies of meat. The Siriono, by

contrast, do not suffer the dietary defi-

ciencies that debilitate other lowland

peasant groups.

Surprisingly, the hunting-based village

of Ibiato has remained stable for more
than fifty years. Normally, when villagers

depend on wild animals for protein, they

gradually exhaust the local game re-

sources and have to move elsewhere. Stud-

ies in the Amazon area have shown that

hunting-based villages remain stable for at

most twenty years, usually less. Typically,

hunters venture out from the settlement,

taking game as it is encountered. Over the

years, they must go farther and farther

afield until the most expedient adjustment

is simply to move the village. The Siriono,

however, have not experienced this prob-

lem. Fortuitous circumstances have al-

lowed them to have the best of both

worlds: a permanent community as well as

continued hunting success.

In the western part of the Beni, many

native groups have been forced to settle in

a limited territory, creating competition

for game resources. The Siriono, however,

are the only indigenous peasantry in their

locality. Their immediate neighbors are

ranchers, many of whom are absentee

owners who hire overseers to take care of

daily routines. A cattle ranch employs

only a handful of people: the overseer

(mayordomo), a few cowboys {vaqueros),
Raymond Crist

and their wives, who do the cooking and

washing. Tradition requires that in addi-

tion to their salary, ranch hands receive a

monthly ration of such items as kerosene,

flour, sugar, lard, rice, and beef. At least

one cow a month is slaughtered, salted,

and dried for the ranch's employees, mak-

ing it unnecessary for them to hunt. Thus

the Siriono are virtually alone in their pur-

suit of game.

The absence of plow agriculture around

Ibiato has been a major factor in the pres-

ervation of game resources. The natural

pasture and the consistently high prices

for beef have kept ranching more profit-

able than growing crops. The Beni also

lacks all-weather roads, making the mar-

keting of crops a diflficult if not impossible

venture. Cattle, on the other hand, can be

driven to market or, as is now universal,

slaughtered and the caracasses flown by

small plane to market. The value of beef

makes even air transport cost effective,

whereas the same is not true for rice, com,

or any other agricultural product.

Since the pasture is unimproved, con-

sisting only of native grasses that are low

in nutrients, cattle density remains low.

Disease, limited supervision, periodic

flooding, screwworm infestations, preda-

tors, and harvesting also control herd size,

preventing overgrazing or even optimal

use of pastureland. At present, the Beni

maintains less than a third of the 6.5 mil-

lion head of cattle estimated to be its car-

rying capacity. Because domestic mmi-

nants are not overgrazing the savannas,

wild species such as capybara, peccary,

and tapir have more than adequate forage.

Swamp deer or flocks of rheas feeding

beside several head of cattle are common
sights.

Perhaps of greatest significance to con-

!n the 1940s, Siricnb near Ibiato werejust beginning to adopt clothing.
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tinued Siriono hunting success are some

major changes in technology. Dogs are

now used to track game, and bows and

arrows were long ago exchanged for more

effective shotguns or .22-caliber rifles.

While the Siriono's access to more effi-

cient weapons might have contributed to

rapid game depletion and therefore

threatened village stability, it has been

offset by mounted hunting. Their reloca-

tion to an open grassland environment has

given the Siriono the unusual opportunity

to use horses and riding oxen. As mounted

hunters, the Siriono have been able to

extend their hunting range and diversify

their strategies. Although generalized

hunts, in which game was taken indis-

criminately, were the rule in the past,

today, both short- and long-range hunts

occur simultaneously, preventing con-

centrated hunting in any one area.

Most older Siriono men are not accus-

tomed to riding and prefer to hunt on foot.

Some younger men who do not own ani-

mals and must share mounts are also

forced to hunt on foot occasionally. These

unmounted Siriono hunt at close range,

taking smaller, more easily transported

animals such as tortoises, collared pecca-

ries, and agoutis. Those who are mounted

range farther, often traveling for several

days. (The oxen, with their cloven hoofs,

are particularly suited to plodding

through the mud.) With mounts, meat can

be transported back to the village, making

it unnecessary for the entire group to

move to the kill site, as was the case in the

past. Mounted hunters, too, are selective

in the game they take; the time and energy

invested in the hunt means that only larger

animals will be pursued.

A bonus for the Siriono is the opportu-

nity to hunt in territory other than their

own. While mission land more than meets

their need for food crops, it would not

suffice for hunting. Local ranchers still

express many of the old prejudices held

against Indians for generations, but they

see the Siriono as useful in maintaining a

balance between wild and domestic fauna

and so permit them to hunt freely on pri-

vate land. For many of the ranchers, the

Siriono are their "gamekeepers," watch-

ing over the savannas on a regular basis.

Some overseers depend on the Siriono to

report on conditions in remote areas of

rangeland and alert them to the presence

of jaguars or of sick or injured cows.

Although never a serious problem to

ranchers, predators often become a nui-

sance. At these times many of the old

prejudices about Indians work in the

Siriono's favor. In the words of anthropol-

ogist Robin Fox, they have become "pro-

fessional primitives." Ranchers believe

Allyn MacLean Stearman

On the grounds oflbiato's old mission church, Siriono break a young ox for ndi

that the Siriono are naturally adept at

tracking and killing predators such as the

jaguar and puma. When a wildcat begins

killing calves, ranchers commonly seek

out the Siriono to dispose of the predator.

The Siriono's willingness to take on such

hunts, which can be very dangerous, in-

duces the ranchers to allow the Indians on

their land at other times.

If the Siriono are successful in bagging

a predator such as a jaguar, they reap the

additional benefit of having a valuable

hide to trade. While the peasantry earns

very little from crops, which are subject to

wildly fluctuating prices and are expen-

sive and difficult to transport, animal

hides bring in at least a comparable in-

come and can be transported much more

easily. For example, a deer hide weighing

only two to three pounds is equal in value

to about ten pounds of rice or twenty-five

pounds of corn. The Siriono market their

hides through itinerant traders who travel

from one homestead to another, selling

their wares to isolated families who only

rarely make the trip to Trinidad, the capi-

tal of Beni Department. Like most other

Benianos, the Siriono keep abreast of cur-

rent prices for their products by listening

to radio broadcasts. When the trader ar-

rives in Ibiato, the people already have a

good idea of the value of peccary, capy-

bara, caiman, deer, or other skins to be

sold. Their ability to purchase trade goods

by hunting has undoubtedly contributed

to the Siriono's reluctance to spend te-

dious hours in the fields.

Aside from providing meat and cash to

the Siriono, hunting also confers status,

prestige, and a sense of well-being. A man
who is a good hunter receives honor from

his friends, neighbors, and family. Hi

respected as a capable provider and a
]

son of worth. Even today, with attitu

and values from the outside world imp:
i

ing on the residents of Ibiato, it is still :

good hunter who receives the greatest

colades. For this reason as well, the \

traditions continue.

The present equilibrium betw \

ranchers and hunters depends on m
factors, most of which are outside the '

-

trol of either group. It is a fragile sys i

that could easily be destroyed. Popula i

pressures in Bolivia's mountain re a

place agricultural land at a premiurr n

the heavily forested eastern frontier o)

Beni, just as in the western forests, ex

sion is beginning to take its toll on vi n

wilderness. So far, ranchers in the cei J

grassy plain have not yielded to this |

>•

sure, but should plow agriculture anc ic

production of crops begin to take pi :•

dence over cattle, the landscape woul i6

radically altered.

Farming would also bring in more o-

pie, who would compete with the Sii lo

and ultimately kill or drive off the j
le

animals. Under such circumstances le

Siriono could not continue their pn nt

way of life or even prevent their land m

being overrun by squatters. Their gre st

hope for survival may be that, in 'lis

drama at least, the cattlemen will su( -s-

'

fully hold off the sodbusters.

Allyn MacLean Stearman is an assc it(\

professor of anthropology at the Ui
-''''

sity of Central Florida, in Orlando 'i'\

book. No Longer Nomads: The S no.

Revisited, will be published this ye h

Hamilton Press, Lanham, Marylai
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rom the time of George Wash-
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This View of L

On Rereading Edmund Halley
His argument about the earth 's age was not

a battle against religion

by Stephen Jay Gould

I had intended to crown my iconoclasm

by ignoring Mr. Halley in this forum. Ev-

erybody else is writing more than anyone

can bear to read about his nonevent of our

generation. Besides, I'm mad at him. I've

been waiting eagerly all my conscious life

for my one chance to see that damned
thing—and now we unfortunates of the

bright midlatitude cities can expect no

more than a dot in our best binoculars on a

good night.

I was, nonetheless, drawn to this man by

a curious omission or underplaying that I

detected in the flood of articles written

about Halley in the light (hmm!) of his

namesake's return. We are all parochial at

heart and tend to view wide-ranging ge-

niuses like Halley as members of our own
fraternity, even for limited contributions.

1 insist that Thomas Jeff"erson was primar-

ily a paleontologist, and insurance sales-

men surely view Charles Ives as a compa-

triot who occasionally dabbled in com-

position (as they, no doubt, appropriate

Edmund Halley, who devised some of the

first actuarial tables).

In my parish, Edmund Halley ranks as

a geologist who occasionally looked up-

ward. We claim him for a five-page article

published in the Philosophical Transac-

tions of the Royal Society of London. Its

title exhausts a good part of page one: "A
short account of the cause of the saltness

of the ocean, and of the several lakes that

emit no rivers; with a proposal by help

thereof, to discover the age of the world."

In short, Halley wrote one of the finest and

most influential papers with a testable

proposal for that primum desideratum of

our discipline—the earth's age. Moreover,

his method, though ultimately flawed, en-

gendered much fruitful research and was,

before the development of radioactive dat-

ing, among the two or three leading con-

tenders for addressing this fundamental

question.

Yet this paper and its interesting idea,

so central to my profession and its history,

got lost in the popular articles on Halley.

Discover magazine abandoned its tradi-

tion of contemporaneity and named Hal-

ley their scientist of the year—but gave

his geological work less than a paragraph.

Carl Sagan and Ann Druyan's Comet
awarded just a few lines more. John Noble

Wilford's long article in the New York

Times science section (October 29, 1985)

omitted it entirely from a long listing of

Halley's achievements.

This veil of silence forced me back to

my old Xerox of Halley's original, lovingly

made in my graduate student days at the

American Museum of Natural History,

from a beautifully bound set of this oldest

scientific journal in English. I had often

assigned its ofTspring to students but had

not read the original for several years.

Perhaps, if I encountered something in-

triguing, I might actually find a chink of

diff"erence and be able to add, rather than

merely reiterate, if I chose to write about

Halley after all. I plunged in and read with

mounting disappointment. Nothing unre-

membered, nothing unusual. Oh, I did

manage a tiny contribution to the great

issue that seems to obsess press commen-
tators—the spelling and pronunciation of

the man's name. We have been instructed

so often to say "Edmond" (not "Ed-

mund"), that "o" has become an insider's

badge of sophistication. But he is Edmund
in this article (and the indifferent spelling

of Halley's time probably made either

quite acceptable to him). As to the other

vexatious mystery—why Americans, fla-

grantly disregarding one of the few decent

guides that English spelling offers for

pronunciation, insist on calling the man

"Hayley"—I can only conjecture (

many others have) that our minds we;

poisoned by a certain Haley (propei

"Hayley" by virtue of the single "1") w i

made a lot of noise when I was a teen-a{

'

and also called his group the Comets.

Reading long after midnight, I fina

!

came to the last paragraph, having no f \

at all as the clock struck one (and unal

to get that wretched tune out of my hea I

Then I had a moment of discovery, tl

'

one instant in ten thousand that make

scholar's life so exciting, and that justi)|

the enormous tedium and discipline

companying any serious intellectual w.

(Edison's old allocation of effort betw^

perspiration and inspiration is just ab

right—ninety-nine to one). I realized

short, that I, and every other commer

have ever read about Halley's proposal

the earth's age, have interpreted him
[

cisely the wrong way round. I also thir

know why. The difficulty lies not v

anything Halley wrote. His meaning cu

not have been stated more explic

Rather, for concerns of our own, and t

traditional misreading of the histor\

science, we have simply passed over \

ley's own construction and imposed f

preferences upon his reasoning. It' a

damned shame, too—for his intent is t h

interesting and instructive for us toda

Halley's article makes a simple and '-

gant proposal. (The bare bones of -

method have not been misinterpre i.

only Halley's view of its meaning.) f

assumes that the oceans were origin y

fresh and have become progressively n e

salty through an influx of dissolved J-

terials transported by rivers. Since ri 's '

flow in, but nothing flows out, salt r a

accumulate steadily. (Evaporation '-

turns ocean waters to rivers in our hy o-

logic cycle, but evaporated waters k
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fresh and leave their salts behind.) We
usually regard river water as fresh, but

Halley recognized correctly that streams

carry tiny (and untasteable) amounts of

dissolved salts:

But the rivers in their long passage over the

earth do imbibe some of the saline particles

thereof, though in so small a quantity as not

to be perceived, unless in these their deposi-

tories [that is, lakes and oceans] over a long

tract of time.

Halley recognized that this argument

for the source of oceanic salt suffered one

grave methodological defect. The world

ocean is a sample of one. How can the

ocean, by itself, prove the general proposi-

tion that basins with riverine inlets, but no

outlets, become progressively more salty

with time? Perhaps the ocean is just a

special case proving nothing but its in-

dividuality, not the largest representative

of a general process.

The cleverness of Halley's argument

lies in his recognition that lakes, properly

classified and divided, serve as smaller

systems representing the same process he

proposed for oceans. So he sorted large

lakes into those—most of them—that

have both inlets and outlets, and the few

that, like the oceans, receive waters from

rivers but permit no exit beyond evapora-

tion.

He could find only four in this second

category comparable with oceans—the

Caspian Sea, the "Mare Mortuum"
(Dead Sea), "the lake on which stands the

City of Mexico," and Titicaca in Peru. All

are salt to varying degrees, while all fresh-

water lakes fell into his first category. Hal-

ley's taxonomy of lakes had confirmed his

theory for the origin of salt in oceans—

a

fine example of the methodological prin-

ciple that sample sizes can often be in-

creased only by recognizing proper ana-

logues in other classes of objects.

Halley now felt ready to advance his

argument for the age of the earth (or at

least for its oceans):

Now if this be the true reason of the saltness

of these lakes, 'tis not improbable but that

the ocean it self is become salt from the

same cause, and we are thereby furnished

with an argument for estimating the dura-

tion of all things, from an observation of the

increment of saltness in their waters.

If we could measure the salinity of mod-
ern oceans, then determine the amount of

salt brought in by rivers each year, we
could extrapolate back to an initial time of

no salt at all and estimate the age of the

oceans. Halley recognized that his method
required a set of simplifying assumptions

that might not be strictly true—rough

constancy of annual influx, no appreciable

16 Natural History 3/86

loss of salt in buried sediments, for exam-

ple. But he felt that his method might give

a reasonable first-order estimate.

Halley, who had such a keen sense of

what was doable and what merely think-

able, realized that he could not hope to

measure the annual influx accurately

—

too much variation among too many rivers

and probably too small a total compared

with the amount of salt now in the oceans.

But we could, for the benefit of posterity,

make accurate measurements of salt now

in oceans and lakes; for, a few centuries

hence, the total increase should be palpa-

ble enough to permit a good estimate of

average annual increment. Halley ad-

vised:

This argument can be of no use to ourselves,

it requiring very great intervals of time to

come to our conclusion .... I recommend it

therefore to the ' Society, as opportunity

shall offer, to procure the experiments to be

made of the present degree of saltness of

the ocean, and of as many of these lakes as

can be come at, that they may stand upon

record for the benefit of future ages.

The geological literature contains a

"standard" interpretation of Halley's con-

tribution. It points out, first of all and

quite correctly, that Halley's method was

wrong—a good try to be sure, but ulti-

mately based on a false prem.ise. Halley

assumed that since salt entered the oceans

every year, yet the sea was not saturated

(as the greater salinity of the Dead Sea

attested), newly entering salt must be

added to the amount already present. But

many of nature's cycles are maintained in

dynamic balance between influxes and

outflows, long before most components

reach some theoretically maximal level.

Our atmosphere could maintain a lot

more carbon dioxide, but until we began

messing with an old balance by burning

massive amounts of fossil fuel, carbon di-

oxide had remained relatively steady at

percentages much smaller than the atmo-

sphere can hold (as we may discover to our

great sorrow if current rises lead to a run-

away greenhouse effect).

Most components of the atmosphere

and ocean are in such dynamic balance on

our ancient earth. (In a sense, they almost

have to be, for the earth is so old that any

directional increment, however small,

would lead to saturation in a fraction of

historical time.) Oceanic salt persists at its

current level in such a dynamic balance,

or steady state, between influx from rivers

and numerous processes, including burial

in sediments and biological uses, that con-

stantly remove about the same amount
that enters. Perhaps, right at the begin-

ning of things, an originally fresh ocean

accumulated salt in Halley's manner. But

that process of initial increase ended long

ago, and Halley's method cannot reach so

far back into the abyss of time.

This usual presentation of Halley's cru-

cial error is then balanced in traditional

accounts by warm praise—for two main

reasons. First, Halley wins kudos for mak-

ing the first serious quantitative proposal

to determine the earth's age. Moreover,

though Halley felt that he could not apply

the method himself, his suggestions were

followed by later scientists, particularly

toward the end of the nineteenth century

by the great Irish geologist John Joly who

used the accumulation of salt to propose a

date of 100 million years for the earth.

Although we now recognize Joly's esti-

mate as vastly too small—the earth is

some 4.5 billion years old—his work rep-

resented a great advance on previous spec-

ulative traditions that had led to little but

hot air and had rarely dared to imagine

dates even so old as Joly's.

Secondly, Halley has been proclaimed

a hero in the false view of history that sees

light and truth locked in perpetual war-

fare with religion. Halley does begin his

article by rejecting a literal interpretation

of Genesis for the earth's age. He accepts,

because scripture so states, that humans

have lived on earth for some 6,000 years

but denies a creation of all things just five

days before:

Whereas we are there told that the forma-

tion of man was the last act of the creator,

'tis no where revealed in scripture how long

the earth had existed before this last cre-

ation, nor how long those five days that

proceeded it may be to be accounted; since

we are elsewhere told, that in respect of the

almighty a thousand years is as one day,

being equally no part of eternity; nor can it

well be conceived how those days should be

to be understood of natural days, since they

are mentioned as measures of time before

the creation of the sun, which was not till

the fourth day.

But Halley writes these lines as a liberal

theist, not as a scientist engaged in a con-

scious battle with religion. The word sci-

entist didn't exist in Halley's day, and

close ties between rational science and

sensible religion were sought by nearly all

scholars engaged in work that we would

now call scientific. Halley, in other words,

speaks here for the liberal consensus of

nonliteral interpretation.

The traditional literature usually unites

these themes of praise in a single phrase:

Halley ranks with the heroes of geology

because his method, though flawed, does

provide a minimal estimate of the earth's

age (the time of accumulation before

oceans reached steady-state). The Dis-

cover man-of-the-year article concludes:

"His effort was useful because, in arriving
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at a minimum age for the earth, it inspired

others to look for better geological

clocks."

And so I have always read, and taught,

Halley's argument for the earth's age—as

a minimal estimate proposed to burst the

bonds of a biblical literalism that made

science impossible because ordinary

causes could not produce the geological

work required in but a few thousand years.

And so I read it again last week—until I

came to the last paragraph. Here Halley

conveys one of the most important and

subtle points of good scientific method-

ology—a lesson that ranks above all others

in rules of procedure that must be pur-

veyed to advanced students beginning

their own careers in independent research.

In complex historical sciences like geol-

ogy, few situations can be as well con-

trolled as ideal laboratory experiments.

Biases are unavoidably and intrinsically

contained within available data. Since

these biases cannot always be removed,

researchers must follow one cardinal

rule—they must be sure that recognized

biases lie in a direction that will make
confirmation of their hypothesis less likely

(for if sources of bias tend to support fa-

vored views, how can you know whether a

positive result records a preferred ex-

planation or simply the inherent bias).

Halley begins the last paragraph by ad-

mitting a bias that he cannot correct:

If it be objected that the water of the ocean,

and perhaps some of these lakes, might at

the first beginning of things, in some mea-
sure contain salt, so as to disturb the propor-

tionality of the encrease [sic] of saltness in

them, I will not dispute it . .

.

How lovely, I said to myself. He is

about to state the principle that bias must
lie against an exception. I must note this

and point it out to students. I read on and
was not disappointed. Halley makes the

argument with fine precision (continuing

from the quotation above):

. . . but shall observe that such a supposi-

tion would by so much contract the age of

the world within the date to be derived from
the foregoing argument. . .

.

I smiled benignly, began to read on, and
then experienced the moment of truth so

like that classic scene of cartoon or com-
edy when the policeman sees a flying

mouse or a walking snowman or a parade
of jailbirds, smiles happily with a "how-
nice, a-fiying-mouse" look, then does a

double take, drops whistle from mouth in

astonishment and says, "A flying mouse!"
Wait a minute! Halley is supposed to be
arguing for an age longer than tradition,

an expansion of biblical limitations. But
he actually says that a bias he can't re-

move will make the earth seem older than

it really is, the very kind of bias—one

favoring your hypothesis—that must be

avoided. (If a bag contains one hundred

beans and you observe that one new bean

is added each day, you will assume, by

analogy with Halley's argument about

originally saltless oceans, that beans have

been added for one hundred days. But if

the bag started with twenty-five beans, the

process will only be seventy-five days old,

not one hundred as you estimated. In the

same manner, if the oceans started with

some salt, but you assume they began salt-

less, your age by Halley's method will be

greater than the true age.)

Oh dear (or something rather stronger),

I thought. Does Halley have his method-

ology backward? What is going on? How
can he be trying to expand the earth's age

and admit a bias that will make it appear

older? Either Halley was a methodologi-

cal dunce or something must be desper-

ately wrong with the traditional view that

he was setting a minimal age for the earth.

In fact, Halley is telling us that he has set a

maximal age, and he is clearly damned
pleased with himself. I read further (again

continuing the last quotation):

. . . the foregoing argument, which is

chiefly presented to refute the ancient no-

tion, some have of late entertained, of the

eternity of all things.

So Halley thought he was doing the

exact opposite of what all posterity has

said he did. He argued that he was estab-

lishing a maximal age to refute a notion of

eternity. We say that he was seeking a

minimal age to expand the literal biblical

chronology. Why—given the admirable

clarity of Halley's words—have we so

grievously misstated his intent.

Eternity is no longer an issue for us (in

discussing the earth's duration). We all

assume that our planet had a determin-

able beginning. Since we have not enter-

tained this alternative for several centu-

ries, we lack a context for grasping

Halley's last paragraph. We read right

through his words because they make no

sense to us. We, as veterans of several

creationist waves from Scopes to Arkan-

sas, fully understand the threat to science

of biblical literalism. We are therefore led

to read Halley falsely in our light and see

him as a fighter for expanded time rather

than, as he insists, a measurer who would

fix an actual date in order to eliminate the

possibility of infinite existence.

Fortunately, I have spent much of the

last two months reading the proto-

geologies of late seventeenth-century Brit-

ish savants (primarily Thomas Burnet's

Sacred Theory of the Earth), while pre-

paring a book on concepts of time in geol-
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igy. I was therefore predisposed to read

ialley as he intended.

We can grasp why eternity seemed an

ven greater danger than bibhcal literal-

sm only when we understand Halley and

lis generation as struggling to find the

)asis for a science of historical events

both Burnet and Halley were friends of

•Jewton and members of a scientific gen-

Tation with common goals). Burnet, for

;xample, rails on and on through 400

)ages against the idea of eternity; and he

ights this great battle, or so he says, be-

:ause eternity precludes the possibility of

neaningful history defined as a sequence

)f distinct and recognizable events linked

)y ordinary ties of cause and effect. Bur-

let identifies, as his main enemy:

. . . this Aristotelian doctrine, that makes

he present form of the earth to have been

rem eternity, for the truth is, this whole

)ook is one continued argument against

hat opinion.

If the earth is eternal, then no event can

)e distinctive. All must occur again and

,igain, and we fall into incomprehension;

or our struggles and dreams lose any

neaning as unique events in finite time.

Eternity destroys history; it "takes away

he subject of our discourse," as Burnet

vrites.

Jorge Luis Borges, in his uniquely ex-

}uisite way, expressed the incomprehensi-

bility of infinity in The Book ofSand. In

his story, Borge procures an infinite book,

"le cannot find its end, for no matter how

i'uriously he turns the pages, as many re-

nain between him and the back cover.

The book contains small illustrations,

.paced 2,000 pages apart. None is ever

repeated, and Borges fills a notebook with

heir sequence, never coming any closer to

I termination. Finally, he understands

hat this precious book is actually mon-

itrous and obscene; and he loses it perma-

lently on a shelf deep in the stacks of the

\rgentine National Library. He has un-

lerstood the dilemma of eternity: "If

pace is infinite, we may be at any point in

pace. If time is infinite, we may be at any

Doint in time."

Halley sought to disprove this most un-

hinkable of systems by resolving Borges's

dilemma and setting a definite point—an

ictual age in years—for the earth's begin-

ling. Halley, in short, was fighting for

listory. If we view him as a great histori-

al scientist who advanced his proposal for

dating the earth as a blow for rationality

tself, then we can understand the last

paragraph and its message for us.

Halley fights for history from both

sides; his short article is both a specific

proposal for measuring the earth's age and

1 beautifully crafted defense of historical
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science in general. He does argue against m

biblical literalism—to gain enough time

so that ordinary causes may shape geologi-

cal history. Without time in abundance,

we will need miracles to cram such rich

ness into just a few thousand years. The

traditional reading of Halley stops here

But Halley insists that his struggle for a

comprehensible history proceeds primar-

ily from the other end, by stealing time

from eternity—for the bias of his method

can only justify its use against a claim for

greater ages than he might measure. I

think that we must take Halley at his

word, for he was too astute a methodolo-

gist to misplay the primary criterion of

bias in his last paragraph. The greater

danger must have been the position that

his method could refute because its biases

erred in that direction. Halley believed

that he had set a maximal age for our

planet. Surely, the earth could not be infi-

nite, for biases in Halley's method made it

younger than his own measured maxi-

mum.
When we understand what Halley

really sought, we can also grasp the reason

for his failure. He was trying to establish a

rational science of history. To do this, he

needed a criterion that would change con-

stantly in a recognizable way through

time—so that each moment would be dis-

tinctly different from every other, thus

avoiding Borges's dilemma. He thoughtla.

that the accumulation of salt in oceans'-;

and lakes, linearly increasing through :?

time, would provide such a criterion. The^;q

primary struggle of historical science ever

since Halley has centered upon the search

for phenomena that change constantly

and therefore mark the passage of time.

Halley knew exactly what history needed,

but he chose the wrong criterion for inter-

esting reasons.

Halley may have burst the bonds ol

biblical literalism, but he had no inkling

whatever of time's true immensity. (The

100-million-year age so often attributed tc

him is Joly's nineteenth-century date us-

ing Halley's method. Halley himself nevei

dared to think in more than thousands.]

The clearest evidence for Halley's limited

perspective, a notion shared by all contem-

poraries who tried to date the earth, lies

within his argument about salt, when he

laments that ancient Romans and Greeks

did not measure the salinity of oceans:

It were to be wished that the ancient Greet

and Latin authors had delivered down to us

the degree of the saltness of the sea, as ii

was about 2,000 years ago; for then it can-

not be doubted but that the difference be
tween what is now found and what ther

was, would become very sensible.

If Halley had recognized how infinites

as II



mally tiny a fraction of earth history these

,,000 years actually represented, he

TOuld not have been so confident that the

ncrement between then and now could set

i. metric for determining the beginning

tself. Two thousand years was an appre-

:iable part of the tens, or at most, hun-

Ireds of thousands that his wildest fancies

:ould conceive.

An earth as young as Halley imagined

night have provided criteria for history in

uch simple physical processes as the in-

lux of salt from rivers. But, as I argued

ibove, simple systems generally equili-

brate or reach some completed state over

ruly great durations. Quartz is quartz

vhether made a billion years ago or yes-

erday. Components of atmospheres and

oceans reach equilibrium; they do not

;hange steadily over billions of years. Un-

ess we can find something truly big (fuel

)f a star) or numerous (number of atoms

ubject to radioactive decay) relative to

ime available, physical objects make poor

:riteria of history.

' The best signs of history are objects so

;omplex and so bound in webs of unpre-

lictable contingency that no state, once

ost, can ever arise again in precisely the

ame way. Life, through evolution, pos-

,esses this unrepeatable complexity more

decisively than any other phenomenon on

^ur planet. Scientists did not develop a

geological time scale—the rod of his-

lory—until they realized that fossils

ormed such a sequence of uniquely non-

iepeating events.

' When I began these columns more than

en years ago, I chose for my general title a

ohrase from the last paragraph of Dar-

vin's Origin of Species—"this view of

ife." I selected this passage because I love

he science of history. Darwin used this

Dhrase to contrast the richness of life's

liistory with the timeless cycling of sim-

pler physical systems, in particular, plan-

its in their orbits. Halley had the bril-

I iance to know what a science of history

equired, but he could not grasp why sim-

; Die systems did not provide good criteria

Decause he dared not even imagine how

)ld the earth might really be. Darwin

i sensed the scope of time and knew that

only life's complexity could map its rich-

:ess:

There is grandeur in this view of life

(.
. .Whilst this planet has gone cycling on

according to the fixed law of gravity, from

i so simple a beginning endless forms most

Dcautiful and most wonderful have been,

;i ind are being, evolved.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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Gift of the Mice People
Humans have often enjoyed thefruits ofother animals' labors

by Stephen B. Vander Wall

Anyone who has tasted honey knows

that people benefit from raiding the lar-

ders of other animals. Besides honeybees,

many other creatures—rodents, shrews,

moles, weasels and related carnivores, pi-

kas, certain ants, some birds, and a few

species of beetle—gather and concentrate

food, though not all of the items they accu-

mulate appeal to humans. Moles, for ex-

ample, cache earthworms in their bur-

rows; shrews hoard insects, snails, and

small rodents in subterranean chambers;

and weasels store rodents underground.

Equally unappetizing to humans are the

mice and insects secreted by sparrow

hawks and the dung buried by dung bee-

tles. Many birds hide food, but like the

jays and nutcrackers that place seeds in

the ground, most scatter their stores in

widely spaced caches. These caches, pal-

atable or not, are hard to find and each

contains little energy. Other animal food

stores, however, have been important

sources of energy for humans and, in some

cases, for their domesticated stock.

Primitive societies commonly exploited

food set aside by animals. Before the turn

of the century, Eskimos at Norton Sound,

Alaska, collected roots and tubers from

storage chambers excavated by the tun-

dra vole. These chambers lie close to the

soil surface, just below a layer of mosses

and lichens, a short distance from the

vole's grass-lined nest. In autumn, just be-

fore the first snowfall, women and chil-

dren would jab the ground with pointed

sticks, locating the caches by the ease with

which the sticks penetrated the mossy
cover. A single chamber could yield a

peck or more of crisp, fresh roots. The
cooked roots, a valuable adjunct to the

Eskimos' standard winter diet of fish and

meat, made a palatable dish similar to

unripe sweet potatoes. The natives of

Kamchatka, USSR, obtained roots from

the same species of vole, whose Latin

name, Microtiis oeconomus, refers to its

economically valuable habits.

Indians of the Missouri River Valley

obtained beans and other wild vegetables
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from the storage bins of a small rodent

that early natural historians referred to as

the bean mouse. Lewis and Clark, in the

report of their 1804-1806 expedition,

were the first to describe the use of mouse

food stores:

When we stopped for dinner [Sacagawea]

went out, and after penetrating with a sharp

stick the holes of the mice, near some drift-

wood, brought to us a quantity of wild arti-

chokes, which the mice collect and hoard in

large numbers.

Years later, Lieut. G.K. Warren, the

topographical engineer for the 1 855 Sioux

Expedition to the Dakota Country, re-

ported:

The groundnut, or [Apios americana], is

very useful to the Indians. It grows very

abundantly along the river bottoms, and is

gathered in large quantities by a kind of

wood mouse for his winter store. The
squaws make a business, during the months

of October and November, of robbing these

little animals, and I have often seen several

bushels of the tubers in a single lodge. They
are boiled with dried buffalo meat, and
make a rich and palatable dish.

The identity of the bean mouse was not

established until October 1919, when Ver-

non Bailey, a senior biologist for the U.S.
Joseph Van Wormer, Bruce Coip^ian i"^

Biological Survey conducting fieldwork in

North Dakota, made a special eifort to

capture the bean-caching rodent. He
showed specimens of various mammals to

knowledgeable Indians, and many identi-

fied the meadow vole as the rodent they

had seen running from the larders. But

others identified red-backed voles, white-

footed mice, ground squirrels, chipmunks,

harvest mice, and even weasels as the bean

hoarders.

Still uncertain as to the true identity of

the bean mouse, Bailey set out to find

some caches and capture the rodent that

prepared them. Proceeding to an area

where the bean mouse was common, he

readily found a small cache of beans and

artichokes and captured two meadow
voles in tunnels leading to the chamber.

Much to Bailey's surprise, these voles be-

longed to a subspecies that he had only

recently described in a manuscript. When
Bailey published his description, he

adopted the Latin name Microtus penn-

sylvanicus wahema for the new subspe-

cies. This name was an adaptation of

the one long used for these voles by

the Omaha Indians, intshunga wahema,

which means "burying mouse." Although

other rodents also probably store wild

rh.F v/ood rat, the original p... dcii With Joliage. twigs, and seeds.
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Repletes, honey ants whose abdomens

are distended with nectar and ,

honeydew, cling to the roofoftheir -

underground nest.
j

I

beans and vegetables, this species seemed

to be responsible for most caches used by

the Indians of the Missouri River Valley.

The Indians, whose lore had it that the

voles dragged beans home on leaves, de-

scribed to Bailey the items typically found

in the rodent storerooms. Ground beans

—

large beans that grow like peanuts on un-

derground shoots—constituted most of

the stores, but tubers of wild artichokes

and tipsin and the roots of wild morning

glory often turned up. Sioux Indians also

obtained the star-shaped root of wild lily

of the valley, which they considered not

only good to eat but also "strong medi-

cine." Indians sought these treasures in

late October and early November, just as

the rodents were completing the caches.

Bailey learned that the Indians looked for

places where several rodent trails con-

verged in the dry grass or fresh snow,

leading to tunnel entrances. To find the

storage chamber, the Indians noted where

the soft earth gave way under the pressure

of a heel or they probed the ground around

the burrow entrances with sharp sticks.

Up to a peck of beans, tubers, and roots

could be obtained from a single cache, and

one Indian, who made a business of col-

lecting the vegetables, claimed to have

harvested as much as two bushels per day

in this way.

The Indians thought of the voles as

their helpers, the mice people. Melvin R.

Gilmore, an ethnobotanist who studied

the Indians of the Missouri River region,

stated that

women of the Dakota Nation ... did not

take the ground beans from the stores of the

little animals which gathered them without

giving some food commodity in return.

They said it was their custom to carry a bag

of corn with them when they went to look

tor the stores of beans gathered by the ani-

mals, and when they took out any beans
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they put in place of them an equal quantity

of corn. . . . They said it would be wicked to

steal from the animals, but they thought

that a fair exchange was not robbery.

One legend told of the punishment dehv-

ered to a selfish woman who took all the

beans but left no food in exchange.

In addition to raiding the stores of the

bean mouse, the Sioux Indians of Minne-

sota broke into muskrat caches, which are

usually placed in large galleries dug into a

bank. There the Indians found bulbs they

called psinchinchah, which were probably

duck potato or arrowhead. Charles Al-

exander Eastman, a Dakota Indian who

became a physician, author, and lecturer,

writing of his Indian boyhood, com-

mented:

When our people were gathering the wild

rice, they always watched for another plant

that grows in the muddy bottom of lakes

and ponds. It is a white bulb about the size

of an ordinary onion. This is stored away by

the muskrats in their houses by the water-

side, and there is often a bushel or more of

ithe psinchinchah to be found within. It

I

seems as if everybody was good to the wild

I

Indians; at least we thought so then.

I Wood rat dens have yielded both nutri-

Iment and information on recent changes

in plant communities. Wood rats store fo-

liage and twigs from a wide variety of

plant species, as well as some seeds, espe-

cially those of piiion pine. The Navahos

and other Indians of the American South-

west relied heavily on piiion seeds, which

they gathered from the cones or picked

from the ground beneath piiion trees.

They also collected the seeds from wood

rat larders, as much as forty-four pounds

from a single den.

The vegetation stored by wood rats,

though largely inedible to humans, has

proved valuable in another way. Often

placed in sheltered sites, the nests may

persist for thousands of years, occupied

intermittently by different generations of

wood rats. The animals construct their

nests of assorted vegetation that, along

with discarded food, is compacted by
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A muskrat deep in duckweed: the

species may store more than a bushel of
edible bulbs in its waterside galleries.

trampling and cemented together by an

accumulation of the rodents' feces and

urine. As time passes, new nest material

and stored food may be added, providing a

sample over time of the plants growing

within about 100 yards of the nest.

Philip V. Wells of the University of

Kansas was the first to recognize the value

of the ancient nests for unraveling the

history of plant communities of the Amer-

ican Southwest. By dating fossilized plant

material, he was able to determine what

plants grew in the vicinity of a nest at

dilTerent times in the past. Comparisons

of nests over large geographic areas have

revealed that plant communities in the

western United States and northern Mex-

ico have changed markedly over the past

40,000 years, in response to glacial re-

treats and advances. For example, the sin-

gle-leaf pinon pine, which now occupies a

large portion of the intermountain region

of Utah and Nevada, colonized that area

only recently, 8,000 to 1 2,000 years ago.

Honey-storing insects provide resources

that humans have enjoyed for hundreds of

generations, both as food and as the basis

for intoxicating beverages. Perhaps the

most unusual example is the honey ant.

Honey ants, found in arid and semiarid

regions of North America, Asia Minor,

southern Africa, and Australia, collect

nectar and honeydew, a sweet exudate of

certain plants and of juice-sucking plant

insects. Using their distensible crops, the

honey ants transport these fluids to sub-

terranean nests. In the nests, certain mem-
bers of the colony, known as repletes, im-

bibe so much of the sweet liquid that their

abdomens become greatly enlarged and

nearly spherical. These living receptacles

avoid abrasion that would cause rupture

by clinging to the ceilings of underground



hambers. Nests may contain more than

"1,000 repletes.

Indians of the American Southwest

;onsidered honey ant nectar a delicacy,

fhey pressed it from the repletes and used

t as a condiment with meals. Sometimes

he sweet liquid was squeezed directly into

he mouth and the insect's body dis-

;arded; honored guests were offered a

)late of grapelike honey ant abdomens

vith head and thorax carefully removed.

The Indians believed that the nectar had

nedicinal properties when applied to

jruises and swollen limbs, and they also

prepared an alcoholic beverage from it.

The Aborigines of central Australia

ilso sought the nectar of honey ants, and

n places the landscape is pockmarked

vith excavations where nests were plun-

dered. Keith C. McKeown, in Insect Won-

4ers ofAustralia, gives a vivid description

)f how the honey was consumed:

n eating them the native seizes each with

he fingers by the forepart of the body and,

ifter blowing off the dust, places the dis-

ended abdomen of the insect in the mouth,

ind bites it off, letting the slightly acid

loney flow over the tongue with evident

latisfaction. The abdomen is swallowed,

vhile the remainder of the body is dis-

;arded.

People have also appropriated animal

bod caches for the benefit of livestock. In

Vlanchuria, the cattle and sheep of Mon-

golian herders ate hay cured by the

Oahurian pika, a small, rabbitlike animal.

This species of pika prepares hay in the

'all from grasses and forbs just as pikas do

n western North America. In Manchuria,

lowever, pikas live in large colonies and

jxcavate burrows in the soil of the high

Jteppes and semideserts, behavior remi-

liscent of prairie dogs. They construct hay

Diles on the ground near their burrows,

ind in large colonies, thousands of the

wo- to five-pound haystacks dot the land-

;cape. In winter, the herders drove their
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Stock to pika colonies and let their hungry

animals feed on the hay.

Cones stored by red squirrels have been

a source of conifer seed for reforestation.

Red squirrels collect large numbers of in-

tact, mature cones and bury them in mid-

dens, the accumulations of forest litter

under habitual feeding sites. In the conif-

erous forests of western North America,

two to five, even fifteen bushels of cones

can be obtained from a single cache. The

species include Engelmann spruce, blue

spruce, Douglas fir, western white pine,

lodgepole pine, and ponderosa pine. Be-

ginning in the early 1900s, U.S. Forest

Service workers dug up the cones, as did

individual collectors who sold the cones to

the Forest Service or to nurseries. The

cones were shipped to centralized process-

ing plants where the seeds were extracted

and cleaned.

Taking the cones from the squirrels

eliminated the need to climb or fell trees.

And, since squirrels harvest only disease-

free cones containing ripe seeds, the yield

was reliably high in quality. Because

cones in middens remained closed and the

seeds viable for extended periods, squirrel

caches were also good cone sources long

after those in treetops had opened and

shed their seeds. These advantages made
this method of collecting conifer seeds

cost effective. In the late 1930s, for exam-

ple, Douglas fir cones could be collected

from caches for about fifty cents per

bushel, less than half the cost of other

methods. In the late 1960s, Robert B.

Finley, Jr., a mammalogist for the U.S.

Fish and Wildlife Service in Denver, con-

cluded that

the great bulk of conifer seed used in the

Pacific Northwest and the Northern and

Southern Rocky Mountain regions is ini-

tially harvested by [the red squirrel]. There

seems to be no other source at present from

which the required amounts can be ob-

tained at reasonable cost.

The use of seeds from red squirrel

caches seems to be declining. Today there

is an emphasis on tree genetics for breed-

ing fast growing, disease-resistant trees

with improved form. Foresters therefore

prefer to select seeds of known parentage,

which are not available from squirrel mid-

dens. Tree-seed farms are replacing the

red squirrel as the primary source of coni

fer seeds for some species.

Human exploitation of other foods col-

lected by animals has also gradually di-

minished during the present century. B>

the time of Vernon Bailey's 1919 discov-

ery, only a few Indians still sought the

stores of the bean mouse. The crisp anc

delicious vegetables once formed an im

portant part of the winter diet of the hunt

ing tribes of the Missouri River Valley

but by the 1920s, gardens of grain anc

vegetables had eliminated the need t(

empty the underground caches. Even th

collection of wild honey is less commoi
these days, although the tending of h&

hives has become a major food industry

Primitive cultures once held food-hoard

ing animals in high esteem, often ascrib

ing mythical importance to them. Todaj

few people take advantage of the industr

ous habits of most of these animals.

Stephen B. Vander Wall is an adjunc

research assistant professor in the Dt

partment of Biology, Utah State Univei

sity, Logan. He has researched the foo

storage behavior of animals for the pa:

fifteen years.
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Incorporate Yourself—
and discover America's most

powerM tax shelter
About 50, 000people a month are incorporating themselves andgaining tax benefits others only dream

about And it's remarkably ea^y todo...
' by Ted Nicholas

Imagine having all your family's medical
and dental bills paid for tax-free. Imagine
owning two family cars tax-free. Imagine
having your hobby expenses paid for

tax-free. And how about tax-free life,

health and income-protection insurance?

And would you enjoy tax-free trips ... a

tax-free boat, plane or hunting lodge ... or

tax-free meals at fine restaurants?

These are just some of the remarkable
tax advantages and fringe benefits that

can be yours throug;h the most powerful

tax shelter in America — 0M';;;;;^v«;(r

own corporation.

You see, to encourage small business.

Congress has filled the tax laws with

loopholes that richly reward those who
form small corporations. As a result,

more than 50,000 people start corporations

each month. 98% are small businesses,

often one-man operations.

These people have discovered that

it's iiirredihly easy to start your own
corporation and claim a vast anay of

^•^l
tax-free privileges. Indeed, you can start

your own corporation simply by filling

out a one-page fomi and mailing it to the

proper agency. You don't need employees.

, You don't need a lawyer. You don't

" need an office or a big company. You
can do it with zero capital, without changing

your full-time job or even leaving home!

I know because I've helped thousands

do it safely, legally and ethically.

My name is Ted Nicholas. Ten years

ago, after successfully launching 18

corporations myself, I wrote a book called

'How to Form Your Own Coi-poration With

out a Lawyer for Under $50. " It's become
one of the best-selling business books

of all time, helping more than 650,000 to

incorporate easily, at minimum expense.

Now I've completely revised the book

to show the latest tax advantages and

demonstrate how easily you can form

your own corporation and partake of the

enormous tax benefits.

All you need is right in this handsome,
oversized, 8'/^ x 11" book. It contains

tear-out forms. Just fill them in according

to my simple, step-by-step instructions,

and send them in. Right off, you'll save

from $300 to $2,000 in legal fees and,

in a few days, you'll have your own,
legally-recognized corporation. And you

can begin to take advantage of a host

of benefits like these . . .

Tax-Free Cars, boat, plane, hunting

lodge . . . tax-free travel, entertainment

and gifts . . . tax-free office equipment,

furniture, books - all can be yours through

your own corporation.

Tax-Free Medical and Dental Plan. By
filing another, one-page form included
in the book, you can legally write off

100% of your family's medical, dental

and pharmaceutical expenses, even
vitamins and psychiatrist's visits.

Lower Tax Rates. In a corporation, your
tax rate on your first $25,000 is only

15%. On income of $25,000 to $50,000,
rates are only 18%. Compare that to

what you're paying now.

Pension and Profit-Sharing Plans are

far more generous to anyone who incor-

porates. You can shelter much higher

amounts, and it all compounds tax-free.

Unlike IRA or Keogh plans, you can borrow
your funds back whenever you want.

Tax-Favored Dividends. Your corporation

can own shares in another corporation and
receive dividends that are 85% ta.x-frce.

Limited Liability. In a partnership or

proprietorship, your personal liability is

unlimited — quite dangerous in an age

when people routinely sue for astronomical

sums. You're 'dlso personally liable for

the blunders of a partner. With a corpora-

tion, your risk is strictly limited to whatever

you leave in the corporation. That can

he zero. Your home, furniture, pension

plan, car, and savings are never at risk.

And there are many other advantages

my book can make possible for you,

including tax-free health, life and income-

protection insurance . . . tax-free financial

and legal counsel . . . tax-free athletic

and health club memberships . . . tax-free

day care . . . no-interest loans . . . tax-free

tuition reimbursement for you or your

children . . . tax-free theater and sports

tickets . . . write-offs for an office in

your home . . . easier transfer of your

company's ownership when you sell . . .

estate planning advantages and much more.

My book also reviews the pros and

cons of different types of corporations,

including Subchapter S, non-profit and

professional. . . . How to operate

a corporation anonymously . . . How to

turn an existing business into a corporation

You'll also see how to sell stock in

your corporation so that it's tax deductible

to investors in case of loss. This makes
your stock much more attractive to potential

backers.

Plus, you'll get a complete set of

tear-out forms, including a Certificate

of Incorporation . . . Minutes and By-Laws

. . . evervthing you need.

If you've dreamed of having your

own business, but don't know where to

start ... if you have an idea for a sideline,

mail order or weekend venture ... if

you're a professional, consultant, free-

lancer, partner or small business proprietor

... if you want to start several companies
without getting soaked with legal fees

... or if you're simply fed up with oppres-

sive taxes and want a safe, legal way
to slash them, this is the book you have
been waiting for.

As a bonus for ordering now, I'll also

send you, absolutely free, a copy of

an exclusive report called, "The Income
P/««"( normally $9.95). It tells how to

convert almost any job into your own
corporation and increase your take-home
pay by up to 40% without a salary increase.

For employers, the plan shows how to

operate your business with independent

contractors rather than employees. This
eliminates payroll records and saves

you thousands in taxes each year. It

complies with all I.R.S. guidelines. The
report also lists 277 frequently-overlooked

ways to reduce your taxes.

Finally, let me say that I personally

guarantee your purchase in the fairest way
I know. If you feel my book is not all

I've described, return it undamaged
within one month and I'll promptly refund
your money with no questions asked.

In any case, keep the bonus report, a $9.95
value, free of charge for your trouble.

I Please rush me a copy of "How to

I Fonn Your Own Coiporation Without

I a Lawyer for Under $50. " by Ted
I Nicholas, at $19.95 complete. I have

I up to 30 days to look it over. If,

I
for any reason, I don't feel it's for

I
me, 1 can return it for a full, prompt

j
refund. In any case, the bonus "Income

j

Plan, " will be mine to keep free.

j
D Enclosed is my check

j

Please charge my American Express

I
Master Charge D Visa D Diners Club

I

I

j

Card No. Exp. Dale

I

I
Signature cCharRi-s Only i

I Address

City

j

State Zip

I Mail to: Enterprise Publishntf;. Inc..

I 725 Market Street. Ikpl. NH-63C

j
Wilmington, Delaware 19801

'Entcrpnsc Publishing. Inc MCMLX\.\IM C1186
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Olympic Rain Forest, Washington
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Several years ago I was surprised to

learn that an area in the Olympic Penin-

sula of northwestern Washington State

was referred to as a rain forest, a label that

for me conjured up a picture of a steaming

jungle. Since the peninsula is at least two

thousand miles north of the tropics, I knew

this image was inappropriate, but I could

not imagine what a temperate rain forest

would be like or how it had developed in

that particular place. To satisfy my curios-

ity, I planned a trip there.

My first introduction to the Olympic

rain forest came as I hiked along a nature

trail a short distance from the Quinault

Ranger Station in Olympic National For-

est. Quinault is one of three valleys har-

boring prime temperate rain forest. A
foglike mist hung heavily in the air, en-

shrouding tall trees draped with countless

epiphytes, or air plants. I began to tick off

the similarities between what I was seeing

and the typical rain forest of the tropics:

many trees soared to heights of more than

200 feet; the tallest trees in the canopy

were evergreens; there was a middle layer

primarily of deciduous trees; abundant

epiphytes clothed the trees; and the air

was moist. (A check with the nearest

weather station revealed that rainfall in

the valleys is 1 20 to 1 80 inches each year,

the highest amount anywhere in the con-

terminous United States.)

Despite many similarities, however,

there were differences between this tem-

perate rain forest and a tropical one. The

tall canopy of a tropical rain forest is cre-

ated by many species of broad-leaved,

usually slender-trunked evergreens, while

Olympic is dominated b>' only four spe-

cies, all needle-bearing conifers with ex-

ceptionally thick trunks. ,A.n abundance of

woody vines, or lianas, hang from the

tropical giants, while vines are practically

absent in Olympic. The epiphytes on the

branches of the tropical trees are mostly

flowering plants, primarily orchids and

bromeliads, whereas mosses, lichens, liv-

erworts, and ferns grow on the trunks and

branches of the temperate trees. The
lower layer of woody plants in a tropical

rain forest consists of tree ferns and bam-

boos; in Olympic, the shrub layer is sparse

and consists mainly of vine maple, buckle-
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berry, and devil's club. And while the

tropics are hot, Olympic is cool and mild.

Quinault Valley and the more northerly

Queets and Hob valleys lie on the south-

western flank of the Olympic Mountains,

a part of the Coast Range, which parallels

the Pacific Ocean shore from British Co-

lumbia to California. The broad, U-

shaped valleys were carved out thousands

of years ago by glaciers that edged slowly

down the mountains. Today, the Quinault,

Queets, and Hoh rivers, which flow

through these valleys, are fed by remnants

of the Ice Age, the glaciers that persist on

the highest ridges.

Mount Olympus (7,965 feet), which

caps the range, is only thirty-two miles

from the Pacific Ocean. As moisture-

laden clouds blow inland from the ocean,

they meet the mountain barrier and are

swept upward, where the chill air causes

them to condense and release their water.

The resultant ten to fifteen feet of rainfall

each year is reflected in the phenomenal

sizes of the four conifers that dominate the

Olympic rain forest—Sitka spruce, west-

ern hemlock, Douglas fir, and western red

cedar. The Sitka spruces account *^Gr

about one-third of the trees. They are

much larger here than anywhere else ir

their range, sometimes reaching heigrt^

of 250 feet, with trunk diameters f
^

feet. Western hemlocks are the next '^c

abundant; they stretch more than 200 1^^

and their trunks may exceed 8 feet in

diameter. Douglas firs grow nearly 300

feet tall; one mammoth has a diameter of

15 feet. Western red cedars may be only

half as tall, but they often have greater

girths. One measures nearly 22 feet in

diameter.

Over time, some of these large trees

crash to the forest floor and set off" a chain

of events destined to last several hundred

years. The fallen trees are quickly invaded

by borers searching for food and a place to

lay their eggs. The holes made by these

insects provide a niche for fungal spores to

lodge. Soon hundreds of fungi penetrate

the fallen log, causing decay. Before long

mosses and lichens find a home on the

downed tree, and the seeds of herbs,

shrubs, and trees sprout there. The tree

seedlings seem to benefit from the pres-

ence on their roots of fungi that convert

nutrients to usable forms.
Doug Wilson. Black Star

Because they help promote the growth

of a new generation of trees, the fallen

conifers are known as nurse logs. The tree

seedlings on a nurse log develop slowly at

first, since their roots are not long enough

to encircle the fallen trunk and reach the

soil, but once the roots touch ground, the

seedlings grow rapidly.

Owing to competition, only a small

number of the hundreds of seedlings that

sprout on a nurse log reach maturity. Af-

ter scores of years, with the old nurse log

nearing total decay, perhaps as many as

fifteen trees will survive, arranged as a

colonnade. When a nurse log has totally

decomposed, each living tree in the colon-

nade seems to be standing on stilts, where

its roots grew around the old log on their

way to the soil. Not until many years later

are the openings beneath the stilts filled

in. Although thousands of tree seedlings

also germinate on the forest floor, most of

them are unable to compete with the

dense growth of mosses and herbs that

carpet the ground, so most of the forest's

tree regeneration depends on nurse logs.

Tall trees also topple to the ground in

tropical rain forests, and the gaps they

leave in the canopy admit sunlight essen-

tial to the growth of certain seedlings. Of-

ten these seedlings develop from seeds

that lodge in the bark of fallen trees. Al-

though some tropical trees decay rapidly

in the intense heat and humidity, many of

them have extremely hard wood that im-

pedes decay. These then become tropical

nurse logs, much like the fallen trees in the

temperate Olympic rain forest.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationalfor-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin-

guished professor of botany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.

^-s ff>oiv along 'efrinants ofa nurse log in the 01 I I III' sulci \ H jh I (///(
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Fitness

Fallacies
Who will have the most
grandchildren—the skinny,

unathletic Harvard M.B.A. or the

high-schoolfootball coach?

by Joseph D. Wassersug

and Richard J. Wassersug

The current pervasive push toward the

body perfect is based on some semantic

misunderstandings that sorely need clari-

fication. Much of the problem, we think,

lies with popular understanding of the

term fitness. Many of the ardent joggers

we know seem to think that with the

achievement of "fitness," they will not

only be healthier but also live longer. For

others, if we are to judge by the most-

advertised exercise programs, fitness is

simply the attainment of the body beauti-

ful, a state that has a lot more to do with

physique than physiology.

While there is no denying that vigorous

exercise may improve one's sense of well-

being (comparable, say, to Zen meditation

or vegetarianism), there is no evidence

that running five miles a day, for instance,

improves life expectancy or even appre-

ciably enhances health. A long-term epi-

demiologic study of nearly 17,000 Har-

vard University graduates (published in

1984 in the Journal of the American

Medical Association) found that the risk

of coronary heart disease was lower in

people who claimed to exercise enough to

burn off the equivalent of 2,000 kilocalo-j

ries (kcal.) a week than in those who
claimed that they exercised less. But while

this may sound like a lot of energy, it

doesn't amount to a lot of exercise. A
normal 165-pound man, for example, can

easily use up that many calories through

three to five hours a week of routine walk-

ing on level ground.

Carefully prescribed exercises may in-

crease the chances of survival in some

people—primarily those who have had

heart attacks or coronary surgery. Be-

cause walking pumps blood back to the

heart, it reduces ankle edema and ofter

improves breathing in patients with con

gestive heart failure; regulated exercise.
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may also help those who suffer attacks of

angina pectoris. But the physical fitness

that daily rigorous exercise is supposed to

produce does little to prevent heart dis-

ease in otherwise healthy people. And
there is no evidence at all that physical

fitness protects against the other maladies

that are common causes of human mortal-

ity. Cancer of the breast, lungs, or bowel;

Alzheimer's and Parkinson's disease; and

a great variety of anemias and dystrophies

kill the fit and the unfit with equal ruth-

lessness.

If one is in generally good health (at the

right weight for one's height and age, not

smoking, not eating a lot of foods rich in

saturated fats), then excessive physical ex-

ertion, that is, much beyond what is

needed to maintain ideal weight, does

nothing to improve life expectancy. Re-

grettably, few physical-fitness fanatics

seem willing to accept this. Heavy-duty

iron pumpers and triathalon trekkies will

argue forcefully that they are sure that

there must be many medical studies to

show that heavy exercise (for example,

burning off more than 2,000 kcal. a day

above basal consumption levels) increases

life expectancy. But if such a single, con-

trolled study exists, it would be known,

cited, and re-cited in the medical litera-

ture. There is no such study.

On the other hand, there is some evi-

dence that the opposite is true. Since vig-

orous exercise initially increases heart rate

and output, raises blood pressure, and, to

some extent, deprives the heart of oxygen,

it may contribute to early death and dis-
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ability. Exercise guru James Fixx died at

52 and Olympic oarsman John B. Kelly,

Jr., clad in his running clothes, died at 58.

While many runners who die suddenly

had preexisting heart disease (and may
have been aware of it), other deaths while

running happen to those with no known

earlier heart impairment and no signifi-

cant myocardial or coronary artery dis-

ease detectable at autopsy These deaths

have been attributed to occult biochemi-

cal or electrophysiological derangements.

Writing recently in Cardiovascular Re-

views and Reports. Drs. A. Sadaniantz

and RD. Thompson have suggested that

coronary spasm may also play a role. Re-

viewing the literature, these authors found

that the hourly death rate while jogging

was about seven times that of those en-

gaged in more sedentary activities. The

death rate was particularly high in men
unaccustomed to physical activity. They

conclude: "Exercise and fitness may help

prevent, but do not guarantee protection

against, an exercise death. Other risk fac-

tors such as hyperlipidemia [too much fat

in the blood], cigarette smoking, and hy-

pertension are more powerful predictors

of CAD [coronary artery disease] than

sedentary behavior."

We don't at present have all the answers

to longevity—there may be as-yet unex-

plored factors of climate, nutrition, and

heredity. Geographically, greatest longev-

ity is achieved by the mountain dwellers of

Turkestan and the farmers of Vermont.

Among professions, orchestra conductors

and concert musicians—not athletes or

heavy laborers—live the longest.

The myth of workout longevity may
stem from confusion about the definitions

of fitness. Biologists use the term in sev-

eral different ways. In the field of physiol-

ogy—the field that pertains to joggers

—

the definition of fitness is "increased ca-

pacity for work." What this means is that

a person who regularly runs five miles

each day will be more capable of running

five miles the next day if he is alive the

next day. The fit person can do more work

in a single day than the person who is not

fit. This, of course, is a good enough reason

to get some exercise now and then. It does

not follow, however, that the fit person

who jogs five miles a day will have more

days in his life in which to jog than a

person who runs, say, only a half mile

three times a week. The older person can

do as much as a younger person but needs

more time to do it. Age slows down even

the fittest.

The latest scientific work on the rela-

tionship between exercise and heart at-

tack suggests that brief bouts (three to

five minutes a day) of extremely brisk

exercise are all one needs to give one the

same statistical probability of living to an

old age as sweating up a storm for thirty or

fifty minutes a day

At the other extreme, there is consider-

able data to show that overexertion can

kill at a young age. While regularly in-

creasing the heart rate for short periods by

exercise may enhance coronary circula-

tion, prolonged episodes of tachycardia (a

racing heart) are definitely damaging. We
don't know exactly where the curve for the

risk of coronary heart disease versus calo-

ries consumed in exercise per week turns

upward, but researchers studying the rela-

tionship between health and exercise ac-

knowledge that at some point the curve

must turn upward. For all individuals

there is a point where they are burning off

too many calories and increasing the risk

of injury and death. If you need a long

time to recover from your workout, you

might do well to discuss your exercise pro-

gram with your doctor.

The myth that exercise and longevity

are linked is based on two misconceptions.

The first is the old idea that helps keep

over-the-counter vitamin sales so high,
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namely, "if a little is good for you, then a

lot is much better." Yet high doses of the

fat-soluble vitamins, such as A and D, are

definitely toxic; the B and C vitamins are

readily excreted by the kidneys and thus

an excess provides no more health benefits

than the minimum daily requirement. The

more-is-not-better principle also applies to

physical exercise. We may live longer if

we have a certain, minimal amount of

exercise. We will not necessarily live

longer if we have ten times that amount.

Perhaps a second source of the myth

about exercise and longevity stems from a

misunderstanding of the phrase "survival

of the fittest," which is associated with

Darwin's Origin of Species. Actually, it

wasn't Charles Darwin who coined the

phrase, but the social philosopher Herbert

Spencer. Darwin liked the one-liner

enough at the time to adapt it for use in his

book. But Darwin's own definition of fit-

ness did not directly concern individual

survival. There are thus really two defini-

tions of fitness in the Darwinian litera-

ture—Darwin's and Spencer's; but both

are quite independent of the physiologists'

definition. To Darwin, and to all evolution-

ary biologists working today, increased fit-

ness means increased fecundity. In plain

English, fitter organisms leave more off-

spring than less fit organisms. According

to Darwin's definition, a man who died

young, but left more children (and poten-

tial grandchildren) than other people,

would be more "fit."

Both the physiological and the Darwin-

ian definitions of fitness may concurrently

apply to many organisms. During the rut-

ting season, a male moose that can last the

longest in a duel with another moose will

probably increase his access to a female

moose at the height of her reproductive

cycle (more sex, more offspring; ergo, in-

creased Darwinian fitness). But only in a

fairy-tale world—where kings give away

daughters to knights who win athletic

events against other knights—does the in-

creased physiological fitness necessary to

win the contest also mean increased Dar-

winian fitness for the victor.

Perhaps what attracts people today to

physical fitness programs is an uncon-

scious wish to improve their fitness in the

Darwinian sense. If one jogs and pumps

iron to attract members of the opposite

sex, then increased physiological fitness

could lead to increased Darwinian fitness.

There are, however, two caveats here.

First, attracting sexual partners does not

in itself lead to increased Darwinian fit-

ness. Attraction must lead to increased

fecundity; there must be more offspring

for there to be an increase in evolutionary

fitness. The skinny, unathletic Harvard

M.B.A. who earns $300,000 a year may
be as likely to attract compliant females as

the high-school football coach who earns

$30,000. But neither is guaranteed a

houseful of grandchildren. For modern

man, neither fiscal nor physical fitness

forecasts fecundity.

Second, rigorous programs of physical

exertion can actually interfere with the

organism's ability to reproduce. A study

published last year in the New England

Journal of Medicine documented that

women athletes on a rigorous training re-

gime ceased to menstruate and, presum-

ably, to ovulate. Women who continually

push themselves to their physical limits

are on a course leading to the extinction of

their family line. Surely, the sacrifice of

evolutionary fitness for a hypothetical in-

crease in physical fitness carries the more-

is-better idea to its absurd conclusion.

Joseph Wassersug is an internist and the

author of seven health books. His son,

Richard Wassersug, an evolutionary bi-

ologist, is associate professor ofanatomy

at Dalhousie University Medical School

in Halifax, Nova Scotia.
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Social Security for Birds
Yellow-rumped caciques crowd into noisy colonies

where everyone wants to be an insider

by Scott K. Robinson

One September afternoon in 1980, I

was paddling a canoe along the edge of a

lake in Amazonian Peru when I heard a

commotion coming from a tree overhead.

Dozens of yellow-rumped caciques, ori-

olelike members of the blackbird family,

were calling loudly and flying back and

forth over a troop of brown capuchin mon-

keys that leaped from branch to branch

toward the cacique colony. Within min-

utes the capuchins had surrounded the

colony and ransacked all twenty-four nests

on its periphery. The capuchins simply

reached into the entrance hole of each

hanging, pouchlike nest and extracted

nestlings as if taking presents out of a

Christmas stocking. One male held two

nestlings in his left hand while pulling a

third out of a different nest. When the

capuchins approached the colony's cen-

tral nests, however, they were repelled by

a swarm of wasps that poured out of their

huge nest in the cacique colony. After

each unsuccessful attack on the nests in

the center, the monkeys retreated to the

branch below the colony, pulling wasps

out of their fur. Eventually the capuchins

gave up and the central nests remained

unharmed.

The wasps provided the caciques with

some protection from the capuchins, but

only for the birds closest to the wasps'

nest. Why, then, did many females nest at

the more vulnerable edge of the colony?

How did some birds manage to monopo-

lize the safest sites? During the last six

years, I have studied the various ways that

caciques avoid nest predation and how

these defenses relate to the birds' social

behavior.



My base of operations, Cocha Cashu

Biological Station in southeastern Peru's

Manu National Park, is surrounded by

humid tropical forest and situated on an

oxbow lake, or cocha. (Cochas form when

a meander loop of a river becomes isolated

from the main river channel.) Each cocha

of the Manu river contains a distinct popu-

lation of caciques. Cocha Cashu usually

has a population of fifty to one hundred

adult females, half as many adult males,

and a shifting population of juveniles.

During my study, I caught and banded

more than 700 caciques, putting distinc-

tive colors on the legs of each bird so that I

could recognize individuals. Manu Na-

tional Park is remote and still has natural

populations of many potential nest preda-

tors that have been exterminated in more

accessible regions. Researcher John Ter-

borgh and his collaborators have found

thirteen primate species near the field sta-

tion. White-fronted capuchins, brown ca-

puchins, and squirrel monkeys, three spe-

cies that attack cacique colonies, abound

in nearly all habitats. Great black hawks,

Cuvier's toucans, and black caracaras, all

common, also attack cacique nests. None
of these predators specializes in bird nests;

most could be classified as "petty" nest

predators. Capuchins, squirrel monkeys,

and toucans usually eat fruit, nectar, and

insects; caracaras scavenge and eat in-

sects; while great black hawks eat frogs

and snakes.

Cacique colonies, however, are inviting

and conspicuous targets for predators.

The cacique is a black, robin-sized bird

with a pale yellow bill, light blue eyes, and

brilliant yellow patches on its rump, tail,

and wings. At colony sites males, 50 to 60

percent heavier than females, display and

sing loud, harsh songs that mimic the

sounds of more than one hundred species

of birds and mammals. When many males

sing simultaneously, as is often the case,

they can be heard more than a quarter of a

mile away. Caciques also nest in the open

along the edges of lakes and in isolated

forest trees. Within these colonies, bulky

nests are often crowded into a central in-

terwoven cluster. The cacique's contrast-

ing plumage, loud voice, and habit of nest-

ing in dense colonies in the open make its
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colonies an outstanding feature of tropical

forests. At times caciques seem to be ad-

vertising the colony's location to potential

nest predators.

Only after I had witnessed dozens of

attacks did I begin to understand how
caciques elude nest predators. The birds

minimize the chances of being attacked

by tree-climbing mammals, such as mon-
keys and opossums, by nesting in isolated

trees and around wasp nests. Islands also

provide protection from these mammals,
which seldom cross open water, and from
the many snakes that regularly prey upon
bird nests. Snakes cross open water only at

great risk. Undisturbed Amazonian lakes

abound in black caimans, crocodilians

that range from three to more than eight

feet in length. Of the two snakes I have
seen swimming near a cacique colony, one
was captured and eaten by a caiman. The

only snake I ever saw in an island colony

reached the spot during a flood when

there were no caimans present. A giant

otter later caught and devoured this

snake. Caimans, however, exact a toll for

the protection they provide the birds.

Most young caciques that fall into the

water are eaten by caimans stationed un-

der the colony trees. Cacique fledglings

swim strongly, and most would survive in

the absence of caimans.

Wasp nests protect against arboreal

mammals and possibly against other birds

and snakes. Caciques and many other

birds build their nests near those of paper

wasps, which attack any large animal that

approaches their nests, and until the first

few nests are built, harass the birds them-

selves. Research biologist Neal Smith has

found that wasp nests also provide protec-

tion against botflies, which lay their eggs



Scott Robinson

Left:A tree on a tiny island in an Amazonian oxbow lake is arrayed with some 1 50
pendent cacique nests. Below: A white, bell-shapedpaper-wasp nest shares the

branches with woven cacique nests. Female caciques viefor nesting sites on islands and
near wasp nests because these locations offerprotection against somepredators.

on cacique nestlings. Botfly larvae burrow

into the nestlings and develop under their

skin. Nestlings afflicted by more than

seven botflies usually die. The mechanism
by which wasps protect caciques from bot-

flies is unknown.

Suitable cacique islands and wasp

nests, however, are in short supply in the

Manu area. Only two of the eleven major

oxbow lakes of the Manu River have is-

lands. There is just one tiny island on

Cocha Cashu, supporting a single, thirty-

foot-high tree and separated from the

marsh by just forty-five to sixty feet of

open water. By mid-February, the end of

the seven-month nesting season, the island

tree on Cocha Cashu is usually festooned

with thirty to one hundred active nests;

entire branches sometimes break off" and

fall into the lake. When wasp nests appear

on forest trees, as many as thirty-five fe-

males may crowd their nests into the

branches nearest the insects.

Colonies protected by neither water nor

wasps will usually be plundered by snakes

or monkeys. Twelve of fourteen colonies in

marsh shrubs near my study area were

destroyed at night, probably by snakes;

and eight of eleven colonies in lakeside

trees were destroyed, mostly by monkeys.

Females are three to ten times more likely

to nest successfully on islands and around

wasp nests than in marsh shrubs or lake-

side trees.

Nesting on islands provides no protec-

tion against birds of prey, which can reach

any colony and might even be attracted to

a concentration of nests. Unlike mam-
mals, birds must tear holes in the thick,

intricately woven nests to search inside for

eggs and nestlings. This difficult and time-

consuming process opens two possible

lines of defense for caciques. When tou-

cans and caracaras are busy tearing at

nests, they are vulnerable to attacks from

caciques, which dive down and peck them

on the rump. If mobbed by enough ca-

ciques, toucans and caracaras usually give

up and leave the colony. By nesting in

interwoven, synchronous clusters within

colonies, caciques are assured of having

enough neighbors to help them drive out

most birds of prey. Isolated nests suff'er

four times the avian predation rate of clus-

tered nests.

Caciques refrain from attacking great

black hawks, perhaps because the raptors

pose a danger to adult birds or are too

large to be daunted by mobbing. When
great black hawks strike colonies, most

caciques simply leave the tree. These long-

legged hawks shake each nest before rip-

ping it apart, a behavior that may provide

information on the contents of each nest.

If the first three or four nests a hawk
shakes are empty, it usually gives up and
flies off. This happened nine of the eleven

times I witnessed a great black hawk raid

on a cacique colony. The most successful

attack occurred at a colony in which

nearly all nests contained young. Having
found nestlings in the first three nests, the

hawk shook and tore each one open. Dur-

ing the next four days, it returned seven

times and preyed upon twelve more nests;

the only untouched nests were so well hid-

den among abandoned ones that the hawk
never found them. The best defense

against black hawks, then, is a nest hidden

amid a "ghost town" of abandoned ones.

How do caciques go about securing the

best nest sites? Females compete for nest

sites and build nests with no help from
males. Nesting is nearly continual during

the mid-July to mid-February breeding

season. At any one time, however, there

are local pockets of synchronous nesting

within colonies. The most intense fights

occur when one female tries to take over

another's nest site in one of these synchro-

nous clusters. Takeover attempts occur

most frequently during the first few days

of building in clusters on islands and
around wasp nests, the sites that suff'er the

least predation. During these encounters,

females grapple in midair and plummet
downward until they crash into foliage or

the water below the colony. During one

such fight, a female broke her wing and
fell into the water where she was immedi-

ately eaten by a caiman. Heavier females

usually win fights, perhaps because they

are generally stronger As a result, heavy

females control the safest nest sites and
force smaller females to nest in more vul-

nerable colonies or exposed positions

within colonies. In the capuchin attack 1

described, most of the females nesting on

the edge of the wasp nest colony were

smaller than those nesting in the center.

Therefore, a female's weight is a major

factor correlated with nest safety and sub-

sequent reproductive success.

Access to nest sites is not entirely de-

cided by combat. A female that has

nested several times in an area begins to

associate with other long-term residents,

for whom she shows great tolerance.



BelowA black caimanfloats in an oxbow lake. Caimans attack snakes that pose a

threat to caciques, but they also eat any birds that mayplummetfrom overhanging

nests Right:A brown capuchin monkey raids a cacique colony. Birds are not a major

food sourcefor capuchins, but groups ofthe monkeys often storm cacique colonies,

reaching into nests and grabbing eggs andyoung birds.

These veterans seldom try to usurp each

other's nest sites, rarely steal nest material

from each other, and allow other long-

term residents to attach their nests to their

own. These densely interwoven nest clus-

ters provide the best protection against

birds of prey. As experienced nesters, resi-

dents are also able to form new colonies

quickly, an important advantage when a

new wasp nest is constructed. Wasp nests

are nearly always colonized first by long-

term residents, which monopolize the

choicest nest sites—those that are closest

to the wasps.

Coalitions of mutually tolerant female

caciques are not likely to consist of kin, as

they do among most mammals and birds

with comparable social behavior. Cacique

females leave populations in which they

are bom, and each female seldom raises

more than one nestling from any given

brood. Few opportunities exist for the

establishment of sibling groups or mat-

rilines. Since each individual benefits

from nesting close to others, such coali-

tions are mutualistic and can evolve even

if the individuals are unrelated.

Newcomers—females that are nesting

for the first time in a population or that

have lost a previous nest to predators

—

must fight to establish their first nest site.

Long-term residents attack any newcom-

ers that try to settle in a cluster they domi-

nate. Newcomers that manage to estab-

lish nest sites often have to defend them

against takeover attempts by later-arriv-

ing females. Residents also prevent new-

comers from founding nest sites by con-

fiscating nest material, such as vines and

strips of palm leaves. Sometimes resident

females simply fly up to a newcomer and

forcibly take the material. Such a move

can result in a tug of war in which as many
as five females pull at the same bit of nest

material. But more often, residents simply

filch material from the nest as soon as the

newcomer leaves the colony in search of

more. Some new females never complete

their nests. Only hefty newcomers can

withstand attacks by residents and estab-

lish safe nest sites. One heavy newcomer

turned the tables by robbing the long-term

residents herself. By remaining at the col-

ony, this newcomer prevented the smaller

residents from robbing her nest and built

her own nest almost exclusively from sto-

len material. Another heavy newcomer
withstood takaover attempts by five dif-

ferent long-term residents during a two-

week period.

Large size is therefore especially impor-

tant for young females that have not yet

established residence in a population. Fe-

males wander widely when young and be-

come residents in an area only when they

establish a nest site that escapes preda-

tion. By their fifth year (the third year of

adulthood), almost all females have be-

come residents in a population and no

longer need to fight as often to secure good

nest sites. For this reason, they are rela-

tively unaff'ected by the weight loss that

occurs after their first two or three years

of adulthood. Females five years and older

are on the average 10 percent lighter than

three- and four-year-olds, a substantial re-

duction in weight for a bird. Many old

females are so small that they probably

could never establish nests outside of clus-

ters of other old-timers. Weight loss re-

flects the accumulated stresses of many
nesting attempts or may indicate that

older females no longer need to gain

weight to establish and defend high-qual-

ity nest sites. Old, small females are about
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as successful in gaining access to safe nest

sites as heavy, young females. Each fe-

male fights when young and cooperates

when old. Jaroslav Pieman of the Univer-

sity of British Columbia has found that

female red-winged blackbirds may form

coalitions and cluster their nests to defend

against marsh wrens, which puncture

eggs. Nest predation may play a far larger

role in avian social organization than has

previously been recognized.

The clustering of females in dense colo-

nies provides an opportunity for males to

monopolize mating opportunities. Male

caciques gather at colony sites to compete

for females but do not help build nests or

incubate and feed young. Slight, dull-

plumaged first-year males seldom visit

colony sites. Second year (adolescent)

males, much like females in plumage, visit

colonies regularly but badger females and

their young, chasing females back and

forth across the lake, attacking females

inside nests, and harassing fledglings as

they leave the colony. On rare occasions,

adolescent males enter nests and kill

nestlings, a behavior of no apparent adap-

tive value. Many of the young that fall

victim to caimans are knocked into the

water by adolescent males. By their third

year, males reach adult plumage and size

and stop harassing females. Adult males

sing and display in colony sites and begin

to associate with females both at and away

from the colony.

Mating takes place in the forest, possi-

bly because mating attempts in the colony

are always disrupted by other males. For

this reason, males can be assured of pater-

nity only if they consort with and guard

each female throughout her egg-laying pe-

riod. Males begin consorting with females

when the nest nears completion and stop

the day before the second egg is laid—

a

period of three to five days. When consort-

ing, males remain within three to six feet

of the female at all times and drive away
all other males. Usually, there is only one

full-time consort male per female, though

other males occasionally associate with

the consort pair for short periods. Copula-

tion occurs when the female solicits the

male. When a male stops consorting with

a female, he usually switches immediately

to a new female. In those colonies charac-

terized by nearly continual nest building,

some males consort with as many as

twenty-five females consecutively.

Although females outnumber males

two to one in the population at large, in-

tense competition among males for fe-

males is the rule, because males associate

with females only during the egg-laying



period, while nesting is spread out over

seven months. On any given day there are

usually three to twelve males for every

egg-laying female in a colony. Which of

these males become consorts is deter-

mined by dominance. When a new male

arrives at a colony, he engages in a series

of spats with entrenched males. These

squabbles sometimes escalate to aerial

battles and prolonged matches during

which contestants face each other and call

loudly. I once saw two grappling birds fall

right into thejaws of a caiman presumably

on the alert for just such an occurrence.

One male escaped, the other was eaten.

Each fight results in a clear winner and

loser. The winning male can supplant the

loser from anywhere in a colony and take

over the loser's consort. By tabulating the

wins and losses for all sixty adult males in

my study population, I was able to con-

struct a dominance scale that was roughly

linear: If male A is dominant to B, and B
is dominant to C, then usually, but not

always, A is also dominant to C. Domi-
nance is largely correlated with weight.

Two factors are involved. Heavy males

tend to win fights, and smaller males

rarely challenge larger ones. Males that

differ widely in size seldom actually fight;

most disputes are settled after a brief en-

counter in which both males face each

other while hovering in the air. The small-

er bird usually concedes dominance by
flying away first. Males of similar size,

however, usua'ly have to grapple to con-

firm dominance.

High-ranking males, those at the top of

the hierarchy, gain preferred access to fe-

males both at and a , ay from the colony.

Such dominant males sing and display

from the center of nest clusters and do

most of the consorting. Males from the top

quarter of the hierarchy consort with and

defend an average of ten females per

breeding season, while males from the bot-

tom half average less than one consortship

per season. Dominance also determines

which males consort with females in di-

verse groups of mammals—baboons, rhe-

sus monkeys, elephants, bison, cape buf-

falo, and giraffes. The discovery of this

mating system in caciques is the first doc-

umentation of the relationship between

dominance and mating success in polygy-

nous birds. There is growing evidence that

the monogamous but closely related

brown-headed cowbird may also form

consortships based on male dominance.

Low-ranking males can either leave the

colony and try to mate elsewhere or they

can resort to "satellite" behavior. Satellite

males perch on the edge of colonies; blend-
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ing patience and opportunism, they suc-

ceed in mating. They consort with females

that are still building nests, follow any

females left temporarily unattended by

dominant males, and double up with dom-
inant males that are consorting with fe-

males. I have also seen satellite males dis-

rupt mating attempts by dominant consort

males. Because of the ubiquity of satellite

males, dominant males must remain with

females at all times and have few opportu-

nities to forage when defending females.

Dominant males choose females that

are most likely to nest successfully. Fe-

males nesting in clusters are defended by

higher-ranking males than those nesting in

isolated sites vulnerable to birds of prey.

Similarly, dominant males consort with

significantly more females nesting on is-

lands and around wasp nests than in sites

accessible to mammals and snakes. Since

Twofemale caciques wage a tugofwar over a scrap ofnest material. The stakes in
such disputes are high. Consistent winners are more likely to nest in safe sites and
avoid attack by birds ofprey such as the great black hawk, below. The hawk shakes
each nest to determine its contents before tearing it apart. Ifthefirstfew nests are
empty, the hawk gives up. leaving any hidden nests untouched.

Warren Martin Hem

dominant males can consort with only one

female at a time, selectivity is rewarded.

Indeed, some females nesting in ex-

tremely vulnerable sites are unconsorted

by any male. This suggests that males

expend time and energy defending only

those females that have a reasonable

chance of producing young and raising

them to fledging stage.

For most males, dominance reaches its

peak in the first one or two years of adult-

hood and then declines. All first-year

adults are in the top half of the hierarchy.

In each subsequent year, more and more

males drop into the bottom half and by

their sixth year, nearly all have become

satellites. This is the reverse of the situa-

tion reported for birds such as cocks of the

rock, black grouse, and birds of paradise,

which congregate on leks, communal dis-

play grounds where mating will take

place. In these leks, male dominance

seems to either remain stable or increase

with age.

The cacique trend toward declining

dominance occurs within breeding sea-

sons as well. Males that are dominant

early in a season can be toppled by later-

arriving males, many of which delay

breeding until the season is well advanced.

The rate at which males lose dominance

varies enormously. Some males remain at

the top of the hierarchy for several

months, others last only a few weeks or

even days. One male dropped from the

number one to the number ten position in

just three weeks. Another male at the

same colony remained the top-ranked

male for nine weeks during which he con-

sorted with twenty consecutive females.

A case history that illustrates the

changes in dominance that occur over the

lifetime of a male is that of the male W/R.
In W/R's first year of adulthood, he be-

came the top-ranked male at two colonies.

During the year, he consorted with eleven

different females, and by season's end he

was the second-ranked male in a large

colony. Early in his second year of adult-

hood, W/R reclaimed the top position in

the hierarchy of an island colony and had
a record of seventeen uncontested con-

sortships after two months. But by the

middle of the nesting season, W/R had
been bested by five males and consorted

with only seven more females. At the end
of the season, W/R was behaving like a

satellite male. In his third year he once

again rose to top position early in the sea-

son, but later dropped to third. When the

season ended, W/R had consorted with

only four females, twenty fewer than the

previous year. In his fourth and fifth year

of adulthood, W/R adopted satellite tac-



Mature males competefiercelyfor

dominance, which is usually determined

by weight. High-ranking males maypair
with as many as twenty-fivefemales in a

season. Right:A dominant male displays.

Luiz Claudio Mango

tics. Therefore, over an average life span

of five or six years, males are dominant

only for brief periods. Counterparts of this

process are found in several species of

African antelope, including the impala

and Uganda kob, in which males are also

often not able to forage when defending

females or to remain at the top of the

hierarchy for more than a small fraction of

their lives.

The primary correlative of declining

dominance in caciques appears to be a loss

of weight with age. After their first year of

adulthood, dominant males drop an aver-

age of 4 percent of their weight each year,

eventually losing the ability to overpower

heavier males. Once males drop into the

bottom half of the hierarchy and become
satellites, weight stabilizes. The stresses of

continual consorting—incurred only by

dominants—may cause long-term weight

loss. The reduced time available for feed-

ing may irrevocably weaken these males.

Thus, males and females respond very

differently to the constraints imposed by

the scarcity of safe nest sites. Because

older females form coalitions, they are rel-

atively unaffected by weight loss with age.

Males fight for females nesting in these

safe sites, but the competition is so severe

that each male has only a brief period of

dominance before younger birds take

over, and no male coalitions exist to com-
pensate for the loss of weight with age.

Older males therefore have few opportu-

nities to breed successfully.

Caciques provide an especially clear

case highlighting the relationship between
predation, social behavior, mating sys-

tems, and sexual selection. Predation itself

encourages colonial nesting and coalitions

among females. The clustering of females

in turn enables a few males to monopolize
most of the females, which leads to a po-

lygynous mating system. And competition
among these males favors large size,

which determines dominance. Within this

framework, individual birds vary their

tactics as they grow older, lose weight, and
gain experience. Many other colonial

birds, especially relatives of caciques,

such as blackbirds and orioles, may even-

tually prove to have comparable social

organizations.
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An 111 Wind
Sudden changes in intensity and direction, known as wind shear, blow no airplane any good

by James W. Wilson

On July 9, 1982, Pan Am flight 759

crashed during takeoff" from New Orleans

International Airport, killing 153 people.

The National Transportation Safety

Board determined that low-altitude wind

shear was the probable cause. Three years

later on August 2, 1985, Delta flight 191

crashed while landing in Dallas, Texas,

killing 137. Headlines and newscasters

again blamed wind shear. Even the blue

ribbon panel assembled by the National

Research Council after the New Orleans

accident determined that thirty-two plane

crashes and near crashes since 1964 were

due to the phenomenon.

Wind shear, however, is an inclusive

term. Meteorologists define it as any sud-

den change in wind speed, wind direction,

or both. Wind shears are created by air

flowing over rough terrain, by warm air

currents rising from sun-heated ground,

by the collision of air masses of different

temperatures and moisture content, and

by thunderstorms. Most have no effect on

airborne planes. Some, referred to as tur-

bulence, are felt as bumpiness. But a few

actually bring about crashes. Even a ca-

sual observer knows that the wind varies

frequently in intensity and direction and
wind shear is a common occurrence.

The type of wind shear that imperils

aircraft during takeoffs and landings

needed greater definition. To this end,

field experiments were recently con-

ducted in Illinois and Colorado by scien-

tists from the University of Chicago and
the National Center for Atmospheric Re-
search (NCAR) in Boulder. These experi-

ments established that a wind shear called

a microburst is responsible for aircraft ac-

cidents. Microbursts are produced when a

rain shower or thunderstorm creates a cur-

rent of rapidly downward moving air—

a

downdraft—that spreads out horizontally

in a starburst pattern when it strikes the

ground, just as water from a faucet

spreads out when it hits a sink.

Meteorologists have long been aware
that thunderstorms produce downdrafts

that spread out horizontally in oval pat-

terns at ground level, causing cool and
sometimes violent winds. As far back as

1671, an Oxford fellow, R. Bohun, wrote

A Discourse Concerning the Origin and

Properties of Wind in which he described

and sketched wind flows from clouds that

suggest some awareness of the winds in a

microburst. In 1946 and 1947 two Univer-

sity of Chicago meteorologists, Horace

Byers and Roscoe Braham, documented

the downdrafts caused by thunderstorms

and the resultant horizontal winds near

the ground. Until recently, however, even

specialists did not understand that these

airflows occurred in varying sizes and

strengths and those of some diameters

were especially hazardous for aircraft.

In April 1 974, Theodore Fujita, a mete-

orologist also at the University of Chicago,

who was studying aerial surveys of tor-

nado damage, observed that small star-

burst damage patterns were caused by

high-speed, small-scale, short-lived

downdrafts. He named these starburst air-

flow patterns downbursts. Following an

investigation of the Eastern Airlines crash

at Kennedy International Airport in New
York City on June 24, 1975, Fujita hy-

pothesized that the crash probably took

place when the airplane penetrated a

downburst while landing. He later subdi-

vided downbursts into several categories

based on the size of their horizontal out-

flows. Downbursts having outflows with

diameters of between 0.25 and 2.5 miles

were called microbursts. This is the scale

that we now know presents the greatest

risk to aircraft.

The first field program to study

downbursts, called NIMROD (for North-

em Illinois Meteorological Research on

Downbursts), was conducted in Illinois in

1 978 by investigators from the University

of Chicago, the Illinois State Water Sur-

vey, and NCAR. Using Doppler weather

radars that measure air motion within

storms and a network of anemometers (in-

struments that measure wind speeds and
direction), meteorologists were able for

the first time to actually observe the air-

flow in a downburst. Before that, down-
bursts were largely hypothetical. Doppler
radars measure the speed of targets mov-
ing toward or away from the radar an-

tenna. They do this by measuring the fre-

quency change between the transmitted

microwave signal and the return signal

after bouncing off a target. The frequency

change is related to the speed of the tar-

get. This is the same principle employed

by the police when they use Doppler radar

to clock the speed of automobiles along a

highway. In the case of weather radars,

what is being clocked are raindrops, snow-

flakes, and even insects that are carried by

the wind.

A second successful field experiment to

investigate downbursts, called JAWS (for

Joint Airport Weather Studies), was car-

ried out in 1 982 at Stapleton International

Airport in Denver. This investigation was

conducted jointly by Fujita, John McCar-
thy of NCAR, and me. We used three

Doppler radar installations near the air-

port and recorded data on more than sev-

enty microbursts. Analysis of our data in-

dicated that the average microburst lasts

only ten to twenty minutes, that the typi-

cal wind shear immediately following the

downdraft hitting the ground is twenty-

seven miles per hour, and that wind shear

increases to fifty-six miles per hour from

five to ten minutes after the initial impact

and then decreases rapidly. Because of the

small size and short lifetime of a

microburst, existing wind-measuring sys-

tems at airports are frequently unable to

detect microburst winds in time to warn

aircraft. Low-Level Wind Shear Alert

Systems have been installed at about 1 10

major airports across the country and are

the only systems now in use that provide

wind shear warnings. (The Doppler

weather radars already in place are used

primarily for weather research rather than

for issuing alerts. But beginning in 1988,

the United States government plans to

begin installing a national network of

Doppler weather radars to improve

weather warnings.)

Wind shear endangers planes for the

following reason. Once a plane enters a

microburst, it encounters an increase in

head winds radiating away from the cen-

ter of the downdraft. This increase in head

winds enhances the airflow over the

plane's wings, causing the plane to pitch

upward and forcing the pilot to compen-

sate by reducing engine power. Then, as

the plane passes through the downdraft

center, the head wind rapidly decreases

and becomes a tail wind, and the airflow
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An experimental Doppler radar display

at Stapleton International Airport in

Denver shows wind shear in a microburst.

The greens, blues, andpurples indicate

airflow toward the radar; the browns,

away. The wind shear wasfifty-eight

miles per hour within a two-mile area

from the brown center to thepurple

center.



over the wings suddenly falls off, with a

concomitant decrease in lift. Any addi-

tional loss of airspeed caused by the pilot

reducing engine power and/or the down-

draft of air pushing the plane toward the

ground contributes further to this hazard-

ous situation. With loss of speed, airflow

over the wings may be reduced to the

point at which the aircraft stalls and sinks

rapidly toward the ground. If the plane is

too close to the ground when this happens,

there may not be enough time for the pilot

to react and for the engines to regain suffi-

cient power to compensate for the loss in

airspeed. This is the likely sequence of

events that caused the Pan Am plane to

crash during takeofT at New Orleans In-

ternational Airport. The wind shear in

that accident was estimated at about fifty

miles per hour within a distance of 1.5

miles, indicating that wind speed need not

be extreme to pose a serious threat to

aircraft. These conditions pose the same

problems during takeofTs and landings.

Research based on the JAWS data has

shed light on the causes of a microburst.

Before there can be a microburst wind

shear a strong downdraft must reach the

ground. This most commonly happens

when a region of relatively cool air is gen-

erated, either within a cloud or below a

cloud base. Such cool air masses are usu-

ally produced in two ways: the evapora-

tion of rain or ice into dry air above ground

level and the melting of ice as it falls to an

altitude below the freezing level of the air.

Because cold air is denser than warm air,

it sinks toward the ground, producing the

downdraft. Calculations based on com-

puter models and on actual measurements

show that downdrafts produced under

these conditions can easily reach forty

miles per hour. When a rapidly moving
downward air column hits the ground, it

has the potential of turning into horizontal

winds moving in opposite directions at

speeds of about forty miles per hour,

thereby creating a strong wind shear.

Because precipitation is important in

the production of a downdraft, micro-

bursts are always associated with a precip-

itating cloud. The rain need not actually

reach the ground, however. In the dry

climates of the western states, rain may

evaporate completely before it reaches

ground level yet still produce a strong

microburst. These above ground-level

showers are a particular threat to aircraft

because the precipitating cloud looks in-

nocent and the pilot may be caught com-

pletely unaware. This is what happened on

May 31, 1984, when a United AirHnes jet

was taking off from Denver's Stapleton

Airport. The plane was departing during a

seemingly benign shower in which only a

few raindrops reached the ground. But

just as the plane was lifting off the runway

it penetrated a microburst and lost about

twenty-five miles per hour of airspeed.

The plane was only about ten feet off the

ground and eleven hundred feet beyond

the end of the runway, when the fuselage

was punctured in three places by an an-

tenna on the ground. The plane then

moved out of the microburst and rapidly

gained altitude but had to return to the

airport because the holes in the fuselage

made it impossible to pressurize the cabin.

An almost certain disaster was narrowly

averted because the pilot used a recently

developed microburst flying procedure

that involved pitching the plane up while

moving at a low speed. However, this new
procedure does not mean that pilots can

now safely fly through microbursts. If the

tail wind had been only slightly stronger, a

crash would have been unavoidable.

As a result of this incident, the Federal

Aviation Administration asked NCAR to

conduct a microburst "real-time" forecast

and warning service (that is, a system in

which information about a microburst

would be given immediately to those who
need it) at Stapleton Airport for the re-

mainder of the 1984 microburst season.

(Microbursts are seasonal. They are asso-

ciated with thunderstorms or rain showers

and occur during spring and summer, or

whenever such storms take place in a

given region of the United States.) This

experiment, called CLAWS (for Classify,

Locate, and Avoid Wind Shear), de-

pended primarily on meteorologists

trained to identify and locate wind shear

events on Doppler radar screens. This in-

formation was immediately transferred by
radio to another meteorologist in the

Stapleton Airport Taffic control tower

Dry air {red arrows) penetrates a cloud

formation, causing rain (green) or snow

(blue) within the cloud to evaporate.

Meltingand additional evaporation may
takeplace below the clouds as well. These

processes create cold air (blue arrows)

that will sink toward the ground in afast-

moving column. When this downdraft

strikes the ground, it spreads outward in

a starburst pattern known as a

microburst. As an incomingplane reaches

the edge ofthe microburst at point A, it

encounters a head wind that can increase

to twenty-five miles per hour between

points A andB within eleven seconds.

Only twelve seconds later, however, the

head wind decreases to zero and becomes

a tail wind, which in turn increasesfrom

zero to twenty-five miles per hour

between points Cand D. Theplane is in

greatestjeopardy as it passes through the

center ofthe downdraft and begins to

experience the increasing tail wind.

Susan M Johnston

who passed the information on to the

flight controllers who, in turn, notified pi-

lots. This labor-intensive but very success-

ful test demonstrated that Doppler radar

could provide timely wind shear warnings.

During the experiment, one pilot who was

approaching for a landing credited a

microburst advisory with saving his "air-

craft from being forced into the ground

short of the runway." In practice, the

advisories would be transmitted directly,

instead of indirectly, to the pilots.

The CLAWS project demonstrated

that the technology exists to greatly re-

duce the risk of aviation accidents caused

by wind shear. It also demonstrated that

early advisories of wind shifts enable con-

trollers to anticipate needed changes of

runways, thereby decreasing delays and

saving aircraft fuel. During the next five

years a procedure is likely to evolve that

will provide warnings of wind shears and

other hazardous weather conditions to

most major airports. This system will be

based on new Doppler radars and will be

capable of estimating wind speeds and

direction every 200 to 300 feet within a

fifty-mile radius. The primary task ahead

is to develop improved computer models

that will rapidly extract wind shear and

weather information from radar and other

instrument data and communicate it in a

concise, informative manner to pilots as

quickly as possible. D
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The Paradox ofthe

Great Irish Stags
Were the huge antlers ofthe extinct Irish elk a sign that

it was a swift and enduringrunner?

by Valerius Geist

The huge antlers of the Irish elk have

been a source of fascination ever since the

fossil remains of the giant deer were found

in Irish bog deposits in the seventeenth

centur}'. Growing from massive beams

and spreading into broad palms with long,

thick tines, the antlers are nevertheless

graceful structures spanning from eight to

eleven and one-half feet in large speci-

mens and weighing between seventy-five

and ninety-five pounds. Placed beside a

set of large Alaskan moose antlers, the

elk's antlers completely dwarf those of the

moose, even though the moose's skull is

likely to be larger. In body mass, Alaskan

moose are the equal of Irish elk.

The mystery behind such huge antlers

may now have been deciphered, and the

question of why those of moose are smaller

than those of the great elk or, for that

matter, why antler size differs at all

among deer species can now be answered.

The solution came while reconstructing

the ecology of the extinct giant, which

appeared briefly in Ireland in the closing

days of the last glaciation, some ten to

eleven thousand years ago.

The Irish elk was neither an elk nor
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Irish, as evolutionary biologist Stephen

Jay Gould has aptly pointed out. The term

elk, strictly speaking, applies to moose, a

member of the New World deer. The Irish

elk was an Old World deer that belonged

to a successful lineage of deer that spread

across Europe and Asia during the middle

and late Ice Ages, but failed to enter the

eastern Siberian and Alaskan landmass

and thus never appeared in America. The
last species of these giant deer, Megaceros

giganteus, vanished at the end of the last

glaciation, as did many other large

mammals. Its origin has been much dis-

puted, but evidence has been steadily ac-

cumulating that Megaceros was a giant

fallow deer adapted to the extremely fer-

tile areas characteristic of the glacial peri-

ods. What Megaceros looked like is known
not only from the complete skeletons

found in Irish bogs but also from a number
of sketches left in caves by our upper pa-

leolithic ancestors. Light-colored, with

some sharp body markings, Megaceros
had a long, muscular neck without a

mane, bell, or dewlap. Very large stags

weighed as much as 1,600 pounds, and
females averaged nearly a half ton.



Oppositepage: A drawing based on cave

paintings shows a young Irish

elk 's broad branching antlers. Selecting

a diet ofhighly nutritiousforage, caribou

bulls, below, grow the largest antlers

ofall living deer, whilefemale caribou

produce the most concentrated milk.

Caribou are also strong runners, as was

the extinct Irish elk.

Stephen J. Krasemann/DRK Photo





Antlers are often a barometer of

fluctuations infood supply. Large

antlers, such as those ofthe red deer, left,

indicate an animal's ability tofind the

richestfood resources.

Arthus-Bertrand/Peter /

Although not the largest deer that ever

lived—that honor goes to the broad-

fronted moose

—

Megaceros is unsur-

passed in the size of its antlers, the most

massive of any deer, fossil or living. The

antlers of young Irish elk stags were

comparable in structure with those of ma-

ture mid-Pleistocene fallow deer. But in

old Megaceros stags, an additional

branching took place, so that their antlers

had twice the points of their mid-Pleisto-

cene relatives.

The Irish elk was unusual in another

way: it was the most cursorial deer ever to

evolve; that is, it was highly specialized as

a speedy and enduring runner. Like other

cursorial species—saiga antelope, gnu,

Mongolian gazelle, eland, and buffalo

—

Megaceros was evolved to run on hard,

level, unobstructed ground. In body

shape, the giant elk closely resembled the

eland, but had slightly longer legs and a

longer neck. It had a cylindrical body,

heavy shoulders, the slim and relatively

short legs typical of speedy, flatland run-

ners, and a large rib cage to hold a large

heart and lungs. In relative capacity

Megaceros's chest exceeded that of moose

by one-half and that of the red deer, an

excellent runner, by about 20 percent.

The solution to the mystery of its huge

antlers lies, paradoxically, in the giant

deer's adaptation to running. Running

with great speed and endurance is a means

of evading predators and requires a large

amount of space. For this trait to promote

survival, the young must be as fleet-footed

as their mothers soon after birth. Off-

spring must be born as large and as highly

developed as possible and fed a supply of

milk abundant enough in nutrients and

energy to foster rapid growth to "survival

size," thus shortening the vulnerable time

period after birth. One would therefore

expect to find, in living deer dependent on

running, a single, highly developed off-

spring that shared neither womb nor milk

with a sibling. In fact, cursorial young are

on average the largest young born, much

larger than the offspring of forest-adapted

species.

To produce milk rich in nutrients and

energy, the mother needs to select highly

nutritious and digestible forage, and



George Herben/Alaska Photo

In body shape, the Irish elk closely

resembled the African eland, below,

another species highly specializedfor

endurance running. A herd ofreindeer,

right, race across afrozen lake—ice is

theirpreferred escape terrain.

i: Bruce Coleman, Inc.

above all, she must be able to divert these

nutrients and energy from body growth

and maintenance to milk production. In

males, the same genetic ability to divert

nutrients means that more material is

available for antler growth. Antler tissues

are extremely sensitive to food intake and

therefore are an excellent barometer not

only of the year-to-year fluctuations in

food supply but also of the male's ability

to find the best food resources. A female

choosing a male with relatively large ant-

lers selects one with a hereditary endow-

ment for superior foraging and for divert-

ing nutrients and energy from body

growth to antler production.

From a male's perspective, the female's

choice is not a completely happy one. A
male is best off putting all nutrient surplus

into body growth. He then grows larger

year by year and can dominate other

males by sheer size and power. After all,

antlers are throwaway organs. They are

discarded each year, and so is the great

investment in growing them.

What is the reverse of this evolutionary

scenario? If the newborn young can be

hidden from predators and raised in hid-

ing to survivable size, the mother need not

carry a single, huge fetus or produce the

richest of milk or choose a mate with large

^:^ !
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Female caribou with newborn calf, below.

Since caribou rely on running to avoid

predators, caribou offspring must be as

fleet-footed as their mothers soon after

birth. Consequently, they are born

largerand more developed thanforest-

adapted species ofdeer.

Stephen J. Krasemann/DRK Photo

antlers. The males can sacrifice antler

growth to an annual increase in body

size—and fight it out for dominance. And
the female, with smaller, slower-growing

young, need not seek out the best forage.

If this hypothetical scenario is valid,

then we would expect to find in deer a

close correlation between the relative ant-

ler mass of males, the relative birth weight

of young, and the percentage of milk

solids in mother's milk. And that is just

what one finds. Thus, male plains-dwell-

ing cursorial savanna deer should have

antlers much larger than those of forest

species if the females have an increased

energy investment in the young. We might

also expect a jump in antler mass from

forest- to plains-dwelling deer, more grad-

ual and continual body growth in small-

antlered deer, and leveling-off of body
mass in large-antlered species. In fact, all

of this is so. The relative size of calves and
fawns increases from forest to savanna to

steppe, but drops in desert, tundra, and
alpine habitats. In short, newborn ungu-

lates are largest where they are most
readily seen by many predators.

As a rule, small ruminants require more
digestible, richer, less fibrous forage than

large ruminants. To maintain a constant

temperature, a small animal must bum
more energy because it has a larger sur-

face area relative to its mass. Conse-

quently, we find that small deer and ante-

lope are very selective feeders, nibbling on

such rich forage as shoots, buds, flowers,

and seed heads. In deer, however, the gen-

eral rule breaks down. Even though en-

ergy costs do go down with increasing

body size, the costs for antler growth go up

in a geometric fashion. The larger the

stag, the more energy, protein, and miner-

als it requires to grow antlers.

We can calculate the quality of feed

required to grow antlers of any size. A
huge 1,500-pound Megaceros stag, grow-

ing one hundred pounds of antler mass in

120 days would require eighty-eight

pounds a day of fresh forage (wet weight)

so high in protein and minerals that only a

very few plants could provide it. Regard-

less of his genetic endowment, a stag fed

on the finest young meadow grass would

only grow thirteen pounds of antlers be-

cause such grasses are low in phosphate,

an important nutrient in growing bone.

Even on good alfalfa a giant deer would
only grow about forty-four pounds of ant-

lers, because this renowned cattle feed

contains far too few nutrients to support

maximum antler growth in large-bodied

deer. Only exceptionally nutritious forage

will allow maximum antler growth. The
young, and even the mature, leaves of sev-

eral species of willow bushes provide such

forage. Willows are abundant in deltas, on

rich alluvial deposits, and in glacial envi-

ronments along lakeshores, as well as on

loess plains created downwind of glaciers

and along glacial melt-off channels. Di-

rect observations support the argument

from bioenergetic theory: plant remains

scraped from Megaceros teeth turned out

to be willow.
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The offspring offorest-dwelling deer

species survive predators by hiding. The

elkfawn, below, camouflaged among the

forest grasses, counts on being overlooked

by possible predators.

To achieve maximum new antler

growth, males must be in a good nutri-

tional state about one month before drop-

ping their old antlers. We might therefore

expect the Megaceros stags to have

crowded into willow stands along shores

and deltas in late winter and spring. Be-

cause lake ice provides a level, hard, unob-

structed surface for running—avidly

sought for purposes of escape by other

cursorial species such as reindeer—we

theorize that Irish elk escaped their preda-

tors, mainly wolves, in the same way. Be-

cause ice is fragile in late winter and eariy

spring, this is a dangerous time for an

ungulate choosing ice as escape terrain.

Signs of antler shedding in many of the

Irish elk skeletons indicate that a good

many Megaceros bulls became victims of

rotting ice. In addition, some of the re-

mains were of stags that died in the shrub-

bery along the lakeshore or in deltas and

whose bodies were moved into the lakes by

gravity and water.

In spite of their nutritional needs, fe-

male ruminants, unlike males, give secu-

rity, not food, the highest priority. Their

remains are only rarely found near those

of large males. The female Megaceros ap-

parently avoided the water edges or areas
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Stephen J. Krasemann/DRK Photo

The American moose, left, exploits the

I

subarctic expanse ofwillows and birches.

Visible to predators, moose have evolved

superior running ability. Females, below,

hide during the birth period and

frequentlyproduce more than one calf.

John Johnson/AlasKa Photo

where willows would impede their ability

to run. Handicapped by their young, they

probably congregated in the uplands. Fe-

male remains of Irish elk are very rare, as

are the remains of young bulls. This indi-

cates that Irish elk segregated themselves

in the manner of fallow deer, red deer, or

wapiti; males three years and older

formed groups away from females, young,

and small males. Yearling Irish elk bulls,

which probably remained with the fe-

males, are so rare in Irish lake deposits,

that the juvenile stages of Megaceros ant-

ler development had to be described from

fragmentary antlers found in continental

deposits.

The hypothesis that giant deer were fo-

liage feeders is also supported by their

dentition, which is similar to that of

moose, another great foliage feeder. The
incisors of Irish elk, however, are broad

and fan out, like those of wapiti, an indica-

tion that they were grazers during part of

the year. Fallow deer, the close relative of

the giant deer, are also foliage and forb

feeders in spring and summer. They be-

come grazers after satisfying the great

nutrient demands of lactation, fattening,

and body, antler, and hair growth. The flat

loess plains, deltas, and melt-off channels

inhabited by the giant deer, and where

their fossil bones are concentrated, had

plenty of sedge meadows.

Theories about Megaceros can be ap-

plied to living deer as well. Caribou, the

most cursorial deer, bear one large and

highly developed young, which closely fol-

lows its dam. The female produces the

most concentrated milk of any living deer,

and bulls grow the largest antlers. Caribou

are specialized in selecting highly nutri-

tious forage and choosing the most digest-

ible of plant parts. For escape terrain they

prefer frozen lakes.

The wapiti prefers more open spaces

and grazing than the red deer and, in line

with that preference, has a body shape

more adapted to running. The wapiti's

antlers, however, are relatively smaller.

This appears to be a function of grazing;

grasses—though fairly digestible, abun-

dant, and free of toxic compounds—have

lower concentrations of nutrients than

forbs and foliage. As expected, wapiti

milk is somewhat lower in milk solids than

that of red deer, and wapiti young hide

from predators.

The giant deer overlapped with moose

in their Eurasian distribution, except in

the eastern Siberian and Alaskan land-

mass. The moose selects highly nutritious

forage and, like Megaceros, depends

mostly on foliage. The ancestors of giant

deer and of moose coexisted during the

greater part of the Pleistocene, but both

these foliage feeders adapted separately

and ceased to be competitive. While
Megaceros became adapted to running on

hard, even, unobstructed ground, the

moose became a superb, fast trotter, a

specialist in rapid running over soft, un-

even, obstructed ground. Moose can ma-
neuver over uneven ground in a manner no

horse can duplicate. Moose hide during

the birth period and can give birth to two

or even three small calves that the cow
defends capably against predators and
supplies with a fairly rich milk. Invest-

ment in newborns, however, is rather mod-
est, and so is antler size, particularly in the

European-west Siberian moose.

In the absence of giant deer in the east-

ern Siberian and Alaskan area, moose
emerged to exploit the wide-open subarc-

tic expanses of low willow and dwarf

birch, as well as the sedge meadows and
the deltas covered by low bushes. Here,

they become visible to predators. We ex-

pect American moose to be tested by pred-

ators more often and, consequently, to

evolve better running ability, larger young
at birth, richer milk and. in the bulls,

larger antlers and a plateau in body size.

Wherever comparisons can be made with

European moose, this is the case. Ameri-
can bulls have antlers twice as heavy as

those of European moose with one addi-

tional radial branching of tines. American
bulls reach a plateau in body size, while

European bulls do not. We are not well

informed about the reproductive invest-

ment of these two types of moose, but milk

analysis indicates that American moose
may have the richer milk.

In courtship, fallow deer have a striking

antler display, a display so exaggerated

and rhythmic that it borders on dance.

Since the Irish elk was a fallow deer, and
since social signals are ver\- conservative

in evolution (much more so than morpho-
logical characteristics), the Irish elk stag

probably had a similar antler display. Car-

ibou also have a fairly conspicuous antler

display in courtship. (I have not seen com-
parable behavior in other deer.) Large

antlers, then, appear to be display organs



The growth oflarge antlers is costly to a

male deer because nutrients are diverted

from body growth toproduce organs that

are discarded each year Right: Large

antlers, with the upper skull still

attached, arefrom a dead caribou.

for enticing females, not weapons for

intimidating opponents. But whether fe-

males of large-antlered species are indeed

attracted to large-antlered males is still

not known.

The antlers of the great Irish stag were

hardly without adaptive value. They be-

long in the same category as peacock tails

and the feathers of argus pheasants,

which, ever since Darwin, have been sus-

pected of having evolved as the result of

female preference. In ruminants, selection

for luxury organs by females appears to be

confined to those species whose survival

depends on running and a large invest-

ment in the care of its young. The large

antlers of the Irish elk were blamed for its

demise, weakening its body by drawing off

so many nutrients and leading to death by

drowning or by getting stuck in the forest.

None of these speculations are valid. Al-

though Megaceros antlers may appear

heavy and unwieldy, they are no more so

than the horns of mountain sheep and

ibex. The great stag vanished along with

other victims of a great environmental

change—mammoths, woolly rhinos,

horses, and saiga antelopes. Megaceros'^

end came at a time of hardship for

humans as well, noticeable in reduced

body size. Neanderthal hunters had previ-

ously killed giant deer, and there is little

doubt that upper paleolithic hunters also

found ways to kill giant deer in times of

need. In general, large mammals dwarfed

in late glacial times, indicating a change

in, and deterioration of, the environment.

The Irish elk disappeared during those

changing times. It was, after all, tied to

large spaces of open, exceptionally fertile

terrain that were characterized by a fairly

long vegetative season. Because Mega-
ceros could not withdraw into mountains,

a reduction in the size and fertility of its

habitat and the encroachment of forests

would have caused its populations to dwin-

dle rapidly. Hungry humans may have

dispatched the last stragglers or, as the

flatlands' vegetation changed to tall

shrubs and trees, bears and wolves could

have done as much. Only the giant deer's

remains have survived to puzzle and

haunt the imagination of humans, in a way
few other species have done. D
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Isaac Vasquez, a master weaverfrom the highland

Mexican village ofTeotitlan del Valle, addspowdered cochineal to a dye bath
containing tejulQ leaves, limejuice, and crushed limes.

The Bug in the Rug
Using ancient recipes, Mexican weavers brew the most permanent ofscarlet dyes

by Gary N. Ross

In the southern state of Oaxaca, Mexi-

co's three main mountain systems con-

verge, forming one of the most convoluted

and geologically unstable areas in North

America. My Dodge pickup inched along

what could have been the trail of an enor-

mous serpent lost in the series of high

ridges and deep gorges. Jumbled by fre-

quent earth tremors, green, pink, and or-

ange rocks shared the landscape with

oversized cactuses and dwarfed trees pa-

pered with flaking red bark. There were

four of us sandwiched in the vehicle. I was

the American ethnobiologist who had re-

turned to conclude a study of cochineal, a

traditional red dye still prepared by a

handful of Zapotec Indian artisans. My
guide was Isaac Vasquez, a Zapotec mas-

ter weaver from a highland village noted

for its production of textiles and natural

dyes. An American teen-ager living in Oa-

xaca, who had volunteered to compensate

for my faltering Spanish, and a hitchhik-

ing Mexican merchant rounded out the

passenger list.

Our destination was the Pacific low-

lands in the Isthmus of Tehuantepec. We
were retracing a historic route. For centu-

ries, Zapotec Indians from the plateau

—

ancestors of Isaac Vasquez—had braved

this mountain bulwark to obtain the leaves

of the tejute, or hoja lisa, tree (Miconia

argentea), an essential ingredient in their

cochineal dye. Distinguished as creative

textile artisans and astute merchants, the

Zapotecs held a virtual monopoly as sup>-

pliers of high-quality clothing in pre-His-

panic Mesoamerica, where numerous

laws and customs regulated attire. On all

occasions, from workaday labors to formal

settings, even on battlefields, each individ-

ual wore fabrics that signaled his or her

social status; dress was identity itself.

Dyes were the principal basis of this hi-

erarchy of clothing, and when it came to

dyes, the Zapotecs reigned supreme. Hu-

man runners transported the treasures of

tejute leaves, indigo bushes, murex snails,

and other relatively mundane but neces-

sary substances used to create the Zapo-

tecs esteemed, long-lasting colors.

That well-trodden footpath provided

the foundation for the serpentine ribbon of

asphalt—now part of the Pan American

Highway—that my pickup followed. Sud-

denly the undulations ceased and the road

straightened. Isaac shouted upon spotting

the first tejute tree. The species is me-

dium-sized with an umbrella canopy and

large, coarse leaves with whitish and

heavily veined undersides. We crossed a

barbed-wire fence into a pasture and

quickly gathered enough leaves to fill six

sacks, sufficient for a full year of cochi-

neal dyeing. After a pause for refresh-

ments, we set off on the return journey

toward the temperate interior highlands.

My passion for cochineal began in

1 978, when I visited the Zapotec village of

Teotitlan del Valle. Most of the men in

this community of more than 5,000 are

weavers, and the village is famous

throughout Mexico and among connois-

seurs worldwide for its hand-loomed tap-

estries and rugs colored by fine natural

dyes. I entered the showroom of Isaac

Vasquez, then forty-three years old, whose

work I had seen in an art gallery in San

Antonio. I later learned that he was the

most prestigious master weaver and dyer

in the contemporary Zapotec culture. My
host expounded in slow, deliberate Span-

ish—his second fluent language: "These

colors can only be achieved with natural

dyes, and only I and my cousin Alberto

Vasquez, whom I taught, here in

Teotitlan, are willing to take the time to

prepare the dye bath as our ancestors did

so long ago."

My eyes fell on the profusion of reds

—

crimson, scarlet, maroon, mauve, coral,

pink, and lavender Isaac noticed my won-

derment. "Yes," he continued, "the reds

are especially beautiful and my favorites,

too." Then he added: "Did you know that

we Zapotecs cultivated the dye-producing

bug, the cochineal insect, long before the

arrival of the Spaniards?" I had to admit

my ignorance. The weaver walked to a

small table, picked up a jar of what looked

like small, gray seeds, and handed it to me.

The seeds proved to be the dried bodies of

thousands of tiny insects. Isaac explained

that the dye is relatively simple to prepare.

The brittle bugs "are ground into a pow-

der and boiled in a water solution with

lime juice and certain dried leaves."

I was hooked. Each day of the following

week I returned to Teotitlan del Valle and

sat for hours observing the various

weavers at their looms. Isaac became im-

pressed with my persistence. One after-

noon he looked me directly in the eyes and

asked: "Would you be interested in doc-

umenting the Zapotec method of dye-

ing?" He explained that he had gleaned

the cochineal recipe from the village el-

ders when he was still a boy, and that he

had not divulged it to any outsider before.

I was honored but told him that for the

time being I had to return to Louisiana to

resume my teaching and research duties.

During the next three years, I re-

searched cochineal dye in my spare time. I

learned that entomologists classify the dye

insect in the order Homoptera, along with

the more typical scale insects that plague

many house and garden plants. The spe-

cies name of the bug (now labeled

Dactylopius coccus) has varied consider-

ably throughout its illustrious past, pri-

marily because there are two distinct

forms. A small, wild cochineal lives on

prickly pear and similar cactuses, which

are found from Florida to Arizona and

New Mexico, and south into the drier

parts of Mexico and Central and South

America. The slightly larger form, the cul-

tivated, or domesticated, type, depends on

human care for seasonal protection from

the cold and thrives specifically on cac-

tuses of the genus Nopalea, called nopal in

Mexico. Both forms of the insect produce

the brilliant red dye, but the domestic

form, generally preferred because it is

larger, is the only one that is commercially

available.



Having retraced his ancestors'

route to the Pacific lowlands, Isaac

Vasquez collects the leaves ofthe

tejute tree, needed to make the

cochineal dyepermanent.

The nopal cactus is the principal host

for the cochineal insect. The bugs

secrete a cottony wax coating that

protects themfrom desiccation and

conceals themfrom predators.

Maria Vasquez uses a stone grinder to

convert dried cochineal insects into a

powder Carminic acid, a redpigment

that pervades the insect's tissues and

bodyfluids, constitutes about 10percent

ofits dry body weight.

The unusual natural histories of the two

forms of the insect are virtually identical.

The males undergo several complete

metamorphoses as they develop into

winged adults. Females, however, remain

in a prolonged larval stage, never chang-

ing into winged adults but becoming sexu-

ally mature nonetheless—a process called

neoteny.

The young females settle near their

mother in groups of from four to ten and

secrete from their abdomens a white, web-

like material, which accumulates and be-

comes a cottony puff. This wax-based se-

cretion, more profuse in the wild form, is

an effective barrier against desiccation in

the semiarid climate and a camouflage

against potential predators such as birds,

small rodents, and insect parasites. Within

her protective cloak, each female is teth-

ered to the cactus pad by a tubelike pro-

boscis. Through this umbilical cord, she

draws nutrients from the host plant for her

entire life, up to three years. Within a few

weeks of hatching, the female cochineal

becomes bloated and sexually mature—

a

silvery, purplish black balloon about one-

quarter inch long, similar to a fully gorged

tick parasite.

The male cochineal remains diminutive

and mobile. After a few weeks, he spins a

cocoonlike structure and transforms him-

self into a tiny reddish brown, soft-bodied,

delicate-winged flyer. Lacking mouth-

parts, the male is instinctively pro-

grammed for only one thing, sex, and that

he pursues with relentless vigor, moving

rapidly among the cactus pads and copu-

lating with as many females as possible.

The adult male dies after about a week.

The numerous eggs deposited by the

female hatch immediately into tiny, red-

dish brown, six-legged specks. Those

specks that will eventually become ma-
ture females usually remain on their home
turf, puncturing the plant's cuticle, or wax
layer, in order to get down to the business

of feeding and reproducing. Inevitably,

however, as the season progresses, the cac-

tus-pad home and nursery becomes over-

populated. No matter. The newly born

babies move easily on to greener pas-

tures—an adjacent pad—and there set up
new colonies. When all the home sites on a

plant are taken, the tiny creatures cast

their fates to the wind, the successful ones

making a suitable landing on a fresh and
uninhabited cactus.

The females are the source of the dye: a

deep maroon pigment pervades their body

fluids and tissues. Males may be minus-

cule sex machines, but females are

equally potent. The maroon pigment,

chemically identified in 1910 as carminic

acid, is bitter and astringent to the taste

and probably acts as a repellent to those

few animals attempting to feast on the

insects themselves or on their prickly cac-

tus homes. It constitutes about 10 percent

of the total dry weight of the insect—

a

high proportion compared with other in-

sect pigments.

While the pigment may be repulsive to

the palate, it is a feast for the eyes. There

is, perhaps, an evolutionary basis for the

color's fascination: red pervades the bio-

logical world as a color of warning and

attraction, and it is the color of human
blood. From paleolithic times, humans

have sought out and used red pigments,

beginning with such ready-to-use sub-

stances as ocher. With further experimen-

tation they developed pigments that re-

quired some form of processing. His-

torians believe that cochineal ranks

second only to indigo as the oldest pro-

cessed natural coloring material.

Cochineal cultivation seems to have

originated with the Zapotecs or with the

Mixtecs, their Indian neighbors in the
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Wool is boiled in the cochineal dye bath

I for up to two hours.

Isaac Vasquez displays some skeins of
wool dyed with cochineal. By using wools

ofdifferent original shades, as well as by
manipulating his dyeing techniques.

Vasquez creates a varied spectrum

for his textiles.

David Hiser; Aspen

nearby mountains. Cochineal husbandry

was extensive and intensive in both these

ancient cultures by the time the Aztecs

first recorded its practice in the thirteenth

century. The Aztecs had a special word

for the insect

—

nochezti—as well as for

two species of cactus on which it lived

—

nopalnocheztli and nocheznopalli. The
town of Nochixtlan, a small Mixtec settle-

ment in a severely eroded upland valley in

northern Oaxaca, derives its name from

Nocheztlan, an Aztec name meaning "the

place where there is much cochineal." In

the pictorial writing of the Aztecs, the

community was identified by an ideo-

graph of a pot containing nopal cactus

with cochineal insects.

Nocheztlan was a tributary within the

extensive Aztec Empire. (The Mixtecs

own name for that settlement was Atoco,

"in the place of the cochineal"; the Mixtec

ideograph consisted of a mouth and a no-

pal cactus next to a seated man.) The war-

mongering Aztecs, who were constantly

trying to broaden their sphere of control,

did not always enslave or annihilate their

captives. When the captured people could

provide a valuable profit for the Aztec

world, they were merely exploited by ex-

tracting a periodic tribute from them.

Early Spanish chronicles indicate that the

tribute exacted from the Oaxacan high-

land people by the Aztecs consisted of

cochineal, other dyestuffs such as indigo,

and finely woven textiles.

The arrival of the Spaniards in 1519

signaled a new era of cochineal produc-

tion. The plundering foreigners had only

been exposed to fabrics dyed red either

from the roots of the madder plant or from

the bodies of kermes, lac, or Saint John's

blood, all insects that are related to each

other and to the cochineal bug, but which

produce less brilliant, more purplish

shades of red. The Spaniards were in-

stantly captivated by the intense scariet

cochineal dye, although they did not im-

mediately recognize its origin as dried in-

sects. Rather, they mistook the small,

spherical bodies for seeds, which they ap-

propriately termed grana, the Spanish

word for seed (the scientific family name

for the insect, Coccidae, also means seed).

The grana was shipped from Mexico to

Spain, where it met with instant success,

becoming the rage of Europe. Next to

gold, cochineal became the most desired

commodity imported from New Spain,

and in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, more was being produced in Mex-

ico—principally in Oaxaca—than before

the Spanish conquest. (A three-ship fleet

that sank off Louisiana i;, 1766, currently

under study and salvage, is supposed to

have been carrying 599,522 pounds of co-

chineal.)

Spain could not maintain her monopoly
on the carmine dye for long. In 1777, a

French naturalist managed to enter Mex-
ico secretly, travel on foot to Oaxaca (in

itself a miracle), collect several cactus

pads with their insects intact, then return

to the coast and smuggle this living booty

to Haiti. There, in that French protector-

ate, cultivation flourished for a number of

years, providing a lucrative commerce for

merchants in Paris.

During the next few years, through le-

gitimate trade or by acts of subterfuge,

other countries secured cochineal stocks

and appropriate cactuses, and cultivation

was taken up in Nicaragua. Colombia,

Ecuador, Peru. Brazil, Portugal, the Ca-

nary Islands, and India. Because the inter-

national market for cochineal dyes col-

lapsed following the invention of the first

synthetic dyes in 1856, only Peru and the

Canary Islands continue to produce the

dye commercially for export.

As a red dye, cochineal has also had a



Below: Isaac Vasquez creates a tapestry

on his loom. A work ofthis size may
take a year to complete. Right: Isaac

and his son Ernesto hold up afinished

wall hanging dyed with natural

dyes, predominantly cochineal.

varied but limited use in the food, cos-

metic, and pharmaceutical industries.

Earlier in this century the dye colored

such diverse commodities as pork sausage,

pies, dried fish and shrimp, jams, jellies,

ice cream, canned fruit, soft drinks, can-

dies, cider, vinegar, medicinal pills, lab-

oratory stains, lipstick and rouge, and the

famed maraschino cherry. With the ad-

vent and spread of inexpensive synthetic

coloring agents, cochineal gradually has

been replaced. But the major red substi-

tutes—red dye no. 2 and red dye no. 40

—

have not been problem free. Practically all

such coal-tar dyes have been linked to one

or more forms of cancer in laboratory ani-

mals and are therefore suspect for humans

as well. Alarmed by this discovery, many
manufacturers have once again turned

their attention to the biological world for

safe color additives. Cochineal, already

approved by the Food and Drug Adminis-

tration in the United States and time-

proven safe, is now being reconsidered for

more extensive use.

Embedded in this biogeographical saga

is an ironic anecdote. Although cochineal

production was common in southern Mex-

ico, little or no knowledge of the insect and

its aesthetic and economic potential

reached the indigenous peoples of what is

now the American Southwest. By the

early sixteenth century, both the Pueblo

and Navaho Indians had developed a so-

phisticated weaving culture. They did not

have a strong red dye, however, relying

instead on whatever reddish pigments

they could draw from various barks, roots,

and soils.

The Spanish soldiers who moved north

from Mexico in the early 1 800s brought

with them colorful blankets from Spain,

which they used for themselves and their

horses. The blankets were made of bayeta,

a commercially manufactured English

flannel. Colored by the cochineal dye, the

textiles fascinated the Southwest Indians,

who parlayed and traded whatever they

could to secure them. These people, prin-

cipally Navahos, then unraveled the blan-

kets, respun the threads, and rev^ove them
into their own distinctive textiles.

Equipped with this background, i re-

turned to Oaxaca, cochineal's ancient

home, to document the insect's use as a

textile dye. Isaac wasted no time on my
initiation: the day after my arrival we un-

dertook the arduous drive to the coastal

lowlands. Then, while the tejute leaves we

had collected dried in the sun for several

days, my host, the "keeper of dye secrets,"

filled me in on his art.

"When I was twelve years old," Isaac

began, "I was very curious to learn the

dyeing methods ofmy ancestors—my her-

itage—and I gradually persuaded some of

the old men to explain the process, which

had been abandoned in the early 1900s

when the more brilliant and less time-con-

suming synthetic, or aniline, dyes became

available from Europe." He described

how, after a short practice period, he was

able to prepare a dye bath that produced

the desired result. "With some additional

experimentation," he added,"I was able to

create shades that varied through the en-

tire range of red."

Isaac tried to interest his fellow weavers

in natural dyeing, but after a few at-

tempts, their enthusiasm flagged. The

task seemed too tiresome. Except for his

cousin Alberto, they all reverted to the

packaged anilines and their cookbook rec-

ipes. But it was not only the historical and

cultural importance of using natural dyes

that appealed to Isaac. With pride, he

informed me that "unlike the colors from

the European dyes, the cochineal hues are

virtually permanent, since they resist fad-

ing from light and washing."

Isaac walked over to a cabinet against a

far wall in his showroom. He returned

with a casually folded piece of red woolen

cloth. "Here is a skirt that has been in my
family for more than three hundred

years," he said, unfolding the piece. It had

been scrubbed and beaten on rocks with

harsh detergents and exposed to the in-

tense tropical sun immeasurable times.

Handing the piece to me, he exclaimed,

"Just look at the brightness. It is almost as

fresh as new'y dyed wool. This is the ad-

vantage of cochineal."

The cloth was remarkably vibrant, al-

though some of the threads were torn. I

was impressed. Isaac siniled: "I think you
are ready for cochineal. Let's dye!"

Most activities in a Zapotec household

Both photographs by David Hiser. Aspen

are concentrated in the central, open-air

patio. The Vasquez patio has one small

area reserved for dyeing, a shaded spot

protected by a roof overhang. There a

fifteen-gallon aluminum pot rested on a

simple tripod of rocks. Stacked nearby

was wood, gathered from the mountains

above the village. First, the pot had to be

filled with well water and the fire kindled

to bring the contents to a boil. About two

hours of heating were required, during

which time Isaac and his wife, Maria,

prepared the wool and ingredients for the

eventual dye bath.

Isaac took three skeins of his wife's

handspun woolen thread, about two

pounds, and immersed them to soak in a

tub of clear, cool water. As soon as the dye

pot started steaming, three to four hand-

fuls of the dried, crumbled tejute leaves

were added. My guess is that the leaves

contain oxalic acid, as do the leaves of

many other members of the plant's family,

Melastomataceae. This acid is recognized

in the professional dye literature as a color

intensifier and mordant for cochineal. A
mordant is a substance, such as a metallic

salt, that combines with an organic dye to

form an insoluble colored compound, or

"lake," in the fiber of the fabric.
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As the water continued to heat, Isaac

plucked approximately eighty fresh limes

from a tree that grew conveniently in the

middle of his patio and squeezed out the

acid juice by hand. I questioned Isaac

about his use of citric acid: the citrus fam-

ily of plants is considered a native of the

Old World, having first entered Mexico

during the early colonial period.

"The Zapotec's use of lime, crucial for

the intense red color, dates only to the

sixteenth century," Isaac responded. "Be-

fore then some alternative natural plant or

soil acid must have been used." He sighed,

and then added: "But my investigations

have uncovered no written or spoken

records; the secret remains in a world we

have lost."

Isaac was confident that there had been

an earlier intensifier, because he had seen

samples of cochineal dye that survive on

thirteenth-century Aztec manuscripts.

The shades of red on such manuscripts

could not have been produced by dyeing

only with cochineal insects and tejute

leaves. His ancestors had apparently ex-

perimented with the lime trees, however,

which can be easily cultivated near home

sites. As they welcomed the new acid into

their repertoire, the original intensifier

must have faded into obscurity.

While Isaac squeezed the lime, Maria

prepared the cochineal insects for the dye.

Since the supply in Mexico is now very

limited, the weavers purchase their dried

insects from Peru for about forty-seven

dollars a pound, some 70,000 insects—

a

bargain since each bug must be tediously

handpicked, swiftly killed by immersion

in boiling water, which also dissolves its

wax coating, and then dried in the sun for

several weeks. As an emergency reserve,

Isaac maintains a small colony of the in-

sects on a grove of nopal cactus growing in

his backyard.

Maria placed a metate, or "grinding

stone," in front of her on the patio floor,

and using a stone rolling pin, ground the

dried bugs in much the same way she

would grind corn for tortillas. Within

thirty minutes, she had transformed one-

half pound of the drab bugs into a colored

powder. The grinding complete, Maria re-

moved the powder and rinsed the metate

with a cup of water, carefully collecting

the runoff: cochineal is too valuable to

waste.

When the water was boiling, Isaac

added the powder and the salvaged dregs,

causing the solution to become a dark red.

He stirred the dye for a few minutes with a

stick bearing the tenacious stains of past

dye pots, then added the lime juice. The

dye turned a brilliant red. Finally, the

three skeins of wet woolen threads were
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lowered into the boiling caldron, and the

solution was kept simmering for one to one

and one-half hours.

i The acrid odor of hot acid permeated

the air. My eyes watered as I stirred the

pot; my tears caused my host to relieve

me. With a smile he said: "My father told

me that when he was a boy our entire

village reeked of this odor. Practically ev-

eryone then prepared the cochineal dye

several times each week." His smile faded

as he reflected: "But now, only a handful

recognize the source of the smell. What a

catastrophe." I agreed.

Soon I understood why Isaac Vasquez

is an internationally esteemed master of

his craft. The wool's final color depends on

many factors, including its initial color,

ranging from white to various shades of

gray, brown, and nearly black; the length

of time the wool is in the dye bath; the

amount of cochineal powder used; and the

amount and type of lime used (Isaac uses

the juice from fresh limes, but his cousin

Alberto prefers whole dried limes). By

manipulation of these factors, countless

hues within the red spectrum can be cre-

ated. Since the precise conditions are

never recorded, however, only his years of

experience and perceptive eye endow

Isaac with a sensitive control of these nat-

ural colors, a control that can be admired

and even envied, but never copied.

When Isaac gauged that the wool had

reached the appropriate color, the skeins

of thread were removed from the dye

bath, shaken vigorously to dislodge the

fragments of tejute leaves and limes, and

hung on a nearby tree limb to cool and dry

over night. The exhausted dye bath was

then thrown out. When Isaac needs a rela-

tively muted pastel, he will reuse the solu-

tion immediately for dyeing additional

wools. He may also use it for overdyeing, a

process in which threads previously dyed

with one color are redyed with a second to

achieve an uncommon hue. Because there

is no refrigeration to protect the organic

ingredients from spoiling, at day's end the

solution in any case has the same fate. It is

poured onto the bare ground of the patio.

The following day, we packed the pun-

gent threads into my pickup and traveled

the three miles of rocky road above the

village to a small trickling stream. There

Isaac washed the threads in a bucket of

sudsy water (FAB is the product of

choice) and rinsed them thoroughly in the

flowing stream. The tejute leaves had

done their job once again, the threads re-

tained their intense red color. Back in the

village, the skeins were suspended from a

tree limb for two to three days of final

drying before being transformed on the

loom into works of art. O
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Bounty ofa

Harsh and Meager Land
by Hugh H. litis

The preservation of genetic diversity in

indigenous crops and ecosystems, of cul-

tural diversity in indigenous peoples, and

of a sustainable agriculture are the under-

lying themes of a remarkable new book by

Gary Nabhan. Nabhan is a research asso-

ciate at the University of Arizona's Office

of Arid Lands Studies and cofounder of

Native Seeds/Search, a nonprofit organi-

zation that maintains seed banks of south-

western plants, both cultivated and wild.

The book is partly a serious consideration

of desert natural history, ethnobotany,

and environmental philosophy. It is also

partly an anecdotal diary—sometimes

charming and poetic, sometimes madden-

ingly cute—of the author's wide-ranging

ethnobotanical explorations in the Sono-

ran Desert, which stretches south for 800

miles from Arizona and Southern Califor-

nia to nearly the tip of Baja California and

the adjoining Mexican mainland. As a

good ethnobotanist, he obtains much of

his information from talking to people

about their hard lives, uncertain crops,

and wild animals and plants, all closely

adapted to the vagaries of a stringent envi-

ronment. Science aside, this is a book in

praise of the desert and its people—

a

hymn to the wild beauty and diversity of

the desert landscape, to the unsuspected

usefulness and hidden ecological adapta-

tion of its plants, and to the ingenuity of

the cultural traditions by which the Indian

tribes of the region, the Pima, Papago,

Opata, Cocopa, Seri, and Yaqui, have

learned to utilize "the botanical bounty of

a harsh and meager land," on which most,

to a large degree, still depend.

To illustrate the interaction of the hu-

man desert culture with desert plant ecol-

ogy, Gary Nabhan has chosen an even

dozen of the more than 425 edible wild

species found in the Sonoran Desert. From
the red-hot chiltepines {Capsicum) of

Mexico to the Washingtonia fan palms of

Southern California, each plant species

"exemplifies a symbolic or ecological rela-

tionship that people of this region have
had with plants through history." Al-

though his choices are arbitrary, and im

portant Mexican cultigens, such as maize

and grain amaranths, are left out, the book

makes fascinating reading for anyone in-

terested in human ecology or ethno-

botany. Like a botanical Vivaldi, Nabhan
divides these plants among the four sea-

sons; each chapter is prefaced by an origi-

nal, stylized plate drawn by Nabhan's

field companion, Paul Mirocha, a talented

graphic designer with the University of

Arizona. Each plate depicts the plant both

Gathering the Desert, by Gary Paul

Nabhan, University of Arizona Press,

$19.95; 210 pp., illus.

in its natural habitat and in its relationship

to man.

Among the plants Nabhan has chosen

is Larrea tridentata, the creosote bush,

whose ancestors were dispersed by birds

from its place of origin in southern South

America. To the native people, the creo-

sote bush is a veritable drugstore. Here, as

elsewhere, Nabhan recounts anecdotes he

has heard in his travels to juxtapose the

wisdom of Indian medical, ethnobo-

tanical, and agricultural traditions with

the simplicity of their cultures. Creosote

bush has been used by Indians to treat

almost as many ailments as doctors treat

with antibiotics. Be that as it may, the

admittedly mild but unmistakable whiff

of anti-intellectualism, evident in his pot-

shots at the ignorance of scientists, bota-

nists, and scholars, is disturbing (though

many of Nabhan's targets may deserve it),

and his lonely battle for an idiosyncratic

cause (automatic respect for the nontech-

nical or primitive) is sometimes over-

played.

Washingtonia filifera palms are Nab-

han's opening comment on the modem
ecology of southeastern California. Al-

though it is among the "four richest agri-j

cultural zones of the United States . . . thej

natural attributes that once attracted men]

of modest means to the area are now

largely gone. The air is often dull gray in

color, a stifling haze. Highway signs read-
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ing 'Daylight Test Area' and 'Keep Head-

lights on for the Next 50 Miles' perplex

unacquainted travelers. Surface water re-

sources are overallocated. Groundwater

overdraft per year has become so great

that it would take decades without pump-

ing to return the water table to its pre-

1900 levels."

But even rigidly protected nature is not

unaffected by land uses and abuses.

"Northeast of Palm Springs in the Mo-

have Desert, the National Park Service

created Joshua Tree National Monument

to preserve palm and yucca stands .... To

avoid desiccation of the tourist attraction,

the wild Washingtonia, the National Park

Service is running a pipeline up to the

palms to keep them irrigated. With what?

Pumped groundwater."

Another plant covered in the book is

Agave angustifolia, the source of mescal

bacanora, a powerful bootleg moonshine.

As Nabhan explains, agave is pollinated

by a bat, Leptonycteris. In recent years,

however, the number of fertile seeds in the

agave capsules has been decreasing, and a

marked decrease in bat populations may

be responsible. Southern Arizona caves

that used to shelter hundreds of thousands

of these pollinators, now shelter a few

thousand at best. Zoologists have linked

this decline in bat populations to pesti-

cides, "which accumulate in bat breast

milk and the young die of nerve disorders

when the pesticides exceed a certain

level." Even after the ban on DDT in

Arizona, '"Leptonycteris flocks continued

to be exposed to this harmful chemical,

since American manufacturers persisted

in promoting its use in Latin American

countries where these bats seasonally

visit." (One of the very first acts of Ronald

Reagan as president was to rescind Presi-

dent Carter's directive that any chemical

banned on medical grounds in the United

States is to be prohibited from being sold

to other countries.) The other factor af-

fecting these bat populations is the dra-

matic increase in the human population,

which in Sonora has tripled since 1950.

Evidently, the corresponding increase in
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the number of drinkers has pushed the

mescal distillers to overharvest wild agave

stands and so destroy the major seasonal

food source to which these migrating bats

have been adapted by natural selection.

No bat pollination, no agave seeds; no

agave nectar, no bats!

If you consider, as Nabhan does, that a

diligent mescalero has to cut down 1 ,600

agaves to distill the 300 or 400 gallons he

needs to sell each year to make a living,

and that there are one to two thousand or

more such part-time harvesters in Sonora,

more than half a million agaves may well

be harvested in Sonora alone each year.

Elsewhere, Nabhan cites the population

figures for the U.S. border town of San

Luis del Rio Colorado: 175 people in

1921, 4,079 in 1950, 50,000 in 1970.

When I, as a young botanist, first went to

Mexico in 1949, there were 25 million

people in the country and 3 million in

Mexico City; today there are more than

80 million people in Mexico and more

than 17 million in Mexico City.

That the present-day human population

flush will eventually lead to population

crashes and the extinction of tens of thou-

sands of animal and plant species in Mex-

ico alone is an inevitability that many are

unable to fathom, though the handwriting

is on the wall all over the world: in Bangla-

desh, Ethiopia, Nigeria, Brazil, and yes,

even in Mexico and the United States. As

John Muir said, and Barry Commoner
paraphrased, "Everything is connected to

everything else": long-nosed bats to aga-

ves to new babies to mescal drinkers to

stock markets (and to biologists lamenting

the loss of desert ecosystems and species).

Perhaps, says Gary Nabhan, "we are

now too aloof, too impatient to wait for

long-term rewards, too cocksure that we

are the controllers of the world to be able

to participate in a mutualistic relationship

with agaves . . .

." He suggests that we

place Agave angustifolia on the Endan-

gered Species List and become "symbi-

onts" rather than exterminators of the

plant. He quotes his friend Howard Scott

Gentry, the great agave taxonomist, that

"if we are to ask more of the agave, we

must give it attention and growing room."

Yes, indeed! But consider this dilemma:

while this agave species in Sonora may
receive protection (which is doubtful),

many thousand hectares of unplowable,

rocky wild lands in Jalisco State, full of

Joshua trees, ceroid cacti, and rare en-

demics, are being cleared to plant row

Mesquile. by Paul Mirocha
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upon row of agave. This agave is A.

tequilana, hairested before flowering to

make a mescal called tequila, much of

which is exported to the United States,

Mesquite, a small tree of the legume

genus Prosopis, offers birds shelter,

mammals food, bees honey, and New
York steakhouses smoky-flavored steaks,

"Even though the charcoal gives off little

of the mesquite wood scent, the whole

pitch is lucrative as hell," More impor-

tant, mesquite is a key species in the

desert's web of life. Of the solitary bees

alone, fully sixty-four species visit mes-

quite flowers.

Organ-pipe cactus, Stenocereus thur-

beri, another key species, is pollinated by

one bat, and its seeds, immersed in juicy

pulp, are dispersed by another. At the very

edge of its range in Arizona, we have a

national monument for it, but it grows best

in Mexico. Dot distribution maps of this

and other species could easily have been

added or at least referenced to those al-

ready published. These would help to

complete the ecological picture and give it

biogeographic context, for surely, one

map is worth a thousand words.

Amaranthus palmeri greens, the meat

of the poor people; tepary beans {Phase-

olus acutifolius), representing agriculture

at its very arid limits; the wild chiltepines.

or bird peppers, the red-hot mothers of

chile peppers. Capsicum annuum var.

aviculare, are just a few more of the plants

covered here. A twentyone-page biblio-

graphic essay (but no badly needed glos-

sary) and a two and one-half page abbrevi-

ated index, as inadequate as it is

inaccurate, ends this otherwise beautifully

produced book.

Let me make two final observations.

First, the bibliographic essay is unbal-

anced and idiosyncratic. How can an

Q\.\\r\obotany book dealing with the Sono-

ran Desert, which mentions scores of ma-

jor and minor (often insignificant) studies

by the author and his friends, fail to men-

tion any of the modern works on this re-

gion? Not Shreve and Wiggins' magiste-

rial Flora and Vegetation of the Sonoran

Desert, not Kearney and Peebles' thor-

oughly revised Arizona Flora, or Wig-

gins's masterful Flora ofBaja California,

all major and truly monumental works

without which any ethnobotanist or ama-

teur would be adrift in a sea of taxonomic

confusion. Similarly, how can one discuss

Amaranthus without at least mentioning

the ethnobotanical studies of Jonathan

Sauer, or Sonoran cactus ethnobotany

without citing the fine study by Frank

Crosswhite on the saguaro (Carnegiea

gigantea), or any number of his other ma-

jor papers on Indian tribal ethnobotany.

Secondly, the last chapter points to tl

great paradox any conservation-orient<
|

botanist working with cultivated plants
j

faced with sooner or later, (I have faced
|

myself in my own work with wild corn, tl

teosintes.) There is a conflict between 1

1

desire to preserve ecosystems and t|

need to use them; what do you do, wh i

should you do, when your own discoveri
j

will encourage the destruction of mcj

wild land to grow more food on the ve

ecosystem you love and wish to preserv
j

The author pleads for preservation

primitive people and their customs, favc I

germ plasm diversity of cultivars and
;

wild plants, and then, in his very last
(

t

ample, yields to temptation, Nabh

'

came upon the pioneering discoveries

Larry Curtis, who found that the gigan

100-pound roots of the buflfalo got

(Cucurbitafoetidissima) produced a r

supply of starch (53 percent) and that

seeds could be bred to yield a high-gn

polyunsaturated oil. Nabhan, alas,

quickly seduced by a grand vision, a wh

new world of deserts made fruitful! "C

tis and followers imagined commen
production of desert gourds based on th

major products: a cooking oil, a prot(
;

rich seedmeal feed left after oil extract]

an industrial starch from the root to

used in food thickeners, cleansers, i
(

£

other specialized products." Improved
)

;:

brids are now available, and "since 19

buffalo gourd has advanced as an exp
t

mental crop in Mexico and the Uni

States, with the field trials attempte<

countries such as Australia as well." A

I

listing several wonderful attributes

cently discovered, Nabhan ecstatic

predicts that this species "could ha\

future economic niche in semiarid a:

receiving ten inches of rainfall or mo
A second species, the finger-leaved '

ote-gourd, Cucurbita digitata, is £

more adaptable: "Capable of long-t

survival in extremely arid regions rec f,

ing less than four inches of rainfall,

can probably produce economic c/s

with less irrigation, particularly in )t

coastal deserts where buffalo gourd b£ ()!

survives." He laments the lack of com'
f-

cial interest in establishing plantat >

but hopes that these gourds' insectii i-

promise—as trap crops they at

luperine beetles—may push them

commercial cultivation.

But what is going on here? Are we -

to lose the world's coastal deserts? i)

mind wanders to the silent immensi 31

the Peruvian coastal desert, witlts

flower-covered lomas, and I am rev ed

by the vision of miles upon miles oi^

"most stinking gourd, C foetidissir

How can Nabhan advocate preservot
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jdesert culture and diversity and at the

iihe time beat the drum for a new crop

it could wipe out the coastal desert alto-

?(her. You can't have it both ways.

evidently Nabhan's deep environmen-

;8 concerns, and they seem genuine

;iugh, do not prevent him from present-

n this or that new "botanical fix," which,

c: better or for worse, will lead to the

i{ [Cultural use and eventual destruction

)fuch now unused lands. Shouldn't we
ice instead that the buffalo gourd will

nve to be a feasible crop on Arizona

:C'On land, where eight to ten inches of

ai per year would allow it to grow witfi-

n using scarce, pumped ground water,

n a failure in coastal deserts and else-

v;re where the land should never be

t ivated in the first place. I do not wish

oe harsh on the author. I know how it is,

Icing been a party to the discovery of

'.) diploperennis, the perennial wild

01 endemic to one mountain in Mexico.

V ter Sullivan propelled the discovery to

hi front page of the New York Times

vi:i promises of a perennial corn that

v(jld feed the world and which, it has

ujicd out, has immense immunity to all

.0I5 of corn diseases. The paradox is

id;htened when such publicity is a way
ofen the only way) to obtain money for

}riervation of a specific site. (Such was

bcase recently with the Mexican gov-

rinent's purchase of a part of the Sierra

lelanantlan to which Z. diploperennis is

:nfemic.)

do not have easy answers. I do know,

oever, that we should be careful to save

hideserts in all their loveliness and bio-

ojbal complexity, although most plan-

lei, movers and shakers, and developers

cider them nothing but expendable,

111waway ecosystems—empty waste-

w's without value, without grace. We
h;l never solve world hunger by growing

ice food or plowing up more deserts,

ni by growing fewer people. The earth

at provide unlimited land, unlimited

;nWh, unlimited technology!

\ the deserts of the world, agricultural

x;oitation may well find a new last

'.ad. But what then? After all the deserts

rfgreen and an additional four billion

enle are fed, what then? And when no
k; deserts are left to plow? When no

1(2 desert people are left to care? Gary
lihan's book, with all its faults, is a

3hdid way to learn to love—and save

—

fideserts.

'i^h H. litis is a professor ofbotany and
hijlirector ofthe Herbarium at the Uni-
'ei'ty of Wisconsin-Madison. litis spe-

iazes in the evolution of corn and its

eltives.
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growing flowers and vegetables , ,

,

so you can have more time to enjoy
the results!

Most big tillers were designed to just

till, Mantis was designed from the

beginning for a variety of useful at-

tachments. Tiller, Weeder. Furrower,

Edger, Lawn Aerator, Lawn De-
Thatcher, Hedge Trimmer,

Best of all, Mantis costs a fraction

of what you'll pay for a big tiller,

3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial

Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on
the tines (if they ever break, we'll

replace them), A Lifetime Replacement
Agreement on the engine. And a 3-

Weel< In-Your-Garden Trial (if you don't
like it, we'll take it back and give you a
full refund),

"What a pleasure to use. Never again
will we have to rent a tiller, work like
crazy to get It back on time, need two
people to put It Into and out of the car,
get bounced all over and wind up with
sore arms and headaches. "

Ruth and Patrick Eagen
Hempstead, New York

EARLY ORDER BONUSI
Mail this coupon today.

jj^
^^ric Mantis Manufacturing Co.
"'*= 1458 County Line Rd, Dept, 879

|—
' Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 |

DPIease send more intormation on the fvlantis I

Tiller/Cultivator, , , and your 3-Week Tnali I

Address .

City

-Zip.



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 491h

St., 2ndfl, Astoria, NY 11103

AFRICAN FIGURES AND MASKS, $15—$475, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AMERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Indian masks,

Graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas, Navajo

rugs Box 5896, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

AUDUBON'S BIRDS Elephant folio "Amsterdam Edi-

tion" Large Selection Fine condition Free catalog-

Charles River Prints, Inc 36 Riverside Drive, Waltham,

MA 02154 (617) 893-7974

EXQUISITELY RENDERED OIL PAINTINGS of Euro-

pean birds at De Rempich Gallery, 16 East 79th Street,

(212)772-6855

rA?YRUS
HAWK — Ancieni Egyptii

painted blue, lei, black, white on
handmade papyrus, 5"x5"...$15 ppd.
Lu<ite frame odd Slo Check/Charge.
BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25<.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W. 76 SI. • NY 10023 • Depl. N386

— Gallery open by ^ipouument only. .

HALLEYS COMET Elegant, 22k-gold limited-editton

graphic Matted Framed Details Mr Murray, Jeffer-

son Collection, 40 First, Athens, OH 45701

SHROUD OF TURIN— Beautiful 19" X 23" poster Ex-

cellent reproduction of the life-size Face. B/W pnnt

$12 65 Brother Sun, Box 1106. Englewood, Flonda
34295

Books/Publications

FREE CATALOG of discount science and nature

books Orphic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd
, Suite 200,

Dept NH, Northndge, CA 91324

LAWRENCE BLOCKS BOOKS FOR WRITERS Telling

Lies for Fun & Profit, $8 Writing the Novel, $10 Affirma-

tions for Writers (tape), $12 All postpaid! Wnte For
Your Life, 3750 Estero #107, Ft Meyers Beach, FL
33931

NATURAL history books—The Old & Rare and The
New Large Selection (many discounted 1 0%) also For-

eign Field Guides $2 00 for quarterly catalogues. Patri-

cia Ledlie— Bookseller. Box 46N, Buckfield, ME 04220
(207) 336-2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS.
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton. Box
15-Y, Falls Village, CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors
All sut))ecls invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report. Carlton Press, Dept NHC, 11 West 32 Street,
New York 10001

QUALITY BOOKS FOR CHILDREN. Richly illustrated
Hard bound. Shop from the comfort of your own home
Free brochure Wnte: Fuzzy Bear Books, (Dept NAT)
Box 6010, Saginaw, Ml 48608

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente CA
92672(714)492-2975

Camps

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS. D-ARROW. Boys & girls
12-17. Canoe trips in Maine & Quebec 4, 6 & 8 week
adventures. Challenging and safe. CeriiSed leader-
ship. Sma'l groups. 30th year. Write Claire & George
Darrow, HCR 68, Box i6(N). Cushino r,:a;ns 04563
Tel (207)35^-8128

Natural Hsstory 3/S-6

JlieMarK^t
PRAiRIE TREK and

TURQUOISE TRAIL EXPEDrTIONS
Since I'^^c .-.- L,.„-.-:.-.,uriS have made it

possible tor young peupie to explore in the

mountains, canyons and desert country of trie

Amencan SoutflwesL Empriasis is on environ-

25. archaeology, native crafts, backpacking and

camping. Seven and four-week sessions begin July 2 for t}oys

ages 1 2 to 1 7 and girls ages 1 3 to 1 7.

MOUNTAIN ISLANDS AND DESERT SEAS. A two-week

natural history expedition for adults into the Borderlands of

southwest New Mexico and southeast Arizona. Led by Dr

Frederick Gehlbach of Baylor Univ. August 3-16. ARCHAE-
OLOCY AND ANTHROPOLOGY OF THE AMERICAN
SOUTHWEST. Two weeks explonng prehistonc and contem-

porary Indian cultures. College credit available. Led by Dr

Wenda Trevathan of Nev/ Mexico State Univ. June 8-22. THE
FAMILY TREK. A week explonng the Old West witfi Lucy

|-„c»-,c.',-i August 17-24. Rdc details contaa THOfi/lAS BILL-

INGS. DIRECTOR. P.O. BOX 149S7NH. ALBUQUERQUE.
NEW MEXICO 871 91 Phone S05-293-386S.

Collectors' Items

BIRDS, FLOWERS, ANIMALS on postage stamps from
many countries, 60 diff $1 00 All three $2 65 George
Ford, PO Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL 33737

FREE Postage Stamps Catalogue, Shelron, Box 547N,
North Miami, FL 33161

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through penpal club.

133,000 members. All ages IPF-C. Box 65. Brooklyn,
NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE," New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-
ernment programs, $4,95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RO,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
133 West 4th Street

New York, NY 10012

Classes in Tibetan T'hanka Paint-

ing, Icon Painting. Gold Leafing,

Nepalese Bronze Casting, Islamic

Calligraphy, Chinese Landscape
Painting and Medieval Manuscript
Illumination are given by noted
teachers, using traditional methods.
For infomialion call 212-475-8048

FREE—PARENTS' GUIDE Over 400 private resident
camps, summer programs and schools in US and
abroad, serving children 6-16 Most visited by pub-
lisher For guide and free referrals give child's age
grade, interests, geographical preference and en-
trance date Established 1940 Vincent/Curtis Rm
216, 224 Clarendon St , Boston MA 02116

Salzburg
International
Preparatory
School

A co-ed American boarding
school in Europe's most beau-
tiful city. Grades 8-12 & PG
Highest academic standards.
Advanced Placement courses.
Extensive travel, skiing, sports
and cultural excursions.

5 « A_A A a

For catalog wnte SIPS, Box 12

A-5020 Salzburg, tel (662) 844
telex 632476 saint a

, Moosstrasse 106

485,846511,

Employment Opportunities

.AUSTRALIA—THE WORLD! 50,000 jobs! Big pay All

occupations Transportation Latest reports $2 00
Jobworld, Box 681 -NH, Cypress, CA 90603

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Pay! Transportatioi

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International, Be
19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly buili

tin lists environmental job openings throughout th

US Free details EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, N
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direi

tory and complete information—$300 Internation

Opportunities, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 200i

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTEI
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current ope'

ings— All occupations' Free information! Inte

mountain-4Y, 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, C
80907 1-303-630-7478 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College opening
USA $7 00: Overseas $7 00 England, Japan, Sauc
Australia $7 00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton, W
02162

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit found
;

tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3.r
'

Fundsearch, Box 19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036 .

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countrie .

Sampler 4/$2 98 Free brochure. Multinewspapei
Box DE-203, Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off, 150 Major comp[
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richards^

Blvd., Black Mountain, NO 28711 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Disco\

largest selection of weird and unusual succulents
over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegat'

living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00 "Catalog
Unusual Succulents," Dept 3—553 Buena Creek. S
Marcos, CA 92069

FRUIT TREES NURSERY STOCK, for coldest

mates Catalog Free. Moosebell, Rt. 1, Box 240,
Francis, Maine 04774

Gourmet Interests

ADsoiuIe saiislaclion or your money back"

^^^qT^^TEASq

Aurora Tea Society

6304 Armor Rd
. Ste A

Orchard Parl<, NY 14127

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% ong
cost Jeeps includedi "Nationwide Government Dir

tory"—$2.00 Disposal, Box 19107-RO, Washingt
DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

BUILD YOUR OWN INSTRUMENT' Kits to constr

hammered dulcimers, mandolins, hurdy-gurdys: e'

harps, lutes, harpsichords. NH Hughes, 4419 W
Colfax, Denver, CO 80204

CARRY CASH, CREDIT CARDS, PASSPOF
Pursegard protects Wear above ankle Velcro

cures Trousers hide $6 postpaid NYS res add Sc

tax Pursegard, Inc Box 203, Dept NH, City Isia

Bronx, NY 10464



INALLYi Genuine Exotic Leather Goods Reasonably
'need Large selection Free Folio. MacFadden, RD
;f4-B160B, Middlebury, Vermont 05753-8501

I T OWLS' Bumper Sticker, $1.00. Sample Collec-

ors Newsletter $250, Owl's Nest. Box 5491 NH.
'."resno. CA 93755

'ENDANTS Natural amethyst, rare red tiger eyes, pol-

shed petrified wood, snowflake jade, bloodstone, en-

cased penodots, natural feldspar moonstones. Please

ipecity which pendant $1995 ppd. L.E. Niece, P.O.

3ox 8209, Richmond, VA 23226

SABER-TOOTH TIGER SKULLS
Museum Display Quality

Inexpensive, Realistic. Also

Grizzly Skulls, Gorillas,

Lions, Humans, etc.

Send $1.00 for Catalog.

SKULLduggery,

P.O.Box 1021, Brea,CA 92621

SOLID GOLD 14K Ladies Bracelet, $14.00 postpaid-
guaranteed Sent Immediately Sunshine Gold, Box
'004, Miami, FL 33233-1004

ALL MEN—Hand knitted wool sweaters under
;40 00 Free catalog High Sierras, RO. Box 5069-B,

,1cAllen, TX 78502

Vliscellaneous

iOINOSAURSi DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! T-shirts,

3ooks, More! Free informative catalog. Saurus, Dept.

^1H5, 530 South 4th East, Centerville, UT 84014

rLORIDA LIVING! Lively, accurate information. What's

jood, what isn't Three monthly issues $11 95; ten

.ssues $29, Wall's Florida Newsletter, Box 347, MJms
-lorida 32754

EXPO 86 VANCOUVER. Self-contained Suite, private

home, five miles site, three night minimum, $75 de-

posit. (604) 738-9442 7pm PST

JAMAICA PRIVATE ESTATE, three Villas. Beautiful nat-

ural cove, saltwater pool Fully staffed, accommodates
2 to 10 Blue Harbour, c/o M. Scott, PC. Box 770,

Questa, NM 87556 (505) 586-1244

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE BEACH COTTAGES stone's

throw from sea, on cocoa plantation Swimming, snor-

keling, fishing, scuba Birdwatcher's paradise. Bro-

chure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville, Tobago, West
Indies

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family

rates. Amencan Plan. Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,

NH 12864

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII CONDOMINIUMS. Free bro-

chures Paradise, 50 South Beretania, C207, Honolulu

96813 Toll free 1 (800) 367-5205

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Western Caribbean. Diving. Maya Ruins, Birds, Library.

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

veranda. Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca-

banas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton

Island offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write; John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia, Canada

SMALL-SPECIAL. Selway Lodge deep in Montana-
Idaho's Bitterroot Wilderness No electricity, phones,

roads Guests join Irailride into Lodge. Cozy cabins.

Tempting meals Berry wines Blue skies. Sparkling

streams Horses Mountains Ouiet Secluded Selway

Lodge, Box 1100-H, Hamilton, Montana 59840

DEAS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presenta-

ion to industry. National exposition Call free 1-800- Tours/Trips
J28-6050, Canada, 1-800-528-6060, x831

ylEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,

;orrespondence, vacations—friends nearby, seventy

ountries worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1

,

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

WALK YOUR MILES IN OUR SHOES . . HAPPILY!!

duality full grain leather boots for the outdoors. Wide
variety: insulateds, waterproofs, snakeproofs and
nore. Featuring American made, sizes 5-16, AA-EEEE.
"or free brochure write Red Wing, 681 West 49th

Street, Hialeah, Flonda 33012

A BEAUTIFUL YACHT TRIP along the coast of Turkey

or Yugoslavia An escorted, 12-day mosaic of history

and hedonism ROW, Rt 12 Box 854A-N, Spokane, WA
99223 (509) 534-2024

A BEST BUY: BELIZE' Mayan ruins, mountain water-

falls, jungles thick with wildlife Dive, fish hemisphere's

largest barrier reef. Explore Belize with small group

and expert guides, MayaVentures, PO Box 2381-N,

Gainesville, FL 32602 (800) 344-MAYA, Florida (904)

372-5169

'hoto/Optical

3IN0CULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEITZ, B&L.

3ushnell, Fujinon Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical &
Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)

)61-2542

EITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON
Dptolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescopes and acces-

iones Send stamp for discount list Specify literature

Jesired Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day re-

;eived Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, NY 12010

HOTOGRAPHERS: Photo Library seeks color and

Vw images on all natural history subjects. Earn extra

ncome Write or call for details: Taurus Photos, 118

;ast 28th Street, NY, NY 10016 (212) 683-4025

^eal Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
lites, campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyer's

3uide ' plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands, Box

19107-RO, Washington, DC 20036

WINTER IN THE SUN FOREVER. La Jolla, California.

or Sale. Time share on the water. Across from

ridepools. Every Comfort. Sleeps Four. Two weeks
jvailable from private party. Can be sold together or

separately Principals only. Call (213) 559-5567

ACCREDITED WILDERNESS STUDY in Alaska Na-

tional Interest Lands, Guided 8-10 day educational

trips to Gates of the Arctic, Arctic Wildlife Refuge,

Katmai, Noatak, Anaktuvuk Outstanding instructors

include Gary Snyder and David Brower, Choice of hu-

manistic, environmental and natural history topics.

Continuing Education, 117 Eielson, UAF, Fairbanks,

AK 99775-0540 (907) 474-7800

ADVENTURE-BELIZE—Very small party jungle, cave &

Maya site exploring in wildlife paradise. Tikal and island

extensions. Truly an enjoyable experience. (813)

346-1997 Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Drive, Sara-

sota, Florida 34242

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS. Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists. Kenya and Tanzania safans,

Rwanda mountain gonllas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and

scuba. Over 80 tnps worldwide. Free color catalog.

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue Berkeley.

CA 94707 (415) 524-5111

Canoe
Canada's
Arctic
7-19day
expeditions

Fly-in canoe inps inio the hean oi Nonfi

America s lasi great wiiaerness - irie lundra

& laiga ol Canaoa s Nonnwesi Territories

Discover trie warm ary summers spec-

tacular scenery & unparalleled wildlite con-

centrations o! a lano untoucfiea Oy man

pnotograpn canoou nerds wniie wolves

muskox moose grl^^lles & rtcn oirolite

Virgin (isnmg lor lake trout, grayling, nor-

tnern pike

Small groups 18 persons ma/
i
assemoled

outtittefl & guiOed IDy Alex Hall wildlite

Otologist & veteran arctic canoeing guide

CAN ACCOMMOOAIE A LIMITED NUt^BER

WITH NO PREVIOUS CA^0EING EX-

PERIENCE Season, June i - Sept 15

Operating tne most remote wilderness ex-

peditions in Nonfi America since 1974 For

Drochure write

CANOE ARCTIC INC.

PO Box 130

Fort Smitn N W T Canada

XOE OPO

ALASKA, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS A rare opportunity for

the Naturalist Manne Mammals, Archaeological Sites,

Flora, Volcanoes, Exceptional Birding, Small Groups.

For brochure contact Aleutian Experience Tours, 3400

Kvichak Circle, Anchorage, Alaska 99515 (907)

522-1323

ALASKA natural history expeditions 12 days in July to

Denali Parks by tram and raft Backpack with wildlife

biologist/naturalist to study and foto nature Gourmet
meals Wenger, 2900 Boniface, Suite 602, Anchorage,

AK 99504 (907) 337-6283

ALASKA'S FINEST: SPECTACULAR Lake Clark Park

Guided boat travel, hiking, comfortable tent camps.
Affordable wilderness adventure Distant Shores, 421

W 88th Ave ,
Anchorage, AK 99515

ALASKA'S natural history Enjoy spectacular coastal

mountain and sea panorama at deluxe award-winning

wilderness lodge Fishing, observation of marine

mammals, sea birds, eagles, wildfiowers, big game
and fully guided natural history outings for all ages. 12

guests maximum Private accommodations, gourmet
meals Brown bear observations near McNeil River at

Chenik Camp $1480/adult/6 days/5 nights 15th year

of operation, references Kachemak Bay Wilderness

Lodge, China Pool Bay, Box 956NH, Homer. AK 99603
Phone (907) 235-8910

ALLAGASH Canoe Trips Maine! Canada! Wildernessi

Wildlife' Guided adventures for teens, adults,

families Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207)

695-3668

HivhaIav^am TtavcI. Imc.

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, PA
19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs featur-

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana-
dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $799
including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sight-

seeing, small groups, adventure and more! Write for

brochure.

"AUSTRALIAN ADVENTURES" Unspoilt, fascinating

wilderness, unique wildlife Small escorted tours/ex-

peditions, basic/deluxe Forum Travel, 91 Gregory

(#21), Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-2900

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Wnte Goanna Tour,

55 Guide St., Clifton Beach 4871 Old. Australia

BICYCLING IN FRANCE 1986 tours Dordogne in May,

Loire and Provence in Fall 10 speed and hotels pro-

vided Brochure Nan Rheault, RFD 111. Vineyard Ha-

ven, MA 02568 (617) 693-2273



BIKE FRANCE WALK BRITAIN Exciting hassie-free

tours for the novice or the enthusiast. For your free

brochure call or write Travac Tours, 1275 Carling Ave-

nue Ottawa Ontario, Canada K1Z 713(613)728-1934

Gardetis ofFrance

June 28 -July 12. 1986

Visit France's most spectacular gardens, both

intimate and grand, pnvate and public— including

Versailles. Fontainbleau. VHIandry, Giverny

—

with prominent New Vorl< landscape architect,

Terry Schnadelbach. We'll stay and dine at luxun-

ous country inns and hotels. Travel is by deluxe

motorcoach and is limited to 30 persons. Our

pace is leisurely, allowing for in-depth viewing and

interesting side tnps along the way For bro-

chure, please contact:

EsildaBuxbaum
Humbert Travel
400 Madison .Avenue

New York, N.V. 10017
(212)688-3700

COLORADO CAMERA-ELK TRIPS Wilderness horse

pack trips into prime elk habitat Excellent opportuni-

ties to photograph bugling elk Uncompahgre Fur

Company, Box 935, Delta. CO 81416 1-800-423-1574

(in CO 872-2566)

COLORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
Summer horse pack trips. Fall color rides, and Camera-

Elk trips Uncompahgre Fur Company, Box 935, Delta,

CO 81416 1-800-423-1574 (in CO 872-2566)

EAST AFRICA Walking, camping, combination lodge

-I- camping safaris Mount Kenya treks From $1995

—

18 days— including air Special August migration sa-

fari Plus deluxe photographic workshops led by top

professional photographers Write Voyagers, NH3,

Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

EAST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI fea-

turing Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, Olduvai Gorge
& Mary Leakey July 24-August 12, 1986 A once-in-a-

lifetime 2,000 mile educational holiday adventure in the

land of the Serengeti, the Mara, Ngorongoro Crater,

Amboseli plus Mombasa, Personally meet Richard

Leakey at Koobi Fora, and Mary Leakey in Nairobi

Under the knowledgeable leadership of Christopher J

Schuberth, Geologist and Curator of Education, Illinois

State Museum, Springfield, IL 62706 (217) 782-5955,

Call or write for brochures & information

EXHILARATION AND EDUCATION—Alaska, Oregon,
Idaho: Accredited natural history river expeditions

Switzerland, Tahiti, Nepal, Japan, International Walk-

abouts. Out 14th seasoni Free catalogue Wilderness/

River Journeys, P O Box 807-NH1 , Bolinas, CA 94924
(415)868-1836

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From
$850,00 -I- airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more. Free 12 page
color brochure U S. agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

pioneers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel,

Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

EXPLORE ISLANDS, PU^NTATIONS of Charleston's
Lowcountry Individualized, Professional Nature Tours
Charleston Wildlife Watch, 683 Folly Road, Charleston,

SC 29412 (803) 762-1947

50% DISCOUNT ON TRAVEL LODGING Free informa-

tion. Other benefits A Travel Club, 8100 SW 124 St

.

Ivtiami.FL 33156

FRIENDLY BIRDERS AND NATURE ADVENTURERS:
explore Galapagos and Ecuador, bird Britain and Spain
in the spring, travel Europe's back roads and Alps, see
the best of nature in Japan. Brazil and Israel. World
Nature Tours. Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare, 8, 11 S. 15 days Galapagos, ail maals
Ecuador/Peru options. University credit available. Jo-

seph Colley. Last. Inc 43 Millstone Road
Randallstown. MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

GREAT BARRIER REEF ADVENTURE Dive under, sail

on, fly over Australia's magnificent Great Barrier Reef

See exotic reef fish, colorful parrots and duckbilled

platypus Scuba, windsurfing, sailing instruction as

well as hiking in tropical rainforest included Write Ar-

lene Blum's Great Himalayan Treks. PO Box 5455.

Berkeley. CA 94705 or call (415) 654-1879. (800)

227-8747 (outside CA)

HAWAII natural history tours Departures in August.

September. November Voyagers, NH3. Box 915. Ith-

aca NY 14851

GALAPAOOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galapagos

expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCn ePLOHTS 41 5^35-4622

1606nc Juanita.Tiburon.CA 94990

HISTORIC GETTYSBURG Your Friend in Pennsyl-

vania" Free 40-page Booklet Travel Council. Dept

612. 35 Carlisle Street, Gettysburg. PA 17325

IDAHO RIVER TRIPSi The famous Snake through Hells

Canyon, the legendary Salmon, remote Owyhee or wild

Lochsai Brochure ROW. Rt. 12 Box 854A-N. Spokane.
WA 99223 (509) 534-2024

IF YOU HAD A TERRIFIC TRIP
WHY IS IT ANY OF MY BUSINESS?

Have your outstanding photographs handprinted by

an award-winner professional photographer It will

turn them into works of art Prints, Irom 30"x40'

to 8x10 are mounted sealed & frame-ready Call or

write for a price-list Satisfaction guaranteed

LA MOITTE TEUNISSEN STUDIO
8 Park Ave Manhasset, N Y 11030 516-627-2062 0316

INTO THE HEART OF BORNEO. Orangutans. Mount
Kinabalu. longhouse visits, and much more. Depar-

tures in July, August. September Voyagers. NH3. Box
915, Ithaca, NY 14851

JAPAN ART. ARCHITECTURE. FOLKART TOUR 21

days. October 20-November 9 Exquisite temples, gar-

dens. Shinto shrines. Shogun castles, colossal Bud-
dhas. museums, pottery village, Amu Village in Hok-

kaido Tokyo. Kamakura, Kyoto. Ise. Nara. Sapporo.
Sounkyo Gorge. Lake Toya cruise Expert guiding, lim-

ited size group Brochure Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours. Dept N. 131 Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford,
CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

JOURNEY WITH WHALES ALONG Baja California.

Mexico aboard the Pacific Queen Gray whales, ele-

phant seals, dolphins, island, lagoon exploration, su-

perb bird photography Excellent crew and biologists

8/9 day expeditions December-April Special limit-load

trips available. Pacific Queen/Fisherman's Landing
2838 Garrison Street. San Diego. CA 92106 (619) 726-

2228. (619)224-4965

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years
experience Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643. Danen. CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

LAST MINUTE CRUISE CLUB, Savings up to 50%. Free
membership. Write. 870 9th St . Dept N. San Pedro,
CA 90731

NATURAL & CULTURAL HISTORY TOURS China. Ja-

pan, Greece. Iceland. New Zealand. Scotland. Nepal.
Kenya. Indonesia 1-800-547-7400 Ext 12

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS Es-
corted and independent nature and hiking tours Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford
Track; Explore Australia's Outback. Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef. Extensions to Fiji. Tahiti. New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co Box 3042-N
Santa Barbara. CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

PERU ADVENTURES. Trek the spectacular Cordillera
Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-
sions Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated
brochure Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH Greenwich
CT 05836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PHOTOGRAPHERS NEEDED to participate in an Afri-

can photo project June 1 6-30. to shoot a full color book

that captures the people, land, and wildlife of Kenya.

For complete details and costs, contact Project Kenya,

PO Box 3494. Champaign. IL 61821 or call (217) 352-

3667

RIVER TRIPS EMPHASIZING NATURAL HISTORY—
Alaska, Utah & Arizona—Explore America's most in-

credible outdoor museums in the company of profes-

sional naturalists, biologists, geologists and anthropol-

ogists Fully outfitted and professionally guided

expeditions for all age groups and expenence levels.

Our reputation for excellence is our most valued asset,

Colorado River & Trail Expeditions. Inc
.
P O. Box 7575

NH. Salt Lake City, Utah 84107-7575 (801) 261-1789

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE, Solomon Sea
Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger, Alaska's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' brigantine

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips Nor-

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean. Hawaii. Over 80 trips,

small groups Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel.

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley. CA 94707 (415)

524-5111

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTIRE VACATION
Enjoy moonlight excursions up the Amazon River. Take guidet]

biolojiical. birding. pictorial and zoological tours into the depths

of the Amazon Virgin Forest. View of Halley's Comet, an

unforgetable sight. Tour Lima and her Gold and Archeological

To iujjporl Lociit Colli

aiidPerutiaiiCbiUre,
Foiindiilinn.

ill) Washing

SCANDINAVIA— LENINGRAD ART Architecture

Tour—May 2-22 Special visits to museums design

centers, stave churches, palaces. Magnificent fjord

cruise Expert guiding, limited size group Brochure

Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours. Dept N. 131 Daven-

port Ridge Lane. Stamford, CT 06903 or call (203)

322-8709

"SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS ": Tour. Hike or Bike

Our Worldi Basic to Gourmet. Hotels or Tented. Nature.!

Wildlife. Cultures From Amazon, Australia, Galapagos,

Kenya, Peru, Tanzania to All Europe, China, Madagas-
car, Morocco, Nepal, Sahara, Seychelles, Yemen, and
More Exotic Adventuresi Forum Travel, 91 Gregory

(#21), Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-2900

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

HALLEY'S COMET
BAJA & CALIFORNIA DESERTS

COMETFLIGHTS
Land & Air! It s wildflower season, too!

Professional astronomers, naturalists &
historians 1 '/; hour flights to II days in

Baja. S95 to S1595. Variety of land tours in-

clude meals, transporation & lodging or

campout fees Comet Flights with PSA.

Variety ofother tours. (213) 274-3025

P.O. Box 3"09, Beverly Hills. CA 90212

iec

SPERM WHALESi 3-day offshore adventures for th

whales, dolphins, seabirds of the North Atlantic Eac
1985 trip saw 11 cetacean species' Expert guide;

comfortable boats, extraordinary wildlife $450 Seafai

ers Expeditions, 96 Harlow St , Suite D-B5. Bangor, Ml

04401 (207) 942-7942

SWISS ALPS Awe-lnspinng Day Hiking, Amiable Chri:

tian Fellowship Outstanding Cuisine Charming Swis

Inns Unforgettable! Tour Dates June26July 12 Writt

AlpenWeg Adventures, Box 73N Barnesville, Ml

20838
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JNIOUE RAFTING ADVENTURES in remote Canadian
vilderness Great Canadian River Voyageurs, Box
4222, Edgewater. CO 80214

'REKKING ADVENTURES Nepal, India, Europe. East-

\frica. New Zealand, Australia Folkways International

rekking—Call 800-547 7400

TOUR INDIA

WITH DISTINCTION
1 glorious tours combining INDIA with

NEPAL. SRI LANKA, BHUTAN, BURMA,

THAILAND, and SINGAPORE. Includes

a ride on the PALACE ON WHEELS.

Adventurous, comfortable, and

beautifully planned. Call for our

brochure.

00(JP10|CJl|,tl

141 East 44th Street New York. NY 10017

Tel: (2121 661 4680

JTAH NATIONAL PARKS— natural history outings witti

:ongenial experts. Outdoor Education, Photograptiy,

;w Literature workshops. Naturalist guided backpack-
ng upon request Canyonlands EDVentures, Box 68N
ijloab, UT 84532

(WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featunng
he Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruises/

expeditions to Australia, Baja, Alaska, Sea of Cortez,

jalapagos. Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Center,

i929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland, CA 94611 (415)

,554-6621

VILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS—Maine/Canada, Small

jarties personally guided/instructed. Incredibly varied

vildlife. Katahdin Outfitters, Box 34N, IVIillinocket, fvlE

)4402 (207) 723 5700

UNIQUE DESTINATIONS
• The SAHARA desert, guided by TXiareg nomads

' Birds in the PANTANAL, penguins in PATAGONU
' Jivaro Indians in the ECLADORUN AMAZON

251 E. 51st St., Dept. NH, .WC, M' 10022 (212) 355-1404

WILDLIFE SAFARIS, WILDERNESS JOURNEYS,
Whale Watching Kenya, Australia, India, Nepal, Sri

anka, Patagonia, Alaska, Galapagos Islands, Baja

;alifornia, Bahamas, Hawaii. Small groups Profes-

lonal naturalists Free catalogue of year round expe-

Jilions Oceanic Society Expeditions, Fort Mason Cen-

er. Building E-235, San Francisco, CA 94123 (415)

141-1106

/ideo

GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video. Breathtaking music Critically ac-

;laimed. Details Free Beerger Productions. 3217-V7

Vville, Las Vegas. NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

^ATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

rhe following new rates are effective with the (vlarch

issue

>2 75 per word: 1 6 word ($44) minimum Disp/ayc/ass/-

ied IS $300 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

jaid Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

;ounts All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay-

s' ibie to NATURAL HISTORY to The Ivlarket, NATURAL
'history Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St.,

view York. NY 10024 Please include your personal

- Jddress and telephone number, issue preferred, and

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

,s
nonths prior to cover date (the January issue closes

vlov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A

I earsheel or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

jpon publication

TWO NEW EXCITING
AND EXCEPTIONAL WORKS

Available from the Members' Book Program

Loon Magic

Join author Tom Klein

on a delightfuljourney
through the romance
and reality ofthe world

of loons. This magnificent

volume contains the finest

collection of loon photography
ever assembled, including 22 full

page color photographs .Special price $36.00.

Voices of the Loon

Recordings of the unforgettable, haunting
calls of the loon. An introduction and loon

call identification preface the loon calls

—

chorus from a distant lake, tremulo duet,

wails during a thunderstorm, and many
more. Cassette tape Si 1.00.

D Yes, Iwouldlike to order

at the special price of S36.00 and

.

.copies of Loon Magic by Tom Klein

copies of Voices of the Loon

Cassette Tape at$H .00. Add 8L50 shipping and handling per order.

Address:

City: . State: Zip:

Make check payable to American Museum of Natural History, or charge

your credit card (circle one) MASTERCARD VISA

Acct No: ____ Exp:

Signature: .^

MlOOI'3111 American Museum of Natural Histor\'

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024
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The Jewel in the Satellite
An instrument aboard a little-known orbiting spacecraft has provided

valuable information about the solar corona

by Stephen R Maran

In February 1979, a relatively un-

publicized Air Force satellite named P78-

1 was launched from the Western Test

Range at Vandenberg Air Force Base in

California. Among the instruments it car-

ried was a coronagraph known as Solwind.

A coronagraph is a sun-watching tele-

scope equipped with an occulter, a small

round disk or other object that blocks out

the sun's brilliant surface (photosphere),

thereby creating an artificial total solar

eclipse. This allows astronomers to study

the sun's faint outer atmosphere, or co-

rona, the source of the solar wind—the

magnetized, electrified gas that blows out

from the sun toward the earth and other

planets.

Although some solar physicists felt that

Solwind was obsolete even before it was

launched, all now agree it was a valuable

resource and that during the six and a half

years of its existence, the thousands of

coronal images it sent back to the earth

made a major contribution to science.

There have, in fact, been coronagraphs

in space since the early 1970s. On the

ground, the daytime sky is lit a bright blue

by sunlight scattered by air molecules,

causing severe interference with photo-

graphic studies of the solar corona, except

during total eclipses of the sun. In space,

however, the sky is black and a corona-

graph can obtain superb photographs of

the corona. The words "can obtain" are

used advisedly because the first satellite-

borne coronagraph, a device launched on
the NASA satellite OSO-7 (for Orbiting

Solar Observatory No. 7) in September
1971, sent back relatively crude images.

They were good enough, however, to en-

able astronomers at the Naval Research
Laboratory in Washington, D.C., who
built the OSO-7 coronagraph, to discover

so-called solar bubbles. These are coronal

mass ejections, a previously unfaiown phe-
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nomenon. A solar bubble is a huge, round,

magnetized structure of as much as one

billion tons or more of electrified gas,

which is hurled out of the solar corona and

into interplanetary space at speeds of up to

four million miles per hour. These bubbles

usually follow the eruption of solar flares

or other disturbances at a lower altitude of

the sun's atmosphere.

With the advent of OSO-7 and space-

borne coronagraphs, the number of

ground-based scientific observations of

eclipses began to decline. Although some

astronomers still conduct experiments or

observations of total eclipses at terrestrial

sites, especially when searching for

changes in the diameter of the sun, this

activity has largely been superseded by

advances in space astronomy.

Pictures of coronal mass ejections that

were superior to those of 1971 were ob-

tained in 1973 and 1974. These were

made on photographic film by a new
model coronagraph built at the Fligh Alti-

tude Observatory of the National Center

for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,

Colorado, and put into orbit aboard the

manned spacecraft Skylab. In late De-

cember 1973, when Comet Kohoutek

made its closest approach to the sun, only

the Skylab astronauts could see the

comet, but it was photographed through

the sun's corona by both the OSO-7 and
Skylab coronagraphs. When I exam-
ined those photographs in 1974, I never

dreamed that one day a coronagraph

would become a prime tool for the discov-

ery of new comets. Yet that was to occur
with Solwind.

The most advanced coronagraph put

into space, also built by the High Altitude

Observatory, was launched aboard
NASA's Solar Maximum Mission in Feb-

ruary 1980. There is always intense com-
petition for payload space aboard a

NASA satellite and Solar Max (as this

craft is familiarly known) was no excep-

tion. The group from the High Altitude

Observatory won that competition and

thus the right to place their new and larger

coronagraph aboard Solar Max. To con-

tinue their own work, the Naval Research

Laboratory group managed to transfer

leftover OSO-7 spacecraft and instrument

hardware, in effect, high-tech spare parts,

from NASA to the Department of De-

fense. From those spare parts, and with

the addition of other instruments, the Air

Force's P78-1 and the Naval Research

Laboratory's Solwind were born.

Solwind's design was based on the tech-

nologies of the late 1960s. The photo-

graphs that it obtained of the solar corona

were less sharp than those from Solar

Max and, in my opinion and that of some

other critics, less spectacular. Further, the

Solar Max coronagraph was equipped

with a set of scientifically designed filters

through which its pictures were taken.

That's why many astronomers, myself

among them, did not expect a major set of

coronal breakthroughs to come from

Solwind. There was, however, at least one

characteristic in Solwind's favor. Al-

though its coronal pictures were not as

detailed as those from Solar Max, Sol

wind regularly monitored a much larger

region of the corona, a ring-shaped zone

centered on the sun and extending from a

radius of 2.5 times that of the sun out to a

distance of about ten solar radii. The r&

gion of the corona monitored by Sola/

Max, in contrast, extends only from 1 .6 tc

6 solar radii, reaching to 6 radii only in the

corners of the rectangular images.

A greater and unexpected advantage

came when the Solar Max coronagraph

suffered a major electronic failure on Sep

tember 23, 1980, and ceased to operate

For three and one-half years thereafter
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I. American Museum of Natural History. Dis-

:over Alaska cruises. Experience the grandeur

if Alaska in the company of Museum experts on

he five star plus Sagafjord cruise liner. Send for

ree information on this and other Discovery

fours today.

;
'.. American Museum of Natural History.

viembers' Book Program. Fine natural history,

cience, and anthropology books at 10% to 50%
' iff publishers' prices. Limited and autographed

editions, new and classical books, many sub-

; i ects. Send for free catalog.

!. American Museum of Natural History. The
, Museum's new edition of Audubon's six most

;elebrated engravings, struck by hand directly

-; rom the original Havell copperplates using the

J raditional techniques. Edition limited to 125

,
rortfolios world wide. At the time of writing

] .ome still available. $30,000 per portfolio.

' \. Argosy Tours/KLM Royal Dutch Airlines.

'' ;\rgosy and KLM bring you comfortable, taste-

ii|'ul and affordable European tours. Send for our

;lVee "touring Europe in style" brochure.

I;. ASA Wright Nature Centre and Lodge, Trin-

i.dad. Tropical sanctuary setting for year-round

ours to Trinidad & Tobago. Summer Work-

hops: Ornithology, Botany, Entomology, Tropi-

;al Ecology, Nature Photography and Art. Free

olor brochure.

». Britain via BritRail. The BritRail Pass is a

>reat way to see Britain. Send for free, full-color

Go BritRail" brochure.

7. BTA/TWA. See Britain with TWA Get-

iway Vacations. Send for free color brochures:

'Britain For All Seasons" and "TWA Getaway

Vacations."

$. Charleston, SC. This beautiful and historic,

leaport city is a year round resort. Horse drawn

;arriages, museums, forts, antique shops, his-

oric homes, gardens, plantations, beach resorts,

uxury hotels to charming inns, and outstanding

"estaurants. Free color brochure.

). Colony Resorts. Hawaii-Nature/Tour Vaca-

ions. Hawaiian Reef Exploration, choose from

hree islands. Or land. Sea & Sky study Both

nclude hotel, seminars, field trips, car. Con-

ducted by Hawaii's top Geologist, Marine Zool-

)gist and Biologists and foremost Astronomer.

Free Brochures.

10. Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology. Bro-

hure: Correspondence Course in Ornithology.

Nine lessons. Work at your own pace. Member-

ihip in Laboratory of Ornithology includes

quarterly magazine and discount on courses.

II. Deva. Deva handcrafts a unique collection

3f simply elegant clothes for men and women-

ill of lushly textured pure cotton. Comfort,

durability and gentle prices keynote our collec-

^ lion. Free catalogue and swatches.

lie 12. Dodge Caravan. Find out why there is noth-

ler,

ing quite like the front-wheel drive Dodge Cara-

van. Write for your free 1986 Dodge Caravan
catalog today.

13. Enterprise Publishing, Inc. How to Form
Your Own Corporation without a Lawyer for

under $50, by Ted Nicholas. $19.95 postpaid.

14. Epirotiki Lines. Sea Europe. Epirotiki intro-

duces a brilliant new way to see Europe, with 19

complete air/sea land vacations from just

$1,129. Free 64 page brochure.

15. Exploration Cruises. Alaskan Cruise. Ex-

ploration Cruise Lines—Cruise the Alaska the

big ships can't. Deluxe cruises of Alaska's inside

passage. Send for your free colorful 80-page

brochure.

16. Exploration Cruises. Alaskan Indepen-

dence and Best of Alaska free. Exploration Holi-

days and Cruises offer the best selection of Alas-

kan travel, cities, attractions and value-packed

vacations. Free 56-page brochure.

17. Folbot, Inc. Color catalog gives complete

details about Folbot's rigid portable, folding and

kit boats. Folbots are quiet, comfortable, easy-

to-paddle, and much more stable than a canoe or

kayak.

18. Home Lines celebrated cruises. 7 to 16 day

cruises to the Caribbean from Florida. Free

round-trip airfare and early purchase discounts

available.

19. International Expeditions. Explore the nat-

ural history of the world's wild places: Africa,

Amazon, Galapagos Islands, Australia and

more. For free brochure call 1-800-633-4734.

20. Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation. Dis-

cover America's Revolutionary Era Museum,

located just minutes from historic Williams-

burg, Virginia. See stimulating multimedia ex-

hibits, artifacts, a living history encampment

and more. Free information.

21. Kiawah Island Resort. Free, completely

new 10th Anniversary magazine. Ten miles of

beach, two complete resort villages, Nicklaus

and Player golf courses, two world class tennis

centers, shops and boutiques, superb low coun-

try cuisine, and more. Special 1 0th Anniversary

Packages.

22. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines/Cartan Tours.

KLM and Cartan Tours can show you a world

few get to see. See for yourself by sending for

our free travel books.

23. Lands' End. America's best resource for

spirited natural fiber clothing, tough soft lug-

gage, and unique items from around the world.

Our prices are always a pleasant surprise, and

everything we sell is GUARANTEED. PE-

RIOD. For a free catalog, call 1-800-356^444,

Department P-36, 24 hours a day.

24. Manufacturers Hanover Trust. Yes, I'd like

to know how Manufacturers Hanover can im-

prove the health of my IRA portfolio.

25. Nature Expeditions International. Special-

ists in wildlife, natural history and cultural expe-

ditions worldwide, combining adventure, learn-

ing and vacation. Expert leaders, small groups.

Free color brochure.

26. New American Library. Free brochure on

The Masterpieces of Science, hardcover edi-

tions of scientific classics. Outstanding works by

and about the greatest minds in the history of

civilization.

27. Nova Scotia Tourism. Your Nova Scotia

Vacation Guide is 250 [8" X 10"] fact-packed

pages. Where to stay. What to see and do.

Where to eat. Includes: nine full color fold-out

maps, 1 14 strip maps. Keep it with you.

28. Pacific Delight Tours. China Experience*

1 986— 1 7-25 day fully escorted tours to unusual

China: Tibet, Yangtze River or Grand Canal

cruise. Inner Mongolia. Plus Golden Route cit-

ies.

29. Pan Am Holiday's Great Britain and Ireland

Tours. Let Pan Am show you all the history,

mystery and charm of Great Britain and Ire-

land. Experienced tour guides and affordable

prices. Free color brochure.

30. Park East Tours. The specialist in East Af-

rica tourism since 1967 offers you a variety of

tours to Kenya, Tanzania & Egypt.

31. Pennsylvania. Plan your best vacation ever

Free planning kit includes information, events

calendar, posters and directions from your

friends in Pennsylvania.

32. Royal Viking Line's China/Orient. 14-day

cruises this spring and fall between Hong Kong
and Japan. All tours, two nights in Beijing in-

cluded. Free brochure.

33. Society Expeditions. Society Expeditions

High-adventure luxury cruises, and rail and

land expeditions to the most remote and exotic

destinations imaginable; including the first tour-

ist space voyage.

34. Travcoa. Live with Dyak villagers in Bor-

neo. Balloon over Burgundy, and explore Ger-

many's castles. Cruise the Sepik River and the

Trobriand Islands in the South Pacific.

35. Valley Forge Country. It's more than you'll

find in the history books. Entertainment, attrac-

tions, special events, and of course historj' at

Valley Forge National Park. A short drive from

Philadelphia. Details in our package of free

color brochures. Write: Valley Forge Conven-

tion and Visitors Bureau, PO. Box 311, Norris-

town, PA 19404.

36. Vanguard. Vanguard IRA.

37. Wilderness Travel. Leading specialist in

wildlife and natural histor)- tours around the

world. Over 75 trips, 200 departures year-round.

Free color catalog describes Galapagos, Africa,

Amazon, Asia, much more.



Recycle all your
Brush, Weeds, Leaves,

Old Crops, Cut Grass,

Dead Flowers, etc.

into:

• Decorative Wood Chips

• Rich Compost
• Spreadable Muich

The rugged KEMP Shredder/Chip-

per devours almost anything or-

ganic . . . reducing it into millions of

tiny pieces in seconds (including

branches up to 3" thick!).

Enjoy super-rich soil ... a mulched

garden that is virtually weed free and

beautifully landscaped grounds. Do
it all, quickly and easily, with a Kemp.

> Built To Last

A Lifetime

• A Size That's

Just Right
For You

• Money-Back
Guarantee

The Standard of the Home Gardener Since 1890

NOW! SAVE UP TO $225

B!G, OFF-SEASON BONUS
30-DAY FREE TRIAL

At last . a
lightweight star map

useable absolutely

anywhere! NIghtStars

patented flexible surface

slides to show you the

whole sky, undistorted,

for any date, time or place

on Earth! The secret lies in

a slippery film of oil sealed

within this high-quality four

co/or three dimensional map
The best star-educator ever

NightStar comes with a

'step-by-step' handbook
{with children's guide),

planet-finders and more.

VISA & MASTERCARD
orders sent UPS same day

(408)462-1049; Mo-Fri, 8-5
,

Or send $44 plus $3.50 . gS^'

freight (foreign $7, $14 f
"-^^

by air). Calif, add 6%. I i

IbROMMER ST, SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062

KempSHREDDER/CHIPPERS

D Yes — send me full information c

Kemp Shredder/Chippers.

Address _

City

I State Zip |
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Enjoy BIRD BIOLOGY at Home

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Presents

Home Study Course in Bird Biology

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

seminars written by prominent
American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers.
For information on enrollment,

please fill in the coupon and send it

to:

Seminars in Ornithologv
NH Laboratory of Ornithology
Ithaca, New York 14850
Tel. 607-256-5564

Y'es: Please send information
on Bird Biology Course

Name
Address

City State- Zip-

Solwind was the only working corona-

graph in space. Even though its pictures

were not the very best, its electronic cam-

era provided our only regular source of

coronal photographs from the date of the

Solar Max coronagraph failure until

April 11, 1984, when astronauts from the

space shuttle Challenger repaired the So-

lar Max coronagraph in space.

Using the long series of uninterrupted

coronal photographs from Solwind, Naval

Research Laboratory scientists, led by

Donald J. Michels and Neil R. Sheeley,

Jr, made an almost equally uninterrupted

series of findings. Most impressive, to me,

was the discovery that small comets are

raining down onto the sun (see "Sun-graz-

ing Comets," Natural History, March

1983). Asof early December 1985, wheni

wrote this column, five such comets had

been found in the Solwind photographs.

Solar physicists, however, cite other out-

standing findings made by Solwind. In a

recent letter to me, Robert M. Mac-

Queen, director of the High Altitude Ob-

servatory, who is both a coronagraph de-

veloper and a solar expert, wrote that by

using Solwind's long series of coronal pho-

tographs, we can "examine the general

properties of coronal mass ejections, such

as their distributions in mass, speed, [and]

latitude" in order to understand what they

are and how they fit in with other events

on the sun.

The most important Solwind findings,

according to MacQueen, include the iden-

tification of "halo transients"—the

coronal mass ejections that are emitted

directly from the sun toward the earth. In

contrast, nearly all other observed solar

bubbles were emitted roughly at right an-

gles to the line of sight from the earth to

the sun. The design of any coronagraph

tends to favor recording events directed at

right angles to the earth-sun line. That is

because the coronagraph's occulting disk

covers up the earth-directed ejections

along with the underlying bright solar sur-

face. Matter ejected at right angles to the

sun-earth line becomes visible in a coro-

nagraph as soon as it travels past the bor-

der of the instrumental occulting disk. An
earth-directed solar bubble, in contrast,

must expand to a greater apparent size

than the occulting disk in order to become

visible in a coronagraph. Usually, such

expansion will render the bubble too thin

and faint to be photographed, like a smoke

ring that's minutes rather than seconds

old. But among the hundreds of such ejec-

tions photographed by Solwind, a few

earth-directed gas blobs, including one ob-

served on November 27, 1979, were

bright enough to remain detectable after

great expansion.

»ft



Another important Solwind observa-

ion was the photographing of a high-lati-

ude solar bubble ejected from the north

)olar region of the sun. No such event had

)een recorded by the earlier coronagraphs

m OSO-7 and Skylab, leaving open the

)ossibility that none really occur.

Timing was particularly important in

he Solwind observations of solar bubbles.

fhe P78-1 satellite was launched near the

' )eak of the eleven-year sunspot cycle,

vhile the OSO-7 and Skylab corona-

, ;raphs observed the sun only during the

1 leclining (postmaximum) phase of the

previous eleven-year cycle. Thus, by com-

; )aring their observations with those made

)y the earlier instruments, the Solwind

'. ;xperimenters were able to correlate the

I lature of solar bubbles with the phases of

i he sunspot cycle. The Michels-Sheeley

!roup of the Naval Research Laboratory

bund that solar bubbles that are ejected

i lear the sunspot maximum seem to occur

nore frequently and over a wider range of

^ ;olar latitudes than those that occur in the

leclining phase of the sunspot cycle.

A particularly important contribution

)f the Solwind studies was the correlation

)f the solar bubbles observed by Solwind

vith interplanetary magnetic clouds and

!| i;hock waves that were detected by inter-

Vplanetary space probes as they swept out

lilhrough the solar system. From those

Itudies, it has been possible to link the

i'nagnetic clouds (invisible, large magne-

ized structures in the solar wind) found in

nterplanetary space with specific bubbles

yected from the solar corona. The same

vas true for the shock waves—distur-

Dances traveling through the solar wind at

peeds above the speed of sound in that

Tiedium.

In one case a magnetic cloud that swept

Dast the German-American space probe

Helios 1 at 290 miles per second in June of

1980, when that probe was 50 million

Tiiles from the sun and about 90° west of

;he earth-sun line, was found to be corre-

ated with a loop-shaped coronal mass

ejection that Solwind had observed two

iays earlier. This helped to confirm that

is the solar bubbles dim and expand into

pace, they stimulate or themselves be-

:ome magnetic clouds.

Studies of interplanetary shock waves

ck recorded by space probes and of the solar

'bubbles photographed by Solwind have

iihown that shock waves associated with

jsjthose bubbles last longer and travel far-

her into space than shock waves that arise

[from other causes. Comparison of Sol-

Iv wind observations with measurements by

\Helios 1 also shows that the solar bubbles

erpnay leave the sun at much lower speeds

han those of the associated shocks as

measured far from the sun. There are

varying interpretations of this finding, so

that further observations and analysis

may be necessary to clear it up.

Unfortunately any future observations

will have to come from the Solar Max
coronagraph or from another coronagraph

on a future satellite. On September 13,

1985, the Air Force made a direct hit on

Solwind's carrier, the P78-1 satellite, in a

highly successful antisatellite missile test,

thereby bringing Solwind's steady six and

a half years of solar monitoring to a sud-

den end.

The space junk now orbiting the earth

includes more than 100 observable frag-

ments of P78-1, presumably including

some parts of the once underrated corona-

graph that we now recognize as the jewel

in the satellite. But the thousands of

coronal photographs Solwind obtained,

which are stored on computer tape, re-

main under examination and may contain

many more surprises.

Stephen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

tist in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

Solar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland.

The opinions expressed here are his own.
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Celestial Events

Planetary Get-together
by Thomas D. Nicholson

This year's gathering of the planets in

the morning sky begins to pay off in

March, but it will get substantially better

in the coming months. For now, however.

Mars and Saturn put on a good display,

and Jupiter moves into place at the end of

the month.

At the beginning of March, Mars and

Saturn, with the nearby star Antares,

form a large triangle in the southeast and

south as they rise in the sky from about

midnight until dawn. All of them are

about equal in brightness, but Mars and

Antares are of a ruddy color. Mars

brightens considerably during March and

moves rapidly eastward out of Ophiuchus

and through Sagittarius, stretching the

triangle (with Saturn and Antares). By the

end of the month. Mars is the brightest of

the three. The planet will continue to in-

crease in brightness in months ahead as it

comes closer to the earth.

Jupiter is east of Mars and Saturn, in

Aquarius. Although it entered the morn-

ing sky in late February, it cannot be seen

in the east before sunrise until late March.

During the last week, we should be able to

see it low in the east at about dawn.

Venus dawdles along as an evening star,

setting behind the sun. It is bright enough
to see, but because it sets soon after the

sun, it will be visible only in a very clear,

unobstructed sunset sky. Mercury, consid-

erably dimmer than Venus, shares the

evening with Venus until midmonth, when
it enters the morning sky.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

March 1 ; A perigee moon (nearest the

earth) is up at dawn, setting about 9:00

A.M. It rises again in Libra just about mid-
night, a day and a half before last quarter.

March 3: The morning moon works its

way past Saturn, Antares, and Mars. At
dawn it is near the center of the triangle

they form but a bit closer to Saturn than
the others. Last-quarter moon is at 7:17

A.M., EST.

March 4-5: Sagittarius welcomes the

waning crescent moon, which is up in the

east by dawn. It will rise later and lower
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daily relative to the stars of the constella-

tion. Look for the "teapot" in order to

recognize the Archer, below the moon on

the 4th, and above it on the 5th.

March 6: Mercury is still well placed in

the evening, above the western horizon at

dusk, but it has dimmed considerably

since February. It begins its retrograde

motion today and begins to accelerate

more rapidly toward the sun.

March 7: This is the last day to see the

morning crescent moon before the sun's

glare masks it.

March 8: Venus and Mercury, the two

planets inside the earth's orbit, are in con-

junction with each other. However, both

are too close to the sun to be seen.

March 10: New moon, at 9:52 a.m., est,

is in Pisces.

March 1 2: Our first glimpse of the eariy

crescent moon, still in Pisces, is in the west

after sunset.

March 13: Hamal and Sheratan, the

Ram's brightest stars, are above the moon
and to its right, but they set early in the

evening.

March 15: A widening crescent moon
crosses into Taurus, moving below the Ple-

iades, the cluster ofdim stars known as the

"Seven Sisters."

March 16: The moon is at apogee (far-

thest from the earth) and forms a triangle

with Aldebaran (to its left) and the Pleia-

des (to its right). Mercury becomes a

morning star (passing between the earth

and the sun).

March 17: The days and nights will be

approximately of equal length in the

Northern Hemisphere.

March 18: The moon is in Taurus when

The bestplaces to see CometHalleyfrom the UnitedStates will be Hawaii, southern
Floridaand Texas, and central Florida and the GulfCoast, in that order The view
above illustrates what observers in southern Florida and Texas can expect to seefrom
mid-March to early April, at about dawn. The comet will be even better locatedfrom
Hawaii, but it will not be so wellpositioned along the GulfCoast. Bear in mind that a
bright moon will be in the morningskyfrom March 24 until April 4.
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it reaches first quarter at 1 1:39 a.m., est,

but it moves into Gemini before we can

see it tonight.

March 19; Saturn is still in the morning

sky, rising about midnight. It begins its

retrograde motion today, a sure sign that it

will soon become an evening star.

March 20: One of the two points of

intersection between the plane of the

equator and the plane of the earth's orbit

is the vernal equinox in southern Pisces.

The sun reaches the vernal equinox today

at 5:03 p.m., est, and spring begins in the

Northern Hemisphere.

March 22-24: The waxing gibbous

moon is up each night at sundown in Leo.

It moves past Regulus, the Lion's bright

star, during daylight hours on the 23d.

March 25: The full moon at 10:02 p.m.,

EST, is in Virgo near the autumnal equinox

(opposite where the sun is in Pisces near

the vernal equinox).

March 26-27: Spica is the bright star

near the moon on both nights.

March 28: The moon is in Libra, at

perigee for the second time this month.

March 29: Mercury, now a morning

star, loops back into direct (easterly) mo-

tion again.

March 29-30: Look for the late night

moon on both evenings. Antares (below)

and Saturn (above) are to its left on the

29th, to its right and closer on the 30th.

The gibbous moon glides between them on

the 30th.

March 31: No moon tonight. It rises

just past midnight in Sagittarius, but it

does cover the star Antares (an occulta-

tion) at about 8:00 a.m., est, above the

horizon in the northwestern part of North

America.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Janu-

ary issue shows the evening constellations

and stars for this month and gives the

dates and times for use.

Halley's Comeback

During December and January, Comet
Halley proved to be readily visible with

binoculars if you knew where to look and

had some luck with the weather. If any-

thing, it was somewhat brighter than pre-

dicted, although it did not display much of

a tail to viewers on earth, in part because

of the angle at which we were viewing it.

In February, of course, Halley and the

earth were on opposite sides of the sun,

and we lost any chance of seeing it.

March brings the comet out from be-

hind the sun again and to the sun's right

(west), placing it in the morning sky. If the

comet develops as it did in 1910, it should

have a respectable tail this m.onth. The
great, memorable tail our grandparents

boasted about (and which we know from

pictures of that visit) was seen about a

month after the comet's perihelion (clos-

est approach to the sun). That's just about

where it will be in mid-March this year.

But there are some differences between

the two events.

In 1910, the earth came within 14 mil-^i

lion miles of Comet Halley on May 18,

twenty-eight days after its perihelion. The

50-million-mile tail it then displayed was |f

spectacular from the earth's vantages;

point. It will be twenty-eight days pasti.

perihelion this year on March 1 1 . But even

'

if it again has a 50-million-mile long tail.ir

the earth will be nearly 97 million miles i

away from it, almost seven times the dis!'

tance from which it was seen in May 1 9 1 u

All other things being equal, this Marclr
the comet should be about one-fiftieth a;!!

bright as it was on the famous night ir

1910 when it was nearest the earth.

There is, however, another difference ii

our favor. After May 18, 1910, the eartl

and the comet were separating at almos

their maximum combined velocity, sinci

they were moving virtually in opposite di

rections. But on March 11, 1986, they wil

be approaching at a combined speed o

more than 95,000 miles per hour. In othe

words, the distance between them will b

shrinking more than 2.2 million miles pc

day. Offsetting this fact, of course, is tha

Comet Halley is moving away from th

sun, reducing both its brightness and th

size of its tail. Nevertheless, the combin©

effect is in our favor; the comet wi

brighten through March and into earl

The diagram, above, traces Halley'spal

from left to right as it moves across the

sky. The circles and dates indicate wher
the comet will be on thefifteenth ofeach
month until June 1 986, when it will havi

completed itsjourney around the sun.

The comet will continue tofadefrom
view, returning to interplanetary space.

The enlargement gives the exact datesf
the comet 's position as it movesfrom
Capricornus toward Sagittarius.

lik
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oril, and the tail will probably appear

I'ger as well. Thus, March and early

,3ril viewing should be the best of all

iring Halley's 1985-1986 visit to the

i n's vicinity.

The map of Comet Halley's five-month

(, sh through the inner solar system shows

lat it is now moving rapidly south of the

fTth's equatorial plane. We have seen

' lat effect this will have on viewing from

orth America {Natural History, Febru-

;y 1986). As with any other celestial ob-

;t south of the earth's equator (the sun in

xember, for example), the comet will

t rise very far above the horizon for

i
1 rthern viewers on March 1 1 , when it is

!
;i° south of the equator. From then on

1 i iiings go progressively downhill. By the

(d of March, the comet is nearly 40°

. !iuth of the equator, and it barely comes

. aove the southern horizon for viewers at

le northern midlatitudes.

That is why the March viewing window

-Is lured so many comet seekers south-

V iird. Traveling to the equator or to the

:tc limthern Hemisphere is best, but even

jutherly areas of the Northern Hemi-

;;here offer good conditions. For most of

e United States, viewing will range from

tl ir to impossible. Areas such as New
mil )rk, Chicago, Denver, and San Fran-

jco could have a shot at it from about

ibkjarch 1 5 to March 3 1 . The comet will be

the southeast, rising to about 1
0° above

e horizon just before daybreak, with its

il extending upward to the south to an

2 :itude of possibly 20°.

Conditions will be somewhat better

ng the Gulf Coast of the United States.

|ie morning comet will be 10° or more

lOve the horizon at daybreak or earlier

bm about March 5 to April 10 and as

|uch as 20° high from March 21 to 31.

ewing improves steadily there to about

li° south latitude, with the comet rising

gher in the sky earlier in the night, and

maining in an excellent viewing position

;ht up to dawn.

No matter where you are, moonlight

11 be a problem from about March 24

til early April. The moon is full on

arch 25, and the waning moon will

ighten the morning sky substantially un-

it shrinks to a small, thin crescent about

jijllpril 4. The comet's southerly path takes

in front of the bright regions of the

ilky Way in Sagittarius during late

arch and early April.

At best, the odds are not exactly

icked in our favor. At worst, we are

nply behind the eight ball. But the

lances of seeing Comet Halley this

j0Ji arch and April are still a lot better than

ey may be on the comet's next time

ound in a.d. 2062!
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Finds ofa Lost Mission
On an uninhabited island four miles off

the eastern seaboard, anthropologist Da-

vid Hurst Thomas has been excavating

the oldest church discovered to date in the

United States. The church, Thomas says,

was built sometime between 1566 and

1580, before Sir Walter Raleigh brought

the first British settlers to Virginia and

before the Mayflower landed at Plymouth

Rock. More than 100,000 artifacts, rang-

ing from shards of Indian pottery to

bronze crucifixes have been uncovered at

the site. "In the church alone," Thomas
says, "we have found more strictly reli-

gious paraphernalia than in all other

Spanish missions in the United States put

together."

Spanish soldiers and Franciscan priests

founded the settlement of Santa Catalina

de Guale on the southern tip of what is

today Saint Catherines Island, Georgia, a

nature preserve owned by the Edward
John Noble Foundation. In 1972, the

American Museum of Natural History

entered into an agreement with the foun-

dation to administer grants for research of

the island's natural resources. Two years

later, Thomas, curator of anthropology at

the Museum, set off to find the mission.

The last-known account of the settlement

was written in 1687 by a British naval

captain who had taken possession of the

island. After that, it was "lost" until

Thomas, using advanced underground
sensing equipment, located the mission's

well, church, friary, and kitchen in 1981.

Thomas found the church walls, made
of reed and branches cemented with clay,

under less than six inches of soil. Nor-
mally, these walls would have decom-
posed within a matter of decades. But
sometime before hurricane-tossed soil and
the encroaching forest buried the mission,

a fire broke out, hardening the clay in the

same way that a kiln hardens pottery. In-

side the church, the bodies of more than
600 Guale Indians have been found be-

neath the nave, which in European
churches traditionally served as a ceme-
tery. "The Indians buried in the church

all received proper Christian burials,"

Thomas says. "Their feet were pointed

toward the altar, and their hands were

crossed on their chests." A number of

spectacular religious artifacts have been

recovered from the graves. Near the site

of the church altar, Thomas's crew found

a 24-carat gold medallion the size of a

man's palm; on its face is an engraving of

the Virgin Mary, surrounded by the in-

scription, in Spanish, "Conceived without

original sin." Not far from that grave, an

infant's skeleton was found clutching an-

other medallion, struck from gold and sil-

ver and depicting Mary grieving over the

body of Jesus.

The discovery of grave goods with

many of the burials has allowed Thomas
to guess at the identity of some of the

Indians interred in the church. Those with

the most valuable items were all buried

nearest the altar. Some, such as the baby

were very young and could not have ac

complished much during their lifetimes

indicating they were bom into positions ol

high status. A skeleton of a twelve-year

old was found with an unbroken majolicc

pot, a Spanish-made ceramic. The pot

Thomas says, may have come all the waj

from Spain or from at least as far as Mex
ico City. Around the skeleton's neck wa:

an Indian-made pendant. Cut from a shel

and engraved with a rattlesnake motif

this particular symbol has never beei

found among a historic population

Thomas says that this individual migh

have been a chief or perhaps an heir to thi

tribal throne.

A Spanish medallionfound at Santa Catalina de Guale
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children 8 to 14 years old! An unusual maga-

zine for unusual children. Published bv

Cobblestone with the American Museum
of Natural History. To order (or give a gift)

send $16.50 to FACES Magazine, Room 2,

20 Grove Street, Peterborough, NH 03458.

Museum Members entitled to $2.50 dis-

count oft subscription price!
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The Museum keeps a team of research-

ers on the island almost continuously

throughout the year. The scientists live

and work in converted slave cabins near

the mission and commute to the dig in

four-wheel drive vehicles, the only means

of transportation on the island. The mis-

sion complex itself covers about one and

one-half acres; radiating from a central

plaza are the church to the west, an Indian

village to the north, and the kitchen, well,

and friary to the east. Both the church and

friary, Thomas says, were rebuilt some-

time during the mission's history. Their

destruction may correspond to an Indian

revolt in 1 597, when Guale from the Geor-

gia coast attacked the mission and killed

two Franciscan priests. Surrounding the

"sacred" part of the mission (the church,

well, kitchen, and friary) is a palisade,

probably erected after 1 670, to protect the

complex from British colonists pushing

south into territory claimed by Spain. (By

1680, the British would force the Span-

iards to abandon the mission.)

As skeletons are excavated, they are

brought to the island's archeological lab-

oratory, where Clark Spencer Larsen

research associate at the Museum and di

rector of the Anthropology Museum a

Northern Illinois University, has beei

conducting paleoautopsies. In less thai

100 years, Larsen estimates, the Gualf

population dropped from 1,000 to fewe

than 100. Examination of the teeth anc

bones of the skeletons buried in the churcl

has shown that widespread malnutritioi

afflicted these Indians. The Spaniards

Larsen says, forced the Indians to grov

food and perform manual labor. By re

stricting the Indians' movement along th

Georgia coast and offshore islands such a

Saint Catherines, the Spaniards pre

vented the Indians from hunting for gam
and gathering nuts and berries. Subsistin

on a diet based on high-sugar, low-protei

corn, the Indians, Larsen says, suffere

from severe tooth decay and stunte

growth.

Infectious diseases and poor sanitar

conditions hastened the decline of th

Guale, Letters from Spanish governors t

the Crown reported that five times bi

tween 1569 and 1659 epidemics of mei

sles, smallpox, and influenza, among othe

diseases, swept through the Indian popi

lation. The mission skeletons also shoff

widespread evidence of what Larsen cal

"nonspecific" diseases—infections th;

were caused by generally poor hygier

among the Indians, Already weakened t

malnutrition, the Guale had little resi

tance to sickness: adults died in their ear

thirties, and rarely did an individual li^

past the age of thirty-five.
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The excavation of the mission site will

e completed sometime early this year.

Vork on the mission will then shift to

niversity and American Museum labora-

)ries. Researchers from Johns Hopkins

nd Harvard universities will continue to

nalyze the skeletons, measuring the

ones and looking for trace elements that

ill tell them more about the Indians' diet,

leanwhile at the Museum, the 100,000-

plus artifacts will be cleaned, cataloged,

and conserved; the volumes of data ana-

lyzed. The scientists plan to present their

preliminary findings in the Museum's an-

thropological papers early next year. Af-

ter that, Thomas says, a scholarly book

will be published, and then, perhaps, a

popular book on the archeology of Santa

Catalina de Guale.

Marshall Schwartzman

At the American Museum
. Tales for a March Evening

_ ,
Toads and skunk cabbages, shopkeep-

,. ers and neighbors, the mysteries of vacant

lots, and other memories of growing up in

Brooklyn during the 1940s are the major
-- themes of Gioia Timpanelli's storytelling

program. A gifted storyteller, writer, and

broadcaster, Timpanelli has told her tales

S in Ireland, Canada, and throughout the

'_ United States, and will do so again on Fri-

day, March 7, at 7:30 p.m. in the Kauf-

. mann Theater. Tickets are $5.00 for

. members and $8.00 for nonmembers and

must be ordered in advance. For addi-

;, tional information call (212) 873-1327.

" '' Chesapeake Bay
bft The grasses of Chesapeake Bay shelter

it! molting crabs and serve as indicators of

iii water quality. But all over the Chesa-

;
- peake area, these grasses are dying. Why?
. On Tuesday, March 1 1 , Michael W.

. Fincham will present his award-winning

film Chesapeake: The Twilight Estuary,

. which explores the ecology of the bay and

highlights the scientific detective work

that has uncovered a surprising problem:

the bay's grasses are being killed by too

?ll|much life. The film will be shown in the

Main Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. It is free

piaand open only to members. Tickets must

be ordered in advance. For additional in-

formation call (212) 873-1327.

The All-New Dinosaur Revue

In a participatory family program, nat-

uralist-entertainer Mike Weilbacher will

explore a wealth of facts and theories

•J- about dinosaurs. The Dinosaur Revue will

;
lb include a dinosaur game show, a tyranno-

•;; saurus chorus, and an opportunity for

-children to form a nest of eggs and hatch

. into dinosaurs. Geared for children ages

I;- four through eight, the program will take

I ,

place in the Kaufmann Theater on March
15 and 16, at 11:00 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

Tickets are $2.50 and are available only to

members. For additional information call

(212) 873-1327.

Latin America Month
March is Latin America month at the

Museum. The richness and diversity of

Latin American cultures will be cele-

brated each weekend in art, song, dance.

film, lectures, and workshops. For a com-

plete list of activities call (212) 873-1300,

ext. 5 1 4 or write for a free flier to Commu-
nity Programming, Department of Edu-

cation, American Museum of Natural

History, 79th at Central Park West, New
York, New York 10024.

At the Hayden Planetarium

Starborn, the Hayden Planetarium's

newest Sky Show, explores an extraordi-

nary planet—Earth. Premiering on

March 6, this show takes the audience

back five billion years to a time when the

earth and sun were cosmic clouds. View-

ers will then travel through the eons to

witness the evolution of our planet from a

gaseous to a liquid to a partly solid state.

Torrential rains, volcanic activity, crustal

movements, and other forces that have

shaped the earth are depicted, and his-

toric human beliefs and questions about

our planet are explored. For show times

and prices call the Planetarium at (212)

873-8828.

For Young People

This year's Workshops for Young Peo-

ple include courses for all age groups, on

topics such as animals without backbones

(for grades 7 through 9), marine animals

(for grades 5 and 6), Native American

lore (for grades 3 through 5), a special in-

troduction to the Museum for five- and

six-year olds, and much more. Fees for the

workshops, which begin in April, range

from $10.00 to $30.00. For a free bro-

chure call (212) 873-7507.

The Spirit of Africa

On Wednesday, March 26, the Drum
and Spirit of Africa Society will present a

program of poetry, African folklore, mu-

sic, and drama that celebrates African

culture, focusing on Senegalese dance,

song, and drumming. This multi-media

performance will take place in the Main

Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Free tickets can

be obtained by mailing a self-addressed,

stamped envelope to Spirit ofAfrica, De-

partment of Education, American Mu-

seum of Natural History, 79th Street at

Central Park West. New York, N.Y.

10024. For additional information call

(212)873-1300, ext. 514.

Tenth Anniversary
GuidelbKiawah
Island ResortT

FREElJs
Tor the tenth ye;

Kiawah Island Resort

has been Kiawah's

premier vacation

spot. And to cele-

brate, we're offering this special anni-

versary magazine free of charge! Inside,

you'll learn how only Kiawah Island

Resort can offer the genuine Kiawah
experience. Plus all about our special,

year-round Anniversary Vacation

Packages! So send for your free copy

today It's the story of the decade.

CaU TOLL FREE 1-800-845-2471
Dept VMNH2 • PC Bos i;oiO

I Charli-~tnn SC W412-S0VT6S-;i:i J

CRUISETHE
ALASKA

THE BIG SHIPS
CA^'T

We visit more of Alaska in 7 nights than any other

cruise. Only Explorer Class- spends the entire

cruise within the Inside Passage. Vou \ie\v ail the

National Parks and Monuments in Southeast

Alaska. You see more wildlife. You ex-perience

more of Alaska and do things not possible on any

other cruise. More ports and more glaciers. For

reseri'ations or free brochure, see any travel agent,

mail coupon or call toll-free 1-800-426-0600 (in

Seattle 624-8551). t'.S. and Bahamnn Registr>-

Please send my 1986 .Maska Cniises & Tours brochure.

1500 Metropolitan Park BIdg.. Dept. DAR. Seattle. WA 9

^M<^ EXPLORATION
^^^ CRUISE LINES
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A Matter of Taste

The Sweet Potato Perplex
Is the yam a sweet potato— or vice versa?

by Raymond Sokolov

Like most of you, I had a yam problem

without knowing it. I thought that yams

were very much Hke sweet potatoes, only

not as nice. If you had pressed me as to

why I held this view, I couldn't have told

you. Somehow I had picked up this wide-

spread form of American tuber snobbery.

It came to this. Supermarkets tended to

sell yams more frequently than "true"

sweet potatoes. But the knowing customer

would do his or her damnedest to buy

sweets.

Last fall, I decided to test this notion.

At a produce market in Ulster County,

New York, I purchased some yams and

some sweet potatoes. The store labeled the

two varieties of very similar long tubers,

with similarly tapering ends, clearly, but

positioned the sweets as if they were exotic

items, like mangosteens or loquats.

Although they looked alike, it was pos-

sible to distinguish them at a glance. The
yams were a touch larger and had reddish

skins; the sweets had brownish skins. Un-
der the skin, the distinctions were even

more obvious. The yam was the familar

deep orange I had grown up detesting

when it was served up under marshmal-
lows as candied sweet potato at Thanks-

giving. The "true" sweet potatoes had pale

yellow flesh, drier than the yams' and
more like that of the conventional potato.

As to taste, the more unctuous yam
seemed to- me more desirable.

So much for sweet potato elitism, I

thought. Then I received a copy of Sweet
Potato News in the mail from Gleason,

Tennessee, a k a 'Tatertown. This eight-

page flier is published by a local grower
named Dudley Sanders, a k a the 'Tater-

man. His paper is full of facts about

sweets, listing varieties (Nancy Hall . .

.

"an all-time favorite, the 'yellow yam' that

granddaddy used to grow many years

ago"), giving the news about a ten-pound

two-ounce 'tater, explaining modern meth-
ods of cultivation under black plastic

sheeting, and reminding us that George
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Washington favored sweets. Sanders also

tackles the yam-sweet potato question cir-

cumspectly. "The 'Taterman calls them

all sweet potatoes," he writes, "because,

using all the information he has found,

that is what they are."

The 'Taterman goes on to describe a

distinction he says the U.S. Department

of Agriculture makes between "moist

flesh" and "dry flesh" sweet potatoes (a

description of the tastes of cooked tubers,

not their physical moisture). Then he says:

"Yam is a trade name that refers to the

moist flesh type of sweet potato. This

helps keep people confused about sweet

potatoes and yams."

Yes, it certainly does. "Yam" may not

actually be a registered trade name, but it

is certainly a marketing device, meant to

give luster to moist, orange-fleshed sweet

potatoes.

Behind this pointless confusion and cre-

ative mislabeling lies one greatly clarify-

ing fact. All the yams and sweet potatoes

that the 'Taterman is talking about—the

moist, the dry, the yellow, the orange, the

Georgia jet, and the vineless Vardaman

—

belong to one species, Ipomoea batatas.

The genus Ipomoea was named by Lin-

naeus and means "resembling the convol-

vulus." And indeed its 500 mainly tropical

species are in the Convolvulaceae family.

The morning glory is an Ipomoea, but the

most important congener is /. batatas.

Originally found in tropical America, it

now flourishes throughout the warm parts

of the world. In this country, New Jersey

is the northern limit of its usual range.

Pennsylvania is the major growing state,

according to the 'Taterman. The dry-flesh

varieties do better in the northern growing

areas; the moist, in the south. Sandy soil,

low in nitrogen is recommended.

Sweet potatoes are, of course, alto-

gether unrelated to ordinary potatoes and

are not propagated, as potatoes are, by

simply being cut up in pieces and planted.

Instead, whole tubers are allowed to

sprout roots and then planted whole. After

harvest, they must be cured (partly dehy-

drated) at about 85 degrees for about ten

days; otherwise they will quickly spoil.

Yams isvree! pc



BRUNCH
WITH A
BRONTOSAURUS.

At the American Museum of Natural History,

you can brunch with the animals. Because

downstairs we now have a beautiful restaurant

we call (what else?) the American Museum

Restaurant. Here an anthropologist can dig up

surprises like angel hair pasta with broccoli and

goat cheese. A taxidermist can stuff herself

on challah bread french toast. And a zoologist

can go ape over our ratotouille omelette. Even

a regular West Sider can have his taste buds

tickled. Imagine that.
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The foliage of /. batatas is familiar to

millions of noncommercial growers who

have partly suspended a sweet potato in a

jar of water by sticking toothpicks into it

and then perching the toothpicks on the

lip of the jar Sweet potato flowers, like

almost all Ipomoea flowers, are funnel or

bell shaped, like those of /. purpurea, the

morning glory. /. purga is the source of

the purgative drug jalap and is native to

Mexican woodlands; /. tricolor contains

LSD in its seeds.

Even when limited to the edible species

(I. batatas), a thorough investigation of

the genus Ipomoea would range from

China to Africa. In Mexico and Hispanic

America, a sweet potato puree is a sought-

after dessert (see recipe). In her encyclo-

pedic new book, Classic Indian Vegetar-

ian and Grain Cooking (Morrow), Julie

Sahni writes about apoori, a puffed bread

whose dough contains pureed sweet po-

tato. Brazilian cuisine includes sweet po-

tato soup, candy, puff's, and dinner rolls.

I suspect that the fairly long list of

sweet potato recipes now available in

American cookbooks is only a small sam-

pling of all the dishes developed for this

tuber around the world over several centu-

ries. For instance, I have not found any

Chinese recipe, although it is certain that

Chinese people have long known sweet

potatoes and cooked them frequently.

Hispanic America, the probable home
of /. batatas, seems to be the richest

source of sweet potato dishes, but it is not

easy to get a full sense of what has been or

is being done by Caribbean and South

American cooks because, along with

black Africa, Latin America is a culinary

dark continent: barely any reliable cook-

books for these regions have been pub-

lished here. But one gets an overall idea of

what exists from Elizabeth Lambert Or-

tiz's standard The Complete Book of Ca-
ribbean Cookery (M. Evans).

Her index refers to two sweet potato

breads, one with coconut mixed in, as well

as cakes from Haiti, Martinique, and
Cuba; sweet potato chips; a sweet potato

crust for chicken pie; a dessert paste; a

pone; and a tart. The most tantalizing fact

about this repertory is that the sweet po-

tato most prized for many of these reci-

pes—the variety most adm.ired in the re-

gion where sweet potatoes are most
used—is neither our yam nor our "true"

sweet potato.

The boniato (or batata or batata duke)
is an almost spherical, small tuber with a
single point. Its skin is brown or pink; its

flesh, white. And its flavor, while less

sweet and sultry than our local varieties, is

far more aromatic. Islanders prefer it. So
will you.

Boniatos are not hard to find. Now that

I know what to look for, I see them every-

where—in the vegetable bins of little His-

panic bodegas and even in New York su-

permarkets. Usually, they are labeled

batatas, if they are labeled at all. The

assumption of the grocers selling them

seems to be that people who are likely to

buy them will already know what they are.

You and I, after all, don't need a sign to

tell us that conical orange vegetables with

lacy green tops are carrots.

So the boniato lurks within the her-

metic world oiproductos tropicales, anon-

ymously for sale in every big city in this

country but almost completely ignored by

Anglo cooks, even those with a passion for

the exotic. And in those same bins, beside

the boniatos, lie various hairy, wrinkled

root vegetables known by a host of impre-

cise or confusingly multiple dialectal

names. Some of them are taros (malanga,

tannia); others are cassava (yucca). Still

another is the true yam {name, mapuey).

They look nothing at all like sweet pota-

toes nor are they related. The roughly 600

species of true yams spread throughout

the world's warm countries are all mem-
bers of the genus Dioscorea, which is

named after the ancient naturalist

Dioscorides. The Central American D.

composita is a natural source of cortisone.

D. elephantipes, or Hottentot bread, grows

to a humongous 700 pounds in the deserts

of South Africa. D. alata. the winged or

water yam, is distributed worldwide and

may extend six feet in length and weigh

1 50 pounds. As far as I can tell, the much
smaller, cylindrical, brown-skinned,

white-fleshed yam normally sold in my
Manhattan neighborhood is either D.

alata of modest size (2 feet long, 4 to 5

pounds) or D. trifida, 6 to 8 inches long

and very similar in taste quality. The

vernacular name yam derives from a West

African word that came into Spanish as

name, French as igname, and Portuguese

as inhame. One imagines that slaves

brought the word to these shores and apj

plied it to sweet potatoes because they

were also tubers.

Apart from its size and the confusion

that surrounds it in American life, the

yam is not a vegetable likely to interest

people who already have access to the

potato and who can easily latch on to the

boniato. The true yam has a neutralj

starchy flavor

The yam seems to have originated in

Asia and was eaten in China from earliesi

times. West Africans depend on it, al-

though its protein content is small. Per

haps the best thing that can be said aboul

it is that it really is a yam.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

Boniatillo

(Cuban dessert made from the boniato

sweet potato, slightly adapted from The
Complete Book ofCaribbean Cooking,

by Elisabeth Lambert Ortiz, M. Evans)

1 pound boniatos (pink- or white-

skinned, white-fleshed sweet pota-

toes available in Hispanic markets),

peeled and sliced

1 Vi cups sugar

Peel of 1 lime

2-inch stick cinnamon

3 egg yolks, lightly beaten
Vi cup sherry

1 cup heavy cream

L Boil the boniatos in water to cover,

until tender, about 25 minutes. Drain
and push through a potato ricer. Do not

use a blender or processor, which will

turn the potatoes to glue. You should
have about 2 cups.

2. While the potatoes cook, combine
sugar, use Vi cup water, lime peel, and
cinnamon in a saucepan. Boil until the
resultant syrup reaches the soft ball

stage (250 degrees on a candy ther-

mometer). Discard the peel and cinna-
mon.

3. Stir the syrup into the boniato puree.
Cook in a heavy saucepan over low

heat, stirring constantly until the mix-

ture makes a thick paste.

4. Off heat, stir in the egg yolks and mix
well. Return to heat and cook, stirring

for 2 or 3 minutes. Remove from heat

and stir in sherry. Cool. Serve with

cream on the side.

Yield: About 3 cups

Yam Puree

2 pounds medium-size yams {name or

mapuey in Hispanic markets)

I Vi tablespoons lemon Juice

Salt

% cup milk
'/4 pound lard or butter

Cayenne pepper

1

.

Peel and slice the yams. Boil in water

to cover with lemon juice and salt until

tender, about 30 minutes.

2. Drain yam and push through a potato

ricer (Do not use a blender or proces-

sor, which will make the yam gluey).

Beat in milk and lard or butter. Season

to taste with salt and cayenne. Serve as

a side dish, much as you might serve

mashed potatoes.

Yield: Six servings
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spectacular floral gar-
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courses and the nation's
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But there's more.
There's Philadelphia for
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Independence Hall, a
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rants and the sparkling

waterfront.

But there's more. And you'll find it all in a

copy of Today's Valley Forge Country News. It's
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_The Natural Moment_

.

Buggy Ride
It's hard not to sympathize with this long-horned beetle,

staggering along a palmetto leaf in the Florida heat, with a load

of mites on its back and a hitchhiking pseudoscorpion clamped
to a leg. Just as a mammal often carries a cargo of insects, so

insects frequently act as food, lodging, and transportation for

other, smaller organisms. Distinguishable only by specialists,

dozens of types of mites exist, each with its own mode of

parasitism. Many simply eat bits of organic material that have

accumulated on their host's back. Some, like the passengers at

left, always seem to position themselves symmetrically along

their host's center of gravity, an arrangement that may have

evolved so the host can move unimpeded.

If the mites regard the long-homed beetle as a bed and

breakfast, the pseudoscorpion treats it as a taxi. Long-horned

beetles bore into wood when they are in the larval stage, emerg-

ing later as adults. Sometimes they take so long to transform

that the tree they burrowed into has itself been transformed in

the meantime, and horrified householders spot the beetles tun-

neling out of a new dining room table. If the tree is still standing,

the beetle must crawl through layers of bark—home territory to

pseudoscorpions. On its first sojourn in the outside world, a

beetle may find one of these tiny bark dwellers pincer locked to a

limb. Pseudoscorpions are sedentary arachnids that use long-

horned beetles to disperse from their birthplace. They hang on

until the beetle passes a likely spot for a new pseudoscorpion

settlement, at which point, they let go and get on with their

primary business: eating and making little pseudoscorpions.

Or, as Jonathan Swift put it:

So, naturalists observe, a flea

Hath smaller fleas that on him prey;

And these have smaller still to bite 'em;

And so proceed ad infinitum.

— Charles C. Mann

Photograph by Tom Eisner
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area — from the old & historic district
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and the new North Charleston area with

modern hotels and new' international
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all within minutes of beautiful
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While studying thunderstorms in Illi-

nois in 1978, meteorologist James W.
Wilson (page 48) discovered the equip-

ment he was using could detect "very

small-scale wind shear events." Since

wind shear had been implicated in some
plane crashes, he found "it natural to

investigate how [that equipment] could

be used to improve aircraft safety." Wil-

son is a scientist at the National Center

for Atmospheric Research in Boulder,

Colorado. Most of his work involves the

investigation of thunderstorms and wind

shear all over the United States. He
hopes to learn "why some thunderstorms

and showers produce strong wind shears,

while others do not." For those who want
to know more about wind shear, he rec-

ommends The Downburst, by T. Theo-
dore Fujita (Chicago: University of Chi-

cago Press, 1985) and "The Microburst

Hazard to Aviation," in Weatherwise,

June 1984, published by HELDREF
Publications, Washington, D.C.



Scott Robinson (page 38) set out for

nazonian Peru in 1979 to study the

"aging behavior of caciques, but he hit

a more exciting focus for his work.

Tom my first predator attack, I was

loked," he says. He has spent parts of

L years observing caciques defend

emseives against predators attracted

their hanging nests. A scientist with

; IlHnois Natural History Survey,

Dbinson received his doctorate in popu-

:ion biology from Princeton Univer-

y. Books that deal with North Ameri-

n relatives of caciques include Gordon

ian and Tony Angell's Blackbirds of
Americas (Seattle: University of

Washington Press, 1 984) and Robert W.

ero's Redwings (Washington, D.C.:

nithsonian Institution Press, 1984).

Dbinson has been a fanatical birder and

avid bird lister since he was twelve

ars old. He once held the record for

e number of North American species

en in one year, 657, and has used his

jpical expertise to capture the world

g Day record: 331 species sighted in

'enty-four hours.
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"I became interested in the Irish elk

while writing a book on deer evolution,"

says Valerius Geist (page 54). "How ant-

lers evolve is an old, very contentious

subject on which I first published mate-

rial two decades ago." Geist, a professor

of environmental science at the Univer-

sity of Calgary in Alberta, Canada, con-

ducts research on the ethology, ecology,

and evaluation of large mammals, with

special emphasis on ungulates. Most of

Geist's fieldwork has been conducted in

the Canadian Rockies, but he has also

worked in Texas, India, and Europe.

Geist is an outdoorsman with a pas-

sion—a hunter, a fisherman, and a gar-

dener. He is also a bookworm (great for

cold winter nights in a cabin) and sug-

gests readers might profit from R.J.

Goss's Deer Antlers, published in 1983

by Academic Press, and Stephen Jay

Gould's article "The Misnamed, Mis-

treated, and Misunderstood Irish Elk"

(Natural History, March 1973).

"I always walk around with a cam-
era," says Tom Eisner (page 100), who
photographed this month's "Natural
Moment." An entomologist and etholo-

gist at Cornell University, Eisner spotted

the bug-heavy beetle at the Archbold
Station, a biological research center

near Lake Placid, Florida. Surprised to

see the long-homed beetle during day-

light hours, he seized the opportunity

—

and the beetle—which he then photo-

graphed for more than an hour. All the

while, its load of parasites hung on, un-

disturbed by the attention. In his spare

time, Eisner conducts the Bi-weekly Re-
hearsal Association of Honorary Musi-
cal Scientists.

Biologist Gary N. Ross (page 66) first

visited the Zapotec Indian weavers in,

Mexico's state of Oaxaca while he was in'

the region surveying butterflies. The Za-j

potecs' use of an insect dye and of butter-

fly motifs were among the aspects of

their traditional art that turned Ross intO;

an avid researcher and collector of their

textiles. In addition to receiving guid-

ance from master weaver Isaac Vas-

quez, Ross has sought out information

from published sources, including In-

dian Clothing Before Cortes: Meso-

american Costumes from the Codices,

by Patricia R. Anawalt (Norman: Uni-

versity of Oklahoma Press, 1981) and

Mexican Indian Costumes by Donald

Cordry and Dorothy Cordry (Austin:

University of Texas Press, 1968). A pro-

fessor of biology at Southern University

in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, Ross re-

cently cosponsored an art exhibit with

the Arts and Humanities Council of

Greater Baton Rouge. Isaac Vasquez,

whose textiles were featured in the ex-

hibit, traveled to the United States for

the opening. Wearing another hat, Ross

has contracted with a Florida travel

agency to conduct regular folk-art tours

of Oaxaca. Meanwhile, he continues his

field studies of the life histories of butter-

flies, expanding on research that he de-

scribed for Natural History readers in

an earlier article ("The Case of the Van-

ishing Caterpillar," November 1985).
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Who Are the Kayapo?

Why is the Museum memorializing the

Kayapo Indians as warriors ("The Living

Museum," January 1986)?

My understanding of the Kayapo is that

they are cultivators in northeastern Brazil

who grow manioc, maize, and sweet pota-

toes. Hunting and fishing supplement the

garden produce. Members of each village

belong to one of two moieties. Each group

is politically competitive and lines up

against the other for dances, rituals, and

games. Their environment is quickly be-

ing destroyed. It is conceivable that they

will become extinct.

Dennis Werner

What injustice have we done? First,

Western civilization wipes out indigenous

peoples, then represents them as savage

killers instead of peaceful cultivators.

Does this somehow justify our culture's

savage behavior?

Kathryn S. Moller
Laytonville, California

The portrayal of a Kayapo warrior in

the Amazonian section of our forthcoming

exhibit hall, Native Peoples of South

America, is fully justified by the facts.

Until the early 1960s, the Kayapo were

redoubtable warriors. Indeed, Belgian

A contemporary Kayapo Indian

4 Natural History 4/86

ethnologist Gustav Verswijver has jusi

written a 463-page dissertation on Kayapc

warfare.

Of course, the Kayapo did more thai

fight, and our depiction of them in th(

exhibit hall will not be restricted to thei:

warfare. We intend, for example, to shov

a spectacular feather headdress worn b}

the Kayapo during their tortoise ceremo

nies, as well as their very precise, fine-line

body painting, which is probably the mos

delicate and controlled in all of Amazonia

But a more basic issue is involved here

Should a natural history museum sup

press certain historical facts in order not t<

offend the sensibilities of a few? I thinl

not. A natural history museum cannot bi

in the business of sugarcoating history

Our aim in the exhibit hall is to portra;

Amazonian Indian culture as it really was

before it was denatured or destroyed b;

European contact, not in some diluted an(

romanticized form. If we don't presen

this, rich but vanishing culture to th'

world, who will?

Of course, none of this means that w
condone the crimes that have been perpe

trated against Amazonian Indians. If th

issue is to be argued on moral grounds, th

best way a museum can serve the cause c

living Indians is by depicting their trad:

tional culture as faithfully as possible. Th
public will then have a chance to learn jus

what it is that is being destroyed. Anc
through agencies like Cultural Survive

and Survival International, they can tak

whatever action they deem fit to try t

prevent this destruction.

Robert L. Carneir'

Curator ofSouth American Ethnolog

American Museum ofNatural Histor

With Malice Toward Spam?
I was disappointed in John Alden's n

view of /« the Wake ofColumbus and Th

Spanish Sea (January 1986). Alden,

feel, betrays a pervasive anti-Hispani

bias, the effect of the so-called black lej

end of Spain, discussed by William J

Maltby in The Black Legend in Englam
The Development ofAnti-Spanish Sent
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ment, 1558-1660 (Duke University Press|

1971). For centuries, Professor Maltb;

says, anti-Hispanism—born out of centu

ries-old antagonisms—has dominated his

torical writing in England and elsewher(

and has resulted in a highly biased am

unfair portrayal of Spain's contribution

to the discovery, exploration, and develop

ment of the Western Hemisphere.

Alden states that Francisco Fernande:

de Cordoba was commissioned for a voy „

age of discovery to the West because hi
-'

was "very able at kidnapping and killin;

Indians." Here the actions and the policie

of the Spaniards are distorted with maliC'

in an offhand quote. Actually, in 151'

Cordoba was commissioned by Diego d

Velazquez, then governor of Cuba, t

travel west with three ships and discove

new lands. Velazquez instructed Cordob

to go first to the islands of Guanajos t

take native prisoners and bring them t

Cuba to help pay the expenses of the expe

dition. Bernal Diaz del Castillo, a membe

of the expedition, relates: "When we, th

soldiers, learned what Diego Velazque

was requesting, we said that it was nc

just, and that neither God nor our Kin

would order us to make slaves of free Ind

ans." Velazquez rescinded the order an

the expedition sailed west, discoverin

Yucatan. In the town of Champoton, th

Spaniards went ashore to replenish the

water supply and were ambushed b

seemingly friendly natives. Francisco Fe

nandez de Cordoba lost fifty-seven me

and was himself badly wounded, dyin

from his wounds ten days after returnin

to Cuba.

There were, it is true, cases of nati\

kidnappings against the policy of the Kir

and the Consejo de Indias. Spain's recoi^

of cruelty is unenviable, but it has to t

judged in the context of the times (400 i

500 years ago) and the discovery of tt

unknown. The natives also had friends ar

protectors—Montesinos, Bartolome C;

Las Casas, Vasco de Quiroga, and ot'

ers—who had access to the King. UnliV

the Puritans in New England, Spain nev;

favored a policy of deliberate extermin

tion of the natives.

Alden suggests that the Spaniards' fa

ure to colonize the gulf coast occurrti

"because their efforts were parasitical

Explorers, by necessity, had to rely (

indigenous food supphes, which the e

tremely primitive tribes of the gulf coa

did not have, and Spanish priorities we

directed to more developed areas. Nevt

theless, Greater Florida up to New C,

leans, and the territories west of the M
sissippi up to Illinois, had been developr

by the Spaniards and were under tht

control until the middle of the eighteen:

6 Natural History 4/86



^ ;entury, and on and off during that centu-

y's final four decades. Alden's casual

haracterization of Spanish colonization

s a failure sweeps away two centuries of

ipaniards' work and effort in the region.

Fernando S.Leon
Ann Arbor, Michigan

]|

^ohn Alden responds:

I hardly feel that it denotes an anti-

Hispanic bias to characterize the Spanish

jffort to colonize Greater Florida as a

allure: for the period Mr. Weddle's book

ixamines, 1508 to 1685, it unquestionably

['Ivas. Nor do I find Mr. Leon's apologia for

/elazquez and Cordoba very convincing.

)ne need only recall how quickly the Ca-

ibbean Indians were wiped out or review

he results of the notorious encomienda
* ystem in Mexico to reject his claim that I

" lave maliciously distorted the actions and

Policies of the Spaniards in the New
Vorld. Extermination may not have been

jfficial Crown policy, but that didn't

nake much difference to the native peo-

)les of Mesoamerica.

Interestingly enough, Mr. Leon's last

"i )aragraph makes the same mistake that I

"''jelieve doomed Spanish efforts to colo-

™ lize the gulf coast—failure to differenti-

™! ite exploration from colonization. A small

)arty of explorers may be able to rely on

ndigenous food supplies, but a colony

;annot. Had the Spaniards recognized

" his distinction, the Gulf of Mexico might
"' till be a Spanish sea.
||

' Brazilian Princess

I was fascinated by "The Princess of

l" Jrazil" in the February issue of Natural

listory, but was astounded to learn that

mly a 9.5-pound stone was cut from the

'jriginal 75-pound crystal. Does this actu-

lUy mean that 87.3 percent of the crystal

vas wasted or were smaller stones

'" alvaged from it?

RjcHARD S.Miller
New Haven. Connecticut

rhe editors reply:

According to Josh Hall, vice-president

)f Pala International, the firm that cut the

'2>Jrazilian Princess, most gems represent

mly 20 to 40 percent of the original crys-

al. Only the purest part of the crystal

—

he area freest from bubbles, cracks, or

0)ther flaws—is used. The remainder is

* awed or ground off and usually discarded

'4s waste.

The gem cutters of the Brazilian Prin-

bess were left with some relatively large

^bieces of excess crystal. The original

F )wner still has this material, including one
be hirty-pound slab, but is not planning to

«'iave any more gems cut from it. D
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AtSm.p.h., discover 150years ofAmerica in 7days.®
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AtSm.p.h. America is

on parade every day aboard

Americans two authentic

steamboats, the Delta Queen®
and Mississippi Queen?
New Orleans! Vicksburg!

Natchez! St. Louis to St. Paul.

And along the way, ,

Hannibal, Missouri,

boyhood home of Mark
T\vain. Enjoy real

Steamboatin'

hospitality. Five glorious meals

a day. Nightly Dixieland Jazz

and red hot Mamas singing

the blues!

See your travel agent or call

1-800-543-1949 for

reservations informa-

tion or fill out the

coupon below for

a free color

brochure.
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For a free color brochure write:
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Relive the Drama and Excitement of

America's Battle for Independence

Now Preserved for the

Ages in a Classic

Chess Collection

From the drama of "the shot heard

'round the world" at Lexington to the

British surrender at Yorktown, the

American Revolution was one of

history's most significant—and fasci-

nating—confrontations. A ragtag army

of stubborn colonists fought the arm-

ies of the mighty British Empire to a

standstill. They changed the course of

history giving birth to a proud heri-

tage that burns strong in every

American today.

Now in celebration of this cherished

heritage, the artists and craftsmen of

The Hamilton Collection have created

an unprecedented tribute to the patriots

who gave our nation its freedom: The

Revolutionary War Chess Set.

As an appropriate forum to honor the

special spirit of the American Revolu-

tion, the Hamilton artists have chosen

the fascinating and historic game of

chess. With its endlessly complex var-

iations of strategy and skill, chess has

long been a favorite way of recreating

and celebrating the deeds of famous

warriors and statesmen. And for almost

a thousand years, fine sculpted sets of

chessmen representing historic fig-

AU32 chess pieces feature incredible detail and precision

craftsmanship. The pawns, shown here actual size, are

carefully sculpted portrayals of .American infantrymen

and traditional British "Redcoats.

"

ures have been treasured by civilized

men and women throughout

the world.

A Stunning Portrait Sculpture

Collection Unmatched in

Recent History

Exquisitely crafted by artisans

steeped in the rich tradition of preci-

sion minting. The Revolutionary War

Chess Set features large-scale chess-

men who represent, in unprecedented

detail, the great men and women who
played a major role in our War for

Independence.

Each individual depicted was first

chosen for historic significance, then

matched for suitability to the game
itself. With the final selections made,

each historic figure was then carefully

researched so that the original sculp-

ture would be completely accurate and

authentic. Many of the sculptures were

modeled from actual paintings and

engravmgs of the Revolutionary War
period

B As the KINGS, the legendary George
Washington and Britain's proud
George III lead their respective arm-

! s accompanied by their QUEENS,
resourceful Martha Washington

1 the regal Queen Charlotte.

i he BISHOPS are great American
-.Laiesmen and strategists Benjamin~

i Franklin and Thomas Jefferson,
- ^ opposed by England's Prime Minis-

Jwo ui the striking pewter chessynen are Lorn ter George Granville and Charles
niander-in-Chief. George Washington as the Thwnshend
American king, and Paul Revere as an American
knight. Each is shown here actual size. M The KNIGHTS are the heroic Paul

Revere and the young Frenchman,

Marquis de Lafayette, along with

their English counterparts, Sir Wil-

liam Clinton and the Prussian leader.

Baron von Knyphausen.

The ROOKS honor the dedicated

patriots John Paul Jones and Nathan

Hale, who are opposed by British

generals William Howe and Charles

Cornwallis.

.And this unparalleled fidelity of theme

IS carried through even to the PAWNS,
which are authentic and detailed sculp-

tures representing American infan-

trymen and British "Redcoats."

Each chess piece is painstakingly

hand-crafted in solid pewter, then

antiqued, burnished and mounted on a

special base finished in rich enamel

—

red for the British and blue for the

Americans. The base also bears the

internationally recognized symbol of

its piece status, which is embellished

with 22k gold electroplate.

Adding an extra dimension of fasci-

nation and educational value to the col-

lection is the elegant chessboard the

Hamilton craftsmen have created for

it. Based on authentic maps and

engravings of the period, this finely-

etched, antiqued brass playing surface

depicts a detailed panoramic map of the

13 original colonies and pinpoints the

major land and sea engagements of tht

War. Concealed inside the hardwooc

case are cushioned compartments tui

the convenient storage of all the play

ing pieces.

The accompanying hardwood storage case ha.\

cushioned compartments for all playing pieces. Insel

in the surface is a unique, antiqued brass chessl

board thatfeatures an authentic Revolutionary Wa\

"battle map.

"
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Chess Set

Uncompromising Quality and
Value at an Affordable Price

The Revolutionary War Chess Set is

available only through The Hamilton

Collection, and will be issued at the very

attractive price of only $14. 50 for each

chessman. As a subscriber, you will have

the privilege of enjoying each issue in

your home for up to 30 days before

deciding whether to keep it. Should you

return any issue, you will be sent a full

refund, releasing your subscription.

Each month, you will receive two

chessmen— a pawn and a major play-

ing piece—accompanied by a detailed

biography of the figures represented.

The chessboard and fitted hardwood

presentation case will be provided at

no additional charge as part of your

collection. You will also receive special

information on the history and rules of

chess, along with a handsome Certifi-

cate of Authenticity attesting to the set's

original issue status.

The Hamilton Collection Revolu-

tionary War Chess Set is a truly signif-

icant achievement in precision

craftsmanship and authenticity. It

combines the traditional strategy and

complexity of the game itself with por-

trayals of the heroic patriots who forged

our nation with their courage. And as

such, it will add a stunning combina-

tion of beauty and history to your home

or office.

Here, indeed, is a work that will bring

lasting pleasure to chess enthusiasts,

history buffs, military figurine collec-

tors, and everyone who takes pride in

the spirit and ideals of our nations

heritage.

As you would expect, production

capacity is limited due to the tremen-

dous detailing and craftsmanship

required, so to avoid any lengthy delay.

Shown smaller than actual size

you are urged to place your reserva-

tion by the postmark date shown in the

application form. Better yet, reserve

your set torfay! ei986HC

Respond By:

April 30, 1986
Please accept my application for The Revolu-

tionary War Chess Set. My chessmen will be

shipped at the rate of two per month (begin-

ning with George Washington and an Ameri-

can pawn). The original issue price is only

$14.50 each— a total of $29.00 plus $1.96

postage and handling for each shipment

—

payable prior to shipment. I will also receive

at no extra cost, a custom-designed hardwood

storage case with special brass plajing sur-

face in the form of a Revolutionary War battle

map.

/ prefer to pay for my initial shipment as follows:

D My check or money order for $30.96' is

enclosed.

n Charge $30.96* to my credit card: D MasterCard

n VISA American Express
75320

D Diners Club
* FL residents add SI. 55 and IL residents add S2. 17 for tax.

Acct. #

Expiration Date

Signature

Name

Address

City

State

.\tl npplications mjtst be signed and arc subject to acceptance.

Products deUvCTfd to the U.S. and its territories only.

. Zip .

The Hamilton Collection
^15.50 Regency Square Blvd., P.O. Box 44051

,

lacksonville, FL 32231



Canyon Echoes of the Condor
The giant scavenger, now nearly extinct,

once occupied much ofwestern North America

by Steven D. Emslie

For thousands of years, the dry, deep

caves that riddle the limestone cliffs of the

Grand Canyon have sheltered bones and

more fragile organic material and pre-

served them to a degree seen in few other

areas of North America. Among the fos-

sils are the remains of now extinct animals

that once inhabited the canyon. In addi-

tion to bone, delicate matter such as hair,

feathers, and even plant remains have

been e.xcavated.

My interest in fossil birds first drew my
attention to the caves. Not only were there

hundreds of caverns in the Redwall lime-

stone, a 450- to 700-foot-thick formation

extending almost the total length of the

canyon, but most of the caves appeared to

be large and deep, promising that fossils

would be found within. High on vertical

cliffs, the caves are inaccessible to most

animals except birds, an ideal place to

search for remains of fossil birds.

I was especially interested in finding

remains of Gymnogyps californianus.

This bird once ranged widely across west-

em North America and Florida and its

bones have been found in the Grand Can-

yon, but its common name, California con-

dor, reflects its present limited range.

Fewer than thirty of these large vultures

now remain, most of them in the San

Diego and Los Angeles zoos. Only a cap-

tive breeding program stands between the

condors and extinction. Condors prefer to

nest in remote caves close to water, and

the canyon offers superb conditions. Be-

cause the Grand Canyon has been sug-

gested as a relocation site for living Cali-

fornia condors, determining the timing

and the conditions of the condors' extinc-

tion in the canyon and other parts of their

North American range was im.portant. I

believed some of this information might

be found within the caves.

I gathered a crew and, with the permis-

sion of the National Park Service, under-

took an exploration of twenty caves, some

of them probably never before entered by

humans. We completed preliminary in-

vestigations over a three-week period in

April 1983. The team consisted of photog-

raphers, paleontologists, archeologists,

and the skilled boatmen who moved us all

safely down the riven

But without the expertise of two rock

climbers, Larr>' Coats and Dave Dawson,

my project would never have gotten under

way. We climbed vertical cliffs from be-

low, rappelled from above, or traversed

ledges to the cave entrances. We often

spent painstaking hours climbing to what

appeared to be an excellent cave, onl\ to

find it shallow and empty. At other time^

we maneuvered our way into deep ca\es

that should have contained fossils but had

none. In time, our efforts paid off. Man}
of the caves did contain fossils, some of

canyon animals now extinct. Of particular

interest was an extinct mountain goat

Caves line the R.
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^ We're looking for people
^ to write children's books

By Alvin Tresselt,

Dean of Faculty

"Writing for children is the per

feet way to take up writing''

says the author of 53 children's

books. "Your ideas come right

jout of your own experience.

/\nd while it's still a challenge, y.

it's the straightest possible line
^

between you and publication—
if you're qualified to seek the

success this rewarding field offers!'

IF
you want to write and get published,

1 can't think of a better way to do it than

writing books and stories for children and
teenagers. Ideas flow naturally right out of

your own life experience. While it's still a

challenge, the odds of getting that first un-

iforgettable check from a juvenile publisher

are better than they are from any other kind

of publisher 1 know.

Later on, you may get other checks from
other publishers. But right now, the object is

to begin— to break into print— to learn the

feeling of writing and selling your work and
seeing your name in type. After that, you
can decide if you want your writing to take

another direction.

But after 30 years of editing, publishing,

and teaching— and 53 books of my own —
I can tell you this: You'll go a long way before

you discover anything as rewarding as writing

for young readers.

Your words will never sound as sweet as

!they do from the lips of a child reading your
Ibooks and stories. And the joy of creating

ibooks and stories that young people "really

like " is an experience you'll never have any-

where else.

A surprisingly big market
But, that's not all. The financial rewards go far

jbeyond most people's expectations because
ithere's a big market out there for writers

who are trained to crack it. More
[than 130 million young people's

books are purchased each year As
Imany as 2,500 new titles appear
pnnually and new authors

account for up to half of them.
There are also 250 monthly

magazines looking for material for '?^'" '^^"^ '° =j"

J \/ their writing with our
young readers. You can imagine exclusive pul

how much writing it takes just to

keep them going! Yet two big questions be-

devil nearly every would-be writer "Am I really

qualified?" and "How can I get started?"

"Am I really qualified?"

This is our definition of a "qualified person":

It's someone with an aptitude for writing who
can take constructive criticism, learn from it,

and turn it into a professional performance.
That's the only kind of person we're looking

Alvin Tresselt was Vice President and Executive Editor of Parents'

Magazine Press, the first editor of Humpty Dumpty's Magazine
l^Ior Children, and a board inembet of the Author's Guild. His

53 books for young readers have sold over two million copies.

*The testimonials in this ad were provided u

This old mansion
deep in the Connecticut woods has been the home

of this workshop for new writers since 1969.

for The reasons are simple: Our reputation

is built on success, and if prospective students

don't have the earmarks of success, we
probably can't help them. And we tell

them so. It's only fair to both of us.

To help us spot potential authors, we've

developed a revealing test for writing apti-

tude. It's free, and we don't charge for our
evalua*ion. But no one gets into The Institute

without passing it. Those who pass and enroll

receive our promise: You will complete at

least one manuscript ready to submit to a

publisher by the time you finish the Course.

Learn one-to-one with
your own instructor

I've learned a lot about writing for children

and I love it. Now I'm passing my knowledge
on to my students so they can profit from it.

When I'm not writing my own books, 1 spend
my time at The Institute of Children's Litera-

ture, a workshop for new writers that does

one thing and does it better than any other

educational institution 1 know of: It trains

qualified people to write for the young reader

This is the way 1 work with my students,

and my fellow instructors — all of whom are

experienced writers or editors — work more
or less the same way.

Learn at your own pace

When you're ready— at your own time and
your own pace — you send your assign

ment to me and 1 read it and I reread

it to get everything out of it you've put

into it.

Then I edit your assignment with

a red pencil just the way a publish

ing house editor would — if he had

the time. I return it along with a

detailed letter explaining my com-
ments. I tell you what your strong

shers hsts.
pQjpifg g^g |^|.^g( ygy^ weaknBsses

are, and just what you can do to

improve. It's a matter of push and pull with

each assignment. You push and I pull and

between us both, you learn to write.

"Now... I am a writer!"

This method really works. I wouldn't spend

five minutes at it if it didn't. The proof of

the pudding is that many students break

into print even before they finish the Course.

We receive hundreds of letters like these from

students: "Before taking your Course, the

short stories 1 scribbled for my two tiny tots

never caught an editor's fancy!' writes Emily

] voluntarily by The Institute's students between 1982 and 1985.

Burns of Salem, OR. "My first sale, to

National Catholic Weekly, was a Course
lesson. Then I sent another Course
assignment to a writer's competition

and won first prize of $400!"

"My instructor's advice was in-

valuable in plotting, character, motiva-

tion, and dialogue. I am most grateful

for her personal interest. She helped

me understand my own strengths and
weaknesses and how to emphasize the

"irst and remedy the second!' Elizabeth

Henley, New Cambria, MO.
Marilyn Day of Marissa, IL says, "Now I'm

no longer a housewife, 1 am a writer!"

And Mary Carruth, Dublin, CA, writes, "I

sent out my first article with a prayer and it

was accepted. Your Course, with its structure

and support, has been everything I hoped for!'

"When 1 started, I did not really think I had
the ability!' writes Sister M. Laetitia Mudde,
West Haven. CT "But my instructor made
me believe in myself. "

*

I have a file full of similar letters: People like

yourself so full of pride they could easily

convince you that it is a pity more people
don't take up writing for children.

Free Writing Aptitude Test offered

To find men and women with an aptitude for

writing, our Faculty and Consultants have
prepared a four-page Writing Aptitude Test.

It is offered free and will be professionally

evaluated at no cost to you.

Just mail the coupon below to receive your
free Test and 28 -page illustrated brochure

describing The Institute, our Course,

Faculty, and the current market for

children's literature. If you
demonstrate a true aptitude

for writing, you will be

eligible to enroll.

But that's up to you.

There is no obligation.

Get both FREE

The Institute of Children's Literature

Redding Ridge. Connecticut 06876

Dear Mr. Tresselt: I airt interested in your program
to help new writers get started. Please send your

free Writing Aptitude Test and 28-page brochure.

I understand I am under no obligation whatever

and no salesman will visit.

Mr Mrs. Ms. Mi' BQ 3

City

State Zip

Approved by the

Connecticut Commissioner of Education



Enjoy life's

peaceful
pleasures...

...ABACO.ANDROS,
BERRY ISLANDS,

BIMINI,
CAT ISLAND,

CROOKED ISLAND.
ELEUTHERA, EXUMA,
HARBOUR ISLAND,
LONG ISLAND,
RUM CAY,

SAN SALVADOR,
SPANISH WELLS
AND MORE.

The Family Islands Of The Bahamas are

quiet, simple and charming islands, that

offer you a more relaxing vacation.

Islands that are uncrowded, unhur-
ried and unspoiled, yet offer excellent

resorts, terrific food, and a wide range
of activities.

Plan your next vacation to include a

Bahamas Family Island, where you will

be able to truly enjoy life's peaceful
pleasures.

BanaMas
For reservations, see your travel agent,
or call toll free U.S. & Canada
800-327-0787. Miami 443-3821, or
write: Bahama Family Islands Promo-
tion Board, 255 Alhambra Circle, Suite

420, Coral Gables, Florida 33134.

cliff-adapted artiodactyl (even-toed ani-

mal) that used these caves about 1 1 ,000

years ago.

We also found, as I had hoped, abun-

dant bird remains, including bones of fal-

cons, ducks, geese, quail, a raven, and

even a woodpecker. Most exciting were

the condor bones we discovered in seven

different caves. At one time, these birds

must have been common in the canyon. At

a site we named Sandblast Cave, for our

exposed camp on a sand dune nearby, we

found bones of at least three condors scat-

tered on the cave floor, prompting me to

wonder how many others would turn up

with systematic excavation.

The following year I returned to the

canyon to excavate this cave and others so

that the remains of these birds could be

studied. Condor bones found on a cave's

floor should represent the most recent oc-

currence of the species in the canyon. By

obtaining radiocarbon dates on these

bones, I could determine when the condor

became extinct in the area. I spent thirty-

five days in the canyon, concentrating on

four of the most productive caves.

Sandblast Cave, where I had found the

bones of three condors, is a small cavern

with three entrances that pierce a corner

of limestone cliff overlooking the Colo-

rado River. Each entrance has a short

passage, and the three converge in the

center of the cave. The front entrance is

above the river, while the others face small

Steven D Emslie

A 12.000-year-old condor skull

drainages on either side. On the floor jus

inside the front entrance were thousand

of unfossilized bones of rodents, birds, rep

tiles, amphibians, and fish. This area mus

have served as a roost for various birds o

prey, including owls and falcons. The ag

of the bones, the remains of the prey, i

unknown, but is probably not more tha:

several hundred years.

We spent most of our time in the sid

passage that housed the exposed condc

bones. We worked here for ten days, exc£

vating a large pack rat, or wood rat, mic

CONDOR
As of mid-February 1986, only five

California condors, four of them male,

were known to survive in the wild. This

represents a drastic drop from the fifteen

wild birds, including five breeding pairs,

counted in 1984.

The wild condors roost and nest within

Los Padres National Forest, about sixty

miles north of Los Angeles, but they range

widely and scavenge mainly on private

lands in the foothills around the San Joa-

quin Valley. Lead poisoning is a major
threat to the remaining condors. The birds

ingest the lead when they feed on car-

casses of animals shot by hunters. A frag-

ment of lead can kill an aduh condor. On
January 18,1 986, one of the last two wild

females died of lead poisoning, after she

had been trapped and transported to the

San Diego Animal Park for treatment.

Condors mature slowly and do not

breed until they are six to eight years old.

They generally lay only one egg every

other year. Four of the wild birds are fully

grown. The other, a six-year-old, is close to

maturity. Tventy-one condors are now in

captivity, eieven in Los Angeles, ten in

San Diego. Of these captive condors, only
three are adults; two f '- subadults and the

remainder are immatu-s. No condor has

UPDATE
yet reproduced in captivity. All of the con-

dor eggs hatched in Los Angeles and San
Diego have been taken from the wild.

When an egg is removed from a nest in the

wild, the female usually lays another. In

this way, field biologists who gather eggs

hope to accelerate the natural rate of re-

production. The most recent hatching of a

condor egg taken from the wild occurred

in July 1985 in San Diego.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has'

abandoned plans to release three imma-
ture condors into the wild in April 1986.

Officials fear that the birds are too tame

to be safely released. There are currently

no further plans to release captive birds in

1986.

Two encouraging events have been re-

ported: an observer from the Condor Re-

search Center in Ventura, California, re-

cently sighted two condors about eight)

miles north of the territory of the five

known in the wild, in an area used by con ,

dors in past years, raising hopes that ai

least one of these is a previously un i

counted wild bird. Scientists also repor

that the last-known wild female is at

tempting to lead the wild six-year-old t(

former nesting sites, possibly to mate

—J.R
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uf den that nearly filled the passage; each

;aj,.day the findings became progressively

fjf
more interesting. Pack rats are notorious

Pill,
collectors and will drag all kinds of ob-

jects—sticks, plants, bones, and feath-

ers—into their nests. This material is

»],.gradually deposited into a midden.

lliii'
The midden contained the bones of at

least five condors. I believe this cave was

,i(],;used by the condors for nesting, because

5(j[
the bones were complete, often found still

ntjlattached to each other at the joints, and

pjiassociated with abundant feather and egg-

_[shell fragments. Most bones were those of

fledgling birds; large-mammal bone frag-

ments in the deposit may be the remnants

of the condors' dinners. Although vultures

such as condors cannot carry objects with

their feet, they often transport food to

their nest in their beaks. Condors can also

swallow bones while feeding on a carcass

and later regurgitate them at the nest.

Similar kinds of bones are found at nests

of the California condor today and include

those of horses, cows, and deer. But the

bones we found were from animals long

extinct: camels, mountain goats, and bison

of the Pleistocene epoch, which ended

more than 10,000 years ago. Their car-

casses probably formed the bulk of the

condor's diet.

Before leaving Sandblast Cave we lo-

cated a layer of washed sand and drift-

wood below the midden. The cave is now

situated 125 feet above the Colorado

River, and the driftwood must have accu-

mulated when the canyon was flooded or

before the river eroded to its present level.

In the future, similar finds may help deter-

mine erosion rates and the canyon's age.

Stevens Cave, named after its discov-

erer, naturalist and canyon expert Larry

Stevens, was the largest cave we explored.
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A rock climber nears a cave entrance.

Deep inside on the cave floor lay a com-

plete condor skull. The specimen is beauti-

fully preserved, has an intact beak, and

even retains some dried skin, perfect ma-

terial for obtaining a radiocarbon date. At

no other fossil site in North America has

such a complete bird skull been found.

I submitted sixteen samples of bone and

tissue, mostly the remains of condors, to

the University of Arizona Radiocarbon

Laboratory. In the past, samples of fifty to

one hundred grams of organic matter

were often needed to obtain accurate

dates. This requirement usually meant

that bones of smaller animals, such as

birds, could not be dated directly by this

method. With the recent development of

the tandem accelerator, however, scien-

tists can register accurate radiocarbon

dates with as little as one to three grams of

material. The remains of many fossil birds

can now be precisely dated for the first

time.

The dates on the condor remains came
out as I had expected: all are more than

1 1,000 years old, but the complete skull

from Stevens Cave is more than 12,000

years old. These dates coincide with the

disappearance of the megafauna, or large

mammals, such as sloths, camels, horses,

and mountain goats, from the Grand Can-
yon. Both climatic change and hunting by

early man have been suggested as causes

of the decline and eventual extinction of

some species of large animals. Condors,

which relied on mammal carcasses for

food, were doomed along with the Pleisto-

cene megafauna. This hypothesis can be

disproved if condor remains that postdate

the disappearance of these mammals are

ever found. But at the close of the Pleisto-

cene, the large mammals vanished
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throughout North America, not just in the

Grand Canyon. Why, then, did condors

not become completely extinct?

The work of Carl Koford, an ornitholo-

gist who spent a lifetime studying the hab-

its and life history of the California con-

dor, provides us with most of our

knowledge of this bird today. To explain

the predominantly coastal distribution of

condors within the past two centuries,

Koford proposed that toward the end of

the Pleistocene, coastal condors were able

to shift their diet to aquatic animals and

feed primarily on fish and mammal car-

casses that washed onto beaches. Condors

have been known to feed on beached car-

casses of whales and seals. When the large

mammals disappeared in North America,

only a coastal race of the condor was able

to survive because of its proximity to a
Steven D. Emsiie

new source of food or its previous adapta-

tion to this alternative diet.

There still remains the problem of his-

toric sightings of condors in the inland

west in the late 1 800s. If the condors were

primarily coastal birds at that time, what

were they doing as far from shore as Ari-

zona and Utah? The answer may lie with

the large herds of horses, cattle, and sheep

that were introduced in the west in the

1700s. These herds filled a niche left

empty by the extinction of the Pleistocene

megafauna. With the introduction of

these herds, perhaps the condors began to

reexpand their range by feeding on the

carcasses. Subsequent hunting and the

use of poisons by settlers to protect their

herds from predators probably drove con-

dors to their current shrunken range in

California. There, recent eiforts to save

the species have concentrated on deter-

mining the causes of its high mortality

rate. Carcasses poisoned in an attempt to

kill predators such as coyotes and car-

casses filled with lead shot, which causes

lead poisoning when scavenged and in-

gested by the birds, have been major fac-

tors in the condor's downfall. Now, after

thousands, or perhaps millions, of years on

this continent, the only North American

condor is very close to extinction. Ironi-

cally, this is happening just as we are

learning how this species survived extinc-

tion 1 1 ,000 years ago.

Steven D. Emsiie, a doctoral candidate in

zoology at the University of Florida at

Gainesville, specializes in the study o)

fossil birds. The National Geographic

Society, the Cave Research Foundation,

and the Grand Canyon Natural History

Association supported his work in the

Grand Canyon.

Sandblast Cave, which yielded remains offive condors
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This View of Life

Soapy Sam's Logic
A true scoundrel but with redeeming value

by Stephen Jay Gould

History has long arms. The petty people

of today will justify their projects by vain-

glorious comparisons with truly sublime

events of the past. Thus, Marx proclaimed

in introducing his treatise on Louis Bona-

parte (likened by his boosters to the origi-

nal Napoleon) that all great events occur

twice in history—the first time as tragedy,

the second as farce. Compare Son of King

Kong on the sterile World Trade Center

with the grand original, swatting airplanes

on the art deco tower of the Empire State

Building; or Dracula five, six, and seven

(in gory colors) with Mr. Lugosi's old-

world manner and accent.

I have just encountered a remarkable

example of this pairing in one of the origi-

nal reviews of Darwin's Origin ofSpecies,

the long account in the prestigious Quar-

terly Review (July 1 860, pages 225-64).

The article, by tradition, is unsigned, but

no one could have mistaken the style (the

Quarterly Review guessing game was a

great intellectual diversion in Victorian

England, comparable perhaps to finding

"Nina" hidden in Hirshfield's sketches

or trying to figure out what Steinberg

means)—so I shall leave you guessing for

a page or two.

The farce, in this case, is one of the

nastiest and phoniest arguments I have

ever read. The reviewer accuses Darwin of

supporting racism by dwelling upon the

supposed fact that slave species of ants are

black!

There seems to be no limit here to the exu-

berance of his fancy, and we cannot but

think that we detect one of those hints by
which Mr. Darwin indicates the application

of his system from the lower animals to man
himself, when he dwells so pointedly upon
this fact that it is always the black ant

which is enslaved by his other colored and
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more fortunate brethren. "The slaves are

black!" (p. 254).

He then proceeds, by a standard trick of

rhetoric, to indict Darwin for things he

doesn't say but which, the reviewer con-

jures, he might say;

We believe that, if we had Mr. Darwin in

the witness-box, and could subject him to a

moderate cross-examination, we should

find that he believed that the tendency of

the lighter-colored races of mankind to

prosecute the negro slave-trade was really a

remains, in their more favored condition, of

the "extraordinary and odious instinct"

which had possessed them before they had
been "improved by natural selection" from
Formica Polyerges into Homo.

As supposed evidence for this remark-

able accusation, the reviewer cites a to-

tally diiferent comparison made by Dar-

win between humans and other animals:

This at least is very much the way in which
he slips in quite incidentally the true iden-

tity of man with the horse, the bat, and the

porpoise—[now quoting from Darwin]
"The framework of bones being the same in

the hand of a man, wing of a bat, fin of a

porpoise, and leg of the horse, the same
number of vertebrae forming the neck of

the giraffe and of the elephant, and innu-

merable other such facts, at once explain

themselves on the theory of descent with
slow and slight successive modifications."

Every part of this argument is phony in

logic, false in fact, and nasty in concept.

First, and most decidedly, Darwin makes
no point whatever about the color of slave

species (most ants are black, after all). I

have checked through the Darwin concor-

dance (Cornell University Press, 1 98 1 ) for

every use of the words black and slave and
can find no meaningful conjunction. The
reviewer subtly and maliciously misquotes

Darwin's line to imply that the black color

of slave ants is interesting in itself and

worthy of emphasis. He then places an

exclamation point inside the quotation

and ends the citation there
—

"The slaves

are black!" But, in Darwin's text, the sen-

tence continues and has no exclamation

point. It presents a simple and neutral

description within a factual paragraph;

"The slaves are black and not above half

the size of their red masters, so that the

contrast in their appearance is very

great." Darwin never again, and in no

other context, mentions the color of slave

ants. He does not "dwell so pointedly"

upon it; he does not say, "it is always the

black ant which is enslaved," for this sen-

tence describes but one instance of a com-

mon phenomenon among ants.

Second, the indictment for validating

human institutions by animal analogies is

patent and vicious nonsense. The reviewer

justifies it, in the absence of any explicit

comparison of ants and humans from Dar-

win, by quoting a line about similarity of

anatomical structure between humans
and other vertebrates. But Darwin's com-

parison is wholly appropriate, for the

bones are homologous (similar by descent

from a common ancestor). This passage is

a non sequitur as supposed evidence for

the reviewer's charge. Moreover, ants are

not on an evolutionary lineage leading to

vertebrates, so no comparison could be

made, despite the reviewer's fanciful

statement about transforming Formica

into Homo, the African slaver.

If you have not guessed by now, the

reviewer is none other than the butt and

bugbear of Darwin's opponents—Bishop

Samuel (Soapy Sam) Wilberforce, the

man who got the short end of the stick (the

hook of the cane, the blunt end of the
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Antislavery medallion by Josiah Wedgwood I

mallet—choose your own metaphor) in

that most famous public moment of the

entire debate: the British Association

Meeting at Oxford in I860, when T.H.

Huxley skewered the pompous and oro-

tund cleric by dismissing his ridicule and

announcing that he would rather have an

ape for a grandfather than a bishop who
would use oratorical gifts for deception

and perfidy. (Next month's column will

tell you why this "standard" version of

Huxley's victory contains about as much
truth as Wilberforce's characterization of

Darwin.)

You may not know—and I now expose

the tragedy before the farce—that Soapy

Sam was the son of William Wilberforce,

a hero of abolition and the man most re-

sponsible for ending Britain's slave trade.

That Samuel would invoke the prestige of

his father's great achievement, using his

family name by proxy to score a cheap and
craven point against Darwin, strikes me as

a fine example of Marx's contention about

repeated events in history.

Samuel's rhetoric is doubly ugly when
we understand Darwin's own views on

slavery and his family ties with the elder

Wilberforce. Darvin's grandfather, Jo-

siah Wedgwood (tre great potter who

gave his name to the famous ware), struck

hundreds of cameos in his kilns, showing a

black slave in chains surrounded by the

words; "Am I not a man and a brother?'

Darwin himself was an active and passion-

ate abolitionist. Some of the most moving

passages ever written against the slave

trade appear in the last chapter of the

Voyage of the Beagle:

On the 19th of August we finally left the

shores of Brazil. I thank God, I shall nevei

again visit a slave-country .... Near Rio de

Janeiro I lived opposite to an old lady, whc

kept screws to crush the fingers of her fe

male slaves. I have stayed in a house where

a young household mulatto, daily anc

hourly, was reviled, beaten, and persecutec

enough to break the spirit of the lowest

animal. I have seen a little boy, six or sever

years old, struck thrice with a horse-whip

(before I could interfere) on his naked head

for having handed me a glass of water nd

quite clean .... And these deeds are done

and palliated by men, who profess to love

their neighbors as themselves, who believe

in God, and pray that his Will be done or

earth! It makes one's blood boil, yet hear

tremble, to think that we Englishmen anc'

our American descendants, with theii

boastful cries of liberty, have been and are

so guilty.
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I read Wilberforce's review as part of

1/ research for next month's column on

; famous confrontation with Huxley.

y problem as a scholar has always been

i Will Rogers complex—an inability to

ilike anyone after reading his works. I

/ariably find some redeeming value,

ime unnoticed complexity, some honest

ssion. Through the years, these columns

ve tried to resurrect some of the most

torious fools (Burnet on a young earth,

Buckland on Noah's flood) and cranks

iosse on Adam's navel, or Thayer on

mingos and sunsets) of conventional ac-

unts. But in Wilberforce, my geniality

s met its match and succumbed in

mes. I don't know that I have ever read

argument more slippery, more dishon-

t, than his on Darwin. That he invested

ese calumnies in prose so ludicrously

irple (admittedly by modem tastes more

are and economical than his own) can

ly add insult to injury. Yet, as I read, I

tected something of value for this fo-

m. I liked Wilberforce himself no bet-

r; I found no strength at all in his claims.

jt I did recognize that the internal logic

his argument rested upon a common

isconception that remains a major stum-

ing block to understanding Darwinian,

id all manner of historical, argument. A
ecis of Wilberforce's review might

erefore illuminate a problem that still

esses upon us. Besides, I'd like to get

Ime use out of that S.O.B.

[

Wilberforce begins with the classic

tup of rhetoric: fulsome praise for Dar-

|in accompanied by protestations of the

i'lin that will wrack Wilberforce for criti-

isms forced upon him by necessity. "The

!say is full," we learn, "of Mr. Darwin's

iiaracteristic excellences . . . told in his

ivn perspicuous language, and all thrown

to picturesque combinations that spar-

e with the colors of fancy and the lights

' imagination" (p.226). Nonetheless, he

ments later: "We grieve to charge upon

Ir. Darwin this freedom of handling

cts, but truth extorts it from us."

Wilberforce cranks his nastiness up

owly and then lets it cascade. The first

i'enty-five pages present a standard cri-

que of the Origin, nothing new, but noth-

g egregious either. Then Wilberforce be-

ns his rhetorical barrage in earnest. He
3gins with ridicule, attacking evolution

i absurd for invented claims never made

y Darwin—for example, this lovely pas-

ige on our supposed descent from fungi:

Mr. Darwin can with the same correct-

sss of reasoning demonstrate to us our

ingular descent, we shall dismiss our

ride, and avow, with the characteristic hu-

lilily of philosophy, our unsuspected cous-

iship with the mushrooms.
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Wilberforce then moves on to persona '

:

attack, accusing Darwin of carelessness :

of dogmatism, and finally of dishonesty

On page 250, we find the first summary o :
::

charges:

In the name of all true philosophy we pro

test equally against such a mode of dealing
-

with nature, as utterly dishonorable to al

natural science, as reducing it from iti -

present lofty level as one of the nobles -,

trainers of man's intellect and instructors o
.

his mind to being a mere idle play of fancy
I

without the basis of fact or the discipline o

observation .... We cannot open the au

gust doors of the venerable temple of scien

tific truth to the genii and magicians o-;

romance. \

Terrific line, that last, but Soapy Sam i;l

only wanning up. By page 253, Darwin';

book is an "utterly rotten fabric of gues;

and speculation"; and, on page 254, "mos

dishonorable and injurious to science."

Wilberforce now shifts to his own tur

of religion and closes in for the kill. Ht

starts again with praise and protestation;

of affection and respect:

Mr. Darwin writes as a Christian, and wi

doubt not that he is one. We do not for ;

moment believe him to be one of those whc

retain in some corner of their hearts a secre

unbelief which they dare not vent; and wi

therefore pray him to consider well th(

grounds on which we brand his speculation;

with the charge of such a tendency.

(So much for anyone who thought that Joi

McCarthy was the first since Torque

mada to ask the accused when the;

stopped beating their spouses.)

By page 263, Darwin receives anothe

epithet: "That Mr. Darwin should hav(

wandered from this broad highway of na

lure's works into the jungle of fancifu

assumption is no small evO." And finally

on page 264, we learn that evolution "i;

the frenzied inspiration of the inhaler o

mephitic gas," Well, I never knew I hac

an evil, heretical drug addict for an intel

lectual hero!

In and around all this rhetoric, Wilberi

force does actually present an argument;

It proceeds in three parts and includes
;'

competent but standard critique of Darj

win's evolutionary views. (Wilberforcif

won a first-class degree in mathematicji

and was, presumably, no dummy.)

In the first part, Wilberforce attack

Darwin's factual claims. He emphasize

three arguments (where Darwin confessec

his own weakness): limitation of variatiot

within a rigid "sphere" about the moda

form, so that dogs might produce fox terri

ers and Saint Bernards, but never cats (sei

my column of June 1985 on Fleeminj

Jenkin's classic presentation of this argu

ment); missing data in the fossil record
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md sterility of hybrids as evidence for

inbridgeable gaps between species.

The second part criticizes Darwin's

;enerai arguments. To choose but one ex-

imple, Wilberforce recognizes—and here

grant him some credit, for not everyone

lid—that Darwin's strongest claims for

;volution invoked imperfect structures

hat recorded historical pathways of de-

icent in their lack of optimality (panda's

humb and flamingo's smile of earlier es-

;ays in this series).

Wilberforce replies, first of all, that nat-

iral selection is not a cruel and inefficient

igent of change, acting through copious

3ain and voluminous death—as Darwin

lepicted his own mechanism—but a di-

/ine device for maintaining the purity of

;reated forms by eliminating misfits: "In

his law we see a merciful provision

igainst the deteriorations, in a world apt

deteriorate, of the works of the Cre-

itor's hands" (p. 233). We are not told

A'hy the Creator built a world so subject to

'"fiecay.

Wilberforce then insists that features of

brm and color must be essential aspects

3f created perfection (p. 252-53), though

Darwin identified some as vestiges of in-

heritance, perhaps once useful but now

without important function. It must be so,

nil

for organisms are only the incarnated

ideas of an infallible deity. We know this

(page 259)

by declaring the stupendous fact that all

creation is the transcript in matter of ideas

eternally existing in the mind of the Most
High—that order in the utmost perfectness

of its relation pervades His works, because

it exists as in its center and highest foun-

tain-head in Him the Lord of all.

As we work through Wilberforce's

critiques,we finally come to the bottom

line that, in the end, has always motivated

the passion surrounding this debate from

Wilberforce to William Jennings Bryan to

Jerry Falwell—what TH. Huxley called

in the language of his day (but meaning all

of us), "Man's place in nature." For Wil-

berforce never doubted that the human
mind at least had no place at all among the

material objects of brute nature:

Man's derived supremacy over the earth;

man's power of articulate speech; man's

gift of reason; man's free-will and respon-

sibility; man's fall and man's redemption;

the incarnation of the Eternal Son; the in-

dwelling of the Eternal Spirit [quite a

list!]—all are equally and utterly irreconcil-

able with the degrading notion of the brute

origin of him who was created in the image

of God, and redeemed by the Eternal Son.

. . . Nor can we doubt, secondly, that this

view, which thus contradicts the revealed

relation of creation to its Creator, is equally

inconsistent with the fulness of His glory (p.

258).

We come finally to the third part of

Wilberforce's critique—his attack on

Darwin's style of reasoning. In short, Wil-

berforce brands Darwin as an idle specula-

tor, summarizing his charges in my favor-

ite line of flatulent grandiloquence (prop-

erly unsplit infinitive and all):

He who would see the venerable features of

Nature must not seek with the rudeness of a

licensed roysterer violently to unmask her

countenance; but must wait as a learner for

her willing unveiling (p. 260).

Over and over again, with increasing

emphasis on every page, Wilberforce ac-

cuses Darwin of leaving the strict path of

experiment and observation for the fic-

tional fancy of pure speculation. Thus,

Darwin has substituted "the spasmodic

fluttering flight of fancy for the severe

conclusions to which logical accuracy of

reasoning had led the way "
(p. 231). He

has abandoned "the stern Baconian law of

the observation of facts" (p. 239) and pro-

ceeded instead "on the merest hypothesis,

supported by the most unbounded as-
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sumptions" (p. 248) to produce "this

flimsy speculation" (p. 264) called naturai

selection.

Wilberforce's documentation of this

charge is as dishonest as ever. Darwin's

treatise is largely a recitation of un-

doubted facts (marshaled to support a the-

oretical argument of course, but facts

nonetheless). But Darwin also conjec-

tures, although rather rarely, about possi-

ble modes of historical transformation. He

is always careful, in these uncommon pas-

sages, to label his argument as pure hy-

pothesis by adding such appropriate

phrases as, "we might suppose that
'''

Wilberforce simply ignores the factual

compendium and tries to turn Darwin's

honest admissions against him by depict-

ing the entire book as a list of speculations

He egregiously selects every one of these

passages (not many, for they consume bui

two pages) and ridicules Darwin in sum-

mation (p. 249);

What new words are these for a loyal disci-

ple of the true Baconian philosophy?
—

"1

can conceive,"
—

"It is not incredible,"
—

"1

do not doubt"
—

"It is conceivable."

He then cites a passage from Adan:

Sedgwick, Darwin's teacher in geolog)

and, later, opponent in biology, as thougf

it discredited Darwin's style of science:

Analysis, [ says Professor Sedgwick,] con

sists in making experiments and observa

tions, and in drawing general conclusions

from them by induction, and admitting ot

no objections against the conclusions bui

such as are taken from experiments or othei

certain truths.

A fine definition of "analysis," but no

of science itself, a broader activity includ

ing "synthesis" and other modes of reason

ing. Wilberforce again follows his favorite

art of the half quote.

Nonetheless, despite Wilberforce';

grossly distorted argument, we must ad

mit his basic claim about Darwin's reason

ing. Darwin does not advance his theory o

natural selection either as a conclusior

drawn from pure observation or a deducl

tion proved by repeated and controllec'

experiment. If all scientific conclusion:

must have such defenses, then Darwin'i

theory is seriously wanting.

Small notions may be affirmed by sim

pie observation. (Early in my career, ;

proved that not all members of the snai

family Siliquariidae had a flat embryonii

shell, as previously assumed. I did this b;

finding a rounded embryonic shell in ;

species previously unrecorded. I just plaii

saw it—and photographed it. While I too!

considerable pride in this genuine discov

ery, I could scarcely advertise it as earth

shaking.) Truly large theories, compre
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hensive world views such as natural

selection, are not just seen or derived by

experiment. Their defense must include a

good deal of observation and manipula-

tion if we want anyone to pay attention,

but arguments must extend well beyond.

: Darwin, after all, was providing a new

foundation for all biology.

Experiment tends to be a conservative

,
procedure in science, a way of testing

'i ideas derived in other ways. Natural selec-

, tion is one of those "big ideas" that we ask

observation and experiment to affirm (or

I

reject). We cannot rightly insist, as Wil-

berforce did, that natural selection e-

,merge only from observation and propose

, nothing beyond what observation has al-

ready affirmed, for we would then be ask-

. ing that a method for testing ideas also be

,, the only source of their generation—an

, impossible circle that would bring all

ijithought to a grinding halt.

I
The structure of Darwin's argument

rests upon two types of reasoning that Wil-

berforce disparaged as speculation. First,

Darwin's central statement—that natural

selection produces major transformations

over millions of years—is based on anal-

laJogy, not observation. Darwin presents

copious facts for small-scale, artificial

4 selection as practiced by humans: im-

provement of crops, production of numer-

ous breeds of pigeons and dogs. The exten-

sion to millions of years and major effects

is an extrapolation subject to the objection

that pigeons are always pigeons and that

artificial selection has strict limits im-

posed by boundaries of permanently cre-

ated types.

Second, Darwin often imposed his the-

ory upon imperfect evidence to make
sense of observations that, in their literal

appearance, did not support natural selec-

tion. Most notably, he explained gaps in

the fossil record by arguing that natural

selection predicted continuity, and that

geological evidence must therefore be

even more imperfect than we had real-

ized—much like a book with only a letter

or two preserved for each page.

"Speculation" is a loaded word, since

its vernacular meaning usually includes

an unstated adjective before the noun

—

"vain," "fatuous," or "unsupported," for

example. Yet I think we must admit that

any theory as comprehensive as Darwin's

will include many important parts fitting

within the logical structure of a general

argument, but not resting upon completed

observation and experiment—what any

rhetorician of Wilberforce's style and skill

will brand as "speculation."

What then is the difference between

Darwin's unproved components and

speculation that does merit the oppro-

brium of our vernacular? The criteria for

proper separation must be fruitfulness and

testability. Vain speculations go nowhere.

They emerge from personal preference or

the inspiration of an armchair, not from

deep thought about puzzling phenomena.

They may be clever, exciting, titillating;

but they either suggest no way to obtain

evidence for their test or may even be

untestable in principle. Fruitful ideas, on

the other hand, burst with intrinsic sug-

gestions for observation and experi-

ment—action that may require their

prompt rejection. Fruitful ideas also lead

to other testable insights; vain speculation

turns in upon itself.

As one consequence of writing these

columns for more than a decade, I have

become a sounding board for many pri-

vate theories about puzzles in science. I

have received hundreds of letters over the

years, full of passion and conviction about

the only possible solution to problems as

diverse as the origin of life and the evolu-

tionary meaning of cold sores. Some are

clever, elegant, and no doubt, correct; oth-

ers are wild and silly. If I have gained any

general impression from this interesting
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Vanity Fair caricature of Bishop Samuel Wilberforce

correspondence, the message, I fear, is

distressing (for me at least). So many cre-

ative people have not grasped the most

basic principle of science as fruitful activ-

ity—the criterion that separates Darwin's

ideas from Wilberforce's ridicule. So

many people think that an idea becomes

true or probable by their very cleverness in

devising it. They tell me that their primate

theory must be true because it sounds so

right. They have missed what any good

scientist knows in his bones: that fruitful-

ness in action, expressed as testability in

practice, separates the good idea from the

idle speculation. Most of these private the-

ories stop where the scientist begins—the

devising of a plan for action.

If Darwin excelled at separating useless

speculation from fruitful theorizing, he

also deeply understood that the testing of

historical hypotheses could not always

proceed by canonical methods of direct

experiment and repetition. After all, his-

torical events occur over millions of years,

and their complexity confers uniqueness

with no possibility for repetition (we can-

not re-create dinosaurs in the laboratory to

test various ideas about their extinction).

Darwin used different methods, appropri-

ate for historical inquiry, to test the theory

of natural selection. Thus, even if he had

tried honestly to understand, Wilberforce

might not have grasped Darwin's method,

tied as he was to exclusive views about

pure observation and experiment as hall-

marks of science.

Darwin knew that he could not observe

the origin of new species directly, much
less major evolutionary trends in lin-

eages—for these events take too much
time compared with our paltry life spans.

Darwin argued that such historical hy-

potheses could be judged by seeking con-

cordance of pattern among large sets of

independent criteria. If all diverse sources

of evidence pointed to the same result

(and excluded all others that could be

devised), then events not directly ob-

served, and not repeatable by experiment,

might be validated by concordance of in-

dependent criteria. Darwin wrote to J.D.

Hooker in 1861:

Change of species cannot be directly

proved .... The doctrine must sink or swim

according as it groups and explains phe-

nomena. It is really curious how few judge

it this way, which is clearly the right way.

Speaking more explicitly about natural

selection, he wrote in his longest work,

Variation of Animals and Plants Under

Domestication (1868):

This hypothesis may be tested—and this

seems to me the only fair and legitimate

manner of considering the whole ques-

tion—by trying whether it explains several

large and independent classes of facts; such

as the geological succession of organic be-

ings, their distribution in past and present

times, and their mutual affinities and ho-

mologies. If the principle of natural selec-

tion does explain these and other large bod-

ies of facts, it ought to be received.

Thus, Darwin's speculations were fruit-

ful ideas, testable by the historian's

method of concordance among indepen-

dent criteria. Some were wrong; many

were right. But at least Darwin told us how

to find out.

William Whewell, a great philosopher

of science and Darwin's contemporary,

thought hard about modes of testing in

science and affirmed Darwin's view about

historical hypotheses in his two-volume

Philosophy of the Inductive Sciences

Founded Upon Their History (second edi-

tion, 1 847). He argued that strongest con-

firmation arose when hypotheses ex-

plained facts of several different, and

apparently independent, kinds under the

same rubric—particularly when these

facts played no role in forming the hypoth-

eses, but arose later to challenge any avail-

able explanation (consider, for example,

the success of evolutionary theory in mak-

ing sense of biochemical data, unknown in

Darwin's century). Whewell called the

process "consilience of inductions":

Accordingly the cases in which inductions

from classes of facts altogether different

have thus jumped together, belongs only to

the best established theories which the his-

tory of science contains .... I will term it

the Consilience of Inductions.

Whewell, a conservative Anglican, later

banned Darwin's Origin of Species from

the library of Trinity College, Cambridge,

where he was master. Darwin, perhaps,

had been too good a pupil in understand-

ing the consilience of induction. For what

greater blow can a man suffer than the

proper use of his own arguments in an

alien context? Which makes me wonder

all the more what the ghost of William

Wilberforce thought about his son Soapy

Sam and the black ants.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University
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Reviews

Staying Alive
by George M. Woodwell

If we survive the bellicosity and fiscal

madness of these latter years of the twenti-

eth century and have the chance to look

back from the first moments of the

twenty-first century, we might find in the

decades just passed, a series of major tran-

sitions in the course of science and human
affairs. The century and more of the great

naturalists and their voyages of discovery

yielded to the time of radioactivity, phys-

ics, and bombs, and to the illusions that

The Machinery of Nature, by Paul R.

Ehrlich. Simon and Schuster, $18.95; 320

pp., illus.

the control of physical force brings to poli-

tics. And that was followed by extraordi-

nary advances in controlling human dis-

ease. Death rates dropped while birth

rates continued high, and human popula-

tions soared, bringing political frictions on

a scale never before seen. Some in this

rapidly changing world grew wealthy,

while nearly all aspired to wealth, and

avarice thrived. Public funds were squan-

dered on war and preparations for war
while changes in the earth itself, wrought

by the numbers and intensity of the activi-

ties of . people, raised questions as to

whether the biosphere was at hazard,

about to be changed beyond the limits

experienced in any era since Homo sapi-

ens em.erged as a species. The thought was

a new one, complicated, controversial, and
not easily incorporated into governmental

functions, attuned over so many years to

the thought that mere physical force as-

sured political s'-.-ay. Suddenly, at least as

measured in the time of governments and
of human mem ;

• . .he questions turned

from war and to how the world
'"" "^'r-'-'-' iemed to be crum-

bstruse issues dis-

cussed by a small group known as ecolo

gists. What is it that keeps the plane

habitable for large numbers of people?

Few think or speak or write on this topi

more incisively or comprehensively thai

Paul R. Ehrlich, whose latest book take

us on a modem tour of discovery. Thi

subject is the earth's hving systems, hov

they came to be and how they work. Th'

theory is Darwinian evolution and its con

temporary elaboration into such subject

as coevolution and island biogeograph)

The new dimension is further insight inti

nature: where did all the plants and ani

mals come from and why do we nee(

them? Woven throughout the text is th^

simple, clear message that the cost of ignc

ranee and neglect of this most elementar

set of insights is biotic and economic im

poverishment equal in its consequence

over the years to the instant devastatioi

threatened by war.

Ehrlich is an evolutionist, delighting ii

discovering and revealing the endless ir

tricacies of structure and behavior tha

exist far out at the very ends of th

branches of the evolutionary tree. He i

also a field biologist, exploring the detail

of the life history, genetics, evolution, am
distribution of butterflies on Jasper Ridg

in Palo Alto, California, and in the mour
tain meadows of the Rocky Mountain Bic

logical Station in Colorado. He spins hi

knowledge, the product of years of n
search by Ehrlich and his students, int

splendid, clear statements as to why it

:

that broadly toxic substances, such a

DDT used as insecticide, often make nc
pests without controlling the old.

His personal, detailed approach is ope

and generous to the many colleagues wh
have shared the intensity of Ehrlich's pie;,

sures in these researches into nature. It
i

also earnest in conveying the sense of d(|
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spair that field biologists share in watch-

ing the callous destruction of the earth's

primary systems for support of life.

There is no better, more readable elabo-

ration of the evolutionary approach to

ecology. Ehrlich and his colleagues have

been among the most aggressive and ef-

fective exponents of what some might see

as a reductionist's approach to the devel-

opment of a general theory governing the

structure and function of natural commu-
nities. No such theory has emerged yet nor

is one proposed or elaborated here. But the

elements of progress, slow and painful as

they have been, are set forth with classical

examples and lucid explanations. The

point of reference in all these studies is the

population, the group of individuals

within a species; it is seldom the commu-

nity or the ecosystem. The reasoning is

sound: evolution acts on such units, not on

communities.

Two elements of progress are impor-

tant. The first is that organisms evolve

together and influence one another pro-

gressively, ultimately evolving mutual de-

pendence and the attributes of communi-

ties. Biologists puzzle over the various

ramifications of these dependencies, in-

cluding the extraordinary and not thor-

oughly explained evolution of the social

insects. But interspecific coevolution has

been one of Ehrlich's special interests and

was explored earlier by him with botanist
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Peter Raven. The details, lavishly sup-

plied here, form part of the basis for rec-

ognizing communities and for explaining

how communities have reality and can so

easily be irreversibly impoverished.

The second element has its origin in

Darwin's recognition of the differences in

the richness of fauna and flora among
islands of different sizes. This observation

has been examined in detail by biologist

David Lack and, more recently, by others

exploring the more systematic and quanti-

tative analyses offered in Theory ofIsland

Biogeography, by Robert H. MacArthur
and Edward 0. Wilson (Princeton Univer-

sity Press). The quantitative approach to

the migration and extinction of species has

spawned research and strong support for

Ehrlich's view that there is no way to re-

tain the earth's biotic diversity without

retaining very large areas as reserves. Rec-

ognition of this fact has come extraordi-

narily slowly, and further awareness of the

urgency, the consequences of failure, and

the need for solutions have come even

more slowly. The areas required are so

large as to force a reappraisal, and per-

haps a redesign, of the possibilities of in-

dustrialization. But that is beyond this

book, which offers an unusual and delight-

ful series of insights into the problem as

seen through the eyes of one of the world's

most perceptive and articulate ecologists.

Proposed modifications of land use to ac-

commodate some of the realities of life

appear in an analysis of the Serengeti

Plain. With its unique populations of

plants and migratory grazing animals, the

Serengeti could provide more protein,

with minor human management of natu-

ral ecosystems, than can be gleaned from

sedentary modern agriculture using inten-

sive management supported by high-lev-

els of fossil energy.

Ehrlich has shown in his powerful and

scholarly book that the naturalist's con-

tributions to intellectual and political

progress survive and that the push toward

quantitative detail and theory in science

need not obscure the comprehensive les-

sons of history and of ecology. The lesson

here is that while we fear the ultimate

destruction of a nuclear cataclysm, we are

simultaneously developing a series of ap-

parently lesser problems whose cumu-
lative effect on the human lot is equivalent

to the devastation of war. The tragedy is

that the impoverishment is rapid, largely

irreversible, and ignored, or, worse, denied

by many scholars and most political lead-

ers. There lies the subject of another book.

George M. Woodwell is an ecologist and
the director of the Woods Hole Research

Center, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.
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Combat between stallions involves rearing, kicking, and

bites that are often aimed at the rival's legs. Since

horses do notfight over territory, competitionfarfemales

is the most common cause ofaggression between males.



VM Horses ofthe Granite Range
A stallion's aggression doesn't end with its victory over a rival male

by Carol Cunningham and Joel Berger

Hiking along briskly at an altitude of

8,500 feet, sweat dripping from our brows

as we tried to get a good place on the

mountain for an overview, we suddenly

caught a glimpse of white, polished bone

piercing the blue skyline. First, there were

the remains of one horse, then two, then

three. Looking more closely we counted

six carcasses: some were all clean and

shiny; but several still had pieces of flesh

and hair. These horses had been trapped

in a deadly winter snowstorm. We had

seen them two years before, alive and well,

miles away on the valley bottom.

When we began our study of wild

horses in 1979, little was known about

environmental or other causes of death, or

even about reproduction. Of course, peo-

ple have been interested in horses for more

than 5,000 years. Horses are prominent in

lore and literature. Testifying to their

popularity are the more than 40,000 books

that have been written about them.

Shakespeare wrote (in King Henry V)

about Pegasus, "He is pure air and fire;

and the dull elements of earth and water

never appear in him. ... He is indeed a

horse, and all other jades you may call

beasts." However popular domestic

horses are, wild horses are another story.

Many ranchers treat them as mongrels of

the range. Few books have been written

about them, and as of 1985, none had

dealt with their biology.

In North America, wild horses may be

found in ten western states, on several

barrier islands off the Atlantic Coast, and

in a few remote areas of Canada. Most, if

not all, of today's horses are not the mus-

tangs of yesterday, at least not in the true

sense. Mustangs were free-living horses

that were the direct descendants of the

Spanish stock that arrived in the sixteenth

century. Most historians, equid enthusi-

asts, and scientists agree that today's wild

horses stem from animals that were

turned loose or escaped from Native

Americans or ranchers. As the animals

encountered one another and bred, herds

grew. No truly accurate figures exist as to

what population sizes might have been in

the past, but estimates vary from one mil-

lion to several million animals.

Historically, wild horses were widely
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distributed throughout the western and

some of the Plains states, including parts

of Texas and California's great Central

Valley. Most of today's horses live in the

Great Basin Desert, an extensive commu-
nity of plants and animals reaching into

nine western states. The region contains

about 300 mountain ranges, some as high

as 13,000 feet, and is home to an esti-

mated 40,000 to 60,000 wild horses.

Almost all wild horses are found in

sagebrush-steppe habitats, where many
have small home ranges and move over

the same areas year in and year out. Al-

though these areas usually do not encom-

pass more than ten square miles, there are

seasonal differences, with horses generally

34 Natural History 4/86

feeding over wider areas in the summer.

Most animals travel less than a mile per

day to feed and about one-third that dis-

tance at night.

Together with feral burros, horses have

become members of the controversial

fauna of the austere Great Basin. Horses

have been accused of fouling water, has-

tening erosion, competing with domestic

livestock, and displacing native species

such as pronghorn antelope and bighorn

sheep. The root of the issue is that, like all

species faced with an abundant food sup-

ply and few natural predators or diseases,

horse populations increase. While much
time and money have been spent debating

the factors that should or might influence

population levels, we adopted a different

approach. Rather than ask why there arc-

so many horses, we sought to understand

why some horses reproduced more suc-

cessfully than others. In essence, we

asked, what factors control reproduction.'

In 1979, one of us (J.B.) spent three

months in seven western states looking for

a study site where there were horses but nc

domestic livestock, where visibility was

unimpeded by trees, and where permis-

sion for a long-term research project

would be granted by the federal govern

ment. If we were to study wild horses, ii

seemed far better to gather informatior

through direct observations, rather than tc,

make inferences based on radiotelemetrj
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tracking. (Many of the people we talked

to, including ranchers and government

workers, tried to discourage our work.

Commonly we heard, "What do ya wanna
know about horses—ask me, I'll tell ya.")

Since 1 979 our work has focused on horses

of the Granite Range, a remote 9,000-foot

mountain rising abruptly out of the Black

Rock Desert in northern Nevada. Horses

have been in the Granite Range since at

least 1911, ahhough their origins are ob-

scure. One of the more interesting rumors

that we encountered in Gerlach, the

nearest town, was that horses escaped dur-

ing a train wreck in the Black Rock Desert

and found their way into the adjacent

mountains.

A stallion, left, mates with a receptive mare in his harem. Mating with afamiliar
mare ispreceded by a courtship characterized by nuzzling, whinnying, and sniffing and
does not involve any ofthe aggression stallions show toward unfamiliar mares.

Twoyoung bachelor males, below, play-fight by biting at each other'sforelegs. These

mock battles developfighting skills that in adulthood could lead to serious wounds
or, occasionally, to death through blood loss or infection.

Unlike most mammals, horses live in

year-round bands, each composed of one

or more stallions and a harem (females

and young). Almost 90 percent of the

Granite Range bands had only a single

stallion and some stallions have been with

the same harem for at least seven years.

Such associations are remarkable. They

suggest that some animals are not merely

vaguely familiar with one another, but

that they know each other very well.

These social relationships turned out to be

essential elements in reproductive success

or failure.

Granite Range animals are similar in

many respects to most feral horses and

probably to domestic ones as well. For

example, all horses generally have gesta-

tion periods of about eleven months. Gran-

ite horses also experience a seasonal peak

in births. This occurs in the spring, al-

though foals may be born throughout the

year. We were astonished that a three-

day-old winter-born foal withstood tem-

peratures of -13° F and winds exceeding

seventy miles per hour. Indeed, foal sur-

vival is high—more than 90 percent of the

Granite foals lived a year and survival

among yearlings was even higher.

But not all populations increase as fast

as they theoretically should. Why? What

depresses population growth? Except for a

few expected foal deaths and animals that

died in storms at high altitudes, we were

initially frustrated by not being able to

identify what other factors (if any) were

affecting the population. We had noticed

that stallions fought intensely for mares,

but that was by no means surprising.

Charles Darwin had reported on horse

combat, and almost one hundred years

before that, in 1769, an observer de-

scribed a fight to the death between two

stallions. Still, we were surprised that

more than 95 percent of the adult males in

the Granite Range had wounds or scars.

In May 1981 we observed an event that

would later influence our thinking. Harry,

a six-year-old male without a harem, bat-

tled for three days with Moscha, a twenty-

one-year-old, whose small harem included

two adult mares. The fight was not con-

tinuous; Harry incessantly circled Moscha
and charged toward the mares, trying to

separate them from his rival. Direct com-

bat also occurred, and on at least eight

occasions, both animals tried to avoid

bites directed at their legs by collapsing on

them. The most intense fights are those in

which bites are directed at legs, perhaps

with the canine teeth playing a role in

severing leg tendons. At the end of the

contest Harry had traversed about thirty

miles, mostly in circling and prancing, and



Moscha only a few miles less. Moscha
stood with his head lowered, too tired to

move very far, and Harry directed the

harem to another area.

Harry tried to mate with his newly ac-

quired adult females, despite their persis-

tent kicking and attempts to avoid him.

This unusual aggression was interesting to

us, primarily because we knew that stal-

lions familiar with their mares never

forced copulations, but at the time we did

not appreciate the biological and evolu-

tionary significance of this behavior.

About six months later, on a cold, blus-

tery November morning, we remarked to

each other how strange it was that foals

would be born so late in the year. Sud-

denly we remembered that the mothers of

the two new foals had been forcibly mated
the previous November. The sexual ag-

gression had taken place during and right

after a harem takeover, as had happened
with Harry and his females earlier that

year. A clear picture of how social factors

might affect reproduction was beginning

to emerge.

After some 8,000 hours of direct ob-

servation to amass our data base, we were

ready to release the results. We found that

females in bands that experienced take-

overs were on the average about half as

successful at producing foals as those in

stable bands. The ages of females within

these bands did not account for our find-

ings, because we compared females of

equivalent age categories.

The answer lay in part with the behav-

ior of stallions. In bands whose members
have long associated with one another,

mating is relaxed. Of the 244 copulations

observed between stallions and mares in

the same band, all had elements of court-

ship, including nuzzling, whinnying, and
sniffing. In contrast, in thirty-eight in-

stances of mares meeting strange stallions,

fourteen resulted in forced copulations.

Unlike females that were familiar with

their mates, these mares ran from and
kicked at the stallions: The most dramatic

case involved a female that ran about

three miles and kicked at the stallion fifty

times although he still managed to mate
with her. Clearly, something about unfa-

miliar females triggered males to respond
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Below:A stallion {at right) guards a pregnant marefrom rival

stallions. Right:A three-hour-oldfoal stands on shaky legs.

Although rocky slopes are difficult terrainforfoals to navigate,

they arepreferred birth sites—perhaps because they offer

protectionfrom predators.

Both photographs by Joe! Berger

more aggressively than they did to their

own familiar mares.

In mammals as diverse as red howler

monkeys, hanuman langurs, African lions,

coatis, and several rodents, males kill the

offspring of unfamiliar females. Such fe-

males are then likely to become sexually

receptive, a feature that enables males to

father offspring of their own. (The fe-

males also benefit by producing offspring

sooner than if they had delayed reproduc-

tion for another year.) In short, these

males increase their evolutionary fitness

by reducing the genetic representation of

potential rival males and, at the same
time, by increasing their own.

Might stallions be expected to gain a

similar advantage if the females that they
forced to mate were already pregnant? In

most studies of wild mammals, gathering
data on this topic is problematic because it

is difficult to determine pregnancies with-

out handling animals. Fortunately, horses

are easier to work with than many species

and it was possible to infer pregnancies.

Because we observed copulations and
knew whether or not females returned to

estrus, we were able to predict whether
they had conceived and when births were
expected. When births occurred at the
times we predicted, we felt confident that

our behavioral measures accurately re-

flected whether mares had been pregnant.

Our accuracy in predicting pregnancy
was poor only for mares in groups experi-

encing takeovers. In other words, the sta-

tistical evidence was overwhelming that

something different was happening to

pregnant mares that experienced take-

overs. They were not giving birth as often

as mares in stable bands. The evidence

supported the idea that new stallions were
diminishing genetic "traces" of rivals by
inducing abortions. However, it was also

clear that the females themselves may
have had something to do with the abor-

tions; some females from bands that were
taken over were not forced to mate by the

new stallions, yet they, too, aborted. Fi-

nally, only females less than six months
pregnant aborted. Mares further along in

their pregnancies did not. At least one
mare was forced to copulate when ten

months pregnant. We can only surmise
\

that there are several immediate factors

responsible for mare abortions during
takeovers. These include physical damage
caused by the male during penetration,

introduction of disease, stress, and other

variables.

According to our hypothesis, in order
for male sexual aggression to be adaptive
for stallions, they should benefit by siring

offspring from the newly barren mares.



And, our evidence confirms that this is the

case. Within three weelcs of the time fe-

males were forced to copulate, males

courted them and females willingly mated
with them. We observed no aggression in

either sex. Even though only about 50

percent of the females were able to again

support the costs of gestation and bear

foals in the next year, the males were suc-

cessful at diminishing the traces of rival

males and subsequently siring offspring of

their own. Both outcomes were consistent

with the idea that males gain reproductive

benefits by forcing copulations on females

after band takeovers.

Surprisingly, few studies of horses or

other large mammals living in year-round

harems have reported the possibility of

induced abortions. Are our Granite Range

horses unique? We don't think so but let's

consider five objections that have been

raised concerning our data.

First, induced abortions do not occur in

domestic horses, and thus, they should not

occur in wild horses. To test this would be

difficult. In captivity, mares are fed and

often separated from stallions. Their

breeding, with its combination of fences,

hobbles, and artificial environments, is

completely different from breeding in

unmanaged, free-ranging situations, and

we do not know what biases are intro-

duced when trying to understand natural

biological processes.

Second, observations of other feral

horses do not substantiate the Granite

data. This claim can be readily dismissed.

Most of the feral horse studies that have

been done were structured very differ-

ently from ours. Their designs did not call

for fieldworkers living at the study site for

long periods of time and making daily

observations. Data from other areas have

not yet estimated gestation lengths, birth

dates, or paternity. Until copulation fre-

quencies are systematically sampled,

takeovers actually witnessed, and mare
reproductive rates followed over periods

of many years, it will not be possible to

know whether the Granite data are appli-

cable to other populations.

Third, males cannot force copulations

on unreceptive females. This idea has

been argued with a great deal of convic-

tion. However, we have seen males force

females to mate. Stephanie Tyler and Ron
Keiper, whose independent studies of fe-

ral ponies in other regions are often

quoted, have also hinted at forced copula-

tions. This supports our observations that

males try to force mating and that similar

events have occurred at locations other

than the Granite Range.

Fourth, the Granite population is un-

usually dense. There appears to be no logi-

cal basis for this claim. It's not obvious

how density would influence distinctions

that stallions make between familiar and

unfamiliar mares. Regardless of density,

stallions must still associate with females,

some of whom will be familiar while oth-

ers will not. If density affected the fre-

quency of abortions, we would have ex-

pected abortions to increase with pop-

ulation size. However, our data do not

show this correlation. Finally, the Granite

population appears to be no denser than

numerous other horse populations.

Fifth, and perhaps of critical impor-

tance, is the premise that if the behavior

we observed at Granite Range is natural,

then other equids should also show it. We
agreed, but only anecdotal evidence was
available about similar species. Fortu-

nately, new evidence now points to the

possibility that socially induced abortions

may occur in zebras. Biologist Barrie

Penzhorn has shown that in harem-dwell-

ing mountain zebras from South Africa,

none of seventeen individually identified
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Below:A stallion typically herds or directsfemales by extending

his head and neck and retracting his ears. Right:A band ofhorses runs

across the sage-and-juniper landscape ofthe Granite Range—a remote

9,000-foot mountain that rises out ofthe Black Rock Desert in

northern Nevada.

mares produced foals after band changes.

Six or seven would have been expected

based on the average foaling rate of the

population. Other hints of the abortion

phenomenon can be found in plains zebras

in East Africa. Thus, our findings may be

more typical of harem-living equids than

had been previously supposed.

Seven years after we began our re-

search, the Granite population is still in-

creasing, but we are now able to identify

some factors that slow its rate of growth.

Bands, stable or not, occupying marginal

areas reproduce poorly because of low-

quality food supply High-altitude deaths

take a small part of the population as do
deaths resulting from fighting. Abortion

also plays its role, but it diminishes by only

4 to 5 percent the total number of young
that might otherwise survive.

While horses are captivating animals

with an intriguing evolutionary biology,

the controversy over their existence con-

tinues. Justifiable concern over population

increases has been expressed by environ-

mental, humane, and ranching groups.

But in order to find solutions to problems,

they have to be identified correctly. Areas

where land conflicts occur are occupied

by exotics other than horses. Privately

owned domestic cattle, sheep, and goats

use the same public lands that horses do^
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and their numbers exceed that of horses

by a margin of 4.5 to 1 . This suggests that

some of the destructive effects attributed

to horses might actually be caused by the

proportionately greater number of pri-

vately owned species. To date, not a single

scientific study has demonstrated that

horses are the culprits.

Wise management of habitats cannot

proceed without information on how eco-

systems function in the absence of distur-

bances. We must set aside areas free of

horses, other exotics, and additional forms

of disturbance so that a better understand-

ing of ecological dynamics can be gained.

Without such knowledge, we will suff"er

the destruction of a unique ecosystem. If

the chief stewards of our public lands are

willing to institute policies based on scien-

tific knowledge, rather than on economic
rewards, we will all benefit. The Great
Basin would have fewer, but plenty of

horses; even fewer privately owned exot-

ics; and public lands free from human
disturbances. Sadly, the alternative,

"business as usual," sanctions the destruc-

tion of what John Muir called, "A country

of wonderful contrasts, hot deserts
bounded by snow-laden mountains, cin-

ders and ashes scattered on glacier-pol-

ished pavement, frost and fire working
together in the making of beauty." D
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since 1970 will carry the legacy of this century into

the next. Yet children have no say in the decisions

that shape their prospects. And they pay a dispro-

portionate share of the cost of the ecological and

economic disruptions their parents have left be-

hind. Although we wish to leave our children a rich

inheritance, we are instead saddling them with an

alarming array of debts.

About a quarter of all people on earth today live

in industrial countries; but only one child in six

grows up in these relatively prosperous environ-

ments. All the rest can be found in less developed

regions of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. The

gap between these "young poor" and "old prosper-

ous" nations will only widen, since nearly nine out

of ten babies are bom in the nonindustrial world.

What are the possibilities the future holds for

these children? For some, an irretrievably changed

landscape: Africa's Sahel may be virtually treeless,

not even thorny acacias remaining to shelter fam-

ilies and their livestock. For others, painful adjust-

ments to resource scarcities: Sinking water tables

will silence irrigation pumps outside Phoenix and

Tucson, while families in Beijing will grow accus-

tomed to rationed supplies of drinking water. Un-

expected hazards and uncalculated financial bur-

dens await even children in affluent countries,

where hundreds of highly radioactive nuclear reac-

tors will require dismantlement and disposal after

they generate their last kilowatts. Fortunately, de-

cisions made now on behalf of children can reduce

these challenges to manageable size. And as some
societies are learning, taking seriously the interests

of the next generation often best serves the current

generation as well.

Edward C. Wolf

Our generation is leaving

the nexta legacyof

deficits, economicand
ecological. Discounting the future, we live for to-

day as though there were no tomorrow—as though
we had no children. Deficits have become an inher-

ent part of our life style. The United States govern-

ment, traditionally a leader in world economic mat-
ters, has incurred more debt since 1980 than
during the preceding two centuries. Dozens of

Third World countries have run up external debts

that they will never be able to repay.

A leading source of growing debt has been the

militarization of the world economy. The notion

that countries everywhere should be prepared to

defend themselves at all times from any conceiv-

able external threat is a relatively modem one.

Before World War II, countries mobilized troops in

times of war instead of relying on large, permanent

military establishments. In the years since the end

of the war, the military burden on the world econ-

omy has grown enormously.

Global military expenditures in 1985 surpassed

the combined gross national products of China,

India, and all African countries south of the Sa-

hara. And last year the Third World spent more

money on arms imports than on buying grain, indi-

cating that where foreign exchange allocations are

concerned, guns have replaced bread.

Economic deficits may dominate the daily head-

lines, but ecological deficits will dominate our fu-

ture. Accounting systems signal when a country

begins to run up an economic deficit, but they do

not indicate when the sustainable-yield threshold

of a biological resource, such as a forest, has been

crossed. Ecological deficits, such as the loss of tree

cover or of topsoil, often go unnoticed until they

begin to affect economic indicators. But by that

time, excessive demand may be eating up the re-

source base, converting a renewable resource into a

nonrenewable one.

Ecological deficits occur when the demands on a

natural system exceed its carrying capacity. If the

amount of wood removed from a forest exceeds the

new growth, the forest begins to shrink and will

eventually disappear. Likewise with a fishery:

When the catch begins to exceed the sustainable

yield, the fish stocks decline. If the excessive catch

continues, the fishery will collapse. If the demand
on a system continues to expand after the sustain-

able-yield threshold has been crossed, the resource

base will shrink with each passing year. In the

absence of action to correct the balance between

demand and sustainable yield, the pace of resource

destmction will accelerate, leaving society with

little time to act.

When historians analyze this era of debt, they

will discover that excessive economic and ecologi-

cal deficits have similar roots, for they reflect simi-

lar values and processes. Occasionally, they are a

result of miscalculations. But more commonly they

result from a loss of social discipline, from a deci-

sion to satisfy today's needs and desires at the

expense of tomorrow's—in effect, a decision to

"charge it" to our children.

Although similar in cause, economic and eco-

logical deficits differ in their effect. The former do
not reduce an economy's inherent productivity.

Ecological deficits, however, actually diminish the

resource base on which the economy depends. For

example, a farmer in debt may lose his farm when
the local bank forecloses on the mortgage. But the

farm does not lose its productivity; it merely
changes hands. If, however, the farmer faces an
ecological deficit, losing topsoil through erosion,

then the farm becomes worthless and the land must
be abandoned.

Of all the excessive demands on the earth's natu-
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ral systems, that on forests is the most visible. Land
clearing for agriculture, firewood gathering, and

harvesting by lumber and paper industries are all

taking a toll. As of the mid-1980s, every country in

Africa is losing tree cover. Indeed, forest deficits

are now the rule throughout the Third World. Only

South Korea and China appear to be planting more

trees than they are harvesting.

At the same time, forests in industrial countries

are beginning to suffer from excessive chemical

stress. As the use of fossil fuel has expanded over

the past generation, the discharge of sulfur dioxide

and nitrogen oxides has also grown, as have the

ozone levels. Across the northern tier of industrial

countries—North America, Europe, and the So-

viet Union—air pollution and acid precipitation

are now damaging and destroying forests. No in-

dustrial country is escaping this destruction,

though some, such as Czechoslovakia, Poland, and

West Germany, are suffering more than others.

The same demographic forces that are increas-

ing pressure on Third World forests are also multi-

plying pressures on grassland. With livestock herds

growing almost as fast as human populations,

grasslands are deteriorating in Africa, the Middle

East, the Indian subcontinent, and Central Amer-
ica. In some countries, grasslands deterioration has

reached the point where herd liquidation is now the

only feasible response.

Throughout most of history, the human demand
for seafood did not even remotely approach the

sustainable yield of oceanic fisheries. But as our

numbers have nearly doubled since midcentury,

claims on many fisheries have become excessive.

From 1950 to 1970, the world fish catch expanded

at 5 percent per year, as fast as, or even faster than,

the global economy. This changed abruptly after

1970, when annual growth dropped to 1 percent.

Overfishing, which had been the exception, was

becoming the rule, and a lead sector in global

economic growth began to lag.

Perhaps the most worrisome loss is that of top-

soil. Soil erosion is a natural process, but when it

exceeds the rate of new soil formation, as it now



does on an estimated 35 percent of the world's

cropland, then the land's inherent productivity be-

gins to decline. Topsoil loss, in industrial and devel-

oping countries alike, is beginning to affect the

economics of food production. Industrial societies

can usually offset such a loss with increased fertil-

izer use, but in some fourteen Third World coun-

tries—mainly in Africa—soil loss is reducing land

productivity.

Water, too, is becoming scarce in some parts of

the world, constraining growth in both agriculture

and industry. In most situations, scarcity results

from a growth in demand that exceeds locally

available supplies. In others, it stems from a reduc-

tion in supplies. With deforestation, other losses of

vegetation, and land degradation, rainfall runs off

instead of sinking into the earth. As a consequence,

less water is available to refill underground sources

(aquifers) and less returns to the atmosphere via

evaporation from the soil and the leaves of plants.

The result is lower water tables and, perhaps, less

rainfall. Countries experiencing a rapid growth in

water demand, diminished aquifer recharge, and a

decline in rainfall can find themselves in a water

crisis almost overnight.

Whether they occur with forests, soils, fisheries,

or water supplies, ecological deficits—like fiscal

ones—represent a borrowing from the future. The
price for our propensity to live beyond our means

will be paid by our children and grandchildren.

The world's economic difficulties—especially

the proliferation of unmanageable debts plaguing

countries in every region and at every income

level—provide ample evidence of ill-conceived pol-

icies and misplaced priorities. Enforced austerity

nearly always falls most heavily on those least able

to bear the burden of a decline in living stan-

dards—the poor, and particularly women and chil-

dren. Ironically, the countries with the brightest

prospects are those, like Sri Lanka and China, that

have placed the highest priority on improving the

lives of just these groups.

Few countries in the Third World have ignited

an economic improvement as rapid and broadly

based as that now under way in China, one of the

few Third World countries that have no external

debt to speak of. While many developing and in-

dustrial economies have stagnated or decUned over

the last decade, China's economic expansion has

accelerated. Campaigns for family planning, rural

health care, primary education, and female liter-

acy in the 1970s laid the foundation for economic

reforms in 1978 that boosted the nation's growth

rates. At the same time that leaders in Beijing have

fashioned policies to slow population growth and

push harvests ahead, they have cut the military

share of the country's budget by 50 percent.

Even though average incomes in China are still



lower than in most Third World countries, levels of

health and longevity are approaching those in in-

dustrial societies. Indeed, the country's birth rate,

infant mortality rate, and life expectancy at birth

rank much closer to those of the United States than

to the remainder of the Third World. Its annual

birth rate of 1 9 per 1 ,000 population is only slightly

above that of industrial countries, and its infant

mortality rate of 38 per 1,000 live births is close to

that of some American cities. And life expectancy,

at sixty-five years, denotes lasting conquest of ma-

jor childhood diseases. Sri Lanka's infant mortality

rate of 37 and life expectancy of sixty-nine indicate

equally impressive progress, and this on an average

income of scarcely $300 per year.

China's low birth rate has allowed the country to

concentrate on providing better opportunities for

its children. Ninety-five percent of Chinese chil-

dren are enrolled in primary school, and the coun-

try's 80 percent literacy rate is among the highest

in the Third World. Women have perhaps gained

most from the advances. Nine girls out of ten are

enrolled in school, and Chinese women can expect

to live to age sixty-nine, longer than in any other

developing country.

Deficits of many kinds plague the world in 1 986.

We have begun to recognize that Third World

debts are not exclusively a Third World concern,

and that solutions will require a partnership of

debtors and creditors. Similarly, we must recog-

nize the common interests of present and future

generations. We must acknowledge that the many

fiscal, ecological, and social debts we incur today

come at our children's expense. Retiring our debts

will require careful thinking about the world we

entrust to the next generation.

Lester R. Brown

Oncc-feitile fields in

Ethiopia's highlandsmay
be abandoned inthe next

decade, although the land has been under continu-

ous cultivation for many centuries. The exhausted

fields provide a dramatic example of a cascading

decline in biological and economic productivity.

Thoroughly commonplace activities—clearing

new fields, gathering fodder for animals, collecting

twigs and branches for household cooking—set

this decline in motion.

Trees that once blanketed highland hillsides

drew mineral nutrients up from deep soil layers,

and their leaves returned those nutrients, along

with organic matter, to the topsoil. As settlers

;,' moved into the highlands in search of farmland,

I they cleared forests farther and farther from vil-

lages, interrupting the nutrient cycles dependent

on these trees. With no artificial fertilizer to offset

the loss, the plowed fields have inevitably grown

less fertile.

As the forests recede, fuelwood becomes a valu-

able commodity. Men earn cash by selling wood

that their wives and children have gathered. In

their own homes, families bum animal dung and

straw as fuel. With no straw left to protect the soil

and no dung with which to fertilize crops, harvests

shrink and the soil erodes.

Roughly half the energy used by Ethiopian fam-

ilies goes into baking injera, a spongy bread made

from teff (the country's traditional staple grain).

Women kindle small fires under clay disks called

mtad, on which they spread the dough. This scene,

repeated in thousands of households each day

across Ethiopia, exemplifies the bond between fuel

and diet. If fuel is scarce, injera cannot be baked;

but the overcollection of fuel eventually affects the

land on which the teff harvest and the injera, itself,

depend.

Large areas of the highland provinces are al-

ready virtually treeless. In these areas, dung and

straw are now sold for fuel in village markets. In the

village of Debre Berhan, north of Addis Ababa in

Shewa Province, donkeys carry eighty tons of dung

to market each week. Harvests decline as dung is

diverted from its traditional use as a fertilizer.

Families earn more from the manure of their oxen

than from the sale of marketable crops like teff,

because their harvest can supply little more than

subsistence needs. Dung, the main fuel supply in

villages like Debre Berhan, is also the biggest cash

crop from surrounding farms.

If the yearly rains are lower than normal, crop

failures are likely. No one is able to save a surplus

from one year to the next. When the rains fail

entirely, famine threatens. Once-fertile fields yield

nothing; the decline has reached its conclusion.

According to World Bank ecologist Kenneth

Newcombe, "This transition from the first to final

stage is in process right across Ethiopia and has

reached the terminal phase in parts of Tigrai and

Eritrea."

When families can no longer feed themselves or

their animals, a massive exodus from rural areas

begins. The ecological refugees that lined Ethio-

pia's few roads and filled feeding camps in the

early 1980s were only part of more than ten million

Africans that left their homes in search of food,

frequently crossing national borders in a desperate

quest. Hundreds of thousands of Ethiopians

crossed into Sudan. Mozambicans moved into

Zimbabwe to escape the guerrilla warfare, ecologi-

cal deterioration, and social disintegration in their

homeland. Mauritanian nomads moved into Sene-

gal and the Gambia, attempting to escape the

Sahara as it pushed southward. If the massive flow

of refugees across the border continues, it will only



Ecological Dominoes
For the 75,000 members of the Kababish tribe of north-

western Sudan, ecological decline is painfully immediate.

Dying baobab trees, the disappearance of once-plentiful

grasses that sustained camels, goats, and sheep, and an

unaccustomed scarcity of wild leopards, hyenas, and oryx all

signal the twilight of a way of life. Like hundreds of other

nomadic tribes across Africa, the Kababish have been forced

to sell their emaciated livestock at a loss. While waiting for

rain, their families survive on relief grain or head for distant

cities where rumored jobs often fail to materialize.

From the Sudan west to Senegal, across the belt of savan-

nas known as the Sahel, ecological dominoes are starting to

fall. As grazing and wood gathering increase in semiarid

grasslands, rapidly reproducing annual grasses replace pe-

rennial grasses and woody shrubs such as acacia and mes-

quite. The loss of the native acacias means less forage for

cattle during the annual dry season, when the protein-rich

acacia pods are used for feed. Drought years pose unusual

hardship once annual grasses dominate the landscape. Un-

like many perennials that are able to draw on nutrients and

moisture stored in their roots, the annuals may not germinate

at all when the rains fail.

The changing mix of Africa's livestock reflects these basic

ecological shifts. From 1950 to 1970, herds of cattle ex-

panded faster than flocks of sheep and goats. But since 1970,

drought has killed off many of the grasses cattle find most

nutritious. Cattle herds have grown slowly or declined, while

sheep and goats are more numerous. Herded by children,

sheep and goats scavenge the remaining woody shrubs and

push the land further toward instability.

The disruption of this livestock-based society has troubling

implications for all peoples whose lives depend on the integ-

rity of the land. According to British teacher Michael Asher,

who has lived among them, the future that faces the

Kababish "may not merely involve the humiliation of settle-

ment, but the disaster of extinction." E.C.W.

be a matter of years until there are more Maurita-

nians in Senegal than in Mauritania.

Gojam Province, northwest of Addis Ababa, il-

lustrates a future that is all too likely for many of

Africa's children. According to the World Bank,

"By the turn of the century, Gojam will have no

trees, no surplus dung, and merely old tree roots,

brush and grass for fuel. This situation will be

mirrored in Hararghe, Bale, and so on across the

middle belt of highland provinces, all reaching

more or less the situation of Eritrea today within

ten to twenty years."

Tree cover is declining in eleven West African

countries. From Mauritania's acacia savannas and
Rwanda's mountain forests, peasant women and
their children gather ten times more wood for fuel

than the forests produce in new growth each year.

In the woodlands of Kenya, Ethiopia, Tanzania,

Nigeria, and Sudan, the sustainable yield supplies

only half the fuel actually collected.

Until about 1965, Sudanese families gathered
less wood than their forests produced each year in

new growth. As families expanded, however, de-

mand exceeded the annual growth and began to

reduce the forest itself. By the early 1980s, the

country's stock of trees had shrunk by a fifth. As
the forest retreated, needs for wood escalated.

At its current rate, Sudan's population doubles
every twenty-four years; the imbalance between
wood supply and fuel demands is thus certain to

widen in the next two decades. Only the most
extraordinary efforts in family planning and tree

planting will prevent the exhaustion of the remain-
ing woodlands.

Many of Sudan's ten million children spend
their days gathering the shrubs and twigs needed
for family hearths, where more often than not,

relief grain sent from a distant continent simmers
in the cooking pot. The country's fields already

produce less food per acre than they did a genera-

tion ago, and despite the clearing of new land, each

Sudanese child has less food at the end of the

harvest than his or her parents did. The next gen-

eration of youngsters, bom by the end of this cen-

tury, may not even recognize the trees that shel-

tered their grandparents just a few decades before.

Edward C. Wolf

As drivers inJapan and
the United Statestankup
on the cheaper gasoline
that has recently become available, we can easily

forget that almost 2 billion people will not benefit

from recent oil price reductions. Rural villagers

—

almost half the world's population—were long ago
priced out of the oil market, and even $15 per

barrel of oil will not bring them back. For the

children of these billions, as for their parents, life

continues to include a daily struggle to gather

enough wood, crop residue, or animal dung to cook
the day's meals. In most countries it is women and
children who are the main fuel gatherers.

Industrial countries have largely made a suc-

cessful adjustment to an era of higher oil prices.

Between 1979 and 1984, oil consumption declined

1 8 percent in Western Europe, 1 6 percent in North
America, and 16 percent in Japan. Oil consump-
tion per unit of gross national product—a good
measure of oil dependence—fell 36 percent in the

Western industrial countries and Japan between
1973 and 1984.

Most of this reduction comes from major im-
provements in energy efficiency—everything from



weatherizing homes to more efficient automobiles.

Starting with very high levels of oil consumption,

industrial nations had a lot of fat they could

squeeze out of their energy systems and enough

capital to pay billions of dollars for energy effi-

ciency improvements.

But making investments takes money. In most

developing countries, oil imports have continued to

rise. The happy exceptions include Brazil, whose

successful alcohol-fuels program now provides half

the country's automotive fuel; Colombia, which is

fast becoming a major oil and coal producer; and

the Philippines, which is using everything from

geothermal energy to coconut shell combustion to

reduce reliance on imported oil. But most Third

World countries are short of domestic energy re-

sources and of the capital needed to develop them.

Many African nations have curbed oil imports be-

cause they simply cannot afford to pay for them.

Just as industrial countries claim the lion's share

of the world's energy, so within developing coun-

tries, wealthy city dwellers get priority over those

who live in rural villages or urban shantytowns.

High-priced cars running on foreign oil speed past

small huts whose owners cannot afford enough

charcoal to cook two meals a day. Most govern-

ment investment goes to large generating plants

and high-tension powerlines that serve modem in-

dustries and hotels and bypass thousands of un-

lighted villages.

Cooking is undoubtedly the most basic and uni-

versal activity that requires energy. Even in tropi-

cal countries where people can live fairly comfort-

ably without heating, a small amount of energy is

necessary to cook meals. In rural areas of the Third

World, whether it be Africa, Asia, or Latin Amer-

ica, virtually all cooking is done with wood, crop

residues, or animal wastes.

The use of these organic fuels for energy has

increased an estimated 24 percent between 1970

and 1981. As populations expand and forests con-

tinue to dwindle throughout most of the developing

world, biofuels have become steadily less available.

The United Nations Food and Agriculture Organi-

zation estimates that one billion Third World peo-

ple now suffer a fuel deficit. A mother of four in

Africa may spend up to 2,400 hours each year

collecting fuelwood (almost half of her waking

hours), twice as much time as was required a gen-

eration ago. Where fuelwood and charcoal are sold,

the price has risen. In much of the Third World the

"energy crisis" continues, and the "oil glut" is a

meaningless abstraction.

Many efforts to meet the energy needs of rural

villagers have been undertaken, with mixed results.

Village forestry projects, almost unheard of a de-



cade ago, are now found in scores of countries.

Most international aid agencies now include com-

munity forestry among their major assistance pro-

grams, and developing countries themselves are

devoting more attention to this problem. It is none-

theless estimated that worldwide reforestation pro-

grams would have to be expanded fivefold in order

to halt deforestation. In Africa the figure is

fifteenfold.

Among the new reforestation programs, there

are almost as many failures as successes. Problems

often arise because local people are not consulted

in the design of the program or have no stake in its

successful outcome. Because villagers often derive

fodder and building materials, as well as fuel, from

trees, careful selection of species is essential. In the

Philippines, World Bank-supported forest planta-

tions have been burned because local herdsmen not

involved in the program continued to set fire to

nearby pastures. And some fuelwood projects are

so expensive that local people cannot afford to

purchase the harvested wood.

There are some notable success stories as well. In

Haiti, an agroforestry project has used existing

local networks of nongovernmental organizations

to promote tree planting. Farmers are provided

with inexpensive seedlings and technical advice

and are free to reap the income generated when the

wood is converted to charcoal and sold. More than

10 million seedlings have been planted by thou-

sands of village families over a period of three

years. In Gujarat State in India, where tree nurser-

ies are tended by schoolchildren and individual

farmers, more than 200 million seedlings are now
distributed each year; roughly 600 square miles

have been planted.

Major efforts have also been made to improve

the efficiency with which fuelwood and crop resi-

dues are burned. At least 100 programs to intro-

duce improved cookstoves have been started, again

with mixed results. Many introduced stoves have

turned out to be expensive, cumbersome to use, or

just marginally more efficient. Because people of-

ten like to see an open fire and because the smoke

in a dwelling keeps away unwanted insects, many

people have gone back to the traditional three-

stone fire.

Efficient cookstoves are no cure-all for Third

World deforestation. On the other hand, properly

designed stove programs have helped reduce the

time needed to gather fuels and have improved

living standards in many villages. A clay-and-sand

stove developed in Senegal is now being built by

village women. About 3,500 stoves were completed

in two years, and a later survey found that 77

percent were still in use. In China the government

says that 1 8 million improved cookstoves have been

introduced. And in several countries, simple bread-

box-style solar cookers have been developed and

are being successfully used on a limited scale.

The energy situation of rural villages is far more

complex than once imagined, and patterns of use

vary widely even within a single country. People in

a moist, heavily forested area might rely entirely on

wood for fuel, while those in a rich, agricultural

area bum crop residues, and those in an arid, defor-

ested area have little fuel of any kind. Development

specialists with narrow focuses often miss the

mark. For example, many "high-yielding" rice va-

rieties have short stems and so have a low fuel yield.

Their introduction could be devastating in areas

heavily dependent on the burning of rice straw.

The Third World will undoubtedly continue to

be energy-poor for generations to come. But energy

shortages do not necessarily mean poverty. Con-

tinuing efforts to develop new technologies

matched to local needs and resources can greatly

raise village living standards in the years ahead.

When the inevitable future oil crises strike, the

industrial countries with their still substantial oil

dependence may well be the most vulnerable.

Christopher Flavin

Cookingwith Biogas
China has taken a unique approach to meeting the fuel

needs of rural villagers. In addition to its notable forestry and
cookstove programs, China has built millions of household

"digesters," which convert animal and human wastes, as well

as crop residues, into biogas—a gaseous mixture, composed
largely of methane, that makes an excellent cooking and
lighting fuel.

In much of China, even in relatively prosperous areas,

local forests were long ago cut down to make farmland, and
so more than half of rural cooking is done with crop residues,

60 to 80 percent of which are estimated to be burned as fuel.

China's biogas program began in the early 1970s, and by
1978 a crash effort had resulted in the installation of 7

million digesters, mainly in Sichuan Province in southern

China. Unfortunately, as with many crash efforts, this one
had problems. Designs and materials were often faulty, and

many digesters leaked. Only about one-third of the original

systems are now in use.

In the early 1980s, China restarted its biogas program,

this time relying more heavily on village initiative and county

extension programs, which provide technical advice. Local

people build and maintain the digesters, which are usually

located next to each home in the village. About 4.5 milhon of

the devices are now in use; each can provide enough gas to

cook three meals a day during most of the year.

China's biogas program illustrates the many benefits of a

well-designed village fuel effort. Biogas systems have helped

to improve sanitation and reduce disease in some villages. In

addition, the residue from the digesters is an excellent fertil-

izer and has boosted agricultural yields. The residue has also

proved an excellent feed for fish that are raised in local ponds

and often sold for a handsome profit. C.F.
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Larysa Turner, grade 5, United States Studio in a School

The electricityindustiyhas

begun to reverse itstrend

toward centralization,
which started 104 years ago when Thomas Edison

switched on the world's first power plant in Man-
hattan. Edison's great grandchildren may well live

to see the formation of a dramatically more effi-

cient and decentralized electric power system.

Since the end of World War II, the world's

electric power systems have been dominated by

large utility monopolies and by ever larger power

plants—fueled chiefly by fossil fuels, hydropower,

and nuclear energy. Pioneered in the United States

but soon mimicked from Brazil to the Soviet

Union, the central power approach was for decades

considered a huge success. By the 1970s, almost

two-thirds of the world's people had some electric-

ity, and as prices fell, many people steadily ex-

panded their use of electrical appliances.

But since 1973, higher fuel prices and cost over-

runs on nuclear power projects have raised the

price of electricity in much of the world, bankrupt-

ing some industries and causing problems for many
low-income consumers. In France, the state utility

has built up a nuclear power-related debt of $30

billion that will be paid by generations of French

men and women. In the Philippines, even city

dwellers cook with charcoal because they cannot

afford electricity.

Coal, currently the largest source of electricity

worldwide, is polluting the air and causing acid

rain, which presents a long-term threat to forests

and fisheries. Although it was once assumed that a

generation hence nuclear power would have re-

placed coal, there is now a de facto nuclear morato-

rium in many countries, including the United

States. The cost and financial risk of nuclear power

have done more to damage its prospects than have

protesters. Even France, which is firmly commit-

ted to nuclear power, is now starting just one plant

each year. Unless there is an unexpected turn of

events, nuclear power will have leveled off, provid-

ing about 20 percent of the world's electricity at the

turn of the century.

The problems associated with coal and nuclear

power have spurred efforts to find alternatives that

will spare the global environment, stretch out re-

maining fossil fuels, and hold down electricity

prices. The cornerstones of the new strategies are

major improvements in efficiency and develop-

ment of small-scale generating technologies, many
using renewable energy sources.

The average efficiency of new household appli-

ances in the United States has already risen 20 to

30 percent in the past five years, and in Japan it has

increased by 50 percent. Socket-type fluorescent

light bulbs are now available that use one-quarter



as much electricity as conventional bulbs. Al-

though they are expensive, they repay their cost

three times over. New industrial motors are 30 to

50 percent more efficient. As a result, annual

growth in electricity consumption in the United

States has fallen from 7 percent a decade ago to 2

percent annually in recent years.

The efficiency potential has only begun to be
tapped, however. Modern technologies can now
save electricity at less than half the cost of produc-

ing it at even the least expensive new power plant.

Some of the most efficient technologies are lan-

guishing in laboratories or on retail shelves, ignored

by consumers who, protected by government subsi-

dies from the full brunt of electricity price in-

creases, are reluctant to pay a slightly higher price

for a more efficient appliance.

Until recently the cliche that a penny saved is a

penny earned has been a foreign concept to most
utility planners. One way of eliciting efficiency

from providers, however, is to treat improved elec-

trical efficiency as if it were a new power plant and
to give the utility itself some of the responsibility

for—and financial rewards of—building that

plant.

Austin, Texas, for example, is "building" a

municipal "conservation power plant," a project

that provides 553 megawatts by lowering demand
instead of increasing supply. The city-owned utility

advances consumers the cash for any household

and commercial-efficiency improvements deemed
cost effective, such as weatherization or the re-

placement of energy-guzzling appliances. This im-

mediately reduces the customer's demand for elec-

tricity. The customers are charged for the

investment via their usual electric bills over several

years, but because power needs are reduced, they

pay less in total than they would have before the

improvement was made. Everyone benefits be-

cause the utility has avoided building a coal-fired

plant that would have cost $600 million more than

the conservation efforts.

Several studies show that such a program writ

large could reduce growth in electricity consump-
tion in the United States and most other industrial

countries to near zero, while electricity itself be-

comes a more productive power source. Improved
efficiency is not a free lunch, but it is the closest

thing to it in the electricity business today.

Engineering dogma has long held that power
plants must be large in order to be efficient and
economical. That argument, first punctured by the



California's ElectricityRevolution

Fundamental changes in the electricity industry first took

hold in California in the late 1970s. After protracted political

battles, California's consumers and the government under

Gov. Jerry Brown gradually pushed the state's utilities in a

new direction.

The centerpiece is efficiency: California utilities that once

were penalized by state regulators for inefficiency have

made investments that are projected to save between 12,400

and 19,600 megawatts of peak power demand by 1996,

savings that will be worth $2 billion per year in terms of

power plants that will not have to be built.

The surge in independent power generation has also been

remarkable. By mid-1985, the state's independents had

1,921 megawatts connected to utility lines—equivalent to

two nuclear plants—and had signed contracts for another

12,995 megawatts, enough to meet 39 percent of the state's

peak power needs. The California Energy Commission sums

up the changes as "the final stages of a transition from an era

of scarcity to an era of abundance."

A generation from now, California's per capita electricity

consumption will have fallen by at least 20 percent, and yet

the productive role of electricity in California's economy will

actually be greater And California may soon have an ex-

traordinarily diverse electricity system: cogeneration is likely

to provide more energy than will nuclear power, while wind

power may well surpass oil. With at least eight major sources

of electricity, California's power system will be much more

resilient than it is today. C.F.

cost overruns on some of the largest nuclear plants,

has been destroyed by the economical completion

of many small power plants in the United States in

recent years. Small plants are naturally niore

suited to mass production and standardization than

are large plants that must be custom designed for a

particular site. These smaller technologies have

been commerciahzed only since 1980, but as indus-

try has geared up to produce the new power

sources, costs have been rapidly brought down and

reliability improved.

In New England and the Northwest, wood-fired

power plants are being built for $1,500 to $2,000

per kilowatt, competitive with the cost of some

coal-fired plants that are ten times as large.

Cogeneration—the combined production of heat

and power, usually using natural gas—is being

employed by businesses ranging from huge oil re-

fineries to fast-food restaurants; and again the cost

comes in under that of new coal-fired generation.

The new power sources are booming. Figures

from the U.S. Federal Energy Regulatory Com-
mission show that more than 1 ,000 such projects,

with a generating capacity of 30,000 megawatts

—

equivalent to thirty large nuclear plants—have

been registered since 1980. At the pace established

since 1984, the independent power industry could

provide enough capacity nationwide to meet a 1

percent annual growl:h in power requirements. And
tapping the efficiency potential should lower de-

mand growth to less than that rate.

These small power projects are being developed

not by utilities but by independent companies that

sell their power to the large established firms, a

transaction that was made possible by the Public

Utility Regulatory Policies Act passed by the U.S.

Congress in 1978. For the first time in over a half

century, the utility monopoly has been broken, and

electricity is becoming a competitive business. Un-

like large, regulated utilities that have little incen-

tive to improve technologies and aggressively push

costs down, small power producers have much to

gain. In five years, this infant industry has grown to

a $5 to $10 billion a year business in the United

States. It is being closely studied by electricity

planners in several countries.

What sort of an electricity system can our grand-

children look forward to? For one thing it may be a

good deal less polluting than the current system. In

the United States, for example, coal use may be

kept at about the current level rather than doubling

or tripling consumption. With the advent of cleaner

coal-burning technologies, sulfur dioxide and other

noxious air pollutants can be greatly reduced. Im-

proved efficiency and new generating technologies

should also put a cap on electricity prices, which

have spiraled upward throughout the past decade.

The electricity delivery system is likely to



change gradually over time so that rather than

receiving power mainly from one or two distant

coal or nuclear plants, a consumer might be served

by a diverse array of local cogenerators—say a

hospital or department store—as well as a wind

farm, a small hydropower project, or a municipal

waste-fired power plant. The electricity bill would

still be sent by a single utility company, but that

company would channel much of the fee to the

small power producers that are actually generating

the electricity.

Eventually a more drastic change will probably

take place: many consumers will themselves be-

come electricity producers, using solar cells on the

rooftop and natural-gas-driven fuel cells in the

basement, which will also provide domestic heat

and air conditioning. The local neighborhood

would become an electronic bazaar with a constant

buying and selling of electricity, all monitored and

controlled by a microelectronic chip. Some "con-

sumers" might receive checks rather than bills at

the end of the month.

Christopher Flavin

Lankyteen-agers onthe
streets ofToIq^o,who can
literallylookdown on
their parents, provide visible evidence of the link

between food supphes and physical development.

So too do the emaciated faces of African children

that stare at us from our television screens. These

extreme examples represent the diverging trends

that are shaping the bodies and minds of the next

generation.

A generation ago, Europe and Asia were still

recovering from the devastation of World War II.

During the years immediately following World

War II, Europe was supported by food relief from

the United States. So too were many Asian coun-

tries. As recently as the mid-1950s, the average

Japanese diet, long on starch and short on protein,

was scarcely above the subsistence level.

During the decades since World War II's end,

changes in the world food economy have been

Ahmad Hossen Zadeh Fai
U.S. Commrnee for UNICEF
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Master of possibilities:John Huston.

Substance separates

film from movies"

I'm not knocking 'movies' ^Ne all need entertainment. But to

really reach people, make a statement of lasting substance, you

have to have a theme of substance.

'The Treasure of the Sierra Madre' has not abided all these

years simply because it was an adventure movie. It focused on

a bigger issue—the possibilities of life.

I always look for substance in everything. I choose the

Gold MasterCard® because it widens my possibilities with

universal acceptance and recognizes my needs and success

with a substantial credit line.

The Gold MasterCard gives me definite advantages in

directing my biggest film of all. . . my life. Which at times,

quite frankly, can run like a movie.
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THAfflCSTOTHEBUSINESSCOMMUNITY
WETXE GROWING iffAN HISTORIC RATE.

Much of our growth in recent years can be nneasured by the naked eye. One look around the American Museum of

Natural History reveals new exhibitions, new galleries, new research facilities and new education programs that

reach out to the community, and the world beyond. But there's another kind of growth that can't be seen—only felt.

The growth of ideas. Our thanks to those whose generosity makes them flourish.

These supporters are directly related to our overall prosperity We thank you, one and all.
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dramatic. A nation's ability to produce or import

grain—which supplies half of the world's food calo-

ries when consumed directly and part of the re-

mainder when consumed indirectly, in the form of

grain-fed animal products, such as meat, milk, but-

ter, and eggs—is a useful indicator of the dietary

status of its people. More than forty Third World

countries are now producing less grain per person

in the mid-1980s than they did in the early 1950s.

The declines range widely, from 85 percent in

Lebanon to 2 percent or less in Bangladesh and

Costa Rica. The great majority of the countries are

in Africa, the Middle East, Central America, and

the Andean region—areas where ecological deteri-

oration is proceeding most rapidly.

Satisfying the bare minimum of calories and

protein requires approximately 400 pounds of

grain per person per year, or slightly more than one

pound per day. And while this is enough to keep

body and soul together, it will not sustain a high

level of physical activity.

When cereal consumption drops below the mini-

mum requirement of grain (or its equivalent in

other starchy staples, such as potatoes or cassava),

countries face the severe malnutrition and famine

now afflicting so many African countries. Coun-

tries that produce less than 400 pounds per person

must either import grain or watch their people go

hungry. At the upper end of the range, grain use is

bounded only by the human capacity to consume

livestock products, as in the United States and

Canada, where grain consumption reaches roughly

1,750 pounds per person per year.

Those at either end of the grain consumption

ladder may suffer from the effects of an unhealthy

diet. Too few calories cause underweight and mal-

nutrition, while too many fat-rich livestock prod-

ucts contribute to heart disease and certain can-

cers. At the low end of the consumption scale, the

most likely victims are children and pregnant and

lactating women. In societies where grain con-

sumption is excessive, they are more likely to be

middle-aged adults.

When food supplies are short, children suffer the

most. Adults need only enough food to maintain

metabolic processes, whereas children need food

for growth as well. Severe food shortages during

early childhood, such as those experienced in many

African countries in 1984 and 1985, stunt the

development of both bodies and minds.

The worldwide relationship between human

numbers and food production is uneven. A few

countries, such as the United States, Canada, Aus-

tralia, Argentina, and France, produce far more

than they consume. Most of the rest of the world,

however, imports grain. Indeed, in 1985 more than

100 countries imported grain from the United

States alone.

Among the world's regions. North America

stands out as the major surplus producer. Over the

past generation, its grain exports have increased

nearly fivefold, firmly establishing it as the world's

breadbasket. More recently, other geographical re-

gions have undergone sudden shifts. As recently as

1970, for example. Western Europe was a heavy

importer of grain, while Africa was essentially self-

sufficient, though at a meager subsistence level.

Since then, surging grain production in Western

Europe, spurred by high, guaranteed farm prices,

has increased harvests by nearly one half. With

population growth at a near standstill, and diets

almost saturated with livestock products, expand-

ing output has shifted Western Europe to the sur-

plus side of the world grain ledger. Now Western

Europe exports almost as much grain as Australia,

ending a dependence on grain imports that began

with the Industrial Revolution.

Africa, meanwhile, has gone the other way, im-

porting some 29 million tons in 1985. With each

ton sustaining nearly six people, some 1 70 million

of the continent's 550 million people were kept

alive in 1985 with imported grain. Africa's swelling

grain deficit stems from the failure of its agricul-

tural and population policies. Declining per capita

food production for the continent since 1967 has

created deficits in Africa that are now the rule, not

the exception.

While Western Europe has been achieving

broad-based gains on the food front, the Soviet

Union and Eastern Europe have been backsliding.

Since 1978, Soviet grain production has fallen in
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absolute terms, marking the first time in recent

history that a major food-producing country has

experienced a sustained production decline. Such a

drop is difficult to explain in agronomic terms

alone, suggesting that low morale among agricul-

tural workers may be affecting productivity. As a

result of this downturn in production at a time

when Soviet leaders are attempting to raise the

consumption of livestock products, the Soviet

Union now imports more grain than the entire

continent of Africa.

Grain production is also faUing ofT in Latin

America. The production peak in this region came
in 1982, the year the debt crisis surfaced. In Brazil

and Mexico, for instance, reluctance to use foreign

exchange to import fertilizer and other agricultural

aids played a role in the downturn. So too has the

overall weakening of demand associated mth the

fall in income caused by the fiscal belt-tightening

in so many debt-ridden Latin American countries.

In effect, the foreign exchange deficits of the past.

which are depressing economic output and in-

comes, are contributing to the nutritional deficits

of the future.

For the Indian subcontinent, home to nearly one-

fifth of humanity, agricultural trends have been

mixed. India's production of grain, with impressive

increases in yield per acre, has increased enough to

eliminate imports, but not enough to eliminate per-

vasive malnutrition. Consumption of leguminous

crops such as chickpeas, which are a key source of

protein in the largely vegetarian Indian diet, has

fallen by one third during this period.

The major bright spot in the world food economy
over the last decade has been China. With more

than one-fifth of the world's people, it has achieved

cereal self-sufficiency, dramatically raised per cap-

ita food consumption, and largely eliminated mal-

nutrition. A combination of advances in food pro-

duction and health care give children bom in China

in 1986 a life expectancy approaching that of chil-

dren bom in the United States.

In response to the shifting balances between

food demand and supply, the world's grain-trade

pattem has shifted. At midcentury, most of the

grain that crossed national borders flowed across

the Atlantic, from North America to Westem Eu-

rope. Today, most grain shipments between conti-

nents cross the Pacific, from North America to

Asia, now the world's leading importer.

Twenty years ago Asia's grain imports were

mostly food grains, principally wheat going to In-

dia and China. Today they are predominantly feed

grains imported by Japan, South Korea, and Tai-

wan to support their burgeoning poultry and live-

stock industries.

After a generation of efforts to eliminate hunger,

Central Africa: CassavaVersusCom
For centuries, farmers in the central African highlands of

Rwanda, Burundi, and Zaire planted a mix of crops—millet,

sorghum, peas, groundnuts, and yams—on the wooded sa-

vannas that lie east of the Congo-Nile divide. In the early

1900s, newer crops for consumption (com, beans, potatoes)

and for export (coffee) were introduced. Coffee, grown in

small amounts, supplemented subsistence life styles by pro-

viding farmers with some cash to buy things they could not
otherwise obtain.

Since 1900 the population of the central highlands has
quadrupled to 12 million people—primarily as a result of
better health care. Now this region is one of the most densely
populated in Africa. Because 90 percent of the inhabitants
are farmers, new land for cultivation is increasingly scarce.

As the number of people grows and farm plots are subdi-
vided to accommodate new households, farmers are chang-
ing their practices in ways that deplete the soil and gradually
erode their families' nutritional standards.

Many farmers attempt to feed growing families on small
plots of land by replacing com and other high-protein grains
with tubers, such as sweet potatoes and cassava. This kind of
substitution maintains a family's diet purely in terms of food

energy, since tubers yield more calories per acre than grain.

Nutritionally, however, the trade-off is a loss, since tubers

have almost no protein.

The effort to grow more food also means that many fields

in the highlands are now continuously cultivated. Without
fallow periods, the soil is depleted of minerals and its fertility

declines. A cmcial turning point is reached when tubers

begin to crowd out the leguminous bean crops that not only

supply high-quality food protein but also add nitrogen to the

topsoil.

Because population continues growing even after all avail-

able farmland has been cultivated, families that once sold

their surplus crops for cash return to a purely subsistence life

style, relying more heavily on land to produce food for

immediate household needs.

Unless this downward spiral is reversed, chronic malnu-
trition rather than fertile land may be the unintended birth-

right of future generations in the highlands. Each additional

child bom represents an iiJieritance tax on brothers and
sisters, as already small plots are divided and redivided, and
as nutritional quality is sacrificed to feed growing numbers
of people. Jodi L. Jacobson



results are mixed. Hunger and malnutrition are

commonplace in Africa, Central America, the An-
dean countries, northeastern Brazil, and the Indian

subcontinent. The big gain has been East Asia,

where over a billion people who live in countries

where diets were inadequate a generation ago are

now well nourished. Whether the next generation

will bring similar advances in countries still

plagued with food shortages depends heavily on

efforts to slow population growth.

Lester R. Brown

Both Phoenix, Arizona, and
theAfricantown ofLodwar,
Kenya, average seven

inches of rainfall each year. At the touch of a tap,

the child of a family in the American Southwest

has an abundant supply of clean water for drinking,

bathing, and swimming in a backyard pool. Such a

family's water use may approach 1,000 gallons per

day. A child in eastern Africa, on the other hand,

may accompany its mother on a daily trek to a well

and help her carry back six gallons of water for the

entire household, barely enough to sustain life.

In Phoenix, powerful pumps lift water from hun-

dreds of feet underground. In late 1985, the city

celebrated the arrival of Colorado River water via

a 190-mile-long canal—a lifeline for economic

growth. But the benefits from such development of

water resources are neither secure, long-lasting, nor

universally shared.

Many of the world's farms and cities thrive by

using water at an unsustainable rate. Depletion of

aquifers—the water-bearing layers of sand or rock

that lie beneath the earth—falling water tables,

and diminished streamflows signal that some of

today's demands are being met by drawing down
and degrading future supplies. In the United

States, of the 88 billion gallons of ground water

pumped each day, 1 8 billion—one-fifth—are non-

renewable. Using this water depletes reserves and

supports only a fragile and short-term prosperity at

best. Eventually the water becomes too salty to use,

too expensive to pump to the surface, or runs out

altogether.

Beneath a quarter of the irrigated cropland in

the United States, underground water levels are

dropping from six inches to six feet per year. In

spite of diminishing supplies. Sunbelt cities con-

tinue to burgeon. Tucson, Arizona, expected to

triple its population by the year 2025, now meets

half of its present water demand by mining its

aquifers. Water tables in portions of the city have

dropped more than 150 feet. In sections of the

Dallas-Fort Worth area, water tables have fallen

more than 360 feet during the last twenty-five

years. El Paso, Texas, one of the fastest-growing

cities in the nation, now gets most of its fresh water

from an aquifer that geologists predict will be de-

pleted in thirty to sixty years.

Although rarely as well documented as cases in

the United States, overpumping of ground water

appears widespread. In areas of Tamil Nadu in

southern India, water tables dropped seventy-five

to ninety feet during the 1970s: a result of uncon-

trolled withdrawals for irrigation. Overpumping is

also epidemic in China's northern provinces, where

ten major cities rely heavily on ground water for

their basic supplies. In portions of Tianjin, a major

manufacturing city, water levels are falling four-

teen feet annually. A recent assessment of the

water situation in Beijing—home to more than 9.2

million people—concludes that "unless remedial

measures are taken immediately and implemented

on a sustained basis, sooner or later the city will run

out of water."

Natural lakes and streams are also being se-

verely damaged by excessive water use. In Soviet

central Asia, withdrawals for irrigation have so

reduced freshwater flows to the Aral Sea that the

sea's surface area has shrunk nearly 30 percent

since 1960. Fisheries once important to the region's

economy have virtually disappeared. Similarly, the

diversion of California's rivers and streams to sup-



ply growing cities in the state's drier south has

completely desiccated one lake and reduced anoth-

er's surface area by a third. Biologists recommend

that in the western United States no more than 40

percent of a stream's average annual flow should

be depleted. But in many river basins, depletions

already total between 60 and 80 percent of

streamflow. The ecological consequences are incal-

culable, and in some cases probably irreversible.

Forests and grasslands absorb rainwater, allow-

ing it to percolate through the soil and move slowly

through the subsurface. This underground water

then feeds rivers and streams during the dry sea-

son. In many Third World countries, however, the

denuding of hillsides through deforestation and

overgrazing has caused the rapid runoff" of rain and

soil in floods and the disappearance of streams

during the dry season. On the small Caribbean

island of Dominica, forest clearing has contributed

to a halving of dry-weather streamflow. Although

impossible to quantify, deforestation—now esti-

mated at 28 million acres per year—could be

shrinking the Third World's stable water supply by

as much as costly new dams and reservoirs are

augmenting it.

Perhaps most alarming of all, populations con-

tinue to grow fastest in some of the world's most

water-scarce regions. By the year 2000, Kenya's

population may nearly double, so each person will

then have only half of today's per capita water

supply, assuming rainfall stays at its historical

level. In Bangladesh, supplies per person may fall

by a third, and in India by a fourth. Indeed, projec-

tions by leading hydrologists show that in the year

2000, meeting water demands in North Africa and

the Middle East will require virtually all the usable

freshwater supplies in these regions. Demands in

central and southern Asia will also be uncomfort-

ably close to the volume of water these regions can

safely and reliably tap.

Against this sobering backdrop, meeting the

food and material needs of the next generation

presents a sizable challenge. Until now the spread

of irrigation has helped food production to keep

pace with or exceed population growth in most

regions (Africa is an important exception). But



Underground Reservoirs

In many parts of the world, water is being pumped out of

the earth faster than rainfall can replenish it. The result

—

falling water tables and shrinking water reserves—tells us

that we are borrowing water from the next generation. Artifi-

cially recharging underground supplies is one promising way

to stabilize water tables, to secure a reliable supply for dry

spells, and to save for the future.

More than twenty countries now augment natural re-

charge, either by spreading water over land (where it then

percolates to an aquifer below) or by injecting water into the

subsurface through a well. Israel is among the few countries

that have adopted this practice on a large scale. The nation

transfers—through canals and conduits—80 billion gallons

of water from north to south every year and stores two-thirds

of it underground. There it is saved to meet the peak de-

mands ofsummer and to provide a reliable backup supply for

especially dry years.

In China, several counties in Hebei Province are artifi-

cially recharging ground water to combat sinking water

tables. Engineers in Beijing, a city of chronic water short-

ages, have drawn up plans for the underground storage of

more than 200 billion gallons of water, which would be

captured during wet seasons. They estimate the cost to be

one-third that of a surface reservoir of similar capacity.

Underground storage may hold special potential for Third

World countries subjected to the destructive flooding and

perennial dry spells of a monsoon climate. Capturing runoff

and storing it underground can convert damaging flood wa-

ters into a stable resource, while avoiding the large evapora-

tion losses of surface reservoirs. In India, subsurface storage

has sparked interest as a way of reliably irrigating the pro-

ductive soils of the Gangetic Plain. According to some esti-

mates, a fully irrigated plain could grow enough crops for

600 million people—60 percent of India's projected popula-

tion in the year 2000.

Although not a substitute for conservation and greater

water efficiency, the recharging of underground supplies

off"ers some promising prospects. As Soviet hydrologist M.I.

L'vovich has written, "The twenty-first century will un-

doubtedly be the century of underground reservoirs." S.P.

large new irrigation projects in most of the Third

World now cost an average of $2,000 per acre, and

in Africa, the needed investment is often two to

three times higher. Since such costs far exceed the

expected returns from harvesting food crops, large-

scale irrigation may not help feed the still-to-come

children of Bangladesh, Kenya, and Ethiopia.

Conservation and efficiency must lie at the heart

of strategies for meeting future water needs. In-

creasing water efficiency by only 10 percent in the

Indus region of Pakistan, for example, could pro-

vide enough water to irrigate an additional 5 mil-

lion acres. On rain-fed lands, building small rain-

collecting basins called catchments can secure

more water for crops than they would otherwise get

from rainfall alone. Experiments in Israel's Negev

Desert suggest that microcatchments (small basins

around individual trees and plants) may cost only

$4 to $16 per acre. Since they work especially well

with tree crops, microcatchments could bolster re-

forestation efforts that combine production of

food, fodder, and fuelwood—an urgent need in

sub-Saharan Africa.

Household needs now take less than a tenth of

the global water budget, while 70 percent is used to

grow food. But cities will absorb many of the pro-

jected 1.3 billion additional people who will popu-

late the earth by the year 2000. Especially in rap-

idly growing Third World cities, meeting basic

water and sanitation needs—which millions of peo-

ple still lack today—will entail an enormous effort.

Few of these cities can afford the kinds of water-

intensive systems used in the United States. Sup-

plying the projected populations in most Latin

American cities, for example, will require that resi-

dential water use remain almost at its present

range: 20 to 40 gallons per person per day, com-

pared with 112 gallons in the United States. Many

cities may find that only by carefully treating and

reusing their water supplies can they hope to meet

their residents' basic needs. Mexico City, with a

population expected to climb from 17 million to 30

million by the year 2000, plans to meet about 10

percent of its projected water needs with treated

waste water, freeing high-quality supplies for

drinking and other household needs.

For much of the world, water development has

worked wonders, turning deserts into fertile fields

and making water supplies appear virtually limit-

less. Yet many of its benefits will be short-lived,

and they may never reach the poorest segment of

humanity. The water security of the next genera-

tion hinges on this generation's ability to cast off

the illusion of water abundance and prepare for the

reality of coming scarcities.

Sandra Postel

Whatdoyou dowith a
worn-out nuclear reactor?

Morethan eighty
nuclear reactors around the world will have shut

down by the year 2000. Another 1 62 commercial

units will reach their thirtieth year of operation in

the following decade. Unless sound decisions are

made now about how to decontaminate, dismantle,

and dispose of these reactors (a process called de-

commissioning) and how to manage thousands of

tons of toxic materials, children living in the

twenty-six countries that use nuclear power will be

harnessed with the technical and financial burden.

The first commercial reactors were built in the



Soviet Union, the United Kingdom, and the United

States in the late 1950s. Since that time almost 350

power reactors have been built worldwide and half

again as many are under construction. Radiation

buildup and embrittlement of the pressure vessel

that contains the nuclear reactor limits a reactor's

useful life to several decades.

Because radioactive fission byproducts build up

within the uranium-filled fuel rods that power a

reactor, the rods must be replaced every three to

four years. This spent fuel is classified as high-level

nuclear waste (as are liquids used to reprocess

unused uranium from the spent fuel—a method

used in several countries outside the United

States). High-level wastes must be kept out of the

food chain and water supplies until they have de-

cayed to harmless levels. The spent fuel from

power reactors remains more toxic than the origi-

nal uranium ore for about three million years.

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency has

ruled that high-level wastes must remain isolated

from the biosphere for 10,000 years—longer than

recorded history. But not a single repository now

exists anywhere in the world that accepts commer-

cial spent fuel. At present, each faciUty stores and

cools its own wastes in on-site "holding ponds." The

first high-level waste burial site in the United

States will not begin operating until 1998 at the

earliest.

Centralized, away-from-reactor storage is

planned in Sweden and being debated in the

United States. Spent fuel is extremely warm when

removed from the reactor core and the longer it is

stored above ground, the more radioisotopes decay

and the cooler the mass becomes. Many experts

think intermediate aboveground storage would

make permanent geologic disposal safer, but critics

fear this strategy is another tactic to postpone the

start-up date of permanent repositories.

Low-level radioactive waste, a huge category

that encompasses everything from work gloves and

used equipment to contaminated water and soil, is

much less toxic than spent fuel, but there is far

more of it. Dismantling just one large reactor

would yield 633,000 cubic feet of contaminated

concrete and steel—enough to bury a football field

under twelve feet of radioactive debris.

Since the 1983 London Dumping Convention

instituted a moratorium on disposing low-level

waste at sea, utilities and governments have had to

decide whose backyard to put it in. The three low-

level waste sites still operating in the United States

almost closed their gates to shipments from outside

their regions at the end of 1985, but last-minute

legislative compromises have given slow-acting

states more time to develop their own regional

dumps. Local political opposition to proposed

waste sites has been especially strong in Japan, the

United Kingdom, the United States, and West

Germany.

No one knows just how much it will cost to

remove all the spent fuel in utility holding ponds, to

An Ignored Opportunity

In 1957 the first nuclear reactor designed to produce

commercial electricity began operating twenty-five miles

outside of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. The U.S. Department

of Energy (DOE) built the plant to demonstrate that the

same nuclear reactors used on submarines could power cit-

ies. A contract between the DOE and Duquesne Power and

Light specified that Duquesne would lease the site to the

government, operate the plant, and sell the electricity pro-

duced, and that the government would leave Duquesne with

a clean site in 1994.

After twenty-five years of operation, the Shippingport

reactor stopped generating electricity in 1982. The DOE's
decommissioning plan was put into action. Because there are

no commercial high-level waste facilities anywhere in the

world, and because the reactor is owned by DOE, the spent

fuel was transported by rail to the government-run Idaho

National Engineering Laboratory.

The reactor itself will be shipped differently. The Depart-

ment of Energy plans to encase the 33-foot-high steel reactor

vessel in concrete, lift the 770-ton behemoth intact, and send
it by barge down the Ohio and Mississippi rivers, through the

Gulf of Mexico and the Panama Canal, and up the Pacific

Coast and Columbia River. Sending the reactor by barge
instead of truck is expected to cut $7 million, or 7 percent, off

the total price tag.

Because Shippingport is being decommissioned in this

way, it will not be of much value as a test case. Modern

reactors, with ten times the generating capacity (though only

about one-third larger), may be too big to ship in one piece.

And not all power plants are located on major waterways.

The dismantling of the pressure vessel and its contents—

a

step that will be skipped at Shippingport—will be the most

difficult task facing decommissioning crews of the future.

Tackling that problem now could provide valuable knowl-

edge and experience.

Shippingport was built as an industry prototype, designed

to interest electric utilities in nuclear power. Although it is

tiny by today's standards, only 72 megawatts, the reactor will

be the largest unit decommissioned to date anywhere in the

world. By employing cost-cutting measures now, the Depart-

ment of Energy is depriving the international nuclear indus-

try, the same one it helped foster, of invaluable lessons.

Saving millions of dollars today could cost the industry

billions of dollars in the future.

Vital experience could be gained by shutting down a large

reactor that is nearing retirement. As an international dem-

onstration project, the primary owner could cover the bulk of

the costs, with utilities, national energy agencies, and re-

search institutes around the world chipping in the rest. The
International Atomic Energy Agency in Vienna or the Nu-
clear Energy Agency in Paris would be the logical coordinat-

ing bodies. The damaged Three Mile Island unit has already

set up a similar ad hoc financing arrangement so that inter-

ested parties can learn the latest techniques for decon-

tamination and dismantlement. C.P.
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decontaminate and dismantle complex reactor

structures, and to dispose of all the high- and low-

level waste. Estimates, based on limited practical

experience, range from less than $100 million to

several billion dollars per reactor. Unprecedented

cost overruns during reactor construction do not

bode well. Neither do the rapidly escalating costs

of radioactive waste disposal, a large component of

the decommissioning bill.

Making sure that enough money will be avail-

able for decommissioning is a task that utility exec-

utives, regulatory commissioners, and politicians

have, for the most part, chosen to ignore. But unless

money is set aside during the years the plant is

operating, the bill would be charged to future cus-

tomers who did not use the power, lead to solvency

problems for utilities, or result in decommissioning

shortcuts that could impair the health and well-

being of future generations for thousands of years.

Electric utilities often argue that money col-

lected for decommissioning should be placed in the

companies' general revenues and used for all types

of expenses, including the construction of more
nuclear plants. This strategy allows utilities to

forgo borrowing and keep debt payments low, but

the method has been termed "phantom funding"

by some observers because the money is invested in

assets and is not readily available to the utility. In a

study conducted for the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission, University of Pennsylvania econo-

mist J.J. Siegel concluded that if an outside de-

commissioning fund were established, "it would be

virtually impossible for the utility to divert these

assets for other uses, and funds would be assured no

matter what events, legal or financial, occur."

Of the four retired commercial reactors in the

United States, decommissioning funds had only

begun to be collected at one before it shut down.

The Pacific Gas and Electric Company, owner of

the Humboldt Bay reactor on the northern Califor-

nia coast, collected $500,000 during the plant's last

four years of operation. This lack of financial plan-

ning in three instances, and the late and inadequate

implementation in the fourth, has led eight

states—California, Colorado, Maine, Massachu-

setts, Mississippi, New Hampshire, Pennsylvania,

and Vermont—to require mandatory periodic de-

posits into external savings accounts.

In Sweden, each reactor operator pays an annual

fee to the government. The funds are invested in

separate accounts from which the utilities can bor-

row money to pay for decommissioning. Less for-



mal arrangements exist in West Germany and

Switzerland.

Although few nations set aside money for de-

commissioning, funds for high-level waste disposal

are collected in a dozen North American and Euro-

pean countries. In all cases, the money is paid to the

government agency responsible for establishing

geologic waste repositories. The fee typically

ranges from one to three dollars per 1,000 kilowatt

hours of nuclear electricity produced.

Regardless of nuclear power's role in a nation's

energy plans, existing plants must eventually be

scrapped. Since decommissioning bills will first fall

due in those countries that pioneered the develop-

ment of this energy source, their skill at managing

the expense will be closely watched. Nations with

newer reactors will learn valuable lessons, and

countries that have not yet built such plants will be

better able to judge the true lifetime costs of nu-

clear energy.

Cynthia Pollock

""Smoking will stuntyour

growth/' parents have long

warned their children.
Now we know that parents themselves stunt their

children's growth by smoking. Parents who smoke
cause premature delivery of, and low birth weight

in, their infants. They cause respiratory disease in

their children. They delay their children's physical

and mental development and increase their off-

spring's risk of getting lung cancer.

And children who grow up in smoke learn to

smoke. They imitate their parents, who, in the

United States, are thirteen times more likely to die

a smoking-related death than to succumb to hard

drugs and eight times more likely to contract a

fatal tobacco-related disease than to perish in an

auto accident. American parents are not the only

bad examples, for smoking has become a world-

wide epidemic, increasing annually at 2.1 percent,

outstripping world population growth.

More than 1 billion people now smoke, consum-

ing almost 5 trillion cigarettes per year, an average

of more than half a pack a day. Even in the United

States, where the smoking portion of the popula-

tion is declining, total tobacco sales have increased

almost 20 percent, in part because those who do

smoke are smoking more than ever.

Tobacco causes more death among adults than

any other toxic material in the environment. It

accounts for almost a fifth of all deaths in industrial

countries, and over 2 million premature deaths

worldwide each year. But these numbers do not

count the health costs of children.

Children of smoking parents are involuntary

smokers. If their mothers smoke, serious risk be-

gins before birth. Babies of mothers who smoke

during pregnancy weigh about one-tenth less at

birth, and with this lower birth weight comes the

increased risk that they will not survive.

Growing up in smoke makes children sick. Pas-

sive-smoking children have significantly higher

rates of respiratory illness, including colds, influ-

enza, bronchitis, asthma, and pneumonia, than the

offspring of nonsmokers. One British study pub-

lished almost ten years ago showed that children

under age one whose mothers smoked more than

one pack a day were twice as likely to get bronchitis

and pneumonia. This finding has been repeatedly

corroborated.

The evidence also indicates that parental smok-

ing impairs physical development. One study

found that lung capacity in teen-age boys was re-

duced by 7 percent by their mothers' smoking. If

Smoking and the Unborn Child

Because birth weight is a key factor in infant mortality,

tobacco use seriously endangers infants' lives. Researchers
have found that the higher the levels of cigarette residue

(thiocyanate) in infants' umbilical cords, the more likely a

baby is to be bom underweight. In one United States survey,

smokers gave birth to underweight babies twice as often as

other women did. In India where many women chew to-

bacco, low birth weight has also been associated with that

habit. Nicotine, numerous toxic chemicals, and radioactive

polonium may all interfere with fetal development, and the

fetus can receive these substances through the mother's
blood whether she smokes or chews tobacco.

Nicotine also may be the culprit in spontaneous abortions

among women who smoke. Epidemiologist R.T. Ravenholt
estimates that smoking causes 50,000 miscarriages in the
United States each year. This connection has been observed
in Italy as well, where women who smoke miscarry in the first

month of pregnancy at a rate of 2.4 percent, compared with

0.9 percent for nonsmokers. Smoking is also strongly linked

to premature delivery. Nineteen percent of the firstborn

infants of Italian women who smoke were premature, twice

the rate for nonsmokers. The rate of premature delivery in

the Italian study declined by almost 25 percent for the

secondbom children of nonsmokers, but it increased slightly

for smokers.

Women in many countries are smoking in record numbers,

even while pregnant. Surveys in the United Kingdom sug-

gest that more than a third of pregnant women smoke. A
compilation of surveys by Ravenholt showed that in nations

as disparate as Sweden and Chile, more than 25 percent of

pregnant women smoked. Each year, at least 3 million new-

bom children—the estimated number of live births to

women who smoke—are thus potentially handicapped by

their mothers. W.U.C.
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the boys themselves smoked, their lung capacity

was reduced by 25 percent. Intellectual develop-

ment, too, may be imperiled. One study in Italy

found that children whose mothers smoked learned

to read more slowly than the children of nonsmok-

ers. In the United States, the learning ability of a

group of eleven-year-olds whose mothers smoked

was shown to lag behind a control group by six

months.

Unfortunately, passive smoking may end in

death. Passive smokers breath the same carcino-

gens that cause lung cancer in smokers. Over a

lifetime, the involuntary smoker is three times

more likely to develop lung cancer than an unex-

posed peer.

Tobacco also afflicts children economically.

Smoking-related illnesses, such as heart disease

and lung cancer, often strike early, removing par-

ents from their children while parents are in their

prime. Additional thousands die as a result of fires

caused by cigarettes and from cancers caused by

tobacco consumed as snuff or chew.

Economic losses related to tobacco use are enor-

mous, exceeding $100 billion yearly in the United

States. Yet no country has taken action against

tobacco commensurate with the cost it imposes.

The global use of tobacco has grown nearly 75

percent over the past two decades. The Chinese

have doubled cigarette use. Only four countries

now use fewer cigarettes than in 1964. Greeks lead

the world in per capita cigarette consumption. Jap-

anese, Americans, Canadians, Yugoslavs, and

Poles follow close behind. Although Chinese men
smoke almost as much as Western men, the negligi-

ble amount of smoking by Chinese women means

that the country does not rank very high in overall

per capita consumption. Nevertheless, China uses

a quarter of the world's tobacco.

Societies urgently need to examine how to better

control tobacco use—in both the present and the

future generation of adults—for the current in-

formational campaign is not working well. The
basis of antitobacco action since the mid-1 960s has

been information aimed at educating smokers

about their health risks and discouraging nonsmok-

ers from starting. The campaign seeks through

media coverage of scientific studies to persuade

smokers to quit and children never to start. It tries

to change society's attitudes so that the habit will

be widely regarded as socially unacceptable. This

approach has been tested in a few countries such as

Finland, Norway, Sweden, and, to a lesser extent,

the Netherlands, the United States, and the United

Kingdom. It has been practiced de facto in China

and many Eastern-bloc countries. The results, how-

ever, are decidedly mixed.

Smoking habits among young people are some-

times changing for the better, other times not.

American, British, Norwegian, and Swedish chil-

dren are less likely to smoke than they once were;

and when they do smoke, they start the habit later

in life. Elsewhere the news is less promising. More



young people than adults smoke in Eastern-bloc

countries, in Canada, and in Egypt. In some

schools surveyed in Santiago, Chile, two-thirds of

the students smoked. Even in developing soci-

eties—among Polynesians, for example—smoking

rates reach levels exceeding 50 percent in children.

The overall situation of antismoking efforts is at

best a standoff in industrial countries and a rout in

developing ones. At the current rate. Western

countries will not see a major improvement in the

health effects of smoking for many decades, but

Eastern and developing countries will see a rapid

worsening. It falls to world health leaders to bolster

their antismoking efforts. Unfortunately, one key

agency, the World Health Organization, allots less

than one percent of its budget to this problem,

although it calls smoking "the most important pre-

ventable adult health problem in the world." Its

current budget for the mid-1980s has no funds for

actively reducing tobacco's toll.

In the West, effective campaigns against smok-

ing have to some extent fallen to grass-roots move-

ments to protect passive smokers. These cam-

paigns, which at present stop short of banning

tobacco, include either the prohibition of smoking

in public areas or the strict limitation of smoking to

specified areas.

Such movements, however, do not address the

problem of tobacco addiction nor can they protect

developing fetuses, children, and teen-agers from

their parents' smoke. Although parents can take

this responsibility upon themselves, their addiction

works against them. If parents fail to take respon-

sibility, the only way to protect children will be to

control the product itself.

William U. Chandler

Will economic growth
improvethe prospects

ofthe next generation?
Most development aid assumes that boosting Third

World economies will translate into other basic

gains such as improved health, nutrition, educa-

tion, and a falling birth rate. Yet a country hke

Malawi, which experienced more than 6 percent

annual economic growth throughout the 1970s,

still ranks fourth worst in the world in child health.

At the same time, some very poor countries like

China and Sri Lanka rank near the developed

world in infant and child mortality.

More than 16 million children die each year

from the combined effects of poor nutrition, diar-

rhea, malaria, pneumonia, measles, whooping

cough, and tetanus. Virtually all these deaths occur

in the Third World, and half to two-thirds could be

prevented with relatively simple measures. These

include nutritional education, breast feeding, oral

rehydration (reversing diarrheal dehydration with

simple sugar, salt, and water solutions), and immu-
nization.

A major component of a campaign to fight mal-

nutrition is the education of school girls and moth-

ers in hygiene, oral rehydration, immunization,

breast feeding, family planning—in short, in child

health. Progress in this area has perhaps contrib-

uted most to improving the health of the world's

children.

Countries that have attained both lower fertility

and lower mortality rates also have high female

literacy rates. Fortunately, the Third World has

PrimaiyCare in the Gambia
The West African nation of the Gambia has inaugurated a

relatively successful program to deliver primary health care.

Villagers are trained for six weeks as health workers, then
provided with simple tools of the trade: oral rehydration

salts, antibiotics, bandages, antimalarial drugs, aspirin, and
other curative items. They learn to recognize the signs and
symptoms of measles, whooping cough, malaria, and chol-

era. Records of all cases are kept on simple picture sheets

usable even by illiterate workers.

Workers are also educators; they teach mothers to admin-
ister the oral rehydration salts for episodes of diarrhea, and
not to wait until the child is dehydrated. First contacts are

followed up with home visits to make certain that recommen-
dations are being followed and to explain how to prevent
recurrence of diarrhea or other avoidable problems Difficult

cases are referred to a district health post staffed by more
highly trained workers or to a regional hospital, which the
parents can reach within a day by donkey cart and where a
doctor is available.

Supervisors with two years of training monitor the work of
five village health workers, visiting each village once weekly
to assure that drugs are available, records kept, and preven-

tive services performed. If special problems arise, regional

medical professionals are alerted. This system enables the

health ministry to respond quickly to any epidemic of mea-

sles or cholera and to dispatch an emergency team to give

immunizations or to take other preventive actions, such as

securing the water supply.

Vast disparities in outcomes, however, can be seen even

within this tiny country. In the Arasemmi district, infant

mortality is only 5 percent. But in the nearby Central district,

which uses virtually the same approach, infant mortahty

averages 1 5 percent. Better administration in the Arasemmi
region, and perhaps more positive tribal attitudes toward

hygiene, account for the difference.

Public health has nevertheless improved throughout the

Gambia. Measles and cholera outbreaks have been effec-

tively contained. Malaria incidence in children has been

reduced by dispensing chloroquine to feverish children dur-

ing the rainy season, particularly when their resistance is low

due to depleted food stocks from the previous harvest. Al-

though primary health care has a long way to go in the

Gambia, absence of epidemics in that country is a powerful

indicator that the system is beginning to work. W.U.C.
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made significant progress in female literacy. In

1960, 26 percent of the world's girls did not attend

primary school; by 1982, this figure had been re-

duced to 17 percent. Children not in school con-

tinue to be found almost exclusively in countries

with the highest child-mortality rates.

Controlling infectious childhood diseases has

helped reduce mortality related to diarrhea, which

causes deadly dehydration and malnutrition. For

example, diarrhea frequently accompanies mea-
sles, and, theoretically, vaccinating 75 percent of a

child population for measles would reduce diar-

rheal mortality 10 to 20 percent. Only about 40

percent of the world's children, however, have been

vaccinated against measles, diphtheria, whooping

cough, or tetanus. Full coverage against the major

childhood infectious diseases would cost only $2 to

$15 per child worldwide. To extend vaccination

coverage to all the world's children would cost

some $600 million to $4 billion per year.

The importance of water to child health, and the

direct bearing that water wells now have on garden

crop production and community development, is

second only to that of female education. Water

plays two important roles in malnutrition: Short-

ages not only reduce food production but also af-

fect the body's ability to use food. Contaminated

water causes diarrheal disease in children. When
women walk up to three hours to get minimal water

supplies, water becomes too valuable for washing,

and an important defense against infection is lost.

The strength of this relationship has led UNICEF
to dedicate a quarter of its global budget to provid-

ing simple water supplies. In Ethiopia, water is the

largest item in the UNICEF budget after relief.

Clean drinking water, unfortunately, has not

been a high priority for many countries. Four-fifths

of the rural populations of seventy-three African

and Asian countries do not have access to clean

drinking water. Most have no toilets or latrines.

Worldwide, 1.3 billion people lack clean water and
1 .7 billion lack adequate sanitation.

Poor families are caught in a trap: They need

many children to help with the work and provide

security to parents in old age. But by having more
children, families share fewer acres of land, fewer

liters of water, and less income per person. The only

escape from this trap is having fewer—but more
productive—children. Family planning improves

the lives of children in two ways: by increasing the

health care and educational services available per

child and by making the survival of each child

more likely.

Family planning has the greatest impact on in-

fant mortality when it is used to prevent the high-

est-risk pregnancies. These include pregnancies to

mothers under age twenty or over thirty-five, preg-

nancies spaced close together, and pregnancies to

mothers who have already had several children.

Families that minimize high-risk pregnancies lose

fewer children and so do not need one or two extra

as "insurance."

Family planning's contribution to child develop-

ment is perhaps greatest on the social level, since

high fertility translates into reduced living stan-

dards. Rapid population growth can overload a

society's ability to provide classrooms and food.

The World Bank estimates that Western countries
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spend fifty times more per primary-school student

than the least-developed countries. Yet, the school-

age population of a country such as Kenya will

double or triple by the year 2000. If such countries

act to reduce population growth rapidly, the cost of

educating their children can be cut in half over the

next twenty-five years. Savings can be used to

improve the quality of education, reducing the

immense gap throughout the world.

Warding off death does not guarantee a decent

life. Primary education is essential for understand-

ing better health and agricultural practices, but as

the relatively literate countries of Tanzania and
Bolivia have shown, education will not compensate
for lack of incentives in agriculture. Agriculture is

the basis of rural economies, but as India has

learned, the Green Revolution cannot compensate
for infected bodies unable to make use of food.

Clean water, as many failed projects have demon-
strated, will not compensate for a lack of under-
standing of hygiene.

A strategy of integrated development to meet
basic needs all across the Third World demands
not only techniques that prevent death but also

planning for food production, clean water, educa-
tion, and, ultimately, health. This strategy can in-

corporate measures to counter drought through
revegetation of desiccated lands. It is a strategy of

investing in people, one that could truly revolution-

ize the prospects for child survival.

If such investments in the next generation make

so much sense, why have more not been made? The

reasons vary, but in many lands the necessary sav-

ings have been wasted by drought, misguided agri-

cultural policies, corruption, and war. Investments

in children also do not pay off for a long time, and

most people have far more immediate needs. Peo-

ple in the Third World do sacrifice for their chil-

dren, even to the extent of denying themselves

food. Their margin of existence is simply too nar-

row to leave anything for investing in the future.

Industrial countries can siphon off part of their

surplus to help those who have nothing extra. The
outpouring of donations to famine victims suggests

that people feel compelled to provide disaster re-

lief. But disasters will grow, as will the costs of

disaster relief, unless investments are made in fam-

ily planning, health care, and education.

What is the state of the world's children today?

Is the glass half full or half empty? An optimist

would answer that the infant mortality rate has

been halved. A pessimist would answer with the

fact of famine. A realist would be buoyed by the

statistical improvement in infant mortality, but

sobered by the fact that, thanks to explosive popu-

lation growth, as many children suffer and die

today as did twenty years ago. Our progress has

only offset the growth of our problems.

When development relief does more than just

stave off famine, when it is invested to provide

benefits for years to come, then savings—in lives

and money—will be made.

William U. Chandler
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Here's your chance to achieve
a small moral victory.

What would you do if you saw a
lost, frightened child?

You'd probably stop, pick him up, brush away
his tears, and help him find his way. Without
even thinking about it. And there's a reason.

You know what's right.

And right now, you can do just that. You can act

on instinct... by reaching out to one desperately

poor child, thousands of miles away. ^
Through Foster Parents Plan, you'll be help- ^[

ing a child who almost never has enough to F
eat. A decent place to sleep. Medical care

The chance to learn. Or hope.

It's your choice.

You can even choose the child you'd Like to sponsor A boy
or girl. In a country where you'd like to help. You'll be helping

that child within his own family. And more, helping that

family to work with other families to make a better Life for

their children.

In return, you'll receive pictures of the child. Detailed

progress reports. And letters wntten in the child's own words.

You'll see for yourself just how much you're changmg your

Foster ChOd's life for the better Forever And for so little.

In fact, for just $22 a month, you'll make it possible for a

child to have food, medical care, schooling—and hope. That's

only 72c a day. Imagine. Your spare change could change a

child's life.

Foster Parents Plan was founded in 1937 and this year will aid over 236,000

Foster Children and their families in more than 20 countries. We are

non-profit, non-sectarian, non-political, and respect the culture and religion

of the families we assist. Of course, your sponsorship is 100%

tax-deductible, and a detailed annual report and financial statement are

available on request.

Please don't wait.

you saw a helpless child on the street, you wouldn't

wait. You'd help that instant. Please don't wait now,

either Send in the coupon—or call toll-free 1-800-556-7918.

And achieve a small moral victory that can make a

big difference to a needy child.

lb start helping even faster, call toll-free:

1-800-556-7918
In R I caU 401-738-5600

_ „

_

——

^

Send to:

Kenneth H, Phillips, National Executive Director

Foster Parents Plan, Inc.

157 Plan Way, Warwick, RI 02887

I wish to become a Foster Parent to a: D Boy D Girl D Either

Age; D 6-8 D 9-11 D 12-14 D Any age 6-14

D wherever the need is greatest, or as indicated below:

D Africa D Egypt D Honduras D The Phihppines

DBohvia Dei Salvador D India D Thailand

n Colombia D Guatemala D Indonesia

D Enclosed is a check, for $22 for my first month's support of my Foster

Chdd. Please send me a photograph, case history, and complete Foster

Parent Sponsorship Kit.

D I am not yet sure if 1 want to become a Foster Parent, but I am inter-

ested. Please send me information about the child 1 would be sponsoring.

Within 15 days I will make my decision.

Foster Parents Plan?
It's the right thing to do.



Picnic a la

dauphine
The early ancestors of the dolphins and porpoises were land

mammals that returned to the sea some 20 million years ago.

The bottlenosed dolphin, commonly seen along the coasts of the

United States, reveals part of its distant past when it surfaces

twice each minute for a breath of air. But most of the

bottlenosed dolphin's life is spent beneath the surface, often in

pursuit of the fifteen or so pounds of fish it eats each day.

When they hunt, the dolphins send out a variety of whistles

and clicks to find fish by echolocation. They also communicate
with one another—each dolphin makes a distinctive sound that

enables the others to recognize it in dark or murky waters—as

they pursue and encircle schools of small fish.

Along the coast of Georgia and the Carolinas, bottlenosed

dolphins have learned a fishing technique, observed by local

fishermen and a few scientists, that briefly returns them to the
world of their early ancestors.

With precise timing, two or more dolphins herd a school of
fish toward a mud flat at low tide. The massive bodies of the
dolphins, which often weigh 300 to 400 pounds, push up a wave
that bursts onto the beach. Fish caught in the wave are stranded,
and the rush carries the dolphins out of the water. They roll to
the right, dig in a pectoral, and (see next page) snap up the fish,

as if they were pieces of popcorn. The dolphins seem clumsy out
of the water, appearing to us, perhaps, as swimming humans
must appear to them. After their picnic on the beach, the
dolphins slide back into their element and gracefully glide away.
These dolphins were photographed along the coast of South

Carolma near Hilton Head Island. —Alan P. Terms

Photographs by Peter Cram
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Brittlebush blooms on a hillside in the Sonoran Desert, left.

A blister beetlefeeds on the flowers, below.

Conjugal Chemistry
For a species ofblister beetle in Arizona's Sonoran Desert,

sex is an investment in time and toxins

by John Alcock

In the Sonoran Desert of southern Ari-

zona, ample winter rain has encouraged

the brittlebush to bloom with abandon.

Steep hillsides, in most seasons marked

only by the occasional giant saguaro cac-

tus and rocky outcrop, are covered with

yellow, daisylike flowers in the desert

spring. Cactus wrens call from the tops of

spiny chollas; their lugubrious "chug-

chug-chug-chug" carries to the tops of the

desert ridges from the plain hundreds of

feet below.

From one of the ridges, I watch a small

beetle cruise high above me, its black wing

covers raised in a V above its body. The

insect swoops down and zigzags in to

crash-land in a patch of brittlebush grow-

ing along the ridge. Like an insect Evel

Knievel, it is quickly on its feet again, and

scrambles through a cluster of brittlebush

flowers. The shrub the beetle has chosen

from among the hundreds growing on the

ridge is already occupied by several dozen

of its brilliant black-and-orange fellows.

No other nearby bush is similarly orna-

mented. The bush's occupants belong to

the species Lytta magister, in the family

Meloidae. Meloids are commonly known

as blister beetles.

The aggregated beetles, which are en-

joying an aesthetic feast of brittlebush

flower petals, are of all sizes, from slim

creatures about half an inch long to great

bloated animals four times as long and

fifteen times as heav)'. The degree of size

variation is unusually great in L. magister,

although there are still more extreme

cases, such as brentid beetles that vary in

weight by a factor of twenty-five. Many of

the beetles in the brittlebush are mating

even while gorging on yellow petals. Curi-

ously, the mating pairs appear to have

sorted themselves with some reference to

size. Small beetles tend to be coupled,



Like the three mating sets below, most ofthe beetlespair ojfaccording to size. During

copulation, which may last more than twenty-four hours, the male imparts sperm,

nutrients, and cantharidin, a toxic chemical usedfor defense, to thefemale. A mating

pair, right, continue toprocess brittlebushflowers.

medium-sized animals have paired off,

and large females with abdomens swollen

with huge ovaries are often linked to

equally massive males.

Despite the old saw that opposites at-

tract, nonrandom pairings within animal

species are far more likely to involve indi-

viduals with similar, rather than dissimi-

lar, attributes. The most common expres-

sion of this phenomenon is the pairing of

individuals of about the same size, or as it

is formally labeled, positive assortative

mating by body size. We know, for exam-

ple, that if a human male is unusually tall,

his wife is probably a taller-than-average

female. Conversely, short men often

marry relatively short women. Similar-

sized individuals pair off in a host of other

species, including certain snapping

shrimp, aquatic isopods, and even some

protozoans. L. magister is yet another ex-

ample of the same phenomenon. I mea-

sured body sizes of a large sample of mat-

ing pairs and statistically confirmed what

is obvious to even a casual observer—size-

matched pairs are more numerous than

mismatched couples.

The apparent selectivity in mate choice

in beetles raises an evolutionary point:

How does copulating with a partner of

similar dimensions promote reproductive

success? This question assumes that if in-

dividuals expend time and energy seeking

out mates similar to themselves and re-

jecting others, they must derive some
counterbalancing reproductive advantage

that will compensate them for their

choosiness. If not, natural selection would
surely favor individuals that conserved

their time and energy by accepting part-

ners without regard to body size or any
other attribute. The less choosy types

would, so the argument goes, be able to

convert their savings in time and energy
into more offspring, and over time their

genes would swamp those that fostered

assortative mating. But students of assor-

tative mating have had a hard time discov-

ering just what advantage individuals gain

by selecting mates of similar size. Con-
ducted with researchers Scott Snead and
Neil Hadley, my study of L magister's

behavior, the design of its reproductive

system, and the biochemistry of its tissues

has suggested an answer to the puzzle of

assortative mating in this species.

The natural history of the L. magister

blister beetle is still incompletely known,
but we can sketch the main features of its

life cycle. In certain portions of the Sono-
ran Desert, adults appear only in March
and April. The beetle is never common,
even in years when winter rains have
brought a profusion of its favored food
plants—the short-lived desert annuals and
brittlebush flowers. A random walk
through the desert almost never yields

even a single sighting. If, however, one

searches the mountain ridges that push up

from the desert flatland, an encounter

with the beetle is more likely. And when
one beetle is found, many others are sure

to be located nearby, because the animals

seek out the company of others on their

food plants at the tops of desert hills and

mountains.

The striking coloration of blister beetles

is a warning not to touch (or eat). Manhan-
dled beetles release droplets of hae-

molymph, or insect blood, from their leg
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joints. This sticky yellow fluid contains the!

chemical cantharidin, a thoroughly toxic

defensive substance that blisters human
skin—which explains the common name

f

of Lytta and its meloid relatives. When
|:

ingested, cantharidin severely irritates
|:

and damages the digestive and urogenital t

tracts. In the course of their investigations i;

of blister beetles, James Carrel, now of the i

University of Missouri, and Thomas :;

Eisner of Cornell University were origi-
1:

nally tempted to test the repellent proper-
:

ties of their subjects personally, but they

abandoned the idea after reading that in-

gested cantharidin causes erections

douloureuses et prolongees. Although

their decision to forgo a cantharidin taste i,

test was eminently sensible, other humans :

in the past have enthusiastically con-

-

sumed concoctions composed in part of n

dried and crushed blister beetles. The spe-
;:

cies of choice was L. vesicatoria, a com-

mon European blister beetle known as

Spanish fly, an entomological misnomer

that has persisted to the present. Spanish

fly, a supposed aphrodisiac and an ingredi- -

ent in "love potions," actually produces

urinary tract irritation, which some men
.

have confused with erotic stimulation.

Blister beetles produce cantharidin to

deter potential enemies, which range from
:

birds and small mammals to ants and
;

other predatory insects. Cantharidin
:

works well against ants, which recoil from
:

blister beetle haemolymph. Vertebrates,
;;

too, may find these insects repugnant, but

I have seen some species of flycatchers
.

snap them up and, after thoroughly r

pounding them on an ocotillo limb, eat
;

them. I have also found discarded wing v

covers and heads of eaten blister beetles

:

on the ground, where they had been dis- ^

membered, probably by a rodent. So al- ;:

though cantharidin may be an eff"ective
.:

antipredator device, it is not perfect.

I believe that the capacity of the beetle
.

to produce and use cantharidin as a defen-

sive weapon is the key to understanding

much of its mating and other social behav-

ior The fact that blister beetles gather
;

together in conspicuous clusters is surely

related to their noxious properties. Ten-

dencies to aggregate have evolved inde-

pendently in many other species of

brightly colored, toxic insects. When a

naive predator attacks a member of the

band, it will be quickly educated to the
.

realities of life and will immediately appl>
,

what it has learned to the other members -

of the aggregation. A blister beetle that

joins a feeding mass on a brittlebush will

be safer from predators. Thus a blistei

beetle is compensated for spending the

time and energy to locate a cluster of it;

fellow beetles.
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Once they have gathered together, the

lembers of a bHster beetle congregation

ive access to any number of potential

lates, and males take full advantage of

lis opportunity Whereas the primary

Dal of females in an aggregation appears

) be to eat as much as possible, males

;em to be motivated largely by the drive

) acquire a mate. A male goes from one

;male to the next, mounting each in turn

nd rhythmically stroking his consort's an-

;nnae. Females rarely respond to this dis-

lay, but instead calmly continue working

leir way through one flower petal after

nother. Occasionally, however, a female

iroves receptive and permits the male to

Duple with her. Harpoonlike barbs on the

"lale's aedeagus, or penis, help link the

lale and female firmly together for peri-

ds in excess of twenty-four hours. Not

lat they permit copulation to interfere

ith a good meal, for the two continue to

at and excrete for the duration of their

lating.

' Cantharidin comes into play during the

rolonged period of conjugal attachment,

'lale meloids have a large, multilobed

bdominal gland. This organ, known as

le accessory gland, provides substances

lat are passed to the female during copu-

iition as a spermatophore, a packet con-

tsting largely of sperm and protein sup-

lemented with other material. The

limale has a special sac associated with

er reproductive tract that receives the

bermatophoral materials. Among the

ubstances transferred from male to fe-

lale blister beetles is the chemical

lantharidin. Adult females of one Euro-

pean species of blister beetle cannot even

lanufacture the toxin themselves and

ave to obtain their entire supply of

antharidin from their mates, which are

ble to synthesize the toxin as adults. The

me involved in manufacturing and then

assing the chemical to a mate is probably

ne of the reasons for the length of copula-

ion in L. magister.

Females may use cantharidin trans-

srred from their mates for several pur-

ioses. They may extract the substance

rom the spermatophore and pass it to the

aemolymph for self-protection. Or, be-

ause females lay their eggs in the soil

j i /here the eggs are vulnerable to digging

nts and other insect predators, they may
ise male-donated cantharidin to coat the

ggs, making them ant proof, a hypothesis

:''ieing tested by Eisner and Carrel.

; When the eggs hatch, the first-stage

jub, or triungulin, is a minute but highly

: ctive larva with well-developed grasping

': :gs. The triungulin makes its way to a

I' lower where it sits and waits for a solitary

Miee to arrive. The triungulin then grasps
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the bee and hitches a ride back to the

host's nest. Deposited in a cell at the end of

the underground nest, the parasitic beetle

larva will destroy the bee's egg and eat the

nectar and pollen collected by the bee to

feed her offspring. A year later the aduh

blister beetle will emerge from the soil in

time to mate and contribute to a new gen-

eration of bee parasites.

The range of body sizes in the bUster

beetle is probably largely the product of

differences in the luck of the draw experi-

enced by triungulins. Some are carried to

the nests of bees that produced large

brood cells laden with food, while others

are transported to a meager food supply

and so grow up smaller than their well-fed

fellows. A large male, with his large acces-

sory gland, can supply large amounts of

cantharidin, and perhaps other useful sub-

stances, in the big spermatophore. He can

also make his contribution relatively

promptly, freeing the female to go about

her business with an ample cantharidin

supply for her personal protection or for

that of her eggs. Thus we can predict that

all females should prefer large males as

partners.

Males, too, probably prefer large fe-

males. The swollen abdomen of a female

bulges with ovaries filled with dozens or

even hundreds of eggs. The larger the fe-

male, the more numerous her eggs. Males

that mate with such females should secure

more egg fertilizations in return for their

investment of one to two days of copula-

tion and the donation of a cantharidin-rich

spermatophore. They can be expected to

leave more descendants than do less

discriminating males. Thus a preference

for large body size should be the norm for

the male population.

Because both males and females gain

by mating with as large a partner as possi-

ble, large individuals tend to pair off, leav-

ing medium beetle with medium beetle,

and small with small. Therefore our origi-

nal hypothesis, that there must be some

reproductive benefit in selecting a

matched mate, may not be correct. Posi-

tive assortative mating could suit blister

beetles, not because they gain by choosing

similar-sized partners, but because they

all possess the same preference for large-

ness, differing only in how closely they

themselves match the preferred standard.

If this is correct, we should find assorta-

tive mating in other species whose males

also vary in size (and spermatophoral do-

nation) and whose females vary in size

(and fecundity). Another Sonoran Desert

meloid, Tegrodera aloga, seems to meet

these conditions. It appears later in the

spring in bands that march across the

desert flatland eating the grasses and tiny

i



i.nnuals that begin to set seed at this time,

ivlales of 71 aloga run from female to

emale, courting each in turn in an elabo-

ate tete-a-tete. While the male faces the

emale, he repeatedly wraps his antennae

iround hers and draws them into two deep

;rooves on his head. Most females fail to

espond to this exotic courtship stimula-

ion, but enough do so that mating pairs

i:an be easily found in the huge aggrega-

jons of several thousand beetles that

,;ome together during the breeding season.

Measurements of mating pairs of this spe-

: ;:ies reveal absolutely no positive assorta-

: ive mating by body size.

This is unexpected, because males of

: ihis species do indeed offer their mates a

: arge, cantharidin-loaded spermatophore

ind both sexes vary substantially in body

ize. But there is one major difference

,)etween Lytta magister and Tegrodera

iloga that may hold the key to under-

itanding why only one of these species

; inates assortatively. Instead of spending

wenty-four to forty-eight hours mating, as

; '^ytta does, a male Tegrodera makes his

ipermatophoral donation in just four

lours. So even though males of both

1 neloids transfer large amounts of valu-

i ible cantharidin to their mates, it costs the

( nale Lytta more to provide the nuptial

l!
present. That cost is time, time that might

j;
,iave been used to find another receptive

II:
female during the male's short life. Be-

; ;ause a male Lytta requires one or two

;
lays per mating, he must fertilize as many

;, i;ggs per mating as possible. A large male

nay pass up a small receptive female to

: ;eek a large mate that can give him a

»i 'reater return for his relatively costly in-

ii /estment per copulation.

The comparison between the two

;i iTieloids suggests that conditions for assor-

.. ative mating in animals may be fairty

,
estrictive—not only must size variation

]!i
je related to variation in the male's capac-

1 ty to provide useful resources to a mate

ipj: out the cost of making the donation must

. ; DC considerable. Rigorous tests of this hy-

X: Dothesis would help illuminate an impor-

,; ant subject in behavioral ecology; we still

•: enow very little about the extent to which

;; nales and females choose carefully

ofimong potential mates within their spe-

liij|;ies. Even less is known about the factors

hat influence male choice when it occurs.

1 am confident that many cases of

liscriminating mate choice will eventu-

ally be found among the insects, particu-

ii
arly in species in which males transfer

jfi
iseful chemicals, along with their sperm,

.(! luring copulation. Having the "right

[i(
:hemistry" may well prove to be more

,. :han just a metaphor in the sexual life of

f Lytta magister and similar insects. D
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Celestial Events

April Is Not
the Cruelest Month
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The planets move decisively out of their

winter doldrums this month, significantly

improving their positions and their bright-

ness. Both morning and evening skies reap

the benefit, but morning has the edge as

Mars, Jupiter, and Saturn show off their

best. Saturn rises earliest, an hour or more

before midnight; Mars will rise slightly

more than two hours behind it; and Jupiter

just before dawn.

Toward sunrise later in the month, the

three are strung out impressively from the

east, where Jupiter is above the horizon;

through the south, where Mars adds its

color to Sagittarius; to the south-south-

west, where Saturn plays off its brightness

against the nearby ruddy Antares, of

Scorpius. Jupiter is clearly the brightest of

the three as the month begins, with noth-

ing in the sky to rival it. Mars and Saturn

are reasonably well matched. Mars's com-

ing opposition this summer is bringing the

earth and the planet closer together more

rapidly now, and the effect is beginning to

show in the brightening of Mars. At the

end of the month Mars is clearly brighter

than Saturn but still comes off a poor

second to Jupiter.

Comet Halley comes closest to the earth during this visit (39 million miles away) on
April 11. As the comet approaches, moves past, and then awayfrom the earth, our view

of it changes, as illustrated above. Seenfrom the earth on April 1, the comet is to the

sun 's right, placing it in the morning sky. By month 's end. the earth and the comet are

separating rapidly. The comet is then to the sun's left, placing it in the evening sky,

where it sets after sundown. The changing viewfrom the earth also makes the comet's

tail swing around the sky during the month.
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There is a respectable morning elonga-

tion of Mercury this month; it is not the

best but is still a welcome one. From

midmonth, when Mercury reaches its

greatest distance to the sun's right, the

planet brightens by a full magnitude, im-

proving the sight for those with clear, un-

obstructed eastern skies. Look very low to

the east at dawn in order to see it.

Venus is slowly increasing its easterly

elongation, making it easier to see low in

the west during evening twilight. And its

great brightness should make it a good

target for sky watchers this month.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

April 1 : Today's moon (last quarter at

The springSky
Map shows the sky

for the months

ofApril, May. and June

from latitude 40° north at

the evening hours given below. To
use the map, hold it vertically infront Oj

you with south (S) at the bottom and
match the lower halfofthe map with the

starsyou see whenyouface south. Asyou
face in other directions, roll the map to

bring the correspond! ig compass direc-

tion to the bottom. The stars move west

continuously during the night. By morn-

ing (before dawn), stars on the western

halfofthe map will have set, those on the



30 P.M., EST) rises an hour after mid-

ght, remains up until midmorning, and

en rises again about two hours after the

ny ends. It is in Sagittarius, not far from

iars, the bright, reddish object to its

Ihi.

April 2-8: Moonrise occurs later in the

orning each day, and the moon remains

nger in the daytime sky, as it wanes

eastern half

will have moved

into the west, and new

stars (those ofthefall eve-

nings) will have risen in the

east. The map represents the sky at

li about 2:00 A.M. on April 1 ; 1:00 A.M.

lit on April 1 5; midnight on April 30; 1 1:00

P.M. on May 15:10:00 P.M. on May 31:

«)0 PM. on June 1 5; and 8:00 P.M. on June

30. Add one hourfor daylight time. The

map can be usedfor an hour or more

before and after the times given.

through its crescent phase and moves

through Capricornus, Aquarius, and into

Pisces. It drifts past Jupiter, in Aquarius,

on the 5th, so it will be near the bright

planet on the 5th and 6th. Our last view of

the moon as a morning object should be on

the 8th.

April 7: Mercury is near the moon this

morning, but not yet at its best in the

morning sky. It will be much brighter to-

ward the end of the month.

April 9: New moon is at 1 :08 a.m., EST.

Today, the first of the year's four eclipses

occurs, a partial eclipse of the sun, visible

from Australia, New Zealand, and Papua

New Guinea.

April 10: Venus is slowly improving as

an evening star; you might be able to see it

in late twilight tonight just below the

lower "horn" of the slim crescent moon.

April 1 1 : Comet Halley passes nearest

the earth today at a distance of 39 million

miles. This is the second close approach

the comet makes during its 1985-86 ap-

pearance (the first was on November 28,

1985), but this one clearly favors viewers

at southerly locations, below 30° north

latitude.

April 13: The moon is farthest from the

earth (apogee) this morning. It will be up

as a crescent in Taurus after sundown, but

the stars of the Bull will be too dim and

low to see. Mercury is at greatest distance

to the sun's right (greatest westerly elon-

gation), placing it best as a morning star.

Its increasing brightness over the next two

weeks gives us a fair shot at seeing it.

April 16: Gemini and the moon are up

in the west when darkness falls.

April 17: First-quarter moon is at 5:35

A.M., EST.

April 18: The moon is just crossing the

border between Cancer and Leo.

April 19: Regulus, the Lion's brightest

star, is just below the moon.

April 20-23: Watch the moon pace off

the distance between Regulus and Spica,

the next bright star along its route. Spica

is about two and one-half hours east (to the

left) of Regulus, and it takes the moon

four days to cover the distance.

April 24: Full moon is at 7:46 a.m.,

EST, and the second eclipse of the year

takes place, close on the heels of the solar

eclipse two weeks ago. Where the full

moon is up, it will be seen passing through

the earth's shadow, causing a total lunar

eclipse. The beginning of the partial phase

occurs at 6:03 a.m., EST, after moonset in

the northeastern part of North America,

but it can be seen elsewhere. Total eclipse

(when the moon is fully immersed in

shadow) begins at 7:10 a.m., EST. Part of

totality can be seen in western states, and

the entire umbral eclipse is visible from
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> 96 Broad St., Guilford. CT 06437 .

parts of Alaska, Hawaii, and the Eastern

Hemisphere.

April 26: The star Antares, Saturn, and

the moon are in conjunction with one an-

other today, and they all rise together in

the east from about 9:00 p.m. on. Daylight

time begins tonight for communities that

make the change.

April 27-29: The waning moon should

help in finding Sagittarius as it slips

through the constellation on these nights.

It dips under Mars during the night of the

28th when both moon and planet are just

above the Archer's easily recognized "tea-

pot" of stars.

April 30: By the end of the month, the

moon is again at last-quarter phase, at

10:22 P.M., but it doesn't rise until after

1:00 A.M. on May 1, in Capricomus.

One More Chance
When choosing a title for this month's

comet story, I was tempted to call it "One

Last Chance." But then I remembered the

old line we used to see on gasoline stations

not too long ago: "Last Gas Before Park-

way," and the response of the guy who
opened up another station nearby: "Last

Gas Before the Last Gas Before the Park-

way!" So I thought I should find another

title. April will give us one more good

chance, but for very avid comet hunters,

with the right equipment and the deter-

mination, there will be another chance in

May and another in June, and if they are

especially well favored with equipment,

on into 1987 and 1988, and so on.

"One More Chance" is a compromise.

April is a month of opportunity for ordi-

nary Comet Halley watchers, and proba-

bly the last good one they will have. It

offers the best and the worst viewing con-

ditions during the comet's close approach

early in the month, depending on your

location; a very rare chance to see a comet
tail swinging around our sky as the comet
moves past the earth, and one more
chance at seeing it in the evening sky late

this month.

Although comet observation during

April favors Southern Hemisphere view-

ers, by month's end those in midnorthem
latitudes will enjoy a view about as good as

that of early January, but only for a few
days.

The best viewing in early April, when
Comet Halley makes its long-awaited

close approach to earth (39 million miles

away), is in the morning sky from the

tropics or near-tropics and the Southern

Hemisphere. The farther south you are,

the better, although once you get about 30

degrees south of the equator, going farther

won't make much difference. From south-

em Florida, for example, the comet can bi

seen only low in the south for an hour or sc

before dawn on April 5 or 6, but for Rio d(

Janeiro or Australia it will be well up ii

the sky from east through south to south

west from shortly after midnight unti

dawn. Even where the comet is so low tha

its fuzzy and brighter head is obscured b;

horizon haze, its tail might be seen curvinj

dimly up through the clearer and darke

sky above.

Clear, dark, moonless skies are a mus
(the morning moon will be a problem unti

the 4th), and it will be helpful to have i

good map of the comet's position amonj

the stars and to use wide-field binocular

(such as 7 X 50) for searching. For thosi

fortunates who enjoy these condition

from the right location, the comet's com;

(the glowing sphere of gas surrounding it

tiny nucleus) is bright enough to see wit!

the unaided eye, half the size of the ful

moon in binoculars, while the dimmer tai

can be traced out to a length at time

greater than that of the Big Dipper.

But all of this is lost to viewers in centre

and northern North America because th

comet is so far south of the equatorii

plane in early April that it can't dim
high enough in the sky during dark hour

to be seen. Only its tail, if we are lucb

stretching away to the south, may give

away. But for northern viewers, their tur

does come late in the month.

Two key dates in the April come

drama are worth remembering, the lit

and the 17th. On the 11th the comet i

nearest the earth, and on the 17th it b(

comes an evening object. The close aj

proach on the 1 1th offers most to viewei

in the southerly locations. The comet wi

be brightest on that date, even though il

tail will not be longest. As the earth an

the comet rush past each other at a con

bined speed of more than 1,000 miles pe

hour on April 1 1 , our perspective of th

tail changes rapidly. The tail will loo

longest in early April, and from then to th

end of the month, its direction in our sk

will swing around from northwest throug

north to northeast, even though it alwaj

flows away from the sun. Southerly viev

ers who can keep the comet in sigl

throughout most of the month will be abl

to see this effect nicely.

The comet's return to the evening sk

after the 1 7th follows its passage throug

opposition from the sun. The earth the

moves between sun and comet, offerir

northern viewers one more chance at "ev

ning sky" watching. Toward late Apri

the comet moves rapidly northwai

through the stars into familiar and moi

readily seen constellations in our northei

skies, keeping it above the horizon f(
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)nger hours during the night, and visible

om shortly after sundown on. Although

is moving rapidly away from the earth

nd sun by then, dimming and shrinking

otiCeably, it will be as bright or brighter,

nd its tail better displayed and longer,

lan when we saw it from the northern

lidlatitudes in December and January.

Comet Halley was an easy binocular

bject when last in our evening sky, and it

: again, late this month throughout the

United States. All you will need is a good

star map on which to locate its position,

good binoculars, and a little patience and

luck with the weather. Any clear evening

after the 25th or 26th (when the waning

moon leaves the early evening sky dark

enough) should be good. And April eve-

ning temperatures should be much more

conducive to patient comet searching than

they were on those chilly nights of Decem-

ber and January. D

The position ofComet Halley improves

for Northern Hemisphere viewers as the

object moves north throughfamiliar

constellations. The best viewing will be

from about April 25 through May 12

when the comet will be an evening object

and moonlight will not interfere with

binocular viewing. Southern observers

will have their best conditions before

dawnfrom about April 5 through

midmonth.

Almost as good as a bird in banc

,

cs:^^
Swiftfs Audubon and Osprey binoculars

incorporate lenses and prisms of the finest

center-pot Barium Crown glass, as well as a

unique coating on all lenses, providing squint-

free, sun-safe viewing. We think they're the

most outstanding birdwatching glasses made.

M R K • I I

754 OSFREY armored
7.5X.42 C.F. (367ft.)
29.5 oz. RLE. 517

804R AUDUBON
wide angle

8.5X.44 C.F. • (430 ft.)

29.5 oz • R.Lli 44.2

Swift Instruments Inc.
952 Dorchester Ave.
Boston MA 02125

P.O. Box 562
San Jose CA 95106

In Canada: Cosmantfc Assoc.

Islington. Ontario M9C IAS



Jh^MaH^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49tti

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Norttiwest Indian masks.

Graptiics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kacfiinas Navajo

rugs Box 5896, Sfierman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

rA?YRUS-
PHOtmX- Ancient Egyptian symbol of resur-

rection, colorfully painted on handmade

papyrus 5" X 7' ... $23. ppd, Lucilc frame add

$19. Check/Charge. BROCttURES; showing

gods, symtjols, 'Booh of the Dead' panels —
50«. • SUBSCRIF^IOn - $5. for full year

AnClEHT WORLD ARTS

50 W. 76 SI. • rtV 10023 • Dept. MB
p—Gallery open by appointment only

l«t

AtvlERICAN INDIAN Contemporary baskets/pottery,

artifact reproductions, jewelry, also liquid silver

Photos/Catalogs, $3 50 Box 73, St. Jotin, Indiana

46373

AUDUBON'S BIRDS Eleptiant folio "Amsterdam Edi-

tion" Large Selection Fine condition Free catalog.

Ctiaries River Prints, Inc 36 Riverside Drive. Waittiam,

MA 02154 (617) 893-7974.

INDONESIAN DANCE MASKS. $30-$90. request

ptiotos, ottier masks available, McCoy Imports, Lib-

erty, NY 12754

PRIMITIVE ARTS AND CRAFTS Amazon Indian Blow-

guns and ottier tiandicrafts Also a variety of nature

and ottier wildlife books Free Catalog, free gift witti

first order. Sun City Specialities. P.O. Box 5085, Sun

City Center, FL 33570

Books/Publications

FREE CATALOG of discount science and natur

books. Orptiic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd.. Suite 20C

Dept NH, Northndge, CA 91324

LAWRENCE BLOCK'S BOOKS FOR WRITERS. Tellin.

Lies for Fun & Profit, $8. Writing ttie Novel, $10, Affirmj

tions for Writers (tape), $12 All postpaid! Write Fc

Your Life, 3750 Estero #107, Ft. Meyers Beach, F

33931

NATURAL history books—The Old & Rare and Th

New Large Selection (many discounted 10%) also Fo

eign Field Guides. $2.00 for quarterly catalogues. Patr

cia Ledlie—Bookseller. Box 46N. Buckfeld. ME 0422

(207) 336-2969

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS. BARGAIN BOOKJ
2 000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton, Bo
15-Y, Fails Village, CT 06031

. !
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^RE, OUT-OF-PRINT natural history books. Free Cat-

ogs Marcher's Books, 6204 N. Vermont, Oklahoma
ty. OK 73112

1AVEL BOOKS FOR LESS Smart travelers buy
)oks first Nearly 1000 books, guides, maps dis-

lunted 10%, Free catalog. Places and People, Suite

)9C, 3661 No, Campbell, Tucson, AZ 85719, (602)
7-9620

ESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

Stale Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
'672(714)492-2976

amps

ILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS. D-ARROW. Boys & girls

M7 Canoe trips in Maine & Quebec. 4, 6 & 8 week
Jvenlures Challengir;g and safe Certified leader-

iip Small groups 30lh year. Wnte Claire & George
•arrow, HCR 68, Box 16(N), Cushing, Maine 04563 Tel

07)354-8128

Collectors' Items

BIRDS, FLOWERS, ANIMALS on postage stamps from
many countnes, 60 diff. $1.00. All three $2.65. George
Ford, PO Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL 33737

FREE Postage Stamps Catalogue, Shelron, Box 547N.
North Miami, FL 33161

Computers

BIRDING SOFTWARE New, Fun Learn birds by silhou-

ette flash Shorten field training time. Informative.

Great gift idea IBM-PC, $39.95. Best Inc., P.O. Box
1440, Waltham, MA 02254

Correspondence

MAKE FRIENDS WORLDWIDE through penpal club.

133,000 members. All ages. IPF-C, Box 65, Brooklyn,

NY 11229

PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make lasting friend-

ships through correspondence Send age, interests

Free reply Harmony, Box 37955NH, Phoenix, AZ 85069

Education

EAST/WEST MARINE BIOLOGY PROGRAM—College
students spend an academic year exploring 3 different

marine environments: coastal Oregon, Jamaica, New
England: taking courses. Scuba diving, conducting
field research Brochure Marine Science Center
Northeastern University, Nahant, MA 01908

Shools Marine Laboratory

INEXPENSIVE SCIENCE KITS tor inquisitive 10 to 16
year-olds, mailed monthly since 1940. $20 a year in

USA Gift card sent if requested Write for details

Things of Science, 819 Washington Crossing, New-
town, PA 18940

Salzburg
[nternational
Preparatory
School

A co-ed American boarding

school in Europe's most beau-

tiful city. Grades 8-12 & P.O.

Highest academic standards.

Advanced Placement courses.

Extensive travel, skiing, sports

and cultural excursions.

For catalog write : SIPS. Box 1

2

A-5020 Salzburg, tel. (662)84 4

telex 632476 saint a.

, Moosstr.i.-,sc 1(16

48-S, 846511,

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2,00. Australian International, Box
19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

U S Free details: EOV, P.O. Box 670, Walpole. NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3.00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado. Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings— All occupations' Free information! Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3115N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907, 1-303-630-7478 ex. 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings;

USA $7.00: Overseas $7 00 England, Japan, Saudi,

Australia $7 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA
02162

Financial

INVEST IN QUALITY Own a purebred Arabian horse.

Art in motion! Select mares/fillies available. Breeding,

show, performance quality Attractive tax advantages.
Management available Edgewood Arabians. Sanborn,
NY (716) 731-9420

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countnesi
Sampler: 4/$2.98 Free brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE-204, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS " Discover
largest selection of weird and unusual succulents

—

over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegates,

living stones, and oddballs Send $1.00 'Catalog of

Unusual Succulents, " Dept. 4—553 Buena Creek, San
Marcos, CA 92069

• Classic Design • All Redwood
• Easy Assembly •Matcfiing Love

Sea(,Footrest. Sidecar! & Table

• Send lor Free Catalog

Cypress Street Center
Dept. N, 350 Cypress SI.

Fort Bragg, CA 95437 • 707-964-4940

WILDFLOWER SEEDS FROM THE HOLYLAND—
Grow flowers from the fields where Jesus walked Four
packages $10 00 airmailed. The Center, Caspi Street

20, Jerusalem 1, Israel

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS' Many 1% original

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Direc-

tory"—$2 00 Disposal, Box 19107-RP, Washington,
DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

ADULT LEVEL GAMES Chance, Skill, Fun, Intriguing,

Rational, Compelling Free Information, Send: SASE.
Lexigraph Co , PO Box 789-J, Middletown, CA 95461

ANCIENT ART MOTIFS: Quality silk screened Archaeo-
logical T-shirts Free brochure KETACA, P.O. Box
8191, Portland, ME 04104

DINOSAURS' DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS' T-shirts,

Fossil Reproductions, Books, More! Free informative

catalog Saurus, Dept NH6, 530 South 4th East,

Cenlerville, UT 84014

JEWELRY BY EUROPEAN GOLDSMITH, For brochure
send SASE to: Marijn, 1615 Broadway #512, Oakland,

CA 94612

NEW! FUTURISTIC CATALOG. Space age gifts of sci-

ence and spirit. $1. Star Magic, 4026G 24th St., San
Francisco, CA 94114

SOLID GOLD 14K Ladies Bracelet, $14.00 postpaid-
Guaranteed Sent immediately Sunshine Gold, Box
1004, Miami, FL 33233-1004

TYRANNOSAURUS REX Authentic replica inflates to

54" X 30" Heavyweight vinyl construction with tncolor

details Guaranteed. Send $19.95 plus $1 00 shipping

each to: Sycamore Enterpnses, P.O. Box 905 (NH),

Pacifica, CA 94044

WOLF photos, notecards, postcards Free brochure,

lists J Lidle, PO Box 112, Clifton Heights, PA 19018



JlieMarl^t
Miscellaneous

DIAN FOSSEY remembered Tributes from around the

world to our friend and comrade fallen battling to save

tfie last mountain gorillas Free from International Pri-

mate Protection League, PO Box 766, Summerville,

SC 29484

FAMILY VACATIONS . . cabins witti fireplaces, ten-

nis, canoes, swimming, fistiing Brochure Loch Lyme
Lodge, Route 10, Lyme, NH 03768 (603) 795-2141

| V OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00 Sample Collec-

tors' Newsletter $2 50. Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH,

Fresno, CA 93755

t r'w t...i V

Red Cedar Closet Inserts

and decorative shelving

Call or write for

FREE catalog:

(615) 332-6673

Closet World
P.O. Box 937 • Hixson, TN 37343SSull*'^

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE~For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, seventy
countries worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1

,

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our U S Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co ,
Inc 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY

12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEIT2, B&L
Bushnell, Fujinon Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &
Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)
961-2542

Real Estate

FOUR PLUS secluded waterfront acres on undevel-
oped coral island near Key West All year water sports.

Adjacent to Audubon bird sanctuary $45,000 John
Thornton, 901 Jameson St , Sedro Wooiley, WA 98284
(206) 855-0451

GOVERNMENT LANDS . FROM $19/ACREi Home-
sites, campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyer's
Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands Box
19107-RP, Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

COZUMEL— Mexico's Mayan Island Canbbean. Fully

furnished pnvate homes with maid "Most awesome
diving in West. " Explore giant pyramids archaeological
day tnps. Car Andy Zimmerman, (212) 254-5623 632
E 14th St , New York. NY 10009

JAMAICA PRIVATE ESTATE, three Villas. Beautiful nat-
ural cove, saltwater pool Fully staffed, accommodates
2 to 10 Blue Harbour, c/o M Scott, P.O. Box 770
Questa, NM 87556 (505) 586-1244

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain
lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses; family
rates. American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake
NY 12864

BEAUTIFUL HAWAII CONDOMINIUMS. Free bro-
chures Paradise, 50 South Beretania, C207, Honolulu
96813. Toll free 1 (800) 367-5205

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Western Caribbean. Diving Maya Rums. Birds, Library.

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

veranda Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca-

bafias Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

CHRISTMAN'S WINDHAM HOUSE, Windham, NY
12496 a 250 acre country inn resort in the northern

Calskills. Reasonable rates. Golf, swimming, tennis,

recreation room, hiking, all on premises Family gather-

ings encouraged. May to October—Tel. (518) 734-

4230

DRAKES ANCHORAGE. BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS.

Only 30 special guests share this undiscovered private

island Charming cottages, luxurious oceanfront villas,

lovely secluded beaches, gourmet restaurant, superb

diving and snorkeling The complete escape. Inns of

the Caribbean 1-800-845-9504

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboato. two

masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

tennis Wnte for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log cabins, excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia, Canada

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-

stone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack

trips All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Living-

ston, MT 59047 Tel (406) 222-0570

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL YACHT TRIP along the coast of Turkey

or Yugoslavia. An escorted, 12-day mosaic of history

and hedonism ROW, Rt 12 Box 854A-N, Spokane, WA
99223 (509) 534-2024

A BEST BUY: BELIZE! Mayan rums, mountain water-

falls, jungles thick with wildlife Dive, fish hemisphere's

largest barrier reef Explore Belize with small group

and expert guides MayaVentures, PO Box 2381 -N,

Gainesville, FL 32602 (800) 344-MAYA, Flonda (904)

372-5169

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA. GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists Kenya and Tanzania safaris

Rwanda mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba 80 page color catalog, send $2 for 1st Class
Mail, 3rd Class free Free color catalog Wilderness

Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707
(415)524-5111

ffIMALAYAN

lalayan Excursions offers a '.vide variety of treks

r rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of Nepal
brochure please write or cable

AFRICAN SAFARI ADVENTURES— Walking, camping,
lodge-Fcampmg, Mount Kenya, special "Out of Af-

rica," safari. From $1995, 18 days including air. Plus
exclusive photographic workshops led by top profes-

sional photographers Write: Voyagers. NH4, Box 915.
Ithaca. NY 14851

AFRICAN TRAVEL—STUDY SAFARIS Educationally
oriented, owner operated, escorted tented camping/
luxury lodges. Kenya. Tanzania. Southern Africa. Rte
2/Box 732, Bethel, Vermont 05032 (802) 234-5637

ALASKA, ALEUTIAN ISLANDS A rare opportunity for

the Naturalist. Marine Mammals Archaeological Sites,
Flora, Volcanoes, Exceptional Birding, Small Groups.
For brochure contact Aleutian Experience Tours. 3400
Kvichak Circle. Anchorage, Alaska 99515 (907)
522-1323

ALASKA HUMPBACK WHALES AND ORCAS Baja t'

California and Galapagos Islands We have provided ^

outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips for over [

15 years Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Drive, f

McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178 f

ALASKA natural history expeditions 1 2 days in July to t

Denali Parks by train and raft. Backpack with wildlife
i-

ologist/naturalist to study and foto nature. Gourmet
meals Wenger. 2900 Boniface, Suite 602, Anchorage.
AK 99504 (907) 337-6283

ALASKA 6/12-27/86. Special itinerary: Inside Passage,
Glacier Bay. Denali, Arctic Pribilofs optional. Princeton

Nature Tours. 282 Western Way. Princeton, NJ 08540

(609) 683-1 1 1

1

ALASKA'S TREKS n' VOYAGES. Sea kayak rentals/

Instruction/Tours in Kenai Fjords Mountain adventure/

Nature hikes/Wild scenic river trips throughout Alas-

ka s Parklands Box 625N, Seward, AK 99664 (907)

224-3960. 288-3610

ALLAGASH Canoe Trips, Maine! Canada! Wilderness!

Wildlife! Guided adventures for teens, adults, families.

Box 713H. Greenville. ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

SAIL A SCHOONER
to the SAN JUANS, VICTORIA and CANADA.
ENJOY marine life, art and photography
EXPLORE islands, bays and sounds
EXPERIENCE a unique sailing vacation.

Brochure Island Adventures

PACIFIC CLIPPER CRUISES
P.O. Box 243. Port Townsend, WA 98368

Phone: (206) 385-5885

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise.'

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or foui

weeks. Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783F
Clitfside Dnve, Akron, OH 44313

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, P/i

19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs fealur'

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana,
dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $79S
including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sighl -

seeing, small groups, adventure and more! Write foi

brochure.

AMAZON EXPEDITIONS—Experience Jungle luinc

with Nomadic Indian Tribes. High Adventure. Box 2855
Port Charlotte. FL 33952

ARTIC WATERWAYS invites you to join us in an aaven
lure you never thought possible! Float the Coppermmel:
River— like a jewel, glistening in the midnight sun o
Canada's N W Territones! The tundra, far above the

Arctic Circle, awaits with its flora and wildlife for you tc

see and photograph' Peek into the eyries of falconj

and eagles, or fish for arctic char and grayling in teem
ing waters! Large, safe inflatables! No motors! Skillec

guides! Small groups! Sex and age are no barrier. Gooc
health and a real love of the outdoors are the onlj

prerequisites! Two week tnps July & August. More
remote tnps also available Arctic Watenways, Inc

Stevensville, Ontano, Canada LOS ISO ph. (416) 382
3882 Our 1 1th Year on the Coppermine!

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of smal
group tours. 17 days birdmg Far North Queenslanc
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour

55 Guide St . Clifton Beach 4871 Old. Australia

BIKE FRANCE WALK BRITAIN Exciting hassle-fre«

tours for the novice or the enthusiast For youi fres

brochure call or .vrite Travac Tours. 1275 Carling Ave
nue. Ottawa Ontario. Canada K1Z 7L3 (613) 728 193^

BRITISH COLUMBIA^-explore one of the most excitinc

areas of Canada with qualified naturalists. We'll gc

hiking in the mountains, visit alpine meadows, identify

birds and much more Our goal is to provide you with

;

high quality nature experience For free brochure anc

informatior .vrite or call Hummingbird Nature Tours
13738-232nd St , Maple Ridge, BC, Canada V2X 6V:
(604)467-9219
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i.NOE CANADA'S ARCTIC Remote 7-19 days flyin

noe expeditions in the heart of North America's last

oat wilderness—the tundra and taiga of Canada's

1 rlhwesi Terrilones Photograph caribou herds.

• lie wolves, muskoxen, moose, grizzlies, rich birdlife

; ectacular fishing Groups of 6 to 8 persons assem-

hd and guided by Alex Hall, wildlife biologist and

'leran arctic canoeing guide Can accommodate a

I iled number with no previous canoeing experience

iir 12th year of operation. For brochure write Canoe
,;lic Inc Box 130C. Fort Smith. NW.T, Canada. X03
10

OLORADO CAMERA-ELK TRIPS Wilderness horse

|ck trips into pnme elk habitat Excellent opportuni-

s to photograph bugling elk. Uncompahgre Fur

impany. Box 935, Delta, CO 81416 1-800-423-1574

I
CO 872-2566)

OLORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
: mmer horse pack thps. Fall color rides, and Camera-

I; trips Uncompahgre Fur Company, Box 935, Delta,

81416 1-800 423-1574 (in CO 872-2566)

LST AFRICAN GEOLOGIC & WILDLIFE SAFARI fea-

ing Koobi Fora with Richard Leakey, Olduvai Gorge
.vlary Leakey July 24-August 12, 1986. A once-in-a-

'time 2.000 mile educational holiday adventure in the

iid of the Serengeti. the tvlara. Ngorongoro Crater.

.Tboseli plus Mombasa Personally meet Richard

akey al Koobi Fora, and Mary Leakey in Nairobi

ider the knowledgeable leadership of Christopher J,

huberth, Geologist and Curator of Education. Illinois

ate Museum. Springfield. IL 62706 (217) 782-5955.

ill or write for brochures & information

SlIQUEDESTINATIONS
The SAHARA desert, guided by 'Hiareg nomads

iirds in the PANTANAL, penguins in PATAGONM
freks: ECUADOR, MALI, MOROCCO, THAILAND,

INDIA, N. YEMEN, TURKEY, CRETE.

i';UADOR EL DORADO ADVENTURE!" For itinerary

spectacular July archaeological tour plus details

lie Mexi-Mayan. 2216 W 112th Street. Chicago, IL

643

i;hilAHATION and EDUCATION—Alaska. Oregon.

3ho Accredited natural history river expeditions.

vitzerland, Tahiti, Nepal, Japan, International Walk-

louts Our 14lh season! Free catalogue Wilderness/

ver Journeys, PO Box 807-NH1, Bolinas, CA 94924
15)868-1836

(PERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

mping safari through Kenya or Tanzania. From
50 00 1- airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs. Also

'lulh AInca, EgypI, Botswana, more. Free 12 page
lor brochure US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

jneers in Afncan adventure travel Himalayan Travel,

ix 481 NH. Greenwich. CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

ALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666

j ;luding airfare 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

uador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

, ;ph Colley. Last. Inc 43 Millstone Road,
indallslown, MD 21 133 (301 ) 922-31 16

GALAPAGOS
you, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist wiii sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCH IFLOHTS 41 5-*35-4622

1606nd Juanita.Tiburon.CA 94920

WAII— Led by Dr Douglas Pratt, illustrator/aulhor

the field guide to the birds of Hawaii Departures in

jgust, September, November Voyagers, NH4, Box
5, llhaca, NY 14851

GH ADVENTURE WILDERNESS & RURAL TRIPS—
England Alaska, Canada Hike, canoe, observe

rds, wildlife Blue Whale research. Canoe between
rmoni inns High Adventure, Inc., Box 771N, Sims-

iry,CT 06070 (203) 651-3989

HISTORIC GETTYSBURG "Your Friend in Pennsyl-

vania " Free 40-page Booklet Travel Council, Dept,

612. 35 Carlisle Street. Gettysburg. PA 17325

IDAHO RIVER TRIPS! The famous Snake through Hells

Canyon, the legendary Salmon, remote Owyhee or wild

Lochsa! Brochure: ROW. Rt 12 Box 854A-N, Spokane.
WA 99223 (509) 534 2024

INTO THE HEART OF BORNEO Orangutans. Mount
Kinabalu. longhouse overnights, and much more. De-
partures in July. August, September Voyagers, NH4,
Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

JAPAN ART, ARCHITECTURE, FOLKART TOUR 21

days, October 20 November 9. Exquisite temples, gar-

dens. Shinto shrines. Shogun castles, colossal Bud-
dhas, museums, pottery village, Amu Village in Hok-

kaido, Tokyo, Kamakura, Kyoto, Ise, Nara. Sapporo.
Sounkyo Gorge. Lake Toya cruise Expert guiding: lim-

ited size group Brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours, Dept N, 131 Davenport (Ridge Lane, Stamford,

CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

KENYA & TANZANIA 8/13-9/4/86. Unique itinerary in-

cludes best of both countries Pnnceton Nature Tours,

282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years

experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

NATURAL & CULTURAL HISTORY TOURS: China, Ja-

pan, Greece, Iceland, New Zealand, Scotland, Nepal,

Kenya, Indonesia 1-800-547-7400 Ext 12

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking lours. Hike

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Greal Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

ORANGUTANS, macaques, other wildlife at research

station in Sumatra Groups of twelve with anthropolo-

gist and Director of station Visit Singapore, Malaysia,

Indonesia- Orangutans, Box 590, Cave Creek, AZ
85331

PERU ADVENTURES: Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland

expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-

sions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated

brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTIRE VACATION

Hi/Jcnicii Expcdilii

nun 342-36MI

W. Roanoke, Virginia

PERU. Andes/Amazonas Explore Remote Ruins Chal-

lenging Private Expedition Not (Vlachu Picchu Box

1609, CA 95061 (408) 458-0431

RIVER TRIPS EMPHASIZING NATURAL HISTORY—
Alaska, Utah & Arizona— Explore America's most in-

credible outdoor museums in the company of profes-

sional naturalists, biologists, geologists and anthropol-

ogists Fully outfitted and professionally guided

expeditions for all age groups and expenence levels

Our reputation for excellence is our most valued asset.

Colorado River & Trail Expeditions, Inc
,
P Box 7575

NH, Salt Lake City, Utah 84107-7575 (801) 261-1789

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE Solomon Sea

Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger, Alaska's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' bngantine

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips Nor-

wegian fjords and Aictic Ocean. Hawaii 80 page color

catalog, send $2 for 1 st Class Mail. 3rd Class free Free

color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-NB Solano Ave-

nue Berkeley. CA 94707 (415) 524 51 1

1

SPERM WHALES! 3 day offshore adventures for the

whales, dolphins, seabirds of the North Atlantic Each

1985 trip saw 11 cetacean species! Expert guides,

comfortable boats, extraordinary wildlife. $450. Seafar-

ers Expeditions. 96 Harlow St . Suite D-B6, Bangor. ME
04401 (207) 942-7942

TREKKING ADVENTURES Nepal. India. Europe. East-

Africa New Zealand. Australia. Folkways International

Trekking—Call 800-547-7400

India

& Nepal
mammals Explorations of remote Briutan

Sikk.m Ladakh and tropical Sn Lanka 10

10 35 day programs from S670 00 - airfare

Free Brochures

HiwaIavjam TtavcI. Imc.
PO Box 4ei-NH
Greenvi/ich CI 06830
(203) 622-0068 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

VAN CAMPING SAFARIS Southeastern Archaeology,

Anthropology. Ecology, Geology. Learning Adven-

tures. 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005 (702)

293-5758

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures,Featuring

the Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruises/

expeditions to Australia. Baja. Alaska. Sea of Cortez.

Galapagos. Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Center.

3929 Piedmont Avenue. Oakland. CA 94611 (415)

654-6621

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS—Maine/Canada Small

parties personally guided/instructed. Incredibly varied

wildlife Kalahdin Outfitters. Box 34N, Millinocket, ME
04402 (207) 723-5700

BATS ARE BEAUTIFUL' Everything you always

wanted to know about bats Jack Schmidling Produc-

tions. 4501 Moody. Chicago. 60630 (312) 685-1878

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video. Breathtaking music. Critically ac-

claimed. Details Free. Beerger Productions. 3217 V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

ISRAEL "The Holy Land, 5,000 Years, An Incredible

Journey," $29,95 -I- $3 shipping. Specify VHS or Beta.

VideoQuest. PO. Box 1515. Radio City Station, NY, NY
10101

VIDEO TRANSFER Protect your treasured memories.

Convert your slides, movies, photos and negatives

onto VHS or Beta Video cassette Call or write for

details City Camera Exchange, 5 John Street. NY. NY
10038(212)349-2956

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75 per word. 1 6 word ($44) minimum D;sp/ayc/ass/'-

lied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rales are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts All advertisements are accepted al NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay-

able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79th St.,

New York. NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1) Camera ready art is required for display ads A
learsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication



NATURAL
HISTORYMembers' Market

NATURAL HISTORY Magazine offers members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional

information. To obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card

corresponding to the numbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although

each advertiser has assured us that it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so.

Furthermore, the listing of an advertiser does not constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American Museum of

Natural History or NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

1. American Canadian Line, Tnc. 1 2-day cruises

from N.E. to far north Quebec Fjord via inland

waterways. Also, 3-night Weekend Island Hops

to Cape Islands & Newport. Spring-Fall

Intracoastal Cruises N.E. to Fla. Call 1-800-

556-7450 or write to us at RO. Box 368, Dept.

N, Warren, RI 02885

2. American Museum of Natural History/Dis-

covery Tours. Discover Alaska Cruises. Western

Mediterranean Odyssey. Caribbean Christmas

Aboard Sea Cloud. Explore fascinating wildlife

and cultural areas with Museum experts aboard

the world's highest rated luxury liner, small pas-

senger cruise vessel, and sailing ship. Send for

free information on these voyages and many
other exciting adventures.

3. American Museum of Natural History.

Members" Book Program. Fine natural history,

science, and anthropology books at 10% to 50%
off publishers' prices. Limited editions, chil-

dren's books, new and classical books, many
subjects. Send for free catalog.

4. American Museum of Natural History. The
Museum's new edition of Audubon's six most
celebrated engravings, struck by hand directly

from the original Havell copperplates using the

traditional techniques. Edition limited to 125

portfolios world wide. At the time of writing

some still available. $30,000 per portfolio.

5. American Museum of Natural History/

Membership. Benefits include 1 2 issues of Natu-
ral History and a membership card entitling

bearer to free museum admission, discounts at

the museum shop, Naturemax, our restaurant,

car rentals and much more. Makes a great gift.

Send for free brochure.

6. Bahama Family Islands/Promotion Board.
Complete information on all of the Bahama
Family Island resorts: including locations, activ-

ities, rates, etc. Free brochure.

7. Banana Republic. Authentic, classic, com-
fortable travel and safari clothing in natural

fabrics for men and women. Bush jackets, safari

bags, multi-pocketed vests and unique sweaters.

Send for catalog.

8. Barnes & Noble. Unique catalog from the

"world's largest bookstore" offering book bar-

gains in every' category, records & tapes, video-

cassettes, and desk accessories, with savings up

to 80% off original prices.

9. Britain/Northwest Orient Airlines. See Scot-

land with a Northwest Orient Airlines' tour.

Send for free color brochures: "Britain for all

Seasons" and Northwest Orient's "Escorted

and Fly/Drive Tours of Scotland."

10. Britain Via BritRail. The BritRail Pass is a

great way to see Britain. Send for free, full-color

"Go BritRail" brochure.

IL Caligo Ventures. Africa, Australia and the

Asa Wright Nature Centre in Trinidad. Three

classic birding and natural history destinations.

Free color brochures.

12. Delta Queen Steamboat Co. Steamboatin

the last great American adventure. ... 2-11

nights cruises on the Mississippi and Ohio riv-

ers. Free 64 page brochure. Call 1-800-543-

1949.

13. Deva. Deva handcrafts a unique collection

of simply elegant clothes for men and women

—

all of lushly textured pure cotton. Comfort,

durability and gentle prices keynote our collec-

tion. Free catalogue and swatches.

14. Europabus Overseas. Explore Europe with

Europabus. Choose from over 40 escorted tours

featuring 19 countries. Create your own multi-

country itinerary with Eurail connections. Send
for free brochure.

15. Geo Expeditions. Natural history and cul-

tural trips worldwide, including Tanzania, Ke-
nya, Rwanda, the Galapagos Islands, India and
Indonesia.

16. International Expeditions. Explore the nat-

ural history of the world's wild places: Africa,

Amazon, Galapagos Islands, Australia and
more. For free brochure call 1-800-633-4734.

17. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines & KLR Inter-

national. KLM Royal Dutch Airlines & KLR
International let you explore Africa your way.

. . . from the adventurous to the luxurious. Send
for your free African Safaris brochure.

18. Little, Brown. Ask for more information on
The Living Planet and other nature titles pub-
lished by Little, Brown.

19. Lufthansa German Airlines. Send for free

copy of our summer 1986 Lufthansa Holiday

Collection Brochure. Over 80 pages of selected

vacations to choose from.

20. Nature Expeditions International. Special-

ists in wildlife, natural history and cultural expe-

ditions worldwide, combining adventure, learn-

ing and vacation. Expert leaders, small groups.

Free color brochure.

21. NightStar. NightStar is the only star map
that shows you the night sky from horizon any-

where on Earth. Handbook and accessories in-

cluded.

22. Nova Scotia Tourism. Your Nova Scotia

Vacation Guide is 250 (8" X 10") fact-packed

pages. Where to stay. What to see and do.

Where to eat. Includes: nine full color fold-out

maps, 1 14 strip maps. Keep it with you.

23. Orphic Books. Free catalog of discount sci-

ence and nature books.

24. Pacific Delight Tours. China Experience®

1 986— 1 7-25 day fully escorted tours to unusual

China: Tibet, Yangtze River or Grand Canal
cruise, Inner Mongolia. Plus Golden Route cit-

25. Swan Hellenic/Exprinter. See the world

through an educated eye. Over 140 departures

on 6 continents bring you the art treasures of the

world. Free 100 page brochure.

26. Swift Instruments. Colorful, fact-filled bro-

chures are available for all Swift products in-

cluding high performance binoculars, refracting

and reflecting telescopes, spotting scopes and
weather instruments.

27. Wilderness Travel. Leading specialist in

wildlife and natural history tours around the

world. Over 75 trips, 200 departures year-round.

Free color catalog describes Galapagos, Africa,

Amazon, Asia, much more.

28. Zambia Airways. Photo safaris through

Zambia's game preserves and National Parks,

by foot or in open Land Rover. Tours include

Victoria Falls. Free brochures on tour packages

and departure dates.
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The Living Museum

Mew Life from Neblina
holographs by Robert Noonan

In the rain forest along the Brazihan-

; ';nezuelan border, a system of "table-

,
(p" mountains is all that remains of an

iicient plateau. One such mountain,

(;rro de la Neblina, rises 9,000 feet above

le surrounding jungle floor and is called

,le Mountain of the Mists because a

cnse cloud cover frequently obscures its

):aks. Since 1984, Neblina has been the

ibject of an exhaustive floral and faunal

iiirvey sponsored by Venezuela's Founda-

4)n for the Development of the Physical,

Mathematical, and Natural Sciences. Re-

search teams, including scientists from

the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, the Smithsonian Institution, the

New York Botanical Garden, and the

Field Museum of Natural History, and

funded in part by the National Science

Foundation, have returned from the field

with thousands of specimens, many of

them previously unknown to science.

Pictured here are three of the life-forms

that inhabit Neblina. The ancestors of

these and perhaps thousands of others col-

lected there may date back to the time

when the mountains were one large pla-

teau. As the plateau eroded, the moun-

tains became separate ecosystems, inde-

pendent of the surrounding rain forest. By

comparing the species found on Neblina

with their better-known relatives, scien-

tists hope to learn more about the evolu-

tionary and geologic history of the Moun-
tain of the Mists.

MarshallSchwartzman

This inch-long

blackfrog

represents an

entirely new genus,

tentativelyplaced

in thefamily

Leptodactylidae by

itsfinder, Roy
McDiarmidofthe
U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service.

This specimen was

found nesting under

wet moss beside a

boulder.

McDiarmidfound
eight others in an

adjacent boggy

meadow. Once the

frog has been

identified and

named, one

individual will be

chosen as the "type

specimen," the

standard of
referencefor all

future study ofthis

species.



100^ Cotton

BUSHvest $39
A waLfcLng desk with a drawer for

everything. Our multi-pocketed Bush
Vest is made of worldly-wise pre-

washed 100% cotton, already broken
in for comfort and the look of an
old hand weU-versed in the lore of

the road.

Send Check. Visa, Amex, M/C, DC to 224 Grant Avenue,

Dept. B84, EG, Box 7347. San Francisco. CA. 94120

Add tZ 00 for Shipping. Add CA, NY, TX Sales Tax.

Order Toll-Free 1-800-S27-5S00

PHOTOGRAPH
THE POLAR BEARS!

Leaders like renowned
wildlife photographer

DAN GURAVIGH
make ours the best

polar bear trips available.

Plus, only we offer

the opportunity to

CAMP with the BEARS!

VICTOR EMANUEL
PHOTO SAFARIS

P.O. BOX 33008. DEPT. N
AUSTIN, TEXAS 78764, 512/477-5091
PLEASE SEND ME YOUR I986 BROCHURE
AND MORE INFO ABOUT POLAR BEARS.

Another new genusfound at Neblina is a

catfish, discovered in a river near the base

ofthe mountain. Entomologist Paul

Spongier ofthe Smithsonian Institution

inadvertently captured this specimen with

a net while lookingfor water beetles. The

"beard" on thefish 's snout has never

before been seen on a catfish, according to

Carl Ferraris, an American Museum
ichthyologist who originally identified

thefish. Because neither Ferraris nor any

other scientist has been able to observe the

fish in its natural habitat, thefunction of

this beard is as yet unknown. It occurs

only in adult males, and Ferraris says it

may have something to do with courtship

or mating.
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In a rotting log near the base camp,

scientists collected a specimen already

familiar to science: a parasitic,

carnivorousfungus, which had invaded

the larva ofa click beetle. According to

Roy Hailing ofthe New York Botanical

Garden, who collected this specimen, the

larva ingests thefungal spores along with

other organic material on which itfeeds.

Once inside, the spores germinate and

attack the larva, using its body asfood

and eventually killing it. In this photo, the

fungus has consumed the entire larva

exceptfor the outer shell. The vertical

sprouts contain thefungus's reproductive

organs; the wind will disperse the spores

produced at the tips.

From Europe . . . The Ultimate in

HISTORICSHIP
MODEL KITS.

Plank-on-frame Construction .

World famous kits from Artesania

Latina, Mamoli, Mantua/Sergal and

more; large, magnificent replicas

(many over 4 feet long!) with beautiful

walnut and mafiogany planking, fit-

tings and details exquisitely cast in

bronze, brass and rare fiardwoods.

Large scale plans, step-by-step in-

structions, all materials included.

Send for 88-pg. full-color catalog

only $1,00

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

MODEL EXPO, INC. Dept NH-46S
23 Just Road. Fairfield. N,J, 07007

Please send me a full color ship model catalog.

$1.00 is enclosed.

Name _

Address.

City __
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NAIURAL
HISnCM^
T-SHIRTS

TYRANNOSAURUSREX
(Blue & Gold)

TIGER
(Red & White)

King of the dinosaurs or a
ferocious tiger on a top quality

50% cotton - 50% polyester t-

sfiirt. Eitfier one is great as a gift

or for yourself. Members save
25% so order yours today!

Natural History T-Shirt
Central Park West at 79th St,

New York, NY 1 0024

Members $7,50 Non-members $9 50
Sizes: Adults, M,L, XL

Boys/Girls 10-12, 14-16

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt

Quantity Size $

Tiger T-Shirt

Quantity -Size-

Postage and Handling
Tax (if applicable)
NY Slate residents add 8%% lax

Total Enclosed

$1-75

STATE

g Make check or money order payable to Amen
g Museum of Natural History. Allow 4-6 weeks
a for delivery,

fc._=,„ -=—«»„„^„„„„
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LUXURY YACHT
CHARTERS

TURKEY
and the
AEGEAN

Cruise the exotic Ibrkish coast

and tlie islands of the Aegean... Enjoy
the beauty and explore history

and culture in total comfort aboard a
pidfcssionally-crewed sailing yacht.

lA't Ventura arrange a vacation you'll

always remember For complete
information, call:

VENTURA YACHTS
Sand'.s Point Seaplane Ba.so

Piirt Washington, NY IKBO
TOLL-FREE 1-800-64.5-6308

(111 NcNV V.irk. .-116-944-84L5) .^jtOrk

NaturallslandHide

LITTLE ST
SIMONS ISLAND

B

A secluded, unspoiled island.

dmg, beachcombing, fishing, hikinE, horseback

iding or relaxing on a secluded 10.000 acre island with

ies of unspoiled beaches, forests, marshes, ponds, and over

species of birds. Never more than 25 guests at a time.

cellent food and charming accommodationf Professional

turalists on staff. Get away from the crowds on one of

Tierica's most beautiful islands.

P.O. Box 107S N
St. SimonsIs.,GA 31522 UTnj: ST. t

Ph,.ne(9l2)638.7472 SIMONS ISAND

CHINA
TIBET & ORIENT^
EXPERIENCE THE
UNUSUAL & EXCITING

1986 Exclusive tours include:

ARCHAEOLOGY (21 Days)

(30URMET TOUR (23 Days)

WATER FESTIVAL (23 Days)

SILK ROUTE (21 Days)

5 TIBET ITINERARIES
leaturing Nepal and

Kathmandu

-^^ KaOFENG
-^4 TOGRS
^W IS Mercer SI. • Suite lOINH • ^ew Vori!. NY 1001.)

CaU loll Tree 800-U3-TOIIR (eicepl HI & Alaska)

IW (2121 219-8383 • CA 800-821-8177 (eicepl SF) 415.982-0490

Bagel Cutter
Our bagel cutter

makes it easy to

obtain perfect

bagel halves.

Hand crafted from^
domestic Red
Oak.

SI499
SI999
with knife OakD^iron
ORDER TOLL-FREE 1-800-356-Sa32, Ext. 236.
;in Wisconsin call 1-800-362-6060, Ext. 236).
'lie. VISA or Am. Exp. ORDER BY MAIL: credit card
or ctieck. Send to; Oak & Iron, Dept 236, 2700
commerce St., La Crosse, wi 5a60l. Ship &
Hdlg.. S3.00 each. Money buck guarantee.

At the

American
Museum
Caribbean Month

April is Caribbean Month at the Amer
lean Museum. Each weekend the Peopli

Center will feature activities on Carib

bean themes. For a complete list of activi

tiescall(212)873-1300, ext. 514orwrit
for a free flier to Caribbean Month, De

partment of Education, American Mu
seum of Natural History, 79th Street a

Central Park West, New York, New Yorl

10024.

Symphony of Steel

On Thursday, April 10, at 7:30 p.m

symphonic steel orchestra, composed
twelve family members, will fill the Mail

Auditorium with the melodious sounds o

the Caribbean "pans" (steel drums). Th
family's drums were designed and bull

by Herman "Rock" Johnston, founde

and leader of the group. Johnston ha

shaped and tempered thirty-six metal pei

cussion instruments, until each produces

different note. This wide range of note i

and tones allows the group to play ever) 11

thing from Calypso rhythms to hymn!
modern pop songs, and selections fror 11

Handel's Messiah. For additional ir

formation about this free program ca

(212)873-1300, ext. 514.

Dances of China

Colorful costumes and music from di:

ferent time periods will highlight a let^

ture/demonstration of traditional an

contemporary Chinese dances on Sunda
April 6, when the Young Dancers perfon e

at the Museum. Members of the troup

will narrate the dances in both Englis a

and Chinese. Dances of China is free an n

will take place at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m. in th J

Kaufmann Theater. For additional ii

formation call (212) 873-1300, ext. 559

idi

The Song of Songs

The Song of Songs, ascribed to Kin i

Solomon, is both a sacred religious te;

and a cycle of love poems. It has been r b

cited and revered for more than 2,0C

years. On Thursday, April 1 0, storytell

Diane Wolkstein brings these anciei

words of love and lamentation to life

she performs her own translation from tl

Hebrew. The program is $6.00 for mer i<

bers and $10.00 for nonmembers and w
take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Kaufmar
Theater. Tickets must be ordered in a^

vance. For additional information C£

(212) 873-1327.

Jews of Yemen
In a documentary to be shown

(Jd

Thursday, April 17, Johanna Spect-



t i.es the viewer on a journey in time from

ti marriage of the Queen of Sheba and

Kig Solomon, to the days when the Jews

Yemen lost their kingdom, to modern-

4/ Israel, where Jews of Yemenite de-

sj[ nt live. The film shows traditional wed-

dig preparations, costumes and jewelry,

icational activities, male and female

es, food preparation, social events, mu-
and dance. Spector will introduce the

n and answer questions from the audi-

,;e. The program will take place at 7:30

1. in the Main Auditorium. Tickets are

00 for members and $6.00 for non-

mbers and must be ordered in advance.

|r additional information call (212) 873-

,7.

gles and Owls

Live eagles and owls will visit the Kauf-

tinn Theater on Sunday, April 13, when
dlife lecturer Bill Robinson presents a

ily members' program on birds. Rob-

ijon will discuss the hunting techniques

agles, how an owl's vision and hearing

ijike it an ideal nocturnal hunter, the

tibitats and conservation of eagles and

qls, and more. The program, for mem-
ilrs only, will take place at 11:00 a.m.,

i i30 P.M., and 2:00 p.m. Tickets are free

ii d must be ordered in advance. For addi-

stnal information call (212) 873-1327.

'
I

;' le Music of Duke Ellington

On Sunday, April 20, in the Kaufmann
t' leater, the Museum presents a program

1 noring jazz great Duke Ellington, who
\ luld have been eighty-seven years old on

i iril 29. Compositions of various New
r irk jazz musicians including Count
'i. sie, Duke Ellington, Thelonius Monk,
i: la Fitzgerald, and Billie Holiday will be

i\ rformed by the Metropolitan All Stars.

J se tickets can be obtained after 1 2:00

II A. on the day of the show at the Kauf-

Si mn Theater ticket booth. The perfor-

in mce will take place twice at 2:00 and
!' )0 P.M. For additional information call

1(12)873-1300, ext. 514.
9

i the Planetarium

Starborn: Earth's Odyssey through

J me and Space, the Hayden Planetar-

tii n's newest Sky Show, takes the audi-

ip ce back five billion years to a time when
( ; earth and sun were cosmic clouds. The
I dience is taken through eons of time to

1(1 tness the evolution of our living planet

;1 im a gaseous, to a liquid, to a partly

II id state. Torrential rains, volcanic ac-

t! ity, crustal movements, and other

» ces that have shaped the earth are de-

II ;ted and historic human beliefs and in-

i iries about our planet are explored.

c, Due to popular demand Halley's
imet: Once in a Lifetime has been ex-

ided and will run concurrently with

arborn until April 27. For show times

1 d prices of both shows call the Planetar-

tl Ti at (212) 873-8828.

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DPAAAATIZEYOUR,
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

J^^-^-^'v^^l CUSTOM AAADE
'^^^ ^.^ ^ clear lucite on o
^'^^^^^^ finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

FOR ESTIMATE OR ADVICE call [804] 442-22W
OR WRITE

^^ THE DISPLAY CASE COMPANY

j

^SIP ,
Oox eaOE, Exmofe, VA 23350 l/OOl

I" SATISFACTION GUARANTEED lv3CVl

WILDLIFE ADVENTURES 1986

Turtle
Tagging
At
Tortuguero
On a remote Caribbean beach this summer

you can join a small dedicated team of

researchers at Tortuguero. Costa Rica, to

assist in the annual tagging of the green

sea turtles.

The New York Zoological Society is

now accepting applications to fill fi\e

teams of eight persons each.

For information and field application,

contact John Behlcr, Curator of Herpc-

tology. Bronx Zoo, Bronx, NY l()^()0. or

call (212) 220-5085.

The school
that comes to
your child.

Klndergarten-Bth Gnde

High-quality home study courses developed by certitied

teachers at outstanding private school. Home is your class-

room, you are the teacher Success is easy with step-by-

step instructions No prior experience required. Start any-

time. Transfer to other schools. All materials included. 350.000

student users in over 80 years Equal opportunity. Write

or cad for free catalog.

CALVERT
Eilibllihil

* SCHOOL

Dept. N46 Tuiciny nd. Bllllmore. MD ZI2I0

301-243-6030

DISCOVER THE YUKON!
A "Gentle Adventure'

Unique, personalizeij

wilderness sojourns for

3-8 people, guided by
John Lammers,
dedicated naturalist and
long-time Yukon dweller.

River Float & Fly-in Trips

Call for brochure or write

YWU-N. P.O. 80X4126.
Whitehorse, Yukon,
Canada Y1A3S9
(403) 633-5250

THE FLAf^INGO'S SMILE
Stephen Jay Gould

Stephen Jay Gould's latest book is ' his best and richest collection of

essays. "—Jeremy Bernstein, The ]A^hlngton Post

"An explicator . . . ofsuch personal warmth and intellectual probity that we
canjustly call him noble. . . . Gould's talent and honor flicker like heat

lightning over the whole range ofmodem science, and we are all immensely
in hisdebt. "—Stephen Becker, Chicago Sun-Times

Special discount for Museum Members and subscrib-

ers to l^atural History: Only $16.00 for this acclaimed
hardcover edition.

•11
1 1(1

[ ] Yes, I would like to order copiesofrhe
r/afJimgosSmi/eat $16.00 each. (Add $1 for shipping.)

name:

Address

.

City: . State:

.

-Zip:

Please make checks payable to American Museum of

natural History, or charge the credit account (circle one):

MASTERCARD VISA

Card*: Exp, date:

Signature:

iwembers'

American Museum of natural Histor> Il0^f3ni
Park West at 79th Street, new York, nY 10024
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3ig Thicket, Texas
Y
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

When the Tonkawas, Kanankawas, and

kddo Indians roamed freely in what is

)w eastern Texas, a dense forest

retched for more than one hundred miles

rtheast of the present-day city of Hous-

h. To the Indians it was the Big Woods,

It Anglo-Saxon settlers who arrived

rly in the 1 820s called it the Big Thicket

cause of its nearly impenetrable shrub

^en

Harris B. Parks, who inventoried the

bnts and animals of the Big Thicket for

e Texas Academy of Science during the

•30s, estimated that the forest originally

vered 3.5 million acres, a region about

e size of the state of Connecticut. After

ore than a century of intensive lumber-

g, which began in 1850, and the inroads

oil interests and real-estate developers,

e Big Thicket has been fragmented and

duced to about 300,000 acres. Although

ploitation of the forest continues today,

e National Park Service has been able to

t aside several isolated tracts totaling

1,000 acres as the newly designated Big

licket National Monument. Another

)rtion falls within Sam Houston Na-

)nal Forest.

The Big Thicket occupies a gigantic

isin, which slopes from north to south

id consists of low hills, spring-fed

reams, and flat, swampy terrain. Biolo-

st Claude McLeod, who has studied the

ig Thicket for many years, divides the

gion into the Upper Thicket and Lower

picket on the basis of topography, soil

pes, and dominant trees. The terrain of

|ig Creek Scenic Area, Big Thicket

)r more information write:

ipervisor's Office

im Houston National Forest

10. Box 969

ifkin, Texas 75901

f09) 639-8501

the Upper Thicket, in the northern part of

the basin, consists of low hills dissected by

clear, sparkling streams. Underlying lay-

ers of limestone have made the sandy soil

less acidic than that of the Lower Thicket.

The latter, which extends nearly to the

gulf coast, is flat and pocked with swamps

and bayous.

The thicket's vegetation is distinctive.

Loblolly pine dominates the tree canopy,

along with white oak, southern magnolia,

and majestic, smooth-barked American

beech. In the Lower Thicket the Ameri-

can beech is replaced by swamp chestnut

oak, a tree more tolerant of acidic soils. All

of these trees grow to immense size be-

cause the well-aerated soil holds consider-

able moisture and abounds with bacteria

and fungi that decompose plant and ani-

mal residues. Diverse plants such as mes-

quite and bald cypress, Spanish moss and

pitcher plants, as well as animals such as

alligators and road runners, add to the

natural attractions of the region.

The Big Thicket may be sampled

This Land

within Sam Houston National Forest,

where 1,130 acres have been designated

the Big Creek Scenic Area, named for a

clear stream that empties into the Trinity

River Several trails lead from a parking

lot accessible by a forest road off" State

Route 1 50. The four characteristic species

of the Upper Thicket—loblolly pine,

southern magnolia, white oak, and Ameri-

can beech—are common along Big Creek,

some attaining giant stature. Tree species

beneath the canopy include sugar maple,

white ash, and basswood. The dense shrub

layer, which gives the Big Thicket its

name, is crowded with red bay, sweetleaf,

maple-leaved viburnum, strawberry bush,

cat briers, and the magenta-fruited Amer-

ican beauty-berry. Wildflowers carpet the

forest floor during the spring, led by

bloodroots, trout lilies. May apples, jack-

in-the-pulpits, wake-robins, and even sev-

eral kinds of wild orchids.

Low, sandy hills adjacent to Big Creek

provide a drier and more open habitat for

post oak, blackjack oak, sassafras, winged

Joe LeMonnier

Area of the Original Big Thicket

Upper Thicket

Lower Thicket



Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Thefruit ofthe strawberry bush

sumac, black hickory, and farkleberry.

Prickly pear cactus and yucca grow

sporadically beneath these scrubby trees.

The plant and animal life of the Big

Thicket, a mixture of elements from the

northern forests, the southern coastal

plain, the northeastern mountains, and the

western plains, led one writer to refer to

the area as the "biological crossroads of

North America." In 1967 a National Park

Service study of the Big Thicket identified

"forest elements common to the Florida

Everglades, the Okefenokee Swamp, the

Appalachian region, the Piedmont forests,

and the large, open woodlands of the

coastal plain. Some large areas resemble

tropical jungles in the Mexican states of

Tamaulipas and Veracruz."

Biologists have long speculated about

the origins of the Big Thicket and the

diversity of its flora. Harris B. Parks sug-

gested that the Big Thicket was at one

time the bottom of a sea that extended

inland from the Gulf of Mexico. As ocean

levels repeatedly rose and fell during the

last Ice Age, the advancing and retreating

water from the gulf deposited sands in the

large basin. The low-lying hills we see to-

day are ancient sand dunes, while the

lower areas toward the gulf represent pre-

historic sand flats. Existing swamps and
bogs are relict ponds that were trapped by
dunes as the ancient seas finally subsided.

Subsequent action by wind and water has

molded the thicket into its current con-

figuration.

As the last of the seas retreated, plam
sprouted from seeds and other pieces >

vegetation that had been deposited by th

,

precursors of the region's present-day riv-

ers. Extensive floodings of the Mississippi

100 Natural History 4/86

River carried in species from farther

north, while warm gulf waters deposited a

variety of subtropical plants. Westerly

winds sowed seeds from the Plains, and

other plants colonized the basin in the

course of gradually expanding their

ranges. Donovan Correll, the late author-

ity on Texas plants, traced the origin of

some Big Thicket plants to the Appala-

chians, noting that at the western edge of

their range, these plants tended to differ

from their eastern relatives.

Today only a portion of the once vast

thicket survives. Despite protection by the

National Park Service and the U.S. Forest

Service, e\en this remnant is threatened

The southern pme beetle which spreads a

fungus, is making deep inroads into thi

native pine populations, destroying pine

and forcing foresters to cut down disease(

trees in an effort to contain the damage

Ironically, efforts to control fire in south

ern forests are probably responsible fo

the pine beetle invasion. This plague is jus

another in a series of events that has deci

mated the Big Woods that the Tonkawas

Kanankawas, and Caddos knew and ap

predated.

"This Land" highlights the biologica

phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationalfor

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin

guished professor ofbotani at Southen

Illinois Uni\ersit\ at Carbondale

Magnolia and beech trees 4ni ruunn,
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DISCOVER ALASKA CRUISES
ANCHORAGE TO VANCOUVER
CHOICE OF Two DEPARTURE DATES: JUNE 26-jULY 6, 1986 ORJULY 17-27, 1986

Discover the grandeur of Alaska in the company of a team of Museum experts as you
cruise on the world's highest rated luxury cruise vessel, the Five Plus Star M.V.

Sagafjord. Learn with Museum scientists about the magnificent wildlife, awesome fjords,

mountains, glaciers, and outstanding Indian art as you cruise from Anchorage to

Vancouver.

This special Museum tour includes our comprehensive lecture series at the same rates

as the cruise alone. Museum participants also have the opportunity to join custom designed

optional shore excursions during the cruise (total package for less than $200 per per-

son), and an excellent pre-cruise excursion to Mt. Denali (McKinley) National Park and
post-cruise excursion in Vancouver for the Expo. Enjoy this unique 10 day Museum cruise

at very attractive rates from $2,090. per person, double occupancy for an outside

Sagafjord cabin! We can provide you with free air tickets from several West coast cities,

and low cost air from over seventy other cities ranging from $150. to $350!

The world's largest natural history museum, the world's finest cruise vessel and the most
indepth Alaska itinerary have all been combined to provide the finest

Alaska trip. Write or call the American Museum Discovery Tburs office today, toll free

(800) 462-TOUR or

(212) 873-1440. or

(212) 799-7157

American
Museum of
Natural

I«!> History

Discovery Tours

Please send me detailed information

describing the Museum's Discover

Alaska Cruises.

American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024
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Mus«um of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours



The Good Seed
Amaranth, the high protein plant ofthe Aztecs,

has much to recommend it today

by Raymond Sokolov

Over the years this column has pro-

voked its fair share of angry mail. But

tempers flared as never before this winter

in response to a piece on bean curd (De-

cember 1985). Tofu converts around the

country took umbrage and ran with it. My
mistake, my sin, my greatest error was to

doubt that eating tofu is Utopia.

As 1 recall this shameful episode, I

made a fair case for Glycine max as a

splendid food plant; 1 endorsed bean curd

as a fine thing to eat; I reported on my own

clumsy but eventually successful efforts

to make tofu at home. But then I blew it.

Tofu is decent, agronomically sensible

fare, I said, but an ideal agriculture would

do better and more for people. It would

give them what they are used to and what

they want. And that means porterhouse

steak or yak butter or/o/'e gras.

Well, you can't imagine how this riled

the nation's tofulators. After all these

years, they wrote, you have let us down.

You have burped high-cholesterol, top-of-

the-food-chain gas in the faces of starving

children in the Sahel. You insist on your

right to get stuffed on steak. You are an

insensitive, dollar-waving carnivore.

And so I am, if pious vegetarianism is

the only recourse for people in this coun-

try, the only proper way for us to respect

the environment, to purge ourselves of cal-

orie guilt, and to rid the world of hunger

and starvation. I share these goals with

every tofumaniac and fruitarian. But I do

not think that the route to attaining them

runs exclusively through bean fields or

depends on mortification of the flesh.

Years ago, the most articulate of vege-

tarians, George Bernard Shaw, said (and I

paraphrase): The object of socialism is not

to make everybody poor, but to make ev-

erybody rich. On the comestible level, this

is my creed: An ideal agriculture gives

everyone the foods he or she associates

with happiness and health.

This ideal is obviously not at hand, but I
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think it is within our grasp. Scientists and

politicians and farmers and distributors

and people cooking at home all have their

work cut out for them. But it is childish to

rant at people who are well fed and blame

their appetites for the malnutrition of oth-

ers. This is simphstic, on an intellectual

par with Yale students giving up meat on

Tuesdays to aid their brothers and sisters

in the Third World or with rock stars send-

ing grain to Ethiopia when the govern-

ment lacks the transport and the will to

move food to people it controls through a

policy of starvation.

We are far from realizing anybody's

gastronomic Utopia, but it doesn't help to

juxtapose full plates on Park Avenue and

empty begging bowls in Calcutta or to

campaign for dietary changes here that

make sense only in places where privation

is the rule. And yet for years my mail has

been full of letters urging me to jump on

the amaranth bandwagon.

Perhaps you have not yet heard of ama-

ranth, a broad-leafed plant that once pro-

vided the Aztecs and Incas with high-

protein "cereal" seeds and greens. Ap-

parently, because of its association with

Aztec rituals of human sacrifice, ama-

ranth was suppressed by the Spanish con-

quistadors. But it spread around the world

and established small footholds in the Hi-

malayas and elsewhere. Today amaranth

is the object of intensive research, and it

has much to recommend it.

I have been learning about the virtues

of the genus Amaranthus in a booklet

{Amaranth, Modern Prospectsfor an An-

cient Crop) first published in 1984 as a

report of an ad hoc panel of the Advisory

Committee on Technology Innovation

(ACTI), Board on Science and Technol-

ogy for International Development
(BOSTID), Office of International Af-

fairs, National Research Council and re-

cently reissued by Rodale Press. This re-

port, aimed at "agencies engaged in

development assistance and food relie:i::

officials and institutions concerned wilte

agriculture in developing countries, arWei

scientific communities with relevant inteSis;

ests," gives an overview of the literatui ::

on amaranth, as well as an account of tl
"

practical research under way at Roda

headquarters in Emmaus, Pennsylvani

on ways to adapt amaranth to mechanize

modern agriculture. ACTI has issued sir



A Matter of Taste

Afield of amaranth near Mexico City

ir studies of tropical legumes, the

'inged bean, aquatic weeds, and other

iderexploited plants of interest to plan-

ers confronting the food problems of the

jveloping countries. With amaranth,

CTl seems to have bet on a winner.

lajili Three species of Amaranthus produce

vs f
ny edible seeds about the size of mustard

eds. Colorful seed heads, sometimes

ell over a foot in length, can yield more

than 50,000 seeds with a protein content

of 16 percent. This surpasses the protein

content of wheat ( 1 2 to 1 4 percent), rice (7

to !0 percent), and corn (9 to 10 percent).

What is more, the amino acid balance of

amaranth seeds is heavy on lysine and can

therefore be used to balance the lysine

deficiency in other grain sources of pro-

tein. Like other grains, amaranth can be

parched, boiled into porridge, and ground

into flour. It is, however, essentially with-

out gluten and won't rise in a yeast dough,

unless wheat is added. But it does lend

itself to flatbreads, and in India, it is

popped like corn and mixed with honey to

make a sort of candy The greens are also

an excellent protein source as long as they

are boiled to remove the large quantity of

nitrates and oxalic acid.

Amaranth is also a good plant for mar-
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Mexicans making "allegria" candyfrom amaranth.

ginal growing areas. Grain amaranths

thrive in virtual deserts. Vegetable ama-

ranths survive Africa's rainy seasons.

They grow like weeds. In fact, one species,

A. retroflexus. or pigweed, is, the report

says, "one of the world's worst weeds."

Pigweed sends down a long taproot; its

seeds germinate for at least forty years.

The cultivated species are not so feisty,

but the report does worry about ama-

ranths turning into pest plants.

Myself, I am confident that the folks at

Rodale and ACTI and BOSTID will

guard the world against an invasion of

weed amaranths. I also believe that their

research will, if continued, produce uni-

form plants that can be harvested by ma-

chine and that will yield amounts of seed

per acre competitive with wheat and corn.

But will amaranth's brilliant seed heads

flutter over large portions of the world's

arable land? Will people accustomed to

surviving on rice or corn or millet, accus-

tomed to the special taste, feel, and han-

dling of those grains, switch, without po-

litical duress or even with it, to an exotic

grain that even the Aztecs abandoned
without much fuss?

Nutritional jawboning will not sway
most farmers or consumers. Amaranth
will have to make it in the marketplace,

competing with established grains in

price, ease of production, and perhaps

most importantly, in esthetic appeal. As
the report acknowledges, establishing a

mass market for a new staple is an enor-

mous and lengthy undertaking. But they

point to peanuts and soybeans as proof

that such revolutions of taste and produc-

tion are possible. Peanuts were once dis-

missed as pig food; now they are a major
crop in the world. Soybeans, an even big-

ger crop, were very recently introduced in

this country. But once tasted, peanuts are

incontestably delicious, gobbled up every-

where from Beijing to Dakar. Soybeans,

on the other hand, have sneaked their way

to success in the form of a usually anony-

mous oil. Soy as such has not won new

friends among non-Asians except margin-

ally, as a "foreign" food or a health food.

At this point, with only a handful ol

American farmers producing amaranth,

too little is known about its potential uses

to say how it will fare in the real worid, il

and when it can be grown economically

There is no reason to believe that it wil:

outperform soybeans as a source of edibk

oil. Its greens appear to duplicate, more oi

.

less, the virtues of other potherbs such as

'

spinach. It does appear, though, even now

'

that if amaranth is to seize more than i

small geographical niche in places ideall)

suited to its growth, it will have to displace

other grains. And this will happen only it

people want to eat it.

With some difficulty, I located graii

amaranth at a large health food store ir

Manhattan. It bore the Arrowhead Mill;

label and cost $3. 1 a pound (8 servings). I

boiled the minute seeds to make a por

ridge. The result was pasty and tasted, t(

me, faintly like grass, but not aggressively

so. I concluded that I would eat amarantl

porridge without complaint if I had noth

ing else, but that I would vastly prefe:

oatmeal. Perhaps in time, if I ate ama
ranth every day, I would acquire a tastf

for this new food, just as a child will lean

to love rice or grits. But who will risk th<

milhons of dollars required to find out i

large numbers of people will stick witl

this grain long enough to like it? In severa

language areas, an antiamaranth bias al -
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ndy exists; people use the idiom, "Not

vA(th an amaranth."

roponents of amaranth point to several

X ts of the world where the plant has won

m ordinary people. North India is cer-

aily one. And in parts of the tropics, a

Ji. Department of Agriculture bulletin

Jilted in the ACTI report states that am-

jnths "can produce delectable spin-

like greens in five weeks or less, can

tinue to produce a crop of edible leaves

;kly for up to six months, and will then

d thousands of seeds to guarantee their

ijjvival. In favorable locations they can

n ped themselves automatically and thus

c tinue to produce a useful crop almost

v^jhout attention."

!^ertainly in the American market, am-

nth is an extreme long shot as a crop.

1 : stigma of its relation to pigweed will

t acceptance in some quarters. More

wrtantly, cheap protein sources a-

ind. And there are plenty of worthwhile

ins and greens we already know how to

w and already like. The problem in this

ntry is to keep minor traditional grains

•reduction: buckwheat, for example (it

isn't pack the protein wallop of ama-

th, but it makes terrific kasha).

)n the other hand, the nutritional

mise of amaranth is so great that, if

rffearch turns up viable varieties, it just

nrght make a useful animal feed, possibly

leering the price of steak.

hymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

ed interests are the history and prepara-

tlSfi offood.

cup amaranth seeds

il teaspoon salt

' Combine amaranth and salt with 3

cups water in a medium saucepan.

Bring to a boil, covered. Reduce heat

I and let porridge simmer for 25 min-

utes, or until thick.

Yield: 3 to 4 servings

Amaranth Porridge

Arrowhead Mills Amaranth Salad

Dressing

I cup oil

! cup toasted amaranth seed

I tablespoons tamari (sold in health

food stores)

I cloves garlic, minced

Combine all ingredients in a small jar.

Seal the jar and refrigerate overnight

so that flavors blend. Bring to room

temperature before using.

Yield: About 1 Vi cups dressing
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The Natural Moment

In Cold Blood
One dank April night, photographer D. Wilder set up

camp near a freshwater marsh in California's Santa

Lucia Mountains, south of the Monterey Peninsula.

When the moon rose, Wilder ventured out with a head-

lamp and camera to catch male Pacific tree frogs in their

spring songfest and mating rite. Like all of their tribe,

these '/4- to 1 y4-inch-long amphibians, the smallest of

West Coast frogs, are avid insectivores; but the preoccu-

pied individual just a foot away from Wilder (who was

flat on her stomach in the seepage) was indifferent to the

gorging mosquito on its crown.

As a photographer. Wilder seized the opportunity for

a "man bites dog" story, but as an entomologist she was

less than surprised by the feeding behavior she was

witnessing. Some mosquitoes are specialists, feeding

preferentially on mammals, birds, snakes, or even on

other insects. The full-bellied female mosquito atop

Wilder's frog is a member of Culex apicalis, a species

that dines on amphibians. Like her sisters (male mosqui-

toes don't ingest blood), she is armed with efficient

mouthparts, which allow her to puncture her host's skin

and to suck blood, which supplies the protein needed for

her eggs to develop. On this night, the sated insect flew

off, and the frog continued to sing for a mate. By sum-

mer, the replenished marsh would teem with their

spawn—newcomers to the feast. —J.R.

Photograph by D. Wilder



Authors

In 1 98 1 , Carol Cunningham (page 32)

was attending school when she heard of

the wild horse research project in Ne-

vada, and she quickly signed on to do

fieldwork. Cunningham, who is cur-

rently studying art and literature at the

University of Nevada at Reno, has done

ecological monitoring in Mexico and re-

search on bison in South Dakota. As co-

author Joel Berger explained, "Horses

provided the opportunity to ask some ba-

sic biological questions and find answers

that appeal to scientists interested in the-

ory and applied biology" Berger, an as-

sociate professor of wildlife ecology at

the University of Nevada at Reno and a

research associate with the Smithsonian

Institution's Conservation and Research

Center, has recently published the re-

sults of the study in Wild Horses of the

Great Basin (University of Chicago

Press, Chicago, 1986). While Berger's

time is mainly taken up with horses, he

has studied bison and bighorn sheep and

would like to continue working with

mammals in desert, montane, and sa-

vanna ecosystems.

J^

For the past fourteen years, John

Alcock (page 74), a professor of zoology

at Arizona State University, has lived in

the Sonoran Desert. Alcock's main inter-

est is insect mating systems. In addition

to blister beetles, which he explores in

this issue, his projects include the study

of territoriality in certain bees and drag-

onflies, nectar-feeding behavior in wasp

pairs, and the mating of moths that carry

castanetlike knobs on their wings. An en-

thusiastic field biologist, Alcock says,

"As a holdover from the nineteenth cen-

tury, I am continually grateful to find

employment that permits, even insists,

that I enjoy myself." Accordingly, he

recommends for further reading The
Pleasures of Entomology, by Howard
E. Evans (Smithsonian Institution,

Washington, D. C, 1985). Alcock's own
Sonoran Desert Spn.ng (University of

Chicago Press, Chicago, 1985) touches

on blister beetle biology as well as other

facets of desert life.

For D. Wilder, (page 106) entomology

was a calling. "Bom to be an entomolo-

gist," she claims that she "never consid-

ered being or desired to be anything

else." For a specialty. Wilder zeroed in

on the order Diptera (which includes

mosquitoes). A former researcher with

the U.S. Department of Agriculture and

at present a research associate with the

California Academy of Sciences, Wilder

has for the past three years also man-

aged a full-time career as a nature pho-

tographer, spending two-thirds of her

time in the field. Using a Nikon FM2
with extension tubes and Vivitar flash,

Wilder captured the duo for this month's

"The Natural Moment" on Koda-

chrome 25 film. (Her work can also be

seen on pages 75 and 77 of this issue.)

Wilder's favorite diversion—growing

vegetables—is one that she says offers

"economy of effort," being "great for

cooking and for photographing insect

pests." For readers wishing to delve into

the natural history of mosquitoes, she

recommends Marston Bates's The Nat-

ural History of Mosquitoes (Harper &
Row, New York, 1965) and Mosquitoes,

by J.D. Gillett (Weidenfeld and Nicol-

son, London, 1971).
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Running Commentary

Drs. Wassersug seem to have slipped

beyond a kindly attempt to correct falla-

cies about the benefits of fitness ("Fitness

Fallacies," March 1986). Am I mistaken

or do I detect an underlying agenda to

discredit fitness as a desirable goal? This

article employs a number of distortions

and dubious techniques hardly worthy of

Natural History.

As a family physician and admitted fit-

ness freak, I've kept close tabs on the

medical literature in this area. I think the

authors are not accurately reflecting the

best available information. For instance,

the hourly death rate while jogging may
be seven times that of a sedentary activity

but what does that prove? In fact, there is

evidence that the mortality rate, at least

from heart disease, is lower for runners.

Trotting out the examples of James

Fixx and John B. Kelly only heightens my
suspicions. No one but the most ardent

apologist for couch potatoism could ex-

tract any significance from those two an-

ecdotes. The authors must know that.

They also must know the difference be-

tween exercise-induced tachycardia and a

pathologic cardiac tachyarrhythmia but

seem to be doing their best to confuse the

two in order to scare someone.

With respect to the longevity issue, I

doubt whether the average fitness type is

as concerned with that as with "long activ-

ity," that is, keeping active well into later

years. The lack of a medical study is easy

to explain if you consider the fitness craze

to have started in the 1 970s—or even the

1960s. It will be another fifty or sixty

years before the numbers for large homo-

geneous groups are known. But isn't it odd

that cardiovascular mortality is dropping

and life expectancy increasing? It may not

be because of increased fitness, but exer-

cise doesn't seem to be as catastrophic as

the authors seem to be implying.

The Wassersugs' certainty that many
are confusing evolutionary fitness with

physical fitness seems pretty far-fetched

to me. What seems flat wrong is the con-

cept that an unconscious wish could steer

people toward a maladaptive behavior, at

least in any numbers. If such a thing were

possible, would Homo sapiens be as suc-
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cessful? On the other hand, a conscious

wish to be more attractive to the opposite

sex seems entirely plausible, for to have

reproductive success, you first need

opportunity.

Michael E. Callahan, D.O.

Galeton, Pennsylvania

In "Fitness Fallacies" Joseph and Rich-

ard Wassersug make the statement that

"there is no evidence that running five

miles a day, for instance, improves life

expectancy or even appreciably enhances

health . . .

." It seems to this reader that

such an assertion is quite incorrect. Dr
Paff"enbarger suggests that exercise equiv-

alent to four to six hours a week ofjogging

is optimal. Unless there is some coin-

cidence, the Paff"enbarger study of 17,000

Harvard University graduates referred to

in the article is the same one on which this

conclusion is based.

Five miles in an hour is a twelve-minute

mile, quite slow and comfortable, and be-

low what most runners aspire to. That

works out to five miles a day, four to six

times a week, on the basis of a twelve-

minute mile. (My friends and I, ranging

from forty-two to fifty-two years of age,

from slim to chubby, from smoking to not

smoking, from healthy to colitis, average

an eight-minute, thirty-second mile with

no problems, talking all the while.)

I cannot possibly imagine how one

might translate four to six hours a week
into the "brief bouts" of three to five min-

utes mentioned by the Wassersugs. That

would be seventy-one to eighty sessions

per week. That is a lot of showers.

Richard S. Mitnick
Highland Park, New Jersey

Wyoming's Ferrets

In "Decline and Fall of the Black-

footed Ferret" (February 1986), David
Weinberg is unjustifiably hard on the Wy-
oming Game and Fish Department in par-

ticular and the state of Wyoming in gen-

eral. I finished Weinberg's article with the

impression that if the state and the Game
and Fish Department had just turned the

ferret project over to Biota Research and
Consulting, the population would no

longer be in danger of extinction.

A basic premise of population ecoloj

is cycles. The increase in the ferret popul

tion since it was discovered in 1981 is pa

of a population cycle. Plague and dister

per outbreaks are also cyclic; the plagi

outbreak in the prairie dog population It

to a decline in the ferrets' main fa

source. This decrease in food probab

increased the ferrets' susceptibility to tl

distemper virus, which was probab

present in the area all the time. That son

of the animals have survived past the d

temper incubation period reinforces t

natural-cycle theory and shows that t

ferrets can, and probably in the past di

survive distemper outbreaks without

tervention by trapping and vaccination

I wish all the people on the project w i

but I have to wonder if the Biota Resear

and Consulting people could have savi

the woolly mammoth or saber-toothed [

ger from the Ice Age.

PatGoodm
Sundance, Wyomi

;

A Tough Nut

In "A Tree of Life Grows in Brazi'

(December 1985), the authors state: "0:

reason the babassu palm does so well th(

is that its fruit has a two-inch-thick hu

It takes five and one-half tons of force

break one open; no mammal currently

Maranhao (or anywhere else in the Ame
can tropics) has that kind of strengtl

But on page 43 they write, "Hunters \

the leaves to make blinds when they i

after agoutis, pacas, and porcupines, all

which feed on babassu fruit." There

pears to be a contradiction, which I

sure can be easily clarified.

Kevin Coo
Berkeley, Califor.

Anthony Anderson replies:

Contemporary mammals feed exc -

sively on the starchy mesocarp of the

bassu fruits, which surrounds the in

fruit wall, or endocarp. It is this inner v II

that is extremely hard to break and \ y

tects the seeds contained within. The
sign of babassu fruits thus provides su;

nance for mammals (many of which

dispersal agents) while protecting sejs

against potential predators.
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Wolves Across the Border
The reappearance ofan endangeredpredator in Glacier National Park

may be greeted with howls ofprotest

by Jim Robbins

After thirteen puzzling years of trying

to answer one question about wolves, bi-

ologist Robert Ream's luck has changed.

He now has one answer and, in typical

scientific fashion, a whole list of new ques-

tions.

The original question was. Why didn't

wolves cross the border between Canada

and western United States, particularly in

the protected wilds of Montana's Glacier

National Park? The region contains large

herds of deer, elk, and moose—favorite

prey of the wolf. A half century ago and

earlier, wolves lived there successfully,

and ecological conditions had not changed

significantly since then. Why, then, did

the wolves stay away?

The question was answered unexpect-

edly last November when a pack of twelve

wolves—named the Magic Pack—moved
south from Alberta to Glacier National

Park. It was the first pack to take up

residence in the western United States

since the 1930s (some 1,200 wolves in-

habit parts of Minnesota, northern Wis-

consin, and Michigan). There is also a pair

of wolves roaming the east side of the

park, and a lone male on the west side.

The wolves appear to have settled into

their new habitat. They are making regu-

lar kills and are eating well. At least one

pair, perhaps two, are expected to den this

spring, and biologists believe the inchoate

population may double.

Now Ream is confronted with a host of

new questions: Will the pack grow and
divide? And what, after a fifty-year ab-

sence, will be the effect of wolves on the

ecosystem? "The western national parks

have been without major predators for a

long time. They have an abundance of

ungulates—moose, elk, white-tailei'

mule deer. We're going to find ou

what impact the wolf has on those am-
mals, " Ream notes.

Clifford Martinka, supervisory biolo-

gist at Glacier National Park for mneteen

years, says, "In reviewing the history of

the park, I think this is the biggest thing
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that has happened here since the creation

of the park itself."

As the wolf and its prey adjust to each

other, there may be, Martinka adds, some

ecological chaos among wildlife in the

park, for the wolf as a predator can have

profound effects on population levels in

the short term and on the evolution of

some species in the long term.

He is also concerned about the effects

the wolf, protected as an endangered spe-

cies, might have on other species that in-

habit a precarious niche in the Glacier

ecosystem. Will the wolves outcompeti

the grizzly bear, their fellow predator, fo

carrion, a small, but vital portion of thi

bear's diet? And is there a risk for a small

endangered population of mountain cari

bou—perhaps as few as twenty or twenty

five—which spends a part of the year ii

northern Idaho and possibly in northwest

ern Montana near Glacier Park?

The wolfs reappearance has also begu

to fan back to life the long-dead embers c

human controversy. The economies c

Montana and Idaho are based largely o
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agricultural and resource industries. The

presence of the wolf could throw an unex-

pected wrench into the currently troubled,

sputtering operation of these industries.

To make matters worse, the wolf appears

on the scene in the midst of a vitriolic

debate between ranchers and state gov-

ernments over management of another

predator—the grizzly bear.

Compounding the problem, according

to U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service wolf

recovery team members, is a flaw in the

Endangered Species Act. Under the act,

no wolf—even individuals that kill live-

stock—can be killed. This has led the di-

rector of Montana's Department of Fish,

Wildlife and Parks to bow his agency

completely out of wolf recovery until the

control problem is solved.

So far, few hunters in Montana have

complained about the wolf. But near the

Boundary Waters Canoe Area in northern

Minnesota, the loudest outcry against the

wolf has been from hunters who see the

wolves as competition.

Biologists are also concerned about the

impact of the public on the wolves. Al-

ready some people who live near Glacier

National Park have been searching out

the wolf pack, to view the animals or howl

with them. How will the wolves do in the

summer when the park fills up with tour-

ists and their boats, tents, and cars?

Historically, the Rockies had been

prime country for Canis lupus irremotus,

one of the world's twenty-three subspecies

of the gray wolf. But toward the end of the

nineteenth century, events and people

drove the wolf out of the region.

In the mid- 1870s millions of bison still

wandered the Great Plains, providing a

critical food source for wolves, grizzlies,

and Native Americans. A decade and a

tidal wave of slaughter later, only a few

hundred bison remained in the hidden val-

leys of Yellowstone National Park. At the

same time, entrepreneurs from around the

country—drawn by the opportunity to

cash in on millions of acres of free grass

—

imported domestic cattle and sheep to re-

place the buffalo. The hvestock industry

found the living easy for the first few

years, simply turning the animals out onto

the open range. But the brutal winter of

1886 and 1887, a legendary season that

wiped out 95 percent of some herds,

forced livestock operators to retrench.

Fences went up and so did the cost of

operation. Livestock losses became a criti-

cal factor for outfits operating on a low

profit margin.

Deprived of the bison, the wolf turned

to the plentiful and vulnerable cattle and
sheep. A bounty was placed on the head of

the wolf, and between 1883 and 1918

more than 80,000 wolves were killed in

Montana alone—either poisoned, shot, or

dynamited in their dens. The wolf was

pursued with a vengeance, and even

though its numbers had been greatly re-

duced by the century's turn, ranchers

were not appeased. The wolf had become

a whipping boy, it seems, for the difficul-

ties of life on the frontier. The pogrom

expanded to bizarre proportions when, in

1905, the Montana state legislature

passed a law requiring the state veterinar-

ian to inoculate wolves with a disease

called sarcoptic mange and release them

back into the wild where they could infect

other wolves. The program was a failure

that eventually turned into a disaster f"

when a similar disease spread to livestock.

But that did not dampen the enthusiasm

for wiping out the wolf, and the campaign

continued. In the 1930s, even though the L,

wolf population had been nearly deci- \

mated, government trappers came along lir

to provide the quietus. They hunted, [''

clubbed, and trapped the wolf to extinc-

tion in the Rockies.

Cattle ranchers were not alone in their

hatred of wolves; it was an almost univer-

sal belief, held even by the National Park

Service, that the wolf deserved to be oblit-

erated because it was evil and preyed on

species valued by man. In 1 9 1 7, for exam-

ple, the acting superintendent of Yellow-

stone, Charles A. Lindsley, wrote in his

monthly report: "Timber wolves were re-

ported from several different sources dur-

ing the month, and while not numerous,

they are a menace to other animals as they

kill often. Two were killed during the

month of December by Steve Elkins, whoL,

is working by day with his trained dogs,

hunting mountain lions."

The treatment of the wolf in the West

was similar to what it received throughout

its range, which included most areas

around the globe north of thirty degrees

latitude. It was exterminated in Europe,

with the exception of small populations injlie

northern Spain and Italy, Germany, am
Eastern Europe. India and the Near and

jj'

Middle East still have some wolves, am
Russia has a large population. The num-

ber of wolves in China is unknown. Ja-

pan's wolves are gone. Canada and Alaska

have large populations of wolves, perhaps inj

totaling more than 25,000.

The red wolf, a separate species that al

one time roamed throughout the southeast

United States, is all but gone, with a popu-

lation of perhaps 100 left in the swamp;

and thickets of southeastern Texas anc

southwestern Louisiana. Biologists fear

loss C'f the remaining red wolves because

of interbreeding with coyotes.

In 1973—the year the northern Rockj

»),

(li
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Mountain wolf received endangered sta-

tus—Ream began to compile sightings of

wolves, some of which he believed to be

spurious—coyotes or dogs mistaken for

wolves. Still, reliable sightings continued,

many from the border region, and Ream
and his students scoured the North Fork

of the Flathead River, on the west side of

the park. Even though breeding popula-

tions had vanished, lone wolves wete

sighted occasionally in Montana. Human
howling comes in handy for this kind of

survey, for wolves usually return even a

rough approximation of a howl. For sev-

eral years, however, the howls of research-

ers went unanswered.

Then in 1979, Joe Smith, who was

working for Ream, trapped and radio-

collared a lone female wolf near Kish-

nena Creek, a remote drainage in the ex-

treme northwestern comer of the park.

Kishnena, as she was called, apparently

then took up and mated with a black wolf

that had only three toes on one foot. They

denned in Canada, a rifle shot from the

border, and produced a litter of seven

pups in 1 982. Kishnena and the black wolf

were thought to be dispersers from Banff"

National Park in the Canadian Rockies,

some 1 50 miles to the north. The structure

of a wolf pack is such that only a single

dominant male and female will mate,

while the rest of the animals assume a

subordinate role and do not reproduce.

Disperser wolves strike out on their own,

pioneer new territory, and often start a

new pack.

Kishnena's seven pups at first took up

residency in British Columbia, and were

probably the progenitors of the Magic
Pack, so named because it seemed to be

impossible to locate. Those seven had a

second generation of pups in 1 984, then a

third in 1985, bringing the total to be-

tween fifteen and twenty. Last fall how-

ever, perhaps because of large-scale log-

ging, oil exploration, and hunting in

Canada, where wolves are not a protected

species, the Magic Pack moved down into

the 1 ,600-square-mile park.

The migration of wolves into Glacier

National Park is considered a natural re-

covery. In recent years a great deal of

attention has been focused on the pro-

posed reintroduction of the wolf into Yel

lowstone National Park—a prime locatior

for wolves because it covers almost 3,50C

square miles and has an extremely large

population of ungulates. However, the is

sue is a political tar baby for a number ol

reasons—first, reintroduction means trap

ping wolves where populations are health)

and importing them to the park. Second

the park is surrounded by sheep and catth

allotments on national forest land, anc

many of the ranchers there are alread)

angry about existing problems with feder

ally protected grizzly bears, which occa

sionally satisfy a craving for livestock. Ii

Glacier National Park there is only ont

large cattle operation, on the west side o

the park, which makes the recovery then

more palatable to cattlemen. The politica

problems with the wolf around Yellow

stone are so great that Ream, who is on thi

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Northen

Rocky Mountain Wolf Recovery Team

voted against recommending wolf reintro

duction there.

But John Weaver, a Forest Service bi

ologist who is on the Northern Rock;

Mountain Wolf Recovery Team, sai(

wolves may be introduced there withii

two to five years. "It's got the best poter

tial of any of the three areas proposed fo

recovery," he said, "because of it's tre

Cancdirn gray wolfpups emergefrom their den
Wolfgang Bayer Bruce Coleman li
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mendous prey base, including ungulates

that winter in the park."

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service re-

covery plan for the northern Rocky Moun-

tain wolf calls for a return of the animal to

three areas—Glacier, Yellowstone, and

the Frank Church/River-of-No-Retum

Wilderness Area in central Idaho—before

it will be taken off the endangered species

list. A recovered population, according to

the plan, is ten pairs of breeding wolves for

each region, which, if the average pack is

five, including one mating pair in each

pack, means a total of about 1 50 wolves in

the Rockies.

Zone management was pioneered as a

tool to manage the Minnesota and Wis-

consin wolf populations and is predicated

on the premise that some parts of the

wolfs original range, such as agricultural

areas, are now undesirable. The wolf re-

covery plan divides habitat into three cate-

gories. Zone one is an area of 3,000 contig-

uous square miles, with an excellent prey

base, with less than 10 percent private

land, and less than 20 percent subject to

livestock grazing—a sanctuary like Gla-

cier National Park and the adjacent

wildlands. Zone one wolves are fully pro-

tected, and management activities are

subordinate to the wolf. Zone two is a

buffer zone, a remote public land with

good wolf potential, which surrounds a

zone one. Problem animals could be

trapped and moved by a government

agent. Zone three has poor recovery po-

tential and possibly substantial conflict.

Offending wolves would be removed from

these areas.

Livestock operators are not thrilled

about the return of an old nemesis, natural

or otherwise. Even with a zone system, the

industry expects problems. "They don't

understand boundaries, they don't under-

stand zones," said Stuart Doggett of the

Montana Stockgrowers Association.

"You may talk about zone three, but it's

not as if you can tell Mr. Wolf, 'Here's

your boundary, please don't go any far-

ther, we have cattle here.' He doesn't re-

spect or understand that."

Livestock interests think the wolf

should be downlisted from an endangered

to a threatened species to allow for more

flexible management. "If the wolf was not

on the endangered species list, I think we
could protect ourselves," said Mons Tei-

gen, director of the Montana Stock-

growers Association, a group that was

formed a century ago around the nucleus

of perceived wolf predation. "[The wolf]

being on the list, we have to defend our-

selves with our hands tied behind our

backs." Asked if he thinks wolf and live-

stock can coexist, Teigen shook his head

and replied, "I doubt it." Teigen believes

labyrinthine federal endangered species

regulations may lead a few ranchers to

control wolves with the three-S method.

"Shoot, shovel, and shut up," he said.

"Maybe that system has something to of-

fer—I don't know."

As the law reads now, the Fish and

Wildlife Service has the authority to trap

livestock-killing wolves, but only to relo-

cate them. Destruction is against the law.

And moving the animals, says Bart

O'Gara, leader of the recovery team, is

next to impossible because no one will

accept a livestock-killing wolf. Both he

and Bob Ream think a change in the En-

dangered Species Act to allow greater

flexibility with endangered predators is

vital to wolf recovery. "Managing an en-

dangered predator is quite different from

managing an endangered butterfly,"

O'Gara said. "If I was a rancher I'd be

worried."

In Minnesota the problem was eased by

downlisting the wolf from an endangered

to a threatened species, a move that allows

wolves to be destroyed. Ream says that

such a move in the Rockies would be a
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rave error. "Downlisting at this time

'ould be challenged because we only have

fteen or twenty wolves. Philosophically,

nd biologically, downlisting doesn't

lake sense, and I would be opposed."

While a zone concept attempts to ad-

ress the concern of livestock operators,

ttle can be done to assuage hunters. In

Minnesota some hunters formed a vocal

ntiwolf group and even issued bumper

tickers that read "Preserve Our Deer

—

hoot a Wolf." In Montana some resi-

ents of the North Fork of the Flathead

Liver have expressed concern over preda-

on on ungulate populations, but hunters

, 1 the area are not yet concerned. On the

ontrary, Jim Richard, a board member
; nd former executive director of the Mon-
: ina Wildlife Federation, a sportsmen's

: roup, said the organization welcomes the

5turn of the predator. "We passed a reso-

ition supporting wolf recovery," Richard

: lid. "We think the wolf will provide for

atural, healthy populations. Big game

;
unting will be improved. I don't think

'e'll have to shorten or curtail hunting

I, :ason for lack of game."

( Wolf biologist L. David Mech has ar-

, ued that wolves do not compete with

1 umans for game animals, largely be-

ause wolves are not the primary limiting

factor of game populations. Bad weather

and lack of forage exact the highest mor-

tality, and wolves take the animals that

would die of these causes. "With the small

numbers in the park there will be essen-

tially no impact," Mech said.

Recent research in Alaska and Canada,

however, indicates that once wolves take

firm hold in Glacier, they could have a big

impact on elk, moose, and deer popula-

tions. During the winters of 1983-84 and

1984-85, John Gunson, a carnivore-man-

agement biologist with the Alberta Fish

and Wildlife Division, studied a northern

Rocky Mountain wolf pack near the

Blackstone River, just east of Jasper Na-

tional Park in the Canadian Rockies of

Alberta. The Blackstone pack, with a

mean of 10 wolves, killed 145 animals per

year—79 elk (including calves), 32 deer,

20 moose, 10 bighorn sheep, and 4 feral

horses—roughly 1 4 prey animals per wolf

per year. "In that particular area the elk

population is declining," Gunson said.

"Wolf predation is the most important

limiting population factor of that herd, of

all mortality factors." Hunters took about

24 bulls per year from the same popula-

tion, he said.

In Alaska, according to Bob Stephen-

son, a wildlife biologist with the Alaska

Department of Fish and Game in Fair-

banks, research shows that a healthy wolf

population can kill from 10 to 30 percent

of an ungulate population, when at its

early summer peak. Wolf predation, espe-

cially in conjunction with a hard winter,

can raise the mortality rate above the rate

of replacement. "We have places where

the moose have virtually disappeared and

they're not coming back because of wolves

and grizzlies," Stephenson said.

What will happen to the Glacier Park

wolves this summer when people swarm

into the parks, especially the backcoun-

try? Cliff Martinka is concerned that the

pressure could drive the wolves back into

Canada. "The den site and rendezvous

sites [where the wolf pups wait for their

parents to return with food] are very sensi-

tive," he said. "There could be some re-

strictions on humans in those areas."

With the help of the radio transmitters

they have placed on the Magic Pack

wolves, biologists can locate the animals

and follow them on foot or skis. By analyz-

ing scats and kill sites, they can determine

what the wolves are eating. Although the

study is in its infancy, several things have

been learned; among them, that the pack

of twelve is larger than most in the Great

Lakes area, where packs are composed of

d
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up to eight animals. Ream believes til

pack will eventually split up, and indivi
; |

uals may start their own packs. One of tl
'

reasons the pack is so large now, Rea

said, is an abundance of food.

The animals make a kill every two

three days, taking a grown white-taili

deer or the equivalent biomass in the for

of a different species, such as elk. T!

Rocky Mountain wolves, which are larg

than the eastern wolves, are also expect(

to feed on beaver, snowshoe hares, i

dents, and moose, which are numerous

the area. Collecting data on kills has be(

difficult. "The utilization of the carcass
|

has almost been more than 100 percent
i

said Mike Fairchild, a researcher who h i

examined many of the kills. "They're et \

ing all the meat and cracking bones to g

to the marrow. With a pack of twel

wolves they're engulfing almost evei

thing. Oftentimes we find only a ft

pieces of hide and not even much skelel

remains. There have been times we'

been able to re-create the discovery of i

prey and the chase and the kill, but ofte

times not."

While studies of the wolves' range a

just beginning, a lone male. Sage, seems

be covering a great deal of ground, with

:

estimated home range of 2,000 squa

miles. Sage is believed to be from a 19:

litter, but he is definitely no longer a mei

ber of the pack. The Magic Pack has

home range of 500 to 600 square mil«

This compares with a home range of 9.

square miles for the Blackstone pack
'

ten northern Rocky Mountain wolves

Alberta. Home ranges vary greatly amo ,

wolves, reportedly from 36 square mil.

for two wolves to 5,000 square miles foi

pack of ten in Alaska.

The wolves are seen infrequently, {i

January, after locating the lone male Sa

:

with the radio, we watched him throu](

field glasses near an elk carcass on t:

park's southwestern boundary. At li>

pounds he is a large wolf, even for a ma

,

We discovered his tracks in the snow ne'

the elk kill; they measured four and a hr"

inches across and five and a half inch 5

long. Male wolves in Minnesota avera

eighty to eighty-five pounds. We watch I

as Sage, his pelage a mottled silver-gr

and black, took note of our presence a I

moved away from the kill. Wary, thou

not alarmed, he loped briskly away frc i

the dead bull elk, eventually disappeari

over a ridge.

Because the wolfs reproductive rate

relatively high—a female has from four i

seven pups per year—the Glacier popu

tion could grow rapidly. The estrous j

riod for the female is in February, ges

tion takes sixty days, and denning occi



s| in April. "I think we're over the hump in

i»i terms of wolf recovery," Ream said, cau-

H itiously enthusiastic. "This spring I'm pre-

' dieting we're going to have two or three

dens in the study area. And if each of

i those two or three dens has six or seven

1 pups, we're going to double the population

: in one year. There are some 'ifs' there, but

Tiit's certainly biologically possible."

it|

I

The presence of wolves in Glacier has

:£li [given rise to some acute philosophical

, ijquestions at the National Park Service.

us
j

Bighorn sheep herds in the Glacier region

tejhave been substantially reduced by hu-

ffijman encroachment and the park popula-

tion is, according to Martinka, artificially

low. Losses to the gene pool could be criti-

t cal. "The philosophical question is," he

said, "do you want a naturally occurring

jpredator to be preying on a species to the

extent it causes them to become extinct?"

A study on the remnant population of big-

horns in Glacier is currently under way

and should provide insight into its status.

What effect might the wolf have on two

endangered species—the woodland cari-

bou and the grizzly bear—in northwestern

Montana? Only an estimated twenty-five

caribou, including five reproducing fe-

males, inhabit northern Idaho, the south-

ern edge of their boreal forest habitat.

Any loss of caribou could be critical to

fltjjrecovery efforts. Wolves might compete

with grizzly bears for carrion, and wolves

may even take a grizzly cub. But most

jijwolf experts agree that while wolves and

I grizzly bears do interact occasionally,

they do not pose a threat to each other.

"We've seen that bears and wolves use

ral|the same country," said Bob Stephenson.

"There is mutual avoidance by the two

animals. In fact, it can work to the bear's

I
advantage if the wolves are making a lot of

5a| kills."

Despite potential problems. Glacier

llj National Park is probably the best place

for the wolfs reappearance in the West.

Thousands of square miles of wilderness

jt^ adjoin the park.. And the prey that the

wolves fed on during their previous occu-

pation is still there, with the exception of

raJ caribou and bison, whose numbers were

cli(
not significant.

The big question is, Can man and wolf,

ail with so troubled a relationship in the past,

iiij
coexist in harmony or, at least, under an

uneasy truce? Have we learned enough in

iriij
the past fifty years? The patience and un-

derstanding of those who must live near

the wolf will surely be tried.

Jim Robbins, a freelance writer based in

Helena. Montana, writes about the

Rocky Mountain region for the New
York Times and other publications.
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Beauty to rival nature's own.
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Each petal and bud
individually formed
by hand. $29.50

The daring crimson American
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de Richelieu ... the creamy white

Rosa Alba. The twelve most
beautiful roses of all are being

brought together in an extra-

ordinary collection of handcrafted

porcelain sculptures. "The Twelve
Months of Roses."

Here is the delicate pink Painter's

Rose. And Old Blush—the beautiful

rose from China that graced

Empress Josephine's famous rose

garden at Malmaison.

Here, too, is the faintly-tinged

Sweelbrier, also known as Eglantine

— its beauty lauded in the great

plays of Wilham Shakespeare.
And the York and Lancaster rose . .

.

the Duchesse de Brabant . . . Biijj' Beauty.

In all, twelve different roses that

will be issued at the convenient rate

of one rose sculpture each month,
so that you may enjoy watching
your 'garden' grow—one beautiful

blossom at a time.

Each rose will be handcrafted
with loving care in the finest

porcelain. Each petal, leaf and bud
will be individually formed and
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porcelain sculpture collection is

available solely from The Franklin

Mint. With your collection you will
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imported porcelain sculptures
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This View of Life

Knight Takes Bishop?
Thefacts about the great Wilberforce-Huxley debate don't alwaysfit the legend

By Stephen Jay Gould

I have not the sUghtest doubt that truth

possesses an inestimable moral value. In

addition, as Mr. Nixon once found to his

sorrow, truth represents the only way to

keep a complex story straight, for it be-

comes impossible to remember when you

told what to whom if your words have no

anchor in actual occurrence.

Oh, what a tangled web we weave.

When first we practice to deceive!

Yet, for a scholar, there is nothing quite

like falsehood. Lies are pinpoints—identi-

fiable historical events that can be traced.

Falsehoods also have motivations—points

of departure for our ruminations on the

human animal. Truth, on the other hand,

simply happened. Its accurate report

teaches us little beyond the event itself.

In this light, we should note with inter-

est that the most famous story in all the

hagiography of evolution is, if not false

outright, at least grossly distorted by bi-

ased reconstruction long after the fact. I

speak of Thomas Henry Huxley's legend-

ary encounter with the bishop of Oxford,

"Soapy Sam" Wilberforce, at the 1860

meeting of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science, held in His

Lordship's own see.

Darwin had published the Origin of
Species in November 1859. Thus, when

the British Association for the Advance-

ment of Science met at Oxford in the

summer of 1860, this greatest of all de-

bates received its first prominent public

airing. On Saturday, June 30, more than

700 people wedged themselves into the

largest room of Oxford's Zoological Mu-
seum to hear what was, by all accounts, a

perfectly dreadful hour-long peroration by

an American academic. Dr. Draper, on

the "intellectual development of Europe

considered with reference to the views of

Mr. Darwin." Leonard Huxley wrote, in

Life and Letters of Thomas Henry Hux-
ley:

The room was crowded to suffocation ....

The very windows by which the room, was

18 Natural History 5/86

lighted down the length of its west side were

packed with ladies, whose white handker-

chiefs, waving and fluttering in the air at

the end of the Bishop's speech, were an

unforgettable factor in the acclamation of

the crowd.

The throng, as Leonard Huxley notes,

had not come to hear poor Dr. Draper

drone on about Europe. Word had circu-

lated widely that "Soapy Sam" Wilber-

force, the silver-tongued bishop of Oxford,

would attend with the avowed purpose of

smashing Mr. Darwin in the discussion to

follow Draper's paper.

The story of Wilberforce's oration and

Huxley's rejoinder has been enshrined

among the half dozen greatest legends of

science—surely equal to Newton beaned

by an apple or Archimedes jumping from

his bath and shouting "Eureka!" through

the streets of Syracuse. We have read the

tale from comic book to novel to scholarly

tome. We have viewed the scene, courtesy

of the BBC, in our living rooms. The story

has an "official version" codified by Dar-

win's son Francis, published in his Life

and Letters of Charles Darwin, and ex-

panded in Leonard Huxley's biography of

his father. This reconstruction has become

canonical, copied from source to later

source hundreds of times, and rarely al-

tered even by jot or tittle. Consider just

one of countless retellings, chosen as an

average and faithful version (From Ruth

Moore's, Charles Darwin, Hutchinson,

1957):

For half an hour the Bishop spoke savagely

ridiculing Darwin and Huxley, and then he

turned to Huxley, who sat with him on the

platform. In tones icy with sarcasm he put

his famous question; was it through his

grandfather or his grandmother that he

claimed descent from an ape? ... At the

Bishop's question, Huxley had clapped the

knee of the surprised scientist beside him
and whispered: "The Lord hath delivered

him into mine hands" ... .[Huxley] tore

into the arguments Wilberforce had used

.... Working himself up to his climax, he

shouted that he would feel no shame in

having an ape as an ancestor, but that ht

would be ashamed of a brilliant man wh(

plunged into scientific questions of whici

he knew nothing. In effect, Huxley saic

that he would prefer an ape to the Bishop a;

an ancestor, and the crowd had no doubt o

his meaning.

The room dissolved into an uproar. Mei

jumped to their feet, shouting at this direc

insult to the clergy. Lady Brewster fainted

Admiral Fitzroy, the former Captain of thi

Beagle, waved a Bible aloft, shouting ove

the tumult that it, rather than the viper hi

had harbored in his ship, was the true am
unimpeachable authority ....

The issue had been joined. From tha

hour on, the quarrel over the elemental is

sue that the world believed was involved

science versus religion, was to rage un

abated.

We may list as the key, rarely chal

lenged features of this official version, th'

following claims:

1. Wilberforce directly bearded am

taunted Huxley by pointedly asking, ii

sarcastic ridicule, whether he claimed de

scent from an ape on his grandfather's o

grandmother's side.

2. Huxley, before rising to the chal

lenge, mumbled his famous mock-ecclesi

astical sarcasm about the Lord's aid in hi

coming rhetorical victory.

3. Huxley than responded to Wilbei

force's arguments in loud, clear, am

forceful tones.

4. Huxley ended his speech with a de\

astatingly effective parry to the bishop'

taunt.

5. Although Huxley said only that h

would prefer an ape to a man who usei

skills of oratory to obfuscate rather tha

seek truth, many took him to mean (am

some thought he had said) that he woub

prefer an ape to a bishop as an ancesto:

(Huxley, late in life, disavowed this stror

ger version about apes and bishops. Whe
Wilberforce's son included it in a biogr£

phy of his father, Huxley protested anj

secured a revision.)
\

6. Huxley's riposte inspired an uproaj
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The meeting ended forthwith and in tu-

mult.

7. Although Moore, to her credit, does

not make this claim, we are usually told

that Huxley had scored an unambiguous

and decisive victory—a key incident in

Darwin's triumph.

8. This debate focused the world's at-

tention on the real and deep issue of Dar-

win's century—science versus religion.

Huxley's victory was a pivotal moment in

the battle for science and reason against

superstition and dogma.

I have had a strong interest in this story

ever since, as an assistant professor or

sabbatical leave at Oxford in 1 970, 1 occu-

pied a dingy office in the back rooms ol

the Zoological Museum, now crammed
with cabinets of fossils and subdivided^i

into cubicles, but then the large and oper

room where Huxley and Wilberforce fell

to blows. For six months, I sat next to 2

small brass plaque announcing that the

great event had occurred on my very spot

I also felt strong discomfort about the

official tale for two definite reasons. First

it is all too pat—the victor and the van

quished, good triumphing over evil, reasor

over superstition. So few heroic tales ir

the simplistic mode turn out to be true

Huxley was a brilliant orator, but wh)

should Wilberforce have failed so miser

ably? Much as I dislike the man (as mj

last essay attests), he was no fool. He wai

as gifted an orator as Huxley and a domi

nant intellectual force among conserva

tive Anglicans.

Second, I knew from preliminan

browsings that the official tale was a re

construction, made by Darwin's champi

ons some quarter century after the fact

Amazingly enough (for all its later fame)

no one bothered to record the event in an;

detail at the time itself. No stenographe

was present. The two men exchangee

words to be sure, but no one knows wha
they actually said, and the few sketch;

reports of journalists and letter writer

contain important gaps and contradic

tions. Ironically, the official version ha

been so widely accepted and unchal

lenged, not because we know its truth b;

copious documentation, but rather be

cause so little data exist for a potentia

challenge.

For years, this topic has been abou

number fifty in my list of one hundred o

so potential essays (sorry folks but, tb

Lord and editors willing, you may have mi

to kick around for some time to come^

Yet for want of new data about my susp:

cions, it remained well back in my line c

processing, until I received a letter las

September from my friend and distir

guished Darwin scholar Sam Schweber c
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3randeis University. Schweber wrote: "I

';ame across a letter from Balfour Stewart

David Forbes commenting on the

3AAS meeting he just attended at which

le witnessed the Huxley-Wilberforce de-

late. It is probably the most accurate

.tatement of what transpired." I read

Stewart's letter and sat bolt upright with

ittention and smiles. Stewart wrote, de-

.cribing the scene along the usual lines,

hus vouching for the basic outline:

There was an animated discussion in a large

oom on Saturday last at Oxford on Dar-

vin's theory where the Bishop of Oxford
ind Prof. Huxley fell to blows .... There

vas one good thing I cannot help mention-

hg. The Bishop said he had been informed

ihat Prof. Huxley had said he didn't care

iVhether his grandfather was an ape [sic for

punctuation] now he [the bishop] would not

ike to go to the Zoological Gardens and
ind his father's father or his mother's

nother in some antiquated ape. To which

*rof. Huxley replied that he would rather

lave for his grandfather an honest ape low

n the scale of being than a man of exalted

ntcllect and high attainments who used his

iowcr to pervert the truth.

Colorful, though nothing new so far.

lut 1 put an ellipsis early in the quotation,

ind I should now like to fill it in. Stewart

(yrote: "I think the Bishop had the best of

it." Score one big point for my long-held

suspicions. Balfour Stewart was no be-

nighted cleric, but a distinguished scien-

tist. Fellow of the Royal Society, and di-

rector of the Kew Observatory. Balfour

Stewart also thought that Wilberforce

had won the debate!

This personal discovery sent me to the

books (I thank my research assistant, Ned
Young, for tracking down all the sources,

no mean job for so many obscure bits and

pieces). We gathered all the eyewitness

accounts (damned few) and found a half

dozen or so modern articles, mostly by

literary scholars, on aspects of the debate.

(See Janet Browne in the Journal of the

Society for the Bibliography of Natural

History, vol. 8, 1978, p. 351-66; Sheridan

Gilley in K. Robbins (editor). Religion

and Humanism. Blackwell, 1981,

p. 325-40; and J. R. Lucas in The Histori-

cal Journal, vol. 22, 1979, p. 313-30. I

especially commend Browne's detective

work on Francis Darwin's construction of

the official version, and Gilley's incisive

and well-written acount of the debate.) I

confess disappointment in finding that

Stewart's letter was no new discovery. Yet

I remain surprised that its key value—the

claim by an important scientist that Wil-

berforce had won—has received so little

attention. So far as I know, Stewart's let-

ter has never been quoted in extenso, and

no reference gives it more than a passing

sentence. But I was delighted to find that

the falsity of the official version is com-

mon knowledge among a small group of

scholars. All the more puzzling, then, that

the standard, heroic account continues to

hold sway.

What is so wrong with the official tale,

as epitomized in my eight points above?

We should begin by analyzing the very-

few eyewitness accounts recorded right

after the event itself.

Turning to reports by journalists, we
must first mark the outstanding negative

evidence. In a nation with a lively press,

and with traditions for full and detailed

reporting (so hard to fathom from our age

of television and breathless paragraphs for

the least common denominator), the great

debate stands out for its nonattention.

Punch, Wilberforce's frequent and tren-

chant critic, ignored the exchange but

wrote poem and parody aplenty on an-

other famous repartee about evolution

from the same meeting—Huxley versus

Owen on the brains of humans and goril-

las. The Athenaeum, in one of but two

accounts (the other from Jackson's Ox-

ford Journal), presents a straightforward
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report that, in its barest outline, already

belies the standard version in two or three

crucial respects. On July 7, the reporter

notes Oxford's bucolic charms: "Since

Friday, the air has been soft, the sky

sunny. A sense of sudden summer has

been felt in the meadows of Christ Church

and in the gardens of St. John's; many a

dreamer of dreams, tempted by the sum-

mer warmth . . . and stealing from section

A or B [of the meeting] has consulted his

ease and taken a boat." But we then learn

of a contrast between fireworks inside and

punting lazily downstream while taking

one's dolce far niente.

The Bishop of Oxford came out strongly

against a theory which holds it possible that

man may be descended from an ape ....

But others—conspicuous among these.

Prof. Huxley—have expressed their will-

ingness to accept, for themselves, as well as

for their friends and enemies, all actual

truths, even the last humiliating truth of a

pedigree not registered in the Herald's Col-

lege. The dispute has at least made Oxford

uncommonly lively during the week.

The next issue, July 14, devotes a full

page of tiny type to Dr. Draper and his

aftermath—the longest eyewitness ac-

count ever penned. The summary of Wil-

berforce's remarks indicates that his half-

hour oration was not confined to gibe and

rhetoric, but primarily presented a synop-

sis of the competent (if unoriginal) cri-

tique of the Origin that he later published

in the Quarterly Review (see last month's

column for an analysis of Wilberforce's

arguments). The short paragraph allotted

to Huxley's reply does not mention the

famous repartee—an omission of no great

import in a press that, however detailed,

could be opaquely discreet. But the ac-

count of Huxley's words affirms what all

letter writers (see below) also noted—that

Huxley spoke briefly and presented no

detailed refutation of the bishop's argu-

ments. Instead, he focused his remarks on

the logic of Darwin's argument, asserting

that evolution was no mere speculation,

but a theory supported by copious evi-

dence even if the process of transmutation

could not be directly observed.

By the standard account, chaos should

now break out, Fitzroy should jump up
raving, and Henslow should gavel the

meeting closed. No such thing; the meet-
ing went on. Fitzroy took the podium in his

turn. Two other speakers followed. And
then, the true climax—not entirely omit-

ted in Francis Darwin's "official" version

so many years later, but so relegated to a
few lines of afterthought that the incident

simply dropped out of most later ac-

counts—leading to the popular impres-

sion that Huxley's riposte had ended the

meeting. Henslow turned to Joseph

Hooker, the botanist of Darwin's innei

circle, and asked him "to state his view ol

the botanical aspect of the question.''

The Athenaeum gave Hooker's re^

marks four times the coverage awarded tc

Huxley. It was Hooker who presented i

detailed refutation of Wilberforce's spe

cific arguments. It was Hooker wh(

charged directly that the bishop had dis

torted and misunderstood Darwin's the

ory. We get some flavor of Hooker's forc<

and effectiveness from a section of th(

Athenaeum's report:

In the first place, his Lordship, in his elo

quent address, had as it appeared to hin

[Hooker], completely misunderstood Mi
Darwin's hypothesis; his Lordship inti

mated that this maintained the doctrine o

the transmutation of existing species oni

into another, and had confounded this witl

that of the successive development of spe

cies by variation and natural selection. Thi

first of these doctrines was so wholly op

posed to the facts, reasonings and results o

Mr. Darwin's work, that he could not cor

ceive how any one who had read it couli

make such a mistake—the whole book, ir

deed, being a protest against that doctrine

Moreover, it was Hooker who presentei

the single most eff"ective debating poir

against Wilberforce (according to severa

eyewitness accounts) by stating publicl

that he had long opposed evolution bu

had been led to the probable truth of Dai

win's claim by so many years of direc

experience with the form and distributio

of plants. The bishop did not respond, an^

Henslow closed the meeting after Hool

er's successful speech.

When we turn to the few letters of eyt

witnesses, we find the Athenaeum at

count affirmed, the official story furthe

compromised, and some important ii

formation added—particularly on the ej

change about apes and ancestors. ^
must note, first of all, that the three lettei

most commonly cited—those of Greei

Fawcett, and Hooker himself—were a

written by participants or strong partisar

of Darwin's side. For example, future hi

torian J.R. Green, source of the standarl

version for Huxley's actual words, bega^

his account (to the geologist W Boy:

Dawkins) with a lovely Egyptian met;

phor of fealty to Darwin:

On Saturday morning 1 met Jenkins goir

to the Museum. We joined company, ar

he proposed going to Section D, the Zoc;

ogy, etc. "to hear the Bishop of Oxfoi;

smash Darwin." "Smash Darwin! Smasi

the Pyramids," said I in great wrath .

(These one-sided sources make Balfoi

Stewart's neglected letter all the more ir

portant—for he was the only uncomm;
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ted scientist who reported his impressions

right after the debate.)

We may draw from these letters, I be-

Heve, three conclusions that further refute

the official version. First, Huxley's words

may have rung true, but his oratory was

faulty He was ill at ease (his great career

as a public speaker lay in the future). He

did not project; many in the audience did

not hear what he said. Hooker wrote to

Darwin on July 2:

Well, Sam Oxon [short for Oxoniensis,

Latin for "of Oxford," Wilberforce's eccle-

siastical title] got up and spouted for half an

hour with inimitable spirit, ugliness and

emptiness and unfairness .... Huxley an-

swered admirably and turned the tables,

but he could not throw his voice over so

large an assembly, nor command the audi-

ence; and he did not allude to Sam's weak

points nor put the matter in a form or way

that carried the audience.

The chemist A. G. Vemon-Harcourt

could not recall Huxley's famous words

many years later because he had not heard

them over the din. He wrote to Leonard

Huxley: "As the point became clear, there

was a great burst of applause, which

mostly drowned the end of the sentence."

Second, for all the admitted success of

Huxley's great moment. Hooker surely

made the more effective rebuttal—and

the meeting ended with his upbeat. I hesi-

tate to take Hooker's own account at face

value, but he was so scrupulously modest

and self-effacing, and so willing to grant

Huxley all the credit later on as the offi-

cial version congealed, that I think we

may titrate the adrenaline of his immedi-

ate joy with the modesty of his general

bearing and regard his account to Darwin

as pretty accurate:

My blood boiled, I felt myself a dastard;

now I saw my advantage; I swore to myself

that I would smite that Amalekite, Sam,

hip and thigh . . . .There and then I

smashed him amid rounds of applause. I hit

him in the wind and then proceeded to dem-

onstrate in a few words: (1) that he could

never have read your book, and (2) that he

was absolutely ignorant of the rudiments of

Bot [botanical] Science. I said a few more

on the subject of my own experience and

conversion, . . . Sam was shut up—had not

one word to say in reply, and the meeting

was dissolvedforthwith [Hooker's italics].

Third, and most important, we do not

really know what either man said in the

famous exchange about apes and ances-

tors. Huxley's retort is not in dispute. The

eyewitness versions differ substantially in

wording, but all agree in content. We
might as well cite Green's version, if only

because it became canonical when Huxley

himself "approved" it for Francis Dar-

win's biography of his father:

I asserted, and I repeat—that a man has no

reason to be ashamed of having an ape for

his grandfather. If there were an ancestor

whom I should feel shame in recalling, it

would rather be a man, a man of restless

and versatile intellect, who, not content

with an equivocal success in his own sphere

of activity, plunges into scientific questions

with which he has no real acquaintance,

only to obscure them by an aimless rhetoric,

and distract the attention of his hearers

from the real points at issue by eloquent

digressions and skilled appeals to religious

prejudice.

Huxley later demurred only about the

word "equivocal," asserting that he would

not have besmirched the bishop's compe-

tence in matters of religion.

Huxley's own, though lesser-known ver-

sion (in a brief letter written to his friend

Dyster on September 9, 1860) puts the

issue more succinctly, but to the same

effect:

If then, said I, the question is put to me
would I rather have a miserable ape for a lo

grandfather or a man highly endowed by

nature and possessed of great means of in-

fluence and yet who employs those faculties

and that influence for the mere purpose of

introducing ridicule into a grave scientific

discussion—I unhesitatingly affirm my
preference for the ape.

But what had Wilberforce said to incur

Huxley's wrath? Quite astonishingly, on

this pivotal point of the entire legend, we

have nothing but a flurry of contradictory

reports. No two accounts coincide. All

mention apes and grandfathers, but be-

yond this anchor of agreement, we find

almost every possible permutation of

meaning.

We don't know, first of all, whether or

not Wilberforce committed that most du-

bious imposition upon Victorian sensibil-

ities by daring to mentionfemale ancestry

from apes—that is, did he add grand-

mothers or speak only of grandfathers?

Several versions cite only the male parent,

as in Green's letter: "He [Wilberforce]

had been told that Professor Huxley had

said that he didn't see that it mattered

much to a man whether his grandfather

was an ape or not. Let the learned profes-

sor speak for himself." Yet, I am inclined

to the conclusion that Wilberforce must

have said something about grandmothers.

The distaff side of descent occurs in sev-

eral versions, Balfour Stewart's neglected

letter in particular (see earlier citation),,,

by disinterested observers or partisans ofi.

Wilberforce. I can understand why oppo-;:

nents might have delighted in such an

addition ("merely corroborative detail, in-

tended to give artistic verisimilitude to an

otherwise bald and unconvincing narra-

tive," as Pooh-Bah liked to say). But why



;houId sympathetic listeners remember
;uch a detail if the bishop had not in-

;luded it himself?

But, far more importantly, it seems

nost unlikely that the central claim of the

official version can be true—namely, that

iVilberforce taunted Huxley by asking

lim pointedly whether he could trace his

• personal ancestry from grandparents back

apes (made all the worse if the bishop

;

-eally asked whether he could trace it on

lis mother's side). No contemporary ac-
' ;ount puts it quite so baldly. The official

/ersion cites a letter from Lyell (who was
' lot there) since the anonymous eyewitness

more on him later) who supplied Francis
• Darwin's account could not remember the

;xact words. Lyell wrote: "The Bishop

isked whether Huxley was related by his

* grandfather's or grandmother's side to an
* ipe." The other common version of this

''aunt was remembered by Isabel Sidg-

vick in 1 898: "Then, turning to his antag-

; mist with a smiling insolence, he begged
= know, was it through his grandfather or

•" lis grandmother that he claimed his de-

cent from a monkey?"
' We will never know for sure, but the

; nemories of Canon Farrer seem so firm

,
ind detailed, and ring so true to me, that I

hall place my money on his version. Far-

ar was a liberal clergyman who once or-

^ ;anized a meeting for Huxley to explain

Darwinism to fellow men of the cloth. His

nemories, written in 1899 to Leonard

Hluxley, are admittedly forty years old,

; )ut his version makes sense of many puz-

;les and should be weighted well on that

;
iccount—especially since he regarded

iuxley as the victor and did not write to

econstruct history in the bishop's cause.

"arrar wrote, taking the official version of
' Vilberforce's taunt to task:

[
^is words are quite misquoted by you

:
which your father refuted). They did not

: ppear vulgar, nor insolent nor personal,
' )ut flippant. He had been talking of the
'• lerpetuity of species in birds [a correct

: nemory since all agree that Wilberforce

i riticized Darwin on the breeds of pigeons

; n exactly this light]: and then denying a

: ortiori the derivation of the species Man
, rem Ape, he rhetorically invoked the help

if feeling: and said (I swear to the sense and
orm of the sentence, if not to the words) "If

nyone were to be willing to trace his de-
' cent through an ape as his grandfather,

' vould he be willing to trace his descent
i imilarly on the side of his grandmother." It

I vas (you see) the arousing of antipathy

i bout degrading women to the Quadru-
jjnana [four-footed apes]. It was not to the

j|ioint, but it was the purpose. It did not

, ound insolent, but unscientific and unwor-

.
hy of the zoological argument which he

ad been sustaining. It was a bathos. Your
ather's reply . . . showed that there was a
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vulgarity as well as a folly in the Bishop's

words; and the impression distinctly was,

that the Bishop's party as they left the

room, felt abashed; and recognized that the

Bishop had forgotten to behave like a gen-

tleman.

Farrar's analysis of Huxley's victory in-

cludes an interesting comment on Vic-

torian sensibilities:

The victory of your father, was not the ironi-

cal dexterity shown by him, but the fact

that he had got a victory in respect of man-

ners and good breeding. You must remem-

ber that the whole audience was made up of

gentlefolk, who were not prepared to en-

dorse anything vulgar.

Finally, Farrar affirms the other major

falsity of the official version by acknowl-

edging the superiority of Hooker's reply;

The speech which really left its mark scien-

tifically on the meeting, was the short one of

Hooker .... I should say that to fair minds

the intellectual impression left by the dis-

cussion was that the Bishop had stated

some facts about the perpetuity of species

but that no one had really contributed any

valuable point to the opposite side except

Hooker . . . but that your father had scored

a victory over Bishop Wilberforce in the

question of good manners.

And so, in summary, we may conclude

that the heroic legend of the official ver

sion fails badly in two crucial points—oui

ignorance of Wilberforce's actual words

and the near certainty that the forgotter

Hooker made a better argument that

Huxley. What, then, can we conclude

based on such poor evidence, about such <

key event in the hagiography of science'

Huxley did not debate Wilberforce at Ox
ford in 1 860; rather, they both spoke, one

after the other, in a prolonged discussior

of Draper's paper They had one short anc

wonderful exchange of rhetorical barbs or

a totally nonintellectual point promptec

by a whimsical remark, perhaps even i

taunt, that Wilberforce made about ape;

and ancestry, though no one rememberec

precisely what he said. Huxley made
sharp and effective retort. Everyone en

joyed it all immensely and recalled it in i

variety of versions. Some thought Huxlei

had won the exchange; others credit Wil

berforce. Huxley hardly dealt with Wil

berforce's case against Darwin. Hooker

however, made an effective reply in Dar

win's behalf, and the meeting ended.

All events before the codification of thi

official version support this ambiguou

and unheroic account. In particular, Wil

berforce seemed not a bit embarrassed b;

the incident. Disraeli spoke about it in hi

presence. Wilberforce reprinted his re

view of Darwin's Origin, the basis of hi
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remarks that fateful day, in an 1 874 col-

lection of his works. His son recounted the

tale with credit in Wilberforce's biogra-

phy. Moreover, Darwin and Wilberforce

remained on good terms. The ever genial

Darwin wrote to Asa Gray that he found

Wilberforce's review "uncommonly
clever, not worth anything scientifically,

but quizzes me in splendid style. I chuck-

led with laughter at myself." Wilberforce,

.told by the Vicar of Downe about Dar-

win's reaction, said: "I am glad he takes it

in this way. He is such a capital fellow."

I

Moreover, though I don't believe that

self-justification provides much evidence

for anything, we do have a short testimony

from Wilberforce himself. He wrote to Sir

' Charles Anderson just three days after the

event: "On Saturday Professor Henslow

who presided over the Zoological Section

called on me by name to address the Sec-

tion on Darwin's Theory. So I could not

escape and had quite a long fight with

Huxley. I think I thoroughly beat him."

This letter, now housed in the Bodleian

Library of Oxford University, escaped all

notice until 1978, when Josef L. Altholz

cited it in the Journal of the History of

i Medicine. I would not exaggerate the im-

portance of this document because it

smacks of insincerity at least once—so

why not in its last line as well? We know
that 700 people crammed the museum's

largest room to witness the proceedings.

They didn't come to hear Dr. Draper on

the intellectual development of Europe.

Wilberforce was on the dais, and if he

didn't know that he would speak, how
come everyone else did?

Why then, and how, did the official

version so color this event as a primal

victory for evolution? The answer largely

lies with Huxley himself, who successfully

promoted, in retrospect, a version that

suited his purposes (and had probably, by

then, displaced the actual event in his

memory). Huxley, though not anti-

religious, was uncompromisingly and pug-

naciously anticlerical. Moreover, he de-

spised Wilberforce and his mellifluous

sophistries. When Wilberforce died in

1873, from head injuries sustained in a fall

from his horse, Huxley remarked (as the

story goes): "For once, reality and his

brains came into contact and the result

was fatal."

Janet Browne has traced the construc-

tion of the official version in Francis Dar-

win's biography of his father. The story is

told through an anonymous eyewitness,

but Browne proves that Hooker himself

wrote the account, volunteering for the

task with direct purpose (writing to Fran-

cis): "Have you any account of the Oxford

meeting? If not, I will, if you like, see what

I can do towards vivifying it (and

vivisecting the Bishop) for you." Hooker

dredged his memory with pain and uncer-

tainty. He had forgotten his letter to Dar-

win and admitted, "It is impossible to be

sure of what one heard, or of impressions

formed, after nearly thirty years of active

life." And further, "I have been driven

wild formulating it from memory." Hux-

ley then vetted Hooker's account and the

official story was set.

The tale was then twice embellished

—

first, in 1892, when Francis published a

shorter biography of Charles Darwin, and

Huxley contributed a letter, now remem-

bering for the first time (more than thirty

years later) his sotto voce crack, "the Lord

hath delivered him into mine hands"; sec-

ond, in 1900, when Leonard Huxley wrote

the life of his father. Thus, dutiful sons

presented the official version as con-

structed by a committee of two—the chief

participants Huxley and Hooker—from

memories colored by thirty years of battle.

We can only agree with Sheridan Gilley

who writes:

The standard account is a wholly one-sided

effusion from the winning side, put together
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long after the event, uncritically copied

from book to book, and shaped by the ha-

giographic conventions of the Victorian life

and letters.

So much for correcting a moment of

history. But why should we care today?

Does the heroic version do any harm? And
does its rectification have any meaning

beyond our general preference for accu-

racy? Stories do not become primary leg-

ends simply because they tell rip-roaring

narratives; they must stand as exemplars,

particular representations of something

deeper and far more general. The official

version of Huxley versus Wilberforce is an

archetype for a common belief about the

nature of science and its history. The fame

and meaning of the official version lie in

this wider context. But this common belief

is not only wrong (or at least seriously

oversimplified) but ultimately harmful to

science. Thus, in debunking the official

version of Huxley versus Wilberforce, we
might make a helpful correction for sci-

ence itself.

Ruth Moore captured the general

theme in her version of the standard ac-

count: "From that hour on, the quarrel

over the elemental issue that the world

believed was involved, science versus reli-

gion, was to rage unabated." The story has

archetypal power because Huxley and

Wilberforce, in the official version, are not

mere men but symbols, or synecdoches,

for a primal struggle: religion versus sci-

ence, reaction versus enlightenment,

dogma versus truth, darkness versus light.

AJl men have blind spots, however

broad their vision. Thomas Henry Huxley

was the most eloquent spokesman that

evolution has ever known. But his extreme

anticlericalism led him to an uncom-
promising view of organized religion as

the enemy of science. Huxley could envi-

sion no allies among the official clergy.

Conservatives like Wilberforce were ene-

mies pure and simple; liberals lacked the

guts to renounce what fact and logic had

falsified, as they struggled to marry the

irreconcilable findings of science with

their supernatural vision. He wrote in

1 887 of those "whose business seems to be

to mix the black of dogma and the white of

science into the neutral tint of what they

call liberal theology." Huxley did view his

century as a battleground between science

and organized religion—and he took great

pride in the many notches on his own gun.

This cardboard dichotomy seems favor-

able for science at first (and superficial)

glance. It enshrines science as something

pure and apart from the little quirks and
dogmas of daily life. It exalts science as a

disembodied method for discovering truth
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It all costs, while social institutions—reli-

gion in particular—hold fast to antiquated

.uperstition. Comfort and social stability

•esist truth, and science must therefore

ight a lonely battle for enlightenment. Its

leroes, in bad times, are true martyrs

—

Bruno at the stake, Galileo before the In-

quisition—or, in better times, merely irri-

;ated, as Huxley was, by ecclesiastical stu-

pidity.

But no battle exists between science

ind religion—the two most separate

spheres of human need. A titanic struggle

occurs, always has, always will, between

:}uestioning and authority, free inquiry

ind frozen dogma—but the institutions

-epresenting these poles are not science

ind religion. These struggles occur within

5ach field, not primarily across disci-

plines. The general ethic of science leads

to greater openness, but we have our fos-

sils, often in positions of great power. Or-

ganized religion, as an arm of state power

50 frequently in history, has tended to ri-

gidity—but theologies have also spear-

headed social revolution. Official religion

has not opposed evolution as a monolith.

Many prominent evolutionists have been

devout, and many churchmen have placed

evolution at the center of their personal

theologies. Henry Ward Beecher, Ameri-

ca's premier pulpiteer during Darwin's

century, defended evolution as God's way
in a striking commercial metaphor: "De-

sign by wholesale is grander than design

by retail"—better, that is, to ordain gen-

eral laws of change than to make each

species by separate fiat.

The struggle of free inquiry against au-

thority is so central, so pervasive that we
need all the help we can get from every

side. Inquiring scientists must join hands

with questioning theologians if we wish to

preserve that most fragile of all reeds,

liberty itself. If scientists lose their natural

allies by casting entire institutions as ene-

mies, and not seeking bonds with soul

mates on other paths, then we only make a

difficult struggle that much harder.

Huxley had not planned to enter that

famous Oxford meeting. He was still inex-

perienced in public debate, not yet Dar-

win's bulldog. He wrote: "I did not mean
to attend it—did not see the good of giving

up peace and quietness to be episcopally

pounded." But his friends prevailed upon

him, and Huxley, savoring victory, left the

meeting with pleasure and resolution:

Hooker and I walked away from the meet-

ing together, and I remember saying to him

that this experience had changed my opin-

ion as to the practical value of the art of

public speaking, and that from that time

forth I should carefully cultivate it, and try

to leave off hating it.

So Huxley became the greatest public

spokesman for science in his century—as

a direct result of his famous encounter

with Wilberforce. He waded into the pub-

lic arena and struggled for three decades

to breach the boundaries between science

and the daily life of ordinary people. And
yet, ironically, his Manichean view of sci-

ence and religion—abetted so strongly by

the official version, constructed in part by

himself, of his debate with Wilberforce

—

harmed his greatest hope by establishing

boundaries to exclude natural allies and,

ultimately, by encircling science as some-

thing apart from other human passions.

We may, perhaps, read one last document

of the great Oxford debate in a larger

metaphorical context as a plea, above all,

for solidarity among people of Uke minds

and institutions of like purposes. Darwin

to Hooker upon receiving his account of

the debate: "Talk of fame, honor, plea-

sure, wealth, all are dirt compared with

affection."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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In the rainforest ofnortheastern Luzon, twoyoung

women crouch near a game trail, waitingforprey being

driven toward them by another hunter and dogs. Bows

and arrows are effectivefor bringingdown wildpigs, deer,

and other animals on the run.

All ptiotographs by Agn



Daughters ofthe Forest
Agta women ofthe Philippines hunt large game animals and still raise their children

by Agnes Estioko-Griffin

In the textbook-case foraging society,

hunting is a man's job. Anthropologists

argue that a sexual division of labor makes

sense. Women seem less suited physically

for such strenuous activity, and in any

case, hunting entails many risks that

might endanger their children. The wom-

an's role is to bear and raise babies, dig

roots, pick berries, and maybe catch the

occasional rabbit. Discussing "The Evolu-

tion of Hunting," Sherwood L. Washburn

and C.S. Lancaster wrote that "when

males hunt and females gather, the results

are shared and given to the young, and the

habitual sharing between a male, a fe-

male, and their offspring becomes the ba-

sis for the human family" (in Man the

Hunter, edited by Richard B. Lee and

Irven DeVore).

Taytayan Taginod and other Agta

women in the Philippines have not heard

this anthropological wisdom and would

laugh if they did. Taytayan, now a young

grandmother, has long hunted wild

"bearded pigs," deer, monkeys, and a vari-

ety of smaller forest animals and has

spearfished in dangerous rivers.

The Agta live in the Sierra Madre, a

heavily forested mountain range that par-

allels the rugged Pacific coast of north-

eastern Luzon. The Agta do exploit some

ocean resources, but it is the humid rain

forest and its streams and rivers that domi-

nate their lives. Traditionally, the forest

provided not only food but also bark for

clothing, palm fronds and saplings for

houses, leaves for bedding, and wood for

tools. Today, the Agta obtain metal tools,

manufactured cloth, cooking pots, to-

bacco, and rice in trade for forest prod-

ucts—meat and fish, rattan, orchids, and

Manila copal, a tree resin.

Extended family groups—clusters of

two or three brothers and sisters, the old

folks, and the children—are the living and

working units of Agta society. All men
hunt, except those living where the en-

croachment of agricultural groups has

decimated the forest and game. Where

only Agta live, game is plentiful. Wild pig

and deer are abundant, although they

fluctuate in numbers through various cy-

cles. Plant foods are less readily available.

Wild roots are scattered, difficult to dig,



and give low returns for the effort ex-

pended. Today, Agta dig wild roots only in

times of real hardship or when they feel a

desire for traditional foods. They grow up-

land (dry) rice, com, cassava, and sweet

potatoes, but the yield from these crops is

low. Given this situation, the Agta say it

makes sense for women to be hunters.

Women vary in their patterns of living,

but many hunt and nearly all join the men

in driving game.

Agta women differ from men in hunt-

ing tactics. Men love to enter the forest

alone, where they stalk with bow and ar-

row, wait in ambush for hours by fallen

fruit, or spot game at night with flash-

lights tied to their heads. Women are team

hunters. They work with other women or

with their men. They almost always prefer

to drive with dogs and favor killing with

long knives instead of bows and arrows

(arrows are apt to endanger the dogs).

They are seldom the fanatics that men
are, but for some women, love of the hunt

dominates all their work.

Taytayan is one of the enthusiasts, as

my husband, P Bion Griffin, and I

learned as anthropological guests of her

family. Taytayan learned to hunt from her

husband, Galpong, whose second wife she

had become at age sixteen. Taytayan's

older sister, Littawan, was Galpong's first

wife. Littawan had been unable to con-

ceive; rather than divorce her, Galpong

had taken the younger sister as well. Tay-

tayan soon loved hunting with Galpong or

Littawan or both. By the time we became

acquainted, all three were mature adults

and very successful hunters. Taytayan

hunts several times a week, choosing, as

the more active women hunters often do,

to carry the bow and arrow and to nurture

a pack of hunting dogs.

I recall the time she ran a deer for two

days, until its feet were raw and bloody

and exhaustion had slowed it to the point it

could be shot. She had given up the hunt

the first day, but the next day, she took hsr

dogs, found the deer, and chased it until it

collapsed. Other times she and Littawan

hunted, Taytayan leaping ahead to shoot

and kill, then asking Littawan to carry the

carcass home. The kill, she felt, v/as fun,

but lugging a pig home was no joy at all.
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Taytayan takes pleasure in the Agta

pastime of telling the story of a hunt. The

presence of a tape recorder spurs her and

others on, and gives the anthropologists

(who can seldom keep up during the ac-

tual chase) a better insight into the activ-

ity. While Taytayan readily tells the sto-

ries of both successful and unsuccessful

hunts, the following excerpt reveals much
of the character and action of a good hunt.

"Littawan and I took off and walked

way upstream. . . . 'Say, here are some

deer tracks,' I said. We went up the side of

Tagemuyo Mountain. No tracks there.

We walked up the stream bed and

crossed. We saw more deer tracks. The
dogs were all over the hillside. We kept on

but saw nothing. We crossed the stream

again and went farther upstream. Those

deer were really hiding. 'Hala, ha, ha, ha,'

a monkey cried. "Huu, hi; ,' I called to the

dogs. Upstream there wt;je more tracks.

We continued, and I said, 'There are too

many tracks! Where are the dogs?' 'Aah,

aah,' I called to the dogs. I grouped the

dogs together where the tracks were clus-

tered. The dogs wouldn't stay together,

and one, Tighe, was off on his own.
" 'Listen! That's a pig!' I said; 'Quick,

after it!' Littawan urged the dogs on by

calling 'Arab, arah, arah, arah!' 'Hurry up

to the next stream!' she yelled. I ran

around a pile of fallen rocks and earth and

into a swarm of bees. They started sting-

ing me all over my body. My hands be-

came swollen; I was so upset I almost

threw away my bow. I ran through the

bushes and saw the pig, a large boar. The

dogs, Littawan, and I ran after it down-

stream. I nocked my arrow; Tighe really

bit the pig, but it broke loose. I couldn't

shoot for fear of hitting the dogs. I finally

got an arrow into it but didn't kill it. I then

stabbed it several times.



Taytayan draws an arrow with a barbed tip madefrom scrap

steel. When the arrowpenetrates theprey, thepoint and shaft

' separate, and the shaft, attached to thepoint by a line, drags

behindand encumbers the prey. This type ofarrow is well

\ suitedfor making thefirst shot at large game animals.

"Littawan arrived and tied the pig for

carrying. 'Are we going to butcher it here

or carry it home?' she asked. 'Let's

butcher it over there,' I said, 'or we'll

starve to death.' We roasted the liver and

some sweet potatoes I was carrying, and

then I said, 'Let's go downriver and spear-

fish.' On the way, we gathered grass for

broom making to sell to the lowlanders. I

spearfished but only got three fish.

"When we got home, I hollered, 'Bion,

come and take our picture, as we are car-

rying meat.' I was carrying the grass and

my bow and arrows over my shoulder

That would make a good picture."

While Taytayan learned to hunt after

she married, most girls learn before they

reach puberty. Later they develop into

hunters or give it up, as it suits them. In

our camp, which contained twenty-five

people, girls of age ten and up accompa-

nied fathers, mothers, aunts, and grand-

mothers on hunts. The girls carried knives

or no weapons at all, but ran as game was

taken, helped hold and control the dogs,

and aided in butchering and carrying

home the kills. They learned to recognize

the signs of game animals, the fruit and

leaves they eat, and how they behave un-

der different conditions. Abey, Tayta-

yan's elderly sister-in-law, recalls learning

to hunt as a prepubescent girl:

CHINA

"My mother and I left for the forest.

We took the hunting dogs along. We
walked upriver. 'The dogs are chasing a

young wild pig!' called Mother. 'Hurry up

before they chew it up.' 'I can't walk be-

cause of the thorns,' I answered. My
mother got angry. 'I am going to leave you

behind,' she threatened. I started to cry; I

didn't want to be left in the forest. My
mother hit me on the head with a stick.

She ran off through the undergrowth and

I grudgingly followed.

"We reached the place where the dogs

had cornered the wild pig. My mother

stabbed it with a knife until it died. She

also hit the dogs because they kept at-

tempting to drag the pig away. Still angry

at me, she told me to carry the pig on my
back. I took it down to the river to soak. I

wanted to head home since I was already

hungry. My mother, however, called the

dogs and we proceeded upriver.

"The dogsjumped a deer, chased it, and

bit its legs. It got away and ran into the

river Mother ran to it, held one of its legs,

and stabbed it. 'Oh!' she screamed, 'It will

gore me!' 'Take it into the deeper water!' I

called. She grabbed and held the deer's

head. It finally collapsed. 'Drag it to

where the pig is,' she said. She butchered

the deer I gathered firewood, built a fire,

and burned the hair off the pig. After
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Mother finished the deer, she butchered

the pig. I roasted the liver and we both ate.

"Mother sent me to cut vines for mak-

ing a pack to carry the meat. She gave me
three legs to carry and we proceeded

downriver My pack was so heavy I was

really staggering."

Now a grandmother, Abey is again the

weak one, as she hunts with her older

daughter, Iring. On one trip, she and Iring

killed a pig; Iring carried her one-year-old

son on her back. We photographed the

dead pig and recorded Iring's tale:

" 'Let's keep on walking, Mother,' I

said. She answered, 'Wait there for me,

because my thighs hurt from climbing up

the mountainside.' I walked along with my
baby on my back. I was annoyed at Tal-

engteng [the baby] because he was noisy

while I was running. We climbed up the

steep trail, I on my hands and knees ....

"Mother asked, 'What is that howling?'

'Ho, ho, ho,' howled [the dog] Baklayan. I

thought, this old woman has weak hear-

ing. That's just a young pig, judging from

the pitch of the howling. I had to go faster

because my mother couldn't run fast

enough. As soon as the old woman arrived,

she clubbed the pig on the head, but it

wouldn't die. She clubbed it again, but it

still would not die. I cut vines for tying the

pig. She finished tying it, and I took the

bow and arrows. The pig was still breath-

ing hard tied to Mother's back. We
walked and walked, rested, and chewed

betel. While we descended the hill.

Mother complained, 'That old dog is use-

less. It would have been better if I had

reached the pig and stabbed it.'
"

Just how effective are women hunters?

My husband and I collected quantitative

data and kept daily logs of activities. Of
the 296 hunting trips we logged, men
made 1 80, either singly or in groups that

included no women. Another 61 trips were

male-female team efforts. Trips involving

only women numbered 55. Men, then, are

more frequent hunters, but women also

participate actively.

The greater frequency of hunting by

men is reflected in the percentage of car-

cass weight they bring home. In our sam-

ple, men provided 43 percent of the ani-

mals by body weight. Hunting by women
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accounted for 22 percent, while mixed

teams got 35 percent. These figures are

also the outcome of differences in hunting

techniques.

Men use various tactics and often hunt

alone. They lie in wait by fallen fruit to

ambush the pigs and deer drawn to feed,

or they stalk their prey under cover of

jungle thickets. The average pig or deer

killed by men using these tactics is larger

than that brought down by women, al-

though the better women hunters do kill

large, adult game. The power of arrows

shot from bows with sixty-pound pull also

contributes to men's success in killing

large animals. Women's bows seldom pull

more than forty-five pounds. Of course,

only the best hunters, male and female,

regularly get the heaviest game.

While women's contribution by carcass

weight is smaller, their hunting success

rate is high. In the course of the 296 hunts

we tabulated, 73 kills were made. The 1 80

"men only" trips brought in 31 kills,

achieving a 17 percent rate of return. In

comparison, women totaled 31 percent,

and mixed teams of both men and women
totaled 41 percent. These figures show

that the use of teamwork and dogs yields

the highest kill ratios.

Most of the trips by women involved

dogs. Dog teams are expensive to main-

tain, perform poorly in rainy weather, and

frequently die from game attacks, illness,

or malnutrition. Well-trained, mature,

healthy dogs, however, can be of critical

importance to the hunt. Two different tac-

tics may be used. In the first, hunters

proceed into the forest and station them-

selves at 'mbush points where game is

likely to pass. Then, one or more hunters

with dogs enter the forest, hoping to sur-

prise game and drive it to the ambushers.

The second tactic is for a small team, say a

husband and wife or two women, to travel

with their dogs until an animal is located.

Then, as Taytayan recounted, the chase is

on, and the hunters expend huge amounts

of energy covering rugged terrain. Very

often the animal escapes, but good dogs

help insure success.

Just as there is overlap, as well as a

difference, in how men and women hunt in

Agta society, so too the division of labor in

other areas is a matter of emphasis. Every-

body spearfishes, for example. Although

women in foraging societies worldwide

have usually been excluded from hunting,

they have often been fishers in coastal and

riverine environments.

Among the Agta, spearfishing is done

under water, by swimmers wearing primi-

tive goggles and using a large rubber band
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Taytayan's elder daughter, Paola (left), spearfishes

in a cold mountain river The Agta use a large rubber

band topropel a wire projectile. Agtafemales ofall ages are

skilled in this pursuit. Boys and girls, below, play a

bow-and-arrow huntinggame at the seashore.

;
propel a wire projectile. Some fishing is

deep, fast, cold rivers; some in slow and

allow streams. Children start learning to

h when little more than toddlers, even-

ally turning play into a skill. Boys and

iris make forays to streams for safe, shal-

jw-water fishing, their catches becoming

icnic snacks. Teen-agers join adults in

(hing the larger rivers where large fish

itound. Women truly excel in this often

jiily activity. Nearly all females, from

I'elve years old to the very old, spearfish.

' One of the most important of the Agta's

iod-getting pursuits, fishing may, in the

j;y season, provide nearly all their animal

otein for days at a time. Even people

ho are not strong enough for the most

porous fishing occasionally participate

the special fish drives. Women in ad-

nced pregnancy, the elderly, and the

me may drag the rattan lines, tied with

fronds, that span the river and chase fish

to the swimmers.

Another large part of women's work

among the Agta consists of gathering

plant foods, shellfish, honey, and the mul-

titude of items needed for medicines and

camp maintenance. Even here, however,

men are hardly excluded. Everybody col-

lects honey, with women ably climbing the

trees to cut down combs, except when

young men can be talked into the task.

(Women do not like to climb if they are

wearing skirts; modest jogging shorts are

the favored attire for work in the forest.)

Frequently, all the adults and children in a

camp take off for an outing along the

beaches of rock and coral, where moUusks

and crustaceans are to be had. Men limit

their beach activities to spear and line

fishing, however.

Women and children are the primary

gatherers of wild roots and other plant

foods. Men seldom join the women in dig-

ging up roots, whether cultivated or wild,

and although they work at clearing and

planting the family's small plot of dry rice,

they are less likely to help harvest the

crop. Whole families may work together

in cutting the caryota palm tree, extract-

ing the starch-laden pith, and packing the

food home. More often, however, parties

of women and girls do this arduous work,

with lots of joking and horseplay through-

out the long day.

As we examine all the work done by

women, hunting and its supposed limita-

tions on child rearing come into better

perspective. Taytayan and her family ex-

emplify efforts to harmonize food getting

and general work with the bearing and

raising of children.

Taytayan bore four children, two girls

and two boys: only the two daughters sur-

vived. In this experience she was typical.

We found that one-third to one-half of

Agta children die before puberty. Tom
Headland, a missionary-anthropologist

working many miles to our south, found

that about half the children die. In his

area, the Agta have been more exposed to

the destructive effects of newcomers

—

disease, alcohol, and depletion of game.

Children are a part of nearly all Agta

activities. While older children may be

left with baby sitters, nursing infants are

carried on their mothers' backs not only on

occasional hunting trips but also on forest

excursions to secure building materials

and food. This day in, day out exposure,

which sometimes subjects them to wet

and cold conditions, certainly contributes

to the illnesses that kill many. Mothers

shelter their children from bad weather

whenever possible, however, and avoid



At a rainy-season camp, Taytayan, below, sets offon a hunt

with her dogs. The rainy seasonfrom October to February,

when spearfishing inflooded rivers is difficult andgame
animals arefat, is afavored timefor hunting. A youngfather,

right, lifts his children on his back before setting offon a

foraging trip awayfrom camp. Although women do the major

share ofchild care, Agfa men also help.

hunting under such conditions. So al-

though hunting is rigorous, it does not pose

any special danger to infants.

Taytayan's two daughters are now rear-

ing families. The elder has four surviving

children, while the younger, married only

in 1978, has two. Both women learned to

hunt with their mother, but now hunt pri-

marily with their husbands. They neglect

bows and arrows, preferring to carry only

knives. During pregnancy they hunted

less, and not until the babies were about

six months old did they begin to carry

them on short hunts.

Taytayan continues to go after wild

pigs, deer, and monkeys, while also tend-

ing her grandchildren, even adopting the

eldest. Now her companions include

nieces, nephews, and, of course, Littawan.

Her daughters find her difficult to keep

up with because of her vigor and enthusi-
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asm. Taytayan once expressed her interest

in rumored "fertility drugs" to me. I asked

how in the world she would hunt if she had

another baby. "No problem," she said,

"Littawan can carry it while we hunt."

Mothers and females in general are

most decidedly the major child tenders in

Agta society. Mothers do the greatest

share, followed by elder sisters and grand-

mothers. Fathers are fourth, but still

spend a significant amount of time caring

for their children. Young fathers of two or

three children assist their wives in child

care every day. These fathers often carry

older children, aged about three to eight,

on foraging trips outside of camp, tending

the children while mothers spearfish or

gather. My husband and I have often

joined these family expeditions. One of

my husband's favorite activities was to

accompany a father or grandfather and

children on some forest task; the an-

thropologist had no trouble keeping up

with the smaller children!

We even know one little girl of about

seven, an only child, who was taken by her

devoted father on short hunts. Of course,

she did not hunt, and she had to be carried

for part of the trip. She did, however,

begin to take in the whole world of hunt-

ing—the sights, sounds, feelings, and

spirit of moving through the jungle in

hopes of killing prey. As she grows older,

she will learn that women and men are not

identical in hunting or in any other aspect

of their lives. A division of labor by sex

does exist in Agta society. But it is flex-

ible, subject to individual needs and pref-

erences. Women adjust hunting and child

rearing to each other and to their other

subsistence efforts. If they choose, they

too can "bring home the bacon." D







Slipper snails attached to a turban snail

Riders in the Sea
Ridingpiggyback through the kelp beds, the hooked
slipper snailfinds life in the slow lane to its liking

From tide pool to deep rocky reef, through the vast kelp beds

of the Monterey Peninsula, the hooked slipper snail, Crepidula

adunca. rides its range on the backs of turban snails, top snails,

miter snails, whelk, and even tiny carinated dove snails.

Members of the genus are found throughout the tropical and

temperate zones, and when not attached immobile to the rocky

substrate, they will even take to the backs of horseshoe crabs.

In the nutrient-rich waters of Monterey Bay, amidst blooms

of plankton and beds of large yellow-brown algae, we've seen

how the hooked slipper snail has adapted its feeding and even its

mating habits to preserve its sedentary ways. Instead of cruising

the bay bottom in search of food, the snail feeds as it rides,

filtering floating plankton and the detritus of decomposing kelp

through long gill filaments adapted for feeding as well as

respiration. The snails meet and mate on the backs of their hosts,

and since juvenile males mature into females, even chance

meetings of males may produce offspring. Two small males are

often found attached to a larger female, all riding on the back of

a host snail.

Fertilization is internal; males impregnate the underlying

female and about 200 large yolky eggs are brooded in capsules

beneath her foot. And while the floating eggs of their hosts

develop into vulnerable planktonic larvae, hooked slipper snail

offspring hatch into tiny fully formed snails, which avoid

becoming drifting food by feeding on stored yolk beneath their

mother's foot.

At one to two millimeters, the young launch out on their own
but soon attach themselves to the shell of another snail,

beginning their sessile life style. When tiny hooked slipper snails

were put in an aquarium with various turban snails, within thirty

minutes almost every juvenile had attached itself to a host. We

Photographs and text

by Lovell and Libby Langstroth

Overleaf: Juvenile top snail hosts a tiny slipper snail
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Algae-encrusted slipper snails on red top snail

Turban snail bears slipper snails and barnacles

have even seen them attach themselves to marbles. Shell

curvature, rather than shell inhabitant, appears to be the

criterion for attachment, and the hooked slipper snail's own shell

will grow to conform to the host's shell beneath. One turban snail

in a tidal pool had as many as eight riders attached.

In the canopy of kelp sixty feet above the bottom of Monterey

Bay, we have seen hundreds of turban and top snails, many with

these slipper snails attached. There, by no doing of their own, the

slipper snails stay under cover, protected from attacks by snail-

hungry sea stars. The species is dispersed throughout its range

by riding its raving hosts. In the kelp beds, brealcing waves knock

some snails and riders loose; others may drift long distances

attached to plants torn free.

There is no evidence that the hooked slipper snail does any

harm to its host, and it appears content to enjoy the fruits of

passivity to the fullest. While it may trade up to a larger host, the

snail eventually loses its own mobility, apparently none the

worse for taking advantage of a free ride through life. D
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BUNGSmoBURGLARS.
At General Motors we're putting technology to

the test, pushing it as far into the future

as it can go, designing transportation to take you

intothe.21stcentury. But first we have to help

you overthe obstacles you run into now. Like .

bumpy roads and potholes, shopping carts and

car thieves.Just a few of the simple realities

of everyday driving. So we've come up with

ways to use tomorrow's technology to meet

some ofyour needs today. We're using advanced

computer systems, revolutionary materials,

sophisticated testing and state-of-the-art

electronics to make your newGM cars even safer,

more durable and more reliable. At GM we're

on a course for the future, but we're still dedicated

to getting you down today's roads.

THEEMan¥SSEV' _
SaB\ICENOTFiCTJONM

1. ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY TESTING. Bysimulatlng •;

electromagnetic interference from broadcast signals; power

transmission lines and lightning, ttiese tests improve the reliability

of vehicle electronic systems.

r:^— - 2. VEHICLE ANTI-THEFT SYSTEM. A coded resistor in the Corvette

;

;'
;,, ignition key is the heart of a systerri that slows down a would-be

;
: ... carthief 20to 30 minutes-timea thief doesn't have.

"""jIIt^;,
3, LEAN-MACHINE. A 125-m.p,g. concept vehicle with ah

«..te'.;'-, aerodynamic aluminum body and an innovative three-wheel

^^ i;iiji : su^pensicin that allows the drivertolean'it into turns.

'|^K%i;,|F>^T|gBbE)Y PANELS. The lightweight, non-rusting skin on
"'

i;g:|;:;^|;^6^;::gives';.slightly on impact, helping to protect cars from

stones and other realities of everyday driving.

SIMULATED CRASH TESTING. Computer modeling

Stag^-spf passenger-compartment design helps

icfashworthiness. so safety is built in. not
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By most measures, New York's Wooster Group is a

success, with a lot of help from its friends. Increasingly,

as must many other cultural organizations, the experi-

mental theater group has to rely on its private, corpo-

rate friends for continuing success.

"Keeping the Group on salary is something we've

never been able to do before," says general manager
Linda Chapman. "There have been some difficult mo-
ments."

Ticket sales never would cover the Wooster Group's

costs. Early government grants helped. Then the Group

attracted modest but important contributions from

some local corporations and foundations.

Public-Private Partnership

Such moments have been common in cultural pur-

suits since economic surplus first left room for culture.

Whether it be the Metropolitan Opera or the Dance
Theatre of Harlem, the American Museum of Natural

History, the Cold Spring Harbor Whaling Museum, the

Vienna State Opera or the Sistine Chapel ceiling, the

natural sciences and fine arts have seldom been self-

supporting.

Many cultural institutions and programs receive sub-

stantial support from public sources, but private fund-

ing is essential to meet the total need. Private funding

includes individual contributions, large and small, foun-

dations and corporate support. For all cultural orga-

nizations, private sources have become increasingly

vital since public funding may be curtailed.

How the Private Sector Helps

Institutions large and small share the quest for corpo-

rate and other private support, for many of the same
reasons.

Corporate and individual contributions, for example,

accounted for 5% of the American Museum of Natural

History's total revenues of $35.6 million in its 1984-

1985 fiscal year. Grants and other restricted funds

made up another 7%. This year the American Museum
received more than a million dollars in unrestricted cor-

porate contributions for the first time. "Our general

Natural History 5/86
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corporate campaign did well," says Robert G. Goelet,

the museum's president.

Because of the scope of its scientific programs, the

museum's constituency is virtually worldwide. Many of

its relationships with such supporters as Mobil Cor-

poration, Exxon, Philip Morris Inc., Chemical Bank and

Bristol Myers have grown over decades. The Museum
has been a New York City presence for 116 years, a

resource both private and public sectors recognize for

its role in the metropolitan area's cultural fabric.

"Museums such as ours," says Mr. Goelet, "are very

important to the community culturally and economi-

cally. That's why New York City and New York State

provide funds. Many corporation executives see the

importance of supporting the big cultural institutions as

they enhance the quality of life. They see that these

organizations serve the interests of their employees,

shareholders, and customers."

Companies today do seem to be increasing their

support of cultural institutions. "Corporations are mak-
ing their employees more aware of their matching gift

programs and encouraging them to participate," Mr.

Goelet says. "We're also seeing an increase in partici-

pation in corporate admissions programs. A corpora-

tion makes a contribution—in our case it's $10,000

—

and the museum then admits the firm's employees free

of charge. Seventy companies now participate in our

admissions program."
The steady, ongoing contributions from corporations

with strong budgets for unrestricted annual support are

perhaps the most valuable of all to an established cul-

tural institution. American Express, Bankers Trust,

Bristol Myers, CBS Inc., Chemical Bank, Citicorp/Citi-

bank, Consolidated Edison, Exxon, General Foods,
Johnson and Higgins, IBM, McGraw Hill Inc., Metropol-
itan Life, Morgan Guaranty Trust Co., Mobil, New York
Telephone, the New York Times, Philip Morris Inc.,

Time Inc. and United States Steel are among such stal-

warts.

Another cultural resource with wide natural-science

interests and support needs is the New York Zoological
Society. The Society's best known operation is the

world-renowned Bronx Zoo. Others include the New
York Aquarium, the Osborn Marine Laboratory, and
Wildlife Conservation International, the oldest Ameri-
can international conservation program.
To support these many ventures takes money. The

Society's fiscal 1985 revenues were $31.7 million.

These funds came from a combination of earned in-

come, state and municipal sources, and gifts and con-
tributions—the latter roughly equating to private-sec-
tor funding.

That mix, says director of public affairs James W.
Meeuwsen, has changed greatly over time. Meeuwsen
says, "our activities now place a greater demand on our
income from private sources."
The New York Botanical Garden, whose revenue to-

tailed $7.8 million, receives a significant portion of its

funds from corporate and other private sources.
"These funds support three areas: horticulture, sci-

ence, and education," says Robert Wilkins, vice presi-
dent for development and public relations. ' A'e get
support from New York companies and many .f,uional
cnes too."

Cuferai funding may also be on a smaller scale and

local. One elated organization this year is the East

Hampton Historical Society, which qualified in Decem-
ber for a $200,000 three-for-one matching grant from

the National Endowment for the Humanities (NEH). The
eastern Long Island society oversees six museums.

With an annual operating budget that increased from

$70,000 five years ago to $240,000 today, East Hamp-
ton's historians now have an opportunity to match the

new funds. It hopes to increase its traditional support

from private foundations and individuals who have ties

to the region, and from corporations.

The Patronage Tradition

From antiquity, political and financial nobility has pa-

tronized the arts and sciences. Historically, the tradition

of public support has been stronger outside the United

States. In a 1985 study, J. Mark Davidson Shuster of

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology noted that

France, Sweden, West Germany, the Netherlands, and

Canada all provided about $30 per capita in public ex-

penditures on the arts, while Great Britain, Italy, and
the U.S. provided only $10 to $13 per capita. The
higher level of private donations in the U.S., though,

allows support here to be restated as a total of $23 per

capita.

The tradition of private cultural patronage began in

America with the builders of the great 19th-century

commercial and industrial fortunes. In time, most of

these wealthy domains transmuted into corporations,

owned by shareholders rather than families. The ques-
tion then became: Should corporate America now as-

sume the role of cultural support?
The answer was not a clear "yes." As recently as the

1960s, many doubted that stockholders would tolerate

"their " companies using "their" money to support cul-

ture.

Sybil C. Simon, founder and executive director of the

Arts & Business Council, says that a landmark study or

business and culture carried out 20 years ago by the

Rockefeller Brothers Fund focused the issue. Ever
with projected government support, the report con-

cluded that the private sector should also do its part, f^

1966 conference, says Ms. Simon, "exploded the the-

ory that stockholders would object."

Growth In Corporate Support

Since then, corporate America has heeded that call

The Business Committee for the Arts, Inc., (BCA
founded in 1967 and with a membership today of more
than 1 60 senior corporate executives, estimates that, Ir

1 969, business support stood at $22 million from a few

dozen enterprises. By 1982, cultural support had ex
ceeded $500 million annually from many more corpora
tions. Next year, BCA hopes its 20th anniversary wil

show corporate support for cultural events and institu

tions to have topped a billion dollars.

Broader studies say that it already has. A survey b;

Chemical Bank shows that just since 1979, "private

giving grew from $2.7 billion to $5.4 billion."

Some corporations in recent years have almost alone

equaled the total level of corporate cultural support ir

the late 1960s.
The Coca-Cola Foundation, established only in 1984
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As the host ofAT&T Presents Carnegie Hall Tonight, John

Rubinstein does more than introduce the music.

He enhances your enjoyment of it.
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intentions, and an artist's idiosyncracies of interpretation.

His interviews and commentary give you a keen appre-

ciation of the music—and that includes pieces you've heard many
times before. From Prudhoe Bay Alaska, to Key West, Florida,

I listeners agree that their radios never sounded so good.

So check your local listings and tune in AT&T Presents
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commitment to bring you great art. And
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gave $5.2 million that year, 25% of it to cultural orga-

nizations and events. Citicorp USA's total contribu-

tions reached $8.5 million in 1984 and $8.9 million in

1985, with slightly more than a fourth allocated to cul-

tural activities. The Ford Motor Company Fund gave

$10 million in 1985, including $750,000 to culture.

American Express in 1985 gave $11 million, a quarter

going to culture. Atlantic Richfield Foundation contrib-

uted $35.8 million in 1984, of which $6.1 million sup-

ported the arts.

These funds go to many diverse beneficiaries. Pfizer,

Inc., the New York based pharmaceutical company, Is

only one example of that diversity. The company and

the Pfizer Foundation together made contributions to-

talling $5.5 million in 1984. "The company's contribu-

tions are very diverse," says spokesman John Sing.

"The largest category is education at 31.7%. Next, as

one might expect, is health care at 27.6%. Civic con-

tributions total 23.3% and cultural 13.3%. Direct con-

tributions to cultural organizations and events In 1984

(1985 figures aren't in yet) totalled $522,000 of which

more than $400,000 came from the Foundation."

That half million covers a wide spectrum. The benefi-

ciaries include the American Museum of Natural His-

tory, the Metropolitan Opera Association, the Museum
of Modern Art, Carnegie Hall, the Lincoln Center for the

Performing Arts, the National Trust for Historic Pres-

ervation, the New York City Opera, the Statue of Llb-

erty/Ellls Island Foundation, the Old Globe Theater In

Stratford, Connecticut, the Colonial Williamsburg

Foundation, the Clearwater (Florida) Marine Science
Center and the Boulder (Colorado) Philharmonic Or-

chestra. "There are at least fifty different organiza-

tions," says John Sing.

IBM spreads Its largesse even wider. The company in

1985 gave $17 million to support cultural activities

around the world.

Corporate cultural support goes beyond outright

money gifts. Ten years ago, Sybil Simon's Arts & Busi-

ness Council began a program to provide "in-kind"

support. Business Volunteers for the Arts (BVA) has as
its goal "to recruit, train and place corporate executives
as pro bono consultants to cultural organizations In

order to upgrade their management techniques." Al-

ready, Ms. Simon estimates, BVA has provided more
than $1 1 million in volunteer time and other in-kind help.

"In-kind" covers a wide area. Johnson Wax donates
its fine film "Living Planet" for use in the large screen
theater of the American Museum of Natural History.

Business support of culture also appears in the con-
tributions of dozens of American corporations to the
nearly completed renovation of the Statue of Liberty.
The public sector side of this support effort has been
the U.S. Treasury Department's program to raise $50
million toward the restoration work through the market-
ing to the public, at no cost to taxpayers, of $5, $1 , and
50-cent United States Liberty Coins.
Less well known is the help that corporations extend

to Individual artists and artisans. For example, Poets &
Writers, Inc., an information exchange for poets and
fiction writers founded in 1970 by Galen Williams,
has nearly 100 company and foundation supporters.
Similarly, the PEN American Center in New York has
corporate funding for the PEN Syndicate Fiction
project.
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The Public Sector

In addition to aid from private sources, many cultural

Institutions receive substantial public support which
added to private contributions help to make ends meet.

In the 1985 fiscal year, the National Endowment for

the Humanities (NEH) had a budget of $139.8 million.

The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) had budget
funding of $163.7 million In its 1985 fiscal year.

The federal budget appropriations for fiscal 1986 for

NEA and NEH were $165.7 million and $138.6 million

respectively. These appropriations, however, were re-

duced by the Gramm-Rudman balanced budget
amendment. The proposed appropriations in the fiscal

1987 budget have been lowered still further to $158.5

million for NEA and $132.7 million for NEH. Not less

than 20% of NEA's program funds must pass through

to state and regional agencies and groups.

Similarly, New York State Council on the Arts makes
grants In its own name and also works with New York's

regional and local cultural bodies. In the 1985 budget
year. New York State increased its direct funding for

cultural activities from $35.3 million to $40.3 million.

And through direct and pass-through funding, New
York City raised its Cultural Affairs Department's bud-
get to a record $129.7 million.

The Challenge

The array of private and public dollar support seems
substantial today and apt to be more so tomorrow. But
the future presents a challenge.

One element is the volatility of corporate earnings. As
economic cycles occur, some businesses are able to

give more or less at different times. Some other cor-

porations are able to maintain a steady program of

cultural support during these periodic ups and downs.
An experienced fund-raiser observes that "it all bal-

ances out. " In other words, corporations that are hav-

ing hard times increase their contributions later when
business Improves.

Although petroleum industry earnings fluctuate, this

industry has remained a steadfast supporter of cultural

Institutions. Oil companies are some of the largest en-

terprises and among the most giving cultural benefac-

tors. The industry is perhaps most visible to the public

through its support of public broadcasting. Exxon Cor
poration's Great Performances series, Mobil Corpora'
tion's Masterpiece Theater, and many nature series are

underwritten In whole or part. Texaco boasts the long

est continuous sponsorship of any program—the Sat-

urday afternoon Metropolitan Opera On The Air, since

1940.

Aid is also given In less visible but no less appreci-

ated ways. Special support from Mobil Corporation
allows the American Museum of Natural History to re-

main open in the evenings.

The Museum has received other recent gifts for spe-
cial purposes from Amerada Hess, the Starr Founda-
tion, Newmont Mining, Engelhard Hanovia, Conoco
Inc., the Anschutz Foundation, Exxon, IBM, the William

Randolph Hearst Foundation, the Samuel and May
Rudin Foundation and the Reader's Digest.

The challenge for not-for-profit organizations is to

Identify new business segments without a strong con-
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Medical Research-
building a healthier

future

If you've ever been treated for high blood pressure. .

.

heart disease. . .diabetes. . .or almost any health problem,

medical progress based on research has already touched

your life.

Because of medical research, polio no longer strikes in

epidemic proportions every summer Today about three-

quarters of patients diagnosed as having Hodgkin's dis-

ease will survive five years or longer—as opposed to less

Ljthan half twenty years ago. Current treatment options

I for people with heart disease and high blood pressure

..fi include medication that helps the body's natural regula-

l tors to control blood pressure and volume, enabling the

, i heart to function with less strain.

J Scientists are now working on new ways of treating

jsuch devastating afflictions as heart disease, cancer and

,,
I Alzheimer's disease. They are testing new enzyme inhibi-

, I tors that may control or reverse the late complications of
diabetes. Forthcoming breakthroughs in understanding

biological processes and treating disease may change die

quality and perhaps the lengdi ofyour life.

Medical research leading to such results takes years of
patient, often frustrating experimentation by many dif-

ferent teams throughout die public and private sectors

^.j,of our scientific community. The tasks involved are not

simple.

Advances in research stem from a partnership that

includes federal agencies such as the National Institutes

of Health (NIH), universities and teaching hospitals

across America, and private industry laboratories. Each

partner often works independently to acquire knowl-

edge and test new concents. They must build on the

knowledge developed in all laboratories, and they often

coordinate efforts in their search for answers.

Whether an idea originates in a universitA' laboratory

or starts with basic product research carried on in the

private sector, important findings percolate through the

Jj

entire scientific community, where each new finding

serves as a building block to establish a deeper under-
oti

Pfizer

standing ofwhat we are and how we function.

Medical research is an expensive process. It needs
steady funding for equipment and personnel—even
when progress is slow. Government and industry often

work with university-based scientists and the medical

profession not only in the acquisition ofnew knowledge
and the development of new treatments, but also in

funding these advances.

Now more than ever, we all must do our part to help

keep the flow of discoveries active and ongoing. If ftind-

ing for medical research is reduced, major advances in

knowledge about some ofthe most dreaded diseases fac-

ing us todav could be delayed for years to come.
What can you do?

• Speak up. Let your legislators know that you want
funding of biomedical research bv NIH and other

government agencies to be kept at the highest possible

levels.

• Contribute to voluntary health organizations support-

ing disease research.

Research-based pharmaceutical companies such as

Pfizer are also increasing their financial in\'estment in

research. For instance, in 1984 alone, pharmaceutical

companies in the United States spent o\'er 4 billion dol-

lars on research and product development.

At the same time, we at Pfizer realize the importance

of committing more than monev to research. As a

partner in healthcare, we are continuallv working to dis-

cover new ideas, test new concepts, and turn ne\\' under-

standing to practical and beneficial uses. Now we are

working harder than ever to make sure that this nation's

medical research effort receives the attention—and ftind-

ing— it deserves.

For more information on the future of medical research in

America, nvite to Health Research U.S.A., P.O. Bax 3852
FR, Grand Centi-al Station, New York, NT 10163.

PHARMACEUTICALS • A PARTNER IN HEALTHCARE
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tributions history (technology, health and recreation in-

dustries) and discuss contributions with them.

Focus On Marketing Impact

Corporate restructuring is changing patterns of cul-

tural support. The Bell System divestiture is one exam-
ple. Prior to 1984, AT&T and its regional Bell units

support of the arts was large-scale. The program dated

to the 'Bell Telephone Hour " broadcasts begun in

1940. AT&T's arts support is still large, and takes two

distinct directions—one as corporate advertising, the

other through the AT&T Foundation's programs.

The AT&T Foundation in 1 985 made grants to the arts

of $2.8 million, or 12% of its budget. This will increase

by about 1% in 1986. "The Foundation carries on an

AT&T tradition that emphasizes the performing arts

and fosters new works,
'

' says Esther Novak, vice presi-

dent for cultural programs.

Since divestiture, however, the Foundation is re-

directing its funding. "We've shifted from relatively

modest, unrestricted grants to more targeted project

grants," Ms. Novak says. "That's largely because
we're a smaller company, so we've got to focus our

funds. We make fewer but larger grants.
"

Thus, where the AT&T Foundation would previously

give to an orchestra's operating budget, it now will

underwrite a specific series of concerts.

In its corporate advertising, AT&T today wants to

project itself through cultural sponsorship as a national

company with a presence everywhere in the U.S. "For

five years," says Jackie Byrne, district manager for arts

advertising, "we sponsored the tours of the 30 major
American symphony orchestras. That was the begin-

ning of our using cultural events for marketing pur-

poses. Now, with divestiture, we are focusing on very

special events and looking more closely at local mar-
kets."

In New York, that has meant supporting the Great
Performers Series in Lincoln Center, and an interna-

tional exhibition of painting and sculpture at the reopen-
ing of the Museum of Modern Art. AT&T also is the sole

corporate underwriter of public television's MacNeil-
Lehrer News Hour.

Merrill Lynch & Company Inc. also treats its cultural

programs as a marketing arm. "We're a major interna-

tional company," says corporate staff vice president
Michael A. Wall, "but we're also a group of small offices

around the world and especially across the U.S. So,
when we work with cultural organizations in a market,
we try to develop something new and different—and
we also try to make sure people know we're doing
this."

Through its special events program, budgeted annu-
ally at more than $2 million, Merrill has developed its

Great Performers Series with 25 symphony orchestras
and has been the sole corporate sponsor of the Metro-
politan Opera's spring tour. It has worked with the New
York City Ballet, the Boston Ballet, and the Goodman
Theater in Chicago, and annually underwrites the Ken-
nedy Center Honors Gala.

IBM's cultural support is broad-based, ranging from
two-for-one backing of employee contributions to un-
derwriting major programs around the world. These
include a Renoir exhibition in Paris, London and Bos-
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ton, and a Winslow Homer exhibit in Washington, D.C.

Among performing arts support is an annual telecast of

the American Ballet Theater's "Nutcracker." In 1983,

the IBM Gallery of Science and Art opened at the firm's

New York City midtown office building.

IBM in the 1 930s also set a precedent by establishing

one of the first corporate art collections. Its example
has since been taken by such diverse firms as Ameri-

can Can Company, Chase Manhattan, Atlantic Rich-

field, NHG/lnternorth in Omaha, and Ciba-Geigy Cor-

poration in Ardsley, New York. Ciba also uses art to

honor Blacks in the sciences, commissioning the artist

Ernest Crichlow to do portraits of three noted Black

scientists each year and using these as a basis for

contributions to each scientist's university.

In a similar vein, many companies are donating valu-

able ground-floor space in their headquarters buildingc

to museums and exhibitions. The Philip Morris building

in New York is a highly visible example. This corner of

42nd Street and Park Avenue is now an outpost of the

Whitney Museum of American Art.

Delegating The Contributions Process

One trend in corporate support for cultural events

and institutions may set a pattern for the future. Com-
panies now delegate management of contributions pro-

grams to area managers. This approach not only mines
all parts of the country for worthy projects, but fosters

new types of grants.
[

Manufacturers Hanover Trust Company (MHT) fo-

cuses some of its effort on sports. Its special events

unit sponsors the annual Westchester Golf Classic, the

New York City Marathon, and the Corporate Challenge

Series, a program of 3.5-mile road races for runners

from other corporations. Says Barbara Paddock, the

program's administrator, "MHT stages the events in a

total of 13 cities where the company does business,

including London, England, and Dublin, Ireland."

Citicorp/Citibank's area managers use their authority

over cultural gifts in socially meaningful as well as cre-

ative ways. Clarke Coggeshall, a vice president and
area manager in Boston, has used his theater interests

to gain two Citicorp "impact" grants of $25,000 for

Boston's American Repertory Theatre.

Coggeshall also arranged an impact grant on quite

another front: to support the FCD (Freedom from
Chemical Dependency) Foundation's efforts to educate
schoolchildren on drug and alcohol abuse. FCD's pro-

gram is already used in many of New England's private

schools, and now, backed by two $25,000 Citicorp

matching grants, it is being introduced into 16 Boston
public schools.

In the relationship between business and culture,

benefactor and beneficiary gain alike. -"One of the

distinguishing features of our program," says Elizabeth

Howland, the Citicorp vice president in Chicago who
administers contributions, "is that we've got fascinat-

ing people in the corporation whose enthusiasm and
expertise will make us part of a community—a good
citizen."

James P. Roscow is a business writer and tiistorian.

He lives and works in East Hampton. N. Y. This special

supplement was produced by Brennan Partners, Inc.
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Highlights of the
AmericanMuseum ofNaturai History

During its 117-year history, ttie American Museum of Natural

History tias amassed an extraordinary collection of over 35 million

specimens and artifacts. Many of these objects are on display in

the Museum's labyrinth of 38 exhibition halls, while the rest are

carefully preserved in storage and are studied by the Museum's

large scientific staff, and the worldwide scientific community.

We have compiled a short list of some of the more unusual and

famous objects on exhibition in the Museum, with a brief history of

each, for those Members who are planning a visit.

The Ahnighito Meteorite. The Arthur Ross Hall of Meteorites

contains the largest recovered meteorite in the world. The

Ahnighito was first discovered centuries ago by Eskimos living in

Greenland, who hammered off pieces of iron to make tools. In the

1890s, the explorer Robert E. Peary persuaded an Eskimo guide

to show him the "mountain of iron" and was led to three huge me-

teorites near Cape York, Greenland. After tremendous difficulties,

Peary managed to bring all three back to New York. The two small-

er meteorites, called the Woman and the Dog, are also displayed

in the hall.

The Willamette Meteorite. The largest meteorite found in the

United States is displayed at the opposite end of the Museum, in

the Hayden Planetarium. The Willamette weighs only 31,000

pounds (compared to the Ahnighito's 68,000 pounds) and is cov-

ered with enormous pits and cavities caused by centuries of rust-

ing in the damp climate of Oregon. The Willamette caused a cele-

brated lawsuit after it was discovered in 1 902. A Welsh miner, Ellis

Hughes, stumbled upon it partly buried on a piece of land not far

from his house. As a miner, he realized its value. Not wanting to

share his find with the landowner, he secretly excavated the mete-

orite and with the help of his son, labored for months dragging it

the three-quarters of a mile to his own property. The Oregon Iron

and Steel Company, the owner of the land, learned of the removal

of the meteorite, and sued Hughes. The suit went all the way to

the State Supreme Court before the judge found in favor of the

steel company. The meteorite was later bought for the Museum

by Mrs. William Dodge for $20,000; the highest price paid for an

item in the Museum's collection up to that time.

The Dinosaur Mummy. In the Museum's great Hall of Late Dino-

saurs is a fossil of exceeding rarity. Lying on its back in a glass

case is the fossilized mummy of a duck-billed dinosaur, showing

the remains of skin, flesh, tendons and bones This mummy was

discovered in 1908 by freelance fossil collector Charles Sternberg

in a quarry in Converse County, Wyoming, He wrote of the find,

"Shall I ever experience such joy as when I stood in the quarry for

the first time, and beheld lying in state the most complete skele-

ton of an extinct animal I have ever seen, after forty years of experi-

ence as a collector! The crowning specimen of my life's work!

. . . How wonderful are the works of an Almighty hand!"

The Museum's president, Henry Fairfield Osborn, heard about the

find and acquired the specimen just as Sternberg was about to

sell it to the British Museum.

Little Finger Nail's Ledger Book. In the Hall of Plains Indians is a

ledger book of the type used by the U.S. Cavalry. What is unusual

about it is that it is filled with drawings made by a Cheyenne Indian

depicting the famous march of the tribe from Indian Territory,

where they had been confined to their homelands in Wyoming.

Ledger book Indian art had become common during the latter part

of the 19th century. The books were often carried into battle. The

creator of the drawings, named Little Finger Nail, was killed in a

massacre in Wyoming Territory on January 22, 1878. The book,

which was believed by the Indian to offer protection in battle, was

found strapped to Little Finger Nail's body, pierced by a bullet.

Visitors' Information. In visiting, you may find the following in-

formation helpful;

Admission^ Admission is on a pay-what-you-wish basis, but visi-

tors must pay something. Admission is free tor Museum Mem-

bers.

Admission to the Hayden Planetarium is separate from the Mu-

seum. For Planetarium information call (212) 873-8828.

Naturemax Theater. New York City's largest movie screen-

over four stories high— is in the Museum's Naturemax Theater.

For prices and showtimes stop by the box office, located at the

77th Street Entrance, or call (212) 496-0900

Special Events and Programs. Pick up a free copy of Rotunda

when you enter the Museum to find out about special events. You

may also want to visit: the Alexander M. White Natural Science

Center, which introduces people to the natural science of New
York City; the Frederick H. Leonhardt People Center, which

presents music, dance, and lecture-demonstrations of world cul-

tures (weekends only); and the Discovery Room, which has

hands-on activities for children. For a free guided tour, stop by any

information desk and ask about the Museum Highlights Tours.

American Museum Restaurant. For leisurely dining in a green-

house setting, the American Museum Restaurant offers fine food

and drink. It is located in the basement, near the Central Park

West Elevators.

Otficial Guide to tine Museum. To make the most of your visit,

purchase the Museum's guidebook. It tells the story of Museum

exhibits and provides background material about the dinosaurs,

minerals and gems, mammals, birds, anthropology, meteorites,

and much, much more

Discovery Tours. The Museum sponsors tours to remote lands,

accompanied by curators and other experts who provide travel-

ers with fascinating information on the flora, fauna, archeology,

and peoples of the areas visited.

Membership. Membership in the Museum offers many exciting

privileges and benefits, including a subscription to Natural His-

tory, free admission, special events, and discounts in the Museum

Shop and Members' Book Program. Write for free brochure.

Members' Book Program. The Museum offers a wide selection

of fine books at discounts to its Members and friends. Subjects in-

clude anthropology, archeology, dinosaurs, wildlife art and pho-

tography, birds, mannmals, history of science, and evolution Write

tor free catalog.

For More Information. Write to the departments listed above at:

American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at 79th

Street, New York, NY 10024.



The gastropod below lived during theperiod ofapproximately 70 to 60 million years

ago. Therefore, this scavenger mollusk survived the great Cretaceous extinction of

some 65 million years ago. Low, rocky outcrops on Seymour Island, right, wereformed

about 45 million years ago. Most ofthefossils shown here werefound on Seymour.

Townsend P DiCki



Fossil Windfall at Antarctica's Edge
An important record oflate Cretaceous-early Tertiary life

has turned up on a tiny island near Antarctica

by William J. Zinsmeister

Filled to bursting with the fossilized re-

mains of ancient plants and animals, the

hills of Seymour Island—a rocky speck of

land in the Weddell Sea, about thirty

miles off the northeastern tip of the Ant-

arctic Peninsula—are a paleontologist's

dream. Unlike the rest of the Antarctic

region, Seymour Island is free of perma-

nent ice. Its stark, treeless topography

evokes the badlands of the American

West; and except for the occasional stray

penguin and the large, tabular icebergs

that drift slowly by on their way to the

South Atlantic, there is no sign that the

island is so close to the Antarctic. The

surprising lack of ice is probably a result

of the island's sheltered location, to the lee

of the high mountains on the larger sur-

rounding islands. Although severe storms

and heavy snow can strike at any time of

year, not enough snow accumulates to out-

last the sunny days of the austral summer

The absence of both ice and vegetation,

together with the loosely consolidated

rock of which the land is composed, has

created a uniquely attractive site for pa-

leontologists: fossils are conspicuous, plen-

tiful, and readily weathered out of the

rocks. But because of the extremely re-

mote location and the unpredictable na-

ture of the sea ice in the western part of

the Weddell Sea, few visits were made to

Seymour Island after its discovery in the

early 1890s. Reports of the island's marine

fossils came from the Swedish South Po-

lar Expedition of 1901-1903, but they

gave no inkling of the scope of the scien-

tific treasures contained there.

Modem exploration of the rocks of Sey-

mour began in the early 1970s when Ar-

gentina established a permanent research

station at the north end of the island. As

paleontologists began to appreciate the

rich diversity of floral and faunal fossils

found in this barren outpost, Seymour Is-

land took on a special importance. Before

the exploration of Seymour, what scien-

tists knew about the Antarctic was spotty:

they knew, for instance, that a three-mile-

thick ice sheet had not always blanketed

the mainland; it had once been covered by

lush forests and surrounded by shallow

subtropical seas that teemed with life. Re-

cent fossil discoveries on the mainland

provided a picture of life on Antarctica

300 million years ago, but details of the

more recent periods were missing. Find-

ings on Seymour are not only furnishing

important information about the history^

and evolution of the Antarctic, they are

also shedding new light on the history of

life throughout the Southern Hemisphere



Seymour Island is not shown in most

atlases. Although it is a separate entity,

the island is so close to the Antarctic

Peninsula that most paleontologists

consider itpart ofAntarctica.

in the last 70 million years—an interval of

the earth's history that saw profound geo-

logic and climatic changes.

The sedimentary rocks of Seymour can

be divided into two units—a thick se-

quence of Upper Cretaceous sandstones

and siltstones (80 to 65 million years old)

restricted to the southern two-thirds of the

island and a thinner sequence of Upper
Eocene sandstones and shales (45 to 40

million years old) exposed on the sides of a

steep mesa at the north end. Finding rocks

of this age in Antarctica was fortunate,

since they are particularly pertinent to two

major geologic events; the final breakup

of the once-unified southern continents,

with its profound effect on the evolution of

all subsequent life-forms, and the extinc-

tion of 65 million years ago that marked
the close of the Cretaceous period.

The most spectacular discovery so far

on Seymour Island was the fossil remains

of a primitive marsupial, found in 1981 by

Michael Woodbume and Bill Daily, verte-

brate paleontologists with the University

of California at Riverside. This discovery

contributed in part to the solution of a

puzzle that has intrigued scientists since

Darwin's time, the midnineteenth cen-

tury: that is, the odd distribution of plants

and animals in the Southern Hemisphere.

One prime mystery was why marsu-

pials—the mammalian subclass that in-
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were found in Australia and South Amer-

ica, but, except for the opossum, not in the

Northern Hemisphere. Even more per-

turbing was that there were so many of

these primitive mammals in Australia but

none in relatively nearby New Zealand.

One thing seemed sure: such large ani-

mals would not have been able to cross the

stretches of the Pacific that separated

Australasia and South America.

In the nineteenth century, attempts to

explain these anomalies of range invoked

hypothetical land bridges, sinking conti-

nents, and floating islands transported by

ocean currents or winds. Even as late as

the 1950s, considerable controversy sur-

rounded the issue of the origin of marsupi-

als in Australia. Before the Woodbume-
Daily discovery on Seymour Island, theo-

ries were based on the oldest-known mar-

supial fossils in North America (which

date from 100 million years ago) and on

somewhat younger (70 million years old)

marsupial fossils from South America.

This evidence, and the then-prevalent be-

lief that the continents were stationary,

led scientists to postulate that the early

marsupials had migrated to Australia by
means of a northern route across Alaska

and then southward to Asia and Australia.

Although no marsupials or marsupial fos-

sils had ever been found in either Alaska

or Asia, the north-to-south route seemed

plausible because land was almost con-

tinuous between North America and Aus-

tralia.

The beginning of a better answer came

in the late 1 960s with the acceptance of

the theory of continental drift. According

to the new theory, about 300 million years

ago, all the landmasses of the earth were

joined in one supercontinent, which geolo-

gists refer to as Pangaea. About 200 mil-

lion years ago, Pangaea began to break

into two enormous landmasses, one in the

south known as Gondwana, and the other,

named Laurasia, in the north. The Gond-

wana landmass was made up of present-

day Africa, Australia, India, and South

America, with what is now Antarctica

forming the centerpiece. About 50 million

years later, Gondwana, too, began to

break apart. First Africa split off from the

rest; then sometime during the early Cre-

taceous period (145 to 100 million years

ago), India broke off and began a long

northward journey across the ocean to its

present position as a subcontinent in the

Northern Hemisphere. New Zealand

broke off as recently as 70 million years

ago, but Australia was the last to break

off—remaining attached to Antarctica

for another 30 million years. It finally

separated during the late Eocene epoch,

about 40 million years ago.



Joe LeMonnler
THE MARSUPIAL TRAIL

The Marsupial Trail

The continents may have looked like this

about 65 million years ago,following the

I breakup ofthe supercontinent of

! Gondwana. Fossilfinds in what is now the

i northwestern United States and in

i Antarctica led to the theory that early

i marsupials migratedsome 70 million

i years agofrom North America through

j

South America and across Antarctica to

I
Australia (light areas), all ofwhich were

' connected in even earlier times, rather

than through Asia to Australia. No
marsupialfossils have beenfound in Asia

i
; (or other dark areas).

With the recognition that the conti-

nents have been changing positions nearly

continuously throughout the earth's his-

tory and that 65 million years ago Austra-

lia was located several thousand miles

south of its present position, it became

apparent that marsupials could not possi-

bly have migrated to Australia through

Asia and that the logical alternative route

would have been south from South Amer-

ica to Antarctica and then to Australia.

Since New Zealand had already broken

ioff from the larger continent of Gond-

wana, the reason marsupials never

reached that island group also became

apparent. Because primitive marsupials

were known to exist in South America

during the late Cretaceous, the theory of a

southern route seemed to be supported by

fossil evidence. The final piece of proof

needed to validate the southern migration

theory came with Seymour Island in 1 98 1

.

The three jaw fragments of a 40-million-

year-old, rodentlike marsupial found by

Woodburne and Daily were evidence that

the animals had also lived in Antarctica,

midway on the journey from South Amer-

ica to Australia.

The study of Seymour Island's fossils

has helped solve other distributional puz-

zles. The southern beech tree, Notho-

fagus, which is found in southern South

America, New Zealand, and Australia,

NEW ZEALAND
AUSTRALIA

but not in Africa, also had a perplexing

distribution. The seeds of Nothofagus are

much too large to be transported by the

wind; and the rafting of seeds over long

distances by ocean currents is known to be

unsuccessful. With acceptance of the no-

tion of a continuous landmass across the

southern polar regions of the earth came

the hypothesis that present-day stands of

southern beech trees must be remnants of

an extensive forest that stretched from

southern South America to Australasia

during the latter part of the Cretaceous

period. In 1959, Nothofagus pollen was

found on the Antarctic mainland, support-

ing the hypothesis that a forest covered

Gondwana at one time. The discovery of

Nothofagus leaves on Seymour Island

confirmed the presence of the southern

beech in Antarctica.

The examination of Antarctic fossils

also presents the biogeographer with a

unique opportunity to study evolutionary

processes resulting from the breakup of

the southern continents. After their initial

separation from Gondwana, Australia and

New Zealand drifted slowly northward

into progressively warmer regions, while

South America remained at nearly the

same latitude, although it gradually

moved in a westerly direction. Antarctica

was stationary during this period. And be-

cause it scarcely moved for 50 million

years, it can be used as a standard against

which to compare the faunal and floral

changes on the other continents.

The marine mollusks that I have been

studying on Seymour Island—such as the

large clam Lahillia and the strombidlike

gastropod Strulhioptera, which are

known from the late Cretaceous and early

Tertiary of South America and Austra-

lia—indicate that prior to the breakup of

Gondwana, the Southern Hemisphere

contained similar forms of life that ranged

from southern South America along the

southern margin of the Pacific to Austra-

lia. As the southern continents gradually

drifted away from Antarctica, however,

their animal and plant life became geneti-

cally isolated, and new species began to

evolve.

The northward drift of Australia and

New Zealand brought the two continents

into warmer regions of the southwestern

Pacific. The groups of animals that had

originally evolved nearer the pole were

forced to adapt to a rapidly warming cli-

mate. At the same lime, an element of

competition was introduced: Species from

the subtropical regions of the southwest-

ern Pacific began to migrate into New
Zealand and Australia. The combined ef-

fect resulted in the extinction, in Australia

and New Zealand, of most of the plants

and animals that had originated in early



Individualsfrom the group to which the starfish, below, belongs had never been seen

before infossilform. This specimen wasfound in 1 984. Relatives ofthis ancient group,

which dates back about 40 million years, are alive today in all temperate sea waters.
]

Townsend P. Dickinson
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Two California paleontologists discovered thefossil remains ofthe lowerjaw ofa

primitive marsupial, below, on Seymour in 1981. Thefind was thefirst recovery ofa

mammalianfossil in the Antarctic region and gave support to a new theory about the

migratorypatterns ofearly marsupials.

Michael O. Woodburne

Gondwana. Many of the marine moUusks,

such as iMhillia and Struthioptera, com-

mon in the sea surrounding AustraHa and

New Zealand during the late Cretaceous

and early Tertiary, disappeared.

In the meantime, Antarctica remained

over the South Pole and gradually cooled.

Now isolated from the other southern con-

tinents, it was beyond the reach of sub-

tropical species of plants and animals that

were invading New Zealand and Austra-

lia. As a consequence, while dramatic evo-

lutionary changes were taking place in

Australasia, the fauna in Antarctica

hardly changed, and most of the early

Gondwana species such as Lahillia and

Struthioptera survived there. Eventually,

long after their extinction elsewhere in the

southern half of the earth, the early Gond-

wana species were wiped out by the grad-

ual cooling on the Antarctic mainland.

New insights into the worldwide extinc-

tion that occurred about 65 million years

ago are also being gained from research on

Seymour Island. Throughout most of the

world at that crucial time, many groups of

plants and animals—from the giant rep-

tiles, such as the dinosaurs, to the intri-

cately shelled sea creatures, the am-

monites, to the microscopic, one-celled

marine plants—suddenly became extinct.

One recently proposed hypothesis at-

tributes this major extinction to a collision

of an asteroid with the earth. Neariy all of

our information about this period had

come from geologic studies in North

America and Europe. The fossil se-

quences on Seymour Island provided the

first opportunity to study the late Creta-

ceous extinction in the polar regions.

The mollusk fossils that I have been

examining indicate that, although many
species of clams and snails became extinct

on Seymour Island at the end of the Creta-

ceous, a number of them—including the

clam Lahillia and the gastropod Per-

issoptera—survived. Rosemary Askin, a

micropaleontologist at the Colorado

School of Mines, who has been studying

the marine dinoflagellates (one-celled

planktonic marine plants) and pollen from

terrestrial plants, has found that the

wholesale extinctions that occurred in Eu-

rope and North America were not in evi-

dence at the extreme southern latitudes.

Information from Seymour Island about

the extinction indicates that, whatever the

cause, the result was not as severe in the

southern regions as in other areas of the

earth. At present, our data do not favor

any particular theor)' concerning the ex-

tinction of the dinosaurs. We hope that

future work on Seymour Island will shed

new light on this great mystery.



Ferns like thefossil below grew on Antarctica about 40 million years ago, when

the now-barren continent was covered with lushforests. The crinoid, right,

is called a livingfossil because its descendants are common bottom

dwellers in today's deep seas. Until thisfossil wasfound, examples ofthis group of

crinoids were missingfrom thefossil record.

Both photographs by Townsend P. Dickinson

The study of marine invertebrate fossils

at the north end of Seymour Island by
Rodney Feldmann, of Kent State Univer-

sity, and me has resulted in the unex-

pected discovery that some modem ma-
rine creatures that were thought to have
evolved only since the last Ice Age (about

10,000 years ago) have a fossil record ex-

tending back to late Eocene times—40
million years ago! Among them are a star-

fish of the genus Zoroaster, the crinoid

Metacrinus, the crab Lyreidus, the clam
Gaimardia, and the gastropod Peris-

sodonta. Before such discoveries on Sey-

mour Island, it was thought that most evo-

lution occurred in the tropics and sub-

tropics and that new forms then migrated

southward into the polar areas. We now
know that many types of marine organ-

isms were actively evolving in the Antarc-

tic during the early Tertiary and that

many of them originated in far-southern

waters and migrated northward only rela-

tively recently.

The occurrence of some of these inver-

tebrates—the starfishes, crinoids, and

crabs, for example—on Seymour Island

in the Eocene also casts new hght on the

origins of life in the deep sea. Before their

discovery on Seymour, they were known
only as contemporary forms living in the

deep, cold waters of the Pacific Ocean and
the Gulf of Mexico. Their presence in

shallow-water Eocene deposits on Sey-

mour indicates they may have first

evolved in the temperate, shallow seas

around Antarctica and subsequently mi-

grated into deeper waters when the oceans

began to cool about 30 million years ago.

I first went to Seymour Island in 1975

and returned on three more expeditions in

the 1980s. On aU those trips new and im-

portant discoveries were made almost ev-

ery day. Two days before the end of the

1985 expedition, I found a nearly complete

skeleton of a pleiosaur (a large Cretaceous

marine reptile that reached a length of

nearly forty feet) exposed on the side of a

small hill. Because of poor weather, we
were unable to collect this remarkably

well-preserved skeleton, but we hope to

get it on the next trip.

Now we are about to leave for Seymour
Island once more. I feel confident that the

fossil deposits on the island will continue

to shed new light on the origin and distri-

bution of the flora and fauna of the South-

em Hemisphere and also on the role

played by Antarctica in the evolution of

life. Seymour Island has now become a

paleontological "Rosetta stone" for our

understanding of the history of life in the

Southem Hemisphere. D
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Sex and Gluttony on Delaware Bay
The annual influx ofegg-laying horseshoe crabs attracts

hordes ofhungry, northbound shorebirds

by J. P. Myers

Late in May every year, sandy beaches

along Delaware Bay in southern New Jer-

sey and Delaware host unparalleled

scenes of chaos, sex, and gluttony. These

beaches lie some forty miles from the re-

sort caldron of Atlantic City, but their

intense activity has a source remote from

the gala allure of casinos. They writhe

instead with breeding horseshoe crabs and

gluttonous migratory shorebirds.

From the depths of Delaware Bay, a

million or more horseshoe crabs emerge to

breed on the beaches and lay their eggs

near the high-tide line. From South Amer-

ica comes a ravenous onslaught of migra-

tory shorebirds bent upon consuming the

crabs' eggs and using the nutrients to fuel

the next leg of their trip to arctic nesting

grounds. The confluence of these two

forces—crabs and birds—transforms Del-

aware Bay each spring from a site of tran-

quillity to one of pandemonium. This reL

ict scene from epochs past underpins a

vast shorebird migration system.

Horseshoe crabs begin their migratior

to the beaches in early spring after a win^

ter spent in the bottom zone, or benthos, ol

Delaware Bay and the nearby waters o)

the Atlantic. Fishermen know the animals

are on the move because D^^arch th{



Tidalflat, Delaware Bay
Frans Lanting

abs become ensnared in nets set for

sakfish and menhaden. By early May
e assault on the beaches begins.

Moving upward from the water, horse-

oe crabs (which are not true crabs, but

Dhosurans) resemble armor-clad tanks;

sir heavy outer carapaces protect them

d their soon-to-be-laid eggs from numer-

s predators. At least eleven species of

igratory shorebirds, three species of

gulls, song sparrows, cowbirds, common
grackles, mourning doves, house finches,

and even starlings, house sparrows, and

pigeons feed upon accessible eggs. But the

list is not limited to birds. Nearby waters

roil with small fish picking off eggs

washed into the bay, while mollusks scav-

enge on the nearshore bottom. Many egg

clusters are parasitized by a nematode

worm, probably transferred from mother

to egg at the time of laying. Mammals,

too, join in the feast. Raccoon and fox

tracks can be found along the beaches at

dawn, and even mole mounds can be seen

marking a trail from the dunes to the up-

per reaches of the intertidal zone where

the eggs lie buried.

Nesting to the east in marshes adjacent

to the Atlantic, laughing gulls fly by the

thousands to dine at the best crab beaches.

-mmmmM^
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iAfter migrating/or weeks, horseshoe crabs reach their breeding grounds

along Delaware Bay early in May. Males, the smaller sex, are thefirst to

beach. When the egg-ladenfemales arrive at high tide, males viefor the

chance tofertilize the eggs,formingcompetitive clumps along the shoreline,

left. The mating ritual, part ofthe crabs' life cyclefor more than 300

million years, is nowperformed, below, within afewfeet ofbeach houses.

jThey displace the smaller shorebirds such

s sanderlings and semipalmated sandpip-

rs, which for their part avoid landing in

ense aggregations of large, aggressive,

nd hungry gulls. Ruddy tumstones don't

ntirely shun gulls, but they usually stay

lomewhat up the beach, away from the

ater's edge and feeding gulls. Egg con-

sumers themselves attract predators. Per-

egrine falcons feed upon the shorebirds.

Terns, egrets, and herons pursue the

fishes, as do larger fishes.

Most human attacks on horseshoe crabs

come with the destructive aggression of

pubescent boys, but people have long ex-

ploited the crabs and their eggs. In the last

century, horseshoe crabs were common

sources of eel bait and pig food. Neuro-

physiologists have founded pivotal studies

of light reception in simple eyes on work

with horseshoe crabs. And now a small,

growing industry extracts a compound

from the horseshoe crab's blood to use as

an alternative to a rabbit-serum-based

medical test. None of these human ac-

tions, however, has threatened horseshoe

crab populations. Wildlife regulations

stipulate that once bled for the com-

pound, crabs must be returned alive to the

beach from which they were garnered.

Of far greater danger are the incessant

advances of coastal land development and

"reclamation" that replace breeding habi-

tat with bulkheads or rip-rap to retard

wave erosion. These structures may tem-

porarily stabilize the shoreline for beach

houses, but they usually alter beach topog-

raphy so greatly that crabs can no longer

lay their eggs there.

Large-scale traffic of petrochemicals in

Delaware Bay is another source of con-

cern. The lower bay is one of the world's

largest areas of oil transfer from ocean-

going vessels to coastal barges and pipe-

lines. The cities of Wilmington and Phila-

delphia, along with a slew of refineries in

the area, make the upper bay the second

largest petrochemical port in the United

States. A major spill, coupled with strong

southerly winds—common in late May

—

could inundate the critical beaches with a

devastating bouillabaisse of crabs, eggs,

and oil.

Far from being true crabs, horseshoe

crabs (Limulus polyphemus) are ancient

arthropods—much closer to scorpions,

spiders, and other arachnids than to blue,

dungeness, or fiddler crabs. (Horseshoe

crabs are nothing if not persistent. Fossil

Limulus from 300 million years ago ap-

pear much as do Delaware Bay residents

today.) Superficially these crabs resemble

fossil trilobites. Their link to the arachnids

rests on various anatomical features, in

particular their "book gills." These gills

are proposed by some scientists as the

ancestral form and by others as the de-

rived form of the terrestrial arachnid's

"book lung," which looks like pages in a

book. Resemblances between Limulus

and arachnids are distant enough, how-

ever, to keep the relationships in debate

and to secure for horseshoe crabs their

own order, the Xiphosura.

Each adult crab spans twenty inches or

more, including carapace and sharp, rigid

tail. The football-sized carapace of adult

males is noticeably smaller than that of

females. Males possess a pair of distinct

appendages, called pedipalps, located just



behind the mouth and designed to grasp

the female's carapace during mating.

Once in place, the pedipalps' tenacious

hold allows most mating males to fend off

competitors trying to dislodge them.

Before high tide on a day during the

crab-breeding season in May, a few signs

along the beach foretell what is about to

happen. Carapaces from tides past lie

above the water baking in the sun or filling

with rain. While these crabs are in various

stages of dying, such is not the necessary

or even the usual fate of horseshoe crabs

after breeding. Most return to the bay to

await another season. But ironically, for

an organism so persistent in evolutionary

time, a horseshoe crab cannot right itself if

flipped by the surf. This happens to many
crabs in each tide cycle and only a few of

these will be righted by wave action in a

later tide. Perhaps to compensate for this

curious inability, a horseshoe crab can

withstand many days of exposure as long

as its book lungs remain damp.

Male crabs appear first as the tide

starts to recede. They emerge from the

bay to line the water's edge in a band

several crabs wide, a crab or two high, and

continuous for miles along beaches of suit-

able habitat. More than 10,000 can pack

into just half a mile, all waiting for the

females to emerge and crawl up the beach

toward a suitable egg-laying site. Each

male vies to be the one to fertilize a fe-

male's eggs.

Females begin rising out of the bay

within a hour of the turning high tide. As
the females appear, the solid line of males

breaks down into clumps of ten to fifteen

or more males, each individual attempting

to clasp a female's carapace with its pedi-

palps. Males scramble into heaps, male

atop male atop female, washed to and fro

by the surf. Sticking vertically out of the

water, the tails wave back and forth like

dancers in a chorus line. This is the mo-

ment when some crabs are flipped.

When a male succeeds in attaching to a

female, they inch up the beach together,

the male holding on from behind. Both

male and female must leave the water to

mate. The female digs a hole, and then, as

she lays her eggs, the male fertilizes them.

Together they cover the egg mass with
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sand. Tides permitting, the pair then re-

turn to the water.

A single female may lay up to 80,000

eggs. Each egg is round, approximately a

few hundredths of an inch in diameter,

and may range from olive green to brown.

The female divides her clutch into a num-
ber of clumps, each a tightly bundled

mass from one-half inch to four inches

across. Perhaps to confuse birds probing

for eggs with their bills, the female mixes

pebbles and bits of debris within each

clump. After they are buried, the clumps

of eggs lie clustered in a nest some two to

eight inches beneath the surface. Laying

activity is so dense that by season's peak,

some beaches will have as many as fifty

nests in each square yard of sand near the

high-tide line.

Now the shorebirds begin to arrive.

From the coasts of Brazil, Patagonia, and

Tierra del Fuego, from desert beaches of

Chile and Peru, and from mud flats in

Suriname, Venezuela, and the Guyanas,

shorebirds have flown days on end to

reach these egg-strewn beaches on Dela-

ware Bay. Some birds arrive in early May.

The numbers rocket upward during

midmonth and usually peak between May
1 8 and 24 but in some years as late as May
28. Then, even more rapidly than they

rise, the numbers crash, falling from a

milUon to a few tens of thousands within a

two- to three-day span. By the end of the

first week of June, few birds remain.

Why the rush? Breeding grounds

beckon in the high Arctic of Canada.

There the migrants face stiff competition

for breeding territories and only a few

weeks in which to mate, nest, raise young,

and prepare for southward departure. No
early bird in the Arctic gets a worm

—



fiorseshoe crabs return to the sea, left, after thefertilized eggs (up to 80.000per

[emale) have been laid in clusters beneath the sand. Amid stranded dead and dying
krabs, ruddy turnstones, below, plumb the wet sandfor eggs. Turnstones

'ggressively defend their "digs" against would-be usurpers.

they're not part of the Arctic menu—but

10 late bird will breed successfully.

No one has made a precise census of the

Ota! numbers passing through Delaware

^ay during spring migration—there are

00 many birds and too much movement

yield to traditional methods. But

^nough is known to place the total at be-

ween 500,000 and 1,500,000 shorebirds

A-ithin the bay in the latter half of May.

Red knots, sanderlings, ruddy turnstones,

>emipalmated sandpipers, and dunlins

Dredominate. Among these can also be

found least sandpipers, willets, short-

oilled dowitchers, semipalmated plovers,

black-bellied plovers, and even a few

white-rumped sandpipers. Several

: beaches within the bay boast extraordi-

nary concentrations of shorebirds during

the peak season. Reed's Beach, Moore's

Beach, and Norbury's Landing can each
- accommodate more than 100,000 shore-

- birds at one time. In late May 1985, a

iingle flock of semipalmated sandpipers

at Moore's Beach, New Jersey, contained

1^
an estimated 250,000 birds.

Sanderlings concentrate near the bay's

opening to the Atlantic Ocean, particu-

' larly at Norbury's Landing. North and

• inland away from the opening to the At-

lantic, ruddy turnstones and red knots re-

' ,place the sanderlings, reaching their peak

numbers in the area around Reed's Beach.

Still farther inland, semipalmated sand-

pipers dominate. Even with these general

trends, large numbers of each species can

be seen along the bay shore from Villa

north to Fortescue, New Jersey. Impor-

tant concentrations also occur on the west-

em, Delaware side of the bay.

The shorebirds spend their daylight

hours eating horseshoe crab eggs, resting,

and preening. While foraging, they switch

between devouring fresh egg clusters lost

by female crabs moving onto the beach,

plucking single eggs out of the waves, and

probing or digging for eggs buried above

the water line. For reasons yet unknown,

few birds feed on the eggs windrowed in

masses along the water's edge.

Eggs beneath the surface often lie be-

yond the probes of even sandpipers with

their long bills. Turnstones circumvent

this by digging. Gradually they pockmark

the wet sand with holes two to four inches

deep. The turnstones' holes become the

foci of considerable aggression. Turn-

stones bump and shove, squabbling over

one hole then another. Watched closely,

their aggression is curiously inconsistent;

it can rise to a bout of intense jabs only to

end with both attacker and defender scur-

rying off separately to other holes. More

than half the time, each occupant has its

back feathers raised and tail lowered, pre-

sumably a display to deter potential

usurpers. If one does attempt a coup, then

defender and attacker will rise together in

upright postures, jabbing each other's

chests and chattering aggressively. Some-

times the original occupant prevails and

remains with its possession; sometimes it is

supplanted. One predictor of success is

crown color. Duller-crowned birds almost

never resist the attack of a tumstone with

bright, highly contrasting head markings.

The bout may result in new ownership of

the hole or the defender may chase the

intruder off, sometimes running after it

several yards before returning to the hole.

Smaller shorebirds such as sanderlings

and semipalmated sandpipers never sup-

plant turnstones from holes. But if turn-

stones abandon a hole for more than a

minute or so, the smaller birds will move

in. The sanderlings often adopt the holes

as their own and subsequently defend

them against other sanderlings. Semipal-

mated sandpipers almost never display ag-

gression and several of these small birds

may forage simultaneously in the same

hole. The aggression displayed by many
species in the midst of a seemingly plenti-

ful food supply is one of the phenomena

being investigated by field biologists.

Ruddy turnstones frequently yield to

laughing gulls moving about the area.

These gulls appear to monitor the suc-

cesses and failures of shorebirds foraging

in different holes. If a tumstone tarries too

long within a hole—something likely if the

spot is particularly rich—then the gull

moves in. The tumstone makes no attempt

to resist, slipping ofl" to find another hole

to exploit.

As dusk approaches, birds abandon the

bay beaches and fly eastward toward the

great tidal marshes along the outer shore

and onto the outer shore itself. For some

birds feeding far up the bay, this flight

may entail twenty or thirty miles. Why
they deem the bay shore unsuitable at

night is unknown. On those nights when

the tide is low, some species such as red

knots roost in the marshes, while others

such as sanderlings move to the outer

beach. But on nights of high tides, they all

are forced out to the few remaining unde-



Only about one millimeter in diameter, single horseshoe crab eggs, below, supply a

minute amount offood energy, but shorebirds consume enormous numbers ofthem.

By gorging on eggs, a birdmay double its weight in two weeks. Laughing

gulls and ruddy turnstones, right, shoulder each other whilefeeding on a stretch of

beach. The large, contentious gulls supplant turnstonesfrom productive sites. Small

shorebirds such as sanderlings and semipalmated sandpipers stay clear ofthe gulls.

William H Amos, Bruce Coleman, Inc

veloped stretches of sandy ocean beach.

Given the extensive development of con-

dominium, resort, and beach-front homes

that has occurred along New Jersey's At-

lantic shore, the birds have few choices

left. On high-tide nights, roosts can swell

to 100,000 birds or more, all packed into a

few hundred yards of beach. The scene as

they gather at dusk is chaotic—knots and

turnstones, sanderlings and sandpipers, all

swirling as they arrive in groups of from

. ten to as many as three hundred from the

bay. Their noise overlays the calls of

breeding least terns, American
oystercatchers, piping plovers, and black

skimmers.

Shorebirds arriving from South Amer-

ica have depleted their stores of energy in

several days of nonstop flight. The crab

eggs offer new sustenance. Each small egg

contains only a minuscule quantum of en-

ergy, about 0.035 kilojoules (KJ), by it-

self, hardly a powerhouse. Yet a single

egg's slim energetic value is almost irrele-

vant, for there are so many of them.

Whole stretches of beach are covered with

rafts of wave-washed eggs. In a few places

where currents converge, the windrows

pile up to a thickness of two feet, and while

these surface eggs are wasted, many times

more lie buried beneath the sand.

During their brief stay in the bay, the

shorebirds gorge ravenously on eggs.

Some birds literally double their weight
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from fat accumulated. For example, a

sanderling depleted of fat after migrating

north to the bay might weight 45 to 50

grams. By late May that same individual

could stumble onto the scales at 100

grams. To what does this translate in egg

consumption?

To increase in weight by 1 gram of fat, a

bird must eat enough eggs to cover its

daily energy expenditure—about 62 KJ
for a 50-gram (lean weight) bird—plus

enough to pay for laying down the gram of

fat. The latter cost includes three vari-

ables: the value of the fat itself (39 KJ per

gram); the efficiency of taking ingested

energy and making that available for met-

abolic work (about 80 percent); and the

metabolic cost of converting energy di-

gested to stored fat (about 0.5 KJ for each

KJ stored). Thus a sanderling reaching

the bay on May 1 5 at a lean weight of 50

grams and departing on May 28 at 100

grams must have eaten nearty 135,000

eggs in that fourteen-day episode. This

would require consuming an average of

one egg every five seconds during fourteen

hours of foraging each day, amounting to

roughly two-thirds of the bird's lean

weight each day. Fifty thousand sander-

lings—a conservative estimate of the

number of birds present—would consume
almost six billion eggs, weighing a total of

twenty-seven tons, in fourteen days.

Delaware Bay is unquestionably the

largest spring staging site for shorebirds in

eastern North America. No other spot

comes close. Together with the Copper

River Delta in Alaska, Gray's Harbor in

Washington, the Bay of Fundy, and Chey-

enne Bottoms, Kansas, each of which har-

bors hundreds of thousands to millions of

shorebirds during northbound or south-

bound migrations, Delaware Bay under-

pins the entire migration system of New
World shorebirds. Without these sites, the

stupendous migrations undertaken by

North America's shorebirds would be im-

possible.

Staging sites—separated by vast ex-

panses devoid of suitable foraging sites

—

work as links in a chain connecting winter-

ing areas with breeding grounds. Studies

of food and habitat availability indicate

that shorebirds have no alternative but to

gather in these limited areas. Even where

alternative wetlands can be found, special

characteristics of single sites, such as the
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horseshoe crabs in Delaware Bay, render

'hem uniquely able to support the ener-

;etic demands of large numbers of birds

:oncentrated in a migration stopover. As a

esult, major sites are used year after year,

)oth by individuals within their own life-

ime as well as by populations over genera-

ions. As long ago as 1 8 1 3, Alexander Wil-

(!on published observations of the

iorseshoe crabs and ruddy turnstones on

i)elaware Bay. He noted: "This spawn

the crabs' eggs] may sometimes be seen

ying in hollows and eddies in bushels;

vhile the Snipes and Sandpipers, particu-

(arly the Turn-stone, are hovering about,

easting on the delicious fare." These are

mr earliest recorded observations, but

urely the scene in Delaware Bay is an

incient one.

I
The health of entire animal populations

jlepends upon the continuing ability of

jpelaware Bay and other key staging sites

|o support migratory birds. Degrading or

removmg a site risks undermining the mi-

gration system itself. Large proportions of

entire populations funnel through the

principal staging site of North America.

Some 80 percent of the rufa race of red

knots depends upon horseshoe crab eggs

in Delaware Bay. Comparable portions of

New World Atlantic populations of sand-

erlings and ruddy turnstones do as well.

On the Pacific coast, nearly 1 00 percent of

western sandpipers and dunlins use the

Copper River Delta staging site.

These concentrations of birds are

thereby of fundamental conservation sig-

nificance. None of these shorebirds is en-

dangered in the classic sense—numeri-

cally common species usually are not at

major risk. But funneling through staging

sites breaks the normal link between a

species' abundance and its immunity to

extinction. Typically, large populations

are considered immune by virtue of the

exceedingly small probability that all

members of a population will fail to re-

place themselves in the same period. This

interpretation, however, assumes that the

likelihood of failure for each member of

the population is independent of that for

all others. Such is not the case where such

large fractions of entire populations

gather at the same place at the same time,

particularly in habitats as prized by birds

and as threatened by man as are coastal

wetlands.

The scene on Delaware Bay during

May is more than a spectacular natural

history event, for the eggs undenvrite the

New World migration system of Atlantic

shorebirds. The state of New Jersey,

through its Division of Fish, Game, and

Wildlife, is now implementing long-term

conservation plans for protecting habitat

critical to horseshoe crabs and birds.

These plans include purchase of key

beaches and a management program to

minimize harassment during migration
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Marooned at low tide and unable to right

itself, an overturned horseshoe crab,

below, lies helpless after mating.

Reenergized afterfrenziedfeeding,

the semipalmated sandpipers, right, will

resume their migration north to breed.

Botti photographs by Frans Lanting

season. The governors of Delaware and

New Jersey have now signed a resolution

proclaiming the lower estuary of Dela-

ware Bay a reserve for shorebird conserva-

tion. The next step for local groups, in

conjunction with the World Wildlife

Fund-U.S. and the International Associa-

tion of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, will be

to coordinate work with other sites in the

chain used by migratory shorebirds

around the hemisphere, to link them all in

a network of sister-reserves for shorebird

protection. This will be a landmark step in

international wildlife conservation.

Delaware Bay from May 20 to June 2

evokes prehistoric epochs—horseshoe

crabs from the depths, bird hordes from

afar. How it has persisted through these

centuries of human population growth de-

fies reason. Whether it will continue de-

pends upon the effectiveness of actions

under way now, in Delaware Bay itself as

well as at other critical spots along the

migration pathways of the birds. But at

least for the moment, if one is careful

during evenings as the roosts gather, if one

ignores some golden arches and a condo or

two or ten along the nearby Jersey shore,

(scenes of other forms of chaos, sex, and

gluttony), there remain sites where one

can swefcp the horizon with binoculars and

see little else but the swirl of bird and crab

and twilight. D
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The Natural History

ofAIDS
The disease may have existed in isolated humansfor thousands ofyears

by Matthew Allen Gonda

In 1984, a previously unknown virus

was isolated from human blood. Named
HTLV-III (human T-cell lymphotropic

virus type III), the virus selectively at-

tacked a specific group of white blood

cells crucial to the body's immune re-

sponse. Soon generally recognized as the

causative agent of acquired immunode-

ficiency syndrome, or AIDS, the virus was

later discovered to have an affinity for

infecting cells of the brain as well.

Although the AIDS disease process has

proved to be enormously complex and of-

ten baffling—there is no complete parallel

for it among the other viral diseases of

humans—we have learned a great deal

about the virus's molecular biology and

structure in a very short time. Structurally

and biochemically, HTLV-III belongs to

the retrovirus family, a unique subgroup

of viruses found not only in humans but

also in many animals, from reptiles to pri-

mates. Like other viruses, retroviruses

don't always cause disease in their hosts.

Also like other viruses, retroviruses are

not really living organisms. Lacking the

machinery and the energy-generating ca-

pabilities to manufacture progeny, they

are perhaps best described as infectious

chemicals made up of a sticky protein coat

encapsulating a genome (the DNA or

RNA blueprint for constructing more vi-

ruses). Incapable of growth and division

on their own, viruses exploit the cells of

living organisms to perform these func-

tions for them. Infection occurs when, via

highly specific receptors on its protein

coat, a virus attaches itself to and pene-

trates a susceptible cell. Once inside, it is

read and reproduced by the host's manu-

facturing machinery. Sometimes the cell

is killed during virus replication; but be-

fore its demise, it has released a new gen-

eration of viruses into the host's system.

Retroviruses have evolved a particu-

larly effective variation on this parasitic

theme. Unusual because their genomes

are composed of RNA (in most living

things, including most viruses, genomes

are composed of DNA), retroviruses also

possess a gene for a unique enzyme, re-

verse transcriptase. When the retrovirus

attaches itself to and penetrates a cell,

reverse transcriptase transcribes the

retrovirus's genetic information from

RNA into DNA. The host, often perceiv-

ing this new DNA to be its own genetic

material, integrates it into its own chromo-

somes. Once in this new habitat, the

retrovirus may be reproduced or it may

remain dormant for weeks, months, or

even years. The virus stays in the chromo-

somes for the life of the cell, that is, until

the cell has been killed by the infection,

eliminated by the immune system, or re-

moved after senescence. The association is

permanent; every time host cells repro-

duce, they also reproduce retrovuiis

DNA, even in the absence of new virus.

Some mouse and chicken retroviruses

have assured themselves of even longer

relationships with their hosts. Because in a

past event they infected and were inte-

grated into the host's germ cells (that is,

sperm and egg or their precursor cells),

they are now automatically transmitted to

the next generation of host animals with-

out an infectious cycle. There are no

known methods of eliminating these so-

called endogenous viruses.

Other retroviruses are exogenous—that

is, acquired from the outside. The AIDS
virus, passed from person to person (or

from pregnant woman to fetus) via in-

fected blood or body fluids, is of this type.

Exogenous or endogenous, however, retro-

virus infections have one feature in com-

mon; infected individuals remain infected

(though not necessarily ill) for life.

Before the discovery of the AIDS virus,

only two other retroviruses had ever been

isolated in human beings. These—the hu-

man T-cell leukemia viruses, HTLV-I and

II—belong to the oncovirus subfamily of

retroviruses, so called because they are

oncogenic (tumor producing in their host).

Like the AIDS virus, they attack T-4 lym-

phocytes, the white blood cells that begin

the immune reaction. The question there-

fore arose early as to whether the AIDS
virus was also an oncovirus. At first, the

idea seemed plausible, because of the

properties shared with the the leukemia

viruses, the most prominent of which was

their affinity for T-cells. In addition, the

AIDS virus was suspected of causing

Kaposi's sarcoma, a rare cancer of the

skin's blood vessels, from which man)

AIDS victims suffer. Further investiga

tion, however, made it clear that HTLV
III did not directly cause Kaposi's sar

coma. Rather, the tumors were arisini

opportunistically because of the underly

ing immune deficiency, just as they do ir

organ-transplant patients who are giver

immunosuppressive drugs.

If the AIDS virus was not an oncovirus

what was it? Investigators began to lool

for similarities in the two other knowr

retrovirus subfamilies—the lentiviruse;

and the spumiviruses. (There was also th(

possibility that it belonged to a new group

of retroviruses not previously identified.
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I The spumiviruses, or foamy viruses, al-

though they had not been thoroughly stud-

ied, were ruled out quickly; they were not

known to cause disease, and structurally,

they differed sharply from both the leuke-

mia viruses and from the AIDS virus.

Important clues to the identity of the

virus were already apparent, however.

Most important was that the AIDS virus

did not cause cancerous proliferations but

instead brought about cell-killing (cyto-

" lytic) events. This cytolytic propensity is

one of several distinguishing properties of

f the lentiviruses. Called "slow" viruses for

their slow but persistent rate of replica-

tion, the lentiviruses eventually induce de-

bilitating diseases, although years may

pass between the initial infection and the

onset of symptoms. Since the AIDS virus

also is associated with the slow evolution

of a lethal debilitating disease, this was a

second family resemblance. Firmer evi-

dence came from electron microscope pic-

tures; HTLV-III strikingly resembled the

visna virus, a lentivirus that infects sheep.

Lentiviruses had been isolated from a

variety of ungulates—sheep, goats,

horses, cows—that have been closely asso-

ciated with humans for thousands of

years. Visna virus—grouped with maedi

and progressive pneumonia viruses, two

related retroviruses of sheep—was the

first lentivirus to be isolated and the first

to be intensively studied. Visna, the Ice-

Human blood cells, magnified about

4,000 times in a scanning electron

micrograph. AIDS virus infects several

kinds ofwhite cells, including the T-4

lymphocytes (center), macrophages (top),

and monocytes (bottom tier).

Kunio Nagashima and Matthew Gonda

landic word for "wasting," was the name
given to the sheep disease when it sud-

denly appeared in Iceland in the 1930s.

Like the AIDS virus, visna virus induces a

complicated disease syndrome. The signs

in sheep included lymphadenopathy (in-

fected lymph nodes), encephalitis (brain

inflammation), wasting, and susceptibility

to infections, the most common of which

was an acute pneumonia caused by a bac-

terium that probably resided in Icelandic

sheep populations before visna virus came
along.

Lentiviruses that have since been iden-

tified in other animals induce a variety of

disease syndromes. Caprine (goat) arthri-

tis encephalitis virus, which is genetically

very closely related to visna, causes crip-

pling arthritis, paralysis, and encephalitis

in goats. Horses are vulnerable to a

lentiviral agent called equine infectious

anemia virus, which causes intermittent

anemia, bouts of fever, and immune-com-

plex glomerulonephritis, an inflammatory

disease of the kidneys occurring secon-

dary to the infection. The lentivirus of

cows, bovine visnalike virus, also affects

the lymph system and causes persistent

lymphocytosis, an excessive production of

white blood cells.

When observed under an electron mi-

croscope, all of the lentiviruses, including

the AIDS virus, share a common physical

structure. Each infects cells of the im-

mune system, although the specific target

cell and the level of interference with the

host's immune response differ from spe-

cies to species. Visna and caprine arthritis

encephalitis viruses seem to attack the

large white blood cells, the monocytes and

macrophages. These cells normally de-

vour foreign bacteria and cellular debris

and are a first line of defense against infec-

tion. Besides attacking the T-cells, HTLV-
III also infects monocytes and macro-

phages, as well as antibody-producing

lymphocytes. Whether other cells of goats

and sheep are affected by lentiviruses is

not known, since their immune systems

have not been as intensively studied as

that of humans.

Further analysis of the relationship be-

tween the AIDS virus and visna virus

awaited direct comparison of their genetic
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sequences. For if it could be proved that

the AIDS virus is genetically related to

the lentiviruses, some of the disease's mys-

terious processes would begin to make

sense. DNA hybridization using cloned

DNAs of the viruses, an effective way of

grossly estimating genetic relatedness, re-

vealed that the AIDS virus and the

lentivirus resemble one another even on

the very basic level of their DNA se-

quences. Of the several genetic likenesses

investigators saw, the most dramatic was

the similarity in the gene for coding re-

verse transcriptase. This gene, in fact, has

changed the least in the evolution of

retroviruses, and virologists now depend

upon it to determine phylogenetic in-

formation for the group. Overall, the

AIDS virus and visna virus had signifi-

cantly more DNA sequences in common
than either did with any oncovirus tested,

including HTLV-I and HTLV-II.

By this time it was evident that HTLV-
II I and visna virus were close cousins. But

the question of whether HTLV-III was

also related to other lentiviruses awaited

testing of other representative species.

Equine infectious anemia and caprine ar-

thritis encephalitis virus were subse-

quently cloned and showed an equal

amount of likeness with HTLV-III.

Clearly, the AIDS virus was a lentivirus.

Final confirmation came from DNA se-

quencing, which allows nucleotide-by-

nucleotide comparisons of the reverse

transcriptase gene and the rest of the virus

genome. (Each nucleotide represents a

single letter of the genetic code.) It dem-
onstrated that the genomes for HTLV-III
and lentiviruses were similar in organiza-

tion and coded for similar sets of genes in

the same order and location. This informa-

tion was important, because sequencing

determines how the virus is assembled,

how it works, and what it looks like.

In 1985, not long after the structural

and genetic studies were reported, another

important clinical manifestation of AIDS
was recognized. Physicians began to real-

ize that neurological signs and symptoms
that they had been seeing in AIDS pa-

tients—chronic meningitis, dementia,

encephalopathy, loss of motor coordina-

tion, and paralysis—were cau.sed directly
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General retrovirus structure

Joe LeMonnier

Reverse Transcriptase

by the AIDS-virus infection. The findings

suggested that HTLV-III was attracted to

brain cells as well as to white blood cells.

In retrospect, in view of the virus's demon-

strated close association with the visna

and caprine retroviruses—both of which

cause neurological disease—the findings

should not have been that surprising.

A great deal was being discovered

about HTLV-III, but much of it boded ill

for the development of a vaccine. On the

one hand, since the virus was exogenous

(transmitted from outside), there was an

inherent "weakness" in its replicative cy-

cle that could be exploited. Uninfected

persons could theoretically be protected

via vaccination, as has been done with

other horizontally transmitted viral dis-

eases, such as measles, mumps, and small-

pox. But the AIDS virus is a retrovirus,

and to date an effective vaccine has been

made for only one retrovirus, feline leuke-

mia virus, a cancer-causing retrovirus of

cats. Although this vaccine has not totally

contained the disease—probably because

some apparently healthy cats had already

been infected—its existence at least raises

the possibility that a successful human
retrovirus vaccine can also be developed.

Normally, the host immune system

counters infection by making protective

antibodies that are specially adapted to

adhere to and destroy a specific attacking

virus. Lentiviruses, however, have devel-

oped novel strategies to avoid elimination

by the host. Visna virus and equine infec-

tious anemia virus, for example, undergo

rapid changes in the gene responsible for

their characteristic protein coat. This ca-

pacity for rapid change, called antigenic

drift, produces variants of the virus that

are not recognized by the host's protective

antibodies, which were effective in neu-

tralizing the original strain. The variant

viruses thus escape destruction and can

continue to infect and, sooner or later, to

induce a new cycle of disease. (An analo-

gous process takes place in the envelope oi \

the influenza virus and has created a ma-

jor stumbling block in obtaining a single

elTective flu vaccine.)

Caprine arthritis encephalitis virus has

another means of evading destruction. It

evokes a very weak immune response; the

antibodies that do respond seem to do so

only halfheartedly and do not kill the vi-

rus. The AIDS virus seems to act similarly

in this respect, and even though antibodies

are present, they do not appear to prevent

severe disease or predict survival for the

patient. Additionally, the envelope gene of

HTLV-III is quite variable, indicating

that both of the mechanisms described

may be at work.

Effective vaccines have not been made

for any lentiviruses, so that producing an

AIDS vaccine is no trivial task. Any

knowledge gained about lentivirus disease

in animals will contribute to the effective

control of AIDS.
HTLV-III was presumably introduced

into the United States in the 1970s, and

AIDS was first recognized clinically in

1981. Although no one knows whether the

HTLV-I II-induced syndrome is a new dis-

ease or where it came from, serologic data

are now accumulating to suggest that the

virus was in Africa at least a decade be

fore it came to the United States, proba-

bly via Haiti. What we don't know is

whether the virus was present in humans

before the first documented evidence oi

whether it came from an animal reservoir.

We can only speculate on these possibil-

ities. If the virus was widely present in

humans before that time, it must have

gone through a genetic change that made

it more pathogenic. But there are no data

at present to substantiate the coexistence

of pathogenic and nonpathogenic forms of

the virus. It is hard to believe that the

nonpathogenic version could have died

out in the few years since giving rise to a

pathogenic form.

Another possibility is that there exists a

lentivirus family group in animals that

resembles the AIDS virus even more

closely than already identified lentiviruses

and that a virus in this group gave rise to a

human variant. A newly isolated virus,
ij

called STLV-III (simian T-lymphotropic



' jirus type III), causes an AIDS-like syn-

"Jrome in the macaque monkey. The sim-

j'tn virus resembles the AIDS virus in

Jrowth characteristics and structure, and
•'

is attracted to similar cells. These data

' iggest that STLV-III may also be a

ntivirus. Moreover, the presence of

rongly cross-reactive antibodies to

''jjTLV-III in the blood of apparently

I'lsalthy wild African green monkeys sug-

'%sts that the virus is not disease produc-

" ig in one species and quite pathogenic

* hen it is transmitted to another—in this

ise, the macaque.

How close is the relationship between
* le simian virus and the AIDS virus?

here is at least the possibility of a mon-

2y retrovirus giving rise to a human vari-

tit. Human leukemia virus type I, for

istance, has a correlate in a simian virus

'* imian leukemia virus type I), to which it

remarkably similar in terms of DNA.
here have been no direct comparisons of

le AIDS-virus DNA and its simian coun-

rpart, but serological analyses have pro-

ded some evidence that the AIDS virus

lay be closer to STLV-III than it is to

" :her Antiviruses. However, the two are

3t nearly so closely related as the human
ukemia virus type I and the simian leu-

2mia virus type I. Even if STLV-III

ossed from monkeys to humans, it is

nlikely to have diverged so much in such

i short time, to become HTLV-III.

A better analogy may be found in the

idden appearance of visna virus in sheep,

rst described by Bjorn Sigurdsson, a

hysician. Before 1933, visna was un-

nown in Iceland. That year, the govern-

lent purchased twenty karakul sheep

om a farm near Halle, Germany, where

visnalike virus was endemic. (The dis-

ise in Germany was less severe than

hat was later seen in Iceland.) When the

leep arrived in Iceland, they were put

ito quarantine for several weeks and then

istributed to farms scattered all over the

Juntry. At least two of the introduced

reed apparently carried the infection at

le time of quarantine because by 1935,

lere were outbreaks in two widely sepa-

ited districts. Until 1939, however, no

le realized that the disease was an en-

rely new entity. The losses were enor-

^i

'<¥>•''

mous. Between 1939 and 1952 at least

1 50,000 animals died of the infection.

Between 1949 and 1951 all the sheep in

the southern part of the island were de-

stroyed in an attempt to control the virus,

and ultimately the disease was brought

under control. It is now known that visna

can be easily transmitted from ewe to kid

during feeding, especially through the vi-

rus-laden immune cells found in the colos-

trum, the fluid secreted by the mammary
glands before milk appears. Chance abra-

sions of the skin or mucous membranes

are other possible modes of entry, as are

the bites of blood-sucking insects, which

are implicated in the spread of equine

infectious anemia. It could also be that

centuries of isolation made Icelandic

sheep particularly susceptible to visna.

If HTLV-III is not a new virus, has not

recently jumped into the human species

from an animal reservoir, and is not a

mutation of a known nonpathogenic virus,

what plausible explanation can account

for its sudden appearance in humans?

Drawing on the parallels with visna, we

can make some educated guesses. It is

possible that the virus has existed in

humans in central Africa for hundreds of

Top: A normal T-4 lymphocyte. Bottom:

A T-4 lymphocyte that has been attacked

by the AIDS virus.

Kunio Nagashima and Matthew Gonda

thousands of years, but that it resided in

an isolated population. Such isolated

groups may have coadapted with the vi-

rus, lessening the severity of the infection

and allowing for mutual coexistence. The
persistence of HTLV-III in this scenario

may lie in old customs such as scarifica-

tion and the sharing of needles used for

body marking. Parallels exist in the spread

of kuru, a slow-acting and fatal viral dis-

ease of the nervous system. Kuru is found

only in a specific tribe in New Guinea and

is spread exclusively by rites associated

with cannibalism.

Demographic factors, too, may have a

bearing on the spread of AIDS. In the past

thirty years, Africa's tribal and geographi-

cal boundaries have broken down as indi-

viduals moved toward cities for a variety

of reasons. Such changes could have

brought an infectious agent into contact

with previously unexposed populations,

both international and local, and the dev-

astating effects of the virus would have

been felt more readily, as when visna virus

was introduced to Iceland.

Such a pattern of sudden virulence has

often been seen when other pathogens

have reached unexposed peoples. Exam-
ples include the fatal measles epidemic in

the Faroe Islands (1781) and the Fiji Is-

lands (1875), and the devastating effects

of smallpox on American Indian popula-

tions after contact with Europeans in the

sixteenth century Anthropological stud-

ies in central Africa may provide further

insights into such a scenario.

Fortunately, the AIDS virus, unlike

smallpox or measles, is not easily transmit-

ted, and unlike some other retroviruses, it

cannot be transmitted from generation to

generation. Therefore, even in the absence

of a vaccine, we can expect that preven-

tive measures already in place can effec-

tively prevent the spread of the disease.

Matthew Allen Gonda, Ph.D.. is head of
the Laboratory of Cell and Molecular

Structure, Program Resources. Inc., at

the National Cancer Institute-Frederick

Cancer Research Facility. He has
authored numerous scholarly papers on

retroviruses, most recently on the AIDS
virus.



Celestial Events

Three Planets Strut Their Stuff
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Jupiter, Mars, and Saturn are a spec-

tacular sight in the morning sky this

month, stretched along the zodiac from

east to west. Jupiter now rises an hour or so

after midnight, so it is well up in the east at

dawn, a beacon in the growing light. Mars

is already up at midnight, and it brightens

dramatically during the month. In the

morning it is high in the south, easily iden-

tified by its brightness and reddish color.

Its prominence will help you find Sagitta-

rius easily. Saturn is up from dusk until

dawn and is now at its peak brightness.

Find it in the west at daybreak, but be

careful not to confuse it with Antares, the

reddish star nearby in Scorpius.

Remember that the planets do not stray

far from the earth's orbital plane as they

move around the sun. Jupiter, Mars, and

Saturn are like beacons along that path in

May's morning sky. Note also that a num-

ber of bright stars—Antares, Spica, and

Regulus—lie virtually along the line of

the planets. You will also find the moon
close to the same line. From about the

20th to the end of the month, watch it as it

moves past those stars and planets.

The three bright morning planets are

gradually working into the evening sky.

Saturn is already visible from dusk until

dawn, and Mars is rising noticeably earlier

from night to night. In a month or so, these

same bright planets will dazzle us in the

evening. With brilliant Venus already

there, the summer sky this year will be

special indeed.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

May 1: After yesterday's last-quarter

phase, moonrise occurred this morning

about two o'clock, and moonset about an

hour before noon. Tonight the moon rises

even later as it works its way east toward

the sun.

May 3: Jupiter and the waning moon
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rise together this morning, as the moon

passes just to the south of the planet on its

way out of the morning sky.

May 5-6: We can surely see the waning

crescent moon rising in the east before

dawn on the 5th and possibly on the 6th as

well, but not thereafter.

May 8: New moon is at 5:10 p.m., EST,

in Aries.

May 10: We should see the young cres-

cent moon tonight, two days past new.

Look in the west after sundown. It is at

apogee, farthest from the earth.

May 1 1 : The moon catches up to Ve-

nus, passing above it this morning. They

should be visible close together in the west

tonight. Now is the time to get familiar

with that bright planet. It will become

increasingly conspicuous this spring and

summer.

May 13: Pollux and Castor, the shining

twin stars of Gemini, join the crescent

moon in the west tonight as darkness

deepens.

May 15: The crescent is midway be-

tween Pollux and Castor (below) and Reg-

ulus (above) early this evening.

May 16: First-quarter moon, at 8:00

P.M., EST, is very close to Regulus tonight,

with the large figure of Leo, spring's celes-

tial lion, towering above.

May 18-21: The moon spends these

four nights in Virgo, widening after first-

quarter phase. On the 1 8th, it is just mov-

ing over the border from Leo into Virgo.

On the 21st, after passing bright Spica

during the day, it moves into Libra.

May 22: After completing its stint as a

morning star. Mercury swings over into

the evening, passing the sun from right to

left in going through superior conjunction,

beyond the sun in our sky.

May 23-24: Full moon is at 3:45 p.m.,

EST, in Scorpius. About six hours later,

the moon is at perigee, nearest the earth.

The perigee effect should substantially in-

crease the strength of the spring tides or

the 24th. Despite the brightness of the ful

moon, Saturn and Antares should be

clearly visible near the moon. The moor

passes below Saturn at midnight, EST, or

the 23d, and then passes Antares at aboui

3:00 A.M., EST, on the 24th. The moor

covers Antares as it goes past the star (ar

occultation) over central and westerr

North America.

May 25: The waning moon move;

across Sagittarius tonight right througl

the top of the "teapot."

May 26: Mars and the moon rise to

gether after 1 1 :00 p.m., in Sagittarius.

May 27: Saturn becomes an evening

star when it is at opposition from the sun

Even though it can still be seen in thf

dawn sky (because at opposition it is in th(

sky all night long), it now begins to ris(

before sunset and set before sunrise.

May 30: Last-quarter moon, in Aquar

ius, is at 7:55 a.m., EST. The moon is nov

a morning object, rising after midnight

May 3 1 : Jupiter is near the moon in th(

dawn sky, near the border of Aquariu:

with Pisces. Moon and planet rise afte:

1:00 a.m. and remain above the horizoi

after sunrise. You should be able to see thi n

crescent, to the sun's right, during the da; \v

until it sets after noon.

Editor's note: The Sky Map in the Apri

issue shows the evening constellations am
stars for this month and gives the date

and times for use.

Bye-bye Halley

Comet Halley is slipping away. It sink

below the limit of naked-eye seeing (usu

ally placed at a magnitude of plus 6 ii

perfect viewing conditions) on May 1 afte

four and one-half months (since Decern j

ber 10) of being brighter. It reached a
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stimated magnitude of plus 3 in early

ebruary, about fifteen times brighter

lan on May I. Unfortunately, as we
now, it was behind the sun during its

rightest days and therefore was not vis-

jle from the earth at that time. The
omet will not again be bright enough to

;e without optical aid for more than sev-

nty-five years.

Eager comet watchers should still be

ble to see Halley in early May, however,

t will be an easy binocular object, as good

s or better than when we saw it on much
;ss comfortable nights last December.

Evening skies should be dark enough; full

loon was on April 24, and moonrise isn't

'ntil about 2:00 a.m. on the 1st. Our map
lis month will help locate Comet Halley

mong the easily recognized stars of the

Dring.

Comet hunting should be good, weather

ermitting, until about the 1 5th, when the

'axing moon will again brighten the eve-

ing. By the time the waning moon leaves

le evening sky (about the 27th), the

omet will have faded by about 3 magni-

ides and will be only one-fifteenth as

Iright as on the first of the month.

The reason for the rapid dimming of

'omet Halley during May is apparent

;hen viewing its position in the solar sys-

;ni. Well beyond the orbit of Mars, it is

loving in a direction virtually opposite to

the earth's motion, so that the two sepa-

rate at close to their combined speeds,

about 1 26,000 miles per hour. At this rela-

tive velocity, the distance between Comet
Halley and the earth more than doubles

during the month of May, from about 74

million miles on May 1 to nearly 165 mil-

lion miles on May 31.

But this is only the beginning of Hal-

ley's long journey out from the inner solar

system. When it whipped by the sun at its

closest point, 54 million miles on February

9, the sun's gravity had accelerated it to a

maximum speed of nearly 122,000 miles

an hour. The momentum it gained will

sustain its outward journey for almost

thirty-eight years before it slows down
enough to turn inward toward the sun

once more. Then, out beyond the orbit of

Neptune, over 3.2 billion miles from the

sun and slowed to a speed of only 2,000

miles per hour, it will begin to fall toward

the sun again. After thirty-seven or so

more years, another generation will have

its turn with this most famous of comets in

the year a.d. 2061.

Cometary appearances in the past have

often been associated with disaster, mis-

fortune, or a change in human affairs.

Comet Halley's history is studded with

examples. Rome was at war with Car-

thage during its first recorded appearance

(240 B.C.), and with Jewish revolutionaries

centuries later during another appearance

(a.d. 66). Attila the Hun met his defeat in

France when Halley visited in a.d. 451,

and the Moors were battling Jewish and

Christian rebels in Toledo, Spain, during

another visit. The comet appeared for the

Norman conquerors of England in 1066,

and for Pizarro and his conquistadors as

they left on a voyage of conquest to Peru

in 1531. English colonists were settling

Jamestown when Halley returned in 1 607,

and they were waging the French and In-

dian War during its 1759 visit. The 1910

appearance has often been associated with

events that led to the great world wars of

the twentieth century. And we have yet to

see what future historians will do with its

1 986 appearance.

We cannot help but wonder, as Halley

leaves our sky to begin another of its long

cycles, what kind of world it will find when
it returns in three-quarters of a century.

No serious person puts much credence in

the old belief in comets as "evil stars." Yet

no one can deny Halley's link with so

many great events in human history. It is

as though the comet were a mirror, re-

minding us of what humanity was like and

was doing each time it returned. If the

history it mirrors in its thirty visits is all too

often disturbing, that is the way human
aff"airs usually were! The power to change

the history is in us, not in the comet. D

Five months ago. Comet Halley began its swift race out ofthe

constellation Taurus westward in our sky. That dash ends in

May. as Halley settles down in the vicinity ofthe constellation

Hydra and begins a long series ofslow, ever shrinking spirals

among the stars. The spirals reflect the orbital motion ofthe

earth as the comet moves awayfrom us in its sluggish journey.

After seventy-six years, duringwhich the spirals will shift

position slowly around the sky, the comet will burst out again in

another five-month westerly fling; the display is expected in

summer 206 1. The map ofComet Halley 's positions, detail left,

will help in locating it with binoculars early in the month, until

the waxing moon begins to light the western sky about May 1 5.

The comet will be even smaller and dimmer by the time

moonlight leaves the evening sky dark again at the end ofMay.



Reviews

Words and Chimps
by Colin Beer

"How can I know what I think till I see

what I say?" In these words, as reported

by E.M. Forster, an old lady once pithily

represented a view held currently by a

number of philosophers and psychologists:

that language is prior to thought, and the

medium of its realization. This view has

obvious bearing on ideas about the mental

lives of animals for it implies that if ani-

mals lack language, they must be unthink-

ing things, and also that if they think at all,

they must do so by some linguistic means.

The idea that access to an animal's

mind might be through its use of, or ca-

pability with, something like language

presents two possibilities for exploration.

One is for the scientist to decipher the

code of the animal's communication sys-

tem and so get the animal to express its

thoughts in its own words, so to speak.

This is the "King Solomon's Ring" ap-

proach favored by Donald Griffin, whose

book Animal Thinking I previously re-

viewed {Natural History, June 1984).

The other approach is to try to teach the

animal something like human language

and so get it to reveal its reasoning ca-

pabilities in words, just as we do. Efforts

employing this approach are the subject of

David Premack's book Gavagai! or the

Future History of the Animal Language
Controversy.

The book assumes that the reader is

acquainted with the animal language

projects involved in the controversy of its

title. The best known of these projects are

those concerned with apes. There is also

work with dolphins and a parrot. Several

different schemes have been tried, includ-

ing American Sign Language, a system of

symbols (lexigrams) communicated via

computer keyboard and display screen,

and Premack's own system of colored
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plastic shapes that can be attached to a

magnetic board. In a manner comparable

to those of the other projects, Premack has

trained his chimpanzees to treat the plas-

tic shapes as labels for objects, properties,

actions, and relations, and to construe and

Gavagai! or the Future History of

THE Animal Language Controversy,

by David Premack, The MIT Press,

$12.50: 164 pp.

compose combinations and permutations

of the pieces of plastic on the board as

statements, requests, and questions.

I think there is general agreement that

the animals trained in these projects have

mastered much more than was once

thought possible. Nevertheless, opinion is

deeply divided about just what has been

mastered and what it implies about the

mental lives of the animals concerned.

Some claim that the animals acquired the

essentials of human language and, in so

doing, revealed capacities continuous with

human cognition. Others interpret the re-

sults of the training as continuous with the

kinds of associative learning achieved by
rats m mazes and pigeons in Skinner

boxes, which is different in kind from

what is involved in true language acqui-

sition.

At the start of his book, Premack repre-

sents the animal language controversy as a

confrontation between emotionally en-

trenched positions. One side holds to a

conviction—derived from a conception of

Darwinian evolution—that to the extent

that human beings differ from animals, it

is always in degree, never in kind; the

other side is equally set in the belief that

human beings are unique, at least in psy-

chological respects. Premack might also

have noted that the division falls roughly

where William James drew one between

"tender minds" and "tough minds," that

is, inflationary inclination to make the

most of what evidence might suggest, con-

trasted with deflationary scepticism dis-

counting anything beyond the least that

evidence cannot rule out. Premack finds

neither psychology nor biology nor linguis-

tics to be sufficiently disinterested to pro-

vide terms for mediation. According to

him, the trained apes appear more than

mindless, yet less than linguistic; but he

takes the position that preoccupation with

language distracts attention from deeper

dimensions for cognitive comparison.

Examination of some of the research on

which the animal language controversy is

based leads Premack to conclude that lin-

guistic claims have frequently been made

for performances that do not warrant

them. From his own work with chimpan-

zees, Premack has evidence of representa-

tional and conceptual capacities, includ-

ing acquisition of rules, that were revealed

by the linguistic training but appear not to

have been derived from or dependent on

it. In general, he finds the performances

resulting from the animal language re-

search to be products of learning and re-

vealing of learning capacities. But the pre-

vailing view of human language acquisi-

tion, to which Premack accedes, holdsj

there is more to the process than learning

Children apparently start out, much as

chimps do, by picking up word/meaning

associations piecemeal; but they then reor-

ganize what they have learned by extract-

ing regularities from it, and thus derive

syntactic rules for generating plurals,

changes of tense, and so forth. This reorga-

nization phase is marked by errors where

there had previously been superficial flu
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ency ("foots" in place of "feet" and

"runned" instead of "ran"). This phase is

beheved to be due to "hard-wired" pro-

cesses, rather than learning, for according

to the current view, no amount of ordinary

associative learning would be sufficient to

establish the syntactic competence that

emerges. Whatever the nature of the sup-

posed built-in, rule-extracting routines,

which presumably also partake in the

aforementioned "language of thought,"

there is no evidence of them in animals.

Consequently, the trainer attempting to

impart language to animals must "simu-

late by a process of learning that which we

ourselves cannot carry out by learning."

This is no "recipe for language" in

Premack's view: "It will not produce

grammatical classes, hierarchical organi-

zation, recursion; nor mental representa-

tion by and through the would-be lan-

guage system; nor any of the other

properties basic to human language."

Nevertheless, Premack has plied his

chimpanzees with language lessons as per-

sistently and ingeniously as anyone. The

disparity between what he seemed to be

pursuing and the position at which he has

arrived is offset by the extent to which his

approach has gained new access to the

mentality of apes. He uses much of his

central and longest chapter, "What Is a

Word?" to describe and (liscuss the results

of his experiments. In the course of this, he

unriddles the odd title of his book.

"Gavagai" is an utterance invented by

the philosopher Willard Van Orman
Quine, who used it in his book Word and
Object to develop an argument about the

"indeterminacy of radical translation."

Quine's scenario had an English-speaking

linguist in a strange land encounter a na-

tive who says "gavagai" in circumstances

suggesting that the utterance means "rab-

bit." Quine argued that because the lin-

guist shared no words with the native, and

therefore had only the circumstances of

the utterance and responses to pointing to

go on, he could, at best, have determined

only the "stimulus meaning" of the term,

leaving many possibilities open for what

the native meant by it. This calls into

question Lemuel Gulliver's account of

how swiftly he got on talking terms with

the strange creatures he met in compara-

ble situations. Premack, however, main-

tains that there are behavioral, even non-

linguistic methods for pressing the quest

for meaning beyond where Quine left it.

By using such methods to test his chimps,

he has been able to elucidate what plastic

"words" can and do mean to them and so

contemplate such questions as their grasp

of causality and whether they can appreci-

ate the asymmetry of class inclusion (for

example, "rabbits are mammals" does not

mean that "mammals are rabbits").

In his next chapter Premack examines

whether the linguistic levels attained b>

his trained chimps include two features

closely related to human language: dis-

crimination of temporal order (judgment

of whether red, yellow, and green, succes-

sively flashed, match the order of a com-

parison sequence of the same colors) and

emotional association ("the power of

speech/To stir men's blood"). He does this

to probe whether differences between ape

and human linguistic performance might

be due to the ape's lack of one or more of

the "competencies" contributing to the

human case. The test for temporal dis-

crimination proved positive, and there was

evidence that emotion can be connected

with chimp communication, at least in a

crude form. As far as it goes, then, this

evidence is consistent with the view thai

something more pervasive than a missing

ancillary component would be needed tc

bridge the gap between animal and hu-

man linguistic capacities.

Premack's final chapter resumes dis-

cussion of the nature of this discontinuity

Moving
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It develops further the contrast between

iihe human "syntactic engine" and the lim-

j
ited semantic categories to which the ape

, Is restricted. That the ape system is not

. :loser to the human system puzzles

, iPremack less than why the human system

'Is so far in advance. The ape's system is

J:apable of performing what can be re-

, igarded as the two principal functions of

i

anguage—a means of referring to ob-

,

ects, states, and so forth, and a means of

I

signifying whether statements concerning

, iuch references are true. In contrast, the

, grammatical apparatus of human lan-

(I

guage provides for complexities and sub-

l
leties of signification bereft of any clear

[jj

3asis in biological adaptive significance;

J

ind Premack defies anyone to dream up a

ji

icenario to account for human linguistic

y ;apacity in terms of evolutionary fitness.

I,j

-le suggests an indirect approach to the

,, problem: to lift our gaze from its con-

, ;entration on language itself to take in the

vhole complex of peculiarly human so-

:ial, mental, and moral dispositions served

)y it, especially pedagogy, aesthetics, so-

;ial attribution, and consciousness. This

eminds me of a view expressed by Lud-

vig Wittgenstein, who argued that full

lomprehension of language requires

ippreciation of the "way of life" in which

t is embedded, and hence that "if a lion

;ould talk, we could not understand him."

also wonder whether Premack's sugges-

ion might bear on that equally isolated

nd comparably remarkable sign system,

he dance "language" of bees.

Premack's essay is unusual for the ease

vith which it moves among the disciplines

f philosophy, psychology, biology, and

inguistics. Such versatility is nevertheless

ommensurate with the demands of the

ubject. It in turn places demands on the

eader. The book assumes some familiar-

ly with the relevant literature and the

oncepts and terminology of the animal

inguage field. Some leaps and twists in

he train of thought offer tests of mental

gility. But the way is smoothed by clear

/riting and enlivened by touches of hu-

fior. Gavagai! will make a stir among
xperts in the field and is likely to make a

isting contribution to the future history

f the animal language controversy. In the

(leantime, part of its message might be

laraphrased in a question: How shall we
now what animals can say till we see

/hat they think?

^olin Beer is a professor ofpsychology at

he Institute of Animal Behavior at

lutgers University. A New Zealander,

ker earned his doctoral degree under the

i 'irection of Niko Tinbergen at Oxford

^ /niversity.
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Pink Cliffs, Utah
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

This Land

The rough mountain terrain in the

southwestern corner of Utah, a few miles

east of Cedar City and Saint George, is

called the Land of Color. Visitors flock to

the region's national parks, such as Zion,

to see the brilliant exposures of the Wa-
satch Formation, a mass of limestone de-

posited during Eocene times, some 40 mil-

lion years ago. The park lands surround

the lesser-known Dixie National Forest,

whose precipitous Pink Cliffs, tinted by

small quantities of iron and manganese

oxides, are among the most spectacular

parts of the formation.

I got my first glimpse of the Pink Cliffs

one summer morning, as I made my way
on back roads northeast of Zion National

Park. Following a sign that pointed down a

grave! road to Cascade Falls, I soon came

to a scenic overlook. Below me, at an ele-

vation of 8,000 feet, flowed the North

Fork Virgin River, whose erosive action

had shaped the cliffs. Perforated by honey-

comb depressions lined with calcite crys-

tals, the iridescent cliffs towered 1,700

feet. From the overlook, a narrow trail led

to the Cascade Falls, which emerge mid-

way down the cliffs and tumble into the

river below.

Plant life is sparse on the exposed cliffs

because of the scarcity of water, the ab-

sence of all but a few soil microorganisms,

extremely poor aeration, and extensive

fluctuation of soil temperatures. The most

picturesque plants are the bristlecone

pines. The California counterparts of

these ancient, gnarled trees were featured

in this column last May. The shrubby
Roben J Warr

The sun sets over Navajo Lake.

mountain mahogany, whose feather;

fruits are conspicuous in autumn, is a fre

quent associate of the bristlecone. Al

though the rocky soil is often bare of vege

tation, occasional flashes of color an

provided by the dwarf blue columbine anc

the daisylike goldenweed.

The Pink Cliffs form the south wall o

the Markagunt Plateau, a 25-mile-wid(

block that was uplifted 12 million year;

ago through violent shifting of the earth

The western edge of the block was ele

vated nearly 3,000 feet higher than th(

eastern edge, so the plateau tilts sharpl)

After the uplift, perhaps as recently a

1,000 years ago, volcanic eruptions cov

ered much of the plateau with lava. Scan

ning the horizon from the Cascade Fall

overlook, one can see a few scattered cin

der cones. Lava flows define much of th

topography, but where the soft, sedimen

tary rocks of the Wasatch Formation an

exposed, streams have modeled the sur

face into a series of long ridges and broad

flat-floored valleys.

Navajo Lake, 714 acres of clear blui

water, is the focal point of the plateau. I

owes its existence to volcanic eruption

that dammed up broad Duck Creek Val

ley. The lake is a geological phenomenon

for it has no surface outlet nor is it fillei

from streams on the surface of the pla

teau. Instead, rainfall, snowmelt, and sev

eral small perennial springs supply its wa

ter. Navajo Sinks, a series of sinkhole

formed at the eastern end of the lake b

hundreds of years of the water's dissolvin,

action on the limestone, provides th

lake's only outlet.

Through a series of experiments

which they added fluorescent dye to th

lake, geologists M.T. Wilson and H.E

Thomas were able to show that wate

90 Natural History 5/86
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flowed from Navajo Lake through the se-

ries of sinkholes and into an intercon-

nected underground reservoir and system

of channels. About two-fifths of the excess

water from Navajo Lake meanders

through these underground channels until

it bursts through an opening in the Pink

Cliffs as Cascade Falls. The remainder

appears about three miles to the east at

Duck Creek Springs. From these springs,

the water flows two and one-half miles

along Duck Creek and Duck Lake before

disappearing into Duck Creek Sinks,

eventually emptying into the Sevier River

to the east.

The features of the Markagunt Plateau

illustrate the concept of biological life

zones, developed in 1 894 by Clinton Hart

Merriam. An American biologist who had

served as naturalist on the Hayden sur-

veys in Utah, Idaho, Montana, and Wyo-
ming, Merriam divided the biological

communities of North America into

east-west belts. He distinguished the dif-

ferent belts by their plant and animal com-

position, which, he proclaimed, was con-

trolled by temperature. Thus Merriam's

Boreal Life Zone is found in the far north,

while the Sonoran Zone occupies the

semiarid southwest. Merriam also main-

tained that in mountainous regions, such

as southwestern Utah, zones similar to

these can be found at differing eleva-

tions—the summits of the highest moun
tains are Boreal, their bases are Sonoran

A very general rule of thumb is that ever\

increment of 1 ,000 feet above sea level is

equivalent to 600 miles in a south-north

direction. By ascending a mountain one

encounters life zones in the same sequence

that one observes driving hundreds of

miles from south to north.

Between approximately 7,500 and

8,500 feet on the Markagunt Plateau is

the Transition Life Zone. Ponderosa pine

is the dominant species, usually occupying

gentle slopes. These trees allow enough

sunlight to reach the forest floor to encour-

age growth of manzanita, bitterbrush, and

mountain ceanothus. Hayle Buchanan, a

botanist at Weber State University in Og-

den, Utah, who has spent more than two

decades studying the plants in Utah's

Land of Color, has noted that occasional

depressions in the Transition Life Zone

are home to a community dominated by

sagebrush and a wide diversity of grasses

and wildflowers. Buchanan noted that

when young ponderosa pines and Rocky

Mountain junipers from nearby forests at-

tempted to invade these treeless areas,

they were unable to survive because cold

air drainage from higher mountai.1

caused severe minimum winter tempeiil

tures. Daily temperature fluctuatic

were a further obstacle to woody pla

growth.

The Canadian Life Zone occupies f(

ested slopes from 8,500 to 9,500 feet. Pc

derosa pine and Rocky Mountain junip

grow where the slopes are more expose

and therefore drier, but on moist slopt

white fir and Douglas fir are the domina

species. Because of the intense shade, U
wildflowers are able to grow beneath the

trees. Above 9,500 feet, along the hi)

road between Navajo Lake and Du'

Creek Springs, treeless meadows have c

veloped over old lava flows. These mea
ows, which are assigned to the Hudsoni;

Life Zone, are covered by snow for

much as eight months of the year, so th

the wildflowers and grasses that live the

must complete their life cycle in a ve

short time. Penstemons, paintbrushes, c

ange sneezeweeds, long-plumed avei

goldenrods, and asters are vivid from la

June to mid-August.

While Merriam's life-zone concept W'

widely accepted at one time, it has falld

into disfavor, partly because the vario:

zones cannot be recognized across the co

tinent on the basis of uniform plant ai

animal communities. Nevertheless, biol

gists continue to use Merriam's life-zoi

designations in those areas where th(

seem to apply.

"This Land" highlights the biologic

phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationalfo

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is disti

guished professor of botany at Southei

Illinois University at Carbondale.
Robert H. Mohlenbrock

WaterJrom Navajo Lake bursts through the Pink Cliffs at Cascade Falls.
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rt/Crafts

CCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS. Free booklet

i'ailable Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th
:reet, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

rAHRUS-
PHOEniX - Ancienl Egyplian symbol of resur

rection, colorfully painted on fiandmade

.nyf papyrus 5" X 7°
, . . $23. ppd. Lucite frame add

$19. Ctieck/Cliarge. BROCHURES: showing

gods, symbols, 'Book of Ifie Dead' panels —
,U 50«. • SUBSCRIPTIOn - $5. for full year,

AnCIENT WORLD ARTS

50 W 76 St. • nv 10023 • Depl. N586

Jll|i*^Qallery open by appointment only ^—

RICAN IVIASKS AND FIGURES, $15-$475, request
lotos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AFRICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Indian masks
aphics Eskimo sculpture. Hop! kachinas Navap
gs Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)
;9-2559

JDUBON'S BIRDS, Elephant folio "Amsterdam Edi-

in Large Selection, Fine condition Free catalog
larles River Prints, Inc 36 Riverside Drive, Waltham,
A 02154 (617) 893-7974

M LOCATION DRAWING CLASS. Designed for travel-

s desiring to record impressions. Peggy Gray, 373
I Tom Rd,, Bishop, CA 93514 (619) 873-3055

^IIENTAL BEAUTY ON RICE PAPER! Pnnts of original

)od and stone block designs on rice paper. Some
signs are centuries old. Laotsu, letter characters,

in and more. Average size, 14"x22" Only $35. See
CD ir selection Send $1 50 and address to Temple Gar-

n, PO. Box 785, Santa Cruz, NtVI 87567

lol aoks/Publications

lEE CATALOG of discount science and nature

llli
loks, Orphic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd,, Suite 200,
pt NH,Northridge,CA 91324

.WRENCE BLOCK'S BOOKS FOR WRITERS Telling

;s lor Fun & Profit, $8 Wnting the Novel, $10. Affirma-

ns for Writers (tape), $12. All postpaid! Write For

flur Life, 3750 Estero #107, Ft. Meyers Beach, FL
931

Iff
ffURAL history books—The Old & Rare and The
iw. Large Selection (many discounted 10%) also For-

jn Field Guides $2.00 for quarterly catalogues Patri-

1 Ledlie—Bookseller, Box 46N, Buckfield, ME 04220
)7) 336-2969

IBUSHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
100 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton, Box
Y, Falls Village, CT 06031

IBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors,

subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

oks. Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
lort. Carlton Press, Dept. NHE, 1 1 West 32 Street,

:W York 10001

iRE, OUT-OF-PRINT natural history books. Free Cat-

igs. Marcher's Books, 6204 N, Vermont, Oklahoma
:y, OK 73112

IE BEGINNING NATURALIST: A perfect book for

ring $6 95 Gale Law/rence, RED #1, Box 187N,
;hmond, VT 05477

STERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
572(714)492-2976

>llectors' Items

EE Postage Stamp Catalogue, Shelron, Box 547N,
rth Miami, FL 33161

,RE ANTIQUE MAPS—reproductions of the ohginal.

ips drawn by meticulous European craftsmen.

Ited for framing, luxunous 17" X 24" antique stock.

3.00. JAG House, Street c#3 Villa Caparra, Guay-
bo, RR 00657

WAR SURPLUS MONEY— less than 1% original value
Germany, Laos, Cambodia, Argentina and more 25
genuine notes only $5.00. Free descriptive booklet
included. Notes, 3600 Whitney Avenue, Sacramento,
California 95821. Satisfaction guaranteed

Education

BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY in Kenya's
incomparable Maasai Mara Unsurpassed access to
wild animal lives, excellent guidance, comfortable liv-

ing. Wnte Geocycle, Rt 3, Box 657, Yakima, WA 98901
or call (509) 248 3700

"CASH FOR COLLEGE,' New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-
ernment programs, $4 95. Unifunds, Box 19749-RR
Indianapolis, IN 46219

INEXPENSIVE SCIENCE KITS for inquisitive 10 to 16
year-olds, mailed monthly since 1940. $20 a year in

USA Gift card sent if requested. Write for details.

Things of Science, 819 Washington Crossing, New-
town, PA 18940

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU! Big Pay! Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2.00 Australian International, Box
19107 RR, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U S, Free details: EOV, PO, Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00. International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— All occupations! Free information! Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings,
USA $7.00; Overseas $7 00. England, Japan, Saudi,

Australia $7 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA
02162

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions' 340 sources/application instructions, $3,00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countriesi

Sampler; 4/$2.98. Free brochure Multinewspapers,

Box DE-204, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS ' Discover

largest selection of weird and unusual succulents

—

over 150 photographs of succulent crests, vanegates,

living stones, and oddballs. Send $1 00. "Catalog of

Unusual Succulents," Dept. 5—553 Buena Creek, San
Marcos, CA 92069

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% onginal

cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Direc-

tory"—$2.00, Disposal, Box 19107-RR, Washington,

DC 20036

1

Merchandise/Gifts

I OWLS' Bumper Sticker, $1,00, Sample Collec-
tors' Newsletter $2 50 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH
Fresno, CA 93755

LA,RGE SELECTION/reasonably priced Exotic Leather
Goods. Free Folio MacFadden, RD #4B160C
Middlebury, Vermont 05753-8501 (802) 462-2105

PET CRABS. $6, No more care than pet rocks. Much
more fun! Blue crab shells. Look like crab is still inside.

IRMI, Box 12, Grant, FL 32949

SEA SHIRTS—Marine life designs silkscreened on pre-

mium garments Catalogue: Sea Shirts, 25W611
Durfee, Wheaton, IL 60187

THE NEW DINO ON THE BLOCK Bntish Museum Se-
nes Celiosaurus $7.95 postpaid. The Dino Store PO
Box 1870. Cambridge, MA 02238

Miscellaneous

ANIMAL LOVERS; A business you'll love. Free informa-
tion Pet Companion Care, 38 Sunset Drive, Suite 123,
Kensington, CA 94707

DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! T-shirts,

Fossil Reproductions, Books, More! Free informative
catalog. Saurus, Dept NH7, 530 South 4th East,
Centerville, UT 84014

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—fnends nearby, seventy
countries worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1

,

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repainng binocu-
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US Navy
collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Your
Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel
Optical Co , Inc. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
12192(518)731-2610

BUSHHELL®
Custom® Binoculars

High level optical

porro prisms de-
signed in collabora-

tion with interna-

tionally famous
ornithologists,

endorsed by the

National Audubon
Society LIST SALE

#11-8360 8x36 259.95 146.23

1(11-1045 10x40 269.95 151,88

FOR LITERATURE AND DISCOUNT LIST ON A
COMPLETE LINE OF SPORTING OPTICS WRITE TO

BIRDINC tf!^tyHft!F

10."!j'l ^H KlUkBbSI

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEITZ, B&L
Bushnell, Fujmon. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical &
Machine Tool, Box 541H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)
961-2542

NATURE AND WILDLIFE OBSERVATION. Unlimited
photographic opportunities. Excellent accommoda-
tions and meals m modern lodge on 3.000 pnvate
acres Reasonable rates Write for details; Mink Track
Camp. Route Two. Box 48. Tillar, Arkansas 71670



PERSONAL CRITIQUES FOR SERIOUS Nature Pho-

tographers! Omit costly errors, improve technique via

slide evaluation by noted professional Rapid replies,

inexpensive, Joe McDonald, 515 Dalton, Emmaus, PA

18049

VIDEO TRANSFER, Protect your treasured memories.

Convert your slides, movies, photos and negatives to

VHS or Beta Video cassette. Call or write for details.

City Camera Exchange, 5 John Street, NY, NY 10038

(212) 349-2956

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS ,
, FROM $19/ACRE! Home-

sites, campsites, farming, investment! "Land Buyer's

Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00, Lands, Box

19107-RR, Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

RETIREES En|oy life at The Charter House, the W/ash-

ington, DC areas finest retirement community No
up-front fees Security, activities, independence, beau-

tiful apartments, four-star dining The Charter House,

1316 Fenwick Lane, Dept. 5NH, Silver Spring, MD
20910(301)495-0700

SPECIAL ESCAPES—Tropical Villas, Mountain Cha-

lets, Luxury Condos—Worldwide Free Brochure

Hideaways International, Box 1464L, Littleton, MA
01460 (800) 843-4433, in MA (617) 486-8955

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watchers

paradise. Brochure. Charles A. Turpin, Charlotteville,

Tobago, West Indies

Resorts

ADIRONDACK WILDERNESS, sparkling mountain

lake, informal, great tennis, food, hiking, horses: family

rates American Plan Timberlock, Box NH, Indian Lake,

NY 12864

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Western Canbbean Diving Maya Rums, Birds, Library

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

veranda Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca

bafias Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

CHRISTMAN'S WINDHAM HOUSE, Windham, NY
12496: a 250 acre country inn resort in the northern

Catskills. Reasonable rates. Golf, swimming, tennis,

recreation room, hiking, all on premises. Family gather

ings encouraged- May to October—Tel. (518) 734
4230

DRAKES ANCHORAGE, BRITISH VIRGIN ISLANDS
The Complete Escape Only 30 special guests share

this undiscovered private island. Charming cottages,

luxurious oceanfront villas, lovely secluded beaches,
gourmet restaurant, superb diving and snorkeling Inns

of the Canbbean 1-800-845 9504

LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

tennis Write for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

OLD FASHIONED, Secluded Farm on Cape Breton Is-

land offers log catiins. excellent meals, tranquility to a

few guests Write: John Gardner, Orangedale, Nova
Scotia, Canada

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-

stone Park. A birders paradise. Riding, fishing, pack
trips. All ranch activities, 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Living-

ston, MT 59047. Tel (406) 222-0570.

Special Events

EXPERIENCE AUGUSTA! Over 75 hands-on classes in

traditiotial crafts, music, dance, and folklore, plus con-

certs, lectures, dances, and more—July 13-Augusl 17.

.Augusta Heritage Center, Box NH, Davis & tikins Col-

lege, Elkins, WV 26241

J^ieMarl^t

4TH ANNUAL GETTYSBURG CIVIL WAR Hentage

Days June 28th July 6th. Battle Re-enactment June

29. Weekend Encampments, Band Concerts, Lecture

Seres, Civil War Collectors Show "You've Got a

Friend in Pennsylvania" For program: Travel Council,

Dept 631, 35 Carlisle Street, Gettysburg, Pennsylva-

nia 17325

Tours/Trips

A BEST BUY: BELIZE! Mayan rums, mountain water-

tails, jungles thick with wildlife Dive, fish hemisphere's

largest barrier reef. Explore Belize with small group

and expert guides. MayaVentures, P.O. Box 2381-N,

Gainesville, FL 32602 (800) 344-MAYA, Florida (904)

372-5169

ADVENTURE-BELIZE—Very small party jungle, cave &
Maya site exploring in wildlife paradise Tikal and island

extensions Truly an enjoyable experience. (813) 346-

1997 Wildman, 5059 Commonwealth Drive, Sarasota,

Florida 34242

ADVENTURE, CULTURE, NATURE! Trek ancient foot-

paths in Kashmir, Ladakh and Tibet with Tiger Paw
Adventures of India Contact Karen McCall, 891 N
Kentucky Street, Arlington, VA 22205

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS. Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists Kenya and Tanzania safaris,

Rwanda mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and

scuba. Over 80 trips, small groups Free color catalog.

Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

CA 94707 (415) 524-5111

TOUR INDIA

WITH DISTINCTION
7 glorious tours combining INDIA with

NEPAL, SRI LANKA. BHUTAN. BURMA.

THAILAND, and SINGAPORE. Includes

a ride on the PALACE ON WHEELS.

Adventurous, comfortable, and

beautifully planned. Call for our

brochure.

^(dFl, of Digtir^ctiorp, ,1^

141 East 44th Street. New York. NY 10017

TeM212) 661 4680

AFRICAN ADVENTURES— Walking, camping,
lodge + camping. Mount Kenya, From $1995, 18 days
including air. Plus, exclusive photographic workshops
led by top professional photographers. Write: Voyag-

ers, J5. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

AFRICAN TRAVEL—STUDY SAFARIS. Educationally

oriented, owner operated, escorted tented camping/
luxury lodges. Kenya, Tanzania, Southern Africa. Rte

2/Box 732, Bethel, Vermont 05032 (802) 234-5637

ALASKA HUMPBACK WHALES AND ORCAS Baja

California and Galapagos Islands We have provided

outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips for over

15 years Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Drive,

McKinleyville. CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

ALASKA. ALEUTIAN ISLANDS A rare opportunity for

the Naturalist. Manne Mammals. Archaeological Sites,

Flora. Volcanoes, Exceptional Birding, Small Groups.
For brochure contact Aleutian Experience Tours, 3400
Kvichak Circle, Anchorage. Alaska 99515 (907) 522-

1323

ALASKA 6/12-27/86. Special itinerary: inside passage,
glacier bay. Denali arctic. Pnbiloff optional. Princeton

Nature Tours, 282 Western Way, Princeton. NJ 08540
(609) 683-1 1 1

1

ALASKA'S TREKS n' VOYAGES Sea kayak rentals/

Instruction/Tours in Kenai Fjords Mountain adventure/
Nature hikes/Wild scenic nver trips throughout Alas-

ka's Parklands, Box f '5N. Seward, AK 99664 (907)
224-3960, 288-3610

ISLE ROYALE FIELD SEMINARS

• ECOLOGY OF ISLE ROYALE
June 24—28 (5 tngtiu)

• ISLAND FOLKLORE
Aneusil9—23(5mgl.is)

• WILDERNESS PHOTOGRAPHY
September 2—6 (5 nighls)

Send ror rree Brothure:

ISLE ROYALE FIELD SEMINARS
85 N. Ripley SI. • rioughlon. Michigan 49931

ALLAGASH Canoe Trips Maine! Canada! Wilderne

Wildlifei Guided adventures for teens, adults, famili

Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

ALL THE RIVERS—ALL THE OUTFITTERS. We be

river trips for more than 200 outfitters and we can <

you on the right tnp Information on thousands
'

Whitewater and float tnps in one place 1-18 day ex|

ditions in Idaho. Alaska, California, the Grand Canyi

Utah, and around the world. Individuals or groups,

charge to you River Travel Center, Box 6-N4. Pc

Arena, CA 95468 Toll Free 1 -800-344-RAFT (344-723

In California 1-800-882-RAFT (882-7238).

GreatRiverJourneys... 11

Fully outtitled, expertly guided lloat trips on tlie great wildernesl 8

rivers of lire West: the Colorado ttirougli ttie Grand Canyon, th* 1

Salmon River in Idalio, Hell's Canyon of tlie Snake River on m
|

Oregon-ldatio border, and more. Beautiful boats, genial guidesifl

great food, time for exploring. Lei us send you the brochure.
J

GRAND CANYON DORIES
P.O. Box 7538, Menlo Park, California 9402^

j

Telephone 415/854-6616 a

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers ParadiSE

'

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or fc ,_

weeks. Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 78:
j:

Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313 ,

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, I

19520 offers 8 photo nature-wildlife programs feati

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Car

dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $7'

including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sigl

seeing, small groups, adventure and more! Write I

brochure

AMAZON JUNGLE. Small group, customized toui

Quabaug Bird Conservation Foundation, 315 Palm

Road, Ware, MA 01082

• PERU •GUATEMALA

• CHIAPAS MEXICO

Trovel with folk art collector/photographer

Gordon Frost. 18 years experience

Smoll groups. Contact: Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NHD, Newhall, CA 91321

Tel: (805) 255-7577

ARCHEOLOGICAL SOUTHWEST STUDY TOUR. Ju

28-July 12 Rafting! Exceptional itinerary. University

Bndgeport, 6 Riverside Avenue, Riverside. CT 068

(203) 637-4563

AUSTRALIA! Birding tours led by Len Robinson in Ji

'86 and February '87. Photographic tour in October 'i

Horticultural tour including wildflowers of Western Ai

tralia in November '86 Natural history and gene
interest tours in January and February '87. Ask
details. Global Quest International. Inc. 120 East B
falo St., Ithaca, NY 14850 (800) 336-6635. In NYS (6(

272-0105 collect.

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of snri

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queenslai

from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goanna To^

55 Guide St , Clifton Beach 4871 Old Australia

BLUE, HUMPBACK. BELUGA WHALES Puffins, g£

nets, raptors, shorebirds Join expert guides explori'

these and other natural wonders of Newfoundlar-

Labrador, and Quebec 6-10 expeditions $800-10'),

Sea Farers Expeditions, 96 Harlow Street, Suite D-E

Bangor, ME 04401 (207) 942-7942
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djTER FOR STUDIES in culture & environment:

flildwide Seminars/Workstiops in Folkart, Health

;i;; Photography; Natural/Cultural History; Educa-
I Professional Leaders Folkways Institute: 1-800-

7400 Ext, 12

MA AND HONG KONG Visit the most photogenic
les in China. Extensive sightseeing, native Chi-

- 3 guides and photography lectures by professional

itographer while on tour 18 day tour including

idtrip transpacific airfare $2755. Departures Au-

t and September Call or write for free brochure:

Trek International, 380 2nd St., Brooklyn, NY
- "1768-8793

de variety of treks

parts of Nepal

Himalayan Excursions
P. 0. Box 11204
Midland. Texas 79702

;_ORADO ROCKIES WILDERNESS EXPERIENCE
inmer horse pack trips along the Continental Divide,

Itfcial Camera Elk hunts with opportunities to photo-

)h bugling elk, Fall Color rides, and Canyon pack
;. Uncompahgre Fur Company, Box 935, Delta, CO
16. (800) 423-1574 (In Colorado 303-872-8154)

ILARATION AND EDUCATION—Alaska, Oregon,
o: Accredited natural history river expeditions.

:zerland, Tahiti, Nepal, Japan. International Walk-

its. Our 14th season! Free catalogue. Wilderness/

r Journeys, P.O. Box 807-NH1 , Bolinas, CA 94924

) 868-1836

ERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

ping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From
i.OO + airfare. Optional Kilimanjaro climbs. Also

th Africa. Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
r brochure. US. agents for Bntain's Tracks Travel,

ears in African adventure travel, Himalayan Travel,

481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

ILORE 1 1 ,000 years of prehistory in a series of one-
i/ik field school programs designed for interested

ic professionals Learn excavation techniques, site

leying, and laboratory procedures Wnte or call:

"hderbird fyluseum and Archeological Park, Route
-3ox 1375, Front Royal, VA 22630 (703) 635-7337

f;NDLY BIRDERS AND NATURE ADVENTURERS in

rll groups. Enjoy birding in Galapagos, Spain, Bnt-

'iBrazil, Israel, India and other places. Write World
ire Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

APAGOS ISLANDS Economic lours from $1666
Iding airfare, 8, 1 1 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Vdor/Peru options University credit available, Jo-

|h Colley, Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road,
IJallstown , IvID 2 1 1 33 (30 1

) 922 3 1 1

6

I GALAPAQOS
^u, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
pralist will sail by schooner to explore
pre islands than any other Galapagos
tpcdition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCflffLOflTS 415-43M622

1606ne Juanita.Tiburon.CA 94920

APAGOS ISLANDS—Nature Photography—Sem-
lilJoin internationally published photographer, Paul

*|y for 14 days of entertaining instruction, Phvate
ait, small group, personal attention, references
vable Free Brochure July '86 Inclusive $3100, via

AT. Box 9092, Charlotte, NC 28299 Call (704) 332-

All—Led by the author of the feld guide to the

i of Hawaii Departures in August, September,
mber. Voyagers, NH4, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

INTO THE HEART OF BORNEO Orangutans, Mount
Kinabalu, longhouse overnights, and much more De-
partures in July, August, September, Voyagers, NH5
Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

JAPAN ART, ARCHITECTURE, FOLKART TOUR 21
days, October 20-November 9 Exquisite temples, gar-
dens, Shinto shrines, Shogun castles, colossal Bud-
dhas, museums: pottery village, Amu Village in Hok-
kaido, Tokyo, Kamakura, Kyoto, Ise, Nara, Sapporo,
Sounkyo Gorge, Lake Toya cruise Expert guiding; lim-

ited size group Brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours, Dept N, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane, Stamford
CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

KENYA & TANZANIA 8/13-9/4/86, Unique itinerary in-

cludes best of both countries. Phnceton Nature Tours
282 Western Way, Princeton, NJ 08540 (609) 683-1 1 1

1

KENYA 86/87—Papyrus Tours specializing in Kenya
for best value in leisurely tours with expert leaders; & Nepal
superb itineraries for 2 and 3 weeks. For brochure
write: Steve Graham, 8450 West 10 Mile Road, Royal
Oak, Ml 48068

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years
experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

ORANGUTANS, macaques, other wildlife at research
station in Sumatra Groups of twelve with anthropolo-
gist and Director of station. Visit Singapore, Malaysia,
Indonesia Orangutans, Box 590, Cave Creek AZ
85331

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-
corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track, Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co
, Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

ORDER FOREIGN CURRENCY BY PHONE, 175 coun-
tnes Visa—MC—Check—Cash accepted Dial (713)
654-1900 Texas Foreign Exchange, Inc, 1130 Travis,

Dept, NH, Houston, TX 77002 5967 Est 1975

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-

sions. Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated

brochure, Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION

RIVER TRIPS IN NATURAL HISTORY—Alaska, Utah &
Arizona— Explore Americas most incredible outdoor

museums in the company of professional naturalists,

biologists, geologists and anttiropologists. Fully outfit-

ted and professionally guided expeditions for all age
groups and experience levels Our reputation for excel-

lence IS our most valued asset Colorado River & Trail

Expeditions, Inc , PO Box 7575 NH, Salt Lake City,

Utah 84107-7575 (801) 261-1789

SACRED TOURS OF BRITAIN offers 14 day guided
tours of the ancient, sacred sites of Britain The tours

offer in-depth, histoncal, archeological, mythical and
spiritual understandings ol the sites, set against a
backdrop of the most beautiful scenery in Bntain, Sa-

cred Tours of Britain. PO, Box 253-N. Clinton. WA
98236

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE, Solomon Sea
Islands in traditional Melanesian oulngger Alasks's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' brigantine

schooner, Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht tnps Nor-

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean. Hawaii Over 80 trips,

small groups. Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel.

1760NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

SAVE POSTAGE—Nature TravelerSj_put your name on
a really good free mailing list, Travelist, Box 47071,
Wichita, KS 67201

SPERM WHALES! 3-day offshore adventures for the

whales, dolphins, seabirds of the North Atlantic Each
1985 tnp saw 11 cetacean species! Expert guides,

comfortable boats, extraordinary wildlife $450 Seafar-

ers Expeditions, 96 Harlow St,, Suite D-B7, Bangor, ME
04401 (207) 942-7942

TRAVELLING ABROAD? Let us do your research and
put together an information package customized to

your Itinerary Details: Travellers Choice, PO, Box 687,

Manchester, NH 03015

Unusual 1?^,'^
India B As

Wiioiile

imole Bhula
cal Sr. Lanka I

S670 00 • airia

HifviAlAv^AH TrAvcl. Imc.
PO Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830
(2031 622-0068 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

TREKKING ADVENTURES: Nepal, India, Europe, East-
Africa, New Zealand, Australia Folkways International

Trekking—Call 800-547-7400

UNIQUE RAFTING ADVENTURES in remote Canadian
wilderness Great Canadian River Voyageurs, Box
14222, Edgewater, CO 80214

VERMONT HIKING HOLIDAYS—Guided hiking trips,

cozy country inns May to October Free brochure
VHH, RO Box 845, Waitsfield, VT 05673 (802) 496
2219

WALKING, WINING & DINING in Haute Provence,
Guided 8 day tours September/October Small
groups, lodging local inns, gourmet meals Horseback
trek same local also available VALAmerica, 592 Cold
Spring Road, Syosset, NY 11791 (516) 367-3746

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featuring
the Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruises/
expeditions to Australia, Baja, Alaska, Sea of Cortez
Galapagos, Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Center,

3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland. CA 94611 (415)
654-6621

WHALE WATCHING WEEKEND—June 13-15. Cape
Cod. $260 includes bus, two cruises, hotel, 4 meals,
lecture Call "collect " today for flyer. V.I. P. Plus Travel,

(201)697-7233

Video

"GRAND CANYON " 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video Breathtaking music, Cntically ac-

claimed Details Free, Beerger Productions, 3217-V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

REACH THE SUMMIT! Ofncial Everest Expedition
video, "Winds of Everest, " seen on TV Send $55 to

Outdoor Adventure Video, 511 Second West, Seattle,

WA98119

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75 per word, 16 word ($44) minimum Display classi-

fied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check.money order pay-
able to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St

,

New York, NY 1(X)24 Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
tearsheel or copy of the page with your ad will be sent
upon publication.



Free Guide To The

Fine Art of Travel

Our 100-page brochure can make a big difference

in the way you see the world. The difference

between a quick run through a country, or an in

depth tour. Between traveling en masse, or with

a few like-minded companions. Between a

guidebook, and a noted guest lecturer. They're

differences Swan Hellenic makes on 45 art

treasures tours around the world

SWANB
HELLENIC
art treasures tours

500 FiKli Avenue
New Yo*, NY 10110

212-719-1200 or

800-221-1666 (oulside NY)

Please send me your colorful Art

Treasures Tours brochure.

Name .

Address .

City

State -Zip .

NH586AT

Uncommon tours for uncommon travelers

UONSAND
TIGERS,

ORCHIDS AND
FERNS

Experience the natural wonders

of the world accompanied by

I expert.

'I A lA V t^R^ 500 Fifth Avenue

lWA.NC3- NewYork.tSY10110

XI I CXII^ 212-719-1200or

CLLclNlVw 800-221-1666 (outside NY)

Please send me your free 40-page
Natural History Tours brochure.

H

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP .

See your travel agent.

At the American Museum
At the Hayden Planetarium

Since 1977, two tiny robot spacecraft

named Voyager have been on journeys of

discovery, including visits to Jupiter, Sat-

urn, and, most recently, Uranus. Voyager:

Voyage to the Outer Planets, the Plane-

tarium's newest Sky Show, reveals details

and images sent back across more than

1.2 billion miles. For show times and

prices call (212) 873-8828.

Shoestring Tales

Conquering John, Dee Dee the Devil's

Daughter, and other folk characters will

come to life in the Kaufmann Theater

when the Shoestring Players act out tales

from around the world. This family pro-

gram will take place on Sunday, May 4, at

11:00 A.ivi. and 1:30 p.ivi. Tickets, which

must be ordered in advance, are $2.50 for

members and $5.00 for nonmembers. For

information call (212) 873-1327.

Harlem Is Heaven

In the late 1930s and 1940s Harlem's

Apollo Theater and the Cotton Club were

part of a national musical renaissance. Big

bands like those of Count Basic and Duke
Ellington performed for people from all

walks of life, and blues singers like Billie

Holiday and Ella Fitzgerald received

raves across the nation as well as overseas.

On Saturday May 3, at 2:00 and 4:00 p.m.

in the Kaufmann Theater, the Black Patti

Foundation, in conjunction with the Mu-
seum's Department of Education, will

present a program about this musical era,

including vintage slides and film clips.

Dancers Marion Cole and Harriet Brown
will be special guests. Free tickets for both

performances will be distributed at the

Kaufmann Theater ticket booth begin-

ning at noon on the day of the perfor-

mance. For additional information call

(212)873-1300, ext. 514.

Forest of Bliss

Robert Gardner, one of the world's

leading ethnographic filmmakers, pre-

sents new work shot in Benares, India, a

famed religious center on the river Gan-
ges. The filmmaker will be present at the

screening to answer questions from the

audience. Forest of Bliss will be screened

on Wednesday, May 7, at 7:00 p.ivi. in the

Main Auditorium. Tickets are $6.00 for

members and $7.00 for nonmembers and
must be ordered in advance. For informa-

tion call (212) 873-1300, ext. 559.

Darwin's Ark
When poet Phillip Appleman read Dar-

win's Origin of Species, it changed both

his life and his writing. With titles like

Darwin on Nth Street, Black-Footed

Ferret Endangered, i id Mr. Extinction,

Meet Ms. Survival, his poems apply Dar-

winian ideas to the profound crises facing

all living creatures today. On Thursday,

May 8, Appleman will read from his most

recent volume of poetry, surrounded by

the sea otters, fishes, and other animals of

the Hall of Ocean Life. The reading is at

7:30 p.ivi. Tickets are free for members
and $4.00 for nonmembers and must be

ordered in advance. For additional in-

formation call (212) 873-1327.

Versions of the Traditional

Three special programs this month

honor the legacy of the Bushmen.

Are the Gods Really Crazy? Friday,

May 9, at 7:00 p.m. in the Linder Theater,

Marjorie Shostak examines the dignity

and balance of IKung hunter-gatherer life

through slides and excerpts of a IKung

woman's life story.

The Stories in the Wind: Tales, Myths,

and Legends of the Bushman. Saturday,

May 10th, 1:00 p.m. in the Linder The-

ater Mellisa Heckler presents a family

program of stories celebrating the rich

folklore of the Bushmen.

Films of Bushman Life. Saturday,

May 10, 3:00 p.m. in the Linder Theater.

Among the three films by noted director

John Marshall that will be shown today is

Bitter Melons, a documentary about a

small band of Gwi San and their music,

dance, and daily life.

These free programs are made possible, in

part, by a grant to the Touchstone Center

from the New York State Council on the

Arts, and seating is on a first-come, first-

served basis. For additional information

call (212) 873-1300, ext. 559.

Cameos of Ethnic Dance

Dancer, choreographer, and dance edu-

cator Matteo returns once again to the

Main Auditorium with a troupe of multi-

ethnic performers to present the richness

and diversity of dances from around the

world. Cameos of Ethnic Dance will in- i

elude short segments of Native Ameri-

can, Indian, Middle Eastern, and Ameri-

can modern dance, among many other

styles. Tickets for the program, which will

take place on Thursday, May 15, at 7:30

p.m., are $4.00 for members and $7.00 for

nonmembers. They must be ordered in ad-

vance. For additional information call

(212)873-1327.

Japan Month
May is Japan Month at the Leonhardt

People Center, which is open from 1 :00 to

4:30 p.m. on Saturdays and Sundays. The

elegance, subtlety, and richness of Japa-

nese culture will be portrayed in film,

dance, crafts, and more. The Center is on

the second floor.
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FROM THE
HOME OF THE
DINOSAURS

PREHISTORIC ANIMALS FOR CHILDREN OF ALL AGES

A. Large red cotton Pteranodon
by Overly-Raker, wing span
39", great for hanging (comes
with attached strings)...

$29.50 each ($5.00 postage
& handling).

B. Set of 3 prehistoric plush
animals by Dakin, average
height 7", grey Stegosaurus,
brown Wooly Mammoth
& green Tyrannosaurus. .

.

$21.00 set ($3.50 postages
handling).

C. Set of 3 plush prehistoric ani-

mals by Dakin, average
height 7", burgundy Dimetro-
don, brown Brontosaurus &
tan Triceratops. . .$21 .00 set

($3.50 postage & handling).

NO SUBSTITUTIONS ON ABOVE
D. For a complete set of the 6

prehistoric animals ( B.& C.)

,

a special price of $39.00
($5.00 postage & handling).

E. "Dinosaurs," a pop-up book for

the young reader. . . $5.95 each
($2.50 postage & handling).

(not shown) For the more
advanced reader, "A Field

Guide to Dinosaurs," the
first complete guide to every
dinosaur now known. ..$8.95

($2.50 postages handling).

I enclose a check payable to the American Museum of Natural History for

S . Please add N , Y. sales tax where applicable.

Charge to D American Express D MasterCard D Visa

MEMBERS ARE ENTITLED TO A 10% DISCOUNT ON MERCHANDISE

Signature (il using credit card)

D member D non-member

City

Mail to: Museum Shop

state Zip

American Museum of Natural History

10% Members Discount

Mercnandise Total

NY Sales Tax

Total Shipping & Hanoiing

I
TOTAL

Central Park West at 79th Street • New York. NY 10024-9981



Chowder Chauvinism
Frenchfishermen crossed the Atlantic long ago

and took theirfavoritefish soup with them

By Raymond Sokolov

Four of France's greatest chefs flew to

New York not long ago to cook a benefit

dinner for the March of Dimes. But they

did not sound or act hke soldiers of char-

ity. After gorging at fashionable eateries

and taking care of their not inconsiderable

American business interests, they looked

up from their plates and sneered at Ameri-

can cooking.

Jacques Maximin of Nice's Hotel

Negresco was the only one of the four

willing to cook with local ingredients, but

he was not at all reticent about disparag-

ing young American chefs. "They have no

background," he told Marian Burros of

the New York Times, "no training." Alain

Chapel, the three-star pontiff" from Mion-

nay, chimed in: "There is no tradition

here." Is Mr. Chapel a student of Ameri-

can food? Of course not. His only previous

experience with our multifarious cuisine

was at Chez Panisse in Berkeley, Califor-

nia, where the gifted Alice Waters serves

a menu overwhelmingly derived from tra-

ditional French models. Mr. Chapel found

her food "very sincere."

This business about no tradition is just

something we Americans have to expect

from Europeans. If we want to spend time

with them happily, we must give up hope

of persuading them that we have been

around for a few centuries now as a cul-

ture and have thought a few thoughts of

our own. Above all, it is no use attempting

to tell them that our culture includes their

culture.

Old Worlders seem to forget that colo-

nists and immigrants came here as natu-

ral-bom emissaries of European culture

and remained active participants in it. But

just try to tell an Italian that Harvard

off"ered a chair to Galileo while his ances-

tors were persecuting the man. Don't

waste your breath informing French intel-

lectuals about the influence of Montes-

quieu on our Constitution or of T.S. Eliot's
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debt to French poet Jules Laforgue. Such

wild claims will cut no ice with educated

Europeans.

Why then should we expect better from

Messrs. (note the French borrowing) Cha-

pel and Maximin? They are nothing more

than provincial chefs with provincial

backgrounds. They know what they know,

which is the food of their regions and their

country. And they learned that in a way

not likely to encourage wide horizons

—

leaving school at fourteen for toilsome ap-

prenticeships in authoritarian kitchens,

spending years at glorified scullery work,

chopping mountains of parsley, decorat-

ing the stove as if it were a cake to greet

the chef in the morning.

No wonder that such men dismiss

American chefs with college educations

and comparatively brief apprenticeships

as parvenus without serious backgrounds

in the kitchen. No wonder that such men
must insist that "tradition," in their local,

inherited sense, matters. And up to a

point, they have a point. Many American

chefs are six-day wonders, but not all of

them. And even the most blatant oppor-

tunists in the brave new world of Ameri-

can nouvelle cuisine are paying sincere

tribute to French tradition. The French

chefs might have chosen to greet all this

imitation as a sincere form of flattery.

Instead, they went for their admirers'

throats. And the position they took toward

American chefs refutes itself.

They seemed to believe that only chefs

bom in France and trained as they were

can cook at their level. They seemed to be

saying that if you and I start out with the

same ingredients as they do and follow the

same procedures they prescribe in the

cookbooks they are only too happy to sell

us in English translation, we will fail to

produce authentic French food because

we have not, in some mystical sense, inher-

ited their traditions.

This is illogical, you might even call

gastrofascistic. I don't even think tho

chefs meant it. In their hearts, I believ

they already know that our mayonnaise

as good as their mayonnaise, our lobst

medallions in raspberry vinegar no lejitk

chic than theirs. But if you were the

would you admit that some of your be

customers could eat as high on the hog

home as in France? Never. Stupidity is n it,

part of their French tradition.

Chauvinism, on the other hand, de

nitely is. In fact, it has a little tradition

its own, with gastronomic overtones. Tljlai

man who gave chauvinism its name, o:

Nicolas Chauvin, was born at Rochefo il

in what is now the department of Ch »

rentes-Maritime on France's Atlant

coast. Had he been a chef instead of

soldier, Chauvin would have built a carei

out of devotion to Charentais regional sp

cialties instead of to Napoleon. These sp|orl

cialties did and do include mussels

cream {mouclade), cognac, and a fis

stew called chaudree.

Today, chaudree chauvinism hi

spread far beyond Rochefort. French fis

ermen crossed the Atlantic long ago ar

took their favorite fish soup with theiifirf

Then, in the mouths of neighboring En;

lish speakers, chaudree tumed into cho\

der. (It is also possible that the word cho\ ie[

der descends from chaudiere, a Frenc ad

term for pot that is also applied to a Bretc a

fish stew.) And in their hands, the formi bc^

fish stew tumed into a milk-based claufe

soup with bits of rendered salt pork an id

potato cubes.

This account of the origin of New Enj

land clam chowder leaves out a great dea

It does not explain why or when a quil ts

original soup was created. As with moi

traditional recipes, no one knows how

began. It is not hard to locate recipes f(|i(

traditional French soups that mix creai

and seafood. The Breton cotriade calls f(

d-

»!



L Matter of Taste

il mixture of fish and a modest amount of

erne fraiche added to the broth. Even

oser is the Norman soupe aux coques,

>; hich brings together the little bivalve of

• ic Norman shore known in English as

)ckle {Cerastoderma edule) with creme

:diche. But I have yet to find a really

k ose analogue to our clam chowder in a

I 'ench cookbook. And I doubt I will find

SI le, because the plainness of our New
ngland chowder is its hallmark and its

inius.

II Somehow, then, the term chaudr'ee (or

audiere) got anglicized and attached to

soup built on the cheapest, most univer-

:ffl ingredients along the North Atlantic

Jliast of the New World. Was the birth-

f jace of chowder in Newfoundland where

lench and English colonists mixed? No-
:tifdy knows. And the exact moment of

)[ispiration that mixed milk and bivalve,

irk and potato, is lost in the mists of the

rly days of colonial America. But the

i $h caught on and survived.

By the later eighteenth century, the

)rd "chowder" had appeared in print.

i id by the mid-nineteenth century, it re-

1 ived its literary apotheosis in Moby
mck. Melville devotes an entire chapter to

[Ihrnael's chowder supper with Queequeg
lithe Try Pots in Nantucket. "Oh, sweet

lends! hearken to me," he wrote. "It was

niade of small juicy clams, scarcely bigger

djan hazel nuts, mixed with pounded ship

ijscuit, and salted pork cut up into little

ikes; the whole enriched with butter,

M plentifully seasoned with pepper and

jit."

[ilThis is rich stuff, but you could not use

ifas a recipe. It doesn't mention milk. It

Ces not give a precise description of the

isit pork, which should be chopped and

iCisply rendered (see recipe). Purists will

isudder at the presence of cracker crumbs
;(iie pounded ship biscuit). And they will

laio shake their heads at the idea of tiny

TWO NEW EXCITING
AND EXCEPTIONAL WORKS

Available from the Members' Book Program

Loon Magic

Join authorTom Klein
on a delightfuljourney
through the romance
and reality ofthe world

of loons. This magnificent
volume contains the finest

collection of loon photography
ever assembled, including 30 full

page color photographs.Special price $36.00.

Voices of the Loon

Recordings of the unforgettable, haunting
calls of the loon. An introduction and loon
call identification preface the loon calls

—

chorus from a distant lake, tremulo duet,

wails during a thunderstorm, and many
more. Cassette tape $ 1 1 .00.

n Yes, I would like to order

at the special price of $36.00 and

.

_ copies ofLoon Magic by Tom Klein

copies of Voices of the Loon

Cassette Tape at $H .00. Add $ T50 shipping and handling per order.

Name: .

Address:

.

City: . State: Zip:

Make check payable to American Museum of Natural History, or charge

your credit card (circle one) MASTERCARD VISA

Acct No: Exp:

Signature:

llO^THlll American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street. New York, NY 10024



Enjoy BIRD BIOLOGY at Home

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Presents

Home Study Course in Bird Bio/ogy

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

seminars written by prominent
American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers.
For information on enrollment,

please fill in the coupon and send it

Seminars in Ornithology
NH Laboratory of Ornitnologv
Ithaca, New York 14850
Tel. 607-256-5564

PJease send information

on Bird Biology Course

Name

State. Zip_

THE EXTRAORDINARY ISLANDS OF INDONESIA

iAVA,
AAU

& MORE!
See Borobudur and Prambanan'^
. . . two of the many wondrous,
worid-famous sites and scenes
oi Indonesia. Visit Java, Bali. Sumatra.
Sulawesi . . . plus Hong Kong &
Singapore. Monthly dep's. Free brochure.^

BJOURNEYWORLD
Dept NH5. 155 E. 55th St. NY NY 10022

800-635-3900 212-752-8308Z^== OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY

Drawstring pants, tops, skirts,

dresses & more Timeless styles &
gentle prices in "

PURE COTTOf

clams in a chowder. How could Melville

not have known that you put big clams in

chowder, after chopping them up? For

true chowderheads, this last requirement

is no quibble. It is the heart of the matter.

I was reminded of this recently, while

perusing the latest issue of my favorite

food periodical. Dwarf Conifer Notes. As

I imagine most of you know, Dwarf Coni-

fer Notes is published in Little Compton,

Rhode Island (RO. Box 458, Zip Code

02837), every so often by a man who styles

himself Theophrastus. He is interested in

two subjects, dwarf conifers and the gas-

tronomic specialties of Little Compton:

sweet com, johnnycake meal, and chow-

der. Theophrastus is nothing if not a chau-

vinist. He writes that "chowder has

reached a peak in Little Compton, R.I., or

rather down on Sakonnet Point .... I

know of at least two people in town who

have made a lifelong study of chowder, of

which Louis Waite is one and I am the

other."

Although Theophrastus offers loyal

subscribers a twenty-page treatise on

chowder (not to mention another page of

afterthoughts), he does not print a recipe

for clam chowder. So, until I hie me to

Sakonnet Point and cajole him into feed-

ing me, I won't be able to judge his chow-

der in the way I would like. But he is a

most explicit expounder, and in essence,

he seems to me to have defined a much-

distorted and improvised-upon soup with

clarity and rightminded passion. In par-

ticular, he is passionate about the clams.

They must be quahaugs, he says.

Now if you happen to be in Little

Compton or other parts of New England

where people are brought up knowing that

quahaug (also spelled quahog) is an In-

dian word denoting a large, hard-shelled

clam, you will have no trouble getting the

right clam. When Theophrastus get

around to writing his book on chowder, h

will undoubtedly disclose to readers tha

his quahaug is the bivalve known to Lit!

naeus as Mercenaria mercenaria. It has

hard shell and a short neck, or siphor

unlike the soft shell and elongated neck o

the soft-shell, or steamer, clam (Myi

arenaria). M. mercenaria goes by severa

names other than quahaug. Most of thes

names refer in a rough way to the size (am

therefore to the age) of the creature. Tb
smallest are usually sold as littlenecks

Somewhat larger and salmon-fleshed ar

the cherrystones. Both these varieties cat

be, and almost always are, served raw

Larger, older and tougher hard-shells ben

efit from chopping and then light cooking

In my experience, these large hard-shell

are sold in New England as quahogs. Bu

in other places, they are billed as chowde

clams. At any rate, I am sure that Theo

phrastus and I are both talking about thi

same clam, a native East Coast hard-shel

with a shell about four inches or men
across.

Having acquired the correct clams, yoi

must resist the urgings of the multitude o

recipe writers who call for steaming then

open. To wit, Theophrastus: "The clam

must be opened with a clam knife ... ant

added later A moment's thought will tel

why. When you steam the clams enougl

to open them, the clams are inevitabl;

cooked and have become little knots tha

cannot possibly impart their full flavor t(

the chowder, no matter what you try to d(

to them subsequently. Previously cooka

clams, in my opinion, also give an off fla

vor to a chowder"

Theophrastus does not bother to men

tion that it is much easier to open bij

clams by steaming than by prying then

apart with a clam knife. On the othei

Clam Chowder
(With thanks to Theophrastus and Cap'n Phil Schwind)

2 dozen chowder clams (hard-shelled

clams, or quahaugs, not steamers,

about 4 inches across)

1 piece salt pork about 2 inches square

and '/4-inch thick

1 medium onion, peeled and chopped
2 medium Idaho potatoes, peeled and

diced

I quart milk

1. Rinse and brush the clams. Then chill.

Cold relaxes the muscles that hold the

shells together. To open, slide a stiff

knife blade between the shells opposite

the hinge. Slide the blade baclc and
forth until the shells part easily. Col-

lect clams and clam juice in a bowl.

2. Cut the salt pork into a fine dice and

cook over medium low heat in a heavy

skillet so as to render fat slowly. When
the solid pieces are very brown, remove

from heat, pick out the solid pieces

with a slotted spoon, and reserve.

3. Saute the onion until translucent in the

fat rendered from the salt pork.

4. Simmer the potatoes in the milk until

almost tender

5. Chop the clams and simmer in their

juice until heated through.

6. When ready to serve, combine all in-

gredients and heat through, but do not

boil the milk after you have added the

clams and clam juice. If the milk boils,

it will curdle.

Yield: 8 servings
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md, he is surely correct about the superi-

ity of starting with raw clams. He might

so have mentioned that steaming clams

evitably adds water to their natural

ices (known everywhere, even on the

hode Island shore, as clam juice).

Actually, opening clams is not all that

lallenging if you remember to refriger-

e the clams ahead of time. Cold relaxes

leir muscles. To open: rinse off any mud
ith cold water. Then grasp the clam with

le hand by the hinge. Insert a clam knife

'T other strong, short, wide-bladed knife)

'to the crack between the shells opposite

le hinge. Run the blade back and forth

iU\ the clam gives up and can be easily

lened the rest of the way by hand. It is

ficient to open chowder clams over a

)wl so that the juice is automatically

')llected. I feel sure that Theophrastus

'jes it this way. He is also canny about the

her chowder ingredients, holding out for

al Idaho potatoes and thumping Yankee

'agazine for a recipe that fancied up a

am chowder with thirteen "additives"

nging from carrots to butter, flour, and

^rbs. "A 'true' clam chowder," he says,

las nothing in it but quahaugs, salt pork,

I'lions, potatoes and milk—no pepper, no

:'lt, nor any other spices or herbs, no wa-

r, nor anything else, and if properly

ade—paradoxically—has a spicy flavor

; if all those forbidden additives had been

oused into it."

' When he gets down to converting these

limpeachable principles into a worka-

ny recipe, Theophrastus will probably

;so stress the importance of never boiling

e chowder once the milk has been

ilded. Boiled chowder curdles. Even

en, a Theophrastean chowder has a re-

markable, a unique flavor. As the man
ys, "There is nothing else that tastes like

true' chowder—the clams or quahaugs

irry the melody—with the onions, pota-

les and salt pork providing a modest but

:sential backup."

Too many variant recipes for New Eng-

'nd clam chowder exist—and have ex-

;ed for a century and more—for anyone,

en Theophrastus, to be able to decon-

iminate the tradition and declare with

frtainty that his or hers is the authentic

ethod. But if I had to choose—and I

ppose I am choosing—what seems the

irest, most essential version of New Eng-

nd's most famous regional recipe, I

ould certainly side with Theophrastus.

!e has logic on his side, and his chowder

stes better. A French chef might even

lid it sincere.

aymond Sokolov is a writer with a spe-

ll interest in the history and prepara-

m offood.
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Born on the island of Luzon in the

Phihppines, Agnes Estioko-Griffin (page

36) began participating ten years ago in

a research project on the Agta hunter-

gatherers of her native land. The Agta

life style she observed challenged the

widespread assumption that in such

groups, men do the hunting and women
do the gathering. In field research in the

Philippines from 1980 to 1982, Estioko-

Griffin (left) focused on this question,

documenting the flexible division of la-

bor described in this issue. More in-

formation about the Agta's subsistence

activities and their environment is con-

tained in a paper by her husband, P Bion

Griffin, in Past and Present in Hunter

Gatherer Studies, edited by Carmel

Schrire (Orlando: Academic Press,

1984). Several interesting views of

women in hunting societies and their im-

portance as providers can be found in

Woman the Gatherer, edited by Frances

Dahlberg (New Haven: Yale University

Press, 1981). A staff archeologist at Ha-

waii's Department of Land and Natural

Resources, Estioko-Griffin plans to un-

dertake archeological investigations con-

cerning the prehistory of the Agta, which

stretches back at least 1 2,000 years.

In retirement in Carmel, California,

husband and wife Lovell and Libby

Langstroth (page 44) found new careers

studying the ecology of the kelp beds of

Monterey and Carmel bays. Now, at 69

and 64 years of age, respectively, they

dive and photograph and lecture; travel

to the Indo-Pacific coral reefs; and ex-

hibit their photographs, which they de-

velop in their own color lab. Their photo-

graphs of sea anemones were featured in

the November 1984 issue of Natural

History, and this not very retiring team

is now recording a year of life in the kelp

beds, from the peregrinations of its crea-

tures to what Lovell Langstroth calls the

"beautiful geometry" of the plant itself.
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Authors, continued

Twelve years ago, paleontologist Wil-

liam J. Zinsmeister (page 60) went on

the first American expedition to Sey-

mour Island, about a stone's throw from

the Antarctic Peninsula, to investigate

ancient fossils. He has since tracked

down these fossils in the Arctic, the Ant-

arctic, South America, New Zealand,

and Australia and has made so many
field trips he has lost count of them.

Zinsmeister has a Ph.D. in geology from

the University of California, Riverside.

From 1974 to 1982 he was a resident sci-

entist at the Institute of Polar Studies of

Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio,

and is currently a research associate in

the Department of Geosciences at

Purdue University in West Lafayette,

Indiana. Since his primary interest is

prehistoric fossils, it seems entirely fit-

ting that one of his hobbies is watching

old movies on television. For those who
would like to learn more about the evolu-

tion of fiora and fauna in the Southern

Hemisphere, he recommends The Geo-

logical History ofNew Zealand and Its

Life, by C.A. Fleming (Auckland Uni-

versity, New Zealand, 1979).

Every year, the McNeil River Wild-

life Preserve allows a limited number of

photographers to shoot the bears. The

preserve has two viewing areas, "just flat

spots about twenty feet to a side," says

Mark Newman, who took this month's

"Natural Moment" there, using a Nik-

kormat ELW with a Nikor 500 f-8 reflex

lens. Biologists accompany the photog-

raphers; if bears get too close, the scien-

tists drive them off with rocks. They also

carry shotguns, which, Newman says,

"are practically never used." With

writer-photographer Terry Domico,
Newman is working on Bears of the

World, a reference work that will appear

in 1988. When not photographing wild-

life, Newman works as a physician at

North Care Minor Emergency Clinic in

Anchorage, Alaska.

J.P. Myers (page 68) received his doc

torate in zoology from the University o

California, Berkeley, in 1979. Sinci

then, his fieldwork has taken him fron

coastal California to Argentina, Chile

Peru, and the Alaskan Arctic—

tremes also traversed by the migraton

shorebirds that are his special interest

When Myers moved east to take up

post at the Academy of Natural Sci

ences in Philadelphia, where he is nov

an associate curator of ornithology, h(

soon tuned in to the huge annual shore

bird influx at Delaware Bay. He find;

this impressive but little-known natura

history event one of "immense conserva

tion value and great fun." Therefore, ir

addition to his present studies of th(

ecology of shorebirds, particularly sand

erlings, and the population biology o

horseshoe crabs, Myers is helping to co

ordinate the Delaware Bay system wit!

other spring staging sites for Arctic

bound birds. The resultant Internationa

Shorebird Sister-Reserve System will bt

a hemisphere-wide chain of shorebirc

refuges. For further reading, Myers sug

gests Shorebirds: Migration and Forag

ing Behavior, edited by J. Burger and B

011a (New York; Plenum Press, 1984)

and Peter Matthiessen's The Wine

Birds (New York: Viking Press, 1973),
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A Naturalist at Largii

Call Me Gentle
Contrary to their reputationfor brutality, sperm whales observed

in the Galapagos are timid and sociable creatures

by Hal Whitehead

The whales were enjoying a restful, so-

cial interlude. They lay at the sea surface,

closely packed and parallel to one another,

looking much like twelve floating tree

trunks stripped of their branches. Once

every day or two, sperm whales cease their

usual commuting between the surface,

where they breathe, and the 1,500-foot

depths that are home to the large squid on

which they feed. They then slow down,

gradually glide toward one another, and

form still, silent, and raftlike subgroups.

Ten of the twelve whales that we were

approaching, adult females and im-

matures (whose sex cannot be deter-

mined), were roughly the size of our 33-

foot-long sloop, the Elendil, but one, a

mature male, was much larger, and the

twelfth, another mature male, was vast.

His gnarled and wrinkled back dwarfed

the surrounding females much as an an-

cient oak overshadows saplings. We could

hardly believe that the males and females

were adults of the same species.

We were in the middle of a 2'/2-month-

long study of the social organization of the

sperm whales around the Galapagos Is-

lands. The details of the interactions be-

tween large, adult, male sperm whales and

the groups in which the females seem to

travel were not known, and had become a

source of controversy for scientists who try

to examine sperm whale populations and

"manage" their stocks. Several questions

were unanswered: What size are the males

that do the mating? Do they really form

the "harems" of popular literature? L

there cooperation between males? Anc

how long does their overlordship of i

group last? Hours, months, years?

Tom Ambom, our Swedish helmsman

carefully maneuvered the Elendil neai

the whales, to position it like a thirteentl

member of their subgroup. We call thf

temporary assemblages of whales tha

form, separate, and re-form in differen

combinations at the surface "subgroups'

to distinguish them from the longer-last

ing groups of whales in constant associa

tion with each other over periods of a

least several days and probably, in ths

case of females, many years. From mj

perch in a bosun's chair halfway up thf

mast, I watched as we slowly drifted closei

letrmgn, broadjiaijoreheads distinguish the spermsfrom all other whales.

4 Natural History 6/86
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and closer to the whales. Bracing my feet

against the Elendil's cross-trees, I raised

my camera. My objective was to take pho-

tographs that would show the whales lying

parallel to the horizon. If the pictures were

properly taken, we would later be able to

estimate the lengths of the whales by mak-

ing measurements on the negatives.

When we came within about 100 feet,

the nearest whale, a female, turned. Her

wrinkled back rolled slowly through the

clear water, the tip of her left fluke broke

the surface, and she headed directly to-

ward us. Sperm whales are touchy crea-

tures; they are easily startled if ap-

proached precipitately But occasionally

during our study, a sperm whale, often a

young one, had taken a swing past the

Elendil, stopping only five to ten feet

away to stare briefly, before sliding down

into the deep. These encounters were al-

ways slow paced and civil, so we had no

qualms about this female.

Then, following the lead of the plucky

female, the remaining eleven whales

turned toward the Elendil, and began a

steady approach. Seeing a row of the

shiny, dark, bulbous heads of the sperm

whales converge on our boat from about

thirty feet away was impressive but not

particularly disturbing—we had seen it

several times during our studies. I

watched the lead female glide slowly, and

with no apparent movement of her flukes,

a few yards beneath the Elendil's stem. I

then looked back at the next whale in

line—the largest male. His broad, flat

forehead was aimed toward the Elendil.

His oil-filled "case" (the forehead above

and in front of the skull), which forms the

front third of a large male sperm whale,

filled my vision. It was deeply scarred,

probably from battles with other males. A
chord of dread struck me as I noticed that

the lower half of his forehead was white.

Quotations from Melville's Moby Dick

rang in my ears:

It was the whiteness of the whale that

above all things appalled me ....

In the great Sperm Whale, this high and

mighty god-like dignity inherent in the

brow is so immensely amplified that gazing

on it, in that full front view, you feel the

Deity and the dread powers more forcibly

than in beholding any other object in living

nature. . .

.

The Sperm Whale is in some cases suffi-

ciently powerful, knowing, and judiciously

malicious, as with direct aforethought to

stove in, utterly destroy, and sink a large

ship; and what is more, the Sperm Whale
has done it.

Behind the whales converging on the

Elendil, but within our sight, was the is-

land of Isabela, the largest in the Galapa-

gos group. Descending from its cloud-

shrouded summit lay Punta Essex, a dark

lava flow. An American whaleship also

named Essex had been rammed not far

from our position by a large male sperm

whale in 1 8 1 6 and subsequently sank. The

Punta Essex was thus a grim reminder o

the danger of male sperm whales. But th

male approaching us submerged suff

ciently to pass about three feet below th

Elendil's keel. For a few interminable sec

onds the enormous animal seemed to flo\

beneath us, and then was past with m
harm done.

This incident and others have dispellei

in us Melville's image of the sperm whal

as a vicious and malicious beast. In creat

ing the character of Moby Dick, Melvill

ignored the opinion of his major source c

scientific information about whales, tb

English whaleship surgeon Thomas Beale

Writing in 1839, Beale considered th

sperm whale to be a "most timid and inol

fensive animal." Incidents like the sinkinj

of the Essex were rare.

During the weeks that we spent will

sperm whales, the subjects of our researcl

showed themselves to be gentle animals

They are usually shy but occasionally curi

ous in the presence of humans and thei

boats. They show no shyness, howevei

with each other, displaying very sociabl

behavior. Although adjacent spern

whales probably separate several hundrei

feet when feeding at depth, off the Ga
lapagos they often appeared to form a lim

several miles long, with the whales swim

ming parallel to, and roughly abreast oi

one another. These ranks swept througl

the deep ocean at a steady rate of two am
one-half to three knots (about three to fou

miles) per hour, for twenty-four hours o

Svji '} whales dive almost 1
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more. Individuals surfaced about every

forty minutes to breathe, but the forma-

tions advanced relentlessly.

When foraging about 1,500 feet be-

neath the surface, each individual made

the characteristic, regular (about once per

second) click of the sperm whale, Vt-hich is

almost certainly a form of echolocation.

The jumble of clicks of a group of hunting

sperm whales, which together sound like

radio static, foretells approaching death

for many squid, the whales' preferred

food. But for us on board the Elendil, the

clicks were an important key to the

whales' position. We listened regularly to

a directional hydrophone (an underwater

microphone) and adjusted the Elendil's

course and speed depending on the direc-

tion and volume of the clicks. With our

hydrophone we could tell the bearing of a

clicking sperm whale from about five

miles away, and thus were able to track

groups of whales for days at a time.

Between forty-minute feeding bouts,

the sperm whales remained at the surface

breathing for about eight minutes. During

these periods the whales seemed irresist-

ibly drawn to one another; if two whales

surfaced within a thousand feet, they usu-

ally sidled up to one another for compan-

ionship during their few minutes at the

surface. The small calves, which did not

dive deeply, were particularly active in

joining the adults.

But it was during their social times,

when subgroups of five to forty whales

congregated at the surface for an hour or

more, that the significance of their com-

munal relationships was most apparent.

Although from the deck of our boat the

whales resembled a raft of inanimate logs,

when seen beneath the surface they were

revealed as extraordinarily flexible, tac-

tile, and tender animals. Snorkeling be-

hind the Elendil, we saw them turn grace-

fully to watch us, gently stroke one

another with their small flippers, or nuzzle

a smooth, bulbous brow against a vast

wrinkled flank. Our underwater observa-

tions of whales were generally brief; we

are not practiced divers, and there wa
always much to be done back on board thi

f
Elendil—data sheets to fill in, photo '!

graphs to take, food to cook, and the myi

iad tasks of life at sea on a small boat ti

squeeze in between the research and tb

few hours of rest each of us was allotte(

every day.

Three of our crew of five (myself an(

two others), as well as the Elendil itself

had been involved in the World Wildlifi

Fund Indian Ocean Sperm Whale Stud;

between 1981 and 1984. During tha

project we had developed methods of find ^

ing, tracking, and studying sperm whales

When it ended we wondered if then

might not be a better location for the re

search than Sri Lanka, our major stud;

area in the Indian Ocean. Sri Lanka ha

many advantages but it is extremely hot, i

swept by monsoons that make researcl

almost impossible for half the year, and i

sadly becoming embroiled in escalatinj

racial violence. But its most significan

disadvantage is a lack of large male spem

yVnen ;; cce, they blow about once everyfifteen seconds.
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v« ales—during our months there, we had

i'U only three large adult males, and then

jy briefly. At that rate it would take

y irs to obtain any understanding of the

iicial interactions between the large

1 les and the groups of females,

r i^Ve examined maps of where the nine-

:i nth-century Yankee whalers had made
:;l:ir kills, and also looked at charts of

);an weather conditions. The ocean area

it the whalers called the Galapagos

[bounds immediately stood out in terms

lethe abundance of sperm whales there

ii its prevalent calm, relatively cool

rather The British had discovered the

Clapagos Grounds during their late

jihteenth century round-the-world ex-

:> rations. Capt. James Colnett of the

3tish Royal Navy, who visited the Ga-

aagos in 1793 and 1794, wrote: "Every

)i; was charmed with the place." The
;iw "saw spermaceti whales in great

inbers," and Captain Colnett recom-

Tinded the Galapagos Grounds to British

*alers. His advice was followed, particu-
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larly by the stubby whaleships sailing

from New Bedford, Nantucket, and other

New England ports. During the first part

of the nineteenth century, the Galapagos

formed one of the Yankees' favorite whal-

ing grounds. At that time, the whalers

provided much of the Western world's oil,

and the whales were remorselessly ex-

ploited. After 1850, presumably because

sperm whale populations had been de-

pleted, the whalers usually found the Ga-

lapagos "dry cruising."

Mercifully, the Galapagos seem to have

escaped the attention of the ultraefficient,

mechanized whalers of the twentieth cen-

tury; consequently there is little recent

information on the Galapagos Grounds.

Some competent authorities warned us

that we would be wasting our time cruis-

ing off the islands, that we would find few

whales, and that even those would be far

offshore. Other advisers were more op-

timistic. The only way to find out, of

course, was to go there and see for our-

selves. So in February 1985, we set sail

from our temporary berth in France,

bringing the Elendil across the Atlantic

Ocean and the Caribbean Sea, and

through the Panama Canal to reach the

Galapagos. There, with excellent coopera-

tion from the Charles Darwin Research

Station in the Galapagos, we found condi-

tions almost ideal for our research. The
weather was placid, and considering that

the equator runs right through our study

area, the temperature was remarkably

cool. Female sperm whales were there in

large groups that were easy to track acous-

tically. And most important, large male

sperm whales were often present. In 1798

Captain Colnett had written: "The situa-

tion I recommend to all cruizers, is be-

tween the South end of Narborough Is-

land [now generally called Femandina]

and the Rock Redondo [Redonda]."

This region, where the underwater

Cromwell Current, running eastward di-

rectly below the equator, is forced to the

surface by the islands of Femandina and

Isabela, became the core area of our re-

search. Groups of sperm whales would

sometimes stray about a hundred miles to

the south or west, but they were most

numerous between Femandina and Re-

donda. These waters provided a steady

stream of surprises. Thick fogs, reminis-

cent of the Grand Banks of Newfound-

land, altemated with a burning equatorial

sun. We saw such polar animals as pen-

guins and fur seals a few hours sail from

clear, warm waters that were the home of

flying fish and tropic birds.

For thirty nights we listened to the

clicks of th; sperm whales through our

directional hydrophone, and for thirty

days we watched their slanted exhs

tions. Much of what we now know ab
the social interactions of sperm wha
comes from the analysis and identificat

of photographs, tapes, and other data

collected. But one incident that took pk

while we were still at sea led to immedi;

insights.

Near the end of our study, the group

whales we were following strayed mi

than ninety miles out to sea west of t

islands. It was midmoming, and t

whales, arranged in an east-west rank s;

eral miles long, were clicking noisily a

moving steadily southward. But they si

denly became silent, and our crew me
ber Amelia Brooks, whose tum it was to

up the mast in the bosun's chair, spott

them clumped together in two large si

groups a few thousand feet away. This w

an unexpected and dramatic change

behavior. Sperm whales usually sh
j

gradually from the hunting/spread-oi

clicking phase of their behavior to the

cial/congregated/silent phase during

hour or two, with fewer and fewer clic

being heard and the subgroups becomi

steadily larger. The sudden silence and t

coalescing of subgroups was most w

usual, but its cause was soon apparei i

"Orcas," Amelia shouted from her pen
j

up the mast.

Some powerful twenty-foot-long ore;

often called killer whales and probably t!

only serious predator that sperm whal

face, were circling the huddled spem
For three hours we watched the orcas pi

sue the sperms. The twenty-five or

sperm whales remained packed closely t

gether and tried to keep themselves facii

directly toward the nearest orcas. Thi

began clicking rapidly and with great i

tensity as the orcas got closer. The sper

whale's head, with its powerful jaws ar

sophisticated acoustic system, is probab

the animal's least vulnerable part. Pe

haps realizing this, the orcas, in subgrou]

of two to five, darted around the flank ^

the massed sperm whales to attack thei

from behind. The larger sperm whali

turned, trying to keep the orcas in front i

them. We watched the two specii

maneuvering like chess pieces. There w<

one small sperm whale calf. Like a che;

player's king, it was kept in the protecte

center of their group, presumably the sa

est place. By contrast, the only large ma
sperm whale with the group usually hur

behind. Was he guarding their vulnerabl

rear or just tagging along? The two larg

male orcas also hung back, taking littl

part in the action. Most of the interactio

at close quarters between the two specif

took place underwater. After the ski

mishing ended, we saw some fresh ope



inds on several sperm whales, but since

le were particularly deep, it seemed

ikely that any of the sperms were badly

ired. The whole fray appeared to con-

ute a kind of test in which the orcas

satened the sperms to see if there were
' particularly vulnerable ones that

lid then be assaulted in force.

The end of the incident was most inter-

ng. The sperm whales began turning in

It circles, the whole mass revolving ev-

two to three minutes. Perhaps the

as now realized the futility of their at-

k, for they began to move off to the

;t. When the orcas were about 1,500

t away, the sperm whales made their

ve. They fell totally silent and started

/eling fast to the east, remaining in

ir compact subgroup. For six hours

y maintained a speed of five and a half

Its (about six to seven miles) per hour,

I we followed after them. With the ex-

tion of the one large male, which fell

lind for a while, the sperm whales re-

ined in a tightly packed group through-

the entire flight. That was an unparal-

d event in our experience with sperm

lies. They were also uncharacteristi-

y silent, again with the exception of the

male, which broke the silence briefly

h his slow, distinctive click.

The attack and subsequent flight were

not only instructive in showing how the top

oceanic predator (the orca) attacks what is

probably its most formidable prey, but

also contained some important hints about

the relationship between the large male

sperm whale and the group to which he

was attached. The male made a consider-

able eflbrt to stay with the group, al-

though he did not seem to be a fully inte-

grated member or, in any sense, to be

leading it. The large sperm whale also

broke the silence of the other sperm

whales, thereby perhaps disclosing their

presence to the predatory orcas.

When night came, the silent sperm

whales continued eastward, but without

any clicks for us to hear, our directional

hydrophone was useless, and we could

only continue to sail eastward, hoping that

the whales would maintain their course. In

the morning, eighty-five miles east of the

site of the orca attack, and close to the

shore of Isabela Island, we found sperm

whales—a large male and some females.

But were they the same whales?

Since returning from the Galapagos,

crew member Tom Ambom has been por-

ing over the many hundreds of photo-

graphs we took in an effort to identify

individual whales. Using these pictures he

has identified 214 females and imma-

tures. We clustered these whales into thir-

teen "schools," which the Elendil had fol-

lowed for a few days and then lost, to be

picked up perhaps a week or a month

later. Tom has also identified seven adult

males that stayed with a particular school

of females for a few hours but, exhibiting

only transient fidelity, were found a few

days later attending other females. And
the fugitives from the orca attack? The
male that we encountered the morning

after the attack was indeed the same one

that had taken the rear guard against the

orcas, but during the night he had parted

from the females in the subgroup and had

taken up with a diff"erent school.

Buried in our photographs, tapes, and

data sheets are more insights into the so-

cial system of sperm whales. Analysis of

the material is slow, but fascinating, work.

At the end lies our personal reward. We
plan to return to the Galapagos Grounds

in December of this year, to sail and swim

again with the gentle sperm whale.

Hal Whitehead is a sailor with a Ph.D. in

zoology from Cambridge University in

England. He is now in the Biology De-

partment at Dalhousie University in

Nova Scotia, Canada.
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This View of Lite

Fortitude From Heaven
Astronomy, too, can be a "messy" science

with planets "more like organisms than billiard balls"

by Stephen Jay Gould

When Miranda, confined for all her

conscious life on Prospero's magic island,

saw a group of men for the first time, she

exclaimed, "0, wonder! How many
goodly creatures are there here! How
beauteous mankind is! O brave new world,

that has such people in't" ( the source, of

course, for Aldous Huxley's more sar-

donic citation). Now, almost 400 years

after Miranda spoke through Shake-

speare, we have returned the favor, gazed

for the first time upon Miranda and found

her every bit as wonderful
—

"so perfect

and so peerless ... she will outstrip all

praise and make it halt behind her."

Prospero used all his magic to import

his visitors by tempest. We have seen

Miranda, the innermost large moon of

Uranus, through the most stunning feat of

technical precision in all our history. Ariel

himself, Prospero's agent of magic (and

also another moon of Uranus), would have

stood aghast. For we have sent a small

probe hurtling though space for nine

years, boosting it with the gravitational

slings of both Jupiter and Saturn toward

distant Uranus, there to transmit a signal

across two billion miles and three light-

hours, showing the face of Miranda with

the same clarity that Prospero beheld

when he gazed upon his daughter's beauty

and exclaimed, "Thou didst smile, infused

with a fortitude from heaven."

It is easy to wax poetic about this feat

(especially with a little help from the Bard
himself). Voyager's data from Jupiter,

Saturn, and now Uranus have supplied

more scientific return for expended out-

put than anything else that space explora-

tion ever dared or dreamed. In the chorus

of praise, however, we have not always

recognized how much this new informa-

tion has transcended the visually daz-

zling—how deeply our ideas about the

formation and history of the solar system
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have been changed. This confluence of

aesthetics and intellect must be cele-

brated above all—and I should like to

record my delight by thoroughly repudiat-

ing an early essay in this series (March

1 977) as an illustration both of our new

understanding and of the vital generaliza-

tion emerging from it.

My story is the tale of an old and emi-

nently reasonable hypothesis, proposed

long ago and beautifully affirmed by the

first explorations of other worlds—our

moon, then Mercury, and finally Mars.

Then, at the height of its triumph, the

theory begins to unravel, first at the moons

of Jupiter, then at the surface of Venus,

and finally and irretrievably, in the face of

Miranda.

The initial hypothesis sought to explain

the surfaces (and inferred histories) of

rocky planets and moons as simple conse-

quences of their differences in size. Why,
in particular, is the earth so different from

the moon? Our moon is a dead world,

covered with impact craters that have not

eroded away since their formation, often

billions of years ago. The earth, by con-

trast, is a dynamic world of relative

smoothness.

This difference, we assume, is a result

of historical divergence, not initial dispar-

ity. Billions of years ago, when the planets

were young and our portion of space still

abounded with debris not yet swept up in

planets and moons, the earth must have

been as intensely cratered as the moon.

The current difference is therefore a result

of the moon's retention and the earth's

obliteration of their early histories. Why
the difference?

On earth, both internal and external

"machines" recycle the landscape on a

scale of millions of years. The atmosphere

(external machine) generates agents of

erosion—running water, wind, and ice

—

that quickly obliterate the topography ol

any crater. Yet even without rain anc

wind, the earth's internal activity of voica

nism, earthquakes, and ultimately, ol

plate tectonics itself would eventually dis-

aggregate and erase any old topography

Surfaces do not last for billions of years or

an active planet. But neither machine

works on the moon. With no atmosphere,

erosion proceeds (even in geological time)

at a snail's pace. Likewise, the moon is a

rigid body with a crust 600 miles thick,

Moonquakes do not fracture the lunar sur-

face and volcanoes do not rise from the

tiny molten core.

The earth's activity and moon's silence

are consequences of a single factor—size

Large bodies have much lower ratios ol

surface to volume than small bodies of the

same shape, since surfaces (length X
length) grow so much more slowly thaii

volumes (length X length X length) as size

increases. Our planet powers its two ma-i

chines by low surface to volume ratios.

The earth generates heat (by radioactivj

ity) over its relatively large volume and

loses it through its relatively small sur-;

face—thus remaining hot and activi

enough to propel plate tectonics. Th(

moon, by contrast, and by virtue of i

higher surface to volume ratio, long ag<

lost most of its internal heat and solidifii

nearly throughout. Likewise, the earth'i

large mass generates enough gravity t(

hold an atmosphere and power its external

machine, while the moon lost any gase^

once produced.
j

As planetary exploration began, this]

"size dependent" theory of planetary sur^

faces and their histories received its first

tests and passed elegantly. The first

photos of Mercury showed nothing butj

craters—as expected for a body just aboui

the same size as our moon.

Mars posed a clearer and more crucial
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test. As a planet about midway in size

between the earth and moon, it should

preserve some of its early topography, but

also display the action of weak internal

and external machines. The Surveyor

flyby and Viking landings affirmed this

prediction. The surface of Mars is about

50 percent cratered. The rest shows signs

of erosion, primarily by winds today (dune

fields and etched boulders) and by run-

ning water in the past (now frozen), and

internal churning more limited than on

the earth. Most intriguing are signs of

incipient (and then failed) plate tecton-

ics—as though the Martian crust is pliant

enough to fracture, but too rigid to move.

At this point in space exploration, I felt

confident enough to write an essay extol-

ling the size hypothesis as a sufficient and

elegantly simple explanation of planetary

surfaces and their histories. Contrasting

the earth with the smaller bodies then

known, I wrote (in March 1977) that "the

difference arises from a disarmingly sim-

ple fact

—

size itself, and nothing else: the

earth is a good deal larger than its neigh-

bors."

The first test after my essay appeared

would be Voyager's flyby of the so<;alled

Galilean satellites of Jupiter—the four

moon-sized rocky bodies that, by the size

hypothesis, would surely be intensely cra-

tered worlds, cold and dead. Thus, I

waited with confidence as Voyager ap-

proached lo, the innermost moon of Jupi-

ter. The first photos, distant and fuzzy,

revealed some circular structures initially

read as craters. Well and good. But the

next day brought sharp photos, and

evoked both wonder and surprise. The cir-

cles were not craters, but giant volcanoes,

spewing forth lakes of sulfur. In fact, not a

single crater could be found on lo, the

most active satellite in the solar system.

Yet, as a body smaller than our moon, it

should have been cold and cratered.

The explanation now offered for lo's

intense activity had been predicted just a

few days before the photos arrived. lo is so

close to giant Jupiter that the interplay

between Jupiter's gravitational tug and

the reverse pull of the three other large

satellites from the opposite side keeps the

interior of lo fluid enough to resist rigidi-

fication.

As this information arrived, I could

only stand by in awe and reflect that lo

had been misnamed. The four Galilean

satellites honor some of Jove's many lov-

ers—an ecumenical assortment including

his homosexual partner Ganymede; the

nymph Callisto; and Europa, the mother

of King Minos. lo, the fallen priestess, was

changed to a heifer by jealous Hera, af-

flicted with a gadfly, and sent to roam

Europe, where she forded (and indirectly

named) the Bosporus (literally, the cow

crossing) and finally emerged, human
again, in Egypt. I thought that this inner-

most moon should be renamed Semele, to

honor another lover who made the mistake

of demanding that Jove appear to her in

his true, rather than his disguised (and

muted), human form—and was inmiedi-

ately burned to a crisp.

Is the size hypothesis therefore wrong

because lo violated its prediction? The

principle of surfaces and volumes, as a

basic law of physics and the geometry of

space, is surely correct. lo does not chal-

lenge its validity, but only its scope. The
size hypothesis does not merely claim that

the surface to volume principle oper-

ates—for this we can scarcely doubt. The

hypothesis insists, rather, that the surface

to volume principle so dominates all other

14 Natural History 6/86
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potential forces that we need invoke noth-

ing further to understand the history and

topography of rocky planetary surfaces. lo

does not refute the principle. But lo does

prove dramatically that other circum-

stances—in this case proximity to oppos-

ing gravitational sources—can so override

the surface to volume principle that its

predictions fail or, in this case (even

worse), are diametrically refuted.

Planetary surfaces lie in the domain of

complex historical sciences, where modes

of explanation differ from the stereotypes

of simple and well-controlled laboratory

experiments. We are not trying to demon-

strate the validity of physical laws.

Rather, we must try to assess the relative

importance of several complex and inter-

acting forces. The validity of the surface

to volume principle was never at issue,

only its relative importance—and lo has

challenged its domination.

We must therefore know, in order to

judge the size hypothesis, whether lo is a

lone exception in a singular circumstance

or a general reminder that the surface to

volume principle is only one among many
competing influences—and therefore not

the determinant of planetary surfaces and

their history. The test will not center upon

arguments about the laws of physics, but

upon observations of other bodies, for we

must establish, empirically, the relative

importance of a hypothesis that worked

until Voyager photographed lo.

Venus was the next candidate. Our sis-

ter planet, although closer to us than any

other, had remained shrouded (literally)

in mystery by its dense cover of clouds.

But Russian and American probes have

now mapped the Venusian surface with

radio waves that can penetrate the clouds,

as wavelengths in the visible spectrum

cannot. Results are ambiguous and still

under analysis, but proponents of the size

hypothesis can scarcely react with unal-

loyed pleasure. Venus is just about our

size and should therefore, by the surface

to volume hypothesis, be as active as the

earth. Venus, to be sure, is no dead body.

We have seen high mountains, giant rifts,

and other signs of extensive tectonic activ-

ity. But Venus also seems to maintain too

much old and cratered terrain for a body

of its size, according to the principle of

surfaces and volumes alone.

Scientists have advanced many ex-

planations for the difference from earth.

Perhaps tidal forces generated by the

moon's gravity keep the earth in its high

state of geological flux. Venus has no sat-

ellite. Perhaps the high surface tempera-

ture of Venus, generated by a greenhouse

effect under its dense cover of clouds,

keeps the surface too pliable to form the

thin and rigid plates that, in their constant

motion, keep the earth's surface so active.

As the size hypothesis toppled on lo and

Venus, Voyager moved toward Uranus

and a final test. One exception could be

just that—purely exceptional. Venus is

not fully resolved and not clearly contra-

dictory in any case. Three in a row, how-

ever, might be fatal.

By this time, buffeted by lo and Venus,

I was holding out little hope for the size

hypothesis (and also wishing that the Ru-

baiyat had not spoken so truly about the

moving finger, and that the editors of this

fine magazine might deep-six in retrospect

all copies of their March 1977 issue). In

fact, anticipating final defeat for that ele-

gantly simple proposal of earlier years, I

actually managed to turn disappointment

into a modest professorial coup. I have

long believed that examinations have little

intellectual value, existing only to fulfill,

and ever so imperfectly at that, any large

institution's need for assessment by num-

ber. Yet, for the first time, the moons of

Uranus allowed me to ask an examination

question with some intellectual interest

and integrity.

I realized that the final examination for

my large undergraduate course had been

set for the morning of January 24, at the

very hour that Voyager would be relaying

photographs of Uranian moons to earth. I

therefore predicted that Miranda, al-

though the smallest of five major moons,

would be most active among them, and

asked the students to justify (or reject)

such a speculation—though the conjec-

ture itself is absurd under the size hypoth-

esis with its evident prediction that

Miranda, as the smallest moon with the

highest surface to volume ratio, should be

cratered and devoid of internal activity. I

asked the students:

As you take this exam. Voyager II is send-

ing back to Earth the first close-up pictures

of Uranus and its moons .... On what basis

might you predict that Miranda, although

the smallest of these moons, is most likely to

show some activity (volcanoes, for exam-

ple) on its surface? We will probably know
the answer before the exam ends!

(When I first wrote the exam in early

January, I couldn't even provide my stu-

dents with the moons' diameters, for they

had not yet been measured precisely,

though we knew that Miranda was small-

est. Between writing and administering

the exam. Voyager measured the diame-

ters, and we rushed to the printers with an

insert. Science, at its best, moves very

quickly indeed.)

So I was ready for the final undoing of

the size hypothesis, but not for the actual
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result of Miranda's countenance. The con-

jecture of my question turned out to be

quite wrong. I had been thinking of lo and

the gravity of a nearby giant planet. Since

Miranda is closest to Uranus, I supposed

that it might be lit with modern volcanoes.

But no volcanoes are belching forth sulfur,

or anything else, on Miranda. The actual

observations, however, spoke even more

strongly against the size hypothesis and its

prediction of a cold, cratered world.

I had made one good prediction, prob-

ably for the wrong reason: Miranda is the

most geologically active of the Uranian

moons, despite its small diameter of but

300 miles. (The moons of Uranus, outdo-

ing even the mythic splendor of Jupiter's

satellites, bear lovely Shakespearean

names—in order from Uranus out: Mi-

randa, Ariel, Umbriel, Titania, and

Oberon. In addition, Voyager has discov-

ered at least ten additional and much

smaller moons between Miranda and the

planet's surface.) The first photos of

Miranda stunned and delighted the boys

in Pasadena even more than her namesake

had mesmerized Ferdinand on Prospero's

island. Laurence Soderblom, speaking for

the Voyager imaging team, exclaimed:

"It's just mind boggling .... You name it,

we have it ... . Miranda is what you would

get if you can imagine taking all the bi-

zarre geological features in the solar sys-

tem and putting them on one object." A
brave new world, indeed. So much for the

size hypothesis and its uniform blanket of

craters.

Moreover, all the Uranian moons are

surprisingly active (except for Umbriel,

odd man out in more ways than one, as the

only non-Shakespearean entry) in a gradi-

ent of increasing turmoil from the outer-

most king of Midsummer Night, to the

innermost daughter of the Tempest. "As
you move closer to Uranus," Soderblom

added, "we see an increasing ferocity, as

though these bodies have been tectoni-

cally shuffled in a cataclysmic fashion."

I must save the details for another time

since results have not yet been published

beyond initial press reports. But, for start-

ers, the surface of Miranda is a jumble of

frozen geological activity—long valleys,

series of parallel grooves, and blocks of

sunken crust. Most prominent, and also

most notable and curious because they

have no clear counterpart on other worlds,

are three structures that seem related in

their formation. One has been dubbed a

stack of pancakes, the second a chevron,

and the third a race track. They are series

of parallel grooves, or cracks, shaped to

different forms according to their nick-

names and full of evidence for massive

slumping, rifting, and cliff making.

In short, lo failed the size hypothesis by

its position too close to Jupiter. Venus may
not conform by the particular history that

left it moon free and cloud covered.

Miranda has failed, we know not why, by

showing signs of a frantic past when the

hypothesis predicted a passive compen-

dium of impacts. The physical principle

invoked by the size hypothesis—the law of

surfaces and volumes—is surely correct,

but not potent enough to overwhelm other

influences and lead to confident predic-

tions by itself. As we learn more and more

about the historical complexity of the

heavens, we recognize that where you are

(lo) and what you have been (Venus and

Miranda) exert as much influence over a

planet's surface as its size. After its initial

success for our moon. Mercury, and Mars,

the size hypothesis flunked all further

tests.

The story of a theory's failure often

strikes readers as sad and unsatisfying.

Since science thrives on self-correction,

we who practice this most challenging of

human arts do not share such a feeling.

We may be unhappy if a favored hypothe-

sis loses or chagrined if theories that we

proposed prove inadequate. But refuta-

tion almost always contains positive les-

sons that overwhelm disappointment,

even when (as in this case) no new and

comprehensive theory has yet filled the

void. I chose this tale of failure for a par-

ticular reason, not only because Miranda

excited me. I selected it because the re-

placement of a simple physical hypothesis

with a recognition of history's greater

complexity teaches an important lesson

with great unifying power.

An unfortunate, but regrettably com-

mon, stereotype about science divides the

profession into two domains of different

status. We have, on the one hand, the

"hard," or physical, sciences that deal in

numerical precision, prediction, and ex-

perimentation. On the other hand, "soft"

sciences that treat the complex objects of

history in all their richness must trade

these virtues for "mere" description with-

out firm numbers in a confusing world

where, at best, we can hope to explain

what we cannot predict. The history of life

embodies all the messiness of this second,

and undervalued, style of science.

Throughout ten years of columns firmly

rooted in this second style, I have tried to

suggest by example that the sciences of

history may be different from, but surely

not worse than, the sciences of simpler

physical objects. I have written about a

hundred historical problems and their

probable solutions, hoping to illustrate a

methodology as powerful as any possessed

by colleagues in other fields. I have tried

to break down the barriers between the;

two styles of science by fostering mutu;

respect.

The story of planetary surfaces illu

trates another path to the same goal (

lowering barriers. The two styles are nc

divisible by discipline into the hard sc

ences of physical systems and the soft sc

ences of biological objects. All good sciei

tists must use and appreciate both styU

since large and adequate theories usuall

need to forage for insights in both physic

and history. If we accepted the rigid d

chotomy of hard and soft, we might argu

that as physical bodies, planets shoul

yield to predictive theories of the har

sciences. The size hypothesis represente

this mode of explanation (and I was bt

gulled by it before I understood histor

better)—a simple law of physics to regi

late a large class of complex objects. Bi

we have learned, in its failure, that planet

are more like organisms than billiar

balls. They are intricate and singular boc

ies. Their individuality matters, and siz

alone will not explain their surfaces. W
must know their particularities, their earl

histories, their present locations. Planet

are physical bodies that require historicc

explanations. They break the false barrie

between two styles of science by forcin

the presumed methods of one upon th

supposed objects of the other.

Finally, we should not lament that sin:

pie explanations have failed and that th

"messy" uniqueness of each planet mus

contribute to its resolution. We might de

spair if the individuality of planets dashei

all hope for general explanation. But th

message of lo, Venus, and Miranda is nc

gridlock, but transcendence. We thin

that we understand lo, and we strive t^

fathom the moons of Uranus. Historica

explanations are difficult, damned intei

esting, and eminently attainable by hu

man cleverness. Whoever said that natur

would be easy?

Prospero, after saving his foes from thi

tempest, asserts that he cannot relate thi

history of his life too simply, for "tis ;

chronicle of day by day, not a relation for

:

breakfast." The tale is long and intricate

but fascinating and resolvable. We cai

also know the richness of history in sci

ence. Proper explanation may require i

tapestry of detail. Our stories may recal

the subtle skills of Scheherazade rathe

than the crisp epitome of a segment ii

"Sixty Minutes," but then who has eve

been bored by Sinbad the Sailor or Alad

din's magic lamp.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvan
University.
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Thelitdefa
and the coyote.

Across the twilight of a

California desert, a kit fox hears

the deadly footfalls of a coyote.

Caught in the dangerous open, she

can streak for safety to a curious

mound at the edge of an oilfield.

People who work there, consulting

with wildlife experts, built it

specially for her

So now she can shoot through

a pipe just big enough for her

and into a cozy den that's

designed to keep her snug and safe.

Do people think of things like

this just to help an endangered

species make it through the night?

People Do.
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This Land

Blanchard Springs

Caverns, Arkansas
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Geological formations of varied shapes

and, sometimes, gigantic size make Blan-

chard Springs Caverns one of the most

unusual attractions administered by the

national forest system. The caverns are a

product of the same forces that molded

the topography in Arkansas's Ozark Na-

tional Forest.

The caverns had their beginning per-

haps seventy million years ago, after an

ancient sea bed uplifted. The sea bed con-

sisted of limestone, or calcium carbonate,

derived mostly from the shells of small

marine organisms. Rain fell on the newly

exposed limestone, entering small cracks

created by frost action and earth move-

ments. Because it incorporated carbon di-

oxide from the atmosphere, the rainwater

was actually a weak solution of carbonic

acid, which converted some of the lime-

stone to water-soluble calcium bicar-

bonate. As a result, the limestone began to

dissolve away.

Caverns are usually formed only where

dissolved limestone is carried off by rap-

idly moving water. In effect, neariy every

limestone cave is (or was) an underground

waterway. Sinkholes—bowl-shaped de-

pressions where water drains into the

earth—often develop at the surface in

association with caverns. Sometimes the

sinkhole opening into a cave is small and

becomes clogged, so that the sink fills,

forming a natural pond. In other cases, the

opening is a vertical shaft into the cave

through which water enters, eventually

joining an underground river that flows

between the layers of limestone. This is

what happened at Blanchard Springs mil-

lions of years ago, with the water surfacing

as a gushing spring several miles away

After thousands of years, during which

the rushing water carved underground

chambers, the river shifted into a deeper

channel. Dripping water entered the

drained chambers, beginning a process of

deposition that eventually built up stalac-

tites, stalagmites, and other formations

known collectively as dripstones, or spe-

leothems. Later the river shifted again,

leaving a second, younger set of chambers.

Large speleothems take millions of

years to form. As droplets of water laden

with dissolved calcium bicarbonate evapo-

rate on the ceiling of a cave, they leave

solid nuclei of limestone. Where this pro-

cess is repeated at a single point, a stalac-

tite begins to grow. At first, water runs

through a small opening in the center of

the dripstone, depositing calcium carbon-

ate at the tip. Such a hollow stalactite is

called a soda straw. Eventually, the soda

straw becomes plugged and the water

trickles down the outside, creating the sta-

lactite's characteristic icicle shape. Be-

cause the water source for a stalactite is

concentrated at a point on the cave ceil-

ing, the stalactite is usually circular in

cross-section. Where a crack in the ceiling

results instead in an irregular distribution

of water, thin sheets of dripstone—known

as draperies—develop.

Water dripping off the end of a stalac-

tite and striking the cave floor also has a

chance to evaporate, creating a stalag-

mite. Stalagmites never have a central

opening, have rounded tips, and have

large, irregularly-shaped bases caused by

the splash. When stalactites and stalag-

mites grow to meet each other, columns

are formed. The largest such column in

Blanchard Springs Caverns is sixty-five

feet tall.

Sometimes dripstone builds up in

U.S. Forest Service



Blanchard

Springs

Caverns

Blanchard Springs Caverns

For visitor information contact:

Forest Supervisor

Ozarlc National Forest

Box 1008

Russellville, Arkansas 72801

(501)968-2354

sheets that cover walls and older forma-

tions. This feature is called flowstone.

Along underground pools and streams, in-

tricate corallike ridges, called rimstone

terraces, build up. All of these formations

are plentiful along Blanchard Springs

Caverns' two underground trails, which

were opened to the public in the 1970s.

Some are found in impressive hollows,

such as the Cathedral Room, a cave 1,150

feet long and 1 80 feet wide.

Far less apparent than the geological

formations is the life in the caverns. Green
plants—mosses and algae—live only near

the cave entrance or near the lamps that

have been placed along the two trails.

Fungi, which need organic matter to grow

on, are rare in the caverns.

The animals that make use of Blanch-

ard Springs Caverns range from those

that live primarily outside but enter the

cave from time to time to those that must
spend their entire lives in the cave. Mole
crickets are conspicuous among the crea-

tures that freely enter the cave from out-

side. In contrast, the cave salamander, an

orange amphibian with black speckles,

rarely ventures "outdoors." And far away
from the entrance to Blanchard Springs

Caverns, where temperatures are uniform

and blackness reigns, dwell an assortment

of animals so adapted to their secluded
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habitat that they can never leave it. These

include a white cricket, several crusta-

ceans, and the Ozark blind salamander.

Because they live in total darkness, these

organisms need neither sight nor pigment;

in addition to being blind, all are white or

transparent.

One animal whose life cycle is heavily

dependent on caves such as Blanchard

Springs Caverns is the gray bat, an endan-

gered species that lives only in a few south-

em stales. The creature is about five

inches long, has a wingspan of up to thir-

teen and one-half inches, and generally

weighs less than one-half ounce. Because

of disturbance of their habitat, including

vandalism in some of their caves, the gray

bat population has been drastically re-

duced during recent years.

Gray bats hibernate in mixed-sex colo

nies, choosing their winter caves by earl;

September. After the adults mate, the fe

males enter hibernation immediately. Thi

males join them after several more week

of feeding to replenish their depleted fa

supplies. In the past, as many as 5,00(

of these bats hibernated at Blancharc

Springs Caverns, but Michael Harvey,

;

noted authority on Arkansas bats, countec

only 150 there in February 1979, and onlj

33 in December 1985.

The females emerge from hibematioi

in late March and become pregnant fron

the sperm stored in their bodies. Male:

and juveniles emerge by mid-May. Aftei

giving birth to single young in early June

the females select a warm cave for th(

summer, where they congregate into i

maternity colony. Males and juvenile fe

males form bachelor colonies in nearby

caves. During the migration to the sum^

mer caves, two to twenty miles away froir

their winter quarters, the bats' food re

serves are at their lowest, and this is wher

many die.

Blanchard Springs Caverns currentl)

houses a summer bachelor colony of aboui

18,000 bats, which forage up to twent)

miles away each night for insects. Michae

Harvey points out that these bats consume

about 1 30 pounds of insects each night, oi

more than 1 3 tons during a single summer
This is one of the ways in which the under

ground caverns make their presence felt ir

the forest land above.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national for-

^

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin-

guished professor of botany at Southeri

Illinois University at Carbondale.

Blanchard Springs Caverns houses 18,000 gray

bats during the summer

Ueriin D, Tuffle; Bat Conservation Internationa
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Asaro Valley Pilgrimage
by E.L. SchieflFelin

When Kenneth Read published The

High Valley in 1965, it was one of the few

(and still one of the best) personal ac-

counts of anthropological fieidwork avail-

able. It depicted life among the Gahuku-

Gama people of the highlands of Papua

New Guinea through a series of vivid por-

Return to the High Valley, by

Kenneth E. Read. University of Califor-

nia Press, $18.95; 269 pp., illus.

traits of Gahuku men Read had come to

know, narrated partly in terms of the

shared experiences through which he

came to know them. Written as a kind of

ethnographic memoir, the book revealed

how the gathering of ethnographic mate-

rial may be as much a personal journey of

self-discovery for the ethnographer as it is

a piece of scientific research. Indeed,

Read implies, good fieidwork depends

upon the ability of the researcher to un-

dergo such personal change. "Unlike

other experimental procedures in dealing

with human material," he writes, "[in an-

thropology] the subject of the experiment

is the observer himself, not those from

whom he or she hopes to learn."

From that first book. Read's fans will

remember the vivid characters he por-

trayed: the proud and volatile Goluwaizo,

jailed for striking an old woman who had

annoyed him; Asemo, the thoughtful, for-

ward-looking youth forced to undergo a

brutal initiation; Tarova, the ten-year-old

bride; and Makis, the arrogant and flam-

boyant, but also subtle and perceptive Big

Man, who became Read's closest friend.

One departed from these characters at the

end of the book with the same sense of

regret, reUef, and unfinished business as

did the anthropologist himself when h

was forced by illness to leave the field.

Read didn't return to the Gahuki

Gama for thirty years. Return to the Hig

Valley chronicles his experience—part r(

search, part personal pilgrimage—in n

turning to Makis's village of Susuroka i

1981 and 1982. Makis was dead, killed i

a road accident in 1965, but his two wic

ows and a son and a daughter now in the

thirties welcomed Read as a retumin

member of the family. Read discovere

that he was one of the few people wh
could still remember the old days whe

tribal fighting had barely ended and th

rituals and beliefs of the secret nam
men's cult were still an important focus c

cultural concern. People under thirty-fiv

years old had grown up without any e?

perience of precontact Gahuku culture

Indeed, Read found that young peopl

had very little interest in how their elder

GanuKu-irama man m tne village ofSusuroka in 1981
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had once lived or in wfiat they had done.

In the 1930s and 1940s, prior to paci-

fication, warfare and fighting among the

Gahuku clans had been endemic in the

valley. The only career available to a

young man was that of a warrior. His job

was to guard his relatives and his commu-

nity against the raids of others and to

pursue vengeance against those who in-

jured his own. The image of the warrior,

glorifying an arrogant, fierce, and violent-

tempered masculinity was the dominant

cultural ideal. Traditional Gahuku ritual

was designed to toughen warriors and re-

move from them any weakening influence

picked up from association with women.

Warriors purified and steeled themselves

as fierce fighters by forcing sharp wads of

spear grass up their nostrils to bleed their

noses, and by swallowing bent strips of

cane to make themselves vomit. Boys were

forcefully initiated into these practices in

a traumatic rite of passage when they

were about fifteen. The beliefs entailed in

the warrior ideology fostered a deeply am-

bivalent relationship between the sexes,

which manifested itself in the men's domi-

neering misogyny. Indeed, to protect their

strength from the debilitating influences

believed to emanate from women, men
traditionally slept in the men's cult house.

while their wives slept separately in small-

er houses around the village.

When the Australian colonial govern-

ment put an end to warfare in the 1940s,

the Gahuku abandoned their warrior ide-

ology and its ritual practices within a rela-

tively short time—without significant en-

couragement from either the colonial

government or the missions. The central

and deeply seated cultural beliefs and

practices that had shaped their major

moral values, defined their sense of self,

and outlined the basic relationships be-

tween the sexes were simply thrown over

and abandoned with the cessation of war-

fare. Without a backward glance, the

Gahuku moved forward to grasp at what-

ever opportunities the new colonial dis-

pensation had to offer. Former warriors

who had practiced the rituals all their lives

and were proud of their masculinity and

ferocity in battle did not regard the youn-

ger generation of uninitiated men as lesser

men. Nor was there nostalgia for the glo-

ries of warfare and the warrior's life.

Gahuku-Gama, despite their complex

ritual life, were not a dogmatically tradi-

tion-bound people. Their cultural strength

lay in flexibility, curiosity, adventurous-

ness, and openness to new things. They
valued traditions so long as they were use-

ful and served the purposes of a desire

life style. When warfare ended, they di

not sink into despair. Instead they simpl

abandoned the values, ideology, and riti

als of the warrior life. Men with the talei

for leadership, like Makis, with forcefi

personalities and political subtlety woul

continue to surface as leaders, but in a ne'

context and with a diff"erent style.

On his return to Susuroka, Read ws

not unhappy to find that the harsher an

more strident aspects of Gahuku life thj£|iii

he had known in 1950 had passed awa;

Nevertheless, he could not view its nlii

placement—a ragtag attempt to emulat t

Western life style—with much enthus

asm. The Gahuku-Gama were assimila 2

ing uncritically many of what Read n j

garded as the most vulgar superficialitie

ofWestern life. Something valuable aboi '

the unity and family closeness of the ol .

village life was lost. With most of th

youngsters off at school all week, an

many of the young men away working

labor contracts or in town looking fc

work, the organic life of the village ha

been channeled to other locations and pui -:

suits. Traditional celebrations were nc :

replaced by village-sponsored disco-dam

ing parties, and people were exchangin

cartons of beer as frequently as they ha
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nee exchanged pigs. Drunkenness and

Icoholism were becoming increasing

roblems in the towns and sometimes even

t the village level, as was a rising rate of

rban-style crime.

The Gahuku were trading their cultural

nity, richness, and originality for the

ccoutrements of Western civilization:

ley were joining the mainstream. The

lore they tried to emulate Western life

tyie, the more Read felt alienated from

lem. This was in part disappointed ro-

lanticism, but it was also that, like a

iahuku elder knowledgeable in the val-

es and wisdom of the traditional society,

e found himself bypassed by a younger

eneration bent on new horizons for which

is knowledge is deemed to be irrelevant.

Perhaps Read is overly pessimistic.

Vill not the same qualities of adventur-

usness and flexibility that enabled the

iahuku to discard most of their tradi-

lonal ideology enable them to pass rela-

ively unscathed through the worst of bor-

owed Western culture to a new synthesis

f their own beyond it? Read is not so sure,

mother dimension of Western influence

as been the vigorous evangelization of

fie people with fundamentalist Christian-

ly. Many Gahuku have taken to it with as

luch enthusiasm (and opportunism) as

they have to drinking beer. Read suggests

that this new faith is the most dangerous

gift of all. He fears this, not so much
because fundamentalist Christianity can

be a bleak, intolerant and repressive faith,

but because it professes to have a monop-

oly on the truth. This narrowing of the

field of vision could easily result in sup-

pressing the very creativity and openness

that have been the Gahuku's most impor-

tant assets. The result will turn ultimately

on whether Gahuku continue to feel the

Christian faith is relevant to the pursuit of

their basic life opportunities. If funda-

mentalist Christianity does not serve

them, they could well abandon it, as they

did the nama cult thirty years ago, and try

something else.

In the end, however, the greatest source

of distance for Read was the death of his

old friend Makis. Read's debt as an an-

thropologist to this friendship was incalcu-

lable. Despite the warmth and support of

the family upon his return to Susuroka,

one of Read's major moorings in Gahuku
culture had been cut loose. He no longer

felt the intimate resonance with the

Gahuku that his friendship with Makis

had provided. Read came to realize that

he had returned to the high valley not just

for research and to reconnect with old

friends, but also to make his peace with

the place and what it had meant to him in

his life. In a moving passage at the conclu-

sion, Read describes the farewell dinner

Makis's son and daughter had prepared

for him in the houseyard near his old

friend's grave. "As the song ended, Lucy

[Makis's daughter] and some other

women . . . went to the dracaena hedge

surrounding his tomb. They shook the

leaves of the shrubs and cried: 'Makis, you

hear! Your belly can be good now. We are

all together.'

"I excused myself early . . . going to bed

in the darkness. 1 lay there, feeling it was

over now. I had been released ... .1 had

kept the hope that someday I would be

able to make my own pilgrimage to the

grave of .Makis; and it was there, not many

feet from my bed. And the house was

quiet. He wasn't disturbing it. His family

and some people . . . were drinking beer

and laughing together not many feet from

where both of us lay. I had come full

circle, back to the beginning."

E.L. Schieffelin is an adjunct associate

professor of anthropology at the Univer-

sity ofPennsylvania and a senior research

fellow at the Institute for the Study of

Human Issues in Philadelphia.
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rheyellow line in this Landsat satellite image indicates the rupture along the Lost

liverfault during the 1983 earthquake. The largeyellow circle near the bottom

ocates the main shock. Smaller circles represent aftershocks in proportion to their

nagnitude. Theyellow square north ofthefault is the town ofChallis.
1 Pechman/NASA

Quake Replay in the Great Basin
The continent was caught in the act ofpulling itselfapart

n the 1983 Borah Peak earthquake. When will the next one hit?

py Ross S. Stein and Robert C. Bucknam

Just after breakfast on October 28,

983, the floor of Thousand Springs Val-

ey in Idaho started to vibrate. Within

econds, the motion grew violent. In the

;enter of the valley, the Clark house shook

hard that no one in the family could

land up long enough to get out. The Lost

liver fault, a seam in the earth's crust

hat had held for 10,000 years, was begin-

ling to unstitch. Ten miles beneath the

alley, a small patch of the fault sheared

nd ruptured, and the faces of rock slid

)ast each other. The rupture sped north-

vard along the fault; in three or four sec-

)nds it accelerated to a velocity of 5,000

niies per hour. The growing tear gener-

iled bundles of seismic waves as it repeat-

dly hit and burst through more strongly

xiund patches of rock on the fault. Fifteen

Icconds after the rupture began, the faces

1)1" the fault stopped moving; the rupture

vas now twenty-five miles long and ten

;niles deep.

At ground level, the rupture had etched

1 notch along the fan of gravel eroded

rom Borah Peak, Idaho's highest point,

named for William E. Borah, 1 865-1 940,

vho served for thirty-three years in the

J.S. Senate). Although the fault rupture

lad stopped growing, the seismic waves it

produced continued to spread and co-

ilesce, like the expanding ripples formed

Dy a stone skipped across a lake. Ten sec-

)nds later the waves passed through the

own of Challis twenty miles to the north,

dlling Travis Franck and Tara Leaton,

Aiho were on their way to school when an

3ld masonry storefront collapsed on them.

Two minutes after the earthquake began,

t was felt in Salt Lake City, Utah; after

bur minutes, the seismic waves gently

•ocked Portland, Oregon; Seattle, Wash-

ington; and western Canada, 500 miles

from Thousand Springs Valley. In the

next few hours, seismometers recorded

the waves as they encircled the globe,

yielding a magnitude of 7 on the Richter

scale for the shock. The energy released

was thirty times greater than that of the

1979 eruption of Mount St. Helens in

Washington State. In addition to the loss

of the children, the shock caused $15 mil-

lion in property damage. But it also pro-

vided a rare chance to witness and investi-

gate the repeat of an earthquake yielding

to the tug of the slowly disintegrating

North American continent.

Elk hunters Don Hendrickson and John

Turner were driving their Ford Bronco

down a dirt road in Arentson Gulch, at the

northern end of the Lost River fault in

Idaho, when Don suddenly felt light-

headed. "I lost my equilibrium. I felt like I

was going to pass out. I was ready to tell

John at that time, 'There's something

wrong with me,' and right after that the

Bronco just started shaking like crazy. It

was off the ground completely, just rock-

ing like this, and right soon after that, the

bank dropped and I was hanging on to the

steering wheel." The fault cut the ground

sixty feet in front of them and dropped the

side bearing the Bronco three feet. "I

looked over to John and he was flying in

the passenger seat. He was between the

two seats, trying to get up. And he said,

'What's going on?' I wasn't about to an-

swer, because I didn't know." Later, Don

recalled, "That's when the quake went

into its greatest violence, and that's when

the noise came in. And it was deafening, a

deafening rumble." The noise may have

been the sound of rock grinding along the

fault face or of landslides and boulders

tumbling down the steep mountain front.

A half mile to the north of the bucking

Bronco, William Knox was driving elk

over a ridge while his wife, Lawana,

waited below for a clear shot. When the

shaking started, William felt sick and in-

stantly went down on one knee. As the

motion intensified, he lay on his stomach

and was rolled back and forth by the

ground motion. The shaking "might have

been a half minute but it felt like a life-

time," said Lawana, who sufl"ered whip-

lash from the quake's strong motion.

When the shaking subsided, she watched

the rupture cut across the mile-wide hill-

side, "just as though one took a paintbrush

and painted a line along the hill." In a

second it raised one side of the hill and

dropped the other side three feet. Eyewit-

ness accounts of the fault rupture—as op-

posed to the shaking—are rare; these ob-

servations help clarify the speed and

character of the rupture.

The earthquake triggered an upsurge of

ground water, the largest deluge ever re-

corded following an earthquake in the

United States. When the members of the

Clark family finally got out of their house

and into their truck to escape, they found

water coming up through the road and

ground and shooting ten to twenty feet

into the air around them. Water cascaded

down adjacent Chilly Buttes and flooded

the road, barring their flight. In the fields

just to the north, Del Clark saw the craters

first hurl dry sand into the air. then sand

and water, and finally, muddy water. In a

few hours, a shallow lake had formed, and

in a few days, everything froze over. A
string of forty craters stretched along the

ground; the largest would make an Olym-

pic-size swimming pool. Each crater was

surrounded by a blanket of sand thrown

up by the force of the effusion.

The holes ai Chilly Buttes pocked the



ground a few miles west of the earthquake

rupture, suggesting that the water might

have been released from the fault. But a

few old-time ranchers remembered a simi-

lar fountain effect in Thousand Springs

Valley after the 1959 Hebgen Lake, Mon-

tana, earthquake, which struck 1 50 miles

away—too far away to be the result of

water released from the Hebgen Lake

fault. One crater formed in the valley in

1959 had been appropriated as a refuse

dump. Now, twenty-five years later, the

trash was ejected back to the surface in a

ring around the crater. It therefore seems

more likely that the passage of the seismic

waves jostled blocks in the limestone

buttes and the wet sand and gravel in the

valley, forcing the water rapidly to the

surface. (Even the name Thousand

Springs Valley suggests such leakiness.)

Similar sand-circumferenced craters have

been found near other faults, but the erup-

tive process had never before been so

closely watched.

Most of the postearthquake Borah Peak

effusion issued from Lost River drainages

much farther from the rupture than Thou-

sand Springs Valley. To the north, the

Clayton silver mine flooded, and Will In-

gram's Warm Springs fish hatchery—and

the fish in it^^lried up. A week later.

Warm Springs gushed water at ten times

its former rate of flow. Ingram abandoned

fish farming and, making use of the in-

crease in water flow to generate power,

now supplies hydroelectricity to the Utah
Power and Light Company. About 150

miles to the east, at Yellowstone National

Park, even Old Faithful reacted to the

shock, lengthening the interval between

its eruptions by eight minutes. Big Lost

River, which skirts Thousand Springs Val-

ley, and five other rivers coursing the

neighboring valleys abruptly doubled

their flow. The discharge from these

streams remained high for six months.

The water released by the earthquake

—

400 billion gallons—could supply New
York City for eight months.

In September 1 883, the American geol-

ogist Grove K. Gilbert wrote an article for

the Salt Lake Tribune that began, "There

are many geologists v/ho are very wise, but

even they do not understand the forces
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The Idaho earthquake took place along what is known as a basin and rangefault. The

immediate cause ofthe quake was the sudden release ofstress along the Lost River

fault where its two rocky sides had been slipping against each other in opposite

directionsfor aboutfive million years. During the quake, the ranges were raised about

onefoot. The opposing rocks were depressed toform the bottoms ofbasins. At the same

time,for reasons notyet entirely clear, the opposite sides ofthefault were beingpulled

apart horizontally. The best hypothesis offeredfor the spreading is that it is caused by

the slow, horizontalflow ofthe viscous layer ofmaterial below the earth 's crust.

which produce mountains. And yet it

must be admitted, not only that mountains

have been made, but that some mountains

are still rising." One hundred years later,

Borah Peak proved to be among those

mountains still rising. The Lost River

Range, capped by Borah Peak, was up-

lifted one foot during the earthquake,

while Thousand Springs Valley subsided

four feet. As a 28-year-old assistant with

the 1871 Wheeler expedi.ion, which was

charged with surveying the land won in

the Mexican War of 1846^8, Gilbert

spent two years exploring the Great Basin,

a vast inland area between Colorado and

California, whose streams, rivers, and

lakes have no outlet to the sea. Gilbert

recognized that the regular alternation of

narrow valleys and mountains—called ba-

sin and range topography—had been built

by repeated earthquakes on faults that

slice through the earth's crust. As the two

sides slip past each other, the ranges are

not only lifted above the valleys, they are
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also moved apart horizontally. The Great

Basin is thus stretching and, as a result,

being thinned.

How can mountains rise while the

earth's crust is thinned? The answer may
lie beneath the faults. The earth's crust

behaves like a stiff rubber layer floating

on a viscous, honeylike fluid. When this

sandwich is pulled from the ends, the rub-

ber first thins and then tears, or faults. The

rubber on one side of the fault springs up

(the mountain) and on the other side drops

down (the valley). During the long period

between earthquakes, the viscous sub-

strate flows beneath the uplifted layer,

filling the void left by the upward-warping

mountain. Thus the mountain is progres-

sively tilted on end and floats on an ever-

thickening viscous fluid.

During the past ten million years, the

Great Basin has increased its original

girth by perhaps 50 percent. Gilbert could

only infer that the crust was stretching,

but in the past few years, the rate of exten-

sion has been measured. The arrival of

faint radio impulses emitted by distant

stars called quasars are timed at receivers

stationed at the periphery of the Great

Basin. Over the past decade, the differ-

ences in the arrival times of the impulses

have lengthened, corresponding to an in-

crease in the distance between the receiv-

ers of one-half inch per year. These mea-

surements accord well with the rate of

Great Basin extension averaged over the

past ten million years as deduced by sum-

ming the slip on the faults that span the

Great Basin. This rate may appear slow,

but it means that three acres of real estate

are created yearly in the Great Basin.

Changes in the faulted landscape of

Thousand Springs Valley reveal that a

major earthquake occurred there about

10,000 years ago, as well as in 1983. This

remarkable encore furnishes the best evi-

dence that we have ever had for the repe-

tition of a major earthquake in the Great

Basin. Such a pattern would have escaped

notice had the 1983 Borah Peak earth-

quake not been so simple and accessible

an event, lending itself to scrutiny by a

hundred earth scientists. The most impor-

tant of their efforts was the least complex:

study of the displacement of the ground

surface caused by the rupture. Material

eroded from a mountain is carried by

streams and deposited into a gently slop-

ing fan of debris. An earthquake ruptur-

ing a fault cuts the fan at the base of a

mountain; part is uplifted with the moun-

tain, and part drops down with the valley.

The small cliff, or step, formed in the fan

is called a fault scarp; the height of the

scarp records the amount the fault has

slipped. Over time, the scarp erodes or is

buried until it can no longer be distin-

guished on the fan surface, a process that

takes about 100,000 years in arid Idaho,

Utah, and Nevada.

A decade ago, geologists recognized

that the existing scarp at the foot of Borah

Peak was as high and fresh as any other

along the 100-mile-long Lost River fault

and might therefore be the site of a future

earthquake. Not only did that earthquake

occur, but the new scarp created by the

1 983 Borah Peak shock is identical to its

predecessor; the scarp is now lifted to

twice its former height.

The Lost River fault thus created two

nearly identical earthquakes during the

past two ruptures at Thousand Springs

Valley. But are all ruptures of the fault at

the valley similar to the 1 983 event? Borah

Peak now stands one and a half miles

above the deepest deposits in the valley,

although they are composed of the same
rock and once stood at the same level. If

each earthquake increased this separation

between Borah Peak and the valley by six

feet, then the Borah Peak shock must have

struck 1,500 times since the birth of the

fault about five million years ago. Scant

evidence rarely restrains earth scientists

from extending a twice-observed pattern a

thousand times, particularly when the rep-

lication of the pattern is so exact.

What about other strands, or segments,

of the Lost River fault and strands of

different faults in the Great Basin: is each

fault segment repeatedly revisited by its

own characteristic earthquake? Here the

data stream turns into a trickle. A repeat-

ing, moderate-sized earthquake is known
to occur in the center of the San Andreas

fault at Parkfield, California, but the oc-

currence of small earthquakes is nearly

random. Associating each fault segment

with a particular recurrent earthquake ac-

cordingly remains a tantalizing hypothesis

in need of proof. If large earthquakes do

recur in the same locality, then the magni-

tude and location of past shocks could be

used to assess future large earthquakes in

the Great Basin. Because the historical

record is so brief, however, the archive of

large earthquakes must be read from such

landforms as fault scarps.

Two sound hypotheses of earthquake

recurrence lead to diametrically opposing
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Aerialphotographs taken twentyyears apart show the same location

ofthe Lost Riverfault. In the photograph at left, taken after the 1 983 earthquake, new

scarps coincide with preexistingfault scarps created 10,000 years ago. In the

picture below, made in 1 963, the prehistoric scarps had been subject to degradation

and weatheringfor thousands ofyears and were consequently smoother,

softer, and more rounded than the new scarps.

interpretations of what scarps bode for the

future. In the first view, fault segments

that lack scarps are deemed overdue for

an earthquake and should be the next to

go. If the rate of slip is uniform along the

length of a fault, then the segments that

have not yet ruptured must carry more of

the load. Consider a piece of paper with a

perforated line down the center and a

small portion of the segments left uncut

(and thus without fault scarps). When the

two halves of the paper are pulled apart,

the remaining segments will soon rip.

In the second view, the fault segments

with the highest scarps are hosts to the

greatest number of earthquakes. If the

slip rate on the fault is greater at the

center and diminishes to zero at the ends,

earthquakes would occur more frequently

in the center Consider a piece of paper

cut most of the way through; when the two

sides are pulled gently apart, the center of

the cut will separate the most (and thus

produce the highest scarps). Along the

best-studied faults in the Great Basin, the

highest and freshest scarps are found

along those segments near the center of

the faults. Degradation of the scarp indi-

cates that the most recent event on the

Lost River fault occurred about 4,000

years ago just south of the 1983 rupture,

whereas the ends of the fault have not

ruptured for about 30,000 years. Thus, the

evidence from Borah Peak lends new

weight to the second view, suggesting that

efforts to monitor faults in the Great Basin

should be focused primarily, but not ex-

clusively, on segments with the most im-

posing scarps and the fastest rates of fault

displacement.

Observations of scarp height and fresh-

ness may therefore be plausibly trans-

formed into forecasts of the location and

magnitude of future earthquakes. Faults

with prominent scarps are candidates for

eventual repeat earthquakes. Both the

Lost River fault in Idaho and the Wasatch

fault in Utah separate into a string of

twenty-mile-long fractures, each with a

scarp produced by a separate prehistoric

earthquake. The amount of fault slip can

be gauged by the height of the prehistoric

scarps, and the rupture length can be esti-

mated by identifying scarps that extend

continuously between bends or breaks in

the fault. Earthquake magnitude is re-

lated to the area of the rupture multiplied

by the amount of slip on the fault. Because

seismometers have recorded the larger

shocks in the Great Basin originating at a

depth of ten miles, only the fault length is

needed to estimate the rupture area. Such

a forecast is a major advance in attem.pts

to lessen earthquake hazards, but it falls



Following the Borah Peak earthquake, some ground on the Lost Riverfault shattered,

below. Faults themselves do not commonly open up, but ifthey do, the result may be a

dramatic crevice that never closes. The Wasatchfault in Utah, right, is the dark line

running horizontally at the base ofthe mountains. The segment ofthefault shown

here, which last ruptured 1 ,000years ago, isjust south ofSalt Lake City and goes

through what is now apopulated area. Based on the information they acquired at

Borah Peak, geologists believe thispart ofthe Wasatchfault is likely to experience a

damaging earthquake sometime within the next several hundredyears.
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short of an earthquake prediction because

the time lapse until the impending shock

on each segment is missing.

Earthquake prediction is nowhere more
difficult, and in few places more impor-

tant, than in the Great Basin. Almost 90
percent of Utah's population lives within

view of the scarps of the 230-mile-long

Wasatch fault. Despite a search of news-

papers and diaries kept by settlers, no

large shocks seem to have been reported

there since Brigham Young's arrival in

1847. Nor is an earthquake warning by
monitoring for small foreshocks likely;

none were detected near the eventual

1983 rupture at Borah Peak during two
decades of monitoring before the main
shock. Both the Lost River and Wasatch
faults have been largely free of small

shocks during the past twenty-five years of

observation. Because it takes hundreds of

years to strain the earth's crust enough to

cause a segment of the Wasatch fault to

rupture, the 140-year quiet does not mean
that large earthquakes will not strike in

the future. "Any locality on the fault line

of a large mountain range, which has been
exempt from earthquakes for a long time,

is by so much nearer to the date of recur-

rence," said Gilbert in the nineteenth cen-

tury. "It is useless to ask when this disaster

will occur. Our occupation of the country

34 Natural History 6/86

has been too brief for us to learn how fast

the Wasatch grows: and indeed, it is only

by such disasters that we can learn."

In the century since Gilbert opened our

eyes to the rich prehistoric record pre-

served in the faulted landscape of the

Great Basin, the scarps have taught us

something of "how fast the Wasatch
grows." A decade of geologic investiga-

tion at the Wasatch fault shows that it is

slipping an inch every twenty-five years,

and one of its six to eight strands ruptures

every 450 years. The segments of the Wa-
satch that appear most primed to rupture

are those near Salt Lake City and Provo,

Utah. With this insight, it is now incum-

bent upon us to ask "when this disaster

will occur." Today, we can only say that

the next rupture is less than five hundred

years off. We will continue to sift through

observations of the spectacular and tragic

Borah Peak, Idaho, earthquake to see

what clues might have alerted us to the

imminent event. But if we cannot yet pre-

dict when the next earthquake will occur,

at least we know where it will strike and
how strong it will be. It is therefore vital

that we prepare for it now. And we must
prepare not just for the fault rupture and
for the ground shaking it generates but

also for the possibility of a flood of water

issuing from the ground. D
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I male tungarafrog, his vocal sac

iflated, calls tofemales in a

Panamanianpond.
ichaei J- Ryan

he Panamanian Love Call
at awaits the calling male tungarafrog—

ft sexual rendezvous or sudden death?

\y Michael J. Ryan

Every spring, many parts of the United

tates explode into a cacophony of whis-

es, groans, burps, and shrieks. These

. ,ounds indicate that the local frog fauna

as established residence in nearby ponds,

nd that males are advertising their readi-

ess for their yearly sexual rendezvous,

hus the call of these animals is sexual in

ature, and is produced, for the most part,

y males to attract females and to ward

If other males that might have stealing a

late in mind. Since the biological signifi-

ance of this calling behavior is seemingly

traightforward, there should be little dif-

culty in understanding its evolutionary

istory. On the contrary, my research into

le communication behavior of a neotrop-

;al frog, the tiingara frog, has shown that

hile the many compromises and contin-

encies that shape the evolution of this

ehavior are far from obvious, these fac-

ers can be documented, thereby leading

a better understanding of the evolution

f behavior.

The animal kingdom is resplendent

i'ith various morphological, physiological,

nd behavioral traits that enhance an ani-

lal's ability to survive. The widespread

ccurrence of these traits, or adaptations,

jgether with observations of the resem-

lance between parents and offspring, was

'hat led Darwin to formulate his theory of

atural selection. How then did Darwin

xplain the collection of elaborate and

ometime bizarre traits associated with

nimal courtship, such as frog calls, that

ardly enhance survival and may even

Iromote an early death? Darwin believed

le evolution of these traits occurred un-

er the influence of sexual selection. He
proposed that if a characteristic enhances

n individual's (usually a male's) ability to

ain access to a mate, even at some cost to

survival, it should occur more frequently

in the population through evolutionary

time. An intriguing proposition since se-

lection is normally thought of as a force

that results in the evolution of traits that

enhance survival, not traits that are mal-

adaptive for survival.

One characteristic of frog calls, well

documented during the past three dec-

ades, is the species specificity of the mat-

ing call: females prefer the calls of their

own species to the calls of other species.

Studies of the neurobiology of frogs and

toads have also shown that the frog's audi-

tory system is "tuned" so that it detects

the conspecific mating call better than

other types of sounds. The advantage of

the female's discriminating behavior is ob-

vious—mating with males from other spe-

cies usually does not result in viable off-

spring. A female making this kind of

mistake is wasting her reproductive in-

vestment, and thus we expect strong selec-

tion for female attraction to the conspe-

cific call.

During a study of bullfrog mating be-

havior, however, I noticed that calls dif-

fered among males. I became intrigued by

the possibility that this variation was not

meaningless noise contained within the

species-specific vocalization but, in fact,

might influence the female's choice of a

mate. It was this question that brought me
to the Smithsonian Tropical Research In-

stitute in 1978 to study the mating and

communication behavior of the tiingara

frog on Barro Colorado Island, in the mid-

dle of the Panama Canal. This study en-

compassed almost three years of field re-

search between 1978 and 1981.

Tiingara frogs {Physalaemus pustu-

losus) are small, a little more than one

inch in body length, and weigh less than

one and one-half grams. They are fairly

nondescript brown frogs that are common
throughout much of Central America. In

Panama they breed during the rainy sea-

son, which extends approximately from

April to December. Among frogs, those

with long breeding seasons are character-

ized by mating systems in which males

typically remain stationary and vocally

advertise their presence to females.

Tiingara frogs are no exception. These

frogs breed in stagnant pools of water that

range in size from the hoofprint of a tapir

to a large flooded field. Much of my inves-

tigation was conducted in a small cement

pool, constructed in the mid-1960s by A.

Stanley Rand, a research scientist at the

Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute,

for his earlier studies of tiingara frogs. The

frogs have been breeding there naturally

ever since.

Males arrive at the breeding site around

dusk and immediately begin to call, some

producing more than 7,000 calls in a sin-

gle night. The males are almost evenly

spaced around the perimeter of the pool,

and any male intruding on a calling male's

personal space is threatened by aggres-

sive, mewlike calls. If the intruder is not

discouraged, a wrestling bout often en-

sues. Although physical combat is not fre-

quent, on several occasions it resulted in

the death of one of the participants. As

with many frogs, females come to the

breeding site only on the nights they mate.

When a female arrives she spends a fair

amount of time, sometimes hours, swim-

ming among the chorusing frogs and sit-

ting stationary in front of calling males.

One female sat in the corner of the breed-

ing site in front of a calling male for ap-

proximately twenty minutes, swam away

to position herself in front of another call-



Less than one and one-halfgrams in

weight and a little more than one inch

long, a tungarafrogperches comfortably

on the head ofa giant toad. Bufo marinus.

Merlin D Tuttle: Bat Conservation International

ing male about three feet away for the

same length of time, and eventually re-

turned to her original position where mat-

ing took place. Males do not attempt to

mate with the female during these so-

journs. Instead, mating is initiated when

the female makes physical contact with a

calling male, the male then clasping the

female from the top.

An analysis of 75 1 matings by 6 1 7 mea-

sured and tagged individuals revealed that

larger males were more likely to mate.

The pair remain clasped, or in amplexus,

until the calling subsides, usually about

midnight. Often they leave the water and

wait on the shore until this time. Some-

time after midnight, the pair return to the

water, settle on a site, and construct their

foam nest; this site usually bears no rela-

tionship to the place from which the male

was calling.

Nest construction is an arduous task.

The female passes her eggs, a few at a

time, from her cloaca. The male grasps

them with his hind legs, moves them past

his cloaca where fertilization takes place,

and, in a quick, beating motion, fluffs the

jelly matrix surrounding the eggs into a

foam, much the way we beat egg white

into a meringue. Nest construction takes

about an hour, and the male is visibly tired

toward the end. Both frogs then abandon

their future offspring, which will hatch

into tadpoles in a few days. If they are

lucky enough to avoid the dragonfly

nymphs and other voracious predators in-

habiting the pools, the tadpoles will meta-

morphose into small frogs in about six

weeks time.

Females appear to choose larger males

as mates, and I wanted to know how they

do this. Since males have little of value to

offer the females besides themselves

—

they do not defend any resource of poten-

tial use, such as a nesting site—some as-

pect of the male's characteristics must be

important. And since the males put so

much time into calling, that seemed a

likely place to start. The complex call of

the tungara frog consists of two compo-
nents: one whine and from zero to six

chucks (much of this complexity was deci-

phered by Stanley Rand in the 1960s).

The whine is almost half a second long and

resembles the sounds emanating from a

Star Wars video game. The chuck is of

much shorter duration and sounds like an

abbreviated burp. Males always produce

a whine and females are attracted to a

loudspeaker broadcasting only the whine.

Chucks never occur by themselves in na-

ture, but if dissected from a call and

broadcast to frogs, they do not elicit a

response from either sex. The whine, then,

appears to be necessary and sufficient for

species recognition. Is the chuck, perhaps,

a meaningless frill? Not quite. When a

male is part of a chorus he usually pro-

duces chucks, and larger choruses are

characterized by more chucks. Males also

add chucks to their calls as a female ap-

proaches. In one case, a male increased

the number of chucks in his call from two

to six in a matter of seconds—the largest

number of chucks I recorded.

These observations suggested that the

social milieu of the animal influences the

complexity of its call. Rand demonstrated

this by presenting a male with calls of

varying complexity. As the broadcast call

increased in number of chucks, so did the

male's response. The reason males add

chucks is also clear: when presented with

two calls, one without chucks and one with

chucks, females preferred the latter.

But these results presented a paradox.

If males were at the breeding site to at-

tract females, why didn't they always pro-

duce calls that females found most attrac-

tive? The benefit of such a behavior is

evident—a greater chance of mating. Per-

haps there is a cost to producing chucks.

One obvious cost is energy. Although at

the time of my study no one had ever

measured the amount of energy used by a

vertebrate in sexual display, many studies

had assumed that the cost was significant.

Together with Terri Bucher and George

Bartholomew of the University of Califor-

nia, Los Angeles, I investigated the ener-

getic costs associated with calling. We did

this by placing a male in a small respirom-

eter. To stimulate the frog to call, a

speaker broadcasting cal's was placed out-

side the respirometer, and a microphone

recorded the number of calls produced.

After about thirty minutes of calling, we
measured the amount of oxygen that was

depleted in the respirometer and found

that calling was a very expensive venture

for the male. Metabolic rate increased

about 500 percent above what it was when

the frog was at rest. However, no more

energy was used to produce calls with

chucks than calls without chucks. So,

while there is a substantial cost to calling,

there is no increase in cost for making

those calls more attractive.

In the 1 950s, Peter Marler, now at The

Rockefeller University, suggested that

some calls of distantly related bird species

have evolved similar structures because

they serve similar functions. Alarm calls

warn others of the presence of a predator

without revealing the warner's location.

Mobbing calls elicit assistance from oth-

ers by revealing the signaler's location.
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J
^hus alarm calls should be ventriloquial,

I; yhile mobbing calls should be easy to lo-

ate. These calls each share a similar

tructure. But the alarm call is also amaz-

,

ngly similar to that of the whine, while the

,
nobbing call resembles the chuck. Rand

\ uggested that just as predation had

nolded the structure of these calls in

lirds, it played a similar role in the call of

he tijngara frog. At the time he made this

;

uggestion, however, there were no known

y jredators of frogs that used the frog's call

I

or locational cues.

g I
That changed quickly when Merlin

jii ITuttle of the Milwaukee Public Museum
!

letted a bat with a frog in its mouth on

iarro Colorado Island. Tuttle suggested

hat this bat {Trachops cinhosus), which

las become popularly known as the frog-

eating bat, not only eats frogs regularly

but locates them by homing in on their

mating calls. Tuttle returned to Barro Col-

orado Island in 1980 to begin studies of

bat-frog interactions. We then teamed up

to investigate the possibility that the bats

homed in on the call of the tungara frog

and, especially, the possibility that they

preferred calls with chucks.

Frog-eating bats eat tungara frogs more

than they eat any other species of frog. At

one pond, Tuttle, our assistant Cindy Taft,

and I observed ninety-five instances of

predation during fourteen and one-half

hours of obser\'ation—6.6 frogs eaten per

hour. We captured some of these bats,

placed them in a large flight cage, and

found that they were readily attracted to

tungara frog calls that were broadcast

from speakers. Echolocation signals and

vision played no role—the bats were at-

tracted to the calls alone—a behavior then

thought unusual. Subsequent studies,

however, especially ours of the African

bat Cardioderma cor. demonstrated that

a variety of bats use prey-generated cues

while hunting. In the flight cage, we pre-

sented bats with a choice between calls

without chucks and calls with chucks. Of
the five bats tested, all were more likely to

fly to the speaker producing the calls with

chucks. We also tested this hypothesis in

the field. Placing two small tape recorders

in areas that we knew the bats frequented,

and using a night-vision scope, we counted

the number of passes the bats made over

the recorders broadcasting each call type.

Again, there was an overwhelming prefer-



ence for calls with chucks. These results

demonstrate the predicament faced by

males tn'ing to attract mates. They can

increase their attractiveness to females at

the cost of a higher predation risk or they

can play it safe but take the chance of not

being selected as a mate. The variable

complexity of the mating call in these

frogs seems to have evolved to allow males

to strike a compromise between the bene-

fits of attracting a mate and the costs of

attracting a predator.

If the calUng of a single male will at-

tract a predator, what about the cacoph-

ony of an entire chorus, which can consist

of more than 400 males vocalizing their

sexual intent? Would more calling males

attract m.ore bats? .\nd how does chorus

size influenc-e a male's ability to attract a
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mate? Is he less likely to succeed when he

is one of many attempting to attract a

female's attention? These questions led us

to quantify the costs and benefits of

chorusing behavior for this species of frog.

We monitored predation rate and mating

success at a single pond where chorus size

fluctuated each night, and found that it

was advantageous for male frogs inter-

ested in both mating and suniving to join

larger choruses. The number of frogs

eaten by bats did not increase with chorus

size; therefore, the actual risk of predation

for any individual frog was lower in larger

choruses. The larger choruses appear to

offer some predator protection, probably

through safety in numbers. \ male's mat-

ing success also does not suffer when he is

a member of a larger aggregation of call-

ing males. On average, males are mors

Ukely to mate when part of a larger choru;

because proportionately more females are

present at larger choruses. Why this is so i;

not clear.

But just what is it about a male, beside;

his complex calls, that makes him more

attractive to females? Since larger male;

are more likely to be chosen by females, 1

asked what characteristics of the male

would result in this t\'pe of mating prefer-

ence? In his study of bullfrogs (Natura,

History, April 1979), Richard Howarc

also showed that females preferred tc

mate with large males and that these large

males defended higher-quality territories,

used as oviposition sites, than did smaller

males. In his study, females could have

been assessing territory qualit\- or some



ither aspect of the male's characteristics.

)ne reason I decided to study tungara

rogs is that males do not defend resources

ised by females, thus the female's choice

hould be influenced only by the male's

:haracteristics.

Given the demonstrated costs in terms

if energy and predation incurred by call-

ng males, the mating call is of obvious

mportance in mate attraction. There was

eason to believe that the call might con-

tain information about male body size,

ind that female choice might be based on

his information. The frequency, or pitch,

)f a vocalization is determined largely by

he mass of the vocal cords. This is true for

)oth frogs and humans. For example, it is

he hormone-induced increase in vocal

;ord mass that causes the sometimes

Using afrog's mating call as a locational

cue, afrog-eating bat swoops down to

capture a calling male, left, andflies off
with theprey in its mouth, below.

Both photographs iDy Merlin D. Tuttle; Bat Conservation

embarrassing voice change experienced

by young men as they reach puberty. Bi-

ologists had long noted that in frogs there

was a correlation, both among and within

species, between the pitch of the mating

call and the frog's body size. This is true

simply because larger frogs have more

massive vocal cords. When I examined the

mating calls of 132 males, there was a

significant correlation between body size

and the pitch of the chuck. Together with

the observation that females are more

likely to choose larger males as mates, this

suggested that females are more attracted

to lower-frequency calls, and it is this pref-

erence that results in the mating success

of larger males.

One of the advantages of working with

frogs is the ability to test female choice

through playback experiments. I used syn-

thetic calls in order to control for variation

in the whine. When 1 presented females

with simultaneous calls containing a high-

frequency chuck and a low-frequency

chuck, females were attracted preferen-

tially to the latter. I then used two calls

that were closer in frequency and the fe-

males still preferred the lower-frequency

call. Thus, experimental evidence sup-

ports the hypothesis that females mate

with larger males because they are pref-

erentially attracted to their calls.

These results demonstrate that there is

selection, through the action of female

mate choice, on the male's call. They do

not demonstrate, however, that the calls

have evolved in response to this selection.

Evolution need not take place in response

to selection. Although selection can be

measured within one generation, evolution

is a historical process. If generation times

are long, as they are for almost all verte-

brates, it is not possible to witness evolu-

tion in action. Instead, a retrospective

analysis is necessary. If sexual selection

has influenced the evolution of the call of

tungara frogs, then these frogs should

have a call frequency that is lower for

their body size than that of closely related

frogs, provided that sexual selection has

not acted similarly in these other species.

The latter assumption is probably valid.

Only tungara frogs have the two-compo-

nent call—thus only in this species can

selection act on a component of the call

that is used for intraspecific interactions

without affecting the call component used

for species recognition.

1 compared the call of tungara frogs

with the calls of twenty-nine species from

the same subfamily (Leptodactsiinae).

First, the relationship between body size

and frequency was determined for all spe-

cies. This yielded a prediction of the fre-



Below: Prior tofertilization, the male

clasps thefemalefrom above with his

underside resting against her back. Right:

Still clasping thefemale, the male uses

his hind legs to beat thejelly matrix

surrounding the eggs into afoamy nest.

quency of the call for any species given its

body size. Species were then compared by

determining the magnitude by which their

frequency departed from that prediction.

Tiingara frogs have a frequency that is the

lowest for its body size of all the species

that were examined; in fact, it is 252 per-

cent lower than that predicted by the body

size-frequency relationship for the sub-

family. If the analysis is restricted to only

members of the genus Physalaemus,

tijngara frogs still have the lowest fre-

quency call for their body size—3 1 4 per-

cent lower than predicted. Clearly, these

frogs have evolved very-low-frequency

calls.

Although call frequency has decreased

without a concomitant change in body
size, vocal cord mass must have increased

to achieve such a result. Together with

George Drewry and W, Ronald Heyer of

the Smithsonian Institution's National

Museum of Natural History, Rand exam-

ined the vocal morphology of this species.

Tiingara frogs have achieved this low-fre-

quency call by the addition of two large,

pendulous masses that hang from the vo-

cal cords, thus drastically enhancing the

mass and lowering the frequency of vibra-

tion. Robert Drewes of the California

Academy of Sciences and I have surveyed

the vocal morphology of frogs in the spe-

cies group to which tiingara frogs belong.

Although other members of the genus

may possess additional masses associated

with the vocal cords, we only find the

addition of very large, pendulous masses

in tiingara frogs. Peacock tails and deer

antlers are usually cited as examples of

elaborate traits that have evolved under

the influence of sexual selection. Al-

though I am admittedly biased, these

traits seem to pale in comparison with the

spectacularly pendulous masses, resem-

bling a pair of testes, that hang from the

vocal cords of a male tiingara frog.

The seemingly simple behavior of a

male frog calling to attract a mate appears

to be the result of a series of complex,

interacting factors. The case of the

tiingara frogs demonstrates how the true

evolutionary history of a behavior can only

be glimpsed by a combination of ap-

proaches that consider mating behavior,

energetics, predation, phylogeny, sensory

physiology, and morphology. The various

disciplines within biology are only artifi-

cial constructs in the pursuit of science

and are not adhered to by real organisms

evolving in the real world. The necessity of

a broad, integrative approach is becoming
clear not only in studies of behavioral evo-

lution but within the whole field of evolu-

tionary biology. n
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The fiat

ofcontr
Obviously this is a new Honda Accord. It's

just not all that obvious. Or is it.^

The front of the car is apparently low. Yet

the engine is larger. Both have their advantages.

Better aerodynamics so less power is needed.

And more power when you need it.

The lower front offers less wind resistance.

The streamlined shape contains retractable

halogen headlamps. We've increased the size

of the engine to two liters. The engine mounts
have been redesigned to absorb vibrations.

Moving ahead to the rear, you'll notice the

roofline is lower. Inside, however, you'll find

more headroom.That's perfectly logical. Honda

engineers choose to give room to people Ij

giving less room to the car.

TTie important part of the comfortabkj

ride you enjoy inside is found outside the

A unique suspension system that's never b|

used on a front-wheel-drive car. Designers >

it a double wishbone and race cars have usd

it for years. We have used it on all

four wheels like no other car.

Since the suspension

is derived from many
years of racing

experience,

S© 1985 American Honda Motof Co.. [r,.



neisfiJl

dictions.
h might deduce that the handling is an

Siilarating experience. You would be correct.

ll The Accord DX Hatchback shown here

fjnes with rear seatbacks that split vertically

|j versatility. It has thirty-seven percent more

go area. And there is a rigid cargo area cover,

steering wheel adjusts. Panel switches

work with a touch. And new trout seats with

adjustable headrests offer better support.

For your convenience, wc have included

a quartz digital clock. It will keep an accurate

account of the good time yoLi v\ ill ha\'e while

driving the newAccord. Nothing contradictory

about that. HONDLA.

TheNewAccord



A widely distributed color lithograph, basedon a late

nineteenth centurypainting by Cassilly Adams, portrays

Custer'sfinal moments on Last Stand Hill. The Indian camp

that Custer sought to attack appears in the background, on the

other side ofthe Little Bighorn River The saber brandished by

Custer is an example ofartistic license.

Courtesy of ihe Amon Carter Museum; Fort Worth. Texas
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Post-mortem at the Little Bighorn
Archeologists siftfor clues at Custer'sfatal battleground

by Douglas D. Scott and Melissa A. Connor

The anniversary of the Battle of the

Little Bighorn falls on June 26, the day

110 years ago when George Armstrong

Custer led some 210 men to their death in

the Montana Territory. In the years that

followed, the story of Custer's Last Stand

assumed legendary proportions, while

much of the hard evidence of the battle

remained unexamined. Then in August

1 983, a wildfire scorched four-fifths of the

760 acres of Custer Battlefield National

Monument (a cigarette tossed from a car

on nearby State Route 212 may have ig-

nited the drought-stricken vegetation),

and the National Park Service, which ad-

ministers the Monument, enlisted local ar-

cheologist Richard Fox to see whether ar-

tifacts might be recovered from the

denuded landscape. The result has been a

full-fledged study by the Midwest Ar-

cheological Center of the National Park

Service and the University of Nebraska.

Along with Dick Harmon, of the U.S.

Geological Survey, and Richard Fox, and

aided by many volunteers, we have spent

two field seasons encouraging the earth to

yield its secrets about this historic battle.

We chose to view the battleground as a

crime scene, and by using forensic tech-

niques, such as microscopic examination

of firing-pin marks on cartridge cases and

rifling marks on bullets, we have been able

to determine the weapons used by the vari-

ous participants. These techniques, com-

bined with the standard archeological

practice of recording where artifacts are

found, have enabled us to deduce the

movement of individual firearms over the

field of battle, verify cavalry positions,

and pinpoint the previously unknown

placement of the Indian warriors. Many

human skeletal remains were also found,

and these tell us of the wounds the men

received, as well as the soldiers' general

health and condition at the time of death.

The story of the battle begins in 1868,

when the Treaty of Fort Laramie was

signed with the Sioux and Cheyenne.

Among other things, the treaty granted

the Black Hills area to the Sioux for "as

long as the grass was green and the sky

was blue." In the early 1870s, however,

rumors spread of gold in the Black Hills,

and white miners began slipping into the

reservation. In 1874, the U.S. government

sent a geological team under Custer to

check out these rumors. Gold was among

the minerals found, and thereafter there

was no stopping the hordes of miners who

flowed onto the Indians' land.

The Sioux were disgusted with the gov-

ernment's inability to keep white people

from trespassing, especially in the Black

Hills, which they considered sacred. As

the whites did not seem to be respecting

the treaty, many of the Indians saw no

reason to abide by its terms and stay on

the reservation. Along with Cheyenne

from other Indian agencies, thousands of

Sioux spent the winter of 1 875-76 on their

traditional hunting grounds in Montana

and the Dakotas, despite a government

warning that unless they returned imme-

diately, they would be considered hostile

and subject to military action.

In May of 1876, a three-sided cam-

paign was launched to shepherd the Sioux

and Cheyenne back to their assigned

lands. One column, under Gen. John Gib-

bon, marched east from Fort Ellis (near

present-day Bozeman, Montana). A sec-

ond column, led by Gen. Alfred Terry and

including Custer, headed west from Fort

Abraham Lincoln (near present-day Bis-

marck, North Dakota). The third column

departed from Fort Fetterman (near

present-day Sheridan, Wyoming) under

the command of Gen. George Crook and

moved north into Montana. These three

units, totaling about 3.000 men, were to

meet near the end of June in the vicinity of

the Little Bighorn River.

Unknown to Terry and Gibbon. Crook

encountered Indians near Rosebud Creek

in southern Montana, was defeated by

them on June 1 7, and withdrew his men to

Wyoming. Meanwhile, Terry, with some

921 men, mostly cavalry, was moving west

up the Yellowstone River to the Little

Bighorn. On June 22, the cavalry, led by

Custer, left Terry's command to scout

ahead.

The 7th Cavalry consisted of twelve

companies, each authorized to contain

fifty to sixty-four men. In reality, most

field units never operated at authorized

strength, owing to low budget allotments

from Congress, high desertion rates, and



men on detached duty. Custer com-

manded about 715 men, about 160 men
under authorized strength. Custer's rank

was lieutenant colonel (brevet major gen-

eral). A brevet rank was an honorific and

temporary grade given for special service

and as an award for gallantry in action.

Custer's second-in-command was Maj.

Marcus Reno. Next in line was Frederick

Benteen, the regiment's senior captain.

Early on the morning of the 25th, the

7th Cavalry was on high ground, with

Rosebud Creek behind them to the east

and the Little Bighorn about sixteen and a

half miles to the west. From a spot subse-

quently dubbed the Crow's Nest, Custer

observed a large Indian camp on the far

side of the Little Bighorn. Worried that

the Indians might escape, Custer decided

to attack and descended westward into the

valley. Near the Crow's Nest, Captain

Benteen was ordered to take three compa-

nies and keep to the south, to block a

possible escape route. The pack train, car-

rying ammunition and guarded by one

company, followed Benteen, while the

other companies went ahead. At midday,

a few miles from the Little Bighorn, Cus-

ter again divided his command, ordering

Major Reno to take three companies

along the river bottom and attack the In-

dian camp on its southern end. The re-

maining five companies followed Custer

westward along the ridge to the north,

preparing to support Reno.

About 3:00 p.m., Indian warriors en-

gaged Reno and his men, forcing them to

retreat back across the river and up the

bluffs to a defensible position. Meanwhile,

Custer must have realized the gravity of

the situation as the north end of the Indian

camp came into view. About 3:30, Cus-

ter's adjutant sent a message to Benteen:

"Benteen, Come on. Big village, be quick,

bring packs. RS. Bring pacs [sic]. W.W.
Cooke." The messenger, bugler John
Martin, was the last to see Custer and the

men in his five companies alive.

Summoned by the message, Benteen's

forces and the pack train arrived some
forty-five minutes later, joining Reno and
his men on the hilltop. All were pinned

down for two days, fighting to keep their

defensive position and wondering when
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Springfield Armory National Historic

The . 45-caliber Springfield carbine, above, a single-shot weapon, was

standardarmy issue at the time ofCuster's battle in 1876. Microscopic

examination showed that two bullets, below,fired by the Indians at Custer's

soldiers, camefrom one rifle, a .50-caliber Springfield. The bones of
a leftforearm, bottom, uncovered during the recent excavations at the

battlefield, belonged to a soldier about twenty-fiveyears old.

Custer would relieve them. The Indians

finally retreated on June 27, when Gen-
eral Terry arrived, joined by General Gib-
bon's column. Reno sent two men to meet
the advancing column, and they found

Terry and Gibbon near the abandoned
Indian camp. Here, a scout brought the

news: Custer and his men lay dead on a

ridge above the Little Bighorn.

From that moment until the present.

Custer's movements after the messenger

left him have been the subject of hot de-

bate. Soon after the battle ended, how-

ever, eyewitness accounts began to appear

in newspapers across the country. The wit-

nesses were the survivors—the Indians.

Weary of army pursuit, the warriors had

returned to their reservations, where In-

dian agents interviewed them. Only then

did the warriors learn for certain the iden-



ty of the commander they had defeated.

Different versions of Indian accounts of

le battle appeared in different papers

id journals, and many began to question

leir accuracy. People suspected distorted

porting by glory-seeking correspondents

faulty translations of Indian words or

gns. The Indians, fearing retribution

om the army, may also not have told the

hole truth. As a result, the Indian ac-

)unts were long scorned, although in the

ist fifteen years, historians who have re-

ewed them have concluded that the gist

' the reports rings true.

The Indians' accounts, collected from

irvivors up until the middle of this cen-

iry, state that the camp on the Little

_ lorn was established shortly after

Took's defeat at Rosebud Creek, and in-

-jluded the Sioux who had fought in that

jpnfrontation. Nevertheless, Custer's ar-

llival apparently took the camp by sur-

f [rise. As Custer and his men moved north

Jlong the ridge, a large contingent of

ioux pressed the attack from the south.

Mi. group of Cheyenne and some Sioux also

T^ttacked the soldiers from the north and

i orthwest.

At first the shooting was from a dis-

ance, but as the soldiers stood their

,round, apparently in a V-shaped forma-

lon, the intense fire thinned their ranks. It

'; vas then that the warriors were able to

i pove in and essentially surround the cav-

llry. Once many of the soldiers were dead

ir wounded, the Indians swooped in on

hose that remained, finishing them oiT in

land-to-hand combat. Accounts tell of

ailing wounded soldiers and of stripping

he dead of their guns, ammunition, cloth-

ng, and other useful items. Some warriors

I

icalped the dead or mutilated their re-

j nains, as was their custom in warfare.

In an attempt to make the battleground

, ;peak for itself, during the summers of

j
1984 and 1985 we used the techniques of

J
ircheology to unearth thousands of arti-

facts, despite events that had disturbed

j.the area over the intervening years. After

Ihe battle, the Indians removed their dead

J

ind wounded, but the dead soldiers lay in

^
the hot Montana sun for nearly three days.

When the surviving members of the 7th

,
Cavalry began the onerous task of burying

In May of 1876. approximately 3,000 soldiers, commanded by Generals Gibbon,

Terry, and Crook, set out to round up Plains Indians who had left their reservations.

The three columns were to meet near the Little Bighorn River in late June. The ill-

fated 7th Cavalry, under Custer, made up the majority of Terry's command.
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the dead, the bodies were bloated, black-

ened, and almost unrecognizable. Because

there were few shovels or other tools with

which to do a proper job, cups, plates, and

other available implements were used to

mound dirt over the bodies. Afraid that

the Indians would return and attack again,

the soldiers covered most of the dead with

just a little soil and sagebrush.

The powdery soil was not enough to

keep coyotes and other scavengers from

the graves, and the action of wind, rain,

and snow compounded the problem of

keeping the men buried. In 1877, the

army reburied the exposed bones. All the

officers' remains, however, were exhumed

and shipped home, except those of Lt.

John Crittenden, whose father asked that

he be left where he fell. Persistent reports

of exposed remains brought the army

back in 1 879 for another reburiai. Finally,

in 1881, the army exhumed all the re-

mains from the battlefield and reburied

them in a mass grave on Last Stand Hill,

near where Custer's body had been found.

A large granite marker was placed over

the grave that same year.

While the reburiai teams stripped the

battlefield of its most conspicuous bones

and artifacts, many important clues were

left to await archeological exploration

We divided our work into three parts. The

first was a metal detector survey of the

battlefield. Volunteers, often experts in

the use of detectors, walked about five

yards apart, covering the field. Where
their detectors beeped, they flagged the

spot. Behind them came a recover)' crew

that excavated cautiously, searching for

the object that had caused the detector to

signal, but not moving it out of place.

Finally, the survey crews came along to

plot each artifact's position on a grid sys-

tem. This crew also recorded the depth at

which the artifact lay and, in the case of

bullets and cartridges, noted the orienta-

tion and the declination of the piece. Only

then was the artifact collected.

The second part of the project was a

search in a gully known as Deep Ravine,

where twenty-eight men were said to have

been buried in place and never subse-

quently exhumed. At first, we thought

that the metal detectors would locate

these men, but even after several close

examinations, only a handful of scattered

artifacts came to light. In 1985, C. Vance

Haynes, a geomorphologist from the Uni-

versity of Arizona, volunteered to exam-

ine the ravine. Haynes found a deeply

buried area that conforms to the historic

descriptions of the burial locale; we hope

to excavate it in a future field season.

In the third part of our work, we exca-



As he approached the Little Bighorn, Custer divided up the twelve companies under his

command. While Captain Benteen trailed behind withfour companies and a pack

train, Custer ordered Major Reno to take three companies and attack the Indian camp

from the south. Custer himselfled the remainingfive companiesfarther north. Reno

and his men were driven back to a defensive position, where they were eventuallyjoined

by Benteen 'sforces. The detail map shows the battlefield where Custer deployed his

men. One company, under Lieutenant Calhoun, was arranged in an arc,facing south.

Another company, under Captain Keogh, waspositionedfarther north. Custer's other

three companies stretched in a linefrom Deep Ravine to Last Stand Hill, confronting

Indians attackingfrom the north and west.

Archeological Finds

at Custer Battlefield

National Monument

Concentration of Cavalry Materials

1200 feet

Concentration of Indian Materials

vated the immediate areas around marble

markers that had been placed to com-

memorate the locations where Custer's

men fell. Set in place fourteen years after

the battle and more than nine years after

the bodies were disinterred and placed in a

mass grave, these marble markers re-

placed wooden ones, many of which had

fallen down or been burned by wildfire.

Two hundred fifty-one markers dot the

main battlefield, yet only about 210 men
fell with Custer. One reason to excavate

around the markers was to test the appro-

priateness of their locations.

These three activities—the metal de-

tector survey, the search in Deep Ravine,

and the excavations near the markers

—

uncovered about 2,200 artifacts, 300 hu-

man bones, and 200 bones of horses and

other animals. Additional materials (still

being analyzed) were collected in 1985 a

the Reno-Benteen defense site.

The metal detector survey located hur

dreds of bullets and cartridge casings. I

most cases we could assume that sper

cartridges from Springfield carbines am
Colt revolvers—the regulation cavalr

weapons—had fallen in cavalry positions

and that bullets from these guns had beei

fired toward the Indians. Conversely, w
assumed that bullets found in associatioi

with cavalry remains and artifacts cam^

from Indian fire, and that cartridges of th

corresponding calibers indicated the In

dian positions.

Even before the analyses were com
plete, we knew that the Indians wen

much better armed than had been previ

ously documented. The subsequent fire

arms analyses have identified twenty-fivi

different types of guns used by the war

riors. Metal arrowheads were also found

showing that the stereotypical bow am
arrow was also used.

Indian arms included army issui

Springfield carbines and Colt revolvers

These could have been captured either ii

the Rosebud skirmish with Genera

Crook's forces or in the valley figh

against Reno; some were no doubt takei

from Custer's men. Antiquated muzzle

loading firearms were also well repre

sented. Other Indian arms included th<

.44-caliber Henry, the .44-caliber Mode
1866 Winchester, and the .44-calibei

Model 1873 Winchester, all repeating ri

fles. The army did not issue repeating ri

fles in 1876. The army's single-sho

Springfield was not as fast as the repeat

ing rifles, although it was more powerfu

and more accurate than the majority oi

the Indian arms.

By using crime laboratory firearms

identification techniques, we could deter

mine how many individual weapons wert

represented by the archeological artifacts

We estimate that if 1,500 Indian warriors

took part in the battle (a conservative

number by historical accounts), ther

about 375 would have been armed witl:

muzzle-loaders and single-shot rifles such

as Sharps and Ballards, and about 19

would have been armed with repeating

weapons. The rest may have used bows
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'w .44-caliber Henry, above, a sixteen-shot repeating rifle, was one of
veral types ofweapons used by the Indians. Below: White Bird, a northern

'teyenne who took part in the battle ofthe Little Bighorn when he was a boy

fifteen ,
painted the event about eighteen years after. Drawing on tribal

towledge, he showed thepath ofReno's attack and retreat (at rightj, and
tster'spath andfinalposition (at left).

West Point f^usf 1 Collections, US Military Acaijemy

'sid arrows and a few old pistols and re-
'

'livers. Based on these minimal figures,

' e can conclude that in terms of carbines,

' luster's men were outgunned two to one.

There is historical information on the

ittle that derives from the examination

' the battleground at the time of its dis-

covery (including where the bodies of the

'I'ficers and men were found) and from
' idian accounts. Combining this informa-

' ]n with the distribution of the recently

icovered buttons, spurs, bullets, and car-

idge cases, we are able to make a de-

iiled
reconstruction of the battle.

j

The Indian camp that Custer sought to

tack contained perhaps 3,000 to 4,000

! iople, including some 1,500 warriors.

1 he Indians belonged to a number of dif-

" [rent bands whose members were aflili-

ed by common language and family ties.

' he majority were Sioux (Lakota, Teton,

" rule, and Blackfoot), a lesser number of

heyenne occupied the northern end of

le camp, and there were also a few Arap-

los. Although camped together for pro-

' ;ction, the various bands lacked an over-

1 I organization. There were a number of

' nportant leaders—Sitting Bull. Crazy

Horse, and Gall for the Sioux; Lame
White Man and Two Moon for the Chey-

enne—but in battle, strategy was deter-

mined by individual initiative and cha-

risma, not by a chain of command.

According to Indian accounts. Sitting

Bull, sometimes thought of as Custer's

adversary in battle, did not participate in

the fighting but occupied himself with

making medicine to strengthen the Indian

warriors.

Our reconstruction begins after the

messenger left Custer, with the command
apparently moving aggressively toward

the Indian camp. Encountering Sioux

and Cheyenne warriors directed by Gall

at about 4:00 p.m., Custer moved north

and gained high ground at areas now

known as Greasy Grass Ridge and Custer

Ridge. Here he deployed one company,

led by Lt. James Calhoun, in a broad,

south-facing arc some 400 yards long.

Then, probably to confront a group of

Indians attacking from the north and

west, Custer took the rest of his men and

wheeled north. Leaving Capt. Myles

Keogh in charge of a company between

himself and Calhoun, Custer deployed his

remaining three companies between a

high point and a ravine, now called Last

Stand Hill and Deep Ravine, respectively.

These deployments formed a broad V-

shaped pattern—a classic offensive for-

mation—with the angle to the north, at

Last Stand Hill. The cartridge cases at-

tributed to the soldiers are generally in the

area of this V. There is very little archeo-

logical evidence to document any further

troop movement. Although the fight may
have been a running one until this final

deployment, after this, the units appar-

ently stood their ground.

We determined the soldiers" positions

from the presence of spent cartridges from

government-issue guns. Bullets fired from

the soldiers' guns were found embedded in

the ground, often within, or in front of, the

areas in which quantities of Indian car-

tridge cases were found. Bullets cor-

responding to the calibers of cartridge

cases at Indian positions were found em-
bedded in army positions. A few were as-

sociated with human remains.

The most intense Indian fire came from

a position about 300 feet southeast of Cal-

houn's position, where perhaps as many as

L
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The Sharp .52-caliber carbine, above, was converted

sometime after the Civil War to accommodate rimfire

cartridges. Similar weapons were among those used by Indian

warriors whofought Custer.

sixty .44-caliber Henry and Winchester

rifles were being fired. A second Indian

position, on Greasy Grass Ridge, was

southwest of Calhoun's men. A minimum
of forty-five guns using .44-caliber rimfire

ammunition were fired here, as well as at

least seven other types of weapons. Cal-

houn's men probably were overrun by In-

dians firing from these two positions.

The only physical evidence we found

for any movement among the soldiers' po-

sitions consists of some .45-caliber car-

tridge cases (U.S. Army issue for the

Springfield carbine), fired from the same
weapons. These were found, first, in the

Calhoun position, then scattered along a
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line toward the Keogh position, and fi-

nally, intermixed with cartridges belong-

ing to the Keogh group. Several of Cal-

houn's men, watching their comrades and
then their position fall, must have finally

retreated under fire to Keogh's position.

Some Indian weapons fired toward Cal-

houn's men were also fired toward the

cavalry line that stretched from Deep Ra-

vine to Last Stand Hill. This cavalry line

was also under attack from the north and
west by Crazy Horse, Two Moon, Lame
White Man, and other Sioux and Chey-
enne warriors. Judging by the numbers of

cartridges that we found, these warriors

were not as well armed as those fighting

Calhoun's men. Indians joining the attac .,

from the south, after Calhoun's positio:
„

collapsed, may have added the firepowe

and numbers needed to overwhelm th

cavalry.

The documented movement of a nuir

ber of Indian weapons indicates that as th

battle progressed, the Indians movof
upslope toward Custer's final position o:

Last Stand Hill. Some of the Indians cor

verged at a knoll north and east of the hij
^j

to shoot down into the knot of remainii^ j

men. We found little evidence that thi

soldiers fired their handguns. Indian ac

counts of the battle, gathered many year

afterward, state that the soldiers only uset



A recent painting by Eric von Schmidt, below, reconstructs the

Battle ofthe Little Bighornfrom thepoint ofview ofthe
cavalry. Depicted along with Lt. Col. George A. Custer (right

foreground} are others whose bodies werefound on Last Stand
Hill. His adjutant, Lt. W. W. Cooke, pistol in hand, falls near

Custer Custer's brother, Capt. Thomas W. Custer (foreground,

left ofcenter) crawls toward the pennant bearer (center).

Here Fell Custer © 1 976. ErH

ir Colts near the end of the battle, when

id-to-hand fighting began, and that af-

emptying their Colts, the soldiers did

have time to reload before the Indians

re upon them. The paucity of Colt bul-

1 and casings among the archeological

'f ds confirms these accounts. The battle

'\ s all over sometime between 5:00 and

< lO in the afternoon.

' Our excavations around the markers

infirm that most were placed where a

i dier fell, as shown by pieces of uni-

ms, weapons, and human bone found

irby. About thirty-eight pairs of mark-

(markers placed by twos around the

1 ;tlefield) usually indicated a single sol-

dier, thus accounting for many of the ex-

cess markers.

Although Custer's men were reburied

in a mass grave in 1881, we found human
remains belonging to at least thirty-two

individuals. Dr. Clyde Snow, a forensics

expert who is interpreting the remains,

says this is not unusual. Whenever un-

trained people gather up bones, they may
overlook small ones, such as hand and foot

bones, or not recognize them as human.

These were most of the bones we found.

The skull fragments we uncovered

showed that the bone had been broken

while still green, indicating what Dr. Snow-

calls "perimortem blunt instrument

trauma." An Indian warrior. Black Elk,

recounting the final moments of the bat-

tle, described how the Indians used hatch-

ets and clubs to finish off the sur\'iving

soldiers. While some of the evidence of

trauma we found was undoubtedly in-

duced at the time of death, many of the

cut marks and crushed skulls may have

resulted from mutilation of the dead, a

normal cultural expression of victory for

Sioux and Cheyenne warriors. This battle

was not exceptional in this regard, but to

the soldiers who buried Custer's dead on

June 28, 1876, the field was a scene of

ghastly and sickening horror.

The excavations around one pair of
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markers near the Deep Ravine yielded

many bones from one individual, some

uniform buttons, bullets, and a metal ar-

rowhead. Taking this data, the relative

placement of the artifacts, and a little

imagination, we could put together the

following scenario. The soldier was about

twenty-five years old and robust—prob-

ably strong for his 5'8" stature. He wore

regulation coat and pants and was hit by a

bullet from a .44-caliber repeating rifle.

The bullet was associated with a few rib

bones, suggesting the shot was to the chest

and may have been the mortal wound.

Whether the man was dead or dying,

someone also shot him in the head with a

Colt revolver. When the Indians overran

his position, they crushed his skull with a

war club and hacked at his front and back

with knives. The Indians did not remove

his uniform for cloth; perhaps it was too

bloody to be worthwhile.

So far the archeological data support

much in the Indian accounts of the battle

and contradict none of them. As the analy-

sis of the material collected in 1985 pro-

gresses, we will learn more details of Cus-

ter's fight, as well as what happened to

Reno and Benteen. The archeological

finds provide historians with a new re-

source in the study of the battle. By itself,

each button, bullet, or cartridge may seem
unimportant, but both the Indians and the

cavalry left behind arrangements of arti-

facts that reflected their fighting styles,

their ideas of leadership, and their con-

cepts of battle.

The Battle of the Little Bighorn epito-

mized the clash of cultures—the Native

American versus the Euro-American

—

that difl"ered in hundreds of ways, includ-

ing perceptions of land ownership, trea-

ties, and boundaries. It may not have been

of strategic importance in military history,

but it did affect the course of this struggle.

In the years preceding the battle, individ-

uals sympathetic to the Indians' plight

had determined government dealings with

them. If the debacle at the Little Bighorn

did nothing else, it galvanized the anti-

Indian forces in the U.S. government, in-

fluencing official policy toward the Plains

Indians until nearly the close of the nine-

teenth century. D
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The 1873 .44-caliber Winchester, above, was one type of repeating

rifle used by the Indian warriors. Repeating weapons, although faster,

were generally not as powerful or accurate as the army's Springfield

carbine. Edward S. Paxson, who painted Custer's Last Stand, below, near

the turn of the century, obtained information about the arms, uniforms,

and equipment used in the battle from Gen. Edward S. Godfrey, who had
been a lieutenant in one of Major Reno's companies.
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A rufous-phase screech owl sets outfrom its nest box.

Odd Couples

ofSuburbia
Thefemale eastern screech owl and her more diminutive mate

are among the breeding couples ofthe suburbs

by Frederick R. Gehlbach

It is 8:00 in the evening on a typical late

May day in central Texas. I sit thirty feet

from a screech owl nest box in a suburban

front yard. Inside are three downy chicks.

Their mother warms them, while her third

mate of the year roosts in a red cedar

twenty feet away. He is somewhat larger

than his two predecessors, both of which

were killed by cars on the busy street, and

I am anxious to learn what kind of food

provider he is.

Like many raptorial birds, male eastern

screech owls {Otus asio) furnish all the

food to their mates during incubation and

brooding, which are the responsibility of

the female alone. Another characteristic

that screech owls have in common with

most raptors is that the males are consid-

erably smaller than the females. The fe-

male screech owls I study are, on average,

17 percent heavier than their mates.

Every raptor biologist seems impelled

to theorize about why the usual sex-size

difference is reversed in hawks and owls,

and I am no exception. Over the years, I

have discovered that at least some female

screech owls choose their mates from

among the smallest males available, and I

have been trying to find out why. Do the

smaller males perhaps capture smaller

prey or consume less food overall, and if

so, how might this benefit the females and

nestlings?

For the past nineteen years, I have been

conducting a comparative study of the life

history strategies of suburban and rural

screech owls in and around Waco, Texas.

Screech owls thrive in some suburban

environments, especially those with good-

sized, wooded lots. As part of my study, I

closely monitor twelve to fourteen nests

annually. Nearly every night, I watch the

activities of at least one nesting pair for

two or more hours. And I visit each active

nest every five days, noting the weight

changes of its occupants, stored food, and

other basic information of incubation,

brooding, and nestling development. All

of this is especially easy to do in suburbia,

where eastern screech owls are used to

hubbub and quickly conditioned to my
obtrusiveness.

Furthermore, screech owls are easier to

locate in suburbia, where they are up to

five times more crowded than in the coun-

tryside. Typically, a rural pair of screech

owls range over about seventy-five acres of

greensward; a suburban pair occupy ten to

fifteen acres. Suburbanites in my study

area have replaced more than half of the

original wooded landscape with buildings,

streets, and driveways, restricting the cav-

ity-nesting owls to lawns and parks with at

least some mature trees. (In some subur-

ban yards, friendly homeowners—or re-

searchers—have also set up nest boxes.)

The number of trees per acre ranges from

132 in the suburbs to 438 at my rural

study areas; perhaps the biggest vegeta-

tional difference is the 75 percent reduc-

tion of shrub cover in suburbia.

At 8:1 1 P.M. the female appears at the

entrance hole, as her mate flies to his usual

food-delivery perch eight feet in front of

the box. A mourning dove stops singing,

but across the street, lawn mowing contin-

ues, and every two minutes a car passes

by. Three joggers run by, dogs bark in

response, and a passing motorcycle causes

the female to duck inside the nest box.
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Below: A week or so after leaving the nest, a screech owl

fledgling begins to catch insects on its own. Right: The ringtail

cat, a common denizen ofsuburban and rural Texas, is the

mostformidablepredator ofnestlings and eggs.

The male dumps a headless common
grackle in the entrance hole and departs.

By 8:25 it is dusk; neighborhood lights are

on. The female leaves the box for twenty

minutes, swoops across the street, defe-

cates, and takes a drink from a birdbath.

Next morning the grackle is two legs and
some feathers added to the nest debris.

Annually, my study begins in late Janu-

ary or early February when male screech

owls begin to reclaim ownership of one or

a few permanent roosting-nesting cavities

or nest boxes. Their lifelong mates may
remain through the winter but move short

distances if harsh weather and food short-

ages force a pair to split up. The winter

diet includes birds up to the size of a

mourning dove and rodents no larger than

black rats. Smaller birds, however, such as

house sparrows, dark-eyed juncos, and
pine siskins, are the most common winter

foods. As the breeding season progresses,

birds and mammals give way to insects

and reptiles in the owls' diet.

Suburban pairs overlap slightly in their

hunting ranges, and because males defend

only the cavities and areas in the immedi-
ate vicinity, they sometimes nest in boxes

only 150 feet apart. A sweet, melodious,

monotonic trill is their chief signal of cav-

ity ownership. They may switch to the

more familiar, descending trill during ter-

ritorial disputes, especially in late summer
and fall when a number of dispersing

youngsters are about. The seasonal shift

from monotonic to descending trill is very

pronounced, and I sometimes hear both

members of a pair trilling antiphonally

Such back-and-forth singing is often low

in volume and misleadingly ventrilo-

quistic, making the birds sound farther

away than they are.

The screech owl's vocal repertoire is

actually quite rich. Some authorities

claim these owls do not screech, but they

definitely do so if frightened. Known pred-

ators elicit hoots of alarm or barks that

presage physical attack. Small nestlings

peep like domestic chickens; larger ones

chatter when jostled, as do adults when
mobbed by songbirds. Large nestlings also

give rasping calls when begging for food.

And, like owls generally, all disturbed

screech owls clap their bills.

Vocal differences between males and
females provide a clue to understanding

sex roles in this species and, ultimately,

the significance of reversed size dimor-

phism. The males, for example, have
lower-pitched voices than the females and
are most likely to trill, a vocalization gen-

erally used when communicating with

their mates or proclaiming ownership of

;

cavity. Females are more apt to hoot am
bark, for example, when they are defend

ing their family.

March 24 is the average date for thi

first suburban egg of the year, four day

earlier than the first rural egg. Female

reoccupy nesting cavities for several day

prior to laying, and about 70 percent begii

incubation as soon as the first egg is laid

The first three eggs are laid at one- to two

day intervals, the fourth and later eggs a

two- to three-day intervals. In both th(.

suburbs and the countryside, the usua

clutch consists of four eggs, but clutch sizt
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if;! ranges from two to six, with bigger and

[ older females laying larger clutches.

i: During an incubation period of about

thirty days, females leave their clutches

[/for ten to twenty-five minutes at a time,

1)
usually at dusk, but sometimes also near

k dawn. Incubating females spend most of

!)
their time sitting quietly on their eggs;

31 even when I open nest boxes, most remain

i still, squint-eyed, and with ear tufts erect.

jjiThis behavior may lead a predator to over-

;a look a dark bird in a dark cavity When
ill handled gently, such females can be lifted

11 off and replaced upon their clutches with-

ij out incident. But if handled roughly, as I

have done to simulate a ringtail cat, cen-

tral Texas's foremost predator of subur-

ban and rural screech owl nests, females

kick their all-white eggs into the open,

where they are conspicuous against the

dark nest debris, and lie on their backs

with talons erect. No wonder few nesting

females are killed by ringtails, while an-

nual egg mortality averages 46 percent.

(Only 16 percent of nestlings die, but be-

cause of increased predation, the rate is

2.7 i- lies greater in the rural population.)

The male feeds his incubating and

brooding mate assiduously every time she

leaves the nest or by depositing food di-

rectly in the cavity. This is demanding

work. How does he do it? Interestingly,

males are not only smaller than females,

but their wing loading (that is, body

weight per unit wing surface area) is also

about 25 percent less. As a result, they

ought to be able to deliver more loads with

less energy expenditure or carr\' heavier

prey. Since I do not detect any sexually

related size difference in prey during ei-

ther the nesting season or the winter, 1

propose that small males simply need less

food for themselves and can give more of

what they catch to their mates, which are

totally dependent on them during the five-



week period of incubation and brooding.

The sensible choice for the female, then, is

a small mate, and indeed I find that fe-

males that lose the least weight during

nesting are the ones that raise the most

young to fledging.

In fact, females with the longest nesting

records are the heaviest; those found nest-

ing only once in my study areas are small-

er than all others. Also, my records show

that the female nestlings that survive to

become breeding adults are apt to be sig-

nificantly larger—at the time of band-

ing—than their nest mates. This suggests

that size has long-term survival value in

the eastern screech owl as it does among a

number of birds (my oldest breeding bird

is an eight-year-old female; average life

span is 3.6 years). Unfortunately, getting

comparable data on males is difficult; the

vast majority of banded nestlings that I

am later able to identify as breeding

adults are females. Perhaps males dis-

perse farther; they must seek out new,

unoccupied terrain, while at least some

females settle closer to home, accepted as

mates by older, established males.

It is 8:20 P.M. on an evening in the first

week of June, and the female, no longer

brooding, comes to the box without food,

looks in as if to check things out, and

departs. (She is easy to recognize because

I have dyed her tail tip yellow.) The male

leaves his perch in the red cedar almost

simultaneously and flies off in the opposite

direction. Until about 9:15 p.m. the Hnger-

ing light permits me to watch the pair

catching moths and katydids on tree fo-

liage and June bugs (beetles) and crickets

on the ground within a 300-foot radius of

the nest. The box itself is illuminated by a

porch light, so I have no difficulty seeing

each food delivery and determining the

identity of most items. Also, the adults

rarely fly directly to the nest with food;

usually they sit for a few seconds on a

perch near the box, which allows me to get

a good view with 7 X 42 binoculars.

Of sixty-six food-gathering flights I

monitor this particular night, fully one

third are only 75 to 150 feet in round-trip

length, and another third are no more than

325 feet. The shortest trips never go be-

yond the lOO-by-40-foot front yard in

Right:Afemale approaches her nest box to resume incubation

duty. Before the eggs hatch,females generally leave the nest

only once a day, usually at dusk, to get a drink or to defecate.

Below: For thefirstfew days afterfledging, and before they

have mastered the rudiments offlight, owlets often sit near one

another in a tree. There they arefed, and vigorously defended,

by their mother

Steven 0. Faccio

which the nest is found; slightly longer

ones include the yards next door and

across the street. Food supplies in subur-

bia are two to eight times more concen-

trated than in the rural environment,

which is surely the reason for such small

hunting ranges.

While the parent owls often hunt in

opposite directions, once a food source is

located, both birds fly to and from it re-

peatedly. For instance, June beetl(

drawn to lights attract the owls, whic

make twenty-one sorties to one patio ligl

tonight. The birds swoop low from the ne

cavity or a perch, fly three to eight fei

above the ground, and then rise abrupt

to another perch from which they pounc

on the insects. (Swooping low may perm

unobstructed travel under the tree ca:

opy, but it certainly gets screech owls in'
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trouble crossing streets. Moreover, the

birds catch earthworms on wet pavement,

even during rain, which further explains

why vehicles are their great nemesis.)

The owls also pursue some six species of

small serpents. One, the Texas blind

snake, is brought in alive and lives in the

debris at the bottom of the nest. Perhaps

the blind snake's smooth cylindrical body

and writhing defensive behavior protect it,

since eastern screech owls always try to

kill and usually decapitate vertebrate

prey. Once it has slipped out of the owl's

talons, a blind snake burrows about in the

leaves, rotten wood, nestling fecal piles.

pellets, and stored food that litter the nes

eating fty and other soft-bodied insect la

vae. Curiously, owlets in nests with live-

blind snakes grow faster and are mo:

likely to survive to fledging than othi

broods of the same size and in the san

year, perhaps because larvae eaten b\ tl

snakes might otherwise parasitize tl

nestlings or compete with them for fooc

I observe that in all nests fast growl

and a relatively short nestling period a-

related and that these two factors, in tur

are always associated with low nestlir

mortality. (Suburban nestlings gro

faster than their rural cousins, and or
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suit is that breeding success is signifi-

ntly higher in suburbia.) CannibaHsm

ong the siblings, starvation, and suffo

tion are the main causes of death at this

,ge, although predation is important in

e country. Just how rapid growth leads

breeding success became clear when I

krned that the last-hatched, smallest

i;stling grows especially fast. It quickly

litches up to its bigger brothers and sis-

rs and hence is less likely to be eaten,

laothered, or put last in line for food. And
hen all the owlets grow fast, they all

< pcrience shorter nestling periods, which

iv cs predators less time to discover them.

After an average of twenty-seven days,

ijvlets are ready to leave the nest. They

;dge in the order in which they hatched,

le or two a night. Hunger is a major

centive in large broods and among last-

tched chicks. When the nestlings ap-

oach fledging weight, which is heavier

suburbia than in the countryside, the

irents deliver less food, and the youngest

vlets lose weight. And as soon as one has

ft the nest, the others certainly lose

sight, since the parents devote most of

eir attention to fledglings.

In contrast to their passivity during in-

ibation, adult screech owls, especially

males, actively defend older nestlings

id fledglings from predators and other

usances. A few days before they fledge,

stlings spend much time looking out of

le cavity entrance, so I always know what

> expect next. A hard hat and glasses are

3w in order if I want to approach closer

lan fifty feet or so, because some males

id nearly all females will attack at this

t,me. Once a female hung from my ear

!> ibe by one talon—momentarily!
' Adults, again especially the females,

ten vocalize before attacking, but not

t ways, particularly when the interloper is

: 'nail. A large eastern cottontail rabbit

—

1 Sither predator nor prey—that inno-

1 ;ntly hops too near the nest may find

self attacked. I once watched an owl

ring a moth back to her nest just as a

ibbit bounded into view. She delivered

le food, turned around in the entrance,

id peered intently at the cottontail al-

lost directly below. Quietly, she swooped

a the apparently unsuspecting rabbit as it
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An adult screech owl delivers a caterpillar to an

approximately three and a halfweek old nestling. Once the

young birds show themselves like this at the cavity entrance,

fledging is only afew days away.

Steven D. Faccio

hopped beyond the nest tree and bopped it

squarely on the back. The startled crea-

ture leaped two feet into the air and ran

another fifty or so feet to the driveway.

The male owl came by next but only made
a low, silent pass over the rabbit.

Saving physical defense, and hence en-

ergy, for the time when the young birds

are close to independence, and when it

may be too late to renest successfully in

the current year, makes sense to me.

Breeding success is more closely related to

number of fledglings than to clutch size,

because lost nestlings are not replaced

while clutches are. And for females to be

the chief defenders is also logical because

their extra weight allows a much harder

strike. Some males do attack, but females

do so almost invariably and usually first.

Thirty minutes of waiting on day 27,

beginning at 8; 15 p.m., has produced only

an excited pair of trilling and hooting par-

ents. No feeding so far. Do the adults

sense that a nestling will leave? I have

moved back fifty feet, but the female

buzzes me. At 8:45, a nestling simply

drops to the ground after hanging a few

minutes by one leg from the entrance hole.

It sits where it lands and is visited once by

its mother, which has no food that I can

see. She then flies to an oak twenty-five

feet away, and the owlet follows hopping

and flapping, covering one to five feci

time. On reaching the tree, the little t

uses its beak, its feet, and its flapp

wings to climb. (Fledgling screech o'

like other owls and hawks I have observ

cannot really fly for a few days.) Wit

three minutes of leaving the safety of

nest, the new fledgling sits eight 1

above the ground.

The next night I am back at my post

8:20, and the adults are busy feeding

lone fledgling,which now sits twenty-

feet above ground in its climbing ti

They totally ignore loud, food-begg

calls from the two remaining nestlings.

8:55, number two chick leans way (

weaves and bobs in customary fashi

and hurtles eight feet through the air,

ing two feet in elevation, but landing c

small tree trunk directly in front of

nest box. This one also climbs straight

Then the third owlet climbs out of

hole, up over the top of the nest box,

;

on up the large elm tree supporting

Next morning all three fledglings are

gether on a thin branch at the tiptop

another elm close to the nest box. T

oldest fledgling had moved about th:

feet through the tops of at least two tr

to reach its new position, where all

accompanied by their mother.

The female usually stays within a 1
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feet of the fledglings during their first few

days to two weeks outside the nest. Unhke

adults, which normally roost at the base of

a limb next to the tree trunk, in a vine

tangle, or in a cavity, youngsters are liable

to sit anywhere except in a cavity, and

during these early days, the attendant par-

ent does likewise. My close approach elic-

its an attack from the female, while her

mate, if he happens to be nearby, watches

wide-eyed or simply flies away. After

about one week, fledglings fly moderately

well, begin making clumsy attempts to

catch insects, and may wind up separated

from each other and from adults in the

daytime. The young become increasingly

independent but are tolerated and occa-

sionally fed within their parent's hunting

range for most of the summer.

Juvenile screech owls begin to disperse

in late summer. All seem to be on the

move by August or September, judging

from the increase in the number of de-

scending trills by resident males at this

time. Recoveries of banded youngsters six

to forty-eight months after fledging indi-

cate movements up to nine miles away

from natal areas, although most found as

breeding adults have settled less than a

mile from the nest box in which they were

raised. A few rural owlets have been re-

discovered nesting in suburbia, but not the

reverse. This may be because food is more

plentiful in the suburbs.

For many of the fledglings, life is short.

For example, 7 1 percent of the suburban

birds killed by cars between October and

February are juveniles. Other youngsters

fly into windows or are caught by preda-

tors, and some simply seem to starve to

death during their first winter. Two cases

are illustrative: a month after fledging, a

young owl, attempting to catch an insect,

strikes a lighted window and breaks its

neck; it is only 250 feet from its nest. From

the same nest box the next year, again

almost exactly one month postfledging

and but 400 feet from its birthplace, a

juvenile is hit by a car and breaks one

wing. In the rural environment a serious

injury means certain death, but suburban

owls are sometimes rescued by their hu-

man neighbors, some of whom are raptor

rehabilitators.

By fall I am relatively free of fieldwork

and can rethink my findings of the eariier

years. Each season is a new test of old

ideas. Regarding questions about reversed

size dimorphism, my observations con-

firm that in any given breeding season, the

smallest of the males tend to do most of

the breeding. I predict that these males

are the most efficient energetically ;

that this significantly contributes to

productive success since it means mp
food for the female and her young. At

same time, large size is an advantage H
females because they lay more eggs, r

more offspring, and are the main defe

ers of nestlings and fledglings.

If my ideas are valid, screech a
might conceivably go on diverging in si

But I think the species' habit of nesting

cavities would probably select against

males that were too big. In central Tex

most of the cavities available to, and saf

for, screech owls are small. Barn a

barred owls, plus opossums, raccoons, i

squirrels, and ringtails, are potential pn

ators and competitors for cavities, \

they require or prefer more spacious

.

commodations. If a female is too big

squeeze into a cavity selected and (

fended by her smaller mate, she may i

to reproduce; large size is, therefore,

advantage only up to a point. Size div

gence in screech owls (and most like

other cavity-nesting owls and haw)

should thus focus primarily on males

stead of females; and female choice ol

small, energetically efficient mate may
the most critical selective factor in t

evolution of size dimorphism.
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Set your own pace exploring |ungle trails through
Manuel Antonio National Park Many of Costa Rica's
750 varieties of birds and several species of mon-
keys are to be seen in their natural habitat Luxury
accommodations in a pristine setting

Hotel La IVIanposa, Box 4A, Quepos, Costa Rica
506/77 03 55 U,S 800-223-6510 or 212/832-2277
Canada 1 •800-268-0424. B.C. 112-800-268-0424

JTieMarK^t
LINEKIN BAY SAILING RESORT. Fleet of sailboats, two
masted schooner, sailing instructions, heated pool,

tennis Write for folder Boothbay Harbor, Maine 04538

WESTERN ADVENTURE on authentic ranch Fun for all

ages Operating stock ranch 50 miles north of Yellow-

stone Park A birders paradise Riding, fishing, pack
trips All ranch activities 63 Ranch, Box NH979, Living-

ston, MT 59047. Tel (406) 222-0570,

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL BARGAIN: BELIZE! Mayan rums, moun-
tain waterfalls, lungles thick with wildlife Dive, fish

hemisphere's largest barrier reef Explore Belize with

small group and expert guides Explore Belize, PO
Box 2381 -N, Gainesville, FL 32602 (800) 344-MAYA,
Florida (904) 372-5169

Himalayan

ALASKA HUMPBACK WHALES AND ORCAS. E
California and Galapagos Islands We have provic

outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips fore

15 years Biological Journeys, 1876B Ocean Dn
McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

UNIQUEDESTINATIOA
• The SAHARA desert, guided by l^iareg nom
• Birds in the PANTANAL, penguins in PATAGO^
• Treks: ECUADOR, MALI, MOROCCO, THAILAND,
INDIA, N. YEMEN, TURKEY, CRETE.

251 E, Slst St., Dept. m, NYC, NY 10022 (212) 355-14

ALASKA'S TREKS n' VOYAGES Sea kayak rents

Instruction/Tours in Kenai Fjords Mountain adventu
Nature hikes/Wild scenic river trips throughout A!

ka's Parklands Box 625N, Seward, AK 99664 (9i

224-3960, 288 3610

ALLAGASH Canoe Trips Maine' Canada! Wilderne
Wildlife! Guided adventures for teens, adults, famili

Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours

with expert naturalists Kenya and Tanzania safaris

Rwanda mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba Over 80 tnps/worldwide. Free color catalog
Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley
CA 94707 (415) 524-51 11

AFRICAN ADVENTURES— Walking, camping,
lodge + camping. Mount Kenya. From $1995, 18 days
including air. Voyagers, NH6, Box 915, Ithaca NY
14851

AFRICAN TRAVEL—STUDY SAFARIS. Educationally
oriented, owner operated, escorted tented camping/
luxury lodges Kenya, Tanzania, Southern Africa Rte
2/Box 732, Bethel. Vermont 05032 (802) 234-5637

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradisi

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two orf(

weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 78
Cliffside Dnve, Akron, OH 44313

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson,

19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs feat

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cai

dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $7

including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sig

seeing, small groups, adventur&and more! Write
brochure

AUSTRALIA! Birding tours led by Len Robinson in J.

'86 and February '87 Photographic tour in October I

Garden and botanical tour including wildflowers

Western Australia in October '86 Natural history a

general interest tours in January and February "I

Global Quest International, Inc., PO. Box 309, Ithai

NY 14851 (800) 336-6635 In NYS (607) 272-01 05 colle

I SELL THE BEST THINGS
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\liTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The best of small

imp tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
Ci outback to Gt. Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour,

lESuide St., Clifton Beach 4871 Old, Australia

;( AVIORAL ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY in Kenya's

fiimparable l^aasai l\/lara. Unsurpassed access to

ivi' animal lives, excellent guidance, comfortable liv-

(iclWrite Geocycle, Rt 3, Box 657, Yakima, WA 98901

^r.fill (509) 248-3700

rCLING IN FRANCE: Delightful leisurely tours of

bogne in l\/lay, Loire and Provence in September.

Ipeeds and hotels provided. Free Brochure; Nan
ault, R.F.D. Ill, Vineyard Haven, MA 02568

ilTER FOR STUDIES IN CULTURE & ENVIRON-
:JT: Worldw/ide Seminars/Workshops in Folkart;

Idth Care; Photography; Natural/Cultural History;

<cation Professional Leaders. Folkways Institute:

-.0-547 7400 Ext 12

:;()TA RICA. A NATURALISTS DREAM. December
!<-January 3 and April 17-26, 1987. Small group

jiled by expert leaders. Unsurpassed variety of wild-

if(-850 bird species! Spectacular habitats, relaxed

n= Five/days based in an intimate inn on the Pacific.

Jiisually delightful accommodations. Nature World

)lorations, 1 1442 High Hay Dhve NH, Columbia, MD
ni4 (301) 730-0877

I lll^llfll Trekking (walking) expeditions to the fool
^ "^"*" oft^l Everest S Annapurna \NMUIe

llJiS salans in search ol rare Asian birds and
- , mammals Explorations ot remote Bhutan
SNCpal Srkkim. Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

10 35 day programs from $670 00 • airfare

Free Brochures

HiwAlavfAvt TrAvcl, Inc.
PC Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830

(203) 622-0068 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

JLTURAL TOURS FOR THE Discerning Traveler: Au-

Ji cassette tape walking tours/driving tours. Euro-

:»n/Amencan cities and regions $14 95 each. Order:

2!) 785-TOUR Brochure: SASE Travelcassettes,

3. 982, New Haven, CT 06504

aERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

niping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From

Wb.OO + airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also

th Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
r brochure. US agents for Bhtain's Tracks Travel,

leers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel,

481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

LORE TANZANIA AND KENYA, Experience Ad
lurous 18 day Safari—Departing December 18 and

jary 15, 1987, $3095. New Directions Travel. 350

Avenue, Suite 1415, New York. New York 10118

'.) 695-7030

LORE THE NATURAL HISTORY of Southern An-

^ with Dr. Fred Gehlbach (see article on p. 56 of this

e) on "Mountain Islands and Desert Seas." For

Its August 3-16 Sponsored by the Cottonwood

ch Foundation Also four and seven-week summer
grams for boys and girls (12-17). Emphasis on envi-

nental studies, archeology, native Indian crafts,

ng and camping For details write or call Thomas
ngs Director, PO. Box 14957NH, Albuquerque. NM
91 (505) 293-3865 or (505) 862-7503

i_APAGOS ISLANDS Economic lours from $1666

ijding airfare 8, 1 1 & 1 5 days Galapagos, all meals

lador/Peru options University credit available. Jo-

l)h Colley, Last, Inc. 43 Millstone Road.
Jidallslown, MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

GALAPAGOS
tou, 9 other adventurers and our ticensed

laturalist will sail by schooner to explore

lore islands than any other Galapasos

:xpedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCnCFLOHTS 415-435^22

1606nf Juanitajiburon; CA 94920
.

HAWAII—Led by the author/illustrator of the field

guide to the birds of Hawaii. Departures in August,
September, November, March. Voyagers. NH6. Box
915, Ithaca, NY 14851

JAPAN ART, ARCHITECTURE, FOLKART TOUR 21

days, October 20 November 9 Exquisite temples, gar-

dens, Shinto shrines, Shogun castles, colossal Bud-
dhas, museums; pottery village, Amu Village in Hok-
kaido, Tokyo, Kamakura. Kyoto, Ise, Nara, Sapporo,
Sounkyo Gorge, Lake Toya cruise. Expert guiding; lim-

ited size group Brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours. Dept N, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford,

CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

JOIN ANTHROPOLOGIST/ECOLOGIST, Plains Tribes

gathenng, Custer Battlefield, Medicine Wheel, Buffalo

Jump. Cody Museum. Yellowstone, Tetons Learning
Adventures, 1556N Georgia, Boulder City, NV 89005
(702) 293-5753

KENYA 86/87—Papyrus Tours specializing in Kenya
for best value in leisurely tours with expert leaders;

superb itineranes for 2 and 3 weeks For brochure

write: Steve Graham, 8450 West 10 Mile Road, Royal

Oak, Ml 48068

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years

experience. Perry Mason Safahs. Box 1643, Danen. CT
06820 (203) 838-3075

MEXICAN JUNGLE RIVER TRIP Howler monkeys.
Scarlet Macaws, Maya ruins. Far Honzons, Box 1 529-N,

San Anselmo. CA 94960

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji. Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co . Box 3042-N.

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

NEW ZEALANDi Birding tour led by Len Robinson in

January '87 Global Quest International, Inc.. PO Box
309, Ithaca. NY 1 4851 (800) 336-6635 In NYS (607) 272-

0105 collect

ORANGUTANS, macaques, other wildlife at research

station in Sumatra. Groups of twelve with anthropolo-

gist and Director of station. Visit Singapore. Malaysia,

Indonesia Orangutans, Box 590, Cave Creek, AZ
85331

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu. Overland

expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-

sions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481 NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION

Tn mpporl Ijical C'«—

.

titid Peruvian Children

Vnimdatiitn

Wildertiesf, Exficdili

nm) 342-UkW

10 WashinBlon aCc^.. SW. Roai

PLANNING A TRIP'' Make the most of the expenence

Let us write you an individualized travel guide Details

Traveller's Choice. PO Box 687, Manchester. NH
03105

RIVER RUNNING AT ITS BEST! Join us on the mighty

Green in eastern Utah. Ride a raff or learn to row your

own boat. Free brochure. Bighorn Expeditions, Box

365D.Bellvue. CO 80512

SACRED TOURS OF BRITAIN offers 14 day guided

lours of the ancient, sacred sites of Britain The lours

offer in-depth, historical, archeological, mythical and

spinlual understandings of the sites, set against a

backdrop of the most beautiful scenery in Britain. Sa-

cred Tours of Britain, PO Box 253-N, Clinton. WA
98236

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE. Solomon Sea
Islands in traditional Melanesian outngger. Alasks's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' brigantine

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips Nor-

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean, Hawaii. Over 80 tnps,

small groups. Free color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue, Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

SAIL A SCHOONER
10 the SAN JUANS. VICTORIA and CANADA.
ENJOY marine life, an and photography

EXPLORE islands, bays and sounds

EXPERIENCE a unique sailing vacalion

Brochure: Island Adventures

PACIFIC CLIPPER CRUISES
P.O. Box 243. Port Townsend, WA 98368

Phone: (206) 385-5885

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS—WORLDWIDEi Dis-

cover Fascinating Worlds of Vanishing Nature and
Legendary Cultures, closeup Affordable Tours, Expe-

ditions, Hiking, Biking— in Afnca, Latin America. Asia.

Europe, Australia/Pacific. Forum Travel, 91 Gregory,

Pleasant Hill. California 94523 (415) 671-2900

UNIQUE RAFTING ADVENTURES in remote Canadian
wilderness Great Canadian River Voyageurs. Box
14222, Edgewater, CO 80214

WALKING. WINING & DINING in Haute Provence.

Guided 8 day tours September/October. Small

groups, lodging local inns, gourmet meals. Horseback
trek same locale also available. VAL-America, 592 Cold

Spnng Road, Syosset, NY 11791 (516)367-3746

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featuring

the Whales of the World Expert naturalistsi Cruises/

expeditions to Australia, Baja, Alaska, Sea of Cortez,

Galapagos, Antarctica. Free Catalog! Whale Center.

3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland. CA 94611 (415)

654-6621

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS—Maine/Canada Small

parties personally guided/instructed Incredibly varied

wildlife Katahdin Outfitters, Box 34N, Millinocket, ME
04462 (207) 723-5700

WIND RIVER FIELD SEMINARS. Unique seminars, rich

in ecological and topical diversity, staffed with profes-

sional naturalists, educators, and research biologists

who are dedicated to making your vacation an inspir-

ing, memorable experience Our week-long adult pro-

grams feature birding in Mexico, exclusive bighorn

photography tn Wyoming, ski-tounng in Yellowstone,

nature photography in Flonda, and explonng Califor-

nia's Anza Borrego Desert. Wind River (^ield Seminars,

Box 1150, Dubois, WY 82513

Video

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration Video Breathtaking music Cntically ac-

claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 3217 V7
Arville. Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

VIDEO TRANSFER Protect your treasured memories
Convert your slides, movies, photos and negatives to

VMS or Beta Video cassette. Call or write for details

City Camera Exchange. 5 John Street. NY, NY 10038
(212)349-2956

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75 per word; 16 word ($44) minimum Display classi-

tied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must t>e pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis-

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay-

able to NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine. Central Park West at 79lh St.,

New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month, two
months pnor to cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication



SkyReporte

Offthe Main Drag
While other spaceprobes headed toward Halley, aNASA craft made thefirst visit ever to a comet

by Stephen E Maran

On September 11, 1985, the NASA
space probe ICE (Internationa! Cometary

Explorer) passed through the head and

tail of a small comet. Measurements made

by on-board instruments during this brief

visit to Comet Giacobini-Zinner not only

confirmed a theory of comet tails that was

proposed in 1957 by Nobel Prize-winning

physicist Hannes Alfven but also revealed

previously unobserved cometary phenom-

ena, including the existence of beams of

high-speed, electrically charged mole-

cules and the generation of intense plasma

waves (electrical and magnetic distur-

bances that resemble very low frequency

radio waves).

Despite its name, ICE was not designed

to visit a comet. At first, it wasn't even

called ICE. When launched in August

1978, the spacecraft was named the Inter-

national Sun-Earth Explorer 3 {ISEE-3).

Nor was the probe designed to voyage 44

million miles from the earth, where it flew

through Comet Giacobini-Zinner on Sep-

tember 11. Its modest original goal was a

station only 930,000 miles from the earth

in the direction of the sun. There, ISEE-3
was to (and did) monitor the solar wind,

the outward-flowing plasma (electrified

gas) that comes from the sun's outer atmo-

sphere, or corona. Two other craft, ISEE-
1 and -2, were placed in orbit to measure

disturbances induced by the solar wind in

the earth's magnetosphere.

The magnetosphere is the huge region

of magnetic fields and trapped atomic

particles that surrounds the earth outside

the atmosphere. Its best-known compo-

nents are the Van Allen belts, which were

discovered by the U.S. satellite Explorer

1 in 1958. Until recently, and perhaps

even now, its least-known component has

been the geotail, a magnetic formation

that extends far beyond the moon's orbit

on the side of the earth opposite the sun.

Like a comet, the earth has a tail that

always points away from the sun. Unlike a

comet tail, however, the geotail is invis-
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ible, even with a telescope. Nevertheless,

it can be investigated if suitable instru-

ments, such as magnetometers (which

measure magnetic fields) and plasma-

measuring devices, are trailed through it

by a spacecraft, like oceanographic sen-

sors being towed behind a research vessel.

In mid-1982, ISEE-3 was given a new

assignment as an interplanetary explorer

and was diverted from its sunward station

to conduct the first detailed survey of the

distant reaches of the geotail. The probe

made two long sweeps through the geotail

in 1983, mapping it to a distance from the

earth about four times greater than the

distance to the moon. Earlier satellites had

gathered information on the properties of

the geotail close to the earth, and a few

deej)-space probes had obtained fragmen-

tary data while passing through the

geotail at great distances from the earth,

en route to other regions. These previous

studies, however, could not prove whether

(as some physicists believed) the geotail

breaks up into distinct, long magnetic fila-

ments at great distances from the earth,

like a peacock's tail that divides into feath-

ers, or whether (as other investigators pro-

posed) the geotail retains its structure at

great distances, like the long tail of an

alligator. The ISEE-3 survey validated

the concept of a single long tail and,

among many other observations, repeat-

edly found plasmoids sweeping down the

geotail from the direction of the earth.

Plasmoids are huge, thin clouds of elec-

trified gas, threaded by magnetic fields.

I'm always tempted to call them "great

balls of plasma." According to data from

ISEE-3 and from satellites orbiting closer

to the earth, plasmoids are ejected from

the magnetosphere at a point relatively

close to the earth during geomagnetic

storms, which themselves are triggered by

solar flares or other disturbances on the

sun. They fly away from the earth along

the geotail and are so large that a typical

plasmod. as observed in 1982 and 1983,

traveling at up to 2 million miles per ho

took up to thirty minutes to pass ISEE
The next mission of ISEE-3 was to vi

Comet Giacobini-Zinner.

Spacecraft such as ISEE-3 are not e;

ily diverted from their paths. Few en

have enough rocket fuel on board or otb

means of propulsion to enable them to;

around the cosmos at a ground controlle;

(or pilot's) will, a luxury available only

Buck Rogers, Han Solo, and other sci

space heroes. ISEE-3 was twice direct

down the geotail and later sent on

Comet Giacobini-Zinner by means of 1

nar gravitational assists, a technique th

uses the moon's gravity. The probe's we.

on-board propulsion was employed only

fine tune ISEE-3\ trajectory and to t

the probe in the desired direction.

To slow down a spacecraft with lun

gravity, engineers send the craft on a ti

jectory that takes it past the leading hen I

sphere of the moon (the side that fac \

forward as the moon moves along its orl
[

around the earth). But to accelerate 1

1

craft, engineers must order it past the c|r

positely directed, or trailing, hemispheiif

To survey the geotail and visit the comi^j

ISEE-3 had to be swung past the mo<l^

five times. On December 22, 1983, in

final lunar swing-by, the craft skimmi

within just seventy-five miles of the lun

surface, picking up enough speed to hurl

out to meet Comet Giacobini-Zinner

September 1985. When ISEE-3 flew o

of the earth-moon system on a path t

ward the comet, it was renamed ICE.

Early on the September morning

/C£'s encounter with Comet Giacobii

Zinner, I was sitting at the fore of

NASA auditorium. Behind and above n^

a large projected image of the comet w
marked to show the position of the spac

craft as it made its final approach. Linki

by voice lines to the control center ai

other key points and surrounded by moi

tor screens displaying data from tl

probe, as well as images of the comet fro

_



TIERRA DEL FUEGOKing George Island

niralty. Bay

;h Shetland g^^ chmnei
[slands Hope Bay

ilson^Island ^
Deception Island

Low Island

Gerlache Strait

ANTARCTICA
Anvers Island

ngshausen Sea

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL fflSTORY

% ANTARCTICA
Luxury Adventure Cruise
January 20 - February 3, 1987

Discover Antarctica with a team of Museum experts as

you cruise on the world's highest rated, luxury expedition

vessel, the 5-Star M.V. Society Explorer Learn with

Museum scientists about the abundant and diverse wildlife^

magnificent landscapes of towering mountains and icebergs,

and the history of the early explorers and modem research

stations. Learn about Antarctica. . .Land on it!. . .The

Seventh Continent.

Cruise with the American Museum at the best time

of the Antarctic summer, when moderate daytime

temperatures provide optimum conditions for this

special adventure Enjoy superb cuisine^ service and

public facilities (dining room, lounges, observation

decks, etc) while cruising on the Society Explorer

There are only 47 excellent outside passenger cabins,

assuring you of a small group experience aboard ship

and ashore

"fou will cruise through Tierra Del Fuego and along

the 700 mile Antarctic Peninsula with Museum ex-

perts pointing out highlights. Optional post-cruise

excursions to Easter Island and the fjords of

Patagonia are available

Antarctica is rarely visited ... be one of the few par-

ticipants to share this special Discovery Cruise

Write or call the American Museum Discovery

Tburs office today toll-free (800) 462-8687 or

(212) 873-1440.

Puerto

Williams

,7-\C?Be'i

Tierra Del Fuego

Drake Passage

Antarctic Peninsula

South Pole

ANIAKCTICA

Paradise Harbour

Lemaire
Channel

American
Museum of

_ Natural
as'II History
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OUR OWN
EXCLUSIVE
DmOSAUR
BOOKENDS

Executed in weighted pewter, 5 1/2"

high and 7 3/4" wide. $21.25 set

($3.00 shipping and handling).

Please send me
Dinosaur bookends

I enclose a check payable to the American Museum
ol Natural History for $ Please add N Y

sates ta?: where applicable

City state Zip

Mail to: (Museum Shop
Amencan t^useum ot Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

Nen York New York 10024-9981

It's

just

one

short

step

between

floors

with

Elevette"!
Step into this modern home elevator in-
stead of climbing up and down the hard
way. "Elevette" is a life-saver for the
handicapped or elderly ... is a conveni-
ence for the whole family. And the variety
of color-coordinated designs includes one
to complement your decor.

VititB for tree color-illustrated catalog.
Facts on "Elevette":
budget-priced, single-seat

StairLIFf; Inclinelte, the
deluxe single-seat lift;

INCLIN-ATOR. lift for
2 people. Tax deductible
when recommended by
doctor.

INCLINATOR COMPANY OF AMERICA
DEPT. 17

P. O. BOX 1557
HARRISBURG, PA 17105-1557
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ground-based observatories, I had the task

of describing the events of the encounter

to an audience of scientists, NASA offi-

cials, and members of the press. Like

many in the room, I was very much in

suspense. As it neared the comet, ICE was

about fifty times farther from the earth

than it had originally been designed to

travel, and as a result, its radio signals

were very weak. Even should ICE success-

fully penetrate the comet, the radio telem-

etry of measurements made during the

event might be too weak to be recorded on

the earth.

There were other concerns. A comet's

tail or at least the part known as the

plasma tail (it glows in blue light, as shown

in color photographs of comets, while the

other component, called the dust tail,

shines yellow by the reflected light of the

sun) waves up and down in the solar wind,

like a wind sock at an airport. This plasma

tail was the very part of the comet that

ICE scientists wished to investigate, but

would the tail wave off in the wrong direc-

tion when it was too late to make any final

adjustment in ICE's trajectory? Even if

the spacecraft went through the tail,

would its payload, built to monitor the

solar wind, obtain meaningful data on the

comet? Some scientists doubted that it

would. Finally, mission engineers feared

that dust particles from the comet, even if

individually too small to damage the

spacecraft, might yet blanket ICE's solar

cell panels, which power the scientific in-

struments, radio transmitter, and other

spacecraft systems. Coated with dust, the

panels would generate little if any electric-

ity. In that event, no data would be re-

turned to the earth. All of these fears

proved to be unwarranted. The spacecraft

went through the plasma tail, much data

was obtained and returned to the earth,

and there was no measurable drop in

ICE's electrical power generation during

the comet encounter.

Scientists had predicted that as Comet
Giacobini-Zinner and other comets
moved through the solar wind they would

be accompanied by moving disturbances

called bow shocks, much as the Concorde

is preceded by a sonic boom when it ex-

ceeds the speed of sound. Such bow
shocks have been found to accompany the

earth and some other planets as they

travel through the solar wind, which per-

vades interplanetary space. This predic-

tion seemed to have been verified about

4:30 A.M., EDT, on that September morn-

ing, when Fred Scarf, an investigator of

plasma waves at the aerospace firm TRW,
Inc., in Redondo Beach, California, re-

ported that his plasma-wave receiver on

ICE had detected the apparent signature

of a bow shock. Almost immediately, I

word came in that this and other on-bo;

instruments were registering very high s

nal levels, indicating that ICE had enter

a zone of intense radiation and turbuh

plasma. The spacecraft was then m(

than 110,000 miles from the comet,

about the same time, word came that p

tons apparently associated with the con

were streaming in a directed manner, w
about 400 times as many protons flowi

one way as flowed in the opposite din

tion. (Protons are positively charged pai

cles and in most cases are the nuclei

hydrogen atoms that have lost their asso

ated electrons.)

At about 7:00 a.m., shortly before /(

was due to pass through the central part

Comet Giacobini-Zinner's plasma ti

Goddard comet specialist Malcol

Niedner excitedly told me from the cc

trol center: "We're beginning to dete

field draping." This was the first indi(''

tion that the theory proposed by Hanr
Alfven of the University of California

San Diego would be confirmed. Accoi

ing to this theory, the distinctive, nam
shape of a cometary plasma tail is due

the confinement of plasma from the he;

of the comet by a hairpin-shaped ma
netic field. This configuration supposed

forms when magnetic field lines in t

solar wind encounter the electrified atm

sphere in the head of the comet and bei

around it (hence "field draping"). Edwa
J. Smith, the interplanetary physicist

the Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pas

dena, California, who built the ma
netometer carried by ICE, found tl

draped field lines in the comet's plasn

tail bore out Alfven's predictions,

though the strength of the magnetic fie

was greater than expected

Despite the first indications fro

Scarfs instrument, analysis of data fro

various ICE instruments by Smith ai

others did not confirm the presence of

bow shock. There was indeed a major di

turbance around the comet at about tl

location where a bow shock had been pr

dieted, but the detailed mapping of tl

disturbance by several instruments did ni

jibe with previous surveys of planetaj

bow shocks. Normally, the speed of tl

solar wind changes from supersonic
|

subsonic as the wind crosses a bow shoo

and this transition occurs over a narro

region. But around Comet Giacobir

Zinner, there seems to be a broad intera

tion zone in which the solar wind may sld

down gradually as it encounters lar|

numbers of heavy electrified molecull

from the comet. Further understandiij

will require measurements from othi

comet probes.



Within the plasma tail of the comet, the

IE instruments found that the plasma

ys cooler and less turbulent than in the

!b)ad interaction zone or in the solar wind

f: from the comet. One instrument, de-

s ned to determine what substances were

p;sent, detected ionized water vapor

( ith chemical formula H2O +), a sub-

s nee known since 1973 to occur in com-

e, and also found the related molecule

Q^, known as hydronium, whose pres-

:e in comets had been predicted, but

t previously verified,

ro me, the single most notable finding

the ICE mission was the detection by

truments from the Imperial College in

m and the Max Planck Institute for

traterrestrial Physics in Garching,

!St Germany, of heavy electrified parti-

s called pickup ions (because they have

;n, in effect, picked up by the solar

id), streaming through interplanetary

ice at distances of up to 2.5 million

les from the comet. These particles

med to be flowing systematically away

m the sun, rather than away from the

'net, but the ICE investigators never-

l ;less concluded that the particles de-

led from the comet. Although logic

|uld attribute them to solar emission,

ensive studies of the solar wind, includ-

ii; a seven-year study by ICE, revealed no

;h molecules until ICE neared Comet
lacobini-Zinner. This points to the

net as the origin.

The present theory holds that the ob-

ved, electrically charged molecules

re shed by the comet's solid nucleus,

;; so-called dirty iceball, as neutral (not

ctrified) molecules. As neutral parti-

s, they were not confined by magnetic

ilds and accordingly were not channeled

ilo the comet's plasma tail. Instead, they

nw outward into space, some traveling

^Bvard the sun. As the latter approached

; sun, they were ionized (electrically

irged) by the action of solar ultraviolet

[it. Once ionized, they were subject to

ces exerted by the solar wind, which

'i 'ersed their paths, pushing them away

I m the sun.

Thus far, ICE has had two names and

\ Tied out three missions. It has moni-

"l ed the solar wind on the sunward side of

', earth, surveyed the earth's geotail, and

ide the first visit of a spacecraft to a

net. Despite initial doubts and some

1 irs, the scientific return from the first

\ net visit surpassed all expectations.

"^ iphen P. Maran is a senior staff scien-

h t in the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

h lar Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

''i ght Center in Greenbelt. Maryland.

'. \e opinions expressed here are his own.
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Hooray for Mars
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Mars qualifies easily for the June

Planet of the Month award. It has bright-

ened rapidly this spring as the July opposi-

tion approaches, and by month's end it is

virtually as bright as Jupiter. Both planets

are morning stars, so you can compare

them visually and note the difference in

their relative brightness from the begin-

ning to the end of June. Mars, in Sagittar-

ius, is far enough east of the sun to be in

the sky from early evening to dawn. It

rises before midnight early in the month;

soon after 9:00 p.m. in late June. Jupiter

rises in Pisces after midnight and appears

only in the morning hours. The other plan-

ets are evening stars all month.

Before Mars rises, the evening sky is

dominated by brilliant Venus, also near its

greatest brightness. It appears at dusk,

coming out of the twilight in the east, and

it stays there until shortly before Mars

rises in the east. Since Mars remains vis-

ible until dawn, when it shares the sky

with Jupiter, June nights this year are

graced with bright planets.

Saturn, in Scorpius, also adds to the

evening scene. Well up in the south after

sundown, Saturn sets soon after midnight.

Mercury is well enough placed late in the

month to provide a fair chance of seeing it

in the early evenings, when it will be low in

the west after sunset, below and to the

right of Venus.

The best planet shows of the month will

appear in the mornings when both Mars

and Jupiter are up. It will be worth rising

early to see the two planets, especially late

in the month when the moon will also be

present. Jupiter will be high in the south.

Mars will be setting in the west, and the

waning gibbous moon will be somewhere

between them from the 23d to the 27th.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

June 1 : The crescent moon and Jupiter

rise about an hour and a half after mid-

night and remain to greet the dawn. Jupi-

ter leads as they climb the sky. There is no

evening moon until the 8th or 9th.

June 2-5: Closing on the sun, the moon
rises later in the morning day by day,

slimming noticeably. Mark its location

relative to the rising sun and see if you can

pick it out in daylight until it sets in the

afternoon.
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June 6-7: Apogee moon (farthest from

the earth) is on the 6th; new moon (at 9:00

A.M., EST) is on the 7th.

June 9: Mars begins its westerly (retro-

grade) swing through Sagittarius, antici-

pating the forthcoming opposition from

the sun. Look for the slender, graceful

young moon in twilight. It sets in the west

at about 9:00 p.m., EST
June 10: The moon's conjunction with

Venus is at 1 1 :00 a.m., EST, and the two

are close in tonight's sky.

June 1 3: Leo's Regulus is the bright s

near the moon.

June 15: The first-quarter moon che

in at 7:00 a.m., EST. The slightly gibb

moon is very near the autumnal equino;

dusk, high in the south. Note that

position of the moon (and the equinox

very nearly midway between Regulus

the right) and Spica (to the left in Virj

Both are easy marks to help locate

equinox, where the sun is located on

first day of autumn.

This summer will bring the best view we

have had ofMars in the past fifteen years

and will have for the next seventeen years.

Not since 1 97 1 has theplanet been so bright;

not until 2003 will it be as bright again. Its

brightness willpeak in the autumn ofl 988,

but after that, it will requirefifteen years to

return to a favorable opposition.

Mars's path through the stars from
April through October and its brightness

changes are shown in the illustration. You

should have no difficultyfinding the planet

in June: it will be the brightest object in the

night sky, rising in the east before midnight

and setting in the west at dawn.

The loop Mars follows this summer is

the apparent retrograde (westerly) motion

that results whenever the earth, moving
around the sun faster than Mars does,

passes between the planet and the sun in

our sky. The effect of our passing the

planet causes its easterly movement to re-

verse direction in June. The planet then

seems to back up among the stars until

August, when it again reverses to its true,

easterly direction and moves on toward

Capricornus. At opposition. Mars and th

earth are nearest one another.

Not all oppositions are equal, howevei

the earth and Mars move in elliptical, nc

circular, orbits, and Mars's is by far th

more eccentric. When they pass one at

other, the distance separating them ca

range from 35 million miles to about 6

million miles. Mars's perihelion (where it i

nearest the sun) is located very close to th

direction ofSagittarius, and the earth is i

that part of the solar system in late sun,

mer. Oppositions of Mars (when the eart

passes it) occur about every twenty-si

months, but only every fifteen or seventee

years do they occur near Sagittarius. Whe
that happens this year, we will have the bes

show Mars will put on in thirty years.

All through the period from April t

October, Mars will be brighter than an

star in our sky but Sirius. For a time i

July, Mars will even rival Jupiter in bright

ness. The best viewing of all will be i

August, when brilliant Venus, reddis

Mars, and bright Jupiter are all in the sk

together during the early evening.



Celestial Events

il lune 17: After passing Spica during the

/, the moon paces slowly away from the

r (to the left) while both creep westerly

OSS the sky.

June 19-20: Saturn is above and to the

ion's left on the 19th, to its right on the

th. The reddish star nearer and below

moon on the 20th is Antares in Scor-

ir|s. North and Central Asia are hosts to

occultation of Antares when the moon
/CTS it at about 2:00 a.m., EST, on the

th.

- June 21: The beginning of summer is

Igered in the Northern Hemisphere at

30 A.M., EST, when the sun arrives at

: summer solstice in Gemini. Perigee

on (nearest the earth) and full moon (at

42 P.M., EST) also occur, raising peri-

; spring tides tonight and tomorrow,

e two reddish objects that bracket the

on after dark are Mars (the brighter)

1 Antares.

Fune 22-23: Mars and the moon domi-

:e on both nights when the sky darkens,

;hlighting the constellation Sagittarius,

ejust-past-full moon is bright enough to

le most of the Archer's stars in its seat-

ed light, but nearby Mars should be

;ily seen.

Fune 24: A string of stars above the

on and a V connecting its ends outline

; "bikini" that identifies Capricomus.

June 25: Mercury's greatest easterly

mgation locates it favorably as an eve-

ig star. Look low in the west after sun-

ivn for a week or so before and after

lay; the planet will be brighter on the

Her dates.

June 27-28: Jupiter and the moon rise

ether after midnight, near the border

Aquarius with Pisces.

June 28-29: Last-quarter moon is at

3 P.M., EST, but the moon rises after

dnight in Pisces, near Cetus's border,

1 remains in the sky past dawn. The
* liale's brightest star is Diphda, south of

moon.

June 30: The crescent moon rises in the

iming about an hour past midnight in

ies, beneath the Ram's brightest stars,

imal and Sheratan.

«

I litor's Note: The Sky Map in the April

'' ue shows the evening constellations and
* rs for this month and gives the dates

d times for use.
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AMatterofTast

The Mountains Come to Manhattan
A taste ofTibetan life can now be sampled closer to home

by Raymond Sokolov

At an earlier point in his career, the now

all-powerful executive editor of the New
York Times, A.M. Rosenthal, gained

glory as the paper's United Nations cor-

respondent. The U.N. had been a good

story for him and it could be a good one for

me, he advised, as the General Assembly

reconvened once again in the early seven-

ties. Mr. Rosenthal's notion was that I

should interview some of the delegates

and ask them what they thought of the

food of their countries as it was served in

New York.

The suggestion bore fruit, but not of the

sort expected. Rosenthal, as 1 recall,

hoped that their Excellencies would offer

informed tips on restaurants and shop-

ping. In fact, they provided unintentional

insights into what might be called their

national characters. The French ambassa-

dor complained that fresh sardines were

unavailable here (a false claim) and

greatly missed sardines grillees. The Jap-

anese ambassador, on the other hand, was

perhaps overly eager to be a good guest in

our city. He pronounced himself enrap-

tured by the food at a local Japanese res-

taurant that no serious person believed

was more than passable. And he declared

that our Atlantic tuna was considered su-

perior for Sashimi even in Japan.

The Mongolian am.bassador did not re-

turn my calls. This was not a great blow to

me, since there are no Mongolian restau-

rants in New York. I had hoped merely to

elicit confirmation of this and to find out

how the man was adjusting to a diet of

exotic American dishes unredeemed by

easy access to fermented mare's milk. It

had also seemed possible that he would
v.'ant to fulminate against non-Asian, cap-

italist steak tartare, but he did not rise to

the bait.

Searching for someone to take his place

as odd mar cut, I called the newly created

mission of the kingdom of Bhutan. The

staff had dived happily into New York

gastronomic life. Cut off utterly from

their Himalayan culture, they had discov-

ered American steak. One of them had the

menu of a well-known steakhouse in his

desk. Did it remind him of yak meat, I

asked? He dodged the question but admit-

ted to having taken a nostalgic pilgrimage

to the yak cage in the Central Park Zoo.

Much has changed in Gotham since then.

The yaks are gone from the park. But food

of the Himalayas is now routinely avail-

able at Tibetan Kitchen, a popular little

place on Third Avenue near Gramercy

Park. The mountains have, as it were,

come to Manhattan.

Well, not entirely. The restaurant

serves no yak products and also does not

make the effort to prepare tsampa, the

main staple of Tibet. Usually made from

barley, tsampa is a flour ground from

toasted grain. Tibetans sometimes use

wheat, com, millet, oats, and soybeans,

common traditional method for toasting

to mix the whole grain with sand in a lar

pan and stir over a fire with a special lit

broom made for the purpose. This pi
vents burning. The resultant toast

whole grain, called yoe, is extracted frc

the sand with a sifter. It is sometin-

eaten, as is, for a snack. To convert y
into tsampa, villagers grind it by ha -

with a simple stone mill of the type kno\

in English as a quern. The fine, nut

flavored flour is the subject of a sm
cuisine of its own. Tsampa can be spr

kled into water or tea or eaten plain. The

is tsampa soup and tsampa cake.

I learned all this in Rinjing Dorje's i

formative new book, Food in Tibetan Li

(London: Prospect Books, distributed he

by the University Press of Virginia, Bi

3608, University Station, Charlottesvil

VA 22903). Dorje now lives in Seattle ((

at least, was living there in 1984, the 1

Tibetans gatheredfor a meal that mc ludesfried tsampa
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betan year of the wood mouse, when w
signed the acknowledgment section to

!

book). He was bom in a Tibetan villa

and once worked as a cook in a Buddh
monastery.

Although it contains many recip

clearly written and mostly practical

make in this country, Food in Tibetan Z,

is really a portrait of a culture se

through its food and food customs. De
cated to the exiled Dalai Lama, and a

proved by his "Office," the book is als(fiT

political work.

In his preface, Dorje writes:

Our unique and centuries old culture is n(

carried on by only a small number of Tibi

ans, outside the country, under the gui

ance of His Holiness the Dalai Lama. Sin

the invasion of Tibet by the People's B

public of China in 1950 this culture h

been in danger of being lost to the worl

But, even though many of the best parts

our way of life have been destroyed in o

homeland, some of us continue to practi

and enjoy them in exile. I hope that thoj";

who read this book will also gain from V'

some "taste" and appreciation for the tr

Tibetan lifestyle.
{

"

I

m

Do not be misled by this into thinkii i

that Dorje has written a somber, pond« d

ous book. His approach is gentle and ligl
[e;

hearted. Much of this grace seems j.

spring from the spirit of rural tradition p,

Tibetan life, which he describes with lo' ^

and good humor—as in the recipe ii ja

tsampa cake, or pag.

The actual "cooking" is simple to dj;

scribe: one adds butter, ground chees

and sugar to tea. Tsampa is kneaded in
[si;

this doughy mass, which is then shape

into an inch-thick square. But there

more. There is a way to make little pt

balls in a teacup or even while hiking i

the Himalayas:

Sometimes travelers carry a small leatb

bag called pulkhug or thangug. To prepai

pag they put all the ingredients in this ba,

tie up the mouth and then rub it gently <

they are walking along. This way they ca

mix their pag without stopping. But there

a secret to making pag in this way. Tl

tsampa must go into the bag first. If the te

and butter go in first, the bag will get wj

and everything will stick to it. Then you w
have a mess, not pag. I

This all makes me eager to try pag. Bi

suppose that I hadn't read this elegantl

simple bit of ethnography and that va

local Tibetan restaurant prepared it, wit

or without benefit ofpulkhug or thangu\

Would I like it as well if I were not i

vicarious possession of a cultural conte^

for appreciating it? I don't think so. Obv
ously, no one without real experience

j

Tibet could possibly bring the sani



'^Ith of associations to this or otlier

>mpa preparations that a person could

Y. had tasted them in situ. But Dorje

alhelped us all to bridge that gap, in

u h the same way that he might explain

li odd-seeming food to an American

Uiit in his house.

nfortunately, the amiable staff at Ti-

en Kitchen cannot hope that very

ijjy of their customers will have read

)(ie or will bring any prior experience

1 , Tibetan food with them into the res-

uant. And I imagine that it is caution

bit serving something as exotic as pag

rsampa tea to Americans that keeps

itn from risking it on their menu. The

'aress told us that making tsampa was

xmuch work, but I speculate that the

zi\ motive was commercial timidity, not

uiiess. After all, they do go to the trou-

Icof assembling two kinds of momo.
Imo closely resemble the little stuffed

u'lplings so common in Chinese restau-

lis. No doubt they were originally

right to Tibet from China. And it may
£ be that Tibetan Kitchen calculated

li; their clientele would readily accept

imo because they had already encoun-

"M this kind of dumpling elsewhere. In-

ed, much of the restaurant's menu is

abn up with dishes close to Chinese or

nan dishes—bean curd, "curry," and

abus stir-fried concoctions.

want to stress that the quality of the

y\ at Tibetan Kitchen was high and did

Q suffer when compared with its Chi-

e; or Indian analogues. But if I had not

e;l Food in Tibetan Life before I ate

iitan Kitchen's food, it would have

ertied less interesting, and I would inev-

taly have taken it as loan-food borrowed

nh more major cultures. But I knew

leer. I knew that Tibetans had put

'iifio at the center of their cuisine, that

fi/ had made them their own.

^orje tells us that in Tibet momo are

oed into many different shapes to fit

i,p;ial occasions, that they are sometimes

made with a tiny hole at the top so that

juice can be sucked out before the dump-
ling is put in the mouth, and that garrulous

Tibetans are told to keep their mouths

shut "like a momo." Dumplings are cru-

cial, he explains, to the soup called gutuk,

which is served in ceremonial preparation

for the new year. Some of the dumplings

in gutuk are large and stuffed with sur-

prises. Each member of the family gets

one and opens it Uke a fortune cookie.

Some contain written messages, but the

most traditional have humorous symbols

in them. Wool means the person is lazy;

coal means he is malicious; sheep pellets

stand for cleverness.

"Gutuk," says Dorje,

means ninth soup .... There must be at

least nine ingredients in the soup, and each

person must eat at least nine bowls. Every-

one will insist on this, and so some clever

guests bring their own small bowls along.

Everyone saves a little at the end and then

dumps this into a large wok. They each cut

off a piece of hair, a piece of fingernail, and

a piece of old clothing. These are put into

the wok coo. Then they clean the chimney

and put the dirt in the wok. Finally they

make an effigy of a person out of dough and

set it in the center of the pile in the wok.

Children take this antifood, set it down at

a crossroads and make as much noise as

they can to scare away the waning year's

negative forces.

Some reports indicate that a change in

Chinese policy toward Tibet is now allow-

ing this ancient way of life to reestablish

itself. Let us hope so. But in the mean-

time, it is worth reflecting on how a cul-

tural context—even just the knowledge

that one did or does exist—can change our

perception of food. This is not a sophisti-

cated concept. It lies at the heart of our

appreciation of what we eat.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-

tion offood.

Shogok Katsa

(Tibetan hot potato curry, slightly adapted from

Food in Tibetan Life, by Rinjing Dorje)

pounds potatoes

cup chopped tomatoes

teaspoon hot chili

cloves garlic, crushed

teaspoon grated ginger

teaspoon turmeric

Salt

medium shallot, chopped

: tablespoons olive or vegetable oil

teaspoon fenugreek seeds

cup thinly sliced bell pepper

Boil the potatoes until they are cooked.

then peel and dice them.

2. In a blender, put everything except po-

tatoes, oil, fenugreek, and sliced pep-

per. Blend until everything is mashed.

3. Heat the oil and brown the fenugreek

seeds, then add the mixture from the

blender Stir well and cook over high

heat for one minute.

4. Pour the mixture over the potatoes and

mix gently until well blended. Then

garnish with the slices of bell pepper.

Yield 4 to 5 servings

"..the neatest star map
I've ever seen." s.

- Richard Berry

/
At last ... a

lightweight star map
useable absolutely

anywhere! NightStar's

y patented flexible surface

^ slides to show you the

whole sky. undistorted.

for any date, time or place

on Earth! The secret lies in

a slippery film of oil sealed
within this high-quality four-

color three dimensional map.
The best star-educator ever,

NightStar comes with a
'step-by-step' handbcol<
(with children's guide),

planet-finders and more.
VISA & MASTERCARD
orders sent UPS same day.' !-*

(408)462-1049; Mo-Fri,8-5.i'
''

>»

Or send $44 plus $3.50
freight (foreign $7, $14 t
by air). Calif, add 6%. f I

1334 BROMMER ST, SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062

ALASKA

A sumptuous exploration ofthe

great state ofAlaska in a huge

hardcover volutne. Photographer

Dennis Stock has captured in 160

giant, full-color photographs the

sweeping landscapes and teeming

wildlife ofAlaska. Available at

great savings! Original Price:

$125.00. Museum's Price: $3«.^)5

n YES, I would like to order ALASKA at

the special Museum price of$39.95, plus

$2. SO shipping.

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip:

Make checks payable to American

Museum of Natural History and mail to:

Members' Btxik Program, Central Park

\i('ost ar 79th Street. New York. NY 10024



NATURAL
HISTORY
T-SHIRTS

TYRANNOSAURUSREX
(Blue&Gold)

TIGER
(Red & White)

King of the dinosaurs or a
ferocious tiger on a top quality

50% cotton - 50% polyester t-

shirt. Eitfier one is great as a gift

or for yourself- Members save
25% so order yours today!

Natural History T-Shirt
Central Park West at 79th St.

NewYork, NY 10024

Members $7,50 Non-members $9,50
Sizes: Adults, M,L, XL

Boys/Giris10-12, 14-16

Tyrannosaurus Rex T-Shirt

Quantity Size $

Tiger T-Shirt

Quantity

Postage and Handling
Tax (if applicable)
NY Slate residents add 8'/4% tax

Total Enclosed

$1.75

' ADDRESS

1

I
Make check or money order payable to Amen

{ f^useum of Natural History Allow 4-6 weeks
3 (or deliver
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At the American Museum
Modem Biological Theories of Aging

A major symposium on the biology of

aging, will take place from June 3 through

June 6. The daytime sessions, for profes-

sionals, will be held at Mount Sinai Medi-

cal Center; topics include free radical

damage, error catastrophe, DNA damage
and repair, and the evolution of life span

and organ systems as pacemakers of ag-

ing. The fee is $200 ($25 for students with

ID). On June 3, 4, and 5 at 8:00 p.m., pub-

lic lectures will take place in the Muse-

um's Main Auditorium. These talks are

free with Museum admission. The sched-

uled speakers are Sherwood Washburn,

Edward Schneider, and W. Ted Brown.

For information call (212) 650-6737.

Elements of African Religions

in the New World

Santeria, the Yoruba-based religion of

Cuba, and Candomble, an African-based

Brazilian cult, are the subjects of a free

lecture program that will include films

and slides. This program will take place in

the Kaufmann Theater on Thursday,

June 5, at 7:00 p.m. For additional in-

formation call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

On Saturday, June 7, at 2:00 and 4:00

P.M., the Museum will present Patakin, a

program of authentic Santeria music and

dance. Also included will be songs and

dances from the Abakua, an all-male soci-

ety that originated in Africa. Free tickets

will be available at the Kaufmann The-

ater ticket booth starting at noon on the

day of the performance. For additional in-

formation call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

Lx>st and Found Traditions
'

Textiles, pottery, baskets, jewelry, a

carvings are among the items in the fi

comprehensive exhibition stressing i

survival of Native American art for

into the present. The works on display

elude a Pima tray basket woven in a bee

design, a lavishly decorated war shirt, a

a thirty-five-foot-high totem pole from t

Nishga branch of the Tsimshian peop

of British Columbia. All works in the ex

bition were obtained directly from t

American Indian community. Lost a

Found Traditions: Native American /

1965-1985 opens Friday, June 6, in G
lery 1, where it can be viewed throu

October 5.

Wolves and Humans
During the thousands of years tt

wolves and humans have coexisted, tali

myths, beliefs, and works of art have he

ored—and attacked—this familiar can

Wolves and Humans: Coexistence, Coi

petition, and Conflict, opening in Galle

3, on June 1 1, explores both the folklc

and biology of the wolf. The exhibition

eludes wolf masks, a videotape on t

pack behavior of wolves, a compul

wolf-prey game, twelve taxidermical

prepared wolves surrounding a recent ki

comparisons of wolf and human huntii

behavior, a "flip-book" of wolf legem

and many other innovative displays. T ;

exhibition will be on view through Mc
day, September 1

In conjunction with the opening

Wolves and Humans, a special showing

The gray wolf



; Im Never Cry PKoZ/will be presented

liturday, June 21, at 2:00 p.m. in the

iimann Theater. Directed by Carroll

1 rd, the film is a true account of biolo-

;t-arley Mowat's study of the arctic

)1 The program is free and seating is on

i t-come, first-served basis. For addi-

rl information call (212) 873-1300,

ifjreat White Whale
te 1956 film classic Moby Dick, star-

ijjregory Peck and Richard Basehart,

ll)e shown in the Kaufmann Theater

uesday, June 10, at 1:00 p.m. Dr.

: Cumbaa of the National Museum
.itural History in Ottawa will intro-

c the film, and discuss the facts and fa-

;;of whales and whaling. Seating for

s ree program is on a first-come, first-

u basis. For additional information

.,212) 873-1300, ext. 559.

I

'! Earth Is Our First Teacher

I
Dm the Puget Sound region that is

'v ; to the Salish Indians, come creation

5 s and stories of the Northwest moun-

'i ', forests, and salt water that show the

'< dness of the world in ancient times

"ii 'low. On Thursday, June 26, at 7:30

\
j

storyteller Rebecca Chamberlain,
'-( Tipanied by a Northwest Coast elder,

';l hare the images, humor, and wisdom

ilish folklore in the Kaufmann The-

Tickets are $5.00 for members,

) for nonmembers. For additional in-

ation call (212) 873-1327.

I ification Day
aseum scientists from several differ-

1 lepartments will be on hand Satur-

i June 14, to help Museum visitors

'i ify objects found anywhere from the

i| f a high mountain in an exotic land to

I ghborhood junk heap. ID Day will

jl [place from 1 :00 to 5:00 p.m. in the

\i I Education Wing, first floor. For ad-

it lal information about this free pro-

liicall (212) 873-1300, ext. 559.

H. e Hayden Planetarium

lie Planetarium's Laser Light Shows

a
made a recent comeback with the

_J-new Laser Beatles. Among the

n I Beatle songs featured in the show

:( Lucy in the Sky With Diamonds,"

>Z opus Garden," "While My Guitar

« ly Weeps," and "Yesterday." Tick-

s ian be ordered in advance through

i( etron or purchased on the evening of

i erformance at the Planetarium Box

I
e. Laser Beatles takes place on Fri-

I nd Saturday nights at 7:00, 8:30, and

I ). For ticket prices and additional in-

ation call (212) 724-8700. Members
ve a discount.

America's favorite to the rescue.

No other dictionary responds to so many calls for help-how to spell it, how to

say it, how to use it. And it's the only dictionary to tell you how old a word is.

A Genuine Merriam-Webstef
More people take our word for it © Metfiam-Webster 1985

TOTAL SYSTEM FOR
CARDIOVASCULAR
FITNESS.

Simulates cross-country skiing,

regarded by fitness authorities

as the top cardiovascular
' exercise. Rated

higher than jogging,

swimming, biking

or rowing.

(0

• Can be used

by men and women
Fegaidless of size or weight.

Height and resistance adjustable.

For a Free Brochure call:

TOLL FREE 1-800-328-8995
In Minnesota 1-612.474-0992

Fitness Master. Incorporated

1387 Park Road Dept. A3
Chanhassen. Minnesota 55317

• Fluid motion— no jarring impact on

bones and joints. Avoids running

related injuries.

Excellent for weight control ^^
and body tone. * "

'

Stable, unit rests flat on floor.

Lightweight for portability.

Weighs only 35 lbs.

• Easily stored. Folds to 5 inch

height. Slips under a bed or

stands upright

in closet.

• 30 day home trial

2 year warranty.



Soft-shoe on a Ewe



Photographs by Martin W. Grosnick



Although you can't see it in this

telephoto view, this Ball's sheep mother

and lamb are on a ledge about halfway i

a 4,000-foot cliff in Alaska's southern

wilderness. A close relative—some
zoologists think a subspecies—of bighoi

sheep, Dall's sheep are found in most of

Alaska, the Yukon, and northern Britisl

Columbia. They are distinguished by th

long, slender horns, not so tightly curled

those of the bighorn, and their white or

black coats, which are not wool but a

dense, coarse hair. Flocks of up to one

hundred sheep have been observed in th'

sharply angled foothills of the Alaska

Range.

Mating takes place very late in autum
after rutting rituals during which rams

butt heads over rights to females, and

lambing occurs in May, at the beginning

of the northern spring. Dall's sheep are

usually gregarious, but in preparation fo

birth, a ewe moves away from the other

sheep, probably to insure that her

newborn becomes imprinted on her alom

An expectant ewe picks a sheltered

spot, usually on a cliff ledge. An hour or

two after birth, the lamb can move arour

on its own. It spends the first week of life

on the ledge, nursing about one minute a

a time, often more than once an hour. Thi

ewe remains on guard.

As photographer Martin Grosnick

observed, a lamb, like the young of

mammals everywhere, can be very

persuasive when it is hungry. This lamb

got its mother's attention by prancing on

her back with its tiny hoofs. Finally, the

ewe reluctantly stood up and the lamb

nuzzled in.

In a few more weeks the lamb, no long(

small enough to pass easily under its

mother, will have to kneel to feed. By thei

mother and young will have joined a flocli

of ewes and lambs wandering the

mountain in search of food. Even when it

is getting most of its nourishment from

grazing on grasses, dwarf willow, and

wildflowers, the lamb may continue to

nurse into its first winter. This means the

ewe, like mothers everywhere, will get

little time to rest and ruminate.

Charles C. Man
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What more delightful an
introduction to the

exciting world of

dinosaurs could you find

than this full-color

pop-up book?

From AUosaurus to Tyrannosau-
rus rex, these magnificent crea-

tures and their skeletons are re-

vealed in three dimensions as

you unfold each page of this in-

geniously designed and beauti-

fully illustrated book. It tells how
we know about dinosaurs, de-

scribes the way they lived and
raised their young, and gives the

most current scientific theories

about their extinction. Compre-
hensive, accurate, and fun. Di-

nosaurs: A Lost Wor/d will appeal
to the young scientist as well as
the dinosaur admirer of every

age.

I ) Yes, I would like to order

copies of Dinosaurs: y^

Lost World at $10.95 each.
(Please add $1 for shipping.)

Charge my credit card account
(circle one:)

MASTERCARD VISA

Card #:

Exp. date:

Signature:

Make checks payable to the

American Museum of Natural

History

iTogiBin
,^me^ican Museum of natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street,

Mew York, MY 10024

Ross S. Stein (page 28) first learned of

the Borah Peak earthquake when he

read about it in a newspaper while va-

cationing in Hawaii. "An earthquake is

an experiment that cannot be planned,"

he observed, so he rushed to Idaho to

study it. A geophysicist at the Office of

Earthquakes, Volcanoes, and Engineer-

ing of the U.S. Geological Survey, Stein

specializes in the study of earthquake

mechanics and prediction. He has done

fieldwork on faults in California, Mon-
tana, Nevada, the Aleutian Islands, and

Corinth and Thessaloniki in Greece. He
is now planning a joint research project

with the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences

to investigate the site of a 1928 earth-

quake in Bulgaria. For readers who
would like to learn more about the geol-

ogy involved in these phenomena he sug-

gests Basin and Range, by John McPhee
(New York: Farrar, Straus, & Giroux,

Inc., 1981) available in paperback and

meant for the general reader. Coauthor

Robert C. Bucknam is a geological engi-

neer who also works for the U.S. Geolog-

ical Survey. His specialty is the "study

of the nature of surface faulting pro-

duced by large earthquakes with empha-
sis on the development of methods of

dating the scarps produced by prehis

toric earthquakes." He adds: "I was ii

Salt Lake City when the [1983] quaki

occurred and felt the shaking. I flew ove

the area of the earthquake later that da;

and could see the opportunity offered b;

the spectacular faulting."
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'or Michael J. Ryan (page 36), his

ly interest in animal behavior and

tiles and amphibians converged in his

ster's thesis on the mating behavior of

Ifrogs. The striking differences he

[ed in the mating call of male frogs led

n to ask how variation in courtship dis-

ys within a species influences female

rice of mates. An assistant professor

zoology at the University of Texas and

• esearch associate at the Smithsonian

jpical Research Institute, Ryan con-

: :ted his fieldwork in Panama between

178 and 1981. The results of his re-

i irch are detailed in his recent book,

[ e Tmgara Frog: A Study in Sexual

I lection and Communication (Chi-

: ?o: University of Chicago Press,

1 S5). For those who want information

j: other aspects of frog biology, Ryan

gests The Frog Book, by M.C.

;kerson (New York: Dover Publica-

s, Inc., 1969). When the whistles,

IS, and whines of the frogs prove in-

dent music to his ears, Ryan relaxes

he strains of rock-and-roll.

TWO NEW EXCITING
AND EXCEPTIONAL WORKS

Available from the Members' Book Program

Loon Magic

Join authorTom Klein

on a delightfuljourney
through the romance
and reality of the world

of loons. This magnificent

volume contains the finest

collection of loon photography
ever assembled, including 22 full

page color photographs.Special price $36.00.

Voices of the Loon

Recordings ofthe unforgettable, haunting
calls of the loon. An introduction and loon

call identification preface the loon calls

—

chorus from a distant lake, tremulo duet,

wails during a thunderstorm, and many
more . Cassette tape $11.00.

D Yes, I would like to order

at the special price of$36.00 and

.

. copies of Loon Magic by Tom Klein

copies of Voices of the Loon

Cassette Tape at $1 1.00. AddSl.50 shippingand handling per order.

Address:

City: . State: .Zip:

Make check payable to American Museum of Natural History, or charge

your credit card (circle one) MASTERCARD VISA

Acct No: __ Exp:

Signature: .

llOQF3ITl American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street, New York. NY 10024



The National Park Service has admin-

istered the Custer Battlefield National

Monument as a memorial and tourist at-

traction for years, but the site's archeo-

logical potential was neglected until

1983, when a wildfire burned off the

vegetation. After the fire, Douglas D.

Scott, coauthor Melissa A. Connor (page

46) and others undertook a scientific re-

appraisal of Custer's Last Stand. Scott

(above) is chief of the Rocky Mountain

division of the National Park Service's

Midwest Archeological Center at Lin-

coln, Nebraska. He was chosen to co-

ordinate the Service's involvement in the

project because of his previous experi-

ence in the archeology of historic mili-

tary sites. In 1984, when the first field

season got under way, Scott and the

other participating archeologists were so

swamped by volunteers and the news

media that Scott added Connor (below)

to the team. A senior research archeolo-

gist in the Department of Anthropology

at the University of Nebraska in Lin-

coln, Connor later took charge of the

1985 excavations. She says she has not

become a Custer buff, but is intrigued

by doing archeology at a site created in

about an hour—instead of over millen-

nia. For those who cannot resist becom-

ing Custer buffs, Scott recommends

reading John S. Gray's Centennial Cam-
paign (Fort Collins, Colorado: The Old

Army Press, 1976) and WA Graham's

The Custer Myth (New York Bonanza

Books, 1953)

Ten years ago, Martin W. Grosnick

(page 82), who photographed this

month's "Natural Moment," moved
from Michigan to Alaska—that is, he

says, "from where it's cold to where it's

really cold." After setting up shop in a

superinsulated cabin outside Denali Na-
tional Park, he began photographing "all

the large mammals, including sheep,

moose, bear, and caribou." According to

Grosnick, "sheep are the safest animals I

shoot—except for the long climb to find

them." For this shot, taken with a Nikon
and a 400-mm telephoto lens, he first

had to scramble up a 1 ,000-foot-high,

rock-strewn slope that was prime leg-

breaking territory, then wait for half an

hour until the startled ewe calmed down
and tried—unsuccessfully, as it turned

out—to take a nap.

..4«%

As a ten-year-old on his way to a sol

ball game, Frederick R. Gehlbach (pa|

56) spotted four young screech owls

an oak tree and knocked them off, one I

one, with his Softball, examined ther

and put them back on a low limb. Tl

next day they were gone (perhaps m

surprisingly), but Gehlbach could m
put them out of his mind. His interest

:

owls and other birds of prey grew into

life's work. Gehlbach is now professor (

biology and environmental studies

Baylor University in Waco, Texas, an

for the past two decades, the focus of h

research has been the biology and coi

servation of urban and suburban an

mals, the screech owl in particular. H
has also done broad ecological studies i

the Southwest and Mexico. Years spei

investigating the animals and plan'

along the U.S.-Mexico border resulte

in a book. Mountain Islands and Desei

Seas: A Natural History of the U.S.-

Mexican Borderlands (College Statioi

Texas A & M University Press, 198^

For readers wishing to learn more aboi

owls, he recommends Owls: Their Nati

ral and Unnatural History, by Joh

Sparks and Tony Soper (New Yorl

Taplinger Publishing Co., 1979) art

John A. Burton's Owls of the Work

Their Evolution, Structure, and Eco

ogy (Dover: Tanager Books, 1985).
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GE LANCER
) PROTECTION, STANDARC

DODGE LANCER.

)FA SPORTS CAR.
If you're in need of

a family sedan, but

your lieart's in a

sports car, take

heart. Because Dodge

Lancer is the family

sedan that's hidden a

sports car inside.

Standard features

include:

2.2 liter EFI engine. -F
Precise power c

steering and brakes. s

Front-wheel drive. • /^

Precision balanced s

suspension. • 5

Halogen head- n

lamps. F

Tinted glass all I

around. car

Hatchback versati I- Yoi

ity and fold-down jus

rear seat.

Tachometer,

gauge alerts,

• Front center

console with

storage box.

• AM stereo/FM

stereo.

• 5 year/50,000

mile Protection

Plan.*

Imagine! A sports

car A family sedan.

You can get both for

just $9,426.** Just— see your Dodge
Dealer about

buying or
' leasing* a new
» Lancer

AN AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

"Whichever comes first. See 5/50 limited warrarity at dealer. Excludes leases. Restrictions

aoolv **Base sticker price excludes tax and destination charges. Styled steel wheels shown.

$60 extra. .
BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY.
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The key that opens
four times as many doors as

American Express.

And that key is the Visa name
It'll open millions of the world's

most marvelous doorways.

Doorways that open to the

silverjewelry of Taxco, Mexico.

To the richly woven tweeds of

Scotland or to the best veal

francese you've ever had in

Positano, Italy.

And when the Visa name is on your

travelers cheque, you can travel wdth

confidence Because it's nice to know
^ you'll see

this symbol in f k^

four times as ^" 4

,^ many door-
f""'''

ways around

the world as

li you'll see American Express.

Ifs everywhere you want to be!"
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One of the many
examples ofFord's

attention to detail is

the cargo restrain-

ing net on the LX. It

helps keep grocery
bags from tipping over

and loose packages from
sliding around.

THENEWI
nSPERfORMI
TOWHArSlI

Even the smallest details

have been carefully

thought out For
example, the

shape of this

light switch

and its posi

tion on the

instrument
panel make
the simple
task of

turmng on
the lights as

eas} ds possible

The trip coinptitcr is part

of ihe optional ek-ciroiiit

m'-trument < luster it

pr_n"dcf \.tiujble travel

infoimacioji lUchao
rate oS kic! i D'isarap

tion intj t'li' di^t^nce

you can tnt^ el iintil

empty

The mark of a well-designed !
ti

automobile is total performance

In the case ofTaurus, that rheans
\.

a powerful 3-liter, V-6 engine. Plus s

dozens of other features that not o(\.

respond to the needs of the driver,;

but to those of the passengers as wi

As a result, Taurus performs
beautifully.



VUIRUS.
ISNT UMITED
RTHE

I he optional clfctronic instrument

paiKl IS designed to be "user friendly!'

All instruments are easy to read and all controls

are placed where your hands can easily find them.

Ill
It down to the smallest detail.

s best-built American cars.

brd, Quality isjobl, A 1985

established that Ford makes

st-built American cars. This is

on an average number of

ms reported by owners in a

nth period on 1981-1984

s designed and built in the U.S.

Have you driven a Ford...lately?

Huckle 11) liiueihi r we cm Siive li\cs.
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Sheep and Scientists,

Wolves and Theologians

In the last paragraph of Stephen Jay

Gould's otherwise wonderful column

"Knight Takes Bishop"?("This View of

Life," May 1986), in which he declares

that there is no battle between religion and

science, he falls, unfortunately, into the

trap of ethnocentrism by generalizing

from his own liberal, eclectic position on

matters religious to all organized religion.

Certainly, science has no quarrel with reli-

gious emotions, but this is not true the

other way around: a sheep could live with

THE MARSUPIAL TRAIL

Joe LeMonnier

MADAGASCAR INDIA

NEW ZEALAND

Clarification: Theyellow-colored areas on the map, "The Marsupial Trail"

{May 1 986. page 63), show the known distribution ofmarsupials 65 million

years ago. at the end ofthe Cretaceous period. Fossilfinds indicate that

during the 40 million years after the end ofthe Cretaceous, marsupials
reached western Europe, North Africa, and Central Asia.

a wolf, but a wolf cannot be expected

peacefully coexist with a sheep. The inn

logic of religion, especially revelation re

gion, strives relentlessly toward tol

domination of all aspects of life, includii

ethics, politics, and science. The "que

tioning theologian" Gould piously lauds

a contradiction in terms. If it had not bei

for Huxley and the many people like hi

before and after his time, Gould wou
now recite the creation myth in an inqi

sition dungeon in much the same way .

his counterparts are forced to do in Ira

where religious thinking has achieved !

nearly pure form of reification.

Reinhold Loeffli

Western Michigan Universi.

Kalamazoo, Michigc

Bishop Wilberforce is no favorite (

mine, but I found Stephen Jay Gould

article a wonder of reexamination in tl

interests of historical justice. More woi

derful still was his suggestion that inqui

ing scientists need to join hands with que:

tioning theologians in order to preserv

"that most fragile of all needs, Libert

itself." I do hope that this view will hav

its wanted impact and help to open u

increased possibilities for useful dialogu

between scientists and theologians.

James A. Carpente;

The General Theological Seminar

New York, New Yor,

Gould decries the kind of artificial div;

sion and polarization that has come to b
between religion and science. As a scien

tist (if a country veterinarian can be callei

one) and a Christian, I have been sad

dened by that division, which separate

many people from each other and fron

important knowledge. I fervently hopi

that Stephen Jay Gould's message falls oi

receptive ears.

Joe Snydei

Myrtle Point, Oregof

!AL History 1/i
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Fat Tooth Blues
Our diet has deviated dangerouslyfrom that ofour Stone Age ancestors

by S. Boyd Eaton and Marjorie Shostak

A taste for fat, like that for sugar, seems

to be part of our human makeup, probably

because our primate ancestors ate foods

containing these nutrients over tens of mil-

lions of years. Fruits, rich in sugar, have

been a dietary staple for at least the last

twenty-five million years of our evolution,

and fat is found in both nuts and meat,

items popular with baboons, chimpanzees,

and other primates whose omnivorous na-

ture reflects that of our more immediate

prehuman ancestors.

While fat may have been a taste marker

for foods our antecedents relished, under

natural circumstances their diet provided

fat in relatively small amounts: nuts are

typically seasonal and wild game is lean.

Beginning in the nineteenth century, how-

ever, the food industry began to exploit

our taste for fat. Selective breeding and

altered feeding practices (including the

"finishing" of cattle at feedlots with en-

ergy-concentrated corn and grain) have

transformed the lean, stringy beef con-

sumed by people in early agricultural soci-

eties into tender, juicy, well-marbled beef.

Fast-food chains have prospered on

fried foods, which multiply the fat content

of a base food item: fried shrimp have

more than ten times the fat that boiled

shrimp do and French fries have more
than eighty times as much fat as do baked

potatoes. Many basic foods are now incor-

porated into pastries, prepared mixes,

snack foods, frozen dinners, and other

composite items with a much higher fat

content, or are garnished with such ac-

companiments as sour cream, salad dress-

ing, and butter. Children now consume
these high-fat foods from their earliest

days, so that their tastes are shaped even

more to favor and expect such food.

The good news is that fat is indispens-

able to our diets and to eliminate it com-

pletely would be harmful. Just as there are

essential amino acids—those components

of proteins that our bodies cannot synthe-

size from other dietary constituents

—

there are essential fatty acids. These are

all polyunsaturated, that is, there are at

least two double-bond links somewhere in

the carbon-atom chain that makes up

their backbones. These and similar,

mostly polyunsaturated fats are necessary

for formation of cell membranes and for

synthesis of a variety of structural ele-

ments within cells. The body also uses

them in the manufacture of prostaglan-

dins, specialized hormones that regulate

such things as blood pressure, blood clot-

ting, and smooth muscle contraction.

The bad news is that—not even count-

ing the extra calories—the kinds and

amounts of fat we eat can hurt our health.

There are two other kinds of fats, in addi-

tion to polyunsaturated fats. Monoun-
saturated fats contain one double-bond

linkage in their carbon-chain backbones,

and saturated fats contain no such double

bonds. For many years scientists have

known that polyunsaturated fats in the

diet tend to lower blood cholesterol levels,

though the underlying biochemical mech-
anism is not fully understood; very recent

experimental evidence suggests that

monounsaturated fats act similarly Satu-

rated fats, however, have the opposite ef-

fect of increasing the level of blood choles-

terol. The higher the cholesterol level, the

greater the risk of developing atheroscle-

rosis (hardening of the arteries) and coro-

nary heart disease.

Many experimental studies have shown
that blood cholesterol levels are lowered in

subjects who eat less fat and/or who in-

crease their intake of polyunsaturated fat

relative to saturated fat. Cross-cultui

studies also find far less coronary hei

disease among populations, such as t

Japanese and most Third World peopl(

that consume little fat generally and tei

to eat proportionately more polyunsat

rated fat than do Americans.

Total fat intake is also related to mai

cancers (polyunsaturated fats offer

special protection in this regard). In cou

tries where relatively little fat is cc

sumed, cancers of the breast, prostat

uterus, and colon are uncommon or ev(

rare. (Other dietary factors—such as lo'

fiber diets—may also be implicated, esp

cially in colon cancer.)

Fat intake seems related to cancers <

the breast, prostate, and uterus because

influences the levels of sex hormones-

estrogen in women and testosterone

men. Migration studies show that vari-

tion in the incidence of these cance

among groups cannot be explained by g
netic differences in susceptibility. For e;

ample, ethnic Chinese women living c

Taiwan consume little fat, have relative!

low levels of estrogenic hormones, and e;

perience little breast cancer; Chinesi

American women living in Honolulu coi

sume an intermediate amount of fat, hav

higher estrogen levels, and a moderal

amount of breast cancer; while Chinesi

American women living in Boston eat a

much fat as do other Bostonians, hav

relatively high levels of estrogen, and hav

the same incidence of breast cancer as d

white American women. Similarly, blac

American men eat more fat, have highe

testosterone levels, and develop more pro;

tatic cancer than do black Nigerian met

Fat and cancer of the colon are relate^

through a different mechanism. An ek

vated fat intake stimulates the liver t
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secrete more bile, which aids in the ab-

sorption of fat. When bile acids pass from

the liver into the intestinal tract, they are

broken down by microorganisms into sub-

stances that are carcinogenic in laboratory

animals. The Japanese diet has tradition-

ally contained little fat and the incidence

of colon cancer in that country has been

very low. As Japan has become more af-

fluent, however, the diet has come to in-

clude more fat, and the rate of colon can-

cer has increased substantially.

Compared with animal fat, vegetable

fat is less likely to be saturated, and so is

often recommended as more healthful.

This difference was once less significant.

The game our ancestors ate was much
leaner than today's domesticated meat: a

venison steak derives 82 percent of its cal-

ories from protein and 18 percent from

fat, whereas a choice sirloin cut derives 84

percent of its calories from fat and only 1

6

percent from protein—proportions that

are virtually reversed. Meat from free-

ranging wild animals also has a much
higher proportion of polyunsaturated fat

(up to 50 percent) than does supermarket

meat (5 percent or less).

Why should this be so? First, the vege-

tation consumed by game animals is

higher in polyunsaturated fat than the ar-

tificial feed given cattle and pigs. Second,

and more important, the excess fat in to-

day's meat animals constitutes reserve en-

ergy stores, not structural elements. Struc-

tural fat present in both wild and

domesticated animals is largely unsatu-

rated. Storage, or depot, fat (found in lay-

ers under the skin, in the marbling of mus-

cle tissue, and within the abdominal

cavity) is overwhelmingly saturated. As
concentrated sources of energy, these

fatty deposits have survival value in times

of food shortage. In nature, however, most

animals are unable to accumulate any-

thing like the amount of depot fat that our

meat animals do as a result of their selec-

tive breeding, restricted physical activity,

and unnatural diets. Before this century,

even domesticated animals lacked the

enormous saturated fat deposits we take

for granted.

The health effects of the fats we eat are

influenced by the other foods we consume

and by our overall life style. These factors

have also changed with time. Neverthe-

less, the diff"erence between our diet and

that of our hunter-gatherer forebears may
hold keys to many of our current health

problems. The hunting and gathering diet

was eaten by all people on earth before the

advent of agriculture 10,000 years ago. It

was refined over hundreds of thousands

—

if not millions—of years, as we were evolv-

r

ing. So if there is a diet natural to

human makeup, one to which our ge

are still best suited, this is it.

A diet now considered balanced

eludes foods from four major grou

meat, fish, and poultry; breads and C£

als; fruits, nuts, and vegetables; and da

products. People living before the de^

opment of agriculture, however, had

dairy foods at all (except mother's mi

and until late in prehistory, made little

no use of grains. Their entire diet v

derived from wild game and uncultivai

vegetables, and while the proportions

these elements varied widely, we can s

make a number of generalizations abc

the nutrition of these people.

First, whether measured by weight

by caloric contribution, plants were pre

ably the staples of diet even before t

advent of agriculture, just as they ha

been for most hunter-gatherers studied

ethnographers. Although animal remail

are better preserved in the paleontologic

record, pollen analysis and the mici

scopic study of husks, seeds, and oth

.

plant remains provide some informati

about the vegetables, fruits, and nuts cc

sumed. A great variety of plant foods we

eaten; in some cases they were brought

living sites from considerable distances

Second, the bulk of carbohydrates co

Douglas Mazonov

Lean cuisine: Middle Stone Age hunters target an ibex. This 8,000-year-oldpainting is in Remigia Cave in eastern Spain.
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To give, to collect,

to display with pride

.

"The first issue in a new
':ollection of garden bird

sculptures by Lenox.

ricately sculptured in fine

bisque porcelain and
painted by hand.

iilable only by reservation.

black-capped chickadee

ne of the most charming

den birds in America. It

jhtens our day with its spirit

ts striking beauty . . . and its

iet "chick-a-dee" song.

.enox has now captured

5 delightful songbird in an

phanting sculpture of extraor-

ary detail—a work of art in

bisque porcelain, masterfully

idcreifted and painted entirely

hand.

Meticulous Detail ...

Heirloom Quality

ickadee is portrayed with

' |igs gracefully outspread, as it

ghts on a spray of holly. Every

ture is crafted with excep-

hal realism. The chickadee's

\ [icate wings and tail feathers

^ts distinctive black cap and

. its downy white breast . .

.

subtle shading ... the rich

: ien leaves and bright red ber-

• s of the holly All depicted as

ly are in nature.

This unusually charming

\ jlpture will enhance the beau-

: of any room in your home

—

; Iramatic interplay of color that

, 11 attract the eye ... a delightful

jch of nature to warm the

t art. It will be a conversation

f
ice, attracting the admiration

all who see it. A magnificent

i d much-appreciated gift.

/ id an heirloom to pass down

to future generations with pride.

For its quality, authenticity and

fine handcraiftsmanship cire

hallmarks of the finest porcelain

sculpture.

Conceived and designed by

the artists of Lenox and created

exclusively under their direction

by master craftsmen in Japam,

each sculpture bears a pure

24 karat gold backstamp

inscribed with its title and the

distinctive Lenox''* trademark—

a name that has signified

excellence for almost a century.

Available Only Direct

from Lenox

The important first issue in the

Lenox Garden Bird Sculpture

Collection, Chickadee'is available

only direct from Lenox. It will

not be sold through even the

most pre,stigious dealers or gal-

leries. The issue price is $39,

payable in convenient monthly

Shown actual size

installments of $13 with no

finance charge. And, of course,

your satisfaction is completely

guaranteed.

Because each sculpture is

individually handcrafted and

orders will be accepted in strict

sequence of receipt, your Reser-

vation Application should be

postmarked by August 31, 1986.

Please allow 6 to 8 weeks for

delivery. For your convenience

on credit card orders, you may
call TOLL FREE, 24 hours a day.

7 days a week. 1-800-228-5000.

Painted by liand to reveal eien- detail

of the chickadee's intricate markings.



Douglas Mazonowicz

A cavepaintingfrom Los Caballos, eastern Spain, depicts the ambush oj a deer herd

sumed in the past were complex, unlike

the finely ground flours and refined sugars

so abundant in our current diet. Early

peoples obtained simple sugars from

honey and fruit, but the general absence

of dental caries in fossil teeth shows that

they ate far fewer sweets than we do. Simi-

larly, their intake of nonnutrient dietary

fiber was greater.

Third, our forebears ate much more
protein, especially animal protein, than we
do (and because cholesterol is an integral

part of all animal tissue, the amount of

cholesterol they ate probably equaled or

exceeded what we eat today). The Cro-

Magnons, modern humans who lived in

Europe between 35,000 and 10,000 years

ago, possessed a hunting weaponry so ad-

vanced that they could systematically ex-

ploit the then plentiful herds of large

game animals. The enormous numbers of

animal bones found at kill sites and in

living areas, as well as the preeminence of

animal representations among ancient

cave and rock wall paintings left by Cro-

Magnons, indicate the importance of

meat in their diet.

We can ascertain the relative propor-

tions of animal and vegetable food con-

sumed in the past by analyzing skeletal

remains. Bones contain both strontium

and calcium. Strontium is m.ostly found in

plant foods, so that the bones of herbivores

have a higher strontium/calcium ratio

than do those of carnivores. Analysis

this ratio in human fossils shows that me

consumption declined just before and di

ing the development of agriculture,

spection of dental wear patterns, using t

scanning electron microscope, tends

confirm this finding.

Finally, except for a deficiency of

dine in some geographical locations, o

ancestors probably ate an abundance

vitamins and minerals (including c;

cium—even without any dairy foodi

Their intake of potassium, as is the ca

for all other animals, exceeded their i

take of sodium. For most Westemia

people throughout the world, the reverse

now true.

Apart from diet, we can assess oth

features of the Stone Age life style,

isolated locations and in certain seasor

some preagricultural people probab

chewed tobacco—as do such modern-d;

hunters and gatherers as the Australic

Aborigines. Tobacco was absent fro:

most of the Old World, however, until tt

European discovery of America, and tl

New World was not populated until lor

after the appearance of anatomical;

modern humans about 40,000 years ag

Smoking almost certainly postdates \.\

advent of agriculture 10,000 years agi

and cigarettes were not even develope

until after the Crimean War, in the mi(

1850s.

As for alcoholic beverages, if preagr

cultural people had any indigenous brew

these were probably available only seasoi

ally and produced by natural ferment;

tion, not distillation. This would have n

suited in drinks of relatively limite

potency, beer, for example, as opposed

whiskey. Furthermore, studies of recer

hunting and gathering peoples show ths

among them drinking is subject to stron

conventions that limit the frequency an

place of consumption, degree of permi;

sible intoxication, and types of behavic

that will be tolerated. In such circun-

stances, the solitary, addictive, patholog

cal drinking found in Western societies i

almost nonexistent.

Preagricultural hunter-gatherers wer

also physically fit throughout their lives

We can judge their physical strength di

rectly because we have their skeletal re

mains. Elevations of dense bone develo]

where muscle tendons attach to bones

The size of these elevations reflects thi

forces generated by the muscles involved

When calibrated in this way, fossil re

mains show that our remote ancestors pos

sessed great muscular strength, consider

ably more than is typical of today'

Westerners.

Fossil bones show that ancestral people

10 Natural History 7/86



true. In fact, for

2-door, 4-door and wagon
have been the best six-

passenger cars you can

buy. That's because Aries

.offers the highest stan-

dard EPA mileage rating,

Aries is still the best six-

passenger car you can

buy. One reason for this

And over 30 other fea-

tures. In short, the kind of

hard content that has

continued success is that traditionally made Aries

we keep improving and such a great value.

refining Aries. And that

includes options— like

THE BEST SIX-
iV«^
YOUCAN BUY.
the lowest base sticker

prices, the lowest. com-
parably equipped sticker

prices, and the longest

standard warranty-.o.f. any

six-passenger cars — our' .

renowned 5year/50,0OO
mile Protect ion.'P I an." ,:'

It adds uplo this
;

.,

simple, straightforward;: .

fact; Forl986, Dodge: :

ically fuel-injected 2.5

liter engine. Another
reason is Aries' long list of

standards. Things like

front-wheel drive. _•

Electronic fuel-in-

jection; five-speed.'

transmission.

steering. Steel-belt-

ed radial tires. . .

So sure, when we say

Aries is the best six-

passenger car you can

buy, it's a pretty bold

claim. But it's also true,

or we couldn't say it.

And it also sums up the

philosophy we've tried

to build into Dodge
Aries from the beginninp

That's probably why
we've sold over half a

million to families just

like yours.

Bottom line. If you're

looking for a six-passenger

car that can't be beat,

nobody can beat

your Dodge dealer.

Because that's

where you can buy
or lease* a new
Aries K 2-door,

4-door, or wagon.

AN AMERICAN
REVOLUTION

ri compsraaiY equipped sticKer prices: highest standard mileage

-

<.00O miles. Linfi(e.d warranty on powertrain and outer . '.
^

SeecoO'vatd^lgr
, BUCKLE UP FOR SAFETY.'



Announcing

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY

CIVILWAR CHESS SET
Richly detailed portrait sculptures of great American heroes

— in solid pewter, solid brass and fine enamels.

An heirloom chess set to be enjoyed for generations.

Created by the world-famous craftsmen of The Franklin Mint.

THE NATIONAL HISTORICAL SOCIETY is

dedicated to bringing the excitement and

power of American history— as well as its

significance— to people in every part of

the land.

It is in keeping with this purpose that

the Society is about to issue its own Civil

War Chess Set. A dramatic tribute to the

heroes of both North and South— and a

work all the more intriguing because the

playing pieces include richly detailed

three-dimensional portrait sculptures of

the great Generals of Union and Confed-

eracy, captured for the ages in solid pew-

ter, solid brass and fine enamels.

This extraordinary new chess set will be

crafted to the highest standards of quality

and historical authenticity. The National

Historical Society has appointed The

Franklin Mint to create the sculptures,

each of which will be a new and original

design. Some figures will be shown stand-

ing, some seated, some kneeling, some

mounted on horseback. And each figure

will be painstakingly crafted of solid pew-

ter, hand-finished, then set atop a solid

brass pedestal base embellished with a cir-

cular band of richly colored enamel

—

blue

for the soldiers of the North, gray for

those of the South.

Every sculpture, moreover, will be

rich with authentic detail that only t

artists and master craftsmen ofThe Fran

lin Mint, steeped as they are in the tra(

tion of precision coinage, could ha

achieved it. Indeed, every nuance of fac

expression, uniform and weaponry

—

down to the buttons, braiding, sabers ai

carbines—will be depicted with metic

lous accuracy.

Thus, The National Historical Socie

Civil War Chess Set is also a magnifice

collection. A triumphant achievement

portrait sculpture—and the ultimate

micro-detailed miniaturization.

ALL FIGURES SHOWN ACTUAL :

Major Gcner

J.E.B. Stuai

General in Chk'l

Ulysses S. Grant

KING

Available only by direct subscription. Issue Price: $17.50 per sculptured chess piece.

Limit: One complete set per subscriber. Please enter your subscription by July 31, 1986.
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A dramatic showpiece

for your home or office

18 chessmen themselves are scaled so

at each one will suit the function as-

ned to it in the game of chess. And the

ndsomely crafted, pewter-finished play-

g board has been sized with equal care.

I

becially fitted, to also serve as the cover

i'
r the case which will house all 32 playing

eces. the board completes a presentation

' attractive that the chess set will be

layed and displayed with pride and satis-

jction. A Certificate of Authenticity, and
lecially written reference materials, will

'so be provided.

Exhibited on a table or cabinet in your

^'ing room, family room, den or office,

lis is a possession certain to evoke both
' imiration and respect from all who see it.

unique tribute to unique Americans. A
ork of heirloom quality, that will bring

Ju endless pleasure through the years,

nd a chess set eminently worthy of being

jassed on from generation to generation.

j

The subscription rolls are now open,

(he work may be obtained onlu by direct

ibscription, with a limit of one complete

it per subscriber.

Ttiis liandsome pewter-nnislied cliessboard and ntt^resentS^sH'ilU^Sen^arHnh^?

The chessmen will be issued to you at

the attractive price of $17.50 each, with

the specially designed playing board and
protective case provided at no additional

charge. As a subscriber, you will receive

two sculptured pieces every other month.
You will, however, be billed for only one
chessman at a time—a total of just $17.50
per month. In addition, you will have the

option to complete your set earlier, if you
wish— but you will be under no obligation

to do so.

Here, then, is a work that will bring

lasting pleasure to chess enthusiasts, his-

tory buffs, collectors of military minia-

tures— to anyone who appreciates our

nation's heritage. Indeed, it is an unmis-
takably American chess set, that will make
a dramatic addition to any room. And an

exciting showpiece that will be displayed,

enjoyed and treasured by each succeed-

ing generation.

To acquire The National Historical Soci-

ety Civil War Chess Set, no advance pay-

ment is required. But please note that the

accompanying Subscription Application is

dated and should be returned postmarked

by July 31, 1986.

SUBSCRIPTIO.N APPLICATIO.N

The National Historical Societ>'

CIVIL WAR CHESS SET
Please mail by July 31, 1986.

The National Historical Societ\-

c/o The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for The National
Historical Society Civil War Chess Set. consist-
ing of 32 chessmen.

I need send no money now. I will receive
two new playing pieces every other month,
but will be billed forjustonepieceatatime—
$17.50' per month— beginning when mv
first shipment is ready to be sent. I will receive
the fitted presentation case and pewter-
finished chess board at no additional charge.

'PIm my slalc sales Ijx and S.50
per chessman for shipping and handlinQ.

bignature-

.•\ddress_

Cit>.

State, Zip _^__
Limit: One complete set per subscriber.

273



Ever get the

urge to

tickle the

ivories?

Keyboard Classics Magazine
will show you more new ways
to enjoy your piano than you
ever dreamed. Filled with

musical flights, fancies.

delights and undiscovered
treasures to be played on your

piano, it is truly the one
magazine you will keep forever

Available only by subscription.

Write To: Keyboard Classics.

Dept. F2-02-76. 352 Evelyn Street.

P.O. Box 932. Paramus.
Mew Jersey 07653-0932

Enclose $1 1.97 for a full year's

subscription (6 issues).

Or send no money, we'll bill you later

&CKPACKING • AMISH FAR/u

Careerprograms leading to

AA, B.S. andMS. degrees

Vou can't fully learn about the envi-

ronment by sitting in a classroom.

Our expeditions are small groups of

inquiring college, high school, grad-

uate students and faculty who travel

across America as a learning com-
munity. As we camp out September-

May or summers—hiking, canoeing

and skiing—we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological

problems, society and self. Our 4-

week to 4-year cross-cultural studies

—Newfoundland to California—lead

to naturalist, outdoor and educa-
tional livelihoods.

The Expedition Education Advan-

tage. Q incorporates all previous

undergraduate coursework. [^ of-

fers accredited career internships,

independent study life e.xperience

credit and transferable coursework,

Ql awards financial aid and career

startup funding.

Send for complete inhnnalion packet or inquire:

National Audubon Society

Expedition Institute
Dept. H : Sharon Conn. 0606

(203) 364-0522
"^tLd^nt^ art admtt,d r,(ni-1L^^ yt Ificirrac

were not only strong but also tall. The Cro-

Magnons were slightly taller than present-

day Americans. More impressive, the

1 984 discovery of a nearly complete fossil-

ized skeleton of Homo erectus—a more

remote human ancestor—showed that

people living as much as 1.6 million years

ago were equal to us in height. The usual

assumption has been that our ancestors

were all smaller than we are.

These findings can be broadened by

examining the life style of contemporary

peoples who live by hunting and gather-

ing, such as the !Kung and ^Kade San

(Bushmen) of Botswana, the Pygmies of

Zaire, the Australian Aborigines, and the

Arctic Eskimos. There are important dif-

ferences between these people and our

Stone Age ancestors. Contemporary hunt-

ers and gatherers inhabit ecologically

marginal desert, jungle, or arctic regions

where the food quest must be more ditfi-

cult than it was for people living 25,000

years ago in richer locales. Most such

groups are technologically more advanced

than their Stone Age predecessors (even

the ubiquitous bow and arrow is relatively

new, appearing no earlier than 20,000

years ago), and virtually all have had con-

siderable contact with the outside world.

Nevertheless, many of the constraints op-

erating on the hunting and gathering life

in the past continue to shape this way of

life today.

Studies of more than fifty such groups

during this century reveal that their aver-

age (and most common) nutritional pat-

tern is based on about 35 percent meat

and 65 percent vegetable food, by weight.

The range is considerable, from 90 per-

cent meat in the Arctic to less than 15

percent in arid deserts. (The relative pro-

portions in Western cultures are difficult

to assess because so many of our foods are

amalgamations of vegetable and animal

products.)

Americans currently obtain between 40

and 45 percent of their daily calories from

fat, and of this, twice as much is saturated

as is polyunsaturated. Among hunter-

gatherers, only about 20 percent of daily

caloric intake is derived from fat, and of

this, more is polyunsaturated than is satu-

rated. (The Eskimos, an extreme case, tra-

ditionally obtained about 40 percent of

their calories from fat, but this was high in

polyunsaturated fat.) Cross-cultural dif-

ferences were part of the evidence taken

into account when the Senate Select Com-
mittee on Nutrition issued its Dietary

Goals in 1978. These recommended that

fat should provide 30 percent of American
caloric needs, divided equally among satu-

rated, monounsaturated, and polyunsatu-

rated fat.

Ill

Aside from lower total fat intake a

lower proportions of saturated to pc

unsaturated fat, hunter-gatherer diets

fleet other principles that American me

cal organizations recommend: little si

few refined sugars, high fiber, moder

(although adequate) calories, and a wi

range of complex carbohydrates.

The hunting and gathering life st;

also involves considerable physical ex

cise, begun in early childhood and cont

ued throughout life. Much of this is higl

aerobic, promoting stamina comparal

to that achieved in our society only

accomplished endurance athletes. Carel

epidemiological investigations show tl

such aerobic fitness promotes health

reducing blood pressure and by protect!

against atherosclerosis. Exertion in tas

requiring physical strength, also typical

hunter-gatherers, toughens bones and si

porting tissues around joints, thus mil

mizing the risk of osteoporosis and exci

sive damage from trauma.

As a result of their life style, contemj
^

rary hunter-gatherers are healthier th;

we are, at least with regard to those "d

eases of civilization"—heart attack, ca

cer, stroke, hypertension, obesity, and di

betes—that cause most deaths in afilue

Western nations. They do not suffer fro

atherosclerosis, which predisposes us I

ward coronary heart disease. This is t

cause they are not exposed to cigarettf

eat relatively little fat (with a benefici

ratio of polyunsaturated to saturated fa'

and generally maintain a high level

aerobic fitness. A diet low in sodium b

containing ample potassium and calciu

keeps their blood pressures constant ov

the years (ours tend to rise with age), ai

they experience little or no hypertensio ,

Thanks to the strenuous physical acti|;,

ity required by their lives and to a mode^

ate caloric intake (their foods aren't caloii;

cally concentrated, as ours often arei,

hunter-gatherers are almost never obe:

and have exceptionally low rates of di

betes. Unfortunately we know little aboi

cancer among foraging peoples, becaui

biopsy and autopsy data are generally u:

available. Studies among the Eskimo

however, have found that the incidence (

cancer has increased significantly follo\
i

ing Westernization.

It is not because individuals in industi

alized countries live longer that they ai

afflicted by the diseases of civilizatio:

Young people in the Western world con

monly harbor developing, asymptomati

forms of these various conditions, wheres

hunter-gatherer youth do not. Furthe

more, those members of foraging cultun

who live to age sixty and beyond remai

free from these diseases, in striking coi

Natural History 7/S



Jit with persons of similar age who live

rtVestern nations.

This should not suggest that hunting-

j;hering societies are, overall, healthier

In our own, because conditions we are

lie to control (such as infections and

rama) often cause the early death of

Hr members. But their life style does

jtect hunter-gatherers from the diseases

.|t kill most of us. By picking and choos-

the best from their life style along with

best from ours, we should be able to

stall (or even prevent) many currently

Iminent diseases and thus live longer,

'liilthier lives.

the diseases attributed by medical and

;]demiological research to excessive di-

;lry fat appear to represent chronic de-

rjgements of basic biological proc-

3!es—metabolic pathways that evolution

h.; conserved and that are functionally

siiilar to those of other mammals, of ver-

tsrates generally, and even, in some

aes, of unicellular organisms. These dis-

e;es differ completely from the infec-

tiis and traumas that were the chief

c:ises of death before this century.

The amount and type of fat we consume

r(>resent new and exceptional metabolic

c;:umstances—ones that have previously

c^illenged few humans (or, for that mat-

t£, other animals). Our genes cannot have

aapted in any significant way to this par-

tialar challenge. The glacial pace of ge-

n'ic evolution is indicated by evidence

tl t the genes of humans and chimpan-

zi:s differ by only about 1 .5 percent, even

tliugh our ancestors diverged from theirs

a:iut seven million years ago. The novel

bl widespread phenomenon of excessive

fi intake (and particularly our heavy load

oiaturated fat) is, over an entire life span,

irompatible with our genetically deter-

n'ned physiology and biochemistry. The

nultant mismatch promotes diseases

i\'X, taken together, cause more than half

tl; deaths in the United States today.

SBuyd Eaton, M.D.. ischiefofradiology

aWesl Paces Ferry Hospital in Atlanta,

aociate clinical professor of radiology

aEniory University Medical School, and

aiunct associate professor of anthropol-

o: at Emory University. Marjorie

Sostak. the author of Nisa: The Life

a i Words of a !Kung Woman, is research

a:ociate in anthropology at the Gradu-

a' Institute of Liberal Arts at Emory

Liversity. With coauthor Melvin

hnner. Eaton and Shostak are writing a

h)k on the continuing importance of the

hnting and gathering adaptation to hu-

mn life today. Tentatively litled The: Pa-

lelithic Prescription, it will be published

iil^SJ by Harper and Row.

AMERICAN EXPRESS

r
r hina. It is like no other place on

earth 5,000-year-old wonders . . . colorful

modern cities. And no one can show it to

you better than American Express.

As the first officially registered tour oper-

ator to establish an office in Beijing, our

relationship with China is deep, personal,

and lasting. R)llowing are 3 of the 11

remarkable China itineraries that have

grown out of this special knowledge.

China Explorer

This comprehensive 17-23 day tour reveals

to the first-time visitor a land of intriguing

contrasts—From Guangzhou to Shanghai,

Xian and Beijing. From $1640 to $2309
plus airfare.

Ancient Pathways

A fascinating 18-day excursion for history

buffs that traces much of the route taken

by Marco Polo more than 700 years ago.

From $2160 to $2520 ^An?. airfare.

Mystical Dynasties

A 19-24 day tour that is almost scholarly in

its in-depth exploration of China. Visit the

legendary sights; take in the majestic scen-

ery. From $1775 to $2150 plus airfare.

Each trip tells a thousand stories both old

and new. And all are described in full detail

in our 55-page Orient & China Brochure.

China. Peaceful, tranquil, and remarkably

affordable. Let American Express take

you there.

See your travel agent or call:

1-800-551-2600

American Express^
^^smm Vacations



This View of Lii I

The Egg-a-Day Barrier
Species evolve within limits

set by persistent patterns ofgrowth

by Stephen Jay Gould

In the opening sentence of Hereditary

Genius (1869), the founding document of

eugenics, Francis Galton (Charles Dar-

win's brilliant and eccentric cousin) pro-

claimed that "a man's natural abilities are

derived by inheritance." He then added,

making an appeal by analogy to changes

induced by domestication:

Consequently, as it is easy ... to obtain by

careful selection a permanent breed of dogs

or horses gifted with peculiar powers of

running, or of doing anything else, so it

would be quite practicable to produce a

highly-gifted race of men by judicious mar-

riages during several consecutive genera-

tions.

Darwin had also invoked domestication

as his first argument in the Origin ofSpe-

cies. Darwin began his great treatise, not

with fanfare or general proclamation, but

with a discussion of breeding in domestic

pigeons:

Believing that it is always best to study

some special group, I have, after delibera-

tion, taken up domestic pigeons ... I have

kept every breed which I could purchase or

obtain ... I have associated with several

eminent fanciers, and have been permitted

to join two of the London Pigeon Clubs. The
diversity of the breeds is something aston-

ishing.

Darwin attributed this wondrous vari-

ety to the nearly limitless power of selec-

tion: "Breeders habitually speak of an ani-

mal's organization as something plastic,

which they can model almost as they

please." He quotes one authority on the

"great power of this principle of selec-

tion": "It is the magician's wand, by

means of which he may summon into life

whatever form and mold he pleases."

This optimistic notion—that diligence

in selection can produce almost any de-

sired trait by artificial selection of domes-

ticated animals or cultivated plants—has

inspired the customary extrapolation into

nature's larger scales, and a conclusion

that natural selection must work even

more inexorably to hone wild creatures to

a state of optimal design. As Darwin

wrote:

How fleeting are the wishes and efforts of

man! how short his time! and consequently

how poor will his products be compared
with those accumulated by nature during

whole geological periods. Can we wonder,

then, that nature's productions . . . should

be infinitely better adapted to the most
complex conditions of life, and should

plainly bear the stamp of far higher work-

manship. It may be said that natural selec-

tion is daily and hourly scrutinizing,

throughout the world, every variation, even

the slightest; rejecting that which is bad,

preserving and adding up all that is good;

silently and insensibly working.

This common claim for organic op-

timality cannot be reconciled with a

theme that I regard as the primary mes-

sage of history—the lesson of the panda's

thumb and the flamingo's smile: the

quirky hold of history lies recorded in odd-

ities and imperfections that reveal path-

ways of descent. The allure of perfection

speaks more to our cultural habits and
instructional needs than to nature's ways
(good design inspires wonder and provides

excellent fuel for boxed illustrations in

textbooks). Optimality in complex struc-

ture would probably bring evolution to a

grinding halt, as flexibility disappeared on

the altar of intricate adaptation (how
might we change a peacock for different

environments of its unknown future).

In any case, leaving aside the abstrac-

tions of how nature ought to work, we have
abundant empirical evidence that enor-

mous effort in husbandry does not alwaj

bring its desired reward. Poultrymen hav

never broken the egg-a-day barrier, an

we are now trying to produce frost-rest

tant plants by introducing foreign DN/
with techniques of genetic engineering b(

cause we have not been able to develo

such traits by selection upon the nature

variation of these plants. We do not kno'

whether such failures represent our ow|(

stupidity or lack of sufficient diligence (c

time) or whether they record intrinsi

structural and genetic limits upon th

power of selection. In any case, selectior

either natural or artificial, is not the pui

veyor of organic optimality that our news

papers and textbooks so often portra;

Limits are as powerful and interesting

theme as is engineering triumph.

Indeed, Francis Galton himself, in th

same book that promised so much for hii

man futures by controlled breeding, pre

sented the most incisive metaphor I hav

ever read to acknowledge the other side o

the coin—the limits to improvement im

posed by inherited form and function

(Darwin was also intrigued by the subjec

of limits and devoted more attention ti

this aspect of growth and developmen

than to natural selection itself—see hi

longest book, the two-volume Plants am
Animals Under Domestication, 1868.

Following the optimistic concept of unre

stricted molding, we might view an organ

ism as a billiard ball lying on a smootl

table. The pool cue of natural selectioi

pushes the ball wherever environmenta

pressure or human intent dictates. Th(

speed and direction of motion (evolution

ary change) are controlled by the externa

force of selection. The organism, in short

does not push back. Evolution is a one-wa;

street, outside upon inside.
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But suppose. Gallon argues, organisms

are not passive spheres but polyhedrons

resting upon stable facets.

The changes are not by insensible grada-

tions; there are many, but not an infinite

number of intermediate links .... The me-

chanical conception would be that of a

rough stone, having, in consequence of its

roughness, a vast number of natural facets,

on any one of which it might rest in "stable"

equilibrium .... If by a powerful effort the

stone is compelled to overpass the limits of

the facet on which it has hitherto found

rest, it will tumble over into a new position

of stability .... The stone . . . can only re-

pose in certain widely separated positions.

Gallon proposes no new force. The poly-

hedral stone will not inove at all unless

natural selection pushes hard. But the

polyhedron's response to selection is re-

stricted by its own internal structure; it

can only move to a limited number of

definite places. Thus, following the meta-

phor of Galton's polyhedron to its conclu-

sion, the actual directions of evolutionary

change are a dynamic interaction of exter-

nal push and internal constraint. The con-

straints are not merely negative limits to

Panglossian possibilities but active partici-

pants in the pathways of evolutionary

change. St. George Mivart, whom Darwin

acknowledged as his most worthy critic,

adopted Gallon's polyhedron as the basis

of his argument and wrote (1871):

The existence of internal conditions in ani-

mals corresponding with such facets is de-

nied by pure Darwinians .... The internal

tendency of an organism to certain consid-

erable and definite changes would corre-

spond to the facets on the surface of the

spheroid.

If Gallon's polyhedron ranks as more

than mere verbiage, then we must be able

to map the facets of genetic and develop-

mental possibility We must recast our

picture of evolution as an interaction of

'outside (selection) and inside (constraint),

not as an untrammeled trajectory toward

greater adaptation. We can find no better

subject for investigating facets than Dar-

win's own prototype for evolutionary argu-

ments—changes induced in historical

time through conscious selection by

breeders upon domesticated animals. I

can imagirie no better object than our pro-

verbial best friend—the dog—Gallon's

own choice for comparison with us in the

very first sentence of his manifesto for

human improvement.

We should begin by asking why dogs,

cows, and pigs, rather than zebras, seals,

and hippos are among our domesticated

animals? Are all creatures moldable to

tastes and needs, and do our selecti

therefore reflect the best possible beef

service? Or do some of the strongest

tastiest not enter our orbit because se

tion cannot overcome inherited feature

form or behavior that evolved in ot

contexts and now resist any recruitmen

human purposes?

From the first—or at least since W
ern traditions abandoned the idea t

God had designed creatures explicitly

human use—biologists have recogni:

that only certain forms of behavior pro

pose animals to domestication, and t

our successes represent a subset of av

able species, not by any means a cho

few amidst unlimited potential. In
f

ticular, we have recruited our dome;

animals from social species with hiei

chies of rank and domination. In the bj

"trick" of domestication—what we i

"taming" in our vernacular—we learn

animal's own cues and signals, thus

suming the status of a dominant creat

within the animal's own species. We ta

creatures by subverting their own nati

behavior, not by altering it at will or to

will. If animals do not manifest a bi

sociability and propensity to submit un

proper cues, then we have not been abl
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aim

lesticate them, whatever their poten-

as food or beast of burden. As Charles

11 wrote in 1832:

ess some animals had manifested in a

I state an aptitude to second the efforts

nan, their domestication would never

e been attempted .... It conforms itself

lie will of man, because it had a chief to

ch in a wild state it would have yielded

dience ... it makes no sacrifice of its

iral inclinations .... No solitary species

idi'lhas yet afforded true domestic races.

v-y merely develop to our own advantage
•.• rpensities which propel the individuals of

: ain species to draw near to their fellows.

he dog is our primary pet because its

'' ijestor, the wolf Canis lupus, had
''' \lved behaviors that, by a fortunate ac-

'Si jnt of history, predisposed it for human
•'^ipanionship. Thus, our story begins

'"'Vh a push onto a facet of Gallon's poly-

*'i(.ron. Domestication required a pre-

"ijiting structure of behavior.

'lis^^ Ve might readily admit this prereq-

^"Hile, yet marvel at the stunning diversity

'^'^omestic breeds and conclude that any

""'fee or habit might be modeled from the

"''iiJic wolf prototype. We would be wrong

"'isin.

I'll n science, we can usually formulate

nii'ljg" questions easily enough; the genius

—ithe enterprise lies in our ability to trans-

a: such ideas into palpable data that can

up us to decide one way or the other. We
'.i. readily state the issue of limits versus

jjimality, but how shall we test it? In

r5t cases, we approach such generalities

)(t by isolating a small corner that can be

i ined and assessed with precision. This

atic often disappoints nonscientLsts, for

ny feel that we are being paltry or mean-

ifdted in focusing so narrowly on one

);ticular; yet I would rather tackle a

l/iw 1-defined iota, so long as I might then

H(l further bits on the path to omega,

iJ n meet a great issue head-on in such ill-

ptcTied complexity that 1 could only waf-

lior pontificate about the grand and in-

" igible.

\ standard strategy of this sort for the

itdy of limits lies in the field of allome-

ff
V or changes in shape associated with

-fViiation in size. Two sequences of size

'

1: erences might be important for study-

I

r variation in form among breeds of

''4mestic dogs: ontogeny, or changes in

I ;1 pe that occur during growth of individ-

e
i dogs from fetus to adult; and interspc-

^fAC scaling, or differences in shape

iiong adults of varying sizes within the

"nily Canidae, from small fo.xes to large

ivlves. We might search for regularities

he relationship between size and shape

these two sequences and then ask

>i|ether variation among dog breeds fol-

I
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lows or transcends these patterns. If, for

all their stunning diversity, dogs of diifer-

ent breeds develop the general shapes pre-

dicted for their size by the ontogenetic or

interspecific series, then inherited pat-

terns of growth and history constrain cur-

rent selection along channels of preferred

form. Growth and previous evolution will

act as facets of Galton's polyhedron, fa-

vored positions imposed from within upon

the efforts of breeders.

The biological literature includes a

large but obscure series of articles (mostly

aufDeutsch), dating to the early years of

this century, on allometry in domestic

breeds. These themes have been neglected

by English and American evolutionists

during the past thirty years, primarily be-

cause an overconfident, strict Darwinism

had so strongly emphasized the theme of

selection's power (and adaptation's ex-

tent) that the older subject of limits lost its

appeal. But exciting progress in our under-

standing of genetic architecture and em-

bryological development has begun to

strike a proper balance between the exter-

nal power of selection and the internal

channels of inherited structure. I sense a

welcome reappearance of Galton's poly-

hedron in the primary technical literature

of evolutionary biology. As one example,

the latest issue of fvo/w/Zow (March 1986)

contains an interesting study of ontoge-

netic and interspecific allometry in dogs

by Robert K. Wayne.

Wayne asks how inherited patterns of

allometry might constrain the variety of

domestic breeds. He finds, for example,

that all measures of skull length (face,

jaws, and cranium) vary little either in

growth or among species in three senses;

first, the ontogenetic and interspecific pat-

terns are similar (baby dogs look like small

foxes in the proportions of length ele-

ments); second, we note little change of

shape as size increases (baby dogs are like

old dogs, and small foxes are like large

wolves); third, we find little variation

among breeds or species at any common
size (all young dogs of the same size have

roughly equal length elements).

These three observations suggest that

natural variation among canids offers lit-

tle scope for fanciers to create breeds with

exotic skull lengths. Wayne has confirmed

this suspicion by noting that few adults of

different breeds, from toy poodle to Great

Dane, depart far from the tight relation-

ship predicted by ontogeny or interspecies

scaling: the length elements of a small

breed may be predicted from the propor-

tions of puppies in larger breeds or from

small adult foxes.

Wayne points out that the criteria of

artificial selection in domesticated races

From Evolution. 40(2), IS I

Skulls ofdogs (upper row) and cats (lower row) reveal the difference

between neonates (left) and adult animals (right).

(the quirky human preferences imposed

upon toy or fancy breeds, for example)

must differ dramatically from the basis of

natural selection in wild species
—

"the

dog's ability to catch, dismember, or mas-

ticate live prey." If length elements are so

constant in such radically different con-

texts, then their invariance probably re-

flects an intrinsic limit on variability

rather than a fortuitous concurrence in

different circumstances. Wayne con-

cludes:

Despite considerable variability in the time,

place and conditions of origination of dog

breeds, the scaling of skull-length measure-

ment components is relatively invariant. All

[small] dog breeds are exact allometric

dwarfs with respect to measures of skull

length. It is unlikely that such a specific

morphological relationship has been the di-

rect result of selection by breeders. Rather,

a lack of developmental variation seems a

better explanation.

When we turn to skull widths, however,

we note variation where lengths showed
constancy: puppies differ from adult foxes

of the same size; puppies also turn into

dogs of greatly altered shape, and small

foxes are easily distinguished from large

wolves by proportions of width elements

The material available to dog breeder

should be great.

Indeed, Wayne finds that dog breed
f(

vary greatly in width elements. (We migh,

be tempted to say, "so what; doesn't every ,;

one know this from a lifetime of casual

inspection?" Yet our intuitions are oftei ji

faulty. Wayne shows that small, snub,

nosed breeds have wide faces, not shor -

skulls or jaws. Readers might be chuck

ling and saying, what's the difference--

doesn't overwide amount to the sami

thing as undershort, as in the fat man';

riposte that he is only too short for hi:,

weight. But the statements are not equiva;

lent, for we are comparing the lengths am
;

widths with a common standard of bod;

size. Small breeds are the right length, bu
,

unusually wide, for their size.) The grea

variation among dog breeds is not uniforn ,

among all parts, but concentrated in thos(

,

features that supply raw material ii
j

growth and evolutionary history. Dofj

breeds form along the permitted paths ol
[

available variation.
j

This study of internal potential helps U!
|,

to predict which features will form thfj

basis for variety among breeds (not simplj
[
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viat the selector wishes, but what the

sectee can provide). But we can extend

ts insight much further to encompass

t; great differences in variety among do-

r;sticated species. If some parts of dogs

cTer more among breeds because inter-

t\ factors must supply the requisite varia-

tn, then perhaps, by extension, some en-

te species develop more diversity, not

I cause human selectors have been more

jsiduous or because human needs require

?ch variety, but because the internal fac-

(i of Galton's polyhedron are many,

osely spaced, and varied.

Why do breeds of dogs differ so greatly,

id those of cats relatively little? (Cats

1 ry widely in color and character of coat

lit not much in shape. Nothing in the

i)rld of felines can approach the disparity

i skull form between a stubby Pekingese

iid an elongated borzoi.) Before we spec-

late about diminished human effort or

csire for Garfield versus Lassie, we

iould consider the more fundamental

let that available variation in the ontog-

<iy and interspecific scaling among cats

(fers very little for breeders to select.

:10ns differ from tabbies far less than

Irge from small dogs while, more impor-

1 ntly, kittens grow to adult cats with only

i fraction of the change in shape that

ixompanies the transformation of puppy

grown dog. Consider the figure (facing

ige) taken from Wayne's article and

omparing, at the same size, neonates and

iults of cats and dogs. Dogs have contrib-

',ed to their own flexibility; cats, as ever,

e recalcitrant.

Wayne makes a persuasive case that

bmparative diversity among domesti-

ited species is more a function of avail-

Die variation in the growth of wild ances-

irs than in the extent of human efforts,

lorses change relatively little in shape

liring growth, and the heads of Shetland

anies do not differ much from those of

le largest workhorses. Pigs, on the other

and, are second only to dogs in diversity

f breeds. They are also unmatched

mong farm animals for marked change

r shape during growth.

Amounts of intrinsic variation therefore

jt limits and supply possibilities to breed-

rs. But even wild species with the most

opious variation do not thereby become

vailable for unlimited modification. Pigs

nd dogs vary in definite ways during their

irowth, and only certain shapes are avail-

ble for selection at definite sizes.

Vayne's most persuasive case for internal

mits lies in his demonstration that sets of

raits in a standard "ontogenetic trajec-

ory" (a sequence of stages from puppy to

dult) tend to hang together when they

nter different breeds. Dog breeds are not
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a hodgepodge of isolated traits, each taken

at will from any stage of ontogeny. Traits

of juvenility remain associated, and many

breeds, particularly among small dogs,

continue to look like puppies when

adult—an evolutionary process called

paedomorphosis (child-shaped) or, if it

happens by a general slowdown of change

during growth, neoteny (literally, holding

on to youth).

Wayne has shown that—without ex-

ception—adults of small breeds resemble

the juvenile stages of large dogs more than

the adults of other wild canid species

(small foxes)—a convincing demonstra-

tion that inherited patterns of growth set

possibilities of change. Dogs resolutely

stick to their own trajectories of growth.

"To some extent," Wayne concludes,

"many dog breeds represent morphologi-

cal snapshots between these developmen-

tal endpoints .... This suggests that small

domestic dogs differ from foxes because

puppies of small dogs cannot grow out of

their distinctive neonate morphology."

We know, of course, that breeders can

do many wonderful and particular things,

from making a dachshund into a frank-

furter to turning a chihuahua into a hair-

less rat or a sheepdog into a woolly mimic

of its charges. But these peculiarities are

imposed upon a basic and unaltered pat-

tern set by constraints of inherited growth.

The trajectory of ontogeny provides, as

Raymond Coppinger states, a "rough first

draft" for all breeds.

If ordinary variation in growth provides

the main source for breeders, then a wild

species" own juvenile stages are the pri-

mary storehouse of available change. Un-

der this basic theme of limits, we may
understand an old and otherwise puzzling

observation about domesticated versus

wild species. Over and over again, we note

that domestic species maintain more juve-

nile proportions than their wild ancestors.

We cannot explain this by smaller size

(since domestic breeds are often larger

than their ancestors) or by conscious selec-

tion on the old theme of planned optimal-

ity, for what possible common adaptive

advantage could have inspired breeders to

produce such a similar shortened face in

Middle white pigs, the Niatu oxen of

South America, and the Pekingese of the

Chinese imperial court. The only sensible

coordinating theme behind these similar-

ities is retention by neoteny of juvenile

traits common to most vertebrates.

If these shared neotenous traits of do-

mesticated species are not products of di-

rect selection by breeders, then what is the

common basis of their origin? Most ex-

perts argue that these juvenile traits are

spinoffs of the true object of selection

—

Skulls {top to bottom) ofpig, ox, and

Pekingese show these domesticated

animals have shortenedfaces.

tame and playful behavior itself. Organ-

isms may vary as much in rates of develop-

ment as in form. By selecting for breeding

only those animals that retain the favored

juvenile traits of pliant and flexible behav-

ior past the point of sexual maturity,

humans hasten the process of domestica-

tion itself. Since traits are locked together

in development, not infinitely dissociable

as hopes for optimality require, selection

for desired juvenile behavior brings fea-

tures of juvenile morphology along for the

ride. (We may, in some cases, also select

juvenile morphology for its aesthetic ap-

peal—large eyes and rounded craniums,

for example—and obtain valuable spin-

offs in behavior). In short, these common
juvenile features are facets of Galton's

polyhedron—correlated consequences of

selection for something else—not the di-

rect objects of human desire.

This theme of correlated consequences
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brings me to a final point. We have ex-

plored the role of developmental con-

straint in shaping many features of dogs

—

their difference in diversity from other

domesticated species; the disparate con-

tributions made by various parts of their

bodies to the unparalleled variety among

their breeds; the restricted sources of vari-

ation for construction of breeds, particu-

larly the apparent limits imposed by ten-

dencies for traits to "hang together"

during growth.

We might view these themes in a pessi-

mistic light—as a brake upon the power of

selection to build with all the freedom of a

human sculptor. But I suggest a more pos-

itive reading. Constraints of development

embody the twin and not-so-contradictory

themes of limits and opportunities. Con-

straints do preclude certain fancies, but

they also record an enormous pool of avail-

able potential for future change. So what

if the pool has borders; the water inside is

deep and inviting. The pessimist might

view correlated characters in growth as a

sad foreclosure of certain combinations.

But an optimist might emphasize the

power for rapid change contained in the

possibility of recruiting so many features

at once. The great variation that dogs de-

velop during their growth creates an enor-

mous pool all by itself. A wide range of

juvenile stages becomes available for re-

cruitment by neoteny—a potential pre-

cluded if youngsters look and act like

adults.

This great pool of potential has been

used over and over again by breeders of

domestic dogs. We should view it as the

main source of their success, not the tragic

limit to their hopes. My colleague Ray-

mond Coppinger, of Hampshire College,

has spent ten years promoting the use of

guarding dogs (a great European tradition

that never caught on in America) as an

alternative to shooting, poisoning, and

other mayhem in the protection of sheep

from coyotes and other predators. He has

placed more than five hundred dogs with

farmers in thirty-five states. Coppinger

notes the great, and usually unappreci-

ated, difference between guarding and

herding breeds. Herders control the move-

ment of sheep by using predatory

behaviors of adult dogs—stalking, chas-

ing, biting, and barking—but inhibiting

the final outcome. These breeds are as

adult in their form as in their behavior;

they display no neotenous features.

Guard dogs, on the other hand, simply

move with and among the flock. They
work alone and do not control the flock's

motion. They afford protection primarily

by their size, for few coyotes will attack a

flock accompanied by a 100-pound dog.

They behave toward sheep as puppies do

toward other dogs—licking the sheep's

face as a puppy might in asking for food,
j

chasing and biting with the playfulness of

young dogs, even mounting sheep as

young dogs mount each other in sexual

play and rehearsal. This neotenous behav-

ior accompanies a persistently juvenile

morphology, as these dogs maintain short

faces, big eyes, and floppy ears. ^
Coppinger has raised guarding and||t«

herding dogs together from babyhood, fe

They show little difference in behavior Pj

until puberty. Herders then develop thej|^

standard traits of adulthood—border col-

lies begin to stalk, while retrievers and

pointers live up to their names. But the

guarders develop no new patterns and sim-

ply retain their youthful traits. Thus, a

valuable set of features can be recruited

together because they already exist as the

normal form and behavior of juvenile

dogs. Patterns of growth are rich reser-

voirs, not sterile strictures.

One tradition of argument identifies ne-

oteny with all that is good and kind—

"Except ye be converted, and become as

little children, ye shall not enter into the

kingdom of heaven." Yet I resist any fac-

ile transference between natural realities

and human hopes if only because the dark

side of social utility should teach us cau-

tion in invalid analogy.

Neoteny certainly has its dark side in

social misuse. Konrad Lorenz, who, to pui

it as kindly as possible, made his life in

Nazi Germany more comfortable by tai-

loring his views on animal behavior to the

prevailing orthodoxy, often argued during ji

the early 1 940s that civilization is the ana-
-J

logue of domestication. Domestic animals

are often neotenous; neotenous animals 11

retain the flexibility of youth and do not

develop the instinctive and healthy aver-

sion that mature creatures feel toward de-

formed and unworthy members of their

race. Since humans have therefore lost

this instinctive power to reject the geneti-

cally harmful, Nazi racial and marriage ';

laws are justified as a mirror of nature's
j

^

mature ways.

Still, I cannot help noting, since dogs

are descended from wolves, and humans

really are neotenous in both form and be- f
havior (without justifying Lorenz's fatu-

ous and hateful reveries), that the neoteny

of sheep-guarding dogs does fulfill, in a

limited sense, one of the oldest and most

beautiful of all prophecies: "The wolf also

shall dwell with the lamb . . . and a little

child shall lead them."

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

University.
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The Ivorybill Still Lives
In the highlands ofeastern Cuba, one ofthe world's

most endangered birds has been sighted

by Lester L. Short and Jennifer EM. Home

We landed at the Havana airport on

March 29, 1986, in a state of hopeful

excitement because of the reported

sightings of the ivory-billed woodpecker.

This was confirmed immediately by our

hosts for this year's expedition, Giraldo

Alayon and Alberto Estrada of Cuba's

Bureau for Protection of Flora and Fauna.

They had glimpsed a female ivorybill two

weeks earlier on March 16.

A year before, one of us (Short) had left

Cuba with the faint hope that this majes-

tic, but elusive, woodpecker was not, as

many feared, extinct. For a week in late

February and early March 1985, Short

and a colleague, George Reynard, a

bioacoustician associated with Cornell

University's Laboratory of Ornithology,

had searched for the ivorybill in remote

eastern Cuba (see "Last Chance for the

Ivorybill," Natural History, August

1985). They had found signs that an ivory-

billed woodpecker had worked on some

trees recently but had neither sighted nor

heard one.

At Short's urging, Cuban colleagues,

supported by their government, had

agreed last year to search for the ivorybill

in remote eastern areas with pockets of

pine trees. They had mounted three expe-

ditions to the region, and on the last one

had sighted one female for a few moments
at Ojito de Agua, about fifteen miles east

of the spot where Short and Reynard had

found signs of an ivorybill in 1985.

Now, eager to get into the field again.

Short, Home, and Reynard flew, along

with Alayon and Estrada, to Holguin in

eastern Cuba. After warm greetings from

local government and museum oflicials,

we packed our gear into a Soviet-made

four-wheel-drive truck and drove for nine

bone-jarring hours, the last twenty miles

at night through mud and mire, to our

quarters—a candle-lit temporary logging

camp at Ojito de Agua.

On the day before our arrival, woods-

men had seen a woodpecker feeding in a

valley east of the camp. In the morning,

the woodsmen showed us various spots

where the woodpecker had been seen

feeding in trees. These signs of ivorybill

activity surprised us because most of them

were fresh diggings or holes carved in

The ivory-billed woodpecker, as depicted

by pioneerAmerican ornith ologist

Alexander Wilson

long-dead trees and stubs. Ivorybills mc

typically scale bark off newly dead trei

Recently excavated or scaled trees she

fresh reddish wood rather than the gray

old deadwood. Most of the trees in t

surrounding area were young, thin, s£

ond-growth pines among freshly c

stumps. Scattered taller pines grew i

steep slopes and rocky places, and sor

dead tall pines rose above the canoj

Most of them were ill-formed, which h;

presumably spared them from cuttir

Virtually all of these showed "working

of the ivory-billed woodpecker.

On the morning of April 6, Eduari

Solana of the Holguin Museum hea

loud tapping near the Yarey River hea

waters where the bird had been regular

seen. Most of us waited at this site, b|

Home moved to a slope a quarter mij

away. At 12:45 p.m., she observed a ma'

ivorybill at a recently debarked dead pii

across the valley. Through her binoculai

she saw a black-and-white woodpeck

with a red crest pecking at the lower edj

of the debarked area. After twenty se

onds or so, she ran up a path, waved to oi

of the guides on a nearby road to go for tl

others, and returned—only to find the iv

rybill gone. This was our group's only su

tained sighting. (Cuba has only one lar{

black-and-white woodpecker, the ivor'

bill. In the United States, we also have tl

common, large pileated woodpecker. I

black-and-white pattern is somewhat sin:;

lar to the ivorybill's and can be confusir'

to observers, especially at a distance.)

On April 7, at 9:48 a.m., Estrada ar

two woodsmen, Emilio Perez and Aracel

Nunez, spotted a male and a female Ivor

bill perched on separate tall pines nei

Nmirai. HiSTOR"! 1 /i
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where Solana had heard the loud tapping

the day before. The two ivorybills flew off,

dropping down into dense young pines on

a rugged slope. These observations, from

less than 200 yards, lasted for five seconds

or so.

Despite large-scale searches from vari-

ous points and at different times, no fur-

ther observations occurred until April 10,

at 7:00 a.m. Sitting alone on the site where

Home had seen the male, Reynard saw a

large black-and-white woodpecker for a

few seconds at about 100 yards. Flying

low along a slope, it dropped down into the

understory. He could not determine its

sex, but most likely it was a female, since

the red crest of a male would have been

visible at that distance.

Taking the early stint across from the

site where Home and Reynard had ob-

served the ivorybill. Short finally

ghmpsed a flying female ivorybill on April

12 at 7:20 a.m. The bird showed its white

hindwing patches as it darted low, as if

frightened, from the base of one slope,

across the Yarey River to the other slope.

Short saw it for about as long as it takes to

raise binoculars to the eyes, and barely

focused on the bird, seeing its crest, back,

white-and-black wings, and long tail, be-

fore it disappeared low into the pines,

about 200 yards away. After about thirty

seconds. Short heard a single, emphatic

"kyent" from the pines, then nothing

more. After ten minutes, he played taped

ivorybill calls and repeated them at ten to

twenty minute intervals, with no response.

Later that day, atop the hill from which

he had seen the ivorybill, Short paused

while walking between sites and crouched

to observe a different bird, a Cuban tro-

gon. At 1:38 p.m., beyond the trogon, and

low in a dead stub that had been pointed

out by the woodsmen as a regular ivorybill

feeding site, he spied a large black wood-

pecker's shape pressed against the trunk

of the dead stub. Unfortunately, when he

stood up to use his camera, both the trogon

and the woodpecker flew away. The wood-

pecker, large, black, and with white flash-

ing in the wings, dropped down the slope

eastward, disappearing into the pines be-

fore Short could determine its sex. It was

not seen again that day On April 13,

Alayon heard definite ivorybill calls from

the slope south of our line of observation

(we accept this report; undoubtedly some
other reports of the guides and technicians

may be invalid, but Alayon was well used

to ivorybill calls from hearing our record-

ings, which are copies of those made in the

1930s by Peter Paul Kellogg and Arthur

A. Allen near a nest in Louisiana).

On April 14, at 10:45 a.m., observing

from the site where the first sighting oc-

curred on the 6th, Reynard again saw a

fast-flying, dropping black-and-white ivo-

rybill, and again its crest color could not

be seen.

The next day, three of us explored the

pinewoods to the east, to Yarey Peak, and

down into the Jaguani River valley. The

valley—open country with no human in-

habitants—was full of birds in hardwoods.

(It had been an area of mining, planting,

and cutting a decade or more ago.) We
saw some patches of tall pines on a few

slopes of the otherwise cutover Sierra de

Moa. The range, which might have pro-

vided a refuge for the ivorybill, was nearly

fully cut over by foreign companies in the

late 1950s, resulting in soil erosion and

poor scrub growth.

On April 16, three of us. Short, Alayon,

and Peiia, planned to make a half mile

sweep along the Yarey River, walking qui-

etly in single-file through the trees on the

slopes above the river. Observers were

posted at the upper and lower ends of the

area. Walking in line soon became impos-

sible because the valley floor was covered

with a bamboolike grass that crisscrossed

in tangles between the trees. We quickly

became separated. Short made his way
slowly below the nest of a Cuban crow,

was called at by the pair of crows, then

crawled up the far slope and worked his

way along the river. Spying several bark-

worked trees on the other side, he re-

crossed the narrow river and saw un-

doubted ivorybill workings on large, live,

but unhealthy pines (bases showing dead-

wood, little crown foliage). While Short

was looking in the direction of the river, a

male ivorybill crossed his field of view

through patches of full sunlight and at a

distance of about six yards. The bird was

flying fast downstream, but seeing Short,

it abruptly swung upslope and, flashing

the shining white wing patches, bolted up-

hill and out of sight. At about 10:20 a.m..

Short made his way downstream, where

his companions on the "walk" had already

arrived. They went on up the far slope, but

could not find the male. Short walked

back upstream to where Home was ob-

serving. As he approached her excitedly to

give her the news, he saw that she too was

excited. At 10:20 a.m.. Home had seen

two crows (probably the nesting pair) drop

down and follow, low through trees and

mostly out of her sight, a large black-and-

white bird, an ivorybill. The crows made a

swing at the woodpecker, which flew

downstream, in the direction of Short's

sighting at almost exactly that time. It

probably was the same bird. We saw no

further ivorybills on that day or on the

17th, our last full day in the field.

Thus, on the expedition, a male ivory-

\

bill and at least one female ivorybill we

seen on seven occasions by six persor

involving eight individual sightings. In a

dition, the birds were heard on two (

more occasions.

We recommended actions to save tl

ivorybill to a Guantanamo provincial wili

life officer, who made a trip in to see u

and on Cuban television, when five car

eramen and reporters came up by mule c

the 13th and 14th of April. Our sugge

tions included: cessation of all tree cuttir

within three and a half miles of the Ivor

bill site; no cutting in a belt, a little moi

than a mile wide, eastward to the Jaguai

Forest Reserve or in the Cupeyal Fore:

Reserve abutting the site area to the wes

monitoring of the ivorybills with a spi

cially appointed guardacarpintero; exchi

sion of all but scientists and wildlife mai

agement personnel from the area; limite

girdling, by quiet means, to kill pine

along the trails and thereby provide mor

feeding trees; and further searches to h

cate other possible ivorybills.

We returned to Holguin and more intei

views on April 1 8. The Holguin provincif

oificials proved very supportive. On Apr

20, we flew across Cuba to Havana an

still more meetings. During a brief trip t

study other endemic Cuban woodpecker;

we got the news that the Ministry of Agr
culture had officially closed the ivorybi

area to logging activities. After a televisei

lecture at the Cuban Academy of Sc
ences on April 25, we were assured b

various officials that every effort would b

made to save the ivorybill. The reaction o

the Cuban people to the publicity wa
wholly sympathetic, and with Cuban sci

enlists supporting the moves, we expec

that efforts to save the ivorybill will bi

carried out effectively.

Whether or not these measures wil

save the ivorybill will depend largely oi

how many birds still exist, their genetii

ties, and their ability to endure in subop

timal habitat until the pines reach matun

height. April is a crucial breeding montl,

and the lack of drumming, which is disW

tinctive and loud in the ivorybill, and thf

sparse vocal activity hint that these sh;

birds are not breeding because of humai

and other disturbances and the need t(

move over large areas to find sufficien

food. The ivory-billed woodpecker maj

now have a chance, but we will be optimis

tic about the future of the species only i)

more birds are found and protected.

Lester L. Short is chairman ofthe Ameri-

can Museum of Natural History's Or
nithology Department; Jennifer F.M
Home is a research associate of the Na-

tional Museums of Kenya.
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Bradshaw Mountains, Arizona

The rugged Bradshaw Mountains, in

the southern reaches of Arizona's Prescott

National Forest, were once prime gold

country. The territory's principal back

road follows the abandoned bed of an ore-

hauling railroad, the Crown King branch

of the Prescott and Eastern. Rocky and

narrow, the road meanders from the near-

ghost town of Cleator, in the eastern foot-

hills, west to Crown King and then north

to the city of Prescott.

Cleator (elevation nearly 4,000 feet)

lies along the northern edge of the Sono-

ran Desert. The surrounding scrubland is

dominated by the foothill paloverde, a

small tree with spiny branches that be-

longs to the legume family, but saguaros

occasionally stand as emblems of the

desert, along with clumps of other cac-

tuses—Fendler's hedgehog, Engelmann

prickly pear, and teddy bear cholla. Other

desert plants include the feather duster

calliandra, ocotillo, and jojoba, all small

trees with little leaves or with leaves modi-

fied into spines, adaptations that reduce

water loss in the arid climate.

From Cleator the road begins a 2,000-

by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

foot climb to Crown King, leaving the

saguaros and other desert-floor plants be-

low. In their place appear round-topped

woody plants that are about six to eight

feet in height. Except for bare patches of

rocky soil, the uniform vegetation gives

the landscape a velvety appearance. This

is chaparral, a plant community whose

name is derived from the Spanish word

chaparro, "dwarf evergreen oaks," refer-

ring to the shrub live oak, Quercus

turbinella. which dominates the habitat.

Although elevation is a factor in deter-

mining where chaparral occurs (most

chaparral is found at elevations of from

3,000 to 5,800 feet), biologists attribute its

presence to a Mediterranean-type climate

characterized by cool, damp winters and

hot summers. Similar brushy habitats, re-

ferred to as garigue, occur along the Medi-

terranean Sea; Corsica has a distinctive

type, known as maquis.

In the United States, chaparral is found

across central Arizona and again in south-

ern California. Although these two habi-

tats look similar, they differ in species

composition and climate. In Arizona there

A saguaro cactus, above, grows in the desertfoothills ofthe Bradshaw Mountains.

Brushy chaparral habitat, left, dominates at elevations of4.000 to 6.000feet.
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are two major rainy periods—one from

late November through December and

one from July to September—and most

chaparral growth takes place during the

summer. In California, the rainfall is con-

centrated in the winter, and that is the

growing season.

Daniel Axelrod, a botanist at the Uni-

versity of California at Davis, believes

that the two chaparrals had a common
origin but diverged more than two million

years ago as a result of topographical

changes. Newly formed mountain ranges

in California confined summer precipita-

tion to the coast, giving competitive ad-

vantages to those plants that were suited

for long dry summers. In Arizona, the

climate was less modified: the plant com-

munity continued to receive summer rain

and remained similar to its original form.

The chief species in the Arizona chap-

arral are the shrub live oak, mountain ma-
hogany, pointleaf manzanita, desert

ceanothus, skunkbush sumac, and yellow

silk-tassel. Most of these are evergreen

shrubs with small, leathery leaves; dense,

compact crowns; and deeply penetrating

roots. Most rely on root sprouting as their

major means of propagation. These modi-

fications enable the species to survive the

dryness of the chaparral habitat and the

periodic fires that are fed by the tinder of

fallen leaves.
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In the chaparral, the rounded crowns of

adjacent shrubs usually touch, forming a

canopy that provides at least 60 percent

cover. Lower branches often die for lack

of sunlight, with the result that living

branches enlarge and stems become

gnarled and contorted. The canopy of

many a shrub is supported by only a nar-

row strip of living tissue.

Root systems are extensive, penetrating

quickly to great depths and spreading out

laterally to capture all available surface

moisture. One biologist measured a three-

month-old desert ceanothus and found

that its roots were three feet deep and two

feet across.

Chaparral leaves are usually two or

three times thicker than those of non-

Shoots sprout after afire

chaparral species and are covered with a'

thick cuticle, or wax layer. In addition, the

small openings in the leaves, called sto-

mates, are confined to their lower surface

and are often embedded in deep crevices.

These characteristics inhibit water loss.

The leaves of most chaparral shrubs are

also small, minimizing the danger of over-!

heating during the hot summer.

An important part of plant adaptation

in the chaparral is the ability to reproduce

successfully despite the fires that light-

ning touches off once or twice each de-

cade, killing many plants and burning oth-

ers back. Those few species that depend

on seeds for propagation produce seeds

that will not germinate until scarred by

fire. The seeds may lie dormant in the soil

for many years before a fire activates

them. The seedlings then start their lives

at the most opportune time, when cover is

reduced and the danger of further fire is

minimized.

Most chaparral species produce few

seeds, however, reproducing instead by

root sprouting. A swollen root crown, or

burl, develops at the base of the plant,

beginning in the seedling stage and enlarg-

ing each year until it is far thicker than

any of the main stems of the shrub. The

burl contains numerous buds that produce

vigorous sprouts when activated by fire. A
chaparral shrub capable of sprouting fol-

lowing a fire has several advantages over

those that propagate through seeds, as

pointed out by California botanist Ted

Hanes. One is that the plant retains its

established place in the habitat; another is

that nutrients and water in the root system

are immediately available, with the result

that the first year's growth is much more

rapid than that of seedlings.

Because of these adaptations, chaparral

regains its normal appearance much more

quickly after a fire than other community

types. Characteristic shrub density in the

chaparral returns within five years, and

crown cover is established in seven years.

In the Bradshaw Mountains, the chap-

arral is gradually replaced by a ponderosa

pine community at about 6,000 feet. The

increase in moisture and cooler climate

are readily apparent on the road from

Cleator as it nears Crown King. At Crown

King itself, a few weathered frame build-

ings nestle beneath the swaying pines.

They are all that remains of a mining

community that had its heyday about the

turn of the century.
j

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national for-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin-

guished professor of botany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Below: Carved out ofsandstone terraces on aplateau in the

Trans-Himalayas, the citadel ofTsaparangwas the capital of

the medieval Tibetan kingdom ofGu-ge. Now abandoned,

Tsaparang was a militaryfortress that housed a Buddhist

monastery and Tantric temples. Opposite page: At the summit

ofthe stone citadel is the Royal Chapel. Within, murals

depicting Oriental deities have been preserved by the dry

climate andprotected by the isolation ofthis mountain outpost.

The red structure on the left is known as the White Temple,

where more medieval Tantric art survives.
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In the Realm ofthe Buddha
An abandoned medieval citadel in the Tibetan Trans-Himalayas

preserves treasures ofOriental art and reminders ofancient cults

Text by Frits Staal • Photographs by Adelaide de Menil

The watershed of the Himalayas does

not he along the line of its highest peaks,

as in most mountain ranges, but about a

hundred miles farther north. Many of the

great rivers of India, therefore, have their

source, not in the Himalayas, but in what

Swedish geographer Sven Hedin called

the Trans-Himalayas. The cause of this

curious fact is that the rivers are older

than the mountains they traverse. Before

the Himalayas existed, the rivers flowed

southward from present-day Central Asia

and the Tibetan plateau into the Tethys

Sea. During the Tertiary age, the chunk of

land that was to become India drifted

across the sea and collided with the Asian

plateau, pushing up the Himalayas. The

rivers had to go around the mountains or

cut through them. At the same time, the

upward surge of the Himalayas cut Cen-

tral Asia off from the southern sea and its

monsoonal climate. This separation, com-

bined with the disappearance of the Ice

Age glaciers, led to the increasingly dry

climate and eventual desiccation of all

Central Asia and Tibet.

The most important mountain of the

Trans-Himalayas is Kailas (22,028

feet)—remote, mysterious, idealized in

Indian myth, and a continuing challenge

to explorers and adventurers. Immedi-

ately to its south lie two large lakes that

have similarly exercised the imagination:

Manasarowar and Rakshas Tal. A little

farther south, but still north of the Hima-

layan range, stands another lonely giant:

Gurla Mandhata (25,355 feet).

Four great rivers have their source in

the Kailas region: the Indus, which takes

its course around the western extremities

of the Himalayas before flowing into the

Arabian Sea; the Tsangpo/Brahmaputra,

which flows to the east of the Himalayas

before reaching the Bay of Bengal; and

the Sutlej and the Kamali, which make

their way directly through the mountains,

cutting deep gorges that are a characteris-

tic feature of the Himalayas. At the en-

trances to the gorges, the rivers have

carved fantastic shapes in sandstone cliff's

often more than a thousand feet high.

While the Kamali has deposited its sedi-

ments near the northwestern border of

Nepal, the Sutlej has created a monumen-
tal landscape at the foot of the northern

slopes of the Kumaun Himalayas of India.

Here peaks such as Kamet (25,447 feet)

tower above a sandstone desert replete

with natural spires, domes, and caves. At

about 1 2,000 feet this plateau is sheltered,

dry, mostly barren, and less cold than the

vast wastelands of western Tibet that lie to

its north. Visited in recent centuries by

fewer outsiders than there are fingers on
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Looking downfrom the summit of
Tsaparang. the man-made structures

(upper left) are nearly indistinguishable

from the natural sandstoneformations of
the Sutlej River valley.

one hand, this secluded land, once called

Gu-ge (pronounced Goo-gay), has its own
rugged charm. During the second half of

the ninth century, a Tibetan king took

refuge among the natural labyrinths of its

rock terraces and founded his citadel,

which came to be known by the name of

Tsaparang.

South of the Himalayas, the Indus and
the Sutlej are the largest rivers of the

Punjab, the land of five [pan]) streams

(ab), which is as large as France and now
occupies parts of India and Pakistan. Ve-

dic nomads speaking an Indo-European

language entered this fertile plain from
the northwest before 1200 b.c. Moving
east and south they crossed the Indus, the

Sutlej, and finally the Ganges.

In the third century b.c, Alexander the

Great crossed the Indus and the Sutlej.

Greek geographers knew both rivers but

were not familiar with their upper ranges

on the other side of the Himalayas. During
the first millennium a.d., Indians and Chi-

nese referred to the Trans-Himalayan
area of the upper Sutlej as Nation of

Women because it was believed to be
ruled by a line of queens. They also called
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Golden Clan, and western Tibet has

er since been known for its gold. Prior to

1000, an Indo-European language

as probably spoken here, as it was in

dia to the south and west, Kashmir to

e northwest, and Sinkiang to the north.

Tibetan history started much later and

me 700 miles to the east. Like the his-

ry of other early kingdoms, it was violent

id bloody. The first king of central Tibet,

am-ri, was assassinated in a.d. 627. His

in Song-tsen-gam-po succeeded his fa-

ler and established the Tibetan dynasty

Yarlung, which lasted two centuries

id engaged in frequent battles with

ang China. The court of Lang-dar-ma,

st king of the Yarlung dynasty, was sub-

ct to intrigues among rival nobles and

linisters. Lang-dar-ma was assassinated

a Buddhist monk in 8'42, and soon af-

r, civil war broke out in central Tibet, in

Tunnels inside Tsaparang arepresumed to have been

excavated to allow safepassage through the often-embattled

citadel, as well as to gain access to water suppliesfrom springs

at the base ofthe plateau.

866 some descendants of the royal family

emigrated to the far west, where in due

course three kingdoms were established:

Maryul (modern Ladakh), Purang (the

region south of the lakes of Rakshas Tal

and Manasarowar), and the sandstone ter-

ritory of Gu-ge on the upper Sutlej. The
kingdom of Gu-ge became the most im-

portant principality, and Tsaparang,

meaning "great residence," became its

capital. An area the size of Taiwan, Gu-ge

at the height of its glory counted many
thousands of inhabitants. At present, if we

exclude nomads and the Chinese popula-

tion of Toling, a few hundred people live

there. As for the citadel of Tsaparang,

now called Tse-pu-lung, the Jesuit Nuno
Coresma wrote in 1635: "It is impossible

to count up more than 500 inhabitants, of

whom a hundred are slaves of the rajah.

..." In 1855, a visitor found fifteen or

sixteen houses inhabited onis in summer
Sixteen inhabitants were counted in 1908.

When we visited Tsaparang last October,

the first Westerners in almost forty years,

there was only an old caretaker

The earliest Tibetan kingdoms were not

centers of civilization to compare with the

Carolingian renaissance in contemporary'

France under Charlemagne or the high

civilizations of classical Greece. Rome.
India, or China. Buddhism, which may
have acted as a civilizing influence by

introducing Indian culture, reached Tibet

relatively late. Founded in the sixth cen-

tury B.C., on the southern slopes of the

Himalayan foothills near the present fron-

tier between India and Nepal. Buddhism
spread throughout India and then to Cey-

lon (Sri Lanka) during the third century

B.C. During the first century \.d. it crossed

the western Himalayas lo Central .Asia

and China. It reached Korea in the fourth

century and Japan in the sixth.

According to Tibetan tradition. Bud-

dhism was introduced into central Tibet in

the mid-seventh century during the reign

of King Song-iscn-gam-po. whose succes-

sors showed no great enthusiasm for it. In

due course, central Tibetan Buddhism
presented two dilferenl faces, reflecting

antipodal origins. Indian Buddhism came
lo central Tibet from the south, while Chi-

nese Buddhism, w hich also had its roots in

India, came from the north, considerably

Sinicized after live centuries.
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a': Hayagriva, the wrathful Hindu deity "Horse Neck,

"

%rds the entrance ofthe White Temple. The horse cult of

1 /agrivawas especially popular in Trans-Himalayan

I ons, where horses and horse breeding were more important

I 1 in India. The Buddhist monasteries ofwestern Tibet are

( mtories ofIndian artforms and cults that no longer exist in

I r land oforigin. On the wall behind Hayagriva, and below,

i fahakala, another wrathful Indian deity, who is seen

•i npling corpses and drinking bloodfrom a skull.

The difference between the two kinds of

ddhism could not fail to lead to a con-

ntation. Writings on the so-called

iuncil of Lhasa tell of debates and dis-

I ssions between Indian and Chinese

ddhists during the second half of the

ith century. While the underlying prob-

ns may have been political, the texts

;ntion only doctrinal issues. The Indians

fended the theory that nirvana can only

reached gradually, through lengthy, ar-

duous, and sustained discipline and effort.

The Chinese adhered to the hypothesis—

originally Indian—that nirvana can be ob-

tained suddenly and immediately, here

and now. The Indian Buddhists are al-

leged to have won the debate, and so unity

was temporarily restored. But the entire

episode was a tempest in a teacup that was

about to break, for Buddhism was under

heavy attack from the outside. During the

reign of Lang-dar-ma, Buddhists were

persecuted and the Buddhist order finally

suppressed. According to Tibetan tradi-

tion this led to the assassination of the king

and the end of the Yarlung dynasty It is

more likely, however, that political up-

heavals forced the heirs to the dynasty to

seek their fortunes elsewhere.

The prince who first undertook the long

journey on horseback from central Tibet

to the far west must have been an intrepid

warrior—accompanied by loyal support-

ers, well provided with arms, and of suffi-

cient wealth to acquire food and other

needed supplies in an area where very

httle grows. He must have fought his way

into that secluded territory against oppo-

nents whose identities we do not know. He
or his immediate successors must have

had sufficient ingenuity and technical ex-

pertise to construct a fortress: to carry

stones, wood, building materials, water,

food, and other supplies uphill and lay the

foundations for the citadel of Tsaparang.

Water is available on four sides of the

plateau, but during much of the year it

consists of trickles rather than streams.

There are two springs beneath the citadel,

and the first occupants constructed a stair-

way within a tunnel leading down to them.

Another tunnel led to fortifications that

overlooked the plateau. Enclosures inside

were said to be stalls, although narrow

passages to the summit would have been

difficult for horses. The stonework has the

look of a garrison. Fortifications there,

and on the lower part of the hill, suggest

that hostilities continued for a consider-

able period. This was confirmed by the

Jesuit Father Antonio de Andrade who

visited Tsaparang in August 1624—the

first European to do so. He wrote that the

king of Ladakh laid siege to Tsaparang,

which was "an impregnable castle, well

victualled, and there were 1 .000 fire-arms

with plenty of gun-powder and ball."

Buddhism probably played no role in

the founding of Tsaparang. but in time,

with survival assured, otherworldly con-

cerns reappeared. Western Tibet may

have originally been a stronghold of the

Bon religion, which is held to have been

the original religion of Tibet before Bud-

dhism was introduced. The Bonpos them-

selves are unanimous in attributing their



origin to a country west of Tibet and Bon

is, in fact, a remnant of an earlier phase of

Buddhism probably introduced from

Kashmir.

Some 300 miles to the northwest, on the

other side of the Himalayas, the fertile

valley of Kashmir was a center of Indian

culture throughout the first millennium

A.D. In its benign climate, Vedic traditions

flourished, along with cults dedicated to

Siva, Tantrism in Saivite and Buddhist

forms, and all levels of Sanskrit learning.

Kashmir was the home of some of India's

great philosophers, grammarians, drama-

tists, poets, historians, ritualists, and au-

thorities on medicine, aesthetics, and

erotica. Not surprisingly, Kashmiri Tan-

trism was to become the predominant cul-

tural influence in the kingdom of Gu-ge.

Tantrism, a development of the reli-

gions of India, is characterized by ritual

ceremonies in which the ritualist identifies

himself with a deity. Once he is a god, his

ritual acts of yoga and meditation become

divine acts of creation and procreation.

Although Buddhist philosophy is atheistic

and denies—at least in its later phases

—

an individual soul, the Buddha had from

the beginning recognized a realm of de-

ities, demons, and other supernatural be-

ings. He did not prohibit their worship,

propitiation, or ritual manipulation as long
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as it was recognized thai these activities

were inferior to joining his order and be-

coming a monk. Tantrism is therefore

Buddhist, as well as Saivite or Hindu

—

although Hindu is merely a label attached

by foreigners to all developments of In-

dian religion that are not explicitly as-

signed to another religious tradition. Tan-

trie rites were practiced by wandering

ascetics and yogis or institutionalized in

Buddhist universities such as Nalanda.

They developed in India between the third

and twelfth centuries and were exported

all over Asia, as far as Bali and Japan. The
Buddhism that entered central Tibet from

Nepal and India in the seventh century

was already Tantric.

Tantric ceremonies begin with the cre-

ation of a mandala, a configuration of de-

ities arranged around a central figure. The
ritualist identifies himself through medi-

tation with each of these, progressii

clockwise from the outside until 1

reaches the center. Each deity has i

characteristic iconography and is asso<

ated with a specific mantra. The mantr£

meaningless syllables such as om, ha

and hum, are recited aloud or silentl

They are regarded as the bodies, or phy

cal manifestations, of the deities. Tl

ceremonies are conducted in cemeteri

or in temples, by individuals or by teac

ers initiating pupils. Associates may pt

ticipate or assist. There are female yoj

who are beings of flesh and blood, ai

female demons, called khan-dro-m

which means "she who goes in the sky.

The characteristic identifications

Tantric ritual are frequently described

terms of sexual union. Sexual activiti

were incorporated in the rituals, alo

with other acts of which eariier orthodo:



airocana. meaning "radiant light, " was a centralfigure of

rly Tantrism. Stucco images ofthe deity presided over

aparang's White Temple, wherefew images survived the

vages ofChina 's Cultural Revolution ofthe 1 960s. The best-

eserved image is shown at left, while the empty seat of

lother Vairocana is shown below. The black-and-white

•constructions are based on 1 948 photographs by Li Gotami.

lad disapproved, such as eating meal and

Irinking alcoholic beverages. In Tibet, in

he tenth and eleventh centuries, these

endencies grew malignant. Deities were

jropitiated with offerings of semen, blood,

md excrement. Some ritualists not only

ndulged in indiscriminate sex, drugs, and

Irinking bouts but also kidnapped, killed,

ind ate men and women. The kings, as

matrons of the official religion, were op-

posed to these practices and urged a re-

turn to orthodoxy.

In western Tibet, about the year 1000,

King Khor-re went one step further: he

abdicated in favor of his younger brother,

entered the Buddhist order, and became a

monk. Henceforward known by the name

Ye-she-o, or simply as a royal lama, he

embarked upon an ambitious program of

religious reforms. He sent young men to

study in India so that they could return

with the correct doctrine and practice.

The most famous among these was Rin-

chen s'ang-po (958-1055), a renaissance

personality and one of the most important

figures in the history of western Tibet.

Rin-chen s'ang-po instituted reforms on

two different levels: with the help of a

team of collaborators, he translated nu-

merous texts from Sanskrit into Tibetan,

and he founded or inspired the foundation

of many monasteries, temples, and chap-

els, including those of Tabo, Toling, and

Tsaparang. Henceforth, Tsaparang was

not only a fortified capital but also housed

a monastery, several temples, and chapels.

The Sanskrit texts that Rin-chen s'ang-

po translated came mostly from northwest

India, especially from Kashmir. With the

help of his royal patron, he invited to

Tsaparang Kashmiri ritualists and artists,

including architects, sculptors, and paint-

ers. Unlike the art of central Tibet and all

later Tibetan art. the early art of western

Tibet had not been exposed to Chinese

influence. The metal sculptures found

there are indistinguishable from Kashmiri

bronzes. A similar kinship may be pre-

sumed in the domain of painting, although

no examples from Kashmir survive. Aside

from the Tibetan murals, the only extant

examples of the Kashmiri style of painting



Below: Inside the royalpalace is a shrine dedicated to

Samvara, interpreted as "perfect bliss. " The murals within are

preserved in almost pristine condition. Opposite the entrance,

five Buddhafigures, each with threefaces and six arms, are

distinguishedfrom each other by pose and color. One mural,

right, depicts Akshobhya. meaning "imperturbable. " On the

side walls ofthe chapel, ten wrathful deities, each withfive

heads and eight arms,face each other. One ofthese, bottom

right, is Heruka, afierce manifestation ofAkshobhya.

are manuscript illustrations. One of these

is a set of twelve illuminated folios from an

eleventh-century metaphysical treatise

found at Toling in 1933 and now pre-

served in the Los Angeles County Mu-

seum of Art.

The German sociologist Max Weber

(1864-1920) argued that a close relation-

ship exists between capitalism and Protes-

tantism. His ideas were welcomed, espe-

cially in the United States, where they

were interpreted as an endorsement of

both. Capitalism and Buddhism are also

closely linked. Monasteries established

along the trade routes functioned not only

as caravansaries but as markets and banks

where merchants could trade or deposit

their wealth and gain religious merit at the

same time. The export of Buddhism can-

not be separated from the export of other

goods along these routes. Indian monks

and merchants dreamed of China as a

promising market for ideological and busi-

ness interests, just as American missionar-

ies, politicians, and businessmen were to

do two thousand years later. What is re-

markable about these exchanges across

the formidable passes of the western Hi-

malayas and Karakoram is that while ma-

terial goods went in both directions, ideas

came mainly from India. The Tibetan

Buddhist writings include much of Indian

literature, medicine, astronomy, logic,

grammar, yoga, and Tantrism.

The monasteries, often built in strategic

positions on the tops of hills, were de-

fended by monks who were adepts in the

martial arts. In later times, some of the

great monasteries of central Tibet pos-

sessed a special category of fighting

monks known as dap-dops. These were

recruited from among novices who, al-

though not academically gifted, were

tough and preferably good-looking. The

dap-dops wore distinctive hair styles and

personal ornamentation and engaged in

fights and various forms of sport, as well as

homosexual activities. Since monks are

not supposed to carry arms, they per-

fected a form of combat using large metal

keys attached to leather thongs.

The combination of a military fortress

with a Buddhist monastery and Tantric

temcles is not uncommon. The Buddha

himself was the son of a king or chieftain

and belonged to the second caste reserved

for royalty and the military. He was

trained in his youth to be a ruler, and so

was taught riding, swordsmanship, arch-

ery, wrestling, and other martial arts.

His first followers, and the majority of

those who were later converted to Bud-

dhism whether as monks or as laymen,

were either members of the same military

caste or merchants. Although the Bud-

dhist ideal is nonviolence, the true doc-

trine must be defended against its ene-

mies, and the history of Buddhism in Asia

abounds in fighting monks, fortified mon-

asteries, and rulers who adopt Buddhism

because they believe they can put it to

military advantage. In these respects the

Tantric citadel of Tsaparang was no ex-

ception.
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Mural, below, shows an archery contest, an event in which the

young Prince Siddhartha excelled before he became a Buddha.

The old man {left ofthe archers) was one ofthefour signs that

opened the prince's eyes to the transitory nature oflife. Right:A
frieze above the entrance to the White Temple is done in an

entirely different style and palette and may indicate influence

from Iran or Central Asia.

Although Tsaparang is now situated in

Tibet, and the few people who remain

there speak Tibetan, its culture was pre-

dominantly Indian. Until the middle of

the seventeenth century, Gu-ge was inde-

pendent from Tibet and its capital, Lhasa.

Then the whole of western Tibet came
under the governance of the Dalai Lama
and was exploited, as it is to this day, by

officials from the capital.

The history of the kingdom of Gu-ge

and of its capital, Tsaparang, is one of slow

decline. The citadel gradually succumbed

to a series of sieges, epidemics (for exam-

ple, smallpox, mentioned by the Jesuit

Francisco de Azevedo), and the continu-

ing desiccation of the land. Located be-

tween Kashmir and central Tibet on a

minor branch off the silk road, Tsaparang

still attracted foreign visitors. There may
have been Nestorian Christians and Mani-

chaeans during the early periods, and

there was a Christian community between

1 626 and 1 640, which in spite of its forlorn

state was a source of valuable historical

information. The few foreigners who vis-

ited the temples invariably complained of

deterioration and neglect, which persist to

the present day. Giuseppe Tucci, the first

Tibetologist to visit Tsaparang, identified

the sculptures and murals in an illustrated

work that was published in Italian in 1 936.

In the same year, the Swiss geologist Au-
gust Gansser visited the citadel, then so

completely abandoned that he did not

know its name, and described it briefly as

the Dead City of the Rocks. Next came
the German-Bolivian lama Anagarika Go-
vinda. In 1 948, he walked with his wife, Li

Gotami, from the Indian side of the

Kumaun Himalayas to Tsaparang. Some
of her black-and-white photographs were

finally published in 1979. In the mea

time, the Chinese invasion and the Ci

tural Revolution, mostly executed by 1

betan youths at the prompting of Beijin

had taken their toll. The religious fervor i

Lama Govinda and the political fervor i

the Cultural Revolution have one thing

common: both focused their attention pi

marily on the stucco statues and neglectt

the murals that were partly hidden behir

them.

What is left, as long as it lasts, is tl

exceptional contribution to the history i

Tsaparang: exquisite Indian paintin,'

nearly a thousand years old, the equal i

the famous murals of Ajanta in Indi

Sigiriya in Sri Lanka, Dunhuang

China, or Horyuji in Japan. Their mirac

lous preservation is due to the dryness i

the climate and their isolation in one of tl

remotest corners of Asia.
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Pussy Cat, Pussy Cat, Where Ha\li

Cats took various routes to getfrom the Old World

to the New, and their coats tell the tale

by Andrew T. Lloyd

On the evening of August 27, 1981, I

found myself surrounded by three police

cruisers in West Haven, Connecticut.

Residents of the quiet residential neigh-

borhood had apparently become suspi-

cious of the strange man poking around on

their lawns and in their driveways. Some

fast talking convinced the officers that I

was just a population geneticist going

about his business: cats. If they (and I)

had been a Uttle less busy, I could have

told them in more detail how I came to be

a minor disturbance in their town, but that

would have required going back a bit.

Cats come in a multiplicity of colors, a

fact that has delighted their admirers for

thousands of years. This diversity is also

appealing to geneticists, whose interest,

however, is somewhat less aesthetic. Di-

versity is the stuff of genetics—Gregor

Mendel would never have started his in-

vestigations if all peas were the same

shape and color. Cats, like peas, prove to

be a most amenable organism from which

to obtain genetic information, for al-

though they are extremely variable in

color, all possible color variations are de-

termined by fewer than a dozen genes.

Simply by looking at a domestic cat, a

geneticist can tell a great deal about its

genetic makeup or, more precisely, about

which alleles it carries. (An allele is a

variant form of a gene. The human gene

for eye color, for instance, has two com-

mon alleles: blue and brown.) And, as it

turns out, these same alleles can often tell

us something about where the cat's ances-

tors came from.

In contrast to most other domestic ani-

mals, the mating patterns of most cats are

largely beyond the control or interest of

humans. They are thus, in this respect,

wild animals. In 1947, British geneticist

A.G. Searle quantified the extent of varia-

tion among the cats of London, thereby

putting into a scientific context the trivial

observation that cats are variable and that

the variations are heritable. In so doing, he

started a new branch of biological science

called cat population genetics, which ex-

ploits the variability of individual cats to

investigate differences among cat popula-

tions.

Determining the genetic makeup of all
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Much about the genetic makeup ofdomestic cats—whetherpurebreds, as

shown here, orfree-ranging animals—can be told simply by looking at them. Below:

This tabby clearly shows thepresence oftwo alleles (variantforms ofa gene): the

onefor orange and the one, known as blotched tabby, that turns stripes into whorls.

Below bottom: Allpure-white cats carry the dominant-white gene, which causes total

depigmentation ofthe hair Right top: Here three alleles interact: nonagouti, which

produces a black coat; dilute, which turns black to gray; andpiebald spotting, which

results in a partly white coat. Right bottom: This calico cat also has a combination of
three alleles: thosefor long hair, piebald spotting, and orange color

the cats in a population is obviously impos-

sible, but obtaining a sample of a couple of

hundred cats is sufficiently representative

for most purposes. Sampling can be done

by visiting SPCA shelters, by knocking on

doors, or simply by walking systematically

through the streets and alleys of an area,

observing and recording cats in gardens

and yards, under cars and on top of walls,

grooming in the sun or running across the

road. The cats are hardly disturbed, al-

though as I have indicated, people occa-

sionally are. In good light, trained observ-

ers can make a genetic diagnosis for ten

genes in a running cat at fifty paces, a

boast that could hardly be made for any

other species.

In any discussion of genetic variability,

the establishment of a wild type, or ac-

cepted norm for the species, is an enor-

mous help. Each individual animal in the

study can then be compared with the wild

type. In the domestic cat, Felis catus, and

its presumed ancestors, the wild cats F.

sylvesiris and F. lybica, the wild type is a

mackerel tabby with alternating black-

and-tan stripes. The black stripes consist

of hairs that are fully pigmented along the

entire hair shaft, while the tan stripes are

composed of only partly pigmented hairs.

Between the base and the tip of these hairs

lies a band of depigmentation, which is

what, at a short distance, makes them look

buff or khaki. This partly depigmented

hair is common in mammals (mice and
rabbits, for example) and is called agouti

after the South American rodent.

Many genes interact to determine fea-

tures of the coat of the wild type domestic

cat—its characteristic color, pattern, and
length. Seven of these genes are known to

occur as variant alleles, referred to as mu-
tants, not because they are alien or par-

ticularly uncommon but only because

they differ from the wild type (the Latin

verb mutare means "to change"). To-

gether with the wild type, these seven

commonly occurring mutant alleles ac-

count for 99 percent of all types of cats

observed in free-ranging populations. In

the presence of the sex-linked orange mu-
tant, for example, the black pigment is

replaced, producing alternating stripes of

orange and yellow instead of the v/ild

^ ^U™ A L^J,!U3a^c3lh31jS^

•if
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type's black and tan. Because this gene is

carried on the X chromosome, females

may carry both an orange and a wild type

allele, a combination that gives rise to a

tortoise-shell (black and orange) or calico

(black, orange, and white) pattern. Males,

having but one X chromosome, must be

either orange or not. In this case, folk

knowledge is true: calico cats are always

female.

If a cat carries the nonagouti mutant,

all the hairs are fully pigmented and the

coat is a uniform black. Blotched tabby, a

common mutant of the gene that affects

the pattern of agouti and black hairs, turns

stripes into blobs or whorls. The dilute

mutant "washes out" colors, leaving gray

for black and cream for orange. One gene

determines hair length—long (the mu-

tant) or short. The mutant allele known as

piebald spotting causes a variable amount

of the coat to be white. Dominant white, a

mutant allele of another, unrelated gene,

causes total depigmentation, the source of

all-white cats. Individual cats usually

carry more than one mutant allele; per-

haps the most common cat on the streets

of New York City, for instance, is black

and white, which is both piebald and

nonagouti.

Other mutant alleles tend to be rare or

only locally common. One, the polydactyl

mutant, leads to cats with extra toes,

which are familiar to many residents of

New England but extremely rare in most

parts of the world. Similarly, the Siamese

allele, which limits pigmentation to the

extremities (ears, legs, and tail) and

dilutes color on the rest of the body, is

common enough in free-roaming cats of

Southeast Asia and in pedigree cats else-

where but rare in most other populations.

The first step in studying the genetics of

any population of cats is to look at each cat

in the sample and determine which ge-

netic variants it carries. The next step is to

tally up, for each gene, how many alleles

are mutant and how many wild type. The
mutant proportion is called the mutant

allele frequency and is usually repre-

sented as a number between zero and one.

Allele frequencies can be calculated for

all the common mutants described above;

the resultant numbers are referred to as



Early immigrants to New England and the Canadian Maritimes undoubtedly brought

their cats with them. Thesefounding cats left their mark on the New World. Up to this

day, genetic similarities can be seen between various cat populations in the New World

and those in the localitiesfrom which their ancestors came. For example, the cats of

Amsterdam. Holland, still have a genetic profile close to that ofNew York City's cats.

Similarly, definite traces oftheir Britishforebears can be seen in contemporary cats of

Boston and other New England towns. (To date, less is known about the genetic

connection between the cats ofcoastal France and Quebec.)

Qnd)ec

Wfv HoUand

Hudson River

Albany •
1614 xew England

the gene frequency profile of the popula-

tion. Each population has its unique pro-

file, and for the cat population geneticist,

the interest lies in comparing the profiles

of the populations studied and attempting

to explain differences among them.

Since 1947, researchers have surveyed

some 270 populations of cats from London

to Brisbane and from New York to New
Caledonia. One of the earliest discoveries

was that the frequencies of mutant alleles

varied markedly from population to popu-

lation; as more information accumulated,

it became clear that the variation among
populations was not random but evinced a

certain amount of pattern and order.

In 1979, I undertook a concentrated

study of New England and the Canadian

Maritime Provinces to document the vari-

ability in the cats of the area and try to

determine its causes. My study built upon

earlier work carried out in the region by

Neil Todd, Ben Blumenberg, and their

colleagues. In the end^my co-workers and

I gathered data on 6,500 cats from thirty-

five cities and towns between New York

and Newfoundland. Such large sample

sizes are possible thanks largely to sam-
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pling techniques that involve neither spe-

cial expertise nor equipment beyond pen-

cil, notebook, and perhaps a pair of

binoculars. Normally, biologists studying

the population genetics of free-ranging an-

imals must settle for smaller sample sizes;

at the least, their techniques commonly

require catching the animals, often taking

blood samples and spending a lot of time

in the laboratory to generate comparable

information. An added bonus of cat popu-

lation genetics is that such research tends

to fall at the low end of a scale of costs.

Indeed, 95 percent of the funding for my
study came from the pockets of the inves-

tigators themselves.

After two years of fieldwork, I was able

to establish a gene frequency profile for

each population and begin the analysis.

First, I had to ask if the inevitable varia-

tion (the profiles were bound to vary to

some extent) was worth explaining or if

the whole area was essentially a single

homogeneous regional population. Fortu-

nately (I was working toward a doctorate

at the time), the statistical tests revealed

significant differences between popula-

tions for all eight of the genes considered.

Next, I wanted to determine if any obvi-

ous ecological variables—such as tem-

perature, altitude, precipitation—were re-

sponsible for the differences. In some

cases, the answer appeared to be yes. A
correlation was found, for example, be-

tween the frequencies of the allele for long

hair and temperature-related variables,

such as latitude. This is the kind of readily

explainable association that one would al-

most hesitate to predict. However, the

same phenomenon has been documented

in thirty-six populations in the British Isles

and in sixteen populations from tropical

Brazil. All other things being equal, hot

places have far fewer long-haired cats

than do cold places.

The frequency of the allele for all-white

cats is similarly distributed in New Eng-

land and the Maritimes. Although totally

white cats are not common in any popula-

tion, the proportion tends to rise as one

travels north. Again, the same phenome-

non occurs in British cat populations. Al-

though the reason is less obvious than for

long hair, it, too, may be related to the

environment. Many arctic and subarctic

mammals and birds are white or turn



\^ite in winter. In snow-covered environ-

n:nts, white coloration may provide cam-
olage. Or it may be thermodynamicaily

a/antageous. Animals in cold climates

aierally have heavy insulative coats or

thers. Paradoxically, overheating may
iietimes be a problem in the far north,

ad white animals may be able to reflect a

p)portion of the intense solar radiation

i.';y receive.

None of the other alleles I studied were

aparently affected by ecological factors,

S'l had to look elsewhere to explain varia-

t:ns in their frequencies. One mutant in

prticular—Polydactyly—proved to have

a intriguing history. History is the key

vrd here because the more I investigated,

ti; more I became convinced that the

aswers to my questions lay in the study of

t; interwoven history of cats and humans.

(The first record of extra-toed cats in

ston is in a letter written home by an

sh immigrant in 1848. Her casual de-

S'iption of these cats suggests they were

cmmon and had probably been present

f- some time. Today about 15 percent of

cts in Boston are polydactyl. These cats

as conspicuously absent from British

(id other European) populations, which

VIS unexpected since cats first arrived in

f;w England in the company of British

clonists. In fact, no domestic cats existed

i the New World until brought from Eu-

pe. The polydactyl mutant must have

Isen in the New World, almost certainly

Boston. Most likely, it has been main-

ned there by chance and perhaps by

man preference for the unusual. Cats

th up to ten extra toes are found else-

lere in the Northeast, but generally, the

rther one gets from Boston, the fewer

e polydactyl cats encountered.

Cats seem to migrate in three main

lys: under their own steam at extremely

)w rates (moving less than one mile per

neration, a gene present in one of the

rliest Boston cats might now be ap-

oaching New York, having passed

rough two to three hundred generations

the way); in company with migrating

opie as part of the family; and as hitch-

kers on commercial trading ships. The

places outside Boston with the highest

jquency of polydactyl cats are Yar-

One type ofcat common in Boston andsome otherparts ofNew England is

the extra-toed, orpolydactyl, cat. Cats with extra toes also occur in Yarmouth, Nova
Scotia, a seaport townfounded by immigrantsfrom coastal Massachusetts. A search
in nearby Digby, however,failed to turn up a single cat with extra toes; significantly,

Digby was settled at the end ofthe American Revolutionary War by Loyalists

from New York City, a town with essentially nopolydactyl cats. Halifax wasfounded
largely by Scottish immigrants but, in its early years, bought most ofits

provisionsfrom Boston traders. The cats ofthis city, then, are a mix ofelementsfrom
both Boston and the Scottish islands.

Louisbourg

Nova Scotia

Saint John • From Scotland

'^« Digby Halifex 1749

iVarmoutb

mouth and Halifax, Nova Scotia. The
original inhabitants of Yarmouth, some
270 miles northeast of Boston, emigrated

from coastal Massachusetts in the mid-

eighteenth century, traveling on small

ships or on their own fishing vessels, and

presumably brought their cats along with

them. For the purposes of this study, Yar-

mouth can be viewed as a suburb of Bos-

ton. Just as many of the people living in

Yarmouth today are descended from Bos-

tonians, so the town's polydactyl cats also

have roots in that seaport city. Other mu-

tant alleles show a similar pattern: the

frequencies for the orange, nonagouti,

blotched tabby, and dilute alleles are vir-

tually identical in the two communities.

Interestingly, while Yarmouth has a

high frequency of Polydactyly, not a single

cat with extra toes was observed in the

nearby town of Digby. Digby 's cats derive

from two sources, neither of which has a

polydactyl connection: the original French

Acadians and Loyalist refugees from the

American War of Independence. Some of

the Loyalists came from New York City,

the last British encla\'c held at the end of

the Revolutionary War and a city with

essentially no polydactyl cats. Numerous
Loyalists and their families left for a new
life in Canada or England. Other Loyalists

moved to Digby via Saint John, the "Loy-

alist capital" of New Brunswick; again, a

town with very few extra-toed cats.

Like Yarmouth, Halifax has a strong

but quite different historical connection to

Boston. This town, now the largest city in

the Maritimes, was founded in 1749 as a

British counterpoise to the French fortress

of Louisbourg on Cape Breton Island. The
presence of so man)' pol\dact\i cats in

Halifax can be explained by the fact that

for the first six years of its existence, the

city was supported as a strategic forward

base at British government expense. Most
of Halifax's provisions were purchased in

New England and transported in Boston

ships. Indeed, even earlier, when the first

ships carrying immigrants from Europe
reached Halifax, a fleet of Boston traders

was wailing offshore, ready to do business

with the new arrivals. Some o\' the new-

comers—many of whom came from Scot-

land—probably brought cats with them,

and not surprisingly, the genetic profile of

Halifax cats is a mixture of elements from
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The coat ofa black-and-tan tabby, right, consists offullypigmented hairs andpartly

depigmented, or agouti, hairs. When all the hairs arepigmented—which happens wh^^

a cat carries the nonagouti allele—the coat is uniformly black, below.

Francis Lepine; Valan Photos

New England and the British isles. Or-

ange, nonagouti, and blotched tabby cats,

for example, are characteristic of both

Halifax and the Scottish islands, whereas

the frequencies for other alleles—such as

dilute, piebald spotting, and of course,

Polydactyly—are high in both Halifax

and Boston.

History, it turns out, can explain a great

deal about the present-day distribution of

cat genes. As the Halifax situation sug-

gests, we can even trace some North

American cats back to their European

forebears. New England and the Cana-

dian Maritimes were originally colonized

by three main groups of people: broadly

speaking, the French settled in the north,

the British to the south, and the Dutch,

albeit briefly, in the Hudson River valley.

European cat populations are known to

differ from each other, and much of the

variation observed today in cats of the

former colonies was undoubtedly trans-

lated more or less intact from Europe.

The cats of New York are a good exam-

ple. Unlike its New England neighbors,

but remarkably like Amsterdam, New
York City has many cats with piebald

spotting, a high proportion of short-haired

cats, very few orange cats, and no polydac-

tyl ones. New York was founded in 1626

as a Dutch colony and together with Fort

Orange (now Albany) was called the New
Netherlands. The human population of

New Amsterdam on Manhattan Island

was 300 in 1630, 450 in 1 646, and 1 ,500 at

the time of the English takeover in 1664.

Up the Hudson River valley, the popula-

tion at that time was much smaller, per-

haps amounting to 200 souls. Compound-
ing all the gene frequency differences

between two populations into a single

measure, we get what is called the genetic

distance. Despite the geographical and

temporal gulf separating them, the ge-

netic distance between the cats of New
York City and those of Amsterdam today

is less than that between New York and all

but three New England populations (New
Haven, Boston, and Providence). By con-

trast, the cat population of Albany was not

large enough to resist the effects of immi-

gration overland from the Connecticut

River valley, and today Albany has a typi-

cally New England profile.

My study left me confident that, with

cats at any rate, the genetic makeup of

;

population's founders exercises a powerfu

and lasting effect on the subsequent ge

netic profile of that population. Witl

humans, the situation is much less clear /

genetic survey of a sample of today's Ne\i

Yorkers, for example, would reveal littli

similarity with the people of Holland

massive successive waves of immigratioi

have swamped the initial effect. Histori

ans should perhaps take note: where con

ventional historical documentation

scanty or absent, an analysis of the exist

ing cat populations may provide valuabL

clues to the early history of an area.

I am currently beginning an analogou

study of the feral pigeon {Columba livia

Like cats, these birds are visibly poly

morphic, as a cursory look at any group o

pigeons in the parks of our cities will dera

onstrate. I hope this work will ultimatel;

produce complementary information ti

compare with the now substantial body o

cat data. Such a transfer of similar tech

niques to study very different organisms i

commonplace in science, but this must b
the only one that can be said to put the ca

among the pigeons.
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Paintings reproduced from Insects, Etc.: An Anthology of Arthropods

Featuring a Bounty ol Beetles by permission ot the publistier Hudson Hills

Press © 1980 Schirmer/Mosel Vedag GmbH und Bernard Dunn
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'

'horns "ofthe European stag beeth

(Lucanus cervusj, left, are actually

powerful mandibles. Airpockets withii

the outsizedjaws lighten the load. Thi

forkedfungus beetle fBolitotheru)

coTnulus),facingpage, isfounc

throughout the eastern United States

,



3n the Dilemma ofHorns
long horns ^vefungus beetles an edge in mating,

)hy do so many males have short horns?

sxt by Luther Brown and Larry L. Rockwood • Paintings by Bernard Durin

The two males squared off, each ready

t rout the other from its turf. They

(ished head-on, horns locking as they

jappled. After a few minutes of twisting

iid shoving, one contestant gave a final

Irust, flung its rival from the field, and

'X)d alone on the smooth fungal shelf

jjtting from the bark of a dead oak. The

l4nquished beetle had plummeted to the

Irest floor. Might—the bigger beetle

'ith longer horns—had again won out.

A diverse group of insects, horned bee-

Ks have on their heads or thoraxes projec-

i)ns resembling horns, antlers, or tusks,

'he horns of some of these beetles are of

iiormous size and elaborate shape, and

e varied shapes, sizes, and textures have

ng attracted the attention not only of

'itomologists but also of curious children

.id amateur naturalists. The scarab, often

.;sociated with ancient Egypt, is horned,

; are the aptly named stag and rhinoceros

;etles. Male beetles of the South Ameri-

m species Golofa porteri have thoracic

)ms as long as their other sections—the

3domen and head—combined. Males of

le African dung beetle Onthophagus

mgifer flaunt branching horns that re-

:mble the antlers of caribou. Some spe-

cs bear unicomlike spears, while others

e adorned with forked, scooplike, ser-

ited, or hair-fringed appendages.

Horns are usually restricted to males,

ut unlike the horns of hoofed mammals,

eetle horns do not grow with age nor are

ley shed. Big males, however, usually

ave disproportionately large horns. In

lany species, male horn size is highly

ariable, and in some cases the males can

e separated into those with large bodies

nd big horns, known as the majors, and

lose with small bodies and small horns,

ailed the minors.

Many explanations have been offered

for the occurrence of beetle horns, but

recent arguments maintain that horns in-

crease the males' mating chances, either

by attracting females with their size or by

being used in stag fashion to vanquish

rival males. Observations demonstrate

that males do indeed fight with their

horns. Although postulated by Darwin,

female preference for males with particu-

larly large horns is less well documented.

The significance of the great range in horn

sizes apparent within a single species also

remains obscure.

Because many species of homed beetles

are tropical, rare, nocturnal, and adapted

to a life under bark or in plant stem tun-

nels, few quantitative studies have been

undertaken. However, a temperate-zone

beetle called the forked fungus beetle

{Bolitotherus cornutus) is an ideal organ-

ism for study. Found throughout the

deciduous forests of eastern North Amer-

ica, the forked fungus beetle spends its

entire life on or near the shelves, or brack-

ets, of fungi growing on tree bark. For the

past five years, we have been examining a

population of these three-quarter-inch

beetles in a forested ravine atop Salt Pond

Mountain in southwestern Virginia.

Unlike many insects, forked fungus

beetles are long-lived. Overwinter survival

of adults nears 50 percent in Virginia, and

some individuals are known to have lived

at least five years as adults. During the

summer, females of the forked fungus

beetle lay about twenty eggs, one at a

time, on the surface of a shelf fungus.

Hatched larvae burrow into the fungus

and tunnel through it while completing

their growth. They spend a year in the

larval stage, then pupate in chambers in-

M, Rowland; Robert and Linda Mitchell. Natural HIslOfy P



that have led to their evolution. Horns

used during at least two types of aggi

sive encounters. In one, two males m<

ing on a fungus engage in a head-on pu

ing match that ends when one retreats c

dislodged from the fungus and falls to

ground. In the other type, a single m
attempts to disrupt a courting pair. Unl

that of most beetles, this species' coi

ship is lengthy, at times lasting more tl

an hour. Courtship begins when the m
climbs onto a female and positions hims

so that his abdomen is over her hejn]

Short bursts of violent twitches, separa

by several minutes of quiescence, f

y

A

side the fungus. After about one month,

the new adults chew their way to the sur-

face, where they continue to feed on fun-

gal tissues and spores. Three species of

fungus are common hatching sites for

forked fungus beetles in our study site.

Artist's conk (Ganoderma applanatum)

and tinder polypore {Famesfomentarius)

are common on oaks and maples through-

out the United States and produce hard,

woody, perennial brackets that may last as

long as ten years. The hemlock varnish

shelf {Ganoderma tsugae), a much rarer

fungus, produces a soft, mushroomlike an-

nual growth that decays within one year.

Fungus beetles feed only on fungus and

probably help disperse fungal spores.

Male forked fungus beetles have a pair

of horns that arise from the thorax and

project forward over the head. A much
smaller horn juts from the head itself and

is used in opposition to the thoracic horns

to form pincers. Horns vary greatly in

length: some males carry horns half as

long as their abdomens; others almost

completely lack them and can be distin-

guished from the hornless females only by

the small tufts of sensory hairs located on

the male's belly.

One of the goals of our study has been

to determine the importance of males'

horns and thus to understand the forces

After courtship and mating, above, a

femalefungus beetle lays eggs on a shelf

fungus. A South American dung beetle

fPhanaeus imperatorj, right, uses its

armature to roll dung into a ball that

becomes a havenfor developing eggs and
afoodsourcefor larvae.
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n the male turns around to copulate or

lounts and abandons the female. A
ary male encountering a couple may
mpt to lift the male off the female's

k by grasping him with his horns and

ng him loose. This display of aggres-

can lead to a Pyrrhic victory; if the

rloper wins and tries to mate, he may
that in the process of disrupting the

, he has driven off the female. In some

led animals such as deer, a prolonged

ct between two rival males may allow a

id male to quickly mate with the avail-

b female. But the sedate moves of fun-

it beetles and length of time they need to

mate—at least ten minutes—make such

opportunistic couplings unlikely.

Our first series of experiments was de-

signed to show the importance of horn size

to male mating success. Although past

studies had demonstrated that big beetles

could vanquish little beetles, they did not

distinguish the effects of body size from

those of horn size. We chose forty pairs of

males; each pair had the same body length

but different horn length. We placed each

pair with a female in a small terrarium

containing a piece of fungus and recorded

their activities for ten days. The pair were

then separated, and each male was placed

in a terrarium with a new female. Ob-

servations resumed for another ten days,

after which we reunited the original male

pair in a new terrarium with a new female.

Each male was thus observed when a po-

tential competitor was present, when he

was alone with a female, and again when

his competitor was in the same chamber.

During the periods when males were

paired, the larger-horned individual was

observed courting or mating 60 to 75 per-

cent of the time. When the pairs were

separated, all males courted with equal

frequency and vigor regardless of horn

length. These results suggest that when



males are of equal body size, the male

with the longer horns has greater access to

potential mates. This finding is consistent

with observations of beetles in the field. In

our intensively studied wild beetle popula-

tion on Salt Pond Mountain we have

found a relationship between a male's

horn length and the number of times he is

seen courting or mating: the larger the

horns, the more often that male mates.

Horn size is an important determinant

of the outcome of male combat. The sev-

eral dozen fights we have observed in the

field have always been won by larger-

homed males. In our laboratory studies,

however, fighting was rarely observed, so

we were unable to distinguish between

female preference for long-horned males

and male aggression toward rivals. To re-

solve this problem, we modified our ex-

periments. Once again we chose males of

equal body size but unequal horn size.

This time we tethered each male with a

length of thread. Males were able to walk

around freely in their terrariums but could

not touch one another because their teth-

ers were too short. Single females were

introduced into each terrarium, and their

choice of partner was recorded when they

began to court. Surprisingly, equal num-

bers of the smaller-horned and larger-

horned males were observed courting and

mating. Although some subtle form of

choice not based on horn size may be op-

erating, we concluded that females do not

evaluate males by horn size when mating

and that female choice was probably un-

important in this mating system.

The laboratory experiments and field

observations confirmed that horn length

does determine male mating success, I

the primary vehicle is male aggression, i

female choice. In evolutionary terms, t

should mean that larger-horned ma
mate more often, sire more offspring, a

so pass on more of their genes than

smaller-homed males. Why then are th(

so many small-horned males in the w
population? The answer depends up

whether the trait is genetically det

mined, in which case small-homed ma
may father offspring by behaving difi

ently from larger-homed males or by l|t

ing favored by females under special <

cumstances.

The genetics of hom size can be inve;

gated by mating virgin females to males

known hom size and raising the larv

under controlled conditions and on t

same diet. (Virgin females, also the pn
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of larvae raised in isolation, are used

ause unmonitored adult females may
storing sperm from previous matings.)

mparison of the sons' horns with their

lers' should reveal the pattern of inher-

ice. When we conducted this experi-

nt, an analysis of more than 150

father comparisons showed that the

n length of the father did not deter-

le that of the son's. This suggests that

lability in horn length is attributable to

'ironmental factors and is not geneti-

ly determined. This nongenetic basis

horn length is also consistent with the

;ence of female preference for long-

ned mates.

Ml three species of fungus—artist's

ik, tinder polypore, and hemlock var-

h shelf—used by horned beetles in our

dy area pass through the same basic

developmental sequence; each begins as a

small nob of milky white tissue and grows

rapidly into the commonly recognized

shelf, which produces the spores that dis-

perse the fungus. Eventually, the bracket

is invaded by insects, worms, and other

fungivores. Finally the bracket dies and is

decomposed by molds and mildews.

Forked fungus beetle eggs and larvae can

be found within each of the three species

of fungus. We supposed that each stage

and species might represent a different

food quality for the larvae. To investigate

this possibility, we divided fungus devel-

opment into early and late stages: early

being an actively growing bracket; late

being one that had stopped producing

spores and was invaded by insects and

worms. In another lab experiment, we cul-

tured forty beetle eggs on each stage of

each fungus species and raised the larvae

under an approximation of natural condi-

tions, controlling both temperature and

periods of light and darkness.

The results were striking. Larval food

source strongly affected both male and

female growth and survival to adulthood.

While almost 80 percent of larvae grown

on artist's conk and varnish shelf survived,

less than 10 percent grown on tinder

polypore reached the adult stage. In addi-

tion, larvae cultured on early fungus

stages always survived better than those

on later stages. Similar patterns emerged

when we evaluated adult body size, age at

adulthood, and horn size. Larvae grown on

artist's conk and varnish shelf emerged

earlier, were larger, and had bigger horns

as adults than did those feeding on tinder

polypore. Larvae eating early stages of

Namedfor the strong man ofmyth, the Hercules fDynastes

herculesj is the biggest ofall beetles. A Central American

scarab, it can reach a length ofsix inches.



The rhinoceros beetle fOryctes nasicornisj is a nocturnal species

found throughout Europe. Its affinityfor rotting matter often

leads it to deposit eggs in compost heaps, where the decay
generates warmth.

any fungus grew faster and were larj

than those eating fungus in later stage

The results of these experiments si

gest that female beetles are able to inl

ence the survival, body size, and he

lengths of their sons by choosing the b^

oviposition, or egg-laying, sites availah

Indeed, females even act as if this is t

case. When presented with a choice I

tween the three species of fungus, fema
overwhelmingly prefer the two Gan

)T»
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ma species—conk and varnish siielf

—

11
)viposition sites, while rejecting tinder

{(
^pore. When presented with a choice

i
ween different developmental stages

hin a fungus species, females select

li(
ly stages and reject later stages. This

l
ference is particularly dramatic in the

e of the polypore, a species in which all

the very earliest stages are shunned.

might be expected, females also show a

>ng preference for large fungi as ovipo-

sition sites, regardless of species or devel-

opment, for the larger fungus will insure

an ample supply of food for their larvae.

The evidence indicates that females can

make adaptive choices that may ulti-

mately affect their sons' horn length and

their daughters' vigor and thus their re-

productive success. Adaptive choices,

however, are only as good as the options

available. The distribution of fungus spe-

cies and their developmental stages limit

the choices a female can make. To exam-

ine the choices available to a wild beetle,

we surveyed our study ravine and noted

the species and developmental stage of all

fungi. Almost 85 percent of the two hun-

dred bracketed dead trees in our site sup-

ported only one species of fungus. Of the

thirty trees supporting more than one spe-

cies, twenty-nine had artist's conk and tin-

der polypore; none had all three fungus

species. Similarly, almost 60 percent of

the trees had only early or only late stages,

and less than 1 percent offered the fe-

males a choice of both early and late

stages of two fungus species. Further-

more, hemlock varnish shelf produces

brackets irregularly, precluding the per-

manent occupation of the hemlock tree by

a beetle population. A female looking for a

place to lay her eggs has very restricted

options. She can either continually search

among the widely scattered fungus-bear-

ing trees or settle for what is locally avail-

able and make the best of it. Most females

appear to choose the latter route. The

abundance of small-homed males may re-

flect the relatively few high-quality food

resources in which larvae can grow into

large-horned males. While females can

potentially influence their sons' horn sizes,

and thus the number of descendants they

leave, they may not often have the oppor-

tunity to do so.

The activities of insects and other or-

ganisms are commonly constrained by the

environment in which they live: animals

may not always be able to find the most

nourishing food item when they forage;

females may not always come upon the

most desirable male when choosing a

mate; immigrants may not always locate

the best habitats to colonize.

The perceptual abilities, mobility, and

memory of an organism all interact with

the environment to determine the limits of

animal choice. Fungus beetles are quite

sedentary and seldom move more than a

few yards between fungi. Suita feeding

and oviposition sites are often rare and

widely scattered, limiting a beetle's op-

tions. Thus the reproductive success of a

female and her offspring ultimately de-

pends on her ability to make the best

choice in a less than perfect world. D



The Acid Rain Whodunit
Clues to the culprits lead in several directions, depending on the weather

by Kenneth A. Rahn and Douglas H. Lowenthal

For several years our research group

has been interested in determining the

sources of the haze, or smog, that can

often be seen over New England. Our in-

terest comes from the knowledge that one

of the most plentiful constituents of New
England's haze is sulfate, a chemical com-

bination of sulfur and oxygen that is asso-

ciated with acid rain.

Haziness is the optical eifect created by

tiny particles of pollutants, collectively

called aerosol, suspended in the atmo-

sphere. Typical aerosol particles, with a

0.1-10 micrometer radius (1 micrometer

equals 0.00004 inch), are so small that

they can float in the atmosphere for sev-

eral days. Carried by the wind, they may
travel hundreds or thousands of miles

from their points of origin before being

washed out by rain or falling to the earth.

Under very dry conditions—as in deserts,

the Arctic during winter, or the upper

atmosphere—particles can be airborne

for weeks or even months.

Because particles can move so far,

determining the sources of regional haze is

a knotty problem. At any moment, the

aerosol at a given site can be a complex
mixture of materials from a variety of

distant and local sources. Separating the

mixture into its component parts has chal-

lenged scientific minds for a decade.

An obvious approach to pinpointing the

origins of pollutants is to trace parcels of

air backward in time by plotting past wind
speeds and directions from weather maps
and other recoverable information. But
this method is severely limited because it

cannot tell us which portions of the final

mix come from which sources along the

same pathway Consider, for example, the

common southwesterly winds of summer.
Before reaching a site in New England,

this air may have passed over the south-

eastern states, the mid-Atlantic states,

and the heavily populated, almost con-

tinuously urban area that stretches up the

east coast from Washington, D.C., to Bos-

ton. Air-mass trajectories alone say little

about the relative influences of each of

these areas on the final haze in New Eng-
land. Chemical analysis of the smog, how-
ever, can be very helpful. As it happens,

pollution aerosols emitted in the coastal

Northeast have a quite different chemical

composition from those emitted in the in-

terior of the United States. Analysis of

these chemical differences allows us to

distinguish local aerosols from distantly

derived ones.

A major key to the chemical differ-

ences in regional aerosols is the type of

fuel burned to generate electricity. Along
the east coast, utility companies burn
heavy residual oil, the product that is left

over after the lighter fractions of crude c

are removed to make gasoline, kerosen

and diesel and jet fuel. Relatively litt

residual oil is used inland, however, b

cause it is so viscous that it must be kej

heated if shipped from east coast refii

eries and ports. Therefore, most inlan

power plants bum coal.

Residual oil is rich in vanadium an

nickel, and when burned, releases enoug

of those elements to give the local atm(
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shere a distinctive stamp. Coal, in con-

tlst, is relatively free of vanadium and

ifkel but rich in such elements as sele-

m and arsenic. (None of these charac-

istic features exist in isolation, however;

h is distinctive only in comparison with

er elements.)

Other differences between east coast

ad interior pollutants are related to popu-

1 ion density. The aerosol in heavily pop-

i ited regions has its own characteristic

combination of elements, including zinc

and antimony from the incineration of

refuse and lead from automobile exhaust.

These elements are higher in urban aero-

sols than in rural and remote aerosols and

can serve as additional markers that dif-

ferentiate coastal and interior aerosol pol-

lution.

We deal with all these regional differ-

ences simultaneously in a system for trac-

ing regional elements that we have been

developing since about 1980. Applying

that system to New England, we have

found that of the approximately twenty

elements that are pollutants, seven

—

arsenic, antimony, selenium, zinc, indium,

manganese, and vanadium—are particu-

larly useful for tracing purposes. In time,

other elements are sure to be added to the

system; we have already begun to investi-

gate nine other potential tracer elements.

The tracer system was originally devel-

oped to enable us to understand the

sources and transport of pollution aerosol

in the Arctic. That application has been

very successful and was described two

years ago in Natural History ("Who's

Polluting the Arctic?" May 1984). To de-

termine the major chemical "signatures"

of regional pollution in eastern North

America, we sampled aerosol in the

Northeast and Midwest. From numerous

samples taken at various locations, among

them Narragansett, Rhode Island; Under-

bill, Vermont; Allegheny Mountain, Penn-

sylvania; and Akron, Ohio, we were able

to identify the local components and

found that there are at least five different

regional signatures: two along the east

coast, two in the Midwest, and one from

the nonferrous smelters in southern On-

tario and Quebec. Statistical analysis

shows that for all practical purposes these

signatures differ from one another.

The mathematics of fitting the five sig-

natures to a sample is quite involved, and

the results are hard to verify. But there is

abundant circumstantial evidence that

our apportionments of chemicals are

meaningful. We analyze a season of daily

aerosol samples from a site, calculate the

proportions of regional pollutants in each

sample, display those quantities in the

form of a graph, and then look for associa-

tions between the aerosol patterns and

weather patterns. We have found that in

most cases the chemical and meteorologi-

cal evidence corroborate each other in

terms of where the pollution is coming

from on any given day.

We concluded that some locally de-

rived aerosol is always present, to which

distantl\' generated aerosol is occasionally

added. About half the time the aerosol is

predominantly local and half the time a



sizable amount has come from distant

midwestern sources. That makes good

common sense because Narragansett is

surrounded by northeastern sources of

pollution and can therefore never escape

their influence. Midwestern sources,

though, can be cut off' entirely by nothing

more than winds coming from a different

direction. Even the durations of the mid-

western surges, or pulses, of aerosols

—

commonly between two and four days

—

make sense: high- and low-pressure areas,

which control the patterns of large-scale

airflow to Narragansett, also fluctuate in

periods of a few days to one week.

Through a cooperative program with

Rich Poirot of the Vermont Agency of

Environmental Conservation, we have re-

ceived samples from Underhill, Vermont,

for the same periods as those from Narra-

gansett: We found that most major pulses

of midwestern aerosol appear and disap-

pear within a day or two of the same time

at Narragansett and Underhill and that

the arrival of pulses from the Canadian

smelters are just as closely coordinated.

From this near-simultaneity we infer both

that region-wide measurements are valid

and that chemical changes in the north-

eastern atmosphere are synchronized with

regional, rather than local, events. In gen-

eral, when the polluting aerosol at Narra-

gansett (or Underhill) is primarily of local

origin, the air is either locally stagnant or

moving into New England from the north.

When a distinctly midwestern aerosol is

superimposed on the local pollution, there

is large-scale airflow from the Midwest.

We took daily local samples at given

sites and averaged them over three-month

periods, and we have been reassured to

find that our average apportionments of

pollution aerosol in New England vary

little from site to site and from season to

season.

Our findings at Narragansett and

Underhill were as follows. Most—60 to 80

percent by weight—of the zinc and man-
ganese in Narrangansett air was attribut-

able to local northeastern sources, with the

remainder coming from the Midwest.

(These elements are present in about

equal concentrations in distant and local

aerosols, so that one might expect nearby

sources to supply the greater share.) Also

consistent with expectation, the northeast-

ern sources accounted for more than 90

percent of the oil-combustion elements,

such as vanadium, which are relatively

uncommon in midwestern emissions. Can-
ada supplied our study sites with about 50

percent of their arsenic and 30 percent of

their indium—both elements particulariy

rich in emissions from Canadian smelters.

Interestingly, half or more of the sulfur

Pollutant Pathways

Relative Amounts of Pollutants

Narragansett, Rhode Island ^
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» ollutants in the air over Narragansett, Rhode Island, mainly local in origin

r, ced with particlesfrom the Midwest? It depends upon the weather On July

t'82, an air mass stagnated over much ofthe Northeast, blocking theflow of

( aroon arrow)from the Midwest. On that day, locally generated pollutants

c tweighed distant contributions. Three days later, a low-pressure system

weed eastward across southern Canada, deforming a high-pressure system

'he South Atlantic. A stream ofairflowed between the systems, bringing a

; influx ofmidwestern pollutants to Narragansett.

rtheast

ntribution

idwest

ntribution

Midwestern pollutants come to the Northeast in

surges. Between July 10 and July 30, 1982. locally

generatedpollution wasfairly constant in

Narragansett, while midweslern aerosols arrived

in one major pulse, peaking on July IS. Two days

later, after a coldfront hadpassed through the

area, midwestern pollutants were virtually absent

from Narragansett air

^ /- X
1 28 29 30

and selenium measured at the Narragan-

sett study site was traceable to the mid-

western sources. This is as high a contribu-

tion from the Midwest as we find for any

element.

Of these apportionments, sulfate is of

greatest current importance because it is

the largest contributor to acid rain. Since

the Midwest emits ten times as much sul-

fur dioxide, the parent of sulfate, as the

Northeast does, the roughly 50/50 split

we found between local and distant

sources of sulfate means that the amount

of distant midwestern aerosols has been

reduced in the northeastern atmosphere

by a factor of ten. We think that this level

of reduction, large as it might seem at first

glance, is plausible. Recall that about half

the time, there is no midwestern aerosol in

Narragansett. The distance between the

nearby sources and those 600 to 800 miles

away in the Midwest could easily account

for another factor of five or so. Computer
models for the long-range transport of sul-

fur, which include, among other variables,

detailed meteorological information, also

tend to yield a reduction of roughly ten for

those distant sources.

We believe that our technique for deter-

mining the geographical derivations of

chemical pollutants is significant because

before we applied it to acid rain precursors

in New England, the general assumption

was that the pollutants had been gener-

ated solely in the Midwest. With the new

knowledge that some local sources are al-

ways present, a good start can be made in

controlling the original pollution.

In spite of the amount of work that has

gone into developing and applying our re-

gional elemental tracer technique, and the

successes it has produced, we know that it

is only a beginning. More chemical ele-

ments and regional signatures are needed,

as well as studies at a greater number of

receptors in the Northeast. The South-

east, where emissions of sulfur dio.xide

have been increasing faster than in the

rest of the country, should also be studied,

along with Mississippi River Valley emis-

sions. Most importantly, the tracer tech-

nique needs to be extended to rain and

snow themselves so that sources of acid

rain can be studied directly. Since it rains

only about 5 percent of the time in the

northeastern United States, layering of

the atmosphere and the selective trajec-

tories of rainstorms could easily lead to

sources of acid rain that differ consider-

ably from sources of surface aerosol. En-

couraged b\' the success we have had so

far with our chemical tracer system, we

see no reason why the same system cannot

be applied to the contaminants in rain

with equal success. D
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Reviews

Animal Rights and Wrongs
by Matt Cartmill

Animals whom we have made our slaves we

do not like to consider our equals.

—Charles Darwin

There is a faint smell of fear these days

in the corridors of science. You can catch

whiffs of it in all sorts of places: in editori-

als in Nature, in the angry resolutions

crowding the agendas of scientific meet-

ings, in the reams of P.R. releases stream-

ing out of medical centers. Everywhere

you turn, biomedical researchers are start-

ing to padlock their dog kennels and throw

up defenses against the threat of the ani-

mal-rights movement.

The threat is real. Labs from England

to Hawaii have been broken into by anir

mal-liberation guerrillas and ransacked of

animals and records. One such break-in at

the University of Pennsylvania turned up

videotapes of monkey injuries that put an

end to the lab's federal funding (with a

The Case for Animal Experimenta-

tion, by Michael Allen Fox. The Univer-

sity of California Press, $24.95; 262 pp.

little help from an animal-rights sit-in last

year at the National Institutes of Health).

New NIH guidelines for the treatment of

lab animals went into effect this January,

and in February, Columbia University

had $75 million in grant funds cut off for

violating those guidelines. One Maryland

researcher was convicted of breaking state

anticruelty laws after a court-sponsored

raid on his lab. Bills placing ever stricter

curbs on animal experimentation are pop-

ping up in legislatures all over the map.

No wonder the scientists are starting to

peer nervously out their windows at all

those people with the placards.

What few scientists yet realize is that

this time the antivivisectionists are push-

ing some impressive philosophical artil-

lery up to the barricades, and that the

biomedical research establishment is in

danger of getting blown away philosophi-
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cally, as well as politically. Today's ani-

mal-rights activism has its roots in the

Hunt Saboteurs Association, whose mem-
bers have been running around Britain

since 1964 sowing hunt fields with dog

food, false scents, and roadblocks (and

getting beaten up by furious hunters). But

the activists' motives remained largely

sentimental and intuitive until 1975. In

that year, Australian philosopher Peter

Singer published his book Animal Libera-

tion, which has stood ever since at the

heart of animal-rights theory.

Arguing along the same lines as Jeremy

Bentham and other utilitarian philoso-

phers. Singer urged that there is no reason

that a boundary between species should

be taken as necessarily relevant to moral-

ity. Man's unique capacities, said Singer,

give us grounds for treating people and

beasts differently in some ways; but not all

human beings have human capacities.

Many people—infants, the brain-dam-

aged, the congenitally defective—are as

unreflective and inarticulate as any

beasts. Yet we shrink from using such

people for drug testing, lampshades, or pot

roast, which is how we use animals. Singer

denounced this as mere prejudice, akin to

a bias against black people or women. If it

is wrong to put defective human beings to

such uses, it must be equally wrong in the

case of equally sentient animals. Singer

concluded that it is wrong in both cases for

the same utilitarian reason: the benefits

derived from these uses are generally out-

weighed by the suffering they cause.

Confronted with these conclusions,

most scientists dismiss them without

thought. A fairly typical outburst was that

of James Watson, codiscoverer of the

DNA helix, who said in a 1985 speech,

"There is a debate now as to what is the

right of a mouse. Why are we wasting time

in Washington with taking seriously this

business? . . . This is complete and abso-

lute craziness." Watson also charged that

the reason there are so many "silly" fed-

eral constraints on biological research is

that "the White House receives its advicef
from people who know something aboul

physics or chemistry. The person ir

charge of biology is either a woman oi

unimportant." Singer's charges of un-

thinking prejudice couldn't have beeilj

more neatly illustrated if he had invented]

Watson for the occasion.

So long as the defense of animal experi-

mentation is left to researchers who think

they are protecting science against lunatic

sentimentality, that defense will continue

to misfire. The animal-rights philosophers

have at least as much justification for

their view of themselves as the truly scien-

tific parties who are struggling to bring

home the implications of evolutionary the-

ory. They regard their moral stance as a

natural corollary of Darwin's claim that

"there is no fundamental difference be-

tween man and the higher mammals in

their mental faculties"—a claim that re-

ceives a good deal of support from some of

the very researchers targeted by the ani-

mal-rights movement. If the researchers

hope to unhorse the theoreticians of that

movement, they are going to have to rely

on philosophy, not biology, to do the job.

In The Casefor Animal Experimenta-

tion, the Canadian philosopher Michael

A. Fox comes to the researchers' defense.

Fox spends a third of his book establishing

that animal experimentation is motivated

by a thirst for knowledge, not for blood,

and that we can learn many useful and

important things from it. All this is true

and is a relevant reply to the sort of

antivivisectionist who thinks that scien-

tists get sadistic pleasure from doing nasty

things to rats. Unfortunately, few of those

people are going to read this book.

Fox's more subtle and interesting argu-

ments address the philosophers who hold

that animal experimentation, although

useful, is nonetheless wrong. There are

two schools of these people. Utilitarians

like Singer allow that injurious research

on animals (or on humans) may some-

times be justified by potential gains in
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I wish to acquire The Imperial Horse of

Xian" by Yao You-Xin, to be hand cast for me
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each, beginning when my bronze is readv
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Plus my state sales tax and
a total of S3, for shipping and handling
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human (or animal) welfare but insist that

most actual experimentation involves too

much suffering for too little gain. The

rights advocates, led by the American phi-

losopher Tom Regan, hold that all such

research, however profitable, violates the

moral rights of the experimental subjects.

Those rights are theoretical entities

(rather like the physicists' quarks) that are

postulated to provide logical support for

fundamental but intuitive moral judg-

ments—in this particular case, our judg-

ments that cruelty to animals and the use

of unintelligent humans as guinea pigs are

immoral.

Fox agrees with those judgments, but

he wants to find support for them without

leaving any room for animal rights or for

weighing animals' interests on the same

scale as our own. His first move is to tell us

that people differ profoundly from other

animals in being autonomous agents. This

means that only people have "the ability

... to generate a life plan in relation to

which [they] guide their lives as a whole

and monitor and evaluate the varying con-

ditions of their lives." I suppose I must be

as autonomous as anyone, but I don't

know whether I could do all that without

some help from Dr. Fox. Fox succumbs

here to the occupational disease of think-

ing something characteristic of humanity

when it is really characteristic of philoso-

phy professors. His definition of auton-

omy is crucial to his argument, for ani-

mals' inability to plan and assess their

lives as a whole tells Fox that they do not

"have their own lives to lead." They are

not really individuals. Their lives and plea-

sures "are not valuable to them because

animals are incapable of judging and

articulating that they are." Therefore ani-

mal lives have value "only in the instru-

mental sense, that is, in relation to the uses

to which we put them"—including, of

course, medical experiments.

Fox thinks it nonsensical to say that

animals have moral rights, which "are

functions of the mutual recognition that

occurs within a social group of autono-

mous beings." Such a group constitutes a

"moral community," defined as "a group

of beings . . . who consider themselves

bound to observe certain rules of conduct

in relation to one another because of their

mutual likeness," and who grant rights to

each other as "a declaration of non-inter-

vention in the self-governing lives of oth-

ers." Here we stand in the venerable pres-

ence of the social contract, made famous

by Locke and Rousseau but given up by

most later philosophers as a misleading

fiction. But the social-contract theory suits

Fox's aims perfectly Since beasts can't

join a moral community or enter into con-

tracts, they have no rights and we can dc

pretty much as we like with them: Q.E.D.

But what about defective people who
don't meet Fox's criterion of autonomy?

Fox tries to stretch things to bring them

into the fold and at once starts tripping

over himself. His basic argument is,

"There, but for the grace of God, go I." I

might have been born defective; my child

may be born defective; accident or disease

may leave me defective; therefore, "char-

ity, benevolence, humaneness, and pru-

dence" alike prompt me to grant rights to

such poor creatures. This argument will

not apply to animals, since it makes no

sense to substitute, say, "a hamster" for

the word defective in the preceding sen-

tence. The trouble with this is that it does

make sense to substitute "dead"—but the

conclusion then does not follow. (We will

all be cadavers some day, but that doesn't

mean that we should agitate for cadaver

rights.) Fox is making the hidden assump-

tion that I can know what it would be like

to be a defective person used in medical

experiments, and that I would not like it.

Stripped of its interesting but morally ir-

relevant considerations of mere prudence,

his argument really reduces to the golden

rule. Once we see this, it is hard to resist

extending the principle to animals. Fox

objects that it makes no sense to ask,

"How would you like to be an experimen-

tal animal?" because nobody can know
what it would be like to belong to a differ-

ent species; but the same objection goes

for human defectives. The mental life of a

healthy chimpanzee is probably more ac-

cessible to us than that of, say, a baby bom
missing large parts of its brain.

If (as Fox thinks) we have no duties to

animals and their lives have only instru-

mental value, then why should we deplore

cruelty to animals? Why prohibit bear-

baiting and other such robust amuse-

ments? Why anesthetize vivisected ani-

mals, instead of just paralyzing them with

curare to stop their writhing and yelping

(as many nineteenth-century researchers

preferred to do)? Fox is too decent to fol-

low his logic to its repellent conclusion

here, and he piles up one specious argu-

ment after another in his search for loop-

holes. He begins with a string of non sequi-

turs in which "ought" is inferred from

"is"—what philosophers call the natural-

istic fallacy. Cruelty to animals, he sug-

gests, is wrong because we feel empathy

for animals, appreciate our evolutionary

continuity with them, and have an "eco-

logical awareness" of "our unity with all

organisms."

This is true and generous, but irrele-

vant. Because we do feel empathy doesn't

mean that we ought to, as Fox himself is
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first to insist when lab animals are in

;stion. And why should our evolution-

theories have implications for our

itment of animals? Surely it must be

le property of the beasts, not their ori-

, that makes it wrong to abuse them. (Is

irbaiting all right if creationism is

e?) Fox next tries to argue that cruelty

wrong because the cruel individual

images his moral character" and "sinks

).ow some ideal standard of behavior"

—

ich says only that mistreating animals

vrong because it is immoral. This gets

no further. Finally, Fox caves in and

icedes that we have "a kind of obliga-

1 . . analogous to, but not identical

vh, a strict moral principle" to treat ani-

rls humanely. The exact difference be-

f(|;en a kind of moral principle and a real

I ! isn't explained, but presumably if we

i;
/e a kind of obligation not to mistreat

ii mals, then they have a kind of right not

he mistreated. This takes us right back

, (iomeplace kind of like square one.

-ox has no difficulty showing that giv-

up animal experimentation would

/e adverse effects on science and tech-

ogy. Perhaps that is all that need be

d for practical purposes. But it is not

Uy the question at issue, unless we want

equate morality with intelligent self-

rest. And the price for doing that is

jlh, for it leaves us with no reason for

)loring such perfectly prudent old prac-

;s as curarizing experimental animals

i whipping pigs to death to enhance the

/or of their hams. The logical snarls

it Fox gets into when he tries to escape

m this bind suggest that the prevailing

irality he defends may be just as inco-

ent as the animal-rights philosophers

re been claiming. No doubt a moral

tinction of some sort has to be drawn

:ween people and animals per se; rescu-

! a human baby from a wolf has got to

more imperative than rescuing a rabbit

m a wolf or morality becomes a joke.

,|t so far no one has come up with a

I isonable and consistent set of principles

t It justify the moral weight we place on

5 boundary between our species and oth-

s 1. The nature and implications of the

(
iferences between people and other ani-

ds is a subject about which biologists

d social scientists have a great deal to

/. Perhaps, even as we barricade our

js and listen for the footsteps of the

limal Liberation Front on the stairs, we

entists should thank the animal-rights

jilosophers for raising our theoretical

estions to a plane of the utmost practi-

I urgency.

att Cartmill is professor of anatomy

d anthropology at Duke University.
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July, 1986, International

Coins & Currency, Inc., a national

distributor of numismatic coins, is
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Mint 1893 Columbus silver half

dollars — America's first silver

commemorative type coin. These

are absolutely genuine U.S. legal

tender coins — not reproductions.
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400th anniversary of the

discovery of America, this vintage

silver type coin has the historic

distinction of being the only U.S.

commemorative coin to honor
Christopher Columbus. The "Col-

umbus" bust observe and the Santa

Maria "flagship" reverse never again
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As the 500th armiversary of

America's discovery approaches,

this scarce commemorative type
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sought after.

A Sleeping Classic

Struck at our country's oldest

mint in Philadelphia, these silver

half dollars were the "keystone"

issues of America's com-
memorative silver half dollars —
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series in U.S. history. Significant

silver melts of the past and the loss
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coins "sleeping classics". Each "Col-
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with a Certificate of Authenticity
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The Planet Chase
by Thomas D. Nicholson

You will be hard put to find a time of

night this month when you can't see a

good display of planets. From sundown,

with Venus blinking in the twilight until

dawn, when Mars and Jupiter vie in out-

shining one another, you can't miss. Now
that Mars is near opposition, it rises very'

nearly at sunset and doesn't set until day-

break. Its great brightness during this "fa-

vorable" opposition and its easily dis-

cerned reddish color make it stand out It

competes with Venus after dark (Venus

takes the prize for brightness) and with

Jupiter from midnight on, but it cannot be

mistaken for either one.

The early evening sky finds Venus at its

post in the west while Mars comes out of

the growing darkness in the east Within a

few hours Venus is down, but Mars moves

up into the southeast .\head of it Saturn,

.Antares. Spica, and Regulus, all first-

magnitude objects, stretch up the sky as

Mars's herald. Behind Mars and below

the eastern horizon, Jupiter Itirks in Pi-

sces, then suddenly appears in the east

after midnight and joins the westward

march of the planets and stars. By dawn,

the leaders have dipped below the horizon

in the west and only Mars and Jupiter

remain, with ruddy Mars low in the west

and brighter Jupiter high in the south.

Events ia the calendar below are gri.'en

in local times unless otherwise radicated.

July 1: The moon begins the month in

Aries, the constellation that was once host

to the vernal equinox (still sometimes
called Tirst Point of Aiies"). It's only a

sliver of a moon, though, barely visible as

dawn creeps up behind it

July 4: The moon will be at apogee

(farthest from the earth) but will proba

go uimoticed since it is so close to bef""

new moon.

July 5: The sun may be hot and the c

scorching, but be grateful that the eartlf^:

at aphelion (greatest distance from

sun). Imagine iiow hot it would be if

earth were even closer to the sun.

July 6: Five minutes before midnij 't

tonight (11:55 pjm., EST) the new mc is

comes along right on schedule, and a n ^

cycle of lunar phases begins. "

July 8: Just as Mercury begiiK its ret ^

grade (westerly) motion today, the mc li

passes it With the sun so clcse. of cour

'

we can't see either. -

July 10: Mars will be opposite the s

tonight but it will not be nearest the eai

for a few more days. The slender cresoe

moon joiiK Venus in the evening. It dc

not get as close as we might like, but it ^

be attractive enough. Look toward t

eastern skj- (opposite Venus) where y
can find Mars rising. The star near Ven|ii

is Regulus, in Leo.

July 12: The autumnal equinox, local

about midway between Spica (in Virgo

the left) and Regulus (to the right in Let

is very near this evenings moon-

July 13: Jupiter shifts celestial gea

today from its normal (easterfy) motion

retrograde (westerly). When that occui

opposition and the evening configuratii

of the planet aren't far behind.

July 1 4: First-quarter moon at 3 : 1 pj»

EST is just above Spica, Virgo's brigj

star, in the south at dusk. Both set aboB

midnight

July 15-16: The moon wa.xes larger ar

stays later each night as it works ea

through Libra, mo\ing away from Spi<
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Celestial Event^

ird Saturn and Antares to its left,

s is nearest the earth on the 16th.

ily 1 7: The moon slips through the gap

.1 reen Saturn (above) and Antares (be-

on its way through Scorpius. Both

et and star should be easy to see de-

5 the light scattered around the gib-

y 5 moon. The moon doesn't quite make

J ist Antares, however At about 1 1 :00

, EST approximately w'hen the moon
star set over the eastern United

es, the moon covers the star. The oc-

3 ation will be more readily seen farther

[i
; (in earlier time zones), where the

cts will be higher.

ily 1 8-2 1 : The moon and Mars are on

in Sagittarius. Perigee moon

jArest the earth) is on the 1 9th. with the

m in the Teapot's lid. Full moon is at

'A.M., EST, on the 21st, just before the

in enters Capricornus. Mars, now vir-

ly at its brightest, is easily seen each

t through the moon's glare.

ily 22: The moon rises in Capricornus

ut 9:00 P.M. Jupiter follows it up at

ut 1 1 :00 P.M. Any time later, look for a

{ imn of bright objects arching across

sky from Jupiter to the west (right).

> celestial parade leads off with the

)n followed by Mars, then passes Sat-

and Antares to Spica, and ends with

i ;ulus in the west before it disappears

1 view. These bodies appro.ximately

J e out the plane of the ecliptic (the

r) h's orbit) around the sun.

. uly 23: Mercury, at inferior conjunc-

i( (between the earth and the sun), be-

.,( les a morning star

, uly 24-25: Jupiter and the moon rise

;.c ;ther late at night. The moon then

<. 'es slowly to the left beneath the planet
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as they work westerly together. The two

are closest at about 1 :00 a.m. on the 25th.

July 28: Last-quarter moon (at 10:34

A.M., EST) is in Aries, where the moon
started out this month, but this time it is

several days later in phase as a thin, wan-

ing crescent. Hamal and Sheratan are the

two stars above the moon on the morning

of the 28th.

July 31: The moon is again at apogee,

this time in Taurus. It rises up the dawn

sky near the Hyades, the V-shaped cluster

that marks the Bull's "face." D

The summer Sky Map identifies con-

stellations and stars for the months of
July, August, and September from lati-

tude 40° north at the evening hours given

below. To use the map, hold it vertically

in front ofyou with south (S) at the bot-

tom, and match the lower halfofthe map
with the stars you see facing south. As
you face in other directions, roll the map
to bring the corresponding compass direc-

tion to the bottom of the map.

The stars move westward continuously

during the night. By morning (before

dawn), stars on the western half oj

map will have set, those on the eas

half will have moved into the west,

new stars (those of the fall evenings)

have risen in the east. The map repres

the sky at about 2:00 a.m. on July I;

A.M. on July 15; midnight on July

11:00 P.M. on August 15; 10:00 p.m

August 31; 9:00 p.m. on September

and 8:00 p.m. on September 30. Add
hour for daylight time. The map ca,

usedfor an hour or more before or c

the times given.
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The Living Museur I

Lost and Found Traditions
by Laurie Nadel

Ralph T. Coe, curator of the exhibition

Lost and Found Traditions: Native Amer-

ican Indian Art 1965-1 985, spent nearly a

decade traveling into the forgotten

reaches of North America in search of

modern American Indian artists. In this

quest, he crossed the length and breadth

of North America, from Labrador to

southern Alaska, from Florida to Califor-

nia, visiting most of the fifty states and

several Canadian provinces. Of North

America's approximately three hundred

to four hundred extant Indian tribal

groups—estimates vary with defini-

tions—Coe visited about seventy and con-

tacted more than one hundred in all.

For Lost and Found Traditions, he ulti-

mately selected 383 objects by more than

Lost and Found Traditions: Native

American Art 1965-1985 is now at the

American Museum of Natural History

and will remain on exhibit until October 5,

1 986. In 1 987 and 1 988, it will travel to

Portland, Oregon; Saint Paul, Minnesota;

Anchorage, Alaska; Cedar Rapids, Iowa;

Albuquerque, New Mexico; and Los

Angeles, California.

275 contemporary artists, all working with

traditional techniques and often with tra-

ditional materials—quills, beads, bone,

hides, fur, wood, and clay. The exhibits

range from the massive, thirty-five-foot-

high traditional totem pole of the Nishga,

the first modern pole ever to be lent by this

Northwest Coast tribal group, to a modest

awl with a cow-tendon handle made by a

Rosebud Sioux elder from South Dakota.

As a whole, the exhibition demonstrates

that contemporary American Indians con-

tinue to fashion traditional objects for

utilitarian, decorative, or ceremonial use

within their tribes and communities. For

perhaps the first time, the show brings to

the outside world objects that were not

made merely for sale to tourists or white

traders.

The main importance of the exhibition

is that it makes it possible for white (and

mainstream minority) Americans to see

and understand North American cultures

that are otherwise hidden from, or off-

limits to, them. Coe feels the show is also a

symbol of hope for the Indians them-

selves, an affirmation of their artistic heri-

tage. "This way," Coe says, "they can see

that despite everything that happened to

them, they are still living cultures."

A trustee of the American Federation

of Arts and a former director of the Nel-

son Atkins Museum of Art in Kansas City,

Missouri, Ralph Coe's formal background

lies in European art and ornithology

American Indian art began to attract him
in the mid-1950s. In 1976, he was curator

of the exhibition Sacred Circles, a she

organized by the Arts Council of Gre

Britain. Coe says, "I met a lot of Indii

demonstrators there and became co

cerned that I, like many other America:

knew Indian art in a museum but did:

connect that art with real people. Yet he

they were. What did they think of

this?"

After a Kansas City showing of Sacrt

Circles, Coe recounts, he "started snea

ing away to Osage dances and leading

double life. Indians are very reticent ar

guard their cultures very carefully. The

don't like outsiders bursting in on thei

and I don't blame them." Coe's goal w;

to locate and purchase or, in a few case

negotiate the loan of works made by coi

temporary American Indian artists. Th

artists whose work Coe chose were nc

necessarily those best known to traders c

A modem mask reflects the artist 's Tlmgit and Tahltan heritage.
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collectors but those whom he thought

were promising or outstanding. "I wasn't

going for just what white people want for

the white-oriented market," Coe ex-

plained, "I asked myself, "What is the

nature of the cycle of losing and finding

traditions? Do these people deserve recog-

nition or is too much of their art lost? I

want to find out.' " After a period of trav-

eling that included treks into Alaska and

to the remote northwest regions of Can-

ada, Coe knew that "no matter how much

was lost, if I was patient, I could build a

whole corpus of work." Formalization of

the project came in 1977 when the Ameri-

can Federation of Arts (AFA) committed

itself to the undertaking. As organizers of

the exhibition, the AFA then obtained

funding from the American Can Com-

pany Foundation, the National Endow-

ment for the Arts, and the Sacred Circle

Fund.

The goals of the project proved difficult

to meet. Coe had to travel "right off the

map into the wilderness. I was a loner in

Indian country." In the course of his

search for Indian artists, Coe experienced

not only physical danger, when a brown

bear attacked the trailer he was camping

in, but also disappointment. On more than

one occasion a promised work had not

been completed because the artist's

"hands were cold" (a phrase that might

signify anything from an unforeseen inter-

ruption to an attack of arthritis). On an-

other, an artisan did not want to meet him

after he had journeyed to her far-off com-

Beaded sneakers, a Siouxfashion since the mid- 1 970s

munity more than once for that purpose.

But for Coe, absorbing how Indians com-

municate was as important a part of his

work as acquiring the objects he had set

out to find. "Nothing happens on demand

in the Indian world," Coe says. "I learned

never to ask direct questions. I always left

things open." Verbal communication be-

came less necessary as Coe came to sense

a strong intuitive presence in many of the

Indian communities. "They never said

anything but I felt they were studying me.

I sensed they knew things about me that I

didn't know. Sometimes they knew when I

was returning, even though I had not

phoned ahead to tell them. One of my
colleagues arrived at an Indian home to

Kerfed (steam-bent) box by Makah carver Greg Colfax
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find them setting the table for him."

Once, when Coe returned to British Co-

lumbia after a long absence, an Indian

woman told him, "I saved you a cake

because I knew you would come." i

The Indian concept of time proved far

more fluid than what Coe was used to, and

deadlines for the project had to be ad-

justed accordingly. "Indians don't think in

the same chronology we do," he observed.

"They recognize time as a tool. Conse-

quently the show developed organically,

stretching out in four directions, Indian

style. Lost and found is part of a cycle that

runs through Indian life and always was.

It is we white people who need beginning

and ending dates."

Slipping in and out of Indian communi-

ties, leaving and reentering what Coe calls

Yuppie America, has not been without its

price. He has at times felt estranged from

old friends and has experienced the frus-

tration that comes of trying to explain to

the unhearing and uncaring where he has

just been. "You can never really come

back once you have experienced Indian

spirituality and their sense of sharing," he

said. "I only wanted to visit on their terms,

not study or put them in a bottle." Al-

though he wants to return to Indian coun-

try once the show opens, Coe does not

intend to live there. "There is a satirical

name for so-called white Indians. It's

wannabe, as in 'I wannabe an Indian.'

Well, I don't wannabe a wannabe. I feel

comfortable in the Indian world and I miss

it, but there are many things I feel I should

not be a party to."

If there is one object in Lost and Found

Traditions that, for Coe, symbolizes not

only his search but the exhibit itself, it is

the kerfed box by Makah carver Greg

Colfax. Kerfing is a woodworking method

in which wood is incised and bent, some-

times with steam, in order to convert a
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recorded by native Italian speakers, and accom-

panying textbook. You'll learn to speak Italian

the way you learned English - by listening and

repeating. It's easy, and takes only 25 minutes a

day. Your cassette player becomes your "teach-

ing machine." You learn where and when you

want to, and at your own pace.

Packaged in handsome vinyl binders, the course
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single board into a box. Colfax's box is

sometimes referred to as a steam-bent

box. The Northwest Coast Indians use

kerfed boxes to hold food, clothing, and

possessions. But in the northern reaches of

British Columbia, larger containers are

sometimes used to hold human remains.

Greg Colfax's box, however, is not utilitar-

ian but ceremonial; he deliberately used a

traditional form to make a statement for

the show.

Colfax, a carver in his early thirties,

became intrigued by Coe's project be-

cause he, too, has been considering the

role of tradition in his own life and the life

of the Makah. The back of his box shows a

man with his eyes unfocused; according to

Coe, this denotes a man who cannot see

because he has lost his traditions. Above

the man is the tail of a whale; around him,

an octopus tentacle. They symbolize the

sea life that is the chief spiritual focus and

economic livelihood of the Makah. The

back of the box represents the man's pur-

poseless journey. On the front panel, he is

shown being adopted by the spirit guide

and tutorial entity of the Makah tribe, the

Great Wolf Spirit, whose head protrudes

from the front of the box. As the man rides

on the wolfs back, a metaphor for the

four-day Makah wolf ceremony (a major

ritual that preserves tribal unity), he

comes to understand his traditions. He is

depicted with a seeing face on one side

panel; on the other side panel, the wolfs

legs symbolize the man's journey with tli

Great Wolf Spirit, a journey of unde

standing and insight. The panel showin

the man's seeing face also depicts the in

age of a dog, symbolic of the man's bein

welcomed back by his people on th

beach.

Because of its many levels of symbo

ism, Coe calls the kerfed box "a metaphc

of Makah civilization." He cautions, hov

ever, that "you have to have the eyes t

look. Many Americans don't. It is not ac

vertising art, it is not literal."

Coe is concerned that the public will nc

view the box and the other objects as pai

of a vital artistic heritage. He worries tha

the living aspect of the show will b

shelved, that once the objects are cata

loged and explained, the process of lean

ing from them will be over. "Colfax's bo:

is a metaphorical reality," he said. "It i

the distillation of images that form tb

Indian psyche. It's there, and its bein]

there is a miracle. Because of all we'vi'^

done to these people, it's a miracle. Ou
there, in Indian country, they're thinkin]

and thinking about this all the time

They've never really lost their traditions

In fact, they're coming back to then

stronger all the time."

Laurie Nadel, a writerfor CBS News, ha:

written articles on the arts for severa

magazines, including Signature, Islands

and FMR.

At the American Museum
At the Planetarium

Wonderful Sky, the Planetarium's spe-

cial show for preschoolers, is back at the

Sky Theater. This show takes children on

a Journey of exploration and encourages

them to sing along as they learn about

weather, rainbows, sunsets, distant stars,

changes of the moon, and other objects in

the sky. Show times for Wonderful Sky
are; Saturday, July 1 2, and Saturday, Au-
gust 2, at 10:00 a.ivi. and noon. For addi-

tional information and reservations call

(212)873-5714.

Voyage to the Outer Planets

Since their launch in 1977, two tiny

spacecraft. Voyager 1 and 2, have been
engaged in one of the greatest voyages of

discovery in human history. On Thursday,

July 31, William Gutsch will present an

overview of what the Voyagers have

taught us about Jupiter, Saturn, and Ura-

nus. Using slides and time-lapse films

from the Voyagers' cameras, Gutsch will

discuss Jupiter's stormy atmosphere and
more. Gutsch, who is chairman of the

Hayden Planetarium, will also look ahead

to Voyager 2's 1989 encounter with Nep-
tune. Voyage to the Outer Planets will

take place at 7:30 p.m. in the Main Audi-

torium and is open only to members. Tick-

ets are $3.00, and must be reserved in ad-

vance. For additional information call

(212) 873-1327.

Healing Our Children

"We tell children how to be, and in-

stead they keep mirroring what we are.

Children learn by example. If we are to

raise happy children, we must bring to

wholeness the models they are following."

So says Joseph Chilton Pearce, author

and expert in the field of human intelli-

gence. On Wednesday, July 9, at 7:00

P.M., Pearce will address such serious

problems as teen suicide, child abuse, and

urban violence. Emphasizing the impor-

tance of meditation, he will suggest solu-

tions to these and other interpersonal cri-

ses of our times. Healing Our Children

Through Ourselves will take place in the

Kaufmann Theater. Seating is on a first-

come, first-served basis. For further in-

formation call (212) 873-1300, ext. 559.
j
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Don't
Buy a
Big
Tiller

For a
SmallJob!

If your garden
is an acre or

more, you may
want to buy a

big tiller. If it's

any less, you
should buy a

Mantis-20 (and

hire somebody
to plow or till

your garden

once a year).

Big tillers till and weed 20" (or

more) wide. The Mantis tills and
weeds a practical 6" to 9" wide.

Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs.

The Mantis weighs just 20 lbs!

Simply turning a 300-pound tiller

in a backyard garden without run-

ning over crops (or yourself) is a

challenge.

Most big tillers were designed to

just till (but many now offer clumsy

"add-on" attachments to try to jus-

tify their high cost). The Mantis-20

was designed from the beginning

to precisely match a small, power-

ful engine to a variety of useful

attachments for your yard and

garden. Tiller. Cultivator. Furrower.

Edger. Lawn Aerator. Lawn De-

Thatcher. Hedge Trimmer.
Most big tillers cost an arm and a

leg. Despite the fact that the Mantis-

20 is a tough, durable, precision

instrument ... it costs a fraction of

what you'll pay for a big tiller.

Finally, look at the warranty. Most

machines are partially covered for

90 days to a year. The Mantis has a

Lifetime Warranty on the tines (if

they ever break, we'll replace them).

A Lifetime Replacement agreement
on the engine. And, best of all, a

3-Week In-Your-Garden Trial (if you
don't like it, we'll take it back and
give you a full refund)! The unique

Mantis Promise is unmatched in the

industry. If we didn't make such a

fine machine ... we couldn't make
such a fine offer.

• Easily weeds an average garden
in 20 minutes

• Women and older gardeners love

Mantis because it weighs just 20

pounds, turns on a dime, starts

with the flick of a wrist and does ^
so many jobs for them

• EARLY ORDER BONUS
(if you hurry)

• Tines guaranteed forever

• A 3-Week IN-YOUR-GARDEN
TRIAL (that won't start until you
start gardening)

"We have a 30' x 100' garden that Is

fenced to keep woodchucks out. We
own a Tmy-Bllt and had to take the

fence down each time we wanted to

till. Not any more! With our Mantis, we
get In and out easily. My wife and I

both think It's a great little machine!"
Ben St. Germaine
Gansevoort, NY 12831

BIG SUMMER BONUS
Immediate Shipment, Too!

artvis
Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 County Line Rd., Dept. 1036
Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006 ^

D Please send more information on the

Mantis Tiller/Cultivator . . . and your
special FREE limited-tinne offer!

Mantis' Tines Spin at 240 RPM Zip



AMatterofTast

Addressing Salad
How did vinegar and oil, mixed together, become applied to salad greens in thefirstplace?

by Raymond Sokolov

"I am not ambitious of being thought

an excellent cook, or those who set up, and

value themselves for their skill in sauces;

such as was Mithacus a culinary philoso-

pher, and other eruditae gulae; who read

Lectures of Hautgouts, like the Arche-

stratus in Athenaeus: Tho' after what we

find the Heroes did of old, and see them

chining out the slaughter'd Ox, dressing

the Meat, and do the Offices of both Cook

and Butcher, (for so Homer represents

Achilles himself, and the rest of those Il-

lustrious Greeks) I say, after this, let none

reproach our Sallet-Dresser, or disdain so

clean, innocent, sweet, and Natural a

quality; compared with the Shambles Filth

and Nidor, Blood and Cruelty; whilst all

the World were Eaters, and Composers of

Sallets in its best and brightest Age."

John Evelyn

Acetaria{\e99)

My sentiments exactly, Mr. Evelyn. I

have felt this way ever since that day in

1971 when I joined the staff of the New
York Times. I had been hired to be the

paper's resident erudite gullet and apostle

of haul gout. But in the personnel office,

they hadn't heard about me and needed to

give me a payroll classification.

"What will you be doing?" the young

lady asked.

"Handling food," I replied.

So I matriculated as an N2: an assistant

salad-handler in the company cafeteria,

until I could prove a higher status.

Evelyn evinced no embarrassment

about his involvement with salad. He kept

his now famous diaries to his bosom but he

published Acetaha. Today, its manner

may seem overheated and donnish, but its

matter couldn't be more modern. In the

passage above, Evelyn is defending vege-

tarianism against the shambles of meat-

eating; raw food against cooked {nidor is

Latin for "cooking smells").

This much is preamble. Most of the

book is an encyclopedic discussion of

greens and other salad ingredients and not

at all polemical. Modern readers may be

surprised by some of the things that Eve-

lyn put in salads—parsnips, for exam-

ple—but by and large his salads are like

our salads; even his salad dressing is recog-

nizable as a vinaigrette (see recipe).

This should not really be cause for re-

mark, given the title of Evelyn's book. As

all of you remembered instantly, acetaria

was Pliny's word for an oil-and-vinegar

dressing. This link with the past is impres-

sive, even profound, when examined

closely. When I translated acetaria as

"vinaigrette," I was translating loosely.

The word really meant salad, although it

was derived from the medium salad was

dressed in. Acetum is Latin for "vinegar"

(a sour liquid such as wine) and is a direct

analogue of the word vinegar itself, which

is a contraction of vin aigre (sour wine) in

French. Acetaria is an adjectival form

that literally means vinegary things,

things mixed in vinegar

But why should this term have become
the word for salad instead of being applied

more generally to the whole range of pick-

les and other foods flavored or preserved

in vinegar? The dictionary says that

acetaria was originally an adjective modi-

fying olera (salad greens) and then came
to stand for salad all by itself. But the

dictionary also defines acetaria as "salad

dressed with vinegar and oil." So when
Pliny, and later Evelyn, wanted to say

salad, the word they used did not explic-

itly mention greens or oil, both of which

were so essential to the dish as to be auto-

matically understood.

Something like this is involved in the

word vinaigrette, which elliptically nam
a sauce for an ingredient that is not,

terms of quantity, its main ingredient. T
standard vinaigrette contains three pai

oil to one part vinegar. Proportions m;

vary somewhat according to individu

taste (and most people add other flavc

ings as Evelyn does in the recipe belov

but every vinaigrette has much more oil

it than it does vinegar. Although son

vinaigrettes contain no vinegar and g
their acid content from lemon juice, tl

sauce is still called vinaigrette, becau

the addition of an acid medium is wh
distinguishes it from the fundament

combination of greens and oil.

Since Roman times (and no doubt fro

still earlier periods), people ate vegetabL

so customarily in an oil or fat medium th;

they felt no need to talk about it. Then,

;

now, greens were cooked in oil or anim

fat. What made this a salad was the add

tion of vinegar. Whence acetaria, whem
vinaigrette.

Somewhere buried in the dawn of hi

man cuisine, the addition of vinegar

vegetable had to do with preservation an

the mildly culinary effect of vinegar c

food. Anyone who has seen how the acid i

lemon juice will "cook" seafood in sevich

knows how this works. Vinegar has th

same power. It is an acid byproduct c

wine, bacterially produced and stabilize

by a culture called vinegar mother. Vin(

gar is not just old, spoiled wine but ol

wine that is deliberately "spoiled," inoci

lated in fact.

In ancient days, in Mediterranean cu

tures abundantly supplied with old win

but not awash in citrus juice, vinega

would have been a crucial source of aci

taste and a major ingredient in food pre;

ervation. We see this today in a hundre

different marinades and barbecue sauce;
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Now you have the

opportunity to acquire ...

THE Statue
OF

Liberty
PEWTER sculpture

Fully clad in copper from the actual

Statue of Liberty

Danbury Mint isproud to offer a magnificentpewtersculp-

ofthe Statue ofLiberty, entirely clad in copper from the

lal Statue in New York harbor! Indeed, a collectible ofsuch

ning, beauty and interest may never come your way again.

smmemorating the 100th anniversary of the world's

most famous symbol of freedom and liberty

1886, President Grover Cleveland dedicated the Statue of

rty, a gift from France honoring our democratic traditions.

lay, the Statue of Liberty is being restored. In July, 1986, her

tennial, she will be rededicated. The Danbury Mint is offering

beautiful sculpture in honor of this historic occasion.

Fully clad in copper from the

actual Statue of Liberty

the Statue of Liberty is refurbished, some of the copper must be

oved. This has been made available to the Danbury Mint, and is

ig incorporated into each sculpture. Each will be fully clad in

per which until very recently was part of the Statue of Liberty in

V York harbor! Moreover, the copper will be finished to replicate

weathered green patina of the venerable Lady.

Handcrafted with precision in American pewter

;h sculpture is meticulously crafted from rich American pewter,

iirpassed in its dignity. No other metal could have imparted to

sculpture the same noble bearing and stateliness.

Your purchase contributes to the

Statue of Liberty's restoration

I'll be pleased to know that a percentage of the sculpture's pur-

se price will be contributed to the Statue ofLiberty— Ellis Island

indation. Inc. Consequently, your purchase contributes to the

tue of Liberty's restoration. Accompanying your sculpture will

I Certificate of Authentic Materials, signed by Lee A. lacocca.

Foundation's chairman.

rThe Danbury Mint

47 Richards Avenue

P.O. Box 5245
Nonvalk, Conn. 06857

Please rclum
promptly.

Shown much smaller than a

RESERVATION APPLICATION

The Statue
OF Liberty

Pewter Sculpture

Please accept my reservation for The Starue ofLiberty Pewter Sculpture, a

pewter sculpture of the Statue of Liberty, clad in copper from the actual

Statue. The sculpture comes with a hardwood pedestal at no extra charge.

I need send no money now. I will pay for the sculpture in four convenient

monthly installments of S37.50 each, the first being billed before shipment of

my sculpture. If I am not satisfied. I may return my sculpture within thirty days

for a replacement or reliind.

D Check here if you want each installment charged to your.

a VISA D MasterCard

Credit Card No.

Signature

AlloK eight to twelve weeks tffterpaymentfor shipment.



TWO NEW EXCITING
AND EXCEPTIONAL WORKS

Available from the Members' Book Program

Loon Magic

Join authorTom Klein
on a delightfuljourney
through the romance
and reality ofthe world

of loons. This magnificent
volume contains the finest

collection of loon photography
ever assembled, including 22 full

page color photographs.Special price $36.00.

Voices of the Loon

Recordings of the unforgettable, haunting
calls ofthe loon. An introduction and loon
call identification preface the loon calls

—

chorus from a distant lake, tremulo duet,
wails during a thunderstorm, and many
more. Cassette tape $1 1 .00.

To order:

call toll-free (800) 247-5470; MasterCard and VISA
accepted. Or, mail check, payable to the American
Museum of Natural History, to the address below. There
is a $ 1 .50 charge for shippingand handling per order.

FTOgrani American Museum of Natural History
Central Park West at 79th Street, New York, NY 10024

which are really salad dressings disgui

with spices or ketchup and used to tenc

ize and flavor meat and fish. (The prin

dial connection between salads—

n

thought of as the epitome of fresh fooc

and preservation is also strongly sugges

by the word salad, so obviously connec
with salt, the prime active ingredient

that other great pickling medium, brir

But how did vinegar and oil come to

mixed together in the first place? Wa;|l«

an accident? No one knows, and we c

only speculate about the reason for 1

popularity of the mixture.

It seems logical to assume that peo|

had oil and butter and animal fat bef<

they had vinegar. But once vinegar v

available to them, they would have c;

about for something to dilute its streng

They might have used water, but th

didn't. Instead they proceeded to inve

vinaigrette, an invention of genius wh
viewed with hindsight. And the discove

is most easily explained if we imagine ti

cooks already accustomed to mixi

greens with oil, decided to add a lit

vinegar to it, hoping thereby to liven

the oil and to dilute the acridity of t

vinegar. Or the process may have work

in reverse. Early cooks may have tri

preserving food in vinegar and then add

oil, already a common medium for vegel

bles, in order to dilute the vinegar ai

make the food more palatable. Once th

had tasted the mixture, they would ha

realized, as has everyone in the ensuii

centuries, that it was a delicious combin

tion. From there it would have been

simple step from preserving vegetables

vinaigrette to eating them fresh and ra

with the same sauce. I like to think th

the first cook who did this, and thus i

vented salad as we know it, cried out wr

joy Or exclaimed, "Eureka!" if he or si

was a Greek.

To that first cook, however modes

salad dressing would have been an innov

tion, built on the far older, and more ur

versal, practice of mixing vegetables wil

oils and fats. Here too preservation mu
have played a role. Fats and oils do pr

serve food—think of goose preserved ini

own fat or olives cured in olive oil. Toda

in southern Europe, sun-dried tomatoe

cheese, and many other products are bo

tied in oil for long keeping.

We have no obvious example of oil pre

ervation for salad greens, but we do ha\

an entire vocabulary of dishes in which

green is either cooked in oil (braise

radicchio, endive, or leeks, and sautee

escarole) or in which it is first sauteed

oil or fat and then boiled until tende

Either process may well have arisen as

means of preserving greens, which coal
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e be reheated or eaten as a cold salad,

lowadays, and perhaps always, the

wuous affinity of greens for oil or fat is

wgh to make people want to eat them

gther, even when the practical need to

6;rve greens has vanished with the

nrgence of refrigeration and far-flung

HI of supply. Greens and fat are a splen-

dipairing. Everyone who likes wilted

liich with bacon knows that, as do the

ifitly more recherche fans of dandelion

ens and bacon (see recipe), who may
lie of this dish by its French name,

S'nlit au lard, and associate it with

aiorous dining abroad. But here at

lie we have a whole menu of very un-

cntious related dishes. You will find

lei on soul food menus—and you will

II. them in Ernest Matthew Mickler's

:\ White Trash Cooking (The Jargon

>ety, $11.95).

lickler recently traveled throughout

e South, collecting recipes from the

' of Big Reba Culpepper in Burnt

n, Alabama, and Betty Mae Swilley in

ling Fork, Mississippi. "If someone

I'd me what sets White Trash cooking

,i; from other kinds of cooking," he

1 is, "I would have to name three of the

1] idients: saltmeat, commeal and mo-

! ;s. Every vegetable eaten is seasoned

i saltmeat, bacon or ham."

'.ickler's very first chapter is called

•/^etables 'n Meats." It has recipes for

)krd greens, turnip greens, and mustard

I ns. For all of them, he starts by brown-

H
fatback, bacon or ham, then adds

greens, cooks them until wilted, and fi-

nally adds water, cooking until the greens

are tender. And, perhaps repeating one of

the oldest dodges in culinary history, he

seasons leftover coUards with vinegar.

Mickler would find himself right at

home in the most rarefied kitchens of

France, where one of the hallmarks of the

nouvelle cuisine is the salade tiede. an

elaborate mixture of greens, fat, and (of-

ten) meat served warm.

For example, Michel Guerard serves a

salad containing duck breast, dandelion

greens, lamb's lettuce, and diced foie

gras, dressed with oil, lemon juice, and the

rendered fat from the foie gras. For his

salade gourmande, he combines green

beans, asparagus, salad greens, and foie

gras with a vinaigrette.

Guerard thinks he has invented some-

thing. In La Cuisine Gourmande he bur-

bles about the "surprising harmony be-

tween vinaigrette and foie gras." Is he

really surprised or is this an attempt to

market an apparently weird food idea to a

hidebound French audience? Or is the sur-

prising part just the extravagance of treat-

ing foie gras in a manner traditional for

other, less costly meats in southwest

France where Guerard has his restaurant?

Certainly Guerard's ingredients are

fancy, but in concept we might as well be

in Burnt Com.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history andprepara-

tion offood.

John Evelyn's Salad Dressing

rem Acetaria, reprinted in facsimile in

982 by Prospect Books London)

. Take of clear and perfectly good
( 'l-Olive, three Parts; of sharpest Vine-

(sweetest of all Condiments), Lemon,
(^Juice of Orange, one Part; and therein

steep some Slices of Horse-Radish,

vfh a little Salt: Some in a separate Vine-

,
gently bruise a Pod of Guinny-Pep-

, straining both the Vinegars apart, to

i|ke Use of Either, or One alone, or of

h, as they best like; then add as much
1 ^kesbury or other Mustard grated, as

vil lie upon an Half-Crown Piece: Beat

a i mingle all these very well together;

k I pour not on the Oyl and Vinegar, 'till

mediately before the Sallet is ready to

eaten: And then with the Yolk of two

liv-laid Eggs (boyl'd . . . ) squash and

I lise them all into mash with a Spoon;

i J lastly, pour it all upon the Herbs

( lad greens and other main ingredi-

e .s], stirring and mingling them 'till they

£ ; well and thoroughly imbib'd; not for-

l ting the Sprinklings of Aromalicks and

Flowers, ... if you think fit, and gar-

nishing the Dish with thin Slices of Horse-

Radish, Red Beet, Berberries, &c.

Note, that the Liquids may be made
more Acid as is most agreeable to your

Taste.

Dandelion Salad

(Pissenlil au Lard)

1 pound young dandelion leaves

3 strips bacon, thickly cut if possible

3 tablespoons red wine vinegar

1

.

Wash the leaves, dry in a towel or salad

spinner. Tear into pieces large enough

to eat without culling.

2. Cut the bacon into small cubes and

cook in a skillel over medium heal un-

til the bacon browns. Remove the ba-

con with a slotted spoon and add to the

dandelion in a salad bowl.

3. Pour the vinegar into the skillel and

cook with the rendered bacon fat until

bubbles form. Then pour the mixture

over the salad and loss lightly to dis-

tribute the dressing. Serve while still

warm.

Yield: 3-4 servings

THE

METROPOLITAN
MUSEUM

^^^^ OF ART HI^^H

Christmas Catalogue

Please send me the

new 1 32-page Chrisl-

mas catalogue: a

seledion of more than

700 unusual gifts, re-

produced from works

of art in the Museum's
collections. Glass,

silver, porcelain,

jewelry, prints, books,

Christmas cards, and

Prices from less than $5 to more than

$500- with a wide choice of presents be-

tween $10 and $50. Enclosed is $1 .00 to

cover mailing costs.

BMG6

The Metropolitan

Museum of Art
255 Cracie Station, New York 10028

CASSETTE
FROM

BERLITZ
Now, you can learn a language while driving to

work. Or exercising. Or traveling. It's now pos-

sible, thanks to this new self-study program
based on the world-famous "Berlitz Direct
Method" of language learning. It lets you learn

a language completely on your own, in those

hours that are now consumed in travel and
other everyday routines.

Best of all, we'll prove it to vou at no cost, in

mivana: w ith a FREE CASSETTE containing
a demonstration lesson. Just fill out and mail
the coupi^n below to:

Bcrlity: Publications, Inc, Depl.T126
866 Third .\vcnue

Nc» \<)rk. Nc» Nbrk 10022
There's absolutely no obligation and no sales-

man will call.

FREE DEMONSTRAIION LESSON
Nes. send me my free cassette and demonstra-
tion lesson in (check one):

! I French { I Spanish : I German L] Italian

I understand that lam under no ohligationand

that no salesman will call.

—Berlitz



Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49tti

Street, 2nd floor, Astona, NY 11103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Indian masks
Graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas Navajo
rugs. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)
789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS AAA Quality Audubon Originals of

birds and animals from Havell, Bien, Bowen editions,

plus Amsterdams Catalog $2 Write Audubon, 9720
Spring Ridge Lane. Vienna, VA 22180 or call (202) 484-

3334

AUTHENTIC INDIAN CRAFTS & HANDWORK Quilts,

handbags, jewelry, dolls, stationery, water color prints

and much, much more Catalog $1 00 Lakota Develop-
ment Council, Box-J, Chamberlain, SD 57326

PAFYRUS-
sky godHAWK — Ancient Egypt!

f painted blue, red, black, white on
o- handmade papyrus, 5"x5"...$15 ppd.

Lucite frame add $16 Check/Charge.
BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,
'Book of the Dead' panels — 2S<.

ANCIENT WORLD ARTS
50 W, 76 SI, • Ny 10023 • DepI N786

— Gallery open by appoumnent only. .

INDONESIAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $30-$100, re-

quest photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

ORIENTAL BEAUTY ON RICE PAPER! Prints of original

stone and woodblock designs on rice paper Some
designs are centuries old Lao Tsu, letter characters,

Zen, and more Average size, 14"/ 22" Only $35 See
our selection Send $1 50 and address to Temple Gar-
den, PO Box 785, Santa Cruz, NM 87567

Books/Publications

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY Mem-
bers' Book Program Fine natural history, science, and
anthropology books at 10% to 50% off publisher's

prices Limited editions, children's books, new and
classical books, many subjects Send for free catalog

FACES
Exciting new magazine for children!

FACES: The magazine about people— all

over the world! For children 8 to 14 years

old. Published by Cobblestone with the

American Museum of Natural History. To
order (or give a gift) send $16.50 to: FACES
Magazine, Room 3, 20 Grove Street, Peter-

borough, NH 03458. Museum Members,
take $2.50 discount off subscription price!

CAVE MINERALS OF THE WORLD— Nearly 300 pages
containing many color photos showing the splendor of

cave minerals from all over the world A book dedicated
to those enchanted by this crystalline beauty Send
$24 95 (pb) or $29 95 (hb) -I- $1 50 P&H to: Dept D-4,
NSS, Cave Avenue, Huntsville, AL 35810

FREEi Little known government publications 92 titles

Send stamped envelope: Publications-N786, 1142
Balview Avenue, Norfolk, VA 23503

INDIANS North and South America Book list includes
Pre-Columbian cultures Bob Fein Books, 150 Fifth Av-
enue, NYC 10011

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2,000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton, Box
15-Y, Falls Village, CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors
All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful
books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript
report Carlton Press, Dept NHG, 11 West 32 Street
New York 10001

HieMarl^t
T

WANT TO READ A GREAT NOVEL? Read Sunday
Morning by David Rogers $6.95 to Sunday Morning,

Box 212, Valhalla, NY 10595

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Collectors' Items

END OF THE TRAIL presents authentic Indian dolls/

books by Navajo Kay Bennett, SASE - Box 73, St

John, Indiana 46373

NATURAL QUARTZ CRYSTAL Gemologist/museum
shop supplier offers collector's quality, finely cut and
polished rock crystal balls Completely clear, 1 " diame-
ter, approx 1 13 carats, $34. Light inclusions, 1 'A" di-

ameter, approx 221 carats, $45 Add $3 shipping, MD
residents 5% tax Other sizes available Satisfaction

guaranteed Grape Mountain, Box 3477-NH, Silver

Spring, MD 20901

ORDER FOREIGN CURRENCY BY PHONE. 175 coun-
tnes- Visa—MC—Check—Cash accepted Dial (713)
654 1900 Texas Foreign Exchange, Inc., 1130 Travis,

Dept NH, Houston, TX 77002-5967 Est 1975

Education

FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOR CHILDRENi "Spring-

board " audio-cassette programs in Spanish, French,
German $21 95 each, postpaid (CT residents add
sales tax) Money-back guarantee Audio-Forum, Dept
253, Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-9794

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Payi Transportation!
Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International, Box
19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U S Free details: EOV, RO Box 670, Walpole NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyomingi Current open-
ings—All occupations! Free information! Inter-
mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Springs CO
80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings
USA $7 00; Overseas $7 00 England, Japan, Saudi,
Australia $7 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton MA
02162

Financial

BUDGET PLANNER Project and review household fi-

nancing Twelve one-month systematic budget sheets
with instructions for quick, yet detailed analysis
$10 00 Budget, Box 1607N, Frederick, MD 21701

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-
tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3 00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Newspapers

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS, 65 Countries!
Sampler. 4/$2.98. Free Brochure Multinewspapers
Box DE-206, Dana Point, CA 92629

Gardening

UNUSUAL. RARE AND BIZARRE Carnivorous Plants
Informative Illustrated Catalog $1.00. WIP, Box 70513
Manetta. GA 30007
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Merchandise/Gifts

DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS' DINOSAURS! T-sl

Fossil Reproductions, Books, More! Free informi

catalog Saurus, Dept NH9, 530 South 4th Eb:
Centerville, UT 84014

FLOWER PRESS—handpainted, thoughtful gift

young and old $7 95, CRS, Box 490102NH, Miami
33149

send fur catalog. S1.00:

DINOSAUR CATALOG L
POB,546 *^

TALLMAN, NY 10982

"I ¥ OWLS ' Bumper Sticker, $1 00 Sample Co
tors' Newsletter $2 50 1987 Photo Owl Caler,:

$11 00. Owl's Nest. Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA93/t

SEA SHIRTS—Manne life designs silkscreened oni

mium garments. Catalogue Sea Shirts, 25W
Durfee, Wheaton, IL 60187

Miscellaneous

DIAN FOSSEY remembered Tributes from around
world to our friend and comrade fallen battling to s

the last mountain gorillas. Free from International

mate Protection League, P.O. Box 766, Summferv
SC 29484

IDEAS. INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presei

tion to industry, national exposition Call tree 1-6

528-6050 Canada, 1-800-528-6060, x831

LLAMAS transport your camping gear, provide w
j

companionship for you, your children and livestcl

Have a winning personality plus are a growing invil

meni For information and a t>reeders list send $1 .OC

I

Llama Association of North America, Dept, NH-M, [I

1 174, Sacramento, California 95806 Plan to visit
'

"

Great Llama Expo 1986 August 23 & 24 in Re
Nevada at the Fairgrounds

MAILING LISTS Computerized service for editing,

dating, printing Direct Mail CTCE,PO Box7615,K
York 10150

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, spo
correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, seve
countries worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-1

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical/Acoustical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng binoR
lars since 1923 Alignment performed on our US N;

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know Yi

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mira

Optical Co
,
Inc 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie,

12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEITZ, Bi

Bushnell, Fujinon Free Optics catalog Mack Optics

Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (7

961-2542

WHALE SOUNDS-HYDROPHONES—Hear
record underwater sounds. Transducer (undera/a

microphone), palm-sized amplifier and tieadphof

$180 Free brochure Hydrosonics. Suite 10, 1920

Mam St , Ferndale, WA 98248 (206) 384-4966

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $19/ACRE! Hon |

sites, campsites, farming, investment' "Land Buye ^
Guide " plus nationwide listings—$3 00 Lands, E

19107-RT, Washington, DC 20036

MEXICO—Elegant mountain hacienda 3 Bdrms.,

Baths 200 miles border Reasonable Clark, 17

Wendy, Edinburg, Texas (512) 381-1537



?tals Tours/Trips

JMf I Seafront houses and others wilh maid On
'. Mayan Canbbean island Dive world's 2nd

',1 reef Explore island's |ungle Giant Pyramid
leological day trips Enjoy low peso. Casa Cozu-
332 E 14th St , NYC, NY 10009 (212) 254-5623

lAL ESCAPES—Tropical Villas, Mountain Cha-
Luxury Condos—Worldwide Free Brochure
iways International, Box 1464L, Littleton, MA
" "10)843-4433, in MA (617) 486-8955

\G0. RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
leling, swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watcher's

Use. Brochure, Charles A Turpin, Charlotteville,

30, West Indies

et)rts

y:E—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

"*rn Caribbean Diving Maya Ruins, Birds, Library

^5s to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

da. Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca-

5, Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752

AFRICA, AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours
with expert naturalists Kenya and Tanzania safaris

Rwanda mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

ploration, Galapagos sailing, hiking, snorkel and
scuba Over 80 trips/worldwide. Free color catalog
Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley
CA 94707 (415) 524-5111

ALASKA HUMPBACK WHALES AND ORCAS Baja
California and Galapagos Islands We have provided
outstanding whale, bird and nature study trips for over
15 years Biological Journeys. 1876B Ocean Drive
McKinleyville. CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

ALASKA'S TREKS n' VOYAGES Sea kayak rentals/

Instruction/Tours in Kenai Fjords Mountain adventure/
Nature hikes/Wild & scenic nver trips throughout Alas-
ka's Parklands. Box 625N, Seward, AK 99664 (907)
224-3960, 288-3610

ALLAGASH Canoe Trips Maine! Canada! Wilderness!
Wildlife' Guided adventures for teens, adults families.

Box 713H, Greenville, ME 04441 (207) 695-3668

Himalayan

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, PA
19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs featur-

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana-
dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $799
including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sight-

seeing, small groups, adventure and more' Whte for

brochure

'edor of used hardware, Athens, Greece



AMAZON JUNGLE TOURS Small group, customized

Itineraries, inexpensive Quabaug Bird Conservation.

315 Palmer Rd
,
Ware, MA 01082

ANYWHERE YOU TRAVEL we \n\\\ research and com-

pile an information package customized to your itiner-

ary Details Travellers Ctioice, PO Box 687, Man-

ctiester, NH 03105 (603) 668-2462

Unusual
17m,'"1

India ^^'Zll".

& Nepal
mammals Explorations o( remote Bhutan
Sikkim Ladakh and tropical Sri Lanka 10

to 36 day programs trom S670 00 • airfare

HtvMAlA\<AM TrAvcl, Imc.
PO Box 481-NH
Greenmicn, CT 06830

(203) 622-0068 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

A SCHOOL WITHOUT WALLS: Worldwide Excursions.

Natural/Cultural History; Arts/Crafts; Astronomy; Ptio-

tograptiy; Religions; Health Care; Outdoor Education

Professional Leaders, Small Groups Folkways Insti-

tute 1-800-547-7400 Ext 12

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland
from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Write Goanna Tour,

55 Guide St,, Clifton Beach 4871 Old Australia

BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY in Kenya's

incomparable Maasai Mara Unsurpassed access to

wild animal lives, excellent guidance, comfortable liv-

ing Write Geocycle, Rt 3. Box 657. Yakima. WA 98901

or call (509) 248-3700

BICYCLING IN FRANCE Delightful leisurely tours of

Dordogne in May. Loire and Provence in September
10-speeds and hotels provided Free Brochure; Nan
Rheault. R FD 111. Vineyard Haven. MA 02568

BIGHORN SHEEP NATURE PHOTOGRAPHY Exclu

sive week among North America's largest herd of big

horn sheep during their annual mating season Photo-

graph classic head-butting behavior Professiona'

photographer/instructor Write for details Other sem
nars Wind River Field Seminars. Box 1 150, Dubois, WY
82513(307)455-2829

BLUE, HUMPBACK, BELUGA WHALES, Puffins, gan-

nets, raptors, shorebirds. Join expert guides exploring

these and other natural wonders of Newfoundland
Labrador, and Quebec 6-10 expeditions $800-1095
Sea Farers Expeditions. 96 Harlow Street, Suite D-BB,
Bangor, ME 04401 (207) 942-7942

* PERU •GUATEMALA

• CHIAPAS MESCO
Travel with folk ort collector/photogroptief

Gordon Frost 18 yeors expetience

Smoll groups Coiilod: Gtjrdon Frost,

Box 471-NHD, Newhall, CA 91321

Tel: (805) 255-7577

COLIMA, MEXICO Join us for a late fall birding adven-
ture to the same hot spots where George M Sutton did
his field work Over 500 species Explore 9 different

habitats. Pacific coast to volcanic slopes Distin-

guished leaders Accomodations at University of Okla-
homa's hacienda Many others! Free brochure Wind
River Field Seminars. Box 1150. Dubois, WY 82513
(307) 455-2829

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE, December 24-

January 4 and Apnl 1 1 -20. A naturalist's dream Superb
variety of spectacular habitats (850 species of birds

)

Small group led by expert tropical naturalist & bilingual

ornithologist December trip includes oceanfront inn

and villas on the Pacific Designed for both novice
naturalists and serious birders Nature World Explora-

tions, 1 1 442 High Hay Drive NH, Columbia MD 21 044
(301) 730-0877 including evenings

JlieMarl^t
EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From

$850,00 -f airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also

South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
color brochure US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

pioneers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel,

Box 481-NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

EXPLORE ISLANDS, PLANTATIONS of Charleston's

Lowcountry Individualized, Professional Nature

Tours Charleston Wildlife Watch, 683 Folly Road,

Charleston, SC 29412 (803) 762-1947

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley, Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road
Randallstown, MD 21 1 33 (301 ) 922-31 1

6

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
lAICA VXMTTS 41 S435-46S9

1606n3 JuanitaJiburon.CA 94990

HAWAII—Led by the author/illustrator of the field

guide to the birds of Hawaii Departures in August,

September, November. March Voyagers. NH7. Box
915. Ithaca. NY 14851

KENYA CONSULTANTS Personalized East Afhcan
travel arrangements suiting your needs. Mount
Tremper, New York 12457 (914) 688-5260

KENYA 86/87—Papyrus Tours specializing in Kenya
for best value in leisurely tours with expert leaders;

superb itineraries for 2 and 3 weeks For brochure
write Steve Graham, 8450 West 10 Mile Road. Royal

Oak. Ml 48068

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years

experience Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643. Darien. CT
06820(203)838-1345

MEXICAN JUNGLE RIVER TRIP Howler monkeys.
Scarlet Macaws. Maya rums Far Horizons. Box 1529-N.

San Anselmo. CA 94960

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS. Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours Hike
in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Explore Australia's Outback. Far North, and
Great Barrier Reef Extensions to Fiji. Tahiti. New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N.
Santa Barbara. CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

ORANGUTANS, macaques, other wildlife at research
station in Sumatra. Groups of twelve with anthropolo-

gist and Director of station Visit Singapore. Malaysia.

Indonesia Orangutans, Box 590, Cave Creek, AZ
85331

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-
sions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION
I:njoy moontighi
biological, birding. pictorial and
o( iht Amazon Virgin Forest

Archeoiogical museums. Spec

To sr/pporl Local Conscnat
anri Pmivia,, Cbildi

' ' Wilderness Expediti

(70S) 342-%30
. SW. Roanoke. Virginia

RIVER RUNNING AT ITS BEST' Join us on the mighty
Green in eastern Utah Ride a raft or learn to row your
own boat Free brochure Bighorn Expeditions. Box
3650. Bellvue. CO 80512

SAFARIS & WORKSHOPS FOR PHOTOGRAPHERS-
Kenya, Galapagos, led by top professional photogra-
phers Voyagers, NH7. Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE Solomon
Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger Ala:

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' briga

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips,

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean. Hawaii Over 80
small groups Free color catalog. Wilderness Tr

1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley. CA 94707
524-51 1

1

SCANDINAVIA—LENINGRAD ART. ARCHITECT
TOUR—Approx. 8/15-9/4 Special visits to muse
design centers, stave churches, palaces Magnif
fjord cruise Expert guiding, limited size group.

chure Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours. Dept. N
Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford. CT 06903 or

(203) 322-8709

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS—WORLDWIDE!
cover Fascinating Worlds ot Vanishing Nature

Legendary Cultures, closeup Affordable Tours, E

ditions. Hiking. Biking— in Afnca. Latin Amehca,
Europe, Australia/Pacific. Forum Travel, 91 Grei

Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-2900

TOUR INDIA

WITH DISTINCTION
7 glorious tours combining INDIA with

NEPAL. SRI LANKA. BHUTAN. BURMA.

THAILAND, and SINGAPORE. Includes

a ride on the PALACE ON WHEELS.

Adventurous, comfortable, and

beautifully planned. Call for our

brochure.

^caFl of Dititir^tior^, ir,c

141 East 44th Street. New York. NY 10017

Tel; (212) 661 4680

TREKS. SAFARIS. OUTINGS Nepal. India. Pakis

East Africa. New Zealand. Australia Folkways Inte

tional Trekking—Call (800) 547-7400

VAN CAMPING SAFARIS Southwestern Archaeol

Anthropology. Ecology. Geology Learning Ad
tures. 1556N Georgia. Boulder City. NV 89005 {'

293-5758

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures. Featu

the Whales of the World Expert naturalists! Cruii

expeditions to Australia. Baja. Alaska. Sea of Coi

Galapagos, Antarctica Free Catalog! Whale Cei

3929 Piedmont Avenue, Oakland. CA 94611
'

654-6621

WILDERNESS CANOE TRIPS—Maine/Canada. ^
parties personally guided/instructed. Incredibly va

wildlife Katahdin Outfitters. Box 34N, Millinocket,'

04462 (207) 723-5700

Video

"GRAND CANYON " 2-hour spectacular helicoptei

ploration Video Breathtaking music Critically

claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 321i

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75 per word; 16 word ($44)minimum. D/sp/ayc/a

tied is $300 per inch All advertisements must bej

paid Rates are not structured for agency or cash

counts. All advertisements are accepted at NATUI
HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order (

able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATUI
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

New York, NY 10024 Please include your perst

address and telephone number, issue preferred,

suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month,

months prior to cover date (the January issue cla

Nov 1) Camera-ready art IS required for display ad
tearsheet or copy ot the page with your ad will

'

upon publication.
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Islands of ]apan
May 10 - May 28, 1987 I ^ I

DISCOVER JAPAN with a team of Museum experts as you cruise

on the world's highest rated, luxury expedition vessel, the 5-Star

M.V. Society Explorer Experience the remarkable ambiance of the

Japanese archipelago: golden temples, ancient traditions, snow-capped

volcanic mountains, virgin forests and breathtaking coast lines.

Cruise with the American Museum when Japanese flowers are in full bloom. Learn

with Museum scholars about the cultural history of Japan and Korea, Japanese gardens

and tea ceremonies, the geology of the Inland Sea, and the seafaring traditions of this

island nation.

Enjoy fine cuisine, service and public facilities (dining room, lounges, observation

deck, etc.). There are only 47 excellent outside passenger cabins, assuring you of a

small group experience aboard ship and during our fascinating shore excursions.

Come and explore with the American Museum the rich cultural and natural history

of Japan on this special Discovery Cruise. Write or call the American Museum
Discovery Tours office today,

toll-free (800) 462-8687,
or (212) 873-1440.

Please send me detailed informa-

tion describing the Museum's
Discovery Cruise: Islands of Japan.

(Name) (plea.se print)

American
Museum of
Natural

I>s3'i0 History

Discovery Tours

(Address)

(City)

Central Park West at 79th Street

(State) (Zip) J1234

New York, NT 10024-5192
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School

BuUy
According to diver Dave Woodward,

who photographed this confrontation be-

tween French grunts on a shallow coral

reef off San Salvador Island in the Baha-

mas, it was the fish on the right that

started it all and persisted in bullying

schoolmates that came too near the purple

sea fan over which he (or she) hovered.

While such mouth-to-mouth confronta-

tions have often been observed in these

common reef fish (their jaws are even

jointed to allow for such extraordinary

gaping) the exact nature of such disputes

is still not understood. Although the fish

would appear to be protecting territory,

there is really very little threat from others

in the school.

Grunts are abundant on the coral reefs

off the coast of Florida and in the Carib-

bean, and common to warm seas around

the world. The name comes from the

gutteral sounds the fish makes when the

grinding of its pharyngeal teeth, those

back near the opening to its throat, reso-

nate off its swim bladder.

Grunts swim during the day in dense

schools, then disperse in the evening to

feed alone on nearby sand beds.

Woodward said the school that this fish

seemed to dominate for the several days

he observed was made up of twenty-five to

thirty fish all within a two- to three-square-

yard area of reef. William McFarland and

Zandy-Marie Hillis have theorized that

the more aggressive fish in the school act

to keep the others swimming in a manner

that makes the most efficient use of their

schooling territory, while giving them the

most protection from predators. If. for in-

stance, fish of the same size school to-

gether, individuals are much less likely to

be picked out for prey than, say. a small

fish swimming in a group of larger fish.

This grunt may not have been the

school bully, but simply acting as an over-

zealous monitor. —B.D.S.

Photograph by Dave Woodward



Although Tsaparang was only a side

trip on his journey to and from sacred

Mount Kailas in Tibet, Frits Staal (page

34) saw in this abandoned citadel further

evidence of the kinship among Asian re-

ligions and cultures. A professor of phi-

losophy and South Asian languages at

the University of California, Berkeley,

Staal travels extensively, often by motor-

cycle, throughout India, Nepal, and the

Himalayas. He has written about the

cultural and religious traditions of these

lands and made recordings of mantras

and recitations. To reach Tsaparang,

Staal and his group, the first Westerners

to visit in more than forty years, spent

four weeks traveling across China in

four-wheel-drive vehicles. Staal says

he'd rather make his next trip on foot

with pilgrims from India. For further

reading, he recommends Indo-Tibetan

Buddhism, by David Snellgrove (Bos-

ton: Shambhala Publications, 1985) and

Charles Allen's A Mountain in Tibet

(New York: Andre Deutsch, 1982). His

most recent work is Agni: The Vedic Rit-

ual of the Fire Altar, 2 volumes (Berke-

ley: Asian Humanities Press, 1983).

His scuba-diving instructor number,

29, puts Dave Woodward (page 88)

among the first certified to teach the

subject. Since 1965 he has been diving

and photographing in the Caribbean. He
shot the French grunts (for this month's

"Natural Moment") off San Salvador in

the Bahamas, where for the last four

years he has served as resident profes-

sional in underwater photography at the

Riding Rock Inn. The photograph was

taken using Ektachrome professional

film, ASA 64, in a Nikon F2 fitted with a

Nikor 55-mm macrolens and two Ikelite

1501 strobes.

Over the course of the last ten yea

Andrew T. Lloyd (page 46) has loob

for and at cats on four continents, eami

a Ph.D. from Boston University, and i

corded genetic and biogeographical i

formation on more than 15,000 ca

While in the United States, Lloyd-

native of England—became an enthu

astic devotee of American diners in (

der to sustain a grueling schedule poun

ing the pavement in search of more dal

He has since returned to Britain, whe

he teaches at the University of Newcs

tle-upon-Tyne. Without the distractio

of diners and bluegrass music, he nc

spends less time on the streets and mo
in the laboratory, where he is also stud

ing the population genetics of feral
\

geons. For general background on c^l

Lloyd suggests Muriel Beadle's The C
(New York: Simon and Schuster In(

1979). Readers wanting to learn mo pi

about the study of cat genetics can ref

to Neil B. Todd's article "Cats and Cor

merce" (Scientific American, Nover

ber 1977).
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American iviuseum of Natural History

^

Q^
^ INDONESIAN ODYSSEY
Singapore to Port Moresby

February 3-February 28, 1987

s inter, discover paradise witli a team of Museum lecturers aboard a privately chartered passenger yacht. Indonesia is an island

i( with extraordinary Hindu-Buddhist temples, exotic cultural performances, exquisite crafts and artworks, and warm friendly

i] :s. Cruise through tropical landscapes studded with smoking volcanoes, unique wildlife (such as the Komodo Dragons), and

I ful coral reefs and beaches.

r rivately chartered vessel, Illiria, is rated 5-Star, befitting a ship with superb cuisine, service, accommodations, and public

il es. With just 59 double and 1 1 single cabins, you are assured of traveling with a small group aboard ship and during our

ji Uing land excursions.

nsights and discussions with Museum experts: an art historian, anthropologist, marine biologist, geologist, and astronomer,

xplore each island: witness stone age ceremonies, ramble through fabulous ancient temples, view breathtaking rice-terraced

pes, and relax on remote coral atolls.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Please send me complete details on your

INDONESIAN ODYSSEY.
I

scovery Tours
ral Park West at 79tti Street

York, New York 10024

) 873-1440 & (212) 799-7157

'free (outside New York State/:

) 462-TOUR & (800) 462-8687

Name (please print)

For further information send

us the attached coupon, or call

toll-free (8(H)) 462-8687, in

New York State (212) 873-1440.

Address

City
1N12

State Zip



During a class outing, a sharp-eyed

student called the attention of Luther

Brown (page 54) to the forked fungus

beetles inhabiting shelf fungi on dead

trees. Although many horned beetles are

exotic looking and elusive. Brown and

his coauthor Larry Rockwood have

found the fungus beetle, a homely local

species, to be a perfect subject for study-

ing the evolutionary mystery of beetle

horns. Both Brown (right) and Rock-

wood (left) are associate professors of bi-

ology at George Mason University in

Virginia. Rockwood has studied tropical

leaf-cutting ants and is now investigating

ant-plant mutualisms, especially seed

dispersal by ants. Brown is currently

writing a book on behavioral ecology.

Among his future projects are studies of

the mating systems of guinea fowl and

the singing oyster toadfish. Brown

spends all of his spare time on his small

farm in southwestern Virginia, where an-

imal interactions include those of his

"dwindling duck flock" and the "boom-

ing fox population." For further reading

he recommends "Beetles Adorned with

Horns," by Daniel Otte {Natural His-

tory, August 1980).

As a northeasterner, Kenneth A. Rahn

(page 62) became interested in acid rain

in the early 1 980s when its appearance in

the Northeast first became a major local

issue. He had already investigated Arc-

tic haze and put in time as a research as-

sociate at universities and institutes in

Norway, West Germany, and Belgium.

Rahn (right), who has a Ph.D. in mete-

orology from the University of Michi-

gan, is a research professor at the Center

for Atmospheric Chemistry at the Uni-

versity of Rhode Island's Graduate

School of Oceanography. His article in

this issue is the second he has written for

Natural History (see "Who's Polluting

the Arctic?" May 1984). Despite acid

rain, one of Rahn's hobbies is gardening.

Coauthor Douglas H. Lowenthal was

one of Rahn's graduate students. For

five years he has been a marine research

specialist, with a specific interest in "us-

ing chemical elemental signatures to de-

termine distant regional origins of atmo-

spheric pollutants." Before becoming

involved in the field of atmospheric

chemistry, Lowenthal was a professional

guitar player in local clubs. For readers

who want to learn more about acid rain

in general, two books may be usefi

Acid Rain, by Robert H. Boyle and 1

Alexander Boyle (New York: Shock<

Books, Inc., 1983) and Acid Earth: Tl

Global Threat of Acid Pollution, t

John McCormick (Washington, D.C

Earthscan, 1985).
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The key that opens
four times as many doors as

American Express.

And that key is the Visa name
It'll open millions of the world's

most marvelous doorways.

Doorways that open to the

silverjewelry of Taxco, Mexico.

To the richly woven tweeds of

Scotland or to the best veal

I* francese you've ever had in

Set Positano, Italy

And when the Visa name is on your

travelers cheque, you can travel with

confidence Because it's nice to know
you'll see t,

this symbol in ^ V
four times as L.^ v.^,^ - -"'^^ooooTo

many door- f ''
'

"^
^fti^fc/cT >

ways around

the world as

you'll see American Express.

"^i2£g22£i^oo.;

^%4

°5*««f;

1
=

t

'

It's everywhere you want to be!'



Make her
centennial
perennial.

The 4th of July Weekend marks the high point of the

Statue of Liberty Centennial Celebration. Be part of Liberty's

joyous birthday, now and forever, with United States

Liberty Coins.

Created by the United States Mint, these historic

commemoratives are valuable keepsakes,

precious reminders of how much you love

your country.

Singly or in sets. Silver dollar $24.00.

Half dollar $7.50. At banks, savings

and loans, K Mart, Montgomery

Ward, Service Merchandise and

most Sears stores.

Don't let her centennial

> slip through your

• fingers.

UNITED STATES LIBERTY COIN!
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Letters

Sperm Whales, Gentle and Otherwise

Hal Whitehead claims to have dispelled

Melville's image of the sperm whale as

vicious ("A Naturalist at Large," June

1986). But this is a case of comparing

apples and oranges.

Whitehead is basing his thesis on a

study of the sperm whale in a non-

adversarial environment, after years of

very reduced whaling under International

Whaling Commission strictures.

Melville, and other writers of the day,

were describing a period when sperm

whaling was at its height and largely re-

cording behavior subsequent to harpoon-

ing. The sperm whale, very much like its

terrestrial counterparts, is shy and will not

initiate an attack against humans unless

threatened or wounded.

Incidents like that of the Essex, in

which ships were rammed and sunk by

sperm whales, were indeed rare. Only one

other case is known—that of the Ann Al-

exander in 1851. But the numbers of

whaleboats stove in, broken in two, cap-

sized, or sunk were legion. Virtually every

logbook of whaling voyages of the period

recounts the very high toll of whaleboats

and the need for experienced carpenters

aboard for their repair.

As a matter of fact, the seal of the Old

Dartmouth Historical Society, which op-

erates the New Bedford Whaling Mu-

seum, is a representation of a sperm whale

smashing a boat.

Irwin Marks
Vice Chairman,

Volunteer Council

New Bedford Whaling Museum
Acushnet, Massachusetts

Idaho Qiowder

In reference to "Chowder Chauvin-

ism," by Raymond Sokolov ("A Matter of

Taste," May 1986): A "true" clam chow-

der with Idaho potatoes?

A Maine Chauvinist

U.S. Navy, APOSan Francisco

How dare you suggest that Theophras-

tus has logic on his side in his recipe for

New England clam chowder! It is ludi-

crous to suggest that my ancestors im-

ported Idaho potatoes when they had a

whole back field full of them. Other than

that point, I'd vouch for the purity of his

recipe, though we saw nothing wrong with

a little butter, salt, and pepper.

Patricia I. Felton

Limerick, Maine

:.^

"Sperm Whale in a Flurry, " by Currier and Ives

2 Natural History

Mystic Seaport Mus(

Post-mortem of the Post-mortem

In "Post-mortem at the Little Bighifc

(June 1986), Douglas D. Scott and

lissa A. Connor inform us that "some'Bto

riors scalped the dead or mutilated t

remains, as was their custom in warfe

and "many of the cut marks and cru;

skulls may have resulted from mutila

of the dead, a normal cultural expres

of victory for Sioux and Cheyenne '

riors." At the battle of the Little Bigh

however, the Cheyenne and Sioux \

practicing techniques of mutilation i

had learned from the Europeans. Thir

years earlier, for example, Cheyenne

Arapaho groups were camped at S

Creek, Colorado, where they were assi i

;

of safety by white officials and had i r:

rendered their arms to the white sold a i:

These defenseless men, women, and i \ t

dren were then massacred by the w. '

army, which mutilated, castrated, !

:

headed, and scalped them. It is the Na '

.

Americans who are continually portrE i :

as "barbaric" and "savage," yet his f c

tells us that it was the white newcor 1 1:

who introduced and practiced these I i:

tesque customs. i ::

Rebecca Jo O:

Madison, Wisco i i:

. t.

The interesting post-mortem and li o I

graphs of Custer's battle made me woi a j

about the following: Where were Cusi i

'

200 or more horses and their guaii;

Were they killed? Were the horses slJt;

and if so, where were the shoes? You i j

that no U.S. soldiers are shown on hoii t

but a few Indians are. It seems to n ;

have read of horses being killed and i«

:

as breastworks in a fight—no mention

:

your account. It also seems to me Jt

about every fourth or fifth cavalryin

was a horse holder when cavalry foiBl

dismounted.

Everett Oep!;

Baton Rouge, Louisi 'i i

Douglas Scott and Melissa Connor re )

There is good archeological evidt;'

that prehistoric American Indians p<-

ticed scalping and mutilation before k



n/al of the Europeans. It was certainly

rient in the Plains area during prehis-

)i. times.

! uring the era of the Battle of the Little

iliorn, marking a vanquished foe

iiugh scalping, slashing the body or ex-

eiities, or cutting off body parts was a

a; of the cultural heritage of the North-

riPlains groups. It was a means to insure

\\ the foe could not enjoy the full fruits

,ffie spirit world in the afterlife.

n our own cultural context, mutilation

ala negative connotation. This was not

lease for those American Indian groups

'1 practiced it on their enemies. Mutila-

cs inflicted by our troops on the Indians

tiJand Creek or in other fights were

:aj3aric in our own cultural terms, but we

ahot view Indian mutilation of enemy

;ejd in the same perspective.

,s for the fate of the horses at the Little

iliiorn, there were indeed more than two

viidred horses with the Custer com-

nhd. Historical accounts suggest about

it:ty horses were found dead on the bat-

deld, including some Indian ponies.

"ll other army horses were most likely

atured by the Indians or wandered

viy. All of the army horses were shod,

nj a number of horseshoes were recov-

f'l during the archeological project.

Use bones were also found, although

i(;t of the horse bones had been gathered

find buried in a mass grave during the

iOs in an effort to give the battlefield a

el and clean appearance.

I is true that every fifth cavalryman

li assigned as a horse holder when dis-

lunted for fighting. Indian accounts of

hi battle suggest that regulations were

3owed during the battle, but the intense

11 fire frightened the horses and most

iced. A number of horses were found

^d on Last Stand Hill, where Custer's

cy was found. This led to the specula-

):i(i that some horses were killed to form a

„ii^icade, although opinion on this was

Med among those who actually helped

.r;i|y the dead. Because of the cleanup of

;
ose bones in the 1 880s, little archeologi-

^aevidence was recovered that bears on

M matter. D

WHAT DOES rriME
TO PRODUCE ANNUAL

COMPOUM) GROWTH OF
217»FOR21\EARS?

FRED ALGER
MANAGEMENT, INC.

AGEMUS
FOR MANAGINGMONEY.

FRED ALGER MANAGEMENT, INC.
$100,000 invested with Fi-ed Aljrer in 19(55

would be worth $6,793,950 today. This legendary iierformance is now
available to the individual investor. Like to know moi-e?

Call Ki-ista Woociall, Senior Vice President, at 1-800-223-3810, ext.309.

Thi-ough March :«. ISWfi. Rei^ults for Alger and for SiP 500. an unmanagwi index ofcommon slocb.

rt'llect capital appreciation and dividend reinvestment, but not pa>Tncnt of advisor)- fees to Alger.



Blunder in Their Footsteps
Creationists still cite the Texas "mantracks"

as evidence that dinosaurs and humans coexisted

by Laurie R. Godfrey and John R. Cole

Fossil hunter Roland T. Bird was on the

verge of leaving the Southwest empty-

handed. In light of his previous record of

fossil finds, the 1938 field season had been

unproductive and particularly disappoint-

ing. Working for Barnum Brown, a pa-

leontologist at the American Museum of

Natural History in New York, Bird had

been involved in some of the most success-

ful fossil hunting in the Museum's history.

Just a few years earlier, Brown had discov-

ered great caches of Jurassic dinosaur

bones, concentrated like logs in a giant log

jam, at the foot of Wyoming's Bighorn

Mountains, and Bird had helped excavate

these fossils. Now, as Bird was about to

pack up and head from New Mexico to

New York, a local drayman assisting him

mentioned a shop that offered some un-

usual fossil footprints for sale. Weary but

determined. Bird made his way to J;

Hill's curio shop in Gallup, where 1

huge humanlike footprints were exhibi

in the window.

The footprints were obvious phonies

Bird's first reaction was "who's been ca

ing those things out of stone to fool p
pie?"—and he had little inclination to p
sue their origin. But when the store cl(

told him of more footprints—real di

This photo ofcarved "mantracks" appeared in Roland T. Bird's 1939 Natural History article.
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LOOKING FORGOOD MOVIES?
[)WN ANYTWO FOR JUST $4.95 EACH.

WITH MEMBERSHIP
R WARS 0564162

1 SOUND OF MUSJC 0039212

KARATE KID 1710092

USE 2074072

iJiQIl 4101002

r ELEPHANT MAN 2047012
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SOPHIE'S CHOICE
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SUMMER RENTAL

SR TREK lll-SEARCH FOR

A SOLDIER'S STORY

THE COTTON CLUB

EDUCATING RITA

THE EMPIRE STRIKES BACK

Now you can own any two movies

Te for just $4.95 each with membership
ihe CBS Video Clubl That's less than the

pee of movie tickets, less than the price

DTiost rentals, and they're yours for keeps!

Choose from the best, too. Return of

ti Jedi, Cocoon, Casablanca, and more.

Tere's no membership fee, and you don't

h/e to buy a lot of movies.

Just four more within the next two

vars. The movies you order will be mailed

aJ billed at regular Club prices, which

c-rently range from $29.95 to $79.95

pr cassette-plus shipping and handling.

( xtra-long films and specials may cost

aiit more.)

BONUS PLAN-SAVE 50%. After

tying four movies at regular Club prices in

t^ next two years, you can cancel. Or stay

vth us and save even more under our

Imus Plan. With each movie you buy, the

pin currently allows you to help yourself

t another movie of equal value or less at

P'^f off. And, right now , save up_toJ60

Dre-see the Advance Bonus box above.

About every four weeks (up to 13

ties a year) we send you our CBS Video

Cub Magazine, reviewing our Director's

Election plus many alternate movies.

I CHOOSE FROM HUNDREDS OF
III MOVIES. Our movie library holds

(er 1,000 titles. So as a member, you'll

Advance Bonus:

SAVE UP TO $60 MORE!
... by ordering a third movie

right now. Any movie listed in
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Roland T. Bird contemplates the tracks ofa three-toed bipedal dinosaur.

saur prints—for sale in another of Hill's

shops, Bird's curiosity was piqued. On ar-

riving at the shop in Lupton, Arizona, Bird

saw that the dinosaur prints, too, were

carved, and his expert assessment was im-

mediate: "The claws of the prints were too

perfect. When a beast pulls a claw out of

mud, he doesn't leave a perfect copy; the

mud slurps about a bit." Still, the tracks

displayed accurate, if overly precise, ana-

tomical details. While Bird could imagine

a craftsman producing a likeness of a hu-

man foot, he could hardly believe that

someone could replicate dinosaur prints

without a genuine model. Bird resolved to

drive to Glen Rose, Texas, near Paluxy

Creek, where Jack Hill had purchased the

tracks a few weeks earlier.

The lead turned out to be a lucky one

for Bird, Barnum Brown, and the Mu-

seum. Jack Hill's anonymous carver had

inadvertently led Bird (and in subsequent

years, thousands of Museum visitors) to

the extraordinary dinosaur trackways now
on exhibit in the Dinosaur Hall of the

American Museum. During the Depres-

sion, some Glen Rose residents had indeed

fabricated humanlike and dinosaurlike

footprints to sell to tourists. But there were

also real dinosaur footprints in the 100-

million-year-old rocks of Glen Rose. The
area was a gold mine of trackways of two-

legged carnivores and of four-legged her-

bivores, some related to Apatosaurus, bet-

ter known as Brontosaurus.

Bird's recounting of this serendipitous

event appeared in Natural History maga-
zine in 1939, along with a photograph of

the carved human footprints that had

spurred his quest for dinosaur tracks. But

this boon for paleontology and the stud;

the evolution of life soon took a bizc

turn. Bird's account caught the attent

of creationist Clifford Burdick, who

1945 set out to find the "human" trac

which he believed to be genuine. He pe:

vered until he located them in a sn

museum in Arizona. The coexistence

dinosaur and human tracks would vir

cate the belief that all living organis

were created virtually simultaneoi

from nothing, and that all living thir

and even the earth itself, had come i

being just a few thousand years ago. 1

dinosaurs and other long-vanished i

mals were, according to some literal ini

pretations of the Bible's account, ana

lated by the Flood. Burdick had beei

young man during the Scopes era, wl

the scientific establishment had hun:

ated William Jennings Bryan for derid

those who would study the "age of rod

rather than the "Rock of Ages." Ni

with these new finds, Burdick seized

opportunity to put science in the service

the creationist credo.

Burdick believed the enormous car\

tracks provided proof of degenerat

from a golden age; "Not only has rr

decreased in stature from a magnifio

specimen ten or twelve feet tall, to

average today of less than six feet, but

average life has shortened from many Ci

turies to little more than half a centu

Where do we find any human evolut

here?"

Soon the purported existence of hum
footprints alongside dinosaur trails

came a rallying point in antievolutior

circles. Books hailing a new era of scii

tific creationism featured them as cruc

evidence refuting the geological timetal

and evolution itself. Teams of creationi

made the pilgrimage to Glen Rose hopi

to discover more evidence against evo

tionary theory. Some of the most arde

believers in Burdick's original hum
tracks eventually concluded that th

were carved, and twenty-five years af

Burdick had published his news, the S(

enth Day Adventist publication Origi

carried a story renouncing the carv

tracks. But from the late 1960s until qu

recently, books, films, and news relea;

have described spectacular new discovi

ies of "genuine mantracks" in the Cre

ceous rocks of the Glen Rose area. Su
discoveries continue to be touted desp

occasional retractions and critiques of p;

ticular examples coming from some of t

creationists themselves.

Some of the most sensational rece

claims have been made by the Revere

Carl Baugh, the latest of the Palu

creationist track hunters. When added

6 Natural History
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earlier claims noted here and elsewhere,

the list is truly impressive and now in-

cludes alleged discoveries of a "monkey or

human child skull," a human handprint,

saber-toothed tiger prints, a bear track,

chariot tracks, and an ancient hammer, all

supposedly contemporaneous with the di-

nosaur tracks. Baugh claims to have found

at least forty-four human tracks amid di-

nosaur tracks on Emmett McFall's prop-

erty near Glen Rose. The prints deemed to

be human range in length from nine and

three-quarter inches (seven tracks "made

by a woman" Baugh calls Beverly) to

twenty-two inches (five tracks "made by a

thirteen-foot-tall, 600-pound man").

With geologist Steven Schafersman

and physicist Ronnie Hastings, we visited

the track sites in north-central and south-

central Texas to find out what this array of

features really was. Our efforts join those

of others, including Glen Kuban and ver-

tebrate paleontologists James Farlow

Wann Langston, Jr. We found that i

of the features are what the creatioi

allege. Some are carved fakes. Some
genuine tracks made by bipedal dinos;

or scour and solution erosional feati

Others are exposed and partly eroded

row casts of invertebrate organisms.

The carved fakes were the most a
diagnosed. A giant track now on exhib

front of the Gibbs Sanitarium in dc

TEXAS "MANTRACK" SITES AND CLAIMS AT A GLANCE

Crearionist Claims What These Features Actually Are

Features in or collected from Glen Rose area (Dallas-Fort Worth region)

Dinosaur Valley State Park ledge:

mantracks in right-left series: bear track:

brontosaur track: track on cover ofCecil

Dougherty 's Valley of the Giants

River erosion produced elongatedfeatures in apparent right-left sequence: scour erosion

with undercuttingproduced the "pads" and "claws" ofthe bear and brontosaur tracks.

Solution erosion alongfissures produced oblong mantracks. Erosionalfeature displayed a

Dougherty 's book has been identified as both a right and leftfootprint by creationists.

Gibbs track on display in Glen Rose Humanlikefootprint carved in cement:many anatomical errors.

Caldwell track. Aluminum casts are being

sold by Carl Baughfor S 1 00 each

Humanlikefootprint known by localpeople to have been carved in the 1 930s.

Mantracks originally in private collection of
Clifford Burdick

Carvedfakes (and castsfrom themj dating to the 1 930s. Two were discovered by Roland T.

Bird in a Gallup, New Mexico, curio shop. Recentlypurchased on behalfofColumbia
Union College in Maryland. None show the characteristics ofa humanfootprint made in

soft mud.

Von Ddniken mantrack (also called

"Dougherty track" by John Morris in

Tracking Those Incredible Dinosaurs and the

People Who Knew Them)

Portion ofa three-toed dinosaurfootprint near Cherry and Dougherty trails, painted with

water or oil to conform to the outline ofa humanfootprint and then photographed.

Mantracks on E. McFall's property near the

town ofGlen Rose, central Texas. Recently

publicized by Carl Baugh. Human
handprint. Saber-toothed tigerfootprints

Tracks include three-toed dinosaur "heel" impressions, drag or slip marks, other elongatea

heel marksproduced by contact ofthe rear offoot with the surface, and collapsed dinosaur

tracks, withfeatures obscured by wet mud collapsing back into track upon original

formation. So-called saber-toothed tiger tracks, one alleged manprint, andprobably the

handprint (original removed before we arrived:photograph only was examined) are rock

surfacefeatures and burrow casts or crawl marks made by a Cretaceous crustacean. They
form irregularpatterns that creationists have identified as toe,finger, andpalm prints.

Human trails in the region ofGlen Rose:

Taylor Trail. Ryals Trail, Turnage Trail,

Giant Run

Trailsproduced by bipedal three-toed dinosaurs. Most represent dinosaur heel marks—
apparentlyproduced by the rear ofthefoot contacting the ground. Toe marks visible in somt
only by discolorationproduced by oxidation ofiron particles in the rock upon exposure and
weathering. Others appear to be collapsedfootprints. All trails show stride length and step

angle patterns typical ofbipedal dinosaurs, as well as some evidence ofthree toes.

South-central Texas, San Antonio area

Mantracks on Ken Thayer's Dinosaur Flats,

near New Braunfels, Texas

Some are overtracks ofthree-toed dinosaurfootprints (formed when layers ofsediment
filledprimaryfootprint molds, obscuringtheir original shape):some are solutionfeatures.

Chariot tracks near Canyon Lake, Texas Chariot tracks on Ken Thayer's property appear to have beenproduced by a moving
inanimate object, such as a water-tossed log.

Other claims

Mammothfossils, "monkey or human child

skull, " exhibited at creationist conferences

Limestone concretions, weathered rocks ofmiscellaneous shapes: teeth on so-called skull

are silica spurs.

"Ordovician "iron hammer (from London, in Nineteenth-century miner's hammer enveloped in a concretion—a secondaryformation that

west-central Texas) can develop in a decade.

Based on research conclusions ofL. Godfrey. J. Cole, S. Schafersman. R Hastings. G. Kuban, and others, originally reported inCre3Uon/Em\uUon.
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town Glen Rose is made of cement ai

supposedly reconstructs a genuine trai

,

underlying the current surface. (Accor

,

ing to property owner Grover Gibbs, c
,

ment was poured into the track to repair
,

after it was vandalized by youths.) Bi
j

like the Burdick tracks, it exhibits a sui
,

of anatomical errors that can be detectt

by anyone with even a rudimentary know

edge of tracks.

The features of human footprints d

pend, first, on the surface on which the
\

are impressed. On hard surfaces such as

fairly dry lime mud, human footprints ai

extremely shallow and assume hourgla:

shapes (just as they do when a person wit

wet Feet walks across a hard floor). Tl

entire sole does not print because th

raised arch in the middle of the foot dot

not touch the surface. Light imprint

made on hard surfaces reflect the conta(

of the different parts of the sole during tli

normal walking cycle: pressure shifts fror

the heel to the outer edge of the foot an

then inward across the ball of the foot t

the big toe, which bears the brunt of bod

weight during push-off". On a hard sui

face, one can expect to see little more tha

the outline of the heel, the outside of th

foot, and impressions of the ball of the foe

and big toe. The little toes typically leav

only slight impressions on hard surfaces

On wet sand or mud, human footprint

do not assume hourglass shapes becaus

the entire undersurface of the foot sink

into the ground. In this case, the footprin

clearly shows anatomical details of th

entire sole and features of the rolling hu

man stride. Footprint depth is grea

throughout but greatest at the heel am
ball and most shallow at the arch. Mu<
oozes into the curl of the little toes, creat

ing a slightly raised ridge separating thi

imprints of the pads from the ball. Thi;

ridge disappears at the great toe, whid
makes a deep depression continuous witl

that of the ball of the foot. The carvec

tracks, despite their great depth, exhibi'

none of the features characteristic of hu;

man footprints made in soft mud.

Human trackways have characteristi(

relationships between foot length, stride

and pace lengths. If the prints are too close

together or too far apart for the fool

length, or if they are unevenly spaced i

they cannot be of human origin. Ever

when the features of a print have beer

obscured by mud or are faint because the)

were made on a relatively dry surface, the

overall pattern allows the track specialisi

to distinguish among trails made by verj
|

different animals.

Usually, one need not even take intc

account step angles or pace and stride

,

lengths to distinguish dinosaur from hu-

10 Natural History '



'n tracks. Bipedal dinosaurs tracks are

fierally unmistakable: the tracks of

tee-toed, or tridactyl, dinosaurs usually

ck very much like giant turkey tracks,

vh three distinct toe impressions. De-

'ite that fact, trails made by bipedal di-

vaurs, showing the regular right-left

),terns of all bipedal animal trails, are

Ire easily confounded with human trails

in are complex trackways made by

pdrupeds. Individual dinosaur toe im-

Sssions can vaguely resemble human

"ctprints (although they tend to be

a?er), and tridactyl dinosaur "heel" im-

jssions can look superficially human,

}-ause some three-toed dinosaurs made

3lngated heel depressions. These may
It been produced by a cushion behind

' toes or by the rear part of the foot

;lf. And some three-toed dinosaurs, like

idem birds, actually possessed a fourth

, or hallux, on the rear of the shank,

'; 't may have occasionally contacted the

", 'face when the dinosaur's foot sank suf-

I'ently deeply into it, leaving a pointed

nr'rk at the rear of the footprint. Finally,

,(ne "heel marks" may actually be slide

:jdrag marks and not specific anatomical
'

tures of the foot of the dinosaur.

Other dinosaur footprints may suggest

human tracks because they were partly

washed out by water or filled in by collaps-

ing mud prior to fossilization. Still others

may vaguely resemble human footprints

because, for other reasons, they preserve

none of the details of the structure of the

dinosaur foot: for example, some tracks

are actually only secondary molds in lay-

ers above and below the original dinosaur

footprint molds. To distinguish these from

human tracks, characteristics of the entire

trackway may have to be taken into ac-

count.

The best known of the Glen Rose "hu-

man trackways" (including the Ryals and

Taylor trails publicized in such books as

John Morris's Tracking Those Incredible

Dinosaurs and the People Who Knew
Them) have recently been mapped by

Ronnie Hastings and Glen Kuban. The

long strides and pace lengths, as well as

the variable step angles, show them to be

the trails of three-toed dinosaurs. Some
individual tracks in these trails lack toe

impressions; others show faint toe and

claw impressions. They also show deeply

impressed, elongated heel marks that

Glen Kuban has suggested were produced
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by a dinosaur dropping the rear of its foot

onto the ground. Weathering of the Taylor

and other trails has made the three

clawed-toe marks in front of each de-

pressed heel mark quite visible despite

their lack of depth. These celebrated

trackways were clearly not produced by

giant humans.

Anyone uncritically examining rocks

for oblong features roughly the shape (if

not the size) of human footprints can usu-

ally find them. Some alleged human
tracks were neither carved nor produced

by bipedal dinosaurs. A surprising num-

ber, including some in series, are scour

erosional features. Erosion of limestone by

rivers or floodwaters can create intricate

surfaces. Even when these features occur

in series, the pocks differ in shape and size

and are separated by uneven distances.

Limestone is also subject to solution ero-

sion, or leaching, which occurs when rain-

water seeps into fissures and enlarges

them. Elongated cavities produced in this

way can remotely resemble human foot-

prints; small oval pits may be taken as toe

marks. Some of the publicized human
tracks at Ken Thayer's Dinosaur Flats,

near Canyon Lake in south-central Texas,

are solution features. All of the well-publi-

cized "mantracks in series" on a hard

limestone ledge at Dinosaur Valley State

Park are also purely erosional features

—

both scour and solution. Nearby lower

rock strata at Dinosaur Valley State Park

contain true dinosaur tracks.

Sedimentary rocks hold many traces,

aside from footprints, of the lifeways of

ancient organisms, including inverte-

brates, leaving their marks as fossil traces.

Perhaps the most remarkable of so-called

human and other tracks (including those

of a saber-toothed tiger), which Baugh
and his crew imagine they saw, are made
up of invertebrate burrow casts called

Thalassinoides. These were made by a

crustacean whose burrow systems are

common in Glen Rose limestone. At the

Thayer site, creationists have identified

long parallel features as chariot tracks.

They seem to have been produced by an

inanimate moving object, such as a water-

tossed log.

Touted as a human artifact of a time

when humans and dinosaurs coexisted,

the iron hammer found near London, in

west-central Texas, fifty years ago, and

recently acquired by Baugh, is a nine-

teenth-century mining tool. It was found

embedded in a rock concretion that

Baugh asserts is Ordovician, an epoch that

geologists date from about 400 million

years ago. The source rock may well be

Ordovician, but the concretion itself is

nineteenth century. Concretions form

when water containing dissolved minerals

evaporates and the minerals are deposited

on objects that then become enclosures in

rock. Pieces of modern glass have been

found in limestone concretions in Ber-

muda, and World War II artifacts in the

Pacific have been found encased in stone.

The hammer, dated stylistically, is a nine-

teenth-century relic probably dropped by

a miner into a crack in the Ordovician

rock and subsequently washed over with

sedimentary slush that then hardened.

Baugh reports correctly that the metal of

the hammer head was made by a modern

process, but he is wrong to conclude that

modern metallurgy thus predates the Del-

uge. He ran a carbon 14 dating test on a

piece of wood from Michigan that he said

resembled the handle of the Ordovician

hammer and obtained an age of 11,500

years. He has not tried to date the hammer
in question.

Roland T Bird, who brought national

fame to the Glen Rose area in the 1930s

with his spectacular discoveries of dino-

saur trackways, was dismayed by the

growing interest in the supposed human
tracks, an interest that threatened to

eclipse the important fossils he had un-

earthed and his efforts to establish Dino-

saur Valley State Park. He regretted hav-

ing revealed the story of the carved tracks

in his 1939 Natural History article,

"Thunder in His Footsteps." (He had de-

scribed not only the obvious frauds but

also an elongated collapsed dinosaur track

that he thought might have stimulated the

local human track lore.) Creationists even

maintain that Bird knew the mantracks

were genuine. One of Europe's leading

antievolutionists, A. E. Wilder-Smith, put

it this way:

It is quite interesting to see what is done in

scientific circles with such awkward ob-

servations as contemporaneous dinosaur

and mantracks. First of all both kinds of

tracks were duly reported [in Natural His-
tory], but it was suggested by Dr. Bird, who
first found them, that either the man tracks

or the dinosaur tracks must have been falsi-

fied, because according to theory, the two
could not exist together! . . . The giant hu-

man tracks have perfectly clear toe, heel,

and arch imprints. . . . Pure theoretical

prejudice prevented Dr Bird from rec-

ognizing some exceedingly important geo-

logical evidence [against evolution].

"But," Bird explained in a letter to pa-

leontologist Wann Langston, Jr., dated

October 29, 1976,

those were the days when both Barnum
Brown and I were dependent on the Sinclair

Oil Refining Company for field work
grants. As the company sometimes fea-

tured Barnum's planned expeditions in

their national advertising, it behooved [us]

to write articles that would please old Ha
Sinclair and soften him up for yet anot

season .... "Thunder in His Footsteps."

tended for Sinclair's eyes as much as a

body's, went to press, with me trying to

;

a touch of mystery by bringing in

"mantracks." Who could dream of w
might happen, what did happen!

Dinosaur Valley State Park was fina

opened in 1969, but until his death

1978, Bird was working to establish

small dinosaur museum at the park >

trance, a project that failed for lack of 1

few thousand dollars needed. By contra

Carl Baugh achieved his interim goal o

preliminary creation museum within

year and purchased ten acres of land fo

permanent excavation. He is still, desp

a barrage of criticism resulting from sci(

tific investigation of footprint claims, a

despite renewed local efforts to establisl

Dinosaur Valley State Park museum, pi

suing the rest of the $3.5 million he es

mates he needs to complete his museu
which is designed to be "the size a:

shape of Noah's ark."

In the past twenty years, the creation

cause has gained momentum. Wk
creationists have undertaken little actu

fieldwork and can summon little hard c

dence for their general case, the Palu:

Creek tracks are an exception. As seei

ingly concrete evidence of the coexisteni

of men and dinosaurs, the tracks ha'

been put to full use in the creationisl

battle against the theory and teaching

evolution. The so-called mantracks ha'

been served up as empirical evidence f

not only a religious but also a scientif

model that creationists are determined

promote in the public schools. Texas tex

book critics Mel and Norma Gabler hai

cited the tracks in their fight against tl

use of biology books that deal with ti

topic of evolution.

Thanks to vigorous creationist publiciti

the Glen Rose area has become a mecc;

for fundamentalist pilgrims. "Mantracki

continue to be discovered along the Palu:

because some people would like to believ

they are there. In a world where no fai

can contravene a literal interpretation (

the Bible and there is no distinction b

tween the Rock of Ages and the age (

rocks, dinosaur trackways cannot effe

tively compete with "Cretaceous ma^

tracks" and an "iron hammer in stone

Laurie Godfrey, a physical anthropoh

gist at the University ofMassachusetts i

Amherst, writes about primates, evoli

tionary theory, and the creation contrc\

versy. Anthropologist John R. Cole,

freelance science writer, is associate edi

tor o/ Creation/Evolution.

12 Natural History
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The definitr

ofAmerica's greate

FIRST AMERICAN IN SPACE
Alan Shepard becomes the first American in space
when his Mercury 3 spacecraft blasts off from

Cape Canaveral in 1961.

FIRST AMERICAN IN ORBIT
John Glenn circles the earth three times

in his Mercury 6 capsule.

FIRST AMERICAN SPACE WALI
Astronaut Ed White leaves Gemini

to walk in space for 21 minutes, jc

From The National Space Institute, Washington, D.C.

—

The Official American Space Flight Silver Anniversary Medals

Minted in solid sterling silver to last through the ages.

Issued in limited edition.

Advance subscription deadline:

August 31. 1986.

IT HAS BEEN TWENTY-FIVE YEARS
since a young Astronaut named Alan

B. Shepard lifted off in his Mercury 3

spacecraft to become the first

American ever to venture into

outer space.

That historic flight heralded the

beginning of an era of unparalleled

achievement. An age in which

America led the way in the

exploration of man's final frontier.

Thus it is both fitting and proper

that The National Space Institute in

Washington, D.C, will issue a special

commemorative tribute to mark this

historic occasion.

A permanent record for

future generations

Tlw Official American Space Fliglit

Silver Anniversary Medals will serve a

two-fold purpose. First, to honor our

nation's major achievements in space.

Second, to provide a way for all

Americans to preserve a definitive

record of these accomplishments . .

.

for our lifetime and for future

generations.

Appropriately, there will be 25

medals. Each will portray one of the

most important and memorable
moments in this inspiring saga.

John Glenn's orbit of the earth in

1962. The first American space walk.

Apollo 8— the first flight to the moon,

Neil Armstrong's "giant leap for

mankind." The first manned Skylab.

Sally Ride's epic journey as our first

woman in space. All these— and j

many more.

Each moment recaptured

just as you remember it

To produce these official space

medals. The National Space Institute

has appointed The Franklin Mint, the

world's largest private mint. Working

from official photographs and

documents, the Mint's sculptors,

engravers and master craftsmen will

recapture each dramatic moment just

as it happened and just as many
Americans recall it— with the utmost

attendon to accuracy and detail.



-year record

hievements in space.

IRS r ORBITAL DOCKING
ti K spacecraft links up successfully

lAgena target rocket which had been
placed in orbit earlier.

FIRST MAN ON THE MOON
Neil Armstrong takes his "one small step for man"

as he walks on the surface of the moon.

FIRST U.S. /SOVIET SPACE MISSION
American astronauts and Soviet cosmonauts

meet in space as the Apollo and Soyuz spacecraft
link up high above the earth.

[pach medal will then be minted in

id sterling silver, with the rich

f)()/ finish so desired by

J lectors— its sculptured image area

:sed. I'rosted and set boldly against

iiiinor-polished background,

rhe medals will be issued at the

iivenient rate of one each month.

e official issue price for each

rling silver Proof medal is $29.50,

.h a handsome hardbound
lector's album to be provided to

; subscriber at no additional charge,

ecially written reference folders,

|i a signed Certificate of

(thenticity, will also be supplied.

collection to treasure

\e collection is being issued in a

igle limited edition, permanently

itricted to the precise number of

lid subscriptions entered by the end

Ithis twenty-fifth anniversary year,

that time, the subscription rolls

II be closed, and this historic

;llection will never be made
I liiable again.

Whether you have an interest in

vice exploration . . . enjoy the idea

of owning an official commemoration
of an historically significant event . .

.

seek to acquire an outstanding series

in precious metal ... or simply take

great pride in our history— this is a

collection you will treasure.

To subscribe, mail the

accompanying application to The

Franklin Mint, Franklin Center,

Pennsylvania 19091, by August 31st.

ADVANCE SUBSCRin ION APPLICATION

THE OFFICIAL
AMERICAN SPACE FLIGHT

SILVER ANNIVERSARY MEDALS

Advance siibscriplioii dciuilinc

August 31. 1986.

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center. Pennsylvania 19091

Please enter my subscription for this

historic collection, consisting of 25 solid

sterling silver Proof medals to be sent at

the rate of one each month.
1 need send no payment now. Please

bill me $29.,SO* for each medal in ad-

vance of its shipment. My hardbound
display album will be provided at no ad-

ditional charge. .„,
*Pltis my stale sales ia.x and

SI. for shipping and handling.



This View of Lij
.

Linnaean Limits
In some kingdoms, the geometric game oflife

may beplayed by different rules

by Stephen Jay Gould

Dressed in feminine garb. Prince

Hilarion and his friends sneak into the

women's university of Castle Adamant,

hoping that their underlying charms

might turn the wayward ladies toward

proper paths of domesticity. "A women's

college, maddest folly going," they ex-

claim, as they rank the school among all

the traditionally impossible projects of

Western life. (Their opening line, "They

intend to send a wire to the moon," stands

as an interesting cornment on technologi-

cal change since Gilbert and SuUivan

wrote Princess Ida in 1884.) After dis-

coursing on silk purses from sows' ears,

sunbeams from cucumbers, the North-

west passage, and perpetual motion, Cyril

continues the scoffing:

As for fashion they forswear it,

so they say

And the circle—they will square it

some fine day;

Then the little pigs they're teaching

for to fly;

And they'll practice what they're preaching

by and by.

(I can't resist one more tangential com-

ment, this time on social rather than tech-

nological change. I have cited Cyril's lines

in the modem alteration now used in most

performances. Gilbert's original, fourth-

line rhyme for "pigs" and "teaching"

read
—"And the niggers they'll be bleach-

ing, by and by." For all his pointed satire

on Victorian stuffiness and pretension,

Gilbert was a child of his time [wealthy,

white, and male] on matters of race and

sex—as he incorporated, en passant, this

racist dart into his labored spoof of higher

education for women.)

Today, we wear on our wrists and use in

our kitchens many prime impossibilities of

yesterday. In comparison, logic and math-

ematics may express an inexorability that

transcends time and culture. Gilbert was

wrong about space travel and Arctic ex-

ploration (not to mention higher degrees

for women), but no one will ever square a

circle (or trisect an angle) by compass and

straightedge construction. (For those piti-

able few who have forgotten, as I had

before I checked, given a line segment

that is the radius of a circle, you cannot

construct a line segment that will be the

side of a square, such that the area of the

square equals the area of the circle.) Cul-

ture feeds on the realization of its hopes;

geometric constraints may be invincible.

Evolutionary pathways obey a clear and

uncompromising geometric regularity.

This geometry of change expresses the

most fundamental property of life's his-

tory; a familiar and accurate metaphor

—

the tree of life—captures the shape of

evolution.

Evolution is a process of continuous

branching and diversification from com-

mon trunks. This pattern of irreversible

separation gives life's history its basic di-

rectionality. The geometry of life permits

no going back and no amalgamation after

separation as a distinct lineage. Once a

species arises—and we define species as

natural populations of organisms that

breed with each other but not with mem-
bers of other populations—it is on its own
forever. Two species may establish tight

ties of ecological interaction (as in symbio-

sis), but they cannot amalgamate in a ge-

nealogical sense. Ecoactivists are not pur-

veying political jargon when they exclaim

that "extinction is forever." Each species

becomes a separate twig on life's bush. It

may give birth to other species and gener-

ate a new and vigorous limb, or it may die,

bringing to a close one small segment of

genealogical history that extends back at

least 3.5 billion years to the origin of I

on earth. But the twig will not be p

served by casting its lot with other tw

and coalescing to form a trunk. Lil

geometry of continual divergence p
eludes this pathway to permanence.

The Linnaean hierarchy, our schei

for classifying organisms, can only w("

under this assumption of continual div

gence. If a new species of rodent, for i

ample, were amalgamated from 20 p

cent squirrel, 30 percent prairie dog,

percent capybara (for size), 25 pera

beaver (for industriousness), and 5 p
cent rat (for that edge of nastiness), tra

tional taxonomy would fall apart—for

'

would generate a species belonging to ss

eral families. We could not place such

species into our classification any mc

than we could allocate to one family

creation by Dr. Frankenstein cobbled i

gether from fifty human sources.

This central geometry of life's histo

also explains, more concisely and just

than any other argument, why biologic

and social evolution are so different—ai

why, therefore, our genetic evolutic

bears so little meaningful analogy to tl

development of our civilizations. Cultur

history thrives on the very connectio:

that biological evolution forbids. One lo(

at a cart, and an Aztec might discei

another fruitful use for the general shaj

of circular calendar stones. One moth ar

one noodle, and Marco Polo changes tl

technology of Europe forever. Cultur

evolution is an intricate web of ferti

amalgamation; biological evolution is

motor for the generation of independeij

lineages.

As an exciting field, full of new disco'

eries and conceptual explorations, evoh

tionary theory pursues many vigorous di

bates. Some remain mired in the jargon c

16 Natural History
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D Art and Archeology Tour to Tibet and China Aug. 16 - Sept. 13,

n Zambia, Zimbabwe, Botswana Safaris Sept. 12-28 and Sept. 26 -

D China: The Ancient Silk Route Sept. 18 - Oct. 9, 1986

D East African Safari Sept. 25 - Oct. 19, 1986

D Archeology Tour to Mexico Jan. 12-25, 1987

D Natural History of Hawaii Jan. 14-28, 1987

D Ancient Civilizations of Easter Island, Peru and Tahiti Jan. 29 -
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D Amazon Wildlife Adventures Feb. 7-14 and June 20-27, 1987

D Anthropology Tour to Morocco April 10-25, 1987
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#
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traditional cultures, exotic wildlife areas, coral reefs,
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Discovery Tours, American Museum of Natural Histor>^

Central Park West at 79th St., New York, m^ 10024-5192

(212) 873-1440 or
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professional literature; others spill over

into popular consciousness. Since the

vigor of personal advocacy need not map
conceptual importance—scholars, after

all, are like all of us in their propensity for

elevating small personal passions to cos-

mic relevance—tone and emotional in-

vestment are not keys to significance.

How then shall we assess the relative im-

portance of these several debates? I would

suggest that they be ranked by their im-

pact upon the central ideas of our profes-

sion. For example, catastrophic theories of

mass extinction rate high on the scale of

significance, not because big bangs grab

our fancy, but because the rapid and po-

tentially random death that they impose

challenges a core belief of Darwinian the-

ory—that natural selection regulates both

origin and elimination through a pervasive

competition among organisms for re-

productive success.

By this criterion, a challenge to the prin-

ciple of continual diversification would

cut even deeper, since the discovery of a

mechanism for amalgamation of lineages

would question something more general

than Darwinian theory—the geometry of

evolution itself.

The outlines for such a challenge have

been emerging in recent years, although I

believe that the potential significance of

these new ideas has not been adequately

appreciated because they have not been

placed in the proper context of a debate

about life's geometry. The focus of this

challenge has received a proper geometric

designation: the phenomenon is called lat-

eral, or horizontal, transfer—the passage

of genes from one species to another. No
one is suggesting wholesale amalgama-

tion, and we need no more than common
sense to realize that our world is not popu-

lated by the hybrid offspring of cucum-

bers and rhinoceroses. But even the ready

passage of a few genes from one species to

a distant nonrelative would so violate our

usual notion of life's order that lateral

transfer, if a reality, would greatly enlarge

our view of life.

The debate about lateral transfer does

not center upon plausible mechanisms.

Our exploding knowledge of biochemical

genetics provides an evident pathway
Genes may move from one species to an-

other by linkage to a virus that invades a

host cell and incorporates itself and its

cargo into the host's DNA. The issue is not

plausibility but relative frequency Lat-

eral transfer is intelligible and feasible,

but how often does it happen in nature?

This crucial question must be established

by example, not by theory. (I have often

emphasized in these columns that natural

history is such a hard science because

most of its key questions are debates ab
relative frequency, not matters of logic

mechanism. In our immense and multii

ious world, issues of relative frequency

;

particularly difficult to resolve.)

Lateral transfer is not a controven

notion for movement of genes among c

ferent kinds of bacteria, for we have b(

mechanisms and examples. Doubt and 1

bate increase when we shift to comp:

multicellular creatures with intricate e

bryological development. We may en

sion transfer of simple and common fui

tions from one bacterium to another, 1:

have we any reason to imagine that

item coding for a piece of development ^

tulips could possibly fit into the progrs

for building a beetle? We know how ger

might move laterally among multicellul

creatures as well, but will the infusio

"take"?

A few firm examples have been dev

oped for lateral transfer from bacteria

multicellular organisms. Crown gall t

mors, for example, are induced in plar

by lateral transfer of a tumor-inducii

plasmid from the soil-dwelling Agr
bacterium tumefaciens. Other transfe

may follow the reverse route. Progenih

cryptocides grows in close association wi'

certain human tumors and may manufa

ture, in isolated culture, a protein chara '

teristically produced by the human get

'

for chorionic gonadotropin. But these tv '

examples, though suggestive, carry r

clear evolutionary meaning. They repr

sent diseases, or pathologies, not the stab

and permanent transfer of genetic mati

rial from one species to another.

As interest and evidence mount, moi

relevant cases of possible transfer betwee

multicellular organisms have been pn

posed. M. Busslinger, S. Rusoni, and IV

Bimstiel have recently presented some ii

triguing evidence from histone codin

genes in two species of sea urchins-

Psammechinus miliaris and Strongylc

centrotus drobachiensis—that divergei

from a common ancestor some 65 millioi

years ago (Embo Journal, vol. 1 , 1 982, pp

27-33). Histone genes are generally re

peated many times within the genetic pro

grams of these species. One small cloni

called hi 9, present as three to five copie

for each set of chromosomes in each cell a

P. miliaris, shows remarkable similarit;

to corresponding genes in S. drobachi

ensis. For one comparable stretch oi

DNA, a sequence 308 nucleotide bases ii

length, the two species differ by only tw(

base substitutions!

Such detailed similarity between twc

species need not invoke great surprise. Af'

ter all, genes make RNA, RNA makes

protein, and some proteins are so vital tc

18 Natural History '•



jrganism's life that natural selection

ht tolerate no change in an optimal

lence. Detailed similarity of genetic

cture might therefore be preserved

lugh millions of years in separate spe-

. But these histone sequences provoke

interest precisely because (as we shall

1 see) we cannot make such an argu-

it for functional conservation in this

;. We need some other explanation for

astonishing similarity in two species

! separate—and recent lateral transfer

strong possibility. Three arguments

port this conjecture,

irst, the detailed similarity is meas-

1 at the DNA, not the protein, level. In

A, three bases code for each amino

1, and in most cases the code is redun-

t at the third position—that is, a difTer-

base at position three will not alter the

iltant amino acid. No matter how rig-

natural selection acts to preserve the

aence of amino acids in a protein, it

not also "protect" DNA against sub-

itions in third positions, for such muta-

s do not alter the amino acids and are

efore invisible to natural selection. We
Id understand detailed amino acid

ilarity between two distantly related

urchin species on functional grounds,

striking DNA similarity is a puzzle.

'] accumulation of "silent" mutations in

,li;d positions usually occurs with an al-

ii St clocklike regularity because natural

I iction cannot accelerate or repress

J
ir spread. With 65 million years of evo-

1 on between them, P. miliaris and S.

I bachiensis should not be so similar for

1 5e histone genes.

;
fhe second point intensifies the same

^ ument. We may advance reasons for

ctional conservation in genes that code

proteins necessary to an organism's

. But most DNA doesn't code for any-

[; ig so far as we can tell; it is, in technical

ns, "untranscribed"—that is, not con-

ted into RNA and, thence, from RNA
I protein. Our 308-base sequence is so-

led spacer DNA—an untranscribed re-

^n that, at most, specifies a distance

,) ween two functional domains along a

5ie. We might make an argument for

,3 servation of its length by natural selec-

,ii. But its untranscribed sequence

i luld have no functional meaning and

,i 'Uld therefore change with great labil-

|1 at the clocklike rate of neutral muta-

,i is. Again, the virtual identity of these

;> cer regions in two distantly related spe-

f,
5 is puzzling under conventional views

3 jenetic evolution.

,
Third, the anomaly of near identity be-

\. ;en these spacer regions of 5. dro-

p :hiensis and P. miliaris has been high-

(i ited by results from a third species,
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another member of the genus Strong-^

centrotus (about 10 million years sepai

from S. drobachiensis, compared v

some 65 million years between 5. c

bachiensis and P. miliaris). The compj

ble spacers of the two Strongyloc

trotus species differ at about twenty ba

(compared with two bases, or one-te

the divergence, between S. drobachiet

and the far more distantly related

miliaris).

This discrepancy makes no sense if

netic differences in untranscribed regi

accumulate at a relatively constant n
P. miliaris and S. drobachiensis diffei

two positions and have been separate

65 million years; the two Strong}

centrotus species differ in about twe:

positions and have been separate for o

some 10 million years. A recent late

transfer between P. miliaris and

drobachiensis would resolve the parad

If this histone gene has passed betwe

the two species during the last few mill:

years, then its common ancestry is

younger than the 65 million years separ

ing the two species themselves.

If lateral transfer has not occurred, a

if the spacers of P. miliaris and

drobachiensis really have been separ: i

for 65 million years, then we are forced

find an argument for active conservati

against the clocklike process of randc

change at the genetic level. We can ci

struct such an argument for transcrib

proteins (natural selection for functic

vital to organisms), but we have,

present, no comparable explanation 1

untranscribed regions of DNA. Moreov

even if we could develop such an arj

ment, we would still have to explain h(

conservation can be ten times stronger

two species separated by 65 million yei

than in another pair only 10 million yes

apart.

We welcome such new and suggesti

examples but must now turn to the oldt

and most publicized potential case of 1;

eral transfer—the hemoglobins of legun

nous plants. Classical examples are ofti

wrong, even for valid general phenomei

(guinea pigs are rodents, but the world

not wanting for swine). I shall argue th

lateral transfer need not be invoked

explain its most famous proposed case-

but that wrong examples are often mo
instructive than valid claims when \

strive to formulate and sharpen the prop

criteria for an unorthodox theory

Hemoglobin is the quintessential pr

tein of animals—the molecule that tran

ports oxygen to our tissues. Yet hemogl

bin also plays an important role in nitrogt

fixation within the root nodules of legun

nous plants—peas, soybeans, and their i

20 Natural History '



,° . These legume-hemoglobins (called

'\ tiemoglobins for short) seem so pecu-

. in function, and so restricted in taxo-
' nic distribution among plants, that sev-

"tl biologists have proposed an origin as

:n;rlopers from the animal kingdom by

,i^';ral transfer,

'lants need nitrogen but cannot use it in

I molecular form (N2) that dominates

II atmosphere—nature's classic case of

' ;er, water everywhere, but not a drop to

I ik, since our atmosphere is 78 percent

i ogen. The strong triple bond between

I two atoms of molecular nitrogen must

I

I

be broken; nitrogen may then be

rpped for use (or fixed, as we say) in the

cm of ammonia (NH3). Plants cannot

i nitrogen by themselves, but a few

!;:iups—notably the legumes—have en-

ied a bacterium in one of nature's

intest and most interesting symbioses.

3:teria of the genus Rhizobium inhabit

) root nodules of legumes. These bacte-

i harbor powerful enzymes that can

):ak the triple bonds of molecular nitro-

" J 1, but this reaction can only occur under

laerobic (oxygen-free) conditions—an

jj/ious dilemma since plants produce

')7gen during photosynthesis, and the

Di^teria need oxygen for respiration.

Legumes use their leghemoglobin to

D)mote nitrogen fixation in what would

aierwise be an inhospitable environment.

V; use hemoglobin to transport oxygen to

ar tissues, but hemoglobin can also work

iireverse to "mop up" oxygen and main-

t;n anaerobic conditions in an otherwise

vll-oxygenated region. The actual func-

tns of leghemoglobin are subtle and

:dal; this molecule does serve as a sink to

hid oxygen and permit nitrogen fixation

dproceed, but it also transfers oxygen to

soply respiratory needs of the bacteria

—

ad with a subtlety of timing and place-

r;nt that does not disrupt the contradic-

ty requirements of nitrogen fixation.

The symbiosis of bacterium and plant is

i ricate enough in physical proximity but

tcomes even more intimate in chemical

't;ms. The leghemoglobin that regulates

T rogen fixation is a joint production of

t; two actors. The smaller heme unit, the

stive site for oxygen transport, is manu-

f:tured by the bacterium, but the much

Tger protein structure that cradles the

fme groups, the globin molecule, is syn-

tesized by the plant.

Suspicions of lateral transfer arose from

to sources—the apparent restriction of

1 moglobin to one small group of plants

Eld the production of one key component

\ the bacterial symbiont. Since hemoglo-

Ins are not plant compounds, and since

I'lcteria make the heme part of leg-

Imoglobin, why not argue that bacteria

once made the globin as well—and that

globin genes have since intruded into plant

DNA by lateral transfer.

This first version of lateral transfer has

been effectively disproved by resolving

the DNA sequence of plant globins. Bac-

teria and blue-green algae form simple

cells without nuclei, paired chromosomes,

or mitochondria—the so-called prokary-

otic (or prenuclear) level of cellular organ-

ization. Other organisms, including all

multicellular creatures, have eukaryotic

cells with nuclei and other complex organ-

elles. These differences in cellular anat-

omy are matched by disparities in the

structure of DNA. Eukaryotic genes are

constructed in pieces, with transcribed re-

gions (called exons) separated by

stretches of DNA (called introns) that do

not code for proteins. Prokaryotic genes

contain no introns.

The globin gene of soybeans was se-

quenced in 1981. Not only does it contain

introns and exons, but two of the three

introns occupy the same position as the

introns of animal globin genes, while the

third has no counterpart in animals but

occupies a site that separates coding re-
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gions for two separate structural domt
of the globin protein (suggesting that

;

mal giobins once contained this th

intron as well, but later lost it and splii

the two adjacent exons together, wl

maintaining the functional differences

tween their coding products). Thus,

globin gene of legumes is made from

karyotic, not bacterial, DNA.
Yet, while the bacterial conjecti

died, the close similarity of sequence

tween legume and animal globin ge;

inspired a second version of the late

transfer hypothesis: perhaps the glol

genes of legumes arrived by lateral tra

fer from a multicellular animal.

We therefore have two competing 1

potheses: either the giobins of legun

and animals are retained from a comir

ancestor that lived between 600 mill:

and more than a billion years ago or g t

bins were transferred as viral passengi|

from animals to plants much more
cently. (The third possible hypothesis A

independent evolution can be dismissi v

since giobins are too complex for multi| :

origins. Simple and necessary things, li ii

wings in flying creatures, evolve again a %

again; intricate and detailed structures

not repeat themselves.)

The alternative of lateral transl

seemed attractive for two major reasoi

the apparent restriction of giobins toll

small group of closely related plants (inili

eating transfer to them directly rattlj;

than deep homology in all plants) and si it

posed similarity in structure for a compl iti

molecule across a wide taxonomic g£it

But both reasons have been challenged ifc

new data in the past two years. I i

First, the new technology that perm|;

rapid and routine sequencing of boj!

DNA and amino acids has provoked ;I|f

explosion of information about details 111

genetic structure. The globin genes of se|li

eral plants and animals have been s'l'

quenced during the past five years, and \ i:

now know that similarity in basic functif l

is not matched by identity of structuri;.

The sequence of leghemoglobin itself d
[

fers widely among species (48 perce

amino acid difference between soybei'i;

and yellow lupine, for example)—indies i

ing a long history for giobins among leit

umes. More important, the disparity b

tween leghemoglobins and animal globi:

is far greater—85 percent between soi'

bean and most animals, for example. /|i

discussed earlier, genetic changes ace

mulate in a quasi-clocklike manner-
generalization replete with exceptions bi|[

yielding a rough estimate of time froi

data of genetic distance. Eighty-five pe

cent amino acid difference translates to

time since divergence from common a;
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m try of about a billion years! But precur-

sl 5 of plants and animals split from a

ll imon ancestor about a billion years

pi >, and any argument for lateral transfer

*8structural grounds collapses. Plant glo-

m seem to have an independent history

uong as the history of plants themselves.

5 Second, globins have now been found in

! root nodules of several plants only dis-

tiy related to legumes—in Parasponia

the Ulmaceae, and in Casuarina, a

imp including the Australian pine, or

' le-oak." Lateral transfer was attractive

en globins seemed confined to leg-

es—for introduction from animals

I'ht place an odd gene into ancestors of

IK coherent group of plants. But why

oipose anything but common presence

•> ordinary descent for a molecule that

sioears widely, however sporadically,

ioughout the angiosperms or flowering

:>nts?

Lateral transfer of animal globins is not

! jid, but the hypothesis has been greatly

,'akened by these two discoveries. Glo-

Dis for several invertebrate phyla have

It yet been sequenced, so we might still

uue that plant globins were laterally

t nsferred from such an unsequenced an-

iial. The splitting of animal phyla did not

itur much later than the separation of

fints and animals from common ances-

t'—so an 85 percent amino acid dilfer-

sce might record the separation of verte-

tite and nematode (a prime candidate

aiong unsequenced animals), as well as

vrtebrate and plant. We might then

ciim that the lateral transfer occurred

liger ago than previously suspected

—

i a common ancestor of all angiosperms

smetime during the Cretaceous period

jout 100 million years ago. Such an early

tmsfer would explain why globins crop

I' in distantly related angiosperms but (so

fr) in no other kind of plant. I regard

tese two saving arguments as too much

secial pleading, and therefore conclude

tat the tide of evidence has turned

sainst lateral transfer for the origin of

fant globins.

Yet the defeat of this hypothesis would

lise an issue every bit as interesting as the

itriguing notion that it forced us to aban-

(m: If globin genes are the common heri-

Ige of all plants, then why (so far as we

liow) are they expressed in only a few

agiosperms and in connection with nitro-

im fixation? What did they do for a bil-

lon years before? And what are they do-

ig now in a hundred thousand other

iiecies of plants? Truly useless genes

lould be degraded to nonsense by genetic

ift. Something must be preserving the

obins, but that something cannot be util-

/ in nitrogen fixation—a function for

globins shared by only a few higher plants

at the termini of a branch or two on the

tree of botanical evolution. Just as our ears

grabbed bones from an ancestral reptilian

jaw, and birds and insects recruited wings

for flight from their previous use (per-

haps) in thermoregulation, legumes must

have recruited globins for nitrogen fixa-

tion from a former and different utility.

Evolution is a complex tale of such quirky

changes—and the discrediting of lateral

transfer might reveal an even more inter-

esting story about functional shift during

the history of globin genes in plants.

The study of lateral transfer is in its

infancy. Some examples seem plausible;

others, including the classical case, now
seem dubious. How common might the

phenomenon be? I only wish I knew. My
suspicions say "not very"; my hopes say

"maybe." The major argument against

high frequency is a statement of simple

common sense—obvious, but powerful.

We have a fairly reliable Linnaean classi-

fication, at least for animals. Lateral

transfer cannot be expressed in the hierar-

chical system of Linnaean nomenclature.

If lateral transfer were rife in animals, we

could never have constructed a workable

classification for them by Linnaean crite-

ria. Yet, as my colleague Hy Hartman

pointed out to me, this sensible and prob-

ably irrefutable argument might be

turned to suggest a potentially large role

for lateral transfer in other groups. We
have never been able to develop a coher-

ent and consistent Linnaean scheme for

some other kingdoms—fungi and bacte-

ria, for example. We have attributed this

failure to simple ignorance, inexperience,

and a host of other difficulties in these less

congenial groups—and such arguments

may well be right. But high frequency of

lateral transfer might also explain our dif-

ficulty as a matter of theory, not stupidity.

Perhaps the working of evolution, not the

limits of our mind, has frustrated the uni-

versal application of Linnaean taxonomy.

Finally, if lateral transfer were common
in the history of genetic systems, then we

might draw more fruitful parallels be-

tween biological and cultural evolution

—

an old desire now frustrated by the funda-

mental difference between rich amalga-

mation in cultural history and continual

diversification in biological lineages. The

quadricultural mishmash of my childhood

buddy Dick Reeve, an Irish Catholic who

liked chocolate-covered matzohs, might

mimic the geometry for three billion years

of life's history.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Han'ard

University.
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Review

Following the Pack
by Robert R. Ream

On a clear March morning last year, the

thermometer frozen well below zero, I

stood on a road cut a few miles north of

Glacier National Park and howled for

wolves, as I had many times in the north-

ern Rockies during the past twelve years.

This time my efforts were rewarded. A
pack I had been following through radio

telemetry howled its vivid response. At the

time, the howls brought many unanswer-

able questions to my mind. I wondered

In Praise of Wolves, by R.D. Lawrence.

Henry Holt and Company, $16.95; 245

pp., illus.

about the group interactions that lay be-

hind the moving chorus of howls. I won-

dered which wolf had initiated the re-

sponse and which pack member per-

formed each element of the song.

No one can explain the structure of a

group howl. Still, researchers go on trying

as best they can to understand the behav-

ior of these dramatic animals. Having con-

centrated my wolf research on wild ani-

mals, I found myself intrigued by R.D.

Lawrence's In Praise of Wolves for its

attempt to bridge the gap between field

research and studies of captive animals.

Field researchers depend on observational

skills to track animals and on radio telem-

etry equipment to follow pack locations.

Occasionally, and often by mistake, our

efforts are rewarded by a glimpse of a lone

wolf or, as happened to one of my re-

searchers, ten minutes of watching an en-

tire pack cavort in an open meadow.
Studying captive animals, researchers

learn about the specifics of wolf behavior

and the personalities of pack members
and can trace the rich fabric of interaction

between the members of a pack. Law-

rence is unique because he has spent a

lifetime doing both field and captive wolf

studies, and his book reflects the depth of

his passion. In Praise of Wolves is not a

popular fantasy based on wolf lore but a

journey into wolf country enriched by the

author's studies of a captive wolf pack in

the Upper Peninsula of Michigan.

Lawrence concentrates on this pack in

the first part of his book, introducing us to

five wolves with characteristics as individ-

ual as any five humans. Each member in

the hierarchy of this Michigan pack has a

well-integrated and well-defined role, pro-

viding the basis for the smoothly function-

ing whole. Shawano, the dominant, or "al-

pha," male, exhibits clear qualities of

leadership, complemented by generosity

and inquisitiveness. His counterpart is De-

nali, an alpha female, which Lawrence

describes as far more shy and retreatii

than Shawano. Denali could be call

careful, in her movements, in the decisio '

she makes. The third member of the pac

Thor, is a handsome young male, jocke

ing with the alpha for leadership. At oi

point, this subtle tension erupts in a ch.

lenge to Shawano that is put down. Tl

group clown is Toivo, in good conditic

but scruffy and boisterously annoying

Shawano. The least assertive member
the pack is Brigit, Denali's six-year-o

mother, herself once the dominant femal

She displays her low position in the pa(

by keeping a noticeable distance from tl

other members. Brigit was harassed me
cilessly—chased into her den and ostr

cized for three days— during the breedir

season. Rarely will a female that is n(

dominant in the pack be permitted In

Wolves at play Photographs by Jim Wuepfx
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A dominant wolf (center) threatens a subordinate

mate with either the dominant or even the

subordinate male. "This is one of the in-

herent ways in which wolves control their

populations and thus keep their numbers

in balance with their food resources,"

Lawrence observes.

When humans enter this tightly struc-

tured wolf society to study a captive pack,

they must establish their alpha status

early on and continue to maintain it. Many
people have gotten themselves into trou-

ble by not obeying the rules of wolf behav-

ior: a person who is not considered domi-

nant will undoubtedly be challenged by

the alpha wolf in a pack. As a graphic

example of this situation, Lawrence de-

scribes his own wrestling match to subdue

a yearling male.

All wolf biologists I know fear that the

public's attraction to this animal is a dou-

ble-edged sword. Sometimes the attrac-

tion can be fatal. I was glad to see Law-

rence treat the subject of "wolf pets" in his

book. All those who have considered such

a step should read this treatise. Although

it is possible to keep a wolf in the house, it

will wreck furniture, doors, and whatever

else it can sink its teeth into. Wolves are

wild animals. There is a great deal of dif-

ference between dogs and wolves. Dogs

have been slowly domesticated by humans
over the centuries, but wolves are still

wild. In its exuberance to greet its human
packmates, a wolf will almost certainly

—

and not on purpose—scratch, bruise, or

bite. A wolf can never be totally trusted

with strangers, in large part because the

stranger's behavior cannot be trusted with

the wolf. "The wolf and all other wild

beings are the work of nature," says Law-

rence, "they are pure wild, gloriously so.

That is why a wolf can never be owned; it

cannot be mastered. This is not because

they are intractable, but because it will

not willingly submit to any rules but those

that govern its own society."

I suppose that is the beauty of wolf

study—humans have not yet learned all

the rules of another animal society. No
matter how many hours of research and

observation we spend studying animals,

there is still a mystery to unfold that keeps

us entranced by their behavior. The lack

of rigidity in wolf society reminds us of

human beings; yet both maintain a strict

set of rules.

Lawrence is obviously hooked on unrav-

eling the mystery of this wild animal. His

studies and travels have taken him beyond

Michigan to wild British Columbia, where

he treats the reader to vivid descriptions of

wolf activities in the wild. He spent ten

nights in a blind he constructed near a

grizzly bear carcass to watch a wolf pack

feed. These wolves reaffirmed the o

servations of pack interaction he hi

made of wolves in captivity. The san

hierarchy was obvious, as well as simili

interactions and behavior patterns. Tl

first night, the pack consumed sixty i

more pounds of bear meat, about tweh
I

pounds each. The grizzly provided thei

with quite a feast, but wolves can weathi

lean times as well—they have coevolve

with boom-and-bust ungulate population

The longest continuous study of wolv(

and wolf-prey relationships has take

place over a thirty-year period on Isle Ro;

ale, near the Upper Peninsula of Mich

gan. Lawrence takes us there in his bool

in fact, no discussion of wolf researc

would be complete without mention (

this fascinating, decades-long stud

Durward Allen of Purdue University init

ated the studies at Isle Royale, and h

students have continued to maintain th

high standard of research he began i

1940. The story that has unfolded at Isf

Royale is an important one for all coi

cerned with wolf survival.

In 1 900, moose swam out to the islanc

but wolves did not follow for another fift

years, presumably not until the eighteer

mile-wide span of Lake Superior that sep

arated the mainland from the neares

point of the island froze over. Before th
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arrival of the wolves, the moose popula-

tion fluctuated wildly. After the wolves

came, a balanced predator-prey relation-

ship was reached, and the boom-and-bust

cycle of moose populations ended. How-

ever, Biologist Rolf Peterson's work dur-

ing the past decade has shown a crash in

the wolf population following a decline in

moose. Peterson now believes the system

of Isle Royale to be cyclic; about every

twenty-four years the moose population

reaches a low point, which is followed

some ten years later by a decline in wolves.

Long-term research, such as this on Isle

Royale, is the only kind of work that can

fit together the complex pieces of the wolf

puzzle.

Among the most fascinating details that

emerge from Lawrence's work are his ob-

servations on the relationship between the

raven and the wolf. In Glacier National

Park this winter, I heard wolves and ravens

calling back and forth and can agree with

Lawrence that "nothing is more haunting,

spiritual, and primitive than the calls of

ravens and wolves coming at the same

time from the same location, a wild con-

cert not infrequently heard during the

breeding season of wolves and after a pack

has made a kill." He goes on to trace the

raven-wolf relationship in other cultures.

"The Indians and Eskimo of North Amer-

ica certainly recognized this strange affin-

ity, for their legends often couple the bird

and the mammal, both of which were also

endowed with spiritual or even godlike

qualities. More than a few clans adopted

either the wolf or raven, sometimes both,

as their special totems; individuals saw one

or both animals in dreams induced by

sweat baths and fasting, and then ac-

cepted them as alter egos."

In Praise of Wolves is a delightful step

toward understanding a complex and ab-

sorbing animal. I would, however, have

liked more references throughout the text,

so that the reader could pursue particular

areas in more depth. Unfortunately, Law-

rence also ended his book with a strong

attack against hunting and hunters in gen-

eral. As a field biologist, I know how gin-

gerly we must tread the fine line between

the various attitudes of the human popul;

tion toward wolves. Many hunters ha\

proved themselves to be true sportsmei

however, and these same sportsmen ca

be educated to be our strongest supportei

of wolf recovery. In the western Unite

States at least, we can't attain wolf recc

ery without the help of this segment of th

population. Lawrence's book shows hoi

difficult it is to be objective. We must b

delicate in our approach to bringing thi

animal back among us. For, as Aldo Lee

pold said, "Only the mountain has livei

long enough to listen objectively to ti

howl of the wolf."

Robert Ream has been a professor at th

University of Montana School of For

estry for the past seventeen years. Sine

1973, he has headed the Wolf Ecolog

Project in Montana and has documented

the beginnings of wolf recovery in th

northern Rocky Mountains. He has alst

been a member of the Northern Rock]

Mountain Wolf Recovery team since it

inception in 1974. '

Muzzle bites lookferocious but are signs ofaffection
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Denuded, strip-mined mountains, like these Ohio hills,

are bored to their coresfor the coal within. Some 300,000 acres

a year are mined in the Appalachian states. Reduced to rubble,

the soil and rocks erode and wash down into small mountain

streams, muddying and damming once clear waters and killing

muchfish and insect life.
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jS There Life After Strip Mining?
For the insects andfishes in small mountain streams,

theproblems linger long after the mining stops

by Branley Allan Branson

The area into which we drove had been

blasted, and the forest ravaged beyond

recognition. We turned our dust-covered

pickup truck this way and that, avoiding

slabs of rock lying at awkward angles and

crossing erosion gullies trickling with or-

ange-and-red water. At the point where

the hillside tilts up against layered sand-

stone slabs and mud, we came to the

mouth of a small creek. Shaded by heavy-

boughed hemlocks, rhododendrons, iron-

woods, and laurels, it had once flowed

crystal clear from pure springs beneath

the sandstone. Now it was a barely moving

rivulet of mud. We drove up the channel

until the way was blocked by the boles of

fallen tulip poplars. We left the truck and

continued up the mountain on foot.

The creek was only fifteen feet wide,

and as we worked our way toward its

source, the air turned cooler beneath the

dense, overhanging vegetation. Soon the

sky was blocked out altogether, and the

gritty mud made footing precarious. At

the end of the tunnel of healthy vegetation

we could see the treeless landscape be-

yond. Our hike had brought us to the top

of a beheaded mountain whose devastated

slopes were typical of hundreds of strip-

mine sites in the Appalachians. There was

no longer mining activity here, and in the

stream bed we searched diligently be-

neath stones and debris for any signs of

biological recovery. Flat-bodied mayfly

nymphs scurried away from the light, and

water striders, their feet scarcely breaking

the surface film, retreated from the distur-

bance. There was evidence of a general

increase in living things in that silt-laden

rivulet, but much was missing.

We knew this area well, for since 1969,

Donald Batch of Eastern Kentucky Uni-

\crsity, some associates in the U.S. Forest

Service, and 1 have been studying the in-

tluence of surface mining on the chemis-

try and animal life of this and other small

streams in east-central Kentucky. (Details

of our early work were presented in Natu-

ral History, November 1974.) These

small streams once contained diverse ani-

mal communities. Moreover, each was a

balanced community in which the small

organisms that lived on the stream bottom

and the plants that lived in the stream bed



Below, top: The confluence ofa silt-

loaded stream and a clear-water

tributary. Where the stream slows, silt

settles and turns the rocky stream bottom

to a sandy one, suffocating or burying

much ofthe stream life. Bottom: Some
mines produce acid drainage. The acid is

the result ofthe oxidation ofiron and

sulfurfound in eroded soils.

Raymond A Mendez

and banks supported a variety of insect

life that, in turn, supported fish, amphibi-

ans, and the local terrestrial animals

—

minks and raccoons—that feed on fish.

The critical factor that supported life in

the stony headwaters of these streams was
a flow of water sufficient to provide a

continuous supply of oxygen. The critical

feature of strip-mine ecology is the mas-
sive amount of silt washed down into

streams from banks of eroding spoil, so

reducing the flow of the stream that prac-

tically none of the original habitats of the

stream bottom remain. In the first six

months of strip mining, sediments in once
clear streams can accumulate to depths of

eighteen inches or more. Very soon after

there are no mollusks—clams or snails

—

left in the streams. Fish are deprived of

the bottom-dwelling insects and crusta-

ceans upon which they feed and are forced

downstream as silt clogs the coarse cobble
gravel on which they spawn. Eggs and fry

are smothered by silt.

Our studies of these streams show that

after seventeen years fish populations

32 Natural History 8/86

have made only minor advances toward
recovery, with many species absent alto-

gether. Darters, which are bottom feeders

and breed amidst the gravel, were the first

to be aff'ected. The bluntnose minnow,
howe\-er, which lays its eggs close to the

surface and feeds there as well, was able to

survive. Reduced competition among fish

has made it easy for a species like the

creek chub, which is capable of feeding

from the surface of the water and so is

resistant to the eftects of siltation, to un-

dergo a population explosion in streams

that once supported a balanced mix of

species. A stream ought to be judged by

the balance among its components, how

the water and its dissolved oxygen and

nutrients support plant life, predators, and

prey. Neither a diverse selection of species

nor the successful domination of an envi-

ronment by one species indicates a healthy

stream environment. Cursory surveys of



ams may therefore not denionsiratc

real impacts of strip-mining pollution.

>ome mines produce acid and other

yes of pollutants, but all mines create

illation. With the forest cleared to get to

h coal, the surface materials known as

^irburden—topsoil, subsoil, sandstone,

and sand—are subject to erosion.

;k and soil are transported by rushing

ers or are held in suspension and de-

lited downstream wherever the flow of

water slows, such as where streams widen

or form backwater pools. Even after the

initial stages of mining pass, sedimenta-

tion poses problems for streams. For many

more years, the runoff after heavy rains

can be thick with fine-grained, stream-

clogging material. The result can be that

the water-carrying capacity of headwater

streams is reduced by two-thirds or more.

By comparing Jenny Fork, a small creek

never involved in mining, with the af-

Fishes, such as the rainbow darter, left,

are obvious victims ofstream siltation.

But the larvae ofinsects, central to the

food chain ofa small stream, are also

often among the missing. The damselfly

larvae, below, live in the water and

breathe through veryfine gillfilaments,

which are easily clogged by silt.

Raymond A, Mendez

flicted streams—Leatherwood, Miller,

and MuUins creeks—we were presented

with classic pictures of what happens to

waters that are polluted by mining. Sur-

face mining ceased in these drainages in

1972, with only MuUins Fork suffering

from additional work from 1978 to 1981.

Just after the onset of mining, both the

kinds and numbers of all aquatic organ-

isms fell drastically.

We have since found that the organisms

most indicative of long-term changes in

the stream are the aquatic insects and

crustaceans. The mayflies and stoneflies.

for example, are central to the balance of

these small streams. They are known as

primary consumers, feeding on smaller or-

ganisms and. in turn, being fed upon by

spiders, fish, birds, and larger insects such

as dragonflies. Most of their lives, though,

are not spent flying (the mayfly's flying

life can be as brief as a few hours, as its

scientific name. Ephemera, indicates) but

as aquatic naiads anchored to the stream

bottom. In this long stage of their lives,

they breathe through gills and depend for



their survival on clean, cool, swift-moving

currents, which bring them both oxygen
and a continuous supply of food in the

form of bits of leaves, algae, and smaller

animals that drift their way. These flies

have evolved a variety of methods for an-

choring themselves in the strong stream
currents. Some forms of mayfly burrow
into river bottoms, others have a flat un-

derside that allows them to lie close to

stones, and still others anchor to stones by

suction. Since cold water holds more oxy-

gen than warm, the species that live in cool

headwaters tend to have small gills easily

clogged by silt. Silt-thickened water will

also interfere with the feeding of the na-

iads of both mayflies and stoneflies, and
silt accumulations will bury them. We
found these insects were eliminated dur-

ing the course of mining and have appar-
ently been unable to reestablish colonies;

the few that have returned are there in

numbers considerably lower than in 1 968

and 1969.

Midges, small aquatic flies whose vari-
j

ous groups make up a large part of the

insect life of a stream, were also casualties

of siltation. The larvae of some groups,

although they move along the stream bot-

tom, have large fanlike breathing struc-

tures and digestive tracts easily clogged

by fine silt.

Caddisflies, though their populations

34 Natural History :



^ re severely reduced, show how siltation

In

affect one species and not a related

e. The caddisfly genus known as

dichus, usually abundant in mountain

ieams, has not been seen in these

ieams for ten years. At the same time,

\vdrobius, a related genus, and usually

'r less abundant, survives. The difference

'simply that Hydrobius larvae have a

s delicate breathing apparatus, along

jth the ability to get up on top of rocks

The dobsonfly larva, or hellgramite, left.is a voraciouspredator
that movesfreely among rocks in the stream. It is not so readily

extirpated by siltation. While many organisms survive in

streams affected by strip mining, the natural balance ofspecies
can be severely disrupted. In the absence ofmayflies and
stoneflies, whose larvae cannot survive in the much altered

stream, waterstriders, below, invade.

Raymond A. Mendez

and escape being smothered by the silt.

Similarly, since they normally live among
coarse stones and rubble and are very ac-

tive hunter-predators, dobsonflies are

more or less resistant to silt pollution.

Aquatic beetle larvae, however, are gill

breathers that live under rocks and are

choked by silt. Dragonfly larvae need high

concentrations of dissolved oxygen and

cannot make it. By allowing resistant

forms to gain control and by removing

competition, habitat-modifying influences

produce unbalanced communities.

The heteropod insects, waterstriders,

for example, were not found at any of our

collecting sites from 1968 through 1970.

After 1970, five related species began to

appear in the collections. We believe that

the massive sediment loading of the

streams slowed the current, creating sev-

eral sluggish, ooze-filled pools and chang-

ing the habitat to one that allowed these

animals to colonize the streams in the ab-

sence of mayflies and stoneflies.

In streams, insects colonize new territo-

ries by drifting either upstream or down-

stream. Although upstream migration is

only 5 to 30 percent as effective as down-

stream migration in repopulating deci-

mated areas, it is nonetheless an important

phenomenon. The change in the stream

bottom from a cobble-gravel makeup to a

sandy-silty one often precludes active up-

stream migration by many aquatic insect

larvae, such as stoneflies or other insects

whose flat bodies and clawed limbs enable

them to move among gravel and rocks. By
contrast, larval insects that build heavy

cases, caddisflies, for example, have their

ability to migrate upstream enhanced by

sand and silt. These larger insects have

hairy legs adapted for moving on silt.

Insects have also proved a good indi-

cator of the chemical changes associated

with mining. Such changes can only be

measured over a period of years. In 1968

we began monitoring many of these com-
pounds as suspects in long-term perturba-

tion of biological communities.

The removal of surface vegetation and

soil preparatory to mining exposes the un-

derlying rock to erosion. These rocks con-

tain sulfur, which is oxidized into sulfates

by exposure to rainwater. The sulfates are

compounded with calcium, magnesium,

and iron, which are also found in the

eroded material. While it appears that at

high enough concentrations these com-

pounds will interfere with the nutrition

and reproduction of stream organisms,

measurement of these substances, along

with their specific conductivity, is of great

importance to understanding the long-

term degradation of these streams. (Sul-



fates enhance the ability of stream water

to conduct electric currents and so mea-

surement of specific conductivity can be

used to determine a stream's pollution.) In

most small Appalachian streams, exem-

plified by the conditions in Jenny Fork,

sulfate concentration ranges from about

20 parts per million (ppm) to 50 ppm, even

during peak storms. Almost immediately

after mining begins, sulfates are gener-

ated. The amount gradually increases,

and in drainages where the disturbed over-

burden is rich in sulfur-bearing minerals,

the long-term production of sulfates can

attain levels higher than the 250 ppm in

Leatherwood Creek.

A similar picture is seen in the produc-

tion of calcium and magnesium. Undis-

turbed Jenny Fork exhibited only seasonal

fluctuations of these substances. By con-

trast, Leatherwood and Mullins creeks

showed an exponential increase in both

substances during the postmining years,

calcium reaching more than 80 ppm and

magnesium 50 ppm by 1982.

As these chemicals increase in stream

water there is a general trend toward poor

biological populations, particularly in

streams impacted by high sulfate and

hardness concentrations. And although all

organisms are affected, the larval insects,

along with small crustaceans and mol-

lusks, are most affected because they are

unable to escape the cumulative effects.

Prior to the mid-1960s, most surface-

mining projects were designed around the

cheapest means of removing coal and usu-

ally resulted in exceedingly heavy water

pollution. While recent legislation has

forced mining engineers to seek ways to

minimize pollution, the serious shortage of

federal and state mine inspectors, the fail-

ure to enforce laws, and a lack of environ-

mental ethics on the part of many miners

continue to insure adverse conditions in

much of Appalachia afflicted with min-

ing. Our work shows that aquatic faunas

are severely affected by coal mining and
that recovery, if it comes at all, is a very

slow process. Humans downstream, living

on the edge of their own environmental

tolerances, may be unaware of the ecosys-

tems that are falling one by one in the

distant mountains. D
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With the darters gone, the creek chub, below, goes unchallenged

forfoodand space, and its populations surge. Because the creek

chub is capable offeedingfrom the surface ofthe water,

siItation left itsfood supply unaffected.

Raymond A. Mendez

V
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Raccoon dogs rest by day under an oak
Hans Reinhard. Bruce Coleman. Inc

Old Dogs, New Treks
Asia's raccoon dog, a venerable member ofthe canidfamily,
ispushing into newfrontiers

by Hiroshi Ikeda

Imported from the Far East in 1927,

raccoon dogs thrived in western Russia

and pushed into new territory with steady

momentum. Scandinavia was the first re-

gion of Europe to see them: Finland in

1935; Sweden in 1945. Radiating south

and west to Poland, Hungary, Romania,

and Czechoslovakia in the 1950s, raccoon

dogs predictably ventured into Germany
and Austria in the 1960s, and reached the

front line in France in 1979. Few Ameri-

cans, however, have made the acquaint-

ance of the raccoon dog or know it only as

a fur on a rack. Known in my country as

tanuki, this mammal, which plays a role in

the cultural as well as the natural history

of Japan, has been the focus of my studies

for the last ten years.

Although its pointed muzzle, dark

mask, short legs, and bushy coat give the

raccoon dog a superficial resemblance to

the raccoon, the two are not closely re-

lated. The seven-to-twenty-pound raccoon

dog is a member of the Canidae, or dog

family, and represents a single species,

Nyctereutes procyonoides, which is di-

vided into six subspecies. Rather primitive

and solitary canids, raccoon dogs never

form packs, a social structure associated

with later-evolving canids such as wolves.

Considerable attention has been given to

the most strictly carnivorous pack-hunt-

ers, but few studies of solitary omnivorous

canids, such as the raccoon dog, have been

undertaken.

Present-day canids evolved in North
.Vnerica and migrated across the Bering

land bridge to Asia in the late Pliocene

epoch, about two million years ago. The
ancestor of the raccoon dog, however, took

the bridge west even before the other

Canidae members fanned out. Its natural

distribution is confined to the Far East:

eastern Siberia, Japan, parts of China,

and northern Indochina.

Why—despite being hunted for its pelt,

persecuted in Europe as a pest, and con-

stricted in its natural range, now heavily

populated by humans—has the raccoon

dog remained so tenacious a species? I

believe the answer lies in the animal's

great physical and social adaptability.

I began fieldwork in February 1976 on

an islet near Kyushu, the southernmost

main island of Japan. This part of my
study lasted for two years. Each day I

traced tunnellike paths into the heavy un-

dergrowth of deciduous forest and col-

lected fecal samples. The analysis of scats

is important because it supplies informa-

tion about an animal's diet. A peculiar

habit of raccoon dogs makes feces collec-

tion relatively easy and eventually helped

provide a key to this canid's basic social

structure: raccoon dogs defecate at "la-

trines," particular sites within their range.

Latrines were distributed throughout my
entire study area but were often located on

ridges and peaks. A common latrine mea-

sures ten to sixty inches in circumference,

and its mound of accumulated feces may
be six inches high.

My analysis of their deposits revealed

that raccoon dogs are true omnivores, eat-

ing an array of foods—mammals, birds,

fish, reptiles, insects, crabs, fruits, berries,

and acorns. Anything edible within their

range was likely to turn up in their scats at

some time. I found that the proportion of

different foods changed with the season

and corresponded to the availability of

resources. Of their two favorite foods,

fruit was eaten most often in the spring

and fall and insects in the summer. In

these seasons, feces consisted either of

lumps of seeds or fragments of insects.

"^
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A common sight in Japan, raccoon dogs can survive near cities and have been known to

den under houses. Aforagingparent andpup. right, will return to a yard every night if

scraps are available. Raccoon dogs are endemic to the Far East {green crosshatching,

below). In the 1 920s, a Siberian subspecies was introduced into western Russia (green

andyellow crosshatching, below)for thefur trade. From there, the raccoon dogs have

spread steadily north and west into Europe.

¥t

t^'r^^

U. S. S. R.

CHINA

Mammals, birds, invertebrates other than

insects (centipedes, for example), and

acorns made up the winter diet. In my
study area, marine organisms, including

fish and clams, accounted for much of the

raccoon dog diet year-round. Nonspecial-

ization enables raccoon dogs to shift their

intake in response to food availability.

They can find suitable fare in any season

and in almost any habitat.

One drawback of the raccoon dog's

feeding ecology is its dependence on food

in small packages. Because of this, rac-

coon dogs must spend a long time each

night searching for food. Within two hours

of sunset they begin to forage. After a

break about midnight, they are active

again until sunrise. Although they eat

small mammals such as voles and mice, as

well as birds, raccoon dogs are not skillful

hunters of larger prey; even when search-

ing for earthworms, they zigzag, plunging

their snouts into the undergrowth and

sometimes scratching the ground. Only
when the earthworm presents itself right

in front of a raccoon dog's muzzle is it

nabbed and devoured.

Even this apparent liability, perhaps

due to poor eyesight, is not a great hin-

drance. Other foods are concentrated at

particular spots. Certain trees, for exam-
ple, supply an abundance of berries, a

preferred food, on a steady basis during

the fruiting season. All the raccoon dog

needs to know is where these trees are.

Evergreen and deciduous forest under-

growth, stream and marsh areas, and the

beach are all potential sources of food.

Within these habitats, the raccoon dog is

an opportunistic hunter-gatherer.

Raccoon dogs are resilient and can live

in climates ranging from subtropical to

subarctic. Only in the coldest of the geo-

graphical areas does low temperature

force them to conserve energy by decreas-

ing activity in the winter months. In cold

regions, particulariy in the northern

U.S.S.R., wolves, lynxes, martens, and ea-

gles may prey on raccoon dogs, but I did

not observe such predation in Japan.

Raccoon dog home ranges are relatively

smaller—from 20 to 125 acres—than

those of other omnivores and often overlap

extensively. Within the range, heavily

used areas, such as foraging and denning

places, are connected by a series of paths.

Knowledge of all potential food sources

inside the small range is a practical advan-

tage. Moreover, if food sources such as

fruiting trees are plentiful, many raccoon

dogs may use them without detracting

from the foraging efficiency of any one

dog. I frequently observed such commu-
nal use of rich feeding areas.

During my study, I needed to observi

.

raccoon dogs closely to understand thei.

ecology, but the dense cover of their natu r

ral habitat made such scrutiny difficull..

In October 1980, I began to watch rac

coon dogs at a garbage site in Ebim

Height in southern Kyushu. Although no

a pristine natural setting, the garbage sit(

provided data on social interaction:

among raccoon dogs.

I witnessed both friendly and aggres

sive encounters. The typical friendly see

nario might begin with a raccoon dos

roaming in nearby bushes, then slowly ap

proaching the garbage site. It look;

around nervously, sniffing the air with it^^

nose up to detect any threat. After a fev

moments, it starts to rummage for edibls

refuse. Suddenly, another raccoon doj

rustles out of the bush. They size eacl

other up, slowly closing the distance be
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:iben them. The newcomer extends its

lie and touches the other's in greeting,

fllowing nose contact they groom each

)ier, licking the Hps, muzzle, and around

facial mask. Mammalogist D.G.

biman, who has studied the social be-

vior of carnivores, believes the dark fa-

mask helps to focus attention on the

;e in social grooming situations. After

; mutual grooming session, the two eat

e by side. On the roster of dogs that fed

my Ebino Height observation post were

>eral cliques whose members demon-

ated especially sociable behavior lo-

rd one another, appearing at the site

;ether and sharing the scraps amicably.

Body language also indicates less co-

lerative behavior. In such an encounter,

ch animal, with ears erect, back arched,

d tail bent into an inverted J, directs its

ghtly lowered head toward its opponent.

The two produce sounds just like the hiss

and spit of cats. Exaggerated back arch-

ing, leg stretching, and hopping toward

the adversary signal escalation. Biting and

serious fighting may ensue. The beaten

dog will take a submissive posture, flatten-

ing its ears, gaping its jaw, and at times

even lying down with a whine. This ges-

ture usually defuses aggression in the

stronger dog, and fighting ceases.

The number of raccoon dogs congregat-

ing at the garbage site increased in the

fall. By October, I could identify thirteen

animals by their coat color patterns. From
the friendliness or antagonism of their

meetings, I was certain that raccoon dogs

live in some kind of subgroups composed

of from three to five individuals. 1 distin-

guished several of these subgroups at the

garbage site. But by December, for rea-

sons I could not explain, the site grew

crowded with about twenty dogs. They
foraged independently but tolerantly, and
no aggression erupted. The group forma-

tions I had observed in October seemed to

have dissolved.

With winter's end. antagonism in-

creased among the animals frequenting

the garbage site. I knew that spring had
arrived when 1 witnessed the first mating

in March. One raccoon dog emerged from

the forest while another, a male, was al-

ready feeding at the refuse heap. The
male look an aggressive stance, but after

scenting the intruder—which turned out

to be a receptive female—he mated with

her Several minutes after he mounted the

female, positioned with her hindquarters

to the ground, the male turned his body,

and copulation continued with the rac-

coon dogs in a back-to-back position. The
tie lasted for about five minutes.



Gestation is completed in sixty to sixty-

five days. Unlike foxes, raccoon dogs do

not excavate dens but simply make use of

ready-made shelters in rock crevices and

tree hollows, under exposed roots or dense

cover, and even under houses. In my study

area, I tried to find the shelters containing

newborns but always failed. Therefore, I

decided to observe parents and offspring

in a captive setting—a fenced outdoor

area at Kyushu University.

During the spring I watched a captive

pair court and mate. In mid-May, the fe-

male delivered five pups. The usual litter

consists of four to six but can exceed

twelve pups. The tiny newborns are cov-

ered with soft, dark fur After weaning at

about thirty days of age, the pups grow

rapidly: guard hair, underfur, and the

typical facial mask become apparent, and

the handsome young look like miniature

versions of the adults.

The male guards the female during de-

livery and helps care for the young from

that time on. He brings food to the female

and relieves her at the den when, after a

few days, she first leaves the pups. He
gently grooms the young, licking their

groins to stimulate excretion. Waste is

consumed by both parents. During the

first thirty days, the mates share parental

duties, never leaving the pups alone.

Between the age of thirty and eighty

days, pups venture outside the den, always

attended by at least one permissive parent.

In the tradition of puppies, they play hard

at running, wrestling, pouncing on imagi-

nary prey, and perfecting the mock at-

tack. Their father is a favorite target, al-

lowing the pups to climb on his back, bite

his tail, and then rest beside him. As the

pups grow, play becomes even more exu-

berant and athletic. At eighty days, the

young are nearly the size of their parents.

The initial development of raccoon d(

pups is clearly divided into two stages ai

takes place in summer, when food is mc

plentiful. During the suckling stage

from birth to thirty days—rapid ph\sic

development takes place; from thirty

eighty days, under parental guidance, tl

young develop the behavioral repertoif

required of full-fledged raccoon dogs.

I went back to my study site ready

piece together all the fragments of ra

coon dog life I had observed in captii

settings and in the wild. In early July, pu]

about fifty days old shyly visited the ga

bage site for the first time. In late Augus

the close association between parents ar

mature offspring lessened, while the bor

between the parents remained stable. TI

group formation I had observed in prev

ous Octobers at the garbage site corr

sponds to this stage of family life—togetl

erness, with pups maturing. The drast
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ange in social contact each Decem-
D" a greater number of dogs acting in-

JDendently—is due to some pups having

i persed. Thus the raccoon dog follows a

irly pattern of pair formation, intense

^;n gradually loosening family ties, and

[ally dissolution of the family as a unit

Id a more solitary existence. Male and

male pups establish their own ranges

jien family ties slacken; however, they

K often allowed to stay around the par-

ts' ranges until the next breeding sea-

h. Although I do not yet have conclusive

tdence, I suspect that established pairs

fsist from year to year.

[Although raccoon dogs are nonbelliger-

t, even neighborly animals, the basic

pial unit is the pair bond. Raccoon dog

bial structure has long eluded research-

B because the animals roam individually

en when they are part of a pair or a

nily group. Moreover, as 1 liad ob-

Although very severe weather canforce raccoon dogs to remain in dens or hoilowsfor a
few days, the thick-coated mammals are active throughout the winter in most oftheir
range. At left, an adult crosses a stream on a nocturnalfeedingforay Siblings, below,
about ninety days old, deposit theirfeces at a communal "latrine. " Young, born in

May, use the same latrines as theirparents until they become independent in latefall.

Toshihiko Fujimolo: Orion Press

served, ranges greatly overlap and certain

food resources are shared.

The latrines have an important function

in the social life of raccoon dogs. Seventy-

eight were distributed throughout my
study area; their sites and numbers were

fairly stable during the period I observed

them. Although the range of an individual

dog may include many latrines, the ani-

mal uses only about ten within its range in

a season. The distribution of latrines used

and the number of feces at each site

changed seasonally. I discovered that

availability of food determined which la-

trines were used in each season and that

raccoon dogs may use them to orient

themselves within their range. Researcher

Itsuko Yamamoto found that a raccoon

dog is able to distinguish between its own
and another's scats and suggested that la-

trines serve as information sites.

I divided latrines in my study area into

two or three groups according to their

pattern of use. Some latrines within a

group were used communally by several

raccoon dogs. These dogs shared more

than 40 percent of the total number of

them. The formation of these groups of

latrines and the number of raccoon dogs

using the same ones varied seasonally in

relation to the dogs' annual life cycle. The

highest degree of communal use and se-

^1. ,?5i^

lective use of latrines was observed in May
at the height of the breeding season. Be-

ginning in July, when pups are about fifty

days old, they deposit their feces on their

parents' latrines, but they use others inde-

pendently in October. Raccoon dogs do
maintain pair and family bonds, in spite of

their solitary movement. In addition to

their probable role as landmarks and in-

formation sites, latrines also reinforce

family ties.

In Japan, the raccoon dog is as familiar

an animal as the raccoon itself is to most
North Americans. Children grow up hear-

ing fairy tales and folklore about raccoon

dogs. A popular folk belief holds that they

gather in the full moon and play music,

beating their big balloonlike bellies as if

they were drums. (Children are some-
times disappointed when they see actual

raccoon dogs, which have flat bellies.) In

many stories the raccoon dog is depicted

as a dull-witted but endearing character

and serves as a contrast to the sly fox. It is

portrayed as a would-be trickster, able to

change shapes and eager to bewitch

humans, though it ahva>s fails to win in

the end. Potier\ figurines known as

"sigaraki-yaki" are popular Japanese cari-

catures of tanukib. The animals also crop

up in folk sayings. Rather than "Don't

count \our chickens before thev hatch,"
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Like the adult savoring grapes, below, raccoon dogs sometimes climb trees to avail

themselves offruit. Raccoon dogs are omnivorous hunter-gatherers, opportunistically

eating an array ofsmallfood items. At right, adults rummage through leaflitter,

searchingfor acorns, worms, and insects.

the Japanese caution: "Don't count tanuki

pelts before they are caught."

The raccoon dog is a common animal in

Japan, often found near human habita-

tion. Even in the big city, one can spot

raccoon dogs if there is a nearby patch of

woods. Because of their unspecialized

ecology, raccoon dogs are more tolerant of

urbanization in Japan than are other wild

species such as foxes and Eurasian bad-

gers. Finnish researchers Pirkko Viro and

Heimo Mikkola have suggested that the

raccoon dog has succeeded in Scandinavia

by scavenging for carcasses during the

long winter. Unfortunately, in these north-

ern countries—and as is often the case

with transplanted species—the raccoon

dog is seen as more of a nuisance than a

success story. Although they have been

reported to be a threat to game bird and

hare populations and to domestic poultry,

raccoon dogs are more likely to eat small

prey, the size of small ground-dwelling

birds, for example. In Japan, they consis-

tently prefer small food items.

About 70,000 raccoon dogs are caught

each year for the fur trade. Although a

population census has not yet been taken,

a recent distribution survey, conducted by

finely dividing the entire country into dis-

tricts, found the raccoon dog to be present

throughout Japan. There were very few
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districts in which the raccoon dog popula-

tion appeared to be depleted. Two factors

may contribute to this tenacity. The first is

the raccoon dog's high rate of reproduc-

tion—large litter size and the ability to

breed at the end of the first year. The

second is its great adaptability—omniv-

ory and unspecialized ecological require-

ments. These have stood the raccoon dog

in good stead in Japan and helped it prolif-

erate abroad.

The major characteristic of some

canids' social organization is the pack,

which allows for strong bonding and for

hunting large prey on open land. The om-

nivorous raccoon dog, able to survive on a

variety of small food items, does not re-

quire such a broad, cooperative social sys-

tem. Its own social order, based on the pair

bond, is a stable one that promotes the

efficient use of food resources. In the se-

quence from the forest-dwelling canids to

open-range, pack-hunting canids, raccoon

dogs take a place toward the beginning.

They are perhaps less vulnerable to

changes brought about by man than are

canids with more complex and fragile

ecologies. A durable social system has

helped the raccoon dog to weather cities,

exportation, and hunting, so far. Its natu-

ral history is a story of the nonspecialist as

survivor. D
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f their coniferousforest habitat. Chrysoperia downesi lacewings often rest

I longpine and spruce needles with their heads toward the twig's axis. This

I ly make them less visible to potential predators.
\ lond A Mendez

Ljood Vibrations
i le way to a green lacewings heart is through its abdomen,
: / the beat has to be right

I Charles S. Henry

When we think of singing insects, im-

5S of melodious crickets, rasping katy-

Is, crackling grasshoppers, or buzzing

adas come to mind. In our everyday

perience, insects that communicate

•ough acoustical channels are relatively

ge and robust. Long-distance singing is

3 energetically expensive business, not

.dertaken lightly by small, fragile in-

i ;ts. Yet less ostentatious singing insects

: exist, calling quietly over distances of

1 :hes rather than thousands of feet. Such

[havior has been described in diminutive

:mt and leaf hoppers, powder-post and

ig-horned beetles, worker ants and para-

iic wasps, exotic cockroaches, drum-

; ng stoneflies, wallpaper book lice, and

sn submerged water scorpions.

Even so, it is hard to imagine less likely

igers than green lacewings—small, deli-

; te creatures belonging to the worldwide

[nily Chrysopidae in the ancient insect

: ler Neuroptera. Lacewings—their

i uzy wings the very essence of frailty

—

1
ssess no obvious scrapers, files, or tym-

Is for generating sounds. They do, hew-

er, produce signals, and in a most un-

ual way, by vibrating their abdomens.

I deed, the members of at least one large

oup of green lacewings, the genus

trysoperla, depend so completely upon

iging with their sexual partners that

ating is normally impossible without a

operly executed duet. Furthermore, it is

en possible that the singing behavior of

ese insects is responsible for the impres-

'e proliferation of species within the ge-

is—species that in many cases resemble

ch other so closely that entomologists

ive trouble telling them apart.

North America is home to two of the

;tter known of such "sibling" species.

hrysoperla plorabunda is a conmion

lacewing of fields and meadows, where its

pale green color often makes it hard to see

as it flits about in the vegetation. This

species is generally found at lower eleva-

tions, but it also occurs in clearings higher

up. There, its range may overlap with that

of C. downesi, an inhabitant of coniferous

forests; the latter species' darker, more

vividly green coloration may mimic the

pine and spruce needles it spends most of

its time on.

In both species, the female may lay up

to 600 pearlescent green, oval eggs, depos-

iting them singly on long, thin, silklike

stalks secreted from glands near the tip of

her abdomen. In just a few days, active,

voracious larvae hatch from these eggs to

consume soft-bodied, slow-moving prey

such as aphids, scales, mealybugs, and

whiteflies; older larvae may even attack

the egg masses and young caterpillars of

moths. The larvae, often known as aphid

lions, literally liquefy the internal organs

of their victims with digestive enzymes

regurgitated through their needle-sharp,

hollow jaws; then they imbibe the nutri-

tious slurry through the same channels.

After molting twice, the larvae spin spher-

ical cocoons of silk and pupate, emerging

ten or twelve days later as delicate,

golden-eyed adults.

Active principally at night, the adults

are capable of impressive aerobatics, par-

ticularly in the presence of echolocating

bats, which they detect with special cars in

their wings. C. plorabunda and C down-

esi feed only on nectar and the sugary

honeydew secretions of aphids and scales.

Amino acids missing in their meatless di-

ets are provided by yeast colonies living

symbiotically in the walls of their diges-

tive systems.

In the course of the breeding season, in

June, C downesi produces a single gen-

eration of offspring. These must pass the

winter before mating the following sum-

mer. C. plorabunda, in contrast, breeds

continuously, so that only the last genera-

tion overwinters. Despite C. downesfs

shorter breeding period and despite the

tendency of the two species to occupy dif-

ferent habitats, I have often seen individ-

uals of each only inches apart on the very

same twig, during the month of June when
both are sexually receptive; yet they do

not interbreed. I do not think the slight

color difference or seasonal asynchrony

serves to prevent lacewings of one species

from mating with individuals of the other.

What does then?

The basics of courtship are the same for

both C. plorabunda and C downesi and

are quite elaborate, involving sequential

stages of attraction, vibrational singing,

touching of mouthparts, fluttering of

wings, and palpation of the genitals. The
songs, however, are the most time-con-

suming and important aspect of courtship,

and as 1 discovered, they differ radically

in the two species.

Insects, like other animals, sing for

many reasons but usually within the con-

text of courtship and mating. Courtship is

a kind of test that potential sexual part-

ners administer to each other. The animal

may ask, is my potential mate vigorous

enough? rich enough (in resources impor-

tant to reproduction)' sufficiently fecund?

of the same species? Calls and songs can

help individuals answer these questions by

revealing the location, physical and re-

productive condition, and species of suit-

ors. And in .some instances, songs may
serve as a way for males to compete for the

privilege of courting and mating with the

available females. My recent work sug-



Songs, in theform ofrhythmic abdominal vibrations, are the most important

part ofgreen lacewing courtship. Below: Male andfemale Chrysoperla plorabunda

touch mouthparts together while dueting. Ifthe duet is satisfactory—that is,

proves that both insects belong to the same species—the lacewings begin to copulate.

Right: During copulation the male often turns around and awayfrom thefemale.

The pair may remain connected in thispositionfor up tofifteen minutes.

Both photographs by Raymond A. Mendez

gests that green lacewings use their songs

principally for species discrimination;

other sexual functions for calls are prob-

ably less important.

Chrysopids like C. plorabunda and C.

downesi do not broadcast their songs

through the air, as do more familiar acous-

tical insects. Eariy students of insect natu-

ral history noticed that lacewings occa-

sionally vibrated their abdomens during

courtship and mating, but no one equated

this activity with the complex calling be-

havior of crickets or cicadas. In the late

1960s, while still an undergraduate in

search of a research project, I was sent by
my advisor, Frank M. Carpenter, to speak
with his graduate student Lee A. Miller in

the laboratory across the hall. There,

Miller was studying the anatomy and
physiology of the unique bat-detecting ear

in the wings of green lacewings. With a

healthy breeding colony of common
North American C. plorabunda at hand
and with Miller's extensive—and gener-

ously shared—knowledge of electronics

and acoustics to help me, I chose to ana-

lyze abdominal vibration in courting lace-

wings. By getting the insects to walk on
the underside of plastic wrap stretched

over a paper cup, I could detect any of

their movements or acoustical activities

with a simple record player cartridge

pressed against the plastic. The signals

could then be displayed on an oscilloscope

screen or recorded on audio tape. Prelimi-

nary results were intriguing, but only

years later, when I returned to the project

with more experience, did the remarkable

features of the lacewing's unique and so-

phisticated communication system be-

come clear.

Sexually receptive green lacewings pro-
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duce their songs by vigorously vibrating

their abdomens up and down in a rhyth-

mic, repetitive manner. No drumming is

involved; that is, the abdomen never

strikes the surface of the perch, but since

the perch is usually lightweight—a blade

of grass or a leaf, for example—it shakes

in time with the vibrations, transmitting

the signal for several inches. When an-

other individual of the same species

"hears" the signals, through receptors in

its legs, it answers the singer with songs of

the same type. In this way the two insects

establish a duet that continues without

pause while they gradually move closer

toward each other. If each deems the

other acceptable, the two touch mouth-

parts and, still ducting, swing their bodies

into parallel position and copulate. Failure

by either partner, at any time, to maintain

the duet or to produce a correctly struc-

tured song will interrupt courtship and

prevent copulation. An insect frustrated in

this way while ducting may even lunge

forward and bite the misbehaving individ-

ual. So similar are the calls of the two

sexes that males often duet with other

males and females with females for quite

some time, occasionally attempting copu-

lation, before realizing their mistake.

Green lacewing songs typically consist

of discrete volleys of abdominal vibration.

These volleys differ in characteristic, spe-

cies-specific ways. Among the species I

studied, for example, the frequency (num-

ber of vibrations per second) ranges from

about fifteen to one hundred. (For com-

parison, the strings for middle C on a

piano oscillate 261.6 times per second.) In

some species, the frequency may rise or

fall sharply during the course of a single

volley, from one hundred to forty in C.

plorabunda. for example. Volleys also

have a characteristic duration and rate of

repetition. (To get comparable results, all

song analyses must be performed at some

standard temperature since volleys are

shorter, higher, and repeated more often

as temperature rises.)

The songs of some species, such as C.

plorabunda. are made up of a string of

repeated, identical volleys. In these spe-

cies, courting lacewings dovetail their

calls, so that each volle> of one insect is

iSUk^_aUUi^UI



Female green lacewings secrete thin, stiffstalks, which may hang downfrom a leafor,

as below, stand erect. The greenish eggs are laid at the tip ofthe stalk. Afterjust afew

days, a brownish larva emerges headfirstfrom the egg and crawls along the stalk to the

leaf Voracious eaters, Chrysoperla plorabunda and C. downesi larvae attack slow-

movingprey, such as these aphids, right, piercing them with sharp, hollowjaws. After

liquefying their victims with enzymes passed down through theirjaws, they suck up

their meal through the same pathway. Upon reaching adulthood, these lacewings will

subsist on a more delicate diet ofnectar and honeydew.

Both photographs by Raymond

answered by a volley from the other.

Other species, like C. plorabutida's close

relative C downesi, have more compli-

cated calls consisting of several different

volley types, repeated at different rates.

An individual of this species completes a

much longer sequence of several volleys,

often lasting many seconds, before its

partner answers in kind.

My studies convinced me that call

characteristics most reliably separate

closely related species of lacewings. The
lacewings think so, too: in laboratory tests,

C. plorabunda and C downesi interbreed

with each other, producing healthy hybrid

offspring if they are given no other choice;

but if they are allowed to establish duets

with members of their own species, they

will never make such mistakes. My work

also persuaded me that since the insects

look so much alike, the world probably

contains more species of green lacewings

than has traditionally been thought. This

possibility has more than academic sig-

nificance. For years, green lacewings have

been used to help control the insect pests

of important crop plants. Agriculturalists

could be raising and releasing on their

crops several different kinds of lacewings,

while mistakenly thinking that only one

species is involved. Unforeseen competi-

tive or antagonistic interactions between

incorrectly identified lacewings might

drive most of the individuals from the

target areas or prevent them from feeding

on the pest organisms. In addition, the

inadvertent introduction of lacewing spe-

cies from distant geographical regions

would almost certainly upset the natural

balance of native ecosystems.

The best documented case of such mis-

taken identity involves C. plorabunda.

Until very recently, this transcontinental

North American species was considered

part of C. carnea, an Old World species.

Four years ago, however, my routine

examination of the courtship activities of

Swiss C. carnea revealed that its singing

behavior differs radically from that of its

supposed conspecifics on this side of the

Atlantic Ocean. Individuals from North
America promptly answer each volley

during a duet, but Swiss C. carnea lace-

wings deliver a sequence of several volleys

before expecting answers from their sex-

ual partners. Also, each Swiss volley is

significantly longer than its American
counterpart and has a slightly rising fre-

quency, whereas in most of the so-called

North American C. carnea, the frequency

drops sharply. Furthermore, the Swiss and
American lacewings rarely interbreed,

even when forced to keep company in the

laboratory; the few matings that do occur

produce very small numbers of mostly in t

fertile offspring. What was long considi

ered one species is, thus, at least two dis
^

tinct species, physically identical to oni|l

another down to the most minute details oi
|i

the male and female genitalia. li

The case of C. carnea versus C. plora\

bunda confirms the existence of a hiddeii

diversity of species in these insects; howi

ever, the situation is actually even monj

complicated. Several other, perhapl

many, reproductively isolated, but physif

cally indistinguishable, species can btj

acoustically recognized within each of the

two taxa. At low altitudes in much ol

North America, C plorabunda lacewingi'l

sing the same song, but at high altitudes ir;
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; mountains of the western part of the

[itinent, lacewings presumed to belong

the same species sing variations on the

me. The songs of these lacewings,

ich have their own geographical ranges

i hundreds or even thousands of square

lies, show some of the same features as

viand C. plorabunda, but they also dif-

in consistent, important ways. In the

)oratory, these insects choose to male

th their own kind and, if given a choice,

use to accept lowland C. plorabundas

\ mates. Most likely, these lacewings,

:rtimonly referred to as song morphs, are

tually separate species, even though

by are reproductively compatible in ev-

^ way except their songs.

So far, I have detected two such song-

defined species in the mountains of Cali-

fornia. These two species occasionally live

so close together that both can be col-

lected from the same branch. One is found

along the entire spine of the Sierras, from

Oregon to the San Bernardino Mountains

outside Los Angeles, while the other

frequents similar montane habitats over a

more restricted range from central Cali-

fornia to Arizona. Neither can be sepa-

rated from the other, or from lowland C.

plorabunda, without close scrutiny of call-

ing behavior.

An analogous situation exists in Eu-

rope. There, C. cornea breaks up into sev-

eral distinctive song morphs at high alti-

tudes in the Swiss Alps, while consistently

maintaining a uniform song type at lower

altitudes over huge areas of Europe, west-

ern Asia, and northern Africa. As with C.

plorabunda, several of these otherwise in-

distinguishable morphs can coexist at cer-

tain sites without losing their acoustical

identities. Thus each is probably a valid

species whose members mate only among
themselves.

Swarms of such sibling species have

almost certainly arisen within the genus

Chrysoperla all over the world. The proc-

ess of species formation has probably been

a relatively recent one since all the species

and morphs look so much alike and since

they are still genetically close enough to

hybridize if forced to. How might the sing-

ing behavior of green lacewings be encour-

aging the proliferation of new species?

Imagine that a chance mutation in, say,

C. plorabunda produced one individual

with an altered song. Most of the time, the

odd singer—unable to duet properly

—

would simply be rejected by every poten-

tial mate in the population. The mutant
could successfully reproduce, however, if

he or she found a "captive audience"—

a

sexually receptive insect isolated from the

rest of the population. This kind of situa-

tion is perhaps most apt to arise among
small populations in mountainous areas,

where population densities are low and
individuals have trouble dispersing very

far. Since calling patterns are inherited, at

least a few of the offspring of such a mat-

ing would exhibit the mutant calls them-

selves. If like chose like for generations

thereafter, two distinct, reproductively

isolated populations would emerge. Thus
speciation could be catalyzed by song di-

vergence alone.

Most speciation is thought to occur allo-

patrically, that is, when one part of an

existing population is separated from the

main body by some physical barrier, such

as a mountain range, river, or ecologically

inhospitable zone. The two isolated pans
of the species then evolve independently

for many generations. If they reestablish

contact at some later date, they cannot or

will not interbreed because of genetic and
behavioral changes that developed during

their long period of separation and that



Below: In some species ofgreen lacewings, the adults are carnivorous,

feeding on aphids and other small, nonflying insects theyfind crawling around

or sitting on leaves and otherparts ofplants. Right: Chrysoperla carnea

is a common European green lacewing; the strikingly similar North American C.

plorabunda was only recently recognized as a separate species. The world

probably has many such "hidden" species.

C.W, Perkins: Animals. Animals

have rendered them reproductively in-

compatible.

Rarely, however, reproductive isola-

tion—and hence speciation—develops be-

tween two parts of a population in the

same location without the aid of any physi-

cal barrier. This kind of speciation

—

known as sympatric speciation—is ex-

tremely rapid, often following a mutation

large enough to abruptly separate the mu-
tant from the rest of the population; no

lengthy physical separation is required.

Speciation can never be observed di-

rectly, so proving beyond a doubt which
type—allopatric or sympatric—is in-

volved in any particular case is nearly im-

possible. It is especially difficult to prove

how rapidly differentiation may have oc-

curred. I am convinced, however, that the

many species of green lacewings, strik-

ingly similar in almost every way except

their songs, should be added to the list of

those that may have evolved via sympatric

speciation.

Much work remains to be done on the

genetics of green lacewings, but my first

rough approximations, using straightfor-

ward Mendelian analysis, suggest to me
that it is at least possible that lacewing

singing behavior is under the control of

relatively few genes—perhaps as few as

two or three. If this turns out to be the

case, then the mutation of a single gene

might well be enough to produce major

alterations in the courtship call. The result

could be, assuming the mutant succeeds

in finding a mate, nearly instantaneous

speciation affecting only courtship and
mate choice. Very likely, the species pro-

duced by this sort of process would be

extraordinarily similar in every other

physical, physiological, and genetic re-

spect; they would also be interfertile. In

addition, because the arbitrary, random
changes leading to this speciation would
involve no adaptive responses to different

environmental conditions, the new species

would almost certainly share identical

ecological niches, The green lacewings ap-

pear to satisfy all these conditions.

To my miind, sympatric speciation

among green lacewings seems likely

However, the verdict is not yet in, and no
final proof—one way or the other—may
ever be established. Whatever further

work shows, one thing is clear: the course

of basic research can be delightfully tortu-

ous. What began for me as a well-defined,

descriptive study of courtship and mating
in a common lacewing gradually shifted,

leading me to ask fundamental questions

about natural biological diversity and the

origin of species—Siill one of life's most
profound mysteries. D
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\ Harvest ofDecay
ixi by E. O. Wilson • Photographs by Thomas Eisner

Like astronauts in soft landers, we are

cscending in these photographs toward

; surface of fallen leaves, and already

. can see them in a very different way.

lie green of the chlorophyll has faded to

ilmask the blues, reds, and yellows of the

athocyanins and carotenoids, creating

cpbinations that vary from one species

(another. The cell walls divide the

Face into local fields of chloroplasts,

long which veins meander and split to

ciate repetitive, fractal designs. The

cmplex production and delivery system

1 10 longer functional. But the leaves have

ten i nvaded by millions of bacteria and

fngi, and these microscopic organisms

ipliferate into new patterns as rich as the

ces on which they feed. Life has come

I ck, as in Thomas Kinsella's "The

fonk,"

Savouring in death a tide of light,

Harvest in all decay,

Spring in February night.

Such leaf surfaces often bring to mind

\orks of abstract art, grilles, and

iaograms. But what is the relation of such

l;ing structure, or at least our perception

(lit, to real art? Although naturalists who

ibus on the leaves register the beauty of

te skeletal design, their excitement is not

Ihited to these abstract features. They

1pw that entire worlds exist just beyond

tp resolution of the photographs. The

(oplets of water within the deteriorating

lesophyll are miniature seas for the

llcteria and protozoans. The fungal

ilycelia expand like forests and provide

ibd for roundworms and insects grazing

i ross the surface litter. Each of the

(ganisms has a genetic code of a million

c more nucleotide pairs, and it represents

Ij^t one of the endlessly splitting lineages



that date back into geological time. Onl;^
i

an infinitesimal part of this universe has!

been explored. And the more we learn, th

more questions we are able to ask. Life

presents us, as Camus said, with an

implacable grandeur.

In contrast, to magnify a painting in

similar fashion is quickly to leave life

behind and to enter a world of dry

pigment, offering no mystery at all. The
design in an artifact has meaning only at

the macroscopic level. It serves to transfei

feeling from artist to observer, often

through a single stroke of sensation. An
important work of art deepens in content

only to the extent that the observer

considers its history and symbolism

—

qualities that are largely external to the

work itself.

Does this divergence mean that art and

natural history belong to two realms of

experience, so that apparent similarities

are illusory? Not if we realize that the

human brain itself is a product of organic

evolution, and that our aesthetic feelings

are themselves part of nature. People

perceive the world with each of the senses

in only a limited number of ways out of the

vast array that can be imagined and that •

have, in fact, evolved in the animal
|

kingdom. We also innately prefer certain
j

geometric patterns and ways of forming

words about color. Our equally deep urge

to explore and control the environment

brings us to hidden places, including the

topographies of decaying leaves. These

properties of human nature have almost

certainly enhanced survival in times past.

Evolution by natural selection created the

processes of the mind, and a fuller

understanding of its principles might

someday bring about a close conjunction

of art and natural history. Q
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This Land



Taylor River, Colorado
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

In 1853, Capt. John Gunnison led a

party of topographical engineers through

western Colorado, across the main range

of the Rocky Mountains, seeking a middle

route for a railroad from the Mississippi to

the Pacific. The mountains proved too

high for a feasible railroad route, but the

discovery of gold in 1878 opened up the

territory. Although Gunnison was killed

by Indians, his name lives on in various

landmarks, including Colorado's Gunni-

son National Forest.

Visitors to the area today can follow an

all-season forest road to Taylor Park Res-

ervoir, a huge and popular recreation lake.

The road goes past the winter range of a

herd of Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep

and near their summer range on three

mountain peaks. While the sheep are elu-

sive, they can sometimes be seen grazing

during the winter months or during their

spring and fall migrations.
Warren Martin Hem

>-.,••£.»»'

Left: A beaverpond near the

headwaters ofTaylor River Above:

Female Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep

are part ofGunnison National Forest 's

threatened herd.



Joe LeMonnie

Taylor River

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Gunnison National Forest

2250 Highway 50

Delta, Colorado 81416

(303) 874-7691

Rocky Mountain bighorn sheep are

sturdy-bodied mammals that graze in

mostly open areas of high mountain re-

gions. Adult males, whose creamy white

rump patches contrast with their gener-

ally gray-and-brown coats, weigh as much
as 330 pounds. Their large brown horns

curl upward and backward, then down
and forward. The horns are not shed but

grow throughout the sheep's life, continu-

ing to curl and forming annual ridges. The
approximate age of a bighorn sheep can

be estimated by counting the ridges. Fe-

males are much smaller, lack the contrast-

ing hair color, and have smaller, scarcely

curved horns.

In winter, a herd of almost one hundred

animals congregates in a steep, rocky can-

yon near the junction of the East and Tay-

lor rivers, where the elevation ranges be-

tween 8,000 and 9,000 feet. Breeding

occurs here in November and December.

During the winter months, the sheep graze

primarily on a variety of grasses, although

they occasionally nibble on sagebrush,

rosebushes, serviceberries, aspens, and

willows. The sheep are agile climbers and

can move over the rocky terrain with

amazing ease. They usually feed during

the day, occasionally taking a noontime

nap. At night, they seek protection among
the rocks.

In late May, when snow begins to melt

on the high mountains northeast of their

wintering grounds, the bighorn sheep set

out on a fourteen-mile trek along Taylor

River to a few mountain peaks west of

Taylor Park Reservoir. Serving as the

lookout, the dominant ewe cautiously

leads the way. When there is trouble, she

alerts the rest of the herd and quickly

leads them to safety.

The lambs are born on the way to the

summer grounds on the top of Matchless

Mountain, whose 12,383-foot summit is

well above timberline. Here the ewes and

newborn lambs spend the summer, forag-

ing on the vegetation until the first heavy

snows blanket the mountain top. The
rams, meanwhile, go to two slightly lower

mountain peaks nearby—Rocky Point

and Park Cone. Early snows on the moun-
tains may force the sheep to start down to

their wintering site earlier than usual, but

the winter migration normally begins in

October.

This seasonal migration took place rou-

tinely for years, but early in the 1980s,

wildlife biologists observed that the sheep

were spending more time than usual on
the wintering grounds and were using dif-

ferent migration routes to the summer
range. In fact, some didn't go to the sum-
mer range at all. Concerned that the herd

might not maintain itself, range consul-

tant Jim Berry, assisted by zoologist Tom
Hobbs, of the University of Colorado, and
wildlife manager Tom Henry studied the

Taylor River herd in 1982.

They discovered that lungworm was be-

coming prevalent among the animals be-

cause they were remaining at lower alti-

A Forest Service employee uses a drip

torch to create afirebreak around an area

offorest land scheduledfor burning.

tudes, where, with the coming of wan
weather, they were exposed to the si

that transmits the parasite. The sheep

advertently eat the snails that contain

lungworm larvae, and the larvae deve

into adult worms in the sheeps' lur

causing a pneumonialike disease. In ac

tion, the grasses on which the herd

pended were diminishing because of

greater grazing pressure. To create mi

grassland in the winter range, the For

Service burned acres of sagebrush

1982, 1983, and 1984, encouraging i

regrowth of forage grasses such as broi

and fescue. They also tried salting I

summer range area in an effort to ent

the animals to migrate to the mounts

summits—but without success.

Finally, the study team concluded tl

the reason the sheep were delaying, alti

ing, or skipping their normal migration
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summer range was because they had

teye contact with landmarks along

ii migration route. Through the years,

e/ening forests of lodgepole pine had

yn up, in effect preventing the sheep

)i! seeing where they were going. In-

:&, they would often wander along Tay-

jver, where nine campgrounds and

; ssociated human activity often dis-

uiged their progress. Only those sheep

ileft their wintering ground earlier in

2 Dring than usual, while snow still cov-

3tthe ground, could avoid this human

met.

Jn Paxon, the Taylor River district

tier of the Gunnison National Forest,

n; to the conclusion that if the Taylor

vr herd was to be saved, the sheep

)id have to take priority over timber,

idecision was made to remove the in-

rtring trees that had grown up in the

steep-sided ravines of the winter range.

Most of the lodgepole pines were not desir-

able timber in any case, since they were

heavily infested by western mistletoe. The

mistletoe had weakened the wood fibers of

the pines and distorted their limbs and

branches.

The doomed trees, however, were grow-

ing on such steep slopes that normal tim-

ber-cutting methods could not be used.

Early in 1985, the Forest Service made
the startling announcement that 1,000

acres of forest would be burned. In May
and June, foresters carrying drip torches

burned 600 acres of lodgepole pine. The

remaining 400 acres, consisting of nearly

inaccessible terrain, were burned by

"helitorch": a fifty-five-gallon drum of

gasoline jelly, suspended fifteen feet be-

low a helicopter. Golf-ball-sized globs of

the jelly, ignited by a spark plug as they

flow out of the drum, splash into flames

when they hit the ground.

In evaluating the 1985 helitorching,

Jim Paxon estimated there was a 70 per-

cent kill of the standing timber, opening

up the area and returning it to grassland.

Most of the sheep immediately began to

use their usual summer migration route.

Lodgepole pines, however, have cones

that open and shed their seeds only after

fire. Since the 1985 burn, seedlings have

sprung up everywhere. Paxon says that

the Forest Service will rebum every seven

years in order to keep the lodgepole pine

under control.

"This Land" highlights the biological

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national for-

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is distin-

guished professor of botany at Southern

Illinois University at Carbondale.



Sky Reporte

Gaps in the Asteroid Belt
Why asteroids are absent where they should be present has now been explained

by Stephen R Maran

Asteroids are small rocky objects found

mostly in the "asteroid belt," a region in

space between the orbits of Mars and Ju-

piter. In this locality, where astronomers

had once searched for a planet, the aster-

oids move through slightly elliptical orbits

around the sun. Several thousand aster-

oids have been tracked and cataloged

since the first of them, Ceres, was discov-

ered in 1801. The largest of the known
asteroids, Ceres is about 637 miles in di-

ameter. Many thousands of smaller ones

not yet identified are believed to exist.

A curious aspect of the asteroid belt is

the existence of gaps where many aster-

oids might be expected to be found but

within which few have been. One such gap

may be related to an equally curious prop-

erty of meteorites (chunks of stone and

iron that fall on the earth from space);

namely, twice as many of the most com-
mon type of stone meteorites fall in the

afternoon as in the morning.

Six of the gaps in the asteroid belt are

now called Kirkwood gaps for the nine-

teenth-century American mathematician

Daniel Kirkwood who discovered them
and announced his findings in 1867. Kirk-

wood arranged the ninety-one then-known

asteroids (sometimes called minor plan-

ets) in the form of a two-page table, listing

them in the order of the lengths of the

semimajor axes of their orbits around the

sun. (The long axis of an elliptical orbit is

called the major axis and one-half of its

length is the "semimajor axis," a standard

parameter of orbital research.)

Once the asteroids were tabulated in

terms of their semimajor axes, rather than

in the order in which they had been discov-

ered (the conventional way), the existence

of six gaps became apparent. Kirkwood
was quick to note that each of these gaps

was at a location in the asteroid belt where

"the periods of asteroids [if there had been

any there] would be commensurable with

that of Jupiter." That is, a small multiple

of the period of such a hypothetical aster-

oid (the amount of time required for one

revolution around the sun) would be equal

to one period of Jupiter or a multiple of

Jupiter's period. For example, an asteroid

makes three turns around the sun, while

Jupiter makes one, or an asteroid makes
five turns, while Jupiter makes two.

Like Kirkwood, others have since spec-

ulated that the existence of the gaps was

related to the "commensurability" of the

orbital period of asteroids previously in

the gaps with the orbital period of Jupiter.

A modem version of the commensurabil-

ity explanation would run as follows: Jupi-

ter and a gap asteroid would be lined up
with each other at the same points in their

orbits in a regularly repeating manner.

The disturbance of an asteroid by the

gravitational pull of Jupiter on, say, every

second or third orbit would thus send the

asteroid swinging into either a larger or a

smaller orbit. The gaps would therefore

have been produced as asteroids that were

originally present in the asteroid belt were

sent into other orbits.

Would the effect of commensurability

take place as stated and is it, in fact, suffi-

cient to remove all or nearly all asteroids

from the gaps?

Investigators of the Kirkwood gaps

have tried to test various theories of gap
formation by conducting numerical ex-

periments with electronic computers. In

such an experiment, hypothetical aster-

oids, in specified orbits in a Kirkwood gap,

are studied as they would revolve around
the sun over periods of many years, sub-

ject to the gravitational influences of Jupi-

ter and other planets. The objective is to

determine whether the asteroids would
move into orbits that would take them out

of the gaps. The drawback to this ap-

proach is that it requires a great deal of

computer time to trace the motions of an

asteroid over, say, ten thousand yea'

And computer time is very expensive.

In 1982, Jack Wisdom, a matheni

tician now at the Massachusetts Institu

of Technology, devised a new comput

technique for approximating the motii

of an asteroid. His method enabled him

trace asteroidal motion over a given peri(

of time about a thousand times faster thi

previous techniques allowed. Thus, inl

reasonable amount of computer tira

Wisdom was able to follow the motions
j

hypothetical gap asteroids over hundra

of thousands and even millions of year

Previous investigators were unable to coi

firm any Kirkwood gap theories throuj

numerical experiments that simulated o

bital behavior over tens of thousands <

years. With his calculations, Wisdom dt

covered that an asteroid initially locate

in a Kirkwood gap orbit, and which move

only into modestly different orbits ov(

tens and hundreds of thousands of yean

might suddenly, after a million years, b

propelled into a radically different orbi

one far more cigar shaped than the near!

circular ellipse of its initial orbit. This typ

of unexpected change in orbital behavio

is known as chaotic, a term that refers ti

motions that can be described by equa

tions but are nevertheless very surprising

The cigar-shaped orbit that Wisdon

computed for asteroids that begin by mak

ing three turns around the sun, while Jupi

ter makes one, took the asteroids far insidi

the asteroid belt, so that they crossed thi

orbit of Mars. This at once suggested at

explanation for at least that particula'

Kirkwood gap, namely, that asteroids tha:

begin in nearly circular orbits at distance-

of about 2.50 astronomical units (A.U.'

from the sun (1 A.U. equals 93,000,00(

miles) will, after periods of millions o:

years, be thrown into orbits that cross tha:

of Mars. Then the gravitational influena

of Mars can readily pull them into stil
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The Maiden \byage ofAmerica's Trading
Heritage Inspires a Majestic Limited Edition

t over 200 years ago, a proud ship

c ;led the "Empress of China" sailed

the port ofWhampoa outside Can-
, China. Her arrival marked the first

a ibitious, international trading mis-

jn of the new American nation. To

c rnmemorate the Bicentennial of this

portant event, renowned artist Ray-

tmd A. Massey has created his first-

r collector plate. As his status ot

bllow" at the American Society ot

line Artists attests, Massey 's repu-

ion as a highly acclaimed marine art-

has grown, while the value of

works has skyrocketed. His origi-

1 paintings now command as much
0,000.

Massey's original painting for the

mprcss of China" has been faith-

ly recreated on an impressive, 1 1-inch

mvas" of fine bone china using 16

laratc ceramic colors. Encircling each

ite is a decorative 24K gold border

ituring an embossed, oriental motif

This elegant issue is the first of eight

ites in the Passage to Cliitiu Collection,

lose who acquire "Empress ofChina"

11 obtain series rights to purchase tliis

landmark collection featuring the ships

of America's China Trade. Each issue

will be limited to 15,000 for worldwide

distribution, and each will be accom-
panied by a numbered Certificate of

Authenticity.

What's more, you may order the

"Empress of China" and each succeed-

ing plate at no risk under the terms of

The Hamilton Collection 100% Buy-
Back Guarantee. Enjoy each for up to

30 days before deciding whether to keep

it. If you should return any plate, you

will receive a tuU refund and your series

subscription will be released.

Because of the historical significance

of this issue's China Trade Bicentennial

theme, and the excellence of the art and

its presentation on fine bone china, col-

lector demand for "Empress of China"

is expected to be very heavy. Theretbrc,

we cannot guarantee this offer at'ter the

final date shown in the Reserva-
tion Form. To avoid disappointment,

order today.

Lwul: Oiu- iollcclwii pa mhi.nhcr

Please accept my application for the Ptissa<;c lo

China Plate Collection, beginning with
"Empress of China." and comprising eight fine

bone china collector plates. The original issue

price for each is S55.00 (plus S2.3(l shipping
and handling) payable in two equal install-

ments. Plates will be shipped to me everv two
months. 1 prefer to pay my initial installment

for "Empress of China" as follows: 64244

D With this order. I enclose my initial pay-
ment of S28.65* by check or money order.

D By credit card. Charge the initial payment
of S28.65* to my credit card as follows

(Check one only): DMasterCard iHVisa
DAmerican Express DDiners Club

Acct. No.

Exp. Date 002865

Name
Address

City

State Zip

Signature

*FL residents add SI. 44 sales tax. IL residents

add S2.0I sales tax.

PIcjse j//t'ir 6 to S ivecksfor delivery. DtUverici shipped

only to L'.S. ond its tfrritorifs. .4// iipplications must he

signed Jiid ore subject to acceptance.

The Hamilton Collection
9550 Regency Square Blvd., P.O. Box 4-4051

,

lacksonville, Florida 32231



Sail with the

American
Museum of

Natural
History

Aboard the

Sea tloud

Caribbean <

Montego Bay_^
Dec. 22, 1986- Jan. 5, 1987

A superb itinerary, an
outstanding sailing vessel,

and a team of Museum
experts have been com-
bined to make the finest

. voyage. Come and explore

tranquil lagoons filled with
crystal clear water; coral

reefs teeming with marine
life; the magnificent pyra-

mids of Tikal and Chichen -
:

Itza of the ancient Mayan
; ^

"

civilization; and countless
*

cays and idands laced with
vast stretches of white,

sandy beach.

American
Museum of
Natural

'^^'ii History

|g DiscoveryTburs
S;5:r: Central Park West at 79th St.

sSv ;^, New "ibrk, NY 10024-5192 : ,

•

ig:(8Q0) 462TOUR : (2 12) 873-1440
"
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New Benefits
ForAmerican
Museum of
Natural History
Members
Now in addition to discounts on
car rentals, American Museum of

Natural History members can
now receive special discounted

rates at select Hotels. Any of tfie

fine Hotels bearing tfie HILTON,
RAMADA, STOUFFER orWESTIN
name will treat you as a preferred

guest

All you have to do to qualify is call

TOLL-FREE for reservations, orto

inquire about locations or rates:

IL
Hilton Hotels
Call 1-800-Hiltons and ask for

Hiltonplan guaranteed rate

program

ramadX
Ramada Hotels & Inns
Call1-800-2-Ramada and state

tfie American Museum of Natural

History CR#917553.

STOUFFER
JjOTELS^

Stouffer Hotels
Call 1-800-Hotels-1 and identify

yourself as an American Museum
of Natural History member to get
special corporate rate.

Westin Hotels
Westin Hotels
Call 1-800-228-3000 and identify

yourself as an American Museum
of Natural History member to get

special corporate rate.

Inordertoqualifyforspecial rates

you must phone these toll-free

numbers in advance. Hotel

discounts will vary. Be sure to

inquire about other services that

may be provided (some free-of-

charge) when you phone.

AMERICAN MUSEUM
OF NATURAL HISTORY

Central Park West at 79lh Sireel. New York, N Y 10024

Other orbits (and sometimes into collie

with the planet), so that asteroids are

moved from a region in the asteroid 1

that is located 2.50 A.U. from the sun, i

that region thus becomes a gap.

At first. Wisdom's work met with sk
Jf

ticism because other experts were not "

miliar with his mathematical innoval

and rightly proclaimed that it represen

a shortcut of unknown reliability. Sul

quently, however. Wisdom duplica

some of his key results by standard me
ods using no shortcuts. He even foni ^'

lated an analytical theory, based on prii

pies rather than on numerical exampi

that appears to support the validity of

findings.

In the meantime, George Wetherill

veteran investigator of asteroid and con

orbits at the Department of Terresti

Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution

Washington, in Washington, D.C., w

trying to establish the region in space fr(

which meteorites come. In this work,

which he had concentrated for ma
years, he had come to pay special att(

tion to the commonplace observation tl;

twice as many of the most common type

meteorites seem to fall on the earth in t

afternoon as in the morning. These a

stone meteorites, called ordinary chc

drites after their round mineral inclusioi

or chondrules. This strange phenomem
was long explained by the assumption tb

more people are outdoors and alert in tl

afternoon than in the morning, so mo
meteorites are seen in the aftemoo

Wetherill, however, found that most m
teorite falls are reported by farmers '

work in their fields, and they, of cours

'

start work early in the morning. He co:

eluded that more stone meteorites real I*

do fall to Earth in the afternoon. The on

logical explanation would then be thi

these meteorites, when still orbiting i

space, follow orbits that cause them 1

intersect the afternoon hemisphere of tlj

earth. The conclusion was supported t

the meager evidence available on the d

bits of ordinary chondrites that were sed

to fall—^just thirty fairly well determine

incoming orbits.

The ejection of asteroids from the Kir!

wood gap, located at 2.50 A.U. from tl

sun, into cigar-shaped orbits that cross tl

orbit of Mars has come to be known as tb

Wisdom process. In 1984, Wetherill suj

gested that the Wisdom process might t)

capable of throwing the asteroids out

that gap into even more elongated orbit'

These orbits would have their points o

closest approach to the sun located nea

the orbit of the earth. Wetherill furthe

proposed that fragments produced by col

lisions of asteroids within the belt migb



ise be thrown out of the gap at 2.50

into similar cigar-shaped orbits.

these two conjectures could be veri-

then a basic problem of meteorite

would be solved. Specifically,

jidal fragments in the orbits pro-

m by Wetherill would fall on the earth

r)nderantly in the afternoon, as is ob-

\d for the common type of meteorites,

jsc their cigar-shaped orbits would

c;ect the afternoon hemisphere of the

i.
These ordinary chondrites that fall

le earth would then be identified as

lents of asteroids from the Kirkwood

it 2.50 A.U.

isdom took up the challenge of trying

)ve Wetherill's hypotheses. He made

very time-consuming calculations,

corresponding to a different set of

ng conditions. In his last calculation

und that a hypothetical object from

lirkwood gap at 2.50 A.U. (in which

Ueroid makes three turns around the

nwhile Jupiter makes one) would in-

t

enter the orbit prescribed by Weth-

is necessary for an ordinary chondrite

II on the earth.

iaborate calculations by Wetherill,

lih take into account the breakup of

sorites in the earth's atmosphere and

a/ other effects, appear to show that

eVisdom process can account for the

i ./ known orbits of ordinary chondrites.

b |e calculations also confirm that the

' fom process, as already mentioned,

li Recount for the tendency of ordinary

drites to fall to Earth twice as often in

ftemoon as in the morning. In addi-

the Wisdom process can account for

Istimated total mass of ordinary chon-

^js that fall through the earth's atmo-

re each year. That total is about one

iilred tons of stone, but most of it is lost

iijiigh disintegration in the atmosphere

j/ landing in the sea.

le Kirkwood gaps now appear to be

•( uced by gravitational interactions of

1 ;er and the asteroids in a manner so

): 3lex that very advanced computing

( niques are required to demonstrate

i(^. Remarkably, Wetherill's calcula-

1
show that most of the stone meteor-

4hat fall on the earth can be identified

particular region of origin in

specifically the Kirkwood gap at

!
I

A.U. from the sun—where orbiting

ii roids make three turns around the sun

)i ;ach orbital revolution of the planet

J Jer.

t hen P. Maran is a senior stajj scien-

s n the Laboratoryfor Astronomy and

c r Physics at NASA 's Goddard Space

'Iht Center in Greenbelt. Maryland,

lippinions expressed here are his own.
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_Kenya_
Safari

Jan.31-Feb.l5,1987

Discover Amboseli National

Park, Aberdare National Park,

Samburu Came Reserve,

Mount Kenya Safari Club,

, <v -^m

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 7997157

Archeology Tour
to

Mexico
Jan. 5-28, 1987

Archeological excavations,

jungles, verdant coasts and

dramatic mountain ranges. The

Pyramid of Quetzalcoatl,

Oaxaca, Mitla, Monte Alban,

PaleriquQ Campeche, Uxmal,

Chichen Itza, Merida. The

Anthropology Museum of

Mexico City The gardens of

Cuema\'aca. Xochicalca Zem-

poala. Puebla. Teotihuactui.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Cjeiitrai Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY U)024-51')2

(800) 462-8h87

(212) 87.1-1440, (212) 7'W-715/

Ancient
Civilizations of

Easter Island,

Peru and
Tkhiti

Jan. 29 - Feb. 19, 1987

Explore with an expert

archeologist the fascinating

sit«s of Easter Island, Cuzco,

Machu Picchu and TMiitL Fly

over the famous Nazca "lines"

of Peru, enjojr beautiful

''lilfhes and \isit excellent

ii $3,395. per person.

\mmoan
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St
New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 8734440, (212) 799-7157

The Natural
History

of

Jan. 14-28, 1987

Discover the rich marine life

and geolog>' of Hawaii from a

naturalist's vantage point View

humpback whales, explore

tidal pools, lava tubes and lush

valleys. Exotic fish, waterbirds,

sea turtles, tree ferns, fuschia

flowers. Panoramic vistas. An-

cient animistic rock c;u-vings.

Price ^2,244. per person.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Ocniral Park West at 7')th St.

New \vrk. NY KK)24-5 1*^52

(800) 462-S687
(212) 8731440, (212) 79''715-



I y
Careerprograms lemmgW '

AA, B.S. andMS. degrees^^
You can't fully learn about the envi- i

ronment by sitting in a classroom.

Our expeditions are small groups of

.

irujuiring college, high a'hool. grad-

uate students and faculty who travel K
across America as a learning com-

munity. As we camp out September-

May or summers—hiking, canoeing

and skiing—we visit people and

places to encounter deep ecological

problems, society and self. Our 4-

week to 4-year cross-cultural studies

—Newfoundland to California—lead

to naturalist, outdoor and educa-

tional livelihoods.

The Expedition Education Advan-

tage. Qi incorporates all previous

undergraduate coursework, [^ of-

fers accredited career internships,

independent study life experience

credit and transferable coursework,

Cj awards financial aid and career

startup funding.

Send foT complete information packet or inquire

National Audubon Society

Expedition Institute

Dept. H ; Sharon • Conn. 06069

(203) 364-0522
Students are admitted regardless of their t

^servatories -wild kwe9-

mazo
Wildlife

Adventures
Feb. 7-14, 1987 and
June 20-27, 1987

Experience the unrivaled

diversity of fauna and flora

and the beauty and tranquili-

ty of nature's mightiest river,

iitea^rn:azon«:€fer4^00 birdis

American
Museum of
Natural

i^j'iB History

DiscoveryTours
Central Park West at 75th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 7997157

Celestial Even

No August Doldrums
Thomas D. Nicholson

Three of this month's bright planets are

evening stars (Venus, Mars, and Saturn),

and two are morning stars (Mercury and

Jupiter); their brightness and placement

assure an excellent planet show virtually

from dusk until dawn.

Mars is past its prime brightness, but

the decrease in brilliance probably won't

be noticeable yet. In compensation, Ve-

nus, Jupiter, and Saturn are even brighter

than last month. The spacing of these

planets in the sky hasn't changed signifi-

cantly since July. Mars sets a little earlier

in the morning and Saturn noticeably ear-

lier in the evening, but Jupiter and Venus

improve their positions for viewing.

The first bright object (other than the

moon) you will see at night is Venus, com-

ing out of the early twilight in the south-

west. It is near maximum brilliancy now,

and about as far left (east) of the sun as it

will get; both its brightness and position

favor visibility. Only its proximity to the

horizon diminishes its splendor a bit. As
soon as you see Venus, turn your back to it

and look east, where the sky darkens ear-

lier. There you should see Mars, reddish

and well up in the southeast. As darkness

deepens, Saturn will appear to the right of

Mars, higher in the south. Jupiter will

come up about an hour or so later, due east

and brighter than Mars. Meantime the

first-magnitude stars Antares, Spica, and

Regulus (in that order from east to west)

fill in between the planets. Venus is gone

from view by about 9:00 p.m. The other

planets slide west in progression, keeping

apace with one another and with the stars.

Saturn sets before midnight and Mars af-

ter that, but Jupiter hangs in there until

dawn.

Events in the calendar below are gi'

in local time unless otherwise indicate

August 1: A slender, crescent m(

decorates the dawn today and perh:

again tomorrow, but after that, proba

not again until late in the month.

August 2: Mercury has completed

brief reversal of its stellar path (retrogn

motion), which comes with inferior c

junction. It gradually becomes more v

ble as a morning star as it moves eastwil

once again.

August 5: New moon, at 1:36 p.

EST, is in Cancer.

August 7: The end of Saturn's ret

grade motion is a sign that we won't sei i

much longer as an evening star (only '

another two months).

August 9: You might have seen \<\

young crescent moon (three days p:;!

new) last night; you should see it easily':!

the southwest tonight.
j

August 10: Spica, in Virgo, is near t

moon tonight.
|

August 1 1 : Mercury is at greatest we'

erly elongation (maximum distance to t

sun's right). It is bright and well placed

a morning star from about the 8th to t

1 8th. Look low in the east-northeast, to t
i

left of the rising sun, during the eaij

twilight.
I

August 12: Mars's retrograde moti

has retraced its steps back ii

Sagittarius's "teapot," but the plai

turns today into its proper easterly pa'

taking it swiftly toward Capricorni

First-quarter moon is at 9:21 p.m., EST,

Libra, a bit to the right of Saturn.

August 13-14: Tonight's moon pass

below Saturn just before they set and th'

squeezes past Aldebaran (the reddish st
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If you want to do your family

a disservice.'.

If you leave no Will at all, the laws

of your State determine who shall

receive your property. The law

makes no distinction as to youth

or age, illness or health, wealth or

poverty, or any of the many other

special circumstances which

often vitally affect the well-being

ofyourown family... or the special

causes that are most important to

you.

Only through a legal Will can you

provide for those you love. Write

today for our information booklet

on Wills and Bequests, and a

leaflet— r^e Personal Record

Booklet.

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.) FOUNDATION
Continuing the services ol

The Presbyterian Foundation

312 W. Trade Street. Suite 400
Charlotte. NC 28202

United Presbyterian Foundation

Suite 1031, 475 Riverside Drive

New York, NY 10115

Please send me my free copies of How To Make Your Will and
The Personal Record Booklet.

Name

Address

.

City State

.

Zip.
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under them) below the horizon. The moon

covers the star (an occultation) over east-

ern Europe and Asia. On the 14th, the

moon is to the left (east) of Saturn and

Antares, in Ophiuchus.

August 15-16: The growing gibbous

moon spends these nights in Sagittarius

near Mars. During the day on the 1 6th, it

occults the reddish planet over parts of

Africa, South Asia, and Australia at

about the time it reaches perigee (nearest

the earth).

August 19: The moon is full at 1:54

P.M., EST. It will be in Aquarius as it rises

tonight. The only objects visible near it

through the scattered moonlight are Mars

(above and to the right) and Jupiter (be-

low).

August 20-21: The moon is near Jupi-

ter on both nights. It slips past the planet

during daytime on the 21st and is closer to

the planet that night.

August 21-23: The moon drifts east

through the dim stars of Pisces as it wanes

and briefly slips over into Cetus, close to

Pisces's southern border. The Whale's

bright star (below the moon) is Diphda.

August 26-27: When the moon rises

after 10:00 p.m. tonight, it is in Taurus.

The closely packed little group of stars

known as the Pleiades (also called the

Seven Sisters) is close by to the right.

Last-quarter moon occurs at 3:30 a.m.,

EST, on the 27th.

August 27: Venus is at greatest easterly

elongation (greatest distance to the sun's

left). This ordinarily improves the planet's

appearance as an evening star, although at

this time of year it is too far south to be at

its best. Its brightness (still increasing)

more than makes up for this deficieit,

however. From now until late Septem r

would be a good time to try finding i i

daylight with the aid of binoculars. Sea
j

well to the left of the sun in the afternc

August 28: This morning's moon is

;

in Taurus, above the V-shaped Hya(

which makes up the Bull's face. Apo
moon (farthest from the earth) is at IC

A.M., EST.

August 3 1 : You can see the twin star

Gemini, Pollux (the brighter) and Cas

near the crescent moon in the mom
sky. In the evening, Venus will be exc

tionally close to Spica, the brightest sta

Virgo.

Editors Note: The Sky Map in the J

issue shows the evening constellations <

stars and gives the times for use.

Sevenplanets and the moon are above the horizon in the early

evenings oflate August. Their positions in the sky are shownfor
an observer looking south about two hours after sunset on

August 18. Exceptfor the position ofthe moon, thescenewill

remain almost the samefor most ofthe month. Before the 1 8th,

the moon will be slimmer (earlier in phase) and to the right

(west) ofthe position shown; on the 19th it will befull and closer

to Jupiter; on the 2 1st it will be past Jupiter;and later in the

month, it will be below the eastern horizon. The bright planets

are shown as starlike images,from right to left: Venus, Saturn,

Mars, and Jupiter Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are too dim to

be seen without telescopic aid, but theirpositions are indicated

by their initials (U, N, and P). Note that all the planets shown

(exceptfor Pluto) lie along an approximate line stretchingfrom

Venus in the west, low across the southern sky past the moon, to

Jupiter in the east. Pluto (whose orbit is greatly inclined

relative to those ofthe otherplanets) is the only maverick. Th

line traces out the southern (below the equatorialplane) bran

ofthe ecliptic (theplane ofthe earth 's orbit) and very nearly

that ofthe otherplanets as well—with the exception ofPluto
'

and Mercury. Two bright stars, Antares and Spica, are also

shown very close to the same line; they help to delineate the '

ecliptic when the planets are not present. The eclipticpasses

through the twelve constellations that make up the zodiac.

Four ofthem are easily visible in this sky scene (until the

brightness ofthe waxing moon overpowers them): Libra,

Scorpius, Sagittarius, and Capricornus. The ecliptic continut

below the horizon, to the east and west ofthis scene, where its

northern branch is much higher in our sky when it is visible ar

is best seen in the early evenings ofFebruary, March, and Apr
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Bonavenlure Island

Gulf of St. Lawrence

hd.

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER TO
CHESAPEAKE BAY:
Discovering Coastal Canada and America

September 27 - October 9, 1986
^\

:over the splendid cultural traditions and natural

S)ry of coastal Canada and America. Join an expert

tiistorian, geologist, ornithologist, and astronomer

iprd the luxurious 5-star lUiria. With only 70 cabins,

will share this special itinerary with a small group of

icipants, enjoying a sense of intimacy and complete

liifort.

Cruise on this new autumn Discovery Cruise exploring

the vast wetlands, offshore islands and unique regional

diversity of the "Atlantic Northeast." Highhghts include

Montreal, Quebec City, Gulf of St. Lawrence, Prince

Edward Island, Halifax, Bar Harbor, Portsmouth, Col-

onial Williamsburg, Cape Hatteras National Seashore

and Annapolis.

Please send me complete information on your

ST. LAWRENCE RIVER TO CHESAPEAKE BAY TOUR.

>^gll History

DiscoveryTours ^i^
;entral Park West at 79th Street

Jew Yorl<, New York 1 0024 Addre
212)873-1440 8,(212)799-7157

roll-free (outside New York StaHe):
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HieMarl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART Northwest Indian masks.

Graphics, Eskimo sculpture. Hopi kachinas. Navajo

rugs Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

DANCE IvIASKS from Sri Lanka, $36-$40, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

FAFYKUS-
i HAWK — Antient Egypli

t
iky god

painted blue, red, blaik, while on

handmade papyrus, S"x5"...$lS ppd.

Lucite frame add Check/Charge.

BROCHURE — showing gods, symbols,

'Book of the Dead' panels — 25<.

ANCrENT WORLD ARTS

50 W 76 St •> NY 10023 • Depl. N886

— GaUery open by appomtment only. -

SEEKING ORDERS for Black-Footed Ferret carvings

Quality work, detailed with woodburner Approx 35

hours Labor Write: RJ LaVallee, 11 Water St,

Eastport, Maine 04631

Books/Publications

CAVE MINERALS OF THE WORLD—Nearly 300 pages
containing many color photos showing the splendor of

cave minerals from all over the world A book dedicated

to those enchanted by this crystalline beauty. Send
$24 95 (pb) or $29 95 (hb) -F $1 .50 P&H to: Dept. D-4,

NSS, Cave Avenue, Huntsvllle, AL 35810

PUBLISHERS' OVERSTOCKS, BARGAIN BOOKS
2.000 titles, all subjects! Free catalog. Hamilton, Box
15-Y, Falls Village, CT 06031

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Join our successful authors

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report Carlton Press, Dept NHH, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Collectors' Items

NATURAL OUARTZ CRYSTAL Gemologist/museum
shop supplier offers collector's quality, finely cut and
polished rock crystal balls. Completely clear, 1

" diame-
ter, approx. 113 carats, $34 Light inclusions, VA" di-

ameter, approx. 221 carats, $45. Add $3 shipping, MD
residents 5% tax. Other sizes available. Satisfaction

guaranteed. Grape Mountain, Box 3477-NH, Silver

Spring, MD 20901

RHINOCEROS COLLECTORS! Send for free rhino cat-

alog. Rhino's Press, Inc., Box 3520, Laguna Hills, CA
92654

Correspondence

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, seventy
countries worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-Hl

,

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE, " New Directory describes 400
loan, grant, scholarship opportunities—plus all gov-

ernment programs, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RV,
Indianapolis, IN 46219

FOREIGN LANGUAGES FOR CHILDREN' "Spring-

board," audio-cassette programs in Spanish, French,

German $21.95 each, postpaid (CT residents add
sales tax). Money-back guarantee Audio-Forum, Dept
253, Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-9794

SCHOOL OF SACRED ARTS
133 West 41h Street. New York. N.Y 100L2

Buddhist Studies. Byzantine Icon Painting.

C.G. Jung Studies. Chinese [.andscape Paint-

ing. Ecclesiastical Embroidery. Gold Leafing

Techniques. Islamic Calligraphy. Japanese

Shingon CaUigraphy. Kaballah Studies. Medi-

eval CalUgraphy and Manuscript Illumination,

r^edievai Stained Glass Painting. Oriental

Prayer Rug Design. Renaissance Fresco Tech-

niques. Tibetan T'hanka Painting. Call for fur-

ther information. (212)475-8048

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Pay! Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2 00. Australian International, Box
19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental |ob openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$3 00 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTER!
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-

ings— All occupations! Free information! Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings;

USA $7.00; Overseas $7.00 England. Japan, Saudi,

Australia $7 00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA
02162

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-

tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3.00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RV, Washington, DC 20036

Foreign Magazines

NEW! WORLDWIDE ENGLISH MAGAZINES 20 coun-

tries. Sampler: $2 49 Free Brochure Multinews-

papers. Box DE-208, Dana Point, California 92629

Radha Kama Paul

Gardening

"CATALOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discc ,r

largest selection of weird and unusual succulenl :

over 150 photographs of succulent crests, variegal •-

living stones, and oddballs Send $1 00. "Cataiot

Unusual Succulents, "Dept 8-553 Buena Creek,

i

Marcos, CA 92069
ISOi

UNUSUAL, RARE AND BIZARRE Carnivorous Plai
'"

Informative Illustrated Catalog $1.00. WIP, Box 705!^'!^

Marietta, GA 30007 .W

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% origi „
cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Dir i

tory'—$2,00. Disposal, Box 19107-RV, Washingir

Merchandise/Gifts

ARCHEOLOGICAL T-SHIRTS: Unique, intriguing (

U

signs Quality silk screening Free brochure. KETA(|((

PO Box 8191, Portland, ME 04104 ^
tx

ARMADILLO T-SHIRTS AND GIFTS! Free cataleit

Dillowear, Dept H, PO. Box 1522, Gainesville,

32602 or call 1-904-376-4477 ^

U
DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! DINOSAURS! T-shii

"

Fossil Reproductions, Books, More! Free informaf,3(

catalog. Saurus, Dept NH10, 530 South 4th Ei,,

Centerville, UT 84014
|a

fal

"I ^ OWLS " Bumper Sticker, $1.00. Sample Coll,*

tors" Newsletter $2.50. 1987 Photo Owl CaleniS

$11 00 Owl"s Nest, Box 5491 NH. Fresno, CA937I<J

SEA SHIRTS—Marine life designs silkscreened on p

-

mium garments. Catalogue: Sea Shirts, 25Wf ||ii

Durfee,Wheaton, IL 60187 .

Miscellaneous

DIAN FOSSEY remembered: Tributes from around i,

world to our friend and comrade fallen battling tos<

!

the last mountain gorillas. Free from International 1

1

mate Protection League, PO. Box 766, Summen/iJ
SC 29484

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted! Presen

"

tion to industry, national exposition. Call free 1-81 _
528-6050, Canada, 1-800-528-6060, x831 |

Photo/Optical/Acoustical ^

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE. Repairing bina i"

lars since 1 923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Ni -*

collimator. Free catalog and our article '"Know Yi _

Binoculars,"' published in Audubon Magazine. Mira,,

Optical Co., Inc 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie,
1
1;

12192(518)731-2610 1

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI. ZEISS, LEITZ, 8(,j

Bushnell, Fujinon. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optica j

Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (71|.i

961-2542

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL. NIKC

:

Steiner, Optolyth, Celestron binoculars, telescop

and accessones Wnte for discount list Specify lite ;

ture desired Large stock Orders filled postpaid d

'

received Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam. NY 12010
':

WHALE SOUNDS-HYDROPHONES—Hear a'.j

record underwater sounds Transducer (unden^a

microphone), palm-sized amplifier and headphor,-

$180 Free brochure. Hydrosonics, Suite 10, 1920;c

Main St., Ferndale. WA 98248 (206) 384-4966 >

_i:

Post Cards
!(

Sellingfish in Midnapur, India

NATURE POST CARDS—Close-up, color photos

birds and animals $10 50 for 112, all different Bit-

and Animals, plus all our other Nature Cards, 1 75 car
!'

for $14 75 (Not related to Illinois addresses. Wholes j

rates available all states ) Nature Press, 628 E 20th S.i

Alton, IL 62002 G
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I istate

E^MENT LANDS . . . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
, iinnpsites, farms, investment! "Land Buyer's

eplus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands, Box
i7V, Wastiington, DC 20036

OS

Z -RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on ttie

i:e Caribbean. Diving. MayaRuins, Birds, Library.

;s to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve. Dine on ttie

nc Retire to spacious, private, beacfifront ca-

isievier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

ilEEAN HIDEAWAY Beautiful small inn on planta-

x'lland of Bequia. St. Vincent Grenadines. Come
3r' Pool, tennis, beach. Call or write Spring on

ji; Box 19251, Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612)

~C ER OUR RAINFOREST AND CLOUDFOREST
Of al Costa Rica. Superb birding, plant and insect

c g, from conveniently located private tiomes.

i/i:ek/double. Rainforest: M Snow, Apartado 73,

.iiris, Costa Rica; Cloudforest: S. Friedman,

rtso 655, Cartago, Costa Rica

inTrJps

;(C', AMAZON, ASIA, GALAPAGOS. Wildlife tours

eiert naturalists. Kenya and Tanzania safaris,

lOi mountain gorillas, Amazon dugout canoe ex-

itn, Galapagos sailing, tiiking, snorkel and
laOver 80 trips/worldwide. Free color catalog,

leijss Travel, 1760-NA Solano Avenue, Berkeley,

M)7 (415) 524-51 11

J'jal Trekking (walking) expeditions 10 the (o

of Mt Everest & Annapurna Wildlile

\i satans in search of rare Asian birds and

loal
i Explorati

iikkim, Ladakh and trop

D 35 day p

. Bhutan
,~^y~^^~ Sn Lanka 10

from $670 00 * airfare

HiwAUtjAH Travel. Inc.
PC Box 481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830
(203) 622-0068 Toll Free (600) 2252380

,\ZM—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB— N, Elverson, PA
aOtfers 8 ptioto-nature-wildlife programs featur-

Arizon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana-

Par Bears, seals, and wtiale-watctiing from $799

id.j airfare, comfortable lodges and fiotels, sigtit-

ncsmall groups, adventure and more! Wnte for

hi2

S;aRIS in NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde-

ide Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia
ba«e, Botswana, Trans-Satiara, Asia: India, Ne-

Maysia, Indonesia. S. Amenca: Brazil, Ecuador,

I, 'ilapagos Islands, Alaska, Safancentre Interna-

ial,llationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800)

5:2

NEOLOGY TOURS, Ancient Rums— Expert Lec-

>s\nasazi Country, Pecos. Bandelier, Santa Fe.

a '/erde. Ctiaco Canyon, September 14-21,

•I !. -Navajo Country, Arizona—Montezuma Castle,

jr Grand Canyon, Monument Valley, Canyon de

lyHopi, October 12-20, 1986. For information: Tfie

iia.logical Conservancy, 415 Orctiard Drive,

ia,3. New Mexico 87501 (505) 982-3278

QfbOL WITHOUT WALLS for lifelong learning—

Id'de Excursions: Natural/Cultural History, Pho-

lafy. Astronomy: Healtfi Care; World Religions,

/Cifls, Theatre, Outdoor Adventures. Small

.iip-Prolessional Leaders, Folkways Institute:

1), 7 7400 Ext. 12

3T^LIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The best of small

upours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland

nWback to Gt, Barrier Reef, Wnte Goanna Tour,

Sue St.. Clifton Beach 4871 Old. Australia

BEHAVIORAL ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY in Kenya's
incomparable Maasai Mara Unsurpassed access to

wild animal lives, excellent guidance, comfortable liv-

ing Write Geocycle, Rt 3, Box 657, Yakima. WA 98901
or call (509) 248-3700

COSTA RICA. A NATURALIST'S DREAM. Unsur-

passed vanety of wildlife & plants (850 bird species!).

Explore spectacular habitats including primary tropical

rainforest, mountain cloud forest, lush Pacific beach
lowlands Small group, two expert leaders, relaxed

pace, glorious weather; delightful accommodations in-

clude intimate ocean front inn December 24 to Janu-

ary 4. April 11-20. Nature World Explorations, 11442
High Hay Drive NH, Columbia, MD 21044 (301)

730-0877 including evenings.

EAST AFRICA—Photo workshops led by outstanding

photographers: departures in November, January,

February. Adventure safaris from $1995— 18 days in-

cluding air. Voyagers NH8, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciting

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania. From
$850 00 -I- airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs. Also

South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
color brochure US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel,

pioneers in Afncan adventure travel. Himalayan Travel,

Box 481-NH, Greenwich. CT 06836 (800) 225-2380.

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals.

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available, Jo-

seph Colley, Last. Inc. 43 Millstone Road,

Randallstown, MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCn CFLOHTS 41 5^5-4692

1606nh Juanlta.Tiburon.CA 94920

HAWAII— natural history tours with outstanding lead-

ers Departures in November, February, March. Voyag-

ers, NHS, Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

JAPAN ART, ARCHITECTURE, FOLKART TOUR 21

days. October 20-November 9. Exquisite temples, gar
dens, Shinto shrines, Shogun castles, colossal Bud
dhas, museums; pottery village, Ainu Village in Hok
kaido, Tokyo, Kamakura, Kyoto, Ise, Nara. Sapporo,

Sounkyo Gorge. Lake Toya cruise. Expert guiding: lim

ited size group Brochure: Jacqueline Moss Museum
Tours, Dept, N, 131 Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford.

CT 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years

experience. Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1643. Darien, CT
06820(203)838-1345

NATURE LOVERS join our safaris to remote regions.

Outback Australia, New Guinea, Borneo. Brochure. Ex-

otic Safaris, 562 71st Avenue. St. Petersburg Beach.

FL 33706

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS: Es-

corted and independent nature and hiking tours. Hike

in New Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford

Track; Explore Australia's Outback, Far North, and
Great Barner Reef. Extensions to Fiji, Tahiti, New
Guinea South Pacific itineraries designed for individ-

uals and groups. Pacific Exploration Co., Box 3042-N,

Santa Barbara, CA 93130 (805) 687-7282

s. PERU • GUATEMALA U;ii

• CHIAPAS MEXICO

Travel with folk art (ollocfor/photographi

Gordon Frost 18 yooii <

Smoll groups Conlott Gordon Frost,

Box 471-NHD, Newkoll, CA 91321

lel: (805) 255-7577

PERU ADVENTURES: Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland

expeditions by 4WD vehicle. Amazon wildlife exten-

sions Complete Peru travel service. Free illustrated

brochure. Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH. Greenwich.

CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PREHISTORIC ROCK ART OF SOUTHERN NEVADA.
Fall Color in Utah Red Rock Country. Death Valley

Explorations Learning Adventures. 1556 Georgia,

Boulder City, Nevada 89005 (702) 293-5758

SAILING ADVENTURES WORLDWIDE. Solomon Sea
Islands in traditional Melanesian outrigger Alasks's

Inside Passage whale research aboard 93' briganline

schooner Galapagos and Greek Isles yacht trips. Nor-

wegian fjords and Arctic Ocean. Hawaii. Over 80 tnps,

small groups. Free color catalog. Wilderness Travel,

1760-NB Solano Avenue. Berkeley, CA 94707 (415)

524-51 1

1

'^'
E^ XCl/KSIONS

naiayan Excursions offers a wide variety of treks

jr .^ftinrj :^nr^ Wildlife safatis in all parts of Nepal

SPECTACULAR NATURE/CULTURES: Affordable

Tours, Expeditions, Biking, Hiking (even Tibet!) in

Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe, Australia/Zealand.

Groups/Individuals, Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleas-

ant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-2900

VENTURE WEST—MONTANA/IDAHO, Wilderness

raft, horseback trips, guest ranches. September Spe-

cial Bugling Elk Cathy Ream, PhD (406) 728-1673,

4217 Timberlane, Missoula, MT 59802

WHALE CENTER 1986 Nature Adventures, Featuring

the Whales of the World. Expert naturalists! Cruises/

expeditions to Australia, Baja. Alaska, Sea of Cortez,

Galapagos, Antarctica. Free Catalog! Whale Center.

3929 Piedmont Avenue. Oakland, CA 94611 (415)

654-6621

WIND RIVER FIELD SEMINARS. Catching a glimpse of

a desert bighorn atop a rock outcropping above the

full-bloom desert floor; seeking out a collared towhee in

a Mexican cloud forest; enjoying the camaradene of

new friends after skiing yellowslone's mystenous gey-

ser basins these adventures are a small part of

what our seminars are made of Week-long adult pro-

grams featuring Mexico/birding, exclusive Bigfiorn

Sheep Nature Photography in Wyoming, Yellowstone

ski-touring, Florida Nature Photography, California

desert exploration Wind River Field Seminars, P.O

Box 1 150, DuBois, WY 82513 (307) 455-2829

Video

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex-

ploration. Video. Breathtaking music. Critically ac-

claimed. Details Free. Beerger Productions, 3217-V7

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102. (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75 per word; 1 6 word ($44) minimum. Display classi-

fied IS $300 per inch. All advertisements must be pre-

paid. Rates are not structured lor agency or cash dis-

counts. All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check/money order pay-

able lo NATURAL HISTORY lo: The Market. NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West al 791h St.,

New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal

address and telephone number, issue preferred, and

suggested heading. Deadline— 1st of the month, two

months prior lo cover date (the January issue closes

Nov 1 ). Camera-ready art is required for display ads, A
learsheel or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication



Fish Market Taxonomy
At 4:00 A.M. New York's Fulton Fish

Market is as raucous as a midway—with

ice and fish shimmering beneath the street

hghts, wood crates burning in steel bar-

rels, dealers barking orders, and trucks

crowding the streets on the east side of

lower Manhattan.

"Hours before daylight every morning

of the week," wrote Thomas DeVoe in

1862, "may be found here fishwagons,

cars, and other vehicles from the various

public markets, meat-shops, and street

peddlers, and villages, for their daily sup-

plies; which part of the business is gener-

ally over by seven o'clock a.m." DeVoe
would have no trouble recognizing the

place today. Among the great fish mar-

kets of the world—Tsukiji in Tokyo,

Rungis in Paris, Billingsgate in London

—

Fulton is an anachronism. Men still crack

crates with hand axes, pick fish with

wood-handled metal hooks, pack them up,

and cart them through the jammed streets

on wooden hand trucks with ironbound

wheels.

Amidst this early morning ruckus.

Norma Feinberg, collection manager of

the Ichthyology Department of the Amer-

ican Museum of Natural History, is bar-

gaining with a dealer for fish she doesn't

have the least interest in eating. The heavy

glasses on her broad face make her appear

unflappable and resolute in her preference

for some reddish-skinned, unappetizing-

looking specimens with puffed, prickly

bodies. They are armored sea robins, and

she is sure she wants them.

"What are these things?" the dealer

finally asks his partner.

"Don't know. I've been working at this

stand twelve years, and I've never seen

them before."

"How much are they?"

"Fifty cents a pound."

Norma takes the lot of them, fourteen,

which, more bone than flesh, come to less

than five dollars. She puts them in one of

her plastic shopping bags and moves on.

This has been a good morning for collect-

ing. On Mondays, fish come in from

southern ports, and there are shipments of

kingklip from Uruguay, pompano from

Florida, sea trout and redfish from the

Gulf Coast, blue runner and grunt from

off Caribbean reefs. Norma, in flapping

pants and gray running shoes, goes round

to all the stands, adroitly sidestepping

puddles of melted ice; ducking hanging

metal scales; dodging piled crates, sword-

fish, tuna carcasses, and pallets of gleam-

ing Atlantic salmon farm bred in Norway;

and heeding calls of "watch your back!"

from workers leaning into loaded hand

trucks. She has already acquired a wolf-

Above: Early morning at New \ork Cit\ 'sFulionFish Market Right American
Museum ichthyologist Norma Feinberg on a collectingforay at the market.
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Richard Lord,fish salesman Anthony Ravi, Feinberg, and triggerfish

fish, ladyfish, lemon shark, and the sea

robins. Not for eating. "There are some

fish," she says, "you just don't eat." What
you do with them is bring them back up-

town and preserve them as specimens for

the Museum's collections.

During the last couple of years, the

American Museum of Natural History

has become a regular customer of the Ful-

ton Fish Market, itself a kind of natural

history museum. For more than 1 50 years

the fish market has exhibited on the same

site hundreds of species of fish and shell-

fish—albeit only at night—washing down

its displays and closing its gates just as the

rest of Manhattan is beginning its own

early morning clamor.

Fulton has always been the major fish

market on the east coast. On any day there

are half a million pounds of fish on con-

signment to the eighty-five wholesalers

crowded into a four-square-block area

along both sides of South Street in lower

Manhattan. Here, in the shadow of the

modern commodity exchanges, fish bro-

kers work in brick row houses behind

whose unchanging, ramshackle facades

are packing houses, cold storage and fillet

houses, and New York City's last finnan

haddie smokehouse. Outside, fish are on

display for restaurants and retail markets,

for chefs, the occasional tourist, and the

even rarer buying taxonomist. For the last

there is plenty available. Most of the fish

sold at Fulton is in the round, that is, whole

and uncut. Trawled, hooked, or trapped,

the fish have gone from water to fishing

boat to dock, and by truck or plane to

Fulton. They have come from the Gulf

Coast, the West Coast, South America,

the coast of Africa, the North Atlantic,

Caribbean, Mediterranean, or the Pacific.

Nearly every group of fish is represented.

There are the common flounders, cods,

carps, snappers, and basses. There are

croakers and drums, mackerels and her-

rings. There are also fish less common to

American markets—grunts, jacks, grou-

pers, and angelfish. And then there are the

rarities that appear among the others, fish

that got caught up in the nets and made

their way to Fulton, where they may be

dubbed by the dealer something appropri-

ate to the moment and, if a buyer can be

found, sold.

In this striving for profits, science was

suffering until Richard Lord began to

take an interest in the taxonomic possibil-

ities at Fulton. Hired three years ago to

run the market's information services, he

decided there might be more to improving

the public's perception of fish than getting

recipes into the newspapers. There v,

something to be said for fish that was r

being said—beef, after all, could be

broiled dinner just as well, and in compa

son, cattle live a pretty tame existen(

Lord decided that fish were underappre

ated for the variety in their kind and livi

He began to study up and spread t

word. He came first to the American M
seum where Gareth Nelson, head of t

Ichthyology Department, happened to

on the lookout for fish, especially thi

skeletons.

"Most of what a fish is, is skeleton,"

the way Nelson puts it. Unlike other ven

brates a fish's bones continue to grow lo:

after it reaches sexual maturity. Undi

standing the growth of a fish species i

quires comparisons of skeletons from va

ous stages of its life. "You can't look a1

single specimen and comprehend the sf

cies from it. There are variations from t

beginning of its life to the end." And vari

tions among varieties. The skeletons

anchovies, for instance, are a Nelson sp

cialty. He can distinguish a Pacific coi

species from an Asian species by a look

its bones. Nelson's enthusiasm for skei

tons is such that for recent studies on lad

fish he struck a deal with an Alabar

fishing tournament.

"In the past," says Nelson, "peof

didn't pay attention to collecting what w
commonly available. But what is coi

monly available may not always be s

Richard finds fish that are interesting ai

unusual, and much of our recent skelet

collection is due to his efforts. I w
suprised by the diversity at the markel

Richard Lord is compelled by it.

A slight young man with a fair comple

ion, Richard speaks in a soft British acce

that contrasts strikingly with the mo

Feinbergandfish dealer Robert Leone
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Black Beauty. . the legend lives on.

1
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dcrafted in rare black porcelain. hrh Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh. r °"°'^''
^°^"

is"!

Srioinal hvtnHav's Each sculpture will be ;WrfH7^»«//,' !

Pleose mail by Aug,^t 31, 1986.
,

JUgllWl, uy luuay
!,

hand-aist and ha>id-finisfxd. Ench ^iil |

Limit: One sculpture per order. ,
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Below: The skeleton ofan Africanpompano fAlectis ciliarisj, caught by commercial

fishermen and collected by Feinberg at the Fulton market.

Right: Lord and Feinberg leave the market.

strident market voices. Yet he is an ag-

gressive lecturer on his frequent morning

tours of the market, raising specimens to

make a point, opening their jaws and gill

flaps, noting aloud the count and thrust of

their teeth to prove an identification,

spreading their dorsal fins to count their

spines and rays. Lifting a fish from among
those on a dealer's steel table, Richard

gets quickly into the spirit of the pursuit.

"The jacks are wonderful fish, structur-

ally beautiful fish from the tropics and

subtropics with distinctive forked tails.

They are red muscled, like tuna, because

they swim a great deal. The flesh is filled

with capillaries to supply blood to the

muscle." Such strong muscular actions in

tuna, for example, can aid the fish in pro-

ducing body heat despite its being cold-

blooded. In contrast, flounders and flat-

fish are white muscled, rarely moving,

spending most of their lives at the bottom.

Crevalle are the most common jacks in the

market, and the collection on this table all

appear about the same. But one fish

catches Richard's eye.

"What's this one?" he asks the dealer.

"An amberjack."

Richard looks again, lifts it up, exam-
ines its long pectoral fins and the yellow

tint of its body. "An amberjack," Richard

says, "has a black line through its eyes

that runs up to the top of its head."

"Well, maybe it was hanging around

with too many crevalle jacks."

"How much do you want for it?" Rich-

ard asks.

"Take it," the dealer says, aware now
that a potential buyer scru inizing the

jacks has been listening in.

Richard packs the fish in a bag k

moves on with his tour. "He may be haj-r^

with amberjack, but I'm not. We'll loo

!

up later."
''

Fish are inevitably known by an arra '

names. Anglerfish are monkfish, uJi

fish, goosefish, bigmouth, and lotte. \^j

fish are called ocean catfish, but they Ji

not true sea catfishes. Richard says tSf

red porgies are sold to restaurateurs:)

pink snapper and are sometimes servec J

something called white snapper. "SnJj

per," says Richard with some exaspsp

tion, "is the most abused name in the n^'

ketplace." So abused, in fact, that therl"

a law declaring pink, triangular-hea(fi

Lutjanus campechanus the only fish t|

can be rightfully called a red snapiP

And yet there are at least twenty specf"

of snapper in the market out of some th f
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red worldwide, and they come from

f
sea. Many are red, redder than the

red, and most are just as good to eat.

e is the vermilion snapper, Rhombo-
f aurorubens, with rounded head and

diagonal lines on its back; the dealers

it American or South American

ner. There are yellowtaii snappers,

n snappers (called doorbats in Flor-

lane and silk snappers at Fulton,

oupers, which include scamps, gags,

mitchells, and coneys, are also often

ientified. The red grouper is the most

Tion; the snowy grouper and marbled

per, rarer. Yet even the more com-

specimens can be a challenge to iden-

The fins of the yellowfin grouper, for

nee, lose their color quickly, so a

per in the market with yellow fins is

likely not a yellowfin grouper but a

yellowedge grouper. Fish are changeable.

They display different colors depending

upon their age and sex and surroundings.

Many, like the black sea bass, are her-

maphroditic, beginning life female and

becoming male later on.

To add to the confusion, the fish market

has a taxonomic system of its own. On one

wholesale stand a black-barred hogfish

(Bodianus speciosus) from Senegal is be-

ing sold as a parrotfish. The hogfish, Rich-

ard points out, is a wrasse with canine

teeth, while the parrotfish has incisors and

fully fused dental plates; its teeth are

clenched and jutting. "The United Na-

tions Food and Agriculture Organization

sent me its six-volume Fishes of the East-

ern Atlantic by mistake. It was free and I

never thought I'd use it, but it's turned out

to be very useful."

Whiting is the most common fish in the

market. It is available year-round, migrat-

ing along the Atlantic coast from New
Jersey to Cape Cod. Sometimes called

frostfish, it is found off the coast in winter

During a spring tour of the market, Rich-

ard picks up a limp specimen from a

wooden crate and pokes it to show how
soft the flesh is. It had been feeding

heavily on sand eels, he explains, and the

digestive enzyme action has made the

flesh go soft. In February, when the fish

feeds less, the flesh is firmer Turning the

slim, eight-inch fish in his hand reveals a

hole in the abdomen. This particular fish,

Richard says, has what is known as belly

burn. The enzyme activity was so great

that it continued after the fish died and

burned right through its stomach and

flesh. In the spring, Richard adds, fish

should be eviscerated soon after being

caught. Enzymes are great spoilers of fish.

Fish crushed in nets or bruised in shipping

will spoil more quickly as enzymes seep

through the broken cell walls and begin to

act on the flesh.

How fresh a fish is, is not so much a

matter of how long it has been out of the

water but at what temperature it has been

kept. Bacterial spoilage usually increases

with rising temperature. In warm-water

fish, bacterial growth is inhibited by pack-

ing in ice. Bacteria in cold-water fish, how-

ever, may more readily adjust to the cold

temperature and then may grow even

more quickly. Marine fish spoil more
quickly than freshwater fish. Since the

oceans are more saline than the body flu-

ids of the fish itself, water in the fish's

system is continually being drawn out by

osmosis into the ocean. The great struggle

of marine fish is to keep from dehydrating.

So they drink as they swim, expelling salt

through their gills. After death the chemi-

cals that control this process of osmoregu-

lation break down quickly, causing spoil-

age. (Freshwater fish have the opposite

problem. More saline than their environ-

ment, they absorb water and must contin-

ually urinate.) In sharks and rays, one of

these chemicals, urea, breaks down after

death to produce ammonia, giving the fish

a foul taste unless it is bled or eaten soon

after capture.

The greatest volume of fish comes into

the Fulton Fish Market in the spring and

fall during migrations and spawning runs.

This spring, Richard counted thirty spe-

cies he had never seen before. Many of the

fish in the market then are filled with

roe—not only the shad but also the mack-
erel, flounders, sea robins, and sole. Al-

though the roe. Richard suggests, is tasty,

.some—such as in the bowfin. gars, and
pufTerfish—is toxic.
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Richard presents the market's displays

with a curator's ardor. Here are eels

squirming in gauze sacks, land snails from

Haiti in hand-woven wicker baskets, iri-

descent blue-and-gold-hued dolphiniish

called mahimahi (one morning a great

deep-bodied male and a slimmer female

were displayed together in the same wood

box). Here are toadfish, boarfish, goatfish

in shimmering stacks; clams from British

Columbia in Idaho potato bags; tilapia

farmed in Israel and Jamaica; Dover sole

from Senegal. Among a display of whiting

are small, red, northern Maine shrimp.

Black, three-inch-long skate egg cases,

called purses or mermaid's purses, are

with fish caught by offshore netters; baby

mackerel are found in the display of an-

chovies caught off Portugal; cownose rays

caught up in the trap nets of Chesapeake

Bay fishermen come in with the croakers;

dogfish trapped in the nets of New Eng-

land fishermen come in with the fish from

northern ports. Richard's prize find, a

twenty-five-pound long-finned cigarfish,

which went to the Museum's collection,

was discovered in a bin set out for disposal.

Given the Museum's tight collecting bud-

get ($20 a month), the already filleted

racks of sole, flounder, and cod found in

the dumpsters after the market closes are

a ready and free source of specimens. The

cigarfish had come in with flatfish from a

fisherman who trawled off Long Island

Sound. Richard called the trawler cap-

tain, who admitted he hadn't caught it but

had gotten it from another fisherman who
was hook fishing for tuna, shark, and

swordfish. That captain just happened to

be in port and Richard was able to asp
tain that the rare fish was caught si|'f

1 20 miles south of Montauk, Long Isl; 'i.-

"People become specialists in diffe

aspects of identification," Richard s

"Here, I see so many fish in their nat

colors, that I'm able to recognize then

seeing them this way. Learning the ck

fications is a matter of learning to iden

the families by their body shape, t

even new species can be identified n-

easily. Norma had problems at first

ognizing the fish in all their colors. If I

:

a fish that had been in alcohol for a ye

probably wouldn't recognize it." Aw
that Richard and Norma are after

unusual, the dealers will often set as

things they don't recognize. "It ofs'

comes to me as a challenge," Richfi

says. "They will say 'I bet you haven't si |

anything like this before,' or 'Let's sei|.

you can name this one.' " One morninl(p!

dead dogfish gave birth to six young i

dealer's stall. This small shark, wh
gives birth to live young, was caught wlt

its embryos just about fully developed a if

they lived off their yolk sacs until tljf-

were born in the market. It is, RichiK

says, a not uncommon summer phenorilF

non. Dogfish are often taken as a nuisar It.

fish, and although they could be of e$

nomic value, they are rarely eaten. Givi
|

birth to live young may make them higl i

susceptible to overfishing, and Rich? if

fears the fish stocks are being depleti

and wasted. The interest of the dealers i

Richard's pursuit varies. One morni^

Richard immediately recognized a lo8

golden-red fish on a stand as a rarely sei

At the American Museum
At The Planetarium

Wonderful Sky. the Planetarium's spe-

cial show for preschoolers, is back at the

Sky Theater. This show takes children on

a journey of exploration and encourages

them to sing along as they learn about
weather, rainbows, sunsets, distant stars,

phases of the moon, and other objects in

the sky. Show time for Wonderful Sky is

Saturday, August 2, at 10:00 a.m. and
noon. For additional information and res-

ervations call (212) 769-3299.

Wolf Lore

In conjunction with the exhibition

Wolves and Humans, two speakers will be
at the Museum to discuss wolf ecology

and folklore. In Wolves of Many Dimen-
sions, Thursday, August 21, at 7:30 p.m,,

in the Main Auditorium, biologist L. Da-
vid Mech will talk about current research

into wolf behavior and folklorist Ellen

Stekert will survey both popular and lit-

tle-known wolf lore. Tickets are S3.00 fo
_

members and $5.00 for nonmembers. Fo
'

more information call (212) 873-1327. «

i

In The Galleries '

Lost and Found Traditions, an exhij

bition of contemporary Native America! {

art forms, will continue to run in Gallen,

1. Wolves and Humans: Coexistence t

Competition, and Conflicts, which exani'

ines the biology and folklore of the wolf

may be seen in Gallery 3.

Naturemax
Three new films will debut in thej

Naturemax theater this summer No'>

mads of the Deep probes the mysterious!

habits of the humpback whale at rest andi

play; Skyward explores the relationship]

between man, birds, and the environment;

and On The Wing portrays the contrast

between natural and mechanical flight.

For show times call (212) 496-0900.
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;alled a Creole fish. To the dealer,

er, it was a velvet snapper and going

ee dollars a pound.

[ten he gets a fish for the Museum,
rd takes it home to Hoboicen by

photographs it, and if he doesn't

A what it is, will commute back with

iw often frozen specimen and give it

i Ichthyology Department. The jack

fund on the stand turned out, after an

rification session on the floor of his

led office at the market, to be a

. jack, a rare off'shore fish in tropical

s. After talking with Norma at the

urn he filleted it, careful not to dam-

; le bones.

ibara Brown is in charge of the bones

lines at the Museum and she says the

ii)nship with the Fulton market has

;i;a good one. "All they want is the

a all we want is the bones." Not that

ifhology isn't important in the fish

iiess. Fish with large heads, like pol-

kyield less flesh per pound. The fan of

liage in skate wings (there are cases of

:ri at Fulton) makes the flesh diflRcult

}t to and so cheaper. Despite the

J ness of its flesh, the triggerfish goes

apreciated. Its tough skin—it is called

l(therjacket in New Zealand—pro-

;tit from the spines of the sea urchins it

;; on. Perhaps in deference to these

xs as v/ell, the fish's eye is located far

)r, its mouth. This makes for a broad

dvhose fillet resembles the fillet of a

tljh like a turbot. In the Caribbean, the

g;rfish is often called turbot.

Sice January 1985, some three hun-

i< skeletons have been added to the

u;um's collection. Once Norma brings

c the fish and fillets them, Barbara

0'n oversees the final preparations.

i^iyes and as much flesh as possible are

ived and the specimen is allowed to

y)efore being given to the bugs. The

g as they're known, are dermestid bee-

s whose larvae and adults will clean a

PISS to the bone. A hundred thousand

jswarming over a three-foot fish could

it clean in a day. Once their work is

blete, they have to be removed before

eat their way through the cartilage

leave nothing but a pile of discon-

id bones. After the skeletons are

sd to make sure no bugs still survive,

I are cataloged and stored in card-

d boxes in crowded steel cabinets.

lie cabinet contains all mackerels—

a

I king mackerel in one box, a Spanish

(erel in another. There are boxes of

iders, soles, and jacks. Gareth Nelson

5 no less pride in his curatorship than

ard Lord, as from each box of bones

anjures up a living fish.

Bruce St utz
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inhisdebt. " —Stephen Becker, Chicago Sun-Times
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Hooking a Snook
The commercial line ofsupplyforfreshfish is a delicate mechanism

by Raymond Sokolov

Fish are such a headache. If they're not

slurping up mercury or some other indus-

trial pollutant and making themselves in-

edible, they're dying out because they

can't survive intense fishing. Shellfish can

give you hepatitis or other diseases. And
even healthy seafood isn't much good to

eat if it isn't fresh from the hook.

This business about freshness is no food

snob's exaggeration. People who think

"fresh frozen" fish or even "fresh" fish

bought at the supermarket is just as deli-

cious as the bright-eyed, clean-smelling,

caudal-fin-flapping, really fresh fish I am
mongering here must never have tasted a

fish before time and the hand of man had

degraded it.

I used to read statements like that and

shrug. Then I ate swordfish freshly

plucked from the harpoon on Cuttyhunk

Island off" New Bedford, and the scales

fell from my eyes. There is no pun in-

tended here, for as any ichthyologist or

rabbi will tell you, a swordfish does not

have true scales, the sort that can be

scraped off" without damaging the fish's

flesh. This is why it is not kosher. But it is

most delicious, especially in a place such

as Cuttyhunk, where miles of ocean and

highway, three-tiered commercial trans-

actions, and the other interferences of

modern urban life do not stand between

the luncher and the fish.

While I reveled in this discovery, in the

simple dining room of a small hotel over-

looking the Atlantic, it occurred to me
that I would not soon repeat the experi-

ence. In fact, I never have with swordfish

because I haven't since been close enough

to a harpooning ground.

The commercial line of supply for fish is

a delicate mechanism under the best of

circumstances, but fish lovers have even

more to worry about at the moment than

fanciers of other kinds of food. To some

degree, they have their own appetites to

blame for shortages and overfishing. Last

spring, New York newspapers sounded

the alarm for redfish. Not too many years

ago, no east coast editor would have

printed an item about this appealing resi-

dent of the Gulf of Mexico. Then came

the mad vogue for Cajun food from Loui-

siana. The Cajun chef Paul Prudhomme
wrote a best-selling cookbook, publicized

himself with even more skill than he had

in the kitchen, and put redfish on the map.

His highly spiced recipe for blackened

redfish began appearing on menus from

Block Island to Marina del Rey. Often the

fish actually served was not redfish, but

often it was—too often for the much
hunted fish to stand the gaff". We can

expect strict fishing regulations to be im-

posed on the commercial catch. Or the

gulf states may ban commercial fishing of

redfish altogether.

This is what Florida, for example, has

done with its legendary game fish, the

snook. I am talking about the subtropical

fish known to science as Centropomus

undecimalis. Nonichthyologists some-

times refer to the snook as linesider be-

cause of the very noticeable thin black line

that runs from one end of the snook to the

other, separating its yellow-green-tinted

gray back from its silver belly. In south

Florida, the snook is also called soapfish,

because it supposedly tastes like soap un-

less the skin is removed (I did not test this

notion, but it is universally believed by

sport fishermen, who systematically strip

off" a snook's skin before cooking it). It

would be interesting to see if the legend is

true and if the skin could be left on during

cooking—a mechanical convenience

—

and then stripped off", without leaving its

saponaceous flavor behind. But nobody,

least of all a short-term visitor, would ri

ruining a snook just to shoot down a hanj

less and probably true claim.

Everyone in the snook world tells yi

that snook used to be thrown away un

some clever or desperately hungry ore

tremely finicky ichthyophage cooked o

:

without its skin and found it good, ve

good. By one account, this snook pione

was black, and the good news about

undecimalis percolated only later into t

white community. Today, the snook

prized for its mild flavor, and sport fishi

men pursue this elusive and canny fight

in the shallow, mangrove-bordered inlt

of Florida's western coast with the ze

that Ponce de Leon once focused hei

abouts on the location of the fountain

youth.
j

There was a certain poignancy in till

connection. The very same week in Mi

that I journeyed south for my Ion

awaited appointment in Sarasota wi"

snook guide Scott Moore, fishing f

striped bass in New York waters w;

banned on account of possibly dangero!

levels of contamination from polychlo

nated biphenyls (PCBs). A favorite loc

fish was being banned, so soon after i

rescue from the threat of an enormo:

landfill in its lower Hudson River habit;

(The landfill would have carried the su

terranean southernmost end of a proposi

highway called Westway, which aft

years of litigation, was canceled, in i

small part because of its putative men*

to the striped bass population maturing

the waters off" Manhattan's West Side.)

It was a week full of piscatorial bi

news. From Massachusetts came tl

sound of an ill-mannered quarrel betwe

friends of the salmon and friends of li

shad. Two successful fish replenishme

programs were in a collision whose epice
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ter was a fish lift at a dam on tiie Connecti-

cut River near Holyoke. Tiie lift is crucial

to moving salrnon upstream. Since a new

program had succeeded in restoring

salmon to the river for the first time in 200

years, and since a thousand salmon were

expected to make the run this year, the

folks from the Connecticut River Atlantic

Salmon Commission were understand-

ably miffed when the lift was shut down to

permit the trapping of shad. Massachu-

setts is a net exporter of shad to nearby

states, and this restocking program has

multiplied the shad population in geomet-

ric proportion in twenty years. Nearly half

a million shad now reach the Holyoke

lock, a hundred times the number esti-

mated in 1955. But a closed lift might kill

the waiting salmon. In a compromise, a

daily limit was placed on each day's shad

trapping.

Back in Florida, the snook is also care-

fully watched. The ban on commercial

fishing dates to 1957, when the catch had

fallen from an annual peak of 800,000

pounds to less than 500,000. The fisher-

men had been cutting into spawning stock,

but landlubbers had also put pressure on

C undecimalis. Their avidity for shore-

front property destroyed the snook's

spawning habitat. As condominiums mul-

tiplied, mangroves were cleared away and

their roots were no longer available to shel-

ter the snook's young. Rainwater cas-

caded in sheets from paved surfaces into

the shallow, warm, brackish coastal inlets

where snook had thrived, lowering the sa-

linity to levels unpropitious for the fish.

Oxygen was depleted by algae feeding on

pollutants. More people brought more
pesticides; their power boats contributed

gas and oil.

These days even sport fishermen are

forbidden to take snook in their spawning

season (June through August) and in Jan-

uary and February, when cold makes the

fish sluggish and too easy to catch. In the

other months, sportsmen can legally hook
two snook per day if the fish are twenty-

four to thirty-four inches long or one

larger snook per day (Penalties are stiff.

In July 1985, four poachers apprehended

by the Florida Marine Patrol with fifteen

fish in their boat were fined $500 each and
sentenced to 100 hours of public service

work and six months probation in lieu of

jail terms. It was not possible to determine

what happened to the fish, which had
been held in a freezer as evidence. But if

the arresting officer got to eat the snook,

that seems like an excellent reward and an

incentive for vigorous enforcement of a

good law.)

The very largest snook measure more
than four feet and weigh more than fifty

pounds. All snook are wary and hare

approach. From shallow, clear wat

they can detect a boat at close range <

;

person standing on a dock. They do '

always rise to the bait. And they fight I

hell, cutting themselves loose with tl

razor-sharp gills and racing into nea

palisades of projecting mangrove ro

where they foul and snap fishing lines

I learned about all this firsthand un
\

i

the tutelage of Captain Moore, as
'

popped the Primadonna II into varii

environmentally protected inlets on

periphery of Tampa Bay. Having nette

few dozen minnows in an eight-foot pu

seine, Moore struck out for shallow wai i^

poling in the last few yards to surprise .
|

fish. I hooked six and landed none. Ami
experienced and venerable local spoi i

man landed his limit, adeptly lowering ii

tip of his graphite rod into the water

"

keep the lightweight line from snaggi

when the fish headed for the mangrov.

They came out of the water looking me;

with protruding lower jaws and be

mouths; one, measured and then quid

liberated, was longer than the yardsti

fixed to the floor of the open boat.

This Hemingwayesque angler was g

cious enough to share his catch with me, -

was baked that night by his wife back

Sarasota, baked just to the point of idi

tenderness.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose si

cial interests are the history andprepai]

tion offood. i

Skewered Snook

(Adapted from The Complete Booii oj
|

American Fish and Shellfish Cookery

\

by Elizabeth Bjornskov, Alfred A. I

Knopf)

1 pound skinned snook fillet

% cup lime juice

'/4 cup oil

2 tablespoons grated onion

Vi teaspoon salt

6 strips bacon

Lime wedges

1

.

Cut snook into y4-inch cubes.

2. Mix a marinade of lime juice, oil

onion, and salt. Add fish and mari

nate, covered, for several hours a

room temperature.

3. Cook bacon in a skillet until it ha!^

just begun to brown. Drain on papei

toweling and cut into pieces largj

enough to skewer.
I

4. Alternate fish and bacon on skewers

Grill over medium-hot coals until th«

fish turns opaque all the way througl

and begins to flake. Serve with lims

wedges.

Yield: 3-4 servings
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The Natural Moment

A Sanguine

Approach
Charles Darwin never set foot on the

mile's worth of Galapagos rock that is

Wenman Island, but a few of his famous

finches reside there. One species, Dar-

win's sharp-beaked ground finch, lives on

several Galapagos isles, but only on Wen-

man has it taken to supplementing its seed

and insect fare with blood, thus earning

the name vampire finch.

On finding a roosting sea bird, such as

the masked booby pictured here, the finch

uses its long, slim bill to stab the heavily

vascularized base of the bigger bird's tail

and wing feathers. The first trickle of

blood draws a small crowd of finches and

all rally round for a taste, squabbling and

hopping eagerly on the ground or perching

on the booby's roomy back. During these

encounters the sea bird shifts and shrugs

and occasionally resorts to pecking the

"vampires" off. Having tapped yet an-

other Galapagos food source, the satiated

finches fly away for the time being.

Photographer Tui De Roy joined an

oceanographic expedition that visits unin-

habited Wenman once a year. The group

landed in November 1982, when the is-

land was in the grip of El Nino. Taking

advantage of a midday lull between down-

pours, De Roy scaled some cliffs capped

by a plateau. There she witnessed the bird

parasitism, peculiar to Wenman, that was

first noted scientifically some twenty-five

years ago. After recording the ritual on

film, she headed back to the ship as an-

other storm assailed the usually arid is-

land, and El Nino made its deadly, wet,

warm way east.

—

J.R.

Photograph by Tui De Roy
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Studying the influences of strip min-

ing on the chemistry of streams led

Branley Allan Branson (page 30) to un-

dertake long-term studies of the effects

of mining on insects and fishes. The first

reports of his work, which began in 1 969,

were published in Natural History in

November 1974. Branson, an ichthyolo-

gist, has worked closely with the U.S.

Forest Service in Kentucky. He teachnf

at Eastern Kentucky University and is 'f

Kentucky Academy of Science Distil '•

guished Scientist. Additional inform; i

tion on strip mine pollution can be four'

in Ecology and Reclamation of Deva

tated Land. vol. 1, edited by R.J. Hu
nick and G. Davis (New York: Gordo

and Breach, 1973).

Photographer and writer Tul De Roy
(page 84) had the rare good fortune to

grow up on the island of Santa Cruz in

the Galapagos, and she still lives there

today. In her book Galapagos: Islands

Lost in Time (New York: Viking Press,

1980), she tells of the beauties of the is-

lands, their history, and her own child-

hood, commenting that "I would not

trade my life experiences for anyone's."

In 1982 she visited the small northern

outpost of Wenman Island as a guest of

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration's Oceanographic Expe-

dition. There she recorded the bizan

feeding behavior of one species of Da

win's finches, sometimes known as th

vampire finch, the subject of thi

month's "Natural Moment." The phol

was taken about noon on a cloudy da)

De Roy used Kodachrome 64 film ani

an Olympus OMl with a Zuiko 135-mj

lens. The famous Galapagos finches, sj

often cited as examples of speciatiot

are the subject of David Lack's stud

Darwin's Finches: An Essay on the Get.

eral Biological Theory of Evolutio.

(Gloucester: Peter Smith, 1968).
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Laccoon dogs," notes Hiroshi Ikeda

38), "are said to be able to bewitch

le in Japan." He cites his own ex-

ince with the popular mammal the

nese call tanuki: "I happened to

up raccoon dogs as my research

:ct for a master's degree. I got more

nore involved in them, becoming lit-

y enchanted by their cuteness and

esting behavior." Ikeda continued

iB eldwork for several years, conduct-

ighe first in-depth study of these om-

ivous canids. He received his doctor-

.efrom Kyushu University in 1982.

uently an administrator in the Monu-

lets and Sites Division of the Agency

.TT^ultural Affairs in Tokyo, Ikeda now

aj/s studying the lore of raccoon dogs

i ;corded in Japanese literature. For

k: who want to know more about

ids, Ikeda recommends Christopher

e;r"s Naturalized Mammals of the

'dd (London; G. Longman, Ltd.,

9 )) and Michael W. Fox's The Wild

'o'ds: Their Systematics, Behavioral

'c'ogy, and Evolution (New York;

aNostrand Reinhold Co., 1975). The

h.iren's book Once Upon a Time in Ja-

a| (Tokyo: Kondansha, 1985), corn-

ill! by Sayumi Kawauchi and trans-

it;! by Ralph F McCarthy, contains

wiistories of raccoon dog escapades as

'Ci as other Japanese tales.
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Authors, continued

Associate professor of biology at th

University of Connecticut at Storr

Charles S. Henry (page 46) traces his n

search on green lacewings back eightee

years, when, as an undergraduate, hw
first attempted to record their courtshi

songs. Since then he has looked at var

ous aspects of lacewing biology, incluc

ing communication, reproduction, an'

speciation. In the future, he hopes t

study how green lacewing larvae defem

themselves from the ants that tend th

aphids on which the larvae feed. Henr

also hopes to return to research on owl I

flies, the subject of his dissertation. Fo

work and pleasure, he maintains an in

terest in sound reproduction, occasion

ally investing rashly in expensive audii

equipment. On the quieter side, Henri

restores old cars, especially V-8 Fords o:

the early 1950s. For further reading oi

lacewings, he suggests Biology o,

Chrysopidae. edited by M. Canard, Y
Semeria, and T.R. New (The Hague

Dr. W. Junk Publishers, 1984) and

Randy Thornhill and John Alcock's The

Evolution of Insect Mating Systems

(Cambridge: Harvard University Press,

1983), which offers a thorough analysis

of insect reproductive behavior, includ-

ing song.

Tom Eisner (page 54) has always

loved photography. "My mother was an

artist and photography has been my way
to compose pictures," says Eisner (left).

The Schurman Professor of Biology at

Cornell University, Eisner's field of in-

terest is animal behavior—mostly in-

sects. Fieldwork has taken him through-

out the United States, Latin America.

Australia—and his own backyard, the

perfect place to gather fallen leaves. Ed-
ward 0. Wilson, who provided the essay

that accompanies Eisner's photographs,

is Baird Professor of Science and curator

of entomology at the Museum of Com-
parative Zoology at Harvard Universitv

An evolutionary biologist, Wilson con-

centrates his research on the social in-

sects, sociobiological theory, and sys-

tematics.
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365 Eggs

Stephen Jay Gould's "The Egg-a-Day

Barrier" ("This View of Life," July 1986)

notes that poultrymen have been unsuc-

cessful in their attempts to achieve an egg

a day from their stocks. This is true of

those concerned with improving egg pro-

duction in chickens and turkeys, but

Gould and his readers should learn that a

breeder in Ermelo, the Netherlands, did in

fact have ducks which produced 365 eggs

per laying year.

In 1 963 1 had the pleasure to visit with a

Mr. Jensen in Ermelo and confirm the

claim of "Each Day an Egg" on his com-

pany's stationery. An examination of pro-

duction and pedigree records revealed

that his Khaki Campbells indeed did

reach the barrier and were producing 365

eggs per bird per laying year. They were

obviously made of the right genetic stuff

and received ideal management condi-

tions and nutrition.

Khaki Cambells came about through

crossbreeding Fawn and White Runners,

Rouens and mallards. They were selected

for egg production and not for meat pro-

duction. White Pekin ducks of Long Is-

land fame are meat birds that average

approximately 1 30 eggs per year. Signifi-

cant differences exist in performances

among various breeds of ducks, but inter-

estingly. Khaki Campbells, White Pekins,

Runners, Rouens, and mallards all belong

to the same genus-species, Anas

platyrhynchos.

William J. Ash
State University

Stony Brook, New York

Predicting Percentages

I enjoyed "The Panamanian Love Call"

(June 1986), but get no information from

the claim that the calling frequency was

(depending upon the sample) 252 or 314

percent lower than its predicted value.

An innately positive quantity cannot be

decreased by more than 100 percent. If

the calling rate were 100 percent less

the prediction, it would be zero, and t!

as low as it possibly can be. Perhaps

fessor Ryan meant that the predic

were 252 and 314 percent higher thai

measured values in the two cases so

the measurements were 71.5 and 75.8

cent lower than the predictions.

Harold Sal

Stevens Institute of Techno

Hoboken, New Je

Correction

I am an insect collector from Leba

Pennsylvania. I'm in 4-H Entomology

I'm nine years old. While reading

July edition, I found a mistake. In "Oi

Dilemma of Horns," two picture capl

were switched. Phanaeus imperatc

really shown on page 60.

I really enjoyed reading this art

One of my goals is a forked fungus be

Jeffrey T. F

Lebanon, Pennsylvi

Rhinoceros beetle {Oryctes nasicornis)

South American dung beetle (Phanaeus imperator)
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Speaking "Indian

in Louisiana
Linguists trace the remnants ofa Native American pidgin

by Emanuel J. Drechsel

55

The word bayou, closely identified with

the sluggish waters of Louisiana, bears the

imprint of that state's French heritage,

but in origin the word is not French at all.

Instead it derives from bayuk (river,

creek) in the language of the Choctaw

Indians. Like some other words, and many-

place names current in and around the

state, it entered general circulation by way

of an international Indian medium, the

Chickasaw-Choctaw trade language. This

language was associated not only with the

Chickasaws and Choctaws, two promi-

nent and once strategically located Indian

groups of Tennessee and Mississippi, but

also extended to other, linguistically di-

verse native peoples all across colonial

French Louisiana—which covered much
of the central south—and beyond. Today
it is most frequently referred to as

Mobilian Jargon, after the Mobile Indians

of southern Alabama (or perhaps after the

French settlement of Mobile, which bor-

rowed its name from its native neighbors).

Many of the early European settlers sim-

ply called it "the Indian language."

More than 200 years ago, the Dutch-

born Louisiana colonist Antoine Simon Le

Page du Pratz, who considered Mobilian

Jargon important enough to learn, as-

serted in his Histoire de la Louisiane that

it had outlived its usefulness. French, he

argued, had becorjie the new language of

the colony. His argument was reasonable,

for as a colonial power France could and

would impose her national tongue on the

indigenous population and all immigrants.

Few scholars subsequently questioned this

conclusion, and until fairly recently mod-
em anthropologists and linguists assumed
that Mobilian Jargon was extinct.

In the late 1960s, however, the Native

American craftsman Claude Medford,

famous for continuing the tradition of

weaving Southeastern Indian split-cane

baskets, alerted linguists that some speak-

ers of the international Indian medium
survived. These older individuals in and

around Native American communities of

southwestern and central Louisiana, espe-

cially among the Coushattas and their

neighbors, could recall words and single

phrases of Mobilian Jargon. They had

used the language as recently as the early

1950s, even though they knew French,

and frequently English, as well as c

two native languages. Thus, Jams

Crawford, of the University of Ge i

and I have each been able to do ling

fieldwork with speakers of a languag i

for all practical purposes had been w

:

off two centuries ago.

My attempts to collect infonr

from the small number of people wj

membered Mobilian Jargon did n

ways go easily. When I first quest i

them in English or French, some si

that they did not know the language,

soon learned how to ask the same qu(

Fox Illinois andAtakapa Indians as well as an adopted black
child, populate a 1 735 drawing oflife along the Mississippi.

The woman at the lower left is enslaved, a commonfate of
Indianwar captives. Mobilian Jargon, a native "international"

language, was generally us,d in such settings.
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Although its prehistoric origins are unknown, Mobilian Jargon

may have arisen among the interconnected, agricultural

chiefdoms belonging to what archeologists call the

Mississippian complex, whose members spoke a number of
different languages.

in the language itself: Yama eshno

anompole? "Do you speak Mobilian Jar-

gon?" When I addressed the same people

myama, as they knew it, they could rarely

hide their surprise at a young non-In-

dian—and a foreigner at that (I am
Swiss)—speaking the "old folks' lan-

guage." The use of yama, appropriate in

similar situations perhaps only a quarter

century earlier, helped the language's last

speakers to overcome their suspicion.

The people I contacted helped me trace

others, until I had more than ten individ-

uals to work with. Their revived memories

brought forth additional vocabulary and

even allowed us to re-create short con-

versations about the weather, daily events,

and life in rural Louisiana. In the end, I

gathered a vocabulary of some 600 words,

substantial grammatical information, and

many reminiscences. Some older Louisi-

ana Indians recalled that they had used or

heard Mobilian Jargon at intertribal

dances, stickball games, and similar gath-

erings in the 1940s. On such occasions,

they had even chanted joke songs in the

language, which—in spite of their some-

times sarcastic contents—the audience

had apparently received as comical.

Mobilian Jargon was a pidgin language,

a linguistic compromise that evolved out

of situations involving contact between

speakers of several mutually unintelligi-

ble, often unrelated languages. By nature,

a pidgin is always an auxiliary, second

language to its speakers. Familiar exam-

ples such as Sabir (also known as

Lingua Franca) of the Mediterranean,

Petit-Negre of the West African coast,

and Neo-Melanesian of Papua New
Guinea, sound like broken forms of their

lexically related European languages, in

these cases Romance languages of the

Mediterranean. French, and English, re-

spectively.

Pidgins that reflect the dominant influ-

ence of non-European languages and that

Europeans adopted for use in their colo-

nies arose infrequently or, at least, have

been reported but rarely. One is Chinook

Jargon, an American Indian pidgin of the

Northwest Coast, once spoken by the re-

gion's linguistically diverse native peoples

among themselves and in contact with im-

migrants from Europe and from the

greater Pacific area (Hawaii, China, Rus-

sia, and elsewhere). Another comparable

medium, although not spoken, was the

Plains Indians' sign language.

As described by early European colo-

nists, Mobilian Jargon showed little Euro-

pean influence—limited to single French

loanwords—and at first impression, it

sounded like a broken or simplified form

of Choctaw or Chickasaw, two closely re-

lated members of the Muskogean lan-

guage family. Unlike Choctaw, Chicka-

saw, or other Indian languages of the

South, however, but like other pidgins,

Mobilian Jargon had no endings or other

affixes to express grammatical functions,

such as subject, verb, and object. Gram-
matical function was exclusively deter-

mined by the word order: object-subject-

verb. For example, the sentence, "I forge

the song," translates into Talowa en

emehakse taha, literally, "Song I forge

PAST." For comparison, the same ser

tence in Chickasaw proper would run a

follows;

Talowa' am- alhkaniya -tok

song prefix for the forget suffi

first-person for tb

singular pas

subject, for tens^

verbs involving

personal experience

In this particular utterance, the word or

der happens to be the same but is not thi

basic one for Chickasaw. In this and ii

most other Southeastern Indian Ian

guages, sentences generally follow the pat

tern of subject-object-verb.

When I played tape recordings of thi

pidgin to speakers of Choctaw and Chick

asaw in Mississippi and Oklahoma whi

did not know Mobilian Jargon, they some

times were able to interpret single word

correctly, but could make little sense ou

of sentences in what appeared to them as

corrupted form of their language. In thei;

confusion they expressed utter disbelief ii

the existence of Mobilian Jargon. Someo

them even thought that I was the victim o

a hoax carefully staged by Indians am

other people of Louisiana.

Archival research offers insights int(

Mobilian Jargon that modern fieldworl

can no longer reveal, helping to comple

ment our understanding of the pidgin':

social history. Early documents describi

Mobilian Jargon as a court, political, am

public language, probably referring to thf

use of the pidgin at intertribal associationi

and confederacies, which existed all ovei

the Southeast. From observations madf

by the foremost ethnographer of South

eastern Indians, John R. Swanton (1873

1958), and because most of the last speak

ers of Mobilian Jargon were married t(

spouses of different language back

grounds, we may further infer that it fig

ured in bilingual marriages involving a

least one Indian spouse.

One of its many names, yoka anompt

(servant, or slave, language), suggests tha

in situations of Indian slavery, Mobiliai

Jargon was also used between the maste

and the slaves, as well as among the latte

themselves, who often must have spokei

diiferent languages. Southeastern Indian

enslaved not only blacks but also member

of enemy tribes. The traditional purposi

of these slaves was not to provide chea)

labor to their masters; rather, they wen'

captives of war raids. If their owners dii
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not kill or slowly torture these "slaves" to

death, they often assumed a petlike status.

In many cases, the community eventually

adopted them into their families, espe-

cially the women and children.

Already in early historic times, Louisi-

ana's native population came to extei

the use of Mobilian Jargon to their uni

vited guests from Europe and Africa. B

ginning with the first French exploratio

of the Mississippi Valley in the late seve

teenth century. Christian missionari

Louisiana Indians meet with Frenchmen in an illustrationfrom

Le Page du Pratz's 1758 Histoire de la Louisiane. Mobilian
Jargon was probably the language they had in common.
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adopted this medium as a means of con-

verting the Louisiana Indians. Soon,

French cabin boys and government cadets

were being placed in native villages to

learn "the Indian language," so that they

could act as interpreters.

In its heyday during the eighteenth cen-

tury, Mobilian Jargon came to range from

northwestern Florida and eastern Ala-

bama to eastern Texas, from the gulf coast

to central Illinois and up along the Mis-

souri River. The pidgin could be heard

when southern Indians served as scouts for

European explorers, as hunting and fish-

ing guides, as slave hunters, or in the hide

and fur trade. Later, in the nineteenth and

early twentieth centuries, Mobilian Jar-

gon continued as the medium for Indians

engaged as sharecroppers, farm laborers,

homesteaders, or workers in Louisiana's

timber and oil industries. Anybody with

substantial dealings among Louisiana In-

dians then took pains to acquire "their"

language. On occasion, the pidgin even

served between non-Indians, such as

French and British traders.

In his book The Mobilian Trade Lan-

guage, James M. Crawford argues that

the pidgin arose following contact with

Europeans, but this seems unlikely to me.

The Indians of the area were among the

first native peoples of North America to

experience the far-reaching and devastat-

ing effects of European colonization,

which took the forms of epidemic dis-

eases, genocide, war, enslavement, theft,

and dislocation. Under the circumstances,

the Europeans would have been more

likely to impose their own languages

rather than adopt some newly evolving,

native pidgin. That they found it more

convenient to use Mobilian Jargon sug-

gests that it was already well established

and widespread in precontact times.

The longevity and pervasiveness of

Mobilian Jargon are surprising, however.

Undoubtedly, the linguistic complexity of

Louisiana contributed to the survival of

the pidgin into this century. By estimate,

people in the larger Mobilian Jargon com-

munity once spoke a minimum of thirty

Native American languages. Some were

isolates (languages without obvious, close

relatives); the rest belonged to at least five

different language families—Muskogean,

Caddoan, Siouan, Algonquian, and Atha-

paskan— -each as diverse as any of the

major European language families, such

as the Romance. In the state of Louisiana

alone, about ten Southeastern Indian lan-

guages survived throughout the nine-

teenth century and as many as five until

the 1950s. Today at least Coushatta and

Choctaw are still spoken. In addition, the

diversity of the immigrants' languages

—

Some Words in Mobilian Jargon and Their Derivation

Mobilian Jargon Translation Source

papos(h) baby

chanalle lashpa car

kato cat

kafe coffee

wak(a) cow

neshken eye

shiashio fish

(a)chukma good

shapo hat

oke lowak liquor

Some Algonquian language of northeaster

North America, such as Narragansett G

Choctaw, literally "wheel hot" t;

Spanish gato k

Spanish or French cafe 6

Spanish vaca »

Some Algonquian language of northeasterr -

North America, such as Ojibwa or Delawa *

Alabama or Coushatta tr

Choctaw or Chickasaw t

French chapeau t

Alabama or Coushatta "water" and Chocti i

"fire"

s(h)onak money Some Algonquian language of the Great »

Lakes area, such as Ojibwa P

-(e)ksho not Choctaw or Chickasaw
J

shawe raccoon Choctaw or Chickasaw j

anompole to speak Choctaw or Chickasaw j

toksale to work Choctaw or Chickasaw

t

which included French, English, and pid-

ginized or creolized versions thereof;

Spanish; German; and perhaps African

languages—may have strengthened the

interlingual medium.

Another reason for the continued use of

Mobilian Jargon into modern times lies in

the favorable attitudes people have held

toward it. Pidgins generally have enjoyed

little or no prestige around the world: colo-

nists have looked down upon these contact

languages as the native peoples' poor at-

tempts at learning the "standard" lan-

guages. The frequent association of pid-

gins with slavery has not helped to

improve their status either. But to the best

of my knowledge, those who spoke

Mobilian Jargon or observed its use did

not attach any negative values to it. The
surviving Indian speakers I interviewed

regarded it as nobody's language and thus

a neutral, impartial medium, a welcome

tool in the linguistic and social diversity of

Louisiana. On the other hand, the remain-

ing black and white speakers of Mobilian

Jargon, who were not aware of its pidgin-

ized nature, took pride in their knowledge

of "the Indian language."

I believe that the most important reason

for the extended survival of Mobilian Jar-

gon, however, was that it served—in ap-

parent contradiction to its function as a

contact medium—as a linguistic and so-

cial buffer for Louisiana and other south-

ern Indians against non-Indian intruders.

This was not its original function, for

French explorers and colonists of ijj

eighteenth century (such as Le Page
(f

Pratz) evidently encountered httle dilB

culty in learning about the true Indiis

languages, and they recognized the pi
.^

gin's function as an intertribal mediuisi

But later historical documents reve;

some of this buffer function. In 1 802, f ?

example, Martin Duralde, commander
;

the Atakapa Post near present-day Opl

lousas, explained his lack of Atakapa ai j

Coushatta vocabularies with the observ

:

tion that the Indians spoke to the Eurof

;

ans only in Mobilian Jargon. A missiona i;

family made a similar discovery early =

this century, as described in 1 968 by Alii^

Rothe in her book Kalita's People: A Hi;

tory of the Alabama-Coushatta India!

of Texas. ii

The true tribal language is spoken only

the privacy of the Indians' homes. Whe
white people can hear them speak, they u

a "trade" dialect, a common language usi

'

by a number of tribes for purposes of trai

and communication. The Reverend ai

Mrs. Chambers did not know there we

two dialects used until their daughter Doi

thy was six years old. She had learned

speak the language of the Indians [that

Alabama or Coushatta], and one day

Livingston, the Chambers family met

man who had been closely associated wi

the Alabama and Coushatta for sever'

years and was said to speak their languagi

The man and Dorothy tried to talk to eaij

other in the Indians' native tongue, but tb'

could not understand each other. Doroth)
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parents were disappointed, for they

been under the impression that she c
^

speak the Indians' language. But they

discovered that their daughter, who

been received into the Indians' ho ,,

could speak their real language, whej
the man with whom she had tried to v'

verse knew only their "trade" dialect.

A child like Dorothy apparently did

threaten the Alabamas and Coushai:

and thus they felt no need to conceal t

;

native languages from her.

My own fieldwork experiences

Louisiana Indians matched those

Duralde and the Chambers family T

I interviewed took much pleasure pi-

niscing in and about Mobilian Jargoi 5

well as teaching it to me. Despite m) v

thropological inquisitiveness, I evide
y

did not invade their personal or pri e

spheres, since the international langi e

was the perfectly appropriate mediun ;

tween them and outsiders like me. As >

body's language, it was—so to spea -

public property. Yet when I inqu

about the Indians' own languages,

were hesitant to answer my questions i l

they had an opportunity to get to know e

better. Asked why they were so retic i.

they explained that their languages v t

too difficult for non-Indians, who \t

only capable of learning the pidgin, it

the true reason, I believe, was their wis

keep their native languages to themsel i.

There were good historical reasons t

Mobilian Jargon to have developed su- a

buffer function. With the Louisiana '

?

chase in 1 803, the United States acqu il

a vast territory that extended far bey il

the boundaries of the modern state of 1
1-

isiana, all the way to the Rocky Md-

tains. Shortly thereafter, hordes of sett s

began crossing the Mississippi, creag

conflicts between themselves and the I i-

ans, as well as between Indian groups, (

i

the limited resources. In addition, e

American custom of lumping all nonw t

peoples, irrespective of their ethnic ori t

into the category of "colored folks" thr

:

ened to increase the enslavement of L i

siana and other southern Indians, who t

received greater recognition and inde] 1

dence under French and Spanish r;

Short of fighting the encroaching settl i

Louisiana Indians had little choice bu

:

emigrate to Indian Territory (now 1

homa) or to withdraw into marginal '

inaccessible areas, such as the swani

bayou country, and woods of Louisii.

Many Louisiana Indians arrived too <

in Oklahoma to find a new home, so t

:

chose the latter alternative, and endec
|

hiding in their own backyards.

By restricting their native language'

communications with non-Indians and

12 Natural History 9/86
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tig on the pidgin as the proper me-

II, Louisiana Indians could limit the

tilers' access to their endangered

III. At the same time, by allowing

li^-s and blacks to believe that in acquir-

; lobilian Jargon they had learned the

e:nd only Indian language, Louisiana

djns could affirm their identity and

ijreduce the chance of being mistaken

"plored." Not surprisingly, those Loui-

r Indians who used the pidgin the

ijst belonged to the culturally most

n;rvative Native American communi-

sin the southeastern United States.

(|ven the resilience of Mobilian Jargon

htoric times, I am tempted to specu-

eibout the role the language may have

r:d in prehistory. The Southeast was

r; to the most elaborate pre-Colum-

i: sociopolitical organization north of

eico. Known to archeologists as the

iiissippian complex, it extended along

:vfississippi River and its tributaries

)i about A.D. 850 until the entry of the

(jish and French explorers into the

iih. Leaving its mark in the form of

•J
earthen mounds, this prehistoric

rolex consisted of agriculturally based

•J
chiefdoms interconnected by exten-

'tirade, political alliances, and shared

Ktions. The cultural uniformity of the

upcast, however, contrasted with its

igistic diversity. Through the practices

vir and slavery, along with ihe forma-

)nof confederacies, the Mississippian

rplex must have incorporated peoples

eidng various mutually unintelligible

10 even unrelated languages. Under

Of circumstances, a pidgin would have

;e extremely useful, serving in effect as

n ional language.

l,ind it suggestive that the historic dis-

itjtion of Mobilian Jargon closely

a:hes the distribution of archeological

.(. known for the prehistoric culture.

'Ither Mobilian Jargon was actually

icen by people belonging to the Missis-

pan complex, however, is something

e /ill never know for sure. And in any

IS, the language may have been very

Hrent in the past. We cannot even be

;riin that the vocabulary of prehistoric

l(iilian Jargon consisted primarily of

ols from Choctaw, Chickasaw, or some

,hr Muskogean language, since the

Kbulary of a pidgin can alter radically

n time. But I like to think that words

b bayou provide a historical link to a

in-gone tradition, one usually known

il by mounds, artifacts, and bones.

'tpnuel J. Drechsel, who is currently on

in Hawaii, is associate professor

mthropology at the University of

>hhoma.
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This View of Life

The Archaeopteryx Flap
Cardboard histories can be deceptive and destructive

by Stephen Jay Gould

We reserve our special scorn for the

little and most immediate errors—the per-

son who doesn't know right from left or

arse from elbow. We also enjoy high

drama rooted in tiny lapses of memory

about the basic structure of our world and

ourselves—consider Phileas Fogg, who al-

most lost his bet, convinced that he had

used one more than his allotted eighty

days to circle the globe because he had

forgotten about the fundamental concept

now embodied by the international date

line. Thus, in 1868, Thomas Henry Hux-

ley approached the task of further disman-

tling his greatest scientific enemy with

special relish, for Richard Owen had de-

scribed the world's most famous fossil up-

side down.

Archaeopteryx, literally the ancient

wing, lies spread out on a bedding plane of

the celebrated lithographic limestone of

Solnhofen, in Bavaria, a late Jurassic de-

posit from the midst of the dinosaur's

reign. This first bird, with its exquisite and

perfectly formed feathers attached to a

basically reptilian skeleton, had been

bought by the British Museum in 1862 (a

year after its discovery) from Dr. Karl

Haberlein, district medical officer of Pap-

penheim and driver of hard bargains. For

the princely sum of 700 pounds (quickly

put to use as the dowry for Dr. Haberlein's

daughter), the museum traded nearly two

years of disposable income to obtain 1 ,703

specimens from Solnhofen. It was a fine

collection to be sure, but all paled to insig-

nificance before the single reason for the

purchase—the only specimen of an appar-

ent intermediate between two major

groups of organisms, a key and conten-

tious creature in a scientific world still

trying to sort out the impact of Darwin's

theory, published just three years earlier.

(To this day, we have recovered but five

other examples of Archaeopteryx: a par-

tial skeleton found in 1855 but then mis-

identified as a pterodactyl, or flying rep-

tile; a single feather also known in 1 862;

the famous East Berlin fossil, the only

other adequate specimen, found in 1877;

and two discovered during the 1950s.

Haberlein received his booty for a prize

then unique.)

Richard Owen, director of the museum,

had lobbied hard for the purchase and

won the right to describe the precious

specimen ("On the Archaeopteryx of von

Meyer, with a description of the fossil

remains of a long-tailed species, from the

Lithographic Slate of Solenhofen," Philo-

sophical Transactions of the Royal Soci-

ety ofLondon, 1 863, pages 33-47). Owen
interpreted the fossil as lying belly up on

the main slab.

No animosity in Victorian science ran

deeper or longer than the feud of Owen
with Thomas Henry Huxley. Their debate

is usually misconstrued as a chapter in the

fight between evolution and creation—an

entirely false interpretation crucial to the

ludicrous error exposed in this column.

Although their argument did center upon

large generalities in biological theory,

Huxley was a brilliant debater who under-

stood that the sweetest fruits of victory lay

in ridiculing an opponent for incompe-

tence in the description of concrete and

obvious things, not in brilliant flights of

oratory about cosmic verities. He had

skewered Owen eight years previously in

the great "hippocampus debate," when he

proved, with anatomical flesh and blood

for all the world to see, that both humans
and apes possessed a hippocampus minor

in their brains—and that the supposed

absence of such a structure in apes, as

Owen had held, could not mark an un-

bridgeable gap between bestiality and

consciousness.

Huxley now prepared to gloat again, for

he had noticed that Archaeopteryx really

lay belly down on the famous slab and

that Owen had therefore reversed every-

thing—all his described rights were actual

lefts and vice versa. (In fairness to Owen,
the twisted specimen is not easy to resolve,

and one prominent bone—the furcula

["wishbone" to us, but "merrythought" to

them in a diff'erent designation for th«

same custom]—is detached from the resi

of the specimen and turned to lie ventral

or belly side up, the source of Owen's

error). In smug understatement, and with

venom scarcely concealed, Huxley moved

in for a second kill, scorning even to men-

tion Owen's name except in a footnote

("Remarks upon Archaeopteryx litha

graphica," Proceedings of the Royal So-

ciety of London, 1 868, pages 243-48):

It is obviously impossible to compare the

bones of one animal satisfactorily witt

those of another, unless it is clearly settlec

that such is the dorsal and such the ventra
,

aspect of a vertebra, and that such a bone ol

the limb-arches, or limbs, belongs to the

left, and such another to the right side.

Score another big win for Huxley, bui

the fullness of history often drowns ar

immediate triumph in irony. Although he

muffed his description, we now realize

that Owen was right, and Huxley wrong

in the central aspect of their general inter

pretations.

We now regard Archaeopteryx as ar

evolutionary intermediate, a transitiona

form between reptiles and birds. And sc

did Owen, who was not a creationist, bu

who hated Darwin's explanation for theii

shared acceptance of evolution (more oi

this later). Owen got the particular se

quence wrong; he thought that Archaeop

teryx had developed from the reptiliai

fliers known as pterosaurs, particularl;

from long-tailed Rhamphorhynchus. Bu

he stoutly defended the transitional statu;

of Archaeopteryx and castigated uncon

vinced creationists for their implausibli

alternative of miraculous manufacture

while strongly denying that evolutioi

leads to impiety:

But whence the dove? Are we then, I wil

not say driven, but rather guided, to the oli

belief that the winged bird was "created" i:

the sense of being miraculously made, a

once, out of dust .... Or, is a belief in

dove's coming to be through the operatic

of a secondary law still legitimate and gei
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main [sic] to our truth-seeking faculties?

Not necessarily relegating an honest in-

quirer to the bottomless pit of atheism.

[From an 1875 monograph on the dinosaur

Omosaurus armatus; "secondary causes,"

in Owen's terminology, are ordinary laws of

nature, evolution in this case, rather than

direct productions of God, the first, or pri-

mary, cause.]

Owen then argues that we do not yet

know the general causes of evolutionary

transformation but can nonetheless iden-

tify the proper sequence of long-tailed

pterosaur to Archaeopteryx, the first bird:

Neither has the biologist been able, as yet,

to explain how the Ramphorhynchus [sic]

became transmuted into the Archaeop-

teryx .... Every bone in the bird was ante-

cedently present in the framework of the

Pterodactyle .... Some pterodactyies had

long tails and all had toothed jaws. A bird of

the oolitic period [Owen here identifies Ar-

chaeopteryx in a footnote] combined a long

tail of many vertebrae with true avian

wings.

Huxley, on the other hand, refused to

view Archaeopteryx as a transitional

form, interpreting it instead as "all bird,"

though the most primitive version of its

class. (This, to pile irony upon irony, is the

position of modern creationists who must

flatly deny the existence of all transitional

forms. Obviously, creationist Duane Gish

and Darwin's bulldog maintained this

area of superficial agreement for dia-

metrically opposite motives.) This first

bird, interpreted as transitional, did not fit

Huxley's view of avian origins—so he de-

picted Archaeopteryx as a side branch at

the base of the family tree of birds. Hux-

ley—and he was right in this—argued

that flying birds had evolved from small

running dinosaurs but (and here he was

wrong) long before Archaeopteryx and by

the very different, intermediary route of

flightless ground birds similar to modem
ratites (ostriches and their kin). Thus, our

modern view is an amalgam of Huxley

and Owen. We believe that Huxley was

right about dinosaurian origins for birds

but wrong about timing (too early) and

intermediary forms. Owen was wrong in

identifying pterosaurs as reptilian ances-

tors but right about timing and, particu-

larly, about the transitional status of Ar-

chaeopteryx.

So why have I dredged up this tidbit of

forgotten history? If you have been read-

ing the newspapers during the last several

months, I suspect you will already know.

Fred Hoyle, eminent cosmologist of years

past and more recent supporter of uncom-

mon causes, has charged that the British

Museum specimen of Archaeopteryx

(and by implication all others with feath-

ers) is a forgery manufactured from mod-

ern feathers pressed into a layer of artifi-

cial cement painted atop the genuine

skeleton of a small dinosaur. Outraged as I

was by the ignorant presentation of Hoyle

and his colleagues, and by the poor quality

of their arguments, I had decided none-

theless to bypass the incident in this forum

for two reasons (despite numerous re-

quests for my views): first, monthly maga-

zines with quarterly lead times cannot re-

solve hot issues that break and close at the

daily rhythm of newspapers; second, I re-

garded Hoyle's charge as so devoid of

intellectual content that I couldn't find a

handle for any interesting or general point

worth discussing. But then, in their latest

of several articles in the British Journal of

Photography, Hoyle and company took a

new tack and supplemented their failing

tale with the major, previously missing

piece desperately needed to form a com-

plete case. Heretofore, they had avoided

the issue of motive—whodunit and why

—

that any claim for such spectacular fraud

must include.

Now, they maneuvered to fill this gap

and centered their speculations on Rich-

ard Owen, inventing a fabulous tale that

could only wash if Owen were a crea-

tionist. Since nothing olTends me more

than cardboard history trumpeted for

base motives, I had my handle. Scores of

popular articles have treated Hoyle's

charges about the slab in detail, but no one

(that I have read) has criticized his specu-

lations about Richard Owen's motive. The
explosion of Hoyle's ill-considered specu-

lation about "why" stands prior to his poor

arguments for "how"—but few paleon-

tologists recognize the truly rotten core in

Hoyle's argument.

I will not, as I said, dwell on technical

details of Hoyle's charge about the fossil

itself but must provide this outline to set

context: Solnhofen is the most famous of

our rare and precious "windows," pro-

vided by occasional preservation of soft

parts, into the true diversity of ancient life.

Solnhofen fossils reveal astounding detail,

from thin membranes of jellyfish to

minute hairs on the appendages of arthro-

pods. Thus, sediments could surely pre-

serve feathers if any creatures sported

them at the time; no one disputes this.

The authenticity of the skeleton itself

has also not been questioned. Hoyle's beef

lies with the feathers. He and his col-

leagues argue that the forger spread a

layer of cement upon the two surfaces of

the split slab, mixing comminuted lime-

stone from the quarry (to avoid obvious

differences from the rock itself) with a

binder. Modem feathers were then

pressed into the wet cement to form the

famous impressions.

Alan Charig, curator of fossil rep

and birds at the British Museum, and

colleagues (Frank Greenaway, Angel
j

Milner, Cyril A. Walker, and Pet(

;

Whybrow) have recently dispr

Hoyle's cement theory {"Archaeopt

Is Not a Forgery," Science, volume

May 2, 1986, pages 622-26). Charig

company's arguments are devastatir

their accumulated impact, but two ;

particularly decisive to me. The fossil

originally revealed by splitting a blo( i

Solnhofen stone in two along a bed

plane. Most bones and the best fe£

impressions lie on one block (callec

slab); the other block (called

counterslab) also sports an impressi(

the animal. If a layer of forger's cei

now separates slab and counterslab,

will not match in detail.

Basically, Charig and company
proved the exquisite fit of slab

counterslab. They point first to hai

cracks filled with mineral deposits (>

common in such sediments and prod

by a variety of causes in the hardenii

muds to rock—cracking, expansion,

eolation, for example). These crack

tend through the rock and could not

been made by any forger spreadin;

ment on the surfaces. Yet the netwo

slab cracks runs right to the surface

continues, with perfect fit, to an exte

of the same network on the counter

No layer, artificial or otherwise, lies

slab or counterslab. Secondly, dene,

(delicate, inorganic treelike pat'

formed by precipitation of mangane: i

oxide) cover parts of the surface of i

slab and counterslab; some lie dirl

atop feather impressions. Charig and i

pany photographed these dendrites o

counterslab, printed the negative

ward, and then compared the photot

with corresponding dendrites on the

They match exactly to the finest bran ?

of the delicate arborescence. Nothinj ;:

arates slab from counterslab. The c

drites must have lain on the bedding

before the rock was split.
,

This is evidence enough, but I r!

throw in my two cents on three addil J

points that seem equally decisive.

1

.

How was the forger supposed

troduce birdlike features into the sk

ton? He might press feathers into ceipi

but where would he get an appro] a

wishbone, a retroverted pubis (pelvis oi

pointing in an avian rather than rep^i:

direction), and a perching foot? 'le

bones look like, and attach to, all th( )t

ers. Predominantly reptilian, the sktlt,

also displays several avian features.

2. Conspiracy theories easily fall vlt

to their own complexity. I can sero
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greedy man pressing some feathers in

1861. But was he still working in 1877,

when the Berlin specimen emerged? And
did he pass the trick to distant descen-

dants for later repetition in the 1950s?

(Hoyie has claimed poor and indecisive

preservation of feathers on the two 1950s

specimens, a contention vigorously denied

by Charig.)

3. Hoyle and colleagues reveal some

astounding carelessness in their descrip-

tions. Their first article states that the tail

sports but a single feather
—

"a large and

conspicuous tail feather that adorns the

creature with ceremonial splendor." But

everyone has known right from the start

that the tail vertebrae are covered with a

large series of separate feathers, orderly

arrayed two to a vertebra. Even the ama-

teur collector Haberlein noted this ar-

rangement in a letter describing his prize

to British Museum authorities, writing

about "der Schwanz, welcher auf beiden

Seiten und um die Spitze mit ausge-

breitenen Federn besetzt ist" (the tail,

which possesses feathers spread out on

both sides and at the tip). Moreover, as

Owen first noted in his 1863 article, the

tail feathers are clearly attached by liga-

ments to the vertebrae. Could a forger

manufacture ligaments to attach each

separate feather directly to a vertebra in

such clear order?

But why even bother with such an elab-

orate theory for forgery if you don't have a

motive? Hoyle has latched on to conven-

tional cardboard history about Richard

Owen to supply this primary prerequisite.

The cardboard story, or Western movie

approach to history, wallows in our lamen-

table tendency to dichotomize complex

issues and to reduce all subtle stories to

moralisms about goodies and baddies.

Evolution was the great watershed of mid-

nineteenth-century biology. In the card-

board version the actors were either fer or

agin it—two camps absolutely opposed.

The two camps need standard-bearers,

symbols to play their appropriate moral

roles in a fable that rapes history for mod-

ern messages fed as pap to students.

Thus, in cardboard history, evolution

divides sheep from goats, and Darwin

himself serves as the criterion for separa-

tion. Huxley, of course, sits at the right

hand of rectitude. But who gets to play the

infidel King Saladin in this particular cru-

sade? No one in England quite fits the bill,

but someone must serve. Cardboard his-

tory has therefore drafted Richard Owen
for this role, for several reasons, all bad (as

we shall see). Owen was, by all accounts, a

most unpleasant man who picked a long

and vigorous fight with Darwin. More-

over, in the greatest single myth of scien-

tific hagiography, Owen played a villain-

ous role in the greatest victory of light over

ignorance—Huxley's demolition of Sam-

uel Wilberforce in 1860—for Owen was

seen whispering into the good Bishop's

ear, supposedly priming him with choice

anti-Darwinian arguments.

In his theory of motive, Hoyle contends

that someone in Bavaria, perhaps Hab-

erlein himself, pressed feathers into the

cement for simple economic purpose.

Owen, as a brilliant anatomist and direc-

tor of the British Museum, must have real-

ized that the specimen was a fraud, but

purchased it as part of an elaborate plot to

undermine Darwin and discredit evolu-

tion. Hoyle and colleagues write:

This [Owen's desire to purchase at great

cost] makes no sense at all if Owen thought

the fossil to be genuine, for he would then

have been helping Darwin to a marked de-

gree by adding support to the Darwinian

theory. Owen's apparent generosity only

makes sense if he were laying a trap ....

Richard Owen supported Bishop Samuel

Wilberforce on the occasion of Wilber-

force's debate with Huxley at the famous

Oxford meeting of the British Association

in June 1860. It is easy to imagine that,

smarting later under the majority view that

Huxley came off best in the debate [see my
column of May 1986 on why the debate

was, at best, a confusing draw], and oppos-

ing Darwin almost to the point of paranoia,

Owen laid a trap for them both—by provid-

ing the Darwinians with a creature well-

fitted to their point of view, but fraudu-

lently executed.

So single-minded was Owen, as cham-

pion of his side in the great dichotomy,

that he willingly risked injury to his own

reputation, and to the great Museum that

he headed, in order to slay the greater foe;

Taken in a modern Hght it might be thought

that Owen would have lost reputation

through the intemperate purchase of a forg-

ery. But in the social climate of 1862 the

downing of Huxley and Darwin would have

brought Owen more reputation in what

were considered respectable circles than he

would have lost elsewhere.

This fantastic tale rests upon two ut-

terly false premises. First, we must believe

that Archaeopteryx somehow provided

crucial evidence for Darwin's particular

views about evolution—support, presum-

ably, for the theory of natural selection

itself. But it didn't. How could one speci-

men speak for any theory of evolutionary

process? Populations evolve, not individ-

uals. While Archaeopteryx pleased Dar-

win, he made no special point about it in

his writings. Archaeopteryx, as a precious

transitional form, does speak well for the

idea of evolution itself, but it does not tout

one theory over another. This single fossil

would delight the supporters of almost any

conceivable notion about evolutionary

mechanisms—Darwinians as well as La-

marckians, vitalists as well as mechanists.

Second, we must believe that Owen was

the chief foe of evolution, for while Ar-

chaeopteryx supports no particular idea of

evolutionary mechanism, this fossil surely

argues for evolution itself—and its expo-

sure as a fraud might embarrass Darwin's

larger cause. But now we run headlong

into the idiocies of cardboard history. In

the cardboard version, Darwin is evolu-

tion; everything centers around him and

natural selection. You are either entirely

with Darwin and an evolutionist or against

him and a creationist. But evolution, as the

biggest idea that biology ever promoted,

did not exist as one prepackaged ortho-

doxy. England in 1860 boasted hundreds

of evolutionists, struggling with at least a

dozen major theories for how evolution

worked.

And so we come to the one-liner that

epitomizes this essay and sinks Hoyle's

conjecture; Owen—although a fierce anti-

Darwinian—was also an evolutionist.

Moreover, as I demonstrated by quotation

in the first part of this essay, he used

Archaeopteryx, actively and explicitly, to

support both his own view of evolution and

his particular ideas about lineages in the

phylogeny of birds. Rather than hating all

that a feathered Archaeopteryx would

represent, and buying a fraud with which

to sink Darwin, this bird fit splendidly

with Owen's central theories, and he wel-

comed and used its discovery as joyfully as

any scientist.

A further study of Owen's life and ideas

should drive the final nails into the coffin

that Hoyle has constructed for himself.

Richard Owen was fiercely dedicated to

the British Museum of Natural History.

He became its superintendent (director)

in 1856, when the museum still resided in

Bloomsbury with its more celebrated col-

lections in history (Magna Carta) and ar-

cheology (Rosetta stone and Elgin mar-

bles). Owen dreamed of a separate

building for the natural history collection.

In 1859, he submitted a forceful report to

the trustees, pleading the cause of a new

and independent housing. He persuaded

his friend Gladstone to introduce an en-

abling bill into Parliament, a move that

succeeded after several failures. Work be-

gan in 1871, and the South Kensington

building, perhaps the greatest legacy of

Victorian public architecture, opened in

1884. (Don't miss it, especially in its;

freshly cleaned state, if you ever visit Lon-

don.) In the same year, Owen, who hadi'

continued as superintendent to see hisl
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dream established, finally retired at age

eighty and received a knighthood from

Queen Victoria. Now, seriously Mr.

Hoyle, do you really think that Owen
would have compromised his dream with

a phony bird, especially at such a crucial

time so early in his campaign for a sepa-

rate building?

I am no lover of Richard Owen; almost

no one is. By all accounts, he was a re-

markably unpleasant man—a social snob

who courted people he needed, worked

endlessly for personal aggrandizement,

and picked fights to undermine anyone

who stood in his way or just dared to dis-

agree with him. Darwin, unwittingly, ran

headlong into his wrath not, as the card-

board account holds, because Owen
loathed evolution but because he despised

Darwin's mechanistic and materialistic

account of natural selection, opting in-

stead for a romantic version based on in-

nate powers of organisms and their

prefixed laws of change.

Darwin and Owen began on good

terms. Darwin sought out Owen to de-

scribe the fossil vertebrates that Darwin

had collected on the Beagle, and Owen is

the author of Toxodon and most of Dar-

win's other famous fossils. But many years

later, Owen chose to regard natural selec-

tion as a perverse usurpation of his own

preeminence in zoological ideas and

turned viciously against Darwin. In his

Autobiography, Darwin lamented with

astute judgment:

I often saw Owen whilst living in London,

and admired him greatly, but was never

able to understand his character, and never

became intimate with him. After the publi-

cation of the Origin of Species, he became

my bitter enemy, not owing to any quarrel

between us, but as far as I could judge out

of jealousy at its success.

Owen was no enemy of evolution, the

basic idea that organisms connect by ties

of genealogy He could be frustratingly

vague (especially when courting favor in

conservative circles), and his labored style

of writing didn't aid clarity, but we cannot

doubt that he supported some form of

evolutionary theory, at least after the

1840s. He usually expressed his belief (as

my opening quotations demonstrate) with

the standard argument of religious scien-

tists in the Cartesian tradition: God made

the world and then let it run without fur-

ther interference according to laws of na-

ture ("secondary causes" in Owen's ter-

minology) that he established at the

outset. Evolution ranks prominently

among these secondary causes, or laws of

nature. Owen used exactly the same sim-

ile favored by modern evolutionists in ex-

plaining our confidence in the fact of evo-

lution, while acknowledging that we still

struggle to understand how the process

works—we are as confident that creatures

evolved as we know that the earth goes

round the sun, not vice versa:

Without knowing or pretending to know the

way of operation of the secondary cause,

the vast increase of knowledge-stores of bio-

logical phenomena makes it as impossible

to comprehend them intelligibly in any de-

gree, on the assumption of primary or direct

creation of species, as it was impossible for

Copernicus to understand and explain the

vast accession of astronomical facts, on the

belief of the subservient relation of sun to

earth.

Yet, however comfortable Owen be-

came with the fact of evolution, he loathed

Darwin's theory of natural selection as a

potential explanation for its mechanism.

His reasons were grand and interesting

(however false by modern judgment), not

petty and personal. Owen was the only

prominent English representative of a

great continental European tradition of

thought that then set, and in revitalized

form now motivates again, the deepest

and most interesting debate about evolu-

tionary mechanisms (more on this next

month). Owen is the most misunderstood,

and most unexamined, of all major Eng-

lish biologists of Darwin's era. Cardboard

history, placing Owen with creationist

baddies beyond the pale of scholarly inter-

est, has enforced his eclipse—and I rec-

ommend a study of his life and work to any

budding historian of science.

Owen rejected natural selection on two

major grounds. He recoiled, first, from its

materialistic premise that what we call

evolutionary progress does not arise for

itself and by its own laws but only as the

side consequence of an immediate strug-

gle among organisms for reproductive suc-

cess. Secondly, he decried Darwin's "ex-

ternalism"—his reliance upon selective

pressures imposed by environmental

change to provoke responses by organ-

isms. Instead, he searched for laws, inter-

nal to the nature and structure of organ-

isms, that would set the pathways of

evolutionary change.

In these non-Darwinian approaches to

evolution, Owen followed the great "laws

of form" tradition, popularized in Ger-

many as Naturphilosophie and in France

as the transcendental morphology of

Etienne Geoff'roy Saint-Hilaire (see my
column of November 1985). These scien-

tists sought rational principles of organic

change acting prior to any immediate

pressures imposed by environments

—

deep structural rules that would channel

evolution along predictable paths. Other

evolutionary theories—Darwin's and La-

marck's included—are primarily func

tional in viewing change as provoked by

;

need for new forms and behaviors ii

changing environments. The contrast o

structural and functional approaches is a;

meaty an intellectual debate as any tha

ever graced biology.

Owen felt that certain features of Ar-

chaeopteryx supported his laws-of-forn

approach against Darwinian functional

ism—and he said so with verve and sat

isfaction. In his 1863 paper, Owen ex

plained two features of Archaeopteryx as

illustrating his search for laws of form

First, Owen noted that Archaeopteryx dif

fers most from other birds in the form ol

its tail. Since a major principle of his ra

tional morphology held that structure;

most variable within groups should b(

more labile in evolutionary lineages

Owen pointed out that tails are the mosi

variable element of vertebrate skele

tons—consider, he wrote, long- and short

tailed forms of bats, rodents, and ptero

dactyls (we never find creatures short- anc

long-headed to such a degree). He was

delighted that a structure with inherently

greatest potential for change should marl

the largest difference between Archaeop-

teryx and later birds.

Another principle of rational morphol

ogy held that evolutionary progress usu-

ally followed a path of continuous depar

ture from the simplest and most genera

form of embryos within a general group

On this criterion, early stages in the his-

tory of a lineage should retain embryonic

(primitive)features as adults. Owen notec

that "all birds, in their embryonic state

exhibit the caudal vertebrae distinct," bu)

that vertebrae later coalesce to form the

stout and stubby tail of adult birds. Ar-

chaeopteryx, with its numerous unfusec

vertebrae, and consequently lengthy tail

therefore retained the embryonic form ol

more advanced birds—an appropriate sta-

tus for an ancestral form in a world ol

rational morphology. Owen wrote, with a

composite adjective rivaling anything an>

German ever composed:

In Archaeopteryx the embryonal separa

tion persists .... Thus we discern, in the

main differential character of the by-fossif

remains-oldest-known feathered Verte-

brate, a retention of a structure embryona

and transitory in the modern represen-

tatives of the class, and a closer adhesion tc

the general vertebrate type.

In summary, then, Hoyle's impugning

of Owen collapses on two major grounds

Owen would not have risked the museum

he loved, and to which he dedicated his

professional life, for some supposed and

tortuous victory against Darwin—espe-'

cially in 1 862, at a most crucial and sensi-
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le moment, as he first tried to gain mo-

lentum for a parliamentary bill to

ttablish his institution. Second, Archae-

heryx could provide no possible victory

Ir Owen's true opposition to Darwin. Ar-

meopteryx spoke for evolution, but

(vven was an evolutionist. Moreover,

(wen read this first bird as support for his

( in theory of rational morphology against

lirwin's functional views.

1 can forgive Fred Hoyle for his error

iout the slab and cement; we all make a

'lopper of a mistake once in a while, and

! ience must tolerate and explore the most

iiconventional proposals. But I cannot

nile so benignly upon his misuse of his-

Iry. If Hoyle had spent but an hour or two

; tually reading what Owen wrote about

.Thaeopteryx, rather than ripping off

te cardboard history for his own pur-

pses, we would have been spared this

' isteful and hurtful incident in folly. I do

lit advocate any unthinking ancestor wor-

; ip, but scholars do make a tacit pledge

len they enter this exacting profes-

;)n—to honor the struggles of those who

ive gone before and to treat arguments

Xh respect and integrity. The simplistic

rsions of bad and old versus good and

odern may boost our pride in science as

: )ove and apart from other human strug-

,es, but these cardboard moralisms come

)me to roost.

If I surprise you with my uncharacteris-

; vehemence, consider the consc-

iences. Careers are fleeting, and nothing

more precious to a scholar, or in such

lort supply, as time. My colleague Alan

harig had to spend months learning

)thing new, developing no new tech-

ques, all in the soul-destroying and

rictly negative task of refuting a vacuous

,'polhesis, carelessly and irresponsibly

ade from the first. Meanwhile, newspa-

irs, with their ethic of promoting contro-

;rsy, their limitations of space, and their

vels of detail, cannot convey the decisive

laracter of his refutation—and the pub-

: is left hanging in the air by this "but-on-

le-other-hand" style of reporting. For ex-

Tiple, a recent Boston Globe article

4ay 1 9, 1 986), while presenting Charig's

isc convincingly in the body of its ac-

)unt, nonetheless concludes: "There the

Tair stands, with Hoyle and his col-

agues crying cover-up and demanding

;sts. Charig is not about to capitulate."

dentists find themselves in Catch-22.

he more we beef, the more we are

randed as dogmatists. If we respond vig-

rously to an outrageous claim, we stand

ccused of hysteria. Thus, the most irre-

wnsible ideas often get the best press.

Let me end on a happier and productive

ote. When we break down the cardboard

histories that promote science as separate

and better, we begin to understand the

common ground that unites all intellec-

tual struggle. How lovely then that Ar-

chaeopteryx can also serve as a symbol of

unity between art and science. Archaeop-

teryx lies on a slab of the famous litho-

graphic limestone of Solnhofen; its formal

name is Archaeopteryx lithographica.

The same uniform and fine-grained sedi-

mentation that permitted the preservation

of feathers has also set the use of this stone

among artists the world over—for virtu-

ally all the world's great lithographs, from

the invention of the technique to artistic

studios throughout the world today, have

been drawn upon stone from the

Solnhofen quarries. I close, as I never

have before, with a picture—the first ever

published of Archaeopteryx. This litho-

graph of the first specimen ever found, the

single feather, was published in 1862

—

Palaeonlographica

and it was drawn upon Solnhofen stone

from the same quarries. What a fitting

and pleasant end—to contrast Hoyle's

hurtful and silly charge about artifice with

the true and proper way to practice the art

of drawing feathers upon the very same

material.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, geol-

ogy, and the history oj science at Han'ard

University.
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Foul Shots and Rifle Fire
Basketball in northwest Pakistan, is only a game

by R. Lincoln Keiser

Field Diary: May 28. 1984

At about eleven o'clock this morning,

Qai Azgul left after exchanging gossip

and requesting medicine for his wife's ill-

ness. When he reached the road, rifle

shots rang out from the high mesa domi-

nating the approach to my house. Al-

though the bullets hit close to his feet, Qai

Azgul sauntered down the road with his

usual swagger.

Field Diary: June 4, 1984

At seven fifteen this evening, my supper

was interrupted by the sound of automatic

fire from AK 47 assault rifles. The shots

were coming from the neighborhood

where Qai Azgul lives. The fire fight

lasted about thirty minutes. At about

eight o'clock, a jeep arrived in front of my
house with Qai Azgul writhing in agony

on the back seat. He had been hit twice,

but fortunately both of the bullets had

exited without damaging a bone or vital

organ. After I had bandaged Qai Azgul's

wounds, my driver drove him to the hospi-

tal in Peshawar

Field Diary: June 15. 1984

Qai Azgul returned from the hospital

today vowing revenge. Although public

meetings are planned to attempt a peace-

ful settlement, no one really believes that

Qai Azgul will forgo revenge.

Field Diary: June 20. 1984

I returned from Islamabad today to

learn that on June 1 7 another pitched bat-

tle had broken out between Qai Azgul,

supported by his^a (literally brothers, but

in this case, paternal cousins), and his ene-

mies. Although attacked from two direc-

tions, and by a force superior in numbers,

Qai Azgul and his kinsmen were able to

defend themselves because they possessed

more automatic rifles than their attackers.

The fight began in the early evening and

lasted until well after dark—about three

hours altogether. During this time the sky

was lit with tracers, and bullets were fly-

ing in all directions. The fight was finally

halted by a group of elders who, ignoring

the bullets, walked between the two

groups of combatants, forcing them to

stop firing.

I wrote these journal entries while doing

anthropological field research in ThuU, a

Moslem tribal community located in the

Kohistan section of Dir District, in the

Northwest Frontier Province of Pakistan

near the Afghan border They illustrate

the importance of mar dushmani. or

blood vengeance (literally, death enmity),

in the social life of the community. One
cannot live in Thull even for a day without

becoming aware of the pervasiveness of

organized violence.

The array of weaponry itself is astound-

ing—a genuine storehouse of arms. Men
own specially made fighting knives, axes,

clubs, walking sticks designed to double as

stabbing spears, automatic pistols, revolv-

ers, bolt action rifles, updated versions of

nineteenth-century British army cavalry

carbines, and the prize pieces: Kalash-

nakov AK 47 assault rifles. One even finds

bolt action versions of the AK 47, de-

signed and produced by the local cottage

arms industry. The sounds of Thull reflect

its weaponry. Shots are heard continually

during the day and often in the night as

well. Religious authorities have almost

succeeded in stamping out singing and

drumming; in their place gunfire has be-

come the music of Thull.

Although I had come to Pakistan to

study organized vengeance, I was sur-

prised to find mar dushmani so en-

trenched among the Kohistani, since ear-

lier reports by anthropologists had led me

to believe that within that ethnic group,

internal disputes were generally settled

without bloodshed. Yet according to mosi

people in Thull, vengeance-related mur-

ders, assaults, and small-scale battles have

increased dramatically in recent years

Hard statistics are difficult to come by

but the captain in charge of the smaf

contingent of police in Thull (populatior

7,000) reported that, during his two-yeai

tenure in office, murders averaged two pei

month. With a shake of his head he de

clared that the people of Kohistan ar(

among the worst, most lawless people ir

Pakistan, and those in Thull the worst ir

all of Kohistan.

Getting to Thull from Islamabad, ths

capital of Pakistan, was no small task. Thf

road leads across the Indus River and th(

plains of Malakand to the foot of th(

Hindu-Kush Mountains, then snakes ovei

the treacherous Malakand Pass t(

Chakdarra. It was near here that a smal

contingent of British soldiers (including

the young Winston Churchill) fought off";

determined attack of 6,000 Pathan tribes

men in the Yusufzai uprising of 1901

From Chakdarra the road winds its wa;

up the Panjkora Valley to Dir town, thi

market and administrative center fo

Kohistan. The road is paved to Dir town

but Thull lies some forty miles beyond, a

the end of a dirt road impassable in ba<

weather.

The existence of the blood feud was no

the only surprise awaiting me in Kohistan

As I approached Dir town, there—on ai

ancient river terrace overlooking th

Panjkora River—was a basketball cour!

To be sure the surface was dirt, the back
]

boards were wood, and only a few strand

'

of cord hung from the rims. But it was
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Announcing... UNICEF Children of the WorldW

f

A limited-edition

collection of fine

porcelain art

plates . . . officially

sponsored by The
United Nations

Children's Fund.

Child ofJapan, first in the series, depicts a

Japanese child in a traditional kimono.

UNICEF proudly presents a magnifi-

cent series of collector plates in trib-

ute to the Children of the World.

Crafted in accordance with the un-

compromising standards of fine

Heinrich porcelain, these beautiful

plates form a meaningful and impor-

tant collection — destined to be a

treasured family heirloom.

These plates feature lovely artwork

— specially commissioned for the

series — depicting twelve children

from around the world, colorfully

dressed in traditional costumes from

their homelands. Together, the

plates form a truly unique and inspir-

ing collection.

In addition to the beauty and impor-

tance of this collection, your partici-

pation will help benefit children

around the world through UNICEF
programs, making this a truly special

opportunity.

Whether you are a collector or an art

enthusiast, you \A;ill appreciate thi.s

distinctive series . .

.

• Crafted of flawless Heinrich porcelciin by

Villeroy & Boch, one of the world's fore-

most platemakers

• Trimmed in precious 24-karat gold

• Hand-numbered edition limit of 24,500

• Authenticated with official hallmark and

Heinrich emblem

• The first plate series officially sponsored

by UNICEF

A Remarkable Value . .

.

and Easy to Acquire

These plates are affordably priced at

just $29.50 each — an incredible

value for Heinrich porcelain plates.

By acting now, you will be guaran-

teed the opportunity to obtain all

future plates at this low price.

As a subscriber, you will receive one

plate every other month until your

collection of 12 is complete. You may

return any plate you are not com-

pletely satisfied with, at our expense,

within 14 days for replacement or

refund. And, you may cancel your

subscription at any time, by following

the instructions on the invoice ac-

companying your shipment.

Now is the time to order

your collection!

You won't find these "Children of the

Worid" plates in any store. They are

available exclusively through this

offer. The series is strictly limited to

24,500 collections. Orders will be

filled on a first-come, first-served ba-

sis, so please act promptly to avoid

disappointment.

The official hallmark of the "Children

of the World" and

emblem of

Heinrich

porcelain.

Each plate

is hand-

numbered
within the

limited edition

of 24..S0O. Order today!

RESERVATION FORM ^at

Please accept my enrollment in the

"Children of the Worid" Plate Collection

and send me the first plate. Child ofJapan.

for which I have enclosed initial payment

of $16.00. 1 will be billed for the balance of

$16.00. (Total price is $29.50" plus $2.50

shipping and handling).

I understand I will receive one plate every

other month. a.s outlined eLscwhere in this

announcement, until my collection of 12 is

complete. If I continue as a collector. I will

be billed for each subsequent plate in two

convenient installments of $16.00 each.

•Sales ta.\ i.s extra in NY and CT. 50412

Clip coupon and mail with pavment to:

UNICEF "Children of the Worid"

Plate Collection

Collector RegistraUon Office

PO. Bo.\ 1985

New York, NY 10156

(Please print)

Cih . . State

.

.Zip.

D I prefer credit card billing. Please chanie each plate,

upon shipment, to my:

D MasterCard ri Diners ClubI I VISA

Acct. * .

Signature

Plca.sc allow 6 lo S wcks for dcli^

. Exp. Dale

.
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In Dir town, the ball is often propelled

like a bulletfron^ a rifle.

basketball court nonetheless, with the out-

of-bounds lines, half-<:ourt lines, lanes, and

foul lines scratched out with a stick.

For some time I have been an avid par-

ticipant-observer of pickup basketball,

and one of the major sacrifices I had ex-

pected to make when I left the United

States for research in Pakistan was my
daily afternoon basketball fix. Here was

an opportunity not only to dazzle the local

crowd with a few hook shots but also to

explore some ideas about the relationship

between games and culture. After I made
friends with a few of the players, I was

invited to participate; in all I played in six

games during visits to Dir town.

Not surprisingly, the game in Kohistan

differs from pickup basketball played in

America. The basketballs, imported from

China, usually deviate in weight from offi-

cial NBA standards. They are available in

the bazaar, where they are sold in general

merchandise shops, along with soap, ra-

dios, toys, insecticide, and bullets. The
shot repertoire consists of standard lay-

ups off fast breaks and of running, jump-

ing push shots in which the ball, rather like

a bullet fired from a rifie, is propelled

toward the basket at high velocity. No one

has the shooter's touch, but the ball goes

through the basket an amazingly high per-

centage of the time nevertheless—if the

shot is completely clean. Otherwise the

ball ricochets at least twelve to fifteen feet

off the basket.

Dribbling and passing skills are nomi-

nal as well, not surprising since the surface

of the court is creased by gullies and lit-

tered with stones, boulders, and other

refuse (the court is a favorite stopping

place for nomads on their way to and from

summer pastures, and their goats, sheep,

and camels leave unforgettable memo-
ries). Thus a player attempting to dribble

must focus entirelv on the basketball, oth-

erwise he will either lose control or, worse,

hit a camel pie. The concentration on the

ball means that dribblers have difficulty

seeing their teammates' cuts to the basket,

and even so the ball usually bounces un-

predictably off a rock, depression, or other

obstacle when dribbled more than three or

four times. Similarly, bounce passes al-

most invariably go awry.

Setting picks is unheard of (this is a

strategy in which an offensive player sta-

tions himself so as to block out the defen-

sive player guarding a teammate. The pur-

pose is to free the teammate for an

unhindered shot). Given the clouds of dust

rising from the court, picks would be su-

perfluous in any case. In lieu of picks,

clever players sometimes use debris on the

court to force the defense into giving them

room to shoot (or perhaps more accu-

rately, "rocket") the ball at the basket.

Although anarchy seems to typify the flow

of motion, the game is played with incred-

ible exuberance. And at an altitude of

6,500 feet, it was without doubt the most

exhausting basketball I ever played.

What is perhaps most striking to aficio-

nados of American pickup basketball,

however, is the difference in rules. In the

United States, players themselves call

fouls, and unlike the procedure in refereed

games, no one shoots foul shots. Rather,

possession of the ball is awarded to the

team against which the foul was commit-

ted. Games are played to an agreed num-

ber of points, usually 9, 11, or 15, with

each basket counting as one point.

Kohistani pickup games, on the other

hand, are always played with a time clock

and referee. Field goals count 2 points,

and foul shots 1 point. Although the

length of games varies, they are always

played in the early evening, and they

unvaryingly end at the same time. The

winner is the team with the most points at

precisely ten minutes before the call to

evening prayer.

The referee was always the same older

man—dignified in demeanor, quiet but

firm in tone of voice. He is a man of

substance in the community and, more

important, a respected elder in a clan with

many rifles at its disposal. No one ever

argues with the referee. In fact, no one

ever argues at all. While in pickup games

in the United States even normally mild-

mannered college deans and professors oc-

casionally let fly with a choice Anglo-

Saxonism, it's quite the opposite in Dir

town. There, no one hears even the hint of

a raised voice, much less a strong word.

Although the game is competitive, in

Kohistan the basketball court is not the

place for expressing intense emotions.

Despite the relatively poor basketball
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Capture the Spirit of America's Indian Youth

The legends and customs of Ameli-
a's Indians have long held a fascina-

ion for us all. They are a proud people

/ho have great respect for nature and

.er animals, and v^^ho teach their chil-

,ren these same values.

In this fine porcelain, limited-
dition plate, famed artist Gregory Per-

llo captures the kindred spirit between
' young Blackfoot boy and a proud eagle,

^he exquisite detail in both subjects

irings this plate painting to life

—

lepicting the determination and
itrength these friends share.

Perillo is one of today's foremost

ndian-subject artists and has devoted

lis life to the study, painting and
culpting of these native Americans,

lis breathtakingly realistic originals

iave earned sustained praise in the art

narket, and several of his previous

)fferings in the limited-edition plate

ield have seen prompt sell-outs and

lecondary market appreciation.

Now The Hamilton Collection is

jrivileged to offer "Brave and Free," the

irst issue in The Pride of America's

'ndians Plate Collection—a series of

iight plates, each depicting an Indian

child from a different well-known tribe,

ilong with an animal indigenous to

that tribe's region. Already, "Brave and

E>RAVE& Tree
Free" has seen prompt demand
from collectors.

As an original issue owner, you will

have the right to acquire all the plates

as they are issued, but you will be under
no obligation to purchase any further

plates. Furthermore, under The Ham-
ilton Collection 100% Buy-Back Guar-
antee, you may return any plate within

30 days of receipt for a full refund,

releasing your series rights.

Each Pride of America's Indians plate

will be hand-numbered and accom-
panied by a same-numbered Certifi-

cate of Authenticity. Priced at an
affordable $24.50, the edition is strictly

limited to just a 10-day firing period.

But remember— the popularity of

Perillo 's art and the appeal of this superb

plate has resulted in immediate demand
for "Brave and Free." So to assure your-

self a position within the limited edi-

tion, send in your application form by
the date shown. Better yet, order today!

RESPOND BY: BSSSSBISSa
Limit: Two plates per collector

Please accept my application for "Brave
and Free" by Western artist Gregory Per-

illo, the first issue in The Pride ofAmer-
ica's Indians Plate Collection. S'/j"

diameter, 24K gold rim, hand-
numbered. I understand I am under no
obligation to buy any other plate. I wish
to purchase (1 or 21 "Brave and
Free"plate(s)at $24.50 (plus $2.14 post-

age and handling) each, for a total of

J
1S26.64- orS53.28-)

Please check one:
'°*'*

l_j 1 enclose full payment by check or

money order

D Charge my credit card: D Diners Club

n Visa D MasterCard G American Express
Acct. No

Exp. Date

Signature

Name

002664 flOf.lM

-Zip.

City

State
* FL residents jdd S 1 .34 per pUte, and IL residents add
SLS*^ per plate for lax. Pkasc clhw b-S weeks tor

dc-hivrv All jpphcuanns must be sijzncd jnd ure sub-
icct 10 acceptance Delnrrics made onlv to US and
Its terntoncs.

The Hamilton Collection
9550Regenc\ Square Blvd., P.O. Box 44051

Jacksonville, FL 32231
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skills of the players, the rules limit physi-

cal contact to rare, isolated instances. For

example, if two players from the same

team touch a rebound at the same time,

the ball is immediately turned over to the

other side, and if a rebound is touched at

the same time by opponents, the ball is

awarded to the defensive team. The conse-

quences on style of play are obvious: offen-

sive players never rebound aggressively,

no one "crashes the boards," and no one

fights for position under the basket. Lim-

ited physical contact thus discourages ex-

pressions of violence, hostility, and anger.

While Kohistanis value the use of physi-

cal violence and expect men to present

themselves as warriors with quick trigger

fingers, they play basketball in a friendly,

almost offhand manner. In America, how-

ever, where men are expected to control

the expression of hostile feelings in "real

life" competition, pickup basketball is

played with fierce concentration. Physical

contact, swearing, and arguing often

punctuate play, and athletic contests in

general are serious (indeed, almost sa-

cred) undertakings. The Little League fa-

ther who hounds his son's coach, the col-

lege coach who forbids his players to hold

hands with their girl friends, and the run-

ner who believes God is at the top of the

next hill are not simply cultural parodies.

At an early age American males learn

that success in sports gains respect—and

that success is closely connected to win-

ning. By the time many boys reach adoles-

cence, winning or losing has come to be

one of the most critical measurements of

self respect, and to lose in sports is a meta-

phor for failing in life. To call unsuccess-

ful people "losers," as Americans com-

monly do, reveals a view that reality is, in

some ways, a kind of athletic contest. Thus

in pickup basketball, even mature Ameri-

can men, secure in themselves and in their

social position, .often express how much
they love to win. And who can doubt their

words, for they play with ferocious inten-

sity, and they always keep score. As I have

often heard expressed on the court, "I hate

to lose!"

While American men often claim to

play pickup basketball in order to exer-

cise, lose weight, or release tension, in

themselves, these reasons are incomplete.

Men could exercise in a variety of ways,

but those who play basketball often com-

plain that skipping rope, swimming laps,

chopping wood, and other similar activi-

ties are a bore. The drum-rolled television

motto, "The thrill of victory, and the ag-

ony of defeat!" strikes a more responsive

chord because it plays on the drama inher-

ent in athletic contests. Pickup basketball

allows American men to experience first-

hand clear-cut victory and defeat in

complex social world, where real victoi

and defeat are often shadowy, unclea

and constantly changing.

Kohistanis, militant Moslems that the

are, would find this nearly sacred trea

ment of sports ridiculous, if not downrigl

blasphemous. For Kohistanis pickup ba

ketball has a different meaning, or

closely connected to historical develo;

ments in the district. In the mid-nini

teenth century Dir was an area in whic

local khans (tribal political leaders) we:

locked in continual, often bloody struggli

for hegemony. Alliances and oppositioi

shifted as ambitious men sought to furthi

their aspirations at the expense of rival

In 1849, with the formal establishment!

British rule in the plains of Malakand,

new player entered the game. Now, tl

struggles for supremacy among the khai

became one small play in a larger co

test—the "great game" between the Bn

ish and Russians.

The plains of Malakand were an an

rich in agriculture, and as such, a prof

able addition to the holdings of the Briti:

East India Company. At least a degree

tranquillity was necessary in Malakand

British trade and commerce were to floi

ish there. The politically unsettled cone

tions in the mountains of Dir above tl

Malakand Pass constantly threatened

spill onto the plains, thereby disruptii

peace and threatening profits. In additic

as the Russian Empire expanded in ce

tral Asia to the northwest of India, t

protection of India's northwest border h

came an obsession with the British.

Initially, British officials adopted

hands-off policy for all the mountain are

bordering the Malakand plains. Lat

however, to protect against the Russi;

threat, they actively encouraged t

establishment of a state in Dir whose rul

they could control. Largely as a result

British support, Sharif Khan, a Yusufs

Pathan, succeeded in establishing himsi

as ruler. The Kohistani communities

the upper Panjkora Valley were incor{

rated into the new state. Throughout t

remaining days of the British raj, t

maintenance of a friendly government

Dir was a cornerstone of British colon

policy. To this end, Sharif Khan w.

awarded the title nawab and given arr

subsidies, and specially arranged me
ings with the British viceroy in Simla. I

most important, he was given nearly ca

blanche to rule as he saw fit.

Sharif Khan was a hard, cruel, and

ten capricious ruler. He considered Dir '<

own personal estate, neither adopting i'

developing any formal legal code to re;-

larize his rule but governing instead
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a)itrary decree. In order to weaken po-

tdtial opposition, the nawab borrowed a

vrsion of the divide-and-rule poHcy of his

E'tish masters. He promoted local strife

along his people by levying light fines for

nirder, while at the same time advocat-

ii; that injured parties take vengeance

rher than accept compensation. This

plicy was instituted under the guise of

p;)moting badal (revenge), a key value in

pkhtunwali, the code of the Pathans. Un-

dr the nawab, pakhtunwali values be-

cTie firmly entrenched even in the ethni-

cly distinct Kohistani communities.

The nawab also attempted to keep the

cSimunities of Dir cut off from surround-

ii; areas. Few roads were built in the

ditrict, and no schools were permitted. As

prt of this policy, the nawab permanently

elled any man who left the district to

aend school elsewhere and confiscated

hi family's land. Following independence

ill 947, the newly created government of

Fkistan assumed control of the North-

vsst Frontier Province, although internal

aj'airs in Dir remained under the direct

cjntrol of the nawab. When tension devel-

cbd between the nawab and Pakistani

c.icials over his opposition to social and

eonomic development, Sharif Khan was

ficibly deposed, and in 1965 the Paki-

slini government assumed direct adminis-

tttion of Dir.

After the nawab's fall, a new era began

i Dir. The Pakistani government immedi-

g^ly embarked on an ambitious program

q social and economic development. A
l|-ge, relatively modern hospital complex

\is built in Timargara, Dir's adminis-

: titive center; schools, administrative of-

f es, medical clinics, police posts, and

f St offices were constructed in all parts of

ts district, including the most remote

rpuntain regions; and the construction of

cfoad system began to link hitherto iso-

I lied villages with the rest of the country.

^ hen bus service was initiated, travel

: Ith within and outside Dir became com-

ijratively easy In the 1970s electricity

1 MS installed in Panjkora Valley as part of

:: i ongoing rural electrification program;

I i d with the establishment of a national

;
tievision channel, programs (including

' 'lojak" and "Trapper John, M.D.") were

I amed to Dir. In Dir town itself a high

fhool, college, medical center, telephone

(Ichange, and two bank branches were

J
(lened.

i

Economic development in Dir created

tw networks of social interaction. During

,,' le nawab's reign, all social relations were

]
(ganized along family, clan, community,

j;
?id ethnic lines. In the years following his

II
111, however, distinctions in education

,j(
ad occupation began to intrude. Gradu-
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The Dir town basketball court is afavorite camping groundfor nomads.

ates of the local schools, along with outsid-

ers possessing similar educational creden-

tials, were hired to teach in the schools and

to man the telephone exchange, post of-

fice, clinic, bank branches, and govern-

ment bureaucracies. The development of

large-scale timber operations in Kohistan

added to the number of semiprofessionals

and petty managers living in Dir town.

Emerging social groups with claims to

high status often symbolically mark their

distinctiveness. In Dir town, professionals

and managers, whose status is largely de-

termined by education, now set them-

selves apart in a variety of ways. To dem-

onstrate their education and thus

symbolize their elite status, they wear

clothes of the correct cut and made from

high-quality cloth, show good manners as

defined by urban Pakistani society, and

speak fluent and grammatically correct

Urdu and Pushtu (as well as some Eng-

lish). Language, dress, and manners, how-

ever, are symbols that anyone is free to

adopt, and thus the social boundaries they

mark are often fuzzy and indistinct. In Dir

town a clearer way to mark such bound-

aries is through competitive sports.

In 1975, a small group of high school

and college graduates who had learned to

play Western sports in school organized

the Shalimar Sports Club around three

sports: basketball, volleyball, and cricket.

Each sport had designated captains and

team members. Initially, members of the

club competed only against one another in

Dir town, but later the club entered teams

in district-wide and provincial tourna-

ments. During the following ten years,

through a series of formal athletic compe-

titions, a network developed in Dir district

linking men of similar interests, educa-

tional background, and occupation. Par-

ticipation in sports began to emerge as a

mark of elite status. Today club member-

ship totals about fifty men, and most, if

not all, hold managerial or semiprofes-

sional positions.

No one in Dir town claims (at least

publicly) that membership in the sports

club is exclusive in any way. Such claims

would arouse jealousy, and in Kohistan,

where violence always lurks just beneath

the surface, jealousy could easily prove

fatal. In theory, membership is open to

anyone—anyone, that is, who knows how

to play the games. But school graduates

are the only people who possess the re-

quired knowledge of how, for example, to

play basketball with a time clock, referee,

and foul shooting. Thus even evening

pickup games, technically open to all

members of the community who know the

rules, are actually limited to club mem-
bers (who are given priority) and high

school and college students who will un-

doubtedly join the club in the future.

The class loyalties manifested by mem-
bership in the Shalimar Sports Club cross-

cut more traditional distinctions. The
members continue to be pulled by deep-

rooted family, clan, and tribal obligations

and allegiances. Just as important,

Kohistanis are Moslems to the man, and

male sense of self is not symbolized by

winning or losing in sports, as it is in Amer-
ica, but instead rests on a religious founda-

tion, that of Islam.

For Kohistanis, Islam is basically a mat-

ter of iman, a concept with two distinct

but interconnected meanings. On the om
hand iman simply means "faith," while or

the other it means "blessing" (or, perhaps

better, "gift") from God. For most Mos

lems, iman as faith comprises a number o:

tenets—for example, the belief in tht

unity of God and his omnipotence. Foi

Kohistanis, however, the critical elemen

in iman is the notion of ghrairat. Ghraira

generally means "honor," in the sense o

personal worth and integrity. Because i

defines men as basically worthwhile, it v

seen as one of God's most valuable gifts

Its defense is a responsibility every mai

owes God. As Kohistanis explain, ghraira.

is part of iman, a gift from God, and

therefore, natural. Every Moslem man ii

born with it, and although it can be dirtiec

by others, as one's shoe is dirtied by step

ping in excrement, it can only be lost b;

the failure of its owner to protect it.

Protecting ghrairat depends on follow

ing a clearly defined code of conduct. To i

large extent this involves acting in particu

lar ways toward female kinsfolk, but men

important, the code demands that men h
ever ready to create relationships o

"death enmity" and seek revenge whei

their ghrairat is sullied. Reflecting ligh

from a mirror on a man's wife, killing hi;

close male kin, physically or verball;

abusing his person, sully his ghrairat am

demand instant vengeance on his part.

Because ghrairat is a quality imbue(

with sanctity by its association with Islam

it lies at the core of the Kohistani self, an(

for most men—even the educated elite-

its protection is worth almost any risk

Thus if pickup basketball were played ii

Dir town as it is in the United States i

games could quite easily escalate to gui

battles, since ghrairat demands retalia

tion for the kind of physical contact am

verbal abuse common in the Americai

game. Then club members would be com

pel led to oppose one another in terms o

traditional family, clan, and tribal loyal

ties against which fledgling class allt

glances could never stand. In no time at a

the Shalimar Sports Club would be oblil

erated.

Therefore, members of the Shalima

Sports Club must play basketball in way

that exclude the possibility of violence

Where participation in the game itself df

fines elite status, winning or losing is nc

the most important concern. With s

many real issues to fight about, why brea

asunder social relations and even ris

death over basketball? After all, in Di'

unlike in America, it really is only a gam<|,i

R. Lincoln Keiser is associate professor c

anthropology at Wesleyan University i

Middletown, Connecticut.
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The Hall ofSupreme Harmony in Beijing's Forbidden City was huili in 1697.

China's Venerable and

Glorious Architecture
The construction methods ofits distinctive buildings

evolved more than 2,000 years ago

by Xu BoAn and Guo Daiheng

Concave roofs with gracefully upturned

eaves, decorated tiles, distinct roof orna-

ments, complex bracketing, and airy inte-

riors—the unmistakable features that

characterize Chinese monumental archi-

tecture (temples, palaces, pagodas)— de-

veloped over millennia and ultimately in-

fluenced building design throughout Asia.

Unlike other architectural systems of the

ancient world, the Chinese system has

kept its original characteristics for 2,000

years. Its distinctive roof and support de-

sign has proved adaptable to diverse envi-

ronments from the steppes of central Asia

to the subtropics of southern China. Such

unity of style was nonetheless expressed in

an abundance of forms. According to

some historians of Chinese architecture,

these forms matured during the Tang dy-

nasty (a.d. 618-907) and mellowed in the

next dynasty, the Song (960-1279), after

which they slowly began to show signs of

rigidity.

The buildings of ancient China were

timber framed and their upturned roofs

became the quintessential element of the

architecture. Unlike Western construc-

tion, the roofs of Chinese buildings were

supported by columns rather than walls.

This was accomplished b\ means of a

complex bracketing system known as the

dou gong. Concave roofs, columns, and

bracketing make up the essential charac-

teristics of Chinese building design.

The origin of the Chinese concave roof

has puzzled many scholars in both the

East and the West. According to some, it

imitates the curve of a central .Xsian tent;

others have guessed that it turns up al the

eaves to allow more sunlight to penetrate

into the room below or to facilitate drain-

age. The upturned roof did not appear in

early Chinese architecture but evolved

gradually. The corners of the roof typi-

cally had small ceramic animals mounted

on them. Although these animals were

primarily decorative or symbols of good

luck, they may also have protected the

wooden pegs attached to the roof ridge

from erosion during rain.

The dou gong bracket is a three-part,

cantilevered structure: the dou (which

means a square box) is a small block of

wood, several of these form the column

capitals and are the bases for higher build-

ing tiers: the gong is a squat, U-shaped

wooden piece, two of these are crossed al

right angles in each block to spread in four

directions: and the ang is a long, slanting

cantilevered beam that descends from the

inner structure, balances on the top of the

columns, and extends through all the dou

gong brackets to support the outermost

ones. The function of the dou gong is to

support the overhanging eaves of the roof

and at the same time to shorten the free

span of the crossbeams. From a mechani-

cal perspective, the composition of the

dou gong is an ingenious structural solu-

tion for supporting a heavy roof. .And in its

successive variations it has served as a

major feature in distinguishing Chinese

architecture of dilVerent ages and styles.

The dou was first depicted on bronzes

of the sixth and seventh centuries B.C.. and

the gong was first portrayed on a square

bronze tablet unearthed from a tomb that

dates back to the third lo lifth century

B.C. The dou gong evolved gradually from

its early stage, when it was simple and had

a clear structural function, into a more

sophisticated, elaborate stylistic element.

Later it was used for tiers of crisscrossed,

o\erhanging frameworks, one on top of

another. .Although this later stage pro-

duced magnificent buildings, the dou



The dou gong bracket system, below, was a hallmark ofancient Chinese wooden-

framed architecture. Set as a capital on a column, it branched above to support the

upper structure. The system had three parts: the dou locherj, small blocks ofwood that

become the bases ofsucceeding building tiers: the gong (green), short wooden pieces

crossed at right angles: and the ang (blue), long cantilevers, braced against upper

beams, that extend down through the system at a 30° angle to balance on the column

fulcrums and support the outermost eave brackets. Thepagoda ofthe Fo Gung

Temple, right, built in a.d. 1056, is the oldest and highest wooden structure surviving in

China. Its roofs and railings are supported by dou gong brackets.

gong's structural function eventually de-

clined in the process.

Buildings made of stone or brick could

stand thousands of years, but the earlier

ones made of wood frequently collapsed or

were destroyed by fire. Hence, the few

surviving wooden structures a thousand or

more years old have been cherished and

carefully conserved. The Main Hall of Fo

Guang (Buddha's Palace) Temple, built

in A.D. 857 on Wutai Mountain in Shanxi

Province, is one of these. Although the

Buddhist Hall of Nan Chan Temple was

built somewhat earlier (in a.d. 782), it

cannot compare with the Fo Guang Tem-

ple in either scale or refinement. In build-

ing the Main Hall of Fo Guang Temple,

the Chinese architects combined stepped

beams with a triangular frame, using the

dou gong system as the joint for beams

and pillars. The hall was assembled with

components fabricated on the ground, the

conventional method of constructing tim-

ber-framed buildings in ancient China.

The Buddhist Hall of Fo Guang Tem-

ple, with its firm dou gong, extraordinary

fourteen-foot eaves, gently sloping roof,

spacious layout, and imposing architec-

tural style, is a typical representative of

Tang dynasty architecture. In addition,

the numerous sculptures, wall paintings,

and inscriptions that survive in the hall

make this a valued relic of medieval

China.

Another surviving wooden structure is

the pagoda of Fo Gung Temple. It is the

oldest wooden pagoda in China and, at

183 feet, the tallest surviving wooden

structure. Pagodas are monuments that

marked the burial of a Buddhist monk or

an important Buddhist relic. Sometimes

they stood alone, but often they were built

as part of elaborate temple complexes that

also had halls for meditation, residence,

study, and teaching.

Buddhism was probably introduced

into China from India about the first cen-

tury A.D. A trickle of pilgrims, which grew

to a steady stream by the fourth century

A.D., made their way along the tortuous

mountain and desert paths from China to

the Buddhist holy land of India to study

and returned to China to proselytize. In

architectural terms, this mingling of cul-

tures meant that the Indian Stupa, a bot-

tle-shaped shrine that housed Buddhist

relics, was eventually combined with the

indigenous Chinese tower to form the

ubiquitous Chinese pagoda.

Fo Gung Temple's wooden pagoda is an

octagonal structure that, from the outside,

appears to consist of five stories but actu-

ally has nine tiers. Between every two vis-

ible stories there is a hidden one. The
upper stories become progressively small-

er, making the building both proportional

and stable. Seven times in its history, this

wooden pagoda has been rocked by earth-

quakes, and during the wars of the twenti-

eth century, it was hit by more than two

hundred shells. Yet the temple survived

the damage and it stands to this day, a

monument to Chinese architectural

accomplishment.

Among the various types of modern

multistoried, reinforced-concrete build-

ings, the tube-shaped structure is consid-

ered one of the most promising for earth-

quake-prone areas, since it is thought to be

flexible enough to withstand quakes with-

out collapsing. The form of the Fo Gung
pagoda is very similar to modern tube-

shaped buildings. Two circles of columns,

an inner and an outer one, are arranged

within its octagonal plane, and the hidden '

stories are supported by both circles of

'

columns, thus forming a rigid ring. A
gently contracted, tube-shaped body is

made by piling one circle of rings on top of
|

another. In addition, all the wooden com-
|

ponents of the pagoda are joined by brack-

'

ets, enabling the pagoda to maintain not i

only rigidity but also a certain flexibility
;

In fact, this pagoda contains fifty-six dif-

;

ferent dou gong combinations and thus

serves architectural historians as a veri-

table dou gong library. ,

Even older than the wooden pagoda of

Fo Gung, is the brick Song Yue Temple

pagoda in Henan Province. Built in a.d.
{

523, it is the oldest surviving Buddhist
y

pagoda in China. In addition, it represents S

the country's oldest multieaved brick

building. This pagoda has close-set eaves,

unlike those that copy multistoried

wooden pavilions or single-story pagodas

that serve as tombs. One hundred and
|

thirty-five feet high, it has twelve exterior |

sides, with a regular octagon in the inte-

1

rior. The base has an outer diameter of a

thirty-five feet and an inner diameter of i

about sixteen feet, and the wall is eight

feet thick.
|

Over the course of several centuries,!
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brick and stone pagodas generally evolved

from structures with four to six sides to

those with eight. Hundreds of these pago-

das survive in China, but The Song Yue
Temple pagoda, erected more than 1.400

years ago, is the only twelve-sided one,

which, in addition to its early date, is why
it is a rarity in China's architectural his-

tory and has become world famous, (Some
scholars have speculated that it was a rep-

lica of an Indian Gupta-style temple cop-

ied by pilgrims.)

Aside from its unique shape, the Song

Yue Temple pagoda is also known for its

beauty. Built on the southern slope of the

Song Mountains in eastern China, the pa-

goda is divided into an upper and a lower

part. The upper section, which accounts

for two-thirds of the total height, has fif-

teen layers of close-set eaves topped by a

spire or finial. The eaves of corbeled

(weight-carrying) bricks, diminish in size

as they rise one on top of the other, giving

the pagoda a vivid parabolic shape. The
lower part is divided into two layers and

forms the base of the pagoda. The bottom

layer has four doors, each facing a dilTer-

ent direction—north, south, east, and

west. On the second layer, the principal

story, four arched doors open at positions

corresponding to those on the bottom

layer, and together they form four tall,

narrow doors. Resting on the other eight

sides are reliefs of small, single-story

square pagodas, each with a window. The
surfaces of all the stone arch doors and

windows are decorated with the halolike

llame pattern that commonly encircles

Buddhist deities. The inside o( the pagoda

is a hollow ca\it\ that must once have had

lloors or stairs, .ludging from the layers of

brick-corbeled, overhanging eaves, there

may originally have been as many as nine

layers of wooden floors. This pagoda has

stood for more than 1 .400 years and may
continue to stand for hundreds of years to

come as evidence of ancient Chinese brick

and stone architectural technolog\.

,'\ world-famous structure of a very dif-

ferent kind is the 1.300-\ ear-old .Anji

Bridge, which spans the .liao River in

Hebei Province, two hundred miles south

of Beijing. Called the Great Stone Bridge

b\ the local people, it was built between



Called the Great Stone Bridge by the Chinese, the open-spandrel

Anji Bridge, below, has been standingfor more than 1 ,300 years.

A smaller bridge ofthis type wasfirst built in Europe 700 years later

The WangShi Garden, right, is in Suzhou, on the lower reaches ofthe

Chang Jiang (Yangtze}. Known as the Venice ofthe East, Suzhou

was shaped by water and once hadfourteen canals running

through it east to west and six canals north to south.

\^T-^.

A.D. 605 and 617. The bridge has an arch

span 1 1 5 feet long and 23 feet high. At the

ends of the bridge, there are two open-

spandrel arches. (A spandrel is the

roughly triangular space between the

curve of a small arch and the frame en-

closing it.) The Anji Bridge looks smooth,

slim, graceful, and light, like a crescent

moon just visible in the clouds or a rain-

bow appearing after a rainfall. The de-

signer of the bridge was Li Chun, a fam-

ous craftsman of the Sui dynasty (a.d.

581-618), who is known as the "the father

of the open-spandreled arch bridge."

The central open arch of the Anji

Bridge was formed by joining together,

side by side, twenty-eight 10- to 15-inch-

wide segmental arches to make up the

total width of the central span. Unlike a

stone arch bridge, built of only one seg-

ment, segmental arch bridges do not sud-

denly collapse from damage to any single

segment. Such structures do, however,

have a vulnerable spot—the weak linkage

between the long but narrow segmental

arches themselves. To overcome this

drawback the designer used the "iron drag

link" and "jointing iron" to hold the

arches together. In addition, he narrowed

the top of the bridge toward the crown so
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that the arches at both sides mcline a bit

toward the center.

A bridge of this type did not appear in

Europe (in Montauban, France) until the

fourteenth century a.d., seven hundred

years after the Great Stone Bridge, and

even then the French bridge was built on a

smaller scale. Not until the nineteenth

century did the spandreled-arch bridge

become widespread throughout the world.

Therefore, the Chinese say that the Great

Stone Bridge is both old and young at the

same time.

Along with their other architectural

achievements, the Chinese have been ac-

complished city planners since the seventh

century B.C. Their urban planning was

based on strict rules. Cities had to be sited

in accordance with the "cosmic order":

this meant locating them on a strict

north-south axis, with buildings facing

south for warmth, as well as for the good

fortune that was assured by alignment

with the five directions (north, south, east,

west, and center—which was considered a

legitimate direction). Walls enclosed all

cities, and conventionally, there were

twelve gates, corresponding to the number

of months and points on the zodiac.

Chinese cities were characterized bv
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The eaves ofa glazed tile roofofthe Imperial Palace, below, in the Forbidden City

are decorated with typically Chinese animalfigures. A 2.700-foot-long decorated

and roofed corridor, right, snakes along Longevity Hill in theSummer Palace

outside Beijing. The palace is actually a complex ofpavilions, temples, gardens, and

galleries overlooking a lake to which emperors and theirfamilies and entourages

repaired in the summertime to escape the oppressive heat ofthe city.

i; Photo Researchers

the centrality of government offices,

whether the palaces of the imperial gov-

ernment or the office-residences of local

administrators. Urban planning was the

province of the state, with residences and

markets controlled by the government.

Likewise, the urban parks and lakes that

formed important green belts were for the

elite; either the imperial elite in the north-

ern capitals or the growing merchant elite

in southern cities.

As the core economic area of China

moved from the north to the rich Chang

Jiang (Yangtze) Delta area, successive

emperors experimented with locating

their capitals farther south, usually near

Nanjing, which means "southern capital."

Eventually, however, the heads of state

moved their capital back to the north. As

feared, the Mongols penetrated the north-

ern frontier and conquered China in the

thirteenth century a.d., establishing the

Yuan dynasty (a.d. 1279-1368) and a

new capital, at what is now Beijing

(Marco Polo's Dadu), in Hebei Province.

After the Mongols were expelled, the

project of building a new capital city on

the ruins of the Yuan capital was started

in 1406 by the third Ming emperor, but

not completed until early in the Qing dy-
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nasty (1644-1 9 11). The entire city occu-

pied an area of about twenty-five square

miles, with a length of 26,550 feet north to

south and a width of 20,500 to 24,500 feet

east to west. The city plan had an Imperial

City to the north and a residential city to

the south. Beijing represents a typical Chi-

nese capital, with the Imperial City at its

core. It is also the greatest surviving capi-

tal of a premodern empire.

The city originally had a strict sym-

metrical layout, with an axis passing

through its entirety, as well as a symmetri-

cal network of straight roads and avenues.

The northern part of the capital was made
up of three cities nestling inside one an-

other: the Forbidden City was inside the

Imperial City, which in turn was inside

the high walls of the city of Beijing. Rivers

and lakes were scattered throughout the

Imperial City with expanses of green land

around them. The imperial parks of the

Ming (a.d. 1368-1644) and Qing dynas-

ties were draped like an emerald necklace

around the city. In addition, a northern-

most string of three interconnected lakes

provided water transport as well as boat-

ing pleasure. These blue and green belts

not only beautified the environment; they

also improved Beijing's climate.



The brick Song Y'ue Temple pagoda,

below, tucked away in the mountains of

the central province oj Henan, is the only

twelve-sidedpagoda still standing in

China. Built in a.d. 523, it rises to the

uiutsualheightofl35feetandis

considered early evidence of
sophisticated Chinese technology.

The Forbidden City, the innermost nu-

cleus, was the last bastion of Imperial

China. Situated southeast of the three

main pleasure parks, it measures 3.000

feet from north to south and 2.400 feet

from east to west. Protected b\ a 1 60-foot-

wide moat and a speciall> constructed, 35-

foot-high wall, halls and pavilions stand

side by side, and palaces with their own

courtyards are laid out one after another.

The total area of the Forbidden Cits is 250

acres; its Outer and Inner Court's contain

nearly 1.000 buildings. The former in-

cludes the Three Great .Audience Halls,

with the Hall of Supreme Harmony the

biggest and most important one; in fact,

this hall is the largest single premodern

building extant in China. Major official

ceremonies took place in this hall during

the Ming and Qing dynasties. The Inner

C ourt, which functioned as the imperial

Ining quarters, had three major palace

groupings: the rear palaces, which in-

cluded the olVicial residence of the em-

peror, the Palace of Heavenly Purity, and

that of the empress, the Palace of E:arthly

TranquillitN. on the central axis; Hanked

b\ six Hast and six West Palaces for con-

sorts and concubines; and behind them,

six East and six \\est Palaces for princes.



Clustered together, the many palaces

ofthe Forbidden City once housed

emperors, empresses, concubines, princes,

andprincesses. Stillprotected by a moat

and a high wall, the Forbidden City is

now surrounded by high-rise structures.

LlEtlHi
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Because the Forbidden City is on what

was once a central axis that ran north to

south through the whole city of Beijing, it

shaped the city space and thus determined

the city's layout. The introduction of tran-

quil lakes and surrounding parks into a

bustling urban environment was such a

great success that Beijing was considered

a masterpiece of urban design.

The Summer Palace in the suburbs of

Beijing, about five miles from the city,

consists of Longevity Hill to the north and

Kunming Lake to the south, regarded as

the park's main attraction by the imperial

entourage that went to the palace to es-

cape Beijing's steamy summers. Longev-

ity Hill is divided into two parts. The front

hill to the south is a scenic area with large

halls and pavilions, among which the Fu

Xiang (Buddhist Fragrance) Temple and

the Pai Yun (Orderly Clouds) Hall are the

most imposing. At the southwestern foot

of the hill lies a 2,700-foot-long corridor

that acts like a colorful ribbon linking the

buildings scattered over both flanks of the

Orderly Clouds Hall into an organic

whole. The series of buildings joined by

the long corridor sets the tone for the de-

sign. The landscape of the back hill is

quite diflTerent; with luxurious woods, it is

fresh, quiet, and wild. A chain of lakes

stretches north of the hill across a land-

scape that was intended to call to mind

southern China.

Kunming Lake is also divided into two

differently landscaped bodies of water.

The lake nearer the palace is bordered by

bridges, embankments, and a temple-

filled island. But once on the lake, you

have a clear, open view with a wide ex-

panse of mist-covered water. The back

lake presents a sharp contrast to the front;

its winding course gives it an impression of

size and depth, and its wilder landscaping

suggests untamed nature. Even today,

when boating on the back lake, Chinese

can imagine themselves entering a fairy

tale world of nature.

But today's Chinese face a difficult

challenge: how to bridge the gap between

the East and the West; how to preserve the

irreplaceable relics of their ancient cul-

ture while at the same time adapting to

the current wave of modernity. D
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Mossy logs make convenient runwaysfor mice, which

apparentlyprefer traveling on the logs to

traveling on the ground.



Getting Along in Appalachia
In mountainforests of Virginia, two species ofmice live in harmony

where, in theory, they should be in conflict

by Jerry O. Wolff

Leaning against tiie trunk of a white

oaic tree, I was for the sixth time that

morning momentarily stumped by the

mouse in my hand. Was it a cloudland

deer mouse or a white-footed mouse, the

species I had originally come to Virginia's

Mountain Lake Biological Station to

study? Keeping in mind that deer mice

generally have a slightly more grayish

coat, a longer, tufted tail, and are rela-

tively smaller, I decided the little creature

was a deer mouse and marked it down as

such in my notebook. That made the tally

for the day six deer mice, fifteen white-

footed mice. I marked the sixteen-gram

animal with a numbered ear tag and put it

gently back on the ground.

Deer mice (Peromyscus maniculatus)

and white-footed mice {P. leucopus) are

two of the most common and widely dis-

tributed rodents in North America. In the

west, the deer mouse is found primarily in

grasslands, whereas the white-footed

mouse, a more eastern species, prefers for-

est or shrub habitats. In parts of the east-

ern United States, however, the cloudland

deer mouse, a subspecies of deer mouse,

has adapted to cool, moist mountain forest

habitats, where its range overlaps that of

the white-footed mouse. In the oak-maple-

hickory forests of the southern Appala-

chian Mountains where I work, white-

footed mice usually outnumber deer mice

by about three to one, but both species are

common throughout the area and have

apparently coexisted for many years.

When I learned of the coexistence of

two such similar creatures in the same

habitat I was intrigued; in fact, 1 noticed

that up to six species of voles, mice, and

shrews lived in these forests. This seemed

to fly in the face of all the ecology courses

I had taken, in which 1 was taught that

similar species cannot coexist without di-

viding up the food or habitat in some way.

Studies have shown that in grasslands, for

example, meadow voles inhabit moist ar-

eas, while the similar prairie voles occupy

drier sites. In desert communities, the

kangaroo rat feeds in open areas on large

seeds; in the same areas, the pocket mouse

feeds under bushes on smaller seeds. In

northern Arizona, as many as four species

of wood rats coexist by living in diPTercnt

microhabitats and feeding on difTercnt

foods. I soon began to wonder if the deer

mice and white-footed mice were compet-

ing in ways not immediately apparent to

me, and I decided to find out.

Before moving to Virginia, I lived and

worked for seven years in Alaska, study-

ing the behavior and ecology of mammals

in the boreal forests near Fairbanks.

There, the mammal community was ex-

tremely simple, consisting of snowshoe

hares, red squirrels, taiga voles, and

moose. Each species was adapted to its

own, well-defined niche; their lives were

geared to deal with the environment and

to avoid predators, not to compete with

each other. The Appalachian mice were

my first chance to address the question of

whether competition is in fact inevitable

between similar species.

Over the course of five years, my stu-

dents at the biological station and I car-

ried out experiments to help us detect any

competition between the two mouse spe-

cies. An obvious place to begin was food.

Our analysis revealed a remarkably simi-

lar diet. Both species fed primarily on bee-

tles, butterflies, and other arthropods;

blueberries, serviceberries, strawberries,

and other fruits; maple, sumac, and tril-

lium seeds; nuts, especially acorns; and

lesser amounts of green vegetation. Their

diets changed seasonally, but both species

switched to the same foods each season.

Acorns, primarily those from white oaks,

were eaten in the autumn and winter,

while summer fare included more fruits.

To learn more about the mice's micro-

habitats, we set 128 live traps on eight

grids of two and a half acres each. (Since

the animals are largely nocturnal, direct

observations were limited.) We recorded

the number and sizes of trees and shrubs,

type of ground cover, and density of fo-

liage in the area where each animal was

caught; we found no difference between

the two species. Then, since we knew that

the mice spend some of their time up in

trees, we wondered if they might be divid-

ing up the habitat vertically. To find out,

we dusted mice with fluorescent pigment

powder and released them early in the

evening to continue feeding and exploring

during their normal nightly activity pe-



riod. The following evening, with the aid

of ultraviolet lights, we were able to follow

the trail of dust they had left the previous

night. According to our results, deer mice

spend about 22 percent of the time in

trees, compared with 1 2 percent for white-

footed mice. Both species thus spend four-

fifths or more of their time on the ground.

Clearly, the difference in use of ground

and trees was not sufficient to explain

their coexistence.

Next, we looked at nest sites, which we

located by tracking animals with radiote-

lemetry. The mice usually nest alone, al-

though males and females sometimes nest

together during the breeding season be-

fore the pups are born. Each nest is about

five inches in diameter and constructed of

grass and dried leaves. Mice may have two

or more nest sites in their home range and

routinely move between them. During the

winter, three to five nonbreeding mice fre-

quently nest communally.

At first, our studies revealed what

seemed to be a potentially significant dif-

ference: deer mice nested almost exclu-

sively in cavities high up in large trees,

while only about half of the nest sites of

white-footed mice were in trees. The other

half were either under rocks or logs on the

ground or in burrows. Thinking that hol-

low trees and other natural nest sites

might be in short supply, we placed

wooden nest boxes on the ground and in

trees. Although mice used both sets of

nest boxes, our experiments produced no

significant increase in the number of ani-

mals. Nest sites thus appear to be plentiful

and not apt to be the basis for competition.

The classic way to test for the presence

of competition is to determine whether the

population of one species increases when

the other is removed. For three years, we

experimentally removed white-footed

mice from our study area and found that

deer mice did indeed increase in number

and occupy the vacated habitat. Simi-

larly, in the absence of deer mice, white-

footed mice moved in. But the interesting

thing was that in both cases, the rate at

which mice colonized the empty habitat

was not rapid and colonization was not

complete; much habitat remained unoc-

cupied. In only one out of the five years

were the populations dense enough for

mice to occupy all the suitable space. We
do not know exactly what enabled the

mice to reach such high densities, but a

mild winter and good crop of acorns may
have enhanced overwinter survival and re-

production. In the other four years, popu-

lations remained relatively low, even when

we supplemented the food.

As our search for signs of competition

continued, we wanted to look directly at

the interactions within and between spe-

cies. Our aim was to find out whether the

mice were aggressive (and if so, under

what circumstances) and whether they

were territorial. Many birds and mam-

mals aggressively defend the area in

which they live, usually against members

of the same sex and species. This defended

area is referred to as a territory, in contrast

to the home range, which is the larger,'

undefended living area of an animal.
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Contrary lu expectation, deer mice and white-footed mice in

the southern Appalachiansfrequently share the same
habitat without competing in any way. Their diets,for example,

are essentially identical, consisting ofarthropods, seeds,

aconu. berries, leaves, and other plant parts. Both species

are capable ofclimbing high up in the vegetation in search

ofinsects and seeds.

I'A'hcrc two similar species use the same

ood and habitat, it may be adaptivc-

.hat is, increase an individual's chances

"or survival and reproduction to defend

1 territory aggressively against members

3l' one's own species, as well as members ol

.he other species. And in these situations,

ndividuals of one or the other species may

prove consistently dominant, that is, bel-

.er able to defend territory. This .sort of

:erritoriality occurs among similar species

of blackbirds, chipmunks, and pocket go-

phers, but in these situations, the subordi-

nate is forced into a different habitat. 1, on

the other hand, was dealing with two simi-

lar species in the same habitat.

We tested for dominance between deer

mice and white-footed mice by conduct-

ing behavioral trials in a circular plexi-

glass arena thirteen inches in diameter

and sixteen inches high. The arena was

placed within the home rangcof oneof the

participants. The trials were between

males and between females, within and

between species. We found that the resi-

dent animal, whether male or female, was

more aggressive, chasing and biting in-

truders and successfully excluding them

from the arena, regardless of species.

With neither species dominating the

other, deer mice and white-footed mice

thus appear to be functioning ecologicalls

as a single species. Coexistence between

two such similar species oi mammals has

not been demonstrated before.

Our arena experiments, of course,

placed the animals together unnaturall)

Observations under more natural circum-

stances convinced us that in four out of the

five years, the mice were neither aggres-

sive nor territorial. Rather, they main-

tained exclusive home ranges by avoiding

one another. The mice were living out

their lives in peaceful coexistence.

But what about the fifth _\ear. when

population densities were higher and the

animals were aggressise'.' What were the_\

defending that _\ear'.' The key to answering

those questions las in territory si/e. In

both species, males had larger territories

than did the females, often overlapping

considerably with neighboring males of

both species. Females, in contrast, de-

fended smaller territories and permitted

\er\ little overlap with their neighbors.

And, mtcrestingls, when wc experimen-

tally supplemented the food supph, the

si/e of the males' territories did not

change, while the females responded by

defending even smaller territories: ap-

proximately 500 instead o\ 600 square

yards. The reduction in territory size was

the result of two factors: females concen-
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trated their activity in smaller, food-rich

areas, and some females immigrated from

surrounding areas, attracted by the in-

creased food supply. In all years, males'

territories overlapped those of one or more

females.

We concluded that males were not de-

fending food or space per se, but rather

trying to keep all other males—deer mice

or white-footed mice—away from their

mates. Since females mate only with

males of their own species, the males were

in a sense overprotective. But they may
have no choice: our laboratory studies

showed that males were equally attentive

toward females of both species, which sug-

gests that they cannot tell the difference.

They may, then, have no alternative but to

court both, leaving it up to the females to

sort things out.

Although the females' behavior sug-

gested that they were, in part, defending

food, our laboratory work pointed up an-

other factor: the danger of infanticide by

intruding females. In a laboratory experi-

ment, females attempted to kill the pups

of unrelated females when their mother

was removed from the nest. Infanticidal

behavior was evident in both species and

occurred between as well as within spe-

cies. Females that we left with their new-

born pups were more aggressive than non-

maternal females, attacking all females

we introduced to their nest site. As pups

became ready to leave the nest, mothers

became less defensive. In the laboratory,

aggressive mothers prevented infanticide;

in nature, such behavior probably keeps

strange females from entering another fe-

male's territory and killing her pups.

Females with young also spend less

time foraging than do males and nonma-

ternal females, being away from the nest

on average less than an hour, in contrast to

the latter's foraging bouts of several hours.

These short foraging bouts are probably

designed in part to prevent infanticidal

attempts. We did, however, observe one

incident of infanticide in the field, in

which an unfamiliar female killed five 8-

day-old pups in a nest box while the

mother was away. The intruder eventually

took over both the nest and the territory.

We speculated that an intruder's ultimate

Below: White-footed mice may breed twice a year, in the spring

and in thefall. Average litter size is three tofourpups. The

nests, made ofgrass and dried leaves, may be in a tree, in a

burrow, or as here, on the ground. Right: Cloudland deer mice

living in the Virginia mountains nest almost exclusively in

trees, often in abandoned woodpecker holes.

TJ Cawley, Tom Stack and

goal may be to acquire territory. Infan-

ticidal behavior might be adaptive in

years when populations are dense and

space is limited, and since deer mice and

white-footed mice use the same food and

habitat, infanticide would be adaptive be-

tween as well as within species.

We began our study by asking how
competition affected the life history of

two similar, coexisting species. We ex-

pected deer mice and white-footed mice to

exhibit ecological or behavioral features

as a result of competition between them.

But, like the mammals in the community I

studied in Alaska, each species of mouse
has adapted to its environment relatively

independently of its presumed competitor

The reason is that competition can act as

an evolutionary force only when some re-

source is in short supply, and as we discov-

ered for deer mice and white-footed mice

in our study area, the only resources that

are even occasionally limited are females

(for the males) and space to rear young

(for the females). These limitations ap-

pear to be too infrequent to have led the

species to diverge, behaviorally or ecologi-

cally. In other environments, where vital

resources are limiting, competition does

play a crucial role in structuring the com-

munity. For example, in desert communi-

ties of the Southwest, as many as fourteen

species of rodents coexist by feeding on

different-sized seeds or by living and for-

aging in different microhabitats.

We do not know yet what kept down the

populations of deer mice and white-footed

mice in our study site during four out of

five years, but predation may have been a

factor. The major predators of mice in this

area are barred owls, long-tailed weasels,

and rattlesnakes. Predation or some com-

bination of environmental disturbances

apparently keeps the population densities

of the mice low. As our research contin-

ues, we hope to learn more about the long-

term dynamics of the mouse populations.

In the meantime, deer mice and white-

footed mice thrive in the forests of south-

ern Appalachia, free of both intellectual

and—most of the time—real-world con-

cerns about competition. D
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The Island Sweepstakes
Why didpygmy elephants, dwarfdeer, and large mice omepopulate the Mediterranean']

by Paul Y. Sondaar

The inhabitants of some Mediterranean

islands thought the unusual bones they

came across were those of saints or of

dragons, but nineteenth-century paleon-

tologists saw them for what they were: the

fossils of pig-sized elephants and hippos.

Most attributed the origin of these pecu-

liar dwarf, or pygmy, mammals to the

occurrence of degeneration (the deteriora-

tion or loss of function or structure in the

course of evolution). They thought that

the ancestors of these animals had been of

normal size but that degeneration had oc-

curred as the result of the inbreeding inev-

itable in small, isolated populations.

At the turn of the century, Dorothea

Bate, a British scientist, began to collect

these fossils systematically. In 1901, she

visited Cyprus and obtained fossils of

dwarf hippos for the British Museum

(Natural History). A few years later shf

went to Crete, then under Turkish rule

where she masqueraded as a man in ordei

to travel freely. Again she came homti,

with a wealth of remains: dwarf hippos
;;

dwarf elephants, dwarf deer, and largt -

mice. The prevailing theory was that thi,:

ancestors of these creatures had originall;
,

;

reached the islands by crossing bridges o:|(

land and that the populations had been cu
jj



Illustrations by D. L. Cramer

d!' from the mainland when these land

bdges subsequently submerged.

Sixteen Mediterranean islands (or for-

HT islands) have been found to contain

f(5ils of endemic, or unique local,

rr'mmals. There are elephants on ten is-

Igds, deer on nine, hippos on four, and

ilelopelike bovids on two; most of these

ciatures are dwarfed. Another special

ff'ture of the fossil fauna of these islands

is the absence of large predators, although

there is a disproportionate number of

birds of prey, especially owls. A few

groups of small mammals (insectivores,

such as shrews, and rodents) are also rep-

resented, and some of these species are

larger than their mainland counterparts.

Interestingly, similar "unbalanced" fossil

fauna—limited to a few animal groups

—

occur on islands elsewhere in the world:

the Japanese islands, the Philippines, the

Lesser Sunda Islands, and the Channel

Islands otf California. When this large

fossil record is taken into account, the

land-bridge/degeneration hypothesis does

not explain the consistent picture that

emerges. Why did mainly the same mam-
mals become isolated (deer, elephants,

and hippos), and why do they often show

the same trends in body structure?

Cud swimmers, elephants at times have colonized islandsfarfrom the

rr\inland, leaving their descendants to evolve in relative isolation.

,jg^^jiastmmtKmimii)j:



If we look at living elephants, deer, and

hippos, however, we begin to see alterna-

tive explanations—all these land animals

are excellent swimmers. Elephants love

bathing, and there are numerous reports

of them island hopping in the open sea off

India and Sri Lanka (their trunks make

excellent snorkels). Deer flee to water if

they are in danger and have often been

observed swimming. Hippos, which live in

or near rivers, have been known to swim

from the African mainland to the island of

Zanzibar—a distance of more than

twenty-three miles. Not noted for swim-

ming long distances, rodents and insecti-

vores are sometimes swept across water on

natural rafts, such as floating mats of

vegetation. All these creatures, then, can

overcome a water barrier and reach is-

lands without benefit of a land bridge.

if an island is close to the coast, animals

that visit it remain in genetic contact with

their parent population, by returning to

the mainland themselves or because new

arrivals periodically join the island inhab-

itants. In exceptional cases, however, ow-

ing to strong currents or stressful situa-

tions, animals may venture far from the

coast, reach an isolated island from which

they cannot return, and be forced to settle

there. Such an event could be a chance

occurrence or the outcome of special cir-

cumstances, such as a population in-

crease. The late paleontologist George G.

Simpson called this sweepstakes dispersal,

meaning that the geographical route is

impossible for most species and possible

only on rare occasions for others. In most

cases, dispersal on such a route is a one-

way affair.

Sweepstakes dispersal explains—in a

way that the land-bridge model does

not—the limited selection of animal spe-

cies found on the various Mediterranean

islands. In addition, since islands popu-

lated by the sweepstakes route are by na-

ture relatively isolated, the animals that

settle on them are likely candidates to

evolve into endemic species. Faunas with

both of these characteristics (low diver-

sity, endemic forms) can be easily recog-

nized in fossil deposits even where a for-

mer island is now part of the mainland.

For example, the northern Italian region
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of Tuscany was an island about 7 million

years ago, with a monotonous fauna con-

sisting of a few species of monkeys, some

antelopelike bovids (including one with

ever growing incisors), and a pig. Simi-

larly, from roughly 20 to 6 million years

ago, the present peninsula of Gargano, on

Italy's Adriatic coast, was an island with

its own unusual fauna—a five-horned ru-

minant closely related to deer, a giant

hedgehog, and giant rodents.

Most of today's Mediterranean islands

acquired their present form during the

Pleistocene epoch (1.6 million to 12,500

years ago), and this is the period from

which we have the most fossils of island

fauna. Some of these places were once

part of a mainland. Sicily was connected

to Africa sometime late in the Miocene

epoch (23.5 to 5.3 million years ago), as

shown by fossil mammals of African ori-

gin found there. The region was sub-

h
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merged in the Pliocene epoch (5.3 to 1.

million years ago) and then became a

island, connected for a time with mail

land Italy at the end of the Pleistocem

Similarly, Crete was part of mainland Ei

rope for most of the Miocene, submerge

near the end of the Miocene, and rea]
1

peared as an island during the Pleistocene

In contrast, on Majorca, Menorca, ar

Sardinia, island faunas appear without ii

terruption as far back as the Eocene epoc

(58 to 36.8 million years ago). The;

places seem to have remained isolate

from the mainland even when, at the er

of the Miocene, the Mediterranean is b

lieved to have dried up (the so-calk

Messinian Event, caused by a temporal

closing of the Strait of Gibraltar).

While each Mediterranean island h:

its own geological history, many were a

parently populated by the sweepstak'

route. The animals of a particular speci



ften ofdwarfsize, elephants, deer, and hippos, along with other unique local species,

nee inhabited many Mediterranean islands. As shown on the map, below, the animals

lat lived on widely separated islands were often similar, reflecting parallel events in

]efounding ofislandpopulations and their subsequent evolution. Each island has its

ivn geological history, however, and may yieldfossils ofvarious ages. Gargano and

'uscany,for example, now both part ofmainland Italy, were islands during the

fiocene epoch, at which lime they were populated by the animal species listed,

leistocene-age species are shownfor the other islands indicated on the map. On Sardinia,

ne set ofisland inhabitants was replaced by another during the Pleistocene. The more
'cent group included humans who were unlike their mainland contemporaries.
e LeMonnier
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hat arrived on an island constituted a

bunding group. Since these founders

l-ere few in number, they represented only

j

small sample of the genetic variation in

jie mainland population. No two islands

fould have had the same sample, with the

esult that the descendants would tend to

ary in a random way from island to is-

md. If inbreeding affected these popula-

ons, they would be apt to vary from each

ther to an even greater extent. Instead,

'e find that the elephants on the different

;lands, for example, all deviated in the

ime direction from the ancestral main-

ind form, which was related to the

resent-day Indian elephant.

This parallel development on various

;lands suggests that the island environ-

lents strongly determined how the found-

ig populations evolved and that this was

lore than a process of degeneration. The

;land fossil species were the results of a

repeated experiment in natural selection:

the immigrants were compelled to adapt

to similar conditions on the different is-

lands, and the outcome was therefore also

similar Some trends—most notably the

diminution in size—even held across spe-

cies lines.

Careful consideration of the taxonomy,

dating, and distribution of island dwarf

species confirms that larger mainland

forms were their ancestors. While the vari-

ous Mediterranean dwarf hippos, for ex-

ample, are close in size to the living Libe-

rian hippo (the so-called pygmy hippo),

they are not closely related to it. Geo-

graphically they are widely separated, and

more important, the dwarf species and the

Liberian hippo differ anatomicalK'. The

arrangement of the skull bones, w hich pa-

leontologists use to distinguish dilVcrcnt

members of the hippo family, shows thai

the island dwarfs are more closely related

to large hippos. The placement of the pre-

molar teeth and the shape of the canines

also point to the same conclusion. The

Liberian hippo, on the other hand, is sim-

ply a small mainland form: its ancestors

were also small.

Because of their large size, elephants

and hippos did not have natural enemies

on the mainland. On the Mediterranean

islands, which were gcneralls free of large

predators, large size lost its significance,

while small size may have been advanta-

geous, offering greater mobility in what

was generally a mountainous environment

and. thus, better access to island food re-

sources. The animals" smaller size also

made it easier for them to keep cool

(dwarf hippos, lor example, did not have

to spend the whole d.iy in the water as

their mainland ancestors did). Finally,

small size permitted a larger population.

Island dwarf species commonly resem-

53



bled each other in having heavy limb

bones. Smaller mammals normally have

slender limb bones, indicative of fleetness,

but the island dwarf species have heavily

built legs with shortened lower parts. Be-

cause there were no big carnivores on the

islands, speed was no longer a necessary

requirement for survival, while solidly

constructed feet provided a useful "low

gear" locomotion.

The phalanges, or toe bones, of the hip-

pos on Crete and Cyprus, for example, are

much shorter than those in the large

hippo, and their articulation surfaces are

different. In the large hippo, the phal-

anges support a large foot cushion; but the

island hippos apparently lost their foot

pads and walked on the tips of their toes,

more like goats. This type of locomotion is

unique in the hippo family and shows a

major adaptational shift. These dwarf

forms could have walked very well in

mountainous regions—and the location of

fossil finds shows that they did.

Paleontologist Gerard Willemsen re-

cently studied the anatomy of present-day

reindeer from the island of Spitsbergen,

and he found clear parallels with the fossil

deer and other ruminants of the Mediter-

ranean islands: they are small and have

relatively short legs. The reindeer on

Spitsbergen have no natural enemies

(even the polar bear does not hunt them),

so they do not have to be fast runners.

Instead, their short legs give them better

stability in the rugged environment. After

the brief summer season, they are ex-

tremely fat and heavy, having stored up

extra food for the winter. Thus their short

legs are also probably an adaptation to

carrying this extra seasonal weight. Simi-

lar explanations may apply to the heavily

built dwarf ruminants on the Mediterra-

nean islands.

On the islands, we sometimes find evi-

dence of mass starvation. The fossils occur

mainly in caves and fissures where the

animals sought shelter and died or into

which their remains were washed. On
Crete, in a small cave near Rethymnon, I

found evidence of an ancient drama: the

remains of more than a hundred individ-

uals of a small endemic deer species,

Candiacervus ropalophorus. The animals

were mainly newborns, one-year-olds, or

very old individuals. This age distribution

suggests that they all died about the same
time, probably in a bad season, and that

only the strongest adults survived. A cli

on Cyprus (called Dragon Mountain I

the local residents because of the fossi

found there) is another example of a ri(

bone bed—in this case not a cave bi

perhaps part of a small river or pool. I

deposit of dwarf hippo bones seems to \%

the result of one event, pointing to a ma «

starvation. Fossils of endemic deer foursp

there, as well as at a locality on Cret'i

show osteoporosis, a bone defect causi

"

by chronic malnutrition. This type of e\ '

dence suggests that overpopulation, fci*

lowed by food shortage, was the principWi

selective pressure on the islands. The a

sence of carnivores probably allowed he'P

bivore populations to grow out of balani''!

with the environment, causing overgra k

ing and destruction of otherwise suitab n

habitats. This may have been a recurrii

)

phenomenon, causing drastic changes c

population size and thus favoring a quicis

rate of evolution. i^

Along with the islands" rugged terrailf

such conditions account fairly well for till

evolution of the short-legged, heavily bu:ll

dwarf species found on the islands. Till

other endemic species that evolved mi'j'?

represent more complex adaptations \i
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A dwarfhippo,far left, was among the mammals that inhabited Cyprus in Pleistocene

times. The arrangement ofits skull bones and other details ofits anatomy show that

this species must have descendedfrom mainland hippos similar to the large modern
hippo, left. Despite a superficial resemblance, the modern "pygmy" hippo,foreground,

a mainland animalfrom Liberia, is not a close relative. Because ofits small size, the

Cyprus species was well adapted to negotiating the island's mountainous terrain. The
dwarfhippo'sfoot bones, below left (in rest position), enabled it to walk on the lips of

its toes, as a goat does. The modernpygmy and large hippos, which rest their weight on
largefoot pads, have differently shapedfoot bones, center and right.

se island environments. On Crete, for

imple, in addition to several species of

arf deer, there were some of normal

e and one large deer with long, slender

is, which probably had a giraffelike way

|life. The variety of deer species was

bsible, in part, because of the absence of

inpetition from most mainland animal

;cies. Oversized rodents and insecti-

fes, on the other hand, may have

plved because their large size afforded

m protection against birds of prey,

ich were the only dangerous carnivores

the islands.

v3ne curiosity is that on Sardinia (and

D)bably also on nearby Corsica, although

Ire is less fossil evidence from that is-

id) a drastic change occurred in the

iddlc Pleistocene. About one million

y'lr.s ago, an assortment of animals, in-

; ding macaques, a small pig, and an

ijxlopclike bovid, was replaced by a new

»wp dominated by a deer, a small hare,

li a dholelike dog. This second fauna of

Srdinia is endemic and unbalanced,

bwing that Sardinia remained an island,

f the deer is of mainland proportions. To

rn why, in 1982 I, along with other

eontologists from Utrecht University,

excavated an ancient cave once used for

human habitation. (Its last occupant had

been a Robin Hood-like bandit, who had

lived there for twenty years until he was

shot by the carabinieri in 1900.) When we
dug down to the cave's Pleistocene sedi-

ment we saw unexpected accumulations

of deer bones. The fossils were arranged in

an unusual way and showed all kinds of

cuts and grooves that could not be ex-

plained by natural causes. The discovery,

in 1983, of a human temporal bone in the

same sediment put an end to any doubt we
may have had: humans must have lived in

the Pleistocene island environment of Sar-

dinia and preyed on the deer.

In 1985 we found more human fossils

(an upper jaw and an ulna, the larger bone

of the forearm), three flint scrapers, and

small, curious pieces of animal bone.

These last, which we consider to be arti-

facts, were all made from the same part of

a deer ulna. Carbon-14 assessment puts

the age of these finds at about 14,000

years. The po.ssibility that these people,

like other island species, were endemic to

Sardinia needs to be studied; the fossils

show that they were anatomically differ-

ent from contemporaneous humans from

the mainland. In northern Sardinia, Ital-

ian archeologists found a paleolithic tool

industry of a type different from the main-

land. This evidence, provisionally esti-

mated to be about 200,000 years old.

points to a long human occupation of Sar-

dinia. The arrival of these people might

have caused the extinction of Sardinia's

earlier island fauna, and their presence

there was almost certainly the reason why
the deer did not lose their mainland pro-

portions.

The early human colonization of Sar-

dinia is an exceptional case among the

Mediterranean islands. (Discoveries at

Franchthi Cave, on the southern Greek

mainland, show that people traveled to

Melos about 9,500 years ago to collect

obsidian, but they did not settle there.)

Continuous human settlement was gener-

ally not possible on the islands before the

advent of agriculture and animal hus-

bandry. While dwarf elephants, deer, and
hippos would have been eas\ prey for pa-

leolithic hunters, the reproductive rate of

these mammals is low. and hunting would

have quickly reduced or exterminated

them. Small rodents with a high reproduc-

tive rate were present on most of the is-



lands, but they were probably too small to

provide sufficient protein. As a result, no

ecological equilibrium could have been

established. A reasonably large mammal

with a high rate of reproduction seems to

be an essential resource to support a per-

manent hunting population. The larger

hares of Pleistocene Sardinia may have

fulfilled this requirement and, along with

the island's size and position not too far

from the mainland, rendered Sardinia the

only island in the Mediterranean suitable

for permanent colonization by paleolithic

humans.

With the exception of Sardinia (and

possibly Corsica), humans moved rela-

tively recently onto the Mediterranean is-

lands. The larger islands like Cyprus,

Crete, and Sardinia were colonized about

8,000 years ago by neolithic humans, who

brought their sheep, agriculture, and pot-

tery and drastically changed the life on

the islands. The arrival of neolithic

humans was followed by the extinction of

all surviving Pleistocene island endemic

types (including, perhaps, a remnant pa-

leolithic human population on Sardinia).

Nikos Symeonidis of Athens University

has learned that dwarf elephants were still

living on the Greek island of Tilos 7,000

years ago, and neolithic people were using

their ivory.

Neolithic humans should not be held

entirely responsible for the extinctions.

Environmental factors also played a role.

The fluctuation of the Pleistocene glaciers

caused drastic changes in sea level. When
the glaciers melted and the sea level rose,

islands may have become too small to sup-

ply enough food for a population of

mammals. On the other hand, during peri-

ods when sea water was trapped in gla-

ciers, islands might have become con-

nected with the mainland—this happened

to Sicily at the end of the Pleistocene.

Once an island became connected with

the mainland, its endemic mammals

would have had no chance of surviving

since they were easy prey for the large

mainland predators. In many cases, how-

ever, human population of the islands

must have dealt a final blow, and the pecu-

liar mammals vanished, leaving only fos-

sils as a trace of their existence. D
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hefossils ofat least seven species ofdeer have beenfound on Crete. They rangedfrom
ivarfforms to two ofnormal size to one that was taller than any known mainland deer

he tall deer may have exploited its habitat much the way a giraffe does. The absence

< dangerous carnivores apparently allowed these species to exhibit unusual

i>mbinations ofsize and proportion. Small mainland animals,for example, typically

Ijive slender limbs, indicative offleetness. The island dwarfs, however, had sturdy,

kortened limbs, reminiscent ofthose oflarge mainland creatures. Conversely, the tall

. >er on Crete had slender limbs, giving it theproportions ofa small mainland animal.

A^"
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Lost Loons ofthe Northern Lakes
Theyoung birds are hapless victims oflake acidification

by Robert Alvo

Many visitors to tiie laice country of the

northern United States and southern Can-

ada have glimpsed the highly contrasting

black-and-white breeding plumage of the

common loon. Its lonesome wail, delivered

in the small hours of the morning, is as

much a part of the wilderness experience

as portaging through clouds of black flies.

The cottagers who live in these regions

often talk of "our pair of loons," and many
people believe—and there is beginning to

be good evidence for their conviction

—

that loons mate for life and return to the

same lake year after year.

Whether or not they return to the same

sites to breed, loons return each spring to

an increasingly hostile environment.

Along with many other man-made threats

to their survival—including harassment

by boaters, loss of nest sites through the

building of cottages, and mercury poison-

ing on their wintering grounds—increas-

ing acidification of northern lakes now

threatens loon populations.

Acid rain is subduing lakes in a most

subtle way, causing the virtually unno-

ticed dissolution of these aquatic ecosys-

tems until they finally collapse. The proc-

ess starts as the oxides of sulfur and

nitrogen—byproducts of ore smelting,

coal burning, and the combustion of other

fossil fuels—are lifted high into the

atmosphere, where, transformed into

deadly sulfuric and nitric acids, they may
travel thousands of miles (see "The Acid

Rain Whodunit," Natural History, July

1986). Returning to the earth in rain, snow,

or dust, a good proportion of these acids

find their way into streams, ponds, and

lakes. Some lakes can withstand inputs of

acids for many years because they sit in or

near beds of limestone, but lakes that are

not blessed with the acid-neutralizing vir-

tues of limestone can lose their fish popu-

lations in just a few years.

A striking paradox is the majestic

beauty of many acidic lakes—the water is

a clear, deep oceanic blue, not unlike what

one would expect to find at a remote tropi-

cal beach. It is inviting to the bather, and

its fresh clean taste is attributable to the

.scarcity of plankton, the microscopic

plants and animals that arc the basis of the

aquatic ftx)d chain. Viewed from within.

these lakes offer the skin diver a ghostly

landscape in which rocks and fallen trees

are covered by a carpet of threadlike al-

gae, one of the only forms of life that

thrive in the altered chemistry. If the diver

searches long enough, he may find the odd

dragonfly nymph clinging to a rock, possi-

bly the last of its kind to eke out an exis-

tence there. A hiker who returns to a

campsite after two weeks finds that the

grains of rice that had settled to the bot-

tom while he was washing dishes in the

lake still lie there untouched. Paddling

near an island, a canoeist can peer down

forty feet through the crystal clear depths

and see no movement other than the

shadow of his craft.

The devastating effects of lake and

stream acidification on fish were first no-

ticed in Norway in the 1920s, but little

concern was shown until the 1960s, when

a number of lakes in Norway and Sweden

were found to have lost many of their fish.

Not until 1972, however, when University

of Toronto zoologists Richard Beamish

and Harold Harvey published their classic

paper on the loss of fish from a number of

acidic lakes in the La Cloche Mountains

of Ontario, was the problem widely ac-

knowledged on this side of the Atlantic.

On one lake eight species of fish were lost

over a period of ten years, as the acidity of

the lake changed from pH 6.8 to 4.4. (Wa-

ter with a pH of 7 is considered neutral;

pH 0-7 is acid; 7-14 alkaline.)

During the next fourteen years, scien-

tists conducted a number of aquatic sur-

veys, as well as laboratory and field experi-

ments, and found that eggs, larvae, and

fingerlings were more sensitive to acid

than were adult fish, which seemed to be

sensitive only to heavils acidified water.

Animal and plant plankton, aquatic in-

sects, crayfish, and frogs were also found

to be sensitive to acid stress.

In a long-term study published last

year, David Schindler and co-workers at

Canada's Department of Fisheries and

Oceans experimentally acidified a lake

while monitoring living things at various

levels of the fo(,>d chain, excluding birds.

They discovered that a reduction of pH
from 6.8 to 5.0 over eight years caused a

number of drastic changes, including the
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cessation of fish reproduction at pH 5.4.

Although scientists do not always agree

on the order in which species disappear

from lakes or at what level of acidity cer-

tain changes occur, they do agree that

once lakes become heavily acidified, they

are markedly—perhaps irreversibly

—

damaged. Researchers generally agree

that aquatic birds are probably also being

affected, but this aspect of the problem

has been largely ignored until recently.

I thought common loons would be ap-

propriate birds to study because of their

dependence on lakes during the breeding

season. They nest on the shores of lakes

and are opportunistic feeders, devouring

fish, amphibians, crustaceans and other

freshwater and marine invertebrates, as

well as vegetation. Loons are primarily

fish-eaters; they need an expanse of open

water in which to feed and a sheltered nest

site with a deep approach area. Lakes

smaller than 120 acres are usually de-

fended by only one pair, while larger lakes

are often partitioned by several pairs.

Loons prefer to nest on islands, pro-

tected from raccoons, skunks, and minks;

but when islands are not available, the

birds usually select marshy areas of lakes.

Located far back on the body, the loons'

legs give them great underwater mobility,

but the birds are very clumsy on land and

would have difficulty clambering up
\

nests far from the shore. They therefo

nest right next to the water's edge. Durii

the roughly twenty-eight-day incubatic

period, parents take turns sitting on the

two eggs. The chicks venture out of tl

nest into the water usually within a day

hatching. For the following two weeks tl

young are vulnerable to cold, fatigue, ar

predation by pike, turtles, eagles, ar

gulls. Most importantly, for about elevt

weeks—until they learn to fly—youi

loons are restricted to their natal lake ar

must live on food found in its waters. Th

period of confinement makes it easier

assess the breeding success of loons, f
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Dennis W. Schmjdl;

'

ulikc many other water birds, the young

tnnot travel overland to feed at other

l;<es and ponds.

I

in 1982, 1 began what was to be a four-

jlar study of the effects of lake acidifica-

tpn on loon breeding success. In the first

jar, I surveyed eighty-four lakes near

hdbury, Ontario, to see whether there

MS :i noticeable difference in loon breed-

H success on acidic and nonacidic lakes.

"lis part of the province has some of the

kisi acidic lakes in North America, with

I;-l levels as low as 4.0; yet there are also a

limber of healthy lakes nearby Although

tic healthy lakes also receive large inputs

(1 acid, they are protected—at least tem-

A parent takes its turn tending the nest, left, during the 27- to 28-day incubation
period. Ungainly on land, loons nest as close as possible to the water's edge andfavor
protected sites on small islands in lakes. The precocious loon chick will abandon its

nest, below, and begin life on the water within a day ofhatching.
Peter M Robens; Wildlife Photography

porarily—by the neutralizing effect of the

dissolved limestone from surrounding soil.

Of the original eighty-four lakes that I

surveyed in 1982, I eliminated from my
analyses the sixteen that were smaller

than the smallest lake on which loons

nested (thirteen acres). Although un-

mated loons used most of these lakes,

probably for snack stopovers, the habitats

were too small for breeding pairs. In 1983

and 1984, I surveyed only lakes with

breeding pairs. Overall, in the first three

years of my study, I monitored a total of

fifty-two pairs of loons, each with a brood

of one or two chicks.

I started making my first visits to the

lakes during the latter half of June, when
loons were starting to nest. Usually ac-

companied by an assistant, I drove from

lake to lake. At each lake we first paddled

along the shoreline in search of a loon's

nest. Then we paddled out to the center of

the lake to collect a water sample, which

we analyzed, often by the light of a gas

lamp, when we returned to our campsite.

In September, we made attempts to deter-

mine whether there were still young on the

lakes. To ascertain whether pairs were

successful in raising young, I always revis-

ited the lakes just before the young were

ready to begin flying. As long as the young
were not already fledged and were still

alive, I knew that they had to be on the

natal lake. And since I had selected lakes

that were large enough for only one pair of

loons, there was no chance of confusing

the young of different pairs.

The task was still diflicult because, un-

like loons that live on cottage lakes and

grow accustomed to humans, loons on my
remote study lakes usually fled or hid at

the first sight of our approach. Sometimes

the young moved to shore, where they

would remain inconspicuous among the

bushes; other times they would dive re-

peatedly, periodically poking their peri-

scopelike bills through the surface and
inhaling a breath of air before sinking

again to the safety of the depths.

Unconvinced of the absence of young

loons on some lakes on which the loud

vocal behavior of the adults indicated

their presence, we sometimes took a land

approach. Parking some distance from the

lake, we crept to the shore through the

woods. By this means we usually located

the young, but the first snap of a twig in

our path often alerted the adults to our

presence, and the young would disappear

After my first field season, I found that

proportionately more healthy lakes had
successful breeding pairs than did acidic

lakes. This was not because loons were

avoiding acidic lakes for breeding or be-
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Below: A loon "dances" on a lake to draw attentionfrom its nearbynest. Veryyoung

loons are oftenferried about by an adult, right. Chicks closely attended byparents

have abetter chance ofeluding gulls, turtles, andpike, which prey onhatchlings.
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cause females were laying fewer eggs or

even that eggs were failing to hatch.

Rather, the data collected over three years

showed that loons breeding on these lakes

were losing their young. Although other

researchers have found that, in general,

brood mortalities rarely occur after chicks

reach the age of two weeks, of the fourteen

cases of brood mortalities I observed, sev-

eral seemed to be taking place after this

point. I recorded three such cases directly

and had indirect evidence that the young

in six other instances had also died after

the normal vulnerable phase in their

development. Most of these late brood

deaths occurred in the acidic lakes. Be-

cause I did not visit each lake every day, I

could only estimate chick age. In some

instances, I never saw the chicks because

they had died before my visit; however, I

knew that eggs had hatched because I

discovered one or two egg membrane sacs

on the nest.

Ultimately, I found that 62 percent of

the broods on the acidic lakes died, while

on the healthy lakes only 14 percent died.

Intermediate lakes lost only 20 percent of

the broods. Was the loss of fish on the

acidic lakes responsible for the low sur-

vival rate? Were pairs that once bred suc-

cessfully on these lakes unable to over-

come the ingrained behavior of nesting on
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the same, now severely acidified lake year

after year?

Caring for loon chicks requires much
devotion by the parents. They spend many
hours every day diving and coming up

with single morsels of food, which they

ferry along the surface to the waiting

young. The family generally cruises along

the shoreline, using the whole territory or

lake to feed. During the first few weeks

the young are fed plant material, crayfish,

aquatic insects, leeches, and fish, the per-

centage of fish increasing as the young

grow. The young make short dives and

bring up some vegetation and insects on

their own. As they grow older and lose

their downy plumage, they become in-

creasingly skillful at capturing fish. The
parents generally feed on the natal lake,

especially during the first few weeks,

when the young are still dependent.

Perhaps I could find out if a shortage of

food was causing the brood mortalities on

the acidic lakes by observing the parents

feeding their young. In 1983 and 1984, I

planned to observe loon families from the

shores of several healthy lakes and several

acidic lakes to find out whether the par-

ents were able to supply the chicks with

enough food. But the chicks were not sur-

viving very long on the acidic lakes, and on

a number of lakes, the loons were easily

disturbed by my presence. Nevertheless

was able to make observations on t\

healthy lakes and on two lakes that we

somewhat acidified but not totally devc

of fish. I wasn't able to establish anythi:

definitive, but what I did find out w

suggestive.

Fish caught by loons for their you

were often visible through my spotti

scope because they were relatively laq

but some of the food items—probalj

aquatic insects or bits of vegetation
|

were tiny. During the first month of li

chicks were fed very small food items a:
|

small fish; but later they were fed mosi
j

fish. During the latter stage, the parei '

on the somewhat acidified lakes had

dive more frequently than the parents

the healthy lakes to capture the sar

number of fish. While the fish populati

was probably more dense on the healti



lites, differences in species or size of fish

niy also have been a factor. (No one has

y; undertaken the immense task of mea-

s'ing the fish populations in these lakes.)

Still not convinced that the chick

njrtalities I was documenting on the

a die lakes were due to a shortage of food,

resolved in 1985 to find a family of loons

0| one of the acidic lakes and to make

dialled observations before the young

dfd. For three breeding seasons, a pair of

kms on acidic Marjorie Lake (possibly

t; same pair every year) had lost their

s c chick when it was several weeks old.

Escd on my own sampling and that of

oiers, Marjorie lake was not only fishless

t't was probably also devoid of crayfish,

f'igs, and aquatic insects. The bottom of

t; lake was covered with a dense mat of

fjjimentous algae. I observed the loons on

l^rjorie Lake for three days to learn

what the parents were feeding the chick

and what they themselves were eating.

Only thirty-four miles northeast of the

city of Sudbury as the loon flies, Marjorie

Lake could be hundreds of miles from

civilization. Unless one flies in, the quick-

est way to get there is to drive forty-four

miles along an old logging road that winds

through dying forest (in which the last

deer was seen fifteen years ago) and past

sterile lakes that somehow still manage to

attract fishermen. To get to the lake 1

always parked at the side of the road and

paddled through two other lakes. During

the years that I visited the lake, the only

other parties I encountered were a pair of

scientists studying the acidification of a

neighboring wetland and two unknowing

fishermen who had flown in.

Marjorie Lake is tailor-made for two

pairs of loons. Its 185 acres are divided

into two large roundish bays, each with

several small islands and suitable for one

pair Yet I never saw more than one pair

there, and a number of nearby lakes that

also could have had breeding loons did

not. There were no frogs breaking the

summer's silence, no fish rippling the wa-

ter's surface at dusk, and only a few song-

birds voicing their territorial ownership.

On rare occasions I saw hooded mergan-

ser hens accompanied by unusually small

broods of ducklings.

During my 1 985 visit to Marjorie Lake,

I sat behind cover for three days, at first

about half a mile away from the loons, and

watched through my spotting scope. Later

1 found 1 could get to within about 700

feet of the famil\ without disturbing

them. Because thc\ stayed in a small bay

instead of cruising around the whole lake,

they were almost never out of my view.
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Even on healthy lakes, loon hatchlings, like the one guarded by parents, below, are

especially vulnerable to cold andpredation during theirfirst two weeks oflife. A you

loon, right,flexes its wings, but it cannot leave the lake on which it was born until it

fledges at about eleven weeks.
Tom W Parki

They knew I was there but were content as

long as I kept my distance.

I observed a number of things on Mar-

jorie Lake that differed sharply from what

I had seen on several healthy lakes with

loon families. For one thing, when the par-

ents dived, either singly or together, they

fed the chick virtually every time. Their

rate of success made me suspect that they

were not finding fish, since my observa-

tions on two healthy lakes showed that

when the parents were securing vegetation

and insects for the young, they surfaced

with food after 70 percent of the dives.

When they were chasing after fish, how-

ever, which are more difficult to capture,

their feeding success rate fell to 23 per-

cent. But on Marjorie Lake, the parent

loons were coming up with something to

feed their chick 97 percent of the time.

The food was obviously easy for them to

catch, and although I usually could not

identify the food because the pieces were

so small, I postulated that it was algae

from the lake bottom, which possibly con-

tained some small insects. Sometimes I

could even discern small strands of what

looked like algae hanging from the bill.

The chick was evidently not receiving fish,

as these would have been readily identifi-

able through my spotting scope.

I never saw either parent go off on its

own to forage in a different part of the

lake, as adult loons usually do. The par-

ents simply did not seem to be feeding

themselves on Marjorie Lake. Instead,

one would fiy away from the lake, some-

thing that loons rarely do when their

chicks are so young, while the other re-

mained behind. The loon would return

several hours later, probably having fed

elsewhere, and greet its mate with a wing

flap and a tremolo. After a session of feed-

ing the chick, one of the parents, presum-

ably the one that had stayed on the lake

earlier, would fly from the lake and return

several hours later. I never saw either par-

ent fly back to Marjorie Lake with food

for the chick—unlike many red-throated

loons, which nest not far inland and make
several flights daily from small ponds to

the nearby ocean and return with one fish

per trip for their brood.

Often I could see the chick by itself

close to the shore, sometimes among the

bushes hanging over the water. While

paddling forward, it would stretch its neck

toward something on the surface, manipu-

late it in its bill, and then make violent

gulping motions. It may have been catch-

ing whirligig beetles, which congregated

on the surface in small sheltered areas

near the shore. On one occasion, the chick

even clambered onto a rock onshore in

pursuit of something, then quickly re-

turned to the water. Considering the

amount of time the chick spent feeding

itself—a great deal compared to chicks on

other lakes— I hypothesized that beetles

were making a significant contribution to

the chick's diet. Whether or not the qual-

ity and quantity of the food that the chick

was obtaining from its parents and

through its own efforts would satisfy its

daily nutritional requirements remained

to be seen.

When the chick was not being fed by

the parents or capturing its own food, it

spent a great deal of time riding on the

back of one of its parents, something com-
mon among chicks less than three weeks

old. But instead of sitting upright in the

usual fashion, this chick often lay on its

belly at the posterior end of its parent,

with its feet dangling in the water. Was
this a sign that the chick was starving?

Atypically, the loons never left a sm

bay at the south end of the lake, exa

when one of the adults flew from the la;

Did the lack of fish reduce the need for t

adults to comb more of the shoreline? T

only available food—filamentous alg

and possibly small invertebrates in the

gal mat—was ubiquitous and stationa

and the loons therefore did not have

seek out new areas that they had not

ready exploited.

One way to positively identify the fo

the chick had eaten would have been

analyse its stomach contents. Althougl

was convinced that this chick would so

perish because its increasing need for f

was not being met, I would never know 1

certain unless I allowed it to die in its o'

time. Even if I could obtain a permit

capture a baby loon and sacrifice its 1

for science, could I bring myself to e

those six weeks of defending a territo

constructing a nest, and incubating a

caring for the chick? Would it be fair i

to give the chick a fighting chance? I

nally decided to let the loons determi

their own fate, and I left Marjorie Lai

Two weeks later I returned to the ni

loonless lake. Even if the loons return di

ing the next few years, they will have

chance of breeding success. Marjo

Lake is truly dead.
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This Land

Sky Bridge is the largest natural rock arch in the Red River Gorge.
David Muench



Red River Gorge, Kentucky
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Except for the Canyonlands and

Arches areas of the Colorado River drain-

age in Utah, no part of the country boasts

as many natural stone arches as Red River

Gorge, the focal point of Daniel Boone

National Forest. At least 100 arches

carved by erosion dot the forest lands,

which lie some fifty miles southeast of

Lexington, Kentucky. Of modest size, and

often obscured by the surrounding foliage,

these features look like the abandoned

bridges of some overgrown garden.

Drama on a greater scale is provided by

vertical cliffs that rise as much as 600 feet

above the twisting Red River.

The foundation for the rocky gorge was

laid 300 million years ago, as shallow seas,

swamps, and rivers covered the region a

number of times. At times, water depos-

ited a lime-bearing ooze; at other times a

clay-rich mud accumulated or sand

washed up along ancient shores and

streams. As new layers were added, these

sediments were compressed into rock, the

lime-rich ooze turning into limestone, the

clay-rich mud becoming shale, and the

sandy deposits forming sandstone. In most

regions the earliest strata consist of lime-

stone, while the sandstone lies above.

After these sedimentary rocks had

formed, a twisting of the earth's crust,

caused a domelike uplift from southern

Ohio through central Kentucky. Follow-

ing the uplift, the Red River and its tribu-

taries began their erosive action, cutting

through the hard sandstone into the softer

rocks below. Today the landscape is

deeply dissected by valleys rimmed by

sandstone bluffs and ridgetops.

According to Kentucky botanist and

geologist A.C. McFarland, most of the

arches of the Red River Gorge are the

remains of sandstone ridgetops. As the

softer shale and limestone below the sand-

stone erode away, large overhangs are left,

creating what are known in Kentucky as

rock houses. Sometimes two rock houses

develop back-to-back under the same

ridge. As erosion continues, the two rock

houses may meet. At first, only a small

opening known as a lighthouse is formed.

In time, the lighthouse becomes a window

and ultimately the opening of an arch. The

most spectacular of the natural arches is



Red River Gorge

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Daniel Boone National Forest

100 Vaught Road

Winchester, Kentucky 40391

(606)745-3100

called Sky Bridge: it measures seventy-

four feet long and twenty-three feet high.

The vegetation in the Red River Gorge

is varied. The ridgetops are dry, support-

ing a forest dominated by shortleaf, Vir-

ginia, and pitch pines; black, scarlet,

white, and post oaks; shagbark hickory;

and red maple. Downslope, where more

moisture is available, beech, tulip poplar,

basswood, and sugar maple are the pri-

mary trees. Eastern hemlock, a tree more

common to the northern states, often

grows on north-facing slopes.

The ancestors of most of these trees and

other predominant plant species estab-

lished themselves in the region 50 to 70

million years ago, but some additional spe-

cies arrived during the last Ice Age (the

Pleistocene epoch), which began 1 .6 mil-

lion years ago. When the Ice Age glaciers

made their southern advance, stopping

only 200 miles north of the Red River

Gorge, the climate cooled, apparently per-

mitting northern species to penetrate the

area. Even after the glaciers receded and

the temperatures moderated, some of

these northern elements, such as false lily

of the valley, small ginseng, purple fringed

orchid, and Canada lily, persisted in shel-

tered ravines.

Similarly, several species from warmer

regions reached the Red River Gorge

when the Pleistocene climate was suitable

for their spread. Among those usually as-

sociated with the southern Appalachian

Mountains are pygmy pipes (a plant that

lacks chlorophyll), spreading pogonia or-

chid, and the sweet pepper bush. The

Georgia lobelia, a rare southern species,

has also been discovered in the gorge's

moist woods.

The plant in the Red River Gorge with

the most restricted range is the white-

hairy goldenrod, a species confined to a

few of the rock houses. It is found nowhere

else in the world, although there are simi-

lar-appearing sandstone overhangs in In-

Don Fig; U.S. Forest Servi

diana, Illinois, and Arkansas, as well as

other places in Kentucky. The white-hai

goldenrod was discovered in 1942 by i

Lucy Braun, a plant ecologist at the Ui

versity of Cincinnati who devoted much
her life to analyzing the origin of the ea;

em deciduous forests. The origin of tl:

particular plant remains a mystery. The

is a less hairy goldenrod, called zigz;

goldenrod, widespread in the Midwe
that sometimes grows in the same ra

houses as the white-hairy goldenrc

Some botanists have suggested that tl:

plant was the ancestor of the rare specij

The discovery of ancient arrowhea

and spearpoints indicates that the Ri

River Gorge was occupied by humans h

ginning as early as 10,000 years ago. Tl

deeper rock houses often provided sheh

for these early inhabitants. Although tl

forest now receives thousands of visitc

annually, so far most of its natural fe

tures have withstood human intrusic

The greatest threat to the region is a pli

to build a huge reservoir, authorized 1

the federal government in 1962 but ci

rently on hold, which may someday

reactivated. If this happens, the area w
again be covered by water, as it was m
lions of years ago.

"This Land" highlights the biologic

phenomena of the 153 U.S. nationalfc

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is disti

guished professor of botany at Southe

Illinois University of Carbondale.

White-hairy goldenrod grows beneath some ro^k overhangs in the Red River Gorge,

and nowhere else in the world.
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253, Guilford, CT 06437 (203) 453-9794

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Pay! Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International, Box
19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERi
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— All occupations' Free information! Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Spnngs, CO
80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings;
USA $7 00, Overseas $7 00 England, Japan, Saudi,

Australia $7 00 each EISF, Box 662, Newton, MA
02162

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit founda-
tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3 00
Fundsearch, Box 19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

MOT AIR BALLOONING for fun, joy and even profit!

Write: Adventure, 307 Douglas, Edwardsville, IL 62025

Foreign Magazines

NEW WORLDWIDE ENGLISH MAGAZINES 20 coun-
tnes. Sampler: $2 49 Free Brochure. Multinews-
papers. Box DE-209, Dana Point, California 92629

Gardening

UNUSUAL, RARE AND BIZARRE Carnivorous Plants
Informative Illustrated Catalog $1 00 WIP, Box 70513
Marietta, GA 30007

Gourmet Interests

JAMAICAN HELL FIRE' 3 02 fiery hot West Indies chile

pepper concentrate. Plus 6 oz, BB Super-Spicy Hot
Sauce Recipes included $5.00 postpaid. Danco Gour-
met's Hot Stuff, Dept A121, 500 Central Avenue, Al-

bany, NY 12206

WILD RICE sampler—MN extra fancy. 4 oz $2 50
Woodstock North, PO Box 3169, Drawer N, Duluth
MN 55803

Government Surplus

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1 % original

cost Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Direc-
tory"—$200 Disposal, Box 19107-RW, Washington
DC 20036

Merchandise/Gifts

ARCHEOLOGICAL T-SHIRTS: Unique, intnguing de-
signs Quality silk screening Free brochure KETACA
PO Box 8191 . Portland, ME 04104

ARMADILLO T-SHIRTS AND GIFTS' Free catalog
Dillowear, Dept H, PO. Box 1522, Gainesville FL
32602 or call 1-904-376-4477

BOW TIES Handmade, all silk. Exclusive designs. 1

1

Catalog John Fields, Box 406E, Kenwood, CA 95
,'

DINOSAUR CALENDAR '87 13 B/W scenes depic '

21 species 12 x 18 $4 95 ppd from Lost Worlds,!

Box 3034, St Petersburg, FL 33731-3034

"I OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00 Sample Co
tors' Newsletter $2 50 1987 Photo Owl Calei 'F

$1100 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93; |;|

SEA SHIRTS—Marine life designs silkscreened on

mium garments Catalogue- Sea Shirts, 25W
Durfee, Wheaton, IL 60187

100% CASHMERE WATCHCAPS Call or write

mont Bird Company, P.O. Box 1008H, Rutland,

mont 05701 (802) 775-6754
,:

Miscellaneous

DIAN FOSSEY remembered: Tributes from around
world to our friend and comrade fallen battling to s

the last mountain gorillas. Free from International
.

mate Protection League, PO Box 766, Summon i

SC 29484 I

IDEAS, INVENTIONS, new products wanted' Prese
tion to industry, national exposition Call free 1-1

528-6050 Canada, 1-800-528-6060, x831

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE- For hobbies, spr

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, ei(

countries worldwide. Electronic Exchange, Box 68
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repainng bini

lars since 1 923 Alignment performed on our U.S. ^

collimator Free catalog and our article "Know "

Binoculars, " published in Audubon Magazine. Mir

Optical Co ,
Inc 331 Mansion St , West Coxsackie

12192(518)731-2610

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS, LEITZ, E

Bushnell, Fujinon. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optic

Machine Tool, Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 ('

961-2542

EVERGLADES Photo Workshop January 1 8-24 '87

tricia Caulfield, 115 W. 86th St , New York 10024 (;

362-1951

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $19/ACRE! He
sites, campsites, farms, investment! "Land Buy
Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands,

19107-RW, Washington, DC 20036

Rentals

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEA
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba. Bird watch

paradise Brochure Charles A Turpin, Charlotte'

Tobago, West Indies

Resorts

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY Beautiful small inn on pla

tion on island of Bequia, St Vincent Grenadines. O
Explore Pool, tennis, beach Call or whte Sprinr

Bequia, Box 19251 , Minneapolis, MN 55419 (612)

1202

BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS BIRl

BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS
j

BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS BIRDS BIRI

Unstructured bird and nature viewing. Not a t(

Set your own pace exploring jungle trails thrOL

Manuel Antonio National Park Many of Costa Ric

750 varieties of birds and several species of m
keys are to be seen m their natural habitat. Lux

accommodations in a pristine setting

Hotel La Mariposa, Box 4A. Quepos, Costa Ri

506/77 03 55 US 800-223-6510 or 212/832-22,

Canada 1-800-268-0424 BC 112-800-268-04
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i^rs/Trips ff'MALAYAN

(. AUTIFUL EXPERIENCE LEARN sailing aboard 50'

?h Palisander." Visit special anchorages, sample
'< Island color, swim and snorkel in Caribbean wa-

Ten day course $1450 per person. Reserve now
.ability limited Cutlyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o
,1 177 Tweed Blvd

,
Nyack, NY 10960

[RUVIAN AMAZON ADVENTURE VACATION
by moonlight excursions up [he Amazon River. Take guided

logical, birding, pic[oriai and zoological tours into [he depths

•he Amazon Virgin Forest. Tour Lima and her Gold and
Iheological museums. Special rates for 1986. Year round trips.

W/pport Local Conserr
'\\ ilderness Ext)editic

(703) 342-if,30

. .SW, Ro.

_ CA, AMAZON, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours with

Skt naturalists Kenya, Tanzania including Selous
rfeanzibar: Mountain Gorilla Safari; Botswana, Zam-
lis Zimbabwe Amazon expeditions Manu, Tarn-

ita Reserves Galapagos one- and two-week yacht
rves, optional Peru or Amazon Small groups. Free

4 age color catalog Wilderness Travel, 1760-NA
.Cio, Berkeley, CA 94707 (800) 247-6700 outside CA
ij) 524-51 1

1

tlJzON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB—N, Elverson, PA
9',0 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs featur-

KiXmazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana-
fe|Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $799
iciding airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sight-

epg, small groups, adventure and more! Write for

ir(!hure

_i

i-'lsAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde

lelient Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zambia,

"iriabwe, Botswana, Trans-Sahara Asia: India, Ne-

laVlalaysia, Indonesia S America Brazil, Ecuador,

Galapagos Islands, Alaska, Safaricentre Interna

I, Nationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800) 624

LNIQUE DESTINATIONS
> e SAHARA desert, guided by 'niareg nomads
> ds in the PANTANAL, penguins in PATAGONIA
> leks: ECliADOR, MALI, MOROCCO, THAILAND,

iDH.N. YEMEN, TURKEY, CRETE.

( :;H00L WITHOUT WALLS for lifelong learning—

Vc:Jwide Excursions: Natural/Cultural History, Pho-

Xiphy, Astronomy, Health Care; World Religions,

irl Crafts, Theatre, Outdoor Adventures, Small

ir ps—Professional Leaders. Folkways Institute:

3C 547-7400 Ext, 12

li. SIst St., Dept. Nil, NYC, N\' 10022 (212) 355-1404

LTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS. The best of small

ircjp lours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland

outback to Gl, Barner Reef. Write Goanna Tour,

uide St., Clifton Beach 4871 Old. Australia

lEiWIORAL ECOLOGY FIELD STUDY in Kenya's

nparable Maasai Mara Unsurpassed access to

animal lives, excellent guidance, comfortable liv-

icWnte Geocycle, Rt 3, Box 657, Yakima, WA 98901

;i (509) 248-3700

RICA, A NATURALIST'S DREAM Unsur

iMoty of wildlife & plants (850 bird speciesO

clacular habitats including primary tropical

mountain cloud forest, lush Pacific beach

mall group, two expert leaders, relaxed

>iis weather: delightful accommodations in

I. lie ocean front inn December 24 to Janu-

(.ij 11-20 Nature World Explorations, 11442

li( Hay Drive NH, Columbia, MD 21044 (301)

30877 including evenings.

:Ar AFRICA—Photo workshops led by outstanding

ihographers departures in November, January,

e jary Adventure safaris from $1995—18 days in-

:|i.ngair Voyagers NH9, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

r^
nalayan Excursions oMers i

;r rafting and wildlMe satan

brochure please write or

alayan Excursi
' O. Box 1221

landu, Nepal

Himalayan Excursions
P. O. Box 11204
Midland. Texas 79702

EXPERIENCE THE REAL EAST AFRICA on an exciling

camping safari through Kenya or Tanzania From
$85000 -(- airfare Optional Kilimanjaro climbs Also
South Africa, Egypt, Botswana, more Free 12 page
color brochure US agents for Britain's Tracks Travel

pioneers in African adventure travel Himalayan Travel

Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836 (800) 225-2380

EXPLORE TANZANIA AND KENYA, Experience Ad-
venturous 1 8 day Safari—Departing December 1 8 and
January 15, 1987 $3095 New Directions Travel, 350
Fifth Avenue, Suite 1415, New York, New York 10118
(212)695-7030

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals
Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley, Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road
Randallstown, MD 21 133 (301) 922-3116

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCAVLOmS 415-435^22

1606ni Juanita.Tiburon.CA 94920

HAWAII— natural history tours with outstanding lead

ers Departures in November, February, March. Voyag
ers, NH9, Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

KENYA CONSULTANTS. Personalized East Afncan
travel arrangements suiting your needs Mount
Tremper, New York 12457 (914) 688-5260

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years
expenence Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820 (203) 838- 1345

KENYA—Receive the information booklet "What You
Should Know Before Going On An East African Safari

'

Send $5 to Kenya Nature Safaris, 578 Patrick Henry
Square, Oak Brook, IL 60521

SeaFarers Caribbean Expeditions

«^^Sj^y Humpbacks
^ " Seabii

Coral Reefs and

Sunsliine'

lul Torlola. B V I Daily

Ofkeling and island enplo-

Paradisel^ Feb 1987 S995/person Free

brochure SeaFarers Expeditions. 96 Hallow St SuiteO B9
Bangor. ME 04401 207-942-7942

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS Group
and independent nature and hiking lours Explore New
Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford Track,

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barner
Reef Extensions to Tahiti, Fi|i, Papua New Guinea
Pacific Exploration Co ,

Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA
93130(805)687 7282

GALAPAGOS & LOST CITY
OF THE INCAS

Annua! ptiolo learning adventure wiili Paul Epiey,

Nov. 1 .S-2y I I Travelers Five Slar Hotels

Private Yaehl. Persiinal Instruction

DYNAIV1ICCOLORBROC llt_ RE
LAST Bx 9092 CLT NC 28299 (704) 332-5466

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Overland
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten
sions Complete Peru travel service Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Bo,\ 481 NH. Greenwich,
CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

PERU—GALAPAGOS—AMAZON Discover the Van-
ishing. Spectacular and Legendary World of Islands.

Incas. Jungles and Andes Affordable Tours Yachts
(Basic/Firstclass). Hiking Groups/Individuals. Forum
Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415)
671-2900

SPECTACULAR NATURE/CULTURES Affordable

Tours, Expeditions, Biking, Hiking (even Tibet'j m
Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe, Australia/Zeaiand

Groups/Individuals, Forum Travel, 91 Gregory. Pleas

ant Hill, California 94523 (415) 671-2900

THE NORTH OF FRANCE— 15 September-1 October,
1986 A route that includes cathedrals, chateau;; gar-

dens and champagne. For detailed brochure
Limewalk Tours, 120 Lake Street, Burlington, VT 05401
or (802) 863-5790

WILDERNESS EXPEDITIONS; Amazon Jungle, Himala-

yas, personalized itinerary: inexpensive. Ouaoaug
Foundation, 315 Palmer Rd

,
Ware, MA 01082

WILDERNESS TRAVEL Wildlife, hiking, sailing adven
tures worldwide Alaska and Hawaii humpback whale
research aboard historic schooner Solomon Seas by
Polynesian outrigger Galapagos, Greek Isles Norz/ay

Hawaii sailing and snorkeling West African Dogon ex-

pedition, Irian Jaya with Asmat, Himalaya, Andes
Small groups Free color catalog Wilderness Travel,

1760 NB Solano, Berkeley, CA 94707 (800) 247-6700
outside CA (415) 524-51 11

Unusual
India

& Nepal

HiHiAlA\^AM TrAvcl, Inc.
PO Box 481-NH
Greenw.cn CT 06830
(2031 622-0068 B leOOi 225-2380

WIND RIVER FIELD SEMINARS Photographing full curl

Bighorn Sheep and the spectacular Grand Tetons
exploring Yellowstones mysterious geyser basins on
skis, floating into a heron rookery on the Salton Sea at

237 ft below sea level these adventures are a small

part of what our seminars are made of Week-long adult

programs featuring Mexicc^birdmg, exclusive Bighorn
Sheep Nature Photography in Wyoming. Yellowstone
ski-touring, Florida Nature Photography. California

desert exploration Distinguished field staff, civilized

accommodations, small groups Wind River Field Sem
mars. P O Box 1 1 50, DuBois, WY 82513 (307) 455-2829

Video

"FOLKLORE FESTIVAL OF MOROCCO Music
Dance, Costumes Recorded in Marrakech 60 mm
ules VHS $34 00 Media Bus, RO. Box 718, Wood
stock, NY 12498

"GRAND CANYON " 2-hour spectacular helicopter ex
ploration Video Breathtaking music Critically ac
claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 3217 V7
Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

NATURE VIDEOS, orchids, mushrooms, bats and other

fascinating subjects Jack Schmidling Productions
Dept N6. 4501 Moody. Chicago 60630 (312) 685-1878

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75perword, 16 word ($44) minimum Display classi-

tied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be pre-

paid Rates are not structured for agency or cash dis

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL
HISTORY'S discretion Send check.'money order pay-
able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market. NATURAL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St

,

New York, NY 10024 Please include your personal
address and telephone number, issue preferred and
suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month two
months prior to cover date (the January issue closes
Nov 1) Camera-ready art is required for display ads A
tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be sent

upon publication



thlj.Bean:

FREE
Christmas Catalog
Features active and casual wear for men and

women who enjoy the outdoors. Winter sports

equipment, luggage and furnishings for home or

camp. Practical and functional gift ideas. All fully

guaranteed to give 100% satisfaction. Our 74th

year of providing dependable mail order service

We pay all regular postage and handling charges.

D Send FREE Christmas Catalog

Address

.

City

L. L. Bean, Inc.

751 Casco St., Freeport, ME 04033

When you

THINK

EAST
AFRICA
THINK

PARK
EAST
TUURS
Wfietheryou plan

to safari alone , . .

or with a group of

friends . . . we're

ttie specialists

to design a

personalized

itinerary expressly

for you.

Call or write us:

PARK EAST
TOURS, INC.

1841 Broadway,

New York 10023

(212) 765-4870
Toll Free:

800-223-6073
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Review

In Search of

the Woolly Mammoth
by John R. Alden

Few of us have not felt the lure of the

Ice Age. And surely, one of the era's pri

mary attractions is its remarkable best

ary. Woolly mammoth and rhinoceros, g:

ant elk and bison, cave bears and dire

On the Track of Ice Age Mammals, by

Antony J. Sutcliffe. Harvard University

Press. $25; 224 pp.. illiis.

wolves and saber-toothed tigers are all ex-

tinct, but they roam the landscape of our

imagination as actively as they once wan-

dered the ice-girt world of our paleolithic

forebears.

These creatures have also attracted the

attention of a panoply of sciences. Gt

gists use their remains as chronolo^

markers. Archeologists and anthrof

gists study them for clues to early hu:

adaptations. Biologists see their skele

as evidence of evolutionary relationsl

And for paleontologists, who occupy

center of this scientific web. Ice

mammals provide one of the most in-

fant sources of evidence for reconstruc

Quaternary environments and the ecc

of Pleistocene life.

With this multidisciplinary tribe oi

track of these creatures, it is hardly

prising that our understanding of t

changes constantly. For the nonpr

sional, however, the progress of this s

A spear thrower in theform ofa leaping horse



The Return OfThe Language
and Music ofthe Wolves

ournful and menacing, yet strangely

lluring, the eerie song of the wolf is a

/mbol of the wilderness and perhaps the

lost significant call of all creatures. Long
ut of print, this classic recording was
xentiy reissued as an audio cassette by

le American Museum of natural History

nd is available to you at the special

ember's price of $8.00!

n one side, actor and conservationist

obert Redford tells the story of "The Wolf

hu never Knew, " debunking some
ommonly held myths. The other side

:atures authentic recordings of the

lysteriously musical howls, growls and
arks of wild wolves.

'.ach phrase is a glissando swoop, up
nd down, like a very lonesome,

entimental, fire siren with a soul."
—Hew York Times
Front page review

Yes, 1 would like to order copies of the audio
cassette. The Language and Music of the Wolves, at

$8.00 each. Please add $1.00 for shipping and
handling.

I^ame:

Address:.

City:

State: .Zip:.

I^ake checks payable to the American Museum of
natural History, or charge your credit card (circle one)

MASTERCARD VISA

.Exp. Date:.Card #:

Signature:

ivienibers'

rrogram
Aiiieiie.m MuiLUMi ol Hjlural History

Ccniral I'arK Wust al 79tli SlrccU Mew York. MY 10024

._l



[free]
Christmas

\

I
Gift Books

I
• Theone-and-only

5fuit#tlic<5MonthClul)'

• Ourfamous Royal Riviera® Pears

• Homestyle cal<es and pastries

• Wild 'n Rare® Preserves

Gorgeously got-up gift basketsI

Please send me your FREE
Christmas Gift Books.

WHALES • WHALES • WHALES
WHALES • WHALES
WHALES

Experience Blue, Humpback and
Gray Whales in the waters of Baja

California, Mexico. Weekly depar-

tures January through April aboard

either the 80 ft. Don Jose or 1 20 ft.

BaJa Explorador.

EXPERT
WATORALIST
iEA3>ERS-

BAJA EXPEDITIQWS
P.O. Box3725N, San Diego CA92103

In California Call (619) 297^0506
U.S. TOLL-FREE: (800) 843-6967

Cave painting of spotted horses. Lot, France

tific process is hard to follow. Bits and

pieces of recent research may reach the

mass media, but without digging through

academic journals and sitting through ac-

ademic conferences, it is almost impos-

sible for one to be really up to date. So

interested amateurs will be pleased to

know that a thorough, scholarly introduc-

tion to the study of Ice Age mammals has

recently been published.

On the Track of Ice Age Mammals
appears surprisingly slim, and a quick

examination will reveal that nearly half

the book is illustrations. But the clear,

concise text is densely packed with useful

information, while the numerous, care-

fully selected photographs, drawings,

charts, graphs, and paintings are easily

worth their weight in words. Because the

book is intended for "the serious reader

. . . who would like to be able to follow the

way in which [paleontological] investiga-

tions are undertaken," it may prove a bit

donnish for some. Enthusiasts, however,

will revel in the author's explication of a

complex and fascinating discipline.

The Ice Age began some two million

years ago. when a confluence of geograph-

ical and astronomical features precipi-

tated an ongoing series of glacial advances

and retreats. As recently as two decades

ago scientists spoke of four principal glaci-

ations, but data from deep-sea cores now
indicate there were at least seventeen ma-
jor cold-warm cycles since this global

phenomenon began.

The record of these climatic oscillations

is read in the ratios of oxygen isotopes

from the shells of tiny sea creatures called

foraminifera. During colder periods more
"light" water (water containing the lighter

isotope of oxygen, oxygen'*, which eva

rates more readily than water contain

the heavier oxygen'*) was tied up in
;

cial ice, causing the proportion of c

gen'* in calcareous shells to increase.

During the warmer interglacials,

pattern reversed. The oxygen isotope i

are complicated by a variety of other

tors, including the prevailing water t^

perature and, in places like the Gul

Mexico, changes in the flow of gla

meltwater from the continental ice she

But because cores from the Pacific, At

tic, and Indian oceans all show the s;

relative sequence, there is little doubt i

the variations recorded in these mi

scopic shells accurately reflect the sprs

ing and shrinking of vast expanses of

cial ice.

The climatic fluctuations the earth

experienced over the last two million yi

were hardly minor. Only 1 8,000 years i

so much water was tied up as ice

worldwide sea levels were approxima

300 feet lower than they are today. At

other extreme, during one relatively

cent interglacial the oceans were somi

feet higher than they are now. Patterr

air and ocean circulation have also var

bringing dramatic changes to areas

from the northern ice. At the height oi

most recent glaciation, SutcliflTe tells

nearly half of the land between thirty

grees north and thirty degrees south

tude was desert (compared with abou

percent today) and India's monsoons

virtually ceased.

Fossils found in alluvial deposits

London, England, give some idea of

climatic extremes experienced in a si'

locale over the last half million years.
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Send for Westours' 1987
Cruise and CruiseTour bro-

chure. It's the one travel book
on Alaska so complete it will

even show you how to save up
to $400 per couple*when you
book by December 31.

It will also show you the

best ways to visit this remark-

able destination.

Cruises And CruiseTours

From The People

Who Know Alaska Best.

This year, Westours cele-

brates our fortieth year in

Alaska. One look at our book
and you'U see what traveling

with Alaska's most experi-

enced travel company means
for you. More choices. More
destinations. More expertise

in Alaska travel.

Partners In Alaska With
Holland America Line.

Westours is a Holland

America Line compan); so

our cruises are on the highest-

rated fleet in

Alaska. Only
our ships visit

spectacular

Glacier Bay on
ever)' 7-day round trip cruise.

Cruises From $945.*

CruiseTours From $799.*

Send for Westours' travel

brochure and see how much
more you get, including sav-

ings for booking early. Mail

the attached card or write

Westours Inc., P. O. Box 34599,
Seattle,WA 98124-1599.
•!Vic« arc pet person, double occup4nc>'. inMdc siaiettwrn*. (Rotterdam), plu* pori

dutftcs barlytxHikinKoflct excludes 3td and 4th persons per cjbin,one->it^V

truisesand thlldrcn'^fJlrev Ships' ReRistr^' Neihctbnds Antilles

^^stours is Alaska



whale Watching
Wilderness Journeys

Wildlife Safaris
BAJA • SRI LANKA • CANADA -KENYA • ALASKA

PATAGONIA • HAWAII • BAHAMAS -AUSTRALIA- INDIA

NEPAL • TANZANIA • BRAZIL - GALAPAGOS - COSTA RICA

Call or write for a Iree catalogue;

OCEANIC SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS

Fort Mason Center Building E, Room 245

San Francisco. CA 94123 (415) 441-1106

'7REE 112 Page Catalog
for Lovers of

SlHIPS ^ f-
CA^anc/ the

^'

^EA --
You could shop
for months
and never find ,

the hundreds of

decorative nautical

ideas illustrated in

Preston's new catali

112 pages teeming >

ship models, marine paint-

ings, nautical lamps and clocks, ships'

wheels, figureheads and scores of other

nautical ideas for the Home

^PRESTON'S
174-A Main Street Wharf, Greenport, N.Y. 11944

INCOMPARABLEmmA
W^ Our free brochure of

value-packed vacations

via Air India covers lands

I peoples unique in all the

world. India . . . Nepal . . .

Bhutan ... Sri Lanka. Re-

quest your copy today.

JOURNEYWORLD
Dept. NYS K3

155 East 55th St. H I

New Yorl<. NY 10022 "J
(800) 635-3900-(212) 752-8308

'OUR lOtti ANNIVERSARY
—

ADVENTURE GE^UmiSS
Including Airfare!

GALAPAGOS- 1 1 days. S2 150

KEIWA 14 days. S2290

COSTA R1CA8 days, SI 090

Free 84-page color catalog, also includes;

AMAZON • ALASKA • EUROPE

Expert Leaders Small Groups

^\ WILDERNESS TRAVEL

mains of musk ox, reindeer, and woolly

rhinoceros distinguish colder eras, while

those of hippopotamus and hyena are evi-

dence of climatic amelioration. There are

even bones of dolphin, representing a time

when sea levels were considerably higher

than they are today.

Fortunately, Sutcliffe never forgets

there is more to his story than grinding

glaciers and ancient bones. He offers a

nice explanation of geological deposition

and the processes through which fossil re-

mains are preserved. He reviews the his-

tory of paleontology and unravels the

maze of overlapping archeological, geo-

logical, and paleontological divisions of

Ice Age time. And in a brisk, intelligent

discussion of cave art, he examines the

"independent witness from a considerable

number of people who had actually seen

these animals,"

The most intriguing parts of this book,

however, are its accounts of preserved skin

and hair and flesh. The frozen mammoths
from Siberia are the best known of such

finds, but they are not unique. The Arctic

permafrost has also yielded carcasses of

woolly rhinoceros, horse, bison, musk ox,

reindeer, wolverine, ground squirrel, vole,

and ptarmigan. With their accompanying

flora (disappointingly little actually found

between the animals' teeth), these re-

mains have allowed paleontologists to re-

construct the lost world of the mammoth
steppe in exquisite detail.

Even odder fragments of ancient ani-

mals have been found. The British Mu-
seum owns a piece of ground sloth hide

recovered from a South American cave in

1897. Freeze-dried shortly after the

beast's death, this curious artifact would

appear to be more than 12,000 years old.

An equally curious discovery was made in

the Carpathian foothills during the early

part of this century. There, remains of

woolly mammoth and woolly rhinoceros

were discovered in a deposit of ozocerite, a

naturally occurring form of mineral wax.

The accompanying assemblage of plant

and insect remains unmistakably docu-

ments the tundra conditions under which

these creatures existed.

A set of chapters covering different

parts of the world is less successful. The
one on the British Isles—the author's

home range—is excessively detailed,

while other areas are covered briefly and

in overly broad strokes. This is particu-

larly true for the chapter on the Western

Hemisphere. I wouldn't want to make too

much of Sutcliflfe's assigning Thomas .lef-

ferson eight more years in office than he

actually served, but it is disappointing that

this chapter devotes sixteen of its nineteen

pages to the tarry soils of Rancho La Brea

and Patagonia's dusty Ultima Esperan;

Cave. These are important sites, to 1

sure, but it hardly seems parochial to su

'

gest that the New World deserves :

broader overview than this chapt

presents.

The book ends with the most interestii

question of all—what happened to the

Ice Age beasts? What caused the mai

moth and mastodon and woolly rhinocer

to pay the ultimate Darwinian penall

while bison and musk ox survived? W!i

didn't the fauna of Africa suffer the kin

of losses evident in other regions of tli

world? And if something like climaf

change caused the extinction of Nor

America's Pleistocene horse, how have I

ral horses managed to reestablish thai

selves on the western range?

Sutcliffe examines these issues wii

considerable skill, posing clear questioj

and offering thoughtful opinions on altij

native answers. His discussion emphasi2

three points. First, we should not confiii

"faunal turnover" with true extincticj

When one species gradually evolves iv

something new, the ancestral type m
vanish from the faunal muster, but t

lineage does not disappear. This is les!

real event than an artifact of our system

scientific nomenclature. Second, "ea

extinction must be considered on its c

merits." Mammoth and mastodon wt:

different species, filling distinctive nicl

and disappearing at different times. ''

should not be fooled into thinking tl;

became extinct for the same reasons j'

because both looked something like mi

ern elephants. Finally, with respect to I

"extinction by hunting" versus "exti

lion through climatic change" cont

versy, Sutcliffe contends that most Fit

tocene disappearances were probably
"'

result of complex chains of ecologi

events." Human predation may hi

eradicated the woolly mammoth from c

tain areas of the Russian plains, for exs

pie, but there is little archeological <

dence of such hunting in the vast north

reaches of this creature's habitat.

On the Track of Ice Age Mamm
avoids the temptation to offer easy

planations and pat answers. And beca

it concentrates on the data and method

Quaternary paleontology, it will not

outdated by the next scientific convc

tion. Sutcliflfe's thoughtful text and in

mative illustrations put readers in a p

tion to understand new discoveries ;

interpretations as they occur. He
given us a valuable introduction to a o

plex and exciting field.

John R. Alden is an anthropologist

writer living in Ann Arbor, Michigan
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY

Islands of ]apan
May 10 - May 28, 1987 f ^ f

DISCOVER JAPAN with a team of Museum experts as you cruise

on the world's highest rated, luxury expedition vessel, the 5-Star

M.V. Society Explorer Experience the remarkable ambiance of the

Japanese archipelago: golden temples, ancient traditions, snow-capped

volcanic mountains, virgin forests and breathtaking coast lines.

Cruise with the American Museum when Japanese flowers are in full bloom. Learn

with Museum scholars about the cultural history of Japan and Korea, Japanese gardens

and tea ceremonies, the geology of the Inland Sea, and the seafaring traditions of this

island nation.

Enjoy fine cuisine, service and public facilities (dining room, lounges, observation

deck, etc.). There are only 47 excellent outside passenger cabins, assuring you of a

small group experience aboard ship and during our fascinating shore excursions.

Come and explore with the American Museum the rich cultural and natural histor>'

of Japan on this special Discovery Cruise. Write or call the American Museum
Discovery Tours office today,

toll-free (800) 462-8687,

or (212) 873-1440

Please send me detiiiled informa-

tion describing the Museum's
Discoverv^ Cruise: Islands of Japan.

(Name) (ploase print)

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

(.•ydress)

(City)

Central P;irk \\est at 7Qth Street

(State) (Zip) .11

:

New York, NY 10024-5192



CARIBBEAN
Yacht-Style CRUISES

'^ ^ST MAARTEN
^ « VIRGIN

, ' ISLANDS

Call us for our
1986-87 Caribbean
schedule. Also

Canada via the Erie

Canal and Intra-

coastal (RI-FL)

cruises.

American
Canadian

^ Line,Inc.

It ANTIGUA

I GUADELOUPE

DOMINICA^

MARTINIQUE^^

ST LUCIA A

ST VINCENT J

GRENADINES t'

800-556-7450
k '9 to 9 EST Mon-Sat. We'll even call your travel agent

NATURAL HISTORY
ADVENTURE

EAST AFRICA
Unsurpassed wildlife watching in

Ngorongoro Crater, Serengeti,

Manyara, Amboseli, Samburu and

Masai Mara, and much more.

THE SEYCHELLE ISLANDS
The original garden of Eden,

undisturbed by time and man. A
haven for the rare and beautiful

waiting to be discovered.

AUSTRALIA
Experience some of natures'

wonders "down under". From

penguin to platypus to koala to

kangaroo, covering the entire

Australian island continent.

For your free brochures please contact:

WILDLIFE SAFARI
23 Orinda Way • Orinda, CA 94563

(800) 221-8118 USA • (800) 526-3637 CA

10th Margaret Mead
Film Festival
The Margaret Mead Film Festival be-

gan in 1977 as a one-time celebration of

the famous anthropologist's fifty years of

service at the American Museum of Natu-

ral History and her seventy-fifth birthday.

Ten festivals later it remains the Western

Hemisphere's preeminent showcase for

anthropological films.

For five consecutive evenings, begin-

ning Sunday, September 14, the M
um's four theaters will present sixty-t

films documenting cultures around

world, from Poland to Papua 1

Guinea. For thirty-two of them, it wi

their New York premieres.

"The Mead Festival celebrates the

pies of the world," says Malcolm A

chairman of the Museum's Education

Native Greenlanders rethink their movefrom dog sleds tojets in Inughuit: The Peo]

at the Navel of the Earth, to be shown on September 18.

A Weave of Time, whichfollows a Navajofamily throughfive generations,

will be premiered on September 18.
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The Living Museum

j|

lent. "It provides glimpses of other

es and insights about one's own soci-

t reminds us of the rapidity with

1 cultures change and of the role film

lay in providing a visual record of

15 that otherwise might be lost."

\thropologists and filmmakers attend

screening, and each film is followed

short period for questions from the

audience. Each year more then 6,000

filmgoers have attended the festival.

This year's festival opens with the pre-

miere of a British-made film on Mead's

work; it will be followed by two short films

she created with anthropologist Gregory

Bateson nearly fifty years ago. Mead, who
died in 1978, is still a major part of the

festival that carries her name.

t ihe American Museum
garet Mead Film Festival

his year's Margaret Mead Film Festi-

will feature sixty-three films, thirty-

of which will be shown in New York
he first time. Films will be screened

ember 14 through September 18, be-

ing each day at 6;30 p.m. For informa-

call(212) 873-1070.

C|>uncture and Electrical Therapy

lie Museum's Education Department

host a symposium on acupuncture

treatments using electrical stimula-

on October 1 8, from 1 :00 to 4:30 p.m.,

le Kaufmann Theater. Dr. Yoshiaki

tira, president of the International

cege of Acupuncture and Electro-

apeutics, will lead this symposium of

tcienlists and therapists. For informa-

call (212) 873-1070.

ie Hayden Planetarium

yyage to the Outer Planets, the first

|(' of a double bill, follows two Voyager

e probes as they fly past Jupiter, Sat-

nd Uranus. Gregory Peck narrates

cond half of this double feature,

born: Earth 's Odyssey through Time

iSpace, a dramatization of the earth's

c nt birth more than five billion years

'idnd the rise and fall of the dinosaurs.

nformation call (212) 873-8828.

of Light

1985, a team of photographers from

£/ard University traveled to India to

ment death and cremation in the

city of Benares. On September 24,

of Light, an exhibit of their photos,

ilopen in the Akeley Gallery. Among
loictures to be displayed are recurring

es of three individuals; a healer who

tlids to the ill and troubled, a priest in

small shrine on the Ganges, and the

ci Raja, untouchable king of the cre-

mation grounds. This show will be on view

until March 1.

Army Ants

The social systems of army ants and
slave-making ants are among the most
complex in the world of invertebrates.

Howard Topoff, research associate at the

Museum, will discuss the evolution of ant

social behavior. This program, which is

free and open only to members, will take

place on September 30, at 7:30 p.m. in

the Main Auditorium. Tickets are re-

quired. For information call (212) 873-

1327.

Social Beavers

The habits of the beaver will be the sub-

ject of a weekend program as natu-

ralist-author Hope Ryden discusses find-

ings from her two-year study of a beaver

colony in Harriman Slate Park, New
York. This illustrated program will take

place on September 28, at 1:30 a.m. and

3:30 p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. Tick-

ets are $2.00 for members and $3.50 for

nonmembers. For additional information

call (212) 873-1327.

Man and Nature Lectures

Stephen Jay Gould. Natural History

columnist and one of America's foremost

writers and thinkers on evolutionary the-

ory, will present the 10th Annual Mack
Lipkin Man and Nature Lectures. On Oc-

tober 8, he will discuss "Why History

Matters: An Evolutionist's View," and on

October 9, his topic will be "The Contin-

gency (and Good Fortune) of Human
Evolution." The lectures will take place at

7:00 P.M. in the Main Auditorium. Tickets

for the series are $15 for members and

$20 for nonmembers. For information call

(212) 873-1327.

Don't Buy a
BIGTILLER..
For a Small Job!

Buy a Mantis!
Big tillers weigh almost 300 lbs.

Mantis weighs just 20 lbs. (women and
older gardeners love it)!

Simply turning a 300 lb, tiller in a

backyard garden is a challenge.

Mantis starts with a flick of the wrist . .

.

turns on a dime . . . and weeds
between narrow rows and along

fence lines.

The Mantis takes the work out of

growing flowers and vegetables . .

.

so you can have more time to enjoy

the results!

Most big tillers were designed to just

till, Mantis was designed from the

beginning for a variety of useful at-

tachments. Tiller. Weeder. Furrower.

Edger, Lawn Aerator. Lawn De-
Thatcher. Hedge Trimmer.

Best of all. Mantis costs a fraction

of what you'll pay for a big tiller.

3-Week In-Your-GardenTrial!

Mantis has a Lifetime Warranty on
the tines (if they ever break, we'll

replace them). A Lifetime Replace-

ment agreement on the engine. And a

3-Week In-Your-Garden Tna/ (if you
don't like it, we'll take it back and give

you a full refund)

"The Mantis is compact, yet it still

accomplishes big garden jobs! We've

used it to till up a flower bed. prepare a

strawberry patch and dig trenches for

planting asparagus. We even used Ihe j

Mantis to cut sod pieces for our lawn."
^

Jane & Jim Maxey |

Dougiasville. GA

SPECIAL FALL BONUS
FREE $41 .00 BORDER EDGER

. ^f\anvis
Mantis Manufacturing Co.
1458 Counly Line na . Depi 1090

Huntingdon Valley. PA 19006

DPIease send more intormalion on the Mantis
Tiller/Cultivator . . . and your 3-Week Trial'

I
City

.Zip.



EXPLORE
THE EARTH
IN 30 WAYS.

Choose your wildlife or cultural adven-

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A
natural history trek through Bhutan. An
archeological tour to Peru & Easter Island.

A walking expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and

26 other expeditions, spanning 5 con-

tinents.

Write for free color brochure. And dis-

cover 30 new ways to explore the earth.

NATURE EXPEDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BOX 114%, DHPT. NH
EUGENE, OREGON 97440

503/484-6529

FACES
Exciting new magarine for children!

FACES: The magazine about people -all

over the world! From China to Peru,

FACES explores the fascinating worlds of

anthropology, archeology, and far away

places. An unusual magazine for unusual

children 8 to 14 years old. Published by

Cobblestone with the American Museum
of Natural History. To order (or give a gift)

send $16.50 to: FACES Magazine, Room 3,

20 Grove Street, Peterborough. KH 03458.

Museum Members, take S2.50 discount off

subscription price'

Let 4,000 Flowers Bloom
Saffron, a symbol ofhatid labor, is now an oddity

by Raymond Sokolov

I hesitate to repeat the essential facts

about saffron because I fear that in so

doing, I may encourage some food zealot

to repeat the folly of F , the wife of a

minor official in Fairfield County,

Connecticut. F , having been told by

another woman of fashion that, at $2,000

a pound, saffron was the world's most ex-

pensive spice, determined to pursue it as

she had learned to pursue other badges

and emblems of luxury. She hunted for

wholesale outlets or bargain retailers

—

without success. So F went to the

source, as she imagined it to be. One early

spring morning, she began poking and

squinting at the insides of the crocuses on

her lawn, trying to pick out the stigmas.

Actually, it wasn't as addled a project

as it may sound. Saffron is made from the

stigmas of crocuses, but only the stigmas

of one variety: Crocus sativus. This spe-

cies—according to White Flower Farm,

which was selling bulbs for a steepish

$7.65 a dozen in its 1986 fall catalog—is

purple with deep purple veining. Note the

season: C sativus is an autumn crocus.

which is why F 's feckless foray w;

foredoomed from the first. But even if si

had coyly waited a few months—in tl

meantime locating an established plantii

of the right flowers—she would have be(

in for a disappointment come Septembe

The large orange-red stigmas of the croci

in question might have dried into a strarli'

or two of usable saffron, but even to pr i

duce an ounce of the stuff, our F-

would have had to ransack the sexual a.^:

paratus of 4,000 flowers. Once she leanw

this, she gave up the game, figuring s

would be less trouble and more fun to
{

on a saffron pilgrimage to the blue croci

fields of Spain or Kashmir.

In the end, F stayed home, cz

culating that she could get the best ba

gain of all by omitting saffron from hi

risotto milanese or paella valenciana ar

substituting Mexican marigold petals i

turmeric. After all, the point of saffrc

was to color rice yellow, wasn't it? Didn

its name come into English via the Spa

ish word azafran, which was derived fro;

the Arabic word for yellow?

Crocus sativus
Peler Wenzel, Wheeiei
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Matter of Taste

ut F , as usual, missed the point.

II you wanted out of saffron was yellow

you could easily use cheap substi-

s. Turmeric certainly does turn things

3w. F had once had the devil's

time purging its stain from a wooden

ula she had used to stir a curry. The
ve coloring principle is known as cur-

lin and comes from the rhizome of

cuma longa, as does the spice (the

ntific name comes from the Hebrew
d for saffron; confusion in these mat-

is primordial). For centuries, cur-

dn has been a popular dyestuff in the

'2 East. And turmeric has been a popu-

ii^pice, produced by boiling, cleaning,

rng, polishing, and then grinding the

n omes of C. longa to a yellow powder,

v. elative of ginger, turmeric does actu-

II; add more than color to food. It has a

tgent flavor of its own. But in the West

is long been viewed merely as a cheap

1 stitute for saffron. F could have

I ed her mistaken point of view back as

as Marco Polo, who reported from

la in 1 280: "There is also a vegetable

:h has all the properties of true saf-

f, as well the smell as the color, and yet

not really saffron."

hat statement goes a long way toward

lermining Polo's authority as a re-

I er. Anyone who has seriously at-

: led to the smell and taste of saffron

i d not possibly have missed its strong

. It was once even used as a perfume.

the Mediterranean cooks who are

' e than willing to incur the high cost of

nanual harvest and meticulous drying

le flamboyant tripartite stigmas of this

It do so because they cannot imagine a

illabaisse or a paella without its unmis-

ible flavor.

ike turmeric, saffron can be used as a

the active principle is called crocin.

Von was once admired as a medicine,

i you will be pleased to know that it is

' in riboflavin, although most of us will

) for cheaper sources of this essential

i min. In ancient and medieval times,

a ron was in such wide use in so manv

_Kenya_
Safari

Jan.31-Feb.l5,1987

Discover Amboseli National

Park, Aberdare National Park,

Samburu Game Reserve,

Mount Kenya Safari Club,

Lake: Nakuru and Masai Mara

*v y

Atnerican
Museuin of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

mazo
Wildlife

Adventures
Feb. 7-14, 1987 and
June 20-27, 1987

Experience the unrivaled

diversity of fauna and flora

and the beauty and tranquili-

ty of nature's nnightiest river,

the Amazon. Over 4,000 bird

species. Exquisite butterflies.

Sloths, tapirs, caimen,
capybaras, giant tree frogs

:,and more. Ceiba trees, giant

li&toria lilies, orchid-laden
'"

e&trQptional extension to
''

i Incan sites of Cuz-

(iajQhU: PiCeilU.; ,:
:

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 7997157

Ancient
Civilizations of

Easter Island,

Peru and
Tkhiti

Jan. 29 - Feb. 19, 1987

Explore with an expert

archeologist the fascinating

sites of Easter Island, Cuzco,

Machu Picchu and Tahiti Fly

,:Qver the famous Nazca 'lines"

lil Peru, enjoy beautiful

'%a^ifiS:: and visit excellent

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St
New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687
(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

The Natural
History

of

JIawaii
Jan. 14-28, 1987

Discover the rich marine life

and geology of Hawaii from a

naturalist's vantage point View
humpback whales, explore

tidal pools, lava tubes and lush

valleys. Exotic fish, waterbirds,

sea turdes, tree ferns, fuschia

flowers. Panoramic vistas. An-
cient animistic rock carvings.

Price

American
Museum of
Natural

lysyip History

Discovery Tours

Cciural P:irk West at 7')th St.

New York. NV 1002-1-5102

(SOO) 4(0,Sf.S7

(212) S7X\AM). (Ji:i 7^0-7157
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Enjoy BIRD BIOLOGY at Home

the Laboratory of Ornithology

CORNELL UNIVERSITY
Presents

Home Study Course in Bird Bio/osy

Enrich your understanding of the

world around you with this home
study course in ornithology. One of

the world's leading centers for the

study of birdlife offers you nine

seminars written by prominent
American ornithologists and
lavishly illustrated by well-known
bird artists and photographers.

For information on enrollment,

please fill in the coupon and send it

to:

Seminars in Ornithology
NH Laboratorv of OrnitKologv
Ithaca, New York 14850
Tel. 607-255-5564

Yes: Please send information

on Bird Biology Course

Address

City State Zip_

to

Mexico
Jan. 5-28, 1987

Archeological excavations,

jungles, verdant coasts and

dramatic mountain ranges. The

Pyramid of Quetzalcoatl,

:0a?caca, Mitla, Monte Alban,

iMi^liie, Campeche, Uxmal,

||^(|i;;v; ]tz|j_ Merida.
,;
The

American
Mitseum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Ctentral Park West; at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

SILVER SEAGULL
Newport Silversmith James Breakell captures the grace and

beauty of the seagull's flight in this lovely bracelet. In sterling

silver, '25.00. In 14k gold, '200.00. Add '3.00 handling.

MCA'ISA (401) 849-3522. Brochure on request.

J.H. Breakell & Co.'
Russell Ave. Dept. NHS

Newport, RI 02840

^BOOK HUNTING?-^
Virtually any book located— no matter how
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonfiction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book— we'll

find it! (Title alone is sufficient.) Inquire,

please. Write: BOOKS-ON-FILE Since

Box 195 Dept 75 1958

UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087-0195

25 FREE PAIRS
Wright Arch Preserver® Shoes
Yes! 25 pairs of America's finest men's shoes will be given

to 25 people who answer tills ad. On October 31 we
will draw 25 names from those who send for our FREE
catalog. Each will choose a pair of WRIGHT ARCH
PRESERVER SHOES priced up to $149! Mail

this coupon for FREE catalog and YOUR chance
to win these famous shoes.

Executive Shoes, Dept. 996, Box E
Rockland, MA 02370
Enter me in the Free drawing, and send Free catalog of Wright
Arch Preserver Shoes.

City Slate Zip
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ways that it was commercially grown ev(
pj

in England and gave its name to ti
Jk

crokers who grew it. Saffron Walden w; L

a great center of crociculture.

Saffron was of major importance in es

lier cuisines, but it was always a ve

costly delicacy because of the labor-inte

sive harvest. Aristophanes made this poi

first and best. Strepsiades, in The Clone,

compares the change in his life when,

country boy, he married a rich city g:

and found himself at the wedding in ;

atmosphere of debauched abundance ai

luxury: "perfume, saffron, open-mouthi

kisses, expense, gluttony . . .

,"

In a comparable list of today's typic

luxuries, saffron would be missing. It is

;

oddity. We come upon it only in a fejn;

regional specialties, the ones I've alreaijf

mentioned and a few others worth wid |i

familiarity. There is, for instance, that ui_

expected combination typical of the Ci

leans region of France, pike with saffn,,.

(a local crop at Boyne), which exemplifi

a whole repertoire of vanished fish ai

saffron dishes also recorded in England

In Cahors, in the southwest of Franc

tripe is cooked with saffron, an almc

unimaginably unctuous and aromal

mixture. And in the center of the counti

the local pot-au-feu, called mourtayrol

moriier, puts together beef, ham, ai

chicken in a saffron-tinged broth.

In England, Elizabeth David says, t

universal employment of saffron, in evei

thing from sauces to "fruit, flesh, fowl -

fish, sweet cream or savory stew , . .

" w

a hallmark of the distant past. Since t

early nineteenth century, saffron has si

vived in British food only in baking.

West Country buns and cake. The decli

began in the eighteenth century, a

by 1770 production at Saffron Wald

had ceased, commemorated only in t

name of the place and its municipal cc

of arms blazoned with three saffr

flowers.

The Mediterranean countries did son

what better by saffron. Paella is nothi

without the flavor of saffron infused in

rice, Sardinians color pasta with it. V
roccans put saffron in couscous. And i

cording to Paula Wolfert, in Mediten

nean Cooking. Tunisians make "a tagi

with 'bananas': really cooked mashed j:

tatoes mixed with ground meat and grat

cheese, then combined with chopp

hard-boiled eggs and seasoned with s

and pepper. Saffron is used to make t

mixture yellow, then it's formed into

banana shape, and cooked in boiling oi

Today, we encounter these dishes

regional specialties. But they really belc

in a different category. Normally, wl:'

we talk about a regionalism, we mean!



i that a dish originated in isolation in the

)be where we now find it surviving. A
rj regional dish belongs to its region.

)l the saffron dishes are isolated only

1(7. They are the last remnants of a cui-

ii; that flourished from one end of Eu-

c e and the Near East to the other. A few

liies survived, taking on local charac-

estics perhaps, but remaining as living

C"ils of another era.

^his archaic, recherche quality has rec-

iimended saffron cookery to the chefs of

h nouvelle cuisine in France. Much of

mi seems new in their repertory is really

Kvival of lapsed ideas—sauces without

Icr are the most obvious example. Saf-

ri's pungent smell and vivid color also

asfy the modern appetite for intense

Wors and visual drama. So it is that the

h;e-star Parisian chef Alain Senderens

has returned to medieval notions of fish

cookery with his lotte (monkfish) in a

sauce of leek, coriander, and saffron.

Georges Blanc, at Vonnas, tints his

langoustines with saffron.

This chic revival will never restore saf-

fron to its old supremacy. It is, however,

cause for pleasant reflection that a sub-

stance mentioned in the "Song of Songs"

and Shakespeare, a romantic rarity al-

most replaced by dull surrogates, a sym-

bol of hand labor once reduced to a hand-

ful of rural recipes in remote backwaters,

is gamely holding its own in an age

marked by novelty, convenience, and ma-

chine agriculture.

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

cial interests are the history and prepara-

tion offood.

La Rouille

:
jarlic and Saffron Mayonnaise, slightly

idapted from Roger Verge's Cuisine of
the South ofFrance, translated by

Roberta Wolfe Smoler, Morrow)

1 cup diced French bread

7 tablespoons hot fish broth

ir cloves garlic

A pinch of saffron threads

1 egg yolk

2 cup olive oil

Coarse salt

Freshly ground white pepper or Cay-

enne pepper

i
I Place the diced French bread in a

I small bowl with the fish broth. Let

I soak until the bread can be mashed

I into a paste.

.il
Peel the garlic, and using a mortar and

pestle, crush it into a paste. Then incor-

porate the saffron, egg yolk, and well-

saturated bread, and work them with

the pestle until thoroughly blended.

: While turning the pestle with a circu-

lar motion, add the olive oil in a steady

stream. When all the oil has been in-

corporated, the rouille will resemble a

thick, mayonnaiselike emulsion. Add
salt and pepper to taste. If the rouille

should become oily and tend to sepa-

rate, add 2 tablespoons hot fish broth

(or water, if necessary) and continue to

stir. Serve, over croutons rubbed with

garlic, with fish soup.

Yield: 8 servings

ranian Stew ofQuinces and Lamb with

Saffron and Split Peas

om Uncommon Fruits and Vegetables:

4 Commonsense Guide, by Elizabeth

Schneider, Harper and Row)

large onion, coarsely diced

I tablespoon light vegetable oil

I pounds lean stewing lamb in large

pieces

About 3 cups water

About 1 Vi teaspoons salt

Pepper to taste

3 fragrant quinces

2 tablespoons butter

'/3 cup yellow split peas, picked over

and rinsed

About V^ cup fresh lemon juice

About 1 tablespoon sugar

'/4-'/2 teaspoon saffron threads in 2 table-

spoons boiling water

1. In a heavy flameproof casserole over

moderate heat, stir onion in oil until

browned. Add meat and brown on all

sides. Add water, 1 Vi teaspoons salt,

and pepper. Simmer gently, covered,

for one-half hour.

2. Meanwhile, quarter quinces and cut

out every bit of the cores and seeds.

(Reserve this in the refrigerator to

cook with stewed fruit for added body

and flavor) Cut into '/»- to Vi-inch

slices. Saute over moderate heat in a

very wide skillet in the butter until

lightly colored—about 5 to 1 minutes.

3. Add quinces, split peas, 'A cup lemon

juice, and 2 teaspoons sugar to the

lamb. Bring to a boil, then turn to low-

est heat. Add saffron liquid. Cook,

partly covered, until the peas and lamb

are tender—about one hour, stirring

gently every now and then. You may
have to cook a little longer or add a

little water; keep testing.

4. Adjust lemon juice, sugar, salt, and

pepper to taste. Cook, then cover and

refrigerate until serving time.

Note: Like most stews, this one improves

if allowed to mellow a day or two before

serving. Skim off fat before reheating.

Serve with fluffy, long-grain rice, prefer-

ably imported basmati or an aromatic

grain grown in the United States—such

as Konriko Wild Pecan, Texmati, Delia,

or Ellis Stansel Gourmet Popcorn rice.

Yield: 6 servings

Easter Island's ancient stone mono-
liths are one of the South Seas' most
fascinating and mystifying sights.

But they're by no means the only one.

Our expedition cruises also include stops

at Pitcaim, home of the Anglo-Tahitian

descendants of the Bounty's mutineers.

The Marquesas and Tuamotus, birthplace

of ancient Polynesian cultures. And Rapa.
site of the prehistoric forts discovered by
Thor Heyerdahl.

You'll see all this with a small number
of fellow travellers aboard either the

Society Explorer or World Disc()\'erer, both

5star luxury expedition ships. All trips are

accompanied by expert naturalists and
archeologists. Departures: Fall, 1986 and
Spring, 1987. Programs range from 15-

23 days. Write or call 1-800-426-7794.

Lx)St Islands

OfThe Pacific
SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS 1)EF1:NH09.
SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS BLDG.
3131 ELLIOTT AVE.. SUITE 700
SEATTLE. WA 98121

1 want to take an expedition anise in 1986 .

1987 1988 Please send infoniiation

on programs checked.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
Kxpcdilion Cruises: D Lost Islands of Uie P-Jcific;

D AmazoniD Korea& Japan;D Antarclica^D Oriental
Passage; D Patagonia/Chilean Fjords; D Indonesia;
D Ball to Burma; D Unusual Alaska; Q Greenland and
the Canadian Arctic; D iNorth West Passage. Prirate
Trains: Q Orient E.xpress; G Imperial Peking E,\press;
D Paris to Peking Express; D Trans-Siberian Special.
Cultural liipedilions: D China/Tibet; D Burma/
Thailand; D Gourmet Adventures; D Arwund the World
by Luxur>- Jet; D Project Space Vo^-age, _^^

S( KnetN' Hx^xxlitioii?
To the ends ofthe eatih. And beyond.

Ships' Registrj"^ Libena and the Bahamas



Explore

Questers
Travel with a purpose Search out

plants ahd animals, birds and flowers In-

vestigate art and antiquities Study rain for-

ests, mountains and tundra, seashores,

lakes and swamps With Questers you have

time to photograph, absorb, reflect Your

guide is a naturalist, lour parties are small,

accommodations first-class

Our current Directory of Worldwide

Nature Tours describes 32 tours to the

Americas, Europe, Asia, Africa, Oceania

and Australasia Among them are Alaska,

Galapagos, Patagonia, Iceland, Norway,

Scotland, Japan, Bhutan, China,

Madagascar, Tanzania, Botswana, Aus-

tralia, New Zealand and _ Hawaii

Learn about them all

Send for "^^
Questers World ''^^

257 Park Ave Soulh QUESTERS
Worldwide Nature Tours

Celestial Event

BE EIGJC

Supporl wildlife by

wearing environmentaL"

t-shirts, (10% of ^
profits go to

environmental

groups.)

Many designs

Hand silk-screened on

comfortable, 100% cotton

t-shirts, $9,45

WILDLIFE
T-SHIRTS

JIM MORRIS PO BOX 2308

BOULDER. CO 80306 (303)444-6430

Satisfaction Guaranteed! Share the Earth!

I I in i iR i in i

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAAAATIZEYOUR,
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM MADE
clear lucite on Q
finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

FOR ESTIMATE OR ADVICE call [804] 442-2299
OP. WRITE

THE DISPLAY CASE COMPANY
l^^F Dox aeOE, Exmore VA 23050 l^^^l
1 SATISFACTION GUARANTEED K_X^ 1

A Planet-studded

Evening Show
by Thomas D. Nicholson

When the sun sets on September 23, the

autumnal equinox (located in Virgo) is on

our western horizon and the vernal equi-

nox (halfway around the sky, in Pisces) is

rising above the horizon in the east. All the

planets of the solar system are in the sky

above us at that time, all "evening stars."

From the setting sun, they will stretch

across the sky to the left; first Mercury in

the constellation Virgo, then Venus and

Pluto in Libra. Saturn in Scorpius, Uranus

in Ophiuchus, Neptune and Mars in Sag-

ittarius, and Jupiter in Aquarius. This re-

markable assemblage of planets in the

evening sky, all above the horizon at sun-

set and all gathered in one half of the sky,

while there are no planets in the other half,

is of no particular significance. But it

doesn't occur very often and it will pro-

duce an outstanding display of planets this

autumn.

Of these evening planets. Uranus. Nep-
tune, and Pluto are telescopic objects only;

and Mercury, bright enough to be easily

visible in the dark, sets before we can see

it. That still leaves a fair show, consisting

of Venus, Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter Af-

ter evening twilight ends, they will be the

four brightest objects in the sky; Venus in

the west, virtually at its brightest as an

evening star; Saturn nearby and above it:

Mars, past its peak brightness but still an

attention getter, in the south; and Jupiter,

second only to Venus in brightness, rising

in the east.

Trace out all four planets some night

and note that the line between them dips

low in the sky to the south. That's where

the ecliptic (the earth's orbital plane p

jected onto the sky) crosses the sky
^

autumn evenings. The orbital planes h

the planets are always found on or near t

ecliptic. The part of the ecliptic traced c u

in the evening sky this September is call .

the "descending" branch because

course between the equinoxes is soulh

(below) the earth's equatorial plai

That's why planets in the fall evening s

are always low and may be difficult to s
|

Such is the case with Mercury, partii

larly this month, and that is why we call
^

fall evening elongations "unfavorable,'

:

Events in the calendar below are gi\

in local time unless otherwise indicate

September 1 ; This morning's thin, w;

ing crescent moon is in Cancer, with 1

stars of Leo barely visible until dawn. 1

lustrous stars above the moon are Pollp

and Castor, the "twins" of Gemini.

September 4; New moon is at 2: 1 a.

EST. in Leo.

September 5; Mercury drifts past 1

sun today at superior conjunction (in 1

with, but beyond, the sun). It enters i

evening sky as it emerges to the sun's 1

(east).

September 6-7; The young creso

moon may be visible in the western t

light on the evening of the 6th and it \

surely be seen easily on the 7th ab(

bright Venus. As darkness deepens in

west, the first object that appears ab
them is Saturn and the next is the redd

star Antares, both in Scorpius.

September 8; The star near the cresc

Natural History 9/86



A limited-edition plate celebrating our North American waterfowl
and their scenic habitats

^^TftePitttoiC"

Wildlife artist Bart ]erner creates a

nterfowl portrait of unusual beauty

id vitality.

^)air of pintails bask in the sun in an inland pond
n rounded by towering evergreens and majestic

vs. The male, with his rich brown neck and white
iderparts, flaunts his long, tapered tail feathers

\hich earned the species its common name of

'mtail"), as the mottled brown female swims
Miyantly nearby.

Tiis is "The Pintail," the first plate in The Wildlife

>ciety Living With Nature: Jemer's Ducks series of

bited-edition collector's plates. Wildlife artist and
nd outdoorsman Bart Jerner uses his detailed

;Dwledge of the pintail to give us a panoramic
)irtrait of these graceful birds in their natural

iDitat.

"he pintail's slender line, agility on the wing, and
l!ique coloration, as well as its picturesque habitat,

dpired artist Bart Jerner to create this vivid wUdlife

ij-trait—his first for the collector's plate medium.

his is wildlife art of the highest quality by an
a St whose studies and exhibitions have taken him
(loss the western United States, Alaska, and the

Jaadian Yukon. Produced on the pure white,

utrous "canvas" of Edwin M. Knowles china, "The
'rtail" will retain its vibrant colors permanently
a bear witness to its owner's taste for many years

3:ome.

you act now, "The Pintail" can be yours for the

ey affordable $19.50 issue price. But please note:

Is plate is issued in an edition strictly limited to

5 firing days. Hence, you may soon find yourself

Cnpeting against experienced plate collectors and
Vdlife enthusiasts for the limited supply of "Pin-

Ji" plates.

iJow is the time to act to assure yourself "The
'itail" at issue price; and if, for any reason, you
tide later that you aren't fully satisfied, you'll

loy the protection of our 365-day guarantee.

'you are not completely satisfied, you may resell your

he to us at any time within one full year after you re-

?''c it. We will issue you a check for everything you

ce paid, including postage, without the necessity of a

I'le transaction.

o you see, the only risk you take is by not order-

1 "The Pintail" soon enough to get it at the low

1 50 issue price.

D get your "Pintail" plate, simply complete the

rer form, and mail it with your check or money
rier to: The Bradford Exchange, 9345 Milwaukee
vnue, Chicago, Illinois 60648. Please act by the

^e indicated on the attached buy-order form.

The plate is shown smaller

than the actual size of 8V2

inches in diameter.

©1986 Knowles

r
BUY-ORDER FORM

Mail to: I'lca.-^c respond bv September 30. 1986

The Bradford Exchange 205I-E89G05

9345 Milwaukee Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60648

YES. Please entermy buy- order for "The Pintail," first plate in the Living With
Nature: Jemer's Ducks collection sponsored by The wildlife Society and
produced by Knowles China . Limit : one plate per customer.

I wish to order ONE plate for $19.50 plus SI.94 postage and handling for a

total of $21.44. (Illinois residents add $1.50 sales tax.)

nMy check or money order, payable to the Bradford Exchange, is enclosed.

Please charge my account : D Visa D MasterCard

Card No. Exp. Date

Signature

Please Prim

Address

City State Zip

Please respond promptly—Because plates are produced in a limited edition,
we can guarantee availability at issue price only until the edition is sold out.
We'll ship your order in four to six weeks.

53b ©1986 BGE



moon tonight is Zubenelgenubi, one of

two stars that identify Libra easily in its

position out in front of Scorpius. The other

star, Zubeneschamali, is above Zubenel-

genubi but of approximately the same

brightness.

September 9-10: An occultation of An-

tares—visible in parts of Europe, Africa,

and Asia—occurs during daylight on the

10th. From the 9th to the 10th, the moon
shifts from the left of Saturn and Antares

to their right.

September 10: Jupiter joins the ranks of

evening stars when it reaches opposition

from the sun today. Along with Venus,

Mars, and Saturn (and even Mercury af-

ter the 5th), Jupiter is above the horizon at

sunset. It is barely an evening star as yet,

but will still be visible for a while from

dusk through dawn.

September 1 1 : First-quarter moon, at

2:41 A.M., EST, is in Ophiuchus. It sets

close to midnight on the evening of the

1 1th, after moving into Sagittarius, where

we see it high in the sky after dark. It is

also at perigee (nearest the earth).

September 12-13: Mars is occulted by

the moon over Antarctica early on the

13th. The bright red planet is to the

moon's left on the evening of the 1 2th, to

its right on the 1 3th, and in Sagittarius on

both nights.

September 14-16: The waning gibbous

moon paces off the distance between Mars

8 time Nat'l X-C
Ski Champion

Olympic Silver Medalist

Worid Cup Winner

Scientific Study Ran/cs

^ordic/rack it1

NordicTrack Pro

With Adjustable

Ehuation

In tests of exercise efficiency at a
major university, NordicTrack burned
more Ccdories and provided greater

, aerobic workouts.

Rank ofEfficiency
1. NordicTrack X-C Ski Exerciser

*"
2. An Exercise Bike

3. A Rowing Macliine

4. A Shuffle-Type Ski Exerciser

Scientific Abstract available upon request

NordicTrack's higher oxygen usage test

scores show that more muscle mass is

involved in the exercise and more calories

are being burned.

It's Only Logical that NordicTrack
Would Get the Highest Scores.

NordicTrack is More Complete
Than an Exercise Bike
NordicTrack adds important upper body
exercise and more uniform leg muscle usage.

Cross Country Skiing Is More
Efficient Than Rowing
NordicTrack's standing position exercises

the lower body muscles more uniformly.

NordicTrack's arm resistance is separately

adjustable-allows a more ideally propor-
tioned exercise. Rowing machines use only
one resistance setting for both arms and legs.

NordicTrack has Inertial

Resistance Not Available on a
Shuffle-Type Ski Exerciser.

Other ski exercisers use less effective fric-

tional resistance with a resulting calisthenics

like feeling. NordicTrack's unique flywheel

provides more effective inertial resistance

for a life-like feeling of smoothness and
continuity matched only by real skiing.

Burns Up To 600 Calories
per 20 Minute Workout
For effective weight control.

Free Brochure. Call

800-328-5888 S-
Minnesota 612-446-69S7 * '

141L Jonathan Blvd. N., ChasKa, MN SS31S
.™!

and Jupiter, in Capricornus these nighl

It is nearer to Mars on the 14th and

Aquarius and nearer Jupiter on the I5i

and 16th.

September 17: After conjunction wii

Jupiter at about 9:00 a.m., EST, today, tl

moon is east of the planet (to its left) I

the time you see it tonight. They stay clo:

to each other as they move west, while tl

moon reaches its full phase (opposite tl

sun) at thirty-four minutes past midnig!

EST. This is the moon we call the harve

moon, which appears to set almost wr

the rising sun for several nights in a rw

September 18-22: The waning gibboi

moon rises later nightly as it mov

through Pisces and into Aries, remainii

in the sky longer after daybreak on eac

succeeding day. It moves into the easi

recognized stars of Taurus before risii

late on the 22d.

September 23: About midmonth tl

sun moved into Virgo. Today it arrives

the point in the constellation called tl

autumnal equinox (where the ecliptic di

south of the equatorial plane), and a

tumn begins in the Northern Hemisphe

and spring in the Southern Hemisphei

Days and nights are supposedly of equ

duration the world over today (hence tl

equinox). Investigation, however, sho\

that sunset occurs twelve hours after su

rise on the 26th, not today. The diflferen

results from the way we calculate f

times of these events.

September 23-24: The moon spen

the last half of these nights above t

horizon in Taurus. Look for the Pleiad

(the Seven Sisters) close by to its right •
i

the 23d and Aldebaran, a reddish star

the V-shaped group called the Hyadi

below it on both nights. I

September 25: Moving out of Tauri

into Gemini during the evening, the mo
is at apogee (farthest from the earth)

about 5:00 p.m. and at last-quarter phai

at 10:17 P.M., EST You can find it afl

midnight.

September 27-28: Moonrise is at abc

midnight in Gemini, virtually in line wi

the constellation's "twin" stars, Pollux a

Castor. Moon and stars move up the s

together during the morning hours oft

28th.

September 30: At month's end thek

crescent moon is in the morning sky in t

constellation Leo. just above Leo's bri§

star Regulus. They rise about 2:00 a.:

and the moon remains visible past dav

after the stars of Leo have faded.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Ji

issue shows the evening constellations a

stars for this month and gives the da',

and times for use.
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N E W Y R K U N I V E R

This fall, make achange
that cantake you
in anew direction.

That new direction you take may mean learning some-
thing you've always wanted to know. Or preparing for the
career you've always wanted to have. Or experiencing
things you've always meant to.

To make a change that can take you in a new direction,

get started now. Send for the free fall bulletin from New
York University's School of Continuing Education.

Between its covers you'll find 1500 new directions your
life can take— 1500 courses in art, music, writing, manage-
ment, and communications, to name just a few.

Here are only five of the changes you can make this

fall. There are 1495 more. Any one can be the change that

takes you in a new direction.

The view from Ellis Island.

1. In Celebration of Writers: The Immigrant
Experience—X02.9096.

The subject is America, myth and reality. At each of

four lively sessions, moderator-poet Walter James Miller

will be joined by one of four noted American writers, each

a child of immigrants: Kurt Vonnegut, Cynthia Ozick,

Anthony Valerio and Ian Conellan,

Make a tight fist.

2. Personal Financial Management—X51.9795.
Keeping tabs on your tabs is the first step toward

controlling them. This course shows you how to track,

budget and manage your money—as well as how to invest

it. borrow against it and use it to get more of what you

really want.

All in the family.

3. Perspectives on
Parenting:

Integ rating

Work and Family Life-X48.9362.

what's the effect on parents and offspring when tra-

ditional parenting roles become blurred . . .when time and
patience become scarce . . .when children are cared for by
parental surrogates five days out of every seven? If these
are Important issues in your family come and explore
them in this supportive, professionally led workshop.

Creative ferment.

4. Art/People '86-X039027
1\velve of the people who matter most in the art world

today join moderator/museum curator Patterson Sims in

three freewheeling sessions on making art. making repu-
tations, and making it.

Hot spot.

5. Global Politics: The Middle East-X159303.
Former ambassador Seymour Maxwell Finger and

distinguished diplomats offer insights into the conflicting

ideologies and aspirations in one of the most troubled
and troublesome regions in the world. In eight sessions,

you'll explore the Middle East—the events, issues, places

and players—Afghanistan, the Iran-Iraq War, the oil

states of the Persian Gulf, and Israel's relations with its

neighbors.

Take off in a new direction.

New York University's School of Continuing Education
can show you the way With the help of an outstanding
faculty of leading professionals drawn from their respec-

tive fields. Classes are offered during the day evening and
on Saturday at our midtown and downtown locations.

Find out more. Send for our free fall bulletin describ-

ing all 1500 courses. It's yours free. Just call 212-505-0467
or send in the coupon below.

r
Write or phone;

School of Continuing Education
New York University

126 Shimkin Hall, New York, NY 10003
212-505-0467

Please send me a free fall bulletin.

Home Address

I

I

city

I
Stjie.Zip

I

1500 courses that can
I change the course of your hfe. I

NYn IS an affirmativo .iLtion.equjl opportunity institution

,:C!-: .K.t^pts AnuMKjn K\j 'c^s,' VISA' .inj MjsterCnd'

S C H GO I.: IP If CO KtlNUING EDUCATION
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Coldwater Creek

5. Come with us to the northcountry.

To a land rich in wildlife and Indian lore.

Delight in books, carvings, sculptures

and prints, all derived from the world of

nature. Smoked salmon. Pacific North-

west Indian art, jewelry and more. It's all

part of the Coldwater Creek adventure.

Come explore! A year's subscription, $2

• Real Leaves & Shells

Presented in 24K Gold

11. How many times have you wished

you could preserve the magical beauty

of nature forever? In the workshops of

Nature's Jewelry, real leaves and shells

are preserved in pure 24K gold and

transformed into exquisite one-of-a-

kind jewelry: pendants, earrings, pins,

and chains. Beautiful gifts at affordable

prices ranging from $6 to $35. 32 page

catalog. $1

^^^,

6. We're a network of friends and
neighbors who fashion elegantly simple

clothes in luscious earth and sky col-

ours— all of pure cotton. Comfort, dura-

bility and gentle prices keynote our

unique and versatile collection. Please

send $1 for our catalogue and fabric

samples.

12. Bring the world's most original gifts

home . . . with the 1986 N-M Christmas
Book. Peruse over 100 colorful pages.

Then charge whatever strikes your fancy
to your N-M account, with one call to

our 24-hour toll-free number. Reserve
your copy for only $5, applicable to-

wards your first N-M credit card pur-
chase from the Christmas Book.

^^/ELBOOl^ORt
TCAT A L O G U E]

1. Our new Travel Bookstore Cata

logue is the most complete, the mos
opinionated—and the most reliable-

compendium of travel reading available

anywhere. Informed, succinct review-

of 800 titles. $1

SINCE 18 6 1

San Francisco's most
extraordinary store!

7. Find out why Gump's has been de

scribed as "The greatest store of its kirn

in the world." Send for the exclusiv

Gump's Gift Book and shop at hom<

from the most distinctive assortment c

gifts available today—oriental piece;

china, crystal, lamps, fashion and jew

eiry. A one-year, four-issue subscriptioi

is $3. (Outside the U.S. $15)

San Francisco* Beverly Hills

Dallas* Houston

PRAIRIE
EDGE

13. Exclusive source for Plains India

art, artifacts and jewelry including re^

buffalo skulls, bow and arrow se

knives, axes, lances, painted buffalo an

elk robes, shields, dance sticks, dolf

pipes, rattles, shirts, bone jewelry, silvf

jewelry and much more. All are banc

made with authentic materials in Sout

Dakota. Sioux, Cheyenne or Blackfof

heritage story behind each item told i

color catalog. $2
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TRAVEL cm, SAFARI
CLOTHING C D

. Banana Republic. Comfortable,
jnctional travel and safari clothing in

atural fabrics for men and women

—

aveling wardrobes for New York or

iJairobi. Bush hats and jackets, khaki

loLsers and shorts, multi-pocketed

lests, bush dresses, safari bags. Year's

jjbscription: $1.

Members'

Frograin

he Members' Book Program Catalog

Explore our fascinating world . . . and
;yond. Enjoy as you learn more about
Jturaj history, science and anthropol-

gy with our fine collection of new and
assical books, limited editions, audio
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The Natural Moment

Tail ofWoe
As this butterfly fish found out, one can

get taken in by the local color among the

Ras Muhammad coral reefs in the Red

Sea at the tip of the Sinai Peninsula. Div-

ing on these extensive reefs, photographer

JeflF Rotman came across this five-inch

fish, already stung by the powerful nema-

tocysts of the anemone and being drawn

head down and digested. Nematocysts are

stinging cells used by cnidarians such as

hydra, jellyfish, and anemones to poison or

paralyze prey. The cells are fluid-filled

capsules along the anemone's tentacles.

When hairs that protrude from the cells

come into contact with prey, they trigger

barbs in the cells, which shoot out within a

few thousandths of a second. Attached to

the barbs are filaments through which

venom is injected into the victim. This

butterfly fish, says Rotman, must have

been clobbered.. Even for an anemone

about the size of a head of cabbage, this

fish was an unusually large catch. Rotman

watched the anemone work on the fish for

some forty-five minutes. With only the tail

left to be digested, Rotman took this photo

and moved on.

—

B.D.S.

Photograph by Jeff Rotman
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handling).
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Please send me records and/or

totes, I enclose a ctieck payable to

the American Museum of Natural History for

$ (NY res. add sales tax)

Or charge to: DAmExp DMC DVisa

Exp Date .

Signature:-

Xu BoAn (page 34) is associate profes-

sor of architecture at Qinghua Univer-

sity in Beijing. He graduated from the

university's Department of Architecture

in 1954 and has spent the years since

then designing buildings and continuing

his studies in the history of ancient Chi-

nese architecture. Among the projects

he worked on are the Memorial Hall of

Chairman Mao in Beijing and a number

of other monumental edifices. In addi-

tion, Xu, below, has published several

papers on ancient Chinese architecture.

Coauthor Guo Daiheng, right, a 1960

graduate of the same university, is now

an instructor in architecture there. Guo

has also been an editor and served on t -

editorial board that published the moi

graph A Collection of Papers on

History ofScience and Technology a

the book The History of Chinese .

cient Architectural Technology, b(

published in Chinese. For readers v.

would like to learn more about Chim

architecture, the following books are r

ommended: A Pictorial History ofC

nese Architecture, by Liang Ssu-ch'e

edited by Wilma Fairbanks (Ca

bridge: MIT Press, 1984), and The.

and Architecture ofChina, by Laurei

Sickman and Alexander Soper (N

York: Penguin Books. 1971).

JefTRotman (page 92) has been an un-

derwater photographer for the last ten

years. Since he has a home in Israel, he

spends a great deal of time shooting

along the coral beds off the tip of the Si-

nai Peninsula, where he took this

month's "Natural Moment." Using a

Nikonos with an extension tube and 28-

mm lens, Rotman photographed the

anemone and fish at a depth of about

forty feet. His most recent book, Under-

sea life (New York: Stewart, Tabori,

and Chang, 1985). features photographs

taken in waters ari.)up.d the world.
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For six years, Jerry O. Wolff (page 44)

has been studying territoriality, aggres-

sion, and life-history characteristics of

white-footed mice in the mountains of

Virginia. When he found out that the

white-footed mouse was sharing its habi-

tat with a subspecies of deer mouse, he

became curious: were the two species

competing or coexisting? Wolffs inter-

est in small mammals ranges over vari-

ous aspects of population ecology and so-

cial behavior, including dispersal,

mating strategies, and mechanisms to

avoid inbreeding. This month, he begins

a new job as associate professor of biol-

ogy at Villanova University, in Pennsyl-

vania, after seven years as assistant pro-

fessor at the University of Virginia and

two as director of Virginia's Mountain

Lake Biological Station. Wherever he is,

Wolff finds himself drawn to the woods

for both work and pleasure; he enjoys

camping, birding. and wildlife photogra-

phy. Occasionally, he leads field trips to

Alaska. For more information about how

animals fit into their environment, he

recommends John R. Krebs and Nicho-

las B. Davies's Behavioural Ecology: An
Evolutionary Approach (Boston: Sin-

auer Associates, 1984). In the March

1983 issue of Natural History, John

Wiens discussed the role of competition

in community structure ("Competition

or Peaceful Coexistence?"), and in the

April 1978 issue, Paul Anderson ex-

plained the success of another mouse

species, the house mouse ("The Seren-

dipitous Mouse").

Paul Y. Sondaar (page 50) became in-

trigued with islands, and their effect on

mammal evolution, during a 1963 excur-

sion to Crete, where he collected a foot

bone of a dwarf hippo. The fossil was not

only small but also different in shape

from the same bone in a mainland hippo,

indicating an animal well suited to walk-

ing in the mountainous island terrain.

Fieldwork has taken Sondaar to Cyprus,

Majorca, Sardinia, and several Indone-

sian islands. Among his current projects

is the study of early humans in island

environments. Sondaar has been a c-

turer in the Department of Paleonto 5

at the University of Utrecht, the Net r-

lands, since 1963. For additional rea

on the subject, he recommends The

ography of Evolution, by Georgf

Simpson (Philadelphia-New York; (

ton Books, 1965). Although the bd

intended for the specialist, its clear

;

makes it suitable for the intere

layperson. "You read it like a no

Sondaar says; "It still inspires me e

time I read it."

When Robert Alvo (page 58) was ten

years old, his family moved from Mon-

treal, Canada, to Greece. There his boy-

hood relationship with birds at first in-

volved a pellet gun. On reaching his

teens, however, he exchanged the

weapon for a pair of binoculars, to be-

come, he believes, "the only birdwatcher

in Thessaloniki." Returning to Canada

as a seventeen-year-old, he began to

work toward a bachelor of science de-

gree at Queen's University in Kingston,

Ontario, and wrote his undergraduate

thesis on common loons. Later, as a grad-

uate student in the Biology Department

of Trent University in Peterborough,

Alvo became the project biologist of the

Ontario Lakes Loon Survey. This

project had been initiated by Long Point

Bird Observatory and allowed Alvo to

accumulate some baseline data that

could be used to assess "how well loons

were doing." He used the data that he

collected in the field for his master's the-

sis. Alvo's nonornithological passions in-

clude team sports such as soccer and

Softball, and his childhood on two conti-

nents left him with a love for travel. For

further reading, he suggests Tom Klein's

Loon Magic (Ashland: Paper Birch

Press, 1985) and Wilderness Birds ofthe
North: The Comr:vjn Loon, by Judith

W Mclntyre, t.o be pu'olished next year

by the University of Minnesota Press.
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andthe coyote.

Across the twilight of a

California desert, a kit fox hears

the deadly footfalls of a coyote.

Caught in the dangerous open, she

can streak for safety to a curious

mound at the edge of an oilfield.

People who work there, consulting

with wildlife experts, built it

specially for her.

So now she can shoot through

a pipe just big enough for her

and into a cozy den that's

designed to keep her snug and safe.

Do people think of things like

this just to help an endangered

species make it through the night?

People Do.
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Hemingway's Feline Legacy

Andrew Lloyd's article, "Pussy Cat,

Pussy Cat, Where Have You Been?" (July

1986), was most interesting. I grew up on

the island of Key West, where there are

many, many polydactyl (extra-toed) cats.

Locals call them "Hemingway Cats," and

the folklore has it that when Ernest Hem-
ingway visited his Key West home in the

1940s and 1950s, he brought these cats

with him. Almost forty years later, their

many-toed descendants are all over the

island.

Susan Petty

Santa Barbara. California

Ecology of AIDS
In "The Natural History of AIDS"

(May 1986), Matthew A. Gonda writes

that "it is possible that the virus has ex-

isted in humans in central Africa for hun-

dreds of thousands of years, but that it

resided in an isolated population." Once

these isolated infected Africans came in

contact with Americans and Europeans

the disease spread to their respective con-

tinents.

But Americans (through the slave

trade) and Europeans (through coloniza-

4 Natural History 10/86

tion) have been in contact with most Afri-

can tribes for hundreds of years, and yet

AIDS was not noted in America and Eu-

rope until after 1980. If Dr. Gonda is

correct, we must admit the possibility that

the virus had been introduced into Europe

and America previously in the last hun-

dred years but that the disease was unable

to spread sufficiently to attract the atten-

tion of the medical community. In order to

make sense of the present epidemic, we

must consider the behavioral changes in

the recently infected population that have

favored the successful transmission of

AIDS.
The increase in intravenous drug abuse,

sexual promiscuity, and anal intercourse

in the 1970s created the ecological milieu

in which this difficult-to-transmit virus

could be successfully inoculated into sus-

ceptible individuals. Increased host sus-

ceptibility may not be due to lack of coad-

aptation, as Dr Gonda hypothesizes, but

10 more frequent exposure to the virus.

Richard B. Johnson, m.d., m.p.h.

Suffolk. Virginia

Dr. Gonda Replies:

Dr. Johnson is quite correct in pointing

out that the changes in personal behavior

that have become more common during

the past several decades have contributed

significantly to the spread of AIDS, par-

ticularly outside of Africa. Moreover, it is

certainly possible that the AIDS virus pre-

viously entered American and European

populations in the last one hundred years

but went unnoticed until AIDS appeared

and began to increase in prevalence in the

1970s.

However, one cannot attribute the re-

cent, rapid, worldwide spread solely to

changes in behavior. First, demographic

changes in Africa were essential for the

spread of the virus. In my article I men-

tioned that Africa's tribal and geographi-

cal boundaries broke down as individuals

moved toward cities and that such

changes could have brought an infectious

agent into contact with previously unex-

posed populations, both international and

local. The devastating effects of the virus

would have been felt more readily in such

groups, as when visna virus (a lentivirus

that infects sheep) was introduced to ]

land. These changes certainly imply m
frequent exposure of the general pop

tion (and individuals) to the virus. 1
;

thermore, the rapid spread of the viruj^

Africa does not appear to be relatecK

changes in personal behavior.

Phylogeny's Tree

Stephen Jay Gould's concerns ("1

naean Limits," August 1986) about

impact of lateral gene transfer on

geometry of evolution are shared by m
other systematists. However, the prob

is at once simpler and more complex t

his article implies.

It is more complex because other v,

known processes of evolution also threa

the pattern of divergence. Gould c

fungi and bacteria as groups with

clear-cut hierarchy, and he could h

mentioned the flowering plants as v

The problem in flowering plants is om

simple hybridization: new species

arise from hybrids of other species :

thus represent a fusion of the twigs

phylogeny's tree. Hybridization in m
fungi is quite complex, involving sir

organisms containing nuclei from dis

rate sources that unite in the sexual pi

ess in an apparently random manner. I

teria lead even more bizarre sex lives; t

can exchange single genes or large part

their genomes through direct contact,

means of viruses, or even through tl

environment, and these exchanges

take place between "species" as easil;

within. It becomes a semantic probler

decide whether these mechanisms cor

tute "lateral transfer" or "sex."

The process of divergence leaves its

nature in the organisms that have

verged. This is manifested in the lai^

view by the Linnaean hierarchy but n"

specifically by groups of organisms i

share unique features (homologies) f

they have inherited from a common an^

tor Shared gene sequences can be ev;

ated by the same techniques that are i;

to reconstruct phylogeny from flow^

bones, or proteins.

Curtis Cl
California State Polytechnic Univer

Pomona. Califoi
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Witch Lynching at Juniville
Although they were too late to save Guyot Girard, the central authorities moved decisively

to end the abusive witch trials that arose in sixteenth-century France

by Alfred Soman

Fifteen eighty-seven was not a plague

year in eastern France, but the summer
was a bad one for hvestock. All over the

province of Champagne, horses, cattle,

and sheep were mysteriously sickening

and dying. One farm would be spared, the

next would be hard hit. And the people

began murmuring that it was witchcraft.

Their fears were intensitied by fiery

Sunday and feast day sermons, delivered

not so much by the village priests as by

sincere but overzealous itinerant prea

ers (Dominicans and Jesuits) who w

bringing new religious awareness to

countryside. Did not the book of the Ap

Satan in theform oj afixe horned goat (uppernght) presides o\ era witches Sabbath
The illustration isfrom French demonologist Pierre de Lancre s 7672 Tableau de
I'inconstance des mauvais anges ("Description ofthe Faithlessness ofEvil Angels"}.
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alypse predict that the coming of the Anti-

christ would be heralded by great swarms

of heretics and witches? A half century

after the Protestant Reformation shat-

tered the unity of Christendom, there

were heretics aplenty. King Henri III was

childless; the heir to the throne was a Prot-

estant. And if the province of Champagne
had nonetheless remained predominantly

Catholic, the king seemed busier making

treaties with his heretic nobles than trying

to exterminate them. France had been

wracked by twenty-five years of inter-

mittent civil war and lay vulnerable to

attack by powerful Spain.

Many sermons blamed the plight of

war-torn France on the moral failings of

the French themselves. The Bible clearly

instructed, "Thou shalt not suffer a witch

to live" (Exod. 22:18). Yet the villagers

Henry Charles Lea Library, Special Collections, Van Pelt Library, University ol Pennsylvania

trtpe-maiii

A platefrom E.D. Hauber's eighteenth-century Bibliotheca Acta et Scripta Magica
illustrates the widespread beliefthat, a witch would not sink in water.

had learned through experience

bringing a witch to trial and obtaini

conviction was no easy matter. You hi

prove the charges, even though ever

knew who the witches were or, at any ,

;

who some of them were. "Burn thosH

start with," was the message of

preachers, "and when God sees hi;

flicted people upholding his comm
ments. He will take pity on us and gi\

succor. No help can be expected 1

God unless the people show they hav{

will to help themselves. The loss of"

power is a sure sign of damnation."

The cardinal of Reims disapprove

such talk. He and his brother, the dujii

Guise, were the leaders of the mill a

Catholic faction trying to force loe

Henri 1 1 1 into an alliance against the I la

estants and also to secure the royal sue a

sion for the Guise family, which o'J

trace its descent from Charlemagne,

as the largest landowner in Champagi
his revenues were second only to thos ,

the crown—the cardinal opposed letr*

his villagers take the law into their ^

hands. On this issue he was the king's a

Across the border to the east was

impressively named Holy Roman Emj

in reality a loose federation of princij,

ities with almost no political cohes.y

There it was easier to prosecute witcii)

The crime was defined by law, "han [;

magic" was punishable by death, tor t

could be used freely and repeatedl;-

extort confessions, and many nobles n

bursed part of the cost of trials and ex* >

tions incurred by the villages in purij^

themselves of these servants of Satar
j.

the kingdom of France, however, tl.j

was no statute governing witchcraft

was a common-law offense, like theft '

'

sault, murder, or arson. I"

An accusation of arson, for exair'"

was very difficult to prove. The chai'"'

evidence began with a publicly krii

conflict, an ultimatum or a threat c

heard by witnesses, such as, "I'll r''

your fleas!" Sometimes there was t'''^

mony linking the accused to the seen"

the crime. But unless two impartial ',

nesses actually saw the culprit wit

flaming torch or a bucketful of live a -

,1/1

or the defendant could be made to con!

,

the prosecution had no case. In the

torture could be used to elicit a confes

when the presumption of guilt was ''"

strong. But the high court of appeals, i'^'

Parlement of Paris, no longer allowed'*

rural courts to use torture, and the w;i
|

was inflicted in Paris was so mild that itr

one in thirty or forty persons broke die

and confessed. Those who never confe 'le

were acquitted or banished. p
If arson was so diiffcult to prove, wifC

k
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craft was well-nigh impossible. How could

there be any witnesses to an intangible act

like the casting of a supernatural spell?

The law seemed designed to protect the

criminal and prevent justice from being

done. One solution might have been to

change the law to redefine the crime,

loosen the rules of evidence, and make

harsh punishments mandatory. Almost

every political entity in Europe made new

witchcraft laws in the sixteenth century

France was a notable exception.

Even in the absence of new legislation,

however, the definition of the crime

tended to be subtly shifted by the prosecu-

tion, searching for a chink in the defense's

armor. Witchcraft trials were originally

about maleficium, or "evildoing"—cast-

ing spells on people, their farm animals,

and their crops. While maleficium was

virtually impossible to prove at law, it was

easier to make a charge of Devil worship

stick. Attendance at witches" Sabbaths

might be a mass delusion, but it was sub-

ject to eyewitness testimony (as spells

were not). And so a marginal aspect of

European witch lore took on the star role

in this gruesome drama. A suspect would

be tortured until he confessed to being

present at the "Devil's dance" and de-

nounced others whom he saw there. These

in turn were put to the rack to obtain

further denunciations, and so on. At their

worst, chain-reaction witch trials lost ev-
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erything but the most tenuous connect!

with maleficium. and a Pandora's box v

'

opened as people took advantage of

:

panic to settle old scores.

The cardinal was concerned when
,

only on his lands, where he was respoi

ble for the administration of justice, 1

also in the nearby duchy of Rethelois,

cal magistrates began discovering "(

dence" of vast numbers of witches in

region—7,760, according to the judge

the village of BrieuUes. The dignity

French justice was threatened. But troi

could hardly be sent in to maintain ore

Such an ill-considered measure mij

drive the whole province into open re\

and create local support for an invasion

Spanish armies.

Instead, the cardinal appointed 1

dolphe Carre as his special judicial rep

sentative to go out to the villages and

diet those local judges who were try

witches without due process of law. Wh
ever possible, the suspects awaiting ti

were to be removed from their native

lages and brought to Reims or to Pa

where cooler heads would decide tf

fate. This tactic saved eighteen "witch

from burning in the village of Givry,
'

when Carre got to Juniville he was

late. Guyot Girard had already b

lynched by his fellow villagers.

The surviving records tell us quite a

about how Guyot Girard died but v

little about how he lived. He might h;

been a typical rural witch. Most of th

were women, but when men got into

act they generally did so on a larger sc

and consequently made themselves m
conspicuous and liable to prosecution.

In almost every village there were

or two inhabitants with a reputation

talent in matters of the occult. Often

talent was inherited, the secrets pas

down from mother to daughter or fr

father to son. For the most part Fre

peasants lived on relatively good tei

with their witches, for they were usf

people to be on good terms with. Wl

something valuable was lost or stolen

sorcerer helped get it back. "Cunni:

men and women were skilled in the usi

herbal remedies and in prayers to ward

evil. As healers their record was proba

just as good as that of licensed physici

in that era of misguided medical theor

For more than three centuries now,

of the hallmarks of an educated persoi

France, England, or the United State

that he or she disbelieves in witchcraft

treats the whole matter as superstition

ignorance. Historians of the witch ci

have become accustomed to writing at

innocent victims charged with imagir

crimes, forgetting that when the ne

10 Natural History 10/8



trs all believe in witchcraft and agree

tilt a certain person possesses supernatu-

r powers, the belief itself confers ex-

t ordinary power on the labeled individ-

lI. Such people find themselves in a

piition to operate a shakedown racket on

t : peasants who are afraid of them. Cath-

,SC(WLAND

IRELAND

erine Lemoine, who was lynched at

Belval-en-Argonne, used to go about the

village asking for alms and threatening

those who refused to give. "I'll make you
regret that," she would warn, and misfor-

tune would usually strike the house where

she had been turned away empty-handed.

The 1587 Witch Panic

in Champagne

Town.s and Villages Where Witches

Were Prosecuted

Area of Detail

HOLY
ROMAN

CHAMPAGNE'' EMPIREP\
%

PAPAL STATES "

of7!|^ples

Jun,v,llc ^^ i

Reims i \ *\

-^- .r^-i^^'^\\
V.ien a witch panic struck Juniville and other villages in the province ofChampagne i

1 1?7, at leastfifty people were lynched or executed illegallyfor witchcraft.

Not all suspected sorcerers took advan-

tage of their diabolic reputations. The tac-

tic was dangerous. A blacksmith in a vil-

lage about thirty miles west of Juniville

was caught selling witchcraft insurance at

ten gold crowns a policy—one policy for

the frightened customer (with whom he'd

been playing cat and mouse); another for

his wife and family. The blacksmith was

arrested, tried, and condemned to death.

At first he admitted his dealings with the

Devil, then changed his mind and ap-

pealed to the Parlement of Paris. The
death sentence was confirmed, he was

hanged, and his body burned at the stake.

It is hard to work up much sympathy for

him. He was a criminal and knew the risks

he was taking when he embarked on his

nefarious career. Other sorcerers who
never confessed to Devil worship, but

against whom there was a strong presump-

tion of maleficium, were banished: some
for a few years; some for life. Because

torture was used so moderately in France,

confessions and, therefore, legal execu-

tions were relatively rare.

The case of Guyot Girard was alto-

gether difl''erent from this legal procedure.

His trial was exactly what the cardinal of

Reims was trying to avoid, since it was

bound to discredit the local courts, which
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(there being no police) were the only buli'

wark against lawlessness and disorder, m

Girard was arrested and charged wit >

sixteen bewitchments going back moilir-

than ten years. Particularly vehemeri?

against him was the well-to-do farmeiJ'

Nicolas Leger, who claimed that Girar!''

was responsible for a fatal spell that ha

killed Leger's first wife and their childreii^

As the cardinal's representative pieced ti i
<

gether the story, Leger was the principii::

rabble-rouser in the affair. After tH^

event, Leger claimed that he did nothini'

except follow the orders of the mayoi'

Pierre Quinquet, and the other village on

ficers. They in turn protested that thei'

were forced to go along with Leger and h I

'

mob. Otherwise, they would have beeji

accused of befriending witches anH

lynched together with Girard. I'

In any case, the whole village had a|i

sembled on both banks of the rivfl:

Retourne while Girard was subjected Ij.

the "ordeal by water." (Today, the river I

hardly more than a wide stream: the wat(

table has fallen in the region and mar'

rivers where witches were "swum" ail

scarcely deep enough now to get one's feil

wet. Four hundred years ago the RetounI

was probably a good deal deeper.) I

The water test consisted of tying tli

suspect's wrists and ankles together ar

throwing him into a river, a pond, or tl

moat of the local castle. A rope was a

tached to him, so if he sank he could U

pulled up before he drowned. Only 2

innocent person would sink, water beir

the symbol of purity and of Christian ba;

tism. A witch, having sold himself to tl

Devil and renounced his baptism, woui

be rejected by the water.

Villagers all over Europe believed intl

water ordeal. Many offered voluntarily

undergo it—to prove their innocence
j

their neighbors (perhaps also to ther;

selves). But it was frowned upon by tl'

high magistrates in Paris and by their i

lies like the cardinal. It was a vestige of tl

old judicial ordeals—trials by battle, tria

by walking through fire—that existed bj

fore modern investigative methods ma(|

them obsolete. "Swimming a witci,

smacked of superstition, of contendiil

with the Devil on his own terms (with tli

risk of being the Devil's fool). Worst of a(

it was an unseemly public spectacle ai

the crowds too often got out of control,
i

To the solemn sound of a drum ro,

Guyot Girard was trussed and tossed in:

the river. Nicolas Leger held the rope, ai

Mayor Quinquet warned that he wou

fine anyone who interfered. But when (

rard floated, Leger stripped down to 1

shirt and drawers and dove into the wat

Three times he tried to push the wit



i(*'n. Three times he bobbed back up to

I surface.

The witch won't drown!" shouted the

:i;vvd. "Let's see if he'll burn!" The lynch

rb now had all the proof it wanted of

jyot Girard's guilt. What followed was a

;iel mockery of justice.

,egal execution was by hanging, the

:iaver afterward being burned at the

!t<e. Forty or fifty years had elapsed

ii;e the French authorities had burned

)('ple alive, although they sometimes

nil through the traditional motions. An
M.asiona! sentence would still prescribe

it the victim feel the heat of the flames

xpre he was hanged; in practice he was

rrcifully garroted before the fire was lit.

r^re was to be no coup de grace for

jard, however. He was heaped about

vh straw and twigs and set ablaze. The

II symbolized the victory of the village

)\X the Devil, who was powerless to save

li: witch. Only then was Girard—still

li'e?—hanged on the gibbet.

Vhen Carre later interrogated Leger

iljut his starring role in the lynching

"m its beginning to its end, the farmer

:ine up with a stock excuse: after the

n,er ordeal, the prisoner tried to escape

III just coincidentally ran straight at Le-

H He, Leger, was innocent of any pre-

meditation; his prominence in the lynch

mob was purely fortuitous. Whether or

not this was true, once the excitement was

over and Rodolphe Carre began asking

embarrassing questions, the village

needed a scapegoat and Nicolas Leger

was an obvious choice.

There was a second scapegoat as well:

Regnault Roussel, the collector of fines.

For there had been another nasty incident

in Juniville at about the same time. The
documents are rather hazy on the details,

but it seems that a man executed as a

witch in a neighboring village had de-

nounced the Juniville widow Gillette Pre-

vost. Roussel did not wait for formal

charges to be pressed. He had her hanged

by the feet until she confessed. Although

she retracted her confession, she was con-

demned to death, whereupon she ap-

pealed to the Parlement of Paris.

No special reason was needed to appeal

a criminal sentence. All that was neces-

sary was to declare, "1 appeal"; the local

court was then obliged to send the prisoner

to Paris, at enormous expense. If Gillette

had been convicted legally, it would have

cost the village the equivalent of sixty to

eighty cows to have her sentence con-

firmed and bring her back to Juniville for

execution. No other country in Europe

had such an extravagant, and effective,

system of controlling its criminal courts.

The Parlement of Paris was known to be

extremely severe when the rights of appel-

lants were infringed. The mayor of

Juniville felt that his hands were tied. Not

so Roussel. Under the pretext that the

widow had renounced her right to appeal,

he had her executed. The populace played

no part in her death, so the result was not

exactly a lynching; but her trial was, to say

the least, abusive.

Leger and Roussel were tried in Reims

at the cardinal's own court, which had

jurisdiction over all his vast landholdings

in Champagne. They were both found

guilty of homicide and sentenced to be

hanged. The mayor of Juniville, the town

prosecutor, the schoolmaster (who dou-

bled as court clerk), the sergeant at arms,

and two other participants in these miscar-

riages of justice were all condemned to be

present at the execution, each with a rope

around his neck, and banished for five

years from the region.

Only Leger and Roussel appealed. The
six others perhaps felt they had gotten off

lightly. Appeal was a double-edged sword.

A lower court's sentence was usually miti-

gated, but it could also be stiffened. Actu-

ally, it made no difference whether the
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Others appealed or not, as the high co

was not going to review the cases of twc

'

the defendants without hearing the oti

six. Leger and Roussel benefited from

parlement's customary clemency. Instt

of being hanged, they were condemnec

do public penance in Reims "for havi

on their own private authority, swum s

eral persons suspected of witchcraft c

brutally maltreated them," then to
~

flogged through the streets and banisl

from the province for nine years.

The mayor and the town prosecutor l

their sentences increased. They too hac

perform public penance "for hav

looked on and tolerated the said swi

ming and cruelties," then to be exiled, a j*

for nine years. The remaining four got i

with a lesser degree of public humiliati

to be present at the ceremony, bareheac

and on their knees, to hear their fclk

confess their misdeeds.

There were at least six other lynchii

,

that year and more than fifty persons i

gaily executed for witchcraft, within a «

dius of twenty-five miles of Juniville. l^s

witch panic in Champagne was a ma

concern to the high court, as it quic
^

established a fourfold program to put

end to the disgrace: (1) punish the resp

sible magistrates (taking care not to p'"

voke a backlash): (2) acquit the victim;

abusive trials, regardless of the evidei

against them; (3) outlaw the ordeal

swimming; and (4) make appeal obli

tory in all trials for witchcraft. The fou

measure was extremely radical. There \

no precedent for it and it took years bef

it was enacted, partly because the politi

situation was deteriorating rapidly.

In May 1588, the Guise faction dn

the king out of Paris. At Christmastii

Henri III retaliated by having the due

;

the cardinal killed. The following Aug

the king himself was assassinated, ;

France was plunged into another ten ye

of civil war.

With the return of peace, the provii

of Champagne remained relatively tr

quil—until 1623, when another pa

broke out. This time the political ba

ground was favorable and the parlemj*

acted decisively. Appeals were at i

made automatic for all witchcraft con

tions, and the acquittal rate for the n

seven years was higher than two out

three; the number of trials dropped

sharply. For all practical purposes wit

craft had been decriminalized. The

witch to be executed legally in the ju

diction of Paris (half the kingdom) '

Catherine Bouillon, in 1625.

Witchcraft trials came to an early i^

in France, not because people stopped

lieving in witches, but because the cen
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uiorities considered the trials scandal-

Uj and unbefitting the dignity of the

ii;,'s justice. The proponents of witch

u|ting had been the lower-to-middle

is of both clergy and magistracy.

V;:re the central authorities were weak,

nzealots had their way, and thousands

fnnocent people were tortured until

ii- confessed and were burned at the
lI -s Nationales. Document X2A 956

Stake. This is what happened in Scotland

and in many parts of the Holy Roman
Empire, not only German principalities,

but also some French-speaking provinces

not yet incorporated into the kingdom of

France. The trials continued until the late

seventeenth century in western Europe

and spread to America, to Scandinavia,

and in the eighteenth century, to eastern

Itq,

^ -ij -^A-v^ —1 />-jj,-~Av-
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I ifcumenlfrom May 30, 1588. records Ihe testimony ofNicolas Leger regarding his

Jtin the lynching ofGuyot Girardfor witchcraft. On appeal, the Parlement ofParis

meed Leger 's penalty, calling the affair an unpremeditated homicide.

Europe. But where the central govern-

ments were strong enough to resist the

pressure—in England, France, and Spain

—there were comparatively few witch tri-

als and they were largely a thing of the

past by 1625, long before it became intel-

lectually fashionable to be contemptuous

of belief in witches.

Meanwhile, belief in witchcraft, while

less widespread than four centuries ago, is

still alive today. The witches themselves

are (and probably always were) shadowy

figures in the background. The phenome-

non can only be perceived through the

activities of clairvoyants and "disenchant-

ers" who claim to intercept a spell and

render it harmless or, even better, turn it

back against the witch who cast it. In

August 1985, I attended a colloquium in

western France where several of these

while witches, or "healers," attempted to

convince a group of skeptical social scien-

tists of the reality of the evil forces they

combat. Why, they wanted to know, is it

impossible to bring an evildoer to justice?

The answer lies in the story of Guyot Gi-

rard and hundreds of others like him. The
courts learned the hard way that to pre-

vent abuse, a crime that is impossible to

prove at law must be treated as if it were

no crime at all. D
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3 View of

Archetype and Adaptation
The truly great intellectual dichotomies are not battles to the death,

but struggles to fitidpartial truths

by Stephen Jay Gould

Goethe features a great confrontation

on high in part 2, act 4, when a cloud

deposits Faust on the summit of a high

mountain range, and Mephistopheles,

wearing his seven league boots, arrives

just a moment later. In keeping with the

local scenery, they begin a fierce argu-

ment about rocks—a clash that mirrors,

quite consciously (since Goethe was also a

geologist), a major debate of early nine-

teenth-century science.

The Devil, befitting his abode, supports

the catastrophic theory of major upheav-

als fueled by great eruptions that fracture

the earth's crust and raise mountains from

former ocean depths:

Hell was with sulphur-fumes

so much inflated

And such a gas therefrom was generated.

That very soon the earth's flat crust

—no wonder!

—

Thick as it was, was forced to burst asunder

So now we have a diff"erent situation;

What's now a peak was once

a deep foundation.

Faust responds with the stately view

that gentle forces of erosion, mostly run-

ning water, have slowly altered a topogra-

phy stable in basic features since the

earth's early days:

When Nature in herself her own self

founded.

The globe of earth she formed

and neatly rounded, . . .

The hills in easy slopes she downward
moulded.

Til! gently into valleys they unfolded.

There all is verdant growth and for her

gladness

She has no need of such convulsive

madness.

Diogenes Laertius, in his Lives and

Opinions of Eminent Philosopiiers (ca.

A.D. 200), presents the first expression of a

prominent cliche: "Protagoras asserted

that there were two sides to every ques-

tion, exactly opposite to each other."

Faust and the Devil were playing the ump-

teenth version of that favorite among all

intellectual games: dichotomy, or "take a

complex issue, discard its subtleties, then

16 N.i^TURAL History 10/86

allocate all possible opinions into two cate-

gories treated as polar opposites." Coin

tossing becomes our primary metaphor

for resolution; as Captain Corcoran might

have said, they hardly ever land on their

edges.

Dichotomy also has an ethical dimen-

sion since right so easily turns to good,

wrong to bad. Faust and the Devil played

dichotomy with a debate about forces of

geological change: neptunism (deposition

of all rocks as sediments from an original

ocean) versus plutonism (formation of

rocks from interior magmas, with convul-

sive wrenching of the earth's crust during

periods of extrusion). The Devil, loyal to

his abode, presented plutonism: both

Faust and his author were neptunists.

Goethe's version made no bones about

identifying goodies and baddies—al-

though, ironically, we now read the history

of geology as a victory of plutonism and

might thus stand accused of satanism.

I despair of persuading people to stop

playing dichotomy: the need seems to lie

too deep in the human soul. Perhaps, in-

stead, we might harness this drive to cir-

cumvent its own worst influence—our ten-

dency to simplify and caricature complex

issues. If we cannot avoid dichotomy, at

least we might explore a range of different

taxonomies by two. If we tried a large set

of twofold divisions, placing the wall of

separation at different angles and in dif-

ferent places each time, we might finally

occupy enough perspectives to appreciate

the true complexity of most issues.

As a child, for example. I could never

figure out why cancer seemed so resistant

to treatment, when we had developed

cures for so many other diseases. If chol-

era, typhus, typhoid, tuberculosis, and

plague had retreated as major scourges,

why not cancer as well? Only much later

did I realize that I had been wallowing in a

false taxonomy, a bad division. If cancer

were one like all others in a set of coequals,

then my puzzle had merit. But if we
also—and more properly—view cancer as

one side of a dichotomy balancing all the

others by itself, then sequential success on

one side of the wall need not extenc

triumph on the other side. (In this did Ij

omy, we contrast a class of DNA dam
inducing unconstrained proliferai

[cancer] with a class of foreign agt

invading the body [bacterial diseases,

example]. I realize of course that sue

dichotomy is also false, since various

'

vaders" can induce cancers as well, ;

since diseases come in so many more t

these two classes, but this is my point,

dichotomy can be "correct," so we rr

explore the consequences of several.)

In my own field of evolutionary biok

Darwin's revolution defined the prim

dichotomy as evolution versus creal

(particularly for human origins). I havtj^

objection to this division per se; scare
|

anything else could be more fundamen

But we can parse the world in other w;

some more useful in certain circi

stances. In particular, since biology bei

Darwin did not always view evolution

'

sus creation as its primary dichotomy,

attempt to read this later division b;

into history often leads to serious mis

derstanding.

This essay explores another major

chotomy in evolutionary thinking—an

sue older, and in many ways deeper, tl

the usual version of evolution versus (

ation. The wall of structural versus fu

tional approaches to form does not occi

the same position as evolution versus (

ation. It divides biologists along a dif

ent line and therefore qualifies as an al

nate dichotomy promising different

sights.

In his masterful book Form and Fu

tion (1916), the committed functiona

(but eminently fair arbitrator of other p
tions) E.S. Russell defined this dichotor

The main battleground of these two opj'

ing tendencies is the problem of the relate

of function to form. Is function the mecti

ical result of form, or is form merely

manifestation of function or activity? W
is the essence of life—organization or ac

ity^

This great dichotomy arises because'

seek the historical roots of present p
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nomena, but cannot infer an unambiguous

sequence of past events from the simple

observation of good design today. The nat-

ural world is full of structures fit for their

functions, but which came first? Giraffes

feed on leaves at the tops of acacia trees.

But did their necks elongate in response to

a need for such feeding (the functional

view) or did giraffes grow long necks for

reasons unrelated to utility and then dis-

cover that they could reach the succulent

leaves at the tops of trees (the structural

alternative)?

This dichotomy runs deeper than biol-

ogy, for it expresses attitudes that have

defined controversies in fields ranging

from architecture to aesthetics. Shall the

forms of buildings express their uses

("form follows function" of Louis Sullivan

and a lineage extending to Mies van der

Rohe and the international style at its

best); or shall abstract principles of aes-

thetic design and proportion regulate ar-

chitecture, with good function arising as a

consequence of proper aesthetics?

In biology, the dichotomy of structural

versus functional approaches to form

reaches its acme at the issue of adaptation.

Functionalists view adaptation as the

cause of good design-, structuralists view it

as a fortunate side consequence. Adapta-

tion is the primary motivation of evolu-

tionary change on one side of the wall, but

it is merely incidental and superimposed

on the other.

We now reach the crux of this essay: the

chief illustration of how false (and exclu-

sive) dichotomy distorts our view of his-

tory. English and American biologists

have long favored functionalist accounts

of evolution—so much so that we often

equate functional thinking with all intelli-

gible ideas about evolution itself. All our

primary theories—both Darwinism and

Lamarckism, for example—have been

functionalist in identifying adaptation as

the motif of evolutionary change (by natu-

ral selection for Darwin or by inheritance

of acquired characters for Lamarck).

Since we make the deeply restrictive mis-

take of interpreting all historical debates

as episodes in the great evolution/creation

dichotomy, we have, again and again,

badly misinterpreted structuralist theo-

ries as creationist. The false logic goes

something like this: structural theories as-

sert the primacy of form over function;

since evolution is a process of adaptation,

function guiding form, theories that view

good design as a secondary consequence

of form must be creationist, that is, they

must assert the creation of form by fiat if

they will not permit its gradual molding in

the service of function.

This false logic set the core of last

18 Natural History 10/86

month's essay, for Fred Hoyle misinter-

preted the structuralist Richard Owen as

a creationist, and then advanced this mis-

understanding as the basis of his accusa-

tion that Owen bought a fraudulent Ar-

chaeopteryx in order to discredit Darwin.

But Richard Owen deserves more than

vindication from Hoyle's nonsense; his

structuralist ideas merit our attention be-

cause he was a great and neglected

thinker, and because our own strong

adaptationist biases have precluded

proper attention to the important insights

of structuralist thought. The two dichoto-

mies—evolution/creation and structural/

functional—are orthogonal, not coin-

cident.

Owen presented a fascinating account

of his structuralist views, in a famous ad-

dress. On the Nature of Limbs, delivered

to the Royal Institution of Great Britain

and published in 1849. He begins by

acknowledging that structuralist thinking,

so common on the continent, receives little

sympathy or understanding in England:

I became fully conscious how foreign to our

English philosophy were those ideas or

trains of thought concerned in the discovery

of [these] anatomical truths .... A Ger-

man anatomist, addressing an audience of

his countrymen, would feel none of the dif-

ficulty which I experienced.

Owen's argument in On the Nature of

Limbs centers upon the identification of a

beginning for vertebrates—a basic form

to serve as foundation for all later alter-

ations. This basis—or archetype in Ow-

en's terminology—must contain within it-

self the potential for all variety generated

later. Combine the inherent possibilities of

the archetype with rules of structural

transformation and you generate the taxo-

nomic diversity of living creatures.

Don't misunderstand. We are not yet in

Darwin's world. The vertebrate archetype

is an idealized abstraction—a Platonic

form that embodies both the kernel of

unity and the constrained potential for

change along definite paths—not the flesh

All Illustrations from On the Nature ol Limbs (1849)

©^^—pleurapophysi

Richard Owen's archetypal vertebra

and blood of a true ancestor. Owen, ;

paleontologist by trade, would never hav(

sought the archetype on bedding planes ol

the Burgess Shale. Still, he felt suflS

ciently confident to draw the archetype a:

an animal and to specify and name iti

features.

As an evolutionist, he also argued thai

the actual history of vertebrates wouk

follow a set of pathways leading from trus

beginnings in forms close to archetypa

organization (primitive fishes), towart

progressive specialization of parts ir

"higher" creatures (birds and mammals)

Owen professed ignorance about th(

causes of evolutionary change, but he spe

cifically identified them as natural, anc

held that God is not demoted by viewing

evolution as the outcome of His laws

Thus, the famous closing paragraph of his

address reads:

To what natural laws or secondary causes

the orderly succession and progression ol

such organic phenomena may have beer

committed we as yet are ignorant. But if

without derogation of the Divine power, wt

may conceive the existence of such minis

ters, and personify them by the term "Na^

ture," we learn from the past history of oui

globe that she has advanced with slow anc

stately steps, guided by the archetypa

light, amidst the wreck of worlds, from th(

first embodiment of the Vertebrate idei

under its old Ichthyic vestment, until it be-

came arrayed in the glorious garb of the

Human form.

If adaptation provides a key and driving

force for functionalist theories, the idea ol

constraint forms the backbone for strut

turalist thought about evolution. Change

cannot follow all possible paths dictated

by external forces; an organism is nol

putty before a molding environment. Con-

straints are imposed both by starting

points (the form of the archetype foi

Owen, perhaps the structure of DNA foi

modern adherents) and by rules of trans-

formation specified by the nature of or

ganic materials. To provide a flavor foi

this unfamiliar style of thought, considei

an example from Owen in each category,

1. Limitation by archetypal starting

point: the hallux, or first digit of the fool

(big toe in humans), has one phalanx (to£

bone) fewer than subsequent digits in tht,

archetypal pattern. All higher vertebrate;

;

maintain this arrangement, even when de-i

mands of adaptation might favor a reorga-

nization. In humans, where big toes are

greatly enlarged to bear weight and littlesl

toes almost vestigial, big toes still contair

but two phalanges, while fifth toes house!

three tiny toe bones. In elephants, with

first and fifth toes of equal length enclosee}

in a massive pad, the first still bears twc
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Richard Owen's archetypal vertebrate (above j and his rendition ofa reptilian skeleton (below): According to Owen's

schema, the skull ofhigher animals is an elaboration ofthefirstfour archetypal vertebrae (purple):

the premaxilla ofthe upperjaw and the dentary ofthe lowerjaw are the tips ofthefirst and second haemal arches

(red, blue): thefront leg (or arm) is a diverging ray ofthefourth vertebra (yellow): and the pelvis

and hind limb are the haemal arch and the diverging ray ofa posterior vertebra (green).

phalanges, the fifth three. Within the

webbed hind-paddle of seals, the arche-

typal arrangement persists, though the

first and fifth toes again are equal in

length and are fully conjoined within the

flipper.

2. Constraint by rules of transforma-

tion. Adaptation remains a powerful force

for change, but it must work within path-

ways specified by laws of form. One such

law dictates that primitive forms depart

least from the archetype in retaining nu-

merous, simple repeating segments, while

advanced creatures yield more exten-

sively to adaptive molding and specializa-

tion of parts. (Clearly this claim could

become circular if we define primitive by

retention of archetypal pattern alone. But

we can break the circle by invoking inde-

pendent criteria, especially the prediction

that creatures closer to archetypal form

should occur early in the fossil record—

a

claim strongly supported by Owen as the

basis for his interpretation of Archae-

opteryx as both the most primitive and the

oldest bird.) "The Archetype," Owen
writes, "is progressively departed from as

the organization is more and more modi-

fied in adaptation to higher and more var-

ied powers and actions."

Owen followed a tradition of both

French and German "romantic" or "tran-

scendental" biology (their names for

structuralist thinking) in identifying the

vertebra as a basis for archetypal form in

vertebrate animals (see my column of No-

vember 1 985 on the French version of this

theory, as advanced by Geoffroy Saint-

Hilaire). The primal vertebra, in such a

scheme, is a complicated object with nu-

merous parts above and below the spinal

cord, and numerous appendages all fit for

modification. The archetype becomes lit-

tle more than a long set of serially re-

peated vertebrae surrounding a central

spinal cord—as Owen's reconstruction

clearly shows. All subsequent evolution in

vertebrates can only modify these numer-

ous vertebral segments in varied ways. No
matter how different a skull may become
from a foot in "higher" vertebrates, all are

modified parts of vertebrae:

I believe, however, that I have satisfactorily

demonstrated that a vertebra is a natural

group of bones . . . and that the parts of that

group are definable and recognizable under
all their teleological modifications, their es-

sential relations and characters appearing

through every adaptive mask.

(Note how sharply, if unconsciously, this

last phrase contrasts functional with struc-

tural thinking. To functionalists, adapta-

tion is the driving force of evolutionary

change; to structuralists, it is a mask of

epiphenomenal fiddling, obscuring an i

derlying unity of form.)

Even the form of that most advano

and complicated vertebrate, Homo sai

ens, can be read as a maximal modific

tion of the archetypal string of vertebrj

General anatomical science reveals t

unity which pervades the diversity, a

demonstrates the whole skeleton of man
be the harmonized sum of a series of esse

tially similar segments, although each S£

ment differs from the other, and all va

from their archetype.

If the vertebrate archetype is a string

equipotential vertebrae, then we mi

face some interesting possibilities. Ver

brates on this earth developed parts of jt

two vertebrae into limbs, but if oth

worlds sport creatures built upon the sar

archetype, they might grow more pairs

different places. Owen interpreted lim

as great elaborations of small vertebi

appendages called diverging rays. He th

identified diverging rays on nonlimb

vertebrae of several fishes and reptif

concluding that "they must be 'rudimt

tal limbs,' future possible or potent

arms, legs, wings or feet." He then spec

lated in his concluding paragraphs:

The conceivable modifications of the ver

brate archetype are very far from bei

20 Natural History IC
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exhausted by any of the forms that now

inhabit the earth, or that are known to have

existed here at any period .... The discov-

ery of the vertebrate archetype could not

fail to suggest to the Anatomist many pos-

sible modifications of it beyond those that

we know to have been realized in this little

orb of ours.

The idea is not so preposterous as it

seems at first, at least by analogy with

other body plans. Insects, for example, are

built of repeated segments, strongly modi-

fied. Each original segment bore a pair of

simple legs. Insect mouth parts are modi-

fied legs—look carefully at films of in-

sects feeding, for the resemblance remains

unmistakable. Antennae, gill supports,

swimming devices, and clasping organs all

have the same source as modified legs.

But Owen was wrong about skulls and

limbs as altered parts of vertebrae, and his

grand scheme began to unravel.

This must be the oldest trap of intellec-

tual life: you develop a general scheme too

beautiful to be false, apply it to every

nuance of nature's complexity, and it dies

in the details. Owen's vertebral archetype

went this way of all flesh (or rather by all

flesh, as the reality of muscle and bone

conquered abstraction). Owen tried to in-

terpret the skull as a complexly modified

amalgam of four original vertebrae (com-

pare his archetype with his reptilian skele-

ton). Note how the haemal (lower) arches

of vertebrae 1 and 2 become the upper and

lower jaws of actual vertebrates, while the

tiny tips of the arches become the major

premaxillary and dentary bones of reptil-

ian upper and lower jaws.

If this transformation of nubbin to mas-

sive jawbone strikes you as improbable,

the search for an archetypal source of

limbs (the main subject of Owen's 1849

treatise) strained the theory even more.

Owen did not, as GeoflTroy and other con-

tinental biologists had urged, identify

limbs with ribs. Instead, he equated the

girdles (shoulder bones up front and pelvis

behind) with haemal arches of vertebrae.

(Jaws therefore become the homologs of

shoulders and pelvises since all are derived

from haemal arches.)

But whence, then, the arms and legs

themselves? Owen identified tiny projec-

tions from the haemal arch as "diverging

rays" and then argued that all the com-

plexity of an arm—humerus, radius, ulna,

carpals, metacarpals, and phalanges of

the several digits—diflTerentiated from

this single, tiny, projecting spine.

But Owen's difficulties did not end with

this improbable reconstruction. He
wanted to identify the arms and shoulder

girdle as elaborations of the haemal arch

of the fourth vertebra—that is, literallv as

parts of the skull (since the first four verte-

brae form the skull). Owen wrote: "How-

ever strange or paradoxical the proposi-

tion may sound, the scapular arch and its

appendages, down to the last phalanx of

the little finger, are truly and essentially

bones of the skull."

In some fishes, the shoulder girdle is

fastened to the rear of the skull, but nu-

merous neck vertebrae separate skull

from arms in all reptiles, birds, and

mammals. This fact forced Owen to the

improbable claim that the haemal arch of

the fourth vertebra had migrated back

past an array of subsequent vertebrae to

form the shoulder and arms, while the top

part of the fourth vertebra stayed put to

form the rear of the skull. At this point,

the archetype had been tortured beyond

utility.

Owen and Darwin began as friends. As

I explained last month, Darwin sought out

Owen to describe his precious vertebrate

fossils, brought back from South America

on the Beagle, and Owen is the taxonomic

author of Toxodon and its allies. But the

two men became bitter enemies after Dar-

win published the Origin ofSpecies. Most

biologists, using the inappropriate dichot-

omy of evolution versus creation, have as-

sumed that Owen precipitated this break

because he hated evolution. But Owen
was also an evolutionist. Owen despised

Darwin's functionalist version of evolu-

tion, not the idea of transmutation itself.

The best dichotomy for understanding

their conflict is structuralism versus func-

tionalism.

For Owen, nature presented a funda-

mental antithesis between laws of struc-

ture (embodied in the archetype) and the

functional tinkering that overlays these

basic forms with adaptations. Structure is

primary; adaptation a covering veil, neces-

sary for survival in the tough old world out

there but fundamentally a nuisance for

anyone trying to decipher laws of form.

Darwin, in one of his most brilliant strokes

of insight, took this fundamental antithe-

sis and rendered it with beautiful simplic-

ity as two diff"erent aspects of adaptation,

temporally separated. The key passage,

one of my half dozen all-time favorites in

Darwin's writing, is the summary state-

ment of chapter 6 (last edition) of the

Origin of Species, entitled "Diflficulties of

the Theory." In this passage, Darwin ac-

knowledges Owen's central contrast. He
designates Owen's structural theme as

"unity of type"—why should creatures

employ the same structures for such dif-

ferent purposes, or why should I now be

typing with the same finger bones used by

a bat to fly, a horse to run, and a seal to

paddle? Owen attributed this unity to

common impress of the archetype, a:

viewed such resemblances as antithetic

to the principle of adaptation. Darwin d(

ignates current adaptation as "conditioj

of existence"—the immediate fitting

form to current function and environmei

Darwin writes, combining the twothen<

that Owen kept rigidly separate:

It is generally acknowledged that all «

ganic beings have been formed on two gra

laws—Unity of Type, and the Conditions!

Existence .... On my theory, unity of ty]

is explained by unity of descent. The
pression of conditions of existence .

.

fully embraced by the principle of natui

selection. For natural selection acts by i

ther now adapting the varying parts of eai

being to its organic and inorganic con(

tions of life: or by having adapted the

during past periods of time .... Hence,

fact, the law of the Conditions of Existen

is the higher law; as it includes, through t!

inheritance of former variations and a

aptations, that of Unity of Type.

Darwin's dismantling of Owen's stnj

turalism proceeds in two stages. First,

takes all the deep platonic mysteries

archetypal similarity and renders them-

in such a pedestrian, matter of fact way-

as simple results of descent. Similarity

finger bones does not betoken the abstrz

ground plan of all vertebrate existem

the basic model used by God himself

underpin all later evolution. Such simili

ity only indicates that all these divei

vertebrates are descendants of a comm
ancestor that possessed finger bones

this arrangement. Unity of type represei

passive descent from a flesh and bio

ancestor, not a record of primal unity.

Second, Darwin takes the major cla:

of Owen's structuralism—that creatui

do such different things with the sai

design—and, by a deft argument, p:

vides an easy explanation that invokes t

rival principle of functionalism. The co

mon finger bones did arise by adap

tion—but long ago. When vertebral

first evolved five digits with the requis

number of finger and toe bones, all th(

structures were adaptations to conditic

of life faced by that ancient ancestor.

Thus, we do not find archetypal simil

ity fighting current adaptation. The i

parent antithesis really represents 1

same process—adaptation—working

two different times. We designate cuml
operation, producing good fit of structi

I

to function, as conditions of existence; a I

we identify past operation, yielding coj

mon structures later modified for a variij

of uses, as unity of type.

Yet it would also be wrong, very wroU

to close the case here and view mod(f'-

evolutionary theory as the triumph fj
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is and stupas dot the landscape. Enjoy an optional

ion to Kathmandu, Nepal, and Agra, India, to see the

ahal. Visit the famed Sun Temple of Bhubaneswar and

famous archeological sites near Madras, India. Explore

cient ruins on the lush, rice-terraced island of Sri Lanka.

;ruise to the beautiful Maldive and Seychelle Islands and

fabulous beaches, swimming, snorkeling, and birding.

Then cruise to the coast of Somalia, calling at Berbera, and to

Djibouti, where we disembark and fly home via Paris.

The Museum's privately chartered vessel, Illiria, is rated

5-Star, befitting a ship with fine cuisine, service,

accommodations, and public lounges. With just 59 double and
11 single cabins, you are assured of traveling with a small

group aboard ship and during our exciting shore excursions.

Throughout the cruise, share insights and discussions

with Museum experts: an art historian/archeologist, geologist,

naturalist, and photographer. A fascinating itinerary, excellent

small cruise vessel, and distinguished team of Museum experts

have been combined to make the trip of a lifetime. Join us!
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Hscovery Tours
ntral Park West at 79th Street

Tw York, New York 10024

(12) 873-1440 & (212) 799-7157

'//•free (outside Now York State):

()0) 462-TOUR & (800) 462-8687
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We asked these three experts to

put a price on this edition of

Dickens' DAVID COPPERFIELD.$14.50

DAVID
COPPERFIELD

CHARLES
DICKENS

"The raised spine is a "The illustrations are "The paper is fine mill.

giveaway. That's qual- superb. Excellent The end pages an

ity binding. typography. unusual design. A first-

*3o: »35: class job. ^^BC "

KEN McCORMICK, CLIVE BARNES, PHILIP LYMAN,
Sr. Consulting Editor, Cultural critic, New York Post Gotham Book Mart.

Doubleday.

WRONG. WRONG. WRONG
The price, of course, is only $14.50 for

David Copperfteld and every other volume
of the new Collector's Library of the

World's Great Books.

Again and again, Franklin Library,

the world's leading publisher of fine

books, has seen its remarkable new Col-

lector's Library confound the experts.

How can these authorities be so

right in their praise and so wrong in the

price?

Let's take a close look and see why.
Each of the volumes is individually

designed; each cover is a work of

art, each binding distinct in size, grain,

color.

(The effect in your room is uncai

Each volume different but harmonious

luxurious library that is a tribute to yc

taste.)

Each spine is hubbed in the great

dition of book binding.

Each endsheet (inside covers) is

original design.

The page edges are gilded; the

paper, itself, is crisp, opaque, special!

milled and acid free to last for genera

tions.

Many artists were commissioned

the project. And the illustrations are ;

nificent. (The color paintings by Thor.

Rowlandson in TOM JONES make us

gle with pleasure.)

M^-'m^

^4sH=#Si

Distinctive endpapers,

specially designed for the

collection, and varied among
the volumes.

Superb illustrations, many
specially commissioned,

including a number in full color.

Each binding is individui

designed: the copper cc

dies are hand finished. -

Rubbing— a valued

characteristic of

the traditional

bookbinder's art.

Page edges

gilded with a

tamish-free

finish for both

protection

and beauty. Specially milled, acid-free paper that will endure for generations.



lowdidwe I • it?
le typography is classic, the print-

rate, the contents immortal and
s.

t the price for each volume is only
5t less, as you know, than ordinary

3'er books.

,
is a publishing conundrum with a

1* albeit spectacular answer.
In Library has made a publishing

iiirough of which it is very proud.

lire is the genius of mankind.
Eemal classics, from Homer's
SEY to Melville's MOBY DICK.
lie chilling tales of Edgar Allan

'he romance of Emily Bronte's

BERING HEIGHTS. The earthy
)iof CANTERBURY TALES by

Chaucer. The transcendent dramas of

Shakespeare (illustrated by Henry
Fuseli), Ibsen, Chekhov. Great English
and American poetry.

A library of true genius that belongs
in every home.

Here is adventure for the mind, for

yourself and for your children. Inspiration

and pleasure more abiding than televi-

sion, more memorable than movies. At a
price that makes it almost mandatory.
(And that is Franklin Library's intention.

)

Subscribe without risk.

As a subscriber, you build your col-

lection one book each month, and pay-
ment is on the same convenient basis.

The subscription price is a remarkable

$14.50 per volume.

A guaranteed price, if your subscrip-
tion is mailed by November 30, 1986. You
need send no payment now.

You may cancel your subscription at

any time, upon 30 days' written notice,

and return any book for any reason,
within 30 days.

The Collector's

Library of the world's

great books.
A revolution in

publishing.
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functionalism over Owen. It is true that

cardboard, caricatured Darwinism—

a

version unfortunately preached by many
professionals, especially "for simplifica-

tion" when writing for the public, but also

in their technical work—espouses a silly

pan-selectionism that views all structures

as adaptations, and places organisms in

Dr. Pangloss's best of all possible worlds.

This caricature of proper science proceeds

by guesswork and cleverness, not lest and

evidence: locate a puzzle-why in our cul-

ture, for example, do men score better

than women on certain tests of spatial

perception? Then make up a story—in the

old days of cave life, men hunted and

needed the spatial acuity, while women
stayed by the hearth with the kids. (This

sounds absurd, I know, but it was a popu-

lar notion just a few years ago. Our cur-

rent stories are no better as science,

merely more congenial with later social

preferences.) Everything that exists must

be "for" something, and must be explicitly

designed for current function. The clev-

erer the story, the more successful the

attempt (and the more copious the resul-

tant publicity).

Some (too many) of Darwin's epigones

espoused this crude functionalism, but

Darwin did not. Darwin dethroned the

archetype, but not the idea that laws of

structure constrain, limit, and even direct

pathways of evolutionary change. Darwin

took a keen interest in principles of struc-

ture, devoting his longest work ( Variation

ofAnimals and Plants Under Domestica-

tion, two volumes, 1868) to constraints of

inherited form rather than pathways of

natural selection.

When I want to convince my dubious

colleagues about Darwin's pluralism, his

struggle to unite functional and structural

themes, I usually quote an example from

the Origin of Species. Here Darwin de-

scribes a feature absolutely essential to

the survival of mammals but not built by

natural selection, and therefore ascribed

by Darwin to structural principles—un-

fused skull bones that "shape" the fetal

head and permit it to pass through the

narrow birth canal.

The sutures in the skulls of young mammals
have been advanced as a beautiful adapta-

tion for aiding parturition, and no doubt

they facilitate, or may be indispensable for

this act; but as sutures occur in the skulls of

young birds and reptiles, which have only to

escape from a broken egg, we may infer

that this structure has arisen from the laws

of growth, and has been taken advantage of

in the parturition of the higher animals.

Three years ago, when I was fightii

cancer and unsure of the outcome, I mai

a double splurge after a series of lectur

in Cambridge, England. I bought a fii

edition of Owen's On the Nature

Limbs, and read it on the Concorc

There, at 57,000 feet and Mach 2, ha

way across the Atlantic, I made a person

discovery. That lovely Darwinian passa§

so often used in my private defenses

structuralism, came directly from Owe
who wrote:

Such a final purpose [adaptation] is inde

readily perceived and admitted in regard

the multiplied points of ossification of t

skull of the human foetus, and their relati

to safe parturition. But when we find th

the same ossific centers are established, a:

in similar order, in the skull of the embr
kangaroo, which is born when an inch

length, and in that of the callow bird th

breaks the brittle egg, we feel the truth

Bacon's comparison of "final causes" to t

Vestal Virgins, and perceive that th

would be barren and unproductive of t

fruits we are laboring to attain, and wou
yield us no clue to the comprehension

that law of conformity of which we are

quest.

So much for dichotomies of good g^
functionalists and bad guy structuralis'if

Portraits of the North

American Indian, impeccably

reproduced froni early 1 900

pliotosj;raviires unique in photo-

; Thislvautilul 11" X 17" cal-

endar captures the taccs. The
Ict^cnds. The rnidirionsol the

tribes wlio once ruled diis land.

And the photo.urapher who
dedicated his lite to recording

their images.

For just $8.9') pliis95(i: mail-

ing, you can give voiirself— iir:

a Friend— a lull year ol the

romance, power ;md mystery of

the North American Indian. . ;

And, ol course, all 1 V prints are

^^Pf^V Call 1-800-621-8385 ext.

1086 to order through Mastcr-

Oard or VISA. Or send check,

money order or your VIS.A or

MasteK.'ard luimher to:

S^ Reproductions, Inc.

1422l)elganySt. Suite #10
Denver, Colo. 80202

U you'd like us to send a cal-

endar to a friend, include their

name and address, and we will

enclose a free jiersc^nalized gilt

card. Please allow 2-4 weeks

delivery. Money-hack .sarisfac-

tjon guaranteed.

"( wHljifihl no mme /orcifr."

Chiet Joseph -Ne: Perce 1903

26 Natural History 1(



V adequate theory of evolution must

n,d both approaches—not into a form-

s compromise at the center, but by rec-

ijizing the strengths of each vision, and

bir appropriate places in the intellectual

u of war that any good theory for com-

ik nature embodies. We need an evolu-

iiiary theory that unites a molding out-

ic (natural selection producing adapta-

id to local environments) with a guiding

nde (the structural laws that Owen
cght, with an antiquated apparatus to

ifiure, but with a prescient vision).

lesides, the general idea behind the

jhetype is not wrong. At some level,

aty of structure must underpin the di-

esity of life: such order cannot proceed

rn formlessness. Owen failed by seek-

n. order at too high a level—in the ex-

il it bits and pieces of an archetypal mor-

iHogy. We would seek it today in the

iiversal structure of genetic material, in

hblueprint of DNA. That blueprint con-

t'ins evolutionary possibilities as surely

sOwen's archetype channeled verte-

irte form. Another architecture of inher-

toce would have built a very different

•"lid—perhaps of a Lamarckian nature,

r^ evolution galloping by inheritance of

cuired characters at 100 times the

pid of Darwin's actual domain.

)arwin did not deny Owen's principle

f miting, universal structure. But he did

fe the audacity to locate this core much
e distantly in time and form. Owen's

1 made the basic shapes of things, and

1 let evolution take over to produce the

Id's diversity. Darwin broke through

drove evolution much further back,

h|)ugh all explicit anatomy to unity of

cture at the level of chemical building

:ks.

Lt the end of his life, Goethe attended

h greatest pre-Darwinian battle between

ctural and functional biology—the de-

; between Geoffroy and Cuvier, which

held in Paris amidst the revolution of

JO. Goethe rooted for the structuralist

ibffroy—for Goethe, early in his botani-

a[ career, had proposed the leaf as an

nct\pe for all plant form, just as

>>lTroy advanced the vertebra for ani-

I ,s But Goethe also sensed the power of

icr's functionalism. The truly great

iilleclual dichotomies are not battles to

hjdeath, but struggles to find the partial

njhs of each vision. As Goethe con-

' led: "The more vitally these two func-

II s of the mind are related, like inhaling

r: exhaling, the better will be the out-

K fur the sciences and their friends."

when Jay Gould teaches biology; geol-

and the history ofscience at Han'ard

versitv.
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Christmas Cards Of Outdoor Americ£
From Leanin' Trec.the perfect cards for the

life you lead and the land you love!

You'll be impressed, and yourfriends will too, with our

distinctive Christmas cards. ..beautiful original art

reproduced in vibrant full color on richly textured paper

stock. Cards measure 5" x 7" and come with your choice

of envelope color.

Our 38th Season in business. ..and our promise to

you as always: satisfaction unconditionally

guaranteed or your money back ! It's so easy to order

from us by mail or by phone— do it today!

3362 May there come to you at this holiday

time... Health and Happiness, Enduring

Friendships, and the Freedoms that are ours

NOBILITY ON THE WING— art/sf Ted Blaylock

2363 May the meaning of the Season be deeper,

its friendships stronger, and its hopes brighter as

Christmas comes to you this year. THREE KINGS
—artist Chris Cummings

4223 Wishing you a Blessed Christmas and
Happiness throughout the New Year—photo by H.

Peter Wingle

^^ 7^^
1% i<

1 ^^

> h ^
31 39 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
(with "Two things. ..can neither change nor end...",

4-line inspirational poem)—art/s( J. Crumrine

2276 Merry Christmas and a Happy New
year—artist Chris Cummings

2337 Wishing you all the peace and love of this

Holy Season (with "For unto us a Child is bom, unto

us a Son is given...", Isaiah 9:6-7)— artist

Jim Fetherolf

3119 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
(with "Nothing is so strong as gentleness, nothing

so gentle as real strength." Indian Proverb)— art/st

Richard Amundsen

3227 May there come to you at this holiday

time. .Health, Happiness, and Enduring Friendships

NATURE'S BOUNTY—art/sf Ted Btaylocif

2222 May you have the Spirit of Christmas wh
IS Peace the Gladness which is Hope, the

Heart which is Love (with Glory to God in thi

highest Luke 2 14)— art/sf Doug Van Howe

2460 To those we love and see each day a

other loved ones far away, to all good friends whi

friendship means so much ... Merry Christmas ar

Happy New Yearl—art/st Roy Kerswili

3332 It wouldn't seem like Christmas if we
couldn't get in touch and wish the Season's

Happiness to those we like so much
Merry Christmas—art/sf Keith Fay

321 1 May Peace be your Gift.. .and your

Treasure... (with "In the heart of the wildernes

8-line poem)— art/sf Lee K. Parl<inson



:I1 92 May the Peace and Joy of Christmas be

vith you through all the Year (with "Glory to God
1 the highest and on earth peace, good will towards

len." Luke 2:14)—photo by Fletcher Manley

^i!}-

^U
,' ^U^'

142 Never too cold for kindness, never too deep
le snow, to wish you the Merriest Christmas our

iood Lord can bestow! A CHRISTMAS MORNING
tANDOUT— art/St Bernard P. Thomas

(309 Wishing you a Blessed Christmas and

lappiness throughout the New Year (with "They

«alk with God upon the hills!" 3-line inspirational

oem)— artist Dorrine Robertson

1225 Merry Chnstmas and a Happy New Year

«ith an excerpt from 'To A Waterfowl" by William

;ullen Bryant)— ar(/s( Ted Blaylock

J330 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

with "In the heart of the wilderness Christmas has

Some...", 8-line poem)— art/s( Ted Blaylock

3253 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
(with "Take Time To See", 24-line nature poem)
—artist Ted Blaylock

2225 Peace on Earth May Peace be your Gift

at Christmas and your Treasure through all the

Year

—

artist Pawnee Indian Brummett EchoHawk

3058 May Peace be your Gift at Christmas and

your Treasure through all the Year (with "Take Time
To See", 24-line nature poem)—arf/s( Gar6 Barks

1485 May Peace be your Gift at Christmas and

your Treasure through all the Year (with "Nature is

the living, visible garment of God." by Goethe)—
photo by Abi Garaman

3342 May you have the Spint of Chnstmas which

is Peace... (with "There is a quiet in the winter

wood...". 4-line poem)— artist Hayden Lambson

31
hllfll'llr', iiiillhru'iklfnif!.s

CInlHimiii luis cijiilP. :

3092 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year
(with "In the heart of the wilderness Christmas has
come...", 8-line inspirational poem)— artrst

Les//e Peters

3334 Merry Chnstmas and a Happy New Year

(with "In every home, in every heart, the lights of

friendship glow...", 4-line poem)— artisf

Hulan Fleming

3261 May Christmas bnng to you the music of

laughter. . .the warmth of friendship, and the spirit of

love— art/sf Richard Barth

tA.u.O*-

3025 Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

SLEIGHBELLS IN THE SKY-art/s(
Bernard P. Thomas

3360 May the oeace ana love ot Chnstmas be
yours! (with "Silent night! Holy night! All is calm, all

is bright") —artist Ted Blaylock



3350 Merry Christmas and Happy New Year

SONG OF WINTER— arf/sf Ted Blaylock

21 54 May Peace be your Gift at Christmas and

your Treasure through ail the Year (with "May the

warm winds of heaven blow softly on your house .

",

Cherokee Indian Blessing)— art/sf Fred Fellows

3337 Let us keep Christmas holding it close to

our hearts for - its spirit, .of remembenng friends,

(with "Times change, and we with time, but not in

the ways of friendship")

—

artist Paul Krapf

3008 May the Peace and Joy of Christmas be

with you through all the Year THE MIRACLE OF
CHRISTMAS— art/s( Gare Barks

7017 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year

—photo by David Sumner

3208 Wishing you a Christmas Season filled with

Love and Happiness (with "To have joy one must
share it, happiness was born a twin.")

—

artist

Mimi Grant

3152 ...for the many blessings we all share, I

opportunities and adventures. ..and for the sheil"

delights of life and love. Merry Christmas and
Happy New Year— artist Richard Amundsen

3234 To those we love and see each day <

other loved ones far away, to all. . .whose friendsh .

means so much. Merry Chnstmas and Happy Ni

Year—art/s( Richard Amundsen I

1456 Merry Christmas and a Happy New Ye

(with "When pine trees bend with heavy snow anc '^[

trails are hard to find. .", 8-line poem)

—

artist :|

Lee K. Parkinson
,

Our 38th Season in Business

—

Satisfaction Unconditionally

Guaranteed or Your Money Back!

FREE GIFT! 8 beautiful all occasion

cards with every order of $23.00 or more.

(Birthday, Friendship, Sympathy)

Send-along
notes. Fit inside

Christmas cards!

Handy packet of

25, all one design.

SAW $2,95

Personalized Printing Services
(optional) Your name can be
printed inside cards and/or your

address on envelopes. Name
printed on cards $4.95; address
printed on envelopes $4.95

Choose one envelope color.

D Red D White

n Blue

Christmas Card Price List

15- $7.05 40 -$18.80 125 -$58.75
20- $9.40 50 -$23.50 150 -$70.50
25 -$11.75 75 -$35.25 175 -$82.25
30 -$14.10 100 -$47.00 200 • $94.00

over 200 - 47e per card

Sample cards • $1 each
Minimum Order - 15 cards

<^
Order Toll Free 1-800-525-0656

In Colorado, 1-530-1442

1142 2337 3092 3222 3309 3350

1456 2363 3119 3225 3330 3360

1485 2460 3139 3227 3332 3362

2154 3008 3152 3234 3334 4192

2225 3025 3208 3253 3337 4223

2276 3058 3211 3261 3342 7017

Name to be pnnted

on Chnstmas cards

Send cards and/or

catalog to

Rte., St., Box No.

City

n Check enclosed. No C.O.D.'s

-Zip,

Order cards of all one design or

assort in any combination. Indicate'H

number of cards to right of code k
number. Thank you. ^

D Visa J n MasterCard '„ American Express I

Expiration Date

Signature .

(If no choice, plain white will be shipped)

D Check box to receive free catalog,

sample card, and envelope.
EANIN'^TREE Box 9500-H-B112

Boulder, CO 80301

Number of cards

Cost of Cards 47e $

Send Along NotesSAW $2.95 $

Oak Frame for Christmas

Cards PF01 $7.95 $

Name pnnted on cards $4.95 $

Address pnnted on

envelopes $4.95 $

Colo. res. add 3% sales tax

;

Calif, res. add 6% use tax.
$

Postage and Insurance $ 2.95

Total $ i



Castaways of Caste
l(her than remain untouchables,

die Hindus chose to abandon theirfaith

!

Jayashree B. Gokhale

n October 14, 1956, hundreds of thou-

is of Maharashtrian untouchables, led

y)r. B.R. Ambedkar, came to Nagpur,

a, to renounce their ancestral Hindu

and convert en masse to Buddhism,

raking completely with the traditions

\i held them on the lowest rungs of

iian caste and class order.

or weeks before, Ambedkar's follow-

siad publicized the event throughout

K/illages of the western Indian state of

laarashtra, exhorting entire communi-

e ;o come to Nagpur and embrace Bud-

hm, Mahars streamed into the city,

cging major transportation routes. The

•('ds were dressed in white and were in

f tive and joyful mood. The conversion

Jimony began at nine in the morning

it Chandramani Mahasthavir, the most

»oi and venerable bhikku (monk) in In-

ig administering the Buddhist oaths

Lrana) to Ambedkar.

'ne of the chief architects of the Indian

cstitution of 1950, Babasaheb Ambed-
1was revered among Mahars as the first

nuchable to graduate from high

:lol, the first to receive a B.A. from an

loan university, the first to earn gradu-

:elegrees (from Columbia and London

niersities), and the first to be a barrister-

t-w. He had long protested his predica-

lejt as an untouchable. "It is an unfortu-

ii fact that I have been born a Hindu,"

stated at a conference of untouchables

1
1^35. "It was not in my hands to oppose

r iiange that. But I can say this with the

ttjost sincerity and gravity: I will not die

iindu." Conversion, Ambedkar con-

lued, would be the only way for those so

ir. oppressed to escape the taint of un-

)i;hability.

'e was the first to receive his new vows,

jfiating each three times: "I take refuge

1 jtuddha; I take refuge in Dhamma
Blidhism]; I take refuge in the sangha

Tinkhood]," The crowd at the cere-

icy, counted at well over half a million.

waved the ocher flags of Buddhism and

shouted "jaya Buddha" (victory to the

Buddha, or long live the Buddha) and

"jaya Bhim" (victory to Ambedkar). Am-
bedkar then administered the oaths to the

crowd, vows that included the total renun-

ciation of Hinduism, the complete accep-

tance of the Buddhist creed, the rejection

of the notion that the Buddha was an ava-

tar of Vishnu, and the resolution to abjure

Hindu ritual practices surrounding death.

Afterward Ambedkar declared that he

felt as if he had walked away from hell.

Bhimsen Dethe, a contemporary Buddhist

novelist, describes the event this way:

In the villages of Maharashtra, Mahar-
wadas had woken up with a start. They had

all flung away their village duties, and had

stripped away the darkness of thousands of

years. The tyranny of tradition had ended;

the power of the village headmen no longer

held sway. Shoulders that had carried away
dead cattle and hands that were callused

from chopping wood could now rest. The
touch of the new revolution had destroyed

the old weight of slavery! The poor souls

who for centuries had been oppressed by

injustice and cruelty had now become free.

The chains of caste had been smashed
. . . the crowd was overwhelmed, carried

away in a sea of joy with the conversion to

this religion.

The possibility of leaving Hinduism has

always been attractive to the lower castes

in Hindu society. Conversions to Islam

and to Christianity brought tangible bene-

fits. Sometimes undertaken at the behest

of local leaders, these conversions were

most often matters of individual choice

that did not involve the community as a

5;';:^^*>.v?t'!;;
A piclure of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar is carried by Hindu convens to Biiddhisui in a

demonstration against caste violence. Formerly untouchables, they now refer

to themselves as dalit.y. "poor and downtrodden."



Brighter! Better!

Built to Last!

WORKHORSE*
FLUORESCENT
LANTERN has

an advanced
reflector system

that gives off

70% more light.

Focus beam in

any one direction

or light a full 360'

area. $23.95

( + $3.25p&h)
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whole. Under Ambedkar's influence,

some 55 percent of Maharashtra's un-

touchables converted. In 1 95 1 , there were

barely 2,500 Buddhists in all of Maha-

rashtra. By 1961, five years after the con-

version, the Buddhist population was

some 2.7 million. The majority of those

who converted were, like Ambedkar,

Mahars—the most numerous of the un-

touchable communities of Maharashtra,

the third most populous state in India.

(The Indian government, which under the

country's 1950 constitution guarantees

equal rights to all, refers to the untouch-

able communities as Scheduled Castes.)

By 1971, the 3.2 million Maharashtrian

Buddhists outnumbered any of that state's

other Scheduled Castes.

Untouchables, as traditionally de-

spised, impoverished, and scattered mi-

norities, occupy the lowest reaches of In-

dia's dominant Hindu caste hierarchy.

According to Hinduism's theory of varna,

or caste, untouchables are permanently

defiled and defiling: their role in Hindu

society demands perpetual subordination.

They play an essential part in the division

of labor, performing all the tasks consid-

ered polluting by Hinduism—removal of

animal carcasses, attending funeral pyres,

leatherworking, and garbage disposal.

Their position traditionally required that

they live in sequestered neighborhoods be-

yond the village gates; their contact with

caste-Hindus was limited lest their pres-

ence pollute. In India today, many of these

historical and occupational patterns per-

sist, so that, for instance, most garbage-

men and scavengers are of the Scheduled

Castes, and Scheduled Caste neighbor-

hoods are at the edges of the village.

The Mahars were traditionally village

servants. They considered themselves to

be the original sons of the soil, who were

conquered and enslaved by the Aryans.

Very early in their history the Mahars

were given a grain allowance from the

villagers and tax-exempt lands in return

for performing their hereditary tasks.

These tasks were not connected to any

specific occupation or trade but rather

involved menial assistance in village ad-

ministration. They were required by vil-

lage and state authorities to contribute

free labor on demand, for either public or

private services. It was their job to remove

the dead animals from the village streets

and, after taking the hides and eating the

meats, dispose of the carcasses. In addi-

tion, they were watchmen, couriers, and

—

in a function supporting their claim to be

the original settlers of Maharashtra—ad-

judicators of boundary disputes. Their

lack of any proprietary occupation or inde-

pendent economic base meant that they

were totally dependent upon the villa

and state for their sustenance. The stai

in turn, upheld the caste hierarchy ai

ideology.

Central to varna are the notions of pt

lution, purity, and karma. Untouchablf!

repositories of pollution, must perfor'

their tasks without demurral. They mu
endure their degraded and subservient p

sition in the present social system in tl

hope that obedience and sublime faith w
overcome their untouchable status in tl

next life. By adopting Buddhism, whit

rejects the distinctions and divisions i

caste, the converts were attempting

combat the consciousness of caste. Wh;'

followed was a dramatic rejection by tl

,

Mahars of their traditional practices art

social customs. They banished images i:

Hindu deities from their households :ii

favor of portraits of the Buddha arjj

Ambedkar. Although continuing to pe|'

form some administrative and clerical se

vices for the government (and thereby r

taining their tax-exempt land), the

ceased performing their tasks as villaf

servants. The converts stopped eating ca

rion and no longer disposed of a village

dead animals, leaving the task to t\

Mangs, another of the Scheduled Casi

communities. In response, the villagei

stopped making contributions of grain I

the new Buddhists. The absence of th

allowance, coupled with the loss of incon:

from the sale of the hides of dead animal

reduced their income in the village. Man

young Buddhists left the village in searc

of livelihoods, mostly as casual laborers

The conversion also encouraged mign

tion for the purpose of education. Run

Mahar-Buddhists became determined t|

educate their children despite the cost

and sacrifices. A survey by the Maha
Buddhist People's Educational Societ

showed that 80 percent of Schedule

Caste students in Aurangabad were th

first in their families to attend college an

that almost 85 percent of the parents an;

guardians were illiterate. Eighty percefi

of those surveyed said they had to sit ou'

side the classrooms in their prima: i

schools owing to the observance of ur'

touchability in the villages where they b(

gan their education.

There has been a concurrent cultuR

and literary renascence. The converts rf

fer to themselves as dalits, "poor an

downtrodden." The dalit sahitya (liters

ture of the poor and downtrodden) is con:

pared by Mahar intellectuals to the litera

ture of black Americans. The firs

imperative of dalit writers is to attack am

overcome the Hindu Sanskriti, which, on,

dalit wrote, "for thousands of years eii

slaved the dalits and did not even giv
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One of the many dalit homes destroy

each year in antiuntouchable violena

them the right to Hve as human beinj"

Dalit writings vigorously denounce ?!

duism, deride Hindu gods, and expils

contempt for superstitions and a hatrec I

caste. Using local dialects and coUoqu (

isms, the literature is often deliberatv

provocative, blasphemous, and obsce:.

At the same time, dalits write of the de; t

to connect their changed lives to the lift I

the untouchable communities from whli

they arose. "My autobiography," wrii

one dalit, "is the story of the freed ii

struggle of the untouchables." i

The Buddhist conversion succeeded^

removing the blemishes of pollution ;

restoring to individuals a sense of si-

respect and humanity, allowing themi

get out from under the encumbrances ff

caste. Nevertheless, the social relati'j

ships among lower-caste communiti.|

never strong, have been further strain

Buddhist identity has separated !

Mahar-Buddhists from other Schcdu

Castes as well as from caste-Hindus, 1

Mangs and the Chambhars, who togetl

make up 50 percent of the Schcdu

Caste communities of Maharashtra,

mained Hindus. Those who did not C(

vert often saw Buddhism as an affectati

with few deep roots. This suspicion v

compounded by caste-Hindu resentmt

at the nonperformance of traditional tai

by the converted Mahars. While ma
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eiif lagers were glad they no longer had to

;l-i)vide Mahars with grain allowances,

:\p:);y were offended at having to do un-

ire^an chores that had previously been left

jjiithe Mahars. Hindus were also angry

;rai'th the new Buddhists for daring to flout

srnduism and no longer accepting their

deiice in the caste hierarchy.

i In retaliation, various forms of boycott

ivlip harassment were used against the

iiclddhists. In some villages they were

;;(i:jrred from the village streets or from the

nple of Mariai, the Mahar deity. After

(ieii:|nversion, the temples became commu-

gijy centers for the new Buddhists. In

I filer villages, caste-Hindu farmers

..jiBsed plowing or seeding the lands of the

cei'ahars as they had formerly done. In one

Ijljiicount, when the Mahars decided not to

jjlfmove a dead water buffalo, the angry

jjii3te-HIndus burned down the Mahars'

)
|[ ts. The increase in tension between the

jijjw Buddhists and the caste-Hindu villag-

, Ri prompted more of the dalits to leave

,,,f'3e village.

jy iThe unconverted Scheduled Castes re-

nted against the new Buddhists when

ijtpy maintained their claim to govern-

,j|i|ent job quotas set for once-untouchable

,,indus. Recognizing that the Scheduled

[jijhstes were a minority thai had long suf-

ijired from social discrimination, the In-

-jiin Constitution set up a special protec-
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tion for them. Quotas reserved seats foi

Scheduled Castes in educational and gov

ernment institutions. The Mahar-Bud

dhists, although no longer untouchables oi

officially members of the Schedulec

Castes, still claimed rights to these res-

ervations. Those who did not convert pro

tested that the Mahar-Buddhists wantec

to eat their cake and have it too. To obtair

access to the quotas, converted Mahan

often deny their Buddhist identities, once

again affirming the hold of caste ovei

their lives.

In the cities, the Mahar-Buddhists—

with their emphasis on education—nowi

receive a greater share of the governmeni

benefits reserved for the untouchabk

communities. They gain more scholar

ships and government grants for college

and represent the majority of the Sched-

uled Caste students in Bombay.

In the villages, the Mahars who con-

verted are sharply distinguished fron:

other Scheduled Caste villagers. They are

more demanding of their constitutional

rights, for which caste-Hindus see them a;

troublemakers. Demands to use the vif

lage well, which are often spearheaded h)

the Buddhists, have brought violent caste-

1

Hindu reactions. In February 1974, Hin-

dus with night sticks severely beat mem-i

bers of the Buddhist community ol

Sonavale in Maharashtra when they at-^

tempted to draw water from a communa:

well, after the well reserved for the un;

touchables had gone dry. In a village ir

the Poona district of Maharashtra

Mahars were subjected to bahishkar (a|

severe form of social and economic boy-

cott) when they contested the election foi

the district council with an independeni

candidate rather than support the candi-

date proposed by village leaders.

From the late 1960s the incidence ol

atrocities against the Buddhists increased

significantly. The rural police and the civi

'

administration are overwhelmingly in the

hands of caste-Hindus (non-Brahmin Ma
rathas in particular), and the perpetrators

of the atrocities may get the tacit, if nol

the overt, support of the law. The de

mands and pleas of the Scheduled Castes

often fall on deaf ears.

Statistics collected by the Ministry ol

Home Affairs indicate that Maharashtrf

ranks second among all the states in the

number of complaints filed by Schedulec

Castes. In the 1970s, some particularl)

brutal assaults came to light. In a 1972

case, the so-called suicide of a Mahar

Buddhist boy in Nagpur district was dis-

covered to have been a ritual murder

Buddhists are often singled out as targets

of violence. In a macabre compilation ol

atrocities committed against them since
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^^gj
lie Hindu caste system as depicted by Gobi David, a dalit artist. From lop: Brahmins

wrriors and merchants; shudra^ andpeasants; and untouchables.

independence, a noted Buddhist scholar

lists ritual murder, blinding, burning, and

rape. These incidents are not confined to

villages. A caste-Hindu mob attacked a

Buddhist neighborhood in a Bombay sub-

urb in 1974, and a government inquiry

concluded that the riot was tantamount to

a caste war. Four years later, riots erupted

in Aurangabad and rapidl)' spread into the

adjoining rural areas. These incidents

arose over renaming Marathwada Univer-

sity, Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar Marath-

wada University.

The continuing violence, the latest of

which look place just last year in Gujarat

and Madhya Pradesh, demonstrates the

strength of caste prejudice in Indian soci-

ety. Despite the proclamation of their

Buddhist identity, the converts are still

regarded and treated as untouchables by

most Hindus. Thirty years has not been

long enough to change that. Still, the num-

ber of the converted grows. Some five

million Buddhists now make up more than

8 percent of the population of Maharash-

tra. These people call themselves Bud-

dhists despite the personal struggles this

commitment often entails. "I am a Bud-

dhist now," wrote one. "I am not a Mahar
or an untouchable, not even a Hindu. I

have become a human being." D
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A bluejay holds a ripepin oak acorn, which it may crack and

eat on the spot or carry offto bury, or cache,for laterfeeding.

David Neil Parks



Airlifting the Oaks
For long-distance seed transport, neither wind, water,

nor roamingmammal can match the bluejay

by W. Carter Johnson and Curtis S. Adkisson

Perceived as greedy and aggressive at

bird feeders, raucous in otherwise hushed

woods, and rapacious at the nests of other

birds, the common blue jay has long pro-

voked criticism. In an 1831 account of

marauding owls, naturalist-artist Alexan-

der Wilson launched into a vivid, if an-

thropomorphic, depiction of blue jays:

The blue jay himself is not guiltless of simi-

lar depredations with the owl, and becomes

in turn the very tyrant he detested, when he

sneaks through the woods, as he frequently

does, and among the thickets and hedge-

rows, plundering every nest he can find of

its eggs, tearing up the callow young by

piecemeal, and spreading alarm and sorrow

around him.

But such indictments were tempered in

the early literature by a recognition of the

blue jay's importance to forest regenera-

tion. Naturalist William Bartram wrote to

Wilson:

The jay is one of the most useful agents in

the economy of nature, for disseminating

forest trees .... Their [jays'] chief employ-

ment, during the autumnal season, is forag-

ing to supply their winter stores. In per-

forming this necessary duty, they drop

abundance of seed in their flight over fields,

hedges, and by fences, where they alight to

deposit them in the post holes These

birds alone are capable, in a few years'

time, to replant all the cleared land.

Time has proved the blue jay to be more

of a hooligan than a brigand. In a study

completed nearly a centur>' ago by F.E.L.

Beal, remains of small birds were found in

only 2, and the shells of small birds' eggs

in only 3, of 292 blue jay stomachs. But

although the nest-robbing propensities of

jays are not well documented, the birds

retain their popular reputation as avian

huns. Like any successful omnivore, jays

tend to take food opportunistically, and

the nesting season provides abundant eggs

and nestlings of other species at the lime

when jays have the greatest need of high-

quality food for their own young.

The redeeming tendency of jays to

transport and bur)- nuts and other tree

seeds, lauded by Bartram a centun.' and a

half ago, is now coming to the fore in the

stud)- of tree dispersal. Two developments

have stimulated scientific interest in seed



transport by blue jays. The first is land-

scape ecology. This new science examines

species diversity—the number and range

of plants and animals within a habitat

—

particularly where the growth of cities and

farms has led to the fragmentation of for-

merly vast forests. In an area we have

studied in southeastern Wisconsin, for ex-

ample, wooded tracts have been cleared to

make way for fields and cities. Because

the trees that remain are found in isolated

patches, now mere parts rather than a

whole, the ecology of the once-continuous

forest has been disrupted. The dispersal

by blue jays of large numbers of heavy

seeds, such as acorns and beechnuts,

among these separate ecological "islands"

may help to maintain plant diversity by

offsetting the effects of physical isolation.

The importance of the dispersal process

is not limited to modem landscapes. New

discoveries in the field of biogeography

have drawn attention to the jay. During

the last Ice Age, North American glaciers

supplanted northern vegetation, and de-

ciduous trees such as oaks, beeches, and

chestnuts were pushed south. The end of

the Ice Age, about 10,000 years ago, saw a

return north of these hardwood species.

Hazel R. Delcourt and Paul A. Delcourt

have located the glacial refuges of these

trees in the southeastern United States,

where warm gulf coast air and accumula-

tions of rich loess soil created "corridors"

of good hardwood habitat along southeast-

em river systems such as the Mississippi.

Until recently, biogeographers believed

that heavy-seeded trees, such as oak, re-

turned slowly from these pocket refuges.

However, oaks are now known to have

quickly migrated north after the retreat of

the glaciers, even faster than some trees

with light, windblown seeds. The oak'i

rapid spread cannot be explained h)

mammals transporting acorns, because

mammals such as squirrels seldom carrjl

seeds much beyond the parent tree. Ir

view of these findings, the most likely can-

didate for the role of long-distance acorr.

disperser, both past and present, is the

blue jay.

Our studies over the last several years ir

Virginia and Wisconsin have taught us

that in late summer and early fall jays

from a wide area congregate in wooded

patches that include oaks and beeches.

The birds hammer into some of the soft-

shelled nuts and eat their contents but

collect many others that they transport

undamaged back to their territories,

where they cache them in the ground.

Where nut-bearing trees are especially

concentrated, jays stream in and out of the
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David Neil Parks

ijvoods. They fuel these energy-demanding

I'lights by devouring a quarter or so of the

•ml crop within a patch of trees. Each jay

indertakes hundreds of such round-trip

lights each fall.

In suburban environments, where nut

rees are often abundant, distances be-

wecn food sources and home territory

nay range from a few yards to a mile. But

n heavily deforested regions like south-

;astern Wisconsin, where forest patches

ire separated by extensive fields, we re-

;orded round-trip flights of five miles for

narked birds. If these birds make ten

ound-trips per day, each will travel about

1,500 miles during a single fall month.

lays living in northern regions make

lights as demanding as these during two

other major periods of energy expendi-

ure —the annual molt and the fall niigra-

ion. Both migrant and resident popula-

Ajay appears to swallow a green acorn, left, but the nut will later be disgorgedand

buried. The bird's throat and esophagus expand to accommodate several pin oak

acorns. Cached acorns left unretrieved by spring have a good chance ofsprouting into

oak seedlings. Opportunisticfeeders,jays eat a variety ofplant and animalfood,

including insects,fruits, nuts, and seeds. Thejay below grasps a slender seed in itsfeet

and splits the husk with its bill. Tougher seeds, such as acorns, are hammered open.

tions of jays engage in caching. Jays that

migrate probably return in the spring to

their home territories to use nuts cached

the previous fall. When jays undertake

long-distance flights in the fall, they risk

predation by migrating hawks. The addi-

tional baggage of seeds reduces the jays'

speed and hinders their ability to maneu-

ver. When crossing open land, jays partly

offset the risk by flying near escape cover,

such as that provided by fencerows and

hedges. We have often seen jays diving

into thick vegetation upon the approach of

a hawk.

Jays have catholic tastes in soft-shelled

nuts. They probably disperse, at one time

or another, the nuts of all of the thirty or so

species of oaks in the deciduous forests of

eastern North America, not to mention

wild pecans, beechnuts, and before a fun-

gus wiped the species out, American

chestnuts. These seeds range from the

pea-sized nuts of willow oak and beech to

the thumb-sized nuts of northern red oak

and wild pecan.

An expandable throat and esophagus

allow the jay to transport as many as three

white oak acorns or five pin oak acorns or

fourteen beechnuts per trip. After filling

its throat, the jay often collects one last

nut in its bill before departing. Some jays

transport two extra beechnuts per trip by

plucking a beech bur, containing two nuts,

before flying oflf. The bird positions the

bur so that it projects in front of the bill, a

habit that may serve to minimize drag

during flight.

Foraging on nuts also requires special-

ized structural adaptations. A modified

articulation of the lower jaw prevents

backward unhinging of the mandible

when the bird pounds hard foods to crack

them open. The lower jaw does the pound-

ing while the bill is kept slightly open. The

reinforced skull can withstand repeated

blows. These adaptations work in conjunc-

tion with the jay's grasping feel, which

secure the nuts being hammered open.

Contrary to Bartram's anecdote, jays

do not drop seeds from the air and alight to

cache them. Rather, upon arrival in its

territory, a jay disgorges the nuts into a

pile on the ground. It then selects a single

nut and either hops or flies a few yards to a

caching spot, where it hides the nut by

pushing it into soft soil or tucking it under

grass. Then the bird returns to the pile and

repeats the procedure. In some cases, jays

disgorge the nuts and hop about caching

them one by one in separate parts of the

caching area. Caches are always covered

with plant debris the jay collects nearby.

The covering or burying of caches prob-

ably reduces the chances that the seeds

L
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I Hamilton Smith

Once-extensive hardwoodforests, carved up intopatches by encroachingfarmland,
left, benefitfrom the reforestation that is a byproduct ofbluejay nut caching. A
throatful and beakful ofacorns hardly disrupt the streamlined appearance ofajay in

flight, below, but the extra weight can encumber the bird and hamper aerial maneuvers
needed to evade predatory, migrating hawks in thefall.

will be found and eaten by other animals

and may enhance germination and early

growth of the seedling by protecting the

seed and emerging root from drying out.

Enormous quantities of nuts are moved
by jays each fall. At our study sites in

Blacksburg, Virginia, our associate Susan

Darley-Hill discovered that in twenty-

eight days about fifty jays transported and

cached 150,000 acorns, 58 percent of the

iotal nut crop from eleven pin oak trees.

Nearly all of the nuts remaining on the

ground had been destroyed either by jays

ihemselves or by weevil larvae. In rural

Wisconsin, we found that an equally large

number of beechnuts were dispersed from

a single wood lot.

Blue jays select and cache sound nuts

most likely to sprout and grow. We found

that the germinability of beechnuts dis-

persed by jays (88 percent) was much
higher than that of nuts we collected at

random from the same trees (10 percent).

Other corvids—the family that includes

crows and nutcrackers as well as jays

—

are able to discriminate between viable

and unsound nuts by holding or rattling

nuts in their bill. Unsound nuts are simply

dropped beneath trees.

Nuts cached in the fall are retrieved

md eaten during winter and early spring,

hen high-energy fare (such as insects

and certain fruits) is scarce. Corvids such

as European jays and Clark's nutcrackers

of the American West are known to find

their buried stores by remembering many
of the hundreds of cache locations: nut

retrieval is easier when caches are situated

near "beacons," such as small trees, rocks,

sidewalks, or fences, a propensity alluded

to by Bartram. Studies of other cor\'ids

indicate that a large surplus of nuts is

stored but that many of these e.xtras are

discovered and eaten by small mammals.
Caches never retrieved by birds and un-

discovered by mammals lead to the regen-

eration of trees and the eventual perpetua-

tion of nuts for future generations of blue

jays. The many species of nut trees tend to

produce their seeds in different years.

This staggered production greatly reduces

the likelihood of a complete nut crop fail-

ure and makes soft-shelled nuts a reliable

food source.

Blue jays and oaks thus mutually bene-

fit from the bird-nut connection. Jays

take advantage of a relatively dependable,

nutritious, and durable source of food.

New trees sprout from viable seeds trans-

ported to well-lighted locales that favor

germination and early growth. The rela-

tionship between jays and oaks is not ex-

clusive. Other animals also disperse nuts,

and jays eat many other kinds of seeds and



F.J. Alsop III; Bruce Coleman. I

Below: Loading upfor a transport, ajay holds two acorns in its bill and others in its

throat. Bluejays also carry beechnuts, wildpecans, and the nuts ofas many as thirty

other oak species. Right: A parentjay tends its brood. Jays that plunder other nestsfo

eggs andyoung are then able tofeed their own nestlings on the high-proteinfare.

David Neil Parks

fruits. But the persistence of the relation-

ship attests to its strength.

Because blue jays make choices about

what nut species to cache and where, they

may well influence the basic structure of

ecological communities. This form of seed

dispersal contrasts with the indiscriminate

scattering of seeds passing through the gut

of an animal or borne on the currents of

wind or water. Thus, the distribution of

oaks in nature may mirror the collective

behavioral decisions made by the commu-

nity of jays as they select, disperse, cache,

and retrieve nuts. Nut dispersal by jays is

especially important where forests are re-

duced to patches isolated by grassland,

farmland, or highways, all of which may
hinder the movements of small seed-dis-

persing mammals. Furthermore, the ease

with which jays move about in human-

dominated landscapes fosters oak regen-

46 Natural History 10/86

eration in old fields, vacant lots, fence-

rows, and other untended land isolated

from seed-bearing oaks.

We believe that blue jays could easily

have filled the role of postglacial oak dis-

perser. The rate at which oaks advanced

north 10,000 years ago—about 380 yards

per year—surpasses even that of spruce

trees, which with their light, wind-borne

seeds, travel relatively quickly at about

270 yards a year. Our calculations, based

on the age of reproductive maturity of

oaks, suggests that nut dispersal distances

of several miles are required for an aver-

age migration rate of 380 yards per year.

This matches the maximum dispersal dis-

tances we observed in our field studies,

but jays may easily carry acorns even far-

ther. Clark's nutcracker, a jay relative,

carries pine seeds up to fourteen miles to

caching sites. Thus, after the Ice A?:e,

blue jays could have nested in youn;

oakless forest patches, to which they ai

well suited, and there could have cache

nuts they collected from mature oaks

few miles to the south.

Our findings indicate that ecosystem

particularly those undergoing regener:

tion, benefit from blue jay nut cachin;

Indeed, blue jays thrive in disturbed eo

systems and promote proliferation of trei

that otherwise are only locally disperse

Recognition of the blue jay as a benefa

tor, despite its brigandly ways, and wis

use of our knowledge ofjays and oaks ma
one day help in the recovery of unri

claimed strip mines, scorched land, ar

eroded forests. Some 1 50 years ago, Ba

tram credited jays with the ability to v

store "all the cleared land." In the 1980'

the blue jay may prove to be a valuab

ally in the big job ahead. I
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tagefrom thelogofH.M.S. Challenger
I Geographical Society

vlappers ofthe Deep
7W two geologists plotted the Mid-Atlantic Ridge
d made a discovery that revolutionized the earth sciences

Marie Tharp and Henry Frankel

iitor's Note: Only afew decades ago, most scientists ignored or rejected the

eas of continental drift and plate tectonics. Today, they accept these

eories and use them to explain the earth 's face, its movements, and its

story. Continental drift, paleontologists now realize, has also played an

imense role in the distribution of life on the planet.

Such great revolutions in scientific thought almost never arise from a

igle scientist, a single discovery, or even a single research facility. Yet

scoveries do seem to emerge—by accident, by luck, and by differentforms

genius—at a particular time and place. In this case, the place was the

imont-Doherty Geological Observatory of Columbia University at Pali-

des, New York; the time was the early 1950s: the discovery was the

expected length ofthe Mid-Atlantic Ridge and its surprisingfeatures: the

ajor characters involved were Bruce Heezen and Marie Tharp. Heezen

ed in 1 977. Marie Tharp discussed the events and supplied notes to science

storian Henry Frankel, who coauthored this essay.

Soon after the end of World War II, an increasing number of geologists and

iophysicists began investigating the sea floor. Within twenty-five years they

med it from an area about which scientists were ignorant into one of

ickyard familiarity. Little was known about the sea floor during the 1950s

id 1960s but interest and support were strong, so oceanography was tremen-

msly exciting, and the chances of making a major discovery were great.

ruce Heezen, then a graduate student in geology at Columbia University,

id I, a graduate geologist, were working at Columbia's Lamont (now

amont-Doherty) Geological Observatory when we made such a discovery-

'" ic central rift valley in the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

In 1952, 1 became convinced of the valley's existence along a segment of

le ridge. Within about six months Bruce agreed and began to wonder about

J significance. But it took four years before our discovery was published as

1 abstract by Maurice Ewing and Bruce. (Ewing at that time was the

rector of the Lamont Observatory.) Bruce and I had a great deal of fun

iring those years, and this is an account of how the discovery came about.



'Inl947,Ewing

needed seagoing

technicians to whom
he could offer

adventure in Heu of

pay. . . if they were

interested in

geophysics and

geology, all the

better;

Fathoming of the deep sea did not begin until Matthew Fontaine Maun

(1806-1873), the colorful and dynamic director of the U.S. Naval Depot o

Charts and Instruments, produced, in 1854, a contour map of the Nortl

Atlantic on the basis of about 200 hemp and lead sinker soundings. H(

identified a higher middle ground in the North Atlantic, which he called th<

Dolphin Rise. This was the first identification of what later became known a b

the Mid-Atlantic Ridge.

In 1872, the British ship H.M.S. Challenger began a four-year researcljit

voyage. Charles Wyville Thomson (1830-1882), a professor of natural his

tory at Edinburgh, headed the expedition. Thomson took soundings every 10(

miles on several crossings of the Atlantic with a 200-pound lead sinker on i

hemp line. He noticed a difference in the water temperature on either side oi

the Dolphin Rise and reasoned that it acted as a barrier to the flow of deej

ocean currents. The tracks, or paths, he made extended the rise down througl

the South Atlantic. His soundings confirmed the existence of the plateau bui

could not diff'erentiate between a mountainous ridge and a broad, smooth rise,

It was not until the German Meteor expedition (1925-1927), a watei

cruise that plotted currents, measured temperature and salinity, and tool

soundings every five to twenty miles, that the elevation in the mid-Atlanti<

was revealed as a rugged mountainous ridge running down the center third ol

the South Atlantic. The Germans made this determination through the use o!

the "stop watch" method, which measures the lapsed time between ar

acoustical signal and its echo—the signal bounces off the ocean floor anc

returns to the ship as an echo.

Although the Meteor expedition received wide publicity in the populai

press, and students of oceanography were excited about its findings, th«

detailed results of the cruise, published in German in several volumes

remained an untapped source of information for many years. Nobody, foi

example, ever bothered to connect all the "holes" found in the numerous

sounding profiles along the crest of the ridge. If someone had made the

connection, the central rift valley might have been discovered then and there

But the Meteor expedition, being primarily concerned with sea water cur

rents and the properties of temperature and salinity, did not bother with the

ocean floor.

In 1 947, Maurice ("Doc") Ewing, then a newly appointed member of th«

Geology Department of Columbia University, undertook a Sigma XI lecture

tour with the avowed purpose of finding bright graduate students to work ir

oceanography Actually, what Doc really needed at the end of the 1940s

before funding became abundant, was a group of seagoing technicians fronc

afiBuent families to whom he could offer a life of adventure in lieu of pay. O:

course, if they were interested in geophysics and geology, all the better.

Ewing described taking seismic refraction profiles on the Southern Ber

muda Rise—these are cross sections through layers of sediment down to the

sea floor, made by setting off bombs in the water behind a ship that is undei

way at full speed and timing the returning echo. The process involves shorl

fuses and lots of explosives. After hearing Ewing's lecture on these perilous

techniques, Bruce Heezen, who at that time was an undergraduate geolog)

major at Iowa State University, came up to meet the speaker. Whereupoi
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)oc Ewing said, "Young man, would you like to go on an expedition to the

/lid-Atlantic Ridge? There are some mountains out there and we don't know

/hich way they run." Bruce was somewhat startled. His professor Arthur

Yowbridge said, "Of course he would like to go!" Bruce went, and spent the

ext thirty years working on problems connected with the sea floor. Over the

lext two years. Doc Ewing and Bruce participated in three expeditions to the

4id-Atlantic Ridge, each aboard the Atlantis I, the major oceanographic

esearch vessel belonging to the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution. The

xpeditions, jointly sponsored by Woods Hole, Columbia University, and the

sfational Geographic Society, surveyed the ridge with an echo sounder that

perated continuously while the ship traversed the ridge at random angles,

^he development of this nonstop echo sounder was extremely important, for it

irovided us with uninterrupted profiles—something that the Meteor expe-

lition did not do. With this new technology, the amount of data in a profile no

Dnger depended on how often the ship stopped at a station to take an echo

ounding. But the device had one disconcerting drawback: it depended

ntirely on the ship's irregular and intermittent electric power, which went off

/henever someone opened the ship's refrigerator. When that happened, no

cho returned; instead, the sounder recorded measureless depths. At meal-

imes the ocean floor became as bottomless as the crew's appetite.

In 1952, Bruce turned to the question of the topography of the Mid-

Bruce Heezen on the deck ofthe Atlantis

I, working with oceanographic

equipment. The ship was on loan to

Lamontfrom the Woods Hole

Oceanographic [nstitulion.



Earthquake epicenters in the North

Atlanticfall along the crest ofthe Mid-

Atlantic Ridge. This was known asfar

back as 1944. What was not known then

was that the ridge contained a rift

valley—afault created by earthquakes.

Atlantic Ridge. I had gotten my job at Columbia University in 1948 by

managing to know a little about a lot, after picking up a B.A. at Ohic^|,

University, a master's degree in geology at the University of Michigan, and a

B.S. with a major in mathematics at the University of Tulsa. I was hired at

Columbia by Doc Ewing, officially as a research assistant, but in practice %

became a helper for graduate students and worked in the basement of

Schermerhom Hall. At first, I worked for anyone who needed me, but after a

few years Bruce kept me so busy that I worked exclusively with him, drafting

and plotting ocean profiles. He had interminable rows of sounding numbersj

plotted into graphs, or profiles, whose coordinates were depth and distance.;

The vertical coordinate was depth in fathoms (one fathom is six feet); the'

horizontal coordinate was distance in nautical miles (one nautical mile is,

6,000 feet). I was supposed to turn the rows of numbers into a set of highly de-j

tailed and complete profiles.
|

In 1952, after about six weeks of plotting, matching, and gluing, I com-

pleted six transatlantic profiles. I pieced together sections of data from eight

cruises in order to make a more understandable set of west-east profiles from

south to north in the North Atlantic. The ratio of the vertical to the horizontal

coordinates was 40 to 1 , and the continental margins, ocean basin floor, and

Mid-Atlantic Ridge were shown between North America and Europe, South

America and Africa.

Besides the general similarity in the shape of the ridge in each profile, I was

struck by the fact that the only prominent matchup apparent when I com-

pared the profiles was a V-shaped indentation located in the center of each.

The individual mountains didn't match up, but the cleft did, especially in the

three top, or northernmost, profiles of the North Atlantic. Thus it seemed to

me that the V-shaped indentations represented cross sections of a valley that

Geological Society of America
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dnlk ridge at its crest and continued along its axis. Of course, I didn't

iiboil (he remainder of the ridge—the area beyond the most northerly

Hjlherly profiles—and the V-shaped indentation was only obvious in the

jltte
profiles.

nHBrucc whal I thought and showed him the matchup in the position of

uDey in the lop three profiles and possible extensions into the other three.

ledjdn'l think the matchup was so obvious. He groaned and said, "It

jKbe. It looks too much like continental drift." This was just about the

illiiinghe could have said, since at the time, he and almost everyone else

iinonl,and in the United States, thought continental drift was impos-

.Noflh American earth scientists considered it to be almost a form of

ffic heresy, and to suggest that someone believed in it was comparable

jiag there must be something wrong with him or her.

lime was such a thing as continental drift, it would have had a connec-

lithamidocean rift valley. If drift did indeed exist, the valley would

:bKn formed where new material came up from deep inside the earth,

lii^lhemidoecan ridge into two and pushing the sides apart. That, in

,iWjldmove the continents resting on their various tectonic plates.

lime after I had finished plotting the six profiles, I told Bruce my

ibout the existence of a valley. Then one day we decided, quite suddenly,

ik a physiographic diagram of the ocean floor. Unlike flat contour maps

iinot bring out the three-dimensionality in pictorial form, physiographic

look three-dimensional. They show the terrain as it would look from

^flying plane. After an hour or so of scribbling, Bruce produced our first

i^phic diagram. By 1952, he had been on enough cruises to enable

lodiscover most of the features of the western Atlantic.

ikgh he was somewhat unhappy with the results of his efforts and

do ihc diagram over, both of us were pleased with the technique.

lime, however, detailed contour maps of the ocean floor were classi-

i)theU,S. Navy, so we had to find another way of presenting our data.

our information in the form of physiographic diagrams not only

piibliculion problem but also provided a much more natural

Ihe sea iloor. The diagrams allowed us, for example, to capture the

iiany textured variations, contrasting the smoothness of the abys-

"ifliwiih the ruggedness of the mountains along the ridges. In 1961,

maps of the sea floor were declassified, we decided to stick with

iphic diagrams.

'•^Elhe lime I was working up the profiles and starting the physio-

diagram of the North Atlantic, Bruce was busy on anothe- project.

' Ewing had confirmed the existence of turbidity currents and
:nt€d the great speeds these currents had attained when they caused

**"pof a series of transatlantic cables during the 1929 Great Banks
'"^c. Bell Laboratories was contemplating laying new cables and

'""« lo determine the best place to lay them. Cables are costly to lay

^'ain.and Bell Labs therefore thought the study worth supporting. It

pnniarily for reasons initially unknown to them or to us.

hired Howard Foster, a young, deaf graduate of the Boston School of

*hodid all his work by hand {since the age of the computer had not Atlantis I under way

yet arrived), to plot the location of recorded earthquakes in the Atlantic and

other parts of the world. He plotted tens of thousands. The records weren't as

accurate as our own topographical data, and Bruce complained that the

scatter of one to several hundred miles in the positions of the plotted earth-

quake epicenters "was absolutely abominable" compared with our topo-

graphical data of the sea floor.

While I was at my map table plotting the position of the Mid-Atlantic

Ridge and the alleged valley, a map of the same scale as mine, showing the po-

sition of the earthquakes, sat on an adjoining table—Bruce always insisted

that all our oceanographic data be mapped at the same scale. He noticed that

a line of epicenters from shallow-focus earthquakes ran down the center of the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge. This, in itself, was nothing new, for we were aware that

two seismologists, Beno Gutenberg and Charies F. Richter, had already noted

in their widely read book, Seismicity ofthe Earth (published in 1 944), that an

active belt of shallow earthquakes "follows the Ridge very closely." (Richter,

incidentally, devised the scale bearing his name that measures the magnitude

of earthquakes.) But we found more: taking into account the inaccuracy of

the plotted positions of the earthquake epicenters, Bruce saw that they fell

within the valley. Because all our data were on maps of the same scale, the lo-

cations of the epicenters within the valley showed up when we superimposed

the maps on a table lighted from below. At that point, I was completely

convinced that the valley was real. We had a definite association of topogra-

phy with seismicity Although Bruce remained somewhat skeptical, he began

to pursue the idea in earnest.

We also knew that Gutenberg and Richter had observed how the shallow

earthquakes along the Mid-Atlantic Ridge extended into the Arctic Ocean;

how the Carlsberg Ridge in the Indian Ocean and the Albatross Plateau in

the Eastern Pacific, like the Mid-Atlantic Ridge, are associated with shallow-

focus earthquakes; and how the epicenters of this earthquake belt along the

Carlsberg Ridge extended through the Gulf of Aden into Africa along the

East African Rift Valley. At this time there were many more recorded

shallow earthquakes in the sea floor than there were deep-sea soundings, and

many of the earthquakes had occurred along belts where no soundings had

been made. This led Bruce to wonder if the isolated oceanic ridges might not

all be part of one feature, a gigantic 40,000-mile-long Mid-Oceanic Ridge

system.

Just as his predecessors had extrapolated the existence of the southern

extension of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge from the diff'erences in temperature

between deep-sea currents on both sides of the Atlantic, Bruce reasoned that

deep-sea soundings would reveal a ridge wherever shallow earthquakes had

occurred. But he still wasn't ready to suppose that future deep-sea soundings

would also reveal that the shallow earthquakes occurred within the confines

of a central valley running down the axis of this vast ridge system. He didn't

accept that supposition until mid-1953, about eight months after I had

finished working up the first set of six profiles.

Bruce keyed in on the terrestrial extension of the hypothesized oceanic-

ridge system—the rift-valley system of the East African Plateau. He rea-

soned that since the system of rift valleys in east Africa appeared to be a



'And like

cartographers of old,

we put a large legend

in the space where we
had no data. I also

wanted to include

mermaids and

shipwrecks, but

Bruce would have

none of it.'
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Bmce Heczen arKi Marie Tharp. 1957

Thefirstphysiographic diagram ofthe

Atlantic, left, was tossed offin 1 957.

Heezen was not entirely satisfied with the

effort but was pleased with the technique

and asked Tharp to rework the data. She

and Heezen then made a more detailed

study ofthe Mid-.4tlantic Ridge sy.nem.

The diagram on the next page, drawn

with a crow quill pen. showed the

extension ofthe ridge through the South

Atlantic and the strikingparallelism of

the rift valley and the continental margins

ofSouth America and Africa. The ridge

occupies the center third ofboth the

North and South Atlantic.
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Tharpput together six profilesfrom
early cruises. When superimposedone on

another, a V-shaped identation in their

centers appeared to match up, suggesting

that a valley ran along the length ofthe

Mid-Atlantic Ridge. The inset shows the

sixprofiles across the ocean; the heavy

line in the center indicates the location of
the rift valley.

landward extension of the oceanic-ridge system, he could learn about thij

oceanic part by studying the terrestrial. I made up profiles of some of thi

valleys in east Africa. Bruce noted the topographical similarities between thi

two sets of profiles: one across the ocean; the other across the land. He al»

saw that the belt of shallow earthquakes associated with the system of eas

African rift valleys stayed primarily within the confines of the valley walls

He decided to make the jump and endorse the existence of a central valle;

within the ridge itself that extended along the entire axis of the Mid-Oceani(

Ridge system. As far as Bruce was concerned, the tightness of the analog]

between the terrestrial and oceanic segments of the ridge system was th(

clincher. Before, even with the seismic data, he was not sure if the valley'i

presence on the original six profiles and other oceanic ones that we found wa

an accident or indicated a real feature of the ridge. Bruce stressed th(

importance of the analogy by calling the oceanic valley a rift valley, borrow

ing the term rift from the characterization of the African valleys as rif

valleys. And with the "rift" designation came Bruce's suggestion that thi

central rift valley, whether in the oceanic or terrestrial part of the overal

ridge system, was a huge tension crack in the earth's crust caused by i

splitting apart of the earth's crust.

During the next few years we displayed our expanding knowledge of sea

floor topography on globes and maps. We prepared several globes showinj

the physiographic provinces of the oceans, the location of sediments, and thi

globe-encircling Mid-Oceanic Ridge system with its bisecting rift valley. B;

1956 we finished our first detailed physiographic diagram of the Nortl

Atlantic. And like the cartographers of old, we put a large legend in the spaci

where we had no data. I also wanted to include mermaids and shipwrecks, bu

Bruce would have none of it.

Bruce told Ewing of our discovery soon after he accepted it himself. Doi

(

Geological Society ot Amerta I
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An early Heezen and Tharp globe

shows the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and
its rift equidistantfrom the continents

bordering the ocean

as interested and would occasionally come around and ask me, "How is the

ally coming?" But the knowledge of the existence of the rift valley remained

ithin the confines of Lamont until February 1956, when Bruce first pre-

;nted the idea at a symposium organized by Harry Hess, professor of

sology at Princeton University, for the National Academy of Sciences.

nice brought along one of our globes with the rift valley outlined in bright

sd. The valley was at least on our globe, if nowhere else, and hard to miss.

[ess was impressed and invited Bruce to Princeton to elaborate on the

iscovery. The first published account of our find, the abstract already

lentioned, did not appear until 1956 at an American Geophysical Union

leeting in Toronto, at which Ewing and Bruce announced the discovery of a

dsmically active rift zone at the crest of the Mid-Atlantic Ridge and its

^tension into the Arctic and Indian oceans and African rift valleys. We also

lought that the rift valley was associated with material that was highly

lagnetized.

Ewing and Bruce had begun taking magnetic measurements of the sea

oor as early as 1948, when Ewing had Bruce tow an airborne magnetometer

m instrument for measuring magnetic forces) behind the Atlantis I. At first

ley were unable to associate any of the magnetic anomalies with a definite

ipographical feature, for among other things, there were questions about the

liability of the data. They thought, however, that the crest of the ridge

light be associated with a large positive magnetic anomaly, but it was not

'Bruce brought along

one of our globes with

the rift valley outlined

in bright red. The
valley was at least on

our globe, if nowhere
else . .

.

'



Composite chart ofthe tracks in the

South Atlantic made by various research

vessels. The heavy lines are tracks ofthe

German ship Meteor.

'Bruce and I got our

first real look at the

rift valley in 1959 in

movies taken by

Cousteau . . . the

great black cliffs

. . . sprinkled with

white glob ooze,

loomed up through

the blue-green water.'

until 1954 that Bruce was pretty sure the association was real. In 1957, afte;

twenty additional crossings, Ewing, Bruce, and a graduate student at Lamon

presented a paper at the AGU meeting in Toronto, at which the discovery o;

the rift valley was announced. In their presentation they reported that th.

presence of a large positive magnetic anomaly (material at the top of the ridgf

that was more highly magnetized than the material on its sides) was associ

ated with the rift valley as a general pattern.

Bruce and I got our first real look at the rift valley in 1959 at the Firsl

International Oceanographic Congress. The meeting was held in New York,

and Bruce gave a number of papers. Jacques Cousteau was there too. He

snagged us one day and showed us the tracks of his research vessel Calypso

plotted on our physiographic diagram. He hadn't beheved in the valley until

he crossed it himself. So he took movies with his camera mounted on a sled,

the Troika, which he showed to a large evening audience as an unscheduled

event at the congress. On his film, the great black cliffs of the rift valley,

sprinkled with white glob ooze, loomed up through the blue-green water. 1

think that Cousteau's movies may have convinced a few doubters at a critical

time that our rift valley was really there.

In the following years, we continued to construct a detailed physiographic

diagram of the rest of the Atlantic Ocean. The Meteor profiles were our main

source of data, which we supplemented with such other data on the South

Atlantic as were available. Our diagram of the South Atlantic Ocean,

pubUshed in 1961, showed the Mid-Atlantic Ridge in the central third of the

ocean. The prominent rift valley, at the crest, is strikingly parallel to the

coasts of South America and Africa. Upon the pubHcation of our diagram,

one of our Lamont buddies came up to us and said, "Now you can hardly

avoid the conclusion that you guys beUeve in continental drift." Of course, he

was right.

Continental drift and plate tectonics are now accepted theories rather than

heresies. The connection between the central rift valley and the movement of

continents has become legitimate. And by the eariy 1970s, in a complete

reversal, the disbelievers were the ones who were thought to have something

wrong with them. D
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The Japanese
people have always
held a special reverence

for nature— the birds,
flowers and bodies of water.

Thus, they have invested many of

these natural treasures with signifi-

cant symbolic meaning.

"Golden Tranquility" portrays sev-

eral of Japan's most treasured symbols
in an elegant garden scene on a gener-

ous 10-1/4" fine porcelain plate. Beau-

tifully depicted in vibrant colors are

pheasants, symbolizing tranquility and

the cherry blossom representing
thoughts of the ideal life. This beauti-

ful scene is further enhanced by more
than 25 square inches of pure 24K gold

which is meticulously hand-applied.

Each "Golden Tranquility" plate will

be hand-numbered and accompanied

by a Certificate of Authenticity. In

addition, each plate will bear the sig-

nature of the artist on the face of the

plate. Because of the extensive hand-

craftmanship involved in the creation

of "Golden Tranquilty" the U.S. edi-

tion is strictly limited to 15,000.

"Golden Tranquility" premieres The

Poetic Gardens of Japan Plate Collec-

tion—eight fine porcelain plates—each

featuring Japan's most beloved sym-

bols of nature—and each enhanced by
the lavish application of 24K gold. As
an owner of "Golden Tranquility" you
will be privileged to receive each suc-

ceeding plate at the issue price of

$55.00.

You may order "Golden Tranquility
"

and each succeeding issue at no risk

under the terms of The Hamilton Col-

lection 100% Buy-Back Guarantee.
Enjoy each for up to 30 days before

deciding whether to keep it. If you
should return any plate, you will receive

a full refund of all you have paid,

releasing your series rights and all fur-

ther obligation.

Considering the rich beauty and the

edition limit of "Golden Tranquility,"

it is likely to command immediate
attention. Therefore, you are urged to

return your application by the date

shown to assure yourself a priority res-

ervation. Better yet, order today!

Qoldm
tranquility

r~ Respond By: October 31, 1986
Please accept my application tor The Poftic Gar-

dens of jafxin Plate Collection, consisting of eight

plates, to be shipped every two months at S55.CX)

(plus $2.30 postage and handling) each, pay-

able in two equal installments of $28.65* with
the first due prior to shipment and an invoice

for the second accompanying shipment.
/ prefer to pay the initial installment of $28.65*

for my first plate as follows:

D 1 enclose my check or money order.

D Charge my credit card: J MasiciCjrd D Visa

fj American'txpn.>t.s '3 Dincni Club
n'>^Q4

D Bill me prior to shipment.
""

Acct. No.

Exp. Date 002865

Signature
AlfappliLVluJvi must bf signal anjjrr iiMect to toaptana.

Pleasf alhw 6~S uvdts hv initial JWinry Orders shipped only to the

US and its lemtenes

Name

Address

City

State Zip.
*FL residents add SI.44, and IL residents add S2.01 for tu.

The Hamilton Collection
9550 Regeno Square Blvd.. P.O. Box 44051

Jacksonville, FL 32231
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iSfodes from the Underground
Randy Moore

iThe Magaliesberg Range in South Af-

[a's Transvaal Province is in highveld

[untry. Plateaus up to 7,000 feet in eleva-

t>n and prolonged winter droughts give

t; region its look of dusty rangeland.

like many rugged sites, Magaliesberg

cntains more life than first meets the eye.

Camouflaged among quartzite pebbles

that mottle parts of the highveld grows a

model of adaptation known botanically as

Frithia pulchra.

Slow-growing Frithia, like the New
World cactuses, has struck a balance be-

tween the need to conserve water and the

need to gather sunlight. Succulence—the

development of thick, fleshy leaves with

low surface-to-volume ratios—is just one

way plants of arid regions hoard moisture

while still intercepting light for photosyn-

thesis,or food making. Frithia\ ten to fif-

teen plump leaves, each an inch or two

ft: Frithia pulchra grows among

artzitepebbles on South Africa's

agaliesberg Range. Above: Only the

OS ofthe plant 'sfleshy leaves

otrude above ground.

Both photographs by Antnony Bannistef



Frithia'5 translucent leaftip

Bolh photographs by Randy Moore

long, radiate from a central undergroun;

base. But Frithia has evolved a furthe

distinction, rare even among succulent!

its leaf tips are translucent "windows" am

are often the only parts of the plant visibl

above soil level in its natural habitat. Th

centrally located water-storage cells, als-

translucent, are wrapped in a cylinder o

green photosynthetic tissue that is in tur

bordered by the epidermis. Light comin;

through the windows can be intense. Th

cells of the leaf tips, which filter and de

fleet entering light toward the chlorophyl

reduce the level of radiation reaching phc

tosynthetic tissue.

Frithias stomata—minute pores

leaf surfaces that regulate gas exchang

with the atmosphere—are not open dui

ing the day, as they are in nonsucculent:

but open at night, when relative humidit

is high and much less water is lost a

vapor. Because the stomata are locate

only on the sides of Frithid'% leaves, ga

exchange takes place through the shallo\

gravel surrounding the plant.

Subterranean life lets Frithia flout th

highveld elements. Exposure of only th

leaf tips to strong light eases the plant'

heat load, thereby sidestepping respira

tory problems. Bright light penetratin

the windows is deflected toward the sens

tive chlorophyll lining the leaves. She

tered by pebbles, Frithia is at little risk o

being dried out by the sun or wind, and it

mimicry of quartzite protects it from th

teeth of highveld grazers.

From the structure of its leaves to it

cells, Frithia has evolved to meet th

Magaliesberg challenge. In especially dr

times, the leaves shrink completely int

the earth and wait subsurface for bette

days. After rain, they will swell am

"throw open the windows."

A longitudinal section ofa Frithia

leafreveals the translucent dome
and central water-storage cells, cylinder

ofgreen chlorophyll, and bumpy
epidermal outer border.
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Brazil.Whatlife^
In Brazil, you'll discover a world of unequalled natural beauty

and a people of remarkable generosity and spirit. You'll dis-

cover a world where life is what it was intended to be.

AN UNFORGETTABLE VACATION AT A PRICE
YOU WON'T BELIEVE

A one-week stay in Brazil can cost as little as $771 to

$959* from Miami, including airfare, hotel, breakfast, trans-

fers, and sightseeing. That's just about as inexpensive as a

vacation can get.

And planning a vacation in Brazil is as easy as it gets. Be-

tween PAN AM and VARIG, you can choose from 35 flights

each week from New York, Los Angeles, or Miami. And the

BRAZILIAN
TOURISM BOARD
EMBRATUR

American Express' Card is the ideal way to pay for both youl

travel arrangements and virtually all your purchases while ir

Brazil. In fact, because the Card gives you greater spending

flexibility, it's the perfect travel companion. Don't leave horr

;

without iff

Once you're in Brazil, you won't believe how farthe dollar

goes. Nor what terrific things it buys. Like gemstones mined aii

crafted in the country. Leather goods. And "Churrasco," a deli-

cious traditional Brazilian barbeque, for less than you'd expect

A CITY OF ENDLESS EXCITEMENT
In Rio, spend long days on renowned beaches like

Ipanema and Copacabana. Enjoy magical evenings explorij

' Higher during December and Carnival: departure taxes not includ

PanAm



IS intended to be.
I :ity's legendary night life. It is not unusual to begin dinner

t p p.m., and visit the local nightclubs and sidewalk cafes

ir.ours afterwards. Then on to home at dawn, passing jog-

31 who are just starting their day. For in Rio one lives each

a;according to one's wishes.

^lo's setting is perhaps the world's most beautiful. The
It is nestled among majestic mountains whose irregular

DDes seem to change from each new vantage point. A day

3ht walking along the many beaches or through the sur-

Hiding hills is a day memorably spent.

A COUNTRY OF ENDLESS ADVENTURE
Discover the spectacular diversity of Brazil. Bahia: a city

of graceful beauty filled with culture and history Recife: an
oceanside tropical paradise. And the Amazon.- the world's
largest jungle, where a guided trip will take you to another
world — more fantastic than any you could envision.

A PEOPLE OF ENDLESS GENEROSITY
Come visit Brazil. It is a land of magic. A country unlike

any other in the world. One where people understand what is

best in life. And where they share this treasure every day with
the people they meet.

For more details on a vacation to Brazil, call your travel

agent. Or call Embratur, the Brazilian Tourism Board, at

1-800-833-3111 for free brochures and informatior

CnaK<l^'(u<-~:'Wi&a4- ©1986 American Express Travel Related Services Company. Inc.



Needles and Spear-throwers
A wave ofinmvation at the end ofthe Old Stone Age made human
groups the masters ofspace and time

by Robin Dennell

Early in this century, lacking modern dating techniques, archeologists divided up

the paleolithic, or Old Stone Age, according to the types of tools unearthed at

prehistoric sites. Perceiving a contrast between "assemblages" (sets of artifacts)

of stone flakes and those of proportionately more elongated blades, they drew a

major distinction between the middle paleolithic ( 1 00,000 to 35,000 years ago)

and upper paleolithic (35,000 to 1 1 ,000 years ago). Other contrasts also

pointed to a time of fundamental change. Besides efficiently making a large

variety of tools from stone blades, upper paleolithic people made tools

out of bone, ivory, and antler. They also seem to have been the first people

to create art and to have buried their dead with grave goods. Their

settlements were more densely distributed and often larger than

those of the middle paleolithic, suggesting population growth. ^s.

In addition, in Europe and the Near East, the remains of
""

anatomically modern humans (Homo sapiens sapiens) are found

only at upper paleolithic sites, whereas the middle paleolithic

culture in these areas—known as the Mousterian—is always

associated with Neanderthals [H. s. neanderthalensis).

While the contrast between the middle and upper paleolithic '^
is widely accepted, experts still cannot agree about how
the transition came about. Some insist that modern

humans who used upper paleolithic tools migrated into

Europe and displaced the Neanderthals. Others
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On October 23, the American Museum of Natural

History will unveil Dark Caves, Bright Visions: Life

in Ice Age Europe, the largest exhibition of

original upper paleolithic artifacts ever

presented in the United States. The 300

objects selected for displav' include ancient

sculptures, body ornaments, and tools made
of stone, ivory, bone, and antler. The

exhibition, prepared in collaboration with

universities and museums throughout

Europe and North America, will be on

view in Gallery 3 through January 1 8, 1 987.

Ibexes adorn the end ofa spear-thrower

car\'edfroni reindeer antler Iactual length.

about 3.6 inches!. The hook at left was

inserted into the end ofthe spear shaft: the

handle, now missing, was to the right. The ! 3.000-

vear-old artifact was discovered at EnleneCave. France.
I Homme. J Oslef



A three-inch-long ivory horse, below, sculpted about 1 4,000years ago. includes incised

details ofits coat and mane. It wasfound at the site ofLourdes, France. A 25,000- to

27,000-year-old "Venus"figurinefrom the French site ofLespugue, right, emphasizes

features associated withfertility. Carved ofmammoth ivory, it is nearly six inches tall.

believe that Neanderthals evolved into

modern humans and that the middle pa-

leolithic gradually transformed into the

upper. They point out that the earliest

upper paleolithic assemblages of western

Europe- - known as the Chatelper-

ronian—include the type of flake tools

and stone-flaking techniques that were

used before. Still other scholars assume

some influx of new populations and tech-

niques into Europe but allow the

Neanderthals a more active role than that

of witness to their own extinction. The
French site of St. Cesaire, where the re-

mains of a Neanderthal were discovered

in a 34,000-year-old layer containing a

Chatelperronian assemblage, support this

view. Not only may Neanderthals have

been among the earliest users of upper

paleolithic tools, but they may also have

interbred with modern humans over a pe-

riod of three or four thousand years.

In many ways, however, I feel that as a

result of these debates, too much attention

has been lavished on the transition be-

tween the middle and upper paleolithic

and too little on events thereafter. Since

all upper paleolithic stone-tool industries

are based on blades, the substantial

changes that occurred within that cultural

period may have been obscured. A differ-

ent picture emerges if the stone flakes and
blades arc set aside in favor of other lines

of evidence.

The history of additional innovations is

instructive. Cave sites in southwest

France often preserve long sequences of

deposits that can show when various types

of artifacts inade their first appearance.

The interaction of technology and social

organization with the environment is even

more important, but this is admittedly dif-

ficult to saidy, since social systems cannot

be dug up und put on display. One useful

clue, however, lies in the environments

that people could or could not cope with at

different times of the upper paleolithic,

especially during the rigors of Ice Age

glaciation. Here, the Russian and eastern]

European sites are especially significant.'

Their existence shows, fairly unambigu-

ously I think, that changes at least as pro-

found as those about 35.000 years ago

occurred again, perhaps 27,000 to 25,000

years ago.

First of all, the earlier transition did not

involve a clean break with the past. Uni-

versity of Tennessee anthropologist Fred

Smith, among others, argues that some

new populations entered Europe but that

much of the change was local in origin. By

and large, this view is consistent with ar-

cheological discoveries. Some of the earli-

est upper paleolithic assemblages in cen-

tral and western Europe apparently derive

from the preceding Mousterian, while olh-

Naiukal HisioR-i I0/S6



ers appear intrusive. Innovations include

the earliest bone points. If these were the

tips of throwing spears, they may have

made hunting easier and safer by replac-

ing the Mousterian stone-tipped stabbing

spear, which had to be used at close range.

Beginning in the upper paleolithic, cobble-

lined hearths enhanced cooking. .And

some crudely engraved slabs from La

Ferrassie in southwest France and. per-

haps, some animal figures from Vogel-

herd Cave in Germany provide the first

glimpses of artistic representation.

Little else seems to have changed. At

least in western Europe, people occupied

the same caves in the early upper paleo-

lithic as in the late Mousterian. and the

population did not expand greatly. Hunt-

ers took the same animals as before, often

in the same proportions. The few settle-

ments in eastern Europe were also usually

in the same areas as Mousterian ones.

Overall, the picture is one of some change

but shows substantial continuity as well.

The same cannot be said of the scale of

changes that began about 27,000 years

ago, by which time anatomically modern

humans were well established. Several im-

portant technological innovations devel-

oped. One may have been the bow and

arrow, judging by the 23,000-year-old con-

cave-based stone points unearthed from

Parpallo in Spain (man\' scholars, how-

ever, regard this tool as a later, mesolithic

invention). More certain are the spear-

thrower and harpoon, both inaugurated

between 17,000 and 15,000 years ago,

which increased the accuracy and clli-

ciency of hunters. Traps, snares, and nets

may also date from the later upper paleo-

lithic. Some Russian sites, for example,

contain the skeletal remains of fur-bearing

animals, such as arctic foxes and hares,

that lack only their paws—presumably

detached with the pelt when the animal

was skinned. These animals were probabl\

trapped. Elsewhere, fish and bird remains

are found in quantities that imply the use

of nets. And cord was used at least 1 5.000

years ago: traces of it have been found at

the cave of Lascaux in France (cord may
have been used to lash wooden ladders

that helped prehistoric artists reach the

higher parts of the cave walls and ceiling).
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NATURAL WONDERS
OF KENYA

The acacia-dotted Serengeti plains,

the majestic peaks of Mt. Kenya,

the awesome escarpments and

flamingo-fringed soda lakes of the

Great Rift Valley are but a few of

the spectacles liat create the

magnificence of Kenya. The feeling

of the tented camp immersed in the

open air and sounds of the wild

creates a genuine safari

atmosphere never to be forgotten.
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Selec ted archeological sites datingfrom 35.000 to 1 1 .000years ago are shown on the

map below. Among them, Byzovaia, near the Arctic Circle, demonstrates that

sometime after the beginning ofthis period, humans acquired both the technology am
social organization needed to colonize previously uninhabited regions. A hut built of
tons ofmammoth bones about 1 6.000 years ago, bottom, was discovered at Mezhirich

mthe USSR. It was probably usedfor rituals or other special communal gatherings.

h or\ needles 21 .000 years old. right, comefrom the French site ofJouclas.

With this invention earlypeoples could more easily tailor warm clothingfor

protection in harsh climates. 1

1

Ossam's pave

Paviland
*

^Vogelherd Mezhirich

Lascaux ^ " ^^ -^ ' f'£: .-

„/
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Rex-her de la Peine _^i- toferr4s*«^J^f^l-^; -'^

' ' 1^ Tuc d'Audoubtett Y.

Paijalfo.^ ^ ^

n of Paleontology. Kie

Transportation also improved consider-

ably after 27,000 years ago. Fur trapping

probably required travel over snow, since

pelts attain their prime condition in win-
ter. In addition, some Russian sites, such
as Mezhirich, contain structures built

with up to twenty tons of mammoth skulls

and long bones, which may weigh several

hundred pounds each. I believe that a
sledge was needed to transport all that

material, most easily done in winter ove e

compacted snow.

Advances in keeping warm were alsi

made. The abundance of flint drill tips i:

the later upper paleolithic suggests that a|n

least some were for fire drills, like thos

used by more recent hunter-gatherer;

And the sewing needle made its debu
some 23,000 years ago in southwes

France—probably the most underrate'
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ention in the entire upper paleolithic

rhaps because most prehistorians are

lie and don't do their own sewing). Indi-

;t evidence of tailored clothing exists

I m the hints of trapping small animals

fur and in a 20,000-year-old grave

im Sungir, near Moscow, of an old man
I ose body was clothed in a bead-covered

I lie.

y Finally, although art first appears in the

I ; iy upper paleolithic, most dates from

er 27,000 years ago, and much of it

i^m some 10,000 years later. Within this

erse tradition, cave art has evoked ad-

ration for its rendering of animals, often

||a beautifully naturalistic manner. Some
mals are merely drawn or engraved in

Itline, others have details of their hair

d muscles hatched in or are painted in

:ors. Sometimes groups of animals are

3wn, such as the great friezes at Alta-

ra in northern Spain and at Lascaux. In

dition to the paintings, there are bas-

iefs of animals carved on slabs and clay

^Iptures, such as the pair of bison from

Tuc d'Audoubert, another French site.

In Europe, most of the cave art is con-

I Titrated in southwest France and north-

I I Spain, but some exists as far east as

'( ; Urals. Over this vast area, archeolo-

]
its have also collected many pieces of

rtable art, generally known by the

ench term art mobilier. Some are utili-

f -ian objects, such as spear-throwers, the

los ds of which might be worked into stun-

er: ig, realistic animals. Other pieces are

ii 3re enigmatic, such as the batons de

6 mmandement, which may or may not

ve been symbols of authority. There is
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A Guide to the Birds of Birds of New Guinea
Colombia Bruce M. Beehler, Thane K.

Sleven L. Hilty and Pratt, and Dale A. Zimmerman

William L. Brown Illustrations by Dale A.

Plates by Guy Tudor
Zimmerman andJames Coe

H. Wayne Trimm, John Gwynne, This book is the first definitive

Larry McQueen, John Yrizarry, ornithological field guide to New
and P. Prall Guinea, the world s second

largest island and one of the
Line Drawings by richest tropical environments in
Michel Kleinbaum the Old World. Because of its

Describing all of Colombia's isolation, New Guinea s biota

birds, Steven Hilty and William includes spectacular radiations

Brown bring together informa- of unusual plants and animals |of

tion on one of the world's largest which the birds of paradise are

avifaunas — nearly 1,700 species. perhaps best known). This book
Over half of all the species of treats all of the more than 700

birds in South America are in- species of birds recorded from
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Colombia, as well as in the color plates and eight black-and-

country itself. white halftone plates.

996 pages. 56 color plates. 425 pages. 47 color plates.
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2 maps. Paperback edition sewn maps plus endpapers. Paperback
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P: $42.50. C: $95.00 P: S37.50. C: $65.00
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41 William Street Princeton University Press Princeton, nj 08540
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/4 / 3,000-year-old necklacefrom Rocher de la Peine, in France, includes dentalium

shells obtainedfrom the Atlantic coast andfour large teethfrom dangerous animals-

three bear teeth and (secondfrom right) a lion's tooth.

Beloit College; R.

'

also jewelry—mostly beads, bracelets,

and pendants. These began to appear

30,000 years ago, but the finest examples

come much later. Among them are the

2,000 ivory beads that adorned the tunic

from Sungir. Making these demanded
time and care: first, splinters of ivory had
to be extracted, shaped into rods, and cut

into segments; then each bead had to be

drilled and polished before threading. An-
other example is a necklace from Rocher
de la Peine, in France, which dates toward
the end of the upper paleolithic. It incor-

porates seashells that came from one hun-

dred miles away and the teeth of danger-

ous animals, such as bears and lions.

The best-known portable art objects.

however, are the so-called Venus figu

rines, which are dated between 27,00(

and 25,000 years ago. These are small

highly stereotyped sculptures: typicall)

the breasts and buttocks are given mos
attention, the face is anonymous (al

though the hair is sometimes showi

plaited), and the figure is pregnant. Whili

prehistoric artists usually portrayed ani

mals with fidelity, these human formj

were abstracted to be fertility images.

The uniformity of much of this art ovei

an area from the Pyrenees to the Urals (o*

put another way, over the same distance

as from New York to San Francisco'

shows there were social networks to dis

seminate and maintain both artistic style!



beliefs over immense distances. This

nt leads directly to the second line of

dence that may be cited for the scale of

inge after 27,000 years ago: the

lader range of environments that peo-

could adapt to after this date.

During the early part of the upper pa-

lithic, people lived in the same areas as

Neanderthals before them. Their suc-

sors, however, regularly used regions

.t were previously uninhabited. This ap-

5S especially to the vast expanses of

ppe and tundra in eastern Europe,

ich were frozen except for a short sum-

r thaw. A striking example is the colo-

ation of Siberia, which happened after

000, and probably after 27,000 years

1. A second is the site of Byzovaia, occu-

d briefly about 1 8,000 years ago, which

only one hundred miles south of the

ctic Circle (this site, incidentally,

ords the earliest known encounter be-

;en humans and polar bears).

The colonization of such areas as the

r North and Siberia, well beyond the

ige of Mousterian and early upper pa-

lithic settlement, and their continued

; when climatic conditions deteriorated

ing the glacial maximum, about

,000 years ago, required competence in

iking well-insulated clothing, moving

iciently over snow, trapping and killing

mals, and lighting fires. But more than

hnological inventions were needed to

e with these harsh and fickle (though

bductive) environments. At least as im-

rrtant were the social arrangements that

- iblcd bands of people to stay in contact

,,uh each other over large distances, to

mil! ire information about the weather and

altl ; movement and availability of animals,

nioi d to exchange mates so that groups

ix uld survive as social units. In this, art

icfl ly have played a key role: Margaret

iiii( mkey, of the State University of New

a rk at Binghamton, and other scholars

d ve argued that some of the main centers

.< upper paleolithic art may have been

in] ices where groups could convene peri-

siK ically to pool information and reinforce

ami! :ial ties.

isci Long-range expeditions into harsh, un-

|( cupied regions, far beyond places of ha-

ivlil ual settlement, also generally dale from
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A salmon decorating the ceiling ofAbri de Poisson. a rock-shelter in France, may be

more than 27.000years old. The cutsframing thefish datefrom early this century,

when an attempt was made to remove the 42-inch engravingfor sale.

after 25,000 years ago. About 18,000

years ago, for example, when most of the

British Isles were covered by ice sheets,

the English Channel was dry land, and the

nearest permanent settlements were in the

Paris basin, a small group of people went

north to where mammoths grazed near

the edge of the ice sheet. Apparently they

wanted to collect ivory. In any case, near

Paviland, in southern Wales, one of them

died, and his companions buried him with

some ivory in an elaborate grave. A second

example is Ossam's Cave, in northern

England. Toward the end of the last glaci-

ation, about 12,000 years ago, a small

band of hunters trekked northward to this

cave in late winter, in order to hunt rein-

deer and their newborn calves. This cave

was probably the first available on a diffi-

cult 300-mile journey from what is now
the coast of northern France.

Like the presence of Portuguese pottery

along the coast of southern Africa in the

thirteenth century a.d., these sites show

the ability of modern peoples to navigate

over long distances. There is no evidence

that Neanderthals or people in the early

upper paleolithic could make these kinds

of journeys, far beyond familiar areas of

year-round occupation. That they were

undertaken, apparently on a routine basis,

implies more than the availability of good

footwear and portable field gear. Sites like

Byzovaia, Paviland, Ossam's Cave, and

others high up in the Alps suggest that in

the later upper paleolithic, human groups

could orient themselves over long dis-

tances to chosen destinations, anticipate

the conditions they were likely to encoun-

ter, make appropriate arrangements, and
(with exceptions like the young man bur-

ied at Paviland) return safely. Supporting

evidence consists of such artifacts as

1 6,000-year-old bone, found at Mezhiric

in Russia, that seems to show a map of th

area around the settlement; similar!

most of the artifacts interpreted as calei

dars date from after 25,000 years ago.

While the transition from the middle t

upper paleolithic was important, the uf

per paleolithic itself witnessed more tha

occasional changes in styles of makin

tools and drawing animals. The emei

gence of fully modern behavior, illus

trated by the way people operated in tb

steppe and tundra environments of east

ern and northern Europe, constituted i

second wave of innovation. An element o

this revolution was the development o

more effective technology, but the ke;

was the ability to map space and time on i

large scale and to maintain long-range so

cial ties between scattered groups. C

78 Natural History K
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This Land

ajique Canyon, New Mexico
lobert H. Mohlenbrock

'uring the middle two weeks of Octo-

an orange-red glow brightens Tajique

yon, in the heart of New Mexico's

zano Mountains. The color radiates

the leaves of the bigtooth sugar ma-

a tree that ranges from Idaho and

ming south into Mexico but occupies

a few canyons in New Mexico. Local

ents recall that many more maples

grew in Tajique Canyon, but a severe

ght in the 1930s killed nearly half of

ijlfstand.

he Manzano Mountains are part of

ola National Forest, whose parcels, to

ig 1,700,000 acres, sprawl on all sides

Mbuquerque. Also in Cibola is the

tallest mountain, 11,398-foot-high

unt Taylor, which lies sixty miles west

j: Ubuquerque, and Sandia Peak, which

t ns directly to the city's east. Both

ks are popular recreation areas, but

Manzano Range, twenty miles to the

4fh, is little known to hikers.

ajique Canyon lies between 9,509-foot

isca Peak to the north and Capilla

k, slightly lower, to the south. A dirt

(jfl leading west from Tajique, a village

settled in prehistoric times, meanders

jc seven miles up the canyon. Bigtooth

triples become evident three-fourths of

way up the road but are most concen-

ed in the narrow end of the canyon,

i^essible only by a trail. Other trees-

dcrosa pine, spruce. Rocky Mountain

ijlipcr. Gambel oak, and the pink-flow-

i New Mexico locust—add variety to

forest.

he sugar maples of the United Stat:

an enigmatic group. The trees gr

1 Ti Maine across to eastern Idaho ano

1 n Florida to western Colorado and

A ;tern Arizona. They are also found in

thern Mexico. All have a similar leaf

shape, put forth small clusters of flowers

after the leaves have expanded, and pro-

duce a sugary sap that can be tapped for

maple syrup. Yet anyone who has in-

spected sugar maples throughout the

country can see that the leaves of Vermont

sugar maples don't look quite like the

leaves of bigtooth sugar maples in Tajique

Canyon or of southern sugar maples in the

Florida panhandle or of those in Wiscon-

sin or southern Illinois.

The leaf differences have led botanists

to argue over whether the sugar maples of

the United States all belong to one highly

variable species or to several different but

closely related species. Botanists generally

prefer to distinguish between species of

flowering plants on the basis of reproduc-

tive characteristics (flowers and fruits)

rather than of leaf characteristics. Flowers

and often fruits tend to be stable, showing

little variation in response to environmen-

tal conditions. Leaves, on the other hand,

may vary considerably depending on

whether they are in the sun or the shade,

whether they are on main branches or on

sprouts, and sometimes whether they are

on limbs that have flowers or limbs that

don't have flowers.

Charles Sprague Sargent, the foremost

student of American trees at the turn of

the century, and a botanist who had Hide

trouble distinguishing the great number of

American oaks, found it impossible to

draw lines of distinction between all the

different forms of sugar maple in the

United States. Consequently he called

them all one species, Acer saccharum.

Leafshape is the only external character dii, :ingu is h ing i i: <. /\ _., „ „ .
.•; =

opposite,from other sugar maples. Above: Tajique Canyon in autumn.



Tajique Canyon

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Cibola National Forest

10308 Candelaria NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 871 12

(505)766-2185

commenting that the sugar maple is the

most variable of American tree species.

Many botanists have agreed, pointing out

that the flowers and winged fruits formed

by all the sugar maples are virtually indis-

tinguishable. Others, however, have felt

that the differences in the leaves are too

great to be ignored.

In recent years, new techniques have

enabled scientists to analyze and distin-

guish plants chemically and genetically.

As a result of new evidence, botanists are

now leaning toward recognition of five

closely related species: sugar maple {Acer

saccharum) of the Northeast; black ma-

ple (A. nigrum) of the North; southern

sugar maple {A. floridanum) and chalky

maple (A. leucoderme), both of the South-

east; and the bigtooth sugar maple (A.

grandidentatum) of the West. The genetic

differences among these five species prob-

ably contribute to some of the leaf differ-

ences that have been observed, but other

factors are also involved, including geo-

graphic location, climate, soil type, and

underlying rock substrate.

Whether the trees in Tajique Canyon
are bigtooth sugar maples or merely varia-

tions on a more general theme, they are a

vivid sight during mid-October. The phe-

nomenon of autumn leaf coloration is tied

in with the aging and shedding of leaves.

In temperate regions where there is a

cold season, most species of trees are

deciduous. The shedding of leaves pre-

vents damage caused by excessive drying.

During the growing season, when water is

usually plentiful, a tree takes in enough

water to offset the loss of water from its

leaves through transpiration But in win-

ter, water is often tied up m the form of

ice. In addition, if living leaves were to

remain on the tree during winter, the leaf

cells would be damaged or destroyed by

the constant freezing and thawing of wa-

ter within them. (In coniferous trees,

whose slender needles are adapted to win-

try weather, and in most tropical trees,

leaves do not fall annually during a par-

ticular season.)

The green color of most spring and sum-

Inautvmn, iIk .. , .

unmasks other leaf pigments

mer leaves is due to the presence of gi

quantities of chlorophyll, the chem
compound that plays a major role in p

tosynthesis. Small quantities of other

)

ments—orange and yellow carotenes

;

pale yellow and brown xanthophylls

—

also present in certain leaves but

masked by chlorophyll.

All through the spring and sumn

most of the leaf cells manufacture sug;

Some sugars are used immediately

needed energy, while others are trs

ported to other parts of the plant

stored in the form of starch and ot

compounds. Still other sugars accumul

in the leaves, where they eventually ca

a breakdown of the chlorophyll. As
green pigment disappears, the oranj

yellows, and browns of the carotenes i

xanthophylls become apparent. The ac

mulation of sugars in some leaf cells n

also result in the production of bluish i

reddish pigments, called betacyanins i

anthocyanins.

Some trees, such as aspens, which ti

light yellow, display a uniform color

cause of the dominance of a single
p

ment. The leaves of ashes often tun

deep maroon, sumacs radiate with r

Sweet gums, instead, offer a variety

colors, even on the same tree. Other tre

including the orange sugar maples, vi

considerably in color from place to ph

or from tree to tree.

As the leaves age further, any rema

ing sugars are conducted to various fc

storage organs of the plant, such as i

roots. The leaves are then shed throug'

process called abscission. When a ma
leaf is young, hormones inhibit this p

cess. But after the heat of summer, h

monal changes give rise to new regions

leaf cells. Several layers of cells at I

base of each leaf stalk become filled wit

fatty substance known as suberin, 1

same substance that gives cork cells th

spongy texture. Just above these "sub

ized" cells, a "separation layer" forms

other cells swell with a gelatinous ma
rial. At the end of summer, as the cem(

that holds plant cells together brec

down, these enlarged cells become es]

cially liable to separate. Eventually wi

and rain knock the leaf off the plant whs

the separation layer has developed. T

exposed corky cells now serve as a kind

scar tissue, protecting the tree from wa

loss and the introduction of disease duri

the long winter months.

"This Land" highlights the biologii

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national fi

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is dist

guished professor of botany at Southe

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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2559

H|e Marli^t
Art/Crafts

AFRICAN MASKS and Figures, $15-$475, request

photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

AUDUBON PRINTS AAA Quality Audubon Onginals of

birds and animals from Havell, Bien, Bowen editions

plus Amsterdams Catalog $2 Write Audubon, 9720

Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22180 or call (202)

484-3334

rAFYRUS
I HAWK — Ancient Egyptian sky god

f painted blue, red, black, white on

o handmade papyrus, 5"x5"...$15 ppd.

I\ Lucite home add $16 Check/Chocge.

wm^^-nm ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

SO W 76 SI • NY 10023 • DepI, N10S6

— Gallery open by appouument only.

THE ORIGINAL MORIARTY SKI HAT & SWEATER.
Homemade in Vermont since 1957 All wool Box

1127H, Stowe, Vermont 05672 (802) 253-4052

Books/Publications

FREETHOUGHT TODAY The only freethought (athe-

ist/agnostic) newspaper in America' $15 annually

sample copy $1 00 Box 750, Madison, Wl 53701

MARVEL OF WHALES, acclaimed educational pack-

age, sixty slides, narration and cassette, sixteen spe-

cies updated $55 00 Cetacean Society International,

PO Box 9145, Wethersfield, CT 06109

PLANTS OF THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Compact
book for tourists features descriptions, drawings of 87

plants color plates, maps, and travel diary Universe

Books, 381 Park Ave S ,
New York, NY 10016 $10 95

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Join our successful authors

All subjects invited. Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report Carlton Press, Dept, NHJ, 11 West 32 Street

New York 10001

STRANDINGS WAYS TO SAVE WHALES, by Frank

Robson, $20 00 donation. Cetacean Society Interna-

tional Rossiter, 21 Laurel Hill Road, Ridgefield, CT
06877

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK' Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing Co , Dept NH, 127 East 59th St
,
New York,

NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672 (714) 492-2976

Camps

BANANA BOATS, "Tin Can Ice Cream" Somemores'
Bring back the Fun $12 95 Camp Eats, 307 Douglas,

Edwardsville, IL 62025

Collector's Items

BEAUTIFUL, COLLECTABLE ROSE QUARTZ from Ari-

zona gold mines. Aquarium enhancers, approx 1 lb

$6 25 prepaid. Cobweb-2, Box 2156, Apache Junction,

AZ 85217

BIRDS OR FLOWERS on postage stamps from many
countries 50 different $1 00, postage 22it George
Ford, PO Box 5203-N, Gulfport, FL 33737

JOIN THE JKI RARE STAMP Collector/Investor Pro-

gram Details Free Joseph Kardwell, Dept 775-CNH,
Onent, NY 11957

OAK SHOWCASES with Tempered Glass Modular,

Knockdown construction U PS Shipping Request

catalog O'Brien Mfg ,
2081 Knowles Road, Medford,

OR 97501 503-773-2410

te^'^-^r»,' To Collect!

To Treasure!

If you Love natural things, and prefer beautiful things,

you should have our free catalog! Gem spheres,

crystals, bronzes, amethyst Leucite display cases,

unique one of a kind items. For your free catalog write:

Natural Connection

520MarthmontWay El Paso, Texas 79912

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS! Worldwide Dii ^:

tory and complete information—$3 00 Internatic,-^

Opportunities, Box 19107-RX, Washington, DC 201
j.

L

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTJi
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming' Current opi;

ings— All occupations' Free information' In |,

mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Springs, |v

80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openin
.]

USA $7 00: Overseas $7,00, England, Japan, Sa:
'

Australia $7 00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton,
02162

HOT AIR BALLOONING for fun, joy and even pri

Write Adventure, 307 Douglas, Edwardsville, IL 62(

Employment Opportunities
Foreign Magazines

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Pay' Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International, Box

19107-RX, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

NEW' WORLDWIDE ENGLISH MAGAZINES 20 CO

tries Sampler $249 Free Brochure Mi

newspapers. Box DE-200. Dana Point, CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off. 150 Major com
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardi

Blvd., Black Mountain. NC 28711 (704) 669-8031

£> eglass stand, Florence Italy
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aiening

;fl.LOG OF UNUSUAL SUCCULENTS" Discover

g-'t selection of weird and unusual succulents

—

ei50 ptiotographs of succulent crests, variegates,

in stones, and oddballs Send $1 00 "Catalog of

lUial Succulents," Dept, 10—553 Buena Creek,

iniarcos, CA 92069

eihandise/Gifts

iCEOLOGICAL T-SHIRTS: Unique, intriguing de-

ir Quality silk screening. Ideal Christmas gift Free
i< jre KETACA, P.O. Box 8191 , Portland, ME 04104

(NDILLG T-SHIRTS AND GIFTS! Free catalog:

Icear, Dept H, PO Box 1522, Gainesville, FL
21 or call 1-904-376-4477

ilENTIC SPANISH FAN Novel accent for table,

et;ir mantel. Suitable for framing Average size 1
1

"

2' Please specify ligtit or dark background Eacfi

e ifferent Satisfaction guaranteed Only $15 99
;ri1mports. Box 140488. Coral Gables, FL 33114

ITiRFLIES & OTHER INSECTS YOU CAN WEAR!
ig'al designs on quality t-shirts. Free catalog. Sec-

d <in Studios. RO. Box 5261, Lubbock, TX 79417

ENAfutEL ANIMAL PINS, Earrings Handcrafted, kiln-

fired, signed and dated WonderfuH Over 200 designs,
from $5 to $25 For complete catalog, send 22<t Stamp
to: Racfiel Val Cotien Enamels, Box 145N, fylinisink

Hills, PA 18341

"I OWLS" Bumper Slicker, $1 00 Sample Collec-
tors Newsletter $2 50 1987 Pfioto Owl Calendar
$1 1 00 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno CA 93755

IVIOON CALENDAR— 1 987 Full color wall calendar fea-

tures natural ptiotographs from spectacular locations
on Earth, each enhanced by presence of Moon In

eludes information on eclipses and planets visible in

twilight skies A magnificent blending of nature and
science $10 45 postpaid Sharkstreams, PO Box
22644, Dept M, San Francisco, CA 94122

100% CASHMERE WATCHCAPS Call or wnte: Ver-

mont Bird Company, PO Box 1008H, Rutland, Ver
mont 05701 (802) 775-6754

RARE, DISTINCTIVE UNIQUE GIFTS. Wnte for Free
catalog JAG House, St C #3, V Caparra, Guaynabo,
PR 00657

SEA SHIRTS—Manne life designs silkscreened on pre-

mium garments. Catalogue Sea Shirts, 25W611
Durfee, Wheaton, IL 60187

UNIQUE 87 DINOSAUR CALENDAR—A chuckle a-

day with noted illustrator Hudson Talbott's full-color 12

/ 12 playful portrayals of our prehistonc ancestors.

Order two— keep one, gift someone you love' $7 95, 2
for $15, add $2 shipping/handling. The Dino Store.

2000 Massachusetts Ave
.
Cambridge, MA 02140

WOLF photos, nolecards, postcards Free brochure.

lists J Lidle, PO Box 112, Clifton Heights. PA 19018

Miscellaneous

DIAN FOSSEY remembered: Tributes from around the

world fo our friend and comrade fallen battling to save
the last mountain gorillas Free from International Pri-

mate Protection League, PO Box 766, Summerville,

SO 29484

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—fnends nearby, eighty

countries worldwide Electronic Exchange. Box 68-H1

,

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS. LEITZ. B&L.
Bushnell. Fu|inon. Free Optics catalog. Mack Optical &
Machine Tool. Box 541H. Scranton. PA 18501 (717)

961 2542

LEITZ, ZEISS, B&L, SWIFT, BUSHNELL, NIKON.
Steiner, Optolyth. Celestron binoculars, telescopes
and accessories Write lor discount list Specify litera-

ture desired Large stock. Orders filled postpaid day
received Birding, Box 5N, Amsterdam, I^JY 12010

Real Estate

FOREVER WILD 160 acre portion of Wildlife Reserve
for sale Two hours north of San Francisco Streams.

forest, cabin and one building site Details 412
Hurlingham Avenue, San Mateo, California

GOVERNMENT LANDS FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
sites, campsites, farms, investment' "Land Buyer's

Guide " plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands, Box
19107 RX, Washington. DC 20036

PYRAMID DWELLING, 1 92 acres seafront lax-lree is-

land $300,000 Eraser, "Sea Grove" Cayman Brae.

Cayman Islands. B.W.I.

Rentals

SPECIAL ESCAPES—Tropical Villas, Mountain Cha-

lets. Luxury Condos—Worldwide Free Brochure.

Hideaways International. Box 1464L, Littleton, MA
01460, (800) 843 4433, in MA (617) 486-8955

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN—small oasis of calm on the

Western Caribbean Diving, Maya Ruins. Birds, Library

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

veranda. Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca-

banas Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

DISCOVER OUR RAINFOREST AND CLOUDFOREST
in Tropical Costa Rica Superb birding, plant and insect

collecting, from conveniently located private homes
$450/week/double Rainforest M Snow. Apartado 73.

Siquirres, Costa Rica: Cloudforest S. Friedman.

Apartado 655, Cartage, Costa Rica

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE. LEARN sailing aboard 50'

ketch "Palisander " Visit special anchorages, sample
local Island color, swim and snorkel in Canbbean wa-

ters Ten day course $1450 per person Reserve now
availability limited Cultyhunk Manne Adventures, c/o

Gray. 177 Tweed Blvd , Nyack. NY 10960

AFRICA, AtvlAZON, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours with

expert naturalists Kenya Tanzania including Selous

and Zanzibar, Mountain Gorilla Safari. Botswana, Zam-
bia. Zimbabwe Amazon expeditions Manu, Tam-
bopala Reserves Galapagos one and two-week yacht

cruises, optional Peru or Amazon Small groups Free

84-page color catalog Wilderness Travel. 1760NA
Solano. Berkeley. CA 94707 (800) 247-6700 outside CA
(415)524-5111



AFRICAi Camping, walking, lodge safaris to Kenya and

Tanzania From $1195—18 days including airi Exclu-

sive photo workstiops led by lop nature photogra-

phers departures in November, January, February,

March Voyagers NA-10, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

SeaFarers Caribbean ExperJitions

jmpDacks

': SeaFarers Exped
BIO, Bangor, ME 04401 207-942-7942

COSTA RICA PRIMATE RESEARCH, help scientists

study monkeys in lungle, Feb 1-15,1987 Tax-deduct-

ible Foundation for Field Research, 787 South Grade

Rd ,
Alpine, CA 92001 (619) 445-9264

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE, Superb birding

& natural history tour Explore primary tropical

rainforest, mountain cloud forest, lush Pacific beach

lowlands & more Small group, 2 expert leaders, de-

lightful accommodations include intimate oceanfront

inn "There are so many exquisite creatures & habitats

here that one grows used to being awestruck " For

1987 April 11-20 (Easter) and Dec 24-Jan 3 Nature

World Explorations, 1 1442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD
21044 (301 ) 730-0877 including evenings & weekends

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise
"

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours Two or four

weeks Brochure Alpine Adventure Tours, 783P

Cliffside Onve, Akron, OH 44313

AMAZON—ARCTIC SAFARI CLUB— N, Elverson, PA

19520 offers 8 photo-nature-wildlife programs featur-

ing Amazon Jungle, primitive Indians, birding, Cana-

dian Polar Bears, seals, and whale-watching from $799

including airfare, comfortable lodges and hotels, sight-

seeing, small groups, adventure and more! Wnte for

brochure.

i ^^^L
Condor

Expeditions

ANTARCTICA - nov b6 ; jan a?
Spectacular two-week inps aboard spacious 400'

icebreaker, during Antarctic summer Tierra del Fuego,

Beagle Channel. Cape Horn, Drake Passage to remote

Aniarciic Continent. See penguins, seals, whales, sea

birds Side trips on land and ice with helicopters and

CONDOR EXPEDITIONS t^

INTERNATIONAL LTD J ^
53 East B7th street. Suite 3-A /l . .,

NewYork, NY 10021 212-628-8043 1^-

AUSTRALIAN TROPICAL BIRDS The best of small

group tours, 17 days birding Far North Queensland

from outback to Gt Barrier Reef Wnte Goanna Tour

55 Guide St . Clifton Beach 4871 Old Australia

BRAZIL ART. ARCHITECTURE FOLKART TOUR—
April 22-May 14 Nation of amazing contrasts, Euro-

pean, Indian, Afncan cultures Jungle towns, sophisti-

cated capital cities, preserved colonial towns, art mu-

seums, studios Spectacular natural beauty, lush rain

forests, Amazon cruise Manaus, Rio, Brasilia, Sao
Paulo, Salvador, colonial Ouro Preto, hisloric Belo Hon-

zonle and breathtaking Iguassu Falls Expert guiding

Limited size group Brochure JACQUELINE MOSS
MUSEUM TOURS, Dept N, 131 Davenport Ridge

Lane, Samford, CT, 06903 or call (203) 322-8709

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland, Bo-

tswana Egypt, more Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481 -NH, Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

CHINA SPECIALTY TOURS Visit Wintering Gounds of

rare cranes in January, Gardens and Mountains in

April, Northeast Forests in May, and Far West in June
Leading China nature company Write World Nature

Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

E^XGUKSIONS

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
(707) 839-0178 • 1876B OCEAN DRIVE

McKINLEYVILLE, CA 95521

WINTER WHALE TRIPS to Baja California

Summenimein Southeast Alaska Custom-

ized Galapagos trips for your groups — all

led by our enthusiastic, knowledgeable and

experienced naturalists FREE BROCHURE.

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Birding, photography, snorkeling $250/person/week.

Chic Charney. (305) 852-5750. Box 1143, Tavernier,

Florida 33070

EVERGLADES Photo Workshop January 18-24 '87 Pa-

tricia Caulfield, 115W 86th St., NewYork 10024(212)
362-1951

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals,

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley, Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road.
Randallstown. MD 21 133 (301 ) 922-31 16

HAWAII—natural history excursions led by the author

and artist of the new Field Guide to the Birds of Hawaii

and the Tropical Pacific Departures in November, Feb-

ruary, March Voyagers, NH-10, Box 915, Ithaca. NY
14851

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed
naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more Islands than any other Galapagos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCn (FLOHTS 41 5-435^22

1606nj Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920

KENYA CONSULTANTS Personalized East African

travel arrangements suiting your needs Mount
Tremper, New York 12457 (914) 688-5260

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 years
experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643 Darien CT
06820(203)838-1345

KENYA PHOTO WORKSHOP led by Kay Zakanasen,
picture editor for Natural History Magazine, and Jeffrey
Foott, one of America's top wildlife photographers
Departure: August, 1987 Write for details Voyagers
NP-10, Box 915. Ithaca, NY 14851

MEXICO Jungle Rafting, Ancient Maya. Butterflies

Baja Cave Paintings. Overland Adventures, Diablo
Blanco Adventures. 21851 Newland #2. Huntington
Beach, CA 92646

BEtlZErJUNGLE^AND REEF UNITE

with special nine-day Small Group Tour conducted by
Rum Point and Chaa Creek. Starts any Saturday; dive
the REEF and Cayes; explore the Maya tvtountaln Jun-
gle; visit TIKAL and other futayan rums; best lodging
and meals in Belize; includes all travel costs while in

Belize and Guatemala. US$ 985 per person, double.

epntacliii isin^ilSZsgpqfi

NATURALIST'S DELIGHT! Experience Ba|a California,

Mexico! Whale Watching! Birding' Islands! Photogra-
phy! Baja's Frontier Tours, 3683-A10 Cactusview Drive
San Diego. California 92105 (619) 262-2003

Unusual
India

& Nepal

I S Annapurna Wildlife

HivMAlA\^Av« TrAvel. Ii

PC Box 481-NH
Greenwich, CT 06830

(203) 622-0068 Toll Free (800| 2;

NATURE ADVENTURES. Inexpensive, authentic

zon jungle, Himalayan mountains Quabaug Cons
tion Foundation, 315 Palmer, Ware, MA 01082

NATURE TOURS FEATURING BIRDS to Costa
;

Galapagos, Western USA, China, Australia

more Write World Nature Tours, Box 693a, ',

Spring, MD 20901

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS G
and independent nature and hiking tours Explore

Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford T

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great 8;

Reef Extensions to Tahiti, Fiji. Papua New Gu
Pacific Exploration Co . Box 3042-N. Santa Barbara

93130(805)687-7282

PERU ADVENTURES Trek the spectacular Cord

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu Ove
expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife e

sions Complete Peru travel service Free illusti

brochure Himalayan Travel. Box 481-NH, Green-

CT 06836 Toll Free (800) 225-2380

GALAPAGOS & LOST CITY
OF THE INCAS

Annual photo learning adventure with Paul Eple

Nov. 1 5-29— 1 1 Travelers— Five Star Hotels

Private Yacht, Personal Instruction

DYNAMIC COLOR BROCHURE
LAST Bx 9092 CLT NC 28299 (704) 332-54

WILDERNESS TRAVEL Wildlife, hiking, sailing ac

tures worldwide Alaska and Hawaii humpback v

research aboard historic schooner Solomon Se;

Polynesian outrigger Galapagos, Greek Isles, Nor

Hawaii sailing and snorkeling West African Dogo
pedition, Irian Jaya with Asmat, Himalaya, Ar

Small groups Free color catalog. Wilderness Tr

1760-NB Solano, Berkeley, CA 94707 (800) 247-

outsideCA (415) 524-5111

WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS Study big game, eagle;

cons, songbirds, threatened and endangered spe

Learn while conducting research. Every expec

makes discoveries, you share the credit Profess

Wildlife Biologist guide Great Plains Wildlife Rase:

Box 297, Casper, WY 82602-0297 (307) 265-3731

WIND RIVER FIELD SEMINARS Week-long adult

grams featuring Mexico./birding, exclusive Big

Sheep Nature Photography in Wyoming, Yellows

Ski-tounng, Florida Nature Photography, Calif

desert exploration Distinguished field staff, i

groups Wind River Field Seminars, PO Box i,

Dubois, WY 82513 (307) 455-2829

Video
;

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopte'

ploration Video Breathtaking music Critically

claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 321

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

$2 75perword; 16 word ($44) minimum Displaycl

tied IS $300 per inch All advertisements must be

paid Rates are not structured for agency or cast;

counts All advertisements are accepted at NATL
HISTORY'S discretion. Send check/money order

able to NATURAL HISTORY to The Market, NATL
HISTORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th

New York, NY 10024 Please include your per;

address and telephone number, issue preferred,

suggested heading Deadline— 1st of the month
months prior to cover date (the January issue cl

Nov 1 ) (Samera-ready art is required for display ai

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be
upon publication
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NATURAL
Hlo 1 OKlMembers' Market

NATURAL HISTORY Magazine offers members a free service. Certain advertisers indicated they will send you additional

information. To obtain this, simply fill out the postage-paid card and drop it in any U.S. mailbox. Circle the numbers on the card

- corresponding to the numbers beside the advertisers in whom you are interested. Please allow up to six weeks for replies. Although
each advertiser has assured us that it will respond to each request, the magazine is not responsible for any failure to do so.

Furthermore, the listing of an advertiser does not constitute any affiliation with, or endorsement by, the American M useum of

- iNatural History or NATURAL HISTORY Magazine.

'

ll. American IVIuseum of Natural History/Dis-

_icovery Tours. Indonesian Odyssey. Oriental

Passage. Discover Japan Cruise. Explore fasci-

nating wildlife and cultural areas with Museum
experts aboard the world's highest rated luxury

liner, small passenger cruise vessel. Send for

free information on these voyages and many
.other exciting adventures.

,i2. American IVIuseum of Natural History/

J^IlVIembers' Book Program. Fine natural history,

|science and anthropology books at 10% to 50%
off publishers' prices. Limited editions, chil-

dren's books, new and classical books, many
- subjects. Send for free catalog.

I 3. American IVIuseum of Natural History/

Membership. Benefits include 1 2 issues of Natu-

ral History and a membership card entitling

bearer to free museum admission, discounts at

ihc museum shop, Naturemax, our restaurant,

car rentals and much more. Makes a great gift.

Send for free brochure.

"14. Baja Expeditions. Baja's largest outfitter of-

;-|fering whale watching, diving, natural history

"zruises, sea kayaking adventures and mountain

pack trips. Join us in the land we call home.

5. Caligo Ventures. Africa, Australia and the

jlAsa Wright Nature Centre in Trinidad. Three

'flclassic birding and natural history destinations.

•Free color brochure.
'

6. Charleston Trident Convention & Visitors

Bureau, Charleston S.C. This beautiful and his-

toric seaport city is a year-round resort. Horse

Jrawn carriages, museums, forts, antique shops,

historic homes, gardens, plantations, beach re-

-jjiorts and outstanding accommodations and res-

'ifeaurants.

'7. Compact Disc Classics Catalogue. Superb

-juality Classical and Jazz recordings. Many
hard-to-find titles. Major labels, imports. Free

Catalogue.

8. David Morgan. English wax cotton rainwear,

'jWool and cotton clothing, jewelry, and Welsh

thnic survival items. Send for free catalog.

'. Deva. Deva handcrafts a unique collection of

Simply elegant clothes for men and women—all

of lushly textured pure cotton. Comfort, dura-

aility and gentle prices keynote our collection.

Free catalogue and swatches.

10. Eddie Bauer. Free Eddie Bauer catalog.

»f Wide selection of quality men's and women's

ictive and leisure apparel and footwear. Prime

jf ;oosedown coats and comforters. Unique gifts

'or the home and travel. Every item guaranteed

Ifill'f satisfactory or your money back.

11. Edmund Scientific Company. Free Edmund

Scientific catalog, 60 pages of unique and hard-

fo-find products. Something fascinating and

bseful for the hobbyist, gadgctecr student and

educator.

12. Embratur/American Express. Brazil. What
life was intended to be. For free brochures and

information on a vacation to Brazil call 1-800-

833-3111.

13. Epirotiki Cruise Lines. With the world's

largest fleet to choose from, Epirotiki is one of

the world's most popular cruise lines with the

most popular itineraries: Mexico, the Galapa-

gos, transcanal, the Caribbean, the Amazon and

Rio. Contact your travel agent Epirotiki: 800-

221-2470.

14. Haverhills. Catalog of hi-tech consumer

specialties including our "special deals—3 for

2" discount prices. Free.

15. Inclinator Co. of America. "Elevette"—the

modern home elevator—is custom built and

serves 2 or more floors of your home. Send for

free literature. Manufactured by Inclinator Co.

of America.

16. International Expeditions. Leading the

world in natural history travel on five continents.

International Expeditions; 1776 Independence

Ct.; Birmingham, AL 35216; (205) 870-5550 or

toll free 1-800-633-4734.

17. International Expeditions. Hard to find

Natural History books, travel planners, video

tapes and T-shirts on such wild destinations as

Kenya, Amazon, Galapagos, Belize, Australia,

etc.—Expeditions Suppliers 1-800-633-4750.

18. Jim Morris T-Shirts with a message. Sup-

port wildlife by wearing environmental T-shirts

(10% of profits go to environmental causes.)

Free catalog. Many designs. Share the Earth.

19. Little Fish Enterprises. The majestic mo-

tion of flight is simulated by our large-winged

Pterodactyl and Seagull mobiles. Also, "Orni-

thopters" (lifesize mechanical birds which

really fly!) and Dinosaur and Shark activity

sets. Free literature.

20. National Audubon Society Expedition Insti-

tute. Wild America can be your campus for

graduate, undergraduate, or high school de-

grees. For complete information: National Au-

dubon Society Expedition Institute Sharon, CT
06069 203-364-0522.

21. Nature Expeditions International. Special-

ists in wildlife, natural history and cultural expe-

ditions worldwide, combining adventure, learn-

ing and vacation. Expert leaders, small groups.

Free brochure.

22. NightStar. The soft, movable, 8 inch domed

star map. Easy to use. Locates all 88 constella-

tions. Works anywhere on earth. With complete

instructions. Ages ten to adult.

23. Nordic Track. Cross country ski exer-

cizer^** Duplicates cross country skiing motion

for total body workout. Call for free brochure:

1-800-228-5888.

24. Princeton University Press. Write for the

Biological Sciences Catalog describing our re-

nowned list of special interest to Natural His-

tory readers: Ornithology, Biology, Physiology,

Behavior, Paleobiology, and Philosophy of Sci-

ence.

25. Society Expeditions. Society Expeditions

has been ofl'ering unusual travel programs for

over ten years. Antarctica, the South Pacific,

the Amazons and the Orient Express are just a

few of the places we go. Send for free informa-

tion.

26. Sun Line Cruises. Sun Line's luxury cruises

in the Exotic Zone.^" Including a series of 14-

day Orinoco/Caribbean adventures, sailing

from San Juan this winter/spring. The high-

light: incredible Angel Falls.

27. Swift Instruments. Swift Instruments offers

unequaled technical excellence in the world of

optics including binoculars, telescopes, spotting
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28. Wear-Guard Weekend Editions. Tough,
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and women. Extra small to super large. Really

reasonable prices. 100% guaranteed. Free cata-
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29. Wilderness Travel. Leader in wildlife and

natural history tours worldwide. Galapagos,

Amazon, Africa, Nepal. Tibet, Europe walking,

sailing and bicycling tours, Papau New Guinea,

Irian Jaya and more. Free brochure.

30. Wildlife Safari. Unsurpassed natural his-

tory tour program to East Africa, Scychellc

Islands and Australia. Send for color brochure.
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Earth History; Evolution. Paleontology, facts

and surmises. Over 100 witty and informative
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by foot or in open L^nd Rover Tours include

Victoria Falls. Free brochures on tour packages

and departure dates.

33. Zeiss. Zeiss Sport Optics. Focused on per-

formance in the field! Zeiss quality products

available at fine eyewear dispensers and sport-

ing goods locations or call I-80O-446-I807.
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Yes, Helen,
there were

DINOSAURS.

Lewis S. Brown

A different dinosaur book. A scienti-

fically entertaining story for all ages.

An imagined trip back to the Jurassic

Period. An old man, a girl, and a small

dog ride back in their '"VW" Time Car
to learn about the dinosaurs and all the

things that are thought to be so — earth

history, evolution, paleontology, facts

and surmises. Over 100 illustrations.

S7.95 plus tax (N.Y.) plus S 1 .00 postage.

Mail order to: Lewis S. Brown
1 24 West Pierpont St, Kingston, NY 1 2401

Name
Address

City S . Zip_

COgTA
<^CA

w/ ys?nwm WUdlife
Sanctuary

of the
Americas

Located on the land bridge

between two major contin-

ents, Costa Rica represents

an inaedibly unique bio-

logical r^on. Exciting

wildlife and outstanding

natural surroundings

serve to demonstrate why
Costa Rica is truly the

"Wildlife Sanctuary of the

Americas." Monthly depar-

tures. 10 days, $1398 all

inclusive from Miami.

INTERNATIONAL
EXPEDITIONS!^

aO

Suite 106. 1776 Independence Conn
Birmingham, AL35216« 205.870.5550

TOLL FREE 1- 6334734

A Life Among the

Chimpanzees
by Alison Jolly

Jane Goodall is one of the wise people in

the field of primatology. There are few

wise people in any field; they are precious.

Goodall has preserved her own vision in

the face of journalistic pressure to make
her chimpanzees seem lurid or sentimen-

tal and in the face of equally pernicious

academic pressure to make chimps duller

than they really are. If she has managed to

keep her balance for twenty-five years,

perhaps we should not be surprised that

from the start, she could hold her ground

against charging, shrieking chimpanzi

The Chimpanzees ofGombe: Patte^

of Behavior sums up two and a half C||

ades of research. Filled with tables ;,

diagrams and reasoned conclusions, i,,i

not written as a popular book but sho

become a best-seller all the same, and

only because of the pictures on nearly

ery page. Goodall's fascination with

chimpanzees as individuals, and her c

viction that scientific study of chimp
^

havior should illuminate the role of ii >.
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Reviews

icals in society, malce The Chimpan-

ei ofGombe a delight to read.

I 1959, Louis Leakey sent his protege

)itudy chimpanzees on the shores of

,32 Tanganyika. She worked mainly

Ice, though her mother joined her for

it'first few months, as the authorities

'cid not let a single white girl stay there

yierself. Graduate and undergraduate

Lients started arriving in 1964. Camp
m to become the Gombe Stream Re-

ijth Center and many colleagues' pa-

e and theses are cited in this book.

In in 1975, guerrillas from Zaire kid-

abed four students. Although the stu-

6' s were returned unharmed, most for-

ijers were no longer permitted to stay in

1(park. The Tanzanian staff continued

) imake observations, however, and

Chimpanzees of Gombe: Patterns

Behavior, by Jane Goodall. The

.nap Press of Harvard University

s, $30.00; 655 pp.. illus.

dall helped them take over the task of

cting data. Now Goodall spends three

'd<s in the park at intervals of two

K ths or so, consulting with her twelve

dsd field assistants, who follow known

lilips on a daily basis and are habituat-

iflnew groups to the north and south,

ic information than ever is coming

£i the Gombe Stream,

liishions and preoccupations in pri-

iWjlogy have changed over the decades.

t lay be interesting to recall how some

: pes of Goodall's work originally struck

^ rest of us and how our attitudes have

Ivn. The theme of the individual's im-

ojance started early. Goodall named her

hnps as soon as she could recognize

KQ. At that point only the Japanese ad-

liicd to being sensitive to individual pri-

»'e temperament, and they admitted it

) ich other in Japanese. V/estern prima-

3li|ists wrote instead of the aduii male,

jadult female, or the juvenile. Most of

s, ill thought that field studies of a year
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Complete fellowship support is
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would suffice to decipher social struct ui

We had no conception of how much troo

and populations would differ within a sp

cies or of the importance of historical ai

demographic changes, let alone about t

effect of individuals on their comrades,

the early 1960s, traditionally traim

ethologists wondered how seriously to ta

Goodall, even when she promised to cor

in from the wild and write a doctorate

Cambridge.

Now Goodall's approach has been fu

justified. No one doubts, for instance, tb

the successive alpha, or dominant, mal

of the Gombe have used different tacti

and have differentially affected their coi

munity. Clever, determined Mike won 1

position in 1 964 by banging empty kei

sene cans. Goodall writes:

Mike's deliberate planning was a striki

aspect of his rise .... Once, a group of ?

adult males [all higher ranking than hi

self], groomed about 10 meters aw;

Mike, after watching them for six minuti

got up and moved toward my tent. His h;
''

was sleek and he showed no signs of a ^

visible tension. He picked up two empF-

cans and, carrying them by their handfli!

one in each hand, walked (upright) back i;

his previous place .... After a mome
jt;

Mike began to rock almost imperceptil^

.... The other males continued to ignc

him .... Mike rocked more vigorously, 1

hair became fully erect, and uttering pa

hoots he suddenly charged directly towa

his superiors, hitting the cans ahead of hi

The other males fled . . . [then] return

and with submissive gestures began

groom Mike.

[Mike became a] benign alpha, . . . <

ceptionally generous in sharing meat, .

.

zealous groomer . . . [even] of subor

nates.

Mike's successor, big, brutal Hu:

phrey, was the alpha from 1970 to 19'

He attacked not only males but also

males, ripping open their estrous sws

ings, perhaps in part enraged by a reci

rently infected ear. Then Figan, back

up by his partly paralyzed brother Fab(

fought and defeated Humphrey, launc

ing a surprise attack on the big male in 1

night nest. Although willing to fig

Figan was exceptionally socially adrc

He maintained his power for ten years

manipulating or forming alliances w:

other chimpanzees, including the depos

Humphrey. One final alliance, howev

undid him: young Goblin attached hi

self to Figan and was frequently defend

by the older male, although Goblin hi

self never helped his protector. Gob

turned on Figan in 1979, but there wa

long period of instability before Gob:

finally qualified as the undisputed alp

in 1984.
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vlale chimpanzees do not recognize or

i;e special interactions with their in-

"j ts. A young male with an older brother

jiincle follows and copies his "hero"; one

M ) has no such role model must timidly

'c3w groups of adults or find a special

Mtector, as Goblin found Figan. Young

eiales, however, have their mothers as

yiong friends. A mother frequently trav-

;lwith an adult daughter, even when one

)i)oth are in estrus. In the Gombe, the

nerval between births if an infant lives is

I jiU five years. Females lead a very spe-

;i life in a period of estrus; they may be

iiounded by parties of eager males (Flo

maged fifty copulations with fourteen

iisrent males in one day), or they may
;c.)n courtship "safaris," traveling alone

odays or weeks with a single mate. In

b four and a half years a female is out of

iS'us she sometimes joins larger parties,

)i much of the time she feeds alone with

\i children or with her mother and her

nher's children.

Lgain, individual differences are

nked. Old Flo was a warm, protective

n her, popular not only with males but

h with other females. She tolerated her

dlescent son, Flint, to the point where he

; on her aged back long after the nor-

'idi time. Flint eventually sickened and

died three weeks after his mother's death.

Flo's daughter Fifi takes after her—she is

sexually popular and a very capable

mother. At the other extreme. Passion, the

infant-killer, and her daughter Pom were

both nervous and tense with courting

males. Females, not surprisingly, avoided

them, since Passion and Pom cooperated

to seize and eat baby chimpanzees.

In Goodall's early monograph on chim-

panzee behavior (1968), and in In The
Shadow of Man, she described the

warmth and care of chimpanzee mother-

hood. At the time this was a welcome

antidote to the raw aggression Robert

Ardrey and Konrad Lorenz pictured

among our prehuman ancestors. The same

theme continues, but she now tells of the

children and grandchildren of the 1960

mothers. Her chapters on friendly rela-

tions and grooming emphasize the close-

ness of chimpanzee bonds and the variety

of ways chimps have to greet, reconcile,

and distract each other. However,

Goodall writes:

Had my colleagues and I stopped after a

mere ten years, ... we would have been left

with the impression that chimpanzees were

far more peaceable than human beings. Be-

cause we were able to continue beyond the

first decade we could document the division

of a social group and observe the violent

aggression that broke out between the

newly separated factions. We discovered

that in certain circumstances chimpanzees

may kill and even cannibalize . . . their own
kind.

She describes the birth and death of the

new community. She gives us the grisly

details of attacks by gangs of males on

animals who were formerly members of

their own group. Goodall asks, "Do chim-

panzees show intent to kill? and are they

on the threshold of warfare?" To both

questions she answers, yes.

In contrast to their initial puzzlement

and present admiration for Goodall's work

on social behavior, scientists immediately

recognized the importance of her observa-

tions of tool making. At her first confer-

ence in 1962 at the Zoological Society of

London, Goodall showed up with pictures

of Gombe chimpanzees stripping twigs

and grass stems, biting off bent ends, and

using these fashioned tools to fish for ter-

mites. Louis Leakey, her mentor, pointed

out that we could abandon the then cur-

rent definition of man, as the "tool-

maker," or change the definition of tools

... or else just decide that chimpanzees

are human.

As usual, when apes do something that
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before seemed wholly human, we fuss

a while, and then decide that this aca

plishment is not really so decisive
(

language-trained apes face the same m
tal block). In her new book Goodall

counts what to me are much more inter

ing, later discoveries about tool i

Termiting, and other complicated mai

ulations, such as nest building, are lear ^t

over at least three years of play. Inffiii

observe their mothers and siblings ;

j

copy them, only gradually gaining pi m

ciency. Tool use, like everything else,
.o|

fers according to sex: females may sq
k,

for hours by a termite mound patiei
j;

dipping in all seasons; males hardly
g;

for termites at all, except at the heigh
\^

the productive months, in Novem,'-

when winged reproductive termites >

ready to fly. Do females need a more r(

lar protein source, especially since m
hunt and eat meat more often? Do fem

have more patience? Do the males att

the "new" food with such gusto in Nov

ber that they fish longer and eat more e

than females? Or are they fishing loi

because they are inefficient? Not
(j,,!

sexes but populations differ in their \^,

using techniques. In both east and \ -

Africa some chimps fish like thos(

Gombe, but in Rio Muni, chimpan;;i.;

use larger sticks to perforate the sidejj,:

termite nests, rather than dipping in (j-

termites' own tunnels. These are cult ,'

traditions, as are the variety of diffe

tools for other foods: like long wand

catch biting ants or chewed-leaf spoi

to soak up water. ai

Individuals again have indivir,,

styles, as Goodall demonstrates:

Two young females, Pom and Gremlin

acknowledged by all of us at Gombe a;
';

current champion termite fishers. Ma

tend to select very long tools. Gremlin tti

one dry season tool that measured just .fe

1 . 5 meters, of which she inserted more

two thirds into the passage she was wort

This required considerable skill, includi

dexterous rotation of the wrist. Wlr ,

tried to use her tool after she had left. 1

'

managed to get half of it into the pass
;

'

,P!

Pom's mother. Passion, had the sjie

problem. She repeatedly supplanted ta

daughter at a difficult tunnel; when^f

Passion gave up empty-handed Pom

over again with renewed success.

How intelligent are chimpanzees? Id

much are they aware of the conseque n

of their actions? These questions

been implicit in much of Goodall's ea IJ

writing, but they form the backbor Ij

The Chimpanzees of Gombe. The 1

1

opens with "The Mind of the Chim. h

zee," a chapter that reviews labor

work from Sultan, who was joining s m
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I )17, to the language-trained Washoe,

t is now teaching linguistic hand signs

I j;r adopted son. The concluding chap-

:ri discuss social awareness; within the

u society of the chimpanzee, the ani-

icneeds to calculate what allies it has in

mot and how and when to be confident

bordinate in a given group. Chimpan-
manipulate others, seek and give aid,

L'ven lie. They can suppress calls and

I expressions, as adolescent Figan

icd, so as not to give away the pres-

u of bananas to the adult males. They
a even actively deceive, as when Figan

-lie into the woods, leading the other

s away, then doubled back to reclaim

ananas in peace. Goodall points out

he almost certainly was headed for a

i /n food source: "The chimpanzees

n far too sophisticated a knowledge of

"
pi' food to follow a youngster in an un-

'' citable direction. Figan's 'lie' was to

'' ai;! in the direction opposite of his food

ic years of careful scrutiny, quanti-

r ^whenever it helps, told as single ob-
'' rlitions when that is more revealing,

''^ \" us a picture of the mind of Gombe
.1 panzees. We no longer need ask: why
i\ they evolved to be so clever? Clev-

' n;s helps them deal with their patchy,

:rinding environment and the highly

: inlex demands of chimp society.

h are left with a more disturbing

- ition. What are our responsibilities to

e; ures capable of foresight and feeling?

MlGombe Reserve is now islanded by

;riulture. Only 150 chimpanzees can

-eihere. Is this enough to escape the

i2rds of inbreeding or the ravages of

n )m drought and disease? What about

ejther African apes in a continent

nc human populations are in crisis,

cimbing to famine, debt, and war?

ii what do we owe those ambassadors

>eir species who live in the zoos and

a lories of our own rich land? Gooda 1

1

n^- sponsoring ChimpanZoo, a project

aigathers data on the social life of sev-

a groups of zoo chimps—and inciden-

II leads the zoos to enrich and appreci-

s heir social lives. But they are like

irms half in prison, half in a spaceship

k izing a forever alien world. To under-

1 III the ancestral home and lives of

e-and human ancestors—we must

>l xick to Africa, and first and foremost

t : chimpanzees of Gombe.

n Jolly is a guest investigator at The

iMefeller University. She has worked

Tj: mur behavior and consen'Ution in

abgascar and has written a text, The

'Oition of Primate Behavior (MacMil-

nlndCo.. 1985).

TO BE YOUR BEST...

GET THE BEST!
• When you're looking for exercise equipment...

Look for the QUALITY...
• quiet smooth performance

• full range ofheight and resistance

settings

• finest n)aterials: chrome-plated steel

frame, cushioned footpads

• engineered for vigorous long-term use

Look for the SERVICE...

• prompt shipment to your home or office

• no assembly required

• thirty-day home trial, two year warranty

• toll free assistance with your

exercise questions

Look for the NAME...

'itnessm.'aster

TOLL FREE: I -800-328-899S
In Minnesota: 1-612-474-0992

iTNtSS MASTER, INC 1260 Park Road. Depi NH, Cnw

Trinidad
and-

Tobago
Wildlife Tbur

April 14-23, 1987

un<' '.vh ot

Price $fiJ9.5. per person.

American
Museum of
Natural

ivffiriii History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

Over 1,900 butterflies in color

The Butterflies

of North America
A Natural History and

Field Guide

JAMES A. SCOTT

This monumental work is the most complete
treatment of a major butterfly fauna ever pub-
lished and the only field guide to illustrate

and describe in detail all 67^ species ot butter-

flies recorded north of Mexico. Stunning color

illustrations, hundreds of black-and-white

drawings, and individual range maps make
identification easier than in any other bi>ok.

Extensive introducton* material—a natural

histor\f in itself—describes the biological and
ecological world of butterflies in general. Also
included: identifying keys, hostplant catalog,

stud\' tips, bibliography, glossary, and index.

674 pages. $49.50

Stanford University Press

STANFORD, CA ^4305



Tinahas never
hadaTeddy Bear.
A mother's love. A doll to cuddle.

Tina knows nothing of these things.

But she does know fear, rejection,

and hunger.

For just $18 a month, you can help

save a child like Tina.

Through our sponsorship program

you can help provide a child with a

better diet, clothes, medical attention,

school. And even a toy or two.

But don't wait. There are so many.

And somewhere, right now, a child

is dying from starvation and neglect.

Write to: Mrs. Jeanne Clarke Wood I
Children, Incorporated, P.O.Box 5381 I

Dept. NH10T6. Richmond, Va. 23220 USA B

n I wish to sponsor a D boy, D girl, in JD Asia, D Latin America, D Middle East, "

D Africa. D USA, D Greatest Need. 8

D 1 will give $18 a month ($216 a year). 8
Enclosed is my gift for a full year D , the fi

first month D Please send me the child's |
name, story, address and picture jt

a 1 can't sponsor, but will help S •

D Please send me further information. m

DCk/Money Order DVisa DMaster Card

1-800-538-5381

CHILDRENJNC

At tiie American Museum

Planetarium Concert

Environmentalist-musician Paul Win-

ter will bring his blend of jazz, choral ar-

rangements, and African and Brazillian

rhythms to the Planetarium for two con-

certs on Wednesday, October 1 5. As Win-

ter and his band play, stars, planets,

moonscapes, and lasers will appear on the

dome of the Sky Theater. The sounds of

whales, loons, wolves, and other animals

are featured in many of the band's pieces.

Performances will take place at 6:30 and

9:00 P.M. Tickets are $16 for members

and $20 for nonmembers. For more in-

formation call (212) 873-1327.

Ice Age Man
Evidence discovered in prehistoric

caves and open-air sites indicates that by

the late Ice Age, humans had developed

art forms, complex symbolic rituals, and

systems of regional exchange that were to

be the foundations of modern culture.

Dark Caves, Bright Visions, the sequel to

the Museum's 1984 exhibition Ancestors:

Four Million Years of Humanity, will

bring together the largest collection of

original paleolithic artifacts ever shown in

one place. This exhibition, which opens

Thursday, October 23, in Gallery 3, will

feature more than 300 original etchings,

sculptures, and tools from European and
North American collections, as well as

replicas of painted cave walls.

I

Spiritual Healing

The Venezuelan cult of Maria Lionz£

a relatively new belief system. It ori

nally centered on the worship of Ma:

Lionza, an Amerindian mother figi

who grants favors and healing for de'

tees. Today, this worship is undergo!

changes, incorporating influences fr(

eastern Asia and Afro-Cuban Santer

On Friday, October 10, at 7:00 p.m., 1

Angelina Pollack-Eltz, professor of i

thropology at the Universidad Catoli

Adesso Bella in Caracas, will preseni

free slide lecture illustrating the religic r

rituals of Lionza cultists, including t

worship of "The Seven African Power

Supernatural Tales

Storyteller Laura Simms will give th

shows in this year's Halloween progre
,^

Spirit Stories From Around the Woi
'

On Friday, October 31, at 7:30 p.!

Simms's stories for an adult audience \

include one about a girl who marriei

,

ghost and an Inuit legend of a woman v

possessed the knowledge of fear ;

death. The mystery of Big Toe ;

Simms's recipe for becoming a witch

part of a children's program on Saturc

November 1, at 1:30 and 3:30 p.m.

three shows will take place in the Kc

mann Theater Tickets for each are $3

members and $5 for nonmembers.

more information call (212) 873-1327

Upperpaleolithic engraving ofa horse 's head, carved into aflat piece ofbone

'>4 Natural History 10/86



Sure and Violence

olence will be the subject of a three-

I' program entitled Culture and Vio-

'. to be presented by the Education

irtment in conjunction with the Post-

riuate Center for Mental Health of

(City University of New York. The
ri; sessions will explore the history of

once in society, domestic violence, and

o'nce as it relates to the media. This

KDrogram will take place on October 1

,

),ind 26. For more information call

) 873-1300, ext. 514,

:a Month
;tober will be Africa Month at the

ihardt People Center. Performances,

jnstrations, and films illustrating the

y' traditions of African culture will

place each weekend. These free pro-

'Jis will be repeated from 1:00 to 4:30

and seating is on a first-come, first-

id basis.

'flienger

J'yce Cutler-Shaw conceives of the art-

a messenger of hidden events, cur-

n:vents, and survival. The central im-

eif her work is the carrier pigeon. On
jiy, October 24, at 8:00 p.m., Shavv

present her multimedia show in the

mann Theater. As Shaw reads from

rvork, images of pigeons and other

ri are projected onto a screen. Tickets

r lis program are $4 for members and

' )r nonmembers. For more informa-

;all (212) 873-1498.

ire Series

e museum begins its fall lecture se-

n Tuesday, October 14. This year's

am will survey some twenty differ-

pics. Among the subjects will be a

lecture series on the Hittites of Asia

r, and a four-lecture series on whales

Atlantic Ocean. The latter will in-

lectures by Dr. Charles Mayo, di-

of research at the Center for

,al Studies in Massachusetts, and by

Matilla, director of humpback

research at the center. Randall

guest curator of Dark Caves.

t Visions, will present a three-lec-

series on life in Ice Age Europe,

1 will include a private viewing of the

ition. Other topics rant-:' ''•
< " <'v:

re of Morocco to inseci

that includes details lum

nnformation call (212) 873-750

P.CKPACKIIMG . AMISH FAR/U

Careerprograms leading to

AA, B.S. andM.S. degrees

You can't fully leam about the envi-

ronment by sitting in a classroom.

Our expeditions are small groups of

inquiring college, high school, grad-

uate students and faculty who travel

across America as a learning com-
munity. As we camp out September-
May or summers—hiking, canoeing
and skiing—we visit people and
places to encounter deep ecological

problems, society and self. Our 4-

week to 4-year cross-cultural studies

—Newfoundland to California—lead

to naturalist, outdoor and educa-
tional livelihoods.

The E.xpedition Education Advan-
tage. [J incorporates all previous

undergraduate coursework, (^ of-

fers accredited career internships,

independent study life experience

credit and transferable coursework.

[^ awards financial aid and career

startup funding.

National Audubon Society

Expedition Institute
Dept. H ; Sharon • Conn. 06069

(203) 364-0522
Sfiidfiils urc ddmillctl rcgardlc

s^wusaa

ENGLISH WAXED COTTON RAINWEAR
by Britton

The Country Hat tops

our vi/ide range of

jackets and coats made
in England ot ttie finest

quality waxed cotton-

See them all in our

catalog

No. 17352 COUNTRY HAT, dark olive S25.00

State hat size 7 through 7-5/8

Ctieck. f^astercard or Visa, Add $1,50 tor shipping

Satisfaction Guaranteed, Send (or our unique catalog

Visit our store wtien in the Seattle area

For orders and inquiries telephone (206) 485-2132

H David Morgein
11803 Northcreek Pky N

,
Suite 103 Bothell, WA 98011

THfil-
LfiND
The ancient Kingdom ol Siam

a travel dream snared by many,

fullilled by few. Grand Palace,

Ayufhya. Sukholhai. Chiang Mai

and neighborinq Burma. Monthly

deps. Request free brochure.

BJOURNEYWORLD
Depl. NH6,155E.55thSI.
New York, NY 10022

800-635-3900 • 212-752-8308
^^^^^IZ^ZZ OUR lOtli ANNIVEHSA

This
Must Be
FatuHiva.

Our expedition caiises through the

seWom visited islands of the South Seas
are voyages of the mind as well as the body.

Back to where time moves at a leisurely

pace and cultures remain virtually un-

changed since the days of Cook's voyages.

You'll see the natural beauty of islands

like the Marquesas, site of ancient tikis.

Aitutaki, where natives perform age-old

drum dances. And Tofua, Bligh's respite

after the mutiny on the Bounty.

We'll show you all this aboard the

Society Explorer or World Discoverer both

5-star luxury expedition ships. All Crips are

accompanied by expert naturalists and
archeologists. Departures; Fall, 1986
through Spring, 1987. Programs range from
11-18 days. Write or call 1-800-426-7794.

Lost Islands

OfThe Pacific
SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS CRUISES
DEPT.NHIO.SOCIETY EXPEDITIONS BLDG.
3131 ELLIOTT AVE.. SUITE 700
SEATTLE, WA 98121

1 want to take an e.Kpedition cruise in 1986
1987 1988 Please send infomiation

on programs checked.

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP
Hxpcdition Cniiscst D Lost Islands of the Pacific;

D Amazun:a Korea&Japan:D Aniarctica;n Oriental
Passage; D PataRonia/Chilean Fjords; D Indonesia;
D Bali to Burma; D Unusual Alaska; D Greenland and
the Canadian Arctic; D Northwest Passage. Private
Trains: D Orient Express; O Imperial Peking Express;
D Paris to Peking Express; Trans-Siberian Special.
Cultural Expeditions: D China/Tibet; G Burma/
Thailand; D Gourmet Adventures; O Around the World
by Luxury Jet: O Project Space Vox-age. .^^ft ^

S( )C[cx.\ M\;xx1iti()ii?
To the ends ofthe eailh. And beyond.

Ships" Rcgistn*: Liberia and the Bahamas



Give him the actual

newspaper printed the

dayhe/^^ was born

FREE Catalog
^

Upon Request' V ^x;,^^ ^

It s the ORIGINAL

Edition with a

Certificate of

Authenticity!

Just thini( how he or

she will thhil when reading of the other

events that occurred on the day they were born or

married. Rare and valuable, these old, original

papers make unidue gifts for birthdays, anniver-

saries—every occasion! Not |ust front pages or

reproductions, bul ACTUAL and complete' editions of

newspapers printed in ma|or US. cities 1880—1986

each with a certificate of authenticity included

Authentic Newspaper only $34.50tt

Authentic Newspaper With Personalized

Leatherette Presentation Case...$65.t

Name ol recipient & newspaper embossed in gold

Order Early By Phone Or Mail For Holiday GivingI

CALL TOLl^FREE
1-800-221-3221, Ext. 627

In New Jersey 1-201-381-2332, Ext. 627

HISTORIC NEWSPAPER ARCHIVES. Dept. 97,

1582 Hart St., Rahway, NJ 07065, Maior Credit Cards

tAdd S4 UPS Enclose recipient's name to be embossed

ttAdd $2 50 UPS (NJ residents add 6% sales tax).

'News sects only in SaiySun papers Historical dates priced tiighei

PECANS
Specially Selected PECANS ... the

treshest of the new crop direct fronn

our Georgia grove. These shelled,

tasty and meaty fancy Pecan Halves

are delicious for snacking or your bak-

ing pleasure. Four pounds are careful-

ly packed in our Pecan Carton. @

Only $18.95
Delivered!

4-Pound^
Box

D Send me your FREE 30 Page Catalog

The finest in choice nutmeats from the

heart of America's Southland and

around the world— gift ideas for your-

self, friends, family and business.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
OR YOUR MONEY BACK.

(Send your gift list on a separate paper.)

For Major Credit Card Orders

and Fastest Delivery, Call

1800-323-9754

ACE PECAN CO., Dept. 339
9th & Harris, Cordele, GA 31015

Offer Expires 12/31/86

A Good Month for

Planets
by Thomas D. Nicholson

The planets are all evening stars

throughout October, but that won't last

long once the month ends. Venus leaves

the evening sky in early November; Mer-

cury and Pluto by the middle of Novem-

ber. But for all of October, Mercury and

Venus are in the west, setting shortly after

the sun; Saturn is low in the southwest;

Mars is almost directly south, and Jupiter

is rising in the east at sundown.

Venus is at its greatest brilliancy when

October begins. At this stage in its con-

figurations, however, the planet is closing

rapidly with the sun. Besides, whenever it

is an evening star in the fall, as it is now,

Venus is always quite low for Northern

Hemisphere viewers. Because of those

conditions, it will be difficult to observe

this month.

Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter are spaced

about equally apart from the southwest

toward the east at nightfall and follow one

another westward in the above order

through the night. Saturn, in Scorpius

during the first half of the month, is just

above the constellation's bright star An-
tares and sets before midnight. Mars and

Jupiter are among the dim stars of

Capricornus and Aquarius, respectively,

which accentuates their great brilliance.

October brings the first eclipse of the

year to North America, a fairly good par-

tial eclipse of the sun (total and annular

elsewhere) during the new moon of the

3rd. But the total lunar eclipse of the 1 7th

is timed badly for us. It will be seen mostly

in the Eastern Hemisphere.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

October 1
: The old crescent moon dom-

inates the morning sky; the planets domi-

nate the evening on this first day of the

month. The slender moon, rising low in the

east during early twilight, is only two days
before new. Greatest brilliancy in the eve-

ning sky for Venus is, ironically, also a

signal that the planet's sojourn as an eve-

ning star is close to ending.

October 3: The moon is new at 1

P.M., EST, and a solar eclipse occurs c

most of North America, the adjac

North Atlantic, the Caribbean, and no:

em South America. A brief total ecli

(momentarily annular at the beginn

and end) takes place along a short, nan

path between Greenland and Iceland

eclipse is partial elsewhere, including

of North America except the West Co,

where the event takes place before the

rises. The circumstances of the ecli

(time, duration, and extent of the sun (It

ered) vary with location. It occurs she; n

after noon along the East Coast and
j

gressively earlier to the west.

October 4-6: Mercury is improving!)

position in the evening sky, and on

night of the 5th the crescent moon n

help in locating it. Try looking with bin

ulars below and to the right of the mooi

late twilight. An occultation of the pla

occurs in the Eastern Hemisphere wl

the moon moves in front of it early on

5th. The crescent moon joins Venus in

evening on the 5th and 6th, closer to

planet on the 5th; to its left and above il

the 6th.

October 7: The moon is at peril

(nearest the earth) in the morning, i

passes Saturn and Antares, in Scorpi

during the afternoon and evening. Sati

(above) and Antares (close by and bel(

will bracket the crescent after sundo'

Viewers in western North America <

much of Central and South America 1

1

see the moon cover Antares (an occu

tion) at about 6:00 p.m., EST.

October 8-10: The waxing moon mo
through Sagittarius on these evenings,

position on the 9th is almost exactly in

center of the "teapot" of stars that m
easily marks the Archer.

October 10-11: First-quarter moor^,

on the 10th at 8:28 a.m., EST As it sli.

toward Capricornus on the evening of

10th, the moon is catching up with Mi

but they set before the moon passes

planet. When they appear on the even
t
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'elestial Event'^

^' e 1 Ith, the moon is past the planet, to

* ft and moving away. Although Mars

^W ly a quarter as bright as it was at its

"'I peak, it is still easily seen.

'

' (;tober 12-13: The moon moves out of

•f ricornus on the 1 2th, into Aquarius on

e 3th. It is moving away from Mars (to

i

; ght) and toward Jupiter (to its left),

i^ iitwo bright planets are easy references

o which to follow the moon's easterly

o^ment from night to night.

(:tober 1 5: Venus begins its retrograde

>i!''fterly) motion among the stars, taking

' j«en more quickly out of the evening

i«ii; iWhen it becomes dark enough to see

( tars tonight, the bright gibbous moon
M ;t a little south of the vernal equinox.

oil ; the position of the moon relative to

Of I itars just above it in the Square of

^k .sus, and you will have a reference to

m 'First Point of Aries."

;pl ttober 17: Full moon, in Pisces, is at

e«; P.M., EST. It will also pass into the

1 01 I's shadow, causing the second eclipse

sii le month, and the fourth and last of

f i« ear—a total lunar eclipse. But since it

«i be midday in North America when

( noon is full, the eclipse will be seen

pt! ly in Europe, Asia, and Africa. To-

ti t's moon is the hunter's moon.

if[ ctober 18: Mercury is in conjunction

Ml' Venus in the evening sky, but they

& low during twilight and set so early

Ilk 'it may be difficult to find them. If you

ii ^ee the much brighter Venus, search

icj binoculars for Mercury
(ci btober 20-2 1 : The bright waning

( n rises in Taurus before midnight on

11)
' nights. Look below the moon for the

s ish Aldebaran in the V-shaped group

Hi outlines the Bull's face. There is prob-

ji» too much moonlight to see the Pleia-

: !the Seven Sisters) to the moon's west.

« cury is at greatest evening elongation

1 1 le 21st but may be difficult to locate.

( ctober 23: Apogee moon (farthest

W: 1 the earth) is in Gemini.

c) ctober 24: The moon is in eastern

liJ lini, near Cancer, when it rises tonight

Safan
Jan.31-Feb.l5,1987

Discover Amboseli National

Park, Aberdare National Park,

S|mb)ury Game Reserve,

|ii||i|giiie!iia .Safari Club,

iJIJlllJlllllpfi Masai Mara

American
Museum of
Natural

ivss'HP History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

GALAPAGOS
lilies Id Ihc C.il.ip.lKiis M.lncls, Equ,idi)r

.iiul Peru. txpiTicmr ilir (Iuitm' iMldliic

ol Indonesia, Keny.i, T.in/ani.i, Rwanda, or

,1111 ii'iil hisUirirs 111 Ihc M,i\,imv in Belize.

Ini li-reiikTalureui-ilriiii.ill lj!-\l,,n,,

\\.|\ I' O. B(i\ »>",()-( >. s,,n,,i,i ( AM-,ril

Irlrphimo lOnill r, I-",U4I iHIIII) IIJh-'MII, ',

I \i

:eo expeditions

'Tif'^

Free Catalog
' Magnifiers & Optics

' Photographic Accessories
' Science Kits & Toys

' Magnets & Surplus
' Weathers Solar

' Tools & Motors
• Microscopes & Telescopes • Health & Fitness

1200
FASCINATING AND HARDTO-FIND PRODUCTS
OF VALUE FOR THE HOBBYIST, GADGETEER,
STUDENT AND EDUCATOR FROM AMERICA'S

LARGEST SCIENCE MAILORDER MARKETPLACE

is^a.

%*.
0. m
«

!ESM\

Discover ttie latest in high tech products for your
home, shop and office. You'll spend hours
browsing through our new 60 page, full color
catalog chock full of over 1200 unusual and
hard-to-find products designed for better living

and to make jobs around your home easier and
more enjoyable.

Write today for your FREE copy.

J^ag SERVING HOBBYISTS SINCE 1942DO Edmund Scientific Co.
DepI 2111, 6211 EdscorpBldgBarnngton NJ 08807

WHALES • WHALES • WHALES
WHALES • WHALES
WHALES

Experience Blue, Humpback and
Gray Whales in the waters of Baja

California, Mexico. Weekly depar-

tures January through April aboard
either the 80 ft. Don Jose or 1 20 ft.

Baja Explorador.

EXPERT
NATURALIST
LEADERS-

BAJA EXPEDITIONS
P.O. Box 3725N, San Diego CA 92 1 03
In California Call (619) 297-0506
a.S. TOLL-FREE: (800) 843-6967



DiscoveryC?Si^o?^^turS^^^'

Join Museum experts — naturalists, anthropologists,

geologists, archaeologists, astronomers, and art histor-

ians — aboard the world's highest rated, privately char-

tered passenger vessels. Discover ancient sites, architec-

ture, traditional cultures, exotic wildlife areas, coral

reefs, volcanic islands, and mountain ranges. You will

share each adventure with interesting fellow travelers

who share your desire to learn about the fascinating

destinations described below.

Luxury adventure cruising on our exclusive vesse

assures you of small groups aboard ship and dur

each land excursion. The M. V. Illiria and M. K i

Explorer are rated 5 star, befitting ships with fin

cuisine, service, accommodations, and public Ion

'

etc. For further information call the Museum's E
•

ery Tours Department toll-free (800) 462-8687, oi'

us the attached coupon to receive detailed brochi

Q
INDONESIAN ODYSSEY

Singapore to Port Moresby
February 3-February 28, 1987

Semarang. .

Jogjakarta ' Java - / KomodG

Indonesian Odyssey: Singapore
to Port Moresby (including

Java, Bali, Sulawesi, Komodo,
and Irian Jaya)

February 3-28, 1987

Discover Jogjakarta in Central

Java, center ot exquisite batik textiles, gamelan orchestras, and
ancient Buddhist temples, including world famous Borobudur.
See the unique and elaborate homes of the Tana Toradja on

„^^_ - .^^^ Oriental Passage: Singapore to

|fe ^(f '"^Tliuii? Djibouti (including Sumatra,

Pfc^^l% Burma, Nepal, India, Sri
J2"'l*

^- ; A a, the Maldives,

yjj^^ -helles, and Somalia)-»—
- April 22-May 24, 1987

A luxury cruise aboard Illiria along the ancient maritime silk

route. Discover Sumatra's beautiful Lake Toba and view the
splendid homes and traditions of the ancient Batak peoples.
Explore Rangoon, the capital of Burma, with ancient pagodas
and outstanding dance performances. Then discover the
ancient city of Pagan where more than 5,000 temples and
stupas dot the landscape. Enjoy an optional excursion to
Kathmandu, Nepal, and then Agra, India, to see the Taj Mahal.
Visit the famed Sun Temple of Bhubaneswar and other famous
archeological sites near Madras, India. Explore the ancient
ruins on the lush rice-terraced island of Sri Lanka. Then cruise
to the lush Maldive and Seychelle Islands and enjoy beautiful
beaches, swimming, snorkeling, and birding. Then cruise to
the coast of Somalia, calling at Berbera, and to Djibouti,
where we disembark and fly home via Paris. Your team of
Museum experts includes an art historian/archeologist, geolo-
gist, naturalist photographer, and marine biologist. Price
range: $9,445-$10,245*

the island of Sulawesi. View rice-terraced landscapes at

dance performances on Bali. See the world's largest col

blooded, egg-laying predator: the Komodo Dragon on

Komodo Island. See animist ceremonies and enjoy sup

snorkeling on remote Indonesian islands. Witness Stoiii

traditions on the island of New Guinea, considered the

unknown." Share this splendid cruise aboard Illiria witi

anthropologist, art historian, naturalist, and geologist.:

range: $7,994-$9,556*

Si
ORIENTAL PASSAGE
Singapore to Djibouti

April 22-Mav 24, 1987

•3 Ta) Mahalj-..,^^

Agra * / Kathmandu

I ;' Nq>al _
- rndia\ / .^,^^^; Bn :

\ / Bhubaneswar;.,.

1/ ^ iJ

Somalia
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Islands of Japan

May 21-June 7, 1987

Overnight at Lake Ashi with Mt.
Fuji towering in the baci<ground.

Fly to Japan's northern island,

Hokkaido, and board the 5-Star

ei Explorer at Kushiro. View thousands of islands with

ai)es, fishing villages, and gnarled trees dotting the land-

e Visit the Rikuchu Kaigan National Park; Shiogama
ai Kanrentei; Todaiji; and the Imperial Deer Park. Travel

k:o the 12th-century military capital of Kyoto. We cruise

w\ the Inland Sea and the Sea of Japan enjoying breath-

ijvistas and unusual shore excursions. We disembark at

j1 Korea, and visit highlights of the city and surrounding

ii'side. Your team of Museum experts will discuss the

c tural and natural history of Japan throughout this lux-

jjiise. Price range: $3,990-$5,190*

Tower -Q
GALAPAGOS ISLANDS CRUISE

June 15-June 26, 1987

Floreana " ^ood

i
Scandinavian Saga: Stockholm

-^ to Oslo (including Helsinki,

Leningrad, Visby, Copenhagen,

York, Orkneys, Shetlands,

Geirangerfjord, and Bergen)

July 19-August 6, 1987

it '; Stockholm's excellent castles and monuments. View

i ;i's famous 19th-century Cathedral, Railway Station,

I ssidential Palace. Explore Leningrad's Hermitage, the

ti Palace, the Catherine Palace, and the Grand Palace in

o;k. Explore the port of Visby and the exciting city of

e|liagen, then cruise through the famous Kiel Canal to

iew outstanding Roman and Viking ruins, York

s|, or explore Hadrian's Wall and Vinolandia. Enjoy

it birding at Marwick Head. Discover ancient mega-

es in the Orkney and Shetland Islands. Cruise the

tfeking Geirangerfjord. Then tour Bergen and board a

rspeed train to Oslo. An archeologist, geologist, astron-

rjind ornithologist will join you throughout this splendid

.iboard Illiria. Price range: $5,554-$7,lI6*

eind Land Prices: Ail prices are per person, double occupancy,

siclude all accommodations aboard ship and ashore, all meals

rOihip, most meals ashore, all land excursions, special cocktail

e ind dinners, and all lectures/slide presentations. Single rates

I ed in each brochure. All prices, dates, and itineraries are sub-

< hange.

t International airfares are not included, offering you the

:( D custom-design your flight schedule with our professional

ji agents. Group flights are described in each brochure.

":-\ ions: To make an advance reservation, send a check (payable

; Uerican Museum of Natural History) of $6(X) per person with

e ) the Museum's Discovery Tours office indicating which cruise

V \ to join. (There is a $50 per person cancellation fee for

ii reservations.)

i( Information: Complete details of each itinerary, prices, condi-

'

, ;., are included in each brochure. To receive specific bro-

*s ;all the Museum or send us the attached coupon.

OVERV TO'JPS
; :an Museum of Natural History

I I Park West at 79th Street

' ork, NY 10024

f e outside New York State (800) 462-8687

SCANDINAVIAN SAGA
Stockholm to Oslo

July 19-August 6, 1987

<3'

Fukue^jy- \^^inl»mlSea
NagasakiJTJ]

^^Matsuyama N
Shimonoseki

Galapagos Islands

June 15-26, 1987

Discover the greatest living labora-

tory for the study of natural his-

tory: The Galapagos Archipelago.

The remarkable tameness of the

animals affords exceptional oppor-

tunities for wildlife study and pho-

tography. Giant tortoises, alba-

tross, boobies, iguanas, volcanic islands, coral reefs, and much
more. An optional post-cruise excursion to the Incan site of

Machu Picchu is available. A Museum ornithologist, natural-

ist, and a team of experts from the Darwin Research Station

will accompany you throughout your voyage aboard the Santa

Cruz. Price range: $3,590-54,350*

, Q

TZLi It} II }! itirtrif irrii t f̂fi^

American Museum of Natural History Discovery Cruises

Please send me information on the cruises 1 have checked:

D Indonesian Odyssey: Singapore to Port Moresby

February 3-M, 1987

n Oriental Fassajje: Siniiupure to Djibouti

April 22-May 24, 1987

n Islands of Japan

May 21-June 7, 1987

D Galapagos Islands

June 15-26, 1987

D StandinaNJan Sana: Stockholm to Oslo

July 19-August 6, 1987

ime (please print)

Zip
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Zambia. . the "real" Africa. Ambiance. . .a sur-

rounding atmosphere. Put them together and
you have "Zambiance" the perfect environ-

ment for an African experience of wildlife and
culture Zambia is the home of walking safaris,

for unparalleled close-up game viewing and
"shooting" by camera. The spectacular Vic-

toria Falls IS a must for every visitor to Africa.

"Zambiance" begins on Zambia Airways'
wide-body DC-10, non-stop to Lusaka from
London or Rome. For details, please mail the
coupon below.

Zambia Airways
370 Lexington Avenue H
New York, NY 10017

Please send information:

Name

Address-

City

_Zip_

BE GOOD TO
YOUR BODY
in pure cotton clothes

by DEVA
a cottage industry

Deva handcrafts
simply elegant
clothing for men
and women - all of

lushly textured,
machine washatjie,

no-iron cotton.

Padre Shirt S23 ppd.

Lotus Pants S23 ppd.
Stare bust ctiest, waisL hip

Offered in:

Natural Black • Plui

Russet • Brown
Navy • Grey • Lilac

Purple • Powder Blu

Apricot • White

Your comfort & fit

are money-back
Guaranteed

M/C VISA Orders:

(301) 663-4900
DEVA, a Cottage Industry

Box NHI
Burkittsville, MD 2 1 7 1

8

Here We Go Round
the Mulberry Bush
Spread a sheet beneath the tree to collectfruit

forpies, jani, or eating out ofhand

by Raymond Sokolov

When he beheld his shadow in the brook.

The fishes spread on it their golden gills

When he was by, the birds such pleasure took

That some would sing, some other in their

bills

Would bring him mulberries . .

.

—Shakespeare, Venus and Adonis

Lacking the physiognomic dazzle of

Adonis, I have never been brought mul-

berries by any bird, or even any person.

And until last summer, I had never know-

ingly seen, not to mention tasted, the fruit

of Moras nigra or alba or rubra. Had you

asked me about it, I wouldn't have been

sure the mulberry was edible. For me, it

was just one of those old-time fruits, like

the medlar or the bullace, that crop up in

English literature but not in American

markets.

Enter Nicholas King, savant Manhat-

tanite, keen urban observer, who led me,

folding kitchen ladder in hand, to two

fruiting white mulberry trees behind ;

fence next to PS. 6 at the very ed{

Madison Avenue. King bent the bran

down: I plundered the soft, pale \

berries. This was a sight that jarred

jaded East Siders: two men, one of 1

distinguished looking (King), pic

strange fruit.

"Are they some kind of raspberrj

woman inquired. It was a good ques

The mulberry looks a bit like a raspb

But the raspberry (along with the (

brambles, members of the genus Ri

such as the blackberry) is an aggrc

fruit generated by a single, if com
flower. The mulberry is a so-called cc

tive fruit, the product of many flo

originally attached to a single catkin,

fig, another example of a collective :

is a member of the mulberry family

Moraceae, as is the banyan, the bi

fruit, the hop, and the osage orange.

We botanical sophisticates can e
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Vlatter of Taste

)w taxonomists linked these plants,

re-Linnaean folk looked at black

f*rries and blackberries and saw

y similarities. This is why the com-

French word for mulberry, mure,

is descended from the Latin moms,
) the French word for blackberry,

they want to distinguish the two

the French call blackberries mitres

ges or mures de ronce.

3ubt, however, that anyone would

>e blackberries and mulberries in a

tasting. Like all the bramble fruits,

,„ Jerries are each a collection of small,

lual fruits with palpable internal

(they're drupelets, to be technical

it, miniature versions of drupes such

iches and plums). Mulberries are

and juicier and you don't notice the

jil
Mulberries are so delicate, in fact,

ley don't ship well at all and there-

ive never had a career in commerce

ole fruit. Most people who know

mulberries today are aware of the

I'ariety

and regard it as a nuisance of

ummer, a soft fruit that falls, goes

and stains cars. Washington. D.C.,

lally deluged by messy black mul-

. Articles appear in the Washing-

st about coping with mulberries

—

_,ntly few people are clever enough

;ad sheets under the trees (a tradi-

harvest method) to collect fruit for

;m, sauce, or eating out of hand (see

below).

|nedieval times, people turned the

g powers of black mulberry to ac-

They used the juice as a dye and as

coloring in a sauce called murrey

was so widespread that several

for it appear in the fourteenth-

manuscripts collected in 1985 as

\on Inglysch. There were even meek

s containing other colorants bat no

Archeology Tour
to

Mexico
Jan. 5-28, 1987

Archeological excavations,

jungles, verdant coasts and
dramatic mountain ranges. The
Pyramid of Quetzalcoatl,

Oaxaca, Mitla, Monte Alban,

Palenque, Gampeche, Uxmal,
Ghichen Itza, Merida. The
Anthropology Museum of

Mexico City The gardens of

Cuernavaca. Xochicalco. Zem-
poala. Puebla. Teotihuacan.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

DiscoveryTours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687
(212) 8731440, (212) 799-7157

Ancient
Civilizations of

Easter Island,

Peru and
Tkhiti

Jan. 29 - Feb. 19, 1987

Explore with an expert

archeologist the fascinating

I sites of Easter Island, Cuzco;

fkachu Picchn and TkhitL Fly

lover the famous Nazca 'lines"

pf Peru, enjoy beautiful

ibeaches and visit excellent

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West, at 791 h St,

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440. (212) 799-7157

From Europe . . . The Ultimate in

HISTORIC SHIP
MODEL KITS.

Plank-on-frame Construction

World famous kits from Europe

Large, magnificent replicas (many over

4 feet longi) witti beautiful walnut and
mahiogany planking, fittings and details

exquisitely cast in bronze, brass and rare

tnardwoods Large scale plans, step-by-

step instructions, all materials included.

VHS Video tapecassetteonhowto build

also available

Send for 64-pg full-color catalog
onlySI 00

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY!

MODEL EXPO, INC. DepL nh-io6S

23 Jusi Road, Fairfield, N J 0700^

Name _

Address.

Cily

Slate

SIGNALS—
A t.\TALUG FUR

FA.NSA.\D FRIENDS
)F Pl'BLIC TELEHSION

SAVE
THE
PANDA

National Geographic'.s lu'wo.sr addition

to its lilirarv' of qualitv taniilv entertain-

ment, SAra THE PANDA looks at interna-

tional efforts to protect the endangered
panda population. Color VHS or Beta. 60
Minutes. $29.95 plus .$2.25 for shipping.

SIGNALS
Qly Item

Panda Video \"HS #S2.>J01

Panda Video Beta #825402

n Check D Visa D M. Card D Am. Ex.

Card*

Exp 1 Phone

Zip

City

State

SIGNALS— Dept. 996
Vii Siblev. Suite 626. St. Paul. MN 55101
Toll Free— 1-800-424-9424 ext. 996

D Send me a FREE
Signals Holiday Catalog.



Giant
Inflatable
Stegosaurus
With its giant protective plates our im

posing Stegosaurus reaches 3^2 x 5 .

when fully inflated! Made of heav'>

weight textured vinyl, Stegosaurus ^Jj/"
is expertly detailed in multiple

shades of greens and yellow

Berkeley
San Francisco
Palo alto

CORTE Madera

Carmel
Costa Mesa
San Diego
Seattle

ORDER TOLL-FREE 800-323-1776
ASK FOR OPERATOR # 120. Use Visa. M/C. AMEX or

send check to: The Nature Company. Dept. NH. P.O. Box
882912. San Francisco. CA 94188-2912 (Calif, add 67c tax).

SEND $1.00 FOR OUR LATEST CATALOG

Trinidad
& Tobago

The Asa Wright 'W'

Nature Centre /j
And Lodge >^
Stay at the world-renowned Asa

Wright Nature Centre, famous for its

ideal location in the midst of a 200 acre
wildlife sanctuary in Trinidad's rainfor-
ested Northern Range, The Centre's
grounds and trails will lead you from
your room to visit a colony of oilbirds.
several species of hummingbirds, channel-
billed toucans, crested oropendolas,
antshrikes. mottled owls, trogons, tanag-
ers, bellbirds, and numerous other
species.

Individual visits and group tours are
conducted from the Centre throughout
Trinidad, and to its sister island ol

Tobago, year-round.

... THE CLASSIC SETTING
I, FOR TROPICAL BIRDING ...

TOLL KRLE: (SIM)) 426-7781
111 NY: (XDOi 127-27.S.1

Caligo Ventures
Unique Caribbean Travel

.W7 Main Street

Amionk. New York l05U-t

Or ihe Trinidad & Tohago Tourist Board
400 Madison Ave.. New York. NY 10017

C^^'

SWIA International

But even in those days, there was no

need for mulberry orchards: mulberries

are easy to grow from seed or hardwood

cuttings. And the most practical scheme

was to plant a backyard tree, which would

provide a convenient supply of fruit in late

June or early July and attractive shade

with its large leaves for the rest of the

summer. This still holds for modern

Americans, who can freeze the excess

fruit, which needs no sugar or special

treatment or parcooking. It goes into the

freezer and comes out later unharmed,

just like blueberries. But if you are going

to plant a mulberry, taste the fruit of the

tree you plan to take a cutting from. There

is wide variation, and you might as well

propagate good genes.

Once you start looking, you will have no

trouble finding mulberries in this country.

M. rubra is native, but its dark purple

fruits are not deemed choice. The black

and white European varieties, however,

were imported in quantity, starting in the

eighteenth century. Earlier attempts at

mulberry culture had failed here, just as

James I had failed to establish an English

mulberry/silk industry.

One Jared Eliot introduced the white

mulberry to the New World in the early

1700s. He knew that its leaves provided

silkworms with optimal fodder from

which to metabolize the fine threads for

their cocoons. But those cocoons had to be

toilsomely unwound and processed. So
high labor costs torpedoed the infant silk

industry in Connecticut and Pennsylva-

nia. In Georgia, however, American silk

flourished briefly Experienced Italian

silk growers accompanied James Ogle-

thorpe's original colonists, and Gi

silk was presented to the queen in

Yet the industry soon succumbed t

and cotton.

This did not deter George Wash
from grafting English mulberries i

tive stock, nor did it discourage Ti

Jefferson from planting a "mulberr

or from ordering trees in 1789

France, "the best for silkworm."

The dream of an American sill

industry died hard. American inte

mulberries for silk peaked about

The sober author of^ History ofA;

tare in the State of New York
(

Ulysses Prentiss Hedrick, called it a

In 1824, a new mulberry was im

from the Philippines to France, j
multicaulis sprouted at its base ail]

vided silkworms with a fabulous 11

dance of huge leaves. This tre'l

vaunted as the traditional feeding j')i

for Chinese silkworms. If Wes ;

grew it, they could then compete vv

:

age-old Chinese silk industry 1

writes: "In 1826 William Prince ar

proprietors of the Linnaean Garde

Nurseries, Flushing, Long Islan

ported Moras multicaulis and be'i

propagation. It grew like a weed !(

fame spread like wildfire."

Congress had already taken a s

favor of mulberry cultivation ar

worm breeding. The secretary of tl'l

sury published a 220-page mar

1828. State legislatures got on ihi

wagon. And over the next twent)

four specialty magazines were pufs

including Flushing Farmer and Si

'

turist and Flushing Silk Journa 1

Murrey

(Adapted orthographically from Curye
on Inglysch, English Culinary

Manuscripts ofthe Fourteenth Century,

edited by Constance B. Hieatt and
Sharon Butler, Oxford, 1985)

For to make murrey, tak mulberry and
bray [pound] hem in a morter & wryng
hem thorh a cloth, & do hem in a pot ouer
the fyre; & do thereto bred & wyte gresse,

& let yt nat boyle non ofter than onys. &
do thereto a god perty [portion] of sugur,

& if yt be not ynowe ycolowred [colored

enough] bray muiburus; & serve yt forthe.

Pudding aux Mures

(Adapted from Elizabeth David's version
of Mme. de Seignobos's Comment on

forme une cuisiniere)

IVi cups sugar

2'/4 pounds mulberries, preferably black

mulberries

Stale white bread

1. Dissolve the sugar in VA cups ,aj

over medium heat. Add the multf'it

and cook until the fruit has comjfl
j

softened and collapsed. i

2. Push mulberry mixture throin

sieve and let cool.

3. Meanwhile, cut the crusts ot i

slices of white bread and fill a ch; i(J

mold halfway up with the brea

and arrange slices so that they

mold.

4. Pour in the mulberry mixture. 1

1

bread imbibe it. After 24 houi

should end up with a dark red nss

there is a pool of liquid on top, ac

more bread and give the puddi|

other day.

5. Unmold the pudding on a servir

ter. Serve with heavy cream.

Yield: 8 servings
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limen in New York State virtually

ndoned the propagation of other trees

I devoted themselves to the mulberry.

Vree was worth more than a pound of
" writes Hedrick. "Nurserymen made

I ines in a single season. It was said one

I eryman grew 30,000 trees on a single

which he sold at a profit of $30,000."

[rick quotes a contemporary account

le mulberry frenzy:

I, met in solemn conclaves over bundles

,
orus multicaulis twigs, discussing seri-

,J/ the glorious time when, in the not

' ' ,nt future, every farm would be a nurs-

I

or the young trees, every house have

ocooneries attached. . . . The farmers'

inifs and daughters, when not engaged in

t iing the worms, were to reel the silk, and

iariaps to spin and twist it, till silk should

I

me as cheap as cotton, and every ma-

l[((and maid rejoice in the possession of at

a dozen silk dresses. It does not clearly

ar where and on what occasions they

to wear these dresses, while their

e time was to be occupied with the care

e silkworms and cocoons.

le boom collapsed by the fall of 1 839.

|ase and winter cold finished off the

icaulis groves. All that remained

the hardier standard species. And
still remain, sometimes reaching a

^\. of eighty feet and a girth of more

sixteen. The mature mulberry is no

, you see, and it can produce a mon-

amount of fruit. And then there are

:uriously diverse leaves, sometimes

ned, sometimes lobed, sometimes of

iple shapes on the same tree, always

^hey may remind you of the leaves of

kin the fig. By legend, a late Byzan-

mperor saw a resemblance between

hape of a mulberry leaf and of south-

jreece, which he named Morea.

hen you do locate a mulberry tree

you, watch for the first leaves to

It in the spring. They are latecomers,

bik wisdom says that the appearance

I'' ilberry leaves signals the end of frost

er. Perhaps so, but they definitely do

; a fine noise in the wind. The Bible

ts this natural phenomenon with

la and divinity. It is written (I Chron.

bfeacfore, David inquired again of God;

liey jod said unto him, Go not up after

Turn away from them, and come

Ljthem over against the mulberry trees.

lioir d it shall be, when thou shalt hear a

;(liiil of marching in the tops of the mui-

trees, that then thou shalt go out lo

1(14; for God is gone forth before thee to

the host of the Philistines.

ervin

nond Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

nterests are the history and prepara-

iffood.

Anthropology
Tour to

Morocco
April 10-25, 1987

, to«3l>s. ACMlt«ral<:rm^m<tds

Turkish, 'Arab, Jewish and
French tfiffuenres left the^ir

mark,

1986 price: $1^50- per person.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 7^9-7157

E\CES
Exciting new magazine for childreni

FACES; The maga:ine about people — jII

over the world! From China to Peru,

FACES explores the fascinating worlds ot

anthropology, archeology, and far au av

places. An unusual magazine ior unusual

cluldren 8 to 14 years old. Published by

Cobblestone with the American Museum
of Natur.il History, To order lor ^ive a Rift)

send Sld.SO to; FACES M,ipi:ine, RiKim 5,

30 Cjrove Street, Peterborough, KH OHSS
Museum Members, take $1.75 discount vift

subscription pricel

Support wildlife by

wearing envitonmenlal

^l-shirts. (10% of

ll

profits go to

I

environmental

I
groups.)

^ Many designs.

I

Hand silk-screened on

comfortable, 100% cotton

J t-shirts. $9,45

WILDLIFE
T-SHIRTS

JIM MORRIS PO BOX 2308 DEPT CK6
BOULDER, CO 80306 (303)444-5430

Sabstaction Guaranteed! Share the Eanh'

EXPLORE V^

THE EARTH ^

IN 30 WAYS.«

Choose your wildlife or cultural adv

ture: a wildlife safari in East Africa. A
natural history trek through Bhutan. An
archeological tour to Peru 6i Easter Island.

A walking expedition in New Zealand.

This year, our experts will lead these and
26 other expeditions, spanning 5 con-
tinents.

Write for free color brochure. And dis-

cover 30 new ways to explore the earth.

NATURE EXPEDITIONS
INTERNATIONAL
P.O. BO.X \Wt. DEIT. XH
EUGENE, OREC;ON «7440

501/484-652''

sWilderness
Travel

The Leaders
in Wildlife and Adventure

Oalapagos
1 and 2-week yacht cruises

with expert naturalists

Amazon
Peru's Manu and

Tamlx>pata Reserves,

Ecuador's Headwaters

Europe
Off ttie Beaten Track
Deluxe Walking and

Bicycling Tours

Africa

Camping Safaris

Kenya • Tanzania* Botswana

WILDERNESS TRAVEL
.T-: Ave Berke!e\ CA 04707

..;•' aOO 2J7-A700 outside CA



"One,
Singular

Sensation ..."

Their mating ardor made only steamier

by the arrival of the wet season in the rain

forest, this chorus of Caribbean frogs tried

to make breeding a group affair. Such an

occasion, known as multiple amplexus, is

not uncommon among frogs, though it is

unusual in this particular Trinidadian spe-

cies, Phyllomedusa trinitatis. Instead of

webbed feet it has distinct toes, one of

which, like a human thumb, is opposable.

The frogs crawl instead of hop, and they

climb low bushes alongside pools in order

to mate in the leaves overhanging the wa-

ter. The female shapes the leaf into a

rough tube with her feet and then deposits

clumps of eggs, which the male fertilizes.

When the eggs hatch, the weight of the

tadpoles drops them from the leaf into the

water below.

—

B.D.S.

Photograph

by Edward Rooks
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Fewer than 200 witchcraft trials had

been documented for France before his-

torian Alfred Soman (page 6) spent eight

years unearthing some 2,000 additional

cases buried in that nation's archives. In

order to transcribe the records, he had to

become an expert at cracking the notori-

ously difficult handwritings of four cen-

turies ago. Soman declares that as a re-

sult of this research he finds himself at

odds with the prevailing interpretations

of witch hunting in early modern Eu-

rope, such as Joseph Klaits's Servants of

Satan: The Age of the Witch Hunts

(Bloomington; Indiana University Press,

1985). For those interested in the sub-

ject, he recommends Christina Earner's

Enemies of God: The Witch Hunt in

Scotland (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins,

1981). On the persistence of witch be-

liefs in France today, there is Deadly

Words, by Jeanne Favret-Saada (New

York: Cambridge, 1981). Born in New
York City, Soman received his doctorate

from Harvard University and is now a

research associate at the Centre Na-

tional de la Recherche Scientifique in

Paris. At present he is writing book-

length studies of witchcraft and sodomy

trials in sixteenth- and seventeenth-cen-

tury France.

A visiting research scholar of South

Asia studies at the University of Penn-

sylvania, Jayashree B. Gokhale (page

3 1 ) recounts that her connection to the

Buddhist movement goes back to her

childhood. "My father, B.C. Gokhale,

had been asked by B.R. Ambedkar to es-

tablish a Buddhist studies department at

Siddharth College, the educational insti-

tution of the People's Education Society

in Bombay. I remember going to Sidd-

harth College often. Even more vivid is

my recollection of Buddhist temples and

worship ceremonies we attended. The
rooms were quiet, with fragrant smells

and flowers. I thought I could learn a

great deal about change in Indian soci-

ety and the injustice in the social order

by studying the untouchable Mahars,"

she says. Gokhale is now considering a

career in law. For further information on

the lives of untouchables she recom-

mends Untouchable, by James M. Free-

man (Stanford: Stanford University

Press, 1979); Competing Equalities:

Law and the Backward Classes in India,

by Marc Galanter (Berkeley: University

of California Press, 1984); and The
Politics of Untouchability, by Owen
Lynch (New York: Columbia University

Press, 1969).

A member of the Isaac Newton sch

of inspiration, W. Carter Johnson (p2

40) was eating lunch under an oak tre

few years ago when he was pelted w

acorns discarded by blue jays above

and thus his current project on blue,

dispersal of nuts was born. In additior

his jay research, Johnson (right), an as

ciate professor of botany at Virgi

Polytechnic Institute and State Univ

sity, has done fieldwork in the wetlai

of the Great Plains and in the So\

Union. Coauthor Curtis S. Adkisi

(left) an associate professor of zoolog)

Virginia Tech, studies jay-oak phem

ena, as well as the vocalizations

finches, particularly crossbills and gi

beaks. Future projects for Adkisson

elude work on the vocal dialects of alp

crossbills. Both Johnson and Adkis

enjoy fishing and hiking, but their fii

work abroad has turned them into

guists as well. Johnson has learned P

sian; Adkisson studies German
Swedish. For further reading they s

gest, "Remembrance of Seeds Stashe

by Stephen Vander Wall and Russe

Balda (Natural History, Septem

1983), and "Ice Age Haven for H|

woods," by Hazel R. Delcourt and t

A. Delcourt [Natural History, Sept

ber 1984). Landscape Ecology, by R
ard T. Forman and Michael God

(New York: John Wiley and Sons, I

1986), offers a good technical treatn

of this relatively new science.
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"I had a graduate degree in geology

when I was hired at Columbia Univer-

sity in 1948," says Marie Tharp (page

48), but I never told anyone. I worked as

part of a team, mainly as a draftsperson

and map maker. We had a lot of fun and

degrees didn't matter." Tharp trans-

lated, from numbers into profiles of the

Mid-Atlantic Ridge, most of the data

collected at sea by the late Bruce

Heezen. She also went on research

cruises herself. She and Heezen worked

together on physiographic diagrams of

the ocean floor, and together they real-

ized that a rift must exist along the

mountainous ridge. Tharp is now retired

and spends much of her time gardening.

Henry Frankel, who cooperated with

Tharp on the rift article, teaches the phi-

losophy of science at the University of

Missouri-Kansas City. He met Tharp a

few years ago, while searching for in-

formation about the discovery of the rift

valley, a subject he wanted to write

about. After talking with Tharp, he

notes, "I suggested we coauthor a paper

on the subject for presentation at the

1986 Baltimore meeting of the Ameri-

can Geophysical Union." The article in

this issue of Natural History was

adapted from that paper. For more in-

formation about the Atlantic Ridge,

readers might look into The Face of the

Deep, by B.C. Heezen and CD.
Hollister (New York: Oxford University

Press, 1971), and A Revolution in the

Earth Sciences, by Anthony Hallam

(Cambridge: Cambridge University

Press, 1973).

Author of European Economic Pn

history: A New Approach (New Yof

Academic Press, 1983), Robin Denn<

(page 70) has been interested in ti

emergence of modern human behavii

ever since his undergraduate days

Cambridge University. His archeoloj

cal fieldwork includes excavation of ne

lithic and Bronze Age sites in Bulgari

exploration of the history of irrigation

Iran, and study of the origins of plant d

mestication in Israel. A senior lecturer

prehistory at the University of Sheffie

in England, Dennel! now directs a pale

lithic project for the British Archae

logical Mission to Pakistan (the phot

graph shows him with 1.3-million-ye£

old animal remains discovered the

recently). For introductions to hums

culture history, he recommends Jol

Gowlett's Ascent to Civilization: T:

Archaeology ofEarly Man (New Yoi

Knopf, 1984) and John E. Pfeiflfer's t
Creative Explosion: An Inquiry into h

Origins ofArt and Religion (New Yoi

Harper and Row, 1982).

A native Texan, Randy Moore (page

64) was bound for medical school when a

last minute course cancellation in his fi-

nal semester at Texas A & M led him to

enroll in a plant physiology class. He
eventually became a botanist. An asso-

ciate professor of biology at Baylor Uni-

versity in Waco, Texas, Moore earned

his doctorate at UCLA. He recently sent

plants into outer space on the space shut-

tle Columbia in an attempt to learn how

plants grow and how their cells are al-

tered in space. One of his current

projects is a study of the ways in which

plants perceive and respond to gravity.

Moore has experienced the strong pull of

gravity firsthand as a skydiver and also

enjoys scuba diving, white water rafting,

and rhythm-and-blues music. A detailed

introduction to the natural history and
cultivation of succulent plants can be
found in The Illustrated Encyclopedia

ofSucculents, by Gordon Rowley (New
York: Crown Publishers, Inc., 1978).

For those who wish to delve into the biol-

ogy, evolution, and ecology of cactus

succulents, Moore recommends The
Cactus Primer, by Arthur C. Gibson
and Park S. Nobel (Cambridge; Har-
vard University Press, 1986).
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Encounters with the Agta

The story about the Agta tribe by Ag-

nes Estioko-Griffin ("Daughters of the

Forest," May 1986) brought back memo-
ries extending more than forty years into

the past. I spent eight years in the Philip-

pines (1939 to 1947) and have well over

200 photographs of the islands and their

people.

In 1945 I became attached to the G-2

section of the 37th U.S. Infantry Division

and participated as a civilian photogra-

pher in the liberation of the city of Baguio

and the campaign through the Cagayan

Valley from Santa Fe to Aparri in north-

ern Luzon. During that time I had occa-

sion to meet and photograph some of the

"Pygmy Negrito tribe" (as they were

known to us). We first met them east of

Ilagan on the western slopes of the Sierra

Madre, in uncharted territory. We called

them the Bolo men, even though their

primary weapons were their unmistakable

bows and arrows. They were instrumental

in causing the surrender of the part of the

Japanese army that had withdrawn into

the foothills of the Sierra Madre, in the

habitat of those Estioko-Griffin identifies

as the Agta tribe. At the time, we heard

stories that the Bolo men were laying traps

for the Japanese and sniping at them with

their poison arrows, causing them no end

of trouble.

I assume that the Agta and the Pygmy
Negrito Bolo men and women are identi-

cal, but in 1945 we were unaware of the

role women seem to play in the tribe's

hunting practices. Estioko-Griffin's arti-

cle brings a new dimension of understc

ing to this subject.

Franz U(

St. Paul, Minnes

Agnes Estioko-Griffin replies:

The people in Franz Ucko's picti

certainly are Agta Negritos from the

erra Madre on northern Luzon. I susp

that they represent different families f

the Nanadukan people I wrote about i

live to the south, on the western side of

mountains. There appears to have b

some gene flow with non-Agta, since a

have straight hair. This is consistent v

life on the Cagayan Valley side of

mountains. Most of the Agta in Ucl

photos are wearing bark cloth. Ph(

graphs from the same area, taken betwi

Both photographs from the collection of Franz

' '/ui ru an soldier observes the Agtaperforming a wedding dam t m 1 945.

1 he man wearing a headband holds arrows with metal points.

4 Natural History 11 /86
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Franz Ucko with ' 'the Bob men, " 1 945

1905 and 1910, show similar bark-cloth

attire. As early as 1 936 Agfa were wearing

woven cloth in Casiguran, farther south

still. Ucko's photographs nicely document

the retention of the bark cloth.

The style of the bows and arrows, espe-

cially the arrowheads, is like that of the

Agfa I wrote about, with some important

differences. In the photos, poison arrows

(the ones in slim bamboo tube sheaths) are

abundant, as are bamboo points, while

metal points are unusual. Today poison

arrows are almost never seen (though they

were still in use as late as 1965), bamboo
points are rare, and metal points common.

In the photos, only the men are carrying

arrows. I am certain that then, as now,

bow-and-arrow technology was primarily

the province of men. While some women
used the bow, many preferred, and still do
favor, a long knife for killing. Women
have never, in my many experiences, car-

ried bows and arrows during family por-

trait sessions or duri: ,v visits by strangers.

Most non-Agta Filipinos would comml

negatively or in a joking fashion on worn

using bows. Agta avoid criticism by ni

Agta, and Filipinos definitely do not a

sider hunting a proper pursuit of womer

would bet my last dollar that some or all

these women joined the men in hunts

hunted by themselves.
j

Erratum: In Branley Allan Branson's a!

cle, "Is There Life After Strip Mining

(August 1986) two insect genera w(

wrongly identified. The corrected sj

tences on page 35 should read: "1

caddisfly genus known as Hydropti

usually abundant in mountain streait

has not been seen in these streams for I

years. At the same time, Hydropsyche

related genus, and usually far less abf

dant, survives. The difference is simj

that Hydropsyche larvae have a less d(

cate breathing apparatus, along with i

ability to get up on top of rocks and esca

being smothered by silt."
]
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Getting One's Berings
Even at the height ofthe last glaciation, human groups

could have migrated into North Americafrom Siberia

by Knut R. Fladmark

Editor's Note: Sixty years ago, archeolo-

gists began to report solid evidence that

the ancestors of the American Indians

hunted bison, mammoth, and other ani-

mals that roamed the New World during

the last Ice Age. Natural History was

among the first to publish these discover-

ies, describing three sites in its May/June

1 927 issue. The turning pointfor skeptics

came that summer, when leading archeol-

ogists were invited to one of these sites—
near Folsom, New Mexico—to inspect an

arrowhead or spearpoint lodged between

the ribs of an extinct bison. Additional

finds ofstone tools, now dated by labora-

tory tests, have since confirmed that

humans lived in the New World at least

12.000 years ago. or 2.000 years before

the end of the Ice Age. Many archeolo-

gists consider this date to be close to when

the first migrantsfrom Asia crossed into

North America, since it falls after the

peak of the last glaciation. They are also

impressed by the swift extinction of the

large mammals that these early Ameri-

cans hunted. For others, however, tanta-

lizing data from scattered sites suggest

the New World was peopled earlier, and

they anticipate a new turning point in ar-

cheological opinion. In a special series of

articles. Natural History will explore

some of these archeological sites and

present other lines of research that bear

on the current controversy.

Most archeologists agree that people

first entered the New World from north-

east Asia by crossing the Bering Strait,

which at various times in the past was an

exposed land bridge. They argue a great

deal, however, about when this critical

crossover occurred. Well-dated archeo-

logical finds prove that humans lived in

both North and South America by about

12,000 years ago, but the evidence for

earlier sites remains controversial. One

reason for the skepticism concerns the ob-

stacles that past environmental conditions

apparently placed in the paths of human

migrants. The last Ice Age glaciers began

receding only 14,000 years ago. How far

into the New World could people have

penetrated before then? And would they

have needed a sophisticated technology

and social organization to do so?

In the Pleistocene epoch—the last Ice

Age—glaciers periodically covered large

portions of the Northern Hemisphere,

while sea levels and climate fluctuated.

This epoch began about 1 .6 million years

ago and ended 10,000 years ago. The spe-

cific times scrutinized by most New
World archeologists encompass a mild in-

terval of reduced glaciation, known as the

mid-Wisconsinan interglacial, which en-

dured from approximately 60,000 to

25,000 years ago, and the final onslaught

of ice that followed, known as the late

Wisconsinan glaciation.

In the Old World, the interglacial inter-

val was an important one in human physi-

cal and cultural evolution. In Europe,

Homo sapiens sapiens evolved from or

replaced H. sapiens neanderthalensis,

and introduced a tool kit of stone blades,

cave painting, and other less tangible so-

cial and cultural innovations. During the

same period, humans reached Australia

and Japan from the Asian mainland and

may have occupied eastern Siberia for the

first time. Theoretically, human groups

could have migrated eastward through

Beringia, the zone stretching from eastern

Siberia across Alaska and the Yukon.

The only physical obstacle to such a

migration would have been the absence of

a continuous land bridge. With little water

locked up in continental ice, sea levels

during the mid-Wisconsinan climbed

within thirty to sixty-five feet of tiici:

ii-
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The First Americans
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Eighteen thousandyears ago, humans migratingfrom

northeast Asia {left] across the Bering land bridge

(center) would have encountered extensive
' glaciation. Nevertheless, people could have

penetrated deeply into North America

',.
. (right) by passing through an ice-free

ii , corridor, which lay between the two

^i

.

principal ice mas.ies, or by
^''

traveling along the

coast in boats.
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The Late Wisconsinan Glaciation

(About 18.000 Years Ago)

Between 60.000 and 25.000years ago. Ice

Age glaciers shrank, above, opening up

potential migration routesfrom Asia to

America. People may not have entered

theNew World, however, until after

the height ofthe last glaciation, right.

present position, reducing the exposed

land areas of all the continental shelves.

The seaway through the Bering Strait was

not as wide as it is today, but animals or

people attempting to cross between Asia

and America would have faced a stretch

of water six to twelve miles wide. This was

only a seasonal barrier, however, since it

probably froze over in the winter.

Abundant fossil pollen and animal re-

mains show that large parts of Beringia

were covered by a grass- and herb-rich

vegetation, a habitat called steppe-tundra.

Animals that grazed there included mam-
moths, giant bison, and horses. From east-

ern Beringia, people could have moved
south into the Interior Plateau of British

Columbia, part of the Cordilleras, North

America's western mountain system.

Most major lowlands and valleys within

these two regions were little affected by

glaciers during the mid-Wisconsinan in-

terval, and the climate, although some-

what cooler and drier, was much as it is

today. The ice had also receded from the

vast land area to the east, the Laurentian

Plateau, except perhaps for an oscillating

mass centered near what is now Hudson

Bay and northern Quebec. To the north-

east, in the Arctic archipelago, there were

probably only local icecaps, interrupted

by ice-free terrain and sea ice.

Any human populations traversing the

northern half of the continent, from

Beringia to what is now the conterminous

United States, would have had to cope

with a variety of habitats, including some
comparable with contemporary tundra

(the treeless plains characteristic of the

Arctic) and boreal forests (dominated by

spruce and fir). While they would have

been able to make use of mammals of all

sizes, as well as fish and moUusks, to sur-

vive in these environments, people almost

certainly would have needed shelters, hide

and fur clothing, watercraft, fire, and the

ability to hunt in groups.

The modern subarctic forest is a harsh

environment even for more recent, ethno-

graphically recorded cultures, and its mid-

Wisconsinan equivaleni would have chal-

lenged tundra-adapted migrants from

Beringia. In addition, 'he incentive to en-

ter the forests may have been minimal,

given the rich game resources of t

steppe-tundra. For these reasons, huma

could have moved into the New World b

not far south. On the other hand, if the

were any early boat-using peoples livi

along the Beringian coast, they could ha

easily exploited maritime resources alo

the entire west coast of North Ameri(

for there would have been no radical en

ronmental differences for them to conte:

with as they moved south.

Whatever progress human groups m
have made toward peopling the N(

World during the mid-Wisconsinan inti

glacial, conditions were radically alter

with the onset of the late Wisconsin

glaciation. The glaciation would have

fected the movement of any people

ready in North America, as well as cc

strained migration from eastern Siberi;

The traditional picture of glaciation

North America in the late Pleistocene is

ice accumulating slowly in two or thr

major centers and building toward m;

sive, domed icecaps centered over Huds

Bay (the Laurentide ice sheet) and t

Interior Plateau of British Columbia (t

Cordilleran glacier complex). This pi

cess is usually thought to have begun mc
than 70,000 years ago; to have weakene

halted, or even reversed during the mi

10 Natural History 1 1/
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THE ROYAL SWAN
BY RONALD VAN RUYCKEVELT

Bisque porcelain sculpture at its finest

-

by an acknowledged master of his art.

To see its extraordinary artistry is to marvel

at man's ability to create such breathtaking

beauty in nature's image.

This is the genius of Ronald Van

Ruyckevelt, perhaps the most admired of

all today's great porcelain sculptors.

His works have an energy and passion that

is unsurpassed, making them the prized

possessions of collectors around the world. And he has been

honored with many distinguished commissions— creating official

gifts for presentation to heads of state such as President

Kennedy, Queen Elizabeth II and the Emperor of Japan.

Now, Van Ruyckevelt has created a masterpiece in pure

bisque porcelain exclusively for The Franklin Mint. A stunning

portrayal of England's legendary mute swan— a creature so

rare and magnificent it is afforded the special protection of the

British Crown.

The epitome of regal grace and beauty. The Royal Swan
appears to have been created in a single piece. Actually, it has

been meticulously crafted from eleven separate molds, then

hand-assembled and hand-finished to bring out every

extraordinary detail. From the intricate layers of feathers . . . each

fluted edge standing away from the one beneath it ... to the soft

texture of the down at the swan's gently curving neck.

The orange beak, black trimming and subtle touches of shading

which complete the sculpture are all carefully hand-painted and

completely true-to-life. Notice, too. the natural brilliance of the

pure white porcelain . . . superbly crafted to create the contrasts of

light and shadow which give the work its fuU dramatic impact.

Clearly, this is artistry in porcelain at its most exquisite.

The price for this original imported masterpiece, bearing

Ronald Van Ruyckevelt's signature and complete with a

shimmering black lacquered base, is $195, payable in five

monthly installments of $39 each.

Remember, however, that The Royal Swan is a\'ailable

exclusively through The Franklin Mint. To acquire it. please

complete and return your application by December 31, 1986.

Please mail your application by December 31, 1986.

RESERVATION APPLICATION

THE ROYAL SWAN BY RONALD V.^N RUYCKEVELT

The Franklin Mint

Franklin Center, Pennsylvania 19091

Please accept my reser^'ation for The Royal Swan by Ronald Van Ruycke-

velt. This original work of art will be crafted for me in fine bisque porcelain.

I need send no money now. I will be billed for my sculpture in five equal

monthly installments of $39.* each, with the first pa\Tiient due in ad\'ance

of shipment. *Plus my staU saks tas and

a total of S3, for shipl)ing and handling.

Signature

Mr. /Mrs. /Miss.

Address

City, State, Zip.
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Each hand-selected sUver dollar is

guaranteed to be over 100 years old.

The favorite of collectors and investors

alike, the Morgan silver dollar is a big

38.1 mm in diameter weighs 26.73

grams and contains .77344 oz. of pure

silver

Your 100% satisfaction is guaranteed. A
perpetual Certificate of Authenticity
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guaranteed one week only.

1 set (4 coins) - $99 (#10663)

2 sets - $198
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Wisconsinan interglacial: and to have

been vigorously renewed 25,000 or 30,000

years ago. The Cordilleran glaciers (to the

west) and the Laurentide ice sheet (to the

east) are traditionally thought to have

eventually coalesced, burying the north-

em part of the continent in ice and form-

ing a barrier between Beringia and what is

now the conterminous United States.

In contrast, some researchers now advo-

cate a markedly different style, rate, and

magnitude of glaciation. They propose

that ice accumulated much more rapidly

than once thought but that the ice sheets

were not as thick or as extensive as previ-

ously suspected. Further, many geologists

believe that a number of independent ice

masses coalesced to form the Laurentide

ice sheet and that ice never completely

covered the high Arctic region. Finally,

they conclude that glaciation in North

America peaked at different times in the

various regions. While parts of the Lau-

rentide ice sheet were already at their

maximum extent sometime between

22,000 and 18,000 years ago, the Cordille-

ras in the vicinity of present-day British

Columbia were just starting their major

glacial accumulation, and significant ice

had not yet built up in the eastern and

central Arctic. In other words, the regions

that underwent glaciation were not all un-

inhabitable at the same time.

During the late Wisconsinan, the sea

level fell to perhaps 280 feet below its

present level (estimates vary widely) be-

cause of the large amount of water locked

up in glacial ice. As a result, Beringia

became a continuous land bridge, broad-

ened by the emergent shelves of the Be-

ring and Chukchi seas. The region re-

mained mostly ice free, since glaciers

developed in mountains but generally not

in the interior lowlands. Ice damming
caused the formation of glacial lakes in

the northern Yukon, but most of the cen-

tral Yukon basin remained unobstructed.

Archeologists formerly thought that

during the late Wisconsinan Beringia

continued to be dominated by a steppe-

tundra environment well suited to the

spread of big game hunting cultures from
central Asia to North America. Recently,

however, some scientists have challenged

this assumption. Pollen cores from east-

ernmost Beringia, close to the Laurentide

ice front, show that 30,000 to 14,000 years

ago, the landscape consisted of relatively

bare polar desert or of fell-field tundra, a

rocky terrain sparsely vegetated by herbs

and dwarf shrubs. This suggests that the

late Wisconsinan environment in this part

of Beringia was as harsh as the modem
high Arctic. Further, when the analysis is

based strictly on dated fossil finds, it turns

out that there were fewer and less diver

large animal species in Beringia durii

the glacial climax than in mid-W
consinan times. Central Alaska may hai

supported bison, musk oxen, woolly mai

moth, and a few lesser species, while ea|

emmost Beringia may have sustained oi]

musk oxen and smaller mammals.

Sometimes lost in descriptions
,;

Beringia, however, is the realization th|

the famous land bridge had coastlines i

well as interior plains. Given relative

modest big game populations inland, t

ocean shores may have been very imp(

tant to any human inhabitants. In partic

lar, the unfrozen Pacific coast was pr

sumably a rich zone. Sheltered habita

near sea level probably supported a c

verse vegetation, while rocky headlam

would have been rookeries for sea bird

Estuaries and lower courses of rive

would have experienced major salmc

mns. Scouring by seasonal shore ice migl

have reduced some resources, such

clam and mussel beds, but this was proh

bly compensated for by changes in tl J
distribution and migration patterns of se

f
mammals affected by closure of the B

ring Strait. Whales and seals, which nq

migrate into and through the Bering Strd

from the Pacific, must have been confine

to the southern shore, while walrus an

other species, now limited to the zone <

seasonal sea ice in the Bering and Chukcl

seas, were probably also displaced to tl:

southern Beringian coast. Unfortunatel

most direct evidence for this coastal env

ronment is now drowned beneath seas (

obscured by problematical dating.

To the northeast of Beringia, there ma
have been some ice-free Arctic lan(

masses, but they were probably not sui

able for human habitation. The late Wij

consinan glacial climax in the Cordillerai

to the south of Beringia, was apparentl

short-lived. The southern margins of th

Cordilleran ice apparently advance

sometime between 20,000 and 17,00

years ago and retreated 12,000 or 13,00

years ago. Before and after these time!

large areas of terrain were ice free an

potentially biologically productive. Ap'

late as 17,000 years ago, mammoths wer

grazing near what is now Victoria, an

glaciers did not reach the west coast fli

Vancouver Island until later
J!

In the Laurentian Plateau, the lat'

Wisconsinan maximum glacial extent i

traditionally assumed to have consisted a

the formation of a huge continental iceca

centered near Hudson Bay. The ice shee

is sometimes pictured as domelike, wit

sloping surfaces rising toward centre

ridges or divides up to two and a half mile

thick. Although a great ice mass with frc

14 N.ATLR.i.L History 11/8
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zen summits looming over eastern a

central North America is a picturesq

concept, and one accepted without mu
debate until recently, there are seve|

problems with it.

First, there is no direct evidence tl

the ice was very thick at the center of t

Laurentide ice sheet. Nor do any knc
climatic processes seem sufficient to

;

count for the rapid development a

abrupt disintegration of so thick a ma
Although the final recession may be p

tured in terms of icebergs breaking

into the oceans and lakes, a more econor

cal solution may be simply to assume

initially thinner and less monolithic Li

rentide glaciation. Finally, while there <

pears little doubt that at its maximum t

Laurentide ice sheet was a very extensi

ice mass, the maximum line that has be

determined, from southeastern Alberta

the Atlantic seaboard, does not represe

a single synchronous advance. While t

precise events are under debate, lobes

the glacier in different places reached t

maximum line at different times.

Plant and animal life of the Noi

American interior suffered as late W
consinan glaciers developed and the c

mate became cooler Major regions, ho

ever, did not necessarily become devoid

life until actually covered by ice. Arou

the Great Lakes, late Wisconsinan g
ciers advanced into living pine-sprui

alder forests, as suggested by trees wi

bark, buried in till, that are bent in

shapes as though still green and fre

when they were overridden. Most mai

malian populations, including any I

mans, could have simply shifted th(

ranges as the ice-free area between t

Cordilleran and Laurentide ice mass

slowly contracted. Occasionally, animi

might have continued to occupy regie

right up to the ice fronts, but genera

they probably responded in advance

such indirect factors as lowering tempei ^
tures, changes in plant communities

vegetation cover, and drainage changes

Relatively rapid glaciation could ha

forced any people in the midcontineni

region back into Beringia instead of soul

ward, while a slow, radial expansion

Laurentide glaciers might have encoi

aged a gradual displacement of popu

tions in all directions beyond the ice limi

The Laurentide ice sheet probably ma^

its westernmost advance in the region 1:

tween 55° and 60° north latitude. I

across this area, if it abutted Cordiller

glaciers, could have acted as a barrii

with plants and animals (perhaps inclu

ing people) caught north of the closu

point confined toward the north and we
and those present south of the conta

16 Natural History 1 1/
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-( ressively displaced toward the south

1 west. Such conditions may have been

:hed 22,000 years ago and persisted

li as late as 14,500 years ago.

s an alternative to this barrier, an "ice-

e corridor" runs through the minds of

y archeologists, like a highway beck-

g Paleo-Indians south from Beringia.

hre is increasing evidence that even

ihg the glacial climax, a strip of ice-

e terrain persisted between the Cordil-

n glacier complex and the Laurentide

eiheet. Late Wisconsinan Cordilleran

tiers seem to have been confined to

(ntain and foothill valleys, leaving ex-

rive upland and alpine areas along the

i: side of the Continental Divide free of

e Even if ice did coalesce in the corri-

3 it probably acted as a barrier for only

*' ort time during the glacial climax.

•^ ^hile geological data support the con-

'^ of a midcontinental corridor, it must
'^

; been a forbidding area. Anyone who
"^ clambered over loose piles of rock

•"l jle and skirted meltwater streams and

is to reach the steep-crevassed and

'ping front of even a small modern

ier needs no convincing that massive

stocene ice fronts must have been op-

sive. In places, lakes may have filled

corridor between the Cordilleran and

™ rentide ice. Although they would have

'I en in winter, allowing animals or peo-

'™ to cross them, these lakes could only

i been hostile to human habitation.

1, berg-laden, and with unstable shore-

''
5 and fluctuating water levels, they

™ ; probably biologically sterile,

onsidering that, at best, a certain por-

of the corridor would have been occu-

1 by raw morainal deposit, meltwater

1^ s, stagnant and buried ice blocks, and
i" »ed mountain slopes, living conditions

.-" e must have been marginal. South-

'" ng slopes and uplands may have sup-

ed enough vegetation for musk oxen,

bird-resting and -feeding areas may

2 existed along the corridor, inducing

6' lans to enter the zone (currently, a

or intercontinental bird flyway paral-

this route). There are, however, no

ificant faunal remains dated to the

Wisconsinan in the crucial central

northern portions of the corridor,

^hile debate has focused on this daunt-

ice-free corridor as a route by which

y human populations could have made

r way south from Beringia during

dmum late Wisconsinan glaciation,

northwest coast presented a more fa-

f'tble route. Southern Cordilleran gla-

s achieved their final 60 to 120 miles

xtension for only a moment of geologi-

time, sometime between 17,000 and

ii^fcOO years ago. At the very least, there-
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fore, the northwest coast was habiti

longer than the micicontinental area,

maining available for some of the t

that the corridor was near maximum
sure. More speculatively, even at

height of glaciation, a discontinuous sifc

of unglaciated headlands, uplands, anc iJr

lands was probably spared by the n

tively weak and brief ice advance to ]p-

outer coast, coupled with lowered sea

els. The North Pacific Ocean did not i|l«i

manently freeze during the last glaciati Bj

although seasonal sea ice may h;

formed in sheltered bays and inlets. Tl:|iiit

any inhabitants of shoreline refuges wo
have had access to intertidal resour

(found between low- and high-tide mar

and marine resources almost as rich as

bounty for which the northwest coas

historically famous.

Assuming that maximum glaciation

the Pacific side of Beringia and along

northwest coast consisted only of val

lobes that terminated at or near sea le'

people could have made the trip soi

along the coast by crossing the ends of

glaciers on foot. Although the possibilit

rarely considered, there is no reason v

people in Pleistocene times could not hi

crossed glaciers for relatively short <

tances, where sufficient motivation

isted. More likely, however, any groi

negotiating this hypothetical route wo
have used boats—expected equipment

people oriented to fishing, shellfish (

lecting, and possibly sea-mammal hufdec

ing. Unfortunately, the antiquity and

fectiveness of Pleistocene watercraft

still unknown, despite indications that \

ter travel brought a viable human popt

tion to Australia about 40,000 years a

People moving by watercraft leave fjtlie

archeological traces, especially if tl

movement is rapid, and theoretically, e\

primitive boats could have traversed i

entire Pacific coast of North and Soi

America in less than ten years.

Human groups attempting to mc

south through the North American in|i!ra

rior during the late Wisconsinan woi

have needed to know how to keep wa
and fed in the harshest of environmer

Coastal peoples, on the other hand, woi

have benefited from the continuity

coastal and maritime resources, includij^OHi

some, such as shellfish, that could be h

vested with simple technology. In adko

tion, relatively mild climates and wa le

travel would have eased the movement irs

bands of mixed age and sex.

Conditions for human migration beg

to change yet again about 14,000 ye;

ago. This was a time of abrupt, worldwi en

climatic warming, with glacial marg iiin

beginning an oscillating retreat. By 11,0 iy
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>i)il 2,000 years ago, the environment was

"'•I }uate to permit human occupation

E within the previous maximum glacial

: adaries, and 2,000 years later, all the

SI iheets were greatly diminished.

«s s the glaciers melted, there was a

M d rise in world sea levels. The Bering

le
I it developed as a narrow seaway and

;to ime a significant barrier by about

sea 00 years ago. The large volumes of

nol twater also created lakes and outwash

cial nages. Virtually all of central and

f 1 hern Alberta, Saskatchewan, and

iH litoba are mantled with lake sedi-

s«i its, reflecting the importance of these

m ronments during the early postglacial

m od. Initially, cold temperatures, high

las ment loads, sporadic changes in water

m 1 and in the flow of meltwater, and

ition from more mature aquatic eco-

tioi ems would have kept these lakes bio-

)ii8 :ally poor.

va eople would have found it difficult to

ale lerse south of Beringia at this time

so lOut watercraft capable of negotiating

iof broad rivers and lakes, but there is no

iiiil on to suppose they lacked the needed

limnology. Despite a watery landscape,

111 potential for human habitation in the

irt ( continental area was good beginning

on 100 or 14,000 years ago. Ground

«ra hly freed of ice would have been bare

wo raw, but with warming temperatures,

oil ajor hmitation on plant and animal life

ilicd and recolonization probably pro-

k led rapidly. In many portions of the

id irentian Plateau, freshly exposed

ill ; ind seems to have been first colonized

all ;rassy, tundralike vegetation, followed

opi spruce-dominated forests. The pres-

^j ; of spruce forest in the central and

el ;hern corridor by about 11,500 years

[ il suggests that the area sustained grass-

;,o is well before that time.

:(lus the glaciers withdrew, an interval

Soi / have existed—before forests inter-

ed—in which grasslands formed a con-

iii(
lous ecological link from Beringia to

1 in tral North America. Because of the

1101 mer temperatures, abundant water,

H significantly receded ice margins, this

iiei ;ht have been an optimal, albeit brief,

ivoi rval (from 1 3,000 to 1 2,000 years ago)

iiv
animals and humans to expand

ujimghout the continent. Nevertheless,

elitian migration into North America

ii not be proved environmentally impos-

wa e for any time during the last 60,000

jjt rs. Even during the least favorable pe-

l—the climax of the last glaciation,

XI
n 18,000 to 15,000 years ago—a route

V6 ig the northwest coast seems to have

iici
n feasible, and a corridor betv.cen the

ifjiirentide and Cordilleran ice masses

1 y also have been available.
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stomach, it is a stretching

and exercise device

made with three steel

coil springs so you can

adjust the level of work-

out you want.

10 Minutes a Day and
Your Pot Belly Will Be Gone!
That's our guarantee. If you're not

satisfied with how it works for you,

return it for full refund. There are seven

simple exercises to do and you can do
them olmost anywhere: In a hotel

room, in your own home, etc. That's

why I think the Stomach Eliminator

really is the answer for people who
travel, who like to have good meals,

but who don't want the pot belly that

often comes as o result.

OUR GUARANTEE: 11 Itiis product does not re-

duce your stomacti significontiy in 90 doys, return

Cecil C. Hoge, Jr

1985 HARRISON-HOGE IND-, INC,

Please send me Stomach Eliminotoi<s)

at $19.95 postpaid each.

Enclosed is a check/M.O. for $

Charge my credit card:

D Amex D Diners D Visa D MC

Address-

City- .Zip.

Card No.

Signature.

.Exp. Date.

N.Y, Residents please add sales tax

HARRISON-HOGE INDUSTRIES, INC.

Depi, NH61 IX, PC, Box 944, Smilhiown, NY 1 1787
Phone: (516) 724-8900 8:30am-4:3Cpm M-F EST
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KLM Royal Dutch Airlines and KLR Inter

national let you explore Africa your way.,

from the adventurous to the luxurious. You

choose from 11 KLR safaris to Kenya, Tan

zania, Egypt, Rwanda, Botswana, the Sey

chelles and more. From comfortable locJge

safaris to a luxurious tented safari to a camel

trek and gorilla tracking. Each safari is me
ticulously planned to give you all the excite

ment and natural wonder ofAfrica.

And KLM will take you there in the com
fort, convenience and reliability you've come

to expect. Mail the coupon. Then
p ,. , ,

....
, l w/ j j irf-i

call your travel agent. Or KLM 1 he Kelutble Airlineot the WOIld. K.LIVI
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This View of Lif

OfKiwi Eggs and the Liberty Bell
Or how to solve the "Pass and Stow"puzzle without getting egg on yourface

by Stephen Jay Gould

Like Ozymandias, once king of kings

but now two legs of a broken statue in

Percy Shelley's desert, the great fa9ade of

Union Station in Washington, D.C.,

stands forlorn (but ready to front for a

bevy of yuppie emporia now under con-

struction), while AMTRAK now operates

from a dingy outpost at the side. Six stat-

ues, portraying the greatest of human arts

and inventions, grace its parapet. Electric-

ity holds a bar of lightning; his inscription

proclaims: "Carrier of light and power.

Devourer of time and space .... Greatest

servant of man .... Thou hast put all

things under his feet."

Yet I will cast my vote for the Polyne-

sian double canoe, constructed entirely

with stone adzes, as the greatest invention

for devouring time and space in all human
history. These vessels provided sufficient

stability for long sea voyages. The Polyne-

sian people, without compass or sextant,

but with unparalleled understanding of

stars, waves, and currents, navigated these

canoes to colonize the greatest emptiness

of our earth, the "Polynesian triangle,"

stretching from New Zealand to Hawaii

to Easter Island at its vertexes. They

sailed forth into the open Pacific more

than a thousand years before Western

navigators dared to leave the coastline of

Africa and make a beeline across open

water from the Guinea coast to the Cape
of Good Hope.

New Zealand, southwestern outpost of

Polynesian migrations, was so isolated

that not a single mammal (other than bats

and seals with their obvious means of

transport) had managed to intrude. New
Zealand was a world of birds, dominated

by several species (thirteen to twenty-two

by various taxonomic reckonings) of large,

flightless moas. Only Aepyornis, the ex-

tinct elephant bird of Madagascar, ever

surpassed the largest moa, Dinornis max-
imus, in weight. Ornithologist Dean
Amadon estimated the average weight of

D. maximus at 520 pounds (although

some recent revisions nearly double this

bulk), compared with about 220 pounds

for ostriches, the largest living birds.

We must cast aside the myths of noble

non-Westerners living in ecological har-

mony with their potential quarries. The

ancestors of New Zealand's Maori people

based a culture on hunting moas, but soon

made short work of them, both by direct

removal and by burning of habitat to clear

areas for agriculture. A 500-pound

chicken was surely too much to resist.

Only one species of New Zealand ratite

has survived. (Ratites are a closely related

group of flightless ground birds, including

moas, African ostriches. South American

rheas, and Australian-New Guinean emus

and cassowaries. Flying birds have a

keeled breastbone, providing sufficient

area for the attachment of massive flight

muscles. The breastbones of ratites lack a

keel, and their name honors that most

venerable of unkeeled vessels, the raft, or

ratis in Latin.) We know this curious crea-

ture more as an icon on tins of shoe polish

or as the moniker for New Zealand's hu-

man inhabitants—the kiwi, only hen

sized, but related most closely to moas
among birds.

Three species of kiwis inhabit New
Zealand today, all members of the genus

Apteryx (literally, wingless). Kiwis lack

an external tail, and their vestigial wings

are entirely hidden beneath a curious

plumage—shaggy, more like fur than

feathers, and similar in structure to the

juvenile down of most other birds. (Prized

by Maori hunters, the feathers were used

to make the beautiful cloaks once worn by
chiefs; but the small, secretive, and widely

ranging nocturnal kiwis managed to es-

cape the fate of their larger moa relatives.)

The furry bodies, with even contours

unbroken by tail or wings, are mounted on
stout legs—giving the impression of a dou-

ble blob (small head and larger body) on

sticks. Kiwis eat seeds, berries, and other

parts of plants, but they favor earth-

worms. Their long, thin bills probe the s

continually, suggesting the oddly revers

perspective of stick leading blind m.

This stick, however, is richly endowed a

sensory device, particularly as an organ

smell. The bill, uniquely among bin

bears long external nostrils, while the

factory bulb of kiwi brains is second la;

est among birds relative to size of t

forebrain. A peculiar creature indeed.

But the greatest of kiwi oddities cen:

upon reproduction. Females are larj

than males. They lay one to three eggs a
'

may incubate them for a while, but th

leave the nest soon thereafter, relegati

to males the primary task of incubation

long seventy to eighty-four days. Males

athwart the egg, body at a slight angle a

bill stretched out along the ground. 1

males may return occasionally with foe

but males must usually fend for the

selves, covering both eggs and nest i ,

trance with debris and going forth to f

age once or twice on most nights.

The kiwi egg is a wonder to behold, a

the subject of this column. It is, by far, t

largest of all bird eggs relative to bo

size. The three species of kiwis just abc

span the range of domestic poultry: t

largest about the size of Rhode Isla

Reds; the smallest similar to bantams

say five pounds as a rough average (prei

meaningless, given the diversity of s]

cies, but setting the general domain). T
eggs range to 25 percent of the femaf

body weight—quite a feat when you c(

sider that she often lays two, and son

times three, in a clutch, spacing the

about thirty-three days apart. A fame

X-ray photo of a kiwi and egg taken at t

kiwi sanctuary of Otorohanga, New Zt

land, tells the tale more dramatically th

any words I could produce. The egg is

large that females must waddle, k
spread far apart, for several days befc

laying, as the egg passes down the ovidi

toward the cloaca. The incubation pat

of male kiwis extends from the top of t
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chest all the way down to the cloaca—in

other words, they need almost all their

body to cover the egg.

A study of the general relationship be-

tween egg size and body size among birds

shows that average birds of kiwi weight

lay eggs weighing from 55 to 100 grams

(as do domestic hens). Eggs of the brown

kiwi weigh between 400 and 435 grams

(about a pound). Put another way, an egg

of this size would be expected from a

twenty-eight pound bird, but brown kiwis

are about six times as small.

The obvious question, of course, is why?

Evolutionary biologists have a traditional

approach to riddles of this sort. They seek

some benefit for the feature in question,

then argue that natural selection has

worked to build these advantages into the

animal's way of life. The greatest tri-

umphs of this method center upon odd

structures that seem to make no sense or

(like the kiwi egg) appear, prima facie, to

be all out of proportion and probably

harmful. After all, anyone can see that a

bird's wing (although not a kiwi's) is well

designed for flight, so reference to natural

selection teaches you little about adapta-

tion that you didn't already know. Thus,

the test cases of textbooks are apparently

harmful structures that, on closer exami-

nation, confer crucial benefits upon organ-

isms in their Darwinian struggle for re-

productive success.

This general strategy of research sug-

gests that if you can find out what a struc-

ture is good for, you will possess the major

ingredient for understanding why it is so

big, so colorful, so peculiarly shaped. Kiwi

eggs should illustrate this basic method.

They seem to be too big, but if we can

discover how their large size benefits ki-

wis, we shall understand why natural se-

lection favored large eggs. Readers who

have followed these columns for some

time will realize that I wouldn't be writing

about this subject if I didn't think that this

style of Darwinian reasoning embodied a

crucial flaw.

The flaw lies not with the claim of util-

ity. I regard it as proved that kiwis benefit

from the unusually large size of their

eggs—and for the most obvious reason.

Large eggs mean large and well-devel-

oped chicks that can fend for themselves

with a minimum of parental care after

hatching. Kiwi eggs are not only large;

they are also the most nutritious of all bird

eggs for a reason beyond their maximal

bulk: they contain a higher percentage of

yolk than any other egg. Brian Reid and

G.R. Williams report that kiwi eggs may
contain 61 percent yolk and 39 percent

albumin (or white). By comparison, eggs

of so-called precocial species (with downy

young hatching in an active, advanced,

and open-eyed state) contain 35 to 45 per-

cent yolk; while eggs of altricial species

(with helpless, blind, and naked hatch-

lings) carry only 1 3 to 28 percent yolk.

The life style of kiwi hatchlings demon-

strates the benefits of their large, yolky

eggs. Kiwis are born fully feathered and

usually receive no food from their parents.

Before hatching, they consume the i

used portion of their massive yolk reser

and do not feed (but live off these ej

based supplies) for their first sevenj

two to eighty-four hours alfresco. New
hatched brown kiwi chicks are often u

able to stand because their abdomens a

so distended with this yolk reserve. Tb
rest on the ground, legs splayed out to ti

side, and only take a first few clumsy stei

when they are some sixty hours old.'

chick does not leave its burrow until tj

fifth to ninth day when, accompanied

'

its father, it sallies forth to feed sparing

Kiwis thus spend their first two wee

largely living off the yolk supply that th(

immense egg has provided. After ten

fourteen days, the kiwi chick may wei|

one-third less than at hatching—a fastii

marked by absorption of ingested ycj

from the egg. Brian Reid studied a chii

that died a few hours after hatching. /\

most half its weight consisted of food 1

serves— 112 grams of yolk and 43 grar

of body fat in a 319 gram hatchling. A
other chick, killed outside its burrow fi

to six days after hatching, weighed 21

grams and still held almost 54 grams

enclosed yolk.

I am satisfied that kiwis do right well

and with their large eggs. But can

conclude that the outsized egg was bii

by natural selection in the light of the

benefits? This assumption—the easy slii

from current function to reason for o

gin—is, to my mind, the most serious ai

widespread fallacy of my profession, foi

In Otorohanga, New
Zealand, a North Island

brown kiwi was X-rayed oru

day before it laid its egg at

the Otorohanga Kiwi Housi

and Native Bird Park.
Otorohanga Zoological Society
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lies embedded in hundreds of conven-

tional tales about pathways of evolution. I

like to identify this error of reasoning with

a phrase that ought to become a motto:

current utility may not be equated with

historical origin, or, when you demon-

strate that something works well, you have

not solved the problem of how, when, or

why it arose.

The reason for labeling an automatic

inference from current utility to historical

origin as fallacious is simple: good func-

tion has an alternative interpretation. A
structure now useful may have been built

by natural selection for its current purpose

(I do not deny that the inference often

holds in fact), but it may also have devel-

oped for another reason (or for no particu-

lar reason at all in terms of function) and

then been co-opted for its present use. The

giraffe's neck either got long in order to

feed on succulent leaves atop acacia trees

or it elongated for a different reason (per-

haps unrelated to any adaptation of feed-

ing), and giraffes then discovered that, by

virtue of their new height, they could

reach some delicious morsels. The simple

good fit of form to function—long neck to

top leaves—permits, in itself, no conclu-

sion about why giraffes developed long

necks. Since Voltaire understood the foi-

bles of human reason so well, he allowed

the venerable Dr. Pangloss to illustrate

this fallacy in a solemn pronouncement:

Things cannot be other than they are ....

Everything is made for the best purpose.

Our noses were made to carry spectacles, so

we have spectacles. Legs were clearly in-

tended for breeches, and we wear them.

This error of sliding too easily between

current use and historical origin is by no

means a problem for Darwinian biologists

alone, although our faults have been most

prominent and unexamined. It pervades

all fields that try to infer history from our

present world. My favorite current exam-

ple is a particularly ludicrous interpreta-

tion of the so-called anthropic principle in

cosmology. Many physicists have pointed

out—and I fully accept their analysis

—

that life on earth fits intricately with phys-

ical laws regulating the universe, in the

sense that, were various laws even slightly

different, molecules of the proper compo-

sition and planets with the right properties

could never have arisen—and we would

not be here. From this analysis, a few

thinkers have drawn the wildly invalid in-

ference that human evolution is therefore

prefigured in the ancient design of the

cosmos—that the universe, in Freeman

Dyson's words, must have known we were

coming. But the current fit of human life

to physical laws permits no conclusion

24 Natural History 1 1/86

about the reasons and mechanisms of our

origin. Since we are here, we have to fit;

we wouldn't be here if we didn't—though

something else would, probably proclaim-

ing, with all the hubris that a diproton

might muster, that the cosmos must have

been created with its later appearance in

mind. (Diprotons are a prominent candi-

date for the highest bit of chemistry in

another conceivable universe.)

But back to kiwi eggs. Most literature

has fallen into the fallacy of equating cur-

rent use with historical origin, and has

defined the problem as explaining why the

kiwi's egg should have been actively en-

larged from an ancestor with an egg more

suited to the expectations of its body size.

Yet University of Arizona biologist Wil-

liam A. Calder III, author of several ex-

cellent studies on kiwi energetics, has pro-

posed an opposite interpretation that

strikes me as much more likely (though I

think he has missed two or three good

arguments for its support, and I shall try

to supply them here). (See his article,

"The Kiwi," Scientific American, July

1978; also Bioscience for August 1979,

and his recent book. Size, Function and

Life History, Harvard University Press,

1984, pp. 335-38 on kiwi eggs).

The alternative interpretation holds

that kiwis are phyletic dwarfs, evolved

from a lineage of much larger birds. Since

these large ancestors laid big eggs appro-

priate to their body size, kiwis just never

(or only slightly) reduced the size of their

eggs as their bodies decreased greatly in

bulk. In other words, kiwi eggs never be-

came unusually large; kiwi bodies got

small—and these statements are not

equivalent, just as we know that an obese

man is not short for his weight, despite the

old jest.

(Such a hypothesis is not anti-adap-

tationist in the sense that maintenance of a

large egg as size decreases—and in the

face of energetic and biochemical costs

imposed by such a whopping contribution

to the next generation—may well require

a direct boost from natural selection to

prevent an otherwise advantageous de-

crease more in keeping with life at Colonel

Sanders's favorite size. Still, there is a

world of difference between retaining

something you already have, and first de-

veloped for other reasons [in this case sim-

ple appropriateness for large body size],

and actively evolving such a unique and

cumbersome structure for some special

benefit.)

Caider's interpretation might seem
forced or far-fetched but for the outstand-

ing fact of taxonomy and biogeography

that began this column. Moas are the clos-

est cousins of kiwis, and most moas were

very large birds. "Is the kiwi perhaps

shrunken moa?" Calder asks. Unfor

nately, all moa fossils lie in rocks of

geological yesterday, and kiwi fossils i

entirely unknown—so we have no din

evidence about the size of ancestral ki\\

Still, I believe that all the inferential Ai

support Caider's alternative hypothe

for the great size of kiwi eggs—a "stn

tural" or "historical" explanation if y

will, not a conventional account based

natural selection for immediate adv

tages.

Although the best argument for vie

ing kiwis as much smaller than their i

cestors must be the large size of th

closest moa cousins, Calder has also dev

oped a quirky and intriguing speculati

to support the dwarfed status of kiwis

hasten to point out that neither of the

arguments is more than a reasonable cc

jecture. All evidence can be interpreted

other ways. Both moas and kiwis, for (

ample, might have evolved from a ki\

sized common ancestor, with moas enlai

ing later. Still, since the kiwi is t

smallest of all ratites—a runt among (

triches, rheas, emus, and cassowaries

—

decrease seems more probable than m
increase. But we will not know until i

have direct evidence of fossil ancestry.]

Calder notes that in many respec

some rather curious, kiwis have adopt

forms and life styles generally associat

with mammals, not birds. Kiwis, for exai

pie, are unique among birds in retainii

ovaries on both sides (the right ovary c

generates in all other birds)—and eg

alternate between sides, as in mamma
The seventy- to eighty-four-day incub

tion period matches the eighty-day pre

nancy expected for a mammal of ki'

body size, not the forty-four days pi

dieted for birds of this weight. Calder co

tinues: "When one adds to this list, tl

kiwi's burrow habit, its furlike body feat

ers, and its nocturnal foraging highly d

pendent on its sense of smell, the eviden'

for convergence seems overpowering." (

course, this conjunction of traits could I

fortuitous and each might mean som

thing quite unmammalian to a kiwi, b

the argument does gain strength when v

remember that no terrestrial mamms
reached New Zealand, and that the su

cess of many introduced species indicat

a hospitable environment for any creatu

that could exploit a mammalian way

life.

You will be wondering what this cou

possibly mean for my key claim that kiw

are probably descendants of much larg

birds. After all, mammals are superi(

noble, and large. But they aren't. The ori

inal and quintessential mammalian way
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life (still exploited by a majority of spe-

cies) is secretive, furtive, nocturnal, smell

oriented in a nonvisual world—and, above

all, small. Remember that for two-thirds

of their geological history, all mammals
were little creatures living in the inter-

stices of a world ruled by dinosaurs. If a

large bird converged upon a basically

mammalian life style in the absence of

"proper" inhabitants as a result of geo-

graphic isolation, decrease in size would

probably be a first and best step.

Perhaps I have convinced you that ki-

wis probably decreased in size during

their evolution. But why should this

dwarfing help to explain their large eggs?

Why didn't egg size just keep pace with

body size as kiwis scaled down? We now

come to the strong evidence of the case.

The study of changes in form and pro-

portion as organisms increase or decrease

in size is called allometry. It has been a

popular and fruitful subject in evolution-

ary research since Julian Huxley's pio-

neering work of the 1920s. One of Hux-

ley's own classic studies {Journal of the

Linnaean Society of London, vol. 36,

1927, pp. 457-66) bore the title: "On the
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Relation Between Egg-weight and Be

weight in Birds." Huxley found that if

plot one point for each species on

hummingbird-to-moa curve for

weight versus body weight, relative

size decreases in an even and predictj

way. The eggs of large birds, he found,

absolutely larger, but relatively smalle

proportion to body weight, than thosi

small birds.

Huxley's work has since been extem

several times with more voluminous
i

consistent data. In the two best stu(

that I know, Samuel Brody (in his mas
ful compendium, Bioenergetics i

Growth, 1945) calculated a slope of 0.

while H. Rahn, C.V. Paganelli and A.

(The Auk, vol. 92, 1975, pp. 750-(

with even more data from some 800 5

cies, derived a similar value of 0.67.

1

means that as birds increase in b
weight, egg weight enlarges only ab

two-thirds as fast. Conversely, as birds

crease in size, egg weight diminishes m
slowly—so little birds have relativ

heavy eggs.

This promising datum will not, b
ever, explain the kiwi's outsized egg,

the two-thirds slope represents the gens

standard for all birds. Kiwi eggs are hi

compared with the expected egg wei

for a bird of kiwi body weight along i

standard curve.

But the literature of allometrics has i

yielded a generality that will, I think,

plain the kiwi's massive egg. The t

thirds slope of the egg weight/body wei

curve represents a type of allometry te

nically called interspecific scaling—

t

is, you plot one point for each species i

related group of organisms and attemp

establish the characteristic change of p

portion along a gradient of increasing s

(These curves are popularly called moi

to-elephant for relationships amc

mammals—hence my designation hi

mingbird-to-moa for birds.) Allome

cians have established hundreds of ini

specific curves for birds and mammal:

Another kind of allometry is called

traspecific scaling. Here you plot (

point for each individual among adults

varying body weight within a single s

cies—the Tom Thumb-to-Manute

curve for human males, if you will. Sii

the similarity of these technical term:

interspecific and intraspecific—is so c

fusing, I shall call them instead amo
species (for mouse-to-elephant)

within-species (for Thumb-to-Bol).

As an important generality in allorty

trie studies, within-species curves usue

have a substantially lower slope tf 510!

among-species curves for the same pr

erty. For example (and in our best-stud

ass
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Expected Egg Weight for Bird of Kiwi Size

Hummingbird

Log of Body Weight

;), the mouse-to-elephant curve for

n weight versus body weight in

mmals has a slope of about two-thirds

idoes the egg weight/body weight curve

0, birds). But the within-species curve

n small to large adults of a single spe-

1 , while varying from one group to an-

I

iT, almost always had a much lower

le in the range of 0.2 to 0.4. In other

words, while brains increase about two-

thirds as fast as bodies among species (im-

plying that large mammals have relatively

small brains), brains only increase about

one-fifth to two-fifths as fast as bodies

when we move from small to large adults

within a single mammalian species.

Such a regularity, if it applied to egg

weight as well, could resolve the kiwi para-

dox—if kiwis evolved from larger ances-

tors. Suppose that kiwi forebears start at

moa size. By the hummingbird-to-moa

among-species standard, egg size should

decrease along the two-thirds slope. But

suppose that natural selection is operating

to favor small adults within a population.

If the within-species curve for egg weight

had a slope much lower than two-thirds,

then size decrease by continued selection

of small adults might produce a new spe-

cies with outsized eggs well above the two-

thirds slope, and therefore well above the

expected weight for a bird of this reduced

size. (Quantitative arguments like this are

always easier to grasp by picture than by

words—and a glance at the accompany-

ing figure should resolve any confusion.)

But what is the expected within-species

relationship for egg weight? Is it low, as

for brain weight, thus affirming my con-

jecture? I reached for my well-worn copy

of Brody's unparalleled compendium and

found that for adults of domestic fowl, egg

weight increases not two-thirds as fast, but

only 15 percent as fast as body weight!

(Brody uses this fact to argue that small

hens are usually better than large, so long

as egg production remains the same—for

egg size diminishes very little with a large

decrease in body size, and the small loss in
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egg volume is more than compensated b

large decreases in feeding costs.)

The same argument might apply to k

wis. As a poultryman might choose sma

hens for minimal decrease in egg size wit

maximal decline in body weight, nature

selection for smaller adults might marl

edly decrease the average body weigh"

within a species with very little accompa

nying reduction in egg weight.

I believe that this general argument

applied to kiwis, has three strong points i;

its favor. First, as stated above, a genera

finding in allometric studies teaches u

that within-species slopes for adults of oni

species are usually much lower thai'

among-species slopes along mouse-to-elelj

phant curves. This means that any evolu['':

tion of decreasing size along the within \

species curve will lead to a dwarfec
"

descendant with more of the particula;

item being measured than an average non

dwarfed species at the same body weight

Second, we have actual data, for domestic

poultry at least, indicating that the within "^

species curve does have a substantial!}

lower slope than the hummingbird-to-moa

curve for our crucial measure of eg^

weight.

Third, I have studied many cases ol

dwarfism, and I believe we can state as a

general phenomenon—rooted in the first

point above—that decline in body size of-

ten far outstrips decrease in many particu-

lar features. Dwarfs, in several respects,

always seem to have much more of certain

body parts than related nondwarfed spe-

cies of the same body size. For example, I

once studied tooth size in three species of

dwarfed hippos (two fossil and the modem i

Liberian pygmy)—and found their molar |
teeth substantially larger, for each of

three separate evolutionary events, than

expected values for related hoofed

mammals at their body size {American

Zoologist, vol. 15, 1975, pp. 351-62). I

suspect that the same phenomenon under-

lies many orthodontic problems in hu-

mans. Ahhough we have grown in body

size, our jaws have markedly decreased.

But tooth size has not kept up with the

drop in jaw size—and most of us can no

longer fit our third molars, or wisdom

teeth, into our mouths.

As a final example, the talapoin, a

dwarfed relative of the rhesus monkey,

has the largest relative brain weight

among monkeys. Since within-species

brain curves have substantially lower

slopes than the two-thirds value for the

marmoset-to-baboon curve, evolution to

smaller size by backing down the within-

species curve would yield a dwarf with a

far larger brain than an ordinary monkey
at the same body size.

i
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Put all this together and a resolution

irly jumps at you for kiwis. Their enor-

ous eggs require no special explanation

kiwis have evolved by marked decrease

size. Kiwi eggs exhibit the weight ex-

;cted for backing down the within-spe-

es curve if natural selection operates

ily to decrease body size and no other

ctor intervenes to favor an active reduc-

)n in egg size—as we might anticipate in

ew Zealand, this easy land of no natural

edators, where a female might waddle

ithout fear as an enormous egg dis-

nded her abdomen during passage down

e oviduct.

,
In this interpretation, if you ask me why

wi eggs are so large, I reply, "Because

wis are dwarfed descendants of larger

rds, and just followed ordinary princi-

es of scaling in their evolution." This

iswer differs sharply from the conven-

tual form of evolutionary explanation:

Because these big eggs are good for

imething now, and natural selection fa-

)red them."

; My answer will also strike many people

; deeply unsatisfactory. It provides a rea-

'm rooted in history, pure and simple

Wth a bit of scaling theory thrown in)

—

wis are as they are because their ances-

rs were as they were. Don't we want

answers that invoke general laws of nature

rather than particular contingencies of

history?

1 would reply that my resolution is quite

satisfactory, that evolutionary arguments

are often properly resolved by such histori-

cal statements, and that we would do well

to understand this important and neg-

lected principle of reasoning—for we
might save ourselves many a stumble

based on trying to apply preferred, but

inappropriate, styles of explanation to

situations encountered again and again in

our daily lives.

To cite just one example where I

learned, to my deep chagrin, that a pecu-

liarity of history, rather than a harmoni-

ous generality, resolved an old personal

puzzle: I had been troubled for a long time

by something 1 didn't understand in the

inscription on the Liberty Bell—not losing

any sleep to be sure, but troubled nonethe-

less, for little things count. This national

symbol bears, like most bells, an appropri-

ate quotation: "Proclaim liberty through-

out all the land unto all the inhabitants

thereof (Lev. 25:10). But the bell also

says, "Pass and Stow." I assumed that this

too must be a quotation, fit to the purpose

of the bell (as selection fits the features of

organisms to their needs)—part of the

general harmony and chosen plan. I pon-

dered these cryptic words quite a bit be-

cause I didn't recognize the source. I con-

sulted Bartlett's and found nothing. 1

constructed various possibilities: this too

will pass, as we slow courage for the com-

ing conflict; oh ye who pass by, remember,

they prosper that stow and do not waste;

pass the grass and slow the dough. Finally

I asked the attendant on duty in Philadel-

phia. Of course, I should have figured it

out, but I was loo busy trying to make

intrinsic sense of it all. The bell was cast by

Messrs. John Pass and John Slow. Pass

and Slow is a statement about the particu-

lar history of the bell; nothing more. And
this, nothing more, was the resolution of

my minor trouble.

My odd juxtapositions sometimes cause

consternation; some readers might view

this particular comparison as outright sac-

rilege. Some may claim that the only con-

ceivable similarity between kiwi eggs and

the Liberty Bell is that both are cracked,

but I reply that they stand united in owing

their peculiarity and meaning to pathways

of history.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology: geol-

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvard

Universitv.
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How Dinosaurs

Invented Flowers
One hundred million years ago, plants that didn't

flower becamefodder

by Robert T. Bakker

Plants evolve all sorts of devices to foil

plant eaters: they poison them with deadly

alkaloids; they keep them away with

thorns and spines; they render plant tissue

unchewable by incorporating rock-hard

phytoliths into the plant cells or by tough-

ening plant fibers with cellulose; they

avoid being eaten by producing new leaves

in early spring when plant-eating popula-

tions are low. Of course the plant eaters

fight back. The evolution of herbivores

leads inexorably to better teeth for tearing

and crushing the toughest leaves, to more

complex digestive systems where enzymes

can detoxify plant poisons, to taller shoul-

ders and longer necks to reach higher into

the trees, or to lower heads and square

muzzles perfect for cropping ground-hug-

ging leaves.

The warfare between plants and herbi-

vores began on land 400 million years ago,

when the first algae colonized the bare

ground during the Silurian period, and the

herbivorous arthropods evolved to follow

them. Vertebrate plant eaters on land ap-

peared much later, during the last epochs

of the Coal Age, 270 million years ago.

Dinosaurs captured the herbivorous

niches on land during the Triassic, 200

million years ago, and subsequently main-

tained their dominance through the entire

Jurassic and Cretaceous. But how did di-

nosaurs coevolve in relation to the plants

of their world? Dinosaurs held the roles of

large land herbivores for longer than any
other vertebrate group, so there must have

been a rich history of adaptive attack and

From The Dinosaur Heresies: New Theories Unlock-
ing the Mystery of the Dinosaurs and Their Extinc-
tion. ©1986 by Robert T, Bakker, Ph.D. R orinted

by permission of William Morrow and Co.. inc.

I

lit

counterattack between plant eater an

plant. Moreover, herbivorous dinosaui

suffered several episodes of extinction an

adaptive revolution that must also hav

been reflected in contemporary plant syi

tems. And there was a momentous deve

opment in the plants during the Mesozoic

for the Jurassic and Cretaceous witnesse

the single greatest event in the evolution c

the modern system of plants—a turnin

point that must have changed the life c

every plant-munching dinosaur—the af

pearance of the flowering plants, know

collectively as angiosperms.

Today the most conspicuous nonar

giosperms are conifers, cycads, fern;

ground pines, and horsetails. But thes

living Coal Age fossils are outnumber©

thirty to one by angiosperm species

from broad-leaved trees, palms, am

grasses to food plants—in nearly all habi

tats. How did flowering plants begin t

win this unchallenged hegemony? What
ever the story, dinosaurs must have had

hand in it because the earliest angle

sperms sprouted up in a landscape domi *

nated by plant-eating dinosaurs. And the;

remained the major outside factor fo

plants all through the first forty millioi

years of the angiosperms' evolution. Bu

for no apparent reason, modern science

has ignored the dinosaurs" role in plan

evolution nearly completely. Paleobol

anists theorize about new insect group

that might have coevolved with the flow

ers in late Cretaceous times. Mammal pa

leontologists assert that Cretaceous mam
mals, no matter how tiny and unimpoi

tant, made a major impact on th

evolution of angiospermous fruits, nuts

and leaves. But hardly anyone has arguec

30 Natural History 1 1/
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for the interaction of Cretaceous dino-

saurs with the plants that fed them—an

extraordinary oversight, considering the

dinosaurs were the only herbivores large

enough to gobble an entire flowering

shrub in one gulp or strong enough to push

over an angiospermous tree so as to get at

the tender young leaves at the top.

The consistent neglect of the dinosaurs'

potential role in the evolution of plants is

one of the most pernicious examples of the

orthodoxy that relegates the dinosaurs to

what amounts to an evolutionary side-

show, a menagerie of irrelevant dead ends

that can be ignored so far as any large

implications are concerned. Today, large

herbivores can change the structure of the

flora overnight. Rhinos and elephants can

level acacia groves and rapidly crop thick-

ets, converting dense African bushland

into open woodland. In the early nine-

teenth century, the American buffalo kept

pushing back the boundary between prai-

rie and forest by its intensive grazing on

seedlings. Surely four-ton nodosaurs and

three-ton iguanodonts did the same in the

early Cretaceous system.

Another bias also works against her-

bivorous dinosaurs, however Paleobot-

anists are a bit chauvinistic about their

objects of study. They tend to regard

plants as the movers and shakers in evolu-

tion, and the plant eaters are consigned to

the role of reactors and followers. As one

paleobotanist expressed it, "The sun gives

All Illustrations by Rot>ert T Bakker

energy to plants, and plants give energ}

the animals. Therefore, the plants evo

and the animals must coevolve." Stal

thus, the assertion is understandable, t

misleading. Coevolution works both wa
When plant-eating dinosaurs evolv

more efi"ective teeth or fermenting cha

bers, plants had to adjust to the new we<

onry or die. Whichever evolved fast

plant or animal, had the evolutionary i

tiative. And plant-eating dinosai

evolved fast, faster than the plants. (

average, a species of dinosaur endured f

or three million years before becomi

extinct and being replaced by a new sj

cies. That's a brisk rate of evolutions

turnover, as fast as the mammals'. Su

rapid replacement of old adaptive mod
by new ones guaranteed that the dinosa

plant eaters were always coming up wi

novel ways to bite, chew, ferment, ai

digest plant tissue. Mesozoic plants,

the other hand, usually evolved mo
slowly—the average species of pla

lasted eight million years before being i

placed by a new one. Since the turnov

wasn't as fast, the plants must have be

lagging behind the dinosaurs in the evol

tionary race.

Herbivorous dinosaurs were in fact tl

fastest-evolving part of the entire Mes

zoic land ecosystem, even faster at ada

tive remodeling than their meat-eatii

relatives. Tyrannosaurus rex, the fift

foot-long Cretaceous killer with seve

Nanosaurus, afour-foot-long omnivore, darts through late Jurassic underbrush, whici

includes gingkos. cycadeoids,ferns, and groundpines.
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inch teeth, was really just a sophisticated

variation on the basic predator plan first

evolved a hundred million years earlier in

the late Triassic. Bone by bone, Tyranno-

saurus rex was fundamentally little dif-

ferent from its ancient Triassic ancestors.

But the Cretaceous plant eaters, for exam-

ple, three-homed Triceratops, club-tailed

Ankylosaurus, broad-beaked Edmonto-

saurus, carried skull and jaw develop-

ments that were unknown in the Triassic

period.

Among the herbivorous dinosaurs,

three grand periods of development are

clearly marked.

1. The Age of Anchisaurs. The late

Triassic and earliest Jurassic, when the

long-necked anchisaurs ruled. Anchisaurs

were primitive, crude plant eaters by Cre-

taceous standards. They had simple,

iguanalike teeth, suitable for soft leaves

only, and their digestive system wasn't

much expanded.

2. The Age ofthe High Feeders (stego-

saurs and brontosaurs). The middle and

late Jurassic, when the spike-tailed stego-

saurs joined the gigantic Diplodocus,

Brachiosaurus, and Brontosaurus.

3 . The Age of the Low Feeders. The

Cretaceous, when all the terrestrial habi-

tats were overrun by big-beaked dino-

saurs, which fed close to the ground. Each

of these types had its own unique ap-

proach to cropping the foliage, so each

must have made a distinctive impact on

the coevolutionary history of plants.

Orthodox dinosaurology has muddii

the conceptual waters here by relegatii

the herbivorous dinosaurs to the swamj

where they are supposed to have gumm|
nothing but water plants. Now that i

have a corrected view of them as dry-la)

herbivores, it is possible to begin i

constructing a much more accurate co

text for the Mesozoic evolution of tl

flowering plants. The first clue to the i

teraction of dinosaurs and angiospen

can be found in the timing of extinctior

Flowering plants first appeared in tl

early Cretaceous just after the extinctio

that occurred at the end of the secoi

grand period (the age of stegosaurs ai

brontosaurs) and as the replacements f

the third grand period (the age of the Ic

feeders) were coming to the fore. Th

sequence is highly suggestive. When tl

coalition of stegosaurs and brontosau

died out at the end of the Jurassic, tl

plant-eating dinosaurs changed so pr

foundly that the rules of coevolution mu
have been reset. Could this dramatic shi

from Jurassic-type to Cretaceous-type c

nosaurs have opened the way for flowerii

plants? It's an exciting hypothesis—th

the revolution in dinosaur plant eate

caused the single most far-reaching devs

opment in the kingdom of land plant

And the evidence suggesting such a caus

and-eff'ect relationship is very good.

Stegosaurus and its close kin were tl

only common, large, beaked dinosaurs

the late Jurassic. Therefore their feedii i

Browsing close to the ground on broad-leaved saplings, a big-beaked
Iguanodon bites offa Proteaephyllum leaf Other earlyfloweringplants include

sassafraslike and oaklike s ^ecies.

I
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habits must have had a major influence on

the evolution of plants. The orthodox res-

torations depict Stegosaurus as an un-

gainly low cropper, plucking plants from

within a few feet of the ground. That is the

precise inverse of the truth

—

Stegosaurus

wasn't a badly designed low feeder, it was

a superbly designed high feeder. The point

the usual reconstructions miss completely

is that the plan of the stegosaur's body was

carefully balanced so the beast could rear

up on its hind legs and tail to feed upright,

in a tripodal stance. The very tall bony

spines at the hips become understandable

only in that position. Tall vertebral spines

supplied great leverage to the back's mus-

cles and ligaments, so that the entire

weight of the trunk could be supported by

the hindquarters.

Every one of the giant late Jurassic di-

nosaurs was a high browser of some sort.

Brachiosaurus's tail was too weak for a

tripodal posture, but it compensated with

its spectacularly long neck, so that even on

all fours it could reach up forty feet.

Camarasaurus was the shortest-necked

brontosaur found at the productive Como,

Wyoming, site. It could nevertheless

stretch up to twenty-five feet with its fore-

legs on the ground and much higher if it

assumed a tripodal stance. Never before

or since the late Jurassic has the world

witnessed such a profusion of high-feeding

plant eaters. This was nothing less than a

unique epoch in the history of herbivorous

habits. No plant or leaf was safe from a

dinosaur's mouth unless it stood more

than fifty feet above the ground! Since no

flowering plants of any sort existed yet,

the principal trees were broad-needled co-

nifers and tall, spiny-fronded cycadeoids.

These plants had to be able to protect at

least some of their growth through a co

bination of alkaloid poisons, heavy oils,

spiny branches. As conifers and cyca

grow slowly compared to many ang

sperms, late Jurassic trees had to gua

themselves carefully to prevent the (

struction of entire breeding stands.

When the late Jurassic curtain fell a

the early Cretaceous began, most of t

old, established high croppers died oi

The mysterious hand of worldwide disi

ter swept across the continents, killing i

whole families of herbivorous species a;

thinning the ranks of the surviving clai

Stegosaurs disappeared forever. Hardl)

species survived into the Cretaceoi

Diplodocus, Brontosaurus, and nearly

the other tripodal brontosaurs died c

too. Some of Brachiosaurus's relativ

survived, but that was an exception to t

rule. This tremendous disaster destroy

the high-browsing system permanently;

never recovered. And no Cretaceous dir

saur evolved high-browsing adaptations

replace Stegosaurus. A few new brc

tosaurs evolved

—

Alamosaurus, for i

stance—but they never came close

number to the glorious days of the la

Jurassic.

As the dust settled after these extir

tions, the opportunists—evolutionary c

petbaggers—started to move into the de

astated ecosystem. New herbivoro

groups blossomed into clusters of new sp

cies. And nearly all these new Cretaceo

herbivores were committed to croppii

near ground level. Among the earliest

the newcomers were the big, spike-shot

dered nodosaurs. Iguanodonts al

evolved early in the Cretaceous, reachii

weights of two to three tons and develo

ing broad muzzles for close cropping. Pi

/ .'' •^

n

Cretaceous duckbills (left and center) and nodosaurs (right)

cropped ground vegetation.
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rot dinosaurs emerged shortly after, as did

the queer-looking domeheads, both

groups with their backbones curved to

bring their snouts close to the ground.

More and more low feeders appeared as

the Cretaceous continued—the wide-

snouted ankylosaurs, the large- and small-

horned dinosaurs, and myriad duckbills.

This was an unprecedented alteration in

the nature of plant eating. In place of the

late Jurassic's tall browsers, the Creta-

ceous herbivores concentrated on munch-

ing close to the ground. Low shrubs and

seedlings now faced a threat from herbi-

vores magnified many times compared

with the conditions prevalent during the

Jurassic. In this ecological context the

very first flowering plants appeared on the

earth's surface. How did the Ur-angio-

sperms react to all this munching close to

the ground? One ideal adaptive strategy

for a low woody shrub or seedling would

be to grow as fast as possible to achieve a

height where the low browsers could not

threaten it. Early angiosperms could do

that—their basic reproductive equipment

gave them a fast-growing edge over many
contemporaneous plants. A second ap-

proach would be a "dicey" strategy

—

scatter sufficient seeds onto an overgrazed

patch of bare soil to produce a clump of

shrubs quickly, and thus spread another

generation of seeds before the herbivores

returned and once again mowed every-

thing to the ground. Early angiosperms

could do that too—their seeds and flowers

allowed them to spread more quickly than

conifers or other nonflowering plants.

Intense low cropping placed a premium
on any and all plant adaptations for fast

spreading, fast growing, and fast re-

production. And early angiosperms per-

formed exactly these biological functions

especially well. From this, a quite plausi-

ble scenario emerges: low feeding Creta-

ceous dinosaurs opened the way for the

initial waves of angiosperms. Conifers,

cycadeoids, and other nonangiosperms

were probably far less adaptive for han-

dling the assaults of new Cretaceous her-

bivores. Anywhere the plant eaters

thinned out the conifer groves and cycade-

oid thickets, an opportunity for species of

flowering plants to win a foothold in the

habitat was created. Early angiosperms

were probably cropped just as severely as

their neighbors, but their basic adapta-

tions permitted them to continue growing

and reproducing in the face of the intense

mowing action of the dinosaurs.

Footholds are crucial for major adap-

tive revolutions. Any new group finds

breaking into an ecosystem already full of

old, established groups difficult. Conifers

were highly adaptive old-timers in early

Cretaceous times—the conifers had in-

deed begun long before the first dinosaur

evolved in the Triassic. Cycadeoids were

old-timers too, already diverse in the early

Jurassic period. When angiosperms first

evolved, they were confronted with mead-

ows, woodlands, and forests full of long-

lived, highly refined plants. Early angio-

sperms possessed adaptations that were

new and potentially revolutionary. But

they needed some edge—an opening for

breaking out of the confines imposed by

the older groups—to start proliferating

species. Herbivorous dinosaurs gave them

that initial break.

Flowering plants and low-feeding

beaked dinosaurs must have coevolved in

a mutually beneficial way. As more and

more new kinds of Cretaceous beaked di-

nosaurs entered their ecosystems, more

and more angiosperm families evolved.

From the meek beginning of a few early

Cretaceous species, the angiosperms grew

into a mighty clan by the late Cretaceous,

boasting more species than conifers and

cycadeoids combined. When the Creta-

ceous ended, massive extinctions again

swept through the terrestrial habitats.

Cycadeoids disappeared, but angiosperms

not only survived, they increased their

share of the species count in epoch after

epoch down to the present day.

Modern angiosperms no longer depend

upon intense low feeding for their advan-

tage over conifers and ferns. They now

contain hundreds of specializations for ev:

ery habitat from tall climax forests to

swamps and deserts, windswept mountain

meadows, and bare rock faces. But in

those first critical years of their evolution-

ary history, the angiosperms were strug-

gling newcomers. Square snouts and pin-

cerlike beaks helped the flowering plants

beat the floral competition and establish

the angiosperms as the fastest-evolving

plant group. There was, of course, no plan

in this. Stegosaurus didn't die out pur-

posely to permit its low-cropping cousins

to take over and make the world fit for

flowers. Wide-mouthed ankylosaurs

didn't plan to munch down the compe-

tition. It was all serendipitous. Nonethe-

less, because of the way they sulTered ex-

tinction and then rebuilt their herbivorous

groups, the dinosaurs played a central role

in one of the grandest dramas of the flora.

In their way, dinosaurs invented flowers.

Without them, perhaps our modern world

would yet be as dull green and monoto-

nous as was the Jurassic flora.
J

Paleontologist, author, and artist, Robert

T. Bakker is adjunct curator at the Uni-

versity Museum, University of Colorado,

Boulder
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Male goats' horns are useful both as weapons and. as here, back scratchers.

Laurie Campbell; Natural History Photographic Agency

Rhum Deal

for Goats
Cold, mountainous, wet, and buffeted by storms, the Isle ofRhum may
not be a tropical paradise, butfor some 200feral goats, it's home

*&

by Robin Dunbar

To the Vikings, it was Rom oe, the

"wide island," the one you could not miss

as you passed down the treacherous chan-

nel between the Scottish mainland and the

Outer Hebrides on your way to raid in

Galloway and Ireland. Today, we still call

it the Isle of Rhum. Wettest and most

mountainous of the islands off the north-

west coast of Scotland, Rhum boasts a

long history. The very names of its hills

resonate with Viking memories—names

like Trollaval ("mountain of the trolls")

speak to us across the centuries of the

uncertainties of life a thousand years ago.

The Vikings renounced their claim to

the Hebrides in 1266, and the ownership

of islands like Rhum reverted to the native

Scots chieftains. Crofters (smallholders)

continued to eke out a living from the thin

soil, perpetually at the mercy of the unpre-

dictable elements, and for a few hundred

years, supported by the all-important clan

system, they managed to survive. But by

the 1 820s things had reached a crisis point

in the highlands and islands of Scotland.

Following a succession of disastrous har-

vests, the crofters were forced to fall back

on the traditional charity of their clan

chiefs. But clan loyalties were no longer

what they once had been. The lure of high

society in London and Edinburgh had bro-

ken the ancient ties between chief and

clansman, and few chiefs were prepared to

sustain a prolonged drain on their family

fortunes. Sooner or later, most of the

chiefs evicted their tenants and turned

their estates over to sheep, the new eco-

nomic miracle of the time.

The island of Rhum was no exception,

though its landlord, MacLean of Coll. was

more generous than many of his contem-

poraries. He gave his tenants on Rhum a

\ car's notice to quit and offered to pay

their passage across the Atlantic to Cape

Breton in Canada. Finally, in 1828, the

450 inhabitants set sail, leaving behind

only the ghosts of their centuries-old occu-

pation—the crumbling drystone walls of

the low, turf-roofed huts in which they

lived, the traces of the terraces where they

grew their crops, and their goats.

More than a century and a half later,

the descendants of those goats still live on

Rhum. Long after a collapse in the price

of wool forced MacLean to abandon his

sheep scheme and sell the island, the goals

continue to roam the great sea cliffs along

the island's windswept Atlantic coast.

They have survived both Victorian and

Edwardian sport hunters and, more re-

cently, efforts to eradicate them alto-

gether for fear that they threatened the

island's fragile ecology.

But even for animals as tenacious as

goats, life on Rhum remains precarious.

The acidic, waterlogged soils support a

nutritionally unexciting mix of plants,

dominated by heather, sedge, and moss.

On this fare, the goats must endure a

climate that drenches them with intermi-

nable drizzles and sea fogs and then chills

them to the bone with gales that once

drove Viking adventurers to shelter in the

island's rocky bays. The cost bears heaviU

on the goats. Goats arc renowned for a

fertility that, under optimum conditions,

can run to twins twice a year But the goals

of Rhum are hard pressed to manage c\en

a single kid each year. .'Xnd half of all kids

succumb to the severity of the climate

before their tirst birthday. With such low

birth rates and such high death rates, the

Rhum population can only jusi hold its

own. building itself up a little in mild years

only to be cut back again when a poor

summer or a particulariy harsh winter
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The biggest males do most ofthe mating. Below: When rival suitors are closely

matched in size, they mayjostlefor access to thefemale, sniffing her rump to

determine her sexual state. Ifshe is receptive,fiercefights may break out.

Right: A large male,five years old and in his prime, stands guard over his prize.

At his left, threeyounger males look on (from left to right, they are about six months,

one year, and threeyears old). Although too small to challenge the older male,

these goats are intensely interested in theproceedings and migh t try to sneak

a mating ifthe opportunity arises.

Robin Dunbar

^J

proves to be too much for the weaker ani-

mals to endure.

Survival for the Rhum goats depends

on finding shelter during the long winter

nights, when windchill lowers the effec-

tive temperature to well below freezing.

During the day, the animals forage on the

great sea cliffs that rise as much as a

thousand feet above the rocky shore. But

as the sun drops toward the indistinct blur

where sky merges into sea, they head pell-

mell back down to the seashore to spend

the night in caves gouged out of the sand-

stone by the sea. In winter, nighttime tem-

peratures in the caves are as much as nine

degrees higher than those at the top of the

cliffs. Snug in their caves, the goats doze

fitfully, huddled together for warmth,

their yellow slit-eyes staring unblinking

into the gloom.

The social life of goats revolves around

the nanny groups, each of which consists

of an old female and her daughters and

granddaughters, three or four generations

of females sharing a range inherited from

the matriarchs before them. The females'

attachment to the range, and thus to their

group, is strong; individuals moved else-

where often try to find their way back,

even across many miles of wilderness.

Such loyalty is an ancient trait, shared by

at least two other members of the goat
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family (namely, the ibex species of Eu-

rope and the Horn of Africa), and it un-

doubtedly can be an important element in

the females' antipredator strategy. Safe as

goats on steep hillsides may be from some

predators, they can all too easily be

knocked off balance by large birds of prey

harassing them on cliffs (or, more re-

cently, by humans hunting with rifles).

Where one misstep can lead to oblivion a

thousand feet below, vigilance is essential.

By forming groups, the females can take

turns keeping watch, so that at least one

wary eye is turned skyward while the

other goats are free to feed.

Rhum's male goats are much more ad-

venturous, often moving over very large

areas. In winter, they settle on small

ranges interspersed among the female

groups, often choosing a different range in

each successive winter For much of the

year, life in the bachelor groups is sedate,

a gentle round of feeding and sleeping on

the crags. Then in mid-August, the world

suddenly erupts into the chaos of the rut, a

month-long period of unremitting devo-

tion to just one activity: the business of

mating. Everything else becomes of minor
importance. Health, safety, friendships of

the winter months—all are forgotten.

"The he-goat," observed the author of

the twelfth-centun/ Bool of Beasts, "is a

lascivious and butting beast who is always ho

burning for coition. His eyes are narrowed lej

because he is so lusty." As the female

comes into season, the males gather

round, jostling for position. Although they^icl

begin to take an interest in the rut in their

first year, the males are really too small to

be more than onlookers until the age of

three. At four and five, they are at theii

peak. Fights break out with a fervor unsur-b

passed among mammals. The goats en-

:

gage in a rapid series of head butts, horn

crashing against horn until one or the

other of the antagonists backs down.

Inevitably, it is the biggest and heaviest :ir

males that get to tend to the females most fif

often. These males all but forgo feeding,, :yi
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Qlto take time out to eat would be to

urender the prize to a rival. The males

3; weight rapidly, and by the end of the

tiling season, they are exhausted. In the

aidly shortening autumn days, when for-

I is already declining in both quality

il quantity, the males are unable to re-

( p their losses. Many die in the ensuing

inths. Even for males that survive the

i:)rs of the breeding season, the strain of

h competition takes its toll. By six, males

I no longer able to compete effectively;

\seven, most of them are dead.

Cutting males are so single-minded in

lir pursuit of females that they often get

imscives into situations from which

"y cannot easily extricate themselves. I

once watched a group of four billies ha-

rassing a young female. Alternately

crowding her as she tried to feed and spar-

ring among themselves, the males were

causing her a good deal of trouble by their

attentions. Finally, she made a particu-

larly determined bid to escape by scram-

bling up a nearly vertical cliff several hun-

dred feet high. She managed easily,

leaping nimbly from, one narrow ledge to

another and then up a chimney in the rock

face. Without a moment's hesitation, the

four males followed her up, one after the

other. But they were not so agile and soon

got stuck on a narrow ledge about halfway

up. There they came to a standstill,

peering around with evident perplexity.

unable to move either forward or back-

ward, the four of them jammed together

on a ledge that would barely do for one.

After twenty minutes, the leading male,

for whom the scent of victory was no

doubt greater, managed to scramble up
the remaining hundred feet to join the

female browsing peaceful!}' above. But

the other three, with the battle lost and the

prize gone, had less incentive to risk a fatal

fall. They stayed where they were, shuf-

fling backward and forward in an effort to

maintain their balance, until dusk ob-

scured them from my view. When 1 found

them again the next morning, they were
grazing contentedly on the beach, for all

the world as though nothing had hap-
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pened. How they managed to get down is a

mystery.

A male goat's problem, to be fair, is a

serious one. Unlike the females, males

play no part in caring for their offspring.

The billy goat's reproductive effort con-

sists entirely of attempting to mate with as

many females as he can during his life-

time; this is the most effective way for him
to pass on his genes to future generations.

Yet because of the shortness of the breed-

ing season and the ferocity of the fighting,

he must spend the greater part of his life

on the sidelines, too young or too old to

fight, while the males in their short-lived

prime exercise a near unchallengeable

monopoly over the females.
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But there are ways a wily male can

overcome these natural disadvantages, at

least occasionally. One is a consequence of

big males being less agile than small ones.

Although big males can easily guard a

female while she is standing still, the mo-
ment she runs to escape the fighting going

on around her, the smaller males come
into their own. Faster on the turn and

more nimble on the rocks, they can keep

up with the female's twists and turns more
easily than the big males with their mas-

sive horns and greater bulk. So at the

critical moment when the female is ready

to mate, small males may get an unex-

pected opportunity to mate practically be-

neath the big males' oses.

Furthermore, the females do not aji)iii

come into heat at once. Each is in estn ik

for about a day at a time, and the timing
( fc

the various females' estrous periods pioii

quite random over the month or so of tlfat

rut. Consequently, the males have no idfjsevc:

where the next estrous female is likely i W

be. She might be in the same group (|fc:

nannies as the female they are current fc:

tending or in a nanny group several miMfc;

away along the cliffs. This unpredictab lins;

ity makes it worth a male's while to leaijleir,:

the cluster gathered around one femajwli

and go in search of another that has nijajn

yet attracted attention. Having found on|kc(!

he may gain half a day's uninterrupte|afe

courtship before the others catch on arjcli?^



1 him. Mating groups are consequently

itable, with young and old males con-

itly joining and leaving. The males

ve at a phenomenal pace once they

ve a group, often searching an area of

eral square miles at a flat-out run.

Vild goats are usually nervous animals,

ing at the merest hint of danger, but

ing the rut, males are so preoccupied

t they will approach anything provid-

that there is a slim chance it might be a

lale. I once had this impressed on me
h particular force when I was watching

•oup of about fifteen goats from a head-

i on one side of a small bay. They were

lut a quarter of a mile away, on the sea

fs opposite where I sat. Between us, a

Rhum 's goats spend thefreezing winter nights huddled in caves gouged out ofthe
sandstone cliff's by the sea. Entrance to the large cave, known as Wreck Bay Cave, left,

is blocked at high tide, so the goats must time their comings and goings
accordingly. A youngfemale, below, probably little more than two years old.

suckles herfirst offspring Despite its nanny's assiduous care, the kid has only
a 50percent chance ofsurviving to itsfirst birthday.
Both photographs by Laurie Campbell; Natural History Photographic Agency

small river cut a deep gorge that opened

out to form the bay. On my side, the cliff"

was very steep, about four hundred feet of

overhanging rock face rising to a steeply

curving grassy slope. After going down the

slope as far as I dared, I nestled into the

grassy bank where I was sheltered from

the wind in a small nook warmed by the

sun's rays. It was an idyllic spot that I

often used as an observation point from

which to watch goats.

I had, I suppose, been there for almost

an hour watching the goings-on across the

bay through my telescope, when one of the

bigger males left the group and headed

rapidly inland. Since he was obviously de-

parting in search of a less embattled fe-

male, I took little notice of him once he

disappeared from my view. But a few mo-

ments later, I was startled by an indignant

snort. There he stood, a mere five yards

away, hesitantly stamping a forefoot and

eyeing me with a mixture of uncertainty

and barely disguised intent. He had evi-

dently spied my shape nestled into the

hillside across the bay and come rushing

over to investigate.

At first, 1 was amused by his mistake

and evident confusion. But the longer he

stood there, his great horns swaying omi-

nously as he tested the air in my direction,

the less amused I became. My comfort-

able little nook began to seem an alto-

gether perilous place. With a crazed he-

goat between me and safety, my only

escape seemed to be down an overhanging

rock face that even goats balked at. 1 be-

gan to curse my stupidity in the pursuit of

science, oblivious to the irony of the situa-

tion: sex and science—how irrelevant the

difference when single-mindedness of pur-

pose traps the unwary. Further delibera-

tion was fortunately forestalled by the

goat's decision that 1 was apparently be-

neath his interest. With just a hint of af-

fronted dignity in the tilt of his head, he

turned and trotted back to his companions

on the far side of the bay. I never did use

that observation point again.

For the nanny, mating is a minor incon-

venience: kidding is much the more tr\ing

time. She takes herself off to a secluded

place along the rocky shorelines to give

birth. There she remains with her kid for

about two weeks before she lca\cs it and
rejoins her group on the upper reaches of

the cliff. The kid remains in its hiding

place for up to a month, until it is able to

follow its dam across the rugged land-

scape without falling. Throughout this

time, she visits it at intervals to nurse it.

The nanny assiduously guards her kid

and keeps a lookout for predators, just as

her ancestors did for millennia before her.



Dietary opportunists, goats will eat almost anything, although given a choice,

they prefer to browse on bushes and shrubs. On Rhum, goatsforage by day on the

rocky cliffs. When heather, sedges, and grasses are in short supply, even

seaweed and lichens are not disdained.
Both photographs p Campty^ii- Natural History Ptiatograohic Agency

Only now, there are no predators on

Rhum. Wolf and lynx have long since van-

ished from the British Isles. In more re-

cent times, the goats would have been

harried by the massive golden eagles and

the great white-tailed sea eagles that

cruised the Hebrides in search of prey.

But only one pair of golden eagles now
breeds on the island, and sea eagles disap-

peared some decades ago, though they are

now being reintroduced to Rhum from

Scandinavia. Whether these birds of prey

will reproduce successfully on Rhum and

once again prove a menace to the goats

remains to be seen.

The female's problem is not an enviable

one. To give her kid the best chance of

reaching adulthood, she has to insure that

it is as big as possible by the time winter

rolls around again, when the kid will have

to fend for itself. This means giving birth

early in the year. But if bom too early, the

kid has to cope with the winter cold while

still very small; the smaller the kid, the

more rapidly it loses heal.

For the first two months of its life, the

young goat feeds exclusively on its moth-

er's milk. To meet her kid's energy needs,

the mother goat must be able to find

enough good forage for herself. This, too,

sets limits on when she can give birth. In

the temperate latitudes of Rhum, the

main growing season for plants is re-

stricted to a brief two months in the

spring. Thereafter, the quantity and qual-

ity of the browse decline steadily. To make
the most of the growing season, the

mother goat needs to produce her kid not

later than mid-March. So, she gives birth

in February, sometimes even as early as

January, when the winter weather is at its

worst. Inevitably, large numbers of kids

are lost. Four in every ten fail to make it

through to the summer, and another one

will die before its first birthday.

On Rhum, a nanny can expect an active

reproductive life of, at most, eight years,

during each of which she will produce a

single kid, which will stand only a 50 per-

cent chance of surviving to maturity. That

means just four surviving offspring at the

end of her lifetime.

By comparison, goats in the tropics

have an easy time. They kid throughout

t'ne year with little sign of marked
seasonality. Small wonder, then, that

goats on tropical islands have often multi-

plied cut of all proportion. With an ability

to twin twice each year, the average nanny
can produce forty-eight offspring during a

typical reproductive life of twelve years.

Just how productive goats can be under

benign environmental conditions can be
illustrated by the fate of the population on

the Galapagos Islands off the coast i

South America. In 1959, three goats wei

released on Isla Pinta. Ten years later the

had become so prolific that they wei

causing serious damage to the habitat c

the island, and a concerted attempt i

eradicate them was instituted. Durir

control operations between 1971 ar

1977, 40,000 goats were shot, and eve

then it was thought that a few thousar

still survived on the island.

Goats are the archetypal survivor

Evolved to exploit a niche in the margin;

habitats of the Old World's mounta

massifs, they are adapted to making tf

most of each and every break that natui

offers them. Independent, able to subsi

in habitats that have next to nothing

offer, and capable of responding with £

impressive burst of reproduction the m fc

ment environmental conditions take a tui

for the better, the wild goat was a gift ft

those entrepreneurial nomads of the Ne;

East who first domesticated it son

30,000 years ago.

In more recent times, pirates and mat

ners made good use of goats, too, droppir

them off on uninhabited islands in tf

hope that they would multiply and tui

into a self-sustaining supply of fresh mea

They served their purpose well. Many
shipwrecked mariner, from the fiction

Robinson Crusoe to the real-life Englif

privateer Sir William Dampier, had re

son to be grateful for the presence of goa

on otherwise deserted oceanic islands.

Unluckily for the goats, they did on

too well in some places. Growing at u

precedented rates, some populatioi

made short shrift of the delicate ecosy

terns on isolated islands whose vegetatic

had not evolved with large mammalia

herbivores. New Zealand and the Hawa
ian Islands suffered especially badly, ar

as a result, feral and introduced goats e

erywhere gained an undeservedly be

reputation. But not every island hi

turned out to be a goats' paradise. 1

places like Rhum, the goats found ther

selves faced with just the kind of han

climate that their ancestors had evolved

cope with. If anything, their tenaciousne

and ability to survive in such circur

stances deserve our respect.
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The sea anemone Metridium senile, photographed offthe Massachusetts coast,

extends afighting tentaclefar beyond the surroundingfeeding tentacles.

These elongated tentacles reach out to inflict damage on neighboring

anemones, which will often move to escape injury.

Kenneth P Sebens



The Anemone Below
Colorful contenders battlefor territory amidst tidal rock and reef

by Kenneth P. Sebens

M

A mile off the northwest tip of Wash-

ington State's Olympic Peninsula lies

Tatoosh Island, a collection of small rocky

islets separated by narrow draws that are

protected from the ocean's thundering

swells. Snorkeling here during high tide,

swimming seaward through these draws, I

saw giant green sea anemones, Anlho-

pleura xanthogrammica, emerge from

closed low-tide postures and unfurl sun-

bursts of brilliant blue-green tentacles.

With the first waves of the incoming

tide, the anemones relax the muscles that

cover their tentacles. Slowly, the tentacles

unfold and inflate, more than doubling the

animal's size. When fully expanded, water

is pumped in through the mouth, filling

the tentacles and body This hydrostatic

skeleton holds the tentacles erect even

during the rush of water and foam from

breaking waves. Once the tide rises a few

feet, the anemones move only slightly with

each wave surge. When I tossed a small

mussel onto an anemone's tentacles, this

normally slow-moving creature reacted in-

stantly, wrapping around the mussel in a

second or two. In less than a minute, the

prey was swallowed and the tentacles were

again at the ready.

Often compared to flowers, sea anemo-

nes are voracious carnivores that grasp,

paralyze, and devour swimming prey, usu-

ally crustaceans and small fish, as well as

mussels and barnacles dislodged by

waves. They are also fierce defenders of

their territories, using specialized ten-

taclelike organs to battle neighboring

anemones on the rocky shores and

crowded coral reefs they colonize. It was

this agonistic behavior that I studied off

Tatoosh Island's shores and which I then

compared with the fighting practices of

anemones on other rocky shores and reefs.

.\nemones are members of the phylum

(nidaria, which also includes hydroids,

llyfish, sea pens, corals, gorgonians, and

uiy other common forms in both lem-

ijorate and tropical seas. Their closest rela-

tives are the corals. A sea anemone is very

similar in structure to a single polyp of a

reef-building coral but lacks the coral's

hard calcium carbonate skeleton. The evo-

lutionary loss of the skeleton gave anemo-

nes the ability to move easily. Cnidarian

behavior is coordinated by simple nerve

nets: one in the inner cell layer (endoderm,

or gastrodermis); the other in the outer

cell layer (ectoderm, or epidermis), with

some cross-communication between.

There is no central nervous system, no

brain, not even a dense concentration of

nerve cells that can be thought of as a

center of coordination. Cnidarians. includ-

ing sea anemones, are examples of ani-

mals with "simple" nervous systems, yet

recent research continues to find them

capable of increasingly complicated

behaviors.

All cnidarians capture their prey by fir-

ing thousands of microscopic "harpoons"

from structures called nematocysts. One

type of nematocyst penetrates the prey's

flesh and anchors itself with barbs; a simi-

lar capsule, the spirocyst, fires sticky

threads that adhere to the hard outer skel-

etons of mollusks or crustaceans. Tenta-

cles studded with these nematocyst and

spirocyst capsules transfer captured prey

to the anemone's mouth, where they are

then ingested into the coelenteron. the

central cavity that is the animal's equiva-

lent of a gut. Certain anemone species are

zooplankton feeders; others, especially the

large anemones of temperate rocky

shores, depend on wave action to dislodge

mussels, snails, sea urchins, and other in-

vertebrates, which then tumble into the

grasp of their tentacles.

Marine animals and plants that live on

rock surfaces grow and reproduce at a rate

that rapidly fills the available space. Sur-

faces for attachment are a limited re-

source and competition for that resource is

inevitable. A brief look at any tide pool or

coral reef illustrates this fact. Every sur-

face is filled with some sort of living crea-

ture, and many different species are

present, each individual in contact with

several others. It is at such contact points

that aggression and defense of space oc-

cur, just us they do in territorial birds,

mammals, or coral reef fish.

The simplest form of aggressive compe-

tition for space is overgrowth of one spe-

cies by another. A successful defense is to

build a wall of tissue or skeletal material

that can stop the aggressor or to do some-

thing equally harmful in response. Judith



Lang, working on reef corals in Jamaica,

found that some coral species have just

such a defense. If a coral of one species

begins to grow over a neighbor's edge, the

defending coral can throw its mesenterial

filaments onto the intruder. These thread-

like organs normally constitute the coral's

digestive system within the coelenteron,

but during aggressive encounters the fila-

ments can be ejected out of the mouth and

onto an adjacent coral. There, they begin

to digest that coral's polyps, effectively

stopping its growth. Some corals also de-

velop sweeper tentacles, which, when de-

veloped and inflated in response to contact

by a neighboring coral, can be more than

ten times as long as the feeding tentacles.

Sweeper tentacles contain dense fields of

nematocysts that destroy coral tissue that

they contact. Once defeated by the mes-

enterial filaments of a neighbor, certain
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corals can develop sweeper tentacles in

response, then come back to win the long-

term encounter.

Sea anemones, moving along the reefs

or rock channels, commonly contact other

anemones and corals. The giant green

anemones of the North American west

coast move frequently when young. In a

few weeks their movements, impercep-

tible to the human eye, can carry them
across several yards of rock in search of

currents and temperatures that will in-

crease the likelihood of surviving and find-

ing food. Larvae may settle far from their

eventual adult home. Along the coast of

Washington State, anemone larvae settle

in intertidal beds of the large mussel

Mytilus califomianus—a safe haven with

plentiful food in the crevices between

mussels. There the small anemones grow

and eventually migrate downward to the

low intertidal pools and surge chanm

This is a perfect position from which

capture mussels torn loose by wave acti

Lisbeth Francis, working on the C
fornia coast, and A. Bonnin, conduct

research independently in France, notic

that certain anemones inflate saclike vi

cles below the tentacles when they co t

into contact with other anemones. Th'

vesicles, technically termed acrorhg

lose their tips when they contact otl

anemones. These pieces of the vesic

stick to the body or tentacles of otl

anemones; large specialized "homo
chous" nematocysts in the tips inj*

chemical compounds that cause tis;

death (necrosis). When the tentacles

two anemones come into contact there

an attack and counterattack. The ten

cles are pulled back out of the way and t

large white acrorhagi are raised a



'anemone on

jiJBOught down in graceful arcs. The loser,

iljually the smaller individual, eventually

Mases its counterattack, pulls in both ten-

jcles and acrorhagi, and glides slowly

:i!|ray from the zone of contact.

ILisbeth Francis found that an anemone
luld discern whether it had just con-

cted an anemone of its own clone (identi-

cl genetic makeup, or genotype) or an

aemone of another clone. The mecha-

nsm that makes anemones so discriminat-

jg is still unknown, but preliminary re-

sarch indicates that any piece of intact

nsue of a different genotype will stimu-

iJte the entire agonistic sequence. No
liiemical fraction of that tissue or surface

ucus will do the same, however. This

:eans that the recognition of self (identi-

n\ genotype, whether connected o; not)

rsus nonself (different genorypc) may
; similar to the immune reactions of

At left, the tentacle crowns oftwo AnthQpkuT!idegmliss[mai tangle. Thee
the right has begun to inflate its acrorhagi^the white spheres between thepink-tipped
tentacles. As the battle ensues, both anemones will retract their tentacles, fully extend
the acrorhagi, and then bend to make contact. Below: The contact zone between two
colonies ofthe reef-building coral Montastrea cavernosa. Individuals ofboth colonies
have developedfighting tentacles with batteries ofwhite nematocysts on their tips.

nneth P. Sebens

humans and other mammals in which the

body's defenses must recognize foreign,

often dangerous, material. Recognition is

accomplished by matching configurations

of proteins on the cell membrane surfaces.

Each individual has a slightly different

pattern of those molecules just as each

person's fingerprints are unique.

Many anemone species have the ability

to divide in half or to pinch pieces off their

base and thus form new anemones without

sexual reproduction. All such species also

reproduce sexually at the appropriate

time of year. Anthopleura elegantissima.

the west coast aggregating anemone, di-

vides itself in half usually once a year,

producing two individuals with each divi-

sion. These "daughter" anemones remain

close together and form aggregations of

hundreds of individual polyps. Divided

anemones are not attached and are thus

physiologically independent, but geneti-

cally they are true clones of a single origi-

nal individual.

Borders between aggregations of this

small green anemone are battle zones,

where genetically distinct clones contact

one another. Lisbelh Francis found that

anemones along these borders develop

more and larger acrorhagi in response to

frequent contact with anemones of other

clones than do individuals at the center of

the aggregation. Thus edge individuals be-

come specialized as "soldiers," while indi-

viduals in the center never receive this

stimulus and more of their available en-

ergy goes to growth and reproduction, in-

stead of being used to build weapons. This

division of labor is reminiscent of the dif-

ferentiation of social insects into special-

ized castes.

Aggregating clonal anemones are not

the only anemones that fight for space;

solitary anemones also fight even when
open space is apparently available nearby
This behavior may reduce crowding in the

local population; fewer anemones increase

the probability of each capturing prey.

Observing the giant green anemones as

the tide was rising showed that they began

their aggressive behavior when wave
surge caused nearby anemones" tentacles

to brush each other. The next fifteen to

thirty minutes provided a spectacular dis-

play as a few large individuals inflated

their acrorhagi and raised them high

above nearby anemones. A slow contrac-

tion on one side of an anemone's body

brought the acrorhagi down onto anoth-

er's tentacles and body, causing that

anemone to jerk away, then contract. Dur-

ing my research on Tatoosh island 1 re-

moved anemones and brought them into

contact with their former neighbors or

with anemones several yards away. Anem-
ones battled all newcomers but tolerated

their present neighbors even in a new posi-

tion. Somehow, these anemones learn to

recognize established bordering individ-

uals and not waste time fighting them.

Acrorhagi are found in only one famil_\

of anemones. Some other anemones have

tentacles, termed catch tentacles or fight-

ing tentacles, similar to the sweeper tenta-

cles of corals and use them in identical

fashion. The fighting tentacles reach far

beyond each anemone's own tentacle

crown and seem to search out other clones

in a radius around themselves. Once an

anemone of another clone is touched, the

tentacle tip is released and slicks to that

anemone just as do the tips of acrorhagi.

Nematocysts then inject toxins that de-

stroy the tissues. .-Xnemones thus damaged
move away, relinquishing their space. Jen-

nifer Purcell and Christopher Kitting
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In a tidepool on Tatoosh Island, below, the tentacle crowns ofthe giant green sea

anemone. Anthopleura xanthogrammica, keep mostly out offighting range. The two

large anemones in theforeground, however, appear to be headedfor conflict.

Right: A red and a blue Phymaclis clematis offthe coast ofChile show battle scars

where their light blue andpink acrorhagi tips have adhered and killed tissue.

found that some clones of Metridium se-

nile, a common shallow water anemone

throughout much of the Northern Hemi-

sphere, tolerate each other but fight newly

introduced clones and that, if forced into

continuous contact, clones would habitu-

ate to each other and cease to inflate the

fighting tentacles. Saul Kaplan, in a 1983

paper, presented the intriguing theory

that Metridium fights only with clones of

the same sex, never with those of the oppo-

site sex. Laboratory experiments support

the idea that sex recognition and segrega-

tion occur in this species. Metridium re-

produces sexually by releasing eggs and

sperm into seawater. Proximity to a clone

of the opposite sex may increase the prob-

ability of eggs being fertilized.

Acrorhagi and sweeper tentacles are

most often employed against other clones

of the same anemone species. They are

equally effective against anemones of

other species and probably against corals

as well. On coral reefs, anemones inhabit

the interstices between living coral and

often cover the surfaces of old coral rock.

The large purple- or green-tipped Carib-

bean anemone Condylactis gigantea kills

neighboring coral using its tentacle nema-

tocysts, keeping the coral from growing

over the anemone and interfering with its

food capture. Condylactis, like the large
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anemones on temperate rocky shores

(Anthopleura xanthogrammica), cap-

tures large mollusks and sea urchins that

are rolled about by heavy wave action or

that blunder into its tentacles.

If these agonistic behaviors were simply

a matter of direct competition for space,

the anemones might be expected to con-

tinue fighting until one clone won and

could expand its area by asexual propaga-

tion. But there is always some space avail-

able on these rock surfaces. Although al-

most every square centimeter is covered

by some plant or animal, many species can

be overgrown or pushed aside by large

anemones. Why, then, should a battle en-

sue? The message to newcomers from an

established clonal group is, "This space is

taken, go away." The response, with space

available, may be, "I will do just that."

But when space is scarce, and the new-

comer settles down, a temporary battle

will establish a border. Fighting tentacles

or acrorhagi of adjacent anemones may
then atrophy over time. If, however, indi-

viduals of one group wander too far over

the border, the intruder's genotype will be

recognized by anem.ones it has not con-

tacted before and it will be attacked. On
crowded reefs and rocky shores the anem-

one credo appears to be Lhai good fenct .

make good neigl,bors. ["_
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A Tale ofTwo Continents
India and Asia collidedfifty million years ago,

creating the Himalayas and the High Plateau of Tibet

Text by Paul Tapponnier • Photographs by Kevin Khng

The airport at Chengdu in the Chinese

province of Sichuan is crowded despite

the early hour. Almost all the planes are

four-engine Ilyushins—well built but

deafeningly noisy. The flight from

Chengdu to Lhasa, the capital of Tibet,

lasts more than four hours. This is the

longest mountain flight in the world: 800

miles over peaks, most of which are higher

than 16,000 feet. The plane must arrive

before the June subtropical atmospheric

turbulence begins. On this flight there are

geologists and geophysicists from Eng-

land, America, Italy, Canada, India, Tur-

key, Japan, and other countries. Most are

going to Tibet for the first time. Many are

professors or research scientists at famous

institutions, yet they are both excited and

impatient. Even a Chinese scientist is

thrilled to point out on the map some

places that he particularly wants to see.

This 1986 international excursion, of

which I am a member, follows a week of

lively conferences and capped an excep-

tional adventure. Since 1980, every sum-

mer and fall, French and Chinese scien-

tists have traveled thousands of miles

together on the roof of the world to study

the geological, geophysical, and geochem-

ical structure of the earth's crust north of

the Himalayas.

The curiosity and enthusiasm of the

group are easy to understand. The Plateau

of Tibet is by far the highest plateau on

the planet: its average altitude exceeds

1 5,000 feet and equals that of the highest

peaks of the Alps. These are the first geo-

logical expeditions in Tibet mounted by

Western scientists since the Swedish expe-

ditions led by Sven Hedin and Erik Norin

and the voyages of individual pioneers at

the beginning of the century. Tibet is still

mostly an inviolate sanctuary that holds

the key to the formation of a chain of

mountains. Almost all scientists agree that

these immense mountain ranges devel-

oped as a consequence of a collision be-

tween India and Asia. But when and how
did that spectacular geological event take

place? To find the answer one must travel

across the mountains into the heart of Ti-

bet, the inhospitable highland that is now
an autonomous region of the People's Re-
public of China.

^6 Natural History 11/86



Pink sandstone, which gets its colorfromferrous oxide, is one ofthe sedimentary
rock layers in the Vangbajain Valley northwest ofLhasa. The magnetic orientation
in this crinkled layer shows that this range has been pushed more than
1.250 miles north over the lastfifty million years.
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We land in a dry river bed at Gonggar

airport, where a caravan of twenty jeeps

awaits us. The air is dry and thin; the Hght

almost unbearable. After just a few steps

we feel slightly drunk at this altitude.

There are no trees here except ancient

willows growing along the edges of an irri-

gation canal. The scene is familiar: it re-

sembles Skardu, in Kashmir, or Kabul, in

Afghanistan. This is the heart of Asia.

Eighteen miles west of the airport, a soli-

tary bridge crosses the Yarlung Zangbo

River at the village of Qiixii; Lhasa is

about sixty miles away. The river level is

still very low: the monsoon must cross the

Himalayas in the south before it gains full

force here in August. The wind, mainly

from the west, blows the white sand

around in the almost dry riverbed. Enor-

mous dunes push against the sheer slopes.

The sand masses were created by the ero-

sion of a granite-diorite belt along the

Zangbo's upper course.

On the way to Lhasa, we enter the

Gangdise granite mountain range. The
age and geological significance of this

blue-gray granite are well known. The
minerals that make up this magmatic
rock—feldspar, quartz, zircon and

sphene—contain small amounts of radio-

active potassium, rubidium, and uranium
isotopes. The slow disintegration of these

isotopes, whose lifetimes are measured in

billions of years, produces stable argon,

strontium, and lead isotopes. This phe-

nomenon is a reliable geological clock: the

ratio of primary to secondary isotopes in

the granitic minerals makes it possible to

calculate the age of the granite.

Measurements made in Beijing and
Paris place the age of this granitic rock at

between 100 million and 50 million

years—only yesterday in the long history

of the earth. The granitic rock under the

great lamaseries in the Lhasa Valley is a

little younger at 40 million years. By now

the development of such a mountain chain

is no longer a mystery. According to the

theory of plate tectonics, enormous quan-

tities of molten rocks are generally formed

where one plate, usually oceanic in nature,

plunges under another and into the heat of

the earth's upper mantle. This results in

huge bubbles of magma rising to the crust

of the upper, usually continental, plate.

Part of the magma congeals in deeper

regions forming layers of crystallized

granite. The rest is thrown up to the sur-

face by violent volcanic eruptions. This

movement of plates enables geologists to

reconstruct the geological landscape as it

was long ago.

From the Mesozoic era (about 225 to 75

Natural History 1 l/i



rllion years ago) to the middle of the

Irtiary period (30 million years ago), the

Iiasa region was at the southern edge of

te Asian continent. To the south there

\is an immense sea—the Tethys. From
tne to time, severe earthquakes, similar

t those in Chile or Alaska in our time,

rvaged the shore because of the rapid

iiderthrusting of the Tethys crust under

y>ia. As in the Cordilleras of the present-

( y Andes, powerful volcanoes poured

l»'a and ashes along the Gangdise granite

lountain chain. Lava from the last cata-

(ysmic eruptions, about 40 or 50 million

}ars ago, still crowns the mountaintops

i'ound Lhasa.

; Lhasa is situated in a large valley paral-

II to the valley of the Zangbo. When we

irive, we start feeling the effects of the

irefied air. We will stay at a hotel outside

le city to acclimatize ourselves before

Tibet is one ofthe most seismically active regions ofChina. Left: A large
fault scarp near Nagchu. northeast ofLhasa, was created by a major
earthquake. The dark scarps running laterally across the steppe are left overfrom
previous quakes.
Joe LeMonnier
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pushing north toward the High Plateau.

Thirty miles north of Lhasa, on the banks

of the Yangbajain River, we find the first

pink sandstones that show the effects of

paleomagnetism, the earth's magnetic

field as recorded in ancient rocks. The
sedimentary sandstone rocks extend north

as far as the center of the plateau in or-

derly layers and harmonious folds. They
contain numerous animal and plant fossils

that reveal the precise date, geographical

environment, and climate of their forma-

tion. For example, there are trunks of big,

low-altitude tropical trees. Some lime-

stone layers indicate that the nearby Te-

thys Sea occasionally flooded the plain.

The tiny fossilized animals in the lime-

stone (foraminifers of the genus Orbito-

lina) were alive about 105 million years

ago when this particular part of the Pla-

teau of Tibet was in the intertropical zone

(a belt of rising air that encircles the earth

near the equator). The area was then a

vast coastal plain covered with forests

where winding rivers deposited sediments,

rich in sand, which settled in horizontal

sandstone layers. The paleomagnetic sam-

ples taken from various sites of the sand-

stone layer reveal how much the plateau

has changed. They show that the ancient

latitude of the region was more than 1 ,250

miles farther south than now. The only

conclusion is that the Lhasa region, the

Gangdise mountain chain, and indeed

most of the Tibetan Plateau, were pushed

all those miles north b\- India's relentless

penetration of .Asia.

The paleomagnetic principle involved is

simple: many rocks contain some propor-

tion of magnetic minerals. The pink .sand-

stone, for example, owes its color to fer-

rous oxides. When the rock is deposited or

becomes chemically stabilized, the mag-
netic minerals behave like tiny compass
needles and arc oriented by the then-exist-

ing magnetic field. The lines of force of

the earth's magnetic field are parallel to

its surface at the equator, but even, where
else they dip toward the planet's interior at

various angles. The angle of the dip is

called "the inclination of the magnetic

field." At the magnetic north pole the

inclination is 90 degrees, and there the

compass needle docs not point to the north

but straight down. The magnetic inclina-

tion varies from to 90 degrees according

to the latitude between the equator and
the North Pole. The earth has alwavs been



The suture zone along a tributary ofthe Zangbo River, right, marks the line along

which India and Asia became welded. In 1986, an international scientific expedition

visisted the zone. Before 1 980, the area was closed to outsiders. Below: Over the

millennia, India has moved northwardfrom below the equator Fifty million years ago

it collided with Asia. Theforce ofthe collision welded the two continents and created

the Himalayas and the Tibetan Plateau. India is stillpressing against Tibet. In the

process, the northernmost part ofIndia is beingforced under Tibet, and China is slowly

beingpushed eastward toward the Pacific.

an immense bipolar magnet with the poles

close to its axis of rotation; consequently,

the magnetic orientation of a rock deter-

mines the latitude at which it was formed.

This is why the small samples of pink

sandstone from Tibet tell scientists that

about 100 million years ago the Asian

shores were near the equator.

Seismological profiles worked out in Ti-

bet by the French-Chinese teams made it

possible for the first time to determine the

thickness of the continental crust in the

northern Himalayas. These profiles were

based on artificial seismic waves gener-

ated by explosives. They indicate that the

Mohorovicic discontinuity, or Moho, the

boundary that separates the rocks of the

earth's crust from the denser rocks of the

mantle, plunges more than forty-six miles

under the Tibetan Plateau. This is the

thickest crust on the planet and explains

the plateau's high altitude; when a conti-

nental plate is in isostatic equilibrium, the

gravitational effect of the mass of mate-

rial in the crust is equal to that in the

underlying mantle. Thus, the thicker the

crust, the higher the surface altitude.

Belying the ancient upheavals sealed in

its depths, the plateau's monotonous sur-
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face seems to reflect a present-day tec-

tonic tranquillity. This is, however, only an

appearance. According to the seismic his-

tory of China, Tibet has been the most

seismically active region in the country

since the beginning of the century, with

many earthquakes registering about eight

on the Richter scale. A thorough examina-

tion of high-resolution photographs taken

by a Landsat satellite at an altitude of 560

miles has enabled the French and Chinese

tectonics experts to discover and study in

detail the fresh surface scars caused by

thousands of years of earthquakes.

An earthquake is a violent breaking-up

of a cluster of rocks by pressures built up
in the earth's crust over centuries and mil-

lennia. Such a breakup in the continental

crust usually occurs at a depth of about six

miles and spreads over an almost even

plane called a fault, causing one of the two
rocky masses separated by the fault sud-

denly to slip in relation to the other. The
magnitude of the earthquake depends on

the surface area of the fault and the extent

of the movement. For a very big earth-

quake, the movement may exceed thirty-

three feet on a fault that is often several

hundred miles long. The direction of the

slip is one of the most valuable pieces oi

information for studying present-day fc

deformations of the earth's crust, since

these deformations result from a great

number of earthquakes over a long period

of time.

Recent tremors in Tibet reveal twck

types of sudden movement connected 4

with India's penetration of the Asian con-

tinent. At Lake Peng the Tibetan prairie is

scarred along a ninety-mile-long line from

east to west, the result of the earthquake

of November 18, 1951, which registered jec;

eight on the Richter scale. Thirty years

later the prairie is still mangled, full of

gaping crevices and waist-high creases, asfei

if the quake had occurred only yesterday lic

In less than a few seconds, the rocky mass rri

north of the fault line moved forty feet to

the southeast. There is a similar butii

shorter dislocation to the west at another
;;



1 [row lake, called Kyaring. It is probably

f;eable to a 1934 earthquake (seven on

I
Richter scale) and indicates that the

le north of the fault line moved east-

d. This means that the entire Tibetan

teau moves eastward a few feet a cen-

y: that is, in its northward progress, the

lian continent is pushing most of China

'ard the Pacific Ocean.

the mountains closer to Lhasa,

th-south faults show another type of

Ivement, These fault lines are especially

ctacular on the road from Lhasa to

?aze, where a linear basin has been

ipped down thousands of feet with re-

ct to the surrounding peaks, some of

ich reach 20,000 feet. The faults at this

row corridor's edges were once so ac-

that they produced 1 25-foot-Quater-

y glacier beds, formed about a million

irs ago. The magnitude of these move-

ments even impresses the geologists in our

party who are used to the great dimen-

sions of the American West. Hot springs

and geysers gush at the bottom of the rift.

The power they generate is harnessed by a

geothermal power station that will soon

feed electricity to Lhasa.

Satellite pictures show a lot of identical

north-south rifts all over the High Pla-

teau, suggesting that it has stretched in an

east-west direction and become narrower.

This phenomenon does not seem to have

started before the beginning of the Qua-

ternary period, about two million years

ago. What seems to have occurred is that

Tibet acquired its high altitude after the

onset of the collision with India. When the

crust was unable to thicken any further, it

stretched in a direction perpendicular to

India's movement.

Throughout south Tibet the Zangbo

River Valley follows the line, or suture

zone, along which the Indian and .Asian

continents collided and became welded

together about fifty million years ago.

This suture zone is one of the most famous

zones of its kind, but until 1980 it was

closed to scientists. They had to be content

with studying the zone's extension in La-

dakh, in northern India, and in Pakistan or

.Afghanistan. That zone was perhaps the

most interesting part of our journey.

We traveled southwest from Lhasa to

Xigazc and arrived at the suture zone at

Dagzhuka. where we cro.ssed the Zangbo
River. In the middle of the river a reef is

left uncovered b\ the low water, revealing

unusual rocks of deep green, almost black

ki\ a basalts. South of Dagzhuka we found

entire hills made of these rocks. Originally

formed underwater, they have a peculiar

structure that makes them look like stacks
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of little pillows, which is why they are

called pillow lavas. In the mountains along

the Zangbo between Dagzhuka and

Xigaze. pillow lavas cover other, better-

cr\'stallized rocks: the deeper equivalents

of basalts called gabbros. and the still

deeper peridotites (named for the olive

green semiprecious stone olivine, or green

garnet, that is its main ingredient). The

peridotites are no longer in the crust but in

the upper mantle. All these green rocks

are covered with a fine, often red, siliceous

sediment called radiolarite, which is

characteristic of deep volcanic seabeds.

The grouping of crystallized rocks is

recognized today as a sure sign of van-

ished oceans. The typical rock strips that

mark the Zangbo suture are flakes of the

crust and mantle of the Tethys Sea, which

separated Asia from India before the colli-

sion. The rocks of Xigaze, which only 100
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million years ago were on the bottom of

the ocean under more than 16,000 feet of

water, are now 1 3,000 feet above sea level.

The region contains the last vestiges of

thousands of miles of seabed left there, as

though by mistake, by the Gangdise vol-

canoes that swallowed it up.

In our study of this former seabed we
tried to reconstruct the successive posi-

tions of India relative to Asia. We discov-

ered that about 80 million years ago India

was approximately 4,000 miles south of

Asia. It then moved "fast," more than

thirty feet a century, until about 50 mil-

lion years ago, when its speed dropped to

roughly fifteen feet a century. There is

absolutely no doubt that tMs tectonic

slowdown occurred when India was
welded to Asia. The Tethys Sea was rap-

idly swallowed up and died before that.

TTie colossal colhsion of the two continents

created the Himalayas and the Tibetan

Plateau. That colhsion is the same force

that still shakes China from time to time.

Before all this happened, the Tethys must

have been between two and three thou-

sand miles wide, about the size of the

present-day North Atlantic.

Farther to the south of the Zangbo, in

the zone between China and India, the

colorful environmental confusion is re

placed by a gray monotony. We arrived at b

India's edge, the southern shore of the

vanished Tethys. This area, formed about

200 million years ago, was the site of a

calm and regular sedimentation until the

collision with Asia. It used to be a placid

shore hemmed by a large continental shell r

where. during the Triassic and Jurassic

periods (240 to 140 million years ago),

great reptiles frolicked in the shallow wa-

ter. There were no erupting volcanoes oih



( ^fastating earthquakes. Peaceful rivers

doosited their mud in the vast deltas.

Smetimes the enormous masses of sedi-

nmt and wet sand collapsed under their

aiin weight, unleashing avalanches into

tii deep water north of the Indian conti-

ital shelf. A similar avalanche running

wn the continental slope over the Grand

Inks of the North Atlantic tore apart

nsatlantic telephone cables in 1929.

|e same kinds of avalanches created the

y marine sediment that hemmed the

nrthern edges of the Indian continental

iand and that we find at present south of

t c suture zone of Zangbo.

In this zone the folds are not straight

symmetrical like the pink sandstone

1 ds north of Lhasa; rather, they lean

ii ithward, like waves breaking on a shore,

i d the effect of the collision of the two

( ntinents can be seen more sharply En-

The dark rocks behind the sand dunes, left, once 3,000 miles under the sea, are now at

an equivalent altitude above sea level. Folded limestone crests in Mesozoic sediments,

below, rise in occasional toothlikeformations. The Shekar Dzong monastery, bottom,

is camouflaged in an even steeper rockformation. Some ofthe crests above the

monastery are man-made, mimicking the real thing.

=
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tire rocks formed by thick sedimentary

accumulations overlap one another in a

southerly direction, with the northern rock

always overiapping the southern rock in

the succession of folds. The tectonic up-

heaval that formed the mountains after

the collision becomes a reality here and

the tranquillity of the Tibetan Plateau is

far away. Our first visual impression of the

suture zone is that the edge of Tibet is

breaking into a succession of waves

against the Indian plain.

Now, about 50 million years after the

disappearance of the Teth_\ s's crust under

the Gangdisc mountain chain, the Indian

continental plate continues to plunge un-

der Asia, but at a slower pace. The zone of

the phenomenon has been shifting too,

from the Zangbo suture to the south, and

it is now situated on the Nepalese slope of



Fields ofcolza, or rape, growjust
outside the village ofXigaze in the

Zangbo Valley.

the Himalayas. The Indian continental

crust, relatively thick and light, cannot

sink as easily as the thinner and heavier

ocean crust, such as that exposed in the

suture zones farther north.

From Tingri, in China, the road to

Kathmandu, in Nepal, swerves away from
the Himalayas and then, after a 16,000-

foot-long pass, turns to the south to start a

dizzying descent in the shadow of the

26,287-foot mountain of Xixabangma.
This is where the Tibetan Plateau ends

and the Sun Kosi River cascades down to

the Gangetic Plain. Within twelve miles

the pure desert cold of the highlands gives

way to the hot haze of the tropical forest.

Left behind are the surface sediments and
the famous white granites that cooled a

mere fifteen million years ago and today

constitute parts of some of the highest

peaks in the Himalayas.

As we move south we enter the center of

the Himalayan continental overlap. The
underlying rock here slid northward an
estimated 125 miles under the overlying

rock. In addition to the several-mile-thick

sedimentary shavings that overlap here,

there are also overlapping slices of the

continental crust. Sliding under Tibet, the

Indian plate has been "shedding" the up-

per part of its crust, where the rocks were
first planed by Asia's edge and then piled

up. The slices of the Indian upper crust

make up the high mountain chain of the

Himalayas. The great overlapping fault

Hues in the crust have migrated south. The
action has already shifted about sixty

miles south to a young and seismically

active overlap at the edge of the Gangetic
Plain. Underneath, India progresses

slowly and relentlessly. If no force stops it,

Kathmandu will be the peak of a new
Himalayan chain in ten million years.

As we leave for home, we reahze that in

spite of the progress we have made, Tibet

remains a great scientific puzzle. Even if

we understood more about the formation

of the Himalayas and the death of the

Tethys Sea, the High Plain north of
Zangbo would remain full of mysteries.

We still have no idea how or when the

plain was born. And we appreciate, per-

haps more than before, how difficult it is

to probe our planet's past. D
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Snake, Rattle, and Roll
In theface ofshort summer seasons, the searchforfood and sex drives

prairie rattlesnakes across long stretches ofhigh western desert

by David Duvall

The deserts and plains of south-central

Wyoming are high-and-dry sagebrush

flats interspersed with talus-covered hill-

sides and ephemeral streams. Rabbit

brush, greasewood, prickly pear cactus,

and short grasses grow in patches on the

bleak sand and stone. Winters are long,

and during the short summers, tempera-

tures can reach ninety-five degrees during

the day and fall to forty-five degrees at

night. Rainfall is barely twelve inches a

year. Even experienced naturalists are

sometimes surprised by the variety of

wildlife that this spartan habitat supports.

One of the most specialized is the prairie

rattlesnake (Crotalus viridis viridis), one

of eight subspecies of western rattlesnake

and the most widely distributed species of

pit viper in North America.

Rattlesnakes elicit both great fear and

great curiosity, yet little is known, outside

of anecdote and outright myth, about

their habits in nature. Secretive and well

camouflaged, they are difficult to observe,

and so the nature of their annual migra-

tions has remained a mystery, especially

on these high prairies.

Based on studies done in more lush and

southerly environs, biologists thought that

the prairie rattlesnakes of the high plains

were drifters, leaving their dens after a

winter's hibernation and wandering—am-
bushing whatever prey happened by and

never traveling more than a few miles

from their dens. Our studies provide evi-

dence to the contrary. In the face of short

summer seasons, the search for food and
sex can lead prairie rattlesnakes on migra-

tions of seven miles and more from their

canyon hibernacula.

In the Haystack Range, south of the

Seminoe Mountains, roughly twenty-five

miles north of Sinclair, Wyoming, and a

mile east of the Continental Divide, Wyo-
ming University students Mike King,

Brent Graves, Al Redder, Matt Goode,

and I studied a group of prairie rattle-

snakes that hibernate from October to

May in dens in Coal Creek Canyon. After

seven months in the total darkness of their

communal dens, the snakes emerge and,

for the next couple of weeks, remain

within a hundred feet of the den en-

trances. During this time the animals may
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Head up, neck cocked, and rattling, this prairie rattlesnake

strikes a classic coiledpose. Although often described as an

aggressive posture, this behavior is. infact, defensive. It comes

only after the snake has tried to elude its attacker by lying still,

camouflaged in the grass, or has had its escape routes blocked.
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Jeff Foott; Bruce Coleman. Inc.
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Left: Upon emergingfrom the den each spring, prairie

rattlesnakes bask nearby. Below: Once reoriented to their

surroundings and sufficiently warmed tojourney, the snakes
begin their migrations, usually traveling in the mornings and
perhaps orienting to the sun.
Dennis W. Schmidt; Valan Photos

reset their biological clocks and orient to

the sun, which will guide their summer
movements.

We studied more than four hundred

snakes from this canyon; eighteen adult

snakes were studied with radiotelemetry

in four field seasons of work. We captured

them as they emerged from the den and

implanted radio telemeters in them. After

a few days of recuperation from surgery,

ihey were released again at the den en-

trance, followed daily through the sum-

mer, and all their movements recorded.

We set traps for small mammals, such as

mice and ground squirrels, along the

snakes' routes to see if the reptiles were

passing through areas in which prey was

abundant.

Spring migrations are characterized by

long-distance movements. Snakes travel

in the morning and late afternoon, remain-

ing in small holes and crevices during the

hotter times of the day and through the

night. Perhaps to reduce the risk of preda-

lion when moving across open terrain, the

snakes often begin their migrations with

the onset of severe thunder and rain

storms, conditions thai limit the foraging

of eagks, hawks, badgers, coyotes, bob-

cats, skunks, fo.xes, and humans—all

known predators of these serpents. Snakes

from this population often covered more
than half a mile a day Over the vernal

migration period of two to three weeks,

the snakes traveled an average of more
than three miles (one even traveled eight

miles). These journeys, moreover, were

virtually straight-line routes, though the

reptiles frequently traveled up steep hill-

sides and through large canyons. Our trap-

ping efTorts along a snake's route prtv

duced no results until migration stopped.

Only then did we begin to catch small

mammals, primarily deer mice.

We believe thai during vernal migra-

tions prairie rattlesnakes assess the den-

sity of small mammal populations b_\ mon-
itoring the concentration of mouse odor.

Rattlesnakes tlick their tongues continu-

ousK while moving, occasionally yawning.

or mouth-gaping; in this way odorous mol-

ecules reach the vomeronasal organ

(chemically sensiii\e nerve endings) in the

roof of the mouth. Where mouse odors are

concentrated, mouse populations will

likely be dense. While a variety of prey,

including ground squirrels, young rabbits.

\oles. and birds, may be available, our



Along their migration routes, snakes often explore rock

crevicesforprey and seek shelterfor the evening. At the end of

summer, however, they return to the dens that they left

in the spring. These dens, high up on canyon walls, have been

used by snakesfor thousands ofyears.

data indicate that it is the presence of the

deer mouse (Peromyscus maniculatus)

that guides the rattlesnake migrations.

David Chiszar, of the University of Colo-

rado, found that snakes often spend sev-

eral hours a day in ambush postures where

rodent odors are concentrated.

When some threshold of mouse odor

concentration is encountered, rattlesnakes

cease their migrations, presumably satis-

fied that the area will provide sufficient

prey. Should prey become scarce, rattle-

snakes may make short movements

searching for new areas. But, generally,

individuals settle in their selected spot for

much of the summer.

The snakes take up residence in the

burrows of small mammals and wait for

the prey to return. After the envenoming

strike, tongue flicks and mouth gapes are

frequent, as the snake sweeps its head

back and forth, tracking the wounded ro-

dent by its odor to the site of death. Such

trailing is chemosensory and extremely

precise; David Chiszar has observed that

the snake's head never deviates more than

a few inches from the mouse's path. When
the dead prey is located, the snake again

uses its chemical senses to find which is
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the head and which is the tail end of the

rodent and then begins swallowing it head-

first. Such feedings may occur several

times throughout the summer, although

no one knows how frequently rattlesnakes

eat or what their energy requirements are

in the wild.

These areas are also the staging sites

from which male prairie rattlesnakes

make forays for mates: a demanding task,

since during any summer only half the

females in a population will be receptive to

mating. The other half are pregnant and
have not made the long migration, remain-

ing instead in birthing rookeries close to

the den but farther down the canyon wall.

Later in the summer their live young will

be born in these protected rock areas. This

two-year breeding cycle further compli-

cates the male's life because receptive fe-

males can store sperm from one year to

the next and so may be able to produce
young even in a year when they have
failed to mate.

Females that have migrated to the feed-

ing grounds may be followed by several

males. The first encounters between a

breeding pair may be tentative and several

days may elapse before the female allows

the ritualized courtship to begin. Wf
she does, the male moves up and down
female's body, rapidly flicking his tonj

and pressing his chin along her dorsal s

face. The tongue flicks carry signals to

chemical sense organs, assuring him ti

he is attempting to mate with an appro]

ate object and assuring her that it is trul

male rattlesnake crawling over her. M
snakes (and lizards) possess two copi

tory organs, which are stored inver

within the tail. During copulation, one

these spine-covered hemipenes is ever

and inserted into the female's cloaca. *

tis:

£, Jib



Oblivious to outside stimuli, snakes entwine during copulation,

the male moving up and down thefemale 's body, rapidly

flicking his tongue andpressing his chin along her dorsal

surface. Only halfthe population offemale prairie rattlesnakes

isfertile in any oneyear The rest are preparingfor thefall birth

ofliveyoung at rookeries along the canyon walls.

h of four matings that we observed, in

field (all in mid to late summer), intro-

.sion lasted approximately ninety min-

: s (though longer copulations have been

Ported in other rattlesnake studies). Af-

,^A'ard the snakes parted company with

(further interest in each other.

emerging from the den in spring with

\\[
other snakes, pregnant female raUle-

kes do not move far, preferring to for-

'|!]i for what is available in the area and

;hering in the communal rcokerie.s for

,^/rmth and protection. The rooL'; under

(ich the snakes lie absorb the sun's heat

and, along with the snakes' body mass,

retain some heat until warming begins

again in the morning. The collective

warmth of the birthing rookery hastens

the development of the eggs within the

female snakes. Gathering for the benefit

of the young may indicate a primitive so-

cial behavior on the part of these usually

solitary creatures. Pregnant females using

the rookeries give birth sooner than snakes

that remain outside of them. Their young

may then have a better chance to locate

suitable holes in which to hibernate before

the onset of winter

Baby rattlesnakes arc born in the rook-

eries in late .August and early September

and have barely throe weeks between

birth and the lime ihcy must be safelv

within a hibernaculum for the winter For

one to two weeks after birth, the young do

not set off in search of an overwintering

site. This is also when they first shed the

outer skin layer Brent Graves found this

layer to be significantly different from

subsequent skin layers in that it contains

fewer of the fats and waxes, called lipids,

that provide waterproofing to the skin.

The young snakes wait at the rookeries
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until a more resistant outer layer of skin is

developed and then disperse to the dens.

They may follow the same chemical
cues to the dens that guide adult snakes

home at the end of their fall return migra-
tion. If lipids in the skin of rattlesnakes

rub off on rocks, bushes, and gravel as the

snakes move, they, along with shed snake-

skins, may be the sources of odors assist-

ing den location. We have found that ex-

posure of young snakes to skin lipids from
adults induced increased tongue flicking.

Further, when given a choice, young
snakes are attracted to rock piles marked
with skin lipids of adult snakes, rather

than to unmarked rock piles.

By the end of August, in response to

shorter days and falling temperatures,
snakes begin their return migration to the
den. Their route follows the same angle
(though not the identical path) that was
traveled in the spring. They use the sun for

orientation, as they do during spring mi-
gration and may also employ geographical
landmarks. As they approach the den
area, they probably use the vomeronasal
organ to pinpoint the one crack in the

rock-covered hillside that is the den. If it

chooses a crack that does not provide suf-

ficient protection from the subfreezing

temperatures of the long Wyoming win-
ter, a rattlesnake will freeze to death.

Communal hibernation and birthing ag-

gregations appear to be unique to snakes
in extreme climates, behaviors that
evolved in response to harsh conditions.

During September and October more
and more rattlesnakes, along with wander-
ing garter snakes (with which they will

share the warmth of the communal den),
arrive at the den. On warm days, many of
them can be found sunning near the den's
entrance. Since additional meals are un-
likely to be secured after they reach their

communal hibernaculum, sun basking
around the entrance in fall may aid diges-

tion of the last meal, and female snakes
may stay warm to enhance ovarian matu-
ration. Males remain out of the den in

order to copulate with any still receptive
females that arrive. Soon, however, the
snakes will retreat into the canyon dens
that have served as winter refuges for

thousands of years.
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Below: A young snake about threeyears old basks next to an

adult. Females return to the densfrom the rookeries two to

three days after giving birth. Theyoung snakesfind their way to

the dens within ten days. Upon returning to their dens in thefall,

groups ofthirty toforty rattlesnakes can be seen baskingfor

days inpreparationfor their winter hibernation.



This Lani
\

Tionesta Forest, Pennsylvania
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

Shortly after six on the sultry evening of

May 31, 1985, tornadic winds roared east-

ward across the Allegheny River and

slammed into Pennsylvania's Allegheny

National Forest, toppling hundreds of

trees and shattering thousands of others.

The violent twisters slashed six corridors

through the forest, one nearly a mile wide,

before coming together for a final fling at

the western edge of the community of

Kane. In a matter of minutes, a violent

arm of nature destroyed what another,

more tranquil side had taken hundreds of

years to build. One path of devastation

pierced the heart of Tionesta Forest, one

of only two stands of virgin hemlock re-

maining in Allegheny National Forest.

Before the arrival of European colo-

nists, some six million acres of the Alle-

gheny Plateau in Pennsylvania and New
York were covered by a forest dominated

by eastern hemlock, American beech, and

sugar maple. But little uncut forest

mained by 1936, when the Federal Gc

ernment purchased 4,000 acres to pi

serve a remnant of this biologic

community. In 1973, the Tionesta Seen

Area and Tionesta Research Natur

Area, into which this tract is official

divided, were placed on the National Re

ister of Natural Landmarks.

Since 1936, biologists have observ*

the ecology of Tionesta continuously, r

Eastern hemlock seedlings take root m a \irginforest devastated b\ a tornado
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nds' End. The Direct Merchants in

lodgeville, Wisconsin who are out to

tvolutionize the shopping experience,

lid who spend 24 hours a day doing it.

I

The three ladies we mention are on
hat we call our "third shift". And
ley're on it because they want to be.

or one reason or another, they like the

purs. So when they sound warm and
iendly, and like they have all the time

1 the world to talk to you, you can

blieve they mean it. Because they do.

ny time you call.

You can order or not,

as you like.

ibviously, at Lands' End we're ready

) take an order from you at any hour.
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Yet maybe this particultu- night, you
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At the phones. In the warehouse. 24
hours a day. And we're here in person in
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crowded malls where even parking
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So why not keep
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In a way, you could say that our
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sending in the coupon at the bottom of

this page.

Don't delay You never know when
you'll have your next sleepless night.

Or wake up to a new way to shop.
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Tionesta Forest

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Allegheny National Forest

Spiridon Building, Box 847

Warren, Pennsylvania 16365

(814)723-5150

cording the area's development. Eastern

hemlocks grow up to 125 feet high, with

diameters of four feet. Nearly as big are

the American beeches and sugar maples.

Black and yellow birches, yellow poplar,

cucumber magnolia, basswood, red ma-

ple, and white ash are some of the other

trees scattered throughout the forest. Be-

neath the canopy, shrubs, including the

maple-leaved viburnum and another type

of viburnum called hobblebush, grow eye-

level high. The forest floor is alive with

nearly seventy-five wildflower species and

a variety of ferns (areas of up to one acre

are a sea of light green because of the

abundance of the spinulose wood fern).

Some of the larger animals in Tionesta

have a conspicuous role in shaping the

composition of the forest. Porcupines feed

on the bark and inner tissues of many of

the trees, ultimately girdling and killing

some of them. The porcupines seem to

prefer beech and hemlock, but sugar ma-

ple and yellow birch also rank high on

their menu. White-tailed deer forage on

hemlock and maple seedlings, and they

apparently relish hobblebush, sometimes

nibbling away until it is eliminated from

an area. Since the deer spare the beech

seedlings, these are abundant in some

parts of the forest.

The 1985 tornado, however, abruptly

halted normal life in a segment of the

forest and sent things back to square one.
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As a result, biologists now have an ideal

opportunity to observe how a virgin hem-

lock forest recovers.

After 1863, when Anton Kerner pub-

lished his landmark study of Europe's

Danube Basin, biologists came to realize

that in most plant communities, plant

groups are constantly replacing one an-

other, a phenomenon now referred to as

plant succession. Succession occurs in

many habitat types. A new lake bottom,

for example, is at first barren of plant life,

but soon microscopic plants and animals

die and fall to the bottom, forming a layer

of organic muck. As the lake bottom's

oozy layers thicken, aquatic plants, such

as pondweeds, take root. These rooted

plants also add organic matter to the lake

bottom, creating an environment condu-

cive to the growth of cattails, bulrushes.

and other emergent plants. As the yea|

pass, a shrub stage may develop, follows

by such trees as willows. Lakes all over th)

globe follow the same sequence.

Similarly, during the first year follow

ing abandonment of a midwestern fam

field, small plants that complete their lif

cycle in one season usually prevail. In sub

sequent years, these annuals are joined b;

certain perennial herbs that eventuall

crowd out and eliminate the annuals

Grasses, notably broomsedge, arrive a fev

years later, and compete with the othe

perennial herbs. A shrub stage then devei

ops, with sumacs, young sassafras and pej

simmon trees, and perhaps rough-leavel

dogwood. The shade these shrubs provid

permits seedlings of maple, oak, and hicli

ory to survive. As they grow, these tre

seedlings overtop the shrubs and form th

canopy of a forest.

In general, succession involves the n

placement of limited plant communities

which produce relatively little living mal

ter, by more complex and increasingly st£

ble plant communities, which encompas

far more "biomass." Once a communit

develops that will persist for a long tim

under natural conditions, succession

said to have reached the climax stage.

In the Tionesta Forest, the successiom

climax is a community dominated by eas^

ern hemlock, American beech, and to

lesser extent, sugar maple. Seedlings c

these trees have a high tolerance fc

shade, surviving for years under the dens

canopy created by their parents. Seedling

of most other trees perish under these coi

ditions. When one of the giant hemlocks c

beeches or sugar maples dies of old ag

and falls, seedlings are ready to grow int

the opening created in the canopy.
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1 — If a husband does not have a Will and therefore

I dies "intestate," state law will give his wife all of the

I

Estate.

Mark each of the following statements T for True, or F for

False, in the box at its right. For correct answers, see panel
below.

D
2— If you die "intestate" while your children are I I

minors, state law will divide a third of your Estate I I

among them.

3 — When you leave no Will, the state automatically I I

appoints a social worker and a bank as guardians of
I I

your minor children.

4 — Whoever is appointed guardian for your minor I
|

children has complete say-so in taking care of them
I 1

and their affairs.

5 — Lacking a Will, your property will be disposed of I I

more or less as your Will would have directed. I I

6 — Children not mentioned in your Will are excluded I i

from an inheritance.
I I

7 — A husband has the same rights to his wife's Es
fate as she has to his.

8 — A handwritten Will, unwitnessed, cannot be valii

9 — Wills never require more than two witnesses.

10 — It is expensive to have a lawyer draw up your I I

Will.
I I

<^Wff^^'*^^
ANSWERS

1 — False. Usually not. In some states, the wife gets one-

third if the husband dies without a Will.

2 ~ False. Many states give two-thirds of your Estate to

your children equally divided among them.

3 — False. It is more likely to appoint your spouse as

guardian, or some other person. But they will have to furnish

a bond and pay the fee for it.

4— False. Even if your spouse is guardian, he/she usually

must have specific permission from the court to spend your

children's share of your Estate on their support or educa-

tion. He/she may be required to render detailed accounts

of these expenditures.

5 — False. Your property would be disposed of according

to the law of your state and not necessarily as you would

have directed.

Write Today For Information

Now while you are thinking about your Will, plan to

see your lawyer as soon as possible. Before you

go, you may find two of our booklets useful. They

suggest questions you might r,sV. and help you line

up information for him to consider. Write for them

now: How To Make Your Will and The Personal

Record Booklet.

6 — False. A child born after the date of your Will might be

entitled to receive whatever would have been provided by

the state if you had died "intestate."

7 — False. This is not always the case.

8 — False. In some states, when the handwriting is generally

known, handwritten Wills can be held valid, but questions

about the circumstances under which they were written

make them a very risky proposition.

9 — False. Some states may require three. Any Will dispos-

ing of property located in a three-witness state should have

three, even if you write it while resident in a state requiring

only two.

10— False. Actually, it is usually a very modest amount.

Whatever his charge, the expert knowledge involved makes
it a bargain.

• in most slates

PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH (U.S.A.) FOUNDATION nh

Continuing the services o/

The Presbyterian Foundation

312 W. Trade Street. Suite 400

Charlotle, NC 28202

United Presbyterian Foundation

Suite 1031, 475 Riverside Drive

New York, NY 10115

Please send me without obligation the following booklets:

n "How To Make Your Will."

D "The Personal Record Booklet."
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Because Tionesta was virgin forest and

was designated a Natural Landmark, For-

est Service personnel decided to let suc-

cession take its natural course after the

tornado. Nothing was done to tidy up the

area or promote the growth of particular

species. Giant trees three feet in diameter

lie where they fell. Elsewhere, upright

splinters are all that remain of trees shat-

tered where they stood.

Four months after the tornado, thou-

sands of eastern hemlock seedlings had

germinated alongside the forest debris. In

the meantime, species that previously had

been suppressed by the deep shade began

growing in the open. Blackberry bushes

and young trees of wild black cherry came

up with a vengeance in the spring of 1 986.

For a few years, until the young hemlocks

grow tall enough to shade them out, these

species will form nearly impenetrable

thickets. Once the blackberries and wild

black cherries are reduced, however, spi-

nulose wood ferns, thriving in the shade

provided by the hemlocks, will probi

once again carpet the forest floor.

On a visit to Tionesta before the

nado, I had driven to the forest's pari

area and hiked a narrow trail that mi

dered under the hemlocks and beec

When I returned in May 1986, 1 saw
•

the tornado, which skirted the pari

area, seemed to have used the hiking f

as one of its boundaries. On one side vii

forest still stands as it must have appee

hundreds of years ago, while on the ol

side is total destruction. At one plLj

along the trail, I reached out with my ri

hand to touch the living trunk of a 1

foot tall hemlock; my left hand exten>

to a splintered dead beech tree whose

lay across the devastated area.

"This Land" highlights the biolog

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national j

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is dis

guished professor of botany at South

Illinois University at Carbondale

All

lei;

llB

In order to study the nui urui succession ofplants, the Forest Service decided not

to disturb Tionesta's toppled hemlocks.
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Celestial Event

Mars and Jupiter Are
Most Valuable Players
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Don't look for much excitement in the

November sky this year, unless the winter

stars turn you on, and even they don't take

up good postions for viewing enjoyment

until about 10:00 p.m. or later. Plenty is

happening in the sky, but not much of it

will be visible to us. Take Saturn and An-

tares, for example. All this year they have

been sharing Scorpius like twin stars,

distinguishable best by Antares's reddish

yellow color. They may have looked as

constant as two stars, but Saturn, we

know, edges slowly leftward because of its

easterly motion in the solar system, even

though it progresses so slowly that watch-

ing it is like watching trees grow. Saturn

and Antares are still evening stars, but

they set before the sky darkens suffi-

ciently to enable them to be seen.

Two planets we can see. Mars and Jupi-

ter, are early evening objects, well up in

the south at sundown and setting low in

the west about midnight. The stars around

them in Capricomus and Aquarius offer

no competition, so they stand out when

skies are clear. Jupiter is by far the

brighter of the two; Mars, although only

five months from its brilliant opposition,

has faded to a fifth or less of what it was in

July. When the moon comes along in the

second week of the month, just past first

quarter, it makes the scene especially

worth watching.

Mars and Jupiter also show off their

motion in the solar system by drifting

through the stars, and the closer they get

to the sun, the faster their approach. Mars

cuts its distance to Jupiter by half this

month, now that it is a quarter of the way

around the sky from the sun.

Events described in the calendar below

are given in local time unless otherwise

indicated.

November 1 : The moon crosses the bor-

der between Virgo and Libra but is up
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only in daylight or bright twilight, and the

old crescent is too thin and dim to see.

November 2: New moon is at 1 ;02 a.m.,

EST. Mercury begins its retrograde (west-

erly motion), backing toward the sun more

rapidly now.

November 3: Saturn is in conjunction

with Antares. When we see them again in

the morning sky (in late December), Sat-

urn will be to the left (east) of the star. The

moon is at perigee (nearest the earth) at

about 9:00 p.m., EST, and earlier in the

day it passes so close to Mercury that it

covers the planet (an occultation) over

southern South America and Antarctica.

November 5-6: Venus moves between

the earth and the sun today on the 5th

(inferior conjunction), entering the morn-

ing sky. It will burst out to the right of the

sun as a brilliant morning star this coming

winter. The new crescent moon will be

visible in the western sky during early

twilight on both nights. It is in Sagittarius,

but the stars around it are too low to see by

the end of the typically long near-winter

twilight.

November 8: Jupiter ends its retro-

grade drift and starts moving eastward

again along the ecliptic. The moon is at

first-quarter phase at 4: 11 p.m., EST. By
nightfall it will pass from right to left

below Mars in the southern sky, moving

between Mars and the brighter Jupiter.

November 9-10: The moon is still be-

tween Mars and Jupiter on the night of the

9th, passes south of the brighter planet at

about 2:00 p.m., EST, on the 1 0th, and will

be to Jupiter's left on the night of the 1 0th.

The moon and the two planets make a

bright and handsome threesome on both

nights.

November 12-13: Mercury's inferior

conjunction (between the earth and the

sun) occurs at about 11:19 p.m., EST. The
planet's orbit is posit-'oned to bring it di-

rectly across the disk of the sun. For ob-

servers who are favorably situated, Me
cury will appear as a tiny dark dot movii

|
._

from left to right across the sun's faci ^

taking about four hours to complete tip J

transit. Unfortunately, the planet's enti

transit will take place while Mercury ^

below the horizon from most of North ar ^^

South America. A small portion of tl

transit will be visible before sunset in H fii

waii and western Alaska, and all or part

the event will be observable from most ^ :

Europe, Asia, Africa, Australia, ai
".

many places in the Pacific.

November 16: The moon is full at 7:i

A.M., EST, and it moves into Taurus tf

evening. The bright reddish star Aldeb

ran is nearby.

November 19-20: Gemini is home *'

the moon these evenings as it rises aft

sunset. The stars to the left and below tl
;

moon (closer to it on the 20th) are Polh

and Castor. Apogee moon (farthest fro

the earth) is on the 19th.

November 22-23: Mercury, after pas

ing between the earth and the sun, r

sumes its direct easterly motion on tl

22nd. Venus moves easterly on the 2^r(

November 23-24: Regulus, Lee

bright star, is the fulcrum of the moor"

position from night to night. Look up

the east after 10:00 p.m. Last-quart

moon is at 1 1:50 a.m., EST, on the 24tl

November 27-28: The crescent moon

in the morning sky on both days: abo'

Virgo's bright star Spica on the 27t

closer to the star on the 28th.

November 29-30: The moon passes V

nus on the 29th and Mercury on the 30t

but all rise too late in the morning to 1

seen, even though Mercury is at its gref

est elongation to the sun's right.

Editor's Note: The Sky Map in the Oct

ber issue shows the evening constellatio

and stars for this month and gives t!

dates and times for use.



Enjoy the Luxurious warmth of 100% Silk.

Now at Factory Direct Prices!
Ounce for ounce, silk is the warmest natural fiber known toman. It's feather light, soft to the touch, and has

virtually no bulk. Our WinterSilks® body insulators are made from 100% pure knitted silk from the
Imperial Far East, where silk was born and perfected. They're warm, comfortable -and affordable, thanks to our
direct importing. Discover for yourself the incredible feeling of silk right next to your skin. Order today!

Silk Long Johns Silk Turtlenecks

Shirt- Hem «001

Men's Pants- Hem «002

Ladies' Pants- Hem »003

Qty. price refers to same style

For men and women

$19.75 ea. for 3 or more,

2 for $21.25 ea., 1 for $21.95

The ultimate winter warmth. Wear in

winter, spring or fall under your dress

clothes at the office, or when skiing,

hunting or shoveling your driveway

Delicate and durable knitted silk fabric

for all-day comfort, indoors and out.

Crew neck collar, elasticized waist and

cuffs. Generous shirt and pant length for

soft, no-rub fit. Men's/Ladies' si2es

XS-XL (see chart). Color: Cream.

Machine washable.

'/lens

idies'

xxs XS S M L XL

Men's

Ladies'

S M L XL

28 30-32 34-36 38-40 42-44 46-48 28-30 32-34 36-38 40-44

2 4 6-8 10-12 14-16 18+ 24-26 27-29 30-32 33-35

For long John shirts for long John panls.

lilk Balaclavas $7.95 ea. (mfianniy)

png a favorite of skiers and climbers in Europe.

J0% pure heavyweight knitted silk fabric fits

)mfortably over entire head, with oval opening

ir eyes. Wear alone, or under ski hat or parka

ood. Weighs 1 oz. and compacts to the size of

Igolf ball. One size fits all. Colors: Cream,

lack, Royal Blue, Navy, Red, or Silver Gray,

for $9.95; 2 for $9.50 ea.; 3 for $8.95 ea.; 6 for

8.25 ea.; 10 for $7.95 ea. Item #006.

Silk Clove Liners $5.95 ea. an cjuantay)

Feather-light, durable and warm -with absolutely no

bulk. Wear alone for driving, cross-country skiing or

chilly commuting. In frigid weather below 20°F, wear

under your favorite gloves or mittens. Each pair

weighs one-half ounce and compacts easily into a

shirt or jacket pocket. Color: Cream. 1 pair,

$6.95; 2 pairs, $6.75 ea.;

$19.95 ea. for 3 or more.

2 for $21.95 ea., 1 for $23.95

Soft, smooth and stylish!

The traditionally popular

turtle, now in pure silk.

Elasticized cuffs and turtle.

For skiing, chilly weather sailing

... or weekends.

Great for travelers who

like to dress up but travel

light. Feather-light to the touch,

machine washable.

Men's/Ladies' XS-XL sizes

in Burgundy or Royal Blue.

Item #023.

' '

Mens

Ladies'

Silk Sock Liners $6.95 ea. an ijuanaty)

The last word in cozy warm toes. Wear right

next to the skin under your sport or dress socks.

Keep an extra pair in your car, briefcase or office

desk for traveling during those wet, chilling

January thaws. Men's/Ladies' XS-XL sizes.

Color: Cream. Items #018 & 019.

Ankle Height Silk Sock Liners: 1 for $7.95/pr.;

3 for $7iO/pr.; 4 for $7.25lpr.; 6 for $6.95/pr.

Mid-Calf Height Silk Liners: 1 for $8.95(pr.;

3 for $8.50/pr.; 4 for $8.25/pr.; 6 for $7.95/pr.

Sock Sizes

Men's Shoe

Ladies' Shoe

XS S M L XL

30-32 34-36 38^0 42-44 46-48

4 6-8 10-12 14-16 18+
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Xo order fill in, clip and mail the coupon below, or call Toil-Free 24 hours a day:

^ ^.^.^ ^..^-k ^.aBas In Wise, Alaska or Hawaii call:

1-800-648-7455 1^08836-4600
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$6.20 ea.; 12 pairs, $5.95 ea.

XXS XS s M L XL XXL

'72-5 51/2-6 6V2-7 71/2-8 S'/s 9 9V2-10

; love your silks. Having them next to my skin feels like I

Uve died and gone to heaven. Please continue making thi

vailable."
hwa

The two shirts I ordered arrived this afternoon. 1 am most

lei^rd with the quality, and your service was nothing short

t .im.izing. 1 have dealt with many catalog companies over

H' vears and yours surely ranks with the best."-D. Holeman,

San Francisco

uarantee; If for any reason you are dissatisfied, return your

urchase(s) in as-new condition within two weeks of our

iipmenl dale for a prompt refund, credit or exchange-

liK hover you prefer Returns cannot be accepted after 30

.n- 'ihipping and handling charges are not refundable.

are Instructions: Hand or machine wash gently in cold

.Iter using mild soap, such as Ivory. Rinse in cold water

i|u.\ve out excess water; do not wring. Dr.' O.it on Imn-'l or

i.uhinc dry on delicate setting. Do not dry clean.

Qty.
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Champagne

Champagne

Champagne

Champagne

Champagne

#001 -Men's/Ladies' Silk Undershirts

#002- Men's Silk Long John Panls

#003-Ladies' Silk Long John Panls

#023-Meris/Ladies' f^ealherweighl SilK Turtlenecks

#022-Men's/Udies' Silk Glove Liners

#018-Ankle Heighl Silk Sock Liners

#019- Mid-Call Silk Sock Liners

#006-Silk Balaclavas (one size tils all)

Price Each

'"^^-^^os

see above

D Check

Card No. _

Exp..

Shipping, Handling & Insurance

5% Tax lor Wis. Addresses

lelivery: We ship most orders withir 72 ho iOfr

WinterSilks
'T/ii- Ulli'niiU- Winkr Warmlb"

Address

.

Cily -Zip.

Dept.QI 2, 2700 Laura Lane. Middleton. Wisconsin 53562
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We Started
with the Stars...
We printed them on an 8-inch

pliable globe, gently pressed one half

inside the other, and now we've got

the world's best star-finding tool . . .

Ni^tgtar^
Adjusts at a roll of your fingertips for

any date, time, or place on Earth!
Many sky-maps in one. Durable. Compact.

Displays all 88 constellations. Finds planets!

Printed in color. Beautifully packaged. The
ideal nature/science gift. Ages 10 to adult.

"A delight to botti mind and eye . .

.

. . . elegant, instructive, and fun!"
- Douglas McCany, College Planelarium Director.

Comes with 50 pg. "Guide To NightStar" plus

access. & 1 yr. wrnty. We ship UPS same day.

VISA/MASTERCARD CALL (408)462-1049
or SEND $44 plus ship/handling: U.S/Canada
$3.50; foreign $7 (or $14 by air). CA add 6%.

Order 2 or H/lore: Free ship/handling in U.S.

Dept. Nl, THE NIGHTSTAR COMPANY
1334 Brommer SL, Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Review!

How the North Was Woe
by Barry Maine

This is no ordinary company history.

But then the Hudson's Bay Company,

formed by royal charter of Charles II of

England in 1670 and still operating in

Canada today (at a loss), is no ordinary

company. Longevity alone confers re-

spect, and no single company has played a

more central role in the history of a coun-

try than the HBC. Wars were fought be-

tween France and England over the terri-

tory claimed by its charter—a vast,

seemingly boundless, frozen wasteland

that saw only two seasons: a long winter of

Company of Adventurers, by Peter C.

Newman. Viking, $25.00: 413 pp.. illus.

subfreezing temperatures and heavy

snowfalls, and a short spring in which the

most visible signs of new life were thick

clouds of flies and mosquitoes. Yet seldom

has a company had to supply so little in

return for so much. Nature provided the

product in a forest full of beavers, a trai

portation system in the bay and a netwc

of rivers that drained into it, and a che

labor force of native populations. T

company provided only the adventurer

It was Carlyle who said "the history

the world is but the biography of gn

men." Most modern historians have d

carded that romantic notion, but Pe'

Newman, in all his Canadian histories, 1:

stubbornly stuck by it—although he

quick to acknowledge the presence

other forces at work. It is difficult to im;

ine a narrative history—history told a:

story—in which individuals in positions

power do not play a large role. There is

much of a story without them. Newm,.

spins a tale of actions performed on a coll

desolate stage by actors who, by thil

courage, ingenuity, and above all, end^

ance. established an English foothold

the North American wilderness, explor

and mapped its geography, guarante
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Botanical, Horticultural and Natural History Books.
Drawings and Prints including property from the

Hunt Institute for Botanical Documentation

!l|i

Pieter Van Loo and Cornelis Van Noorde. |C/tou dejacinie.s\

A collection of 13 watercolor drawings of Double Hyacinths, on paper, signed and dated 1765 and 1769, bound in an
album for Charles de Rohan, Prince de Soubise [ca. 1770). contemporary red morocco gilt, 480 by 293 mm.

Auction to be held on November 21, 1986 at 10 a,m, and 2 p.m. in our oallcrics at

502 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022. Catalogue #6264 is available tor S18 or S2I

by mail. Viewing is from November 14 to November 20 (please m)tc that a

prior appointment is required to view the books). For further information contact the

Book Department at 212/546-1000.

Highlights include seven watercolor drawings on vellum of roses by Pierre-Joseph

Redoute; numerous important flower books and a selection of bird books by Catesby and

Audubon, as well as works by Catlin and McKenney & Hail on North American Indians.

CHRISTIE'S
NEW YORK



Now save 30% when you travel to China

this Nov.-Mar with Pacific Delight Tours, *1

to China and the Orient, with more satisfied

passengers. Youll tour without the crowds
in mild temperatures with our eight 14- to

24-day, fully-escorted tours to China, Hong
Kong, Japan and Southeast Asia, Our
14-day package to 7 popular cities includes

round trip air, first class hotels and 3 meals
daily for only $1,460* Send for our CHINA
VALUE VACATIONS'" brochure. Then see
your Travel Agent.

'p.p., dbl occ ,
Nov.-Feb from West Coast, with

low-cost add-ons from ottier cities. Prices slightly

higher in IVlar and Apr., and are subject to change

— GO WITH THE REAL EXPERTS 1

Pacific Delight Tours, Inc.

132 Madison Ave, New York, NY 10016
(212) 684-7707 (NY)
ortoll-free (800) 221-7179 (U.S. & Canada)

Please rush me your 1986-1987 CHINA VALUE
VACATIONS' brochure.

Name

State

My travel agent IS-

PACIFIC DELIGHT

WELSH FISHERMAN'S SMOCK
Crys Pysgodwr

Enjoy the comfort of this practical overshirt for men or

women. It has been used by Welsh Fishermen for over

400 years. The material is a 12 oz. pure wool Welsh
flannel The smock is full cut with a boat neck and two
convenient pockets. Colors include a soft blue-grey,

coordinating well with denim. Made in Wales.

Sizes S(32-34). [Vl{36-38). L(40-42). XL(44)

Colors' Blue-grey. Rust or Brown

No. 1673 Welsh Fisherman's Smock $50.00
State size and color

Check, Mastercard or Visa. Please add $2.00 for shipping.

Satisfaction Guaranteed Send for our unique catalog-

Visit our store when in the Seattle area.

For orders and inquihes telephone (206) 485-2132

O David Moi^^j\
11803 Nonhcreek Pky N . Suite 103 Bolheli, WA 98011

Anthropology
Tour to

Morocco
^^^^

A^ 10-25, 1987

'P^r^rreil^lrt'li c t - c if"r

rnj l>

1986 price: $1^50. perpersor>.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

Trinidad
and

Tobago
i WildUfe 'Sur

' 'See til Si^rv;
<t srU-t ib's. Lf-<'bit*s, Mot* -.:^

fropiral ri'J' •.:
, >.-3!.

Amertcan
luseum of

Matural
History

Discovery ioyrs

Cenlxal Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192
(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

the future of the Hudson's Bay Compan
and planted the seeds for a new natio''';

Nature was their greatest adversarr.

Technology during the eighteenth centuir'

had advanced only far enough to get me '

to where they wanted to go, so long as ^"]

wasn't too far north or south. Once theR",

got there they had only their will to surviiP
to fall back on. This is the story of sh;^;

surgeons amputating frozen fingers ar'f;

toes, of traders waiting out ten months i

'^

'

bitter cold for the annual return of supp
'

'

ships from England, and of explore'

chewing on deer hide to put off starvati(

and resorting, at the last, to cannibalisr

Europeans first laid eyes on the regie'"

en route to what they hoped would be
''

'

northwest passage to the rich tradir*"

lands of the Far East. One of the first w.'l^

Henry Hudson, for whom the bay ':;;

named, who perished there in the icy w,
'"

ters his mutinous crew consigned him to-

'

an inauspicious beginning. A half centuj'j;

later Prince Rupert of the Rhine, cousin i .:

Charles II, was granted a royal charti,:

proclaiming him and his followers "tn *;

lords and proprietors" of all the lands bo '^

dering on Hudson Bay. This was grante'^

not for the purpose of settlement bi'^''

rather for the exclusive purpose of tradir'jj

utilitarian goods—knives, axes, musket
'

'

copper kettles, and so on—to the nativ.

Indians in return for beaver furs. Unlil
'

the French to the south, they sought

convert the Indians to capitalism, n

Christianity.

Beaver fur was in high demand in E

rope throughout the eighteenth and we

into the nineteenth century. An entire ci\

lization was debauched in the service i

fashion a hemisphere away. Newman
quick to point out, however, that the Inc

ans saw themselves as partners in an ente

prise that benefited them as well. Tht

took in a windfall of trade goods in retui^^"

for what they regarded as a worthless ar'""

mal in plentiful supply. They also prove

to be shrewd traders. There was mutu
;

exploitation, although over the long ha

the Indians gave up far more than the

realized: their independence and self-su

ficiency, their spiritual relationship to tl
"

land and the animals they depended on fi

survival, and eventually their very lives

disease. Newman has reconstructed th

'

unauthorized history of the Hudson's Bi

Company from some sixty-eight toi ..

worth of official company minute

records, and papers, which included sh

captains' logs, explorers' diaries, and dai
jj^__

journals kept by company officers in tl

field, called factors. The journals and di

'

ries supply not only authenticity but muc

,

of the drama with entries that detail depi

vation and depravity among the white

ifc
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nal treatment of women among the In-

igs, and sexual commerce between the

vi cultures. They also help to explain

ha five-year hitch on Hudson Bay often

iied into a lifetime service for many

asrs and company employees who re-

lied home to England only to rush back

) primitive and near savage existence,

inged by months and years of white

kce and solitude, and spoiled by the

;>al freedom they enjoyed with Indian

liiens who were offered freely and ac-

3]ed gratefully as bed warmers, they

a discovered in a frozen land what Jo-

ap! Conrad's Kurtz had found in an Afri-

aijungle. It held them there.

s for the company, it had the good

jrme (Newman calls it plain luck) to

ttict adventurers such as Pierre

:£isson and Samuel Hearne to establish

n expand the fur trade in North Amer-

:£ind financial managers such as John

^f rchill, duke of Marlborough (ancestor

f ir Winston), and Sir Bibye Lake for

a'l fiscal crisis at the home office. The

pany risked little, conceding outposts

n forts to the French whenever discre-

proved the better part of valor and

X oring the interior only when forced to

lyFrench competition. (Newman be-

e;s its motto should have been "Wait

n Seize.") It was circumspect by policy,

oing to avoid the public scrutiny and

ricism that proved the ruin of other

h'tered companies, such as the East In-

iiCompany.

lewman clearly loves the adventurous

lie than the business side of his subject

a i who can blame him?). The names of

oipany governors and records of annual

idends are placed with the biblio-

rshic information in the appendixes,

i hing but the hardship of physical pri-

aon is allowed to impede the progress of

i;iifest destiny in the narrative. The

t(y he tells is unique not only among

oipany histories but among histories of

Ith America as well. These European

dpnturers never thought of themselves

settlers or colonists; they were foreign

filers "perched on the desolate perime-

2Df Hudson Bay" in the service of absen-

j'landlords. Company decisions actually

e;rmined the geographical boundaries

f)resent-day Canada; yet the company

i not move its headquarters there until

^0, three hundred years from the date

Its charter.

ii-ry Maine, an assistant p'-ojcssor of

Ijiish at Wake Forest University in

i'th Carolina, came across Company of

\yenturers in his researchfor a book he

vriting on narrative strategies in histor-

wf North America.

^ JOHN JAMES AUDUBON
BIRDS OF AMERICA

Audubon^s six most celebrated engravings struckfrom
the original copperplates and hand-colored. The only

impressions taken since thefirst edition 150 years

ago. Limited to 125 portfolios worldwide.

Wild Turkey Male, Wild Turkey Female and Young, .Snowy Owl.

Canada Goose, Mallard Duck. Great White Heron

For information, please apply to the publishers:

American Museum of Natural History Alecto Historical Editions

Audubon Portfolio, Room 30

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024

(212) 873-1498

Audubon Portfolio. Suite 2

46 Kelso Place

London \^ 8 5QG
01-937 6611

I

Send
Burpee^s
garden

1 want your color garden

catalog describing more than

1,600 vegetables, flowers, trees,

shrubs, bulbs, and garden aids.

(If you ordered from Burpee in

1986, your new catalog will be

sent to you automatically in

January.)

Since 1876, Burpee has been

developing new vegetable and

flower varieties that are easier

to grow and more productive.

All backed by Burpee's famous

guarantee: your money back or

a replacement if you are not

completely satisfied. Special

offer for ordering early.

I Burpee
" 32573 Burpee Building, Warminster

I
» Name



Art/Crafts

ACCENT ON ANCIENT CHINA! Exquisite art rubbings

imported directly from Beijing portray beautiful de-

signs from ancient Ctiinese temples/monuments Per-

fect for holiday gifts and display/framing in your fiome/

office. Send $1 (refundable) for illustrated catalog.

Hilverson's. Dept. NH-1 16, Box 7724, Silver Spring, MD
20907

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available Gallery of Prefiistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street, 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 11103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Indian masks
Graphics. Eskimo sculpture. Hopi kachinas Navajo

rugs Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818)

789-2559

AUDUBON PRINTS AAA Quality Audubon Originals of

birds and animals from Havell, Bien, Bowen editions

plus Amsterdams Catalog $2 Write Audubon, 9720

Spring Ridge Lane, Vienna, VA 22180 or call (202)

484-3334

SACRED EYE—AntienI Egyption Protec-

tive Amulet. Gold, block, white on hondmode

papyrus 5" n 6"
. . . $23 ppd. Lucite frame odd

$19. Check /Chorge. BROCHURE —
showing 'Book of the Dead' panels, gods,

symbols 50c. Yr Sub. $5.

,_._ - ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

i Aj I KUj sow. 76 St. -NY 10023- Dept. N1186
' Gallery by appt. • (212) 724-9455-

MEXICAN MASKS, $75-$185, request photos. McCoy
Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

NATIONAL GALLERY LONDON 38 page full color cat-

alogue of prints and posters $2 Museum Prints Unlim-

ited, 2210 Wilshire Blvd
,
Santa Monica, CA 90403

NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE MUSIC by renowned tradi-

tional Indian flutist John Rainer, Jr from Taos Pueblo,

New Mexico Expenence the tranquil, soothing music
of the traditional Indian Flute as Mr Rainer plays twelve

traditional and contemporary solo pieces on flutes de-

scribed by many as having a lucid and mellow tone

Chrome cassette tape at 20 minutes per side Send
$8 50 plus $1 50 postage and handling to Red Willow

Songs. Box 515, Taos, New Mexico 87571

PERUVIAN INDIAN ART Colorful Llama wool tapestry

$17 75 ppd Alpaca rugs Ceramics Dolls #220Alcan
Drive, Pittsburgh, PA 15239 (412) 793-9449

Books/Publications

PLANTS OF THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Compact
book for tourists features descriptions, drawings of 87

plants, color plates, maps, and travel diary Universe

Books, 381 Park Ave S , New York, NY 10016 $10 95

PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Join our successful authors

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report Carlton Press, Dept NHK, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOKi Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing Co , Dept NH, 127 East 59th St , New York,

NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation Out
of-State Book Service, Box 3253J, San Clemente, CA
92672(714)492-2976

Camps

BANANA BOATS, "Tin Can Ice Cream" Somemores!
Bnng back the Fun $12 95 Camp Eats, 307 Douglas,

Edwardsville, IL 62025

TheMarfet
Collector's Items

BEAUTIFUL, COLLECTABLE ROSE QUARTZ from Ari-

zona gold mines. Aquanum enhancers, approx 1 lb.

$6 25 prepaid Cobweb-2, Box 21 56, Apache Junction,

AZ 85217

To Display!

yV To Collect!

To Treasure!

If you Love natural things antJ prefer beautiful tilings,

you stiould have our free catalog! Gem spheres,

crystals, bronzes, amettiyst. Leucite (tisplay cases,

unique one of a kind items For your free catalog write:

Natural Connection

520MarthmontWay El Paso. Texas 7991

2

OAK SHOWCASES with Tempered Glass Modular,

Knockdown construction UPS Shipping Request

catalog O'Brien Mfg., 2081 Knowles Road, Medford,

OR 97501 (503)773-2410

RHINOCEROS COLLECTORS! Send for free rhino cat-

alog Rhinos Press, Inc , Box 3520, Laguna Hills, CA
92654

Education

CURIOUS CHILDREN'' The Discovery Crew science

club encourages that curiosity. Bimonthly kits full of

elementary "learning tools," Wonderful gift! PO Box
113N, Fiskdale, MA 01518

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOU' Big Pay' Transportation!

Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International, Box
19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the

US Free details: EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT GUIDEi How, When,
Where to apply, $4- Park Systems, PO Box 14086,
Seattle, WA98114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-

tory and complete information—$300 International

Opportunities, Box 19107-RY, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTERi
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current open-
ings— All occupations! Free information' Inter-

mountain-4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Springs, CO
80907 (303) 630-0700 ex. 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD School, College openings:
USA $7 00: Overseas $7,00 England, Japan, Saudi,
Australia $7.00 each. EISF, Box 662, Newton MA
02162

Financial

HOT AIR BALLOONING for fun, joy and even profit!

Write Adventure, 307 Douglas, Edwardsville, IL 62025

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINES
65 countries Sampler $2.98 Free Brochure Multi-

newspapers, Box DE-20A, Dana Point. CA 92629

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major compa-
nies Free brochure Sobol House, 103 Richardson
Blvd

,
Black Mountain, NC 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gourmet Interests

MINNESOTA WILD RICE $5 CO per pound, prepaid
Five pound minimum. Flours Bros , Box 44C
Blackduck. MN 56630 or cal! (218) 835-6667

Merchandise/Gifts

ARCHEOLOGICAL T-SHIRTS Unique, intriguing qi-

signs Quality silk screening. Ideal Christmas gift. Fri i.

brochure. KETACA, PO Box 8191 , Portland, ME 0411
f-

W
ARMADILLO T-SHIRTS AND GIFTS! Free catalop
Dillowear, Dept H, PO. Box 1522. Gainesville. [

:

36202 or call 1-904-376-4477 p

AUTHENTIC SPANISH FAN Novel accent for tabi L
shelf or mantel Suitable for framing Average size 1

'

> 21" Please specify light or dark background. Eat'

one different Satisfaction guaranteed Only $15.9

Iberia Imports, Box 140488, Coral Gables, FL 33114

BUTTERFLIES, BUGS & BEETLES! Colorful insect d
signs on quality t-shirts Free catalog Second Sk

Studios, Box 5261, Lubbock, TX 79417-5261

DINOSAUR CALENDAR '87 13 B/W scenes depictir

21 species 12 x 18 $4 95 ppd from Lost Worlds, Ltc

Box 3034, Sf Petersburg, FL 33731-3034

ENAMEL ANIMAL PINS, Earrings Handcrafted, kill

fired, signed and dated Wonderful' Over 200 design j:.

from $5 to $25 For complete catalog, send 221 Starr

to: Rachel Val Cohen Enamels, Box 145N, Minisir

Hills, PA 18341

FRENCH PORCELAIN items to choose from are Croi ff

sant sets $22 50, 6 artichoke plates $59 50, Chee!|
sets $55 25 All items in their own gift baskets Thai,

beautifully crafted pieces are only available by mi|i

from A E D
,
255 Mill Road, Stamford, CT 06903. Serl

$3. for a full color catalog If

"I ¥ OWLS" Bumper Sticker, $1 00. Sample Colle

tors' Newsletter $2 50. 1987 Photo Owl Calend;

$11 00 Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93751;-

MOON CALENDAR— 1987 Full color wall calendar fe

tures natural photographs from spectacular locatiori

on Earth, each enhanced by presence of Moon. Ir

eludes information on eclipses and planets visible '

twilight skies A magnificent blending of nature an',

science $10.45 postpaid. Sharkstreams, PO Be

22644, Dept M, San Francisco, CA 94122

ONE HUNDRED MILLION YEARS AGO the earth bi

longed to dinosaurs Now the dinosaurs can belong I

you' Over 75 different high-quality dinosaur product
f

Just send for your free catalog. Prehistoric Product '

Box 531272, Miami Shores, FL 33153 (305) 754-888!

CASHMERE
WATCHCAP BImagine.
Four beefy ounces of Cashmere built two layers

thick. It turns up at the brim so you have four layers

covering your ears. Warm and soft like nothing else.

Not ever a hint of itch or scratch. Never debilitating.

Lets your head breathe, leaves you free to ,- ^ s

think, allows you to perform. Sixty-Five.
f^TTM

Coloni: Black, Charcoal Grey, Bank Grey. Flannel I- f
Grey, A Suggestion of Grey, Intense Red, .Navy,

|
, I

Red, Vermom Green. Claret, HeavT Cream, Babv (^V
Blue, Pink, Taupe.

CHECK VISA I^ASTERCARD VERMONT
BIRD COMPANY

PO BOX 1008S RUTLAND VERMONT 05701 802 775 6^54

1
SEA SHIRTS—Marine life designs silkscreened on pre

mium garments Catalogue Sea Shirts, 25W61'
Durfee, Wheaton, IL 60187

Miscellaneous

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE— For hobbies, sportsi

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, eight)|

countnes worldwide Electronic Exchange, Box 68-H1
[

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

GIBBON T-SHIRTS Aqua, Lavender, Silver, Beigej
S-M-L-XL $10 donation to help feed 15 sanctuary gib I

bons International Primate Protection League, Inc. I

PO Box 766, Summerville, SC 29484
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LLA T-SHIRTS, lavender, beige, silver, aqua

—

-XL for $10 donation. Proceeds for gorilla con-

lion. International Primate Protection League,

O. Box 766. Summerville, SC 29484

Ifo/Optical

;\leui[ Lighter-Brighter

AUDUBON 804R

I
Pn I i^85 00 Sale Price S142 50 ppd

3R LITERATURE AND DISCOUNT LISTS ON A
CVIPLETE LINE OF SPORTING OPTICS WRITE TO

rULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

isince 1923 Alignment performed on our US. Navy
illialor Free catalog and our article "Know/ Your

in,ulars," publistied in Audubon Magazine Mirakel

p al Co , Inc. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie, NY
:iM518) 731-2610

BINOCULARS—SWAROVSKI, ZEISS. LEITZ. B&L
Busfinell, Fujinon Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &
Mactiine Tool. Box 541-H, Scranton, PA 18501 (717)
961-2542

Real Estate

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
sites, campsites, farms, investment! "Land Buyer's

Guide" plus nationwide listings—$3,00. Lands, Box
19107-RY, Wastiington, DC 20036

Rentals

SPECIAL ESCAPES—Tropical Villas, Mountain Ctia

lets, Luxury Condos—Worldwide Free Brochure
Hideaways International, Box 1464L, Littleton, MA
01460, (800) 843-4433, in MA (617) 486-8955

TOBAGO, RENT PRIVATE COTTAGES ON BEACH
Snorkeling, swimming, fishing, scuba Bird watcher's

paradise Brochure Charles A, Turpin, Charlotteville,

Tobago, West Indies

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the

Western Caribbean Diving. Maya Ruins, Birds, Library

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the

veranda Retire to spacious, private, beachfront ca-

bafias Bevier, Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8008

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE LEARN sailing aboard 50'

ketch "Palisander " Visit special anchorages, sample

local Island color, swim and snorkel in Caribbean wa-

ters Ten day course $1450 per person Reserve now
availability limited. Cuttyhunk Marine Adventures, c/o

Gray, 177 Tweed Blvd., Nyack, NY 10960

A-1 SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde
pendent Africa Kenya, Tanzania, Rv/anda. Zambia,
Zimbabwe. Botswana, Trans-Sahara Asia India, Ne
pal, Malaysia, Indonesia S Amenca Brazil, Ecuador
Peru, Galapagos Islands, Alaska, Safaricentre Interna

tional. Nationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800) 624

5342

Trekking Iwalkmg) e»pedilions lo the loot

01 MI Everest S Annapufna Wiiaiile

safaris m search of rare Asian birds and
mammals Explorations of remole Bfiutan
Sikkim Ladakti and tropical Sri Lanka 10
10 35 day programs from S670 00 • airfare
Free Brochures

HivnAU\<AM TrAvcI. Inc.
PO BOX481-NH
Greenwich. CT 06830

(203) 622-OOee Toll Fiee 1800) 225-2380

AFRICA, AMAZON, GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours with

expert naturalists Kenya: Tanzania including Selous

and Zanzibar: Mountain Gorilla Satan: Botswana, Zam-
bia. Zimbabwe Amazon expeditions: Manu, Tam-

bopala Reserves Galapagos one- and two-week yacht

cruises, optional Peru or Amazon Small groups Free

84-page color catalog Wilderness Travel. 1760NA
Solano, Berkeley, CA 94707 (800) 247-6700 outside CA
(415)524-5111

AFRICAi Special camping, trekking, lodge safaris to

Kenya and Tanzania From $1995—18 days including

airi Exclusive photo workshops led by top nature pho-

tographers: departures throughout 1987 Voyagers

NA 11, Box 915, Ithaca, NY 14851

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND. "The Hikers Paradise."

Moderate optional length Day hiking tours. Two or four

weeks Brochure. Alpine Adventure Trails Tours, 783P
Cliffside Drive, Akron, OH 44313

i

•^ ^

Wing wood in Manipur.



AUSTRALIA/NEW ZEALAND ADVENTURES: Unspoilt

Wilderness, Unique Wildlife, Unexplored Outback and
Tropics, Barner Reef/Islands, National Parks Groups/

Individuals, Basic Deluxe Also Biking, Hiking' Combin-

able with New Guinea, Tatiiti, Fiji, West Irian, Bali Fo-

rum Travel, 91 Gregon/, Pleasant Hill, California 94523

(415)671-2900

EXPLORE EXOTIC AMMONIA

Wilderness Expeditions 11
•'-^^

BRAZIL ART, ARCHITECTURE FOLKART TOUR—
April 22-May 14 Come to ttiis nation of amazing con-

trasts European, Indian, African cultures Jungle

towns, sopfiisticated cities, preserved colonial towns

Art museums, Amazon cruise Spectacular natural

beauty, lusti ram forests Manaus, Rio, Brasilia, Sao
Paulo, Salvador, Ouro Preto, Belo Horizonte, breath-

taking Iguassu Falls Expert guiding Limited size

group Brochure Jacqueline Moss Museum Tours.

Dept N 131 Davenport Ridge Lane. Stamford, CT
06903 or call (203) 322-8709

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days, from $550 00 + low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland,

Botswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich. CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

CHINA SPECIALTY TOURS Visit Wintering Grounds of

rare cranes in January, Gardens and Mountains in

April; Northeast Forests in May; and Far West in June
Leading China nature company. Write World Nature

Tours, Box 693a. Silver Spring. MD 20901

1

UNIQUEDESTINATIONS
' The SAHARA desert, guided by TXiareg nomads
• Birds in the PAIVTANAL, penguins in PATAGONIA
• Tttks: ECIADOR. MALI. MOROCCtt RAJASTHAN.

INDONESIA. UDAKH. TIWCEY. CRETE.

CLOUD FORESTS TO CORAL REEFS in Costa Rica

11 -day, guided nature trips include Corcovado, Poas

and Monteverde reserves Departures Dec 20, Feb 14,

Mar 7 Free color brochure of 50 nature and culture

explorations worldwide Call toll free 1-800-ALL-TREK
or write. Journeys, 1120NH Clair Circle, Ann Arbor, Ml

48103

CRUISE DESERT LAGOONS TO TROPICAL JUNGLES
with Scnpps Aquarium Observe and learn about grey

whales, sea lions, elephants seals, birds and underwa-
ter coral gardens San Diego—Puerto Vallaria, January
21-31 Scnpps Aquarium A-007, La Jolla, CA 92093
(619)534-4578

ENJOY THE CARIBBEAN, MEDITERRANEAN. Turkey

or Greece aboard your own private yacht, operated by
a knowledgeable and gracious crew Each area offers

unique features for a spectacular vacation Enjoy natu-

ral beauty, marine wildlife, historical treasures at

your own pace, away from crowds of tourists Tele-

phone: Ventura Yacht Services, Port Washington, NY
(516) 944-8415, outside NY (800) 645-6308

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
(707) 839-0178 • 1876B OCEAN DRIVE

McKINLEYVILLE, CA 95521

WINTER WHALE TRIPS to Baja California

Summertime in Southeast Alaska, Custom-

ized Galapagos trips for your groups— all

led by our enthusiastic, knowledgeable and

expenenced naturalists FREE BROCHURE.

ESCORTED WILDERNESS WALKS on Oregon's Wild

and Scenic Rogue River Trail Lodges-bed/bath Gour-

met Meals Wilderness Walks. PO Box 220. Winthrop,

WA 98862 (509) 996-2146

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safaris

Birding photography, snorkeling $250/person/week

Chic Charney, (305) 852-5750, Box 1143, Tavernier,

Florida 33070

EXPLORE THE MALDIVES, Jewels of the Indian

Ocean, with Scripps Aquarium Dive, study and collect

coral reef fishes with biologists for our exhibits March

28-April 14 Scripps Aquarium A-007, La Jolla. CA
92093(619)534-4578

GALAPAGOS ADVENTURES on new. comfortable,

rapid Yacht, Discover a Fascinating Worldl Combin-

able with Amazon, Ecuador. Peru Forum Travel. 91

Gregory. Pleasant Hill. California 94523 (415) 671-2900

GALAPAGOS & LOST CITY
OF THE INCAS

Annual photo learning adventure with Paul Epley.

Nov. 15-29— 11 Travelers— Five Star Hotels

Private Yacht, Personal Instruction

DYNAMIC COLOR BROCHURE
LAST Bx 9092 CLT NC 28299 (704) 332-5466

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666
including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley, Last, Inc. 43 Millstone Road.

Randallstown. MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore
more islands than any other Galapasos
expedition. 16 Trip dates. M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE

'

lAICfl CFUMITS 41 S43S4622
1606nk Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920

KENYA CONSULTANTS Personalized East African

travel arrangements suiting your needs Mount
Tremper, New York 12457 (914) 688-5260

KENYA. INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 Years

experience Perry Mason Safaris. Box 1 643. Danen. CT
06820(203)838-1345

KENYA PHOTO WORKSHOP led by Kay Zakariasen,

picture editor for Natural History Magazine, and Jeffrey
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Riddle of the Ridleys
Frozen and stranded, were these rarest ofsea turtles giving a clue to their secret migrations?

by Anne Barkau Meylan

Twelve years studying sea turtles in

southern climes had not prepared me for a

December day on a windswept beach

along New York's Long Island Sound.

Along with rescue teams from the

Okeanos Ocean Research Foundation, I

was scouting the beaches near Riverhead,

Long Island, in search of beached sea tur-

tles stunned by the unusually cold

weather. The windchill factor made it feel

like minus fifteen degrees. Swaddled in

down parkas, wool scarves covering all but

our eyes, we plodded against the wind

down stretches of rocky shore, where high

water prevented our jeep's passage. Every

few hundred yards, we found what we had

come for—still and sometimes lifeless

forms in the piles of storm wrack at the

high-tide line. These were Kemp's ridleys,

the most endangered of all sea turtles, and

a species only rarely recorded in New

t

York waters. If I hadn't seen the turtles

myself, I would have thought there had

been some mistake in their identification.

Even within the ridley's primary range of

the Gulf of Mexico, sightings are uncom-

mon these days, and the precipitous de-

cline in the number of females arriving at

the turtles' nesting beach has demogra-

phers wondering just how many more

years Kemp's ridley will be with us. The

beaching of dozens of these turtles in Long

Island Sound last December made an ar-

resting find.

Before the day was over, our rescue

team took seven ice-cold ridleys back to

the house of Okeanos director Sam
Sadove, where they joined others in a

makeshift "warm-up room." Most of the

turtles we picked up had suffered too

much from the cold to recover or were

already dead when found. Eighteen were

still alive and responded well to gradu

warming in kiddie pools that Sam and h

wife. Gill, had added to the furnishings

the small house in Jamesport. That nigl

the enthusiastic pounding of turtle fli

pers splashed salt water all over the wal

and kept us wide awake. Outside the teii

perature went down to the midteens, aii

in the marina next door the water froze

For the next several weeks, strande

turtles continued to appear along the eas

ern two-thirds of Long Island's nort

shore. By mid-March, forty-four ridley

two green turtles, and ten loggerheads ha

been picked up by Okeanos, the agenc

charged by New York State to hand]

strandings of both sea turtles and mariij

mammals. Another five or six turtles wet

reported but could not be recovered. B(

cause several of the strandings occurred

'

seldom-traveled marshes, we assume tha

Turtle Travels

Where do Kemp's

ridleys go after leavini

theirnesting beach in

Mexico? Records of
sightings and

strandings suggest

these rarest ofsea

turtles mayfollow
major ocean currents

out into the Atlantic

where they will

mature, eventually

returning to the Gulf

ofMexico to breed.
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other stunned sea turtles went unnoticed.

Cold-stunning events involving sea turtles

are not unprecedented, having occurred in

Florida in 1894/95, in 1977, 1981, and

1985, but Kemp's ridley was never the

primary victim.

Seven of the turtles that survived the

ordeal were flown south and released in

the Florida Keys under the supervision of

the National Marine Fisheries Service.

All were tagged with numbered metal

bands bearing a return address, but so far

no recaptures or sightings have been

made. Thirty-five dead turtles, most of

them ridleys, were donated by Okeanos to

the Herpetology Department of the

American Museum of Natural History,

where they will be a source of scientific

data.

There seems little doubt that the ex-

treme cold was responsible for the

strandings. Three different species were

similarly affected soon after the onset of

the severe weather. Nearly all of the eight-

een turtles found alive responded well to

gradual warming—some making swift

and complete recoveries. Necropsies o 6^'

ducted on the turtles by Okeanos reveaj

no signs of injury or exposure to toxini

This cold-stunning episode was only |

latest in a series of riddles the ridley I

presented to the world. First described'

Samuel Garman in 1880, Kemp's ridl

{Lepidochelys kempi) was not widely n

ognized as a distinct species of sea tui;

until the 1940s. It was chronically d
fused with its close relative, the olive i1

ley (L. olivacea), and with the loggerhe

turtle {Caretta caretta). To this day,

properly labeled museum specimens

commonplace.

In the 1950s the ridley's riddle <x

cerned its ancestry. Many biologists

garded it as a hybrid, the result of a cr^

between a loggerhead and a green turt

No one had ever seen ridleys mating

knew where they nested. Fishermen in t

Florida Keys were familiar with ridle

because they caught them in their ne'

but they were convinced that the turtl

were sterile. Herpetologist Archie Carr

the University of Florida interviewilfiii

)ilv

ilK

ilp

IfOl'



o:s of fishermen about ridleys.'This

qridley don't have no young 'uns," he

"3 lold, "He's at the end of the Hne, Uke a

''<\ ;." Many of Carr's early years were

:
II t searching tropical beaches for the

&i ding ground of the enigmatic Kemp's

ii nly in 1961 did the scientific world

I the ridley's well-kept secret. A pri-

film made in 1947 by a Mexican

meer, Andres Herrera, showed thou-

lii \s of Kemp's ridleys emerging on a

\i ly stretch of shore in the state of Ta-

i!t ilipas, Mexico, some 200 miles south

rownsville, Texas. The site bears the

a ie of a nearby town, Rancho Nuevo.

lil rough exploration of Gulf and Carib-

(S 1 shores by sea turtle biologists for the

IS twenty-five years has failed to reveal

other sites of concentrated nesting.

;ty-five percent of the population of

ing females comes to this seventeen-

strip of beach, with the remainder

ling in the neighboring state of Vera-

n,. In its virtual allegiance to a single

irtding locality, Kemp's ridley is unlike

1 1 other sea turtle in the world.

lom April to August each year,

[ ip's ridleys aggregate and mate off

1 nesting beach at Rancho Nuevo.

\ lie the reproductive cycles of most

-1 ;r sea turtles are longer than a year,

1 ly adult female ridleys appear to be on

1 innual timetable. Some females may

I Tge on the beach to nest several times

1 ne season. An average clutch consists

i 10 eggs. Males, present in the waters

I the nesting beach, do not leave the

7 er.

' lerrera had the luck to film an

1 bada, or arrival. These mass nesting

I irgences had previously been docu-

r ited only for the olive ridley, a species

1 iicularly common along the Pacific

( its of Mexico and Central America,

f ; arribada appears to be a behavior

I :}ue to the genus Lepidochelys, and the

i badas of olive ridleys are considered

1: of the wonders of the world. Between

*| 300 and 1 50,000 turtles emerge over

i or seven nights to lay their eggs at

' ncite on the Pacific coast of Costa

la.

Calculations based on Herrera's film

) ted the number of Kemp's ridleys nest-

ij at Rancho Nuevo in 1947 at 40,000.

3
i

1 966, when the Mexican government

1 called its first camps on the beach to

1 initor and protect turtles, the arribadas

1 ii shrunk to only 2,000 turtles, a decline

j) p5 percent. The apparent cause for the

1 ;line was excessive egg harvesting by

(al hueveros (egg takers), combined

I h predation by coyotes and erosion of

1 ts by storm tides. A joint conservation
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effort was launched by Mexican and U.S.

government agencies in 1978, but the

number of females arriving at Rancho

Nuevo continues to decline. For the last

eight years, an estimated 500 to 750 fe-

males per year come to nest. Egg poaching

has been virtually eliminated, but a rela-

tively new problem, incidental capture

(and drowning) in shrimp nets, threatens

to deliver the coup de grace. Shrimp

trawlers take a heavy toll of male and

female turtles both off the nesting ground

and on the feeding ground to which the

ridleys disperse after nesting.

Recaptures of tagged individuals show

two principal foraging areas for the adults:

off the coast of Louisiana (from Marsh

Island to the Mississippi Delta) and in the

waters off the Tabasco-Campeche area of

Mexico (Tupilco, Tabasco to Champoton,

Campeche). It is no accident that shrimp

trawlers and ridleys come together in

these places. Ridleys feed primarily on

crabs that share the habitat of white, pink,

and brown Penaeus shrimp. Portunid

crabs (Callinectes, Ovalipes) seem to be

favorite prey, but clams, mussels, and

snails are also eaten.

We know far less about the where-

abouts of young ridleys. If ridleys follow

the generalized life history hypothesized

for other sea turtles, we can expect that

they live in different places at different

times in their lives. Hatchlings leave the

nesting beach and travel into the open

ocean where they take up a pelagic exis-

tence among weed- and drift-lines that

form along the edges of major current

systems. For some species this period may
last several years. It is followed by entry

into coastal areas. At some of these areas

one finds young turtles almost exclusively.

Once mature, turtles move on to either a

permanent feeding ground or a series of

feeding grounds through which they rou-

tinely travel. Except for migrations to the

nesting beach, the rest of the turtle's life is

spent in these feeding areas.

The degree to which Kemp's ridley con-

forms to this genera! life history is not

known. We do know that ridleys of all

sizes are found in the Gulf of Mexico, and
it is possible that they spend their entire

life there. An important developmental

habitat for subaduh ridleys was discov-

ered in the 1950s on the west coast of

Florida at Cedar Key. Since then, other

sites where young ridleys routinely appear
have been found in the Gulf of Mexico
from Texas to Florida.

Ridleys are regularly seen in several

places along the eastern seaboard of the

United States as far north as Cape Cod.
Massachusetts. This contingent of the

popul: tion, which is practically all juve-

niles, has been the subject of controve, (',;.

for decades, because great distance

contrary currents would appear to mafc
|f;.

impossible for these turtles ever to reti j

.

to the nesting beach at Rancho Nue^-;

Those who believe these turtles are los(
i-;:

the population point out that many per joi

in northern waters at the onset of ci

weather, and those that survive have ht

clear way to follow currents back to ik

Gulf of Mexico. Despite thorough sear (sl-

ing by sea turtle biologists, ridleys are i

known in the Bahamas or the Greater a

Lesser Antilles, through which they wc
have to pass on their way back to the G
of Mexico from the Atlantic. I

Following the Long Island cold-sn

ning episode, a review of both publisi

and unpublished records of ridley sig

ings along the Atlantic coast convinc

me that the actual number of ridleys ali.

the coast may be far higher than m
people now suspect. The National Mar
Fisheries Service reports that 77 out c

total of 273 ridleys (29 percent) t!

stranded in the Gulf and off the southei

ern states of the United States betw(

1980 and 1985 were recovered in the

,

lantic. Ridleys are routinely caught

shrimp trawls that operate in the a

around Cape Canaveral, Florida. Dur

the period from 1979 to 1985, 68 Kem
ridleys were recorded in Chesapeake Iji

by the Virginia Institute of Marine S

ence, and scientists there project a s

sonal population of 200 to 300 individui

The ridley is the most common speciesju

marine turtle recorded at the Wellfl

Bay Wildlife Sanctuary at Cape C
Massachusetts. At a recent meeting.

was reported that 88 ridleys were founc

that area from 1976 to 1985.

Before last December, there were o

three published records of ridleys in Lc

Island Sound, and only eight for the enl|(i.

state of New York. This spotty record

ridleys may be more a case of poor reo

keeping than a true lack of ridleys. Sii

the 1985 cold-stunning event, more

ports of New York ridley sightings fr

previous years have come in. Specimen:

the American Museum of Natural F

tory and in private collections docum-

the occurrence of ridleys at one Long

land beach alone in at least three differ

years; 1957, 1983, and 1985. Were the

along with the others stranded last win

merely ill-fated waifs swept out of tt

normal range in the Gulf of Mexico? O
Long Island another station on the turt

regular migratory route? How does t

"lost" east coast population fit into

ridley enigma?

The Gulf Stream flows north along

eastern seaboard of the United States cfc:

# air HEUJ ZEaiana



easily pick up animals that have left

'rulf of Mexico through the Straits of

O'ida. Archie Carr has suggested that

c the turtles reach northern waters,

;;idering eddies of the current deliver

3" right to the coast. When these eddies

li'off, they carry with them whatever

iifals are in the warm water of the main

"lAnt. The sporadic occurrence of tropi-

'J sh in inlets along the south shore of

Island is well known and often at-

ted to this phenomenon. Such trans-

of ridleys by the Gulf Stream could

whether they were migrants or

: know that over the short term rid-

ire perfectly capable of living in the

along the eastern seaboard. The tur-

hat were found in Long Island Sound

)85 appeared to be in remarkably

5 .hy condition. They were juveniles, as

'( )ractically all those found along the

k trn seaboard, and remarkably similar

'i ell size, averaging some eleven inches.

i]ibly they were part of a single age

h or even a single "fleet" that traveled

f'j ther from some distant place. Olive

k ys are known to travel in groups, and

^ le 1930s a group of Kemp's ridleys,

'! ribed by an observer as a fleet, was

'*! traveling from Buzzards Bay into

Si] yard Sound, Massachusetts.

i he observations that almost all the rid-

f; along the eastern seaboard are imma-

i.
; that they are in healthy condition

i'l. willing to eat, and that at least some of

:i(
fi are traveling in groups support the

it
I that the east coast is part of the nor-

( range of ridley migration.

; 'he theory that ridleys along the east-

seaboard are accidental strays is sup-

ed by the record of strandings of

11, usually cold-benumbed ridleys on

\\ opposite side of the Atlantic—in Scot-

, Wales, England, the Channel Is-

s, the Netherlands, France, the

res, and Madeira. The strandings are

t numerous in late fall months, with a

c in December.

rom controlled tolerance tests, we

N that Kemp's ridleys become slug-

and float at temperatures below

2; small ones succumb at 5°C. Thus,

e in the northeastern United States

t either hibernate or leave the area

ng the winter months. Although log-

leads, green turtles, and possibly rid-

overwinter by burrowing into the mud

nore southern latitudes, there is no

.ence to date that any sea turtles over-

ter in colder northeast waters. There

other turtles that do, however, such as

diamondback terrapin, which hiber-

;s in some of the same arcys where

eys have been found.

Ridleys along the eastern seaboard may
simply retreat to southern waters of the

United States during the winter. A small

number of recaptures of tagged individ-

uals supports this theory. Some of the log-

gerheads that nest on beaches in the south-

eastern United States follow such a

pattern, with a seasonal advance into, and

retreat from, northern waters. The route

that loggerheads follow back south, and

its relationship to currents, is unknown.

One possibility is that they travel close to

the coast in order to avoid the contrary

Gulf Stream, but against-current migra-

tion is also possible and is well

documented for adult loggerheads, as well

as for adult green turtles.

A third possibility is that ridleys along

the eastern seaboard eventually embark

on a purposeful migration that takes ihem

out into the Atlantic. By keeping to warm-

water currents and eddy systems such as

the Sargasso Sea, they may escape cold

winter temperatures. Those that perish

along the U.S. coast and on European

shores each winter may be the unfortu-

nate few that did not leave coastal waters

in time or make it into appropriate current
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systems. Archie Carr has recently sug-

gested that young loggerheads that hatch

on beaches in Florida, Georgia, and the

Carolinas spend several years in the open

Atlantic, perhaps making several trans-

oceanic journeys before reentering coastal

habitats. There are numerous open-sea

sightings of loggerheads to support his

theory. The lack of ridley sightings may be

due to the perennial identification prob-

lem that plagues the species or to its much

smaller population.

At what size and by what route young

ridleys might leave the Atlantic Ocean on

their return to Ranch Nuevo is open to

speculation. Unknown in the Caribbean,

the one place they do occur with some

regularity is in the Florida Keys. With

some against-current maneuverings, they

may be able to work their way to the Keys

and on into the Gulf of Mexico. Perha;

the nearly grown ridleys at Cedar Key, c

the west coast of Florida, have already h^

their look at the world. i

The Long Island cold-stunning episoc

invites new speculation. That there shoul

be forty-five young ridleys out there in ar

one place in the ocean today is a promisij

sign. Judging from the size of the turtl(

recovered in New York, they most likel

hatched at Rancho Nuevo after the Mej

can government began its program of pr

tection in 1966. It may mean that we ca

expect to see more young ridleys in tl

future and solve the mysteries of the

migration.

Anne Barkau Meylan is an associate

,

the Department of Herpetology at t)

American Museum of Natural History

At the American Museum
Water on Tap
New York City's water system is served

by a complex system of reservoirs, aque-

ducts, and pipes. On Tap: New York's

Water Supply, an exhibition opening

Thursday, November 20, in the American

Museum's Gallery 1, will examine the his-

tory, sources, and delivery of water to the

city. Displays will include a fire hydrant,

cut away to show its workings, and a

model of a "riser," a device that brings

water from tunnels hundreds of feet below

the city to the mains that distribute it.

Mammoth Hunters

Using an array of props and illustra-

tions, environmentalist-teacher Jack Bra-

nagan will re-create the environment of

the Ice Age in The Ice Age and Its Mam-
moth Hunters. A 12-by- 10-foot scrim will

help Branagan create the illusion of a

moving glacier, and he will use a puppet
of a woolly mammoth as he relates the

lives of these extinct creatures and the

men that hunted them. This family pro-

gram will cost $2 and is open only to mem-
bers. Performances will take place on
Sunday, November 23, at 1:30 and 3:30

P.M. in the Kaufmann Theater. For more
information call (212) 873-1327.

Sexual Evolution

About two million years ago, the hu-

man conventions of marriage and the fam-
ily began to develop. So says Helen
Fisher, an associate i.n the Museum's De-
partment of Anthropology and a regular

guest on NBC's "Today" show. In OfHu-
man Bonding, a free program open only to

members, Fisher will discuss the changes
that came when human beings first de-

scended from the trees, women lost their

period of heat, and men and 'vomen began

to establish permanent mating patterns..

Of Human Bonding will take place onil

Tuesday, November 18, at 7:30 p.m. in the''

Main Auditorium. For more informatior

call (212) 873-1327.

Puerto Rican Song
Repertorio Espafiol, a New York-based

theatrical company, will perform nine-

teenth- and twentieth-century Puerto Ri-

can music in Puerto Rico: Encanto y

Cancion (Puerto Rico Sings). Included

will be more than forty popular and semi-

classical songs by the island's most signifi-

cant composers. Puerto Rico Sings will

take place on Monday, November 17, al

7:30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium. Tickets

are S5 for members and $6 for nonmem-

bers. For more information call (212) 873-

1300, ext. 514.

Caribbean Month
November is Caribbean Month in thf

Leonhardt People Center. Each weekenc

will be devoted to Caribbean music anc

dance, folklore, history, and culture

These free programs will take place fron

1:00 to 4:30 p.m., and seating will be on £

first-come, first-served basis. For a com
plete schedule of events call (212) 873

1300, ext. 514.

In conjunction with Caribbean Month
two films will be shown in the Kaufmam
Theater. Sugar Cane Alley, about th(

coming of age of a boy in 1930s Marfi

nique, may be seen on Sunday, Novembe:

2, at 1 :00 and 3:30 p.m. The Harder The)

Come, starring Jamaican reggae artis

Jimmy Cliff as a country musician wh(

moves to the city in search of stardom

will be screened on Saturday, Novembe .

22, at 1:00 and 3:30 p.m. Both films an L

free with Museum admission.
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of Natural History

1987 Calendar

John Gould's

EXOTIC BIRDS

OF ASIA
A selection of 12 brilliantly

colored lithographs of exotic

birds by 19th-century artist, orni-

thologist, and author John Gould
appear in this spectacular calen-

dar. Beautiful color reproductions

of some of the most breathtaking

birds in the world make this the

perfect gift for the bird enthu-

siast, and anyone with an appre-

ciation for the beauty of our

natural world.

John Gould's Exotic Birds of Asia

Calendar is 9%" x M^A" and
comes with a cord hanger

Yes, I would like to order

copies of John Gould's Exotic Birds of

Asia at $7 95 eacti, plus $1 for shipping.

Make checks payable to American Ivlu-

seum of Natural History or charge your

credit card (circle one):

MASTERCARD

Name:

VISA

Address: _

City:

State:

Card #: _
Exp. Date:

Signature:

.Zip:

rrograni
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024



A Matter of Tast(

Hold the Caviar
There is more to the sturgeon than its roe

by Raymond Sokolov

Once upon a cold morning, I found my-

self wading through the icemelt at the

Fulton Fish Market on the lower east side

of Manhattan. The market was a vigorous,

ugly, loud place, full of roughnecks and

big fish lying out under the dilapidated old

pavilion roofs. Even now, after the rest of

the neighborhood has been spiffed up and

yuppified by the Rouse Corporation's

South Street Seaport project, the market

maintains its wonderfully dubious charac-

ter. I suppose I would feel less romantic

about the place if I had to do regular

business there and contend with the ca-

cophony and moist, moldering mess. But

on that morning fifteen years ago when I

first blundered into the market, I was daz-

zled by the big halibut displayed cheek by

gill and the dozens of species I couldn't

identify at all. The fishmongers mostly

ignored me, recognizing an unprofitable

retail customer But after I had spent half

an hour or so prowling and dodging the

loaded hand trucks pushed by men shout-

ing, "Watch your back," I heard a fellow

in an apron call out, "Wanna buy a stur-

geon?"

I looked around to locate the voice in

the general din. The man was definitely

looking at me. And on a platform in front

of his knees lay the largest fish I had ever

seen. I didn't measure it, but it must have

been more than five feet long, with an

elongated nose and bony bumps along its

back and side. I wish I could say I had

taken that sturgeon home. I would then

have joined an elite tradition of people

associated with abnormally large fish. The

great original in this line was Crispinus,

target of Juvenal's fourth satire, "a mon-

ster redeemed from his vices by no virti

who bought a monster turbot. In gourr

circles, the story still circulates of

French noble household forever shan

by a gift fish too large for the lord's larg

platter And then there was the royal b

quet at which the major domo prou

presented a great salmon to the assemb

guests but dropped it on the floor Hun
ated, he gathered up the fish and tool

away—only to return with a second i

even larger than the first. It had all bi

planned, of course.

In England, sturgeons belong by law

the crown (as do whales). But it is in R
sia that the sturgeon truly gets the resp

it deserves, as the largest freshwater 1

on the planet and a magnificently d

cious source of flesh. I am confining t

discussion to flesh and avoiding the st

Sturgeons on exhibit in an aquarium

Natural History 1 1 /



Since before recorded history
3gan, man has been fascinated with
le mystery, the elusiveness, and the

DCturnal nature of owls. These beau-
ful and majestic creatures have been
atured in works of art dating back to

le Stone Age.
Now The Hamilton Collection

inounces a porcelain sculptural mas-
rwork by the world-renowned Maruri
udio, inspired by the barn owl. This

md-painted porcelain work captures
le of these handsome birds as he
;rches on a branch.

This bird's delicate coloring, soft

xtured plumage, heart-shaped face,

id large, expressive eyes are por-

ayed to perfection by the artists of

[aruri. They created an original mas-
r sculpture, which served as the basis

ir nearly 20 separate mold parts. After

and-casting and assembling all com-
Dnents using the finest bisque porce-

in, each piece is carefully fired. Then
teen different, subtle hues are applied

/ hand, before a final firing.

Because this Maruri original is

°ing offered in a limited edition of just

IB,000 worldwide, you are advised to

jrder immediately. This sculpture is the

first issue in a series of eight, inspired

by the world's most beloved owl spe-

cies: the Majestic Owls of the Night. As
the owner of "Barn Owl" you will have
the right—but you will never be under

any obligation— to acquire all future
sculptures as they are issued.

Furthermore, you are guaranteed
the right to return any sculpture within

30 days of receipt for a full refund,

releasing your series rights.

Each issue in the Majestic Owls of

the Night Collection will be priced at

just $55.00, and may be purchased

through a convenient, split-payment

plan. And each will be accompanied
by a numbered Certificate of Authen-
ticity attesting to its status within the

edition limit.

Considering mankind's universal

fascination with owls and the excep-

tional quality and appeal of this "Barn

Owl" original, as well as the interna-

tional reputation of Maruri Studios, a

prompt sellout of "Barn Owl" could

occur. Thus, we cannot guarantee
consideration of your application if

postmarked after the final date shown
below. To avoid disappointment,
order todau-

RlSrOND B^:

.'l.llJJ..I.IJ^I;Jil4:JHI

Limit: Two sculf'tiiri-s per collector

Please accept my applicalion lor •Barn Owl,"
premiere issue in the .\Iii;.-s/;c 0:rl< of the Xi^lU
Sculpture Collection. 1 am under no obligation
(o buy any additional sculptures. Payable in two
equal installments with the first due prior to
shipment and an invoice for the second accom-
panying shipment.

Yes, I wish to reserve (lor 2) "Barn Owl"
sculpture(s) at S55.00 each (plus S2.14 shipping
and handling).

I prefer to pay the first installment of SIS.S/"
{S57.14* for two sculptures) as follows:

D Charge my credit card; D Visa

D MasterCard Q American Evpress
D Diners Club Exp. Date

0S389

Signature

.

Name

.

Addres

City _
State _ -Zip.
Floridi rnidcnb idd $1,4J pci sculplurc uln U». Illinote
midcnii idd $2.00 per mlpluir tUlt tnd loul u>. rinix'

The Hamilton Collection
liSlI RegencN Square Blvd.. P.O. Bov 440.i1

lacksonville, FL 32231



EXPLORE
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Americas
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an incredibly unique bio-

logical r^on. Exciting

wildlife and outstanding

natural surroundings

serve to demonstrate why

Costa Rica is truly the

"Wildlife Sanctuary of the

Americas." Monthly depar-

tures. 10 days, $1398 aU

inclusive from Miami.

TOLL FREE

1-800-633-4734

f Choice of navy or beige

100% polyester tie.

$15.00 ($250 postage

and handling).

INSPIRED BY THE
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CAVE ART OF
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Rust colored horse on choice of black

or beige water-resistant canvas tote,

W/2" wide, 11'/2" high, with sturdy

woven handles. . .$19.00 ($250 postage
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MEMBERS ARE
ENTITLED TO A
10% DISCOUNT
ON THE PRICE OF
THE MERCHANDISE.

Please send me:

Ties D Navy D Beige

Totes D Black D Beige

I enclose a check payable to the

American Museum of Natural

History for $ (NY
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Mail to:
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P

geon's most obvious claim to fame,

gray-black roe. Caviar is another sub

for another time, which the impatient

pursue in Susan Friedland's exhaus

and elegant new book, Caviar (Scribne

Caviar needs such intelligent explanat

but it does not require further promo
j

>

in a world gone caviar mad. In fact
]

;

demand for caviar has endangered
^

survival of the sturgeon itself.

And yet this noblest of fish survives

even flourishes. The attentive newspi

reader will have noticed a profusioi

articles appearing over the last year o

testifying to the resurgence of this prir

dial survivor from the evolutionary di

of bony fishes more than 1 00 million y

ago. Connoisseurs of sturgeon news t

delighted notice last April when an

cial fisheries report from the Soviet Ui

announced that the crew of the tra'

Pioneer had made an "amazing" catc

the Black Sea off the Bulgarian coa;

150-year-old sturgeon more than six'

feet in length, weighing nearly 1.

pounds. (This monster is still far from

largest sturgeon reported from

revolutionary days: twenty-eight feet

2,800 pounds.)

Members of the sturgeon family,

Acipenseridae, are found in all kind

water around the world, salt and fi

They are anadromous, swimming in

and upriver to spawn, waxing fat as ac

in marine habitats or in lakes. There

for instance, sturgeon in Wisconsin's I

Winnebago that spawn fifty miles

stream in the Wolf River, dropping a
i

lion and a half eggs on the rocks, unde: u

watchful eye of volunteer sturgeon gu li

protecting these big, ugly, half-blind ;h

from poachers hoping to spear then )! ;(

the black market. Fines in Wisconsii Ji ;,

sturgeon poaching begin at just u :i

:

$3,000, which, along with the human J-

;

veillance of spawning grounds, has e

.

duced human predation and allowed i(^

population of fish in Lake Winnelji >

longer than forty-five inches to sui^

75,000. i

This is a good sign for American ir

geon fanciers who may hope for the re n

of the day when this country had ar ii

portant sturgeon industry. The "mt

was so common in New YorkState th; i

1 read in Alan Davidson's North Ath'Jt

Sea Food, it was called Albany beef. *

Delaware was so full of sturgeon in io

nial times that settlers wrote home a «!

them. But by the end of the ninetelii

century, sturgeon had declined sericlj

and by now we on the Atlantic scab

«

have little left of those days excep' fe

slang of the old-time sturgeon fish<£S

mammoses were sturgeon young, **•
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' reemales with hard roe, runners had

I 'pawn running out of them, and
1 rs had already spawned. Males
trailed bucks.

' major domestic sturgeon market is

Jeattle, where three times a year

^isturgeon from the rivers of the Pa-

ciNorthwest {Acipenser transmon-

u the white sturgeon, and A.

dstris, the smaller green sturgeon)

iV|Up at the Pike Place Market. Con-
vjion, combined with a revival of

leican caviar production, is definitely

ng back native sturgeon. But our
industry is still insignificant, com-

Cjwith the world's sturgeon paradise.

h 'man stack a catch ofsturgeonfrom
HispianSea.

'aspian Sea. We are not talking bou-

J'Sturgeon here. We're talking beluga,

ggest and most prized of all stur-

ir, Soviet sources boast that the Caspi-

soeluga population exceeds fifteen

I'n fish, a rich potential for caviar

>dt and for earning hard currency. So-

t liuthorities have also been paying

bt'ittention to corruption in this lucra-

; |idustry. Earlier this year, after large-

H examples of sturgeon and caviar

f^ere uncovered at the Zhdanov Fish

mine and at various fishing collective

ii|, Zhdanov city prosecutor N.A.
rjv was fired and criminal charges

Jbrought against V.G. Vlaslov, a po-

Ificial in charge of protecting the Sea

/jzov's fish reserves, and one VA.
tlonov, an inspector of the Depart-

ijfor Combating the Embezzlement

iialist Property and Speculation.

^inese authorities have also been do-

leir part for sturgeon sur\'ival. Ich-

igists in Hubei Province have been

The Natural
History

=Hmvaii
Jan. 14-28, 1987

Discover the rich marine life

and geology of Hawaii from a
naturalist's vantage point. View
humpback whales, explore
tidal pools, lava tubes and lush

valleys. Exotic fish, waterbirds,

sea turtles, tree ferns, fuschia

l|l|(wers. Panoramic vistas. An-

iiiiiit; aiiimistic roclt carvinfe.

|. per person.

American
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History

Discovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th St
New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687
(212) 873-1440 (212) 799-7157

ALASKA
A sumptuous exploration ofthe

great state ofAlaska in a huge
hardcover volume.

Photographer Dennis Stock has
captured in 160 giant, full-color

photographs the sweeping

landscapes and teeming wildlife

ofAlaska. Available at great

savings! Original Price: $125.00.

Museum's Price: $39.95

To order ALASKA at the

special Museum price of$39.95

(plus $2.50 shipping) send

check or money order payable

to The American Museum of

natural History to the address

below. Or call toll-free (800) 247-

5470; Mastercard and VISA

accepted.

ALASKA

Members' Book Program
Central Park West at 79th Street

newVork.nV 10024
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A Prairie Home
COMPANION

with GARRISON KEILLOR

THE NEWS FROM
LAKE WOBEGON CASSETTES
Gamson Keillor debvers his popular

"A Prairie Home Companion" monologues
on four 60-minute cassettes. Each cassette

has four to six Lake Wobegon stories

appropriate to each season.

Fall #2107, $10.25 ppd.

Winter #2108, $10.25 ppd.

Spring #2109, $10.25 ppd.

Summer #2110, $10.25 ppd.

Complete Set. One of each cassette

uniquely packaged together in a "butter

box." #2111, $32.25 ppd.

To order, or for a free catalog featuring

these and other unique products, write:

Wireless Catalog. DepL 226, 333 Siblev,

Suite 626, St. Paul, MN 55101.
Visa, M. Card, and Amer. Ex. accepted.

Toll Free- 1-800-328-5252, ext. 226

y
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Not to mention Intriguing. Fascinat-
ing. Infuriating, 'enlightening. Stimulat-
ing, Overwhelming. Rewarding and
Disconcerting!! In lacl Ihis may Oe me
mosl lorlurous puzzle you ever grappled
With. We defy you lo remove the brass nng
on Ihis modern version of a nasly old Indian
game if you can Others have Ined, few
have succeeded.

Hand crafted of Pennsylvania cherry il

IS beaulilul, sculptural and durable The
perfecl diversion for home or office

And as if thai wasn i enough, our cata-
log IS chock full of about 70 more hand
crafted puzzles and toys The only catalog
of lis kind' To order call 201-567-5692 M-F
10 AIVI-9 Pfvl or use handy coupon below

JON FOOLERY CO Depi 204
213 EngleSi

, Tenally NJ 07670
Please send P Puzzles at 319 95 •

S3 00 US postage each (Special with this

ad only)

Please send catalog of puzzles and
loys at S2 00 each.
Check MoneyOrder "Visa MC

Card Number Exp. Dale

Name^ ^

-<

Address

City Stale. Zip

INJ residents add 6'"o sales lax)



L.L.Bean^
.L.L.Bean'.

FREE
Christmas Catalog
Features active and casual wear for men

and women who enjoy the outdoors. Win-

ter sports equipment, luggage and furnish-
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hard at work helping the rare Chin|t:

sturgeon bounce back from a damag

period of interference with its anadromi

migrations that was caused by the d

struction of the Gezhouba Dam in l

Yangtze. By the latest account publisl

by the official Xinhua News Agei

350,000 sturgeon fry had been incuba

at Yichang and 100,000 of them had bi

released into the mighty Yangtze. If

this Marxist-Leninist solicitude for si

geon continues to succeed, it will have I

results, both of them salubrious for

sturiophile. The communist world i

continue to produce the most aristocri

food for the most capitalist of reason

the accumulation of investable wealth

caviar sales. And more important from

point of view, the net supply of sturgeoi

the world will greatly increase.

1 did finally manage to taste sturgec

few years ago. I ordered it at the Cafe

Artistes in Manhattan but then was

tain 1 had had my order switched in _
kitchen. Someone must have sent out v

When 1 gingeriy inquired, the restaura

owner, George Lang, explained that s j

geon tastes and even looks like expen:

white veal. 1 was not the first to conl

the two. Medieval recipes for "sturge

sometimes turn out to be mock sturg

dishes actually made from veal. For ex;

pie, the fourteenth-century English ma

script Goud Kokery explains how

make sturgyn" by taking veal and cal

feet and "seething" them in honey.

'

French classic culinary manuscript of

same period, Le Viandier de Taillex

contains a recipe for "Esturgon de Chi

for which calves' head and feet are ste'

in wine and vinegar.

1 am not prepared to explain the s;

larity in taste between sturgeon and v

which is so remarkable and unlikely a

be spooky But the sturgeon's unfish ^\

texture clearly owes something to the s 4

geon's special biology Transitional «

tween the boneless and the bony i
'

Acipenser has a cartilaginous notochor '«'

place of a bony spine, and it lacks f

internal bones of a normal skeleton. Jv

flesh is therefore smoother and "meati

It is also wonderfully pure and cl

seeming, despite the sturgeon's vacu

cleaner life style as a toothless, sue)

bottom feeder. Indeed, the word sturj
-

itself derives from a German w

stoeren. that means to poke or scratch

a hen. But this should certainly not d

you from trying sturgeon smoked

most easily available form) or fresh, if

find any Escoffier turned his nose u

sturgeon flesh, finding it without n:

flavor {'"sans grande saveur"). But 1

1

you will disagree.
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most elaborate vocabulary of reci-

from the Russian tradition. Not long

D,ifter all, Moscow housewives could

rmmonly seen bringing home stur-

)i so large they had to be transported

m wagons hitched together. Perhaps

: -eatest of traditional Russian dishes,

it omplex fish pie called kulebiaka or

ibiac is at its zenith when done with

r;on. Purists insist that no coulibiac

jid be made without the gelatinous

n, marrow of the sturgeon {vesiga in

ian). Not having tried it, I can't say,

tido hope you will join me in hoping

itiur children will live in a world safe

urgeon—and that they will know

h to take advantage of their oppor-

wnd Sokolov is a writer whose spe-

Uerests are the history and prepara-

)ffood.

ached Sturgeon with Walnut Sauce

Adapted from recipes in The Art of

ussian Cooking, by Anne Volokh.

Macmillan, 1983)

t )ounds sturgeon fillets

alt

i)ottle dry white wine or champagne,

3r enough to cover the fish halfway

i| .ablespoons unsalted butter, cut into

-i-inch pieces

Sjarge lemons, cut into wedges and

;eeded

) ;heiled walnuts

easpoon Dijon mustard

', lard-boiled egg yolks

easpoon bread crumbs

ablespoon olive oil

ablespoon sugar

1 ;up wine vinegar or freshly squeezed

cmon juice

ut the fillets into pieces about 3

iches long. Sprinkle lightly with salt

nd place on the rack of a fish poacher

r in a chafing dish. Add enough wine

come halfway up the side of the fish

)ot the top of the fish with butter and

rrange lemon wedges over the fish

over, bring to a boil, lower heat and

mmer until the fish is cooked, allow

ig 10 minutes for each inch of fish

leasured at its thickest point.

ai leanwhile, chop the walnuts finely in

blender or food processor, turning the

1111
lotor on and off to avoid turning the

uts into an oily paste. Add remaining

igredients and blend well. If sauce

sems too thick, add 2 to 4 tablespoons

oiling water.

:aise fish from poacher with rack (or

-om chafing dish with spatula) and let

rain. Then remove to a warm platter

nd serve. Pass sauce separately.

Yield: 6 to 8 servings
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The Natural Moment

Slugabed
Eat all night. Sleep all day. A slug's life

is busy enough without having to run for

cover from predators. When you have the

body, but not the shell, of a snail, protec-

tion must be quick and simple: tuck in

head; draw in eyestalks. Although there

may be variations on even this simple

scheme. This flat Veronicella, a Floridian

species, demonstrates how it's done

among the scrub oak leaves where, by

leaving its eyestalks extended, its resem-

blance to the leaves on which it lies is

enhanced.

Veronicella floridana grows to three

inches and is the only species of its family

found in the United States. Mark Deyrup,

resident scientist at the Archbold Biologi-

cal Station in Lake Placid, Florida, says

this particular specimen made its pres-

ence known by eating half a lettuce plant

in his home garden. An investigation

turned up the culprit couchant amidst the

litter where, though it shied away, it still

kept its eyes on the photographer.

-~B.D.S.

Photograph by Tom Eisner
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lustrated with over 800 de-
tailed drawings in full color
and black and white.
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paperback, now at your bookstore,
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a

re

Name

^

City .State 7ip

Born in Oslo, Norway, Knut R.

Fladmark (page 8) became concerned

with when and where people first en-

tered North America from Asia while he

was a graduate student of archeolog) at

the University of Calgary, in Canada.

His principal fieldwork has been in Brit-

ish Columbia, including the Que
Charlotte Islands and sites on the Pes

and Stikine rivers. Mount Edziza, a

near Prince George. Fladmark is a p
fessor of archeology at Simon Fra:

University, Burnaby, British Columt
where he has taught since 1972. I

more detailed information related to

article in this issue, readers may refei

Early Man in the New World, edited

Richard Shutler, Jr. (Beverly Hi
Sage, 1983), which contains a chap'

by Fladmark entitled "Times a

Places: Environmental Correlates

Mid-to-Late Wisconsinan Human Po)

lation Expansion in North Americ

For a general description of Ice f'

glaciation, see Glacial and Quaterm

Geology, by Richard F Flint (N

York: John Wiley and Sons, 1977).

Robin Dunbar (page 40) is a senior re-

search fellow in the Department of Zool-

ogy at the University of Liverpool, Eng-
land. Dunbar (pictured above with his

children) compares the pleasure he gets

from living in remote places and trying

to unravel complex animal societies with

the enjoyment some people derive from
crossword and jigsaw puzzles. To date,

his scientific research has concentrated

on primates and ungulates: gelada ba-

boons (about which he has written a

book. Reproductive Decisions: An Eco-
nomic Analysis of Gelada Baboon So-

cial Strategies, Princeton Univen)

Press, 1984), klipspringers (see Natu

History, November 1985), and go;

Dunbar's curiosity about the wild gc

of Rhum was sparked while he was pf

suing the Walia ibex, a wild relativdl
!j

the domestic goat, in the Ethiopian hi v

lands. Interested readers might turre

George Schaller's 1978 book. Mount i

Monarchs: Wild Sheep and Goats of li

Himalaya (University of Chicago Pn i'

and "Olympic Mountain Goats," by i

chael Hutchins and Victoria Stevt

{Natural History, January 1981).
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In the early 1970s the phenomenon of

combative behavior in anemones and

corals was being studied for the first

time. Kenneth P. Sebens (page 48), then

a graduate student at the University of

Washington, began looking for evidence

of fighting among anemones in his own

study areas off the coast of Washington

State. He not only found it there but also

in anemones in Chile, Panama, the Ca-

ribbean, and the Gulf of Maine, where

he conducted fieldwork while an asso-

ciate professor of biology at Harvard.

Now professor of biology and director of

the Marine Science Center of North-

eastern University, Seben's latest re-

search concerns invertebrates that live in

the ocean depths off the New England

coast. For further information on anem-

one behavior he recommends Marine

Ecology, by Jeffrey S. Levinton (Engle-

wood Cliffs: Prentiss-Hall, Inc., 1982),

The Ecology ofRocky Coasts, edited by

PG. Moore and Raymond Seed (Kent,

England; Hodder and Soughton Educa-

tional Press, 1985), and his own article,

"Agonistic Behavior in the Sea Anem-
one Anthopleura xanthogrammica"

(Biological Bulletin, June 1984).

Born and educated in France, geolo-

gist Paul Tapponnier (page 56) is cur-

rently associated with the Institut de

Physique du Globe, Laboratoire de Tec-

tonic, Mecanique de la Lithosphere, at

the Universite Pierre et Marie Curie in

Paris. He formerly worked at the

Laboratoire de Geologic Structural at

the Universite de Montpellier and in

1975 was a visiting research fellow at the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Tapponnier has been on six scientific

field trips to the Tibetan Plateau since

1980. Kevin Kiing, whose photograj

appear with Tapponnier's article, is

wife. For a further look at Tibet, read

might refer to The Roof of the Wot

by Zhang Mingtao and other memb
of the Multidisciplinary Research Te.

of the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau, Chin

Academy of Sciences (New Yc

Harry H. Abrams, Inc., 1982) and A
Views on an Old Planet: Continen

Drift and the History of the Earth,

Tjeerd H. van Andel (New York: d
bridge University Press, 1985).

The extremes of climate on the high

deserts of the Rocky Mountains make
demands on both the creatures that live

there and the researchers who study

them. David DuvaU (page 66), who stud-

ies the rattlesnake in these inhospitable

climes, believes he can observe there the

most basic snake behaviors. With stu-

dents Brent Graves, Mike King, Al Red-

der, and Matt Goode, and University of

Colorado colleague David Chiszar,

Duvall has begun to learn much of this

snake's life history. An associate profes-

sor of zoology and physiology, Duvall

(right), shown with Mike King, plans to

begin comparing the migrations he has

observed with those of other snake popu-

lations. For further reading on snakes he

suggests Rattlesnakes: Their Habits.

Life Histories and Influence on Man-
kind, by Laurence M. Klauber (Berke-

ley: University of California Press,

1982), Their Blood Runs Cold, by W
Gibbons (University University of / c
bama Press, 1983), and Snakes: A Nc
ral History, by H.W Parker (Ithcfy

Cornell University Press, 1977).
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Possible Dogs
Lost toes or extra ones, one head or three—
it's all a matter ofshowing some constraint

by Pere Alberch

Henry Lee, a nineteenth-century Brit-

ish naturahst, claimed that one of the

goals of zoology is "the intelligent appre-

ciation of the perfect adaptation of the

habits and structure of living animals to

their modes of life." That this view is still

predominant is exemplified by the many
natural history articles that celebrate the

ingenious ways in which specific features

or behaviors enhance the survival of an

animal or plant in its environment.

This perspective is rooted in the belief

that natural selection determines the

shape of the world around us. How many
times have we gone to the zoo and when

confronted with an unusual structure, say

the trunk of an elephant, asked. What is it

for? The underlying assumption is that if

we know the function of a structure, we
will also know the reason for its evolution.

But claiming that something is adapted

for a particular function is not a statement

about its evolutionary origin. If anin

and plants did not function satisfactc

in a particular environment, they wc

live somewhere else or have gone extii

As a biologist interested in the relat

ships between embryonic developn:

and evolution, I focus less on problem

adaptation than on what limits, or c

strains, the evolution of form. Rather i

asking why plants and animals do w
they do, I want to know why one partici

Domestic dogs range greatly in size
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form evolves and not another that might

seem just as suited, and in some cases

better suited, for the purpose. For exam-

ple, why do we have only two eyes and not

four? Why only one head and not three?

This aspect of evolutionary biology has,

until recently, remained largely unex-

plored, since evolutionary biologists have

traditionally focused on the issues of

change and variation.

The morphology of an organism, that is,

its form and structure, is the result of very

complex physicochemical interactions

that occur during embryonic development

and that involve thousands of molecules.

These interactions are endowed with their

own properties, which depend on the laws

of physics and chemistry. Recent discov-

eries in the field of molecular biology sug-

gest that the genome is a highly organized

structure. But even if genetic mutations

were random (and thus could theoretically

provide nearly limitless variation for natu-

ral selection to act on), the nature of devel-

opmental interactions causes certain

forms to be easier to achieve than others.

To my surprise, it was while visiting my
family in Spain that I chanced upon an

especially simple and clear examiple of

such developmentally constrained varia-

tion. I had just completed a series of ex-

periments on the relationship between the

number of cells in the early embryonic

limb of salamanders and frogs and the

number of toes that ultimately develop,

and I was ready for some time off. When I

arrived, my parents proudly showed me
their new dog, a Great Pyrenees—a large

St. Bernard-like breed used to guard

sheep in the mountains of northern Spain

and southern France. The dog was beauti-

ful, but succumbing to my professional

obsession with limbs, I immediately exam-

ined its feet.

I was pleasantly surprised to find that

the animal had six toes on its hind feet, a

fact that agreed with the hypothesis de-

rived from my experiments. I had never

seen a six-toed dog (not that I had looked

at many dogs), and I assumed that my
parents' pet was a mutant. Soon I was

corrected by a friend, a dog breeder who
pointed out that our dog was not a freak,

but that, in fact, it exhibited the morphol-

ogy required by the standards for the

breed. My friend added, in what I consid-

ered an excellent example of adaptationist

philosophy, that the extra toe—a condi-

tion referred to in the jargon of dog breed-

ers as a double dewclaw—had been se-

lected to improve the ability of these dogs

to walk on deep snow.

So I decided to find out a little more

about how the number of toes, or digits,

varies among dogs. I learned that in most
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breeds, and in wolves and jackals, there

are four digits on each hind limb and five

(one being a short vestigial toe, or dew-

claw) on the front limbs. Some breeds,

most commonly the larger ones, also have

dewclaws on the hind feet. In addition,

some of the biggest breeds, such as Great

Pyrenees, St. Bernards, and Newfound-

lands, have a tendency to develop a sixth

toe on their hind limbs. In most cases,

breeders have ruled this an undesirable

character and consistently select against

it, but despite this strong, artificially im-

posed selective pressure, the character

keeps reappearing. (As I mentioned

above, the Great Pyrenees is an exception,

in that the presence of an extra digit is

standard for the breed.) Conversely, me-

dium- and small-sized breeds rarely, if

ever, develop this double dewclaw. In fact,

very small dogs, such as Chihuahuas and

Pekingese, have a tendency to lose the

vestigial first digit on the front feet as well.

(Incidentally, this claim that dwarfs lose

digits more easily is also supported by the

patterns encountered in frogs—a group of

animals that I know better than dogs. The

only frog species that have lost a toe are, in

fact, among the smallest of all land verte-

brates, with adult body sizes of about half

an inch.)

Pedigree dogs are subject to selection

pressures much greater than any to be

encountered in a natural setting, and it is

therefore difficult to come up with an

adaptationist explanation for why the ex-

tra toes keep appearing in St. Bernards

and why they so seldom crop up in the

dwarf, or toy, breeds. My dog breeder

friend, however, was not the only one to

try. For example, in 1906, Charles W
Prentiss wrote a comprehensive review of

known cases of both extra and lost digits in

mammals. In his review, he claimed: "It is

also noteworthy that the extra toe is most

often found on the pes of the St. Bernard

and Newfoundland, in which breeds it

may be of some use for swimming and
walking through deep snow."

I propose that an alternative explana-

tion could be found if. instead of looking at

the outer environment for answers, we fo-

cus on the inner mechanisms of limb

development. A consideration of the

developmental properties of embryonic
limbs—based on my amphibian experi-

ments, which were performed with the

collaboration of Emily Gale—led me to

predict that extra toes are indeed most
likely to appear in large dogs, while digits

are most apt to be lost in toy breeds. Note
that this is a probabilistic argument. It

does not require that all small dogs should

lose toes or that ail large dogs gain them
but simply that there is a much higher

chance of finding a big dog with six i,

than a small one.
j

In our experiments with amphibis

we showed that if we treat the early (

bryonic limb—when, crudely put, it is!

tie more than a sac of undifferentia

cells—with a chemical that stops cell d

sion for a limited time, we can general

limb that is about one-half the size o

normal one. The limb that develops wi

fewer cells is not only smaller, but it a

often loses toes. The sequence of los

highly specific, that is, certain bones

lost prior to others. In frogs for examj

the first digit, or thumb, is always the f

one to be affected by a reduction in

number of embryonic cells.

Jumping from frogs to dogs is adii

tedly a large, speculative leap. But

extrapolation is more justifiable if we c

sider one of the main features of devel

ment: once a mechanism evolves, it is ui

again and again in different contexts. T

is true for limb development. With

exception of some minor differences,

interest only to the embryological conn(

seur and which do not affect my hypot

sis, mechanisms responsible for the p

terning of the limb are qualitativ

similar in all four-legged vertebrates.

I assume that large dogs have, on i

average, relatively larger embryos a

consequently larger limb buds (that

composed of more cells). In principle, t

hypothesis could be tested, but I do i

think dog breeders would be very keen

the idea of slaughtering their prized pr

nant females to measure the size of I

embryonic limbs in the fetuses. (I take I

opportunity to emphasize that this ess

should be read as a theoretical exerc

and that I do not plan to begin a massa(

of pregnant dogs or to encourage anybo

else to test these ideas.)

If my theory is correct, the reason d

breeders cannot eliminate the repeat

appearance of an extra toe in, say,

Bernards is that since they are select!

for large body size, they are also indirec

selecting for larger limb buds. Converse

no matter how long breeders raised t

dogs in the snow, they would find it

tremely difficult to select for extra dig

in Pekingese and Chihuahuas, wh(

there may simply not be enough cells

the developing limb buds to produce m(

than four toes.

Even if some individuals in a populati

of, say, Pekingese, had more limb-b

cells than were generally found in t

breed, selection would not have much
act on. In principle, CAT scans of pn

nant Pekingese could reveal which c(

tained embryos with larger limb bu'

Dog breeders could then choose to ra
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Kent and Oonna Dannen

Hindfoot of a Great Pyrenees, showing double dewclaw

and breed only those individuals. This sce-

nario approaches science fiction, however.

In a more realistic, natural setting, I be-

lieve selection cannot operate on such em-

bryonic parameters as the number of pri-

mordial cells in the limb bud because the

existing variation at the embryonic level

(that is, the range in the number of cells) is

not correlated with changes at the mor-

phological level.

Clearly, there are other ways to gain or

lose toes. A variety of mutations can affect

other factors important in limb morpho-

genesis (such as changes in how much
cells stick to each other and how much
they move), and some of these mutations

can result in changes in digit number irre-

spective of body size. Domestic cats, for

example, are all more or less the same size,

and yet individuals are occasionally seen

with several extra toes per foot (see "Pussy

Cat, Pussy Cat, Where Have You Been?"

Natural History, July 1986).

But even though there are many ways to

change the number of toes, doing so

through changes in size may be the easiest

one. A change in an embryonic property,

say, how much embryonic cells adhere to

each other, has been shown to have pro-

found effects; such a change, however, is

bound to result in a highly abnormal mon-

strosity. In contrast, an alteration in the

number of embryonic cells is much more
likely to result in a nonlethal mutation.

This view is supported by the patterns of

diversity found in the natural world: many
morphological novelties, besides changes

in digit number, tend to appear in concert

with extreme dwarfism and gigantism.

With the possible exception of dog fan-

ciers, most of us are not terribly concerned
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about the difficulty of obtaining a Chihua-

hua with a double dewclaw. Most people

would be much more impressed with the

powers of selection: that we can actually

get a dog as small as the Chihuahua in the

first place. But as fascinating, and some-

times bewildering, as the diversity of life

in the world around us may be, we forget

that the world could have been of a com-

pletely different shape. What about three-

headed dogs, for example, such as Cer-

berus, the ferocious hound of Greek

mythology that guarded the gates to Ha-

des. This flesh-eating creature devoured

whomever he caught trying to get out.

Such an animal would undoubtedly be

useful as a guard dog, but Cerberus is an

impossible morphology; it cannot be gen-

erated by the existing developmental pro-

cesses. (Why a three-headed morphology

is difficult to obtain could be the subject

of another article since there are good

physical and biological reasons that pre-

clude trifurcation of the body Here it will

suffice to resort to authority and empirical

evidence. In the first comprehensive trea-

tise of teratology—the science of mon-
strosities and malformations—Isidore

Geoffrey Saint-Hilaire, a nineteenth-cen-

tury French zoologist, pointed out that

although two-headed monsters are rela-

tively common, he never found a three-

headed animal among the many mal-

formed embryos he studied. I have not

found any either.) Through years of care-

ful selection, dog breeders have certainly

produced an impressive variety of dogs,

but they have always had to remain within

the constraints of a given developmental

program. There are neither Cerberuses

nor six-toed Chihuahuas in our future.

All living beings are subject to cen

constraints—gravity and the structuli

the carbon atom, for example. Other (

straints are specific to particular

forms. Even seemingly unimpon

ones—such as the number of cells in

embryonic limbs of big and little dog

can shed light on fundamental questi

in evolution: How do we explain the oi

and diversity of form in the natural wo;

Why do we encounter only certain fo:

and not others? Two possible approac

to these questions are exemplified by

discussion between Marco Polo and

emperor Kublai Khan in Italo Calvii

Invisible Cities:

tt

^

sen

A

m

'From now on, FU describe the citiei

you,' the Khan had said, 'in your jourr

you will see if they exist.'

But the cities visited by Marco Polo w

always different from those thought of

the emperor.

'And yet I have constructed in my mil

model city from which all possible ciLj

can be deduced,' Kublai said. 'It conti

everything corresponding to the no

Since the cities that exist diverge in vary

degree from the norm, I need only fore

the exceptions to the norm and calcui lefe

the most probable combinations.

'I have also thought of a model city fi

which I deduce all the others,' Marco
swered. 'It is a city made only of excepti(

exclusions, incongruities, contradictions

such a city is the most improbable, by

ducing the number of abnormal eleme

we increase the probability that the (

really exists. So I have only to subti

exceptions from my model, and in whate

direction I proceed, I will arrive at onf

the cities which, always as an except!

exist. But I cannot force my operation

yond a certain limit: I would achieve ci

too probable to be real.'

In the Khan's world view, diversity

the result of variations on a theme,

existence of a theme implies the existei

of some constraint, and it is this that r

lows the Khan to make predictions ab^'

the possible. Marco Polo would defen'

view of selection as an opportunist-t

"tinkerer," to use the term of eminp
French biologist Francois Jacob—try

to work with whatever it has at any gi^^

time. My own view is that the two p(

tions, although defining different metb
of analysis, are complementary. We livf

a world of opportunity within constrai

Pere Alberch is associate professor of
ology at Harvard University and as.

date curator ofherpetology at Harvar

Museum of Comparative Zoology,

wishes to dedicate this article to the me
ory of his friend Toti Arbuza, h

"talked dogs" with him.
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This View of Lil

Glow, Big Glowworm
It behoovesparents to respect their offspring,

particularly when the youngsters are hungry

by Stephen Jay Gould

Small misunderstandings are often a

prod to insight or victor>'. For such a minor

error with major consequences. Laurel

and Hardy got into terminal trouble with

the toymaster in March of the Wooden

Soldiers—they got fired for building 100

soldiers six feet high, when Santa had or-

dered 600 at one foot. But the six-footers

later saved toyland from the invasion of

Barnaby and his bogeymen.

In insects that undergo a complete

metamorphosis, cells that will form adult

tissues are already present in the bodies of

larvae as isolated patches called imaginal

disks. For many years, I regarded this

term as one of the oddest in all biology

—

for I always read "imaginal" as "imagi-

nary" and thought I was being told that

this substrate of maturity really didn't ex-

ist at all.

When I learned the true origin of this

term, I realized that I had not only misun-

derstood but had made an absolutely

backward interpretation. I also discovered

that my resolution had taught me some-

thing interesting—about ways of looking

at the world, not about any facts of nature

per se—and I therefore judged my former

error as fruitful.

Linnaeus himself, father of taxonomy,

named the stages of insect development.

He designated the feeding stage that

hatched from the egg as a larva (the cater-

pillar of a moth or maggot of a housefly),

and he called the sexually mature adult an

imago, hence imaginal disk for precursors

of adult tissues within the larva.

The etymologies of these terms pro-

vided my insight—a larva is a mask; an

imago, the image or essential form of a

species. Linnaeus, in other words, viewed

the development of insects as progress to-

ward fulfillment. The first stage is only

preparatory: it hides the true and com-

plete representation of a species. The final

form embodies the essence of louseness,

thripsness, or flyness. Imaginal disks, by

both etymology and concept, are bits of

higher reality lurking within initial im-

perfection—no sign of "let's pretend"

here.

Most impediments to scientific under-

standing are conceptual locks, not factual

lacks. Most difiicult to dislodge are those

biases that escape our scrutiny because

they seem so obviously, even ineluctably,

just. We know ourselves best and tend to

view other creatures as mirrors of our own

constitution and social arrangements. (Ar-

istotle, and nearly two millennia of succes-

sors, designated the large bee that leads

the swarm as a king.)

Few aspects of human existence are

more basic than our life cycle of growth

and development. For all the glories of

childhood, we in the West have generally

viewed our youngsters as undeveloped and

imperfect adults—smaller, weaker, and

more ignorant. Adulthood is a termina-

tion; childhood, an upward path. How nat-

ural, then, that we should also interpret

the life cycles of other organisms as a

linear path from imperfect potential to

final realization—from the small, ill-

formed creature that first develops from

an egg to the large and complex fruition

that produces the egg of the next genera-

tion.

How obvious, in particular, that insect

larvae are imperfect juveniles and ima-

goes are realized adults. Linnaeus's ety-

mology embodies this traditional interpre-

tation imposed from human life upon the

development of insects. When we com-
bine this dubious comparison of human
and insect Ufe cycles with our more gen-

eral preference for viewing developmental

sequences as ladders of progress (a preju-

dice that has hampered our understanc

of evolution even more than our resolu

of embryology), insect larvae s(

doomed to easy dismissal by an aggn

tion of biases—etymological, concept

and parochial.

If we turn to two leading works of pc

lar science, published five years after I

win's Origin ofSpecies—one on life cy

in general, the other on insects—we ob;

a good sense of these traditional biases

de Quatrefages, great French studen

that economic leader among insect lar

the silkworm, wrote in his Metamorph

of Man and the Lower Animals (18

that "larvae ... are always incomplete

ings; they are true first sketches, which

rendered more and more perfect at e

developmental phase."

An Introduction to Entomology,

William Kirby, rector of Barham,

William Spence, wins first prize am
British works of popular science for pc

larity, for longevity (its first edition

peared in 1 8 1 5), and for prose in the n

preciously purple tradition of "nat

writing," as satirized by example in Jai

Joyce's Ulysses: "Note the meanderi

of some purling rill as it babbles on

way, fanned by the gentlest zephyrs I

quarrelling with the stony obstacles, to

tumbling waters of Neptune's blue

main . . .
." To which, Stephen Daedt

replies: "Agonizing Christ, wouldn't

give you heartburn on your arse." And
which (among other things) Ulysses '

once banned from the United States

obscene—although I would sooner

elude that purling rill than a heartburr

any part of the anatomy.

In their first post-Darwinian edil

(1863), Kirby and Spence make no bo

about their preference for well-forn

imagoes and their distaste for grubby (|

iO Natural History 12/86
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vae (a redundancy for emphasis of my

point—grubs are larvae, and we owe this

adjective to the same prejudice):

That active little fly, now an unbidden

guest at your table, whose delicate palate

selects your choicest viands, one while ex-

tending his proboscis to the margin of a

drop of wine, and then gaily flying to take a

more solid repast from a pear or peach; now

gamboling with his comrades in the air, now

gracefully currying his furled wings with

his taper feet, was but the other day a dis-

gusting grub, without wings, without legs,

without eyes, wallowing, well pleased, in

the midst of a mass of excrement.

The adult, they write, is called an imago

"because, having laid aside its mask

[larva], and cast off its swaddling bands

[the pupal cocoon, or chrysalis], being no

longer disguised [larva] or confined

[pupa], or in any other respect imperfect,

it is now become a true representative or

image of its species."

The burden of metaphor becomes im-

measurably heavier for larvae when Kirby

and Spence then drag out that oldest of all

insect analogies from an age of more per-

vasive Christianity—the Hfe cycle of a

butterfly to the passage of a soul from first

life in the imperfect prison of a human

body (larval caterpillar), to death and en-

tombment (pupal chrysalis), to the winged

freedom of resurrection (imago, or butter-

fly). This simile dates to the great Dutch

biologist Jan Swammerdam, child of Car-

tesian rationalism but also, at heart, a reli-

gious mystic, who first discovered the ru-

dimentary wings of butterflies, enfurled in

late stages of larval caterpillars. Swam-
merdam wrote late in the seventeenth cen-

tury: "This process is formed in so remark-

able a manner in butterflies, that we see

therein the resurrection painted before

our eyes, and exemplified so as to be ex-

amined by our hands." Kirby and Spence

then elaborated just a bit:

To see a caterpillar crawling upon the earth

sustained by the most ordinary kinds of

food, which when ... its appointed work be-

ing finished, passes into an intermediate

state of seeming death, when it is wound up

in a kind of shroud and encased in a coffin,

and is most commonly buried under the

earth . . . then, when called by the warmth

of the solar beam, they burst from their

sepulchres, cast off their cerements

. . . come forth as a bride out of her cham-

ber—to survey them, I say. arrayed in their

nuptial glory, prepared to enjoy a new and

more exalted condition of life, in which all

their powers are developed, and they are

arrived at the perfection of their nature

. . . who that witnesses this interesting scene

can help seeing in it a lively representation

of man in his threefold state of existence

.... The butterfly, the representative of the
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soul, is prepared in the larva for its future

state of glory; ... it will come to its state of

repose in the pupa, which is its Hades; and

at length, when it assumes the imago, break

forth with new powers and beauty to its

final glory and the reign of love.

But must we follow this tradition and

view larvae as harbingers of better things?

Must all life cycles be conceptualized as

ladders of progress leading to an adult

form? Human adults control the world's

media—and the restriction of this power

to one stage of our life cycle imposes a

myopic view. I would be happy to counter

this prejudice (as many have) by empha-

sizing the creativity and specialness of hu-

man childhood, but this essay speaks for

insects.

I will admit that our standard prejudice

applies, in one sense, to creatures like our-

selves. Our bodies do grow and transform

in continuity. A human adult is an en-

larged version of its own childhood; it re-

tains the same organs, reshaped a bit and

often increased a great deal. (Many in-

sects with simple life cycles, or so-called

incomplete metamorphoses, also grow in

continuity. This essay treats those insects

that cycle through the classical stages of

complete metamorphosis: egg, larva,

pupa, and imago.)

But how can we apply this bias of the

ladder to complex life cycles of other crea-

tures? In what sense is the polyp of a

cnidarian (the phylum of corals and their

allies) more—or less—complete than the

medusa that buds from its body? One

stage feeds and grows; the other mates

and lays eggs. They perform different and

equally necessary functions. What else

can one say? Insect larvae and imagoes

perform the same division—larvae eat

and imagoes reproduce. Moreover, larvae

do not grow into imagoes by increase and

complication of parts. Instead, larval tis-

sues are sloughed off" and destroyed dur-

ing the pupal stage, while the imago

largely develops from small aggregations

of cells—the imaginal disks of this essay's

beginning—that resided, but did not dif-

ferentiate, within the larva. Degenerating

larval tissues are often used as a culture

medium for growth of the imago within

the pupa. Larva and imago are different

and discrete, not before and shadowy ver-

sus later and complete.

Even Kirby and Spence sensed this true

distinction between objects equally well

suited for feeding and reproduction,

though they soon buried their insight in

cascading metaphors about progress and

resurrection:

Were you ... to compare the internal con-

formation of the caterpillar with that of the

butterfly, you would witness changes even

more extraordinary. In the former yl |I

would find some thousands of muscli

which in the latter are replaced by others
I

a form and structure entirely diff'erei

Nearly the whole body of the caterpillar

occupied by a capacious stomach. In \\

butterfly it has become converted into
|

almost imperceptible thread-like visci
^

and the abdomen is now filled by two lar

packets of eggs. jijir^

I lit'

If we break through the tyranny of oi

usual bias, to a different view of larvi

and imagoes as separate and potential

equal devices for feeding and reprodi

tion, many puzzles are immediately i

solved. Each stage adapts in its own we

and depending upon ecology and envirc

ment, one might be emphasized, the oth

degraded to insignificance in our limit

eyes. The "degraded" stage might be ti

imago as well as the larva—more likely,

fact, since feeding and growth can

rushed only so much, but mating, as poe

proclaim, can be one enchanted evenir

Thus, I used to feel sorry for the mayj

and its legendary one day of existence, b

such brevity only haunts the imago, aibi

longer-lived larvae also count in the tol *

cycle of life. And what about the seve

teen-year "locust" (actually a cicada

Larvae don't lie around doing nothing dvp;

ing this dog's age, waiting patiently if:

their few days of visible glory. They ha I

an active life underground, including loif'..

stretches of dormancy to be sure, but al
Jj',,

active growth through numerous molts

Thus, we find our best examples of i
!!«

alternative and expansive view of life c ^'

cles among species that emphasize tl ^
size, length, and complexity of larval li

i;,,

at the apparent expense of imaginal don

nation—where, to borrow Butler's famo['»«'

line with only minor change in context,

hen really does seem to be the egg's way

manufacturing another egg. I recently e

countered a fine case during a visit to Ne

Zealand—made all the more dramatic h

cause human perceptions focus entire

upon the larva and ignore the imago

After you leave the smoking and steai

ing, the boiling and puflftng, the sulfuro

stench of geysers, fumaroles, and mi

pots around Rotorua, you arrive at tl

second best site on the standard touri

itinerary of the North Island—the glo'

worm grotto of Waitomo Cave. Here,
f*

utter silence, you glide by boat into a spe

tacular underground planetarium, an ai

phitheater lit with thousands of gre(

dots—each the illuminated rear end of

fly larva (not a worm at all). (I was dazzli

by the effect because I found it so unlil

the heavens. Stars are arrayed in the si

at random with respect to the earth's po:

tion. Hence, we view them as clumpi

ep
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into constellations. This may sound para-

doxical, but my statement reflects a

proper and unappreciated aspect of ran-

dom distributions. Evenly spaced dots are

well ordered for cause. Random arrays

always include some clumping, just as we

will flip several heads in a row quite often

so long as we can make enough tosses

—

and our sky is not wanting for stars. The

glowworms, on the other hand, are spaced

more evenly because larvae compete with,

and even eat, each other—and each con-

structs an exclusive territory. The glow-

worm grotto is an ordered heaven.)

These larval glowworms are profoundly

modified members of the family Myceto-

philidae, or fungus gnats. Imagoes of this

species are unremarkable, but the larvae

rank among the earth's most curious crea-

tures. Two larval traits (and nothing

imaginal) inspired the name for this pecu-

liar species

—

Arachnocampa luminosa,

honoring both the light and the silken nest

that both houses the glowworm and traps

its prey (for Arachne the weaver, name-

sake of spiders, or arachnids, as well). The

imagoes of Arachnocampa luminosa are

small and short-lived mating machines.

The much larger and longer-lived larvae

have evolved three complex and coordi-

nated adaptations—camivory, light, and

webbing—that distinguish them from the

simpler larval habits of ancestral fungus

gnats; burrowing into mushrooms, munch-

ing all the way.

In a total life cycle (egg to egg) of ten to

eleven months, Arachnocampa luminosa

spends eight to nine months as a larval

glowworm. Larvae molt four times and

grow from three- to five-millimeter hatch-

lings to a final length of some thirty to

forty millimeters. (By contrast, imagoes

are twelve to sixteen millimeters in length,

males slightly smaller than females, and

live but one to four days, males usually

longer than females.)

Camivory is the focus of larval exis-

tence, the coordinating theme behind a

life style so diff"erent from the normal

course of larval herbivory in fungus gnats.

Consider its three principal ingredients:

Luminescence: The light organ of A. lu-

minosa forms at the rear end of the larva

from enlarged tips of four excretory tubes.

These tubes carry a waste product that

glows in the presence of luciferase, an

enzyme also produced by the larva. This

reaction requires a good supply of oxygen,

and the four excretory tubes lie embedded

in a dense network of respiratory tubules

that both supply oxygen to fuel the reac-

tion and then reflect and direct the light

downward. This complex and specially

evolved system functions to attract insects

(mostly small midges) to the nest. Pupae

and imagoes retain the ability to lumi-

nesce. The light of female pupae and

adults attracts males, but the glow of

adult males has no known function.

The Nest and Feeding Threads: From

glands in its mouth, the glowworm exudes

silk and mucus to construct a marvel of

organic architecture. The young larva

first builds the so-called nest—really more

of a hollow tube or runway—some two to

three times the length of its body A net-

work of fine silk threads suspends this nest

from the cave's ceiling. The larva drops a

curtain of closely spaced feeding threads

from its nest. These "fishing lines" may

number up to seventy per nest and may
extend almost a foot in length (or ten times

the span of the larva itself). Each line is

studded along its entire length with evenly

spaced, sticky droplets that catch intrud-

ing insects; the entire structure resembles,

in miniature, a delicate curtain of glass

beads. Since these lines can be tangled by

the slightest current of air, caves, culverts,

ditches, and calm spaces amidst vegeta-

tion provide the limited habitats for A. lu-

minosa in New Zealand.

Carnivory: Using its lighted rear end as

a beacon, A. luminosa attracts prey to its

feeding threads. Two posterior papillae

contain sense organs that detect vibrations

of ensnared prey. The larva then crawls

partway down the proper line, leaving half

to two-thirds of its rear in the nest, and

hauls up both line and meal at a rate of

some two millimeters per second.

The rest of the life cycle pales by com-

parison with this complexity of larval

anatomy and behavior. The pupal stage

lasts a bit less than two weeks and already

records a marked reduction in size (fifteen

to eighteen millimeters for females,

twelve to fourteen for males). I have al-

ready noted the imago's decrease in body

size and duration of life. Imaginal behav-

ior also presents little in the way of diver-

sity or complexity. Adult flies have no

mouth and do not feed at all. We commit
no great exaggeration by stating that they

behave as unipurpose mating and egg-lay-

ing machines during their brief existence.

Up to three males may congregate at a

female pupa, awaiting her emergence.

They jockey for position and fight as the

female fly begins to break through her

encasement. As soon as the tip of her ab-

domen emerges, males (if present) begin

to mate. Thus, females can be fertilized

even before they break fully from the pu-

pal case. Females may then live for less

than a day (and no more than three), doing

little more before they expire than finding

an appropriate place for some 100 to 300
eggs, laid one at a time in clumps of 40 to

50. Males may live an additional day (up

I

to four); with luck, they may find anotl

female and do it again for posterity.

As a final and grisly irony, emphasiz:

larval dominance over the life cycle of

luminosa. a rapacious glowworm will

anything that touches its feeding threa

The much smaller imagoes often fly i:

the fines and end up as just another m
for their own children.

To throw in a tidbit for readers int

ested in the history of evolutionary thee

this tightly coordinated complex of lar

adaptations so intrigued Richard Gc 11

Schmidt that he once wrote an entire a

cle to argue that light, carnivory, and n

building could not have arisen by grad %
piecemeal, since each makes no se)

p(

without the others—and that all, the

fore, must have appeared at once a;

fortuitous consequence of a large mu
tional change, a "hopeful monster," in

colorful terminology.

This proposal (published in English

Revue Scientifique, vol. 86, 1948,

607-12) inspired a stem reaction fr

orthodox Darwinians. Although I hi

great sympathy for Goldschmidt's ico

clasm, he was, I think, clearly wrong

this case. As J.F. Jackson pointed i

{American Midland Naturalist, vol.

1974, pp. 240-45), Goldschmidt made

error in the taxonomic assignment of

luminosa among the Mycetophilidae.

ranked this species in the subfarr

Bolitophilinae. All larvae of this grc

burrow into soft mushrooms, and nc

show even incipient development of <

among the three linked features that m;

the unique form and behavior of A. Iw

nosa. Hence, Goldschmidt argued for

or nothing.

But A. luminosa probably belongs

another subfamily, the Keroplatinat

and, unknown to Goldschmidt, seve

species within this group do display a

ries of plausible transitions. Lep

morphus catches and eats fungal spo

trapped on a sheetlike nest slung belo^

mushroom. Some species of Macroc

and Keroplatus also build trap nets

fungal spores but will eat small arthropi

that also become ensnared. Species of

felia, Apemon, and Platyura build wi

of similar form but not associated w

mushrooms—and they live exclusively

a diet of trapped insects. Finally, Orfi

aeropiscator (literally, air fisher) b

builds a nest and hangs vertical feed

threads but does not possess a light.

These various "intermediates" are

course, not ancestral to A. luminosa. Ei

represents a well-adapted species in

own right, not a transitional stage to

threefold association of New Zeak

glowworms. But this array does show t

i
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each step in a plausible sequence of struc-

turally intermediate stages can work as a

successful organism. This style of argu-

ment follows Darwin's famous resolution

for a potential evolutionary origin for the

extraordinary complexity of the verte-

brate eye. Darwin identified a series of

structural intermediates, from simple

light-sensitive dots to cameralike lens sys-

tems—not actual ancestors (for these are

lost among nonpreservable eyes in a fossil

record of hard parts) but plausible se-

quences disproving the "common sense"

notion that nothing in between is possible

in principle.

Please do not draw from this essay the

conclusion that larvae are really more im-

portant than imagoes, either in A. lumi-

nosa or in general. I have tried to show

that larvae must not be dismissed—as pre-

paratory, undeveloped, or incomplete

—

by false analogy to a dubious (but socially

favored) interpretation of human develop-

ment. If any "higher reality" exists, it can

only be the life cycle itself. Larva and

imago are but two stages of a totality

—

and you really can't have one without the

other. Eggs need hens as much as hens

need eggs.

I do try to show that child-adult is the

wrong metaphor for understanding larva-

imago. I have proceeded by discussing a

case where larvae attract all our atten-

tion—literally as a source of beauty; struc-

turally in greater size, length of life, and

complexity of anatomy and behavior; and

evolutionarily as focus of a major transfor-

mation from a simpler and very different

ancestral style—while imagoes have

scarcely modified their inherited form

and behavior at all. But our proper empha-

sis on the larva of A. luminosa does not

mark any superiority.

We need another metaphor to break the

common interpretation that degrades lar-

vae to a penumbra of insignificance. (How
many of you include maggot in your con-

cept of fly? And how many have ever

considered the mayfly's longer larval

life?) The facts of nature are what they

are, but we can only view them through

spectacles of our mind. Our mind works

largely by metaphor and comparison, not

always (or often) by relentless logic. When
we are caught in conceptual traps, the exit

is often a change in metaphor—not be-

cause the new guideline will be truer to

nature (for neither the old nor the new
metaphor lies "out there" in the woods),

but because we need a shift to more fruit-

ful perspectives, and metaphor is often the

best agent of conceptual transition.

Ifwe wish to understand larvae as work-

ing items in their owu right, we must re-

place the developmental metaphor of

child-adult, with an economic simile tl

recognizes the basic distinction in fu

tion between larvae and imagoes—Ian

as machines built for feeding and imagi

as devices for reproduction. Fortunatt

an obvious candidate presents itself onl

very first page of the founding documi

itself—Adam Smith's Wealth ofNatio

We find our superior metaphor in the ti

of chapter 1 , On the Division of Lab

and in Smith's opening sentence:

The greatest improvement in the prod

live powers of labor, and the greater par!

the skill, dexterity, and judgment w

which it is anywhere directed, or applii

seem to have been the effects of the divis

of labor.

By separating the different, sometin

contradictory, functions of feeding and

production into different phases of the

'

cycle, insects with complete metamorp

sis have achieved a division of labor tl

permits a finer adaptive honing of ea

separate activity.

If you can dredge up old memories

your first college course in economics,

)

will remember that Adam Smith p

posely chose a humble example to ill

trate the division of labor—pin maki

He identifies eighteen separate actions

drawing the wire, cutting, pointing, mai

facture of the head, fastening head

shaft, and mounting the finished produ

in paper for sale. One man, he argu

could make fewer than twenty pins a c

if he performed all these operations hi

self. But ten men, sharing the work

rigid division of labor, can manufacti

about 48,000 pins a day. A human 1

spent pointing pins or fashioning th

heads or pushing them into paper n:

strike us as the height of tedium, but 1

vae of A. luminosa encounter no obvic

psychic stress in a life fully devoted

gastronomy.

All hobbyists and professional enton:

ogists will, no doubt, have recognized

unintended irony in Smith's selection

pin making to illustrate the division

labor. Pins are the primary stock-in-tra

of any insect collector. They are used

fasten the dry and chitinous imagoes

but not the fat and juicy larvae—to c

lecting boards and boxes. Thus, the in

goes of A. luminosa may end their natu

'

life caught in a larval web, but if tf

happen to fall into the clutches of a hurr, i

collector, they will end up transfixed '

the very object that symbolizes their 1

from conceptual dominance to pro]

partnership.

Stephen Jay Gould teaches biology, ge

ogy, and the history ofscience at Harvc I

University.
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Once again, we've been

placed on a pedestal.

"Making it to the top is gen-

erally much easier than staying

at the top once you have made
it. Unless you are Honda .

.
'.'

MotorTrend.

"Hope doesn'tbum brighter

than it does for the unveiling

ofan all-new Accord. Honda
Accords are great automobiles,

and everybody knows it'.'

CarandDriver
"It's improved in just about

every way, objectively as well

as subjectively." Road& Track,

"With the new Accord, and
the LXi in particular, Honda
has solidified its position among
the world's tmly fine sports

sedans'.' Motor Trend.

"There is a solid, jiggle-free

feeling from the new suspension.

It makes the Honda Accords



feel almost exactly like Audi's

18-inch longer top line 5000.

The ride approaches that of

Mercedes 190, which features

a much more complex five-link

rear suspension? Autoweek.

"The engine seems to hum
even more sweetly than before.

Cmising is hushed.The steer-

ing is deliciously accurate. And
the shifter carves to perfection?

CarandDriver.
"Cmising the high-banked

oval at the Accord s top speed,

passengers in the front and rear

carried on hushed conversarion

in a dead-flat acoustic cm iron-

ment.Wind noise was niinimal

and road noise was dampened
effectively." Motor Trnul.

"Que sera, sera? Aiiouynious

AccordIXi owner [3HI3HE3



The First Americ;

Pennsylvania Pioneers
Meadowcroft Rock-shelter adds a long-lost chapter to American history books

by J.M. Adovasio and Ronald C. Carlisle

This is the second in a series of articles

exploring archeological sites and other

lines ofevidence that bear on the peopling

of the New World.

In the summer of 1973, archeology stu-

dents from the University of Pittsburgh

dutifully began fieldwork at Cross Creek

in southwestern Pennsylvania, excavating

beneath a sandstone overhang fifty feet

long and up to twenty feet deep—a place

where Indians were likely to have camped

in prehistoric times. At the time, no one

anticipated any great revelations from

these efforts because Meadowcroft, as the

site is known, had been chosen primarily

to offer archeological training at a rock-

shelter, a type of setting common in west-

em North America but, because of local

geology, rather rare in southwestern Penn-

sylvania. The project was envisioned as a

long-term exercise that would also involve

searching for additional sites and studying

other aspects of Cross Creek's fifty-five-

square-mile drainage area, part of the

Ohio River basin. The first season's dig

proved unexpectedly promising, how
uncovering, in sediments more than

teen feel thick, numerous artifacts

sufficient charcoal (in nearly all c

from fire pits or fire floors) to prodi

long series of radiocarbon dates, son

ancient that they provoked controve;

Results from laboratory tests beg;

arrive the following winter, and the

eluded one date of about 1 5, 1 20 years

Because this was earlier than the vasi

jority of previously reported dates :

human presence in the New World

Hunter-gatherers sought shelter a; Meadow aojt thousands oj ; ea, '• eat lier th
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first reactions were ones of skepticism, to

say the least. As even earlier dates were

reported following the next two field sea-

sons, however, the doubts of those working

at Meadowcroft evaporated. The oldest

directly dated artifact from the site is

19,600 ± 2,400 years old (for a brief de-

scription of radiocarbon dating, see the

accompanying note, "Safety in Num-
bers"). This is a two-inch by three-inch

piece of carbonized, barklike material, cut

along the sides and broken off at the ends.

Apparently it is a remnant of a plaited

basket or mat; less fragmentary examples

of similar manufacture appear at less an-

cient levels of the site. The age of the

basketry fragment places it near the

height of the last (late Wisconsinan) glaci-

ation, when glaciers reached within thirty-

six miles of Meadowcroft. The presence of

an artifact in Pennsylvania at such an

early date suggests that hum.an groups

must have entered North America at least

several thousand years earlier.

Inevitably, this and other early radio-

carbon dates from Meadowcroft sparked

debate in archeological circles. A major

concern was that the carbon samples

might have been contaminated with coal

particles or soluble organic materials that

made them appear older than they were.

However, each sample had been thor-

oughly inspected under special geological

microscopes for extraneous particles and

22 Natural History 12/86

extensively treated to remove any organic

contaminants. Furthermore, the dates and

artifacts from all the higher strata at

Meadowcroft seem appropriate, based

upon what is known from other sites in the

Upper Ohio Valley and the northeastern

United States. There is no reason to sup-

pose that the lowest parts of Meadowcroft

could have been contaminated without

the higher strata also being effected. Fi-

nally, subsequent tests, some using a com-

paratively new carbon-dating technique

known as accelerator mass spectrometry,

or particle accelerator dating, have reaf-

firmed the initial dates.

The early dates challenge the current

base line of American prehistory, which is

defined by certain widely distributed dart

points or spearpoints representing what

archeologists rail the Clovis tradition

(named after the site with which they

were originally associated, near Clovis,

New Mexico). These are chert or chalced-

ony projectile points used by ancient In-

dian hunters, apparently mostly in pursuit

of big game, including the mammoths
that became extinct at the end of the last

Ice Age. The points are "fluted," that is, a

flake was removed on one or both faces,

from the base to about one-third the way
to the tip, presumably to make it easy to

join the point to the split end of a wooden
shaft. (Similar, though smaller, more
finely chipped points, with more .; vtensive

fluting, are called Folsom points;

were manufactured by somewhat 1

hunters whose prime big-game ami

were Ice Age bison. To date, no fli
ji

points of any type have been found in

Old World.)

Many Clovis points come from sur (Tl

finds in plowed fields or from other *^

turbed locations where their age cannc

determined. Specimens at sites that

be dated by radiocarbon techniques

,

erally fall in the range of 1 1 ,500 to 1 1.

years ago, that is, nearing the approxin

end, 10,000 years ago, of the last gk

period. Many conservative archeoloj

regard these implements as the ear

solid evidence of a human presence ir

New World. They suspect, therefore,

humans crossed into North America f

Asia after the ice sheets began to rec

Claims of greater antiquity have I

raised for a variety of pre-Clovis sites,

the often slender evidence that has \

preserved frequently fails to convinc(

cheologists. For the demonstration t(

valid, the artifacts must be indisputab

human manufacture (or human rem

themselves, should they be found)

must be excavated from undisturbed

logical formations that have excel

i(S

l§]

Si

%

A projectilepointfrom New Mexico: is

typical "Clovis"pattern, actual size
Eastern New Mexico University: Drawing by Steptien Patricia
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Safety in Numbers: How
Reliable Are Radiocarbon

Dates?
Radiocarbon dating depends on deter-

mining the proportion of carbon 1 4, a rela-

tively rare, radioactive form of carbon,

within a carbon sample. A fairly constant

level of carbon 14 is generally maintained

in the earth's atmosphere because of con-

tinual radioactive bombardment from the

sun. Most living plants and animals con-

tain a similar proportion. After an organ-

ism dies, however, the proportion changes

as the carbon 14 decays into nitrogen.

Because the rate of decay is always the

same, the proportion of carbon 1 4 remain-

ing permits scientists to estimate a sam-

ple's age.

Contamination of a sample by ancient

organic material (such as coal) can throw

off the estimation of age. Corrections also

have to be made for past fluctuations in

the proportion of carbon 14 in the atmo-

sphere (volcanoes, for example, have

sometimes added other forms of carbon to

the atmosphere, temporarily lowering the

proportion of carbon 14; the result is to

make the sample appear older than it is).

In addition to these complicating fac-

tors, there are certain statistical limita-

tions on the accuracy of estimations of

age. The radiocarbon method counts ra-

dioactive emissions over a standard period

of time from the carbon sample to be

dated. Because individual emissions are

random events, there is room for error in

determining their frequency. By conven-

tion, therefore, radiocarbon dates are al-

ways expressed with a plus/minus range,

calculated to reflect the probability for

error. The oldest dated artifact from

Meadowcroft, a small fragment of bas-

ketry, is thus described as being

19,600 ± 2,400 years old. This means

that there are two chances in three that

the sample in question is between 22,000

and 1 7,200 years old. If greater certainty

is desired, the range must be correspond-

ingly widened. Thus the chances are 95

percent that the sample is between 24,400

and 14,800 years old. For comparison,

1 2,000 years ago remains, to conservative

archeologists, the earliest acceptable con-

clusive date for a human presence in the

New World.

Because of the radiocarbon method's

inherent limitations, no single radiocarbon

date can really be considered definitive.

But the highly consistent series of fifty

radiocarbon dates extending from the bot-

tom to the top of Meadowcroft, along with

the apparent lack of contamination, is

strong evidence that the site is truly an-

cient.

opportunities for radiometric dating, pref-

erably with multiple dates. In these re-

spects, Meadowcroft has proved a gener-

ous site.

The earliest Meadowcroft deposits,

which are about 31,000 to 21,000 years

old, contain no artifacts, leading to the

conclusion that people had not yet

camped at the site. The latest deposits, in

contrast, from about 600 to 200 years ago,

were formed when traders and a few brave

settlers were making the first European

advances into the Ohio valley Between

these two extremes, the rock-shelter floor

preserved numerous stone tools, pottery,

animal bones, thousands of land snail and

river mussel shells, nuts, seeds, and other

plant and animal remains—the residue of

a shadowy, changing prehistoric popula-

tion that for hundreds of generations had

sought protection beneath the south-fac-

ing shelter.

All the major cultural periods previ-

ously known for Upper Ohio Valley pre-

history appear at Meadowcroft, from the

hunting-and-gathering Archaic period

(about 9,950 to 3,950 years ago) through

the various phases of the Woodland period

(3,065 to 685 years ago) when horticulture

was introduced. The site was probably

most frequently visited during the Late

Archaic period, when the groups using the

site hunted deer, elk, wild turkey, and

other game and gathered seeds, nuts, and

other plant products. The Woodland de-

posits have rewarded excavators with

many significant discoveries, including

the earliest recognized squash and corn in

this part of the Ohio River drainage

(about 3,065 and 2,300 years ago, respec-

tively), as well as the first indication that

/j.
' ,^3='^^'^^-

To make long, thin tools with sharp

edges, a prehistoric American struck ojf

bladesfrom this stone core,found near

Meadowcroft.
Drawings by Stephen Patricia. Department or Ariliiropoloqy.
University of Pittsburgh

Three views and a cross section ofa smi

stone bladefrom Meadowcroft—such

tool is a rarefindfor the New World

but resembles Ice Age artifactsfrom
Europe and Asia.

Indians of the area were making pott

(also 3,065 years ago).

All these later deposits were exami:

with equal care, but most attention

been drawn to the more ancient stone t<

and fragments of basketry found in

earliest occupied levels of the site. TI

are two such levels, marked ofi" by m;

collapses of the rock-shelter roof,

younger of the two ranges in age fi

about 13,000 to 1 1,000 years ago, tow

the end of Ice Age times. The older

has eight radiocarbon dates ranging fi

19,600 ± 2,400 at its base (the bask,

fragment) to 12,800 ± 870 years age

The early stone artifacts from Mead
croft—not only the tools but also the

carded flakes created during tool m;

facture or resharpening—are the prod

of a standardized technology. Finis

tools, such as unifaces (implements fla

on only one face) and bifaces, are rat

these early levels but include delical

retouched unifacial knives (named IVi

gai knives, after a particularly helpfu

cal farmer and avocational archeolog

bifacial cutting or slicing tools, grai

(thought to be used in working bon

wood ), and an array of small blades. T ;

last are thin, prismatically shaped tool i

least twice as long as they are wide,

were struck off" a stone nucleus, or cor

cut, charred base of a deer antler, d

;

by association with other materia

16.175 ± 975 years ago, is the oldest In

recovered from the site. Although the

no physical indication that this art .(

was used as a tool, in Europe, Asia, n

elsewhere in the Americas, such ob-'i

were used as hammerlike batons tcrf

move small flakes from stone tools.

In 1976, a small, lanceolate (tapci

leaf-shaped) projectile point was kn
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near the top of the earliest level of the sitt

that contains artifacts. Later we called r

the Miller lanceolate point, after Alber

Miller, the owner of the property when

Meadowcroft is located. The Miller Ian

ceolate point is the only projectile poin

from this early level, but it shows tha;

humans at the time were hunting foi

game. It and the prismatic blades are ol

special interest because of their appareni

great age and because they reflect an ad

vanced state of knowledge about flaked'

stone tool manufacture. The people whc

made them were as expert at core anc

blade production techniques as peopl(

throughout most of Europe and Asia be

ginning about 35,000 years ago.

Although individually most of the othei

early artifacts from Meadowcroft woulc

not look out of place in collections of Clo

vis tools, the manufacturing of very smal:

blades stands out. The blades were strucl

off a small core of rock that was firsi

shaped for this purpose. Similar cores,

polyhedral in shape because of the wa>

the blades were removed in sequence

around the circumference, have been

found in Siberia and elsewhere in the Old

World. Although none have turned up al

Meadowcroft, an (undated) example was

found in the Cross Creek drainage, witli

scars that correspond in size to the

Meadowcroft-style blades. The earlj

Meadowcroft stone tools, therefore, possi-

bly represent some kind of link between

Old World technology and the more

clearly documented early cultures oi

North America, notably Clovis.

Anthony E Boldurian, formerly assis-

tant curator of the Blackwater Draw Clo-

vis site, recently tabulated attributes oi

the early Meadowcroft blades and Millet

The Miller lanceolate point once tipped a

hunting spear or a dart

.
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liiceolate point and compared them with

t)ls from four other sites with potential

fj-Clovis levels. Two of these—Idaho's

\ilson Butte Cave and Missouri's Shriver

se—seem to show an early approach to

sme tool manufacture that was coarser

jn techniques used at Meadowcroft, in

t larger flakes were struck from less

ndardized cores. However, at the

lOop site in eastern Pennsylvania, some

all, Meadowcroft-style blades are

bi esent, and once again, these blades do
'•> t fit the general pattern for Clovis sites.

'i lOop was one of the first and is still

tm long the best-known Paleo-lndian sites

ia: the eastern United States, although it is

ither stratified nor directly dated by ra-

a ocarbon methods. Shoop has yielded

':. any artifacts to professional and avoca-

I linal archeologists since 1936, most of

: yiich appear to be part of the eastern

ovis stone tool technology, with some

ger blades also very similar in shape to

pcimens from the Plains.

Finally, eleven stone flakes and two pro-

atile points recovered from the lowest

I/el at Fort Rock Cave, Oregon, bear a

arked similarity to early artifacts from

eadowcroft. In particular, there is a lan-

(olate point with a thinned base that is

(fnilar to the Meadowcroft Miller lanceo-

te point, and the earliest small blade

om Fort Rock is indistinguishable from

ie Meadowcroft prismatic blades or oth-

i!S from the Cross Creek drainage. Fort

iock Cave has a single radiocarbon date

f 13,200 ± 750 years ago from its lowest

vel. Unfortunately this level may have

;en disturbed by wash from an adjacent

;e Age lake, either about the time the

rtifacts were originally deposited or

^metime afterward. Thus the validity of

ie association between the artifacts, the

te level, and the radiocarbon date is cur-

ntly being debated.

Archeologists may someday conclude

iat the small stone blades, cores, and

akes from Meadowcroft and these other

tes belong to a single, widely distributed

re-Clovis technology and culture. Some

r all of these groups of artifacts, however,

lay simply prove to be specialized parts

f a larger flaked-stone tool industry that

Iso included, or came to include, the dis-

nctive Clovis fluted point. The extent to

hich the people who produced them pre-

ated those responsible for the Clovis big-

ame hunting points will be determined

hen additional well-dated sites can be

)ined to the evidence from Meadowcroft.

)nly then will archeologists have demon-

trated, once and for all, that human

roups crossed the land bridge from Asia

3 North America well before the end of

be last Ice Age. D
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From its broad base to its slender tip, Weavers Needle, a

weathered hunk ofancient lava, measures 953feet.
Tom Danielsen



Peralta Canyon, Arizona
by Robert H. Mohlenbrock

East of Phoenix, Arizona, in Tonto Na-

tional Forest, the arid Superstition Moun-

tains rise above the northeastern edge of

the Sonoran Desert. One of the iandmarics

of this volcanic range is Weavers Needle,

a pinnaclelike remnant of eroded lava.

The rumor that the Lost Dutchman Gold

Mine lies hidden somewhere up in the hills

makes the region even more intriguing.

One recent autumn, with visions of being

the one to rediscover the gold, I hiked to

Weavers Needle along a well-traveled

route up Peralta Canyon.

The trailhead is located in the desert,

some twenty-five miles east of Phoeni.x. It

starts at 2,400 feet, in a basin at the foot of

the Superstition Mountains. Jagged clilTs

of a glassy quartz called dacite frame the

area. A prominent feature of the land-

scape is the saguaro, the giant, sometimes

comical-looking columnar cactus that

may grow to thirty-five feet, although its

spreading root system rarely penetrates

deeper than three feet.

For the first mile and a half, the trail'

climbs 1,200 feet, rising through different

vegetation zones. At first, small round-

topped foothills paloverde trees, with tiny

yellow-green leaflets, are scattered across

the desert floor. Teddy bear cholla, a yel-

low-spined cactus that looks misleadingly

soft, is also common. But as the trail

climbs up the creek bed of Peralta Can-

yon, a diversity of short trees and shrubs

appears, including desert hackberries,

ironwoods, velvet mesquites. Emory oaks,

and cat's claw acacias. Although the So-

noran Desert has a lot of bare spaces and

appears to be very open, most of the trees

and shrubs are surrounded at their base by

small perennials that are able to live in the

shade. The saguaros. on the other hand,

usually stand alone, since they cast little

shade.

The trail occasionally crisscrosses the

canyon's rocky stream bed. Where pock-

ets of moisture accumulate, small ferns,

mosses, liverworts, and clubmosscs some-

times grow beneath deep-green-leaved

sugar sumac trees. Finally, after a series of

switchbacks, the trail reaches a 3,800-foot

summit know n as Fremont Saddle. .At this

elevation, several grasses dominate the

vecetation. Short-statured Arizona rose-



Pockets ofvegetation dot arid Peralta Canyon, accessible by

trailfrom the desertfloor, below. Brittlebush, a slow-growing

shrubfound on the desertfloor, blooms infront ofthe

Superstition Mountains, opposite.

Both photographs by Davtd Muench

mineral salt content, is subject to viol|

erosion by water and wind.

Most northern of the western deserts'

the Great Basin Desert, centered in nort!

ern Arizona, northern New Mexico, aij

Utah but with tongues that extend as fj

as Washington and Oregon. This dese

lies mostly above 4,000 feet, occupyir

the valley floors between numerous mou
tain ranges. Precipitation is between foi

and eleven inches annually, usually in tl

winter, frequently in the form of sno

The Chihuahuan Desert, mainly in ce

tral Mexico but penetrating into southei

New Mexico and extreme southeastei|/|

Arizona, is somewhat warmer because <

its slightly lower elevation and mo
southerly position. There, rain falls most

between mid-June and mid-September,

southern Nevada and adjacent Californi

the smaller Mojave Desert receives on

two to five inches of rain, nearly all in la

winter. It occupies terrain from sea lev

to 1 ,400 feet. Plant life in the Great Basi

Peralta Canyon

For visitor information write:

Forest Supervisor

Tonto National Forest

2324 E. McDowell Road

RO. Box 5348

Phoenix, Arizona 85038

(602) 225-5200

wood and jojoba trees are the prevailing

woody plants, beneath which grow agaves,

hedgehog cactuses, and beargrass. The

Superstition Mountains are visible in their

full splendor from this vantage point;

Weavers Needle looms mightily about

one mile ahead.

The Sonoran Desert is one of four

deserts occupying parts of western North

America. Forrest Shreve, who in the first

half of this century spent his botanical

career studying North American deserts,

defined their characteristics. They are re-

gions of low and unevenly distributed rain-

fall, low humidity, high air temperatures

with great daily and seasonal ranges, and

very high surface soil temperatures. Des-

ert streams flow only sporadically, and the

soil, low in organic content and high in
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Chihuahuan, and Mojave deserts appears

similar because of the many low shrubs.

The 120,000-square-mile Sonoran Des-

ert covers much of central and western

Arizona, southern California, and Baja

California, with a strip on the east side of

the Gulf of California. Although no single

plant community ranges unchanged over

such a large area, the Sonoran Desert

looks different from the other deserts be-

cause of its tree-sized cactuses and

succulents. There are two periods of rain

each year, from December to mid-April

and again from July to early September,

with intervening periods of drought. Total

annual rainfall averages from three inches

in the driest parts to more than twenty

inches. The aridity of the Sonoran Desert

is maintained by high-pressure cells that

prevail between 23° and 30° north lati-

tude. In addition, mountains west of the

Sonoran Desert intercept much of the

moisture in the air coming from the Pa-

cific Ocean.

Until a decade ago, most scientists be-

lieved that the North American deserts

had been around for many millions of

years, but botanist Daniel Axelrod of the

University of California at Davis, after

studying the fossil floras in these regions,

has concluded that in their present form,

the deserts have existed for only about

10,000 years. Citing geological changes

that have been brought about in part by

movement along the San Andreas Fault

and the opening of the Sea of Cortez,

Axelrod has shown that the topography of

the Sonoran Desert today is far different

from what it was during most of the past

80 million years. Fossil evidence indicates

that the vegetation went from savanna to

dry tropical forest to short-tree forest to

woodland chaparral to thorn forest before

becoming the desert that it is today. These

changes in plant life resulted from a pro-

gressive drying out of the area and a

strengthening of the high-pressure system,

which increased periods of drought.

The ancestors of many of the plants that

live in the Sonoran Desert originally grew

in cooler and moister climates. Their de-

scendants apparently persisted by adapt-

ing to increasingly drier conditions. The

succulents store large amounts of water;

The saguaro cactus is the hallmark ofthe Sonoran Desert, a

1 20,000-square-mile area that rangesfrom Arizona and

southern California into Mexico.

other plants have compact leaves or no

leaves at all, thus reducing water loss.

Some plants have extensive root systems

that spread laterally beneath the plant.

And some short-lived herbs sprout within

days, following heavy rains in summer or

winter. Their rapid growth, followed by

early flowering and seed maturation, com-

pletes the life cycle within six to eight

weeks, before the next drought begins.

These ephemerals often spring up over-

night in great masses, prompting aficio-

nados to rush to the desert to see it in

bloom. To look for these flowers at any

other time is like hoping to stumble acr

the Lost Dutchman Gold Mine!

Erratum: In "Tajique Canyon, N
Mexico" (October 1986), Mount Tay

was described as the state's tallest moi

tain. New Mexico has several higher su

mits; the tallest is Wheeler Peak.

"This Land" highlights the biologi.,

phenomena of the 153 U.S. national f'

ests. Robert H. Mohlenbrock is dist

guished professor of botany at South

Illinois University at Carbondale.
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Our Gang, Ostrich Style
The big birdpractices communal child care

and even kills lions in defense ofnewly hatched chicks

by Lewis M. Hurxthal

My ostrich research in Kenya began

some sixteen years ago, very much as a

family affair. I had made a trip into the

bush outside Nairobi and with official per-

mission had gathered six ostrich eggs, in-

tending to hatch and raise the young in

captivity. Nancy, my wife and co-worker,

who was recovering from surgery, agreed

to "brood" the grapefruit-sized eggs in her

bed while I constructed an incubator

Three weeks later, six healthy young

hatched in the incubator The precocial

chicks, each about the size of a barnyard

hen, proceeded to imprint on Nancy, the

first living being they saw after hatching.

They followed her everywhere, emitting

tremulous, mournful cries when left alone.

This scenario seemed appropriate, since

my research interest lay in ostrich breed-

ing strategies.

Nancy and I soon learned that we were

far from the first humans to raise ostriches

or even to incubate the eggs ourselves.

These birds, the largest on earth, have had

long and intimate associations with

humans. Prehistoric rock artists of the Sa-

hara frequently depicted ostriches, and

the ancient Egyptians and many other Af-

rican peoples raised the huge birds in cap-

tivity, as did the Romans. In the late nine-

teenth century, ostriches were domes-

ticated, and some ostrich farms are still in

operation today, although tourism and the

sale of skins have largely replaced the

flourishing plume trade.

Ostriches and their relatives, most of

which are also large and flightless, are

ratites. The ostrich's closest relative is the

South American rhea, which weighs only

a third of the ostrich's 220 pounds but

prefers similar habitats and exhibits some
of the same behavior Well adapted to the

semiarid conditions of savannas, as well as

to areas of higher rainfall where vegeta-

tion is often thick and lush during the

rainy season, ostriches live throughout Af-

rica, although their range is dwindling.

In spite of its long association with

humans, the detailed behavior and ecol-

ogy of the ostrich in the wild were virtually

unknown in terms of modern zoology

when I began my study at the University

of Nairobi. I was especially concerned

with the breeding behavior of the Masai
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ostrich, a subspecies found only in Kenya

and Tanzania. In Nairobi National Park I

found an ideal situation for my observa-

tions. Here many ostriches lived in their

natural habitat, yet had grown accus-

tomed to motor vehicles, so that I could

approach them closely.

Only after several seasons of fieldwork

could I outline the behavior, particularly

breeding behavior, of the ostrich during a

typical year in Nairobi Park. In May or

June, adult males begin to display their

breeding color, a pink flush on the skin of

the neck and legs. About half of these

males establish a territory of roughly one

square mile, which they aggressively de-

fend against other mature males. Adult

females, more numerous than the males,

:'6 Natural History 12/86

do not defend territories, but each remains

on a much larger breeding home range of

about five square miles, which embraces

five to seven male territories.

During July, individual hens begin to

seek out and mate with territorial males.

Soon they begin to lay eggs at nest sites

already chosen and prepared by the

males. Only about one in three hens finds

a permanent mate; such females are

called major hens, and their pair bond
with a particular cock may last for many
years. The remaining, minor hens form no

pair bond. They mate with many different

territorial males during a season but must

lay their eggs in the nests of established

pairs. (Minor hens and nonbreeding males

may form temporary groups, which are

unstable, with individuals joining or lea

ing at will.) Each male's nest receives egi

from about ten minor hens. Thus, the r

sultant communal clutches are large, co

taining forty eggs on average. Only maji

hens incubate eggs, their own and those i

the minor hens. The cock incubates mo
often than the hen, sitting at night and f

part of the day After the chicks hatch, tl

pair escort them away from the nest, lea-

ing them to edible plants and protectir

them from predators.

Egg hatching takes place during Oct

ber and November and coincides wii

Kenya's short rainy period, when a flu:

of tender young plants emerges. After tl

synchronized hatch, escorted broods i

chicks from diff"erent nests eventual



et. The dominant paienis aggressively

ind up other chicks to join their own,

1 by February all the young form one

;at nursery, or creche, of thirty to one

ndred chicks, escorted by only two or

ee of the original parents. Chicks grow

)idiy and by July are left on their own,

ich reduced in number by predation by

ns, jackals, and other carnivores. Their

rents then start the breeding cycle for

; next year.

This breeding pattern proved similar to

tt of other ostrich populations in East

rica. Nairobi Park's ostriches, however,

mbered about 170 individuals in a

ty-four-square-mile area. This is a high

nsity, and the many hens produce un-

ually large clutches.

Laura Riley; Bruce Coleman. Inc.

Mer duskyplumage serving as camouflage, a hen, left, covers a communal nest in
which she and many otherfemales have laid eggs. A hen can incubate an average of
twenty-one eggs; excess eggs are discarded, like those at the side ofthe nest, and will
perish. Unlike many otherpredators, Egyptian vultures have hit upon a way to break
open thick-shelled ostrich eggs. The bird injuvenalplumage, below, will learn to not
simply drop, but heave, stones at the eggs.
Lewis M. Hurxthal

Long before I had enough information

to outline the ostrich breeding system,

Mike Norton-Griffiths, a fellow ornitholo-

gist, challenged me to explain how such a

breeding system could evolve or be adap-

tive. He argued that one hen obviously did

not lay forty eggs, yet only one hen cared

for them. Why should she sit on the

ground in broad daylight, week after

week, with lions about, incubating another

ostrich's eggs? Mike called this "the para-

dox of apparent altruism." But this was

only half the problem, since an ostrich

cock also risks his life on another's eggs,

sitting at one spot every night for six weeks

of incubation. Early in the study, I found

yet another example of apparent altruism.

I sighted a flock of 107 two-month-old

chicks, carefully led and guarded by one

cock and one hen. I soon realized that

these chicks must have come from more

than a dozen nests, spread out over many
miles of savanna, each with its own cock

and hen. The single pair escorting the 1 07

chicks could not have been the parents of

all. Yet these escorts commonly defended

large broods and even attacked threaten-

ing predators.

Thus, parent ostriches expend lime and

energy, and risk being preyed upon them-

selves, to protect and care for many eggs

and chicks, only a few of which arc their

own. Similar examples of apparent altru-

ism are found in many animal species. In

almost all cases studied in detail, however,

the individuals receiving the benefits of an

altruistic act are kin, that is, they are ge-

netically related to the "altruistic" indi-

vidual. This phenomenon, known as kin

selection, makes sense in evolutionary

terms, because the self-sacrificing individ-

ual insures the survival of the genes it

shares with close relatives.

An ostrich's apparent altruism cannot

easily be explained by kin selection. Be-

cause their communal nests contain the

eggs of many hens, and because of their

somewhat indiscriminate mating system,

ostriches can never be sure which egg is

related to which hen. We arc left with a

challenge to current evolutionary theory:

What survival value does this behavior

hold for the individual ostriches involved?

How did such behavior evolve?

The explanation was likely to be found

only through a detailed investigation of

the breeding system. The apparent altru-

ism seemed to be related to communal
breeding or to environmental factors or

perhaps to one of the other unusual

characteristics of the ostrich, such as its

extraordinarily large size.

Aspects of communal breeding were

easily observed. One afternoon soon after



Lions prey on ostrich chicks and eggs. Below, an ostrich caught ojfguardpaces in the

distance, as a watchful team oflions surrounds the remnants ofa nest. Adult ostriche.

tending newly hatched chicks have been known to killyoung lions. At right, a cock,

fiercely pursuing another, lashes out with a kick. Brieffights between males are

common and help establish a pecking order.

I had begun my study, Nancy spotted a

hen behaving in a peculiar way Driving to

a better vantage point, we discovered our

first nest and on it a laying hen. As we

watched, another hen appeared, and

within twenty minutes, two others slowly

walked up to the nest. The three were

awaiting their turn to deposit eggs. We
knew that the hens laying the next day

would be different individuals, because an

ostrich needs two days to form each egg.

Eventually we found that thirteen hens

had laid, placing a total of forty-two eggs

in that one nest. This was about average

for Nairobi Park. We were at a loss to

explain why so many hens laid in each

nest, and why, when a hen can cover only

about twenty-one eggs, so many extra

eggs, which could not be incubated, were

placed there. Then an unexpected event

made clear the hazards of the environ-

ment in which ostriches raise their young.

Tony Archer, a knowledgeable natural-

ist who arrived on the scene just after the

occurrence, reported that an ostrich had

killed two lions. A Masai man had wit-

nessed the whole dramatic episode, and

Tony had questioned him carefully There

in front of them were two dead lions,

three-quarters grown, and a dead adult

ostrich hen. The Masai said he was watch-

ing an ostrich pair with their newly

hatched chicks feeding peacefully. Sud-

denly a lioness appeared with three of her

own young. The cock immediately led the

chicks to safety while the hen advanced on

the predators. A hen with newly hatched

chicks is often savage. The young lions

began to close in and within a minute or

two there was a brief but violent struggle.

When the animals parted, two young lions

had fallen, one with a broken back and the

other with a blow to the head caused by

the hen's rapid, powerful downward kicks.

Seconds later the lioness pounced on the

hen and killed it with a few bites.

Ostriches naturally use their large size

and powerful legs to defend their young.

They are the only flightless birds of Af-

rica, living in one of the most dangerous

habitats on earth. The list of their larger

predators is formidable. Jackals, hunting

dogs, cheetahs, leopards, lions, and of

course, humans all regularly prey on

ostrich adults, young, or eggs. Smaller

mammals such as servals also pose a

threat. In addition, about ten species of

birds of prey can kill a newly hatched

ostrich chick, and one, the Egyptian vul-

ture, can break open the thick eggshell.

The other large ratites—the rhea, casso-

wary, and emu—have only two or three

major predators. Furthermore, the ostrich

is the only ratite in which both parents

escort and protect the young; for the oth-

ers, the male alone is apparently enough of

a defense.

The ostrich's reproductive potential,

relatively high for a large animal, may be

related to heavy predation. If no young

died, the population could increase by five

times in one year. But this could only hap-

pen in a predator-free environment. Dur-

ing one year of my study, 152 chicks left

fifteen nests in Nairobi Park. A year later

only 16 young had survived. Ninety per-

cent had died, most killed by predators,

and a similar rate of predation is common
every year.

Predation has yet another influence on

ostrich breeding: it does not affect both

sexes equally. Another case dramatized

this point. Judith Rudnai, a good friend of

mine studying lion behavior in Nairobi

Park, kept me informed of lion predation

on ostriches. One day she announced that

one of "her" lions had killed one of "my

ostriches at a nest. I went to the spot sb

described and found eggs scattered al

about, although only a few were broker

The ostrich had been devoured, except fo

bones and feathers. Everywhere black

and-white feathers contrasted starkly witl

the brown-and-green landscape.

Conspicuous plumage may have bee;

the reason the cock had been discoverei

and killed by lions. Gaudy feathers ma;

be of value in courtship, but they are

liability for a bird sitting on a ground nes

for six weeks. The following year I sa\

another cock dead at his nest, also killei "

.

by lions. More males than hens are killec

perhaps because the females' brown-anc :

gray plumage blends in much better witi i::

the landscape.

The result of such unequal mortality i

a biased sex ratio, with many more hen .

than cocks remaining in the populatior ,-

But there are also other reasons for thi
•'

bias. Hens mature more quickly, so th

start of a breeding season for any ag

group finds more females than male ^.

ready to mate. Also, cocks must hold terrib

tories before hens will mate with them. T't:

establish a territory, a young cock ma f-

have to pit his strength against older, e? c

perienced cocks. A younger male is usi :

ally chased away and even kicked for hi

:
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tmble. He may have to try for years

Ifore he is successful. Thus, the need to

lid territories further deters males from

teeding.

As soon as a sexually mature, territorial

rale starts to prepare a nest, predators

tike an appearance. Egyptian vultures,

j:kals, hyenas, and lions discover and de-

soy many nests before the clutch is com-

!;te. If a nest is annihilated, the hens may
en lay in another nest, while the cocks

ii,ay not be able to start another nest until

te next year. So ostrich populations, like

tose of most animals, begin with equal

umbers of males and females at birth,

lit by the time the young are ready to

leed, there may be only one cock for

i ery three or four laying hens.

In addition to sex ratio, the weight of

the ostrich is significant. Large size is ob-

viously an advantage against predators,

but size also has a special meaning con-

cerning eggs. Many small birds lay eggs

that weigh about 10 percent of the weight

of the adult. The ostrich lays an egg only

about 1.5 percent of its body weight.

Large birds in general lay much smaller

eggs in relation to their body size than do

small birds. Large eggs have dispropor-

tionately great volume. Their formation

and growth time is prohibitively long.

Most large birds have evolved relatively

small eggs in response to this constraint.

Thus, although it weighs as much as two

dozen chicken eggs, the ostrich egg is

smaller than that of most other birds rela-

tive to body weight. Even the combined
weight of all the eggs of one female ostrich

is small taking into consideration her body
weight.

The relatively small egg provides a key
to understanding communal laying. A ma-
jor hen usually lays only about seven eggs

but can cover about twenty-one. This
means that when she finishes laying all her

eggs and is ready to incubate, there is

room for more. The minor hens, without a

nest or permanent mate, put their eggs

beside those of an established pair; some
of these will be incubated. The small egg
and the biased sex ratio are two factors

that help us understand communal breed-

ing and how so many hens manage to lay

in one nest.

In September of one field season, I

watched the cock I had named Interloper

scrape the ground with his great claws and
show the spot to Pointyhead, his major hen
of many years. A week later, eight eggs

were laid on the site during one afternoon,

although only one was Pointyhead's. Dur-
ing the next afternoon, nine dilTerent hens

laid nine more eggs. 1 found that Pointy-

head and sixteen other hens were laying in

that one nest, and by the time they had
finished, two weeks later, the communal
clutch had grown to sixty-eight eggs, con-

siderably larger than the average forty-

egg clutch.

Typically, a major hen like Pointyhead

initiates laying. She deposits one egg ev-

ery two days for about two weeks, thus

laying a total of about seven eggs. Within
several days of her first egg, a few minor
hens find the nest and also start laying.

Other minor hens, not finding the nest

until quite late, perhaps contribute only

one or two eggs. In Nairobi Park, an aver-

age of ten hens lay eggs in each nest.

When ready, the major hen rearranges the

clutch. She places about twenty-one eggs

in the center and moves all the rest about a

yard away from the nest. She and the cock
then start incubating the central eggs. The
other eggs will perish. This behavior raises

the question of how the major hen can

recognize her own eggs. If she cannot

identify them, the many eggs of the minor
hens could confuse her and prevent her

from incubating and hatching her own.



Inparts ofKenya, chicksfrom nests in a twenty-mile areaform a single creche,

escorted byjust two or three ofthe original parents. Dominant escorts will allow a

merger only after they have scutinized and approved ofthe other brood. In a possible

merge in progress, below, a cock is aggressively approached by another male with

wings outstretched. On afew remaining ostrichfarms in South Africa, the birds

are raised and managed asflocks, right. At the turn ofthe century ostrich

feathers were in great demand. Today showyfeathers are periodically cut, but

much ofthefarms' revenue comesfrom ostrich skins and tourism.

Zoologist Bryan Bertram became inter-

ested in what he called "the behavior of

ostrich eggs." After my study, he went on

to investigate this phenomenon. In Tsavo

West Park, in Kenya, he tried to find ex-

actly which eggs the major hen moved out

of her nest and which she kept in. This

proved difficult to determine, but by

marking eggs and identifying hens at

many nests, he concluded that a major hen

can distinguish her own eggs from the

many others in a nest. She can thus keep

them in the center of the nest to be incu-

bated when she displaces the others. But

since the minor hens have a chance to get

some of their own eggs incubated, they

also benefit. And the cock may benefit

even more. If he fertilizes some minor

hens, as well as his major hen, many more

of the chicks that hatch will be ones he has

fertilized.

Even though the cock and hen share the

incubation task, he sitting at night and she

during the day, the six weeks of incubation

is a difficult time. Young, inexperienced

pairs, in particular, seem to find sitting for

six weeks a tedious job. Sometimes the

cock or the hen is late coming back to the

nest to take his or her turn. If the nest is

left unguarded, even for minutes, preda-

tors may home in, stealing or breaking a

few eggs. Almost every nest suffers losses.

This constant preying on eggs is what

ultimately makes communal laying pay

off for the major hen and her cock. If they

had only their own eggs, with no minor

hens laying, any egg taken by a jackal or

other predator would be one of their own.

By accepting minor hens' eggs, the pair

protect their own; if a predator takes an

egg, it is less hkely to be one of theirs. This

behavior increases survival by the princi-

ple of dilution. A similar principle applies

to some other species, for example, the

huge calving herds of wildebeest and bar-

ren ground caribou. By associating her

calf with hundreds or thousands of others

of the same age, a cow reduces the chance

that it will be killed by predators. This rule

explains why ostriches, both in communal

nesting and in creching, appear to be

altruistic. In reality, the parents are pro-

tecting their own eggs and chicks from

predation by caring for the eggs and

chicks of others. In the long run, the os-

triches that practice communal breeding

increase their numbers more rapidly than

the few that breed alone. Thus throughout

their range, most ostriches breed in great

loose colonies that make communal nest-

ing and creching possible. Sound re-

productive strategy underlies the sight of

a wary adult pair shepherding dozens of

chicks across African savannas. lI

^^

(jai^'J
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Natural Bonsai of Sunset Crater
A tiny moth prunes pinon pines into bizarre shapes

and incidentally creates good habitatfor wildlife

by Susan Mopper and Thomas Whitham

When plants and insects get together,

the role of host can often become unpleas-

ant. The trees that host gypsy moths, for

example, are weakened and sometimes

gnawed to death by their guests. But al-

though hit-and-run tactics of many insects

often devastate local vegetation, not all

insect herbivory is destructive of the ecol-

ogy as a whole. On Arizona's Sunset Cra-

ter, 200-year-old pinon pines bear the

marks of a lifetime of hosting tiny moths

that shape the forests they live in. These

marks could be viewed as the cruel scars

of incessant attack, but as the invading

moths have become permanent players in

the pinon wildlife community, they have

made some surprising and positive con-

tributions to local ecology.

Named for the red glow of its rocks,

Sunset Crater is a classic example of a

cinder cone and the most spectacular of

four hundred such dormant volcanoes in

northern Arizona. The crater is 1 ,000 feet

high, with its base about 6,000 feet above

sea level. Cinder cones form when molten

rock and smaller ash and cinder particles

are discharged upward and accumulate

into a cone-shaped structure as a volcanic

eruption progresses. When Sunset Crater

erupted about a.d. 1064, lava flowed from

its base, and off and on for the next two

hundred years, the volcano rained ash and

cinders over eight hundred miles of sur-

rounding terrain. Today, the jagged black

rocks of the solidified lava fields are

nearly devoid of vegetation, but the cinder

soil, which ranges from twenty to several

hundred feet in depth, sustains a diverse

plant community.

On the Sunset Crater cinder fields, pi-

non pine and juniper grow at lower eleva-

tions (up to about 6,000 feet), while stands

of ponderosa pine tend to dominate at

higher elevations (to about 7,000 feet).

Rabbit bush, hedgehog cholla, Apache

plume, Indian paintbrush, aromatic su-

mac. Mormon tea, and other chaparral

shrubs grow among the conifers.

Four years ago, we visited Sunset Cra-

ter on a routine plant ecology field trip

from Northern Arizona University. As we

hiked into the cinder fields we were sur-

prised to find half of the pifion pines

stunted. These dwarfed trees looked like
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Sunset Crater National Monument
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Pinon pines bear bothfemale and male cones, below (left and right, respectively).

A tiny caterpillar, right,feeds within the succulent shoots ofthe upper tree.

The pruning ofthe canopy eliminates the top shoots, which producefemale

cones, and stimulates the growth ofside shoots, which carry male cones.

Eventually thepinon undergoes not only a change in shape but also a sex change,

becoming wholly male andproducing no seeds.

Pfiotographs by Susan Mopper

bonsai creations and were often no more

than half the size of the tall, open-cano-

pied normal piiions. We became con-

cerned because we knew that the pifion

pine is the linchpin of the Sunset Crater

wildlife community. A pinon seed is one of

the largest and most nutritious of all pine

seeds. Many of the animals in the pinon

woodland are in some way dependent

upon the seeds for survival, as until re-

cently, was man. Native Americans have

long harvested pinon seeds, and many
families still collect seeds for food and

currency. Pirion jays, Clark's nutcrackers,

scrub jays, Steller's jays, plain titmice,

and rufous-sided towhees are all seen

among the pifions, feeding either on seeds

or on insects found within the canopy.

Pinon mice and ground squirrels cache

pinon seeds, which account for a large

proportion of their diet. In turn, coyotes,

hawks, and other carnivores depend upon

the small mammals and birds for food.

Since damage to the pifion pines could

clearly spell danger to Sunset Crater's

ecological system and since there had

been no scientific report of this discrep-

ancy in pinon sizes and shapes, we decided

to investigate the phenomenon. Upon
examining the trees, we noticed that some

were infested with a small caterpillar. Our
first step was to collect and identify the
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insect. We shipped some to Canada,

where they were identified as Dioryctria

albovitella, a cone- and shoot-boring moth

known to attack only pifions. The moth

became the prime suspect in our investiga-

tion of the disruption of pinon growth.

In researching the moth's life history,

we found that, as is the case with most

moths and butterflies, the insect is most

destructive in the larval stage. Larvae be-

gin feeding in May and June, boring into

and killing canopy branch tips, or terminal

shoots, and female pine cones. After four

weeks of feeding, the larvae pupate briefly

inside the shoot, emerging in July as

adults. Females lay an egg on a new shoot

bud, and later that summer, the egg

hatches, and the tiny larva bores into the

shoot, where it lies dormant until the fol-

lowing spring. Then the larva starts to

feed, repeating the cycle. Year after year,

the larvae kill branch tips, permanently

contorting the pinon canopy The tree re-

sponds to the death of its terminal shoots

by sending out lateral buds, much like a

yard shrub that has been pruned. Some
trees lose 80 percent of their terminal

shoots to the moth. A stunted, densely

branched pinon is one that has been under

moth attack for a lifetime.

Moth assault not only alters the shape

of a pinon, it is responsible for an even

more dramatic change—that of the tree

sex. In pifions, male and female con

grow on the same tree (a condition calk

monoecism), with male cones on tl

smaller, lateral shoots and the larger f

male cones borne on the stout termin

shoots of the upper canopy. In spring, pc

len clouds released by male cones cov

the tiny, red, year-old female cones, whi(

need another year to mature. In heavi

infested trees, however, larvae attack tj

existing female cones and kill the bram

tips that might produce new ones. Sin

the branch tips are the preferred food

the moth, female cones are destroyed,

the process, the growth of lateral, ma
bearing shoots is stimulated. Eventual

an infested tree shifts from monoecism

maleness. Without female cones, no see

can be produced, and no propagation c

take place.

But it isn't enough to know that mot

can, in principle, affect pifions. We had

test scientifically whether the moth w

indeed responsible for pifion change. \

predicted that moth attack of termir

shoots caused the differences in cano

architecture. We then mimicked mc

damage for two years by pruning the ti

of the terminal shoots of moth-resists

trees. By the third year, lateral buds on t

clipped trees had increased significant



i\ nearly, the moth, too, could change a tree

Bi lat had an airy canopy into a densely

Sifranched shrub.

To determine if moth herbivory was

ffecting the size—as well as the shape-

mi F the trees, we placed expandable metal

ands, called dendrometers, around the

ij -unks of twenty resistant and twenty sus-

>s eptible Sunset Crater piiions of approxi-

i-,(' lately equal age and size. The dendrom-

ters showed that lightly attacked trees

lit! rew almost twice as much in circumfer-

ijijnce each year as did trees with heavy

litlioth damage. Comparing trunk cores

t.lnd branch cross sections provided fur-

i ler evidence of the moths' restriction of

at "ee growth.

$.. We then selected forty heavily attacked

let t-ees of equal age. Twenty were randomly

;isi; hosen to be sprayed with an insecticide.

o^t^'e treated these trees ciice a year for

aithree years, then compared ihem with the

twenty unsprayed trees. By the third year,

released from the pressures of herbivory,

the trees sprayed with insecticide had be-

gun to produce terminal shoots and fe-

male cones, while the twenty untreated

trees did not. The experiments confirmed

that changes in tree architecture, sex ex-

pression, and growth were a result of moth

attack, not environmental aberrations, he-

redity, or random events.

Despite the mounting evidence against

them, we discovered that Sunset Crater's

moths were not the only insects attacking

pifions. In fact, the crater's pine trees arc

also vulnerable to a host of other injurious

insects. The pinon needle scale insect,

studied by Neil Cobb, a graduate student

at Northern Arizona University, is com-

mon on cinder-iield pifions but rare in

trees growing in other soils nearby. Simi-

larly, hundreds of colonies, of up to fifty

hymenopteran sawfly larvae each, often

defoliate shoots of Sunset Crater pifions

but are seldom found on pifions not grow-

ing in the cinders. We hypothesized that

the poor cinder soil left trees vulnerable to

moths and other herbivores. Cinders are

much larger than loam, sand, or clay par-

ticles. Shallow layers of cinders form an

excellent water-conserving mulch, but

when deep, as at Sunset Crater, they re-

tain little moisture and few nutrients. To

test our hypothesis, we measured tree wa-

ter stress and discovered that Sunset Cra-

ter pifions were indeed far more stressed

than their loam counterparts. To test the

effect of reduced stress on plant resistance

to attack, we added water and fertilizer to

stressed Sunset Crater pifions. We found

that trees given supplemental water and

fertilizer produced significantly more fe-

male cones and longer shoots. We began

this experiment in 1985. and during the

next several years we will monitor the

trees to determine the relationship be-

tween plant stress and insect attack.

The results of our observations of habi-

tat-induced stress, coupled w ith the ditler-

ent degrees of insect damage among pi-

fions growing within the cinder fields,

suggest that resistance to attack involves

both environmental and genetic factors.

We are puzzled by the relatively resistant

pifions growing next to heavily infested

trees. Have these trees adapted to over-

come the insect attack and stress thcs face

in the cinder fields? Could they represent

a different, more successful race of pi-

fions, geneticalh distinct from their sus-

ceptible neighbors' Do the pinon popula-

tions growing on and otT the cinder fields

represent yet other levels of genetic dif-

ferentiation? Does adaptation to a stress-

ful environment diminish a tree's ability to

resist attack?

Our objective in future work is to sepa-

rate genetic from environmental infiu-

cnces and then investigate the interaction

between ihem. But we alread\ know that

there arc some dilVcrences between resis-

tant and susceptible pifions. Resin produc-

tion, for example, is greater and foliage

water content is lower in resistant than in

susceptible trees, suggesting that resistant

trees may be better adapted to the stress-

ful environment. Resin, the stickv. viscous



Sunset Crater pitions support a specialized community ofseed-dependent birds and

mammals and their predators. Animals such as thepihon mouse, below, which gather

and cache pihon seeds, benefitfrom a reliable annual cone crop. Moth-attacked and

healthy pihons grow side by side at Sunset Crater, right. The tree at the left, dwarfed by

chronic herbivory, is 180years old; its neighbor but 150.

Both pholograpfis by George

exudate of conifers, can be a potent de-

fense against enemy infestation. Attack-

ing insects are often smothered by the

thick substance. Similarly, insects are

more successful when the plant food upon

which they feed has a high water content.

Pinons with high levels of resin and low

water content may be more resistant to

moth larva attack, enjoying an advantage

over trees lacking these traits. Over centu-

ries, high levels of pest damage will favor

the evolution of resistant traits. Pifions in-

habiting the Sunset Crater cinder fields

have had seven hundred years to adapt to

the harsh environment and intense insect

herbivory; the observed resistance of some

trees may represent a very recent evolu-

tionary adaptation.

Laboratory analyses and field experi-

ments can help us find out if this evolu-

tionary scenario is correct. One way to test

the genetic hypothesis is to analyze pinon

tissue by electrophoresis. This nondestruc-

tive procedure requires only a few pifion

needles in order to isolate specific proteins

unique to an individual tree and provides

information on its genetic makeup. We
are also conducting a series of field experi-

ments in which pinons on and off the cin-

der fields are exchanged and some are

grown in common gardens. If the traits of

these trees remain constant we will know
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that genetic differences exist. We hope to

graft pifions from small shoots taken from

resistant and susceptible trees. If there are

genetic differences, we expect to see that

trees grafted from resistant trees retain

their resistance to insect attack.

Meanwhile, we regard our investiga-

tions as already having borne fruit by pro-

viding us with a major surprise. At first,

we thought the destruction of piiions by

moths and the subsequent reduction of

female cones must adversely affect Sun-

set Crater wildlife. But research in

progress by Kerry Christensen of North-

ern Arizona University suggests a more

complex scenario. Some wildlife may indi-

rectly benefit from the moth's activities.

The pinon pine is a masting plant; that is,

cones are produced abundantly in four- to

seven-year cycles. A mast year of high

cone production is often followed by sev-

eral years of low cone crops. At Sunset

Crater, heavily infested pifions never pro-

duce female cones, and lightly infested

trees do not mast at the intensity of pinons

growing off the cinder field. The energy

conserved by not masting, however, allows

a consistent yearly production of cones by
trees with few moths, thereby providing a

continuous food supply to the community
Because a low but continuous food sup-

ply may be important in supporting small

mammals dependent on pinon seeds, 1^

indirect effects of the moth may make ':5

environment more suitable for small se -

eating mammals. Our comparisons -

tween seed production of Sunset Crar

pinons and the nearest, similar-aged, \oA

pinons support this theory. In three oui'f

the last four years. Sunset Crater pifl' s

with relatively little moth damage pf
duced substantial cone crops. Yet in oj/

one year of the last four did the nea:iy

loam pifions—which are virtually uil-

fested—produce cones. This differencin

seed production between sites affected je

populations of small mammals. The d,l-



ity of the pinon mouse population at the

inder-soil sites was more than twice as

igh at Sunset Crater than at adjacent

reas having other types of soils. If this

nexpected result is confirmed by future

ssearch, it will demonstrate how the

loth, a seemingly destructive herbivore,

an have a benign effect on at least some

lembers of the ecological community

Moth-induced metamorphosis of pi-

ons from trees into shrubs has other un-

xpected consequences for the commu-

lity as well. A shrublike canopy can be a

avorable environment for many animals.

: )enser canopies harbor more insects than

do the typical, open pinon canopies. This

serves to lure insectivores such as rufous-

sided towhees, plain titmice, burrowing

owls, and mountain and western bluebirds

to the area. In addition, the thick canopy

of susceptible pifions protects small

mammals and birds from attack by great

horned owls, sharp-shinned hawks, and

red-tailed hawks, the dominant predators

at Sunset Crater. The wildlife population

of Sunset Crater may therefore be equal

to or greater than that of other pinon

woodlands.

The actions of a nondescript moth pro-

duce effects that reverberate throughout

the Sunset Crater ecosystem, revealing

how genetics and environmental stress in-

fluence plant resistance and susceptibility.

The indirect elTects on other animals at

Sunset Crater will help us discover the

subtle yet vital threads linking all mem-

bers of the communitN. But perhaps most

important of all, these moths serve to re-

mind us not to Jump to conclusions based

on human prejudice against insects. .As

ecologists recently discovered in studying

the elTects of naturally induced forest

tires, some phenomena that appear on the

surface to be destructive often have a hid-

den positive elTcct on balance. D
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At three months, cubs stick close to home, playing together and investigating

their surroundings. In a couple ofweeks, these three will begin tofollow

their mother as she leaves on her nightlyforaging rounds.

Robin Redfern.



The Case ofthe Clannish Badger
What juicy tidbits lurk in the shadow

of Scotland's milk cows? The badger knows

The more we tame the landscape, the

more we feel drawn to the few wild crea-

tures that manage to hang on. In Britain,

the beloved badger is the largest remain-

ing wild carnivore. Throughout England

and Scotland, many place-names feature

the words badger and brock (dialect for

badger), conservation societies use the

badger as a logo, pubgoers quaff Badger

Beer, and any naturalist worth his salt will

have spent many evenings near a badger

sett, or den, watching the cubs play. Even

people with little interest in nature are

familiar with the badger's striking black-

and-white face and may have caught

glimpses of the animal in woods and

copses throughout the gentle countryside.

Touch badgers and you touch a nerve of

the nation; government committees will

be organized to look into the matter; news-

papers will report on the uproar.

And yet, despite the special place the

European badger (Meles meles) holds in

the hearts of many Englishmen, the ani-

mal has not been exempt from harsh treat-

ment. Every year a certain number are

illegally dug out of their burrows or cru-

elly caught in snares and later set upon by

dogs. And some years ago, the badgers

found themselves in an even worse spot:

they were discovered to be suffering from,

and presumably infecting cattle with, bo-

\ ine tuberculosis. Cattle had to be slaugh-

icred, and farmers and veterinarians

damored for tough controls. But how to

deal with the crisis was unclear because

despite all the earlier attention lavished on

badgers by naturalists, few facts were

known about the ecology of this highly

nocturnal animal: about its numbers, so-

cial organization, diet, or even how much

contact it actually had with cattle.

Britain's badgers interested me because

their social life dilTered remarkably from

that of gregarious carnivores I had studied

before. In Africa, for example, living in

!roups is of obvious benelit to carnivores

-uch as lions and spotted hyenas because it

ncreases their chances of successfully

pulling down large prey. Badgers, loo.

were known to live in groups, but they

were thought to sustain themselves on a

much tamer diet of plants and inverte-

brates. If these badgers did not go round

by Hans Kruuk

in packs, tackling deer or cattle, why

should they live in groups? The opportu-

nity to address this question and. at the

same time, perhaps contribute to the more

practical need for information about bo-

vine tuberculosis led me to devote nearly a

decade to studying badgers.

Although badgers belong to the order

Carnivora, they have generally been de-

scribed as omnivorous: wheat, fruits, rab-

bits, insects, roots, frogs, the list of foods

attributed to their diet seems endless.

Quantifying just how much of each food

type the badgers were eating would have

been extremely difficult: fortunately,

things were not so bad as they first ap-

peared. When my colleagues and I ana-

lyzed scats from our six study sites in

Scotland, the most important food item by

far turned out to be earthworms.

Watching badgers in the dark, with the

hot-eye (a night scope with infrared light),

we soon learned how they catch the

worms. Walking quietly and sniffing with

its nose held close to the ground, a badger

gently winds its way across a field until it

stops to pick up a night crawler just under

its nose. Usually, the worm is simply

snapped up and chewed to bits without

any trouble. Sometimes, however, if the

worm is partly underground, it might take

the badger several seconds to pull its prey

out. straining as the taut worm resists.

Several species of worms live in badger

territory, but with few exceptions, badgers

eat only the largest, the night crawler

Lumbricus lerreslris. w hich can be more

than six inches long. Night crawlers arc

the mainstay of the badger's diet, and as I

was to discover, quite a bit about the bad-

gers I studied can be explained by their

predilection for worms.

Wc chose our study areas to reflect the

diversity of habitats found in the Scottish

countryside. One was on acid moorland,

with few trees and little grassland; others

were on agricultural land mixed with co-

niferous or deciduous woodland: some

were on very rich soils; some on poor. The

dilTercnces in habitat were spectacular,

but that did not show in the badgers' diet;

in all places, at all times, earthworms pre-

dominated, as shown by the large num-

bers of chaelac (worm bristles) and earlh-
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worm gizzard rings in the feces. Other

foods were also taken: beetles, oats, bar-

ley, a small tuber called pignut, rabbits,

frogs, carrion, fruit, some fungi. But these

were minor items, taken when chance pre-

sented them. We measured the availabil-

ity to badgers of these different foods, per

area or time of year, and for all of them we

found a good correlation between what is

there and what the badgers eat—for all,

that is, except earthworms. The propor-

tion of earthworms in the diet is more or

less constant, regardless of the climate,

weather, habitat, and even (up to a point,

of course) how many there are. In other

words, badgers concentrate on catching

earthworms, and if worms become tempo-

rarily scarce, they merely change feeding

tactics. Rather than switch to a different

prey, they walk longer distances to find

worms or simply eat less for that period.

Most of the time, however, the badgers

have little problem finding enough worms

to fill their stomachs. The size of earth-

worm populations in Britain can be stag-

gering, especially in rich soils, such as

those fertilized by cow dung. As a rule of

thumb, one reckons that on any given pas-

ture, earthworm biomass is about the

same as that of cattle, and areas with

1,100 pounds of earthworms—most of

them L. terrestris—per acre of pasture

are by no means unusual. Interestingly,

earthworms have about the same chemi-

cal composition as prime beef and are a

potentially rich source of protein, so it is

perhaps remarkable that not many more

species of animal have developed a taste

for them. Moles, hedgehogs, various birds,

and the odd fox prey on worms, but by and

large, they have relatively few enemies.

One reason may be that worms are of-

ten difficult to get at. Night crawlers live

in vertical burrows deep in the soil. On
suitably damp, still nights, they emerge,

and with their tail end safely in the en-

trance of the burrow, they pull in leaves

and grass to feed on later. Disturbed, night

crawlers withdraw in a flash; to catch

them, badgers have to be fast. Also, in

areas of dense, high vegetation, the

worms' ability to detect vibrations in the

grass alerts them to approaching danger.

For the badgers, this means that while
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Occasionally, rather than simply sniffalong the groundfor worms, a hungry

badger will turn over a rock, below, especially in dry weather when worms are

less likely to come aboveground. Badger setts, top right, are large underground burrow]

commonly consisting ofa network oftunnels with six or more entrance holes.

The badgers'prodigious digging skills are evident in the impressive piles ofearth

deposited infront ofeach hole, generally on the downslope side. After gathering a

ball ofdry grass, thefemale, bottom right, will drag it backward into the sett,

where she will use it tofreshen up her bedchamber.
1 B Withers; Frank

some worms can be caught on the forest

floor, the most profitable terrain for hunt-

ing worms is short-grass pasture. And that

is where badgers meet cattle.

Badgers spend hours zigzagging

through fields, walking close to resting

cows or sheep, seemingly oblivious to any-

thing but worms. They are often hugely

successful, catching hundreds of large

worms each night. Foxes, which also fre-

quently eat earthworms, sometimes walk

behind foraging badgers, taking advan-

tage of their skill at finding rich patches of

worms. If a badger notices a fox nearby, it

usually makes a dash after its lighter and

more slender competitor, but foxes are

nimble enough to stay out of harm's way.

There would be little trouble between

badger and farmer if it were not for bovine

TB. Badgers may do some damage to

fields of corn, wheat, or oats, and rarely,

an odd rogue will kill a lamb or get into a

chicken run. One can live with that. But

TB is different. TB has been eradicated

from most British cattle herds, with the

occasional case arising from imported ani-

mals. But in parts of southwestern Eng-

land, the disease persists, at a level up to

ten times the national average. Even the

most ardent conservationists agree that

badgers are likely to be involved, although

the animals have been found guilty only

by association.

In areas where bovme TB exists, there

may be up to sixty badgers per square

mile; one of every six animals has been

estimated to carry the disease. Badgers

infect each other (although it is not known

how they first got the disease), and once

an animal has tuberculosis, it may survive

as a carrier for a year or more. As sick

badgers feed next to cows, they leave

urine and droplets of sputum full of Mycoi

bacterium bovis on the grass, where grazj

ing cows presumably pick up the bacillus.

Whatever interspecific contamination oc-

curs, it is likely to be a one-way process;;

cattle herds are tested so often that TB is

usually detected long before an afflicted

individual becomes infectious.
I

Not surprisingly, a farmer who has had

to slaughter some valuable cattle and then

finds a TB-riddled badger staggering in

his field needs no more proof. He demands

action. And until recently, he has gotten it.

Over a period of about six years, officials

of the Ministry of Agriculture gassed

many thousands of badgers in their under-

ground holes. Conservationists have been

in uproar, and there have been two official

inquiries. Meanwhile, the whole effort ap-

pears to be rather ineffective; the inci-

dence of TB in cattle has decreased some-

what, but not much. Under pressure from

the environmental lobby, the antibadgei

campaign is now being scaled down, and'



It adgers are now trapped, instead ol'

« assed, and then only in really hard, un-

ontroversial cases.

Why measures to control the disease in

adgers (and therefore cattle) have failed

i still unknown. Quite likely, the ineffi-

ai iency of the gassing method comes into

ei t, but other factors, too, must be impor-

mt. To appreciate exactly what is in-

olved in this kind of management situa-

ion, the social organization of the species

hould be taken into account.

Probing into the social life of shy, noc-

umal animals is hard. Badgers, further-

lore, are difficult to recognize individ-

ally and often spend their active hours

loving about in thick woodland. They

re, however, easy to catch in cage traps.

Jadgers will do almost anything for a pea-

lut, so all one has to do is run a line of

leanuts across a badger path and into a

rap; the next morning, one in three traps

Lynch: Survival Anglia

will have a badger in it. In that way, my
students, colleagues, and I put radio col-

lars on almost a hundred animals in the

study areas and tattooed a number in the

loin (which is hairless). On the radio col-

lar, we also put a small "beta light," which

glows in the dark. This made it much
easier to find the animal in the pitch dark

and then watch it through the hot-eye.

Over the years we have spent many
hundreds of nights following and watch-

ing the badgers. They appear to live in

groups, or clans: some with only a few

animals; some with a dozen or more. Gen-

erally all animals from one clan use the

same territory, within which are a number
of holes, where the badgers sleep in the

daytime and where they have their cubs;

these are their setts. Usually there is one

main sett. The largest main setts consist of

a network of tunnels, altogether some-

times several hundred yards long, with

many chambers and forty or more en-

trances. But most main setts are smaller

than that, with half a dozen entrances.

mostly connected underground, and huge
spoil heaps in front of them. The cham-
bers in the setts contain bedding, dr>- vege-

tation—often in sizable quantities

—

dragged in by the animals. To watch a

badger at work is intriguing; it collects a

large quantity of plants, scraping them
together into a heap, then puts its forelegs

over the mass with a little pounce and
drags the whole thing backward to the

sett, maybe a hundred yards or more,

sometimes overshooting the entrance and
having to turn around again. These main
setts are always in use, some by genera-

tions of badgers over centuries; the ani-

mals spend the winter there, and depend-
ing on the weather, they may not come
aboveground for days or weeks.

in addition to these main setts, there are

outliers, which usually have a single en-

trance and are used only part of the time.

The animals that sleep there most often

are the younger, subordinate members of

the clan. These individuals, which may be

male or female, spend lime at the main
sett as well, but generally speaking, so-

cially peripheral badgers use the main sett

less often than do the more dominant ani-

mals. And this is important in the context

of the TB campaign: control efforts fo-

cused on the main setts because they are

easier to find, and yet a badger wasting

away with TB may well be a pariah and
thus more likely to sleep in outlier holes

not reached by the gassing and trapping.

Whatever the reasons for the lack of

success, the badger eradication campaign

appears lo be on the wane. The Ministr\of

Agriculture now plans to continue re-

search on how TB is transmitted, on im-

munization, and other possible ways of

tackling the problem. Once again, the

bludgeon has not proved a .satisfactory

answer to an ecological problem.

W hen following badgers fitted with ra-

dio collars, both within and far from TB-
infeclcd areas. 1 noticed large dilTercnccs

in both the size of the clans and the size of

the areas used by various clans. Intrigu-

ingly. my earl\ obsenations suggested

that the bigger clans did not necessarily



occupy the largest areas. My original

question, why do badgers live in groups?

had to be refined, replaced by a more

exact one: What factors affect group and

territory size? To answer this question, I

needed to combine my findings on the

badgers' diet with more information on

range and clan size.

Using radio tracking, measuring ranges

should have been a simple affair. With

badgers, it turned out to be a long-drawn-

out, labor-intensive business, largely be-

cause of the way badgers move through

their territory. After emerging from their

setts some time after dusk, they generally

walk a good distance until they reach a

suitable feeding area, usually a small

patch rich in worms. They may spend

hours there, then perhaps return or go to

another patch. During any one night, only

a small part of the range is covered, and

only after many nights of following the

animals, stumbling around in the dark,

could a researcher determine the whole

range. Fortunately, I found a shortcut.

Badgers have long been known to defe-

cate in special sites. These latrines are

conspicuous groups of small pits, each

with a scat in it, usually sited near some

landmark, such as a woodland fence or an

especially large tree. There is often one

latrine next to each sett, but radio tracking

revealed that most of these scent-marking

stations are placed on the edges of the

range, where they undoubtedly serve to

announce territorial boundaries. Once

again, peanuts came in handy. Peanut

bait, placed on the setts and laced with

pieces of colored plastic, was readily con-

sumed. The next morning, plastic pieces

showed up in the latrines. By using differ-

ent colors for different setts, I could map
the territorial configuration of several

clans within a few weeks.

This bait-marking method, together

with the radio tracking, quickly settled the

question of range size. The variation was,

indeed, huge: the smallest range was

about 50 acres, the largest 3,700. The av-

erage range in Scotland was about 300

acres. The average in England, where bad-

ger populations are denser, is on the order

of 125 acres.

Finding out how many badgers actually
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lived in a territory was much harder. Al-

though badgers are relatively easy to

watch on their setts, counting them there

is difficult. For one thing, one range may

include many setts, and each sett most

likely has more than one entrance hole.

For another thing, periodically through-

out the night, as some badgers return to

the sett, others go out—perhaps for the

second time. Here again, we made use of

scats to make an estimate (it is remarkable

how often a mammalogist is reduced to

studying scats), this time with the help of a

radioactive isotope.

In each badger clan, we injected some

animals with a small dose of Zn*'-\ a harm-

less isotope of zinc that is also used for

medical purposes. For the next two

months, the feces of these injected bad-

gers could be recognized with a scintilla-

tion counter, enabling us to calculate, for

each clan range, what proportion of feces,

and therefore badgers, contained the iso-

tope. Since the number of injected ani-

mals was known, we could estimate the

total number of badgers in the clan. The
smallest number we found was one, the

largest twelve, but even larger group sizes

are known from elsewhere.

Comparing clan size to territory size, I

was immediately impressed by the strik-

ing lack of relationship between the size of

a range and the number of badgers living

in it. Some large clans occupied huge

ranges; others seemed to do fine on small

ranges. Similarly, some small clans had

large ranges; some, small ones. Something

in the animals' environment was deter-

mining the size of their ranges, and some-

thing quite different was determining

group size. To find out what the two fac-

tors were, I started to look at the badgers'

food again, especially, of course, at earth-

worms. In principle, determining the den-

sity and biomass of earthworms in an area

is fairly easy to do by pouring a weak
solution of Formalin on the ground and
then counting and weighing the numbers
of worms that come up to the surface. In

actuality, it is a slow, tedious, and labori-

ous job, but it is effective, and in the end it

proved to be worthwhile.

We soon found that there is a simple

correlation between the biomass of earth-



\he Scottish countryside, a badger clan 's territory usually encompasses several

•yes ofvegetation: deciduous and coniferous woods, moorland.fields ofcrops, and
jtture. In the course ofa night, badgers may cover several parts ofthe territory in

wch offood, but worms—theirfavoritefood—are most plentiful in the pastures.

T?re, noses to the ground, oblivious to all but thepursuit oftheir prev. the badgers

nigle with resting cows. When not outforaging, the animals return to sleep in the

nin sett, here visible as a cluster ofholes to the left ofthe cow. Territories often also

ii'e one or more outlier setts, which may consist ofa single hole at the base ofa large

ri'. Younger, socially subordinate animals most commonly sleep here; badgers

vikenedby TB may also use these isolated holes.



A. Davres; Bruce Coleman.l

Having called herfive-month-old cub to the surface with soft, grunting noises, the

female, below, hasjust delivered a smallpiece ofcarrion. She may continue to offer

such serendipitouslyfound treats to her cubfor a short while, but soon, thisyoung

badger will befully weaned andforaging entirely on its own. Male badgers-

distinguishablefromfemales by their broaderfaces—are usually thefirst to emerge

from the sett in the evening, right. They may hang aboutfor quite a while, scratching

and grooming themselves, before taking offon a nigh t ofworm h unting.

worms in an area and the number of bad-

gers living there: the more worms, the

more badgers. What, then, determines the

size of the range? The answer to that ques-

tion could, perhaps, have been dictated by

common sense; it seemed so simple, once

we began to see how it all worked. Most

likely, the badger territory is determined

by the distribution—rather than the den-

sity—of worms. More abundant in some

habitats than others, earthworms are espe-

cially highly concentrated on pasture

land. Also, as we've seen, although worms

are found in other environments as well,

they are easiest to catch on short, grazed

grass. In Britain, however, pastures tend

to be rather small, often separated by

woods and moorland, and not all pastures

are grazed simultaneously. Furthermore,

different microclimates bring out the

worms on different nights, so the badgers

need to have access to several pastures or

other worm-rich patches. The distance be-

tween these patches, then, is what dictates

range size.

The presence of several separate, often

massively rich worm patches also helps

explain the badgers' social system. Most

mustelids, such as the American badger

(Taxidea taxus), live solitary lives, with

females occupying more or less exclusive

ranges, overlapped by those of single

males. The European badger has a quite

different setup. Within each clan, often

(but not always) only one female, the dom-

inant sow, reproduces, and there is one

dominant male, the boar. The other bad-

gers tend to be the offspring of this pair,

and they stay in the range for a long time,

often many years, without reproducing.

(Badgers may live for twenty years, but in

nature, an animal is very old at ten.) I

knew several females that died old, in

their natal range, probably without ever

producing cubs. By comparison, most

males will emigrate at some stage, but

often not until they are several years old

(they are sexually mature by the age of

one). If and when they emigrate, the

males probably go no farther than a neigh-

boring clan, and even then probably only

when there is a vacancy for a dominant

animal. So it appears that a badger stays

at home and keeps tabs on the clans next
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door, aided perhaps by the elaborate sys-

tem of border latrines. Females do not

leave, although they may sometimes ex-

pand their range, spilling over onto a

neighboring territory. Basically, however,

they do not breed unless a vacancy opens

up at home. None of these grownup off-

spring assist with rearing the dominant

sow's annual litter of cubs; they are just

sitting tenants.

Were it not for the patchy distribution

of their favorite food, the dominant bad-

gers might not tolerate the presence of so

many offspring. As it is, however, the ani-

mals need not get in each other's way most

of the time, but at some point competition

may arise. Many badgers are scarred.

There is a ranking order among males and

one among females, and badgers will

fight, sometimes with fatal consequences.

Intraclan aggression is related to the

amount of food available, and if that ag-

gression affects mortality or emigration,

which is likely, then it could also explain

why the number of badgers in an area is so

closely correlated with worm biomass.

All this suggests that the main biologi-

cal function of the badgers' group organi-

zation is that it allows animals to hang on

at home until a suitable vacancy presents

itself. Badgers are fiercely territorial and

vacancies are few, so it presumably would

not do for a badger to just start roaming

around when sexually mature. When
introduced a strange animal, male or f

male, into a seminatural group of capti\

badgers, it was inevitably killed by tli

dominant of the same sex.

It could be argued that the clan systei

of the badgers in the British Isles is depei

dent upon the agriculture there. And ii

deed, in Italy, where the agricultural sy

tem is different and worms less commoi

badgers live on a more varied diet of ii

sects and fruit (in some places, mostly c

olives), and are much more solitary. Sim

larly, when the density of earthworn

dropped in one of my Scottish study area

probably because of agricultural change
|

badger clans began to disintegrate, wit

individuals living more or less solitaril

but still within the clan range. This ne

arrangement approached the tradition;

mustelid pattern of social organization.

But if the badgers I studied have turnel

out to be flexible in their social habit

perhaps the same will be proved true f(

some of their relatives. The European bai

ger and the American badger, for exan

pie, are sometimes compared: the form(

described as a social creature; the latter

;

a solitary specialist adept at catchir

squirrels and gophers. But who knov

what might happen if the American bai

ger discovers an agricultural source i

food, such as the lowly earthworm. I'

\
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Figures in a Nativity scene carry onefamily 's hopes

for a prize in Oaxaca City 's December 23 competition

ofradish sculptures.

i
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Night ofthe Radishes
Mexican/amilies cultivatefreakforms ofthe

once-alien vegetable to create holiday tableaux

Text by Gary N. Ross • Photographs by Serge Hambourg

In Oaxaca City, the capital of one of the

predominantly Indian states in the south

of Mexico, there is a continuous round of

merriment from Guadalupe Day on De-

cember 1 2 through Kings Day on January

6. The heart of this time is La Noche de

Rabanos (night of the radishes) on De-

cember 23. On this night the Oaxaquenos

display sculptures built from the (leshy

roots of the radish plant and arranged in

miniature scenes frequently embellished

with dried flowers, fresh fruits, leafy veg-

etables, and colorful doll clothing and ac-

cessories. Where possible, the designers

choose grotesque roots that naturally con-

vey the human, animal, plant, or inani-

mate forms they envision. The radishes,

usually red but often white as well, range

from minuscule to nearly two feet long.

Increasingly, for added realism, roots are

modified by cutting or scraping and

smaller roots or slivers secured to them by

toothpicks.

The tableaux range from exalted por-

trayals of biblical texts and storybook fa-

bles to whimsical vignettes of secular life

(sometimes featuring figures whose

crudely executed anatomies border on the

indecent). Although most themes are fa-

miliar and easily recognizable, many are

titled, sometimes with original lines of

prose or poetry. The crowd-pleasers are

the Nativity, the Inferno, the Flood, and

the all-time favorite, the posada—a type

of procession, symbolizing Mary and Jo-

seph's search for lodgings in Bethlehem,

in which people wander through town

knocking on doors.

Some thirty tableaux are displayed in

makeshift booths set up on the street

fronting the Governor's Palace, which sits

on the south side of the zocalo. the city's

main square. Each stall is identified by

number and family name, since prizes are

awarded for what the cit> -sponsored

judges consider the most extraordinary ar-

rangements. As the evening progresses,

family members stand behind ihcir cre-

ations, entertaining questions and com-

ments from the steady stream of specta-

tors, who often lay wagers on possible

winners. At nine o'clock, first-, second-,

and third-place cash prizes of up to S500.

alone with certificates for honorable men-
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miliano Zapata, left, the revered Mexican revolutionaryfolk
TO, and his brave band ofhombres are reduced tofiery
dishes; their slogan, "Landand Liberty," lives on. Thousands
>ck to see the display booths infront ofthe Governor's Palace,
low, located on Oaxaca City's main plaza.

)n, are presented by the governor him-

If in a public ceremony in the palace.

;veral families have over the years be-

ime local celebrities and invariably sur-

ce among the winners. The Gomez fam-

usually places, and in 1985 the

larcia-Esperanza family walked away
th three of the four winning entries. The
nners attach their ribbons to their ex-

bits for all to note, and spectators jam
le street to obtain a second glance.

The climax of the night, between eleven

Iclock and midnight, is a fireworks dis-

lay, to which the crowd responds with

ucous appreciation. At midnight, all ac-

idity ceases. Each scene is disassembled

id taken home by its creator or by a local

imirer, who may have paid a day's wages

I possess such a masterpiece. With fre-

lent sprinklings of water, the works can

kept fresh for several days, to become

mversation pieces for the remaining holi-

,y festivities. Eventually, the various tu-

rous gods and demons, palaces and sta-

es, folk, horses, sheep, dogs, and sun-

wers wilt and shrivel into unrecogniz-

le forms and have to be discarded.

The radish was introduced into the New
brld shortly after the Spanish conquest

L the early sixteenth cev.tu!7. A member

f the mustard family ; e plant was prob-

ably domesticated in China and has been

a common, highly adaptable garden culti-

var throughout Europe and Asia for at

least 2,000 years. The roots vary in shape

from spherical to long cylindrical or ta-

pered. They may be white, pink, red, pur-

ple, or even black—the reddish types be-

ing less pungent than the white. The
largest forms are biennials; the smallest,

annuals. They propagate by tiny seeds and

grow best in temperate climates where soil

moisture and texture tend to be fairly uni-

form. There are both spring and winter

varieties; the latter, which are frost resis-

tant, mature more slowly but attain

greater sizes since they have a longer

growing season. The winter types also

have firmer flesh and are easily stored.

The extensive Oaxacan Plateau (gov-

erned originally by the Marques del Valle,

Hernan Cortes himselQ. with its mild cli-

mate, was perfect for many of the intro-

duced Old World truck crops, including

the winter radish. The tangy root—high in

vitamin C, iodine, and bulk; low in calo-

ries; and reputed to cure respiratory ills—
soon became the most prized vegetable in

the Indian and mestizo cuisines, and the

principal ingredient in a regional version

of gazpacho, a fresh salad. This gazpacho

(which in Oaxaca also includes lettuce.

cabbage, and beets) and a stew concocted

from the bobo fish (Pacific threadfin)

evolved into the traditional dishes for the

Cena de Noche Buena, a sumptuous feast

served at midnight on Christmas Eve to

commemorate the birth of Jesus. This

feast has been the most important family

celebration in the state of Oaxaca since

the sixteenth century.

Because of the indigenous people's

(principally Zapotec Indians) reverence

for the land, however, fields were not pre-

pared as were their counterparts in Spain.

Harrowing was avoided in order not to

offend the gods (pulverizing the soil was
considered a desecration). Instead, the

fields were simply broken either by hand
or with ox-tethered wooden plows. Since

Oaxaca is a land of mountains, rocks

abound, and these were usually left in the

fields.

The lack of abundant water—the pla-

teau receives only about twenty-one

inches of rainfall annually—generally

made irrigation unfeasible. The adaptable

radish, however, pushed its tender, pli-

able, but determined root system into the

cracks between the hard unbroken clumps
of earth resulting from cursory plowing

and into the hairline fractures between the

hard earth and the rocks. The resultant

vegetable, as robust as any typical radish,

was contorted and misshapen. In the past.

and still often today, the farmers attrib-

uted this outcome to some diabolical de-

filement. In any case, they appreciated

the results.

The odd and often vulgar-looking curi-

osities became instant hits in the open-air

market held each Friday in the region's

center of commerce, the central plaza of

what is now Oaxaca City. There, produce

from throughout the plateau and sur-

rounding mountains was brought for dis-

play and trade. .According to Zapotec

folklore, the imaginative Indian children,

who lacked formal toys. rapidl\ took to

the radishes" appealing shapes and cre-

ated their own personalized playthings

—

people, animals, plants, houses, stables,

and so on. The parents, too. soon became
involved, and a friendly competition de-

veloped as families sought out the most

bizarre-looking roots for a moment of
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radish populace, left, commemorates Good Friday at Santo
•^omingo Church, built in Oaxaca City in the sixteenth century.

Iroviding a counterpoint to such Christian motifs, an Aztec
riest, below, prepares to sacrifice a tuberous maiden.

ghthearted jest or mockery. Each week,

le Friday market revealed new surprises,

lie radish had become an endearing com-

lodity to the Zapotec people.

Although radishes could be harvested

ring all twelve months of the year on the

ateau, the main harvest for other vegeta-

-squash, beans, and corn—was in

rly December, just before the Christ-

as season. Fresh wildflowers (especially

chids and bromeliads) and \arious kinds

greenery, such as mosses and lichens,

llected by Indians from the moist east-

ern mountain ranges, were also on sale for

use as house decorations and as backdrops

for Nativity scenes on home altars. Mer-

chants purchased the most outlandish-

looking radishes and displayed them in

their shop windows not only to amuse but

also to lure passers-by. Competing mer-

chants paid the Zapotec farmers well for

just the right radish to complete an imagi-

native scene. All produce had to be sold by

closing time on December 23, and custom-

ers vied for the opportunity to purchase

the radish displays.

Over the years, the city's southern pe-

riphery, near the plateau's only perma-

nent source of surface water, the Rio

Atoyac, became the center for the cultiva-

tion of vegetables and flowers (the latter

adorned church altars and grave sites, par-

ticularly during the November celebra-

tion of All Souls' Day). There, because of

the relatively high water table, the rad-

ishes flourished and the small farms be-

came the core of two larger haciendas

—

La Noria (The Well) and La Trinidad de

las Huertas (The Holy Trinity of the Or-

chards). As the city expanded, the central

marketplace enlarged and fragmented,

with the floral and vegetable components

constituting a new "radish market."

December 23 became the foremost

market day of the year in 1825. when a

priest in Oaxaca City instituted the prac-

tice of fasting on December 24 in prepara-

tion for the Cena de Noche Buena at mid-

night. This market day became known as

the great "Abstinence Day Market." La

Noche de Rabanos, however, is the legacy

of Don Francisco Vasconcelos Flores.

Born in 1837 into a family of meager

means, Francisco was apprenticed at an

early age to a shoemaker. This experience

led him in later years to champion the

cause of dignity for his fellow craftsmen.

In August 1872. he was instrumental in

organizing 300 artisans into the Socicdad

Mutualisla de .\rtesanos. In October

1888, the society organized an exhibit of

artistic products that included ornamental

vegetables and flowers. .'\nd on December

23 of the following year, the society's ex-

hibit focused on the curious radishes,

which along with dried flowers [fiores im-

niorlales). were arranged into sculptural

settings. The displays, assembled on small

handmade tables and canopied uith fra-

grant branches of laurel and pine, were set

out in the central patio o\' the Go\ernor's

Palace and throughout the zocalo. La

Noche de Rabanos was born.

.\fter 1889. the celebration wandered

about the city: in 1892. to the Porfirio

Diaz Market: in 1 907, to the Carmen (also

called the Sanchez Pascua) Market,

which was inaugurated on December 23

with advertisements proclaiming "elabo-

rate radish displays at night." Eventually.



An eagle grasping a snake, below, evokes the mythicalfounding

ofTenochtitlan, the capital ofthe Aztec empire and now the site

ofMexico City. One ofthe three Magi, right, embodies the

current trend in assembling radish sculptures: in years past,

tamperingwith the naturalprotuberances ofthe naked

vegetable wasfrowned upon.

the celebration returned to the popular

zbcalo in order to take advantage of Oaxa-

ca's burgeoning tourist trade.

Meanwhile, the city continued to grow.

Farmlands were engulfed, and the land

reforms of the revolution in the early

1900s dismantled the hacienda system of

ownership and operation. The result was

the redistribution and urbanization of the

former rural lands. The two large hacien-

das on the city's south side were reduced

to grids of short streets stippled with small

single-family houses. The newly formed

neighborhoods were denoted on maps as

Colonia La Trinidad and Fracciona-

miento Jose La Noria and streets were

named to reflect the residents' former

sources of livelihood: Lemon Orchard, Or-

ange Orchard, Olive Orchard, Laurel Or-

chard, and Flower Orchard. Indeed, many

tenants continued to cultivate market pro-

duce in their individual backyards and

founded local guilds to assist with their

specialized problems.

This new era of the minifarm initiated

an unexpected bonus in radish agricul-

ture. Instead of being subject to the whims

of nature and diabolical gods, the growth

of the fleshy roots could now be super-

vised. Cultivators periodically hand wa-

tered the plants from wells and coaxed the

roots into irregular shapes within rocky

beds. Once again the Zapotecs had lucked

into a winning combination.

Then the unexpected happened. The

population expansion throughout the pla-

teau, with its consequent deforestation,

disrupted the environment: the climate

became more arid, the water table began

dropping a foot or more each year, and the

Rio Atoyac ceased to flow except for a

brief period in the shortened rainy season.

Agriculture became more difficult and

less dependable. The specialty radishes

grown in the small backyard plots began

to suffer, too. Their smaller size and re-

duced protuberances discouraged exhi-

bitions. By the late 1940s and early 1950s,

individual displays fell from nearly 200 to

a mere handful. To compensate, the rad-

ishes' individual roots were modified. Al-

though such remodeling had previously

been discouraged, the artisans now

skinned, scraped, sliced, and reassembled

the radishes into clever sculptures and

scenes. The public was at first dismayed,

but the novel artistry soon charmed the

spectators, and a new twist was added to

the quirky La Noche de Rabanos.

As a further incentive to participation,

in the early 1970s, the state tourist com-

mission established simple rules for the

contributors and pledged to award prizes,

ribbons, and certificates for the best dis-

plays. The contest was even broadened to

include awards for sculptures of flores

immortales and of figuras de totomaxtle

(simple creations of dried corn husks, orij

inally invented by the farmers as cheerfu

make-do Christmas gifts for their chi

dren). These are neatly aligned on th

other side of the street from the radis

displays. The new arrangements have mc

with the approval of both locals and tou:

ists, who can share in an occasion th£

makes no controversial social, religious, c

political statements. La Noche de Rab;

nos is a simple expression of amusemen

celebrated on a day of convenience-

true fiesta! [

Natural History 12/86
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Winter hurricanes in northern waters appear with little

warning. High winds and heavy seas threaten

fishing vessels and oil company rigs.

Tony Stone; Worldwide

Hurricanes of

the Arctic Night
What's as cold as a williwaw and as quick as a willy-willy?

by Bruce Stutz

Although there were few ancient ac-

counts of voyages in arctic seas, there was

no lack of speculation among the people of

the Mediterranean regarding the "con-

gealed waters" of the far north. Here, the

Greeks were told, there was no longer any

distinction of land or sea or air, but an

impenetrable mixture of the three where

the gods forbade mortals to see the bound-

aries of things. Pliny called these waters

"accursed by nature and shrouded in thick

darkness," the "chilly hiding place of the

north wind."

North winds in arctic seas still blow no

good. They make fishermen and oilmen in

Nordic seas or off the coast of Alaska

especially wary, on the watch for the sud-

den winter storms they call big blows but

which meteorologists now concede are

arctic cyclones, often equal in intensity to

tropical hurricanes. The reports of those

who have been through an arctic hurri-

cane make the "hideous sea hounds" that

took hold of ancient ships seem tame.

Brad Matsen worked on fishing trawl-

ers in the Bering Sea. "In the midst of the

storm," he says, "the clouds are so low and

the snows so heavy the bright halogen

lights on the boat deck create a glow be-

yond which nothing can be seen." So the

fifty-foot waves appear suddenly, black

walls of seawater that crash over the boat

and crumple the steel plate hull. "All you

can do," explained Matsen, "is try to stay

with it. Keep the engines up and bow into

the waves and wind."

The winds in an arctic cyclone can gust

to a hurricane force of more than sixty-

four knots. Most modern ships can bear up

under the buffeting, but spray from the

chaotic seas often freezes on vessels' rig-

ging, making them top-heavy. Ice is the

reason most ships go down. "If the boat

begins to ice up," Matsen says, "someone

has to go out with a baseball bat and knock

the ice off. Then you get in your survival

suit and cry, vomit, hallucinate, and hold

your vitals to protect them from the

pounding."

"Whither are we being carried?" an-

cient seafarers to the Arctic were said to

cry. "The day flees from us and uttermost

nature closes in." That Norwegians regu-

larly sailed in such storms impressed the

Greeks. "They are more savage than Brit-

ons," goes a first-century report, "as they

are both cannibals and omnivorous and

consider it commendable to devour their

deceased parents as well as openly to have

commerce with not only other women, but

also with their own mothers and sisters."

Norwegians have had more reason than

most to fear the sudden storms. Fishing

has been vital to their lives since at least

the time of the Vikings. Fish feed in warm
waters brought northward from the west-

ern .Atlantic by the strong Nonvegian

Current, an offshoot of the Gulf Stream.

For cod, the waters off the northern coast

of Norway are its winter spawning

grounds. Fishing these waters during the

long arctic winter nights—in December

and most of .lanuarv' there is no daylight at

all—puts fishermen right in the path of

the arctic hurricanes, in the fishing vil-

lages of the Lofoten coast in northern Nor-

way, stories are told of a hundred vessels,

carrying the men of an entire village, lost

in a single blow.

Sailors on ships in Allied supply con-

voys in the embattled North .Atlantic dur-

ing \Mirld War I! were suprised by how



The Formation of the Arctic Hurricane

Air temperatures over thepack ice can be -40°F. When winds

from the north blow this air down over the open ocean, it meets

up with air that's been heated up to 55°F by warm ocean

currents. Where they meet is where arctic hurricanesform. The

warm air is ch urned into the center ofthe cyclone, the cold air

wraps around the outside. As in a tropical h urricane, there is an

eye ofthe storm where the air is warm and relatively clear.

NOAA-7 Infrared S; !|

NORWAY

violently the hurricane-force storms could

erupt, suddenly putting weather between

themselves and the wolf packs of German
submarines. "Before a storm, the seas

were always calm and there was often

fog," recalls Gus Krell, who sailed as a

signalman on convoys through the Norwe-

gian Sea. "When the fog lifted, the storm

came in. There were lightning strikes all

around the ship and driving snows. The

waves were so strong they cracked the

seams between the steel plates on the top

decks, and water rushed in on our bunks.

From the bridge I watched the bow rise

eight stories in the air, then come down

just as far. As the stern came up out of the

water the screws turning in the air shook

the ship so that it seemed as if it would

tear apart." Men rushing to battle stations

on icy decks were too often washed into

the cold dark seas where they disap-

peared. In a January 1945 communique,

Krell radioed his commodore's congratu-

lations to all ships in the convoy: "The

Arctic has knocked us about this time but

under the good hand of Providence we
have survived three gales and a hurricane

in snow and darkness." ("After the storm

we would shovel off the deck," says Krell,

"add syrup to the snow and have ice

cream.")

The commodore's intuition about the

f-S Natural History 12/86

storm was right. Forty years later, satellite

photographs confirmed the existence of

arctic hurricanes. Infrared cameras

pierced the overcast skies of the arctic

night, and meteorologists saw spirals of

swirling clouds, sixty to three hundred

miles in diameter, wrapped around a dis-

tinct eye. Such cyclones had only been

seen before from above tropical oceans

Now they saw them off the northern Pa

cific coast of the United States, off th;

Aleutian Islands of Alaska, and in thi

Bering Sea. These storms trailed cloud

for eight hundred miles behind them

Over Nordic seas, where more satellite

were focused, twelve to twenty-four hurri

canes appeared each winter in the water

east of Greenland, surrounding Iceland

and in the Barents and Norwegian seas

These cyclones were more compact tha

tropical hurricanes and eluded ground

based weather stations. Their clouds an

hurricane-force winds condensed in se\

eral hours (tropical hurricanes can take

week or more to develop), then swirled oi

over arctic seas at speeds of up to thirt

knots, two to three times faster than moi

tropical storms.

Hurricanes are great natural engine

Using ocean water as fuel, they conve

heat energy to wind energy. As a fan coo

by increasing the evaporation of perspir;

tion, winds over the tropical oceans evapi

rate the warm water, which then rises ini

the air as water vapor. As the wind spee

increases, more water vapor is forme

When the air aloft is saturated, like the a

above a pot of boiling water, the wati

Typical Arctic Hurricane Typical Tropical Hurricane

Location Northern latitudes: south of

polar ice in the North Pacific

Ocean, Bering Sea, Norwegian
Sea, Barents Sea

Middle latitudes: in tropical

seas in the Indian, Atlantic, ai

Pacific oceans

Time of Year October to April August to October

Air Temperature -20° to 55T 77T

Speed ofDevelopment 12 to 24 hours 3 to 7 days

Diameter of Storm 60 to 300 miles 300 to 1,200 miles

Diameter of Eye 5 to 100 miles 5 to 100 miles

Wind Speed 50 to 100 miles per hour 75 to 180 miles per hour

Speed of Travel 30 miles per hour 10 to 15 miles per hour

Deepest Pressure 940 millibars 900 millibars

Height ofStorm 5 miles 12 miles



And you can visiteth. At the American Museum of

Natural History.

You may be surprised. The late Ice Age wasn't inhabited

by saber-toothed tigers and barbarians. It was inhabited by

the people who created the first modern human culture.

Our new exhibition, "Dark Caves, Bright Visions: Life in

Ice Age Europe", brings together over 250 artifacts from that

remarkable period. It's the largest such collection ever assem-

bled. You'll find magnificently crafted necklaces, a 30,000-

year-old flute, and dozens of objects, both functional and
aesthetic, that these people created during those unthinkably

distant days.

And, though it may surprise you, you won't find a single

stone club.

The Museum is located on Central Park West at 79th

Street, phone (212) 873-4225. We hope to see you before

January 18th—because on that day the Ice Age goeth.

AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY



AUSTRALIA
NATURE'S BEST KEPT SECRET

Long isolation of this "Island

Continent" has created a distinctive

fauna and flora. Over 700 species

of birds, unique marsupials and

monotremes, and the incredible

Great Barrier Reef make this an

extraordinary experience in natural

history. Your expedition will visit the

untamed wilds ofAmhem Land,

exotic rain forests of Queensland,

spectacular desert outback, and

cruise the Great Barrier Reef.

DepartsMay 9, July 11, August 1,

October 3 , andNovember 14, 1987

$3598 22 days from Sail Francisco

For more information and free brochure call

TOLL FREE

1-800-633-4734
Suite 104, 1776 Independence Court

Binningham..Alabama 35216

Cold air sweeps southfrom Alaska andpasses over the

mountainous coast ofKodiak, below, where it soon runs into air

over the Pacific that has been warmed by the Alaska Current.

The instability that results often spawns cyclones that West

Coastfishermen know as big blows.

condenses and forms clouds, releasing

large amounts of energy in the form of

heat. Heating of the upper air lowers its

density and creates an area of deepening

low pressure into which surrounding air

rushes and swirls upward. The strength of

wind gusts in hurricanes is directly related

to the amount of heat being transferred

from water vapor into the storm.

The eye of the hurricane is relatively

calm, temperatures are warmer, and the

sky clear. Warm air rising around this

center creates great towering cumulonim-

bus clouds, which when saturated with

rising water vapor, shed their moisture in

great bursts of rain. As long as warm,

moist air flows in toward the center of the

storm and the ocean is warm enough to

keep supplying the heat and water vapor,

the hurricane will continue. The question

for meteorologists, with evidence of arcti

hurricanes in front of them, was what fi

eled a cyclonic storm in northern seas?

Kerry Emanuel, a professor of metec

rology at the Massachusetts Institute c

Technology, says that while surface wine

over arctic waters pump water vapor int^ei

the air, the heat in the water vapor doe

not provide enough energy to fuel a hurt

cane. But if this energy were supph

mented by another source of energy, thjile

two combined might begin to get a stori

going. That extra source of energy, saj

Emanuel, lies in the great difference b
tween the temperature of the ocean watei

in Nordic seas and the temperature of tl

air directly above. The temperature of tl

ocean currents can be as high as 65°F. Tl

air temperature, influenced by winds o

the polar ice, can be below zero. Tip;



ean, like a great radiator, warms the air

lOve it and sends it up into tlie gathering

prm. When gust measurements are

ade inside arctic hurricanes, the com-

ned heat energy available to be con-

rted to wind can be as great per square

eter of sea surface as that of a tropical

fclone twice the size. The only thing pre-

[nting the arctic hurricane from gaining

e same wind speeds as a tropical storm is

s northern latitude. Nearer the poles, the

Irth's rotational force is stronger and

lunteracts the storm's rotation. Storm

buds, limited to the troposphere, can

ly reach about two-thirds the height of

luds nearer the equator.

Emanuel and other meteorologists be-

:ve there is more to the quick evolution

these storms. During the winter, the

eked and floating chunks of ice that are

leading edge of the thick, fast ice of

frozen Arctic drift southward. The

peratures over this pack ice range

m freezing to forty below. To the south,

uenced by the Norwegian Current, the

ter temperatures are above freezing

d air temperatures range up to 55°F.

hen winds coming off" the ice meet air

rmed by the ocean currents, the dense

lid air slides beneath the warm air. The

rm air is forced higher and begms to

ndense. Where this happens the atmo-

here becomes unstable. This is where

ctic hurricanes occur. But how are they

ggered?

Steven Businger, professor of meteorol-

,sjji; y at North Carolina State University,

if uele
t'iewed images made a day or two before

e formation of an arctic hurricane. He

jjniu )ked with greatest interest at photos

ken over the ice pack north of the open

pjfjoi
Iters. Here is a kind of graveyard of old

l,ii[i
)rms, the remains of large midlatitude

)rm systems that traveled north to the

ll
le from the western Atlantic. In their

(jjion
lal throes, these storms spin off small,

jj^, saj
'irling disturbances in the upper almo-

"'

\f
here. Businger found that when these

lall vortexes descend over the unstable
"

jftl
r south of the ice, they can trigger cy-

''

' pnes around them. Once it has been trig-

red, the instability in the air, combined

th recycled heat and the chaotic flow of

TTijld and warm air currents, is what drives

s^;^'
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In the midst ofthe storm there is lightning, thunder, and driving

snow. Winds can be greater than seventy-five miles an hour;

wavesfiftyfeet and higher Forfishing vessels the greatest

hazard is icing. When ocean sprayfreezes on the rigging the

ship becomes top-heavy and likely to heel.

Don Kotts, Earth Images

PEDITION
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an arctic hurricane to its sudden intensity.

Businger, tracking the cyclones by sat-

ellite in the Norwegian Sea. found they

head quickly southeast from the ice edge

toward the Norwegian coast, where with-

out a source of heat or water vapor, they

dissipate even more quickly than they be-

gan. On their way to the coast, cyclones

pass over some of the most productive

fishing grounds of the Norwegian Sea. A

fishing boat or an oil rig there would ha

little advance warning. The weatf

would be deceptively calm, clear, dry, a

warming, since the deepening storm w

its rising winds is pulling in warm surfa

air. The first signs of trouble ahead woi

be north winds pushing up swells in t

sea. By the time the barometer fell

would be too late for a ship to turn a

run out of the storm's path. On offshore



Hmtforms, drilling and pumping rigs that

^He sunk into the sea floor must be disen-

MJ ged during a storm—up to four hours'

!|)rk. There is rarely a four-hour warning.

The storms form between far-flung

leather stations. If spotted, they defy

^•ecasters by passing between the grid

ints of even the most advanced com-

ter models. This unpredictability in-

sases their potential for destructiveness.

1 companies in Norway are so con-

Irned by the phenomenon, they spon-

ed a three-year project to try to come
with a method of predicting the storms.

agne Lystad, who worked on the project

th the Norwegian Meteorological Insti-

;e, says that while they have a better

derstanding of the storm's mechanics,

ey are still far from being able to predict

m. Until they can, seafarers will still

ve to rely on baseball bats, the gods, or

good hand of Providence. D
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settings

• finest materials: chrome-plated steel

frame, cushioned footpads

• engineered for vigorous long-term use

Look for the SERVICE...

• prompt shipment to your home or office

• no assembly required

• thirty-day home trial, two year warranty

• toll free assistance with your

exercise questions

Look for the NAME...

//tne'iinessm,'asier

TOLL FREE: I -800-328-8995
In Minnesota: 1-612-474-0992

Rood Oow NH Chanhosstn. MN 553/

7

A tribute

to the golden
twenties. . .

*But read the ad fur
an even better deal!

Qassic
Charleston Watch^
Just $5995
Unabashedly old-fashioned, the Charleshvi Watch is patterned after

one of the most popular watches of the 20's. rodell-7 now brings this

watch with a splendid Japanese quartz movement, 2-micron goldplated case,

steel back, and pigskin strap. This identical watch is nationalK' advertised forS125.

We are the exclusive importers of rodell-7 watches and are able to offer the Charles-

ton for just $59.95. And here is the "special deal": Buy the pair for SJ19.90, and we shall

send you a third watch (men's or xvomen's, tell us which), with our compliments—
absolutely FREE! Treat vourself to this beautiful touch of lu\urv and nostalgia!

FOR FASTEST SERVICE, ORDER
TOLL FREE (800) 431-9003
24 hours a day, 7 days a week

Please give order i«I090B743 (Men's); •10918743

(Women's); *1092B743 (P.iir, plus Bonus). If you

prefer, mail check or card .luthon/ation and expira-

rion. We need daytime phone for all orders. UPS/in-

surance: $5.95 for one Cliarlcslon Watch. S8.95 for

three. Add sales tax forCA deUver\'. You ha\¥ 30-day

.-L'lum and one year warrant^'.

Note: For quantity orders UOO+J with v-our com-
pany logo on the dial, call Mr. Ernest Gerard at

(413) 543-«)570 or w rile him jl the address below.

131 Townsend Sl'eet. San Franc sco CA 94107
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Australia—22 days $35

<

Ghina—17 days $2698

Belize Archaeology'^
8 days $1298 -^

Kenya—22 days $3098 r;ky^

Polar Bear—8 days $ 1 698 ^
Costa Rica— i o days* $ 1:598

Natural Wonders^f C

'

South America ^
22 days $3298 -pc-,

India—22 days $3198
Nepal ExtensiofP'^^f'^^.

6 days $998 "
. •"T^'

Galapagos— 16 days $25j^y>
Belize Natural Historv^ ^i
10 days $1498 '• ' ^^^^ ^ :f

Kenya/Rwanda ^ '^f^?/^/,
18 days $29^ Cj^y'^^'
"yenezuela— 1 1 da^'its^' ' ;

-'/

Prices include international aj^i^cM^QX^^ -; ^

For more infoimationj

1-800-633-'4M4;

An Unfair Trade
by Robert McC. Netting

How did people from one comer of the

Old World manage to so quickly take root,

flourish, and so thoroughly dominate

North America, southern South America,

Australia, and New Zealand? And how

did the far-flung "Neo-Europes" they cre-

ated become the major producers of Old

World food crops and domestic animals,

while multiplying their human popula-

tions fourteen times between 1750 and

1930? As the five-hundredth anniversary

of Columbus's first voyage approaches,

historian Alfred Crosby asks why the "Co-

lumbian exchange" (the title of his earlier,

estimable book) should have been so un-

equal, why these European conquests

should have been so overwhelming. The
conventional textbook answers—fire-

arms, iron confronting the Stone Age,

large sailing ships, the quest for gold or

pagan souls, the freedom from hunger or

political domination that Europe could

not give—reflect our faith in our own
technology and culture, but they do not

expose what Crosby calls "ecological im-

perialism," the biological factors he be-

lieves were fundamental to this extraordi-

nary revolution.

Few scholars have the background in

history, geography, geology, and demog-
raphy—or the considerable self-confi-

dence—needed to paint with broad

strokes on a global canvas. The nine-

teenth-century ethnological penchant for

mapping the diff'usion of cultural traits or

tracing the evolution of determined cul-

tural stages has long been rejected as

"speculative history" or racist conjecture.

And more recent studies of acculturation

have paid little attention to demography
and local environment. But Crosby's natu-

ral history begins with the breakup of the

supercontinent of Pangaea and the op<

ing of the vast oceanic "seams" that se|

rated biological provinces and initial

eons of evolutionary divergence. Flora a

fauna could not move freely among 1

landmasses, and independent life forlsi

developed in isolation for 1 80 or 200 n a

lion years. Homo sapiens was a relat sai|

latecomer to the Americas and Austra Jsi

an intruder who brought little to the n

continents besides stone tools, fire, and

domestic dog. Crosby contends that

Old World's advantage was a distinct

ecosystem arising from neolithic plant a

animal domestication and the coevolut Mi

Ecological Imperialism: The Biolo

CAL Expansion of Europe 900-1900,

Alfred W. Crosby. Cambridge Univers

Press, $22.95; 368 pp., illus.

of bread grains, grazing livestock, £(e&

plow agriculture in association with lar

dense, sedentary human populations. N

lennia of mutual adaptation and grovnl

animals, plants, and people beginning

the Near East forged a new ecosyst

suited to the temperate climates and r

soils of more isolated parts of the ea

and well equipped for competition w
the native species. Riding along with

European carpetbaggers as unbidden,

ten invisible guests are what Crosby c:

"portmanteau biota"—weeds, animal \ Ipaj;

min, and disease pathogens. These org ii

isms, along with European people, li ilj

stock, and food crops, effectively

placed or submerged many of the exist 1%

biological populations in those parts of
iiiv;

.

world that most resembled the home ei jp,

Ai

ifc

ronment of the emigres. %i
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ip Germ warfare waged unwittingly by

ikatsei lites often preceded their advance from

ist to hinterland and cleared their way
Floraa )re effectively than gunpowder. Native

I nericans lacked an immune system ad-

l life foi ited and tuned by heredity and experi-

01 20(1 nee to the European habitat, with its

s a rdal lallpox, measles, diphtheria, whooping

, chicken pox, bubonic plague, ma-

, typhoid fever, cholera, yellow fever,

irlet fever, amebic dysentery, and influ-

za. A relatively harmless European

disease could infect almost ev-

'one in a "virgin soil epidemic" and kill

If of them. To this day, even with mod-

1 medical treatment, an isolated com-

inity may lose 7 to 10 percent of its

mbers to measles. Although the

nerindians in turn exported syphilis,

ws, hepatitis, and polio, these never

pped population growth in the Old

3rld. The Guanches, who had settled

; Canary Islands from the coast of Af-

as early as 2000 b.c, were not over-

by the military technology or slave

ding of fifteenth-century Spanish and

rtuguese, but a plague in 1495 all but

osysli ;erminated them. During the same pe-

d, the European conquerors found the

ate of the Canaries so healthful, they

their new possessions the Fortunate

. One of Crosby's more extended case

dies follows the Maori of New Zealand

they adopt potatoes and pigs from Eu-

Deans, market their surpluses, buy axes

muskets, and convert to Christianity,

to lose half their population between

and 1857 through infectious dis-

Darwin was told the melancholy

proverb that the Maori would go

way of the native rat, "y, and fern to

;inction, and he recognized repeated

(Hilar, a

ionsine

'

w led 1

lies.
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Mountain
climbing^s
greatest
mystery^

w:^ho was the first to

reach Everest? Did
George Mallory reach

the highest point on
earth almost 30 years

before Sir Edmund
Hillary? Wntten by an
American mountaineer
and a noted British

mountaineering histo-

rian, First On Everest explores the biggest mystery in

mountain-climbing history and offers startling new
revelations that could change our view of moun-
taineering history. $19.95

Henry Holt and Company, Inc.

DISPLAY CASES
PROTECT AND
DRAAAATIZE YOUR,
PRECIOUS WORK

OF ART

CUSTOM AAADE
clear lucite on a
finished wood base

SEND DIMENSIONS • LENGTH • WIDTH
AND HEIGHT • WE WILL QUOTE PRICE

FOR ESTIMATE OR ADVICE call [604] 442-2299
Oa WRITE

THE DISPLAY CASE COMPANY
l^jg" Dox aaO€, Exmote. VA 23050

I^^H SATIiFACTIONGUAIAANTEED

Board the legendary

DELTA
QUEEN

next June and cruise in luxury into the

heart of America's Southland from St.

Louis to New Orleans. II days from

$3,450. See your Travel Agent or call

800-243-5657 for information.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, Inc.

I .Svlvan Koad N , Wcslporl, CT 1)G8S1

ICEUItlO
One of the 32 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.
For Tour Directory write or call

Questers worldwide nature tours
Oept NH. 257 Park Aw S . NV. NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

r.
BOOK HUNTING?

Name-

Addri-s

City _Zip_

Virtually any book located— no matte
old or long out-of-print. Fiction, nonftction.

All authors, subjects. Name the book — we'll

find it! (Title alone Is sufficient.) Inquire.

please. Write. BOOKS-ON-FILE =.nre

Box 195 Oept .^ 19&8

UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 07087-0195



GALAPAGOS
tures to thp Galapagos Islands, Equador

and Peru. Experience the diverse uildlile

of Indonesia, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, or

ancient histories of the Mayans in Belize.

Forlree literature writeor call: 3237 Mono
Way. P.O. Box 3b56-C4. Sonora, CA 95370,

Telephone IROD) ',il-S041, (8001 826-9063

CM EXPEDITIONQ

^ W*
SNOW GOOSE

I'f mPk No. N096 Snow Goo
'^ly t'.S Sterling silver $25

XVyp 14 kt. gold $350

^^^i'Si (chain not included

Pacilic Northwest Coast Jewelry Collection

Checlt, Mastercard or Visa Add SI 50 for sfiipping

Satisfaction Guaranteed. Send for our unique catalog.

Visit our store when in ttie Seattle area.

For orders and inquiries teiepf^one (206) 485-2132

David Moi^iBui
11803 Nonhcreeli Pky N , Suite 103 Botheil, WA 98011

One of the 32 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learnifig experience.

For Tout Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept. NH, 257 Parl< Ave S.: NY, NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

Undblad's unforgettable Safaris

EAST.\FRICA
The world's greatest natural wonder

Listen to the call of the wild from our
superb safari vehicles. Wing your way
to game reserves in our private
planes. Stay at the best game lodges.

Our own slaff & experienced guides
make Lindblad Safaris Itie very best.

See your Travel Agent, write or call

800-243-5657. YouTl be glad you did.

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, Inc.
1 .Sylvan Road N,. Weslport, CT U688I

Addres

City _Zip.

An Episode of the Conquest of Ameiica by Jan Mostaert, c. 1523

biological replacement that not even he, a

skilled naturalist, could have predicted.

When people migrate from a densely

populated area into one that is more

sparsely settled, they reduce their own risk

of contracting communicable diseases

and may carry with them infections un-

known and possibly deadly to the locals.

This process, called McNeill's law, after

the historian of plagues and pestilence,

may have helped the Israelites as they left

the Nile Valley. Without an inkling of the

bacteria and parasites they themselves

harbored, Europeans were apt to see the

hand of Providence in the sudden demise

of their indigenous opponents. Crosby

quotes John Winthrop, governor of the

Massachusetts Bay Colony, as writing in

1634, "For the natives, they are neere all

dead of small Poxe, so as the Lord hathe

cleared our title to what we possess."

If viruses were a secret weapon in the

Neo-Europes, the successes of European

animals and weeds in their new niches

were visibly effective in both engendering

and domesticating the new wilderness.

The large land animals of the Americas

and Australia had died off at the end of

the Pleistocene, perhaps owing to overkill

by the first wave of invading hunter-gath-

erers. The "animal servants" of the mod-
ern invaders had the field to themselves.

Pigs, reproducing rapidly and converting

one-fifth of their omnivorous diet into ed-

ible meat, could thrive in frontier forests

and even root for clams on beaches. Pork

from feral pig was the most frequent pro-

tein source for early European settlers of

Australasia and North America. Cattle

were more efficient producers on grass-

lands, doubling their numbers in northern

Mexico ever>' fifteen years and forming

wild herds reaching millions on the Argen-

tine Pampa by 1700. The horse gave an

obvious military advantage to the conquis-

tadors. The few larger indigenous N
World animals—dogs, llamas, guii

pigs, turkeys—were inferior sources

food, leather, fiber, and traction C(

pared with the "self-replicating and wc

altering avalanche" of pigs, hens, she

cattle, goats, and horses from oversi

Inadvertently introduced animals C(

peted with the human population for a

cultural surpluses. The rats that dist

barked with the Jamestown settlers

reduced the stores of food that they thr

ened the colony's existence only two y(

after its founding. The rabbits introdu

into Australia were even worse. At

same time as the numbers of English S]

rows and starlings mounted to the st

the multitudes of native American pas:

ger pigeons disappeared.

Although the new beasts could foi

on native vegetation, their overgrazing

gether with the resultant flooding and

sion, prepared the ground for a floral i:

sion. Hardy, opportunistic Euro;

weeds swept the prairies and fed the

otic livestock. The intruding grasses v

already tolerant of bare soil, open

light, and the close cropping and h(

tread of the big quadrupeds. By the 1 8 f'!

1 39 alien plants were growing wild in j

tralia. Fremont found that red-stem:

filaree had beaten him to Califo:

White clover took over in New Zea

only when honeybee pollinators were

ported. Again the trade was unec

American ragweed and milkweed n

gained a foothold in Europe.

Crosby's breezy, colorful narr;

buoys the reader through a sea of his

observations without ever losing sigl

his focus on biological expansion. Fan
facts, such as the voyages of Vasci

Gama and Magellan, become occa:l

for our discovery of counterintuitive t i
'*

gular sailing routes, as the explorers \
'"
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ifKtj the trade winds, the westerlies, and the

ipnsoons to cross the trackless expanses

^
ocean. Earlier mariners lacking such

ps and navigational aids may have gone

far but without making their landfalls

permanent habitations. Crosby also

ks for causes of failed European trans-

ntation in the Norse travels to Green-

d and Vinland and in the Crusades to

Near East. The Vikings, who could

upy uninhabited Iceland, may have

their colonization doomed by the cli-

te of Greenland and the indigenous in-

itants who outnumbered their small

Iding parties. Moreover, the Norse were

jremote from the European heartland

t they lacked the latest installments of

demic disease to level their enemies.

e Holy Land, on the other hand, had

;h large, permanent populations and its

a virulent Old World illnesses, such as

IS p laria, that decimated the North Euro-

in Crusaders. In the same vein, it might

^e been instructive for Crosby to con-

,j](j, ;r factors involved in non-European ex-

sii
ision, like the Islamic movement across

Qvjij
rth Africa and Iberia, the Indonesian

'ration to Madagascar, and the South

ica that did not (according to his classi-

jj ition) become a Neo-Europe.

t is perhaps unfortunate that "ecologi-

ll,(,t|]l
imperialism" is so persistently dif-

intiated in this volume from the less

logical but more political and eco-

nic senses of imperialism. The Neo-

Is
ropes were, after all, peripheral colo-

jl
5 of European core states whose

iculture and trade followed distinc-

;ly capitalist models. Sociologist Im-

nuel Wallerstein's influential view of

modem world system or Eric Wolfs

eful study of "the people without his-

" in the lands incorporated by the Eu-

eans are nowhere in evidence. And
)sby skirts social and political condi-

is, such as slavery, that allowed patho-

is to proliferate. Although ecology at its

St inclusive can be everything, an or-

Ij
ly and intriguing exposition must needs

j
/e a great deal out. Crosby's achieve-

"g nt isolates a set of factors—infectious

lases, domestic animals, and weeds

—

t gave Europeans a decisive advantage

iertain environments of the globe. The

logical bases of radically changing his-

cal ecosystems must never be forgot-

—and Crosby has made them intelligi-

as well as memorable.

rsc. At

Eirop

Calih
"'

bert McC. Netting is professor of an-

opology at the University ofArizona in

son. Netting's major research areas

cultural ecology, intensive agricul-

\ul systems, historical demography,

,
I land tenure.

8 time Nat'l X-C
Ski Champion

Olympic Silver Medalist

Worid Cup Winner

Scientific Study Ranks

^ordicfrack #1

NordicTrackPm'-\
With Adjustable

Elevation

NordicTrack has Inertial

Resistance Not Available on a

Shuffle-Type Ski Exerciser.

Other ski exercisers use less effective fric-

tional resistance with a resulting calisthenics

like feeling. NordicTrack's unique flywheel

provides more effective inertial resistance

for a life-like feeling of smoothness and
continuity matched only by real skiing.

In tests of exercise efficiency at a
major university, NordicTrack burned
more calories and provided greater

,
aerobic workouts.

jBr3|y^/?ank ofEfficiency^ f 1. NordicTrack X-C Ski Exerciser
•"

2. An Exercise Bike

3. A Rowing Machine
4. A Shuffle-Type Ski Exerciser

Scientific Abstract available upon request

NordicTrack's higher oxygen usage test

scores show that more muscle mass is

involved in the exercise and more calories

are being burned.

It's Only Logical that NordicTrack
Would Get the Highest Scores .

NordicTrack is More Complete
Than an Exercise Bike
NordicTrack adds important upper body
exercise and more uniform leg muscle usage

Cross Country Skiing Is More
Efficient Than Rowing
NordicTrack's standing position exercises

the lower body muscles more uniformly.

NordicTrack's arm resistance Is separately

adjustable-allows a more ideally propor-

tioned exercise. Rowing machines use only

one resistance setting for both arms and legs

Burns Up To 600 Calories

per 20 Minute Workout
For effective weight control.

Free Brochure. Call

800-328-5888
Minnesota 612-44S-6987

^ordicjrack m
141L Jonathan Blvd. N.. Chaska, MN 55318

Rent Mother Nature
Lease A Sugar Maple Tree Or
„Sap Bucket For One Year

7%
,-/

A truly memorable CHRISTMAS GIFT First, we'll send eacti person on youi
list a copy ol an authentic 1890 TREASURY DEPT lease, suitable lor (ran

and hana-personaltzed— plus a GIFT CARD trom you. During the h

each lessee receives PROGRESS REPORTS lull ol facts & folklore.

sharing In the adventure ol sugaring In Spring 87. when all the sap has

f>rocessed. each Tree Tenant will receive a btq decorated lug filled wi

east 65 oz. ol the finest lOCr, pure wood-firedMAPLE SYRUP— 33 oz i

to Bucket Borrowers—even more if Mother Nature is bounliful We do a

work, your friends get the delicious results, you gel all the raves'

100% satisfaction money back guarantee
Tree Lease $29.00 or Bucket Lease SI 0.00

Send check plus S5 00 handling per gift lo:

NORTH COUNTRY CORP DepI 631

106 Appleton SI . Box 193. Cambridge MA 02238.

Include full name and address ol gift recipients

To Order by phone call (617) 547-0657 VISA, M C « Amei

ing
irvesi

thus
been
Ih at



Th^Marl^t
Art/Crafts

ACCURATE CAVE ART TRANSCRIPTS Free booklet

available. Gallery of Prehistoric Paintings, 25-60 49th

Street. 2nd floor, Astoria, NY 1 1103

AMERICAN INDIAN ART: Northwest Indian masks
Graphics Eskimo sculpture Hopi kachinas Navajo

rugs. Box 55277, Sherman Oaks, CA 91413 (818) 789-

2559

_ SACRED EYE—Ancient Egyptian Protec-

Bm^^^^^^^ five Amulet. Gold, black, white on hondmade

^^^^(^j^^v, papyrus 5" x 6"
. . . $23 ppd. Lucite frame add

jme^ $19. dieck/Cboroe. BROCHURE —
^^^^^W showing 'Book of the Dead' panels, gods,

symbols 50c. Vr Sub. $5.

,_._,_ ANCIENT WORLD ARTS

lAl I KUa 50W.76St.-NY10023-Dept.N1186
' Gallery by appt. • (212) 724-9455-

AUTHENTIC INDIAN CRAFTS & HANDWORK, Quilts,

handbags, jewelry, dolls, stationery, water color prints

and much, much more Catalog $1 .00 Lakota Develop-

ment Council, Box J1 , Chamberlain, SD 57326

EXPLORE WESTWIND, A new catalogue of distinctive

stationery by Rocky Mountain artists Wildlife, land-

scapes, wildflowers Catalogue/sample $100 West-

wind, Box 9078, Dept, HD, Missoula, Montana 59807

INDONESIAN MASKS AND FIGURES, $30-$100, re-

quest photos, McCoy Imports, Liberty, NY 12754

NATIVE AMERICAN FLUTE MUSIC by renowned tradi-

tional Indian flutist John Rainer. Jr from Taos Pueblo,

New Mexico Experience the tranquil, soothing music
of the traditional Indian Flute as Mr Rainer plays twelve

traditional and contemporary solo pieces on flutes de-

scribed by many as having a lucid and mellow tone
Chrome cassette tape at 20 minutes per side Send
$8,50 plus $1 50 postage and handling to Red Willow

Songs, Box 515, Taos, New Mexico 87571

Books/Publications

ECOLOGICAL FANTASIES—Death From Falling Wa-
termelons— (Cy A Adier). Praised by Library Journal,

Eugene Odum, AAUW Adopted by universities Lucid,

insightful, rational solutions to environmental prob-

lems 350 pp $24.95 Greeneagle Press, 241 West
97th Street, NYC 10025

FLORIDA'S BIRDS Beautiful 1987 calendar, illustrated

by Karl Karalus 12 color plates from forthcoming book
$7.95, postage $1 25 Mountain Lake Almanac Natu-
ralist Ken Morrison distills a lifetime of observation of

living with our environment $12.95 (Hardback), $8.95
(Paperback), postage $1 25 Orders to Pineapple
Press, Box 314. Englewood, FL 33533

FREE CATALOG OF DISCOUNT science and nature
books Orphic Books, 18533 Roscoe Blvd

, Suite 200,
Dept NH, Northridge, CA 91324

AUTHORS WANTED BY

NEW YORK PUBLISHER
Leading subsidy book publisher seeks manuscripts

of all types: fiction, non-fiction, poetry, scholarly

and juvenile works, etc. New authors welcomed.

Send for free, illustrated 40-page brochure W-82
Vantage Press, 516 'W. 34 St., New York. N.Y. 10001

FREE CATALOG OUT-OF-PRINT natural history books
Marcher's Books. 6204 N Vermont, Oklahoma City, OK
73112

NATURAL history books among many others in our free

catalog of used, rare, op. books Hop River Books,
PO Box 261, Columbia, CT 06237

PUBLISH YOUR BOOKI Join our successful authors

All subjects invited Publicity, advertising, beautiful

books Send for fact-filled booklet and free manuscript

report. Carlton Press, Dept NHL, 11 West 32 Street,

New York 10001

WE'LL PUBLISH YOUR BOOK! Our 45 years experi-

ence will help you to success Send Manuscript or

outline for free information and evaluation Rivercross

Publishing Co., Dept NH, 127 East 59th St., New York,

NY 10022

YESTERDAY'S BOOKS LOCATED, no obligation. Out-

of-State Book Service, Box 3253J. San Clemente, CA
92672 (714) 492-2976

Camps

BANANA BOATS, "Tin Can Ice Cream" Somemores!
Bring back the Fun $12.95 Camp Eats, 307 Douglas,

Edwardsville, IL 62025

Collectors' Items

BEAUTIFUL, COLLECTABLE Rose Quartz from Ari-

zona gold mines Aquarium enhancers, approx 1 lb

$6 25 prepaid Cobweb-2, Box 21 56, Apache Junction.

AZ 85217

Ratural
Connection

>V\ To Display!

^-J To Collect!

To Treasure!

It you Love natural things ancj prefer beautiful things,

you should have our free catalog! Gem spheres,

crystals, bronzes, amethyst Leucite display cases,

unique one of a kind items For your free catalog write:

Natural Connection

520 Marthmont Way El Paso, Texas 79912

OAK SHOWCASES with Tempered Glass Modular,
Knockdown construction UPS. Shipping Request
catalog O'Brien Mfg

,
2081 Knowles Road, Medford

OR 97501 (503)773-2410

Education

"CASH FOR COLLEGE, " Describes 400 loan, grant,

scholarship opportunities— plus all government pro-

grams, $4 95 Unifunds, Box 19749-RZ, Indianapolis, IN

46219

CURIOUS CHILDREN'' The Discovery Crew science
club encourages that curiosity Bimonthly kits full of

elementary "learning tools " Wonderful gift! P,0 Box
113N, Fiskdale, MA 01518

THINGS of Science Each month, a surpnse package in

the mail containing materials lor exciting experiments
and demonstrations with booklet giving background
information and easy to follow instructions Grandpar-
ents who did Things when they were 10 and 16 now
give Things to their grandchildren! Only $20 00 year
(Canada and Mexico, add $6 50, other foreign, add
$9 00 a year) Include payment please Gift card sent if

requested 819 Washington Crossing Rd
, Newtown

PA 18940-2703

Employment Opportunities

AUSTRALIA WANTS YOUi Big Pay' Transportation!
Newest Handbook, $2 00 Australian International Box
19107-RZ. Washington, DC 20036

ENVIRONMENTAL OPPORTUNITIES—Monthly bulle-

tin lists environmental job openings throughout the
U.S. Free details EOV, PO Box 670, Walpole, NH
03608

NATIONAL PARK EMPLOYMENT GUIDE! How. When,
Where to apply $4 Park Systems, PO. Box 14086
Seattle, WA98114

OVERSEAS—ALL OCCUPATIONS' Worldwide Direc-
tory and complete information—$3.00. International
Opportunities, Box 19107-RZ, Washington, DC 20036

ROCKY MOUNTAIN EMPLOYMENT NEWSLETTE
Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Wyoming! Current ops

ings— All occupations! Free information! Int

mountain 4Y, 3021 N Hancock, Colorado Spnngs, C

80907 (303) 630-0700 ex 425

TEACH HERE—ABROAD. School. College openim
USA $7.00: Overseas $7.00. England. Japan. Sau
Australia $7.00 each. EISF. Box 662, Newton, r

02162

CASH GRANTS AVAILABLE from nonprofit fount

tions! 340 sources/application instructions, $3.i

Fundsearch. Box 19107-RZ. Washington, DC 2003(

HOT AIR BALLOONING for fun, |oy and even pre

Wnte: Adventure, 307 Douglas, Edwardsville, IL62C

Foreign Periodicals

WORLDWIDE ENGLISH NEWSPAPERS/MAGAZINE
65 countnes Sampler: $298 Free Brochure. Mi
newspapers. Box DE-20B, Dana Point. CA 92629

Furniture

CLASSIC FURNITURE—40% Off 150 Major comj
nies Free brochure Sobol House. 103 Richards

Blvd ,
Black Mountain. NO 2871 1 (704) 669-8031

Gardening

PERFECT GIFT FOR THE YOUNG NATURALIST
Gardener Get Ready, Get Set, Grow! videocasse
with two activity booklets. $29 95 + $2 50 shipp

prepaid Brooklyn Botanic Garden. 1000 Washing
Avenue, Brooklyn, NY 11225

Market at Caldas da Rainha, Portugi
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Gurmet Interests

,1NES0TA WILD RICE $5 00 per pound, prepaid,

-I pound minimum Floura Bros., Box 44C
31 kduck, MN 56630 or call (218) 835 6667

31 D $2 00 and SASE for delicious Old South meatloaf
J 36 to F Stewart, 4025 White Oak Drive, Birming-
,E , Alabama 35243

-iV3 RICE—Gift of Wilderness Waters Postpaid
565 lb '/2lb $3 75. Send $1 00 for brochure catalog.

-3t;al Specialties, Box 219, Star Rte 3, Dairyland Wl
MO

i/ernment Surplus

! .IONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1 % original

; Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Direc-

-J —$2 00. Disposal, Box 19107-RZ, Washington
J(?0036

mt' -chandise/Glfts

HEOLOGICAL T-SHIRTS: Unique, intnguing de-

3. Quality silk screening Free brochure. KETACA,
Box 8191, Portland. ME 04104

AST—An educational board game! Inspired by
launched to coincide with the 1986 Return of Hal-

Comet Questions on astronomy, general sol-

,
geography and much more. A Collector's Item.

)ly send $25 International Money Order, allowing

ox. 28 days, to: Comet Madness, RO Box 38,

3n Beach 2107, Sydney, Australia

• JTIFUL, FRAMABLE, GREETING CARDS for Na-

;iLoversand Sportsmen Free catalog Sumu Press,

C5694, Santa Monica, CA 90405

DINOSAUR CALENDAR '87. 13 original B/W scenes
dramatically illustrating 21 species. 12x18. $4.95 from
Lost Worlds, Ltd. Box 3034, St. Petersburg FL 33731-
3034

Real Estate

GARDEN PET MARKERS

Your pet's name hand carved in fine Italian marble

$49.95 + $6 P&H Allow 8- 10 wks
NYS residents add sales tax

Custom Designs Also Available

POMPEIAN STUDIOS
90 Rockledge Road, Bronxvllie, N.Y. 10708

GOLD AND DIAMOND JEWELRY Beautiful gifts of

enduring value. Free pnce list. Nairobi Nexus, 693 Co-
lumbus Avenue, PO. Box 20556, New York. NY 10025

"I V OWLS " Bumper Sticker, $1 00. Sample Collec-

tors' Newsletter $2.50. 1987 Photo Owl Calendar
$1 1 .00. Owl's Nest, Box 5491 NH, Fresno, CA 93755

100% SILK, HAND-MADE TIE/BOW, 1 5"X44", Red,
Green, Yellow, Turquoise, $5 each. Ivy Ng, 20 Monroe.
Suite LJ7, NY, NY 10002

Once the earth belonged to

Dinosaurs! Now the Dinosaurs
can belong to you. Over 100

different prehistoric products.

Just ask for our free catalog!

PREHISTORIC PRODUCTS
Box 531272, Dept. B

Miami Shores. FL 33153

SEISMOSAURUS— "The Earth Shaker"—Unique 1%"

gold plated pin or lie lac depicting world's newest and
largest dinosaur, $695 ppd ,

The Sipapu Shop. PO.
Box 21466, Albuquerque. NM 87154

THE INSECTARY DIRECTORYi Free catalog of insect

t shirts for adults and children. Write: Second Skin

Studios, Box 5261, Lubbock, TX 79417-5261

Miscellaneous

GIBBON T-SHIRTS: Aqua, Lavender, Silver, Beige.

S-M-L-XL $10 donation to help feed 15 sanctuary gib-

bons International Primate Protection League. Inc..

PO. Box 766, Summerville, SC 29484

GORILLA T-SHIRTS, lavender, beige, silver, aqua

—S-M-L-XL for $10 donation. Proceeds for gorilla con-

servation International Primale Protection League,

Inc , PO Box 766, Summerville. SC 29484

MEET OTHERS WORLDWIDE—For hobbies, sports,

correspondence, vacations—friends nearby, eighty

ounlries worldwide Electronic Exchange. Box 68-H1

.

Manhattan Beach, CA 90266

Photo/Optical

BINOCULAR SALES AND SERVICE Repairing binocu-

lars since 1923. Alignment performed on our U.S. Navy

collimator. Free catalog and our article "Know Your

Binoculars," published in Audubon Magazine. Mirakel

Optical Co. Inc. 331 Mansion St., West Coxsackie. NY
12192(518)731-2610

".INOCULARS-SWAROVSKI. ZEISS. LEITZ. B&L.

Hushnell, Fu|inon. Free Optics catalog Mack Optical &

Machine Tool. Box 541-H, Scranlon, PA 18501 (717)

961-2542

GOVERNMENT LANDS . . . FROM $19/ACRE! Home-
sites, campsiles. farms, investment! "Buyer's Guide

"

plus nationwide listings—$3.00. Lands. Box 19107-RZ.
Washington. DC 20036

Rentals

SPECIAL ESCAPES—Tropical Villas. Mountain Cha-
lets, Luxury Condos—viforldwide. Free Brochure.
Hideaways Inlernalional. Box 1464L. Littleton. MA
01460, (800) 843-4433, in MA (617) 486-8955

Resorts

BELIZE—RUM POINT INN— small oasis of calm on the
Western Caribbean Diving, Maya Ruins, Birds. Library.

Access to Coxscomb Jaguar Reserve Dine on the
veranda. Retire to spacious, pnvate, beachfront ca-

baiias Bevier. Placencia, Belize (415) 752-8(X)8

CARIBBEAN HIDEAWAY Beautiful small inn on planta-

tion on island of Bequia SI Vincent Grenadines Come
Explore Pool, tennis, beach Call or write Spnng on
Bequia, Box 19251 , Minneapolis. MN 55419 (612) 823-

1202

Tours/Trips

A BEAUTIFUL EXPERIENCE. LEARN sailing aboard 50'

ketch "Palisander " Visit special anchorages, sample
local Island color, swim and snorkel in Canbtiean wa-
ters Ten day course $1450 per person Reserve now
availability limited Cultyhunk Manne Adventures, c/o
Gray, 177 Tweed Blvd , Nyack. NY 10960

A BELIZE CONNECTION— 13 years experience, bird-

watching, natural history, archeology, adventure, fish-

ing, diving, sailing lours. (800) 331-2458 TX (713) 486-

6993

Unusual
India

& Nepal
mammals Explorations of remole Bhutan
Sikkim Laaahh and tropical S" Lanka 10

10 35 day programs from $670 00 • airlare

HivmaIav^ah TrAvcl. Imc.
PO 8o«48t NH
Greenwri:h, CT 06830
(2031 622^77 Ton FrM iBOO) 225-2380

AFRICA. AMAZON. GALAPAGOS Wildlife tours with

expert naturalists Kenya; Tanzania including Selous
and Zanzibar: Mountain Gorilla Safari. Botswana. Zam-
bia. Zimbabwe Amazon expeditions Manu. Tarn-

bopala Reserves Galapagos one- and two-week yacht

cruises, optional Peru or Amazon Small groups Free

84-page color catalog Wilderness Travel. 1760-NA
Solano, Berkeley. CA 94707 (800) 247-6700 outside CA
(415)524-5111

AFRICA! Camping, walking, lodge safaris to Kenya and
Tanzania From $1995—18 days including air' Exclu-

sive photo workshops led by lop nature photogra-

phers: departures in November. January. February.

March. Voyagers NA-12, Box 915, Ithaca. NY 14851

MOROCCO
Most thorough jnd unique fOunie\'> through Mo-

rocco's varied realtns, from dd//linR tribal fairs to

ancient cities on ttn* Sahara. Croups of 9 twiK. Come see

Cross Cultural Adventures
PO Box tJ«>. -VrlinKlon. \ A iJitl 1

I70.tl 5I2-Ii4-

ALASKA'S FINEST Spectacular Lake Clark Park

Guided boat travel, hiking, comlorlabic lent camps
Affordable wilderness adventure DislanI Shores. 421-

NH W 88th Avenue. Anchorage. AK 99515

ALPS OF SWITZERLAND "The Hikers Paradise
'

Moderate optional length Day hiking lours Two or four

weeks Brochure Alpine Advcnlurc Trails Tours 7S3P
Clilfside Drive. Akron, OH -i-ijn,^



A-1 SAFARIS IN NATURAL HISTORY Escorted/inde-

pendent Africa: Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda, Zannbia,

Zimbabwe Botswana, Trans-Sahara Asia India, Ne-

pal Malaysia, Indonesia S America Brazil, Ecuador,

Peru Galapagos Islands, Alaska, Safaricentre Interna-

tional Nationwide (800) 223-6046, California (800) 624-

5342

EVERGLADES/FLORIDA KEYS HOUSEBOAT Safans

Birdinq photography, snorkeling. $250/person/week.

Chic Charney, (305) 852-5750, Box 1143, Tavernier,

Flonda 33070

CALIFORNIA
NATURAL HISTORY

TOURS

Tet the fascinations of NATURE, HISTORY and

the UNIVERSE enrich your life! Specialists &

professional naturalists, historians, astronomers

etc share the unique of local Los Angeles, California, Baja,

and lyiexico Whales; Elephant Seals; Sea Lions; Osprey;

Eagles- Snow Geese; Sage Grouse; Indians & Rock Art;

Cowboys; Pioneers; Gemstone Mines; Volcanoes;

Faults- Fossils; Planets; Stars; Galaxies; ll/leteor

Showers; Comets; Giant Sequoia; Bristiecone;

Wildflowers; Gold/Wine countries; Big Sur; Death Valley

etc 1 Day to 2 weeks Country Inns, rustic lodges, historic

hotels S.M,L groups Light Gourmet" P'<:"'" '"
P"='V«?,'',';f

settings. Great Gifts! Brochure- PO Box 3709 Beverly Hills,

CA 90212, (213) 274-3025

BE PREPARED We will compile comprehensive in-

formation on any destination in the world. Details: Trav-

eller's Choice, PO, Box 687, Manchester, NH 03104

(603) 668-2462

CAMPING SAFARIS IN KENYA & TANZANIA, 11-18

days from $550 00 -t- low airfare Optional Kilimanjaro

climbs Also London/Johannesburg overland,

Botswana, Egypt, more. Free 12 page color brochure

Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH. Greenwich, CT 06836

(800) 225-2380

CHINA SPECIALTY TOURS: Visit Wintering Grounds of

rare cranes in January; Gardens and Mountains in

April Northeast Forests in May; and Far West in June

Leading China nature company Write World Nature

Tours, Box 693a, Silver Spring, MD 20901

COSTA RICA TROPICAL ADVENTURE, Superb birding

& natural history tour Explore primary tropical

rainforest, mountain cloud forest, lush Pacific beach

lowlands & more Small group, 2 expert leaders, de-

lightful accommodations include intimate oceanfront

inn There are so many exquisite creatures & habitats

here that one grows used to being awestruck " For

1987 April 11-20 (Easter) and Dec 24-Jan 3 Nature

World Explorations, 1 1442 High Hay NH, Columbia, MD
21044 (301 ) 730-0877 including evenings & weekends

BIOLOGICAL JOURNEYS
(707) 839-0178 • 1876B OCEAN DRIVE

McKINLEYVILLE, CA 95521

WINTER WHALE TRIPS to Ba|a California

Summertime in Southeast Alaska Custom-

ized Galapagos trips for your groups-all

led Py our enthusiastic, knowledgeaple and

experienced naturalists FREE BROCHURE.

PITCAIRN—RAPAITI adventurous South Sea chai

boat cruise approx April/May. Walter Bersinger, c/c

Aeschlimann, Hoernlistr 17, 8600 Duebendorf/S\

zerland

EXPLORE THE MALDIVES, Jewels of the Indian

Ocean with Scripps Aquarium Dive, study and collect

coral reef fishes with biologists for our exhibits March

28-April 14. Scripps Aquarium A-007, La Jolla, CA
92093(619)534-4578

GALAPAGOS ADVENTURES ON NEW, RAPID YACHT!

Combinable with Amazon, Ecuador, Peru Forum

Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415)

671-2900

GALAPAGOS ISLANDS Economic tours from $1666

including airfare 8 & 15 days Galapagos, all meals

Ecuador/Peru options University credit available Jo-

seph Colley Last, Inc 43 Millstone Road, Randalis-

town MD 21133 (301) 922-3116

GALAPAGOS
You, 9 other adventurers and our licensed

naturalist will sail by schooner to explore

more islands than any other Galqpagos

expedition. 16 Trip dates."M. Picchu Option.

FREE BROCHURE
INCH OFLOHTS 41 5-43S-469S

1606nl Juanita, Tiburon, CA 94920

GRAY WHALES OF SAN IGNACIO LAGOON aboard

the Searcher Over 15 years experience leading this

voyage to the fnendly gray whales and remote islands

Free Brochure Biological Journeys, Inc
,

1876 Ocean

Dr
,

McKinleyville, CA 95521 (707) 839-0178

KENYA CONSULTANTS Personalized East African

travel arrangements suiting your needs Mount

Tremper, New York 12457 (914) 688-5260

KENYA, INDIVIDUALLY DESIGNED SAFARIS 31 Years

experience Perry Mason Safaris, Box 1643, Darien, CT
06820(203)838-1345

NATURALLY NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA! Tour, hike

or bike Outback, National Parks, Miiford Track, Reefs

and more Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill,

California 94523 (415) 671-2900

NATURE TOURS FEATURING BIRDS to Costa Rica,

Galapagos, Western U S A ,
China, Australia, Brazil,

India Europe Write World Nature Tours, Box 693a,

Silver Spnng, MD 20901

• The SAHARA desert, guided by "Hiareg nomads

• Birds in the PANTANAL, penguins in PATAGONIA
• Treks: ECUADOR, MALI, MOROCCO, RAJASTHAN,

INDONESIA, lADAKH, TURKEY, CRETE,

2S1 E. 51st St., Dept. NH, NYC, NY 10022 (212) ,^55-140-i

DISCOVER BAJA CALIFORNIA, MEXICO! Whale

Watchingi Birding! Islands' Photography' Baja's Fron-

tier Tours 2223-A12 C Street, San Diego, California

92102(619)262-2003

EGYPTIAN GIFT IDEAS!!! T-shirts, keychains, jewelry,

note cards, Perfect for upcoming holiday gift-giving

season All Under $10.00! Send Now for Free details

Horus Horizon, 14755 Ventura Blvd
,
Ste 1-723D, Sher-

man Oaks, CA 91403

ENJOY THE CARIBBEAN, MEDITERRANEAN, Turkey

or Greece aboard your own private yacht, operated by

a knowledgeable and gracious crew Each area offers

unique features for a spectacular vacation Enjoy natu-

ral beauty, marine wildlife, historical treasures at

your own pace, away from crowds of tounsts Tele-

phone Ventura Yacht Services, Port Washington, NY

(516) 944-8415: outside NY (800) 645-6308

ESCORTED WILDERNESS WALKS on Oregon's Wild

and Scenic Rogue River Trail Lodges-bed/bath. Gour-

met Meals Wilderness Walks, PO, Box 220. Winthrop,

WA 98862 (509) 996-2146

SPECTACULAR DESTINATIONS in Africa, Asia, Am
cas, Australia/Pacific and Europe, Affordable Tot

Expeditions, Hiking, Biking or Skiing Groups/lndi\

uais Forum Travel, 91 Gregory, Pleasant Hill, Caiifor

94523(415)671-2900

WILDERNESS TRAVEL, Wildlife, hiking, sailing adv

tures worldwide Alaska and Hawaii humpback wh
research aboard historic schooner Solomon Seas

Polynesian outrigger Galapagos, Greek Isles, Norw

Hawaii sailing and snorkeling West African Dogon

pedition, Irian Jaya with Asmat, Himalaya, And

Small groups Free color catalog. Wilderness Tra

1760-NB Solano, Berkeley, CA 94707 (800) 247-6-

outside CA (415) 524-51 11

NEW ZEALAND/AUSTRALIA WALKABOUTS Group

and independent nature and hiking tours Explore New
Zealand's scenic National Parks and Milford Track:

Australia's Outback, Tropical North, and Great Barrier

Reef Extensions to Tahiti, Fiji, Papua New Guinea.

Pacific Exploration Co ,
Box 3042-N, Santa Barbara, CA

93130(805)687-7282

PERU ADVENTURES: Trek the spectacular Cordillera

Blanca or ancient Inca Trail to Machu Picchu, Overland

expeditions by 4WD vehicle Amazon wildlife exten-

sions Complete Peru travel sen/ice. Free illustrated

brochure Himalayan Travel, Box 481-NH, Greenwich,

CT 06836. Toll Free (800) 225-2380

with special nine-day Small Group Tour conducted by

Rum Point and Chaa Creek, Starts any Saturday; dive

the REEF and Cayes; explore the Maya Mountain Jun-

gle; visit TIKAL and other Mayan ruins; best lodging

and meals in Belize; includes all travel costs while in

Belize and Guatemala. US$ 985 per person, double.

Cibntact: Tifeya^lB) 752-8fl08

'^E^ XCURSK

iimaiayan Excursions offers a wide variety of treks.

ver rafting and wildlife safaris in all parts of Nepal

or brocriure please write or cable

WILDLIFE EXPEDITIONS Study big game, eagles,

cons, songbirds, threatened and endangered spec

Learn while conducting research Every expedi'

makes discoveries, you share the credit Professic

Wildlife Biologist guide Great Plains Wildlife Reseai

Box 297, Casper, WY 82602-0297 (307) 265-3731

WILDLIFE PHOTOGRAPHY WITH JOE McDONA
professional photographer/author Produce outsta

ing photos, learn skills. Kenya, Galapagos, E'

glades, other Parks Write McDonald, 515 Dalton, I

maus, PA 18049

WIND RIVER FIELD SEMINARS Week-long adult
|

grams featuring Yellowstone ski touring—Janu

Florida Nature Photography with Patricia Caulfiel'

March, California desert exploration—April. Di!

quished staff, small groups Wind River Field Sf

nars, PO Box 1 150, Dubois, WY 82513 (307) 455-2

Video

"BIRDS OF PREY IN THE NATURAL WORLD"
minute educational gift for elementary school librar

personal gift. Brochure available $49.95 Robin

Productions, 7392A Phillips Rd., Saugerties, NY 12

ATLAS VIDEO LIBRARY

VIRGINIA PLANTATIONS fealutes Mount Vernon and MontiCBllo,

legendary homes of V^ashinglon and Jefferson. Also seen are olher

slunning. hisloncal Greal Houses of early Virginia plantations.

CAVAUERS & CRAFTSMEN-Colonial williamsl)urg and James-

town explores Amenca's Iwo mosf important eary colonies.

Panoramic vistas , rich details of cokjnial life clothes, crafts, anifacts.

Each 30 minutes, S29 95, S3 00 shipping Prompt delivery
,
gift orders

accepted Call 1-800-336-7666. In GA 1-800-874-5112.

"GRAND CANYON" 2-hour spectacular helicopter

pioration Video Breathtaking music Critically_

claimed Details Free Beerger Productions, 321

'

Arville, Las Vegas, NV 89102 (702) 876-2328

RATES AND STYLE INFORMATION

The following new rates are effective with the Febn

1987 issue

$2 90 per word, 16word minimum Display classiH

$320 per inch All advertisements must be prep

Rates are not structured for agency or cash discou

All advertisements are accepted at NATURAL HIS

RY's discretion Send check/money order payabi

NATURAL HISTORY to: The Market, NATURAL
TORY Magazine, Central Park West at 79th St., I

York, NY 10024 Please include your personal addi

and telephone number, issue preferred, and :

gested heading Deadline— 1st of the month,

months prior to cover date (the January issue cic

Nov 1 ) Camera-ready art is required for display ac

tearsheet or copy of the page with your ad will be

upon publication.
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At the American Museum

(ojij

ffl

Origami

The Origami Holiday Tree is on dis-

play in the Rotunda for the fourteenth

consecutive year. New this year are more

than 1 ,000 silver stars forming a halo of

mobiles over the tree. As in years past, the

tree is decorated with origami models of

animals past and present. As part of this

year's display, the Museum is presenting

a special exhibit on the development of

origami. Origami: Rooted in Ceremony

traces this art form from its beginnings in

the Shinto religion of Japan, when ori-

gami models were hung in temple arch-

ways to ward off evil spirits, to its modern
use as a symbol of good wishes when gift

giving. Both the origami tree and exhibit

will be on display through January.

Bach and Mozart Under the Stars

The Planetarium's third annual holiday

concert will feature the music of Johann

Sebastian Bach and Wolfgang Amadeus
Mozart. Under the projected stars of a

winter night, a live nine-piece ensemble

will play to the accompaniment of flash-

ing laser beams and other special effects

on the Sky Theater dome. Starlight Sere-

nade will take place on Monday, Decem-
ber 15, and Tuesday, December 16, at

7:00 and 9:00 h.m. Tickets are $7 for

members and $10 for nonmembcrs. For

more information call (212) 873-1327.

Adirondack Rock
According to Yngvar W. Isachsen,

principal research scientist for the New
York Geological Survey, one need not

leave the earth to collect the kinds of

ng-Jam

Fire Fountain at Pu'u O'o
Thefire show beganjust hours after

American Museum geologist George

Harlow and hisparty oftwenty-two

'.rrived at Hawaii Volcanoes National

Park. The group, on a Museum-
.ciuiB sponsored Discovery Tour, had gone to

;*fJj"
see a volcanofirsthand. Pu 'u O'o is a

W|ffi secondary vent on the shield volcano

Kilauea. It developed during thepastfew

years as successive eruptions along the

east rift ofKilaueaformed a cone nearly

ftve hundredfeet above thepark. It is

f^ highly active, erupting every twenty-two

to twenty-eight days.

j,rt* On the eveningofFebruary 22, the

!*'"' eruption began. For more than eight

;-* hours, the volcano spewed molten lava

r more than 1,000feet into the air The

f
""" Museum group got itsfirst glimpse ofa

—;• five volcano at nine o 'clock, andfor more

ihan an hour they watched thefire

fountainfrom a comfortable distance of

^__i5eve/j miles, where Beverly Harper took

ION
'his picture with a 500-mm lens.

--^^ Fortunatelyfor the visitors, they had a

:lear view ofthe volcano. Usually,

'^^^ Harlow says, a low cloud cover develops

iiii!0 n the evening, obscuring the crater. The
':'":* uze oftheplume was also remarkable,

hften, Harlow says, it is less ihan three

hundredfeet and sometimes there is no

fountain at all. At those times, he says,

he lava simply oozes out ofthe cracks on

: he side ofthe volcano, overflowing "like

1 caldron ofboiling lave.

"

—M. S.



DESIGNED &
MANUFACTURED BY

100% MERINO WOOL
MATTRESS PAD
Our soft-as-cashmere 100% Merino Wool
fibers gently cushion your body, providing

essential support and air circulation for a

deeper, more restful night's sleep.

Wool is a natural insulator. In winter, the

pad retains body heat to keep you warm. In

summer, the pad keeps you cool by absorbing
moisture.

The pad is designed like a fitted bottom sheet

to hold it firmly in place.

The Wool Bureau has given this product the

Superwash- designation. It can be machine
washed and retain its original softness,

resiliency and durability. The Woolmark label

is your assurance of quality.

We manufacture the pad ourselves and sell

directly to you, eliminating the middleman
and retail markup, saving you 50% off

normal retail. Our Guarantee: If you are not

completely satisfied with our products . , .

for any reason . . , call our toll free number
and we will send a UPS truck to your home
— at our expense — to pick up the product,

and we'll make certain you receive an
immediate refund (in full) or exchange. Fast

Delivery: We ship within 24 to 48 hours.

STO ORDER OR TO REQUEST A
FREE CATALOG CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-356-9367, Ext. F958,
or use our coupon (call 7 days a week).

FREE
CATALOG

2t> DowTi Comforter Styles

Dov.li Pillows

Down Outerwear

lOO*"".- Merino Wool Mattress Pads

^tou

100% Merino Wool Mattress Pad Style #M528

DCrib (28" X 52") ^29 QQueen (60" x 80") '89

DTwin (39" X 75") '49 DKing (76" x 80") '109
Full (54" X 75") '69 QCalif. King

Color: Natural (72" x 84")'115

ORDER BY PHONE TOLL FREE

1-800-356-9367, Ext. F958.

Use your credit card. OR ORDER BY MAIL:
M.C. nVISA uAm.Exp. DDiners Club nCheck

Aoct.# Exp.Dt
QTY x PR]CE $ =S

For delivery in IL-5% Tax=$
For delivery in MN-6% Tax=$

Ship.. Hdlg.. & Ins.-$5'Crib S2.50=S
'Federal Express Service =$

TOTAL =$
For delivery in Wl-5% Tax=S

Total for delivery in WI =S
'DWe ship UPS ground service unless you request

otherwise here. Federal Express Service add '8.50.

Name
Address

City/State/Zip

rocks found on the moon; they may be

found in the high peaks of the Adirondack

Mountains. On Tuesday, December 2, at

7:30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium, Isach-

sen will present an illustrated program

tracing the geological history of the region

and explain its geological curiosities, such

as the first fossil found in the mountains.

This program is free for members and $4

for nonmembers. For more information

call (212) 873-1327.

Kwanzaa
Kwanzaa (SwahiH for first fruit) is an

original African-American holiday cele-

brated each year from December 26 to

January 1. Founded in 1966 by Mualana

Karenga, a noted black studies scholar,

Kwanzaa is derived from centuries-old

African values. The Department of Edu-

cation, in association with the New York

Urban Coalition, will observe Kwanzaa

with a series of programs including con-

certs, films, and workshops exploring Af-

rican culture. For a complete schedule of

events call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

Afro-Cuban Jazz

New Yor-Uba is a jazz ensemble that

specializes in the music of the Yoruba, an

African people brought to the New World

by the slave trade. In Cuba, Yoruba wor-

ship)—ecstatic drumming, dancing, and
singing—evolved into Santeria and even-

tually made its way into popular music,

first in Cuba and later in the United

States. On Wednesday, December 10, at

7:30 P.M. in the Main Auditorium, New
Yor-Uba will perform music that com-
bines jazz with traditional Afro-Cuban
rhythms. Tickets are $5 for members and

$6 for nonmembers. For more informa-

tion call (212) 873-1300, ext. 514.

Alzheimer's Story

Alois Alzheimer, a German physician,

published the first paper on the disease

that bears his name in 1906. Today,

Alzheimer's disease affects more than

two million Americans. An Alzheimer's

Story, a videotaped documentary, depicts

the deterioration of an Alzheimer's victim

over two years. It focuses on her family's

suffering as well as her own and the even-

tual need to institutionalize her. An
Alzheimer's Story premieres on Satur-

day, December 13, at 1:00 p.m. in the

Kaufmann Theater, followed by a panel

discussion on the personal, sociological,

and medical aspects of this illness. Panel-

ists include Kenneth Rosenberg, one of

the documentary's producers, Peter Da-
vies, a researcher on Alzheimer's at Al-

bert Einstein College of Medicine, and
anthropologist Malcolm Arth. Tickets are

$13 for members and $15 for nonmem-
bers. For information call (212) 873-7507.

A Toot for Tots

The Bloomingdale Chamber Orchestra

will perform classical music for childn

on Sunday, December 14, at 3:00 p.m.

the Kaufmann Theater. The concert, en

tied Who Gives a Toot, is free with M
seum admission. For more informatii

call (212) 873-1300, ext. 566.

Culture of the Red Ocher

Five thousand years before the first E

kimos came to Labrador, the Red Ocht

a people whose culture is known to a

cheologists as Maritime Archaic, occ

pied the northeast coast of North Amt
ica. When they disappeared about 3,5(

years ago, their culture had reached

stage of elaborate development, as repr

sented by complex burial mount
chipped-stone tools, and indications

trade networks that extended from nort

em Labrador to southern New Englan

A documentary film. Red Paint: The Lo

Sea People ofMaine, which examines tl

background of these people and rece

discoveries about them, including the pc

sibility of European contact by sea, \v

premiere on Sunday, December 7, at 1 :(

p.m. in the Kaufmann Theater. After tl

screening, a panel consisting of Willia

Fitzhugh, curator of arctic anthropolo;

at the Smithsonian, Bruce Bourqu

Maine State Archeologist at the Mali

State Museum, and James Tuck, proft

sor of archeology at Memorial Universit

St. John's, Newfoundland, will discu

questions raised by the film. Tickets a

$13 for members and $15 for nonmer
bers. For information call (2 1 2) 873-750

The Star of Christinas

This holiday Sky Show, at the Planeta

ium through January 4, takes viewe

back in time nearly 2,000 years to vie

the skies of the first Christmas. The sho

explores the question "What was the 'sta

that led the Wise Men to Bethlehem'

and shows how scientists, historians, ar

theologians have worked together to fit

possible answers. For further informatic

call the Planetarium at (212) 873-8828
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ORIENTAL PASSAGE:

SmGAPORE TO DJIBOUTI
(including Sumatra, Burma, Nepal, India,
the Maldives, Seychelles, and Somalia)

April 22 - May 25, 1987
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Lake Ibba

SUMATRA Singapore

Join a team of Museum experts on a luxury cruise along the an-

cient maritime silk route Fly to Singapore and board the luxurj'

yacht, liliria. Discover Sumatra's beautiful Lake Ibba and the

splendid homes and traditions of the ancient Batak peoples. Ex-
plore Rangoon, the capital of Burma, with ancient pagodas and
outstanding dance performances. Then discover the ancient cit>'

of Pagan, where more than 5,000 temples and stupas dot the

landscape Enjoy an optional excursion to Kathmandu, Nepal, and
Agra, India, to see the Tkj Mahal. Visit the famed Sun Ifemple of

Subaneswar and other famous archeological sites near Madras, India Then cruise to the

itutiful Maldive and Seychelle Islands and enjoy fabulous beaches, swimming, snorkeling,

^ birding. Then cruise to the coast of Somalia, calling at Berbera, and to I>jibouti, where
disembark.

8 The Museum's privately chartered vessel, Rliria, is rated 5-Star, befitting a ship with

i cuisine^ service^ accommodations, and public lounges. With just 59 double and 1 1 single

I

'ins, you are assured of traveling with a small group aboard ship and during our exciting

ursions.

I Throughout the cruise^ share insights and discussions with Museum experts: an art

X)rian, political historian, tropical ecologist, marine biolo^st and photographer. A
iinating itinerary, excellent small cmse vessel, and distinguished team of Museum experts

fe been combined to make the trip of a lifetime Join us!

Call (212) 873-1440, or toll-free (outside New York State): (800) 462-8687

i AmeriCSn Please send me complete inlormaKon on your

Museum Of ' -^ss/^o;

Natural
History

7;^;;^;
—

j Central Park West at 79!h St.

i New York. New York 10024-5192



_Kenya_
Safari

Jan.31-Feb.l5,1987

Discover Amboseli National

Park, Aberdare National Park,

Samburu Game Reserve,

A4ount Kenya Safari Club,

of
Natural

vvy*» History

uiscovery lours

Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 7997157

We Started
with the Stars...
We printed them on an 8-inch

pliable globe, gently pressed one half

inside the other, and now we've got

the world's best star-finding tool . . .

Ni^tgtar*
Adjusts at a roll of your fingertips for

any date, time, or place on Earth!
Many sky-maps in one. Durable. Connpact.

Displays all 88 constellations. Finds planets!

Printed in color. Beautifully packaged. The
ideal nature/science gift. Ages 10 to adult.

"A delight to both mind and eye . .

.

. . . elegant, instructive, and fun!"
- Douglas McCany. College Planetarium Director.

Comes with 50 pg. "Guide To NightStar" plus

access. & 1 yr. wrnty. We ship UPS same day.
VISA/MASTERCARD CALL (408)462-1049
or SEND S44 plus ship/handling: U.S/Canada
$3.50; foreign $7 (or $14 by air). CA add 6%.

Order 2 or More: Free ship/handling in U.S.

Dept. N1. THE NIGHTSTAR COMPANY
1334 Brommer St., Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Evening Holdovers
by Thomas D. Nicholson

Mars and Jupiter are still holding out in

the evening sky, nicely placed in the south-

west in the early evening to balance the

bright winter stars rising in the east. Last

September and October, all the planets

were evening stars; now only these two and

Neptune remain. The others have moved

to the right (west) of the sun to become

morning objects, and at least one of them,

Venus, should be visible as a morning star

this month.

The two evening planets, Mars and Ju-

piter, are close together all month. The

brightness of Jupiter, outshining every-

thing else but the moon, makes it an easy

target from late twilight until it disappears

in the west before midnight. Mars is now
fading rapidly as it moves almost directly

away from the earth, but it is still in the

range of first magnitude and is the only

bright object near Jupiter.

Venus is at maximum morning bril-

liancy in early December and almost at its

greatest elongation (separation) from the

sun at the end of the month. Both times

are favorable for viewing, but the south-

erly location of the planet doesn't help. It

should be visible in the southeast at about

dawn from midmonth on, and will be eas-

ily seen late in the month with the crescent

moon nearby.

As noted in the calendar that follows,

the moon occults Antares twice this

month (on the 1st and the 29th). The two

events occur about twenty-seven and a

half days apart. This is the sidereal month,

the interval during which the moon moves
completely around the earth. There is a

new moon on the 1st as well, and the next

new moon is on December 3 1 , very nearly

twenty-nine and a half days later. This is

the synodic month (interval from new
moon to new moon or full moon to full

moon), during which the moon returns to

the same position relative to the sun.

Events in the calendar below are given

in local time unless otherwise indicated.

December 1: New moon is at 11:43

A.M., EST. The moon occults Antares *

about the same time, while they are abo -'^

the horizon over North America, but da
-''

light hides the event.
;

'^"^

December 2: Perigee moon (nearest l!
™

earth) is eighteen hours after new moc

and its effect will strengthen the spri'-

tides that come with a new moon.

December 4: The young crescent mo
will appear at twilight and set shorl

thereafter. Saturn is in line with the si

(conjunction) and enters the morning si

December 5-7: The crescent mo
stays up later and becomes brighter ea

night, but not enough to interfere with o

view of Jupiter and Mars, which are abo

and to its left after darkness begins

advances on the two planets night

catching up with Mars on the 7th, wh
the two planets and the crescent mo
make a handsome sight.

December 8: If you missed them 1<

night, look for the moon, Jupiter, a

Mars after sundown tonight when t

moon is past both planets. First-quarl

moon is at 3:01 a.m., EST.

December 1 1 : Venus is at its greatf

brilliancy in the morning sky.

December 13-15: The waxing mo
fattens and brightens as it moves into a

through Taurus on the way to full pha;

The stars of the Pleiades cluster are ck

above it on the 1 3th, and Aldebaran, t

brightest star in Taurus, is easily visible

the glow of the moon's brightness on

these nights.

December 16: Full moon is at 2:04 a.i

EST. By twilight it has moved to Gemi
about midway between bright Aldebar

to its right and the twin stars Pollux a

Castor to its left.

December 18: The moon moves ii

Cancer before it comes into line with P '*

lux and Castor. Look early tonight, befc *i

it moves off-line from the stars to the ei

(left).

December 19: Four planets are in c(

junction with one another today, but t

by two, not all together. Mars fina
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Celestial Events

lies?

irsl-qia

iisstei

loGeffl

(tin

Aitatji
ches Jupiter at about 2:00 a.m., EST,

I will be seen very close to Jupiter's left

5t). Mercury and Saturn are in line

h one another at 10:00 a.m., EST, but

close to the sun to be seen.

)ecember 20-22: Leo is a spring con-

lation, but if you stay up after 10:00

these nights, it will be rising in the

ij;j,r-At and the moon can help in finding it.

iji; ; moon is right above the Lion's

ill, ij|(

jhtest star, Regulus, on the 2 1 st.

)ecember 21: The sun arrives at the

ter solstice in the constellation Sag-

rius at 11:02 p.m., EST, and winter

ins in the Northern Hemisphere. The

IijjjjI
ation of daylight is the shortest of the

r today, although the earliest sunset

,|j JujI
c place December 8th and the latest

rise will be on January 5th.

)ecember 23-24: Moonrise is at ap-

ximately 11:30 p.m. on the 23rd, al-

it when the moon is at the autumnal

ijj
j

inox in Virgo, one-quarter of the way

und the sky to the right (west) of the

s position at the winter solstice. Last-

rter moon, also in Virgo, is at 4: 1 7 a.m.,

r, on the 24th.

)ecember 26-27: You should be able

ji

ind very bright Venus below the rising

icent moon at about dawn on both

•nings. The moon will be in conjunction

\ Venus late in the evening of the 27th.

)ecember 28-29: The moon is in con-

tion with Antares and Saturn on the

!i. Venus should be visible both morn-

1, but Antares and Saturn are lower,

er to the sun, dimmer, and rise in a

hter sky.

)ecember 30: Another perigee moon

iirs at 6:00 p.m., EST; new moon is at

10 p.m., est. The effect of perigee will

to the spring tidal range, substantially

easing the high tides that will occur

orrow.

tor's Note: The Sky Map in the Octo-

issue shows the evening constellations

stars for this month and gives the

5S and times for use.

>\t»P

^r^xiiv^
s^'

What more delightful an
introduction to the
exciting world of
dinosaurs could you find

than this full-color

pop-up book?

From Allosaurus to Tyrannosau-
rus rex, these magnificent crea-
tures and their skeletons are re-

vealed in three dimensions as
you unfold each page of this in-

geniously designed and beauti-
fully illustrated book. It tells how
we know about dinosaurs, de-
scribes the way they lived and
raised their young, and gives the
most current scientific theories
about their extinction. Compre-
hensive, accurate, and fun. Di-

nosaurs: A Lost World will appeal
to the young scientist as well as
the dinosaur admirer of every
age.

I ] Yes, I would like to order
copies of Dinosaurs: /I

Lost World at $10.95 each.
(Please add $1 for shipping.)

Charge my credit card account
(circle one:)

MASTERCARD VISA

Exp. date: .

Signature:

Make checks payable to the

American Museum of natural

History

FVograiti
American Museum of natural llistor>

Central Park West at 79th Street,

new York, nv 10024

The storvof one
couple's 33,000 mile

voyage from the Arctic

to the Antarctic—on
the 40-foot yacht

Northern Light

A sailing epic
by Rolf Bjeike and Deborah .Shapiro

1,511 C'lUir phiiicis plus maps anr! firavMngv

NORTHERN
LIGHT

Ancient
Civilizations of

Easter Island,

Peru and
Tahiti

Jan. 29 - Feb. 19, 1987

Explore with an expert

archeologist the fascinating

sites of Easter Island, Cuzcq

Machu Picchu and lyiitL Fly

over the famous Nazca "lines"

of Peru, enjoy beautiful

beaches and \nsit excellent

museums. $3^95. per pei-son.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours

Centriil Park W.-: :,; ::ith Si

New York. NY lOiCJl -M :'::

(800) 4(i2-8687

(212) 878-1440. (212) 7!".':!.v



AMatterof Tast I

A Star Is Bom
Exoticfruits can substitutefor dismal mainstreamfare

by Raymond Sokolov

When a new fruit swims into our ken, as

it were, we ought to feel gratitude and joy.

For me, the largely unheralded advent of

the star fruit (a k a carambola a k a Aver-

rhoa carambola) has brought mainly dis-

appointment and anger.

The disappointment came on those sev-

eral occasions when I paid top dollar for

one of these highly attractive yellow, al-

most seedless fruits. Full of anticipation, I

cut a crosswise slice into the waxy torpedo

with its five deep longitudinal grooves.

The slice fell away in a stellar pentagonal

wafer Then I bit into it and puckered.

Not all star fruits are sour. After dis-

cussing this matter with my favorite fruit

cicerone, Elizabeth Schneider, I learned

that there are basically two sorts of caram-

bola, one sour and one sweet. But try to tell

which is which. In her encyclopedic yet

genial new handbook. Uncommon Fruits

and Vegetables: A Commonsense Guide

(Harper and Row), Schneider gives the

following reasonable advice: "If caram-

bolas are not marked 'tart' or 'sweet,' you

should at least try to convince your fruit

man of the value of taste tests for sales.

Ask him to sample the fruits so that he'll

understand the difference. If all else fails,

figure that most tart varieties have very

narrow ribs, while the sweet yellow variet-

ies have thick, fleshy ones. The two white

varieties marketed are sweet."

I have tried these dodges with limited

success. My local "fruit man" is in fact a

Korean teen-age girl whose response to my
earnest requests for truth-in-carambola

are met with giggles, at first, and then

with the cries of alarm she has learned to

emit when an incomprehensible and per-

sistent customer harasses her. Burly Ko-

rean men swiftly come to her rescue; they

are not helpful either. How, they ask me,

can I expect them to know about the nice-

ties of star fruits, when they must also deal
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with the Clementines and tomatillos and

monsteras and other novelties flooding the

market they try so industriously to serve?

It is this maddeningly burgeoning world

of atemoyas and tamarillos and feijoas (as

well as the lesser known, if more tradi-

tional vegetables and fruits, such as favas

and quince) that Schneider has worked so

hard to fathom and to explicate. As her

title declares, she aims to make the unfa-

miliar comprehensible, to provide useful

annotations to the novelties mysteriously

populating our better fruit bins. This is

important work for its own sake, but it is

also a sign of a larger, undocumented pro-
Photographs by James Joern

cess going on in advanced societies arouni

the world. The traditional larder is beinj

enlarged by an innovative agriculture an(

a global system of food transport that t

bringing the exotic to our doorstep aiM

transmuting it into the mundane.

The process is moving so quickly tha

any curious person requires a guide il

order to decode his comer market. On tb

one hand, this is a good thing—variety i

the spice of life, and so forth. Yet there isi

sense in which our modern cornucopia i

an emblem of decadence and decline. W
can fly fancy fruit from New Zealand f

Manhattan's Upper West Side, but w

In New York it's easier tofind a New Zealand kiwi than a ripe apricot. Here, exotic an

traditionalproduce arrives at Hunts Point Market in the Bronx.
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OF ASIA
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The American Museum
of Natural History

1987 Calendar

John Gould's

EXOTIC BIRDS

OF ASIA
A selection of 12 brilliantly

colored lithographs of exotic

birds by 19th-century artist, orni-

thologist, and author John Gould
appear in this spectacular calen-

dar. Beautiful color reproductions
of Sonne of the most breathtaking

birds in the world make this the

perfect gift for the bird enthu-

siast, and anyone with an appre-
ciation for the beauty of our

natural world.

John Gould's Exotic Birds of Asia
Calendar is Q^A" x H^A" and
comes with a cord hanger.

.

Yes, I would like to order

copies of John Gould's Exotic Birds of

Asia at $7.95 each, plus $1 for shipping.

Make checks payable to American Mu-

seum of Natural History or charge your

credit card (circle one):

MASTERCARD

Name:

VISA

Address:

City:

State:

Card #:

Zip:

Exp. Date:

Signature:

iTogram
American Museum of Natural History

Central Park West at 79th Street

New York. NY 10024
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cannot get decent apricots. There are

many examples of this paradox, where a

traditional food is vanishing or reaches the

market only in inferior form. The reasons

for this spreading phenomenon are com-

plex, but they amount to the same thing.

Traditional produce grown for the mass

market must be engineered so as to sur-

vive a long trip looking beautiful. Biology

is distorted in the service of cosmetology.

Fruit is picked green so as to be sturdy.

The apricot does not ripen property un-

der these circumstances. As a result, sensi-

ble people do not buy apricots in New
York except out of perverse nostalgia. I

suspect that many readers will think I am
exaggerating here, but they haven't eaten

a tree-ripened apricot recently. Our an-

cient tree bore a few fruits this year; each

one was a miracle. But I know from ex-

perience that our tree is not unusually

wonderful. Anyone who buys apricots

from a stand in or around Santa Fe will see

that properly ripened apricots are rou-

tinely fabulous. But they don't travel as a

mass-market fruit.

Ergo, people like me avoid them and

turn to "new" fruits that have not yet been

corrupted by greed or bioengineering.

Novelty fruits also tend to be grown on a

small scale by people interested in estab-

lishing that fruit's reputation. They do a

better job than, say, hopelessly cynical

tomato operators catering to a vast, if de-

praved, market of people actively seeking

firm so-called slicing tomatoes.

Some specialty produce is flown to mar-

ket. It costs more than apples held in cool-

ers for six months but arrives at market in

optimal eating condition. But once the

fruit becomes a commercial success as an

elite item, its producers look for ways to

enlarge sales. New varieties are hybrid-

ized; new methods of harvest and storage

devised. This is not always a bad thing.

Some novelty fruits have made the transi-

tion from exotic to normal without a

squeak. Both the avocado and the mango
are good "modern" fruits. They do not

suffer from being picked green.

The star fruit looks as if it is also natu-

rally adapted to modern life. According to

Schneider, fully ripe, room-perfuming

star fruits will keep for two weeks in the

refrigerator. Like the kiwi and the passion

fruit and many of the other newcomers,

they are much less fragile than more tradi-

tional western fruits. We can only hope

that the mad geniuses of plant science will

not find ways of transmogrifying their

genes so as to destroy their taste appeal.

For the time being, novelty fruits and veg-

etables tend to be produced rationally and

therefore retain the flavor and appeal that

recommended them to growers in the first
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place. This is one reason why astute nou-

velle cuisine chefs have battened on them.

Yes, they are glamorous and exotic, but

they are also a means of circumventing

dismal mainstream horticulture.

Perhaps the most interesting side to this

wave of novelty at fruiterers and in restau-

rants is not that it is a logical response to

degraded traditional produce, but that ap-

preciable numbers of people are per-

suaded by this logic to change ingrained

habits and to alter their diet. No one can

calculate with precision or certainty just

how much the traditional American diet

has changed since World War II. But all

evidence indicates that an enormous shift

has occurred for a complex of reasons.

ranging from fear of cholesterol to the

growth of connoisseurship in a well-trav-

eled, well-heeled elite conditioned to nov-

elty and change in all areas of life.

There is one group, however, that has

resisted these pressures. Its members have

devoted their lives in most ways to freez-

ing time in its path. And the very emblem

of their pure conservatism is their diet. I

refer to orthodox Jews.

Their table is the symbol of their iden-

tity. Indeed, the central, practical guide to

correct orthodox Jewish practice is called

Prepared Table. So the last place you

would expect to find a star fruit in pride of

place would be at an orthodox meal. And

yet, why not? The rules of kashruth do

.;>. J/-//M//, also knuwn as carambola
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From our collection of extinct animal motif ties.

100% polyester in choice of (A)Brontosaurus or
(B)Stegosaurus. AvaUable in navy

or burgimdy $15.00
($2.50 postage and handling).

Junior back-pack in water
resistant polyester, 11" wide
by 13" high, features an
outside pocket and zippered

compartment Choice of

(C)Brontosaurus or (D)Stego
saurus on navy or

green $20.00

($2.50 postage and
handling.)

'ur ovrai (E)Stegosaurus bookends in
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NATURAL HISTORY
ADVENTURE

EAST AFRICA
Unsurpassed wildlife watching in

^gorongoro Crater, Serengeti,

Manyara, Amboseli, Samburu and

vlasai Mara, and much more.

THE SEYCHFI I £ ISLANDS
The original garden of Eden,

undisturbed by time and man. A
laven for the rare and beautiful

waiting to be discovered.

AUSTRALIA
Experience some of natures'

wonders "down under". From

penguin to platypus to koala to

kangaroo, covering the entire

Australian island continent.

-or your free brochures please contact;

WILDLIFE SAFARI
23 Orinda Way • Orinda. CA 94563

(800) 221-8118 USA • (800) 526-3637 CA

INCOMPARABLE

Our free brochure of

value-packed vacations

la Air India covers lands

and peoples unique in all the

world. India . . . Nepal . . .

Bhutan ... Sri Lanka. Re-

quest your copy today.

JOURNEYWORLD
Dept. NY5

155 East 55lh St.

New York, NY 10022

(800) 635-3900-(212) 752-8308

'OUR 10th ANNIVERSARY

B

MACHU PICCHU
One of the 32 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.
For Tour Directory write or call:

Questers worldwide nature tours
Dept, NH, 257 Park Ave. S.: NY, NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

SILVER SEAGULL
Newport Silversmith James Breakell captures the grace and

beauty of the seagull's flight in this lovely bracelet. In sterhng

Sliver, '25.00. In 14k gold, »225.00. Add »4.00 handling.

MC/VISA (401 ) 849-3522. Brochure on request

» jj n 1 u r r\ 2 Russell Ave. Dept. NHS

J.ri. DreaKel! ol to. Newport, ri 02340

proscribe ceri;ain ingredients and certain

combinations, and the prohibition against

mixing meat and milk has even inspired

the alteration of certain recipes so as to

make them kosher. But kashruth is nota-

bly silent about innovation. There is no

canonical body of Jewish traditional reci-

pes. And what we think of in New York as

Jewish food is really an amalgam of East-

ern European dishes kosherized and then

codified by use in the Jewish liturgical

calendar. Entirely observant Jews from

the Near East do not normally eat flanken

and borsht at home. And they find the

Ashkenazic (European Jewish) diet as for-

eign as American Jews of Ashkenazic her-

itage find theirs, Paul Levy, the Ken-

tuckian food editor of the London Obser-

ver, once said of Claudia Roden, a Jewish

refugee from Cairo who is best known for

her book on Middle Eastern cookery:

"Claudia's idea of Jewish food is stuffed

grape leaves,"

Levy assumed everyone would see the

absurdity of Roden's claim. Well, we did

and we didn't. The serious Jewish table is,

by definition, a place where tradition is

always at issue, because the purpose of

kashruth is to define Jewish life. And so it

is a bolder act than it might seem at firs

for a non-Jewish woman to publish a kc

sher cookbook intended to bring the spiri

of the nouvelle cuisine to pious tables.

Colette Rossant is, of course, a gift&

and original cook with a broad bad
ground in the food of three continent

Almost anyone might profit by looking ?

the recipes she has developed for Ne\

Kosher Cooking. Taking the orthodo

point of view, moreover, it is hard to st

why a pious Jewish cook would not wantt

try such modern ideas as spaghetti squas

soup or, indeed, baked tilefish with stj

fruit. There are also kosher adaptations c

exotic recipes (yakitori of lamb an

chicken).

Many modern orthodox cooks will fc

delighted to see how wide the gates (

kashruth really are. Although eve

Rossant has not been able to solve tt

problem of producing tasty baked goo(

for a meat meal, she has achieved muc

else, including the conversion of the stc

fruit (see recipe below).

Raymond Sokolov is a writer whose spi

cial interests are the history and prepan

tion offood.

Carambola Ice

(From Uncommon Fruits and Vegetables:

A Commonsense Guide, by Elizabeth

Schneider, Harper and Row)

IV4 pounds fragrant medium-sweet car-

ambolas (select deep-colored ones if

you have a choice), rinsed

1 Vi cups sugar

1, Set aside Vn pound carambolas (pref-

erably 2 small fruits) and cut remainder

into fine dice.

2, Combine I cup sugar and \Vi cups
water in saucepan; boil for 2 minutes. Re-
move from heat and stir in diced fruit,

3, Puree in blender or processor to a

smooth texture; press through a fine-

meshed sieve. Let cool slightly, then chill

thoroughly,

4, Pour into can of ice cream maker.

Freeze according to manufacturer's direc-

tions,

5, When frozen, scoop into a container

and allow to mellow in the freezer for a

few hours or more,

6, Shave brownish skins from ribs of re-

maining carambolas; cut fruit across into

'/s- to Vi-inch slices. Combine remaining Vi

cup sugar and 1 tablespoon water in a

nonaluminum skillet, heat to boiling, and
add the fruit slices in a single layer. Cook
on high heat for about 10 seconds. Turn
the slices and cook 10 to 15 seconds, to

glaze slightly. With a slotted spoon trans-

fer to a dish; cool and chill.

7, To serve, soften 'ce for about Vi hour in

refrigerator. Place a lidy scoop on each

chilled desert plate and set a few slices o^
j:

glazed carambola alongside. 'I'OlC

Yield: 4 servings

(about 3 cups carambola ice)

. n\
Baked Tilefish with Star Fruit

(Slightly adapted from A^ewAToj/zer ^''

Cooking, by Colette Rossant, d;;

Arbor House)

4 thick tilefish steaks t:

Salt
Jjj,

Freshly ground black pepper

Vi cup water iSDlS

2 tablespoons dark soy sauce or low-

sodium soy sauce i

'/4 teaspoon sesame oil

2 slightly sour star fruit, thinly sUced

crosswise

2 tablespoons chopped parsley

2 lemons, cut into wedges

1

.

Preheat oven to 400 degrees.

2. Wipe the fish steaks with paper toweu

and arrange them in a baking dish. Sprin]

kle with salt and pepper to taste.

3. In a bowl, mix together the water, soj

sauce, and sesame oil. Pour over the fis^

and bake for 8 minutes. Scatter the staJ

fruit slices over the fish and bake for
|

minutes more.

4. Remove the fish to a serving plattei

Arrange the sliced star fruit on anc

around the fish, pour some of the sauc(

over the fish, sprinkle with the chopped

parsley, and serve with lemon wedges.
\

r

Yield: 4 servings
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AMERICAN MUSEUM OF NATURAL HIOTORY

S Islands of I
rf May 21 -June 7, 1987 I ^

DISCOVER JAPAN with a team of Museum experts as you cruise

on the world's highest rated, luxury expedition vessel, the 5 -Star

M.V Society Explorer Experience the remarkable ambiance of the

Japanese archipelago: golden temples, ancient traditions, snow-capped
olcanic mountains, virgin forests and breathtaking coast lines.

Cruise with the American Museum when Japanese flowers are in full bloom. Learn
nth Museum scholars about the cultural history of Japan and Korea, Japanese gardens

Ind tea ceremonies, the geology of the Inland Sea, and the seafaring traditions of this

sland nation.

Enjoy fine cuisine, service and public facilities (dining room, lounges, observation

eck, etc.). There are only 47 excellent outside passenger cabins, assuring you of a

mall group experience aboard ship and during our fascinating shore excursions.

Come and explore with the American Museum the rich cultural and natural histor)'

f Japan on this special Discovery Cruise. Write or call the American Museum
)iscovery Tours office today,

Dll-free (800) 462-8687,
r (212) 873-1440

ISLANDS OF .1.'

May 1987

Kushiro
Hokksiilo -/

Miyako-/'ry //

Please send me detailed informa-

tion describing the Museum's
Discover>' Cruise: Islands of Japan.

(Xanie) (pleiise print)

(Address)

Museum Of
Natural
History (Citv)

•iscovery Tours

Central Park West at 79th Street

(State) (Zip) ,11

New York, NY 10024-5192



The Play's

the Thing
The lioness was trying to catch forty

winks on the soft grass of the Ngorongoro

Crater, an enormous, unflooded caldera in

Tanzania, when her progeny decided to

intervene. The warm, wet February after-

noon had brought out the bugs, and the

semiconscious lioness was twitching her

tail to keep them away. Like a kitten fasci-

nated by a length of yarn, her cub watched

the motion—and sprang. Chomp! Undis-

turbed, the mother flicked her tail away.

Again the cub pounced, and again its

mother snatched away her tail. And again,

and again, spring-chomp-swish, spring-

chomp-swish, through the lazy African af-

ternoon.

In addition to being a source of amuse-

ment, such play helps the young lion's

eye-paw coordination and trains it for the

later—and decidedly unplayful—busi-

ness of hunting. Playing is a simulation of

adult activities. After hopping back and

forth after mother's tail, a lion is ready to

attack small game. This cub spent the

afternoon stalking mamma in the heat of

day, blissfully unaware of the utihtarian

purpose of its frolic—C/jar/e^ C. Mam

Photograph

by Robert Caputo
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GIVE YOUR

. TASTE OF
i
ANAi:^TlC
THINKING
via illustrated

questions and

explanations.

"Thinking Physics is

fascinating to dip into,

even for ihe informed

physicist" NEW SCIENTIST

The main current in a

the right. The small cu

IS flowing to the

a) right

b) left

c) neither way

BACKWATER
;ek is flowing to

nt behind the rock

Authors

"Explanations deal with concepts and don't require

mathematical aptitude. The best explanations I have

ever seen. Students will love it'' CHOICE

"No other physics book can match this. It is rigor-

ously correct despite lighthearted style and cleverly

designed to spur thought m physics students ofall ages."

THE PHYSICS TEACHER

$18.95 postpaid; no billing. Or
envelope for sample pages to

:

INSIGHT PRESS
614 VERMONT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107

end a stamped

The Book ofDarwin
George Gaylord Simpson

Through this very special offer for

Members of the American Museum of

natural History, immerse yourself in

the excitement taking place In London
as Darwin's evolutionary thought

evolved! This softcover edition is of-

fered to you for only $2.95, at a savings

ofover 50% offthe publisher's price!

In his highly acclaimed work, author

George Qaylord Simpson evokes the

story of Darwin and his times by plac-

ing his narration between selections of

Darwin's own work. Read this vital

work on Darwin and you'll appreciate

even more the radical nature of his

ideas.

To take advantage of this special offer

and order your copy ofThe Book of

Darwin, send $2.95 per book to the

address below. Make checks payable

to the American Museum of natural

History.

Members'

iTogrciin

American Museum of n

Fart^ West at 79th St , new Y.

Because much of his previous archeo-

logical fieldwork had been at rock-shel-

ters and caves in western North Amer-

ica, in 1973 James M. Adovasio (page

20) sought out a similar site in south-

western Pennsylvania as a summer field

school for his students at the University

of Pittsburgh. In an example of scientific

serendipity, Meadowcroft, as the site is

called, turned out to be unexpectedly an-

cient. Adovasio is professor of anthropol-

ogy and professor of geology and plane-

tary sciences at the University of

Pittsburgh. Coauthor Ronald C. Carlisle

(below), who has done background his-

torical research on the site and its envi-

rons since 1976, is now a research assis-

tant professor of anthropology at the

same institution. For additional details

about Meadowcroft Rock-shelter, read-

ers may consult the chapter by J.M.

Adovasio et al. in Early Man in the New
World, edited by Richard Shutler, Jr.

(Beverly Hills: Sage, 1983).

Lewis Hurxthal (page 34) has |
keen on wildlife since his childhood,

a trip to Africa as an adult led hin

leave his home and laboratory worl

Boston and embark on a more adven

ous route: "The first serious plan dii

form until I saw ostriches on a

through southern Ethiopia," he s

"About a year later, I registered at

University of Nairobi and began

fieldwork on ostrich ecology." Hurx

received his doctorate in zoology

1979, after conducting research on

trich breeding systems in Nairobi

tional Park and Amboseli NatL

Park, both in Kenya. In 1979, his v

was featured on a BBC television I

"The Impossible Bird." Hurxthal,
j

wife, and daughter now make their b

in Botswana, where he is the princij

a training school for game rar

Readers planning a trip to Africa

wish to consult John G. William;

Field Guide to the National Par,

East Africa (London: Collins, 1

Armchair travelers can read more

;

the ostrich in Norman Myers's Int

tional Wildlife article, "Big Bird
'

It On" (March/April 1979).
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this issue, Susan Mopper and

mas Whitham (page 42) describe

ongoing work with the pifion pines

unset Crater in Arizona. Between

1 they have investigated plant clon-

plant resistance to herbivory, and

;ffect of host plants on insect mating

ims and sex ratios. Whitham, an as-

ite professor at Northern Arizona

ersity, holds a doctorate in ecology

evolutionary biology from the Uni-

ty of Utah. His photography has

exhibited in several one-man

s. Mopper, who earned her master's

from Florida State University in

hassee, served for two years in the

:e Corps in El Salvador as a plant-

t cataloger. A fan of outdoor sports

ew wave music, she will receive her

rate early next year from Northern

ona University. For further reading

uggests The Pihon Pine, by Harri-

|and Ronald M. Lanner (Reno: Uni-

ty of Nevada Press, 1981).

10M

ifi'sWl

'\'-3

The Return of
Wolves and Redford
Long out of print, the mysteriously
musical sounds ofwolves are now
available as an audio cassette tape.

On one side, actor and conservationist
Robert Redford tells the story of "The
WolfYou never Knew." The other side

features authentic recordings of the al-

luring howls, growls and barks ofwild

wolves.

"Each phrase is a glissando swoop, up
and down, like a very lonesome, senti-

mental, fire siren with a soul."—new York Times

To order your copy of the audio cas-

sette. The Language and Music of the

Wolves, send $8.00 plus $1.00 ship-

ping and handling to the address
below. Make checks payable to the

American Museum of natural History.

tTogratn

American Museum ofnalural History

WeslaE79th St.. PlewYorh, nv 10024

Anthropology
Tour to

Morocco
April 10-25, 1987

., mttse-uNi and^

-illifeP :Pfideolclati, Roman^
:^ffi:|l:t$l>^:Xrab, fewtsh and
Prench inffuence.s left their

mark.

1986 price: $1;850. per person.

American
Museum of
Natural
History

Discovery Tours
Central Park West at 79th St.

New York, NY 10024-5192

(800) 462-8687

(212) 873-1440, (212) 799-7157

ADVENTURE GEIAKASTS
Including Airfare!

GALAPAGOS' 1 1 days. S2150

KENYA 14 days. S2290

COST^RlCA-8 days. S 1090

Free 84-page color catalog, also includes:

AMAZON • ALASKA • EUROPE

Expert Leaders SmaU Groups

WILDERNESS TRAVEL

n
^^

Support wildlite by

wearing environmental'

yt-shir1s. (10% of

n profits go to

environmental

[I

groups.)

E Many designs.

I

Hand silk-screened on

comfortable, 100% cotton

l!l t-shirts. $9 45

WILDLIFE
T-SHIRTS

JIM MORRIS PO BOX 2308 DEPT
BOULDER, CO 80306 (303) <

Satistaction Guaranteed! Share the Earth' -
g

One of the 32 places where travel with Questers

becomes a learning experience.

For Tour Directory write or Mil

Questers worldwide nature tours
Depl NH, 257 Paris Ave S ; NY, NY 10010 (212) 673-3120

Lindblad Tk-avel offers more of

CHINA
and the best of China

From the splendors of Tibet to the glo-

rious monuments o( Beijing, from the

archaeological wonders of Xian to the

vibrant life along the Yangtse, Lind-

blad's China is bound to enchant you.

Stay at the best hotels and state guest

houses. Expert guides accompany

See your Travel Agent, write or call

800-243-5657, YouH be glad vou did

LINDBLAD TRAVEL, Inc.
1 .SxK.in K.M.

n;:,ii,..

N W.M,.,,,, , 1 Il|.^vl

1

_Z,|. NH 1
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Authors, continued

For the past eleven years, Hans Kruuk

(page 50) has been principal scientific

officer at the Institute of Terrestrial

Ecology in Banchory, Scotland. A native

of the Netherlands, Kruuk has studied

carnivores as disparate as hyenas, bad-

gers, and otters. His seven-year-long

study of hyenas, much of it carried out

while he was deputy director of the Ser-

engeti Research Institute, in Tanzania,

resulted in a book. The Spotted Hyena:
A Study ofPredation and Social Behav-
ior (Chicago: University of Chicago

Press, 1972). Badgers first caught

Kruuk's attention as potential subjects

for study in 1972, while he was walking

in the woods at Oxford University. Now,
after a decade of concentration on bad-

gers, he is devoting himself to a study of

river otters living along the coasts of

Shetland, near the northernmost tip of

Britain. Otters have gone from being

among the most common and familiar of

Europe's carnivores to being among its

most threatened. Kruuk hopes that what
he and his colleagues learn about Shet-

land's otters may benefit otters on the

continent. Readers can find more in-

formation about badgers in Ernest

Neal's The Natural History ofBadgers

(London: Croom Helm, 1986) and

Charies Long and Carl Killingley's Bad-
gers of the World (Springfield: Charles

Thomas Publishers, 1983).

Because of his enthusiasm for the

crafts and textiles of the Mexican state

of Oaxaca, Gary N. Ross (page 58) was

delighted when Natural History invited

him to delve into the history of the radish

sculptures displayed every December 23

in Oaxaca's capital. A professor of biol-

ogy at Southern University in Baton

Rouge, Louisiana, Ross periodically con-

ducts tours to Oaxaca for a Florida

travel agency in order to introduce oth-

ers to the region's folk arts. For back-

ground on the Zapotec Indians, who
make the radish sculptures, see The Za-

potecs: The Princes, Priests, and Peas-

ants, by Joseph Whitecotton (Norman:

University of Oklahoma Press, 1977).

For further reading on Mexican fiestas

Ross recommends travel guides such as

Fodor's Mexico 1986 (New York: Mc-
Kay, 1985) and Birnbaum's Mexico

Nineteen Eighty-six (Boston: Houghton

Mifflin, 1985). Information is also avail-

able from the agency that sponsors the

radish festival: Direccion General de

Promocion Turistica del Estado de Oa-

xaca, 5 de Mayo and Av. Morelos, Oa-

xaca City, Oaxaca, Mexico. Ross's cur-

rent project is an investigation into

Spanish moss and its various uses in the

Cajun and Indian cultures of southern

Louisiana.

It's not quite true that photograt

Robert Caputo (page 92) went to a|

as a tourist and never left, but it alii

is. After college, Caputo went to Afi

where he soon discovered that fim

work in Africa, once you're there

pretty easy. He ended up working

Jane Goodall, who initiated his phcj

raphy career by asking him to si

movies of the chimpanzees she stud

After a few years in the bush, Caj

came back to the United States, wj

he attended film school in New 1

City and worked as an intern at

American Museum of Natural Hist

He then went back to Nairobi, wl

Time Life Books, Inc. and Natii

Geographic began to use him. He ha

temated between Africa and Wasn
ton, D.C., ever since. In his ten yeaj

photographic work, Caputo has

duced two children's books—one on I

nas and one comparing the behavic

people and animals. "Ngorongoro

ter, where I took this month's 'Na^

Moment,' " he says, "is the biggesi

flooded caldera in the world. Sei

prides of lions live there. They're all

sonably tame—sometimes they'll

lie in the shade of your car. These

were on a grassy mound, and I spent

eral hours watching them play. It

marvelous." Caputo used a 400-mm
to get the closeup of lions at play.
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Now or never.
1986 will be remembered as the year of Liberty.

Congress marked the occasion for all time, by

ting United States Liberty Coins.

However these precious keepsakes will not be

lable much longer. The Treasury won't mint any

'|e coins after the end of 1986, so buy your Liberty

Jis now.
They are available singly or in sets. Silver dollar

00; half dollar $7.50 at banks, savings and loans,

|Ifart, Montgomery Ward, Sears and Service

;|chandise stores.

They make ideal holiday gifts but remember,

I
the holidays will come again. Liberty Coins

^ never will.

UNITED STATES LIBERTY COINS



THECAR FOR PEOPLE
WHOSEMEANSHAVECHANGED
BUTWHOSEVALUESHAVENT

Back when you had pre-

cious little in the way of

means at all, you may have

been one of those pioneering

souls who bought a Volvo.

It was the perfect family

car. Spartan? Perhaps. But

also very sensible. A Sherman

tank with room for six. And a

growing reputation for dura-

bility and safety.

Both of us have come a

long way since then.

You, for example, may have

reached that point in life

where you view a car not as

a necessity so much as a

reward.

And we have reached a

point where we can create a

car like the Volvo 760 Turbo.

A car that surrounds you

with every comfort a person

of means could want in a car.

A turbo-charged phenome-

non capable of embarrassing

cars much more famous for

performance.

Admittedly the Volvo 760

Turbo is an indulgence.

But underneath you'll dis-

cover its still a Volvo. A totally

sensible car with an enviable

reputation for durability and

safety

A car that lets you indulge

your senses.

Without taking leave of

your sense.

A car you can believe in.










